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ANOTHER SENSATION
BY THE CREATORS OF SuSPaU^®

mmiHins
THE SMART MINIMUM IN UNDIES

As

a wink ... as smooth

brief as

as a suntan

.

.

.

that's Blue

Swan's

MINIKINS. They're smartly styled

SWANTONE, an amazing new

in

runproof rayon that wears longer

and washes and
You'll love

dries in a

MINIKINS

in

jiffy.

each

of the three popular styles

.

.

.

look for them at your favorite

store ... in

gay colored

cellophane packages.

A

size for almost

every figure.

Tearose, pink, white, blue, black, maize.

(

H

DIVISION OF McKAY PRODUCTS CORP.

•

UNDIES

NOT
Blue

I

P S

GOWKS

•

350 Fifth Avenue, New York

YOUR FAVORITE STORf-OfiDfR
Swan Mills
Please send

STYLE

•

COLOR

o

350

me MINIKINS, through my

11/12

13/14

15/16

local dealer (order

QUANTITY

DRESS SIZES
9/10

Fifth

M Al L- S E N D
Avenue, New York
by

letter

A,

B,

or C), at

79c a

1,

N.Y.

MONEY.
1,

N.Y.
Scr 2 " 49

pair.

-

NAME.

17/18

ADDRESS
CITY

.ZONE

STATE

APR
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Amazing lew^
Curls and Wives
without permanent waving!

safe! The most sensational beauty
discovery in years. Imagine! One tiny
capsule . . gives you lovely, long
.

lasting, glorious curls
in minutes,

not hours.

and waves
fuss, no

.

.

.

No

bother, no tedious waiting. Absolutely

harmless
use after every shampoo
. the more you use, the more
naturally waved your hair becomes
the longer your wave lasts. Easy
now to "control" your new shorterstyled hair-do Independent
Laboratory tests on the four leading
waving capsules PROVED Minit
Curl far superior in every way
.

.

.

.

—

.

!

.

in giving curl, lustre

.

and

longer-lasting waves.

AFTER

Exciting, Safe easy

nay

gives soft, naturaf looking, longer lasting

CURLS and WAVES
EASY TO USE:

empty contents of one capsule

Just

Comb

ounces hot water.

[after shampooing,vA\h hair slightly

Allow

MINUTES

in 2 to 3

solution generously through hair

damp) and

set in waves,

pin curls or curlers. (Use any type curlers or pins
plastic.)

in

— metal,

then comb or brush. Minit Curl con-

to dry,

tains a special conditioning element

Glorium

.

..It

encourages

each silken strand to acquire the natural lustrous wave or
curl

— you have always dreamed of having.
L

Dissolve capsule in 2 to 3 oz.
hot water

Comb

solution through hair

S

Conveniently packaged for use at

long enough for permanents. Minit Curl is so quick and easy
and leaves their hair natural an&healthy

Set hair.

3.

LASTS FOR MONTHS

WONDERFUL FOR CHILDREN — who
won't

2.

home

l 23

.

.

let

dry

plus tax

or "when traveling

"sit still"

D

g E\

in appearance!

Simply fill out and mail the coupon. When your Minit

J\0

Curl arrives, deposit only S1.25 plus tax and C.O.D.

M0\El!

postage thru postman. Use as directed. If not com-

pletely satisfied with results, we'll refund full purchase price.

DO NOT RE MISLEAD RV SUHSTITUTE CAPSULES— Remember
formula was perfected by the
same chemist who pioneered the
first original SAFE home cold wave
solution. Be sure you buy the origithis

nal, genuine Marlene"s MINIT CURL
CAPS in the green and brown package!

HOW

IT

WORKS — Minit

Curl

contains a new scientific fixing or
Kiting ingredient combined with a
neutralizing agency
plus the high
lustre element Glorium
which
conditions your hair, restoring its
natural sheen, leaving it gloriously
.

.

THE FACTS:
•
•
•
•

•

.

.

beautiful.

FILL

.

.

easy to use.
Conditions as it curls.
Fastest method yet
Curls and waves every type hair
(actually conditions and benefits
bleached or dyed hair).
Makes permanents unnecessary
yet restores old permant.nts and
"controls" new permanents).
Laboratory tested and approved.

'Safe, harmless,

OUT A\D MAIL COUPON TODAY

MARLENE'5, INC., Dept. 62-B
205 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 1, EU.
In Canada: 406 Hopewell, Ave., Toronto, Ontario
Send Minit Curl complete and I will pay $1.25 plus tax and C.O.D. postage on
on your guarantee of refund if not completely satisfied. Cash orders
mailed postage paid. (Enclose 31.50 which includes tax.)
arrival

NAME

i

•
•

ADDRESS-

Develops natural waves and curls.

• No experience necessary
• Each capsule makes 3 ounces

CITY

ScREENLAND

-STATE-

3
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Half-safe!
What Hollywood

Itself Is Talking About
view? *h^t interest the stars themselves

News and

Lynn Bowers

Murderers Of Distinction
You

by

I

Learned From

My

Daughters

easy to keep abreast of the times with alert and

It's

Gossip

Of Hollywood

Joan Bennett

latest

Cobina Wright

blush of womanhood many mysterious changes take place in your body. For
instance, the apocrine glands under your
arms begin to secrete daily a type of perspiration you have never known before. This is
closely related to physical development and
causes an unpleasant odor on both your person and your clothes.

How Popular Can You
Year

is

nothing "wrong" with you.

another sign you are
girl ... so

now

a

It's just

woman, not a

now you must keep

is

combination of her wench and co-ed

Get?

Gene Autry's popularity has
In Movies

after year,

Man

increased

St.

Looie
A

Tricia Hurst
here's why
Adelaide Edwards

Woman!

light heart conceals Shelley Winter's

Audrey

Totter's even temper belies nickname,

An

43

45

"Teeter-Totter"

48

the dangers of marrying an actor, but admits he'd like a wife

Fred Bobbins

.

of records reviewed

list

Linda Carter

Frances Kish

Right Off The Record.
Latest

42

to coast

Constance Painter
Actor!
lists

39

basic shrewdness

Always Audrey
Don't Marry

38

roles

and

Stephen McNally's a nice Joe, but on screen he's been hissed from coast

Lon McCallister

There

Kate Holliday

Eighteen-year-old Barbara Lawrence

Meanest

32

doings aptly described by this social leader

Newest Bombshell
first

26

modern daughters

Parties

Gala and gay are the

At the

25

muraer on the screen today unless you are suave

can't

The 10 Things

VALDA SHERMAN

Adelaide Edwards

20

51

by popular disk jockey

yourself safe

with a truly effective underarm deodorant.

Two clangers— Underarm

odor is a real handicap at this romantic age, and the new cream
deodorant Arrid is made especially to overcome this very difficulty. It kills this odor
on contact in 2 seconds, then by antiseptic
action prevents the formation of all odor for
48 hours and keeps you shower-bath fresh.

also stops perspiration and so protects
against a second danger— perspiration stains.
Since physical exertion, embarrassment and
emotion can now cause "your apocrine glands
to fairly gush perspiration, a dance, a date,

Jane Wyman, starring in "Kiss In The Dark"
Tyrone Power and Gene Tierney, starring in "That Wonderful Urge"
Bob Hope, starring in "Sorrowful Jones"

.

.

22
28
35

It

an embarrassing remark may easily make
you perspire and offend, or ruin a dress.

All

deodorants are not alike — so remember

— no

other deodorant tested stops perspiraand odor so completely yet so safely as
new Arrid. Its safety has been proved by
doctors. That's why girls your age buy more
Arrid than any other age group. In fact, more
men and women everywhere use Arrid than
any other deodorant. It's antiseptic, used by

tion

Gossip In The Lobby
Your Guide To Current Films

Weston East
Helen Hendricks

Newsreel
Jane's Big Night (Jane Wyman)
The Stars Step Out
Sonja Returns! (Sonja Henie)
Fatal Attack (Loretta Young and Douglas Dick)
Mother's Little Helper (Dorothy Lamour)
Don Errol (Errol Flynn)

6
12
19

23
29
30
34
36
40
44
49
50

South Of The Border With Lou (Lou Costello)
Roughing It C Coleen Gray)
Screenland Salutes Ingrid Bergman ( for "Joan Of Arc")

117,000 nurses.
is needed — so protect
yourself with this snowy, stainless cream that
smooths on and disappears. This new Arrid,
with the amazing new ingredient Creamogen,
will not crystallize or dry out in the jar. The
American Laundering Institute has awarded

Intimate protection

Perfume Story

Courtenay Marvin

16

Irene

46
58

Gentleman's Choice
Guide To Glamour

ON THE COVER, BETTY GRABLE AND DAN DAILEY. STARRING IN
THE 20TH CENTVRY-FOX FILM, "WHEN MY BABY SMILES AT ME"

Arrid its Approval Seal— harmless to fabrics.
Arrid is safe for the skin— non-irritating— can
be used right after shaving.

*

1

FEBRUARY, 1949
"age of romance" don't let perspiration problems spoil
your fun. Don't be half-safe — be Arrid-safe!
Use Arrid to be sure. Get Arrid now at your
favorite drug counter — only 39tf plus tax.

Don't be half-safe. During

*
4
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"The Sun Comes Up"
....and your heart goes with

it!

a joyous Technicolor entertainment

It's

from M-G-M. By the famed author of
"The Yearling", Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings,
it

brings you lovely, golden-voiced

Jeanette MacDon^
singing six magnificent songs,

Lloyd Nolan

favorite star

and Academy Award winner

Claude Jarman Jr. with

I

his

new

Lewis Stone
Based on a Novel by MARJORIE KINNAN RAWLINGS

-

•

Percy Kilbride

Directed by

RICHARD THORPE

•

Screen Play by WILLIAM

Produced by

SCREENLAND

LUDWIG and MARGARET FITTS

ROBERT SISK. A METRO-GOLDWYW-MAYER PICTURE

NEW, LONGER

LIPSTICK

Feel like a make - up
Look like a society
deb! So easy to use this
softer, smoother, more flattering lipstick in its new,
long glamour case of mockgold metal. Try it today
just to see how divinely
shaped your lips can he!
artist.

ADMIRING eyes were glued on Clark
Gable when he made one of his
rare nightclub appearances at Mocambo. And we wish you too could have
seen that oP smoothie dancing a rumba
with Iris Byium! Speaking of Clark, it's
rumored his
bosses would like him
to dye his greying temples. Our money
says they'll get nowhere fast with their
Number One rugged realist.

MGM
*

WHIP-TEXT
6

to »t»y

on longer

smoother

#

*

At Ann So1 hern's swanky house-warming, guess which star had the longest hair
in the room? Iledy Lamarr, Jeanne Crain,
Loretta Young? Not a bit of it. Every
actress present was wearing the new short

SCREENLAND

hairdo. But Danny Kaye, who plays a
long-haired peasant in "Happy Times,"
really could have used a few bobby pins.
Naturally, everybody kidded him..
*
#
*
.

When Mark

Stevens gives a Hollywood
party, it's really different. We went to one
in honor of his wife's 22nd birthday, with
not a single movie star present. Just old
friends, just real friends. Mark hired an
orchestra, ordered the room decorated with
ropes of gardenias, with corsages for the
ladies. Mrs. S. received a diamond-studded
brooch from her husband. Cute gag was
Mark's mouthing the songs that Buddy
Clark sang for him in "I Wonder Who's

• ROMNEY BRENT
ANN RUTHERFORD

ALAN HALE

ROBERT DOUGLAS

VINCENT SHERMAN

JERRY WALD

SCREENLAND

FROM

A

STORY B» HERBERT OALMAS

•

MUSIC B> MAS 5TEIN£H

7

Above: John Payne with Iris Bynum,
who divides her dates between him
and Clark Cable, at Mocambo. Left:
Loretta Young and Van Johnson prepare for scene for "Mother Was A
Freshman" at 20th Century- Fox. Loretta's currently in

"The Accused."

Above: Arthur Lake and Penny Sin10th anniversary of
Above Right:
panics Phyllis Thaxter

gleton celebrate

their "Blondie" comedies.

Janet Leigh
on set of MGM's "Act Of Violence"

Sonny Tufts and

now appearing

in

He's
his wife at Ciro's.
"Interference," RKO film.

vorites in a picture together? They're very
eager, for obvious reasons. But so far their

Kissing Her Now." Only this time the famous radio and recording star stood next
to him and gave out in person.
Let Nestle Colorinse give your
hair sparkling, natural-looking color and
highlights. Not a permanent dye or a
bleach, Nestle Colorinse washes out
completely with shampooing. Delicately
scented, easy and absolutely safe to use.

then there just

t0«— 25C It
111 COSMiTia

COUNTER!.

KEEP HAIR IN PLACE ALL DAY LONG
Delicately scented Nestle Hair Lacquers
keep all styles of hair-dos well groomed.
104, 254 and 504 at all toilet goods counters.
N«tt«- originator* of permanent waving* Meriden.Conn.

4S-

*

Jane Wyman's fan mail since "Johnny
Belinda" is simply fantastic. She's heard
from people in every walk of life, including most of the Hollywood stars. And you
know they mean it when someone like
Joan Crawford, for example, takes the
time to write: "If you don't get the

Academy Award

COLORINSE

•8

*

bosses just listen to their pleas and do
nothing about it. Your letters may help.
Ava's at MGM, Culver City, California.
Howard's with Universal-International,
Universal City, Calif. But c?on'r write to us.

for that performance,
any justice."

isn't

Many things can happen, many plans
can change before Nora Eddington Flynn

—

divorces Errol if she divorces him at all.
In the meantime, the current Hollywood
rumor links Nora's name with song writer Jimmy Van Heusen, as a possible
prospect for a second husband. All of
Errol's time seems to be taken up with
planning that trip to Paris.

When

it's

SCREENLAND

true.

tells it

on

herself,

"I worked six weeks
in 'South Of St. Lou-

with Joel McCrea
" she laughs. "I always wore a long
red wig and full Technicolor makeup.
Joel never saw me once as I am. Then T
came to the studio with my ash blonde
hair pinned back, wearing no makeup, in
low heels and pedal-pushers. Joel passed
me on the lot and cut me dead!" We can
name a few actresses (with no humor)
who would never repeat this story.
is,'

*

*

#

Shure and it's quite a reunion Bing
Crosby and Barry Fitzgerald are havin

"Top O' The MornThey call each other Mr. O'Crosby
and Mr. O'Fitzgerald. Bing had shamin their third picture,

in."

all over Barry's dressing
door, so Barry thanked him in a
note addressed to Mr. O'Sinatra. They

rocks painted
Attention you Ava Gardner-Howard
Duff fans! How'd you like to see your fa-

Smith

Alexis

you know

room

"You might at least
have the grace not
to
in

make love to her
my own home!"

I

TrueJLovi
A Paramount

Lovely

PHYLLIS CALVERT

Phyllis Calvert

Do post-war morals allow
this titian-haired

Picture Starring

and

beauty to

accepta man's

kisses while
her lips still quiver with
those of his only son?

MELVYN DOUGLA:
with

WANDA HENDRIX

BINNIE BARNES

Sensational

Wanda Hendrix
Tonight

I

saw my best
arms of

friend in the

my brother, thewoman
whom my father has

to

-PHILIP FRIEND

VAL LEWTON
COMPTON BENNETT

Produced by
Directed by

Screenplay by Theodore Strauss and Josef Mischel
Adaptation by Arthur Kober

Novel

given his love!"

SCREENLAND

•

Based on a

by Yolanda Foldes

9

MOTHER!
Children love

This Pleasant

laxative
a wonderful feeling to see
your child smile when you give
him Ex-Lax! Children love its
It's

delicious chocolate taste.

For over 40 years, millions of
mothers have found Ex-Lax
dependable for their children.
is equally good for grown-ups.

Ex-Lax gives

It

effective relief in

a gentle way. What's more, it's
easy on the system. Still only 10$.
Child has a COLD
...be sure he keeps "regular". When
he needs a laxative, give him gentle
Ex-Lax. It brings effective relief
without upsetting him.

When Your

Ingrid

Bergman with he

Victoire" award present
her at the Louvre in

When Nature "forgets" ..
remember

EX-LAX
THE CHOCOLATED LAXATIVE

PROTECT YOURSELF
in

case you enter a hospital on account of

refer to Ann Blyth, who
picture, as "Our lovely little Leprtctiu.
#
*
*
.

SICKNESS

or

ACCIDENT

At a Hollywood party recently, a garrulous group was discussing Turhan Bey
and his obvious attraction for all the unattached glamour girls. "I do believe he's
dated everyone but Barbara Lawrence,"
said someone. Just then the door opened
and in walked Turhan. Who was with him?
One guess will do it!

childfor each

#

*

*

and won't
But we've got to tell you
was one of those chosen

We'll give this star a break
FOR SICKNESS OR ACCIDENT
Hospital Room and Board up

print her name.
the story! She
$6.00

10

a day for 30 days

Operating
r

-f-

Room up

$10.00

to

to attend the Royal Command Performance and be presented to the King and

$10.00

ay Examinations up to

$10.00

Laboratory Examinations up to

FOR ACCIDENT
Ambulance up to
Emergency Accident— Dispensary up
loss of Limbs, sight, etc., or loss of
Maternity indemnity up to

$10.00
to
life

...
up to

.

$6.00

$500.00
$35.00

The policy provides indemnities for actual expense
incurred at the time of hospitalization but will in

Below: Alexis Smith and her husband, Craig
separation
dispelling
Ciro's,
at
Stevens,
rumors. Right: George Sanders dancing with
Zaza Hilton at Mocambo. They plan to
marry soon. He's in "Samson And Delilah."

no case exceed the amounts shown above.
protected against hospital bills, in case sickness
or accident strikes you, by allowing the Family
Mutual Life Insurance Company to aid you in
meeting your hospital expenses. You may choose
any hospital. Benefits for children are one-half
those paid tc adults.

Be

DON'T DELAY

— MAIL THE COUPON TODAY

FAMILY MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE

CO.,

WILMINGTON

99, DEL.

oept- °"*

Family Mutual Life Insurance Co.
601 Shipley St., Wilmington 99, Del.

Please send me, without obligation, complete information on your Economical Hospitalization Plan.

NAME

.

.

ADDRESS
.STATE.

CITY

10

SCREENLAND

•iV

T&nei

.-

"I don't think

England

I

I'll

want
*

si-

anally said:
go. There's no one in
-.-

o

to see!"
*
*

There are two reasons why Columbia
so anxious to get Gig Young signed
to a long-term contract. First, the very
handsome Gig just happens to be the
most promising leading man in Hollywood. Second, he's an experienced actor

was

who could step right in if those anticipated problems arise with Glenn Ford whose
terms may be too high when his contract
expires and a new one is negotiated.
(Please turn to page 74 )

with

RITA JOHNSON HATTIE McDANIEL CHILL WILLS
•

•

Based on the novel by Homer Croy

•

Directed by

CLAUDE BINYON

•

.

screenplay by

Produced by JOHN BECK and

Z.

dane lussier

WAYNE GRIFFIN

DON'T MISS THAT OTHER GREAT COMEDY "YOU GOTTA STAY HAPPY"
SCREENLAND
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feminine

how

to

make

sure of

Intimate feminine daintiness
your charm. To be sure
.

regularly.

Faultless

.

.

By
Helen Hendricks

it!

vital

is

to

syringe

Feminine Syringes

are designed specifically for this hygienic
care, their gentle flushing action cleans-

to regain her sanity, is brilliantly
Though the picture is Olivia's from
start to finish, main supporting roles by
Mark Stevens and Celeste Holm are wellhandled. Special mention also goes to
Leo Genn as the doctor who helps Olivia
recover her reasoning.
tries

done.

ing thoroughly, quickly. Modern, convenient, no accessories to handle, easy to

put away.

$1

send for

this

to

$2.98

at

drug

stores.

free personal booklet

"Facts You Should Know About Intimate
Feminine Care." Written by a registered

Unlike most psychological dramas of
"The Snake Pit" presents the

physician. Sent in plain envelope.

Feminine Products
The Faultless Rubber

Olivia de Havilland and Leo

emtnine syringes

SHORTHAND

^

Weeks

at

No machines;

Snake

in

Home

Famous Speed writing system. No
symbols;

the past,

S.-29.
Div., Dept
Co., Ashland, Ohio.

a

20th

No

Easy

to learn; easy to write and transcribe. Fast preparation
for a job. Surprisingly low cost. 100,000 taught by mail.
Used in business and Civil Service everywhere. Also typing.
Write for free booklet and sample lesson.
SPEED WRITING, Dept. 6902-9, 55 W. 42nd St., N. Y. 18

Genn

Century- Fox

The Snake

of the

Pit

best-seller novel

Ward, this film is one of the year's
most outstanding movie presentations
and should place its star, Olivia de Haviland, in line for another Academy Award.
Her performance as the young woman
who loses her mind, then desperately
Betty Crable

—

A purely vegetable laxative to relieve
constipation without the usual griping,
sickening, perturbing sensations, and
you will
does not cause a rash. Try
see the difference. Uncoated or candy
coated their action is dependable, thorough, yet gentle as millions of NR's have
proved. Get a 2 5c box and use as directed.

NR —

—

FUSSY STOMACH »
RELIEF FOR ACID

INDIGESTION,

12

FOR
THE TUMMY!
S

"The Adventures Of Don Juan" has Viveca

Lindfors

romancing

with

Errol

Flynn.

is the mediator in a quarrel between June Havoc and Jack Oakie in
Baby Smiles At Me," 20th Century-Fox musical about life in Burlesque.

NATURE'S REMEDY (NR) TABLETS

GAS AND

"The

drama.

same name by Mary Jane

"When My

HEARTBURN

in

20th Century-Fox

ADAPTED from the

signs.

uses ABC's.

Pit,"

GREENLAND

WAS ASHAMED

"I

MY

OF

FACE

Viderm made my dreams of a
clearer skin come true in one short week"
until

(FROM A LETTER TO BETTY MEMPHIS SENT HER BY ETHEL JORDAN, DETROIT, MICH.)

If

your face

is

broken out,

if

bad skin

is

making you

miserable, here is how to stop worrying
about pimples, blackheads
and other externally caused skin troubles.
JUST FOLLOW SKIN DOCTOR'S SIMPLE DIRECTIONS
BETTY

MEMPHIS
complexion, which

want to be alone !" Is there anymore awful than the blues that
come when your face is broken out and
you feel like hiding away because of
pimples, blackheads and similar exterI

yours for the asking,
of admission to
life that every
all
woman craves. And it really can be yours
take my word for it! no matter how
discouraged you may be this very minute
about those externally caused skin miseries.

just

is

thing

—

nally caused skin troubles? I know how
it feels from personal experience. And I
can appreciate the wonderful, wonderful joy that Ethel S. Jordan felt when
she found something that not only
promised her relief but gave it to her
in just one short week!

was having

I

I

my own

science gives us the truth about
skin blemishes usually develop. There
are small specks of dust and dirt in the air
all the time. When these get into the open
pores in your skin, they can in time
"stretch" the pores and make them large
enough to pocket dirt particles, dust and

skin

I felt each time, until
discovered the skin doctor's formula
now known as the Double Viderm
Treatment. I felt pretty wonderful when
friends began to rave about my "movie-

my

skin.

shut themselves out of the

—dates, romance, popularity,
and business success — only because

thrills of life

is

a for-

mula prescribed with amazing success by
a dermatologist and costs you only a few
cents daily. This treatment consists of two
jars. One contains Viderm Skin
Cleanser, a jelly-like formula which
penetrates your pores and acts as an
s
star
A screen
antiseptic. After you use this special
face is her for- Viderm Skin Cleanser, you simply apwhy
tune. That's
ply the Viderm Fortified Medicated
she nukes it her Skin Cream. You rub this in, leaving an

business to protect her co mplexion against
pimples, blackheads and blem-

J*t

*

face

different.

is

Give

almost invisible protective covering for
the surface of your skin.
This double treatment has worked
for so many cases of external
skin troubles that it may help you, too

wonders

—in

tact,

it it

doesn't.

your money will be refunded

Use

it

for only ten days.

Double You have everything to gain and nothTreatment it ing to lose. It is a guaranteed treatit

the

needs and watch
those skin blem-

ishes

Laboratory, 206 Division Street, Dept. 23,
New York 2, N. Y. By return mail you will
receive the doctor's directions, and both

it

The Double Viderm Treatment

sheer neglect has robbed them of the good
looks, poise and feminine self-assurance
which could so easily be theirs. Yes, everybody looks at your face. The beautiful

f

Just mail your name and address to Betty
Memphis, care of the New York Skin

you neglect your skin by not givthe necessary care, you leave yourself wide open to externally caused skin
miseries. Yet proper attention with the
Double Viderm Treatment may mean the
difference between enjoying the confidence
a fine skin gives you or the embarrassment
of an ugly, unbeautiful skin that makes
you want to hide your face.
ing

for me. The secret joy, again, of running
fingertips over a smoother, clearer

Your

healing external irritations. Remember
that when you help prevent blackheads,
you also help to prevent externally caused
skin miseries and pimples.

When

No more self-consciousness.
No more having my friends feel sorry
star skin."

no

your Double Viderm Treatment
every day until your skin 'is smoother and
clearer. Then use it only once a week to
remove stale make-up and dirt specks
that infect your pores, as well as to aid in

These open pores become infected and bring you the humiliation of
pimples, blackheads or other blemishes.
Often, the natural oils that lubricate your
skin will harden in the pores and result in
unsightly blemishes.

how disappointed

ishes.

U se

infection.

1

social

Way?

Med ical

tried a

Many women

That

how

good many cosmetics,
ointments and whatnot that were recommended to me. I remember vividly

troubles,

—

What Makes "Bad Skin" Get

—

When

is

permanent card
the good things of

like a

go away.

ment. Enjoy it. Your dream of a clearer,
smoother complexion may come true
in ten days or less.

Screen land

packed in a safety-sealed carton. On
delivery, pay two dollars plus postage. If
you wish, you can save the postage fee by
mailing the two dollars with your letter.
Then, if you are in any way dissatisfied,
your money will be cheerfully refunded.
To give you an idea of how fully tested

jars,

and proven the Viderm Double Treatment
is, it may interest you to know that, up to
this month, over two hundred and thirtyone thousand women have ordered it on
my recommendation. If you could only see
tiie

thousands of happy, grateful letters

come to me as a result, you
would know the joy this simple treatment
can bring. And, think of it! the treatment must work for you, or it doesn't cost
you a cent.
that have

—
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Joan Fontaine rates admiration from Eddie Albert and James
Stewart in the fast-paced comedy, "You Cotta Stay Happy."

TRUTH about MARRIAGE

...the

RELATIONS

do you expect would portray this noble
gent? Why Errol Flynn, of course! Over
two hours long, here is one production
which never lets up in humor, excitement
and an unending procession of beautiful
women who are ma-a-a-ad for Don Errol.
As much as our hero enjoys pursuing
amour all over Europe, he pauses in his
study of womanhood (no relation to the
forthcoming Kinsey report) to get the
Queen of Spain, Viveca Lindfors, out of a
very nasty political mess. Of course, the
Queen succumbs to Juan's charms, too,
but only after he has obliterated a small
army almost singlehanded and rescued
the Spanish ambassador from a dank torEverything about the
ture chamber.
movie is lavish, including, natch, the love

discussed

is frankly

.A.T LAST an eminent doctor, a practicing physician with a background of vital, everyday
experience in problems of sex, tells ALL the baffling
long-obscured facts in frank easy-to-understand language! There is no longer any need for ignorant guessing about the magnificent instinct that is your birthright.
No more prudish evasions, no more half-veiled
secrets in these 576 pages of TRUTHFUL, straightforward FACTS
Love is the most cherished privilege in the world
today. Everything you should know is openly discussed
in language that you will easily understand. Don't rely
on half-truths from unreliable sources I Be a master of
love's complexities.
3>arn intelligently how to win and
hold the love of your choice.

UP-TO-DATE TRUTHS CANNOT OFFEND
Education is the key to a perfect love-filled life that
can be yours. Ignorance, "hush-hush" and misinformation lead to fear, worry and shame. Know how to
overcome physical mismating; How newlyweds can conquer honeymoon embarrassment; How to endow yourself
with the lifetime of Marital Happiness that should be
yours.

OVER
The

100

GRAPHIC ILLUSTRATIONS

accompany the text of the book
and enlightening. It is necessary that biolog-

illustrations that

are clear

Above and Below: Robert Cummings first
wins Hedy Lamarr in "Let's Live A Little," a lively comedy, then woos Loretta
Young in "The Accused," a tense drama.

facts should not be shrouded by prudery nor false
modesty.
Study the illustrations read the book, and
grope in the dark no longer
ical

—

1
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of false drama and, surprisingenough, with a sense of humor. How-

ever, there are several scenes that are
calculated to shock the daylights out of
you. Despite the depressing theme, the
picture, nevertheless, is a thrilling and
daring account of precisely what happens
when a mind becomes unbalanced.

l—l

Birth
I

problems of a deranged mind with a

minimum
ly

224

Please send me, "Eufrcntca and
Sex Harmony" in plain wrapper.
If I am not completely satisfied
I can return the book and the entire purchase price will be reL-^"
funded immediately. Also send
me free of charge your book on
Amaaing New "New Birth Control Facts."
Book included p, Sc n(j c o.D. plus postage.
FREE or Extra —
Charge
p- i enclose $2.98, ship postpaid.

The

IB Shillings

In

in

Advance

England, after the War, this
woman, Phyl-

the story of a young
Calvert, who has an
is

human

Anne Baxter and Gregory Peck,

will not be sold to minors.

Be

ET

keen understanding of

To show our faith in this amazing book, we offer it
you on trial. Send no money just fill out the coupon below and when it arrives in plain sealed wrapper,
pay postman only $2.98 plus postage. Keep book ten
days, then if not completely satisfied, return to us and
we will refund your money immediately.
"Eugenics and Sex Harmony"

out coupon

True Love

exceptionally
nature.
After her stint in the ATS, she becomes
acquainted and falls in love with an exlis

SENT ON APPROVAL

vised

My Own

Paramount

This Book Tells
Women,
Wives, Young Husbands and Young Men
ALL they Have Wanted to Knowabout LIFE and SEX!

to

scenes.

Adventures of Don Juan
Warner Brothers
(Technicolor )

DON
handsome,
JUAN,

the great lover
fearless!

And

SCREENLAND

—dashing,
just

who

co-stars

rugged Western, "Yellow Sky."

major, Melvyn Douglas. However, their
marriage plans receive a setback when
Melvyn's son, Phillip Friend, who has
been given up for dead, returns from the
South Pacific. Confused and embittered
by what has happened to him. Friend
falls in love with his sympathetic motherto-be, thereby complicating the entire
happy mood. Eventually, though, everything gets back on the beam and Melvyn
reconciled.

and Phyllis are
Hendrix is in

Little

KCtNUINE

REGISTERED

eepsake
DIAMOND RINGS
Tiodo Mark

v Rcgulcfcd

Wanda

Melvyn's
daughter, but doesn't do much of anything except pop in and out whenever
this.

too.

as

the plot calls for a family group. Incidentally, watch this Phillip Friend, he's
due to become the nation's next and
newest screen idol.

Whiplash

A

Warner Brothers
FAST-MOVING drama about a
man, Dane Clark, who wants to be

artist, but instead finds himself trading punches in the prize-fight game. His
manager, Zachary Scott, crippled both in
mind and body, is perhaps one of the

an

nastiest menaces Dane ever ran up
against.

Not only

that,

but he's also

woman

the artist-fighter
loves—Alexis Smith. Throughout the
yarn, Scott is always figuring how to
come out winner, no matter what the
cost is to others. Needless to say, he out-

married to the

figures himself which makes for a pleasant ending for Dane and Alexis even
though it causes the untimely death of

her brother, Dr. Jeffrey Lynn.
> >

You Gotta Stay Happy

at ling,

Universal-International

AND you
this

certainly will after

light

you

comedy about a

see

James Stewart, and an emotionally unhappy millionairess, Joan Fontaine. Joan,
an unkissed bride, starts lousing up Jimmie's well-planned bachelorhood when
she runs away from her husband on their

wedding night.

Among

You're

pilot,

other things, she

finagles a ride to California on Jimmie's
(Please turn to page 73)

Claudette Colbert and Fred MacMurray as
bride and groom in "Family Honeymoon."

Keepsakel

a

it's

with love's most treasured symbol

his girl, for keeps,

... a genuine registered Keepsake Diamond Ring. In selecting your

diamond, choose not by

CLARITY. By

size alone,

these qualities, fine

and by the name Keepsake, these
Certificate (signed

qualities are assured.

.

.

.

The famous Keepsake

by your jeweler, confirmed by the makers) warrants

your diamond to be of the highest standards of color,

To

COLOR, CUT and

but by

diamonds are judged and valued

assure a wise choice look for the

cut, clarity

name "Keepsake"

the words "Guaranteed Registered Perfect

Gem" on

Keepsake Jeweler be your trusted guide.

Prices

HOLUSTER

Ring
750.00
Also $450 to 1100
150.00
Wedding Ring

and

the tag. Let your

from $100

B

and value.

in the ring,

to

$5000.

HEATHER Ring
350.00
Also $100 to 2475 and in
platinum $300 to 3450
Wedding Ring
12.50

.

Man's Diamond Ring

125.00
Available at $75 to 250 to

match

all

engagement

All rings illustrated available in

Rings enlarged to show details.

Amsterdam

Antwerp

FIDELIS Ring
Wedding Ring

,

rings
i

well as natural gold,

ss

Home

include Federal lax.

Office

Keepsake Diamond

125.00
87.50

— Syracuse,

Rings. A. H.

120 East Washington, Syracuse

Pond
2,

N. Y.

Co., Inc.

New

York

Please send the useful 20-page book, "The Etiquette of the Engagement and

Wedding" together with illustrations and prices of Keepsake Rings, and the
name of my nearest Keepsake Jeweler. Also send information about the
beautiful new 48-page Bride's Keepsake Book.

...SL
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Above: Karin Booth pampers herself by
wearing fragrance to bed at night. Below:
MCM's Arlene Dahl, now in "Reign Of
Terror," applies perfume with an atomizer.

PERFUME
and

telling.

is

an emotion,

And

swift, sure

I think

many

of

us could trace lasting personal relationships to our perfume used at that
first introduction. For the olfactory sense
has a way of burning into memory. It is
highly sensitive and not easily forgotten.

That is why a man when he tells you of
someone he has loved or some stirring
event he has lived, such as in war, invariably brings some incident of smell to
his story. It is because this sense writes
indelible history on the mind.
There are three points to keep in mind
about your own perfume. The first is
your choice. The second is how you use
it and the third is the care you take of
this precious potion.

For perfume

is

just

that.
I have had many letters from readers
describing themselves and asking what

type of perfume they should use. This is
not too easy to answer. A better guide is
to know what a person does, and how she
dresses, because a perfume is truly part
of your wardrobe and should be used as
such. It is obvious that if you are an
important secretary you do not go about
taking dictation, close to another, re16

Screen land

member, while using a

strong, seductive

perfume. By contrast, it is also true that
with your formal you need an exciting
fragrance rather than a refreshing eau
de Cologne. By far the best judge of
perfume for you is you, yourself. The
fragrance that stirs your imagination,
that lifts you and makes you feel happier,
is usually the right one for you. And in
this respect, there is a vast and varied
choice, for fine perfumes are created with
just these happy purposes. There are
brands of perfume that you can trust as
surely as a jewel from Tiffany. There
are new and lovely creations being born
every day. Here is a field for great experiment and great expectations. In fact,
this delving into perfumes and the collection of perfumes and beautiful bottles is
a hobby with many Hollywood stars.
When I saw Lois Butler not long ago,
her cute little face was quite serious as
she talked of her fine, hard-to-curl blonde
hair, but when we reached perfume, her
face lighted like an angel's and you could
see the subject delighted her.
There are right and wrong ways to buy
perfume. A sniff from a bottle is no way
to judge. The (Please turn to page 72)

LISTERINE ANTISEPTIC

—

<? £//Clf

Germs Reduced as Much as 96.7%

on throat

Even Fifteen Minutes

germs, including the "secondary invad-

tests

after

Gargle

showed

ers."

you can get the jump on the cold in
the early stages
attack germs on
.

.

after,

.

.

That's

.

why you ought

sniffle,

cold in

first

hint

millions of

germs were re96.7% fifteen minutes
and up to 80% one hour after.
as

much

as

In short, Listerine Antiseptic, with

quick germ-killing action,

to gargle with

Listerine Antiseptic at the very

of a

a

kills

Just think, clinical tests showed

duced

.

body
you can often "nip"
the bud or lessen its severity.

and

that after this gargle

If

throat surfaces before they invade the

surfaces

is

a

wonder-

ful aid.

Remember

also that in tests over a

sneeze, or a tightened throat.

12-year period, regular twice-a-day users

way back

of Listerine Antiseptic had fewet colds,

Listerine Antiseptic reaches

P. S. IT'S

NEW! Have

you

tried Listerine

and generally milder ones, than nonusers; also that sore throats due to colds
were fewer.

TOOTH

PASTE,

the

Screen land

MINTY

Lambert Pharmacal Company
St.

Louis, Missouri

3-way prescription for your teeth?
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CENTURY-F^X.

REGINALD GARDINER
Directed by

18

•

ARLEEN WHELAN

Produced by

*

PORTER HALL

•

RICHARD GAINES

Screen Play by Jay Dratler

ScREENLAND

•

•

TAYLOR HOLMES

From a Story by William

R.

•

CHILL WILLS

Lipman and Frederick Stephani

Above: Lou Schreiber, of 20th Century-Fox, and Cobina Wright at parry with
Shirley. Above Left: Dorryl Zonuck, studio vice-prexy, admiring Shirley's short bob.

20th Century- Fox greeted Shirley Temple with open and paternal arms on her return to the studio to make "Mr. Belvedere Goes To College." Their Welcome Home party for her
was jammed with people who worked with Shirley when she was
their little blonde-haired darling, forever losing her baby teeth.

Above:

proud parents, Mr. and Mrs. George Temple, at her homecoming
George Murphy examining flowers Shirley received from studio workers.

Shirley's

fete. Left:

NEWSREEL
Among

the

first

to

welcome 'The

Rebel"
back
Century-Fox was Jean
Littlest

to

20th

Hersholt.

C. Aubrey Smith and Shirley talk over old
times when he used to dondle her on his knee

Sir

back

in

his

and

Shirley's

Little

Colonel days.

Webb, the Belvedere who
goes to college, chats with Shirley and her mother at the party.

Clifton

Danny Kaye's magnificent burlesque of Kay Thompson, with Jack
Benny, Jack Carson, Van Johnson and George Burns as the four

in

be said that the redgal, Rita Hayworth, can't stir up a storm of
publicity every time she opens her mouth
or even when she keeps it tightly
closed. Which is what she did re her
latest and possibly greatest romance with
the Ali Khan, son of the world's wealthlet it

—

glamour

man. The dashing Indian Prince was
and out of Hollywood and back again
before you could say Pakistan, Hyderabad and Cooch-Behar. His first visit
was supposed to be veddy hush-hush and
even the alert Hollywood camera wizards
couldn't get a picture of him and Rita
However, things were a bit
together.
cozier when he returned, on account of
iest

By Lynn Bowers

NEVER
headed

Williams Brothers, was one of the big hits of the Friars' Frolics,
the show put on by the actors' club at the Philharmonic Auditorium.

the colorful pair smilingly allowed photogs to take their pictures at Ciro's. If

SMO.

and when a divorce from

his British wife
goes through, 'tis rumored, Rita may become the Princess Ali Khan. Anyhoo,
she's wearing a new diamond ring which
she probably didn't buy for herself.

—o

It'll

be a long time before Hollywood

forgets the Friars' Frolic, which jammed
the Philharmonic Auditorium right to the
rafters (with many of the seats selling
for a hundred bucks a copy, yet)
The
Friars, leave me explain, is an actors'
club that put on this great show partly
for charity and partly far the club's benefit. As master of ceremonies, George Jessel, put it
''we have only one deck of
.

—

cards for 500 members." Anyhoo, imagine a live show with Jack Benny, Danny
Kaye, Bob Hope. George Burns, Al Jolson, Tony Martin, A bbott and Costello,
the Ritz Broth- (PI ease turn to page 53)
Far Left:
Last minute touches to Jack
Benny's sensational Cracie Allen makeup.
Left:
Danny Kaye's tricky cummerbund
needs feminine adjusting before he goes on.

Jack Benny opened the
musical

hillbillys,

What-

Friars'

Frolics with

treating the audience to

a

hilarious sketch of

some fancy hoe-down

music on his violin. Jack was one of the sparkplugs of the
actors' show, which was partly for charity, partly for the club.

Mpwt H<4 kWwf

Above: Buddy Clark, Bob Hope, Tony Martin congratulate Danny Kaye on his Kay Thompson routine at the Friars' Frolics.
Buddy and Tony were vocalists in the show while Bob Hope did
a fast- fire repartee.
Right: Jack Benny's impersonation of
Cracie Allen with George Burns was another Frolics highlight.

flktt-

Jane Wyman glows under compliments given her by Charles Brackett, Jerry Wald and
Clarence Brown at Cocoanut Grove party following premiere of "Johnny Belinda."

was
ITstars

a big night for Jane Wyman when fellow movie
turned out en masse to applaud her performance in the Warner Bros, picture, "Johnny Belinda," costarring Lew Ayres.
Top: Jane greeting radio audience.
Above: Arriving at premiere with the Clarence Browns in
car escorted through throngs of movie fans. Right Above:
Hildegarde, Cocoanut Grove's current feature attraction,
with Jane Wyman at mike at party following premiere. They
talked about fashions, after which audience asked Jane to
model her dress. Right Center: Rumor has it that Jane Wyman
and Ronald Reagan will be reconciled, but Ronnie arrived
alone. Right: Jane chats with Rosalind Russell at the theatre.
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You can't commit

murderers
of distinction
MURDERERS have switched to distinction—on the screen,
Not

just anybody with a gat, a knife, or strong
do the dastardly deed in pictures these days;
the killer must be personable, have devastating charm and the
mark of success in some other field besides crime. It isn't absolutely necessary to have a college degree, plus scintillating wit
and a drawing room manner in order to qualify as a top-notch
murderer, though these things are helpful no end in throwing
an elegant smoke screen around the criminal's base motives; the
important thing is that the murderer be something besides just

that

is.

fingers can

a plain lowdown killer. Killing is only a sort of extra-curricular
activity for the distinguished murderer.
Hamlet is, of course, the prince of murderers as well as the
Prince of Denmark and how much higher can you get in the
social scheme of things? The Melancholy Dane, as Shakespeare
conceived him and in the person of Laurence Olivier, is the last
word in distinguished murderers; noble of manner, beloved of
his friends, a dreamer and an idealist. Not the best murderer,
nor the most enthusiastic, to be sure, for he's slow on the draw
and has to do an awful lot of talking to himself before he consummates the deed. Nevertheless, Hamlet attains a majesty as
a murderer that is unsurpassed, and (Please turn to page 55)

—

—

murder on the screen today
unless you're a suave,

polished and charming
intellectual
is

and mayhem

merely a sideline

By
Adelaide Edwards

By Joan Bennett

the

10
things

I

earned
from

my
daughters
mother ever learn anything
DOES aimportance
from her daughters?

of

real

What do they
life fuller

give to

and richer? And,

make

her daily

in reverse of the

how vital a part do they play
molding their mother's character?
When Screenland's editor approached
me on the Eagle Lion set where I was costarring with Paul Henreid in "Hollow Triumph" and asked me to write an article on
usual belief,

in

It's

easy for

Joan Bennett to
keep abreast of
the times with

her alert

and modern
daughters

Joan with Stephanie on

"Hollow

Triumph"

set.

this subject, I agreed readily because my
daughters have been a most important factor
in my life. It's a topic with which I live
every day.
At first, I had an idea that I might have
some difficulty in unearthing enough information on this, but as I gave it some
thought, I discovered that I've learned an
amazing amount from my Diana, Melinda,
Stephanie, and will probably learn even
more from my youngest daughter, Shelley,
who is just seven months old now. In fact,
they've been and still are the best set of
teachers I've ever had. So, with this discovery about my girls and me in mind, here
are the 10 important things I've gained
from them.
Naturally, the first observation that comes
to me is the fact that they have given me
patience and un- (Please turn to page 56)

—

—
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Tyrone Power and Gene Tierney enact love scene from "That Wonderful Urge," 20rh
Century-Fox's modern comedy about a reporter and the richest girl in the world.

The Stars Step Out

V
"Hamlet," proved an
a superb performance
next best to giving one themselves. Above Left: Greer Garson atis
tended with Vice Consul of the British Empire, Robert Hadow, and
Sir Charles Mendl. Top Right: Diana Lynn with John Lindsay, representatives of the younger set. Above: Lee Bowman and his wife. Left:
Laraine Day and Leo Durocher celebrated their return by stepping out
at the premiere. Bottom Left: Ann Blyth, one of the town's busiest
stars, with Anthony Curtis. Below: Richard Long and Colleen Townsend.

THE

Hollywood

premiere of

irresistible lure for

many

Laurence

stars to

Olivier's

whom watching

Sonja Returns!

fa

her

.

•first/'

picture

in

four

Henie returns-to

years,

Sonja<

star-in

Westwood

Corporation's

film.
'The' Countess Of Monte Cristo,'' and again bewitches tans
Universal

-

ifiternational

mm

with her.grace^jind verve on ice

A

S
:

30

v

& v.

Below: Sonja Henie, still known to her fans as "Queen Of The
Ice," borrows Michael Kirby, star skater from her own ice show,
which tours the nation every year, for her skating partner and
leading man in "The Countess Of Monte Crisfo." Right: The
Calypso number, one of the six solo numbers Sonja performs
on the ice, is featured in the Christmas Festival sequence.

As a barmaid, posing as a countess in a swank hotel in Oslo,
Sonja meets Michael Kirby, a handsome lieutenant of the Swiss
Guards. Her finery, borrowed from a motion picture company on
location nearby, involves her in nefarious dealings with a confidence man, until Michael comes romantically to her rescue.
Above: Solo number. Left: With Kirby at the Christmas Festival.

cobina

vmms

Gossip of

Hollywood Parties
Gala and gay are the

doings

latest

aptly described by this social leader
Lew Ayres, who co-stars with Jane Wyman in "Johnny Belinda," at
the film's premiere, with M. C. Harry Crocker in the background.

WHEN

Winter comes to California,

seek diversion out of
town and divide their fun time
between the snow-clad mountains and
the various oases in the desert.
While many stars like Claudette Colbert, who is really a ski enthusiast, will
make a bee-line for Big Bear and the surrounding mountain ranges, the majority
film

folk

of our film favorites like to bask in the
warmer sun of Palm Springs.

of

In fact, the Springs has been the center
much social activity during the past

month.
Giving added dash to the party-throwdesert resort this year has
•been the rivalry between the famous
Racquet Club run by silent screen star.

ing in

this

Charles Farrell, and the newer and more
pretentious Tennis Club, which is seeking
top spot as the social center of Palm
Springs.
•*

#

#

While the Tennis Club

is the scene of
lavish cocktail parties and elaborate dinners, most of the movie crowd
prefer the informality of the Racquet

many
Club.

As Betty Button said

to

me, "Cobina.

why should I make this trek all the way
down into the desert for sun and rest
and then

find I have to dress for dinner,

attend formal teas and put on all my
jewels for lunch? That's all right back
in Los Angeles, but Palm Springs represents a weekend vacation for me, where
I can wear those Levis I love, ride horse-

back and take life easy."
However, many stars like, Irene Dunne
like the idea of "dressing up" even on a
holiday, and a Saturday night at the Tennis Club tvill find the glass-terraced dining room filled with such beauties as
Loretta Young, Joan Bennett, Hedy Lamarr and Roz Russell all decked out in
their finest array.
*

*

*

SPEAKING

of "dressing up," incidentally, costume parties are now back
in vogue and stars are trying to out-rival
one another with weird get-ups.
One of the most unusual ideas was
introduced by Dorothy Lamour at a recent fancy dress ball at Ciro's. Dottie
arrived and created a sensation with her
outfit, which was a striking black and

gold Columbine

affair,

which she topped

by drawing a silk stocking over her head
and tying at her throat. This "Meshy,"
as Dorothy calls it, gave the Lamour face
an extra-exotic look and is most effective.
Try it at the next costume party you go
Be sure and tie the top part into
to.
an elfin knot and
then

Ann Revere

congratulates

Jane Wyman on
her performance, after the
premiere of "Johnny Belinda," in which Jane plays
the role of a deaf mute.
a radiant

draw the

film y
tight
face,

stocking
over your
securing it

with a
turn to

(Please

page

(>2)

1

Ronald Reagan, with Harry Crocker, was one of the first
Jane Wyman on her brilliant performance.

Alan Ladd and his wife arriving at the
spectacular opening of "Johnny Belinda."

to congratulate

James Stewart struck an

Shirley

informal note
amidst the glitter of the lavish premiere.

Temple and John Agar were among the

attending

the

gala

fete

at

Warners'

Hollywood

celebrities

Theatre.

Mr. and

menace

Star

Mrs. Stephen McNally (he's the
"Johnny Belinda") at the debut.

in

additions

to

the

were Tony Martin and

premiere audience
his

Cyd

Charisse.

i

The Robert Youngs pause

in lobby before
entering theatre to see "Johnny Belinda."

Lucille Ball and Desi Arnaz at the premiere which heralded a return to Hollywood's oldtime, fabulous openings.

Jane Wyman's ice-blue satin gown for the
debut was a present from Ronald Reagan.
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Fatal Attach
The desperate fight Loretta Young puts up as a terror-crazed psychology professor attempting to fend off the ruthless advances of
Douglas Dick, a student, keynotes "The Accused/' a drama of
murder in self-defense. As emotionally blocked as any of her case
histories, naive Loretta seems easy prey to the handsome lecher.

Tricked into going with Dick to a deserted spot, Loretta is
stunned when he mokes violent love to her; panic-stricken
when she realizes resistance is useless. She grabs a steel
tool and smashes him blindly over the head with it, then
revolted, tries to make the murder appear an accident by
shoving his body off a cliff. Loretta goes back to the college
where bewildered, frightened, ashamed, she stoutly refuses
to admit she killed Dick even in self-defense, though the
finger of evidence points surely to her, 'The Accused."

On
off,

maid's day

Dorothy

Lam our

tackles

household chores
s

with the

same ease she

plays her glamour

on the

roles

screen

—with

son Ridge's
help

%

When

Donie and her husband, WilRoss Howard, entertain in the
patio of their Beverly Hills home,
it's
Bill
who dons the chef's cap.
During the War, when Dorothy moved
to San Bernardino to be near her
husband, she learned the rudiments
of good housekeeping.
So she and
(right)
son, John Ridgely,
are no
strangers to the vacuum cleaners
when rugs need attention. Dorothy
is
starring now in Amusement Enliam

terprises'

film,

"The Lucky

Stiff."

Above: Three-year-old Ridge is learning to be mother's little
helper early in life and proves he can be trusted with
breakable cups as well as his own unbreakable one. Scenes
at right: Dorothy joins her son in a glass of milk; helping
with the dishes; reading a bedtime story from Mother Goose.

i

Above: John Ridgely loves to splash in the water as Dottie
gives him his evening bath.
It's part of the routine that
both mother and son enjoy. Right: Son Ridge, in learning to
dress and undress himself, has developed a few ideas of his
own and is energetic in demonstrating them to his mother.

Barbara
combination of

Eighteen-year-old

Lawrence
her

is

wench and co-ed

'

roles

By Kate Holliday

BARBARA LAWRENCE
especially

right,

for

is

a

doing
gal

all

just

eighteen. For a woman of that advanced age, she's wowing 'em.

You saw
No Name"

her recently in "Street With
or didn't you recognize her?

—

After her
'"Margie,"

flapperish

performance

in

we admit that what she did

with Mark Stevens in the FBI story was
a bit on the surprising side. For she was,
as you recall, a wench. That is absolutely the only word for it. She'was a wench
who, moreover, slunk. Who wore clinging gowns. Whose blonde hair was dangling in her eyes. Who was about as
sexy as you can get.
This was, as we say, a slight surprise
to the customers. And we should add
that it was also a slight surprise to Barbara.

There was one bit of business in that
character which had her rolling hysterically in the aisles when she saw the finished film. She was to play the part to
the hilt, which, according to the director,
meant that she should go around most of
the time with a (Please turn topayc 57)

Above: Barbara turns
on allure in "Unfaithfully Yours," at 20th
Century- Fox.
Above
Right: In "Give My

Regards To

Broad-

way," with Charles
Russell.

Linda

Right:

With

Darnell,

Kurt

Krueger and Rudy
in
"UnfaithYours." Left:
set with standMartha Crawford.

Vallee
fully

On
in,

?8

best

radio

filers.

show

UPP ef

is

one of

popula^o"

the most
the air. *«S^. San
Ms wife in their

W

Kr^ndoVaHeyhome.

Hour Popular Cent
By

Tricia Hurst

the
was a great difference
THERE
lop-sided
reasons
in

for

this

writer's

walk as she hurried into the stage
entrance of Madison Square Garden and
the lop-sided posture of the thousands of
kids waiting at the 8th Avenue entrance
to buy their tickets to the rodeo. The
children, every size, shape, age, color
and creed, were laden down with cowboy
hats and whips, miniature dolls resembling their hero who was soon to be seen
in the flesh, programs and score sheets,
and holsters which contained surprisingly realistic-looking pistols. To top it off,
many of them were decked out in cowboy
suits complete with chaps and spurs. No
wonder they all looked a bit lop-sided
when they moved. It was a mystery to
me how they even stood up. Seeing as
how I possessed none of these treasures
my slightly lean-to walk could only be
laid to the assignment before me.
Get a story on Gene
editor had said,
Autry." and right then and there I acquired a big fat chip on my shoulder. If
there's one kind of a story I detest doing it's the sweet drooly kind that radiates sunshine and cheer and usually
leaves the reader with the feeling that
movie magazines are nothing more than
a medium for impressing the public with
the finer points of the Hollywood set. I
have always liked to read something
with a little
{Pleaxe turn to page GO)

My

"

Gene Autry and

his

famous horse, Champion, as
in

they

"Loaded

appear
Pistols."

You,

Gel ?

DON
FLYNN, whose own romantic escapades have made headlines throughout the years, has himself quite a time in
Warner Brothers' "The Adventures Of Don
Juan." In this film of the romantic exploits
of the gay and handsome 17th Century gallant, Errol makes love to no less than five
Left: Helen Wesrcort, as
different girls.
Lady Diana, falls for the Don Juan charm.
Below: Errol as the dashing Don Juan. Below Center: Errol takes time out from his
love-making to settle a score with the
wicked Prime Minister, played by Robert
Douglas. Below, Far Left: Nora Eddington
(Mrs. Flynn in private life) sitting on the
set's sidelines watching her husband make
passionate love to Viveca Lindfors, Ann Rutherford, Barbara Bates, Helen Westcott and
Mary Stuart. Nora has a small part in the
film, but is not one of Errol's girl friends.
Bottom Center: Errol has romantic interlude
with Ann Rutherford. Bottom, Far Left: Don
Juan makes love to the Queen of Spain
(Viveca Lindfors) who'd willingly sacrifice
husband and throne for the dashing lothario.

ERROL

Right: When the conniving Prime Minister
seizes the palace and condemns the queen
to death,

Don Juan engages him

in a duel.

surrounded by a bevy of beauties in the Warner film. Bottom: Barbara
Bates makes no attempt to resist the kisses
of Don Juan. Far Right and Circle: Mary
Stuart is another of his conquests. Despite
his philandering, Don Juan really loves the
queen, but persuades her to remain loyal
to Spain. However, as he sadly rides away
to Lisbon, a coach, enroute to Paris with
Below:

Errol

beautiful girl, passes him and, true to
the Don Juan tradition, he turns his horse
around and follows in quest of a new love.
a

MEANEST

MAN
MOVIES

IN

Stephen

Mc Nolly's

a nice

Joe, but on screen he's been

hissed from coast to coast

By Adelaide Edwards
Stephen McNally
detective

WE

shall

in

will

get a chance to reform and go straight as a
"The Amboy Dukes."

"Criss Cross," a social worker in

now

discuss one of the most unpleasant characon the screen for a long while. His name

ters to be seen

is Locky McConnick, and he is played by Stephen
McNally in "Johnny Belinda."
"Johnny Belinda" itself is not guaranteed to make you sleep
nights. It's a drama set against a fog-bound, rocky coast,
filled with strange, isolated, and brutal people who have rare
and only rare flashes of humanity. And the strangest,

—

—

by

far the

He

most brutal of

gets drunk.

He

all,

tosses a

is

man

the aforementioned Locky.
beating

off a cliff after first

Above: Dick Powell is savagely garroted by fugitive Stephen
McNally in Universal- International's "Rogues' Regiment." In
the flesh, McNally is about as far from a villain as you can
get. Below: With Henry Rowland in a scene from same picture.

He assaults a girl. He attempts child-stealing. He
generally speaking, just about the biggest heel in recent
picture history.
He is played to a fare-fhee-well by a large, black-haired guy
with strong black brows and dark eyes named McNally. McNally is quite a boy. He makes you hate Locky down to your
toes, makes you rise cheering from your seat when he finally
gets his come-uppance.
his face in.

is,

There
in

is

one

Above:

In

which Locky says, however, which is more
McNally than for (Please turn to page 64)

line

character for

"Johnny Belinda," Stephen McNally, with Jan Ster-

fare- thee- well the biggest heel in recent
Below: McNally, who was a lawyer before he
turned to acting, in "Rogues' Regiment" with Vincent Price.

ling,

plays

to

picture history.

a

0^

A light

heart conceals Shelley Winter's basic shrewdness

By Linda Carter
VERYONE

thinks I'm a native of Brooklyn," Shelley Winters
"Actually. I lived the first eleven yT ears of my life in St.
Louis."
This statement may start an all-out tug of war between Brooklyn
and St. Louis to claim Shelley as their exclusive own since she's hit the
high points on the popularity meter with the press, the studios and the

E

says.

public.

The

possibilities of

such a war occurring are {Please turn to page 65)

Above:

In

"Larceny,"

Shelley plays a bad girl
opposite John Payne
Far Left: Her role of

the waitress murdered
by Ronald Colman in "A
Double Life," sparked
her career.
However,
Shelley doesn't think
she's been typed. "Look
at

the

variety

girls I've played.

With Anthony

of
'

bad
Left:

Curtis.
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Lou Costello plays hard to get in Universal- International's version of "Mexican Hayride" when Luba Malina pours on Latin allure south of the border.

South

Of The

Border With

Loi

Luba Malina, billed as the Russian- Latin when she appeared at Versailles
Manhattan, gave up dress- modeling to become the eye-appealing charmer
in Broadway's "Mexican Hayride."
She plays the same role in the picture
with Lou Costello, the lowan who has been bilked in a phony oil well deal
by confidence man, Bud Abbott. Luba is one of the beautiful barriers Bud
purs up when he flees with the dough to Mexico. Below: Lou's heart is
Luba's toy when she says her heart's on fire with love, and Lou replies, "I'll
smother that fire with kisses." He does and reforms the scheming senorit).
Left:

in

Audrey Totter's even temper belies nickname, "Teeter-Totter"

Anyone would

MGM

sit

up,

a:

and tak<

did,

Audrey Totre
such a glamour post
(above) or the outdoor
sy lass ( below
wh<
likes long walks in rh<
notice of
in

I

hills.

Left:

,

Audrey

vis-

with Robert Taylo
during filming of a coits

starring picture at

Popular,

workers.

MGM

with

too,

When

co
shi

earned her own dressing
room on
lot, the;
flooded it with flowers

MGM

Audrey, on the set with Director Curtis
Bernhardt,

likes

stimulating discussions.

By Constance Palmer

FROM
two
in

bit player to featured roles

years!"

you a happy,

Audrey Totter

ate-the-canary smile

The statement

—

sly smile

gives

a cat-that-

when she says

that.

accurate but she
loves the pat sound of it. There's a sort

of rags-to-riches.

isn't

Cinderella-lives-in-the-

palace-now rhythm that would look fine
in a success magazine. And Audrey likes
success.

Everybody knows she didn't come to
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer as a bit player,
(iood parts in a few small budget pictures, then a sudden zoom up to the top

Robert Montgomery's startling "Lady
In The Lake." in which he used a new
technique that made audiences sit up

in

and take

notice.

Most

particularly they sat up and took
notice of Audrey. "Now there's a girl,"
they muttered as one man. "who'll bear

watching."
Metro, though, had known it all along.
Surmised they'd picked them a peach
when they signed her. Now their peach
had ripened into a lushness gratifying to
behold. Soon she was loaned out to
Michael Curtiz for "The Unsuspected"
at Warners. Then she was brought back
home to be featured with Robert Taylor
in "The High Wall."
"When I was given a dressing-room all
my own in the Featured Players' Build-

was elated," Audrey gloated. "No
more wandering all over the lot between

ing. I

pictures without a place to lay my head!
(Please turn to page 69)
It's divine to
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By Irene
(EDITOR'S NOTE: Irene has a unique position in the
fashion world. She designs for the stars of Metro-GoldwynMayer productions. She also presents "Irene" clothes in twenty-five leading stores throughout the country. Needless to say,
they are most eagerly sought by the smart women of America.)

A

DESIGNER'S

desire is to make women look lovelier, to
give them the pleasure of lastingly beautiful clothes, and
the pleasure of admiring glances
particularly mas.

.

.

culine.

A woman's desire for personal attraction must be guided by
good taste, which is a preference for restraint in everything.
Only then, does a lady's choice coincide with a gentleman's
choice for men, generally speaking, have excellent taste. I
believe they have better taste than women because of that
restraint. Good taste has nothing to do with money or breeding, but it has a great deal to do with a feeling for simplicity,

—

Jeanette MacDonald, currently starring in MGM's "Sun In The Morning," models
an evening gown which Irene designed of white mousseline de soie featuring hip drapery
of crystal bugle beads. Center: The "five o'clock on" or "little evening" dress of platinum brocade has new hemline averaging eight inches from floor in front and four inches
in back, with side drapery to give added fullness to skirt.
Right: Moss green wool suit
with cream wool stitching boasts a simplicity of design for which Irene is famous.

"Left:

Wise women

realize

men

with good taste like simplicity as well as beauty in feminine styles

knowing how to wear your clothes and
where they should be worn. Jeanette
MacDonald is a good example of this in
MGM's "Sun In The Morning."
Men, naturally, have a great eye for
beauty. When they see a beautiful girl,
they want to see her, not the details of
her costume. Therefore, they want simplicity. It annoys men when they see an
unattractive woman trying to gain attention through fantastically extreme
clothes. You have to be figure conscious
if you value masculine approval. But if
a designer starts out merely to show off
a figure, she can easily make a woman
look cheap. If she works on it subtly,
however, the result is a lovely figure in
excellent taste. It's a matter of cutting.
It's a trick.
A designer has another desire ... to
develop in women an appreciation of
lasting clothes. If clothes are really good,
they must last for a long time. I loathe
styles which are so extreme that they
become completely outmoded within a

few months.

Women

are

so clever in

France. They buy clothes only twice a
year ... in the Spring and in the Fall.
They never make a hurried selection of a
new dress to be worn that night. Now
American women are learning to do the
same thing by carefully planning a complete wardrobe.
Not long ago I read an article about
having one good outfit for each occasion,
and I think it's a splendid idea, particularly for women with limited incomes.
American women are learning the value
of this system and they are being encouraged in it through something which
Recently,
is happening in this country.
a fabric designer remarked that there has
been a great change in the fashion world
of America. He used to sell heavy wools
for Winter, and lightweight wools for
Spring.

Women

Now

there is no dividing line.
wear the same wool the year

wear

in

Perhaps the fact that more women
wear fur coats now has something to do
it. Thus their sheer w ools are quite
right beneath a fur coat in the Winter, as
r

Above: Hostess gown, designed by Irene and worn by Jeanette MacDonald in "Sun In
The Morning," combines wool and velvet of hyacinth blue, while souffle of same shade
is used as ascot and pleated underskirt.
Center: Casual gray striped herringbone tweed
suit centers attention on arrow-shaped patch pockets and cuff arrangement. Accessories
include copper silk scarf and russet kid purse, glove and shoes.
Right:
For evening
wrap, Jeanette prefers stole of white mink to add graceful elegance to gala events.

Summer. Even

ways smart for city wear in Summer.
So why can't one concentrate on good
that will last? Ordinarily I'd
suggest that a suit would be the most
clothes

important investment in a girl's wardHowever, a wardrobe outline depends greatly upon the wearer's activities.
For a girl working in a downtown office
where she is mixed in with hundreds of
other girls, a date dress is probably the
most important item in her wardrobe
and she should invest most in that.
The "five o'clock on" dress that averages eight inches from the floor in front,
and perhaps four inches in back, has become increasingly important this season.
For the young girl's evening dress, I prerobe.

fer the ballerina type, or

round.

with

well as for street

the seasonal dividing line of color seems
to be disappearing, for pastels are now
worn in the Winter, just as black is al-

The

the bouffant.

young American girl
doesn't acquire any great chic until she
is

average

about twenty-five. I don't believe that
in their (Please turn to page 68)

girls
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"It amazes me how sweet most girls are," says Lon McCallister with Ann Blyth, one of the sweetest, at a recent party.

Dotit

Marry

Ait Actor

Lon McCallister list's the dangers of marrying an actor, but
admits he's looking for a wife

WHEN

five, is

Left: Lon on a recent cruise.

He hopes

to

travel a lot, especially by boat or by plane.

a fellow gets to be twentyhaving one of the most suc-

cessful careers in that city of successes called Hollywood, has dated some
of the cutest, sweetest, prettiest and
smartest starlets yet admits he has

—

never been seriously in love, that's the
starting point of a story. A story about

Lon McCallister.
Lon still looks

like the cherubic-faced
choirboy he played in his first movie,
twelve years ago. So when he begins to

expound

his ideas

about love and marri-

age you're as amazed as if Margaret
O'Brien should discuss the potentialities
of the atom bomb. Though expound is
hardly the word.
"For," says Lon, "it's silly of me to
talk a lot about girls and love. I've
really dated very few girls for a fellow

my

age,

and practically

all

of

them have

When

you're brought up
in the movies, actresses
are the girls you get to know best. What

been actresses.
in Hollywood,

go for, though, is a homebody.
that sounds like a paradox, it isn't.
Some of the most domestic-minded girls
I've known, the ones who would like to
cook and sew and who know how to
work a broom, sport the longest false
eyelashes. The lashes are just windowdressing for their acting chores.
"Of course," he tells you, "beauty always attracts a fellow. I asked Ann Blyth
for a date the first time because she's
so beautiful. And she became even more
beautiful to me as I got to know her
well. That doesn't always happen. Some
I

really

If

Above: With Preston Foster in "The Big
Cat." Lon thinks he'd be a selfish husband.

"What
so

4.S

far

I

go for is a homebody," but
never been seriously in love.

really

Lon's

girls

lose their

Ann

has

charm

(Please

for

turn

you quickly.
to

pa/fe 70)

Circle:

Coleen's a ranch

owner who

falls

love

in

with Mark, a carefree
and wealthy sportsman.

was
ITColeen

back

the

to

Cray, with

wilds

for

Mark Stevens

and Rory Calhoun in 20th CenturyFox's "Sand." The picture was shot
at

Durango,

Colorado,

since

the

from Will James' novel of
a show horse who escapes to the
plains and turns wild, has a rugged
background. Top Left: Coleen and
Electrician Jack Metcalf chewing
story,

V

the

fat

between

scenes.

Above

Coleen, Mark, Al Mazzola,
studio grip, enjoy time off. Coleen
liked the location, as rough as it
was, for she's a farm girl and expert
Left:

horsewoman herself. Above: Coleen
and Mark confer about the weather.
No work if it rains. Left: A love
scene,

cowboy

style,

with Rory

Calhoun. Right: Gilding the lily is
Pat McNally, "Sand" makeup man.

ril

Henry Fonda, star of Broadway's "Mister Roberts," William Hoiden and Fred Robbins talking over favorite records. Henry,

last

seen on the screen

specific

so

far

as

likes

in

"Fort Apache"

and dislikes

in

for

discs

RKO,
are

is

very

concerned.

5W -RoMu* RIGHT OFF THE RECORD
Max!
HYAWell,
we've
Is

it

balm your ear lacks?

got

it

in

packs

Makes no never mind 'bout those frozen ponds and pipes outside 'cause there's
buckets of freshly baked waffles from the
ever-lovin' oven 'tween the ridges of
which lies some nice noise that'll make a
permanent home in your cozy little eardrum. And now that the sound box you
got for chime time is broken in well
what are we waiting for? Then alors!

—

HEAVENLY!

—Don't know who's
—the kid from Canonburg, Pa., Bing, or
F. R. — but Ronnie's old man
as relaxed
Como

lazier

is

"For
You" and "By The Way." Only guy we
know who can sing with his hands in his

as a

limp cornflake on

this slab of

—

—

So come dig the new wax!

Perry

—

pockets anyone else the audience would
think was nuts. See a star can do anything and this one's a warm, informal,
wonderful guy with a throatful of throbs.
(

Victor)

Kay

Starr

—The

zestful little chestful's

out with another fresh slab loaded with
all the distinction this lusty canary has

"There Ain't No Sweet Man Worth The
Salt Of My Tears" and "Please Love
Me," the first lightly rhythmic and the
flip a ballad about 10 miles an hour.
Ray's got a great beat and feeling in her
squealing, be it ballad or burgundy! Star
material, this Starr chick! (Capitol)

—

Vic Damone The head of Vic's Victims does goose-pimply things to one of
the top things of the season "Far Away
Places," which could be the sequel to

—

Walter Wanger, producer

Fred interviewing high school visitors at a recent teen-age parit
He's also heard, coast-to-coast, over CBS.
Hie studio.

Of Arc," proved

ty

SCRKK

Mary ("Small Wonder") McCarry teaches a
few of her celebrated dance steps to Fred.

Jf

lAND

to

of Ingrid Bergman's sensational "Joan
be an all-out record fan on Fred's program.

—

—

"Tree In The Meadow." Then he outSinatras Frank on the one from Christina's

Daddy's own

Bandit"— "I

Offer

flicker

—"The Kissing

You The Moon,

Sen-

Vic's adenoids are as delicious as
his Mom's ravioli
and this kid knows!
orita."

—

Yummy!

(Mercury)

—

Margaret Whiting This rascal etched
"Far Away Places," too planting another hit right next to that "Tree" which

—

many record buyers
And Maggie's packed

leaned against.

so

ten-inch
this
travelogue with a heap of heart. T'other
cheek is "My Own True Love," from the
Paramount celluloid of the same handle
a smart tune which needs more than
one needling but'll stick around longer
than cheap fly-by-night pops. (Capitol)

—

—

Johnny Mercer And Wingy Manone

—

er,

BEST IN THE NEST
"Polka Dots

And Moonbeams"

Thornhill (Columbia)
"Tara Talara Tala" Johnny

—Claude
Desmond

—

"The Tailgate Ramble" Johnny Mercer and Wingy Manone (Capitol)
"Perfume Set To Music" (Victor

Album )

—Gene Krupa
"My Darling, My Darling"—Doris Day
and Buddy Clark (Columbia)
"Harlem Holiday"— Stan Kenton (Cap"A Foggy Day" —Mel Torme (Mu"Say
So"—Dick Haymes
(Decca )
"Suddenly
Jumped"—Duke Elling"How High The Moon"
( Columbia )

It

ton (Victor)

"The Tailgate Ramble,"
with him and Johnny riding on the wagon
on the up

face,

and tattooing a bouncin' bit of two-beat
on you. Then they board the "Tuscaloosa
Bus" on the under side with the Pied
Pipers and Paul Weston and Co. and the
vehicle comes on like the "Chattanooga
Choo Choo." Hydromatic static! They
make a fine team and should cut lotsa
shellac!

(Capitol)

—

Peter Lind Hayes Wow! Whatta surprise this is! Pete Hayes is a great comic,
actor and monologist gets off some
hilarious characterizations in his club and
theatre dates all over the country and
does a few things which make use of his
tonsils. Well, along came Decca and
wound those chords around their label

—

establishing P. L. H. as definite hit
material. There's "My Darling,
Darling,"
with the Stardusters, "Dainty
Brenda Lee," copping the proper shucking from Pete's versatile throat, "That
Certain Party," and "Life Gets Tedjus"
all getting just what the doctor ordered. Stuff for every taste here
but
"My Darling" is the best. Looks like
Petey's made a lot more work for himself 'cause the audiences'll be askin' for

My

—

(Decca)

—

Stan Kenton Scrape me off a saucer
and call me buttercup! That Kenton
gang comes on like Truman! 'Specially on
"Harlem Holiday," which gets away from
the too progressive and swings like Tarzan from the nearest tree! Sort of a
modernized deal on Stan's biscuit of
"Harlem Folk Dance" and with the added
bongo wow! And triple wow! Junie
Christy puts down some of her finest
chirpin' ever on the under side on "Don't
Want That Man Around," slow, bluesy

Perfume

Set

To Music

—A languorous

—

with

changes.
Come and get your Kentonia, Caledonia!
(Capitol)
deal

—

—

don't
fresh

cookie 'cause there'll be bunches and
gobs of shivers down your fine spine.
"Tara Talara Tala" is a sweet lullaby
that'll have you as happy as the babe in
and is sure to be a big
the tree top
"Before Long"
has more
waffle. Flip
of Johnny's soulful breathing on a new

—

——

CBS's

ballad.
like

ermine!
52

—

television star

(MGM)

comes on

interesting

of

lots

—

Buddy Clark-Doris Day The "Love
Somebody" kids flutter like a couple of

My

Darling,"
"My Darling,
the beauty from "Where's Charley," and
one of the big smasheroos of the year,
dear. Then turn right around and revive
the oldie, "That Certain Party." Yes they
have, you know what! And we mean
"Sparkle Plenty" and the baritone lark!
They're perf together! (Columbia)
starlings on

—

—

—

your instrument with a full band
one led by Billy May. Great idea!

HAL MCINTYRE'S

Away

.

.

this
.

.

.

beautiful ear mas-

Hoagy Carmichael's "One Morn-

—one

May"
.

.

of

both

H's

DINAH SHORE

.

best

on "Far

Places" and "Say It Every Day"
chanting from Melissa's

—enchanting

Mommy (Columbia)
CLAUDE
THORNHILL 'S magnificent styling of
cute

.

.

.

"Polka Dots And Moonbeams," instrumentally and you can imagine the red
tape he had to go through to do this hit
of several years ago that way (Colum-

DAMONE'S

bia)
VIC
"My Fraternity Pin," which '11 stick on you like one
(Mercury)
and "Say It Isn't So" by
.

.

.

.

.

KAY KYSER

.

(Columbia)

.

.

.

CONNIE

HAINES' "My Man" and "Stormy
Weather" (Signature)

HOT!!!
Gene Krupa—The rascal with the
brown drumsticks (and the Columbia short we made together is flickering

light

around the country so watch for it)
tattoos you with a full band explosion
on "How High The Moon," the jazz
standard and wow! How it leaps! All
other cookies on it are by small groups,
the first big band one. Flip has
Anita O'Day pouring "Tea For Two" in
both of your avid audio cavities with
steaming solos all thru the cup. These
were cut ages ago s'about time they
were released! (Columbia)
this

—

—

Ear worthy

Also

— FRANK

SINA-

"If I Steal A Kiss" and "Senorita" from Christina's daddy's fresh flicker,
"Kissing Bandit" pleasant, but not hit

TRA'S

— EVE

YOUNG AND
JACK LATHROP'S—"My Darling, My
(Columbia)

Darling"

.

.

—another

.

twosome

coosome

MARTHA

(Victor)
TILTON'S welcome reissue of "I'll Remember April"—
luscious thrushin' (Capitol)
.

.

.

.

BAILEY'S "I'm
"Say

It

Simple"

.

PEARL

.

— more of my

girl Pearl's
.

.

(Capitol)

.

.

.

.

GORDON MACRAE AND

JO STAFFORD
sue on
"Girls

"My

entwining their lung tisMy Darling" and

Darling,

all

—

you need

—

SCREENLAND

—

—

Charley Ventura Play this for anyone who says he doesn't like be-bop!

Chaz Ventura's troublin' hunk of
bubblin' "I'm Forever Blowing Bubbles"
with Jackie Cain and Roy Krai
on the bop vocal ee-be-de-be-be-de
BUBBLES! You'll be doin' that all day
long after two spinnings. S'darling. it
jumps and it's bop! (National)

—

It's

—

—

Were Made To Take Care Of

Boys." These kids go together

—on

"Suddenly It
Jumped" spotting Taft Jordan on
trumpet and it does jump just as suddenly as you put needle to wax. Ray
Nance cavorts thru the under face in
"My Honey's Lovin' Arms." This'll be
one of your loving cookies! (Victor)
that's

.

Blue Lady," a fetching etching (MerTHE PIED PIPERS' reissue
cury)
of "The Whiffenpoof Song" and "Dream"
.

Duke Ellington Maybe they took a
cue from Columbia, but Victor mashe* a
reissue on you, too, Sue. And can it be
anything but great! It's Ellington and

Lazy, That's AH" and

EVELYN KNIGHT (Decca)
JOHNNY LAURENZ on "A Red Rose For A
.

Johnny Desmond See that you
catch cold when you dig Desmo's

.

—

stuff

sheaf of scents by Corday set to sound
using the theremin, the instrument with
the ethereal sound
with a chorus of
scented gullets directed by Les Baxter,
who used to be in the Mel-Tones. Come
and let your ear sniff "Fame," "Jet,"
"L'Ardente Nuit," "Possession," "Toujours Moi" and "Tzigane." Rapturous
sound, and a brilliant idea! (Victor)

—

—

—

these.

cookie and

TEX BENEKE

.

Champagne" a sparkling
the bubbles! (Victor)
Capitol's welcome album, "Join The
Band" wherein you can perform as soloist, or vocalist
to the backgrounds of
"Body And Soul," "Honeysuckle Rose,"
"Sweet Lorraine," "Sunset And Vine
Blues," "I Got Rhythm," "I May Be
Wrong," "I Surrender Dear," and "Just
You, Just Me." S'like singing or playing

(MGM)

Isn't

.

Watch

sicraft)
It

.

pouring "Blue

sage of
ing In

—

cheese! Wingston's Dixie band's

(Victor)

itol)

Oh, put the tailgate down! 'Cause the
cracker's on the lacquer with Joe Manone
from San Antone and that's better than

ham and

"Road House." Rebaked

delish!

thing!

—

(MGM)

.

like

you

Benny

Goodman

—Rachel's

Daddy

NELWas In

salivates the reed on his woodwind on a
brace of sextet deals and you know it's

Walla Ditto" backwards allaw allaw
LENA
but like measles. ( Capitol)
"One For My Baby"—the
great Johnny Mercer deal from the flick-

got to be impeccable stuff, Benny being
the perfectionist he is. "Varsity Drag" is
right in the side pocket, with Red Norvo
on vibes and Al Hendrickson. guitar,

and

LIE

(Capitol)

LUTCHER— T

—

Wish

I

.

HORNE—

S

GREENLAND

.

.

.

.

.

among others. Flip is
with—"The Maids Of
all

over the wax.

easy to get along
Cadiz." with BG

(Capitol)

—

didn't issue a sound track album from
"Easter Parade." Maybe because there
were so many biscuits of the various
songs from the pix
SGT. K. D. CA.

.

.

REY AND SGT. K. J. THOMAS. SEATTLE, WASH.—Shame on you guys!

Sidney Bechet "The grand old man
of the soprano saxophone," one of the
most inventive and inspired musicians of
our time, is "Pops" Bechet, a wonderful
man with a fabulous and exciting life.
Ears off to Columbia for this fresh album
of Sidney's genius.
He does "Laura,"
"Just One Of Those Things," "Love For
Sale," which have become Bechet spe-

think there's a record of "La Bomba"
from "Fiesta," by Cyd Charisse and Ricardo Montalban. Cyd leaves the waffles

cialities

to

—and "Kansas City Man Blues,"

"Polka Dot Stomp," "I

Had

It

But

It's

Gone Now," "Spreadin' Joy," and
"Shake 'Em Up." Sidney's proteges, 17All

year-old Bob Wilbur's Wildcats, are along
for the exciting ride. So if ya want the
real thing, not some cheap, gagged-up
corny trash like Pee Wee Hunt's "Twelfth
Street Rag," spear this album, but pres-

(Columbia)

tissimo!

FROM THE MAN

BUENOS

LUIS ROSCOE,

ARGENTINA.—Al
album

for

Decca

GRAY

IN

of

his

favorites.
.

.

.

VERNOR McVEY, CHARLESTON,

—

ILL. Charley Delaunay's "Hot Discography" in its latest edition is out and a
godsend to any jazz fan. Write to Creative Press in N. Y. for info.
JOAN
KESSLER, DUMONT, N.
.

.

.

J—MGM

What

/.JO ELLEN

.

COATE, PIEDMONT, CALIF.—Don't

Tony

.

.

.

PFC.

LEONARD COHEN,

CANAL ZONE— "The

Groovey Thing"
was made by Earl Bostic on the Gotham
label. You'd have to write to the company in N. Y. for it
AUDREY
WRAY, NASHVILLE, TENN.—Dizzy
.

.

.

Gillespie's
freshest is "Algo Bueno,"
meaning something good and it sure is,
but and how! The congo drum will drive
you crazy with the beat and Diz is terrific!
People are digging Bop more and

—

GAIL RUBIN, BALTIMORE,
MD. —"Robbins' Nest" is this kid's new

AIRES,

big

can Larry Parks be!

more!

Jolson did a whole

Should be down your way by now

You should know Al Jolson did his own
singing in the "Jolson Story." How great

Hollywood

.

.

.

syndicated record show heard coast-tocoast and I hope in your town. It's

bought by individual stations and we sure
hope some good peanut whistle in your
city is airing it
Meantime watch for
our Columbia shorts at your local flicker
palace and lay some linen on me about
anything that's buggin' you in re sharps
and flats. We'll try and answer
Till
next month, take it slow
.

.

.

.

.

Itself Is

.

.

.

Betty Young, who are all enthusiastic
over their new ranch and had some new
pictures of their four daughters; Walter
and Fieldsie Lang and their pal, Cesar
Romero; Gail Patrick and Cornwell Jackson; Mike Curtiz and Bess Meredyth.
Mecca Graham, who co-hosted the party
with Miss P., had just wound up his
chores as technical adviser on the Marilyn Miller pic, "Silver Lining." Mecca
was a very close friend of the fabulous

Marilyn.

—o

Gertrude Niesen's cute

"Down To The Sea
Said he spent two-thirds of
sideburns for
the day in water up to his
this rugged movie. Dick Berger, who's
producing Betty Htdton's new picture,
"Little Boy Blue," was delighted about
having Betty as his star in this one.

—

—o
Talked to Betty after she came back
from her sensational success in London.
Missy H. was mighty enthusiastic about

.

Talking About

the reception she received over there, says
she expects to go back again next Fall.
Betty's three-year-old, Lindsay, came down
with a strep throat and a temperature so
her mom cancelled all engagements until
the little one was okay.

—O
Unfortunate

and Lou Holtz as headliners and

many

other top-flight entertainers giving
their all for three fast-moving hours!

Jack Benny started the hilarious evening off with his hillbilly band. Jack,
clad in a faded red flannel undershirt
and tired old overalls, played some real
hoe-down music on his violin. Then he
made a fast change into a blue suit to
impersonate, with Jack Carson, Van
Johnson, and George Burns, the four
Williams Brothers of the famous Kay
Thompson act. Kay was impersonated by
Danny Kaye, who was only sensational.
Another highlight of the evening was
the Burns and Allen act. And here
again Jack Benny stole the show, dressed
as Grade
and believe it or not, he even
managed to look like her, done up to
and above his big blue eyes in a buglebead dress, a long fur scarf, red wig and
hat. His feet and ankles looked mighty

—

famous numbers (which he kiddingly said had been made famous by
Larry Parks). Joley was in blackface
for the first time in over twenty years.
Believe me, chums, this was an evening
to go down in entertainment history and
there's some talk that the fellers will
make a movie around the Follies. If they
do, it will be one picture nobody should
of his

miss.

Had a real keen fun evening with Ginger Rogers and Jack Briggs at their hilltop house small group, beautiful dinner,

—

movie afterward in Ginger's combination
playroom -projection room, which includes
a

a wonderful soda fountain. Ginger's Briard
(that's a French sheepdog) is quite a character whose name is Fudge on
she's fudge-colored. She picked
best seat in the house when
came on sprawled across half

trim, too, in three-inch heels and sheer
stockings, although Jack didn't seem to

sized couch

be too sure-footed in the high spikes.
George Burns, again, with funnyman

cartoon,

Ben Blue and young Donald O'Connor,
stopped the show with a comedy version
of an 18th century minuet. Don, this time,
teas dressed as a colonial belle.

dressing

up as

gals, for

All this

your information,

on account of the Friars don't allow
to participate in their .mows.
Wish we had time to tell you in detail
about the other wonderful acts but it
would take up this entire column; but Al
is

women

Jolson closed the

show by singing many

for

account of
herself the
the movie
of a good-

—and settled down comfortably

the evening, barked at Pluto in the

then popped off to sleep and
snored all through the feature. An awfully
nice couple of people, Ginger and Jack.

—O

a good close look at Dotty Lamour's new short haircut at the birthday
party Louella Parsons gave for her cuz,
Maggie Ettinger. Remember when Dotty 's bewtiful tresses were so long she
could sit on 'em? Well, she'd have to be
a contortionist to do same now. Some
others in the gang who loaded Maggie
down with birthday loot were Bob and

Got

Screen land

incidents,

such

as

the

Walker-Mitchum escapades, upset the
movie folks no end. At the risk of sounding monotonous we'll say it again it's a

—

pity that the actions of a few people in

Hollywood

reflect

on our entire commu-

nity which, from living here, we know to
be just as decent and upright as most
any town in the country. So there!

—o
Ran

—o

—

got lone-

tically for his part in

In Ships."

Continued from page 20
ers,

mom

for her famous dotter while a bunch
of us were at her house for dinner, put
in a call to Gertie in New York, and we
Gertie had
all talked to her for hours.
just been robbed of her jools and Mrs.
Niesen wrapped all hers up and sent
them back on loan-out until the missing
ones were recovered. Jay Flippen, radio
star turned movie actor, was at the party
wearing sideburns down to his knees prac-

some

and

into one of

my

favorite actresses

Mildred Natwick, who was out
shopping for long woolies. She was about
pals,

to trek off to frigid, snowy Monument
Valley near Flagstaff, Arizona, for the
new John Ford picture, "She Wore A

Yellow Ribbon." About twelve years ago

was in Mr. F.'s picture; "The Long
Voyage Home," and "Ribbon" is the first
Ford picture she's worked in since.
o

Millie

—

my favorites, Clifton
the exciting preview of "The
Snake Pit." Clifton still has the crew haircut which he wore in "Sitting Pretty," for
the good reason that he's now starring in
the sequel, "Belvedere Goes To College."
I hear from none other than the distinguished Mr. Webb that he's going in for
Saw

Webb,

another of

at

athletics in this

new comedy. This

I

want

to see.

—O
Eleanor Parker is very unhappy about
having to bow out of "The Hasty Heart"
with Ronnie Reagan because of illness.
Eleanor had to have four impacted teeth
yanked and was in such a rundown con5:5

—

——

—

dilion her doctor advised her not to take

the trip to England, where the picture is
to be made. And Ella Raines was trying to finish "Impact" (which has nothing to do with infected wisdom teeth)
s'hen she took a spell of sickness. This
prevented her from going to England to
join her hsuband, Major Robin Olds.
However, she's well again and now on
the high seas bound for Europe.

—o

Hollywood

mighty sorry to lose two
of its favorite people, Bebe Daniels and
Ben Lyon, who returned to England after
is

four years in our town. Ben is assistant
production head for 20th Century-Fox in
England, a very important post because
the studio plans to make a great many
pictures over there.

—o

Director

Will

Price

Maureen O'Hara) was

(he's

married

to

telling us that their

four-year-old daughter, Bronwyn, has fallen madly in love with Roz Russell's young
son, Lance Brisson. The romance is developing nicely at the nursery school they
attend. Bron has established some sort of

a record, having made two round trips by
plane to Ireland in the last two years.

—O
Nancy

Guild, whose baby is due any
day now, has had to spend the last four
months in bed by order of her doctor.
The picture she made in Italy for Eddie Small, formerly titled "Cagliostro,"
has been changed to "Black Magic." And
there's some special music in this picture
for the hypnosis scene, written by Paul
Sawtelle, which is a new high in experimenting. Five notes are repeated over

and over by a chorus

of 28 voices.
They're hoping that the audience won't
be hypnotized, too!

—o

Who's

Who
Mayo

Dept.: Out at Warners,
her Indian makeup and
black wig for "Colorado Territory" looks
so different that people have been mistaking her for Jennifer Jones' half-breed
character of "Duel In The Sun." And
Doris Day, on the same lot and also
wearing a dark wig for "It's A Great
Feeling," is a dead ringer for Eleanor
Powell.
Virginia

"Johnny Belinda" was
quite a classy affair, with over two hundred movie personalities attending. Reminds us, ten days before the preem, Jane
Wyman was out touring the country and
gave out with

of

many

interviews she
couldn't talk when she got back to Hollywood. So everybody kidded her about taking her role of the deaf-mute so seriously
that it went to her throat.
so

—

O
was plenty

of excitement at
Slapsy Maxie's when Jane and her escort, Manny Sachs, were seated at the
table next to Ronnie Reagan and Ann
Sothern. But the other ringsiders who
Tli ere

were watching to see Ronnie and Jane
cold-shoulder each other were disappointed On account of they all chatted very

amiably.

When Audrey

—o

Totters favorite man,
Charles Grayson, was away on a trip,
Audrey went out with Karl Tunberg.
whose wife was touring Europe. But it
-01

was with the
all

and permission

blessing

concerned.

of

—o—

And you should see how Audrey and
Bob Ryan look for "The Set Up," the pic

RKO. Audrey's
wearing a hand-me-down five-year-old suit
that Joan Fontaine once wore. Eddie Stevenson, RKO's costume designer, found this
little gem and had the hemline lowered,
leaving the mark from the old hem still
in the material. Bob, who plays the part
of a third-rate fighter, has a bowl-type
they're doing together at

haircut, a cauliflower ear, and looks so
gruesome that they won't let him eat in
the main room of the studio commissary,
on account of he ruins everybody's appetite.

—O

in

—o

The premiere

Mr. and Mrs. Alan Hale recently celebrated their 34th wedding anniversary. With
at party are daughters Karen and Jeanne and Alan Hale, Jr., and his wife.

them

Most of you guys and gals have heard
of the classic silent picture, "The Birth

A

Nation," which was made by the
late D. W. Griffith about thirty years
ago. Wal, it's ironic, but now that D. W.
is dead, the picture is being released in
various parts of the country. We saw it
several years ago and if it comes to your
town, go to see it. In spite of its age,
"Birth" is still considered one of the truly

Of

great films of

all

time.

—

o

Humphrey Bogart

killed the ratSince
tlesnake that bit one of his pet Boxers,
he has been invited to join the Rattlesnake Club of America, whatever that is.
Bogey has one of those small British cars,
an M-G Special, and he's having a lot of
fun with it, driving up and down the
walks around his place and all over the
lawn. Mrs. B. says she'll pack her maternity wardrobe away in mothballs when
she doesn't need the clothes any longer,
until such time as she does need 'em
again. She wants a big family, dozens of

kids.

—o

Joan Crawford went blonde on us for
"Flamingo Road." And, thanks to a cold,
she was skinnier during this picture than
118 pounds. There are a
she's ever been
couple of stars of yesteryear working in

—

SCREENLAND

movie,
Michael.

White and

Alice

this

Gertrude

—o
And

man

35, six feet

me

you about Joan's
David Brian, around
two, not handsome but with a

leave

leading

— he's

tell

peachy

smile. Although David's acted on
the stage for fifteen years he's never been
on the screen before. He's quite relaxed
about his career in pictures because, you
see, he's an expert cabinet maker who
can always get a job that pays him twenty-five or thirty bucks a day, which
should be enough for groceries even for a
big husky guy.

—o

Before Elizabeth Taylor left for England to make "The Conspirators," with
another Taylor named Bob, she sent her
boy friend, Lt. Glenn Davis, a birthday
present a gold fountain pen inscribed in
her own handwriting and a gold identification bracelet. She was also scurrying
around at the last minute because the
chain which holds his gold football around
her neck broke and Liz wasn't going to

—

leave until

it

was

repaired.

—o
There was plenty of speculation about
the reason why Dan Dailey took a powder
cut of town without letting anyone, including his wife, Liz, know where he was
going. While his studio, 20th Century-Fox,
suspended dance rehearsals for "You're
Everything," Dan was touring the highways, finally ending up in Dallas. As soon
as he learned about all the uproar he'd
caused he came back, claiming he didn't
know he was needed. It'll be a dern shame
if Dan starts getting temperamental
he's
too good an actor and too nice a guy.

My

—

—O
gee whiz, when Van Johnson
working in "The Good Old Summertime" with Judy Garland, he'll he
sporting a handlebar mustache. Judy has
to learn to play a harp for this picture.
Van's getting to be a right smart painter.
One of his canvasses, a painting of an
old-fashioned windmill, sold for $250 at a

Well,

starts

recent

New York

exhibit.

Mark

Stevens' wife, Annelle,
Dallas to visit her
mother, she asked Mark to take their
two-year-old, Mark Richard, to the barber's for his first haircut. Mark, being a
dutiful husband, did what he was told.
But Annelle almost swooned when she
returned and saw her son with a very-very
butch haircut. After this, she'll supervise
Mark Richard's trips to the barber her-

Before

on a

left

trip

to

self.

who want to be popular. Ava
"Go to Ann Arbor." Seems like she

for gals

says,

received an invitation from a feller there
to attend homecoming. The boy said the
ratio there is five guys to one gal. Don't

crowd,

girls.

her ex, Artie Shaw, just once
ichen he was in Hollywood, which started
all those rumors that they would reconcile.

—o

When Betty Garrett was in school she
was a javelin tossing champ, so it didn't
bother her when she had to hoist Frankie
Sinatra over her shoulder in a scene for
Me Out To The Ball Game." But
when Red Skelton got to clowning on the
set, Betty got to laughing, threw her head
back, gave out with a terrific yock, and
wound up with a heck of a stiff neck.

"Take

—o

Ava saw

—o

Errol Flynn got a big dose of his own
medicine when his pretty wife, Nora
Eddington, walked out on him in a snit.
Mr. Flynn was really depressed on account of he isn't used to being left with
egg on his face. He called Nora plenty
of times at the Racquet Club in Palm
Springs where she had fled to decide
whether to make up with the sometimes
irresistible Errol.

Audie Murphy, the good-looking young
war hero, turned decorator temporarily,
furnishing the apartment he and Wanda
Hendrix are honeymooning in. Wanda was
in Italy making "Prince Of Foxes," and
obviously couldn't take on the chores herself.

—o

Glenn Ford's fans would
like to know the location of his beach
hideout where he and his son, Peter,
spent their weekends while wifey Eleanor
Powell was away on tour. Glenn isn't
even telling his pals where the place is.
just bet

I'll

And

don't ask

me

because I don't

know

either.

-

—o
John Payne has been seen around most
every place with Iris Bynum. Several
times they've run smack-dab into John's
ex, Gloria De Haven, with Petey Lawford.
Gloria's request for $1000 per
month alimony is a payne in the neck to
John. Which, for no reason at all, reminds me that Petey suffered an involuntary strip tease on his trip East
when an unruly mob of fans snatched his
watch, handkerchief and all the buttons
off his coat.

—o

// stuff like that there and the rude
heckling Lucille Ball got from a bunch of
hoodlums in a Chicago theatre continues,
the stars are going to think twice before
they go out on any more personal appearances.
You'd think some people

would learn some manners!
around town is that Rex
Harrison and Lilli Palmer won't be returning to Hollywood, even after he does that
New York play. The Harrisons have sold
their home here and 20th Century-Fox
Scuttlebutt

didn't pick

up

his option.

Marlon Brando, the eccentric young
stage actor who was such a

New York
hit

in

the

Broadway productions, "I

Remember Mama" and "A
Named Desire," may finally
offer to

come

to

Hollywood

Streetcar
accept an

for a picture

with the intriguing title, "St. Benny The
Dip." Although Brando dresses as though
he didn't have two cents to his name, he
obviously knows the value of money
because he's made a terrific deal for himself

on

Murderers Of Distinction
Continued from page 25
being murdered himself he is spared the
humiliating indignity of being forced to
sit

on an

electric throne.

He

lives

a Prince, the personification of
sweeping tragedy. Murder in the grand
manner.
Not quite so well born, but still on the
swanky side, are John Dall and Farley
Granger, the mauve-tinted murderers of
"Rope;" two roguish young intellectuals
who murder a friend just for the heck of
it, and then celebrate the boyish prank
with a champagne party. The piece de
resistance of the gay affair is the nottoo-cold corpse concealed in a chest on
which hors d'oeuvres are served to a
dirge of brittle chit-chat. This is murder
as an antidote for boredom.
In "A Double Life," Ronald Colman
was a distinguished actor, idolized by
dies

the public and his fellow workers. He
had fame, success, and a romantic attachment for his beautiful ex-wife {their
divorce was merely a matter of breaking
up the monotony of domestic routine)
One would think he'd have enough to
keep him both busy and happy, but he
throws himself so whole-heartedly into
his work that he can't step out of his
stage role after the curtain falls. This is
rather unfortunate when he happens to
be playing the part of a murderer especially for the victim.

—

this picture.

to be just about Academy
again, and if "I Remember
doesn't cop most of the Oscars,

It's gettin

Award time

Mama"

I'm going to be a real sick character. In
my years of movie going I don't recall
ever having seen a better picture.
all

—o

At

Morison has been given the break she deserves. She was handed
the lead in the Broadway musical, ''Kiss
Me Kate," with tunes by Cole Porter.
Don't know of anyone who has worked
harder at a career than Pat and she will
no doubt be re-discovered by Hollywood
via the Broadway route.
last Patricia

—O

Ava Gardner's

got

some good advice

and

Sydney
pleasant in

Greenstreet

"The

Woman

was extremely
In White," as

nice a murderer as you'd ever hope to
meet. He chuckled and chortled, obviously enjoying his work. He was also
distinguished, imposing and courtly.

Nothing uncouth about the gent ever.
There was nothing uncouth about
Richard Widmark either in "The Street
With No Name," though he wasn't always the most ingratiating guy around.
He was quiet voiced and almost mild in
manner until someone crossed him. Then
he became a veritable demon, and after
the resultant shooting there was seldom
anyone left around who might upset his
temper.
Charles Laughton, in "The Big Clock,"
also flew into splendid rages. He was a
big shot in the publishing business, both
wealthy and powerful. His place of
business was impressive enough to compete with the Music Hall, and he had
so many people working for him whom
he shoved around that you'd think he'd
get all the meanness out of his system
during office hours. Furthermore, what
with meeting deadlines for a string of
magazines, it seems remarkable that he
had any energy left after five o'clock.
Nevertheless, he became a murderer, and
he wasn't even satisfied with one victim.
Murder is habit forming, apparently.
Dick Powell, in "Pitfall," wasn't a big
shot, just a plain, ordinary citizen, with a
nice wife, a normal little boy, and a small,
neat home. The poor guy was simply
going about his business with nothing
on his mind but insurance until he met a
blonde, who altered the circumstances
slightly. The unique quality about this
murderer was his very innocence; he was
just a nice guy who got caught in extenuating circumstances. He conveyed
the uneasy feeling that the very same
thing might happen to you in a similar
situation.

In "Hollow Triumph," Paul Henreid
a smooth operator, more than slightly
dishonest, but sufficiently distinguished
to pose as a successful psychiatrist
and
get away with it. His performance is so
flawless and his wooing of Joan Bennett
so skillful, that it seems awfully silly of
is

—

Barbara Bel Ceddes with James Mason,
returning to the screen in "Caught."
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him not to realize that Hollywood
quently pays better than crime.

fre-

poisoned her friend so she could give all
of her devotion to the husband. When

me in the way of religion.
they started to Sunday school,
naturally I went with them, and each
Sunday I began to look forward more
have done for

When

Richard Conte, in "Cry Of The City,"
the silky type of criminal; he's
dashing, though, daring and arrogant.

she discovered he had other ideas, she
thought it only just returns that he
should be hanged for the murder she

and more to

has That Way with women, too. All
he does is give them the eye, flash a
smile, and they turn handsprings for him.
risking anything. It's his charm which
is his downfall, for it works on a girl who
doesn't mix well with crime. She wants
to go steady with him, but in a straight

committed.

myself enjoying a

Loretta Young, in "The Accused," is
equally reluctant to confide in the law.
She's a professor of psychology whose
feminine charm distracts one of her
neurotic students to such an extent that
she is forced to kill him in self-defense.
{That'll teach you!)
Her charm then
casts a spell over the ex-student's lawyer.
Lawyers in movies are singularly susceptible. The ones in real life seem to be
completely attached to their briefcases

ligion.

isn't

He

and narrow sort of way.
Burt Lancaster, in "Sorry, Wrong
Number," is another whose devastating
charm for the ladies is his downfall. His
rugged handsomeness and forceful masculinity are sufficient to get him a beautiful and wealthy young wife plus a

In

"The Velvet Touch," Rosalind
was an actress, burning with

Russell

lucrative job with her father. The gal is
about the boy, but she's not especially funny that way, so Burt eventually
gets pretty mad himself enough to plot
her murder anyway.

ambition and bursting with artistic temperament. While indulging in the latter
form of poetic license, she upped and
murdered a man, then made like she never did it. She was an actress, you see, and,

The murderers on the distaff side and
there are plenty of them around -are
always loaded with charm. Apparently,
no lady can be a murderess unless she's
got sex appeal. Valli, in "The Paradine
Case," was such a fascinating creature
that even her happily married lawyer
became hopelessly enamoured of her. Her
glamour and poise reproved anyone crude
enough to suspect her of murder. She was
such a lady.
Jessica Tandy, too, was a very ladylike

like

mad

—

—

—

murderess in "A Woman's Vengeance,"
charming, gentle, considerate of others.
She had the perfect bedside manner, and
was devotion itself to a sick friend. She
was even more devoted to the sick
friend's husband; in fact, she deliberately

The 10 Things

I

Ronald Colman

in

"A Double

Life,"

she just couldn't stop acting.

While Rita Hayworth, in "The Loves
Of Carmen," didn't exactly kill anybody
herself, she certainly turned Glenn Ford,
as a handsome, well-born grenadier, into
a distinguished murderer. Guided and
goaded by her enticing backseat-driving,
he murdered not only his colonel, but
Rita's raffish husband as well. Then,
getting into the swing of things, he murdered her, too, which proves that leading
people to murder can become a dangerous pastime.
Come to think of

it,

murder

itself is

a

risky business. Even when it has distinction, there's a drawback. The trouble
is that somebody always gets killed.

Learned From

My

Daughters

Continued from page 26
derstanding, which I believe comes inevitably to every mother when she sets
out to raise a family. She can't avoid it.

I'm in a fortunate situation where I
can gain this from three age brackets,
and develop a diversified point of view.
Diana is a new bride, and has the young
matron attitude. Melinda is in the very
romantic age, gives me the outlook of
a girl who's just entered her teens. Then
there's five-year-old Stephanie, and from
her and Shelley I get a baby's all-curious

mothers are

My

girls

for!

have made

me

tolerant to-

ward youth's problems, which are vastly
important to them although they may
seem amusing to their elders. Because
they have taken me back to my childhood days when I thought I had mountainous decisions to make, it's easier for
me to distinguish between the trivial and

point of view.

There's never a dull day when they're
round. And to stay with them, I find
t hat
I must make an effort to understand the varying attitudes of these three
distinct age brackets. They don't think
alike, and it keeps me hopping mentally
to go along with their various thought

things the way I do. Psychologists tell
us that many of our basic habits and
patterns are set early in our lives, and
when I observe my daughters going
through the same dilemmas I once faced,
I can explain to myself the reason for
my reactions today.

processes.

They've developed

for

me

a selflessness
primarily be-

without self-sublimation,
cause I'm so busy with their problems
that I don't have time to fret and worry
considerably about mine. It's true that
no mother should lose her personality in
her children, but on the other hand she
shouldn't let them try to battle out
everything for themselves. That's what
56

by little, I found
reawakening in re-

Little

To me. now, a Sunday when I haven't
gone to church seems incomplete. It has
given me a philosophy of life which I
find very helpful. Parents should require
their children to do as they do, rather
than as they say, and consequently they
find themselves living a very wholesome
way

of

life.

Having a daughter as acutely aware
of proper costuming and good grooming
as Diana is, I find that I'm very alert to
her preferences. When she was graduated
from Ethel Walker's School in Simsbury,
Connecticut, I attended the ceremonies,
and dressed as I thought I should for the
occasion. I wore a rather severe costume
and tried to look older, but when Diana
caught a glimpse of me, she exploded and
said, "For heaven's sake, Mother, why
don't you be yourself? Those clothes
aren't for

you at

Now

select

all!"

my costumes with a
double thought in mind to please Diana,
who wants me to look young, and my
husband and myself. There's a happy
bridge between the two, and it's fun to
have a double motive when you're out
shopping.
I

—

One of the best advantages of having
daughters is the fact that they keep you
stimulated mentally, and alive to this
fast-moving world about us. Diana was
very interested in art and intended to
make it her career until her marriage, so
in order to understand what she was
attempting to achieve, 1 read a considerable number of books on the subject.
Where once upon a time I used to
skim through the news and catch only
the major items, now I check the papers
very carefully, because we have frequent
discussions about the important happenings of the day. Melinda likes to get our
opinions on this because they are a part
of her daily school work, and so I've

serious.

They've helped me relive my youth,
and because of this. I've learned much
about myself and why I do so many

;i

this.

For instance, I've discovered that I
an inferiority complex as a
young girl, because my reactions were
the same as Diana's when she was passing through the awkward age. Every
growing girl suffers these growing pains
I didn't know it then, and it left an impression on me which lasted for a long
possessed

time.

Very important

S

to

me

is

what

GREENLAND

my

girls

Bonita Granville and her husband, ProWrather, dining at Ciro's.

ducer Jack

learned to absorb the news.
Actually, parents go through a constant refresher course with their children.
One day Melinda wanted some assistance
with her algebra, and I tried to help
After a half-dozen tries, I realized that

my

mathematical ability had diminished

considerably, and finally the cook helped
her. Since that time, however, I've gone
back to the book and brushed up, and I
find that algebra is a lot more fun than I
ever remembered its being.

Too, the fact that

I

couldn't

learned to swim because I felt left out of
things whenever the girls were having
fun around the pool, and very shortly I
discovered that as my physical stamina
increased, I developed a curiosity about
other things in which I hadn't been
particularly interested.

Melinda and Diana love to

same

ride,

and

stables

with their discussions about gaits, hands,
and the various types of saddle horses,
once again I was on the outside. It was
an easy matter to find a book on this
subject, and once I understood the basic
fundamentals of good horsemanship,
talking about it was a pleasure which I
hadn't even suspected existed.

Melinda and Stephanie have given

me

a deeper appreciation of the various
types of music. Once upon a time my
preference was strictly for the classical
school, but Melinda has taught me that
good jazz is a form of music which has
its own place in American culture.

She has shown me how to look for
the distinguishing traits of good popular
musicians and orchestras, and how to
evaluate them. Naturally, if it hadn't
been for her, I'd never even have bothered, and would have clung to my preferences for Brahms, Beethoven, and
Bach.
Stephanie, on the other hand, is in the
growing stage as far as music is concerned, and I've been selecting the types
for which I feel she should develop an

love.
But, in listening to these
selections with her, I find that

my

own

appreciation has increased, because
I listen with both her ears and mine.

respect.

In coupling

said,

Not long ago Stephanie taught me how
Ordinarily I would cast a half-interested glance
on the screen, and concentrate primarily
on the listening. I suppose that's a habit
which most of us have built from long
practice. We're still not accustomed to
looking at as well as listening to the
radio.

To

Stephanie, the image on the screen
the important thing, which she regards
as a personal element addressed strictly
to her. She chats with the performer,
and one evening she even wore a special
Chinese costume to show a favorite performer. In other words, she makes the
subject so alive that any mystery of
mere technical radio is completely erased.
is

Melinda and Stephanie have taught
a good deal about food, and they've
developed an interest in the factors of a
good diet for me. Because I wanted to
make their meals attractive to them, I
began studying recipes and charts, and
before I was aware of it, I was collecting

reactions to daily ex-

my

daughters have

me keep my own

character pliable
to the times, from which I have gained
flexibility which I'm sure I might never
have achieved if all my interests were
centered on myself alone.

previously.
to enjoy a television broadcast.

my

istence with theirs,

helped

They have given me an emotional
and a

stability

receptivity,

I've learned so

and as

I've

much more about

music, current events, history, religion,
of sports and outdoor

and an enjoyment
life

by

from them. They taught
good examples.

me

simply

their

When you sum it all up, the most
precious gift I've received from my girls
is the gift of love based on an emotional
dependence. In our mutual associations,
we've given and taken freely of this,
and happily I've long ago discovered that
when a mother loves and encourages her
family with a sincere devotion, in return
she

herself

never have

gains

won

a
in

stature she would
any other way.

Best of all, as long as she maintains
understanding relationship with her
girls, she never stops learning!

this

me

cooking hints with considerable enthusiasm.
This, in turn, I incorporated into the
menus for my husband and my older
daughter, so that in the long run our
dinner table sessions took on an importance to which we all looked forward. It's

odd how one

little item can branch out
something that touches everyone
around you.
I've learned from my girls that subtlty
and fairness is one of the most effective
methods of solving a problem, and in

into

the happiest. When a
mother feels that a daughter's current
beau isn't up to the standards she'd like
him to be, for instance, it's up to her to
study him through her daughter's eyes.

the long run,

it's

Then, if she is still dissatisfied, she
should hold a conference with her daughter and balance the arguments which
both put forward. In this way, mothers
often are shown that times change and
that frequently certain modes of etiquette
which she once considered important,
especially

courtship,

in

moded.
Mothers can
ters'

in
in

are

now

out-

through their daughlittle things which
their youth, and there's
the world why they can't

see,

many

do some reliving of the lost moments.
They add zest to each day, and it certainly gives them a toehold on a fresh
and youthful attitude.
I'm grateful to my daughters because
they have given me so much. I have
their love, which I like to think I've
earned from measuring up to their standards and not mine, and because of this,
they've

made

a happier

home

for

husband and me. Within our four

we

live a

full,

Newest Bombshell
Continued from page 38
cigarette nonchalantly tucked into the
corner of her mouth. She smokes in real
life, so she was able to do it all right.
But when she first viewed herself in the
projection room, dodging clouds of smoke
which persisted in getting into her eyes,
trying to look as if she invariably did

same

her

in

moments

of

leisure,

she

howled.

The public didn't howl, we should say
here, rapidly. The public thought Barbara did just fine and proved it by writing her letters of congratulation. And
the studio also thought she was o.k.
as an actress, that is. Mr. Zanuck and
his cohorts decided the girl really had
something if she could make that part
believable, but at the same time felt that
she shouldn't overdo it. Thus, acting on
the first premise, they put Barbara into
"Unfaithfully Yours," directed by Preston Sturges, into "Letter To Three
Wives," and into "Mother Was A Freshman." In the latter film, she went back
to normal with a bang: She played the
college

roommate

daughter, a kid

of

Young's

Loretta

who had never heard

of

anything more slinking than a Sloppy

outlook, the

they missed
not a reason

Claudetre Colbert' with Cigi Perreau, new
wonder child, on "Family Honeymoon" set.

mutual understanding, appreciation, and

she becomes ecstatic over a tune
for which I'm not particularly fond, I
begin to wonder if I've missed something,
and I give it closer attention. And nine
times out of ten, when I listen with this
attitude, I discover that the selection had
a charm which I had completely missed

When

assist

Melinda gave me a feeling of helplessness
which stimulated me to do something
about it. It's the same with sports. I

when they'd come home from the

early

pleasant

life

ScREENLAND

my

walls,

based on a

Joe.

Barbara herself is a happy medium between these two characters, in fact a
combination of the super-suave wench
and the college girl. She is eighteen, yes,
but in many ways she is older than her
actual age, having worked for a living
for, lo, these lots 'n' lots of years. And,
at the

same time, she

is also in other
the light-hearted, slightly inconsistent, slightly immature girl her

ways

still

birth certificate suggests.

As evidence of the latter fact, we
point to Barbara's recent marriage and
divorce. The facts were that she and
John Fontaine met, had

fun,

fell

in love,

57

Heart

soap

and

and decided that the only thing possible
was marriage. Eighteen months later
sachet

are by Schiaparelli. The
Scentinel perfume carrier
has its own Valentine
case.

The new Dew sprays

cn from

squeezable

a

Apropos Parfum
and Eau de Parfum are
new and glamourous. Four
Color Keys to Beauty, by
Helena Rubinstein, keep
bottle.

your

lips in

fashion always.

w

they decided, just as surely, that the only
thing possible was a divorce.
Barbara admits now that both she and
John were actually much too young to
all, that neither of them had
the remotest idea of the responsibilities
of marriage. They were on some sort of
a billowing cloud in the beginning, as
many people of that age can be, and they
didn't know that perhaps, billows or no,

have wed at

what they had found was not more than
puppy love, first love, love which is tender,

delirious

delicate,

but

not

quite

grown up.
now, the hard way. And
know it and had to
learn their lesson in such a spotlight. But

They know

HERE,

in this month of romance, are five
"invitations" to Cupid.
As a gift, what lovelier than Schiaparelli's
Shocking-scented, heart-shaped soap, $2.25. or a
lush heart sachet, $6?* For Shocking is a sweet

that's,

someone has

as

said

before us,

Hollywood.
There are facts about Barbara's marriage which are not generally known. For
instance, the news was given out that she
had promised the studio not to marry

surprise.

Mary

it

too bad they

it's

Dunhill puts her Scentinel perfume carred plush heart, inscribed in gold.

rier in a special

In gold-tone, $2.50; sterling silver, $7.50*
To keep you fresh as a flower, squeeze on the
new Dew deodorant and antiperspirant from a

until she was eighteen. Yet, she and
John felt that they could not wait. Thus
a month before her seventeenth birthday,
they went to Mexico and tied the knot.
And it was not for six months that even
the studio knew what had happened
Then, there was the business of "granting official permission," and a church
wedding in Los Angeles.
Because there was no other place to
live, she and John moved in with Barbara's mother, into an apartment which

bottle!
It's plastic, self-spraying, safe for you
and your clothes and sprays into place. A year's
supply for $.98*
The House of Anjou introduces a new experience in fragrance, Apropos Parfum and its lighter
counterpart, Eau de Parfum, each from $1.75*
up. Both fragrance and packaging are divine.
Helena Rubinstein's silver key chain holds four
new lipsticks keyed both to your color type and

fashion colors, plus a heart-shaped mirror. This
gives you four changes for lips coordinated with
your costumes, for $1.50.*
C. M.
*Plus 20% Federal Tax

been

has
kids
the

Barbara's

home almost ever

to California. The two
re-decorated the place themselves

since she

came

way they wanted

it.

And,

lest

you

think that the divorce came about because of an interfering mother-in-law, let
us tell you quickly that Mrs. Lawrence
is much too busy a woman to interfere
with anything. As a radio executive, she
works night and day. She, therefore, gave
the young Fontaines a place to live, but
let

them gnaw on

their

problems them-

selves.

The problems were finally too big, and
Barbara and John separated legally. Barbara then took her place in the Hollyfor the first time as an adult.
She is an adult in one way, at least:
Her unfortunate union with John has not
made her bitter against the institution as
a whole. She knows now that it was a
mistake which could have happened to
anyone, and that some day she will find
the man with whom she will live for the
rest of her life. When that occurs, she
declares stoutly, she wants two children
and to see her Golden Wedding anniver-

wood scene

sary.

Meanwhile, she is a happy gal. She
works, she dashes about, she has fun. She
still
lives in that apartment with her
mother, she and a running series of cats.
Barbara is pretty silly about cats. At
present, she is giving house room to her
sixth, a four-month-old beige-yellow creature named, of all things, "Fletcher."
Fletcher's immediate predecessor, who
most remarkable pedigree in all catdom.
He is part Burmese, part Siamese, part
alley." She doesn't know which alley.
Fletcher's immediate predecessor, who
came to an untimely end under a truck,
was a black-and-white devil, yclept,
"Jack the Ripper." And when she be-
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stowed that tag on him Barbara wasn't

The people

kidding.

at the studio used

marvel at her continued adoration of
him, for she showed up for work every
morning with deep claw marks to her
to

Love-quiz

For Married

Women

Only

elbows.

She

is

kinds,

a

little

and

mad about
now she

animals of

trying to
she can accept the winnings of a bet she had with Sabu. The

all

figure out

right

is

how

bet was on some sort of a mathematical
question, which, in case you didn't know,

automatically forecast Barbara as the
winner. She's the kid, as you may have
heard, who chose geometry when she

went to summer school at UCLA. And
she actually likes such stuff!
Anyway, she and Sabu got into a discussion one evening along these lines, and
she walked off with the prize. Item: One
ocelot. And what do you do with an
ocelot? Barbara doesn't know, either
She's been working on the problem ever
since.
And, meanwhile, of course, the
ocelot
who lives with Sabu is getting
bigger and bigger.

—

—

you have any ideas, let her know.
This business of betting is not a common activity with the gal, we might add.
Especially after what happened a few
If

weeks ago.
Barbara taught herself a lesson and
wishes she hadn't. She went up to Reno
on location for "Mother Was A Freshman." And, like all visitors, she declared
that she simply had to make with the
dice and win herself a fortune.
Well, they taught her how to roll 'em.
and she started in. And an hour later
she started out but broke. She had lost
every cent she had.
The next morning, still smarting under the blows of fortune, she got an idea.
She went out and walked down Reno's
main street, and at every jewelry store
she priced bracelets and earrings and
necklaces and such. Then she went back
to the hotel and thought. It was kinda

—

WHY

HER HUSBAND
SO CRUELLY INDIFFERENT?

—

stupid, she admitted, finally: If she'd
taken that money the dice had snatched
and gone into a store with it, she would
have been decked with all sorts of finery
at that point. And it was
well. Barbara
ain't doin' it any more.
She loves to spend money, however, on

—

the right things. One of her first acts
when she began going places in pictures
was to purchase a long, black convertible.
And we mean "long." It extends so far,
in fact, that Barbara has to keep it out
at night, for she can't drive it into the
apartment house garage without working herself into a lather.
Another thing she dotes on is shoes.
Any kind. Just shoes. She has pair after
pair of them, finds ads about them the
most fascinating reading in any magazine, cannot force herself past a shop
window displaying them. She tries to
control this, of course, but every once
in a while she goes on a shoe-Lost Weekend. Then her mother shakes her head
and the two of them try to figure out
where in the world they can stash 'em in
the apartment.
There are very few things she dislikes,
we might add. One of them, however, is

—

working on television, that is.
Barbara would rather forget the first

television

show

of this kind she did.

hour

telecast, a sort of a quiz

It

IS

—

—

her when they married. But now
so soon he
almost ignores her. Unfortunately, this wife is not even aware
of her one fault which has caused his love to cool.

A. Jim adored

Q.

A.

What

is

that

one

fault she

Failure to practice

is

unaware of?

sound feminine hygiene with a

scienti-

correct preparation for vaginal douching, such as
"Lysol" in proper solution.

fically

Q.
A.

Aren't soap, soda, or salt

just

as effective?

Absolutely not. Because they cannot compare with "Lysol"
germ killing power. Though gentle to delicate membranes,
"Lysol" is powerful in the presence of mucus. Destroys the
kills germs on contact.
source of objectionable odors

in

.

Q.

Do

A.

Many

doctors

.

.

recommend "Lysol"?

doctors advise patients to douche regularly with
"Lysol" brand disinfectant just to insure daintiness alone
and to use it as often as they need it. No greasy aftereffect.
.

KEEP DESIRABLE, by douching

regularly with "Lysol."

Remember

.

.

— no other product

no other product is more effective!
more reliable than "Lysol".
No wonder three times more women use "Lysol" than all other liquid products combined!
for feminine hygiene

is

.

.

For Feminine Hygiene
rely

on

safe, effective

NEW

. . .

INTIMATE HYGIENE FACTS

FREE! New booklet

of information by reputable
gynecological authority. Mail coupon to Lehn &
Fink, 192 Bloomfield Avenue, Bloomfield, N. J.

Easy to use

A

economical

Concentrated Germ-Killer

was a halfshow with

STREET.

CITY.
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Screen land

& Fink
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a group of wounded veterans and her as
guests. The boys came in wheelchairs.
Some had plaster casts on their arms or
legs.

And

all

wore uniforms, heavy win-

made up my mind then and
I'd

skip television for good,

they find some way to
comfortable for the cast!"
least,

ter uniforms.

Barbara still doesn't see how they
stood it. For they remained for a full
half-hour under a barrage of the hottest,
most brilliant lights she had ever run
into, lights which turned the place into
a steam room. She was the star and
whipped on and off in five minutes, according to instructions. And that short
time left her dripping.
"I was much more concerned about
whether or not one of the boys was going
to faint than I was with my part in the
show," she says now. "None of them
did, but it was a near thing.
And I

there that
until, at

—

It's

she'd

make

it

too bad she feels that way, for
be wonderful in video. Her hair

and so-pretty face and so-fine figure
would be just what the doctor ordered.
But we can see her point. It's bad
enough performing; you don't have to

make

like

a desert, too.

Like we said in the beginning, Barbara Lawrence is doing all right* though.
In the past year or two, she has really
found out what she wants out of life and
is setting out to get it.

From where we
ablv

sit,

we'd say she prob-

will!

15 Minutes a Day Brings

Amazing New Loveliness
to Throat and Chin!

How

Today, thousands of happy women are giving
thanks because they discovered this amaz-

Continued from page 39

—

new way

ing,

to loveliness of the throat
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and

chin line.
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spice in it and I'm sure others feel the
same way. So when the Autry assignment came up I wasn't any too happy.
What kind of a story could you make out
of a guy who loves children, animals, and
the "great outdoors" and well, a hundred
articles had already said just that. I
didn't have a new way to say it and I
was pretty sure the public had gotten the

idea in the first dozen or so stories. My
chip had reached gigantic proportions
by the time I reached his dressing-room

door and I braced myself as I waited for
the door to open and a hearty voice to
say, "Howdy, pardner." It never came!

Autry had yet to arrive so I was
ushered in by the most un-Western looking gent I had ever seen. Attired in a
grey flannel suit, black string tie and
homburg, Dave Whalen, the Autry public
relations dynamo, was the first of many
surprises which were to knock all my
theories for a loop. Still, Mr. Whalen
wasn't supposed to be "King Of The
Range," or whatever it is, so if he wanted
to look like a Brooks Brothers ad who
was I to cramp his style.
Left alone in the dressing-room,

.

my

earlier suspicions returned full force. In
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one corner of the room stood a long rack
of the brightest, loudest, maddest-looking
garments I've ever seen. Cottons, silks
and satins in the most varied colors imaginable. The old standbys, red, green,
blue and yellow, had been greatly improved upon and the jackets, shirts and
coats ran the gamut of shades. I was
reminded of the anecdote I had heard
about another particularly sour interviewer, who upon seeing this same rain-

bow-hued wardrobe remarked:
"I heard you're going to a White House
party so I suppose you'll be wearing your
purple suit to see the President."
Making no sign of appreciation for the
sarcasm Autry went on donning his boots

and answered quietly:
"Nope! Tonight, in view of the occasion, I think I'll wear my plain red one!"
Remembering this I decided it would
be best to avoid the subject of clothes
altogether. As I was admiring a very

handsome-looking white bathrobe which

SCREENLAND

turned out to be a topcoat, the
door opened and in walked Mr. Autry,
complete with ten gallon hat and followed
by two of the widest-eyed youngsters I
had ever seen. No, I'm not going to say
that I immediately kicked myself in the
shins for having such a wrong impression
later

famous

of this

—

star

hadn't even said,

for after all

we

still

"How

do you do?" But
I was certainly surprised when he shook
my hand and said, "I hope you don't

mind if I take care of these kids first?"
and then went over to his desk and
started asking questions and signing

You see one of the first "tricks
of the trade," as the saying goes, is for
the movie star to flatter the press and
pictures.

make

the

interviewer feel important
a celebrity brush off fans
and autograph seekers only to turn
around and tell the press that he "loves
his public." Gene Autry was pulling a
switcheroo and I couldn't help liking him
for it.
The two tots standing by his
desk were, at the moment, more import 'int and Autry had no intention of
letting them down.
He could just as
well have told them to come back later
or wait outside or anyone of a dozen
stalls, but in all the time I was with him,
in the Garden, on the street, in his hotel
lobby never once did he disappoint the
children who seemed to adore him. Most
of these kids were from the ages of four
to ten and, therefore, not the bobbyI've seen

many

—

soxers, who, it seems to me, have become
a menace to mankind. These youngsters
didn't tear at Gene's clothes and behave
in a manner that would have scared any
normal tribe of blood-thirsty Indians that
occasionally appear in an Autry production. Instead, most of them would stand
back shyly and wait for Gene to speak
to them or perhaps even touch them. The
first of these worshiping little fans that I
saw were the two who came into his
office, and the seven or eight-year-old boy
was pale and trembling to such an extent that I was sure he was going to faint.
When Gene asked the boy's sister what
her name was so that he could autograph
a picture to her, she opened her mouth to
speak but not a sound came out. At
last on the third try she mumbled some-

thing and the two departed still staring
man behind the desk. And right
then something occurred to me that I had
never thought of before. All those young
people seated out in that huge Garden
and the hundreds of thousands who went
to the movies, read the comic books, and
bought the records and toys that bore
the name Gene Autry, did so because
they believed in Autry as a person. He
wasn't just another Hollywood star whose
autogTaph could be traded for a hunk of
bubble gum or a couple of marbles. He
wasn't someone just to see in person so
that it could be said you had seen him.
at the

This guy was no Hollywood production
to any of his fans. ^Yhateve^ it was he
had, the kids loved it, but I was no kid

and

I

was there

be shown. Just

to get a story.
let

him pat

I

ME

had to
on the

head!

Most

needed for a
story had been sent to me in the form of
the usual press releases which tell you
everything on earth about a star, even
down to the number of teeth in his head
The data on Autry had been mountainof the information

very much alive and kicking to me. It's
the same with work as far as I'm concerned. I wouldn't know what to do with
myself if I weren't doing something every
minute."

"They're all enterprises I should know
something about. All of them are tied
up with the movies in some way. All,
that is, except the flying school and my
ranches. I own and fly my plane and as
far as the land I have goes, well, I was
born and raised in Texas and Oklahoma
where my father was a cattle buyer so
it's not the most unnatural thing in the
world that I should have gone in for
ranching."
'"But when do you take a vacation?
Don't you ever relax? If I were you I'd
go off
a corner somewhere and have a
nice quiet nervous breakdown."
"Xo, a vacation's not for me. I don't
work too hard," and he added, as what
seemed to be an afterthought, "You see,
I really like to do what I'm doing. A
good friend of mine, who's a vice-presi-

As

on cue, to prove his statement
knock sounded on the door and
three usherettes trooped in. all clutching
programs to be signed in their hands.
"Look." said Autry with an embarrassed grin. "I'll have to go out in the
arena in a minute, but after that I'll be
through for a couple of hours. Why don't
you catch the rest of the show and then
come over to my hotel with me where
we can finish this interview with less

m

interruptions?"

Dave Whalen, his press agent who had
come along with us, volunteered this
tidbit of humor to add to the "a cowboy
shouldn't smoke, drink, or kiss women"
On his last trip to New York, Gene
was asked to be guest of honor at the
monthly "Saints And Sinners" luncheon.
This group consists of only the top men
the various fields of the theatre.
in

dent at Columbia Broadcasting System,
had a bad heart attack and his doctors

creed.

told him he'd have to give up working
so hard if he expected to live. As far as
I know he's still working
just as hard—

—

and the

last

time

I

if

correct, a

saw him he looked

ous, containing thirty-two pages of facts
and figures instead of the usual three or
four I had been used to. The reason for
the interview was so that I could catch
the personality and nature of the man. I
hadn't actually prepared any questions,
I thought I knew all the answers. It was
just as well though, for the first thing I

learned about him was that it's almost
impossible to get a direct answer out of
him. He doesn't like talking about himself and nine times out of ten finds a
way of changing the subject. The conversation invariably went something like
this.

"Sorry to have kept you waiting. Miss
Hurst, but those youngsters had been
standing out front for some time. They
were

—

At that moment we were interrupted
by a young girl who had come all the
way from South Africa, and though I
doubt whether she made the trip just to
Gene Autry, she certainly proved that
his popularity wasn't confined to Uncle
Sam. There was a time in Dublin, Ireland, when a crowd of 7.50.000 people
packed the streets to see him. Fourteen
square blocks in the business district were
jammed. Busses and streetcars were
overturned. The police were helpless and
it took twelve hours to get traffic back
to normal. Obviously the name i\utry
was not unknown in other parts of the
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"I'm very sorry. There won't be any

more interruptions."

"Oh that's okay, but for heaven's sake,
when do you relax? According to all
I've heard, you own this rodeo; have interests in

Arizona newspapers and radio

and a
chain of theatres in Texas: not to mention the pictures you make; records and
books that bear your name; and the
Gene Autry suits, belts, shirts, guns. ties,
and neckerchiefs you endorse. And what
about the 45,000 acres of cattle ranches
that are operating profitably? Are you
really interested in all those things or do
you just lend your name to them?"
stations; interests in a flying school
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and the newspaper world and
that day
was devoted to making fun of horse
operas and Gene himself, though it was
he who had the biggest laughs. After it
was all over they dragged Gene up on
the stage and asked him if it were true
tiiat kissing women was of no interest
politics,

The show they put on

so on.

to him. Before he could answer, a luscious

blonde appeared on the scene, and Gene
going along with a gag bent down and
gave her a fatherly kiss. The blonde,
who obviously hadn't been kissed like
that since she left home, started to walk

away and then upon second thought
around and drawled, "Believe me,
can have him."
However, in fifteen years of marriage
there have been no complaints from Mrs.
reeled

his horse

Autry.

From

the biography his studio sent me
a great deal about Gene Autry,

I learned

the movie star.

He

"firsts" to his credit

probably has more
than anyone in the

He was the first
to make phonograph records, the
first singing cowboy on the radio, the

entertainment world.

cowboy
first

cowboy

pictures,

wood

to

to

make

singing Western

cowboy from Hollyhead the Madison Square Garthe

first

den Rodeo, and the first motion picture
star to have a town named after him.
The town is Gene Autry, Oklahoma.
That was what I found out from his
studio!

And from

the two or so hours I spent
with him I found out quite a bit about
Gene Autry, the man. Despite the gaily
colored togs, he's no prima donna. After
the afternoon matinee was over he
donned a quiet brown suit, still the
Western type he always wears, and stuck
a hat on his head without so much as a
glance in the mirror. If you knew actors
as well as I, you'd know this is an almost
unheard of gesture. He was neither temperamental nor the slow, drawling, rather
phony cowboy I had expected. He is a
clever business man who, though rather
shy and quiet, is perfectly capable of
taking care of the various Autry enterprises all by himself.
"Give the people working for you an

interest or share in the business and it'll
pay you many times over," he said.
Well, all those people Autry has working for and with him might be doing a
lot to swell the bank account, but not
one of them is doing the most important
thing of all being Gene Autry himself.

—

Although I thought I knew a bit about
Autry the movie star and Autry the man
and Autry the business tycoon, it wasn't
until almost a week later that I realized
how little I really knew. The subway I
was on stopped at 50th St. and 8th Ave.
and a mob of kids descended upon the

They looked

train.

just like the ones I

had seen the week before in front of the
Garden although their programs and
whips and toy guns were a week newer.
The little boy seated next to me looked
as if he'd been dragged through a wringer and was so exhausted his head kept

dropping on my shoulder until his mother
shook him and made him sit up straight.
It had obviously been a big day for the
seven-year-old. Hoping to strike up a
conversation I asked him,
"Have you been to the Rodeo?"
He looked at me as if the question had
been far too stupid to answer.
"They got anything good there this
year?" I persisted.

THAT

did

it.

The boy looked

as

if

just said there wasn't any Santa
Claus or that he was going to have to

I'd

—

go to school for the rest of his life without the benefit of weekends off, or vacations.

Gene Autry. He's at the Rodeo.
He's great. Gee there's no one like him."
He noticed my blank face, and had we
"It's

been stopped at a station I'm sure I
would have gotten off. His expression
was a mixture of contempt and pity. As
he turned away from me he caught his
mother smiling at me, then quickly turned
back and bellowed so that half the car
could hear.

"You grown-ups

will

never

know what

he's really like, but / know. Why, why
there's just no one like Gene Autry."

And that's the Gene Autry
know because I'm no longer a

I'll

never

kid!

Gossip Of Hollywood Parties
Continued from page 32
necklace or a colorful pin at the base of

your throat.
*

*

#

Another unique disguise can be acquired by using eyebrow pencil to literally "-paint on" your mask
just a small
domino mask around the eyes. It can
be most provocative. Only be sure that
you don't get the kind which smears too
easily and use cold cream to take it off.
At a "poverty party" which Beverly
Hills jeweler Kenneth Brown invited me
to recently, everyone showed up in rags
and tatters, wearing everything from

Diana Lynn, Gail Russell, Guy Madison
and John Lindsay all guessing for hours
before Hoagy Carmichael sat doion at the
piano and played Percy Grainger's "Londonderry Air" for the clue.

—

beachcomber remnants to old flour sacks.
Cesar Romero, however, stole the show
by appearing in a charade costume which
only had the word "London" printed
across the seat of his trousers. It had
62

*

*

*

correct dress on male
FOR
pose Ronald Colman and

stars, I sup-

Webb

walk

Clifton

with the top honors, although Clifton is always being kidded

Ella Raines has an unidentified visitor
during location scenes for "Impact."

their

dress.

We

all

know about Bing

Crosby's penchant for loud shirts and informal wear and we love him for it. But
there is one producer who is too sloppily dressed to describe, although I do
think that Reggie Gardiner came awfully
close to it when he was talking about
the man. "Cobina," he said, "he's a regular clothes-horse
if you
ever saw a
horse wearing clothes!"

—

*

*

*

One

of the most interesting of cocktail
parties was given the other afternoon by
20th Century-Fox studios in honor of a
young woman I never expected to ever
have cocktails with. When I first met the
young lady she was only eight years old.
She curtsied, with her golden curls bobbing, and lisped, "Hello," behaving utterly unlike the very famous movie star she
was at that time.
This time she didn't curtsey, because
she is a wife and a mother, although she
still has the golden curls, cut in a short
and very becoming bob.
Yes, you've guessed it. The party was
for Shirley Temple and you've never seen
a bigger turnout of her friends than
those who came to welcome Shirley back
to the studio where she once reigned as

a supreme star.
Today, Shirley is still a big star and
now she is appearing with Clifton Webb
in "Mr. Belvedere Goes To College." Mr.
Belvedere, you recall, is the role which
my friend, Clifton, created as the babysitter in "Sitting Pretty," only this time
he's going to be a Freshman-sitter

and

if

he's half as funny as he was in the first
picture, both he and Shirley will have a
hit on their hands.
*
*
#

off

HOWEVER,

about his sartorial perfection. As Ed
"Archie" Gardner of "Duffy's Tavern"

this is getting a bit away
from Shirley's cocktail party, although Clifton was very much there to

said to Clifton the other night at a party,
"Just look at you not a thing out of
place. Why, Webb, you could drop dead

—

greet his co-star.
One of the guests, a tall, dark and trim
girl, turned out to be Jane Withers, an-

very minute and they wouldn't have
do a thing to you!"
However, some of our other Hollywood
star citizens are not so careful about

other young matron, who is so attractive that it makes it hard to remember
when she and Shirley, as child stars,
fought both on and off the screen. To-

this

to

SCREENLAND

—

—

WRECKING HfR MARRIAGf

.

.

Producer Bill Keighley with Deborah
Kerr at a Radio Theatre rehearsal.

—

day, the girls or rather, young mothers
the greatest of friends and they
posed together in delight for all the photographers. For all of them, that is, except one bright young lensman who suggested that Shirley and Jane click cock-

—are

tail glasses

together.

Another tense moment occurred when
Cameraman Jack Albin, Screenland's
photographer, asked Shirley if
she had ever seen "the negligee picture"
he had taken of her in her own boudoir?
favorite

Linda Darnell, Anne Baxter, Jean Herand all of Shirley's friends raised
their eyebrows and studio publicity people shook in their boots when Jack produced his picture, which revealed satin
pajama-clad Shirley all of seven years
old tossing a teddy bear out of her crib!
sholt

—

—

*

*

PHYSICAL FACTS

is

When a young wife doesn't get off on
the right start in married life for this
reason often her husband begins to

No other type liquid antiseptic-germicide for the douche of all those tested
is so powerful yet so safe to delicate tissues.
zonite positively contains no carbolic acid or bichloride of mercury; no
creosote, zonite is non-poisonous, non-

—

cool indifference and honeymoon
days are definitely over.

ard Widmark, Cesar Romero, Sonja Henie
and Hattie McDaniel, in a magnificent
John-Frederics bonnet of crimson plumes.

Although most of our stars prefer entertaining in their homes and private
clubs, avoiding night clubs, many of them
broke precedent when Hildegarde opened
at the Ambassador's Cocoanut Grove. At
various tables 1 spotted Dick Powell having a delightful supper with June Allyson, the Eddie LeBarons and Dorothy
Shay, the "Hillbilly Hildegarde" with, of
all people, Ronald Reagan! Both Dorothy

carrying a torch
for Jane Wyman
he attended the premiere of "Johnny Belinda" alone
claim
that it isn't serious, but they are seen
together constantly. This also goes for
is still

—

—

All too often a

woman

foolishly fol-

lows old-fashioned and wrong advice of
friends. If only married women would
realize how important vaginal douching
often is to intimate feminine cleanliness, charm, health and marriage happiness. And what's more important
if
only they'd learn about this newer,
scientific method of douching with
modern zonite.

non-burning. Despite its great
strength
you can use it as directed as
often as you wish without risk of injury.
irritating,

—

—

Zonite principle discovered by

famous Surgeon and Chemist

soda or vinegar for the douche.

zonite actually destroys and removes
odor-causing waste substances. Helps
guard against infection. It's so powerfully effective no germs of any kind
tested have ever been found that it will
not kill on contact. You know it's not
always possible to contact all the germs
in the tract but you can be sure that

These 'kitchen makeshifts' do not and
can not give the great germicidal and

germ and keeps them from multiplying.

deodorizing action of zonite.

Buy zonite

No other type
tested

No

is

liquid antiseptic-germicide

SO POWERFUL yet SO HARMLESS

woman would think
homemade solutions of

well-informed

of using weak,
salt,

zonitf. immediately kills every reachable

John Payne and Iris Bynum, although
Johnny looks longingly across the room
every time Gloria
*

De Haven
*

INTIMATE

not complete or scientific?

show a

*

Other stars who gathered to give Shirley a studio "welcome home" were Rich-

and Ronnie, who

because her knowledge about these

,

today.

Any

drugstore.

ft**"

enters!

*

FOR
of which goes to prove that
ALLlywood
no different from
is

other
heart

place
action,

when

it

pw
Avenue, K

Hol-

NAME—

any

comes to serious

and that

St.

\

ADDRESS.

Valentine's

Day, which occurs this month, can be
any day in the year.

Screenland
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cough, tightness of

relieves

chest, muscle soreness due to
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and simple sore throat. Apply
ANTIPHLOGISTINE poultice
just hot enough to be com-

IRRITATION

SIMPLE
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The
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cough, tightness of chest,
nnii c
DUILO
muscle soreness. Does good,
feels good for several hours. The MOIST HEAT
of ANTIPHLOGISTINE poultice also reduces
swelling and relieves pain due to a boil, simple
sprain, bruise, or similar injury or condition
and limbers up stiff, aching muscles.

the lady who
and he utters

He

delivers

it

to

is

his wife in the picture,

it

urgently, intensely, and

sincerely.
It

"I want

is:

my

son!"

McNally speaking, ladies and
gentlemen. For McNally, away from the
That

is

grimness of his work, is the world's
proudest father. He's not only got a son
but he's got him double, and a brace of
daughters as well.
It's

to reconcile

difficult

Locky with

Stephen McNally-at-home. It's equally
him, as you will, as Nazi
Martin Bohrmann, fugitive and hellion,
in the forthcoming "Rogues' Regiment."
For McNally, in the flesh, is about as
far from a villain as you can get.
He's a New Yorker and a pretty unusual one. In the first place, he maintains that in California one can live with
much more privacy than in the highlyvaunted impersonality of The Big Town.
(When he delivered himself of this, I
should add, both your reporter and a
publicity man from Warners fell swooning into our soup. It was practically
difficult to see
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treason!)

He

is

also

a lawyer, a graduate of

Fordham, who practiced for two years.
Unfortunately, he happened to pick the
two worst years of the depression when
clients were few and far between, so,
despite the long scholastic grind which
got him his degree, he jumped at the first
chance he saw in any other field. This,
as you may be gathering, was in the
theatre. He played a season of stock,
landed in a New York flop, trod a few
pavements, went out to Ann Arbor for a
festival there, made like a juvenile in
seven plays, and eventually was spotted
by a big-time Broadway agent.

sounds, his first lead in a
production was in a little
thing called "Johnny Belinda." And even
sillier was the fact that he was a huge
success not as Locky, the bum, but as
The Doctor, the hero played by Lew
Ayres in the picture.
Silly as it

New York
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Movies

Continued from page 42
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Man

When they made the film, this necessitated Mr. McNally 's doing a bit of
mental gear-shifting, of course. He had
to get used to being snarled at by the
rest of the cast, instead of being patted
on the head like a good boy. But as
you

he managed the whole affair
is being, to his very great
hissed from coast to coast.

will see,

very nicely, and
glee,

He was

brought to California after

"The Wooky,"
what he hoped was

his second big stage hit,

and settled down to
an active future at MGM. But, as is so
often the case, his labor on that lot consisted

mainly

in

being one-of-the-seven-

teen-guys in "30 Seconds Over Tokyo,"
one-of-the-ninety-six-guys in "For Me
And
Gal," and such like. He did
play the lawyer in "Bewitched" and Brian
Donlevy's son in "An American Ro-

My

mance," however, and your reporter is
proud to say that she noticed and applauded him at that point.
He was struggling under the moniker
of "Horace" at the time. His father, a

SCREENLAND

school principal in New York who tended
towards the classics, had so dubbed him
at birth and no one seemed to be unhappy about the tag until McNally met
the brothers Warner. Then it dawned on
all concerned that "Horace"
was not
exactly sexy, that bobby-soxers might be
a bit chilly to it on a marquee, and that
something ought to be done.

McNally and his wife
for some unknown

of eight years

had,

reason, called

each other "Steve" for a decade. (It
probably made things so much simpler.)
So, when a new title was in the offing,
McNally put his oar in. And such was
his hypnotic power that he actually was
allowed to assume the name of his choice.
This made the situation a mite difficult
home, however. And thus we come to

at

McNally, The Man.
McNally, The Man, would not

my

feel

were there not at
least two kids climbing over him, another
yelping from the next room, and still
another begging him to put up an electric train. For as we mentioned, he has
four of them, all shapes and sizes. And
all, you gather from talking to him, are
normal,

friends,

pretty wonderful.

They range from Horace, Jr., aged 7,
through Rita, aged 5, and Stephen, aged
2, to Patricia, aged 10 months. The McNallys inhabit a three-bedroom house in
Beverly Hills, of which one bedroom is
the sole property of whatever maid is in
occupancy. This means, of course, that
the six McNallys hang themselves from
the chandeliers for the most part, and
that life is slightly complicated.
It was further complicated when McNally pere changed his name. For, you
see, he already had a "Junior" in the
family. And switching from "Horace" to
"Stephen" meant that (see above) he
would cause one son to lose top billing

and give
fore,

it to another. For awhile, therehe considered changing the labels of

both himself and his eldest off-spring.
But that got too involved. "Stephen"
became official, and the boy who took
the rap is now in a fine bargaining position for anything short of a Duesenberg
convertible.

The house

in Beverly is too small for
the tribe, as you can doubtless see.
It is so tight, in fact, that scenes directly
from a Marx Brothers' comedy are constantly taking place.
all

There was the morning,

for instance,

when Father McNally awoke to the realization that (1) some guys from a department store were about to deliver a

new

11 -foot refrigerator

burner

stove;
electric outlet

and

(2)

and a new 8there was no

behind the old stove to

accommodate the new. Thus, he phoned
an electrician and begged him to appear
post haste. He then assisted his wife in
getting the four McNallys up, dressed,
and at least started on breakfast.

For simplicity's sake, breakfast was
served on the kitchen table. That made
six people in a space 10 by 12. In the
middle of the orange juice, the doorbell

rang, announcing not one electrician but
two, all set to begin tearing the joint
apart.
That made eight. And then,
when the stove had been shoved out
from the wall and was threatening to

Running HOT WATER

overturn the eggs and bacon, the doorThis time it was the
bell rang again.
guys from the department store four
of 'em.

We

making a
draw

total of twelve.

a curtain over the en-

shall

suing hour.

I'm sensitive.

McNally bears up under this sort of
thing pretty well, however. He's a good
man for toting his elder two to the beach
oj to a local amusement park or to see
the trains go by at Glendale. He's a fine
hand at rising at seven, dressing four

shaving
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real
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Of course, the current maid had just
departed. (That's always happening, despite the fact that the McNallys are
very nice Joes.) So, Father and Mother
were baby-sitting. But, also, Mother
happened to look at the walls of the

.

until
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own

His is, you see, the day before Rita's.
Usually, it is not so bad: Rita has a few
kids in and that's all there is to the festivities.
But this year his wife decided
that he, too, should have a celebration.
So, without telling him, she asked a
covey of friends to drop by.

.

be true
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But, occasionally, things gang up on
him. The day that he and his wife had a
birthday party for Horace, Jr. and inwell, he'd rather
vited seventeen boys

And he'd sorta like to forget his
birthday, too.
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For quick

squirming bodies, and shoving Pablum
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WATER FAUCET
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/from
in a Jiffy
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Mr. McNally answered.

He got a bucket and rags and stuff,
and spent the entire day sloshing about.
By four o'clock he was finished, but he
w as suffering from a bad case of Housemaid's Elbow. And it was at that precise
moment that his spouse informed him of
the frivolity planned for the evening.

Saint Looie

Woman!

Continued from page 43

:

"Our guests were there until three in
the morning," he recalls, sadly. "I was so
tired I was about to drop
and the next
day was Rita's birthday party!"

—

Anybody

Away

got another curtain?

from
though. Father

non-union labor,
doing fine. He's just
.signed a contract at Universal (and is
probably the only guy in history who
knew enough law to understand what the
fine print meant!), and is being talked
about for stardom
It shouldn't take
him long. He has what it takes.
As an actor, he's astoundingly good.
He's smooth, sensitive, believable. He
handles himself well physically, never
seems to make a false move. And. from
the standpoint of looks, he's in. For he's
six-one, weighs 18.5, and rather resembles
a younger Walter Pidgeon
which ain't
bad. But the resemblance is funny: You
think he looks like "Pidge" and then you
think he doesn't. You see his own particular bright smile, his well-cut nose and
mouth, his brown eyes and jet hair, and
you decide he looks exactly like Stephen
this

is

—

McNally.

And

that ain't so bad either

remote, but it could happen to Shelley
Crazier things have.
There was the time in St. Louis when
she crashed a teen-age talent contest on
the stage of a local theatre and came off
with a size fourteen sweater that hovered
around her ankles. It wasn't a prize,
either. The m. c. gave it to her as a
bribe to get off the stage because she
sang too loud, not too good, and wouldn't
stop.

After that episode, the

non-budding

actress got taught a lot more
about singing by her mother. Rose Winters, who sang in the St. Louis Municipal
Opera. Her mother also did her best to
keep Shelley away from the stage, at

young

least until she

Shelley's

showed more

first

job

talent.

the

after

family

moved to Brooklyn was modeling in a
New York department store. Her debut
was no more successful than
stage experience. The first time
around the runway, the new model fell
flat on her face in front of the customers.
In spite of this, Shelley continued to
model while she studied in theatrical
in this field

her

schools.

She

finally did

as a singer,

hit

it

and did so

off

on the stage

well in the oper-

etta, "Rosalinda," that in 1942, Columbia signed her to a contract and made
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short shift of her real name, which is
Schrift
This contract touched off a somewhat
fabulous chain of experiences during
Shelley's early movie career which are
only believable because they happened
to her. They couldn't possibly have
happened to anyone else.
She made her first test for Columbia
in their New York studios. Nobody bothered to brief Shelley on the technique of
the camera. She was a highly nervous
young lady doing a high-powered test
Dorothy Parker's famous satire, "The
Waltz." All the time Shelley was emoting she was also dodging a large object
which kept following her around, narrowly missing her head at each move.
Later Shelley found out it was the microphone boom which had to catch the
dialogue. "I didn't know whether I was
so bad they were trying to knock me out
to get me off, or what. I remembered
the time I 'won' the sweater," she said
Before she knew when she was going
to Hollywood, she and a young Air Corps
man. Mack Mayer, had a whirlwind
three-week romance and were married.
Full of patriotism and the idea that a
girl should stick with her husband, she
went with him from camp to camp, disregarding orders to report to Hollywood
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Finally, her husband began to worry
about her future. He was then stationed
at Pierre, South Dakota, and Shelley
was sweating out with him his imminent
passage overseas. He thought she should
go to Hollywood. Shelley didn't.

Miss Fixit

Little

put

in

hit

on a solution. "I

a long distance

call,

collect,

to

Mr. Harry Cohn." (He is only the -president and big boss at Columbia) "I told
him who I was and when he finally remembered me, he asked what I wanted.
I explained about my husband and asked
Mr. Cohn if he wouldn't please call Mack
and tell him I could stay until he went
overseas. And do you know what? He
.

did!"

Shelley

still

gets a slight nervous

when she thinks how brash she was.
When her husband (the marriage was
a casualty of the war and they are now
divorced) went overseas, Shelley came to
Hollywood via New York. On the same
train were Geraldine Brooks and a famous bandleader. As a prank, Shelley
tic

and Gerry snatched his toupee one mornhim to quarters. They
had a hard time smuggling it back into
his compartment. "We were awfully
young then," Shelley alibies.
It wasn't until after she had arrived
in Hollywood that she discovered she'd
been up for consideration as the lead in
"Cover Girl," one of the best parts that
would ever come an actress' way. However, Shelley's philosophical about the
numerous mistakes she's made. Everybody has to learn.
After some small parts at Columbia
she parted company with the studio and
went to 20th Century-Fox. She says the

ing, thus confining

WEAKNESS
this

immediately with the airy nonchalance
of inexperience and a modest, "Oh, they
won't miss little ol' me," which, in the
eyes of her studio, was a most unbecoming type of modesty.
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The subsequent tests she made didn't
advance her career much, but they provided her with some amusing conversation

Up

pieces.

for

consideration

at

Metro, Shelley improvised the dialogue
for a test, and in her hurry to think up
a comedy routine she decided to give her
impression of the way executives handle
she
actors. It was just real funny
thought. This was an opinion which was
not shared by the executives who viewed

—

her test.

The next mishap occurred at Republic,
where she was up for the part of a young
girl.
Shelley got herself gussied up in
saddle shoes, sweater and skirt and put
her hair in pigtails. She was, oh, so ter-

ribly
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eat black.
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—
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young

looking!

She reported to the stage, as directed,
and went through her lines. The director
looked baffled and asked if she didn't
think she was a bit young for the part.
It was Shelley's turn to look baffled.
After the conversation got around to
basic facts they both discovered she'd
sent to the wrong stage and had
reading for the part of a middle-

been
been
aged
"I

woman!
just

laughed.

walked
"I

off

the lot," Shelley

know when I'm

SdtEENLAND

licked."

But it wasn't so funny to realize that
the prospects for a Hollywood career
looked very dim indeed. She'd run out of
places to make tests, was broke and in
debt. Shelley didn't quite know what to
do. Then she got an inspiration. Always impulsive, Shelley put in a long
distance call to Garson Kanin, author of
the play "Born Yesterday," in New York,
with the firm intention of selling herself
to him as understudy to the star, Judy
Holliday. She didn't even stop to think
about how she was going to pay for the
call.

Mr. Kanin accepted the Hollywood
Shelley introduced herself to him
and then discovered that she was absocall,

lutely

tongue-tied.

Finally,

she

asked

him how the weather was back there. He
said it was fine. She said that was good
and the weather here was just peachy,
too. In utter confusion she then hung
up, completely plotzed.
When Shelley came to her senses she
hurriedly wrote Kanin a letter, explaining that she really wasn't an idiot. To
prove it she told him why she'd called.

Mr. Kanin was amused and sympathetic,
and although he had an understudy he
took time to suggest that Shelley get in
touch with his brother, Michael, who
was at that time preparing to make "A

Double Life"

at Universal-International.
Shelley thought, "Uh-huh, another
test." She had three bucks to her name
and was utterly discouraged and quite
cynical about Hollywood. Then Metro
called her for a small part in "Killer McCoy." They offered her a hundred dollars. She grabbed it. That would get her
back to New York on the bus and she
thought she might talk her way into a
Broadway musical, preferably "Okla-

homa!"

Out

of

gratitude

Garson Kanin,
Noth-

to

however, she called his brother.

ing would come of it, she told herself,
but he'd been polite.
On the same day she was to report to
Metro for her hundred buck job, Mike
Kanin's office called and asked her to
come to U-I to make the test.
.

.

"I can't," she said, "because I'm working at Metro." That was that. Then she
finished early in "Killer" and, for the
heck of it, Shelley called U-I and told
Mr. Kanin she could come out after all.
"I went through the test so casually,"
Shelley says, "thinking nothing would
come of it. I was so relaxed that apparently I did all right."
Of course she was only sensational in
the part of the waitress whom Ronald

Colman murdered in "A Double Life."
Every studio started clamoring for her.
Quick like a flash she went from "The
Great Gatsby" at Paramount to "Cry Of

The City"

at 20th Century-Fox.

Then

she signed a seven-year deal with Universal-International, "because they offered me the most money." There's another reason for her signing with U-I,
too, although Shelley doesn't admit it
until backed in a corner. She got her
first big break there and is sentimental

about

it.

Shelley hasn't had any more crazy test
experiences. She doesn't have to make
them any more, or at least not the kind
she did when she was an unknown. But
don't think a lot of other screwball things

haven't happened to her.
After she finished "Larceny" at U-I
she got restless because nothing was coming up for her. Then someone got a bril-

wacky, idea. Marjorie Main and
Percy Kilbride (Ma and Pa Kettle in
"The Egg And I") were going on a personal appearance tour. The studio suggested that Shelley go along and she
liant, if

jumped

at the chance.

She was busy trying to think up a routine for herself one evening so turned

up roif'SxPIP*

down

a date, with the excuse that she
was working. Later, while she was beating her brains out, another beau called.
She gave him the same reason for staying home. But he was more resourceful
than Beau No. 1. He said he was with
Milton Berle and if she would go out
with them Berle would help her write the
material. They went to Mocambo and to
Shelley's embarrassment,
sitting

at

—

She earned the fat salary of fifty bucks for the two weeks.
When she first went down there for
rehearsals she and Greta Peck, Greg's
wife, had an afternoon off and decided to
Jolla Playhouse.

take a swim in the ocean.
"Let's swim out to the float," Greta
said. Shelley peered seaward.
"What float?" she asked. "Where is it?"
"Oh, just out there," Greta answered,
gesturing vaguely.
"You know those Nordic people," Shel-
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"Strong, great endurance.

we swam

Well,

.

.

.

—and swam—AND swam.
—

REDUCE

thought perhaps we'd reach Catalina
any moment but I couldn't be sure it
I

wasn't a clear day."
Just as Shelley thought she'd go down
for the third time the float hove into
view. It was two hours and a severe
sunburn later before Shelley could get
up the strength to swim back. Greta, on
the other hand, was in fine shape.
Until recently Shelley lived in a small
apartment with her mother and father,
an aunt and uncle, and her sister, who
is a nurse. She and her sister were finally
able to find another apartment which the
landlord redecorated according to his idea
of what a movie star would like. It is
altogether exotic, lush, and elegant. But
it isn't like Shelley at all.
Lots of screwy things have happened
to her in her twenty-five years but there's
another side to her personality which
she's inclined to play down because she

kinda likes to be known as a character.
She's been studying the Shakespearean
school of acting under the excellent tutelage of Charles Laughton, who has a
small and very serious group of young
players in his class. Shelley doesn't talk
about it much probably is waiting to
spring it as a big surprise.
A great many of her experiences read
like dreamed-up comedy routines, still
there's a shrewd, businesslike quality
about Shelley that comes through all the
light-hearted kidding she does.
The only serious bit of reasoning she's
apt to give out with is that she doesn't
believe actors have to be typed.

—

my

platform and I don't know
whether I'll be elected on it or not," she
says. "I think all people, and especially
actors, are different at different times
and I don't see why they should be put
in one specific groove on the screen or
stage. Here I am, supposed to be a singer
and a comedienne. But all I've done so
far is play bad girls on the screen. Ah,
ah, before you say I've been typed, look
"Here's

at the variety of

bad

girls I've

played.

"I hope I'll be able to give a distinct
kind of performance in every picture I
do."

She

money back.

Way

LOSE

but the guy

she'd turned down first. Shelley automatically crossed him off her future date
"There's no way to explain a situlist.
ation like that," she says.
Before she left on the tour she ran
into Ray McKinley in Schwab's drugstore. He told her he'd written a song
about her. She was polite but nonchalant. The song was called "You Came A
Long Way From St. Louis," he said.
How nice, she said. He'd like her to see
She'd love to sometime. It wasn't
it.
until after she came back from the tour
and heard the hit tune on the juke boxes
that it came to her with startling clarity
that he wasn't kidding, as she'd thought.
She's still trying to figure out a way to
explain to Ray that she was not being
rude or fluffing him.
After the tour, still restless. Shelley
did a part in "The Barker" at the La

EASY

The New,
Scientific

who should be

the next table

1

there's

will.

Maybe nobody

nobody

else could,

like Shelley

Winters.
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For the past several years a number of Physicians
have reported amazing success in treating Psoriasis
with lipan — a new medical wonder taken interrtallij. lipan (registered U.S. Patent Office) is a
combination of glandular substances that treat
certain internal disorders which many medical

men now

agree to be the cause of Psoriasis. Clinical
results show lipan successful in over 90% of the
cases treated. Even stubborn lesions are alleviated
to a degree almost beyond belief. Absolutely harmless! Ask your druggist for lipan, or write direct
for free booklet. Or send for month's supply (180
tablets) enclosing check or money order for $8.50.
,
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& COMPANY, Dept.
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mount

it

in

a handsome gold tooled

frame. Be sure to include color of

and clothing for information on having this enlargement
beautifully hand colored in oil.
SEND NO MONEY. Send your most cherished photo
or negative now, accept your beautifully framed enlargement when it arrives, and pay postman only 19c
for frame plus small handling and mailing charge. If
you are not completely satisfied, return the enlargement within 10 days and yourmoney will be refunded.
But you may keep the handsome frame as a gift for
promptness. Limit 2 to a customer. Originals returned.
hair, eyes,

HOLLYWOOD
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lead to chic later on. You can safely learn
to express your personal taste in clothes
by buying a good pattern and a few
yards of material, if you know how to
sew. And you'll be surprised how it will
also stimulate your interest in good
clothes.
If a girl wants to become a designer,
she should learn everything there is to
know about sewing, cutting and draping.
You can design without a pencil, but you
must be able to draw enough to express
your ideas upon paper. Then, if you can,
learn languages, history, and art appreciation, for these will stand you in good

FILM STUDIOS

Blvd.. Dept.

M

80 Hollywood 38. Cal.

I did

my

my

first

college

roommate company.

After I finished the course, I opened a
small shop on the campus and moved my
piano into it. The girls liked to come to
the shop for several reasons; to practice

amateur musicals, to smoke, which was
forbidden on campus, and occasionally
to

buy a

my

time

is

divided

between

Metro-

my own manufacMany people ask how it

Goldwyn-Mayer and

turing business.
is possible for one person to do both types
of designing, but I find that one stimulates the other. Some of the 1860 gowns

which Ava Gardner wears
Sinner" have given

me

in

"The Great

ideas for

my

next

collection.

True, it takes a great deal of time,
but I have always awakened early and I
often make sketch notations before leaving my apartment. Upon reaching the
studio, I draw the dress in pencil over a
figure which my sketch artist has ready
for me. After I have outlined the color
scheme, she paints the sketch.

Designing for pictures is the most diffitype of designing. Regardless of
whether the required wardrobe is typical
of a working girl, a certain historical
period, or designed to portray a definite
cult

character which, incidentally, is the most
painstaking of all, the completed costume
must satisfy more than the designer and
the actress. The director, producer, and
even the cameraman must be in on the
final approval.

Even though
cult, I get

my

screen designing is
greatest satisfaction

diffi-

when

I see the result on film, and with it the
actual realization of all the thought and
effort

which could only be expressed by a

sketch. When I design my own line of
clothes to be sold in stores, I can develop
ideas while working with fabric and a

model.
Naturally, it is not as easy to have
with a star as it is with a model,
because during the preparation of a picture her time is limited. But many times
a player's interest in her screen wardrobe
becomes a real joy to me. At the moment, I'm thinking of Ava Gardner, for
whom I'm making that elaborate 1860
wardrobe for "The Great Sinner." Ava,
though fastidious in everything, is not
fittings

particularly interested in clothes.
of the time she prefers to

Most

wear whatever

seems most comfortable. But when she
saw her costumes for this picture, she
caught the feeling of elegance they were

meant to reflect, and after standing all
day for fittings she said that she wouldn't
mind doing it all over again.

Many

stead.

keep

m make you a FREE 5x7enlargement

7021 Santa Monica

to take the middle road.

of any picture or negative and

III.

of your favorite photo

'

—

NEW SILK FINISH • GOLD TOOLED FRAME
Just to get acquainted, we will

Chicago 22,

ENLARGEMENT

\

Your clothes are right for you if they
do not overpower your particular personality
if they make the most of your
good points and the least of your bad
ones. And, naturally, clothes to be right,
must suit your mode of living, as well as
the occasions for which they are worn.

designing when I was
eighteen, after coming to the University
of California from Montana to study
music. Until that time I was determined
to become a concert pianist. But designing lured me away from music when I
happened to take a night course at a
Los Angeles designing school, just to

1226 W. A ugusta Blvd.

vl

is

Every girl should learn to sew if she
wants to acquire clothes sense that will

Contains istrogenic

LAURENT

surprising that colleges do not lay
more stress upon personal evaluation
Through proper guidance, the college girlwould soon learn to recognize shortcomings in dress, in carriage, in makeup, and
in speech. Thus, upon the completion of
her formal education, she would be able
to follow her chosen career, a well-poised,
attractive young woman.
It

dom

BUSTLOTION
TEST

than quality. But as

the American mother learns to buy better, and, if necessary, fewer things, the
younger generation will also learn.

It's dangerous for a young girl to insist
upon her own ideas in dress until she has
devoted some time to the study of good
clothes. She can follow the magazines
and learn a great deal, if she has the wis-

HOME ADDRESSES

P. O.

here, generally, there's too great a desire
for quantity rather

posture is most important
with figure faults appear
smart in their clothes because of perfect
carriage. It also works the other way, for
many young girls waste perfectly proportioned figures through poor posture.

When your

226 W. Augusto

.

To me,

30- Day Jar Francis James Bust
Creme arrives pay only $2.98 plus tax and CO. D. postage.
Plain wrapper.
Test 10
Full directions with package.
days, then judge for yourself. If not satisfied return and
money will be refunded.

1

.

Many women

SEND NO MONEY
Write today.

thought to themselves as individuals
to find their own type, or develop good
style.
The French woman teaches her
daughter how to buy good clothes. But
.

INTERNAL?

or

and early twenties give enough

teens

SKIN DISEASE

A

dress.

Dolores Del Rio was the first star for
whom I designed, others soon followed
and I opened a salon in Hollywood. Now

SCREENLAND

screen stars have excellent taste
selection of their own clothes.
Claudette Colbert has, also Irene Dunne
in

the

and Jeanette MacDonald. Katharine Hepburn has exquisite taste, but little interJune Allyson has become
clothes-conscious in a restrained way.
Marlene Dietrich dresses exactly right for
herself. She always makes an entrance
and she is never interested in a dress that
doesn't make an entrance.

est in clothes.

Many

people ask if Paris is still the
center of the world. Paris still
exerts a great influence upon all fashion,
but it will never again have complete
world control because other fashion centers have also earned recognition. New
York, California, as well as South America, are all engaged in the creation of fine
style

clothes.

Paris does determine the length and
silhouette of the average manufacturer's
For once again,
line in this country.

send buyers to Paris. Then they
make copies of the models they have
purchased, and soon you see the original
adapted ten different ways in the windows on Fifth Avenue. Because of that,
a style quickly becomes old and the more
discriminating women turn to the leading
designers of this country for clothes
which are new and have not been inexthey

all

pensively imitated.

my

The

spring line will
silhouette in
fullness in the back, on
the side, or in the front, or perhaps a
cape will do the trick. This represents a
change from the pencil slim, and the
plain full skirt.

have a jutting

as

Length will continue about the same
it was last fall. Suits between ten and

twelve inches from the floor, the five
o'clock dress from four to eight inches
from the floor, evening gowns to the floor

and sometimes

my

The

colors of
gowns will be new,
I think, excitingly so. I am using

and

chair.

I gazed around, enjoying myself

thoroughly.

Then, ouch!

—

Not much and I
any more about it. But

sting.

I felt a little

didn't think
the next day

the sting bothered me and a few hours
later that tiny, little pin-prick swelled
up into really something. I stayed at
home four days with the darn thing!"

Audrey still lives in the apartment she
was so proud of years ago when I talked
with

her

her

for

first

interview

for

Screenland. "Nothing's changed," she
smiled. "I live with the same girl I
lived with then and we're just as independent of each other as we were then.
We each have our own room, with our
own closets and bath. We hardly ever
see each other from one week to the
next. She goes away often on trips that
and, of
last a month, two months
course, when I'm working in a picture
I never see anybody anyway. Except for
the few times we entertain, the livingroom's almost never used and we manage

—

wonderfully with the cook-housekeeper
we've had all along."

No, there's nothing changed about Audrey and whichever of her friends nicknamed her Teeter-Totter was talking
through

his hat.

may have

Though the

alliteration

been too tempting, there's no
suggestion of moods, ups-and-downs, or
vacillation about this single-minded and
determined young person. She just likes
to work and she concentrates on her job
with her whole mind and all her energy.
Her name is linked romantically with
this one or that one by romance-hungry
columnists, but the heartthrob always
turns out to be only a beautiful friend-

RELIEVED

pale pastels combined with white, such
as pale coral with white, pale blue taffeta
lace, but done in a completely
sophisticated manner.
suits will also
be a bit lighter in tone. I have a definite
feeling about feminine colors for spring
With this very feminine coloring there
is also a ladylike
quality of elegance

with white

My

HEN

which depends upon detail and dress-

maker touches

and hand

of fine tucks

bindings.

In

my

muted

opinion,

it

is

in

delicate

colors, discriminating detail

or

and

subtle lines that good taste will be expressed this season.

The

friendships are so evidently
just that that even the most avid gossiper has never ventured to predict even
the hint of an engagement.
ship.

"As a matter

of fact,"

—

—

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
"Of course, I'd been on trips to New
York, but the time was filled with interviews and conferences and personal appearances," Audrey continued. "Oh, I

to

but it wasn't really a vacation.
there was nothing starting here
at Metro, but I went to Bill Grady, the
casting director, to make absolutely cerI

Dr. Hand's Teething Lotion is
the prescription of a famous baby

DR. HAND'S
TEETHING LOTION
Just rub

it

on the gums

Audrey laughed,

"I'm married to MGM! Don't think I
wouldn't want to be engaged! It would
be beautiful and I sometimes think it's
high time I should be. But I'm not. I
go out with several men but there's no
one, serious friend. And each contributes
a different thing to my life."
She goes to all the pictures she possibly can fit into a heavy working-schedule as well as to every play, opera, concert and symphony that comes to Los
Angeles. Lately she took or tried to
take her first vacation since she came

loved

your baby suffers from

teething pains, just rub a few drops
of Dr. Hand's Teething Lotion on
the sore, tender, little gums and
the pain will be relieved promptly.

specialist and has been used by
mothers for over fifty years. One
bottle is usually enough for one
baby for the entire teething period.
Buy it from your druggist today

Continued from page 45
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.TEETHING PAINS

trailing.

Always Audrey

have a headquarters where you can
change your dress or powder your nose
or just rest if you want to. This is a
big place and there's a lot of walking
to be done.
"So the first thing that happened to
me in my brand-new, lovely dressingroom was I got bitten by a spider! On
the leg. This is how it happened. When
they gave me the key, I opened the door,
walked in and flopped down in a big

I

wan

e

liu lave
lecavibe ...
Sally was smart. She knew
Blues, nerves, irritability just
with a man. "Be wise," says
let nervous tension, periodic

that Monthly
don't go over

Sally. "Don't
headache and
cramps play havoc with your romance! In-

stead
these

—wonderfully
help

Pills!"

Packed

symptoms with

those

relieve

Chi-Ches-Ters

effective

in three convenient sizes.

Get

Chi-Ches-Ters Pills at your druggist today.

Chi-Ches-Ters Pills

it,

knew

tain."

The

coast was clear,

Grady assured her

positively. It would be perfectly safe for
her to take at least six weeks off. "Now

don't send me a wire at Yuma saying,
'Detrain at Phoenix,' " Audrey warned
half-jokingly.

Oh, no, nothing

For

relief

wrapper. Write today! Chichester
Chemical Company, Dept. 2-J, Philadelphia
46, Pennsylvania.
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BE AN ARTIST!
Trained Artists Are Capable of
Earning $60, $75 or More a Week
It's pleasant and interesting to study
Art the W.S.A. way. COMMERCIAL

never been. And sure enough, just as we
pulled out of Yuma, a wire came from
"
Bill Grady saying, "Detrain at Phoenix.'

Audrey was delighted. "What a funny
Such a sense of humor!" she
crowed happily, putting her feet up on
the seat opposite and settling down for
a nice, long trip. However, when the

ART,
all

train pulled into Phoenix, it took the conductor's, the porter's and Audrey's combined efforts to get her packed up and
off. The wire was no joke and the pic-

was "Alias

in

course.
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previous Art experience
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our practical methods since
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for
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into my compartment,
Texas and New Orleans, simply because they were the two places I'd
I

distress'

plain

Grady swore.
"So
bound

irom "periodic functional
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Earn

Montgomery's brother, Don, and I have
the most complete faith in his judgment.
Oh,

in

Sell

RKO

buttons,

covered

and

LEE

Nicky Beal" with Ray Milland on loanout to Paramount. After that she went
to
for "The Set Up," and now is
cast for MGM's "Vespers In Vienna."
Nice work if you can get it. "But this
can't go on forever," she pointed out
wisely. "I've a business manager now
who saves my money for me. He's Bob

unconditionally
guaranteed to satisfy
or your money returned

cloth

Dept.

—

—
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It's easy to make MONEYin your spare time showing exquisite Birthday, Anniversary, Convalescent greeting cards to friends and neighbors.
Amazing assortment of 14 stunning folders for

quickly— pay well. Also StationWrappings. No experience needed
WRITE TODAY for SAMPLES on approval.
PHILLIPS CARD CO., 524 Hunt St.. Newton. Mass
$1 retail sell

ery, Gift

go on acting till I'm eighty! It's
I'll act whether it's pictures,

radio or the stage. But the stage is a
luxury. The stage doesn't pay the salaries
that pictures do. and I want to have
enough to take care of myself always!"

Though Audrey still lives without
change as she did when she was first put
under contract, there is one innovation.
"I have a car!" she announced triumphantly. "Can't drive it yet, but I have
it! A maroon Ford convertible. It's beautiful!
I've already engaged a professional instructor who will teach me on
one of those dual-controlled cars so I
won't get into too many difficulties. I
thought it was better to hire a teacher
than to ask any of my friends. They'd
either be too easy with me and I'd never
learn. Or they might get impatient and

we'd be bound to end bad friends!"

Smart girl. She's studying the trafficlaws and has memorized most of them.
"But there's no use getting even a temporary license until I learn to drive."

The Pride

of Joliet

is

safe in Califor-

mother is sure. "She came out
for a visit and decided Hollywood's not
a den of sin," Audrey laughed fondly.
"She said it was just like a factory. She
was so relieved to find out we go to work
early in the morning, work all day and
then come back and do homework!"
nia, her

Audrey's always adored Bette Davis.
her Bette was semi-divine, an unapproachable goddess too wonderful to be

To

included in the

human

race.

"And when

at a party she sent word
to meet me, I nearly col-

she wanted
lapsed," breathed the awestruck worshipper. "I was weak in the knees when
I went over to her and I couldn't say a
word! Just gawked and grinned and al-

most died!"
But Audrey doesn't have to feel that
way about anybody. From bit player to
featured roles in two years may be a
she

gagline

loves

to

roll

more than a kernel

there's

around,

but

of truth in

it.
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quality I don't mean the kind that has
to do with ancestry or background, because I think that stuff is unimportant.
She's thoughtful, she's sincere, she's serious. I like the way she sings to me
when we dance she has a beautiful
voice. I like the way she enjoys Wil
Wright's chocolate-mint sodas, because I
do, too. I'd like Ann just as much if she
weren't an actress, but I probably
wouldn't have been fortunate enough to
meet her, because it was one of her
movies that 'introduced' us.

—

"It happened this way: Ray Sperry,
best friend and stand-in, told me

my

girl he had seen in a Donald
O'Connor movie, so I went to see it. I
thought Ann was pretty swell. Then we
just happened to run into each other

about a

|

it

SONG POEMS WANTED
TO BE SET TO MUSIC
Send your Poems today for
Free Examination to

J.

CHAS.
McNEIL
MASTER
OF MUSIC
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Los Angeles S, Calif.
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Free Booklet, Marvel Co., 902 East St.,

New Haven, Conn.

m\ QUICKER
From Your Cough

F0 LEY'S
70

to a

happened' because I grabbed the

—

you want to. I phoned Ann that evening
and we have been seeing each other, not
steadily, but frequently, for more than
three years.

I

still

think she's

pretty

wonderful."

Get Well
Due

'just

table next to her date's table when I
recognized her at a press party at Ciro's.
The place I grabbed had a better view
of the floor show (/ had looked out for
that) and I asked Ann and her date to
join me. I didn't get her phone number
that night
after all, I'm not that brash
but her studio gave it to me next day.
That's one of the nice things about being
in pictures, you can meet almost anyone

—
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Cold

Cough Compound

Right here
you ever been

I

in

interrupted. "Haven't
love?" I asked.

"Certainly," was the unexpected answer. "And I asked the girl to marry
me. I was eight years old at the time,
and we planned the wedding for a Sat-

S

GREENLAND

My

urday, because school would be out.
bride wore a long white dress, probably
her big sister's, and a lace-curtain veil.
We pretended my pal's pigeons were
doves. How we knew that dove and
love belonged together I'll never know,
but we did. We had a best man and a
preacher, but we had never heard of a
maid of honor so we didn't provide one.

"The

bride's name? I can't remember.
she small or tall, ethereal or buxom,
was she blonde or brunette? I honestly
don't know.
"But, alas, for the fickleness of man,
the wedding was never finished. Suddenly in the middle of the ceremony a
bird fell out of a nest in the tree right
above me. I rushed over, almost knocking my bride off her feet, picked up the
bird and ran home to feed it worms and
water. I guess the bride didn't mind
being jilted, because I don't remember
any recriminations or social ostracism
next day. Maybe she didn't really love

Was

me, after

all."

back to the present," I
prodded him. "Remember, you're an old
bachelor of twenty-five now, talking
about girls and dates."
"Oh. that reminds me," Lon interrupted. "Maybe you'd like to hear about my
first big date, when I was fourteen and
Jane Withers was eleven or twelve I
think. We had met in Beverly Glen, at
a riding academy, so our first date was to
"Let's

get

go riding in the Glen. When I called for
her I brought a box of candy with a gardenia tucked under the ribbon on top
the very first time I had ever made an
important investment like that on a mere
date.

I

had no idea what an actress

would expect, but

taught it
anything but

been

I'd

wasn't polite to offer a

girl

candy and flowers.
"It was Sunday, and Jane asked me to
come back to the house for dinner. On
the way, she wanted to know if I liked
dolls. I said I hated them. Then I found
out she had the biggest collection of dolls
in Hollywood and they were her pride
and joy. I felt pretty silly.
be a sort of Tom
day, anyhow
We swam in Jane's pool and I brought
out my whole bag of tricks to impress a
"It turned out

Sawyer-Becky

movie

to

Thatcher

First I

star.

banged

my

head on

a board, and then, trying to do a back
flip, I bumped Jane and gave her a beautiful black eye.
She was working in a
picture and they had their troubles covering it up the next few days. But in
spite of my awkwardness, her parents
were wonderful to me. They asked me to
supper, too, and then we went to a show.
When I left, I wasn't sure whether I was
more in love with Mrs. Withers or Jane
I guess I was in love with them both."

"Come,

now," I protested.
"Jane's married, and it's 1949. What
about Colleen Townsend?"
come,

grinned. "Colleen reminds me of
College days, which were
certainly the most carefree I've known.
She's exuberant, fun to take anywhere,
gets as big a kick out of having a hamburger at a drive-in as a dinner at La
Rue, likes to go to shows but demands
very little, never gets upset or angry, has
a wonderful sense of humor. She can
whip up a good meal in a jiffy. She's a

Lon

my Chapman

churchgoer and our Saturday
night dates end only too soon, so she
can get up early Sunday morning. Being
an actress has nothing to do with my

devout

—and she certainly doesn't
—but the same

liking Colleen

act like one

story; I

it's

probably wouldn't have met her if we
hadn't both worked on the 20th Century-

Fox

lot.

"I dated Jeanne Crain and June Haver
before they were married, and besides
being two of the most beautiful girls I've
known, they have plenty of common
sense.
Jeanne had the intelligence to
marry when the right man came along
and not wait until her career was at its
peak, even though it might have hurt her
career. It didn't. June had the common
sense not to let ill luck in her personal
life affect her professional life. I'm sure
she must have cried plenty, but not on
anyone's shoulder."

"There are probably a lot of other girls
you're dating now," I ventured. "Girls I
haven't even heard about."

"Not many. Actors don't have any
private romantic lives, and you know it
darn well. Even if the girls wanted to
brag about places they've been with
other fellows it would be a waste of time,
because all I have to do is read the colto find out where and with whom
they've been seen. And they can do the
same about, me. We're the original goldfish. That's one of the reasons I'll probably never get engaged just married,
and have it over with."

umns

—

"Speaking of columnists," I reminded
him, "there was some criticism in the
press about your dating Peggy Ann Garner, because she's only seventeen."

"Peggy Ann has a mature mind for her
Lon explained. "Her humor is wonderful. Of course, sometimes she makes
me feel like an old man, but I sort of
like the feeling when I'm with Peggy. It
amazes me how sweet most actresses are.
It amazes me how sweet most girls are.
age,"

Maybe

luould

I

make

REDUCE
||Jakeo?'i

a good husband."

"Did you ever doubt you would?"

I

Look what you've done for
your mother and grandparents."
"I mean selfish from a more personal
standpoint. My work day sometimes begins at a little past five in the morning
and doesn't end until seven at night.
"Selfish!

I'd

EASY TO HAVE
A MODEL FIGURE
DRUGS! NO LAXATIVE!
NO EXERCISE!
NO MESSY LIQUID!
NO TIRING ROUTINE!

expect certain

Today's slim-line fashions, so envied on models, don't ko with

things."

"Like

Your

quiet?

slippers

by

bulses. rolling layers of fat that

the

your appearance and weigh
you down physically and mentally.
Replace them with attractive

spoil

fire?"

"Well, that's the idea. A good dinner,
mail on the table. But it's the after
dinner hours a wife might not like. I
study my script for at least an hour, like
to have classical records playing while
I'm studying, like to muffle the telephone. Then I'm tired and want to go to
bed. No movies, no nightclubbing, no
bridge just a hot shower and bed.
Sounds dull, doesn't it?"

curves — a trim silhouette — by the
— easy
— safe! The healthful, pleasant

Tremett Tablet Plan. Quick

my

—

"Yes, but you're not making a picture
every month."

"But I'm

unlivable-with between pictures. I throw away schedules
and clocks, and appointments mean nothing to me. I don't like to stay home
then, I don't even like to stay in California. I love to travel, and mostly not by
train,

just

and every

Tremett Tablet Plan may make exyou

cess fat a thing of the past for

TREMETT TABLET PLAN
BRINGS AMAZING RESULTS

—

friends with a new YOU
a slender YOU!
losing up to 10 unsightly pounds a week, the Tremett
Tablet Plan works to keep you from being hungry. Yet,
your daily Tremett Tablet Plan provides necessary vitamins and minerals you're now getting f r0 m fat-building
foods. And you can eat things you like, without taking
harsh lemon-juice mixtures or violent exercise! Absolutely
harmless. Contain no drugs. So convenient! Carry Tremett
Tablets in your purse and take as required. No mixing or
embarrassment. Just follow simple directions and look for
your glorious, firm new figure!

Amaze your
While

10-DAY NO-RISK TRIAL

as

girl I

meet prefers

10 «ays

MONEY BACK

-elfish."

come home

-

OR YOUR

"Sure." he answered quickly. "I'm too

I

MolO Lbs

in

wondered.

When

,

Your

must show you have lost weight, have an improved figure, you must look better, feel better or you get
your money back without question .SEN L) NO MONEY*
Just send name and address on postcard. When package arrives, pay postman S3.00 plus postage for 25 day supply or
send S3.00 with order, we will pay the postage. If not satisfied your money will be refunded. Mail that postcard today.
scales

1

RHODES PHARMACAL COMPANY
1814 East 40th

trains

Street,

to boats or planes. You'll probably think
that sounds selfish, and that's what I told
you. But to me, an actor's life is one

Dept. E-20, Cleveland, Ohio

Hair

compromise after another, and marriage
would mean more of them. Maybe I
wouldn't be good at making the com-

OFF Face

promises."

do you say an actor's life is full
of compromises?"
Lon laughed. "This is beginning to
sound quite ponderous," he commented.

Lips
Arms*. .Legs
Now Happy! I had ugly superfluous hair. .was

better explain, now that I've
actor seldom has a free moment on the set. It begins with the early
call to makeup and goes right through
to the end of the day when he may have
as many as ten pages of dialogue to
learn for the next day's shooting. There
are constant rehearsals, bits of business
to memorize, new suggestions to work
out, direction to take without losing his
own individual way of putting a scene

My

"Why

"But

I'd

started.

An

—

across and always accompanying this
basic work is meeting visitors on the
sets, the working press, somebody's un-

posing for photographs with somebody's children. And even during lunch
hour, when you'd like to relax, you have

cle,

"There's nothing personal in that last
remark, says I, as I gaze about the 20th
commissary."
Lon patted my hand apologetically.
"Nothing. I'm not complaining. They

pay me too well for that, and the day
fans don't want to read pieces about me
when I'll start fussing. I'm merely
is
pointing out that an actor's life includes
so much more than the stories about him

S

TRIAL OFFER. Write Mme. Annette Lanzette,
P.O. Box

4040,

I

know

it's
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tough for
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life.
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Send your songs or poems today. Music
written for your words without charge*.
Records, copies, copyright furnished.

have helped many new
first

success.

We

writers find their

Let us try to help you.
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Temporary Relief Is NOT Enough
Only by KILLING THE HAIR ROOT can
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over the world for 50 years.
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Safe.
Not a hair
Satisfaction or your money
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Broken Jewelry Wanted
kinds.

All

Highest cash prices paid for rings,

who marries one, especially when
homebody type I'd like to

the

marry."
"I can think of a lot of girls who
wouldn't mind a hard life like that."
"You're thinking of the glamour side
the movie star stuff. But this is merely
my job, and an actor's job goes home
with him at night."
"You mean you live your parts? Because if you do, they've usually been nice
ones; no murderers, no gangsters, no

—

wolves."
"That's just it, I don't live a role, once
I leave the studio. I just work on it
hard. And I don't like to shave too
often, or dress up. I don't like frilly,
chintzy rooms. I don't like most period
furniture, except Early American. In
fact, I love bright strong colors in fabrics and dark
walls, and girls don't
seem to go for that at all. I'm decorating my apartment right now and you
should hear the suggestions of visiting
they'd like more light, white walls,
girls
knick-knacks and all that stuff I don't go

—

"

He

hesitated.

I'm

"If

beginning to

sound a little smug, it's because I'm
showing you the worst side. Of course,
For inI make concessions even now.

my car with the
top down, but some girls complain because their hair blows. So I have been
known to put up the top for a special
stance, I like to drive

—

girl."

"And what about
broke

in.

"How

this special girl?"

special

I

can she get?"

"That's one of the things I'm going to
out, soon, I hope," Lon answered
seriously. "Maybe I'll find a girl who

—

find

"

—

I finished it for him,
who will travel
only by train, insist on white walls and
chintz and bows, won't let you kiss her
unless you're shaved and you'll be so
head-over-heels in love you'll forget you
ever thought anything else was impor-

—

tant!"

Lon laughed. "Could be," he wound
up. "The only thing I'd still insist on is
that our first boy be named David. For
no better reason than that I like the

for."

jewelry, spectacles, gold teeth, diamonds, broetc.
Cash mailed
FREE shipping container.

and

usable

watches,

promptly.

Write

for
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MORE PATES J
who quicken healing of
externally caused pimples by relieving the itchy irritation with
Resinol Ointment. Its special medication in lanolin really works!
for girls

OINTMENT
and SOAP

RESINOL

right way is to ask for a dab on the wrist
or just inside the bend of the elbow.
Stores usually keep a bottle for this pur-

pose. Then, if you are smart, you will
give that perfume at least five minutes
to mellow on your skin; longer, if possible,
I've found the best way is to do what-

ever other errands you have in the store,
then make up your mind. Until you're
sure, another good tip is to buy a small
bottle or even a dram. This latter thought
puts your fine perfume on a budget basis,
for you will be happy to know that many
department stores sell rare jewels in per-

fumery in this manner.
Hollywood is a lush source

how

finitely belongs

The engagement and weddii
rings are replicas of high priced I
yellow gold rings. Are made to I
match in 1/40 14-k rolled gold I
plate. The engagement ring has I
karat size quality imitation I
J 2
brilliant. Wedding ring is set]

with 3 imitation quality
Hants.

bril-

Your Choice — GIVEN

4 Rosebud Salve at
25c a box. Order 4 salve. Send
for selling

No Money. (We will mail either
ring and 4 salve

NOW if

to use perfume.

I
I
|
I

you send $1.00 with your order).
ROSEBUD PERFUME CO. Box 47 W00DSB0R0. MARYU U 1.

on

for ideas on
perfume dethough there are

First,

skin,

a number with a special affinity for fur.
Just after your bath, try your perfume
on arms, very low on your neck and on
your legs. You can do this with atomizer,
by far, to me, the most satisfactory
method, bottle applicator, or a tiny
square or ball of cotton, which later slips
into your bag, hat, or gloves, not forgetting dresser drawers, for its lingering
loveliness.
After you have done your

makeup and

hair and slipped into your
do the touch-ups, a touch to ear
lobes, to neck and wrists. In this manner,
you are perfectly perfumed with a lasting
aura, rather than strong spots here and
there. If you just can't keep your hands
clothes,

IMPROVE APPEARANCE OF
YOUR HAIR IN "ONE" APPLICATION
OR YOUR MONEY BACK!
All men adore girls with Longer Hair.

Amazing method imported from Paris
make your

sold exclusively by us, helps

Hair Longer. HAIR MIRACLE adds body,
brings new life to hair injured by sun,
wind, dyes or bleaches. Stops dry brittle ends from breaking allowing hair to

grow longer. NOT GREASY OR STICKY!
now.

KAY EVANS Of

Sensation of the Age. Thrill to new
joy of romance & Love with beautiful
Longer Hair. SEND NO MONEY! Order
-2
months -supply $1.49 plus C.O.D.

Money repostage & tax. Pay postman.
funded In one week if not satisfied.
l50PowellSt..Dept.U,SanFrancisco,Calif:

Calif.,

BUY U. S.
SAVINGS BONDS
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that pretty atomizer, then a spray or
is in order. The use of
an atomizer prevents spotting, is economical and diffuses the fragrance.
Then, is there truly anything lovelier
than spanking clean, shining, fragrant
hair? This is a point for perfume that too
many of us miss. There are some lovely
scents especially created for hair. They
come with atomizers, all ready for spraying. In addition, these perfumes lend a
lustre, and are a most perfect finishing
off

two over clothing

SCREENLAND

touch for curls or close, sleek cut.

For the scenting of apparel, nothing
quite

equals

good, old-fashioned
take no space, and
once in a drawer or box begin their sweet
business of enfolding lingerie and accessories in a world of flowers, spice, herbs
and oils, to mention only a handful of
the ingredients that make your perfume.
A small, flat sachet pinned inside the
separation area of your bra is a most
effective way to use a fragrance. There
is even one made with a tiny, removable
pad for perfume. The same idea might
be applied to any low neckline.
sachets.

They

the

last,

So much for the use of perfume on just
you. However, so potent a power does
fragrance in general wield that it is now
invading the fields of art. If the Ballet
Russe de Monte Carlo visits your city,
and it is now on tour, it will provide an
inspiring evening. You will enjoy, too, a

new

ballet,

"Quelques Fleurs," inspired

by Houbigant's lovely, seductive perfume
of that name, now back in stores again
after a wartime absence. By the time
you read this, there will be a perfume
musical event by RCA Victor Records,
Revel's "Perfume Set To Music" album.
Revel's former work is well known
throughout the world, while this new
masterpiece was inspired by the Corday
perfume creations, Toujours Moi, Possession, Tzigane, Jet, Fame and l'Ardente
Nuit. The first thing you know, perfume
will be dictating the style of our homes,
as it sometimes dictates and influences
the trend of our lives.

So take care of that dram, ounce or
ounces you buy or come by. Use perfume
for
the utmost benefit.
Stopper your bottle tightly after each
application. If you have a large bottle,
do not expose it to strong daylight too

strategically

long.

Be

careful in transferring

it

from

bottle to applicator.
Use a medicine
dropper and a perfume funnel which you
can now buy. Use and protect your per-

fume with loving

care,

for

perfume is
you

lovely thing, an emotion
cannot afford to squander.

a

truly

r
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easily and
any standaid
Regulates temperature by turning laucet.
Operates AC or DC.
Comes with 8 ft. rubber

Attaches

Grable gets fed up
and smacks him with a divorce subpoena.
Things go from bad to worse until Dailey
winds up in the alcoholic ward of Bellevue. When he tries a comeback, it isn't
until Betty suddenly appears that Dan
becomes his former self and the team of
Bonny and Skid continue as before. One

tiuickly

sible self until la belle

of the

many

brings Jack

much

after

nice things in this is that it
Oakie back to the screen
too long an absence.

to

faucet.

Our DE-

cable and plug.

LUXE

Heater

lighted

many

has dethousands
users.
Send

satisfied

of

$3.95 cash, check or
money order and we will
ship prepaid or, if you
wish, we will ship C.O.D.

and you pay postman $3.95 plus few cents postage. Order 3 for $10 and save $1.85.
Metropolitan Electronic Co., Dept. P-32
W^m 42 Warren St., New York 7, N. Y.

ACTUAL PHOTOS OF THE
The Accused

FAVORITE MOVIE STARS

Paramount
Burt Lancaster and Edward G. Robinson
do "Ail My Sons" on Screen Guild show.

To make matters

worse,
extra cash, co-pilot
Eddie Albert rings in a pair of baby talking newlyweds and a thief on the eventful trip, too. These, plus a corpse and a
live chimpanzee are all that's needed to
make the flight zanier than all git-out.
It isn't until the plane is forced down on
a remote Oklahoma farm that Jimmie
realizes he's in love with Joan, who has
been lying about her identity since she
first met Jimmie. Then, he learns Joan
has been fibbing like crazy and it looks
as though she's going to lose a potential
bridegroom, but, oh well, you know the
course of true love never, etc. etc
freight plane.

and to get a

little

.

Yellow Sky
20th Century-Fox

A RIP-ROARING
ory Peck,

Western with Greg-

Anne Baxter and Richard

Widmark. Gregory is the leader of a gang
of renegades, another of the gun-totin'
party being Dan Duryea. After holding
up a bank, the sextet escapes the posse
and finds refuge in a ghost town called
"Yellow Sky." The only inhabitants

around

are

an

old

prospector,

solving his past lawless deeds.
Liberally spiced with raw emotions,
unshaven men and unrestrained sex, this

top-drawer Western entertainment.

When My Baby

Smiles at

Me

20th Century-Fox
(Technicolor )

AN

interesting colorful musical about
burlesque in the 20's, co-starring
Betty Grable and Dan Dailey as the

song-and-dance team which gets broken
up when Dailey hits the big-time. Dailey
goes along being his own sweet irrespon-

well-acted

murder drama

Young

as the psychol-

with Loretta

ogy teacher and Robert Cummings as
the lawyer and guardian of a young,
neurotic Casanova who attempts to
seduce the teacher. In an effort to fight
off her pupil. Loretta kills him then
attempts to make the murder appear an
accidental death. From then on the fast,
high-tensioned pace of how she tries to
cover up her crime never slackens. Noteworthy among the performances is the

one turned

in

Including such favorites
as June Allyson, Peter
Lawford, Alan Ladd, Rita
Hayworth, Cornel Wilde,
Lana Turner, Greer Garson, Gregory Peck, and

many

others.

Complete set of 64

50c

EE
riVKC

Beautiful 32-page catalog with
order. Includes over 400 actual
of movie stars, westerns, pinups.

J|J

pictures

STEWART.CROXTON
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Box
Dept. SU-2
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2390,

O.
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NEW

by Wendell Corey who

plays the detective-lieutenant.

RADIO
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NEW crystal diode
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nothing to run — should
Works by

Belle Starr's

Daughter

last for years! BLACK PLASTIC
GOLD GRILLE TRIM.
25-50 MILE RANGE
GUARANTEED!

20th Century-Fox

George Montgomery as the
WITH
town marshal and Rod Cameron as
the hombre who'd just as soon shoot you
as look at you. it doesn't take much imagination to figure out that Miss Starr.
Ruth Roman, is going to have a devil of
a time choosing between the two.
It
seems bad for George, in the beginning,
because Ruth thinks he killed her mother
and uncle when all the time it was that
rogue, Rod, who done the foul deed.

C.O.D. plus postage or send S3. 99
and we pay postage. Complete Ready
Play on simple attachment. "In-unit" phone. Use
to Listen at Home, in Bed, Hotels, Farms,
Offices, School, Etc.
Most Anywhere Anyti me.
NAME INITIALS IN GOLD on any radio if you wish,
free of extra charge for a limited time only Wonderful gifts Amazingly low-priced!
Rush your orders.
MIDWAY CO.
Dept. NHS-2
KEARNEY, NEBR.
to

"Mitey"

—

,

—
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WANTED
POEMS
FOR MUSICAL SETTING
Radio composers offer you the opportunity to
have your poem set to music by a composer
latest RCA-Victor record sold thousands
of copies. Send poems for free examination and

whose

splendid offer.

RADIO COMPOSERS. (WDA)
BUTLER BLDG

Family Honeymoon

James

Barton, and his granddaughter, Anne.
Because the pair have a hidden cache of
gold, Anne resents the intruders and proceeds to take pot-shots at Gregory and
he, in turn, roughs her up a little. Naturally, the smell of filthy lucre causes
the gang to split and form a coalition
against Gregory. He joins forces with
Anne and her grandpappy, thereby ab-

is

A

TENSE,

Universal-International

IT'S

just

what the

title

implies because

when Fred MacMurray marries widow

Claudette Colbert, a series of unforeseen
events happen and the happy couple are
forced to take Mme. Colbert's three
live-wire offspring along on the nuptial
jaunt to the Grand Canyon. And if you
think that's fun, you've got another think
coming and I don't mean for the newlyweds, either. The situations and resulting comedy are forced and hackneyed.
Mr. MacMurray and Miss Colbert do
the best they can with weak material,
but even they can't pull this chestnut
out of the not-so-hot class.

—

Let's Live

A

SOMETHING

CLINTON,

NEW

N. C.

and SENSATIONAL

in

lASTfShowEVERYDAY CARDS
rich Satin and Velour Greeting Card
Never before offered. Get easy order;
FAST! Astounding value — 16 for $1. Up

100% profit. Imprinted Stationery
Floral Charmettes, Napkins, 25 oth
Assortments retail 60c to $1.00

'

to

.

.

SAMPLES ON APPROVAL. No
now— earn
TODAY!

experience needed. Start
year 'round. WRITE

all

PURO

CO., 2801 Locu st, De pt. 92 IB, St. Louis 3,

Mo

Have FUN -and

MAKE MONEYJoo
You'll enjoy showing these adorabl

Greeting Cards. And you'll enjoy all
the extra cash you quickly make, too
Friend.= and others will be delighted wit
smart Birthday. Get- Well, Secret Pal.
Kiddy. Easterand Relative Assortments.
At only $1 .00 for a box of 14 Folders, they'll
in a jiffy. You keep up to 60c PROFIT
Also
Wrappings. Printed Stationery and Notes. Send
I

PIMPLES ON APPROVAL. DO

IT

NOW!

MIDWEST CARD COMPANY, 415
Dept.

24-K

»

N. 8th

ST. LO UIS 1,

MO.

THRILLING IMITATION

DIAMOND RINGS
Little

Eagle Lion

you think you've got troubles, you
IFought
to go see what poor Bob Cummings is up against in this very funny
little number about a harassed advertis-

SCREENLAND

$1.89 EACH

BOTH $2.95

Kxquisite solitaire and wedding;
rums set with brilliant imitation

diamonds. Choice of -Sterling
ver or (Jold Killed.

MONEY!

Sil-

SEND NO

Send ring size. Hay
postman on arrival plus 20*.'i

Money back if not delighted.
CHARM JEWELRY CO., Dept. B-59
tax.

294 Washington

St.

Boston. Mats.
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ing executive

and a female psychiatrist^

^

untangle
a n§
becoming
winds
up
but
nerves,
rf(lrotic
herself
herself. Hedy also finds
with nQ
mean opposition in the ^l0rrn an d that
word is soooo righ^l f Anna Sten, who

Hedy Lamarr. She

tries to

_

also vieing Aor Bob's affections.

is

—

It's

very wr^ky especially Robert who
absent. m indedly shaves off half his moustache, puts his shoes on backward, hears
telephones ringing, and takes a dozen
showers a day, only he never gets wet.
all

Madeleine

is forced to turn over her hotel
to him in order that she may keep the
boy. Filmed in Switzerland, the picture
has scenic beauty and a pretty exciting
moment when disaster strikes as Rennie
and the lad are mountain-climbing. Aside
from that, though, even beautiful vistas
don't help this one.

United Artists Release
a shame that an actress like Madeappear in a picture as weak and disjointed as this, but
she is not alone. Suffering along with her
are Ian Hunter and Michael Rennie.
Briefly, the story is about a war orphan
and how he disrupts an unhappy home
Married to Rennie, a ne'er-do-good.

IT'S

leine Carroll should

Eagle Lion
on a true murder case which
happened in Los Angeles, the story
develops into a rather interesting whodunit about an electronics genius, Richard Basehart, who turns his talents to
crime. There are times, however, when
the pace seems to slow down almost to

STOP

and the dialogue becomes

But the

final

stilted.

chase scene in the under-

ground network of sewers, which Los
Angeles has, makes up for the majority

Continued from page 10

ing out loosely over a pair of dungarees.

Jeanne looked about as glamourous as the
string beans she was purchasing. But we've
never seen a lovelier or more industrious

been in Paris, acting in "Man On The
Tower," with Charles Laughton
and Franchot Tone. Well, it seems Bob
is the type those French femmes really
go for. They like clean-cut, unspoiled
young Americans and that's our boy! He
thought they were pretty, too! But Bob
happens to be deeply in love with the
beautiful Mrs. Hutton. The female froggies didn't stand a chance.
Eiffel

#

housewife.
*

*

*

If wishing would make it so, we'd be
announcing that Mrs. John Lund (Professionally known as "Bertha The Sewing
Machine Girl!") was working on those
tiny garments. Both John and Marie are

so stork-minded, that the long-legged
bird can't hold out much longer. At least
we're the first to tell you that it may happen. That's what Mrs. L told us and she's
the lovely little woman who should

know!
*

*

launched as Joan Crawford's leading man
"Flamingo Road," than he read where
he was going steady with M'Liss Mc-

in

engagement was announced to Virginia Huston. Neither
young lady had even been dated. David
his

has taken out Lucille Safford. And why
not? She's the nurse for Joan Crawford's
children and it's through her suggesting
David that he was tested and signed

—

You can't win it says here! Before
Greer Garson made "Julia Misbehaves,"
she was criticized for playing so many
dramatic roles. So she made a hilarious
comedy and her accusers couldn't understand how she could be so undignified.
Greer has the right attitude in answer to'
it

all.

She

just ignores

it

and goes

right

on making millions for her company. Her
next is "The Forsyte Saga," with Errol
Flynn, on loanout, playing opposite.
*

For the past

six

*

party for Kay Thompson and the Williams Brothers. Through the sea of faces
we saw Anita Colby seeing Clark Gable
(and how!) who saw Iris Bynum,_ only.
And here's the answer to those June Allyson-Dick Powell separation rumors. We
danced right next to them and he was
singing love songs in her eager ear. It
was a party to remember.
,

#

David Brian's Hollywood baptismal is
on its way. No sooner was he

Next

*

either had to be dead or out of
town, not to be invited to the Arnold
Kirkeby (he's a hotel chain magnate)

*

well

Clure.

*

You

#

months Bob Hutton's

#

#

A

character in a town of characters is
Clifton Webb's mother. Everyone calls her
Maybelle and she's more fun than a barrel
of comedians. Right now Webb (as she

him ) is working in "Mr. Belvedere
Goes To College." They were at Claudette
Colbert's house, when Maybelle suddenly
calls

looked at her wristwatch. "Let's go now,
Webb," she exclaimed. "You've still got
your homework to do!"
*

*

#

Not that it was intentional, but Kathryn Grayson and Johnnie Johnston certainly selected a strange time for a family quarrel. Johnnie walked out shortly
after their baby was born. And while they
were estranged, the script arrived for Kamovie. So help us, it was
tie's next

MGM

titled— "Love In

My

Heart!"

At

this

writing (at least) and we hope forever,
the two sweet singers of songs are happily together again.
#

*

*

Scandal In Hollywood! Dane Clark,
who's a married man, carried on an outrageous flirtation with a young lady in

dent

Truman when he won out over Thom-

as E.

Dewey. "Unpack," wired Bob!
*

*

SCREENLAND

#

.

According to Jack Carson, when the
nation voted to keep President Harry S.
Truman in the White House, it upset all
of daughter Margaret's plans. "She was
all ready to become the fourth Andrews
sister!"

cracked the comedian.
*

*

*

—

a great actress
with a great sense of humor. Following
her brilliant work in "Johnny Belinda,"
she played Jimmy Stewart's mother in
"The Stratton Story." Aggie (who is a
little older than Jimmy)
didn't mind
"aging" for the part. But there was a dog
in the picture, named Agnes, too. "We
both came running when they called our
name," she muses. "Finally, I got them to
whistle

when

is

my

was

it

*

*

turn!"
*

Lizabeth Scott is very cooperative up to
a point. The point being Hollywood's habit
of publicizing romance, just to get space
for a star. In despair, a studio publicity
man tried to convince her that she should
be seen out with others beside her usual
nonprofessional escorts. "Okay," acquiesced
Lizabeth humorously. "From now on you
can say I'm that way over Butch Jen-

—

kins!"
*

*

*

Every man to his own taste, we always say. Only in this case, it's a lady.
Remember that mammoth-sized "gold
tooth" hanging outside Dennis Morgan's
dental office in "One Sunday Afternoon?"
Well, Dorothy Malone, who played opposite Dennis, became attached to the
tooth. Or maybe it was just a bit of
whimsy. Anyway, the tooth now serves
as an end table in delightful Dotty's
living room! Interior decorators please
note.
*

The studio

*

*

liked Virginia

Mayo's dark

hair as the Indian girl in "Colorado Territory," so they decided to keep her a

brunette. Then they sent her to England,
along with Ronnie Reagan and Patricia
Neal, to appear at the Royal Command
Performance. "Don't you think I should
become a blonde again?" queried the
beautiful but modest Mayo. "If I don't,
maybe they won't recognize me!" With
that pretty puss? Oh. honey!
*

*

*

more Mature for your money,
when you see him stripped in C. B. DeMille's "Samson And Delilah." But poor
Vic had to toss off 25 pounds before he
could undress photogenically. The day we
saw him in the Paramount commissary the
mighty strong man was lunching on green
salad and dry toast. Vic says he pretends
it's roast beef and a baked potato
and
that makes it easier!
You'll get

—
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*

Every press agent in Hollywood tried
to pin it on his client, but it was Bob Hope
who sent the one word telegram to Presi-

Agnes Moorehead

of technical faults.

Gossip In The Lobby

Tourists searching for movie stars, never
would have believed it was Jeanne Crain
in that public market at Sunset and Laurel. There the little expectant mother was
She was
in the vegetable department.
wearing one of her husband's shirts hang-

*

*

He Walked By Night

BASED

High Fury

Chasen's Restaurant. Presumably to use
the telephone, she passed his table several
times. Each time she smiled and when
Dane winked, she'd turn a pretty pink.
Finally, back at her own table, Margaret
O'Brien turned to her mother and sighed:
"Oh dear, I'm all out of nickles. I do
hope Mr. Clark wont think I've lost my
courage!"

IN
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—and

get your

own

penny of cost!

dresses without a

Here's a special opportunity for ambitious'

women who

want to earn money during spare moments. ^Without previous experience you can make up to $23 a \feek with ease—
—just by taking orders for Fashion Frocks, and/you don't invest a
penny of your own. These stunning new creations are such unbeatable values, you simply can't stop women from ordering them! Amazing variety of styles, colors, weaves and patterns— more than you can

dozen dress shops. Famous fabrics that .are soft, rich, enduring
—the cream of the world's best mills. And, a complete range of sizes
for every type of figure— Misses, Half-Sizes, Ju/iiors and Stouts. Best of
all, they're not sold in stores— so women must/come to you to get them.
You can coin money "hand over fist"— and besides, you get dresses for
your own personal use as a bonus, without [paying a cent!
find in a

BIG

MONEY WITH NO PREVIOUS

EXPERIENCE

Good Housekeeping

Seal of Approval and our
own unconditional guarantee of satisfaction or money back. Fashion
Frocks cost dollars less than similar garments sell for elsewhere— they
are priced as low as S3-98!
can yoya miss getting orders right and
left? You start by taking orders from friends . .
they'll tell their
friends. Soon you're making big moAey like Marie Patton, Illinois,
who took in an average of S39 a weelc ... or Mrs. Carl C. Birch, Maryland, who earned S36 a week... 01/ Mrs. Claude Burnett, Alabama,
who averaged S3 1.50 weekly.
/

Each dress

carries the

How

.

START EARNING IMMEDIATELY

- NO

CANVASSING

Whether you are married or single— housewife or employed woman—
you can earn EXTRA money in y^ur spare time. And just imagine how
it will feel to have as many dr/sses as you want; to wear the latest,
smartest, most glamorous dresse/ without cost. Don't forget— when you
present Fashion Frocks you shpw dresses that are well-known and in
big demand because every month the Fashion Frock advertisements
are seen by millions of women everywhere. This means greater demand, orders are easier to get, and no canvassing is necessary. Women
are delighted to order not (/nly once, but several times a season— and
for season after season.
steady income and

It's

/ike

having your

own

dress business

WITHpUT INVESTING A PENNY.

Send No 'Money

— Everything

with a

Free

Our

elaborate Fred Presentation Folio contains over 125 original
styles and swatche/. Examine the beautiful, glorious styles and colors
—feel the rich fabrics. You just won't believe it possible at the low
prices asked. You'll be proud to show them to your friends and
neighbors. So don't lose a second. Fill out the coupon. Paste it
on a postcard. No obligation. Mail coupon
/
right now— while you think of it.

INC.
R E V E R
Blowin' Bubbles. A Junior
Style of silky
broadlustrous
cloth, with de-

Desk B2027, Cincinnati 25, Ohio
PASTE THIS COUPON ON POSTCARD —waUnowf

lightful Portrait

neckline

FASHION FROCKS, INC.
Desk B2027, Cincinnati 25, Ohio

YES

— I am

interested in your opportunity to make
in spare time and get my own dresses without a
penny of cost. Send me everything I need to start right
away, without obligation.

money

&K4t<Z*tce "Bennett

Name-

Slamorous

Address-

<reen and

star
radio,

of stage,
one of the

world's 10 best-dressed
women, designs exclusively
or

FASHION FROCKS.

JZone-

City

Age-

.

Dress Size-

State-

tea

n
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CAKE MASCARA

in beautiful,
MAYBELLINE
gojd-tone metal vanity, $1 Refills, SOc. Velvet Black,
Brown, Midnight Blue. (Also in 25c and 10c sizes.)
.

MAYBELLINE CREAM MASCARA

(applied

without water) comes in handy leatherette case, SI.
(Also in 25c and 10c sizes.) Velvet Black, Brown,

Midnight Blue.

MAYBELLINE EYEBROW PENCILsoft.smooth

—

so easy to use! Purse size, 10c.
quality, fine point
Professional size, 25c. Black, Dark Brown and Light

Brown.

MAYBELLINE EYE SHADOW smooth, creamy,
in subtle shades: Blue,

Brown, Blue-Gray, Green,

Violet and Gray.

WORLDS

FAVORITE EYE MAKE-UP

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.....

...

...

...

.

.,
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KIRK DOUGLAS

PAUL DOUGLAS
BARBARA LAWRENCE
JEFFREY LYNN Connie
with

Screen Play and Direction by

Adopted by Vera Carpary

•

Gilchrist

•

Florence Bates

JOSEPH L MANKIEWICZ

From a Cosmopolitan Magazine Novel by John Klempner

•

Hobart Cavanaugh

Prod0 c edb/

SOL

C.

SIEGEL

CENTURY-FOX

"must"-

This Oh-so-delightful

make

countless thousands

Yes,

Listerine Antiseptic

and massage a

part of regular hair-washing routine. If

you're not one of them you ought to be.

This delightful aid does so
to help
It

many

you be proud of your

goes

after

oily

film,

things

away

loose dandruff flakes, and combats scalp
odor. But, most important of
kills

all,

entrenched,

it

can also raise hob

with the health of your scalp

.

.

.

the

looks of your hair.

Because of

its

quick, cleansing germ-

killing action, Listerine Antiseptic

is a

dandruff, as well as an effective twice-

dandruff

.

.

.

of hair-washing. Also,

children

who

are

Listerine

an

it's

intelli-

and

by no means immune

to infectious dandruff.
Listerine Antiseptic

started

septic that has

is

the

same

anti-

been famous for over

it

60 years in the

field

of oral hygiene.

Lambert Pharmacal Co.

that troublesome,

persistent disorder so prevalent

for the

hair,

make

gent routine for your husband

a-day treatment once the condition has

millions of germs associated with

infectious

For the glory of your
health of your scalp,

Antiseptic and massage a regular part

wonderful precaution against infectious

hair.

floats

Once

,

St. Louis,

Mo.

among

women.
The "Bottle Bacillus", scientifically known as
"P. Ovale", called by many dermatologists
a causative agent of infectious dandruff.

LISTERINE ANTISEPTIC

INFECTIOUS DANDRUFF

P. S.

Have you tried

the

new Listerine Tooth

SCREENLAND

Paste, the

Minty 3-way Prescription

for

your Teeth?

3
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Half-safe!
by

Exclusive Photos by

What Hollywood

VALDA SHERMAN

The

What

Itself Is

Talking About

stars like to discuss what's going

It's

PICTORY

on

Lynn Bowers

Like Working With Bing Crosby

Rhonda Fleming

Maude Cheatham

24

Marcia Howard

26

Cobina Wright

28

Louis Reid

35

Fredda Dudley

37

gives all the details

So You Want To Act?
Gregory Peck

offers pointers for Little

Theatre groups

Gossip Of Hollywood Parties
Filmdom's

At the

first

blush of

womanhood many mys-

terious changes take place in your body. For
instance, the apocrine glands under your
arms begin to secrete daily a type of perspiration you have never known before. This is

social leader

reports the latest doings

Lay Off Teenagers!
when Barbara Bel Geddes

Especially

Kirk Douglas's potent personality

Every Girl Should Marry, But

—

son and your clothes.

Ella Bids

is

girl ... so

A

now

a

Au

you with the impact

of a load of

Dorothy

Revoir

Ella Raines

is

T.N.T.
,

Leary

38

Pat O'Brien

40

William Lynch Vallee

42

Fred Bobbins

51

shelving her career

Right Off The Record.
It's just

hits

hardboiled, but sentimental. Irishman pours out his heart

Why

nothing "wrong" with you.

around

Diana Lynn, recently wed, has pointed opinions on marriage

What Friendship Means To Me

another sign you are

is

Dynamite With Dimples!

closely related to physical development and
causes an unpleasant odor on both your per-

There

20

town as much as you do

in their

Latest

list

.

of records reviewed

.

.

by popular disk jockey

woman, not a

now you must keep

yourself safe

with a truly effective underarm deodorant.

Two dangers— Underarm

odor is a real handicap at this romantic age, and the new cream
deodorant Arrid is made especially to overcome this very difficulty. It kills this odor
on contact in 2 seconds, then by antiseptic
action prevents the formation of all odor for
48 hours and keeps you shower-bath fresh.

Joan Crawford, starring in "Flamingo Road"
Evelyn Keyes and Glenn Ford, starring in "Mr. Soft Touch"
Angela Lansbury, starring in "Samson And Delilah"

22
27

against a second danger— perspiration stains.
Since physical exertion, embarrassment and
emotion can now cause apocrine glands
to fairly gush perspiration, a dance, a date,

The Lobby.
Your Guide To Current Films
Bob "Family Man" Hope

an embarrassing remark may easily make
you perspire and offend, or ruin a dress.

Surprise Party!

6
12
18
19
23
30
32
34
36
41
44
48
50

It also stops perspiration

All

and so protects

deodorants are not alike — so remember

—no

31

other deodorant tested stops perspira-

and odor so completely yet so safely as
new Arrid. Its safety has been proved by
doctors. That's why girls your age buy more
Arrid than any other age group. In fact, more
men and women everywhere use Arrid than
any other deodorant. It's antiseptic, used by
tion

Weston East
Helen Hendricks

Gossip In

Newsreel

Susan (Susan Hayward)
Baltimore Escapade
Wake Of The Red Witch
Work And Play
So Dear To My Heart
Having Fun At Carson's Ranch ( Jack Carson and Dennis Morgan )
Star-Studded Turnout
SCKEENLAND Salutes Betsy Drake (in "Every Girl Should Be Married")
Sinister

.

.

.

.

117,000 nurses.

Intimate protection is needed— so protect yourself with this snowy, stainless cream that
smooths on and disappears. Arrid, with the
amazing new ingredient Creamogen, is
guaranteed not to crystallize or dry out
in the jar, or new jar free on return to Carter
Products, Inc., 53 Park PI., N. Y. C. The
American Laundering Institute has awarded
Arrid its Approval Seal— harmless to fabrics.
Arrid is safe for the skin— non-irritating— can
be used right after shaving.
Don't be half-safe. During this "age of romance" don't let perspiration problems spoil
your fun. Don't be half-safe— be Arrid-safe!
Use Arrid to be sure. Get Arrid now at your
favorite drug counter — only 39# plus tax.

His Fate Is In Your Hands.

Courtenay Marvin
Kay Nelson

.

Fashion Flashes
Guide To Glamour

16

46
58
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Broadway'8 No. 1

presents

On The Screen!

THE FIRST
BIG PICTURE OF 1949!
Stage Hit

Now

Clark Gable*WalterPidgeon
Van Johnson Brian Donlevy
Charles Bickford-John Hodiak

Edward Arnold

Command

Decision"

"KING CLARK GABLE
BACK ON THRONE!"
says Hedcla Hopper
(noted columnist)

With such a galaxy of stars it is
impossible to pay each the praise
he deserves. They join magnificently together to create this stirring story of heroes, cowards,
braggarts, fighters, liars, lovers
and what goes on in their hearts!
. .

He

Kids The Brass Hats!

VAN JOHNSON is hardboiled and wise-cracking in a role that makes
you laugh and cheer!

Forceful Fighting

Mao

!

WALTER PIDGEON

turns in a remarkable performance as the officer
who must make a great decision!

Carries

On!

Flies Fateful Mission!

BRIAN DONLEVY

as
the man who takes the
hot-spot of a high command does a fine job!

JOHN HODIAK

is
thrilling as the pilot who
achieves his objective . .
and pays the price!

CLARK GABLE
WALTER PIDGEON
VAN JOHNSON
BRIAN DONLEVY

CHARLES BICKFORD
JOHN HODIAK

EDWARD ARNOLD
"COMMAND DECISION"
Scoop of the year!

M- G-M films

the

famed play!

with

Crash Landing!

CAMERON MITCHELL
CLINTON SUNDBERG
RAY COLLINS
A SAM WOOD PRODUCTION

is

THRILLED MILLIONS!
As a best-selling book
and Reader's Digest

fic-

by
William Wister Haines

Screen Play by William R. Laidlaw
and George Froeschel
Based on the Play by William Wister Haines

tion feature, the story

Directed by

Produced by

won wide acclaim. Men
and women alike were
held spellbound by its
virile, gripping drama.

SCREEN!. AND

MARSHALL THOMPSON
RICHARD QUINE

just one of the breath-taking scenes that
make "Command Decision" an exciting picture,
most talked-about films in years.
the
of
one

This

SAM WOOD

SIDNEY FRANKLIN

In Association with

GOTTFRIED REINHARDT
j,

An M-G-M Picture

ft

5

can see only two stars playing the parts.
Which two? Roy Rogers and Ingrid
Bergman! Nothing less than magic and
witchcraft could make this deal possible.
With Jerry on the job, we wouldn't be
a bit surprised if he performs the miracle.
*

*

Movie queens

Please don't walk away or turn a deaf
ear, gentle lady! There's big news in the
air

in

NO PINS
NO PADS
NO ODOR

Hollywood. Hedy Lamarr started the
fad when she was late getting to the Ray
Milland's cocktail party. For her role in
"Samson And Delilah," the Lamarr-velous

—

of other women all over the
not once, but thirteen
world

—

times a year. ... As you already
have guessed, the subject under
discussion is a wholly feminine

one monthly sanitary protection.
But the "big" news deals with a very
tiny product indeed, no longer than your
little finger! It is called Tampax and it is
worn internally. This principle is wellknown to doctors and it has many advantages. Tampax frees you from the
tyranny of belts, pins and external pads.
It causes no odor or chafing. Quick to
change and easy to dispose of. Tampax
is only 1 /9 the bulk of older kinds and
you can shower, tub or swim without
removing it!
Made of pure surgical cotton compressed in dainty patented applicators,
Tampax comes in 3 absorbencies Reg-

—

ular,

Super, Junior. Average
slips readily into purse.

supply

*

now wearing crowns

in

and you may find it just as important
your life as it has proved to millions

NO BELTS

are

Betty Hutton with her two daughters,
Lindsay Diane and Candice ("Candy").

HAPPENED at
ITstation
owned by

that

new

one wore a miniature crown-shaped hair
ornament of pearl. To remove it meant
mussing her hair. So Hedy went to the
party right from the set and the crown
went with her. Her highness never looked

service

Esther Williams.

In addition to cleaning windshields,
checking tires and water, MGM's million

dollar

hot coffee.

mermaid

(Now

just

also

supplies

free

how cozy can you

One morning a sourpuss drove in
some gas. When his coffee was served,
he became indignant. "I never drink cofbe!)

for

fee

without

doughnuts,"

Then he drove
*

off in

*

he

snorted.

a big, fat huff.
*

unth 'producing "Johnny
Belinda" and other Warner Bros, hits,
Jerry Wald has really set a goal for himThe genial gent has a script and
self.

Not

satisfied

Rudy Vallee, before leaving for East, dines
with Mary Ann Nyberg in Mayfair Room.

month's

Compare

today's price of Tampax with the price
of nationally-advertised external pads.
Tampax Incorporated, Palmer, Mass.

Accepted for Advertising

by the Journal of the American Medical Association

co-stars of "Mother Is A Freshman," share
cream cones with Director Lloyd Bacon between scenes on 20th Century- Fox

Van Johnson and Loretta Young,

SCREENLANT)

ice
set.

RIOT HAS

THE NATION

jNA£OAfZ

FROM SHORE

*

TO SHOW.

Star.r/ng-

RONALD REAGAN
EDWARD ARNOLD

MORRfsJifio

PATRICIA NEAL
DAVID BUTLER

Screen Play by Phoebe and Henry Ephron

S

•

From the

Hit Stage Play by

GREENLAND

NORMAN KRASNA PRODUCED

BY

JERRY WALD
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The Danny Kayes

in

Mayfair Room to see
in "Happy Times."

Kay Thompson. Danny's

Sir

Laurence

Vivien

lovelier or

more
*

Shedding

regal in her
*
*

real tears in a

life.

dramatic scene

"Top O' The Morning" was no problem for Ann Blyth. But when it came
for

time to turn off the torrent, the prop
to run for his mop! Bing Crosby
finally snapped lovely liF Annie out of it
when he cracked: "Come, come girl.
Even Hope's pictures aren't that bad!"
*
*
*

man had

Paulette Goddard's dinner date at Romanoff's with Greg Bautzer (Burgess

Meredith was

Europe) was merely a friendly reunion. But how about
still

in

that conversation??? Naturally, neither
knew their voices carried over to the
John Garfield and Jane Wyman look at
packed house for Radio Theatre show.

(Hamlet)

Leigh,

and wife,
Zealand tour.

Olivier

New

after

party in the adjoining booth. They just
sat there fascinated (and loving it!) listening to pretty Paulette expound on
some of her pet theories. What a gal!
What a smart one!
*

#

*

Loving their four adopted children the
way they do, it was a sacrifice for the Bob
Hopes to go to Germany for Christmas.
But it was more important to entertain
I's.
Yes, Bob insisted
beautiful wife be in the act, too.

our G.

mer Dolores Reed can

really

that his

The

sing.

for-

Her

voice with that fascinating throb is warm
and sweet, just as she is. Bob's a lucky
guy, in more ways than one.
*
*
*

You know him as the cool, calm and
collected Henry Fonda. He was anything
but, when he attended the monthly
meeting of the Greenwich, Connecticut,
Parent Teacher's Association. His son is
attending school there, while Hank is
"

playing in "Mister Roberts" on Broadway. Well, there were 75 more fond parents present and not a single father!
The room rocked with applause when he

ir Don't put up with dull, mousy
a moment longer. Let Nestle
Colorinse give your hair the warm,
rich color, silken sheen and beautiful highlights that no shampoo alone

—

hair

in. Mr. F. still doesn't remember
what came out in that speech he made!

walked

could possibly give. Absolutely safe,
washes out with shampooing.

Remember — when you ask
sure to insist

for "Colorinse"

*

on the genuine NESTLE COLORINSE.

COLORINSE
KEEP HAIR IN PLACE ALL DAY

LONG

Delicately scented Nestle Hair Lacquers
keep all styles of hair-dos well groomed.
104. 254 and 504 at all toilet goods counters.

Nestle- orlshiatoreM permraeatenwtat-
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*

*

Get a load of Jimmy Stewart. His
Hollywood pals have always ribbed him,

— be

M ertden. Cn —

SCREENLAND

William

Holden

Marshall,

dining

wife,
Brenda
Beverly- Wilshire.

and
at

Walter Slezak, with his wife and three children, takes off from Van Nuys, California, in his
four-seater plane for visit to family farm in Pennsylvania. Walter's now in "Happy Times."

because he's so skinny his clothes look
they were held on with thumb tacks!
So what happens? Jimmy's just been
named one of the ten best dressed men
of the nation. He's having the last laugh
like

—and

Gloria McLean
there sharing it with him.
*
*
*

now

This

is

is

right

and

Frank Sinatra on the back.
the "blow" struck, Frankie boy's
knees almost buckled! Groucho laughed
so hard, he almost swallowed his famous
slap

When

*

*

*

—

let

Ray plays a baseball player. Someone decided his grey temples made him look too
so he had to dye them dark.
Personally, we like the old way best.

Garbo a has been? Don't let Robert
hear you say it! Ever since
he announced he was going to make a

happened in Hollywood again. Bill
Shirley was around for years and couldn't

Cummings

get a break. Reluctantly, he finally agreed

picture with the great Greta, he hasn't
had a peaceful moment. Letters pour in
daily, from young fans who have never
seen the sensational Swede, requests for
photographs, offers to work free if they
can just be on the set. Bob finally had
to hire an extra secretary. Thus contin-

It

a "trade" secret, but we'll

signed

cigar!

in

you in on it. When you see Ray Milland
(on loanout to 20th Century-Fox) in "It
Happens Every Spring," he may look different to you, and there's a good reason.

Mr. Z. listened and immediately
him up. Bill's dubbing days are
over, and how!
sang.

to

dub Mark Stevens'

You

singing voice in

"Oh

Bill wasn't very
There was no screen
credit, he wouldn't even be seen. Then
Producer Georgie Jessel asked him to sing
at a dinner for Darryl F. Zanuck. Bill

Beautiful

happy about

Doll."

it.

dignified,

Cail

Russell

with

whom

demonstrates

she co-stars

in

the art of back-scratching on Dennis O'Keefe,
the United Artists release, "The Great Dan Patch."

Favorite story of the month: Richard
Boris Karloff went to the
same party but no one introduced them.
Finally, movieland's Number One Monster walked over, extended his hand to
Richard, and said: "I admire you on the
screen very much. I guess you're about

Widmark and

the meanest

man

I

*

know! Next
#

to

me!"

*

Well, we finally lived to see the day
when the inimitable Groucho Marx was
convulsed by someone else. It was for a
scene in "It's Only Money." Towering
Jane Russell was supposed to walk over

Wild

Bill

Elliott

Adrian Booth's kiss

being
in

nonchalant

over

"The Last Bandit."

SCREBNLAND
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!

ues the Garbo legend.
*

*

Those close to him are really worried
about Gregory Peck. No actor in Hollywood has worked as consistently, or as
hard. While making "The Great Sinner," for thirteen weeks he was up every
morning before dawn. He never got home
at night before seven or eight. We join
his many friends in hoping he'll insist on
a

rest.

*

#

*

Here's one for Mr. Ripley. Believe it
or not, Paul Lukas searched all over the
United States for the "right" dentist. But
for a very special reason. Just before he
started "I Married A Communist," Paul
brought his aging Hungarian mother to
this country. She was in need of serious

dental work that required great explana-

Rather than chance an interpreter,
Paul searched for a dentist who could
speak Hungarian. He finally found him
in
Cleveland
tion.

—

Linda Darnell, looking particularly
luscious, is a night club entertainer in "Slattery's Hurricane."

NEW, LONGER

LIPSTICK

For the beautifully shaped
lips

men

admire, try softer,

smoother I r resistible Lipstick in the new long "'makeup-artist" case of mock-gold
metal. WHIP-TEXT to stay

on longer

.

.

.

smoother.
Dorothy Lamour having lunch with her mother at the Hollywood Brown Derby.

Colleen Townsend and
on NBC's "Hollywood

10

Ronald Colman
Star Theatre."

SCEEENLAND

Rory Calhoun and his bride, Lita Baron, in the
Mayfair Room. Rory's in "When A Man's A Man."

"I think she's guilty...''

I'm afraid she's guilty.

know

"I

.

she's guilty...

ff

I want the truth!"
A shot was

A

door!

fired

fatal

the secret truth

deep

behind the closed

confession made! Yet
lies

buried

in the breast of the lovely

victim

.

.

.

together with

the bullet that struck her

down!

VICTOR JORY
JAY

•

C.

MARY

PHILIPS

FLIPPEN

ORE SCHARY Presentation
Produced by

HERMAN

Directed by
Screen Play b r

SCREENLAND

MANKIEWICZ
NICHOLAS RAY

HERMAN

J.

J.

MANKlEwiCZ

R K

lj

O

which Paul Douglas, a newcomer to the
screen, handles his role of the gruff business tycoon married to Linda.
The plot takes form when the three
wives receive a jointly-addressed letter
from the unseen siren saying that one of
the husbands has run off with her. Because each of the wives has a reason to
believe it's her husband, the Mesdames
Darnell, Crain and Sothern put in some
emotional moments until they learn otherwise. The recalcitrant husband isn't
identified until the last scene
and what
a scene it is! Strangely enough, the highly romantic honors go to the couple you'd
least suspect
and that's what probably

—

—

By
Helen Hendricks

makes "Letter To Three Wives"

so

won-

derful.

Enchantment
Goldwyn

HERE'S

one of those charmingly different love stories which unfortunately only happen every now and then
in the movies. It's about two people in
love who, because of misunderstanding,
parted and how through their love another couple, a generation later, were
brought together. Teresa Wright and
David Niven play the lovers who separated years and years ago, and Evelyn
Keyes and Farley Granger are the two
who were almost guilty of the same mistake but not quite. It's an enjoyable
and tender yarn, but since there are numerous and rather complicated flash-

—

backs, it's advisable that
right from the beginning.
Kirk Douglas, Ann Sothern, Jeanne Crain, Paul Douglas in "Letter To Three
Wives," 20th Century- Fox drama of how a letter threatens three marriages.

you

see

this

Chicken Every Sunday
20th Century-Fox

Letter To Three Wives
20th Century-Fox
a potent drama of how three
THIS
suburban wives react when they
is

learn that each of their husbands is
a potential, and secret, candidate for the
affections of another woman. The picture is unique because you never see "the
other woman," but from flashbacks and
her voice you gather she's quite the gal.
The wives are: Linda Darnell, Jeanne
Crain and Ann Sothern the husbands:
Kirk Douglas, Jeffrey Lynn and Paul
Douglas. While the story is a standout
in every way, the qualities which will impress you most are the numerous touches
of comedy and the excellent manner in

—

In

"Enchantment," David Niven

of

his

own

youthful

love

by

is

reminded

Evelyn

Keyes.

BASED on the play of the same name
which had a fair run on Broadway
a few years ago, this film becomes excellent movie fare with Dan Dailey and
Celeste Holm in the main roles as the
couple who run an Arizona boarding
house in the early 1900's. In addition to
family problems, such as Dan's inability
to stay put in any one business, there
are a number of strange but likeable
characters who inhabit the boarding
house. One of the funnier situations develops out of Celeste's belief that an incandescent romance is going on between
two of her boarders. Nostalgic and welldone, this is top family entertainment.

Words And Music
(Musical-Technicolor )

MGM

SEEMS
ITsafe
from

that no composer's life is
the prying eye of John Q.
Public anymore, and just to prove as
much,
has now come up with the
semi-biography of the late Larry Hart.
Known to all as the lyricist of the Rodgers and Hart musical team, Hart, who
died an untimely death at the age of 47,
is enthusiastically played by Mickey Rooney. And if that isn't enough just get
a load of the cast: Tom Drake, Perry
Como, Ann Sothern, June Allyson, Judy
Garland, Gene Kelly, Lena Home and
many, many others. In addition to such
star attractions, the picture is jampacked with sparkling tunes and musical

MGM

The main ambition
Betsy Drake,

—

of

a sales-

RKO's "Every
Should Marry,"
to capture Cary
is
Grant, a doctor and
very cagey bachelor.
girl

in

Girl

12
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Alan Hale, Jr., Don DeFore, Ben Blue,
Dennis Morgan in "One Sunday Afternoon."

Frank Sinatra goes for Kathryn Grayson
in

—

a big

way

in

"The

Kissing

Bandit."

That Wonderful Urge

numbers so you pays your money, and
you can't miss but get its full worth.

20th Century-Fox

Every Girl Should Be Married

RKO

INTRODUCING

a

new

star,

Betsy

Drake, this is no doubt one of the
most humorous pictures you'll be seeing
this year. The meat of the matter is
mainly about the constant war between
the sejjes and the strategic battle a
young, starry-eyed girl puts up to ensnare
an eligible bachelor, Cary Grant. A department store employee, Betsy finally
finds her "dream man" and on the theory
that no holds are barred in husbandhunting, she pursues him like crazy. Her
attack is planned with the daring of a
general, the guile of a DuBarry and the
tenacity of treacle that plus a few other
feminine tricks which eventually have

—

baby-doctor Cary hanging on the ropes.
Further contributions to the general hilarity are capably handled by Diana
Lynn, Franchot Tone and Eddie Albert
and one last word: Men should not be
permitted to see this!

—

So Dear To

My

Heart

comedy hit about a reporter, Tyrone Power, who trails a
society heiress, Gene Tierney, to a ski
resort so he can get more material for
the series of unflattering articles he's do-

ing about her. Gene goes for Ty in a
big way, but when she discovers he's a
reporter, she counters by telling the newspapers they are married a falsehood, if
there is any doubt. Ty loses his job, and
has a very hectic time trying to prove
Gene has made up the entire thing to get
even with him. There's a jail scene, a
bedroom scene in which Ty roughs up
Gene, and a scene where Ty breaks up a
party by giving a lurid description of his
no-account ancestry. Romance and may-

—

hem

dear departed papa was the notorious
"kissing bandit." Not only that, but
papa's loyal followers, especially J. Carrol Naish, expect Frankie to follow in his
father's footsteps. In fact, he's forced to
become the second edition of the bandit.
Fortunately, his first victim is the daughter of the governor of California, Kath-

ryn Grayson, and he promptly falls in
love with her, and vice versa. They have
their troubles, of course
Frankie can't
scale a balcony wall, ride a horse, and he
never kissed a girl before. It definitely is
a light, gay bit of whimsey with a liberal

—

The Kissing Bandit
( Musical-Tech n icolor

MGM

PLAYING

a character known and
feared throughout the countryside of
old Californ-i-a, Frank Sinatra does a
nice workman-like job of showing how
not to act if you're a bandit. Arriving
inn, Frankie

is

"Chicken Every Sunday," wedding bells
Holm and Dan Dailey.

—ahem!

from Boston to take over

(Musical-Technicolor)
Disney

RIGHT at the head of the class

A

BRIGHT

In

ring out for Celeste

is

his

father's

horrified to learn that his

Bobby

Walt

Driscoll

and

Luana

Disney's "So Dear

To

Patten in
Heart."

My

this

Disney production based on the
story about a boy, Bobby Driscoll, and
his pet lamb, Danny
a mischief-maker
if ever there was
one. The lad daydreams that Danny will win the first
prize at the county fair, but Danny almost spoils everything by running away
and getting Luana Patten lost. However, everything ends happily, but not before Granny, Beulah Bondi, gives the lad
some fine homespun talkin' to, and Burl
Ives does a lot of mighty fine singing.
Although this is only about 20% cartoon,
youngsters and adults will enjoy every
minute of it. Incidentally, the late Harry
Carey is seen in his last screen stint as
the kindly, understanding judge of the
county fair.

—

There's excitement
galore in Paramount's

super-duper Western,
"Whispering Smith."
Alan Ladd, Brenda
Marshall and Robert
Preston

SCREENLAND

are

starred.
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—

)

)

"That Wonderful Urge," a romantic comedy, stars Cene Tierney, Tyrone Power.

Instantly..,

make YOUR

lips

sprinkling of catchy tunes sung by Kathryn and Prankie.

One Sunday Afternoon

more

( Musical-Techn icolor

thrilling!

Warner Brothers

Don DeFore, Dennis Morgan,
WITH
Janis Page and Dorothy Malone
in

the leading roles, this concerns itself with
the shenanigans and love life of this parThe setting is New
ticular foursome.
York, at the turn of the century. In love
with Janis Paige, a lovely strawberry

blonde dish, Dennis

Morgan

is

crushed

and

shattered
(emotionally, that is)
when Janis winds up marrying a slick
character, Don DeFore. However, the
passing of years show that Dennis wasn't
so unfortunate after all, because Janis
turns out to be one of those nagging
wives. Costumes, music and color help
this along considerably.

John Loves Mary
Easy to Use

Warner Brothers

New

Beautiful Color for Lips
Can't Rub Off!

Here's the most important charm discovery
since the beginning of beauty.
at last, that actually can't

won't rub

really

your

lips satin

off

smear

A

—

'lipstick/
that

— and that will

smooth and lovely.

a lipstick at all.

It

a lush liquid in

It's

keep
isn't

the

most romantic shades ever!

And
Put

—

it is

on

it

stays

it

longer.

so permanent.
at

dawn

or

You can use

to prevent
stick

dusk

till

cream

it

lip-

from smearing,

on

too. Just brush

a

A CONTRIVED

farce about a returned G.I., Ronald Reagan, who
gets his love life with his fiance, Patricia
Neal, complicated by marrying an English girl. It's a marriage in name only.
Reagan could think of no other way to
bring the girl to the United States and
into the arms of her lost love— his war
buddy, Jack Carson. It seemed very simple at first, but Ronald hadn't reckoned
on Jack's getting married in the meantime, and the fact that Ronald's fiance
wants to get married immediately doesn't
help matters any, either. The situation
gets more and more complicated when
Ronald tries to cover up his marriage
and frankly, it looks as though he'll never
get things set straight. If it wasn't for
Wayne Morris' unwitting solution to the
(Please turn to page 72)

coat of Liquid Liptone
after

love

Below: Judy Garland and Mickey Rooney
do a fast routine in "Words And Music."

You'll

lipstick.
it.

And CHEEKTONE

.

.

.

Roses In your cheeks
without rouge! A "miracle"
preparation.

The

efTect is

absolutely natural and
lovely. Lasts all day.

SEND COUPON
.
{

for generous Trial Sizes

PRINCESS PAT
2709 S. Wells
Send Trial Sizes.

Dept. 9163

St.,
I

Chicago

enclose

16, HI.
12c (2c Fed. Tax)

for each

as checked:

very flattering.
— Natural true red——ravishing.
— Vibrant deep redburgundy.
— Glamorous
Orchid — Exotic pink — romantic for evening.
English Tint — Inviting coral-pink.
smearproofs
— Use over
O Clear (colorless)
CHEEKTONE — "Magic" natural color.

Medium

_l

Gypsy

CD Regal

rich

lipstick,

Name

(

print

Address
.State-

City
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Above: Burt Lancaster with Yvonne De
Carlo

in

the tense drama, "Criss Cross."

How

Fight

D

What "new note" does

cope with a

to

cowlick
Favor

—

it

O

it

Ornery critters — cowlicks. You can neither
take 'em or leave 'em. But if you favor a
cowlick by parting the hair directly into the
center of that stubborn tuft— it behaves!
There's another smart plan you can favor,

should friends

D
D
D

at certain times. That's trying all 3 absorbencies of Kotex
to find the one just
right for you. Regular, Junior and Super

—

are designed for different girls, different
days. Why not be sure to have a Kotex
napkin that's very personally yours?

break for

tall

Another beauty

teens
ritual

correct. The coat shown
has new "back interest;" styling that flatters
"glamazons." The new beauty ritual? Neck
care! That collar-rubbing means extra scrubbing and softening (with lotion) to save
your neck. Back interest in dresses is often
a matter of eye-catching trimming, rather
than flare. So on "those" days, choose the
napkin that prevents telltale outlines! With
those special, flat pressed ends of Kotex,

Each answer

While someone's 'phoning,

Bock interest

A

it

Forget

this

coat bring ?

is

you're smooth — from any view!

During

—

Go dumb
Keep

talking

Comment on

the conversation

keen dean gets a
buzz — don't let your conversation lapse.
You may think it's polite, but he'll think
you're listening! So keep up the charmin'
chatter (tuned low) and spare the buzz boy
needless blushes. Embarrassment is always
needless, for clever girls — on calendar days.
Because with the extra protection of Kotex,
"accident" worries say bye-bye — thanks to
Kotex' exclusive safety center. Keeps your
confidence shatter-proof!
a get-together, if a

H

When buying
sanitary

needs,
should you
Wait

'til

next time

Buy o new sanitary belt
Buy 2 sanitary belts

After a bout with the daily
grind,

you welcome a shower
a change to fresh togs.
Ut course! But to make
your
daintiness
complete,
on
those" days you'll want
•

.

a
fresh sanitary belt. You'll
need
Belts, for

two Kotex Sanitary
a change.

Which square dance
Birdie in the

Cage

How

is

Address Partners

about giving a square dance party!
Scene: your home (playroom preferred!).
Music: courtesy of folk dance discs or the
crowd's own vocal cords. First, learn the
steps and calls — such as "Birdie in the

Remember, the Kotex Belt is
made to lie flat, without twist-

he calling?
Dosey-do

Cage" (see picture above). Don't let difficult
days keep you "caged," when Kotex can free
you from discomfort. Made to stay soft while
you wear it, Kotex gives softness that holds
its shape. You're ready for every gay fray!

ing or curling. You'll find
your
adjustable
Kotex Belt

smoothly; doesn't bind.

fits

(It's

all-elastic.)

So -for extra comfort, choose the new
Kotex
banitary Belt, and buy
twoJor a change!

More wo/nen choose /COTEX

Wfhan

aft'other sa/i/fary

napfohs

Buy

TWO -by name!

3 ABSORBENCIES: REGULAR. JU/V/OR. SUPER

SdlEENLAND
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—

His Fate Is In Your
Patricia Neal, of

"The Fountainhead," knows the medieval

fascinating to pause for a moreflect how much of yourself your hands reveal. They are like
the index to a book, a guide to what you
may find between the covers. And they
reflect you from three angles, from how
they look, how you use them and what
you create or do with them. As a point
of attraction, their influence is often
minimized by the owner but not by the
observer.
Here, at the ending of Winter, is an
ideal time to look at your hands objectively and consider how you can center a
great force of attraction in them. For the
daily wear and tear tell now in skin texture and condition of nails.
Basically, your hands, like your hair,
skin and eyes, reflect good health and
spirits, or the lack of them. So to make
you look prettier all over and to make
you feel alert and sparkling, there is
nothing like giving your diet the onceover. Fresh fruit and fruit juices, salads
and the green and yellow vegetables, plus
milk, are the most satisfying means to
those extra vitamins that you undoubtedly need just now. Another point that the
girls usually need a checkup on is water.
Women drink far less than men, and a

IS
ITment
and

A

beautiful wrist

Bates',

whose next

is

as relaxed as

film

is

Barbara

"Happy Times."

winter-dehydrated
ture.

Add

to

this

system
list

needs

mois-

sufficient

sleep,

and exercise, and you are ready
for the more glamourous aspects of lovely
hands. These come from bottles and jars,
fresh air

Eleanor Parker, scheduled for "These
Many Years," likes her nails trim, neat.
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Hands

are silky to the touch, sweet to the smell.
Hand lotions and creams, pretty and
sweet-scented, are old familiars to you,

Screen land

cuff lint adds glamour to hands.

The touch

of your hand
a subtle, magnetic power
in friendship,

is

romance, love

By Courtenay Marvin

The
now

hands of Jean

beautiful
in

"Red

Stallion

Heather,

Of The Rockies."

but their consistent use, at regular intervals that suit your daily routine, is
the thing that shows in soft, smooth
skin, not the sporadic thorough use
today and not a touch for another week.
Cream or lotion is a matter of taste
for both have the same ultimate purpose. So keep your favorites literally
at hand. Bathroom, kitchen and desk
drawer are the strategic places for most
of us. Their use preceding a task is just
as important as their use following a hand
washing, and one fine lotion is specifically
designed for this "before" use. By use
before a task, you protect. By use after,
you correct. Two other thoughts that
keep hand beauty up to par are towel

moulding of cuticle whenever you dry
your hands and the using-up on hands of
any face cream left on your palms after
the facial ritual. The towel moulding is
an old, old beauty secret, popular long
before the days of "Gone With The
Wind," and is simply a gentle pushing
back of cuticle with a towel as you dry
your hands. Drying the hands thoroughly
prevents much roughness and chapping,
especially when they are immediately exposed to wind or cold.
Correct manicure procedure is pretty
well known, but here are pertinent reminders.

Avoid shaping nails too closely at sides.
Leave a very tiny fraction of white here.
This gives the center of the nail, the portion that takes the bumps, a little leverage and decreases a tendency to break

Always apply polish upward from cuticle in long, sweeping strokes. If you
mess up nail, use your remover and start
all

over again.

Two coats of polish look prettier and
wear longer than one. The second should
be applied after the first is dry. A clear
finishing coat is further beauty insurance.
Keep your nail shape in harmony with

Lynn
siders

Bari,

diet

of

"The

the

conbeauty.

Spiritualist,"

beginning

of

your hand shape and with the tasks your
hands perform. The "leisure" nails may
be longer than those of the busy bee.
If the happy prospect of an engagement diamond is before you, consider the
shape of your hand in relation to the style
of ring you want. Avoid too many rings.
Good fashion dictates one or none before
you're engaged, and after, the engagement ring replacing the one that may

Dorothy

She

is

Malone's hands rest serenely.
next in "South Of St. Louis."

SCREENLAND

have been worn before, then in this order, wedding ring, engagement ring and
perhaps later a guard ring.
If you punctuate your conversation
with hand gestures, then it would be better to tie them behind you until you
learn to make words and tone express
yourself completely. There is nothing
quite so disturbing as the girls whose
(Please turn to "page 71)

Joan Greenwood, appearing in "Lord
Byron," likes just one beautiful ring.
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Bob "Family

Man" Hope
HOPE, next
BOBrowful
Jones,"

be seen in "Sorsuch a busy guy
that people frequently forget he even
has a family. Not Bob, however. Every
time he wangles a day off for himself,
he heads for his home in North Hollywood to spend it with his wife, Dolores,
and their four kids, Linda, 9, Tony, 8,
and Nora and Kelly, who are both three.
Bob and Dolores first met on Broadway
and have been married for sixteen years.
to
is

Dolores, Tony, Linda and Bob, along with the family dog and cat, pose for a porBob has lots of energy, but he has to step to keep up with Linda and Tony.

trait.

Dolores used to sing

With the

dies,

two older children

in musical comebut now harmonizes only with Bob.

little

ones, Nora and Kelly, tucked
settle

down

Bob and Dolores with their youngsters in the garden of their beautiful home.
Bob loves his home and family; wishes he had more free time to spend with them.
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SCREENLAND

to

a

away in bed, Bob and Dolores and the
quiet evening, watching television programs.

Once an amateur slugger, Bob likes to
teach Tony how to take care of himself.

Paul Douglas dining with his ex-wife, Vir"Letter To Three Wives" has
made him one of the best bets in films.
ginia Field.

Producer David 0. Selznick, his

star,

Jennifer Jones, and his two sons, Jeffrey
is now in "Rough Sketch."

and Daniel, entering Pan Pacific Auditorium. Jennifer

NEWSREEL
Bob Crosby visits his brother Bing
making of "Top 0' The Morning."

in
It's

room at Paramount during the
their first photograph together in 16 years.

his dressing

Ann

Reed at Ohrbach
She's in "Kissing Bandit."

Miller with Philip

cocktail parry.

Ann

Blyth and Roddy

fair

Room

of

the

McDowall

in

the May-

Beverly- Wilshire

Hotel.

I

Victor Mature and his wife with comic Gene Baylos at the MoHowever, the rumors are that the Matures may separate.

Peter Lawford,

Mocambo.

cambo.

W/y- WdSftod
The

ftaty
stars

Ann

Ann
is

Sothern, Producer Joseph Mankiewicz at the
in Joe's "Letter To Three Wives."

wonderful

rating (Utouf.

themselves

like to discuss what's

going on
just as

in their

much

town

as you do

By Lynn Bowers
June Allyson and her husband, Dick Powell,
talking things over during dinner at Ciro's.

Barbara Lawrence being most expressive as
she intrigues escort Turhan Bey at Ciro's.

in Hollywood has taken
NIGHT
an up-swing of
due mainly to
life

late,

the fact that the boys who operate
those spots have wised up and offered
some really super entertainment in return for the $$$$$$$s the customers part
with on their nights away from home and
fireside.

/ reckon the plushiest opening the town
has seen in years was at the new Mayfair Room of the Beverly-Wilshire Hotel,
when the fabulous Kay Thompson and
the Williams Brothers took over the room
specially whipped up for them. All the
celebs in town were working angles to

greenish-pinkish-grayish
of the luckier ones Clark
Gable, Ginger Rogers and Jack Briggs,

get tables in

room.

tlie

—

Some

Petey Lawford, Nora Flynn, Merle ObeGreg Bautzer, The Van Johnsons,
Shirley Temple and, John Agar, Claudette
Colbert and Jack Pressman, the Jack
Bennys, and even seldom-seen people like
ron,

Danny Thomas,

MCM

Frank

and

Sinatra

comedian, greets
wife, Nancy,

his

Mocambo. Frank's now starring in
"Take Me Out To The Ball Came."

at

Clark Cable and Van Johnson exchange hearty hellos at the Mocambo.
Clark was with the popular Iris Bynum. Van was with his wife, Evie.

Ronnie and Benita Colman, the Fred
Astaires and the Randy Scotts, to name
a few dozen. Kay and the boys are drawing bigger than when they set Hollywood
back on its heels at Ciro's last year
partly because more people can get into

—

the Mayjair

Room,

their act hitting

also as a residt of
the big time in New

York.
Just as popular with the locals

who make

Clark and Van are among the stars in the all-male cast of "Command
picture. Van's also in 20th's "Mother
Decision,"
Is
A Freshman."

MCM

a part-time career of smoking out entertainment was Florence Desmond's stay at
the famous Cocoanut Grove of the Ambassador Hotel. Desie is, in a way, England's
answer to our having sent so many of our
stars to London's Palladium. And a mighty
good answer she is, too. When she does her
uncanny impressions of Claudette Colbert,
Tallulah Bankhead, Betty Hutton, Marlene Dietrich, Bette Davis and Hildegarde
you'd bet your life you were seeing those

Horace Schmidlapp, former husband of the late Carole Landis,
amusing Helen Walker, of "My Dear Secretary," at the Mocambo.

gals

themselves instead of the deft and

talented Desie.

Morton Downey brought Hollywood to
Ciro's in flocks and coveys to hear his
enchanting ballads. Joan Bennett, the
Irish thrush's ex-sister-in-law, came to
hear him several times.

Closing night

Joan Crawford, with Charles Feldman,
did a jitterbug routine and also sang a
number, much (Please turn to page 53)

Bob Hope and his wife having dinner at La Rue's. He's just
"Easy Does It," with Rhonda Fleming, at Paramount.

finished

Joan Crawford, starring
in

the Warner Brothers

picture, "Flamingo

Road"

BING CROSBY
Rhonda Fleming, his leading lady in "A
Connecticut Yankee," gives all the details

By

Maude Cheatham

AS THE

romantic heroine who shares
honors with Bing Crosby in his new
film, "A Connecticut Yankee In
King Arthur's Court," Rhonda Fleming
won the acting plum of the season.
"I was always hoping for my big
break," said Rhonda. "So you can ima-

how excited I was when I learned
was being considered for the glamourous Alisande in this medieval drama. A
Crosby picture, very elaborate and all
done up in Technicolor all this seemed
gine

I

—

the height of my dreams.
"Finally, I was given a series of tests.

But nothing happened. Weeks and weeks
dragged by. I kept hearing that dozens
of other girls were being interviewed, and
that sixteen had been tested, so I about
gave up hope. Perhaps this was too good
to be true.
"Then one morning, Paramount studio
sent word that Bing wanted to make a
personal test with me. I was thrilled and
all my enthusiasm burst into flame.
I
had a cold, my eyes looked terrible and
my voice was throaty, but I urged my-

knowing the moment of decision
regarding my chances was here at last.
"I had never before met Bing. But he
was wonderful. He has the happy faculty
for creating a friendly atmosphere and
self on,

merry conversation banished all strain
and put me at ease. When they planted
a tired-looking blonde wig on my head,
which lowered my forehead, I almost lost
my nerve. I was certain my minutes
were numbered. But Bing merely exclaimed, 'WTiat happened to your hair?
I thought it was reddish. Never mind,
liis

attend to that later.'
into our test without a
script, just ad libbing. The joke was on
me for I thought this was some kind of
a rehearsal. I was completely relaxed and
we kidded and chatted about this and
that, going on and on with silly nothings.
Imagine my dismay when I discovered
all this had been recorded, that it was
an important sound test!"
Without doubt, Rhonda's ready response to his comedy pleased Bing
she's quick on the trigger and has a
lively sense of (Please turn to page 56)
we'll

"We went

Says Rhonda, "I had never before met
Bing ... his merry conversation banished
all strain and put me at ease
Bing
takes his acting seriously and expects
everyone else to do so ... he always appears easy and natural on the screen because he's mastered each and every detail."
.

.

.

So you Want To Oct?
Gregory Peck, whose hobby is the theatre,
gives pointers for Little Theatre groups

By Marcia Howard

CROSBY loves horses.
loves boats
a hobby.

Astaire loves horses. Bogart

and Gable loves

cars.

Everybody has

Robinson collects Old Masters. Donald Buka collects
theatrical letters. Jimmy Cagney collects guns. Paul
Henreid collects antique glass. Everybody has to have
a collection.
Gregory Peck has a hobby the theatre. He has a
collection
the bruises inflicted by his determination to
bring a living theatre to La Jolla and eventually to
Beverly Hills.
Ever since The Actors Company was formed by Gregory Peck, Mel Ferrer, Jennifer Jones, Dorothy McGuire
and Joe Cotten, Greg has been receiving cartons of fan
mail from ambitious thespians everywhere wanting to
know how to start a Little Theatre Group in their par-

1

—

—

community.
of most of the writers seems to be with
the mechanics of costuming and securing the rights to
ticular

The concern

a current Broadway

hit. Says Greg, "This is like trying
to pick apples before the tree has been planted. Practically no one seems to realize that the first thing a
theatrical group must have before it is a theatrical
group, professional or amateur, is an audience."
painter may paint a picture, whereupon he is an
artist whether anyone ever admits it or not, because he
has created a tangible thing. A writer may scribble a
book, and he becomes a writer whether the book is
ever published or not, because he has created four or
five pounds of visible copy. Even a seven-day bicycle
rider, when separated from (Please turn to page 58)

A

Gregory Peck and Anne
in "Yellow Sky," a 20th
Century- Fox film. Below: Creg
and his wife dining at Ciro's.
Below Right: Stephen Peck, two,
and his famous dad serve lunch
Left:

Baxter

for five little puppies. Greg's also
in

MGM's "The

Great Sinner."

Cobina Wright and Evie and Van Johnson in the Mayfair Room of the Beverly- Wilshire
the Kay Thompson opening. Hollywood's best-known stars attended this event.

for

how
NO MATTERMarch
may

parture of
no doubt that the
in like a social lion.

Clark Cable having food
and laughs with Iris Bynum at the sumptuous
Arnold Kirkeby party. It
took Iris and her charm
to get Clark to come out
of

his

customary

hiding.

lamb-like the debe, there is

month

is

coming

Hollywood hostesses are planning parties, both indoors and out, and guests
have ample chance to use both formal
dress and casual clothes for the coming
social events of the month.
During recent weeks, however, stars
have been jumping the gun, for outdoor
parties and new spots like Palm Desert
and Apple Valley have been getting as
big a play as the more established resorts, Palm Springs, Del-Mar and Arrowhead Springs.
Apple Valley, for example, is a new
ranch resort just beyond Victorville, California, where so many stars, just to get
away from it all, have ranches for rest
and relaxation.
*

THE
a luxurious

-popular

*

*

new Apple Valley Inn

special party.
The "special" part of the junket was
that several of them had found out that
this

was where Corinne Calvet and John

who were just married, were
spending their honeymoon. Zachary and
David Niven persuaded the others to
Bromfield,

up into the mountains and give the
married pair an old-fashioned
"Chivaree." With bells clanging and
drive

newly

horns tooting they did just that, so that
while the French star and her handsome
husband, who is a Hal Wallis discovery,
took it all in good fun, before the weekend was over they began to wish they
had simply checked into the Beverly
Hills Hotel!
»
#
*
the things which
ONE
delighted the movie crowd

particularly

of

is

where your film
favorites can find modern comfort combined with rugged Western pleasures.
Only last month the Zachary Scotts,
retreat

David Niven, Audrey Totter, Cesar Romero, Barbara Bates and her husband,
all went up to Apple Valley for a very

this rustic spot

about

was the

fact that while
there were telephones installed in all the
luxurious bungalows none of them were

—

connected.

Due

to the telephone bottle-

neck which has seriously effected rapidly
expanding Los Angeles county, the Lin's
management had to hit on another communication plan. Instead, they installed
pigeons!

r

Outside of each bungalow there is a
pigeon cage and every time you want
room service, you simply release a carrier pigeon which has your bungalow
number and your written order attached
to

its leg.

As soon as the bird reaches the main
cote at the Inn, (Please turn to "page 69)

Upper Right: Mrs. Herbett
Cobina Wright,
Arnold Kirkeby, the
hostess, and Herbert Marshall at the gala fete at
the Kirkeby estate. Right:
Dorothy Kirsten, of the
Metropolitan Opera Co., Bill
Morrow, the writer, and
Jack Benny among the distinguished Kirkeby guests.
The affair was one of the
Marshall,

Mrs.

season's

social

highlights.

r

ft
Above: Kay Thompson, who,

i

with

the

Four Williams

Brothers, scored another

tri-

umph upon

her return to
Hollywood at the Mayfair
Room; Esther Williams and
her husband, Ben Cage. Left:
Cobina Wright, dancing with
her host, greets Mr. and Mrs.

Don DeFore at Arnold Kir
keby party. Kirkeby operates one of the largest hotel

chains

in

the

country.
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DURING

the Oklahoma oil boom in "Tulsa," Susan Hayward builds an oil empire through luck
and sheer grit. But she sacrifices the love of Robert
Preston in the process as well as her own sense of
Only after a fire razes the oil fields,
integrity.
does Susan come to her senses, reunite with Bob.

Pedro Armendariz, an old friend, is ruined by
Susan in her craving for wealth and power.

Susan Hayward rests between
scenes on the set of "Tulsa."

In "Tulsa," an Eagle Lion film, Susan Hayward is transformed
by greed from a beautiful straight-shooter into a ruthless vixen.

from their first gusher covers Susan
and Bob in this tense scene from "Tulsa."
Oil

Robert Prestoa is disillusioned in Susan Hayward, who he first thought was nearly perfect.

Starred together again as they were in "Fort Apache," Shirley Temple and
her husband, John Agar, are young sweethearts in "Baltimore Escapade."

DAUGHTER
Shirley

young
budding

of a minister in "Baltimore Escapade,"
is quite a pepper-pot, especially for

Temple

vintage 1905. She's a rabid suffragette and
who's expelled from school for demanding
to paint from nude models. While her parents defend
Shirley, her conduct jeopardizes her father's career.
The climax comes when she paints a picture (right) of
her beau, John Agar, as a scantily-clad Spirit Of Labor
whose face is plainly recognizable. Eventually, however,
Shirley is vindicated. Below: Robert Young, as the minister, endures the trombone playing of his son, Johnny
Sands. Bottom Left: A scene with a disapproving church
vestryman, Albert Sharpe. Center: Shirley as a modern
heroine. Bottom Right: Shirley prom- trots with Charlie
Smith when John Agar escorts her rival, Carol Brannon.
a

girl,

artist

IMS IN THE WEST...
IN

TWOGUN TECHNICOLOR!

Color by

TECHNICOU

WILLIAM DEMAREST
Fay Holden Murvyn Vye • Frank Faylen
Associate Producer Mel Epstein • Directed by Leslie Fenton
•

Screenplay by Frank Butler and Karl Karab

•

Based on the Novel by Frank H. Spearman

GREED

keynotes Republic's

Red Witch," a
venture

in

"Wake Of The

brutally exotic tale of ad-

the South Seas.

An

unscrupulous

trader, devoid of fear or conscience, Capt.

Wayne's
Gail

lust destroys

Russell,

him despite

Adele Mara's hypnotic Baiinese dance, after a moonlight swim in "Wake Of The Red
Witch," provides one of the most provocative scenes in the picture. She plays Teleia, halfDutch daughter of a native chief, who falls in love with Capt. Wayne of the Red Witch,

John

his love for

who's a gently-bred French

girl.

Director

Ludwig takes Adele Mara's robe

Lay O^Tee*u^u/
Especially when Barbara Bel Geddes, who
looks like one herself, is around

still

By Louis Read

Barbara Bel Geddes and
Robert Ryan in "Caught," an En-

Left:

terprise picture for

MGM

Above: Barbara, 26,

D

Reckless! Loud! StubUngrateful!
Rebellious
born!
Heedless! These are some of the
adjectives plucked from the cupboard
and hurled at teenagers. Too bad the
people doing the hurling can't remember
their own youth."
Thus, Barbara Bel Geddes, with that
same forthright, attractive eagerness she

is

release.

a mother.

IZZY!

Right:

Barbara and her
Carl Schreuer,
recent Manhattan

husband,
during

Below Left: A
scene with James
Mason in "Caught." She's
loved by him and by Bob.

vacation.

tense

brings to the screen, came to the defense
of the girls and boys between the ages of
13 and 20.
Miss B. G. is convincing in her role of
champion because at the age of 26 she
could easily pass for a 17-year-old bobby-soxer, even without the sox or the
loafers. She admits that 17 is precariously young. But there is a challenging look
about her, in the tilt of her chin and in
her persistently frank eyes even though
they almost close when she laughs. She
has the manner of one who observes the
life about her from a firm and sure approach, of one inherently incapable of
flouncing about the screen or stage as
a dizzy ingenue.
Yet you have the impression she is
acutely aware of not knowing all the
answers even about teenagers.
"I have a keen admiration for teenagers," she told me at the Hotel Plaza
during a brief interlude between pictures
(spent mostly at the latest Broadway
plays) "Teenagers resent authority, but
accept it as a necessary evil. They don't
believe in being (Please turn to page 63)

—

Below: Curt Bois awakens Barbara in film
RKO's "Blood On The Moon.'

She's also in

—

Si

—

.

til

work
play
Dana Andrews and Maureen O'Hara
costume for "The Affairs Of Adelaide/'
a 20th Century- Fox film made in England.
Right:
in

WAS a happy day for co-stars Maureen O'Hara and
ITDana
Andrews when 20th Century- Fox decided to film
"The

Affairs

Maureen,

home
tunity

in

to

it

Of Adelaide," on location in England. For
meant the chance to visit her family and old

Ireland again; for Dana,

it

provided an oppor-

do some sightseeing around the

British

Isles.

was play to the jubilant stars.
Left: While on location for "The Affairs Of Adelaide,"
Maureen attended the Film Charities Ball in London with

Work,

in

this

instance,

1

Below: Dana Andrews, with British stars Christine Norden and Robert Donat, at
in London, while making "The Affairs Of Adelaide" abroad.

the Film Charities Ball

Below: At the Film Charities Ball which was held at Albert Hall, Dana Andrews has
Jean Simmons and Shirley Maycock, two J. Arthur Rank stars.

a serious talk with

f.

her brother, Charlie Fitzsimmons, Director Jean Negulesco
and his wife, Dusty Anderson, and Bill Neff. Below:
Wardrobe repairs before a scene in "The Affairs Of
Adelaide." In the picture, Maureen is a sheltered English girl who marries an impoverished artist, Dana Andrews. When he dies she falls in love with a man who
resembles him strongly (actually Dana in the second half
of a dual role), but because the poverty of her previous
marriage haunts her, their love travels a rocky road of
dissension before it finally leads them to the altar.

Dynamite With Dimples!
Kirk Douglas's potent personality hits
you with the impact of a load of T.N.T.

By Fredda Dudley

i

YOU

first saw Kirk Douglas as Barbara Stanwyck's neurotic, alcoholic
husband in "The Strange Love Of
Martha Ivers." Next, you probably saw
him in "I Walk Alone" with Burt Lancaster and Lizabeth Scott, then in "Out Of
The Past" with Robert Mitchum. In

"Mourning Becomes Electra," Kirk enacted the role of Rosalind Russell's young
lover. "Walls Of Jericho" opposite Linda
Darnell and "My Dear Secretary" with
Laraine Day added to his spiralmg reputation, while his current role of the
fighter in

establish
ful

"The Champion" will definitely
him as one of the most resource-

and talented of ascendant stars.
is Kirk Douglas really like?

What

Above: Kirk's a fighter

in

"The Champion."

Below: With co- star Ruth Roman

in

the film.

If one were to play the old game of
"Categories," he would be pigeon-holed
in this way: if he were an animal, he
would be a wire-haired terrier; if he were
an element, he would be a whirlwind; a
mineral quicksilver; a flower Johnny-

—

—

Kirk Douglas, more popular than ever, co-stars
with Laraine Day in "My Dear Secretary."

—

jump-up; a color sea blue and wheat
gold; music
a Rachmaninof Prelude
filled with crashing bass chords and a swift
running melody bright with laughter.
He's dynamite with dimples.
Statistically, Kirk was born in Amsterdam, New York, the only boy in a family
boasting six daughters. He decided to be
an actor when, as an impressionable first
grader, he and his classmates were introduced to charades. By the time Kirk
had completed four years of high school,
his dramatic prowess had developed to
the point of winning him the lead in the
senior play, "The Goose Hangs High."
Instead of going on to college at once,
Kirk took a (Please turn to page 61)

—

—

Below:

works

"The Champion," Kirk ruthlessly
way up from car hop to fight champ.

In

his

,

Bui...

Diana Lynn, recently wed, has
pointed opinions on marriage
and girls who should avoid it

By Dorothy O'Leary
dimpled Diana Lynn made
PERT,
quite an entrance as she came into

The Players for lunch that day.
Heads turned as one to look at her, not
merely because she was a pretty, well-

known

actress;
patrons of
Preston
Sturges' eatery on Sunset Strip are accustomed to seeing the like. Nor not just
because she looked especially smart that
day in a fetching dressmaker suit with a
saucy bonnet tied under her chin. It was
her left arm, encased in a plaster cast
and held in a dark scarf sling, that attracted special attention.
Stories had been in the columns about
Diana's breaking her arm by slipping in
the bathtub, of all things but people are
curious, even in Hollywood. Or should
we say, especially in Hollywood.
It was quite logical, then, after Diana

—
—

had acknowledged waves from acquaintances and had ordered her eggs Benedict, that we should talk about silly accidents and the great number that happen
right in one's home. Obviously, Diana
had been reading those statistics since her
unfortunate accident in the tub.
Below:
ried,"

Diana Lynn and Betsy Drake in "Every Girl Should Be Marfilm. However, Diana doesn't really agree with the title.

RKO

Below: Diana Lynn about to be kissed by
in Eagle Lion's "Ruthless."

Zachary Scott

ft

u."

Diana Lynn with her husband, John C. LindMocambo. Their engagement was short.

say, at

"But those figures aren't nearly so
alarming as some others I read the other
day," she commented in that commandingly quiet voice of hers. "Did you read
the news story quoting a recent estimate
that one out of every three marriages
performed in 1948 will end in divorce?
Not just in Los Angeles County, but the
entire
nation?
That's a frightening
thought. What's happened to us?"
"Well, perhaps too many people get
married," we challenged, being deliberately facetious. "Since you're now appearing
in that
picture with Cary Grant
called 'Every Girl Should Be Married,'
do you honestly believe that every girl
should?"
"Perhaps not," Diana answered. For
almost a moment she said nothing, nor
did we, for she was obviously giving
more than passing attention to the idea.
"You know, we actors are put on a
spot. Just because we are actors we
shouldn't be oracles, quoted as authorities. Our opinions on everything from
dogs to domestic relations get into print
and sometimes they sound presumptuous. This is an example. How can / generalize on whether every girl should get
married? My opinion is based solely on
personal observation; I'm not, after all,
a marriage counselor."
Diana took tune out for a one-handed
bite of lunch
very agile, too and then

RKO

—

Above: Diana as she appears in "Every Cirl Should Be Married." Below: Another scene with Betsy. Diana's next is "Bitter Victory."

—

went on.
"For a

full life, I feel every girl should,
but I also suspect that some women don't
have the makings of successful wives.
And some girls marry too soon, when it
would be much smarter for them to remain single for a while until they matured emotionally and approached marriage with a proper perspective.
"The other day when I was shopping
I couldn't help overhearing the conversa-

tion

of

Diana

two other

recalled.

girls in the store,"
(Please turn to page 65)
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What Fnetn/sAp /Means % /He
A hardboiled, but- sentimental,
Irishman pours out his heart

By Pat O'Brien

MY

FIRST

great friendship was with
dad. He taught me how to
play marbles; how to throw a
baseball; how to fight, if I had to fight,
clean. He taught me it is important to

my

have immaculate linen and to keep your
He taught me that it's better
to be kind than to be king. He made me
learn how many stars and stripes there
are in the American flag and how they
nails clean.

got there.

My

dad taught me about friendship.
taught me that friendship is something you can never buy or bribe; that
it happens to you "like the sun shines on
you," but when it does happen, you meet
it more than halfway, or else
He taught me that everything he
taught me would be no good, "Unless
you say your morning and evening pray-

He

ers."

My dad was an orphan. Maybe that's
what brought him closer, remembering
his own meagre childhood, to what another great friend of mine, the late Jim-

my

Walker, called, "The

little

guy

in

the bleachers."
That's a book I'm going to write someday a book about my dad and what a
lot of guy he (Phase turn to page 66)

—

Above: Pat O'Brien with
his

wife,

Eloise,

during

Manhattan vacation. Left:
Broadcasting with an old
Kate Smith. Says
Pat, "Once a week, every
week of our lives, Spencer
Tracy, Jimmy Cagney,
Frank McHugh, Frank
friend,

Morgan, Jimmy Gleason
and I get together and dish
like a lot of old dames."

Left:
Pat O'Brien with
three of his children, Pat-

rick Sean, Mavourneen,
Terence Kevin. He also
has a young daughter,
Bridget. He's taught

them

the meaning of friends.
Right: With Walter Catlett in "The Boy With
Creen Hair," his most re-

cent picture

for

RKO.

Bobby Driscoll, Beulah Bondi, Burl Ives and Luana Patten
"So Dear To My Heart," a live action-animation story of a

So flea/*

7#

scene in Disney's
boy and his black lamb.

frolic for a
little

f/ea/>f

BOBBY

DRISCOLL pleads so
winningly that his grandmother, Beulah Bondi, finally
permits him to adopt a little
black lamb rejected by its mother in "So Dear To My Heart."
Bobby names the lamb, Danny,
and immediately begins to plan
wonderful things for his pet,
which include exhibiting him at
the county fair. He meets with
a lot of enormous obstacles, but
encouraged by his playmate,
Luana Patten, and by Uncle
Hiram, the village blacksmith,
(Burl Ives), he finally overcomes
them all. Cranny takes him and
Luana and Danny to the Fair,
where Danny receives a special award from the judges.

By William Lynch Vallee
HEN
a

the General

—

ship

M.

B. Stewart
troop-

Southampton-bound
sailed out of

bor,

recently, its
cargo also included

New York har-

customary military
none other than the

double-glamourous Ella Raines.
And though its principal cargo naturally will be welcome on the other side,
nothing aboard will receive a more heartfelt greeting than the Handle With Care
Raines, Wt. 100 lbs., Keep Right Side Up
a greeting to be delivered in person by
Major Robin F. Olds, a jet pilot stationed
in England and also the husband of the
ravishing Use No Hooks package.
"Travis Banton made me a whole slew
.

.

.

—

of new clothes," Ella told us in the, quote,
privacy, unquote, of 21, amidst the clatter of lunch and prior to her trip, "which
I'd planned on wearing aboard the Queen
."
Elizabeth, but. .
.

The but had

to do with a dock strike
and the necessity for Ella to travel via
troopship a military wife's right and
thus making life brighter for the armed
personnel also aboard the war-barge. Not
to mention that Air Force major who

—

was

in

—

England, due to the exchange

system.

"Robin," said Ella, "has found us a
country house in a place called Selsy Hill,
40 miles out of London. He wrote that
it had six bedrooms, a greenhouse and
lots of land
and I'm looking forward
to a lazy, happy life there.
"For the last six years," she went on
after waving to (Please turn to page 73)

—

Below: Ella with her mother, Mrs. Ernest Raines,
and her brother-in-law, Stephen Olds, having an evening together in New York after Robin left the U. S.

Ella

and her husband have a house

Water Canyon,
in Selsy

Hill,

Cal., but are

40 miles outside

now

in

Cold

staying

of London.

Below: Ella chatting with Director Arthur
Lubin during the making of "Impact," in
which, for a change, she's a nice girl.

When

you read of the

great happiness Elia
Raines has found in her

marriage

to

Major

Robin Olds, you understand why she's shelving
her career to join him
at his post in England

and her Major husband have been
the dog raising business since their
golden-colored cocker spaniel. Bunny,
had a litter of nine pups a year ago.
The Oldses are now trying to breed
pure white cockers. Ella intends to stay
with her husband in England until his
tour of duty is completed.
Meanwhile her career must wait.
"I've
worked and slaved for the past six
years.
I
need a rest," declares Ella.
Ella

in

Maving ?un at Carson's Ranch

After plugging to finish their new Warners picture, "Two Guys And A Girl," Jack Carson
and Dennis Morgan headed for Jack's ranch for a day's relaxation, riding and just loafing.

Left: The young bandits holding up the boys
are their own sons, Jimmy Morgan and
John Carson. Above: Six-year-old Jimmy
and Dennis were crazy about Jack's ranch.
It nestles among the hills of San Fernando
Valley, has many of the luxuries of an estate
as well as the needs of a working ranch.

Above: Proud fathers and their offspring.
Jack and Dennis are ardent sportsmen and
are training their sons to like sports, too.

Above: Hey, Zeke, look at them dudes pose! Looks like a busman's holiday. Below:
The four tired ranchers finally repaired to the feedbags for some welcome vittles.
It would be hard to tell whether Jack and Dennis or the kids had the better time.

This white

silk

jersey

dress

is

deftly draped with grey silk jer-

With

Loretta Young wears
sey.
cluster of gold chains and pearls.
it

Nothing could be smarter for campus,

Slightly more sophisticated
Loretta's grey and white stripe

country or "at home" than
Young's grey jersey skirt

Loretta

wool dress with sunburst pleate
skirt and silver filigree button!

and cinnamon brown jersey blouse.

Here's o wardrobe that will appeal
to all women, for it combines comfort with sophistication

and

allure

CLOTHES That Are Comfortable can also be smart and

And that is one reason Loretta Young enjoyed
the wardrobe she wore in "Mother Is A Freshman."
As a sophisticated and too extravagant mother in the story,
Loretta goes to college with her daughter to live on an endowment until her next check comes in. Now daughter
doesn't want mother to look ridiculous so she insists that she
dress like a co-ed instead of a high-styled Colony Club habitue. So, for her first campus appearance, mother wears
daughter's skirt, stole and sweater. As she walks along, each
wolf-whistle makes her more and more pleased that anything
as comfortable as a wool skirt and a sweater can cause a
mild sensation.
alluring.

*

*

*

The Whistles Were Real when the company went on location to the campus of the University of Nevada. Loretta, in
smart school clothes, caused half the student body to be late
for class. When they saw her working before the camera in
her red velveteen dress, they didn't bother to go to class.
*

#

*

Often Surprises women of high fashion to discover that
comfortable, casual clothes can also be sexy and chic. LoIt

retta

Young

felt

so comfortable in these clothes that she

bought everything for her personal wardrobe. She said the
easy-to-wear college clothes were perfect for her active life
with her youngsters.

Red and

white hand-made
Chinese brocade is the material used in this evening gown
worn by Loretta in "Mother
Is A Freshman." The flower
petal

skirt

is

lined

in

red.

There Was No Problem in
making a co-ed out of Loretta
Young. With her figure and the

way

coushe wears clothes
pled with her own good taste
she (Please turn to page 71)
.

.

.

.

.

.

Ray

Nelson's

Fashion Flashes

Kay Nelson, designer of Loretta

Young's

fetching wardrobe in
20th's "Mother Is A Freshman."

This gay costume has sleeveless jacket and skirt of red
velveteen with grey, red and black striped jersey blouse.

Casual comfort is the keynote of
this costume. Skirt and stole are
of blue, green, red and yellow
plaid. Blouse is gold wool jersey.

This steel grey shantung suit
with Kelly green blouse is chic

and youthful. White gloves and

There's a feeling of Spring in this
burnt orange silk shantung dress
designed by Kay Nelson for Loret-

grey accessories complete outfit.

ta

in

"Mother

Is

A

Freshman."

ofhir -oft/if/f/ef/ cfilrnout
THE

Beverly- Wilshire Hotel

S.R.O. sign

hung out the

when Kay Thompson and the

Four Williams Brothers opened there on their
return to Hollywood where they first skyrocketed to fame a year ago. The exclusive new
Mayfair Room of the hotel was jammed with
the most outstanding film personalities who

applauded and called for encores from Kay and
the boys just as enthusiastically as any balcony
fan at the local Bijou. Above: The Fred Astaires, who rarely venture forth to Hollywood
night spots, at the Beverly- Wilshire with Randolph Scott. "The Barkleys Of Broadway" is
Fred's next. Left: Merle Oberon, decked out
in her famous emeralds, enjoying Kay Thompson's routine with Greg Bautzer. He played
host to a group of friends and had the table
loaded with orchids. Below Left: In serious
discussion prior to the opening are Shirley
Temple and John Agar, currently co-starring
on the screen in "Baltimore Escapade." Below: Arlene Dahl's the beautiful attraction
for Harry Cushing at the Beverly- Wilshire.

V.'ide-eyed over all the other celebrities at Kay Thompson's
opening, are Jane Withers and her husband, Producer Bill Moss.

A

Mayfair Room twosome are Rock Hudson and Dorothy Malone,
now appearing in "One Sunday Afternoon" with Dennis Morgan.

Nora Eddingron Flynn, Peter Lawford, newlyweds Rory Calhoun and Lira Baron at opening.

Dining at the Beverly- Wilshire Hotel, Claudette Colbert is
flanked by Van Johnson (smile for the lady!) and Charles Vidor.

Booth accompanied Noreen Nash and her husband, Dr.
Lee Siegel, to debut of Kay Thompson and the Williams Brothers.

Karin

Above and Left: As a well-known pediatrician, Dr. Madison Brown is "much more
interested in his work than in love and
marriage. But as Anabel Simms, salesgirl,
Betsy Drake is much more interested in
love and marriage than in her work. Marrying the doctor becomes her aim in life.

actress is given so auspiscreen debut as Betsy Drake in
"Every Cirl Should Be Married," a film which
boasts of Cary Grant, the man who made it all
possible for Betsy. He met her on a ship heading for the United States from England where
Betsy had won acclaim for her spirited portrayal
in "Deep Are The Roots." Impressed, Cary told
her to look him up in Hollywood. His was more
than a professional interest, so when she arrived
Cary seriously set to work getting her in pictures, primarily because he believed her a
"find," secondly because he was genuinely fond
of Betsy.
When Dore Schary and David O.
Selznick readily agreed she was a "find," Cary
promptly put her in his own picture, "Every
Girl Should Be Married."
Not only that, he
had her role so built up that it turned out to
be even more important than his own. Luckily,
Betsy was not one to let Cary down. She
proved more than equal to the unusual opportunity, being as talented and beguiling a young
actress as Hollywood has seen. She plays the
role of Anabel Simms, salesgirl, who decides
"Every Girl Should Be Married" and that Dr.
Madison Brown, pediatrician, played by Cary
Grant, is the man she will marry.
Getting
him to agree is another matter and many
amusing and hilarious events occur before he
finally does.
Betsy, of course, has Cary to
thank for her unbelievable "break," but Cary
has Betsy to thank for a superlative picture.

IT'S

seldom an

cious

50

a

When
at

the doctor goes a'shopping, Anabel,
thinks the booties are for his

first,

own

children.

Her hopes of marriage

sag.

It takes time, patience and perseverance,
but Anabel gets her man. She's the most
refreshing new screen personality in ages.

ROBBINS

FRED

The Robbins rogue
his

Doc,
HYAS'March

favs

in

live

himself with
jive

platters.

on the clock,

Get those feet out of hock
And let's start to rock!
wind, and break your
BLOW
'Cause
the

cheeks!

unreliable month
of the year that opens the door like
a big cat and cuts out like a wooly little
devil. But it makes no never mind 'cause
along with the wind and rain in your hair,
there's a fine mess of sound for that little
listening appendage just underneath. All
you've got to do is set the needle in the
first of those finely cut black grooves and
this

is

voila!

HEAVENLY!
Kay Kyser: Wow' That
Kyser

is still

spurting!

geyser by Mr.

First

"Slow Boat

To You-Know- Where" and now "Say
Isn't

So"—Irving

It

Berlin's great standard

caressed subtly and lovingly by
the Campus Kids with one of the chicks
doing a violin-like obbligato. Otto, in the

which

Fred Robbins with Mickey Rooney at the Clique, Fred's

own Broadway

night club.

is

background. Georgia Carroll's boy knocks
out a lecture on the ways and means of
those whom Dr. Kinsey has not dealt
with as yet on the back which proves
they've been that way "Ever Since Eve."

—

—

( Columbia)

Vaughn Monroe: Out comes

the

clothespin and Vaughnie boy wraps those
muscular vocal cords around a brace
from Frankie's pix "Kissing Bandit"
"If I Steal And Kiss" and "What's

Wrong With Me."

The Moon Maids

don't answer that leading question but

go along for the spin. Vaughnie flies a
wonderful plane. You should see how
beautifully he lands! ( Victor)

King Cole Trio: The gleesome threesome have been trying for a sequel to
"Nature Boy," but those things happen
once in oodles on cookies. "That's A Natural Fact" is in the same slot, tho
bulging with philosophy which Nat does with
a telling touch. Gives you a lump in your
larynx for no extra charge. Flip is a nov-

—

bounce 'bout "Flo And Joe," with a
rumba beat and a spot of nice scat
by Nat. (Capitol)
elty

little

Buddy Clark: A few years ago a gal
named Nancy Nolan used to sing "It's A
Big Wide, Wonderful World" in a cocktail lounge in New York. She was a fixture there for many years and thousands
of her fans were haunted by this beautiful hunk of fluff. No one else sang it
anywhere but as it must great songs
break through and find their way to the
throats of singers who are heard by millions. Well
congrats to Buddy for latching on to this one 'cause the whole 48
provinces'll be getting it off their mass
chest once they dig this waffle. Song has
a lilt and melody that getcha like the

—

—

—

witches got Macbeth! Back is "The Song
Of Long Ago"—a sentimental slab by
the baritone lark. (Columbia)

MCM's Jane Powell and Joey Adams, night
When Hollywood stars visit Gotham they're

club comic, with Fred at the Clique.
show.
usually guests on Fred's

WOV

S

GREENLAND

Bing Crosby: The owner of the Pittsburgh Pirates goes into Spring training
with the Ken Darby singers and it looks
like a couple of home runs! "Far Away
Places" and "Tara Talara Tala." First
reminds of Bing's "Now Is The Hour"
51

—

—

—

)..

house

Wow! What

the house!

fills

vigor

JIMMY DORand beat! (Capitol)
SEY'S "At Sundown" a smooth-jumpin'
pancake and "Angela Mia," with Bob
Carroll carolin' on the back. (MGM)
JIMMY DURANTE'S mountainous
conglomeration about "The State Of
Arkansas" and "Dollar A Year Man,"
riotous rib-expanding material by a mas.

.

.

.

(MGM)

clown!

terful

DEAUVTLLE'S "Here

.

(Mercury)

and sudsy.

.

I'll
.

.

RONNIE

.

Stay"—warm
.

PEGGY

.

LEE'S "Hold Me," loaded with oomph
and languor and pasted on the other
side of "Then I'll Be Happy," which '11
have you sizzlin' and fizzin'. ( Capitol)
.

.

.

PAUL WESTON'S

reissue of caress-

able sound, "I Only Have Eyes For You,"
and "Deep Purple." (Capitol)
.

.

.

DAVE

ROSE'S "Serenade In Blue" and "Deep

—both

Purple"

(MGM)
Pee Wee Hunt, Jimmy Dorsey and Charlie Barnet give out with the music as
Jan Carber conducts during a lull in production of "Make Believe Ballroom."

and "Tara" is a lullaby like "Too-RaLoo-Ra-Loo-Ra" and they weren't exactly hard to dispose of. Looks like the team
should have a good season! (Decca)
Perry Como: Some sumptuous and
scrumptious wax from this kid's Manhasset, Long Island neighbor he plays
good Ping Pong, too. This was cut the
moment the record ban was over in December and Ronnie's Daddy trims your
ears beautifully with "Far Away Places"
and "Melancholy Minstrel." When he

—

up those

hoists

tonsils

—m-m-m-m! (Vic-

tor)

Buddy Rich: The most
personable of

all

versatile

and

bandleaders warms his

on "Baby, Baby All The Time,"
which he did first and then everyone else

tonsils

—

followed Tommy Dorsey, Frankie
Laine, Nat Cole, etc. Flip finds the full-

sum Rich band on "Ready To Go
Steady" Buddy tired of having a ball

—

and

and
down.

it all and ready to
Great showman and our
next really big name band! (Mercury)

sick

settle

tired of

Jo Stafford: More material all wool
and a mile wide from Cinderella G.
Stump. The beauty from "Love Life"
"Here I'll Stay" most satiny, and "Con-

—

can Railroads show wasn't so long ago
we were on the "Teentimers" club together and now Gordie's on his way to
becoming one of Warner Bros, biggest
stars!
Couldn't happen to a nicer exNBC pageboy either! ( Capitol)

tion,

many
Otis.

other canaries could take noWhatta soul the chick has!
And it comes out on her premiere Victorecord and leaves you breathless!
Name," a hauntThere's "What's
ing, plaintive beauty written by Bob
Wells, who did the "Xmas Song" and
Dave Saxon, his new partner, and which
will for cert become a standard. Cole

baby from "Kiss Me Kate" is
on the back "Why Don't You Behave"
and it's a knockout! How that kid
writes! And how that Fran Warren sings!
An ocean of emotion! Here's to a bril-

—

—

liant

new

star!

(Victor)

—

gratulations," plus a return to Red Ingle's
Natural Seven and the zenith of zanieness

—

on "The Prisoner Of Love's Song" in
the crazy groove of "Tim-tay-shun." Jo's"
with Tex Williams and his Western Caravan, pardner, on the back of this hyar
piece of cactus and they're a comin' on
with the "Traveling Salesman Polka"

hyar now salesman that
stopped at a farmhouse see. And er
uh well you better dig the cookie!
'bout

this

—

—

(

—
Capitol)

My

—

.

PASTOR'S "The

.

Chowder

.

TONY

Social"—

'bout local 903 of the National
Brotherhood of Progressive Pots, Pans
and Boilermakers. (Columbia)
cutie

.

down the fairyway. They're
how he beams 'em "Ramona" and "Do You Ever Think Of

—

aces right
oldies

—and

Me." Fore! He's
course, too.

52

And

just as

dig

good on the golf
his Ameri-

him on

.

.

FRANK SINATRA AND PEARL
BAILEY on "A Little Learnin' Is A
Dangerous Thing" two sides of relaxed
nonsense wrapped in a lazy blues, with
Frank and my girl Pearl ad libbing all
over the place. (Columbia)
KAY
STARR'S "So Tired"— with the zestful
little chestful soft and relaxed on Russ
Morgan's hit—and "Steady Daddy"—
wherein all stops are opened and barrel.

SCREENLAND

.

.

incredible

not just whis-

"Four Leaf Clover." ( Columbia)

.

.

"Bye Bye Blues"—
slow instrumental that makes a soothing
(Victor)

massage.

.

.

.

TOMMY

DORSEY'S "You Can Never
Love,"

written

Johnny DeVries
groove

—leaps

Shake

by Joe Bushkin and

—and right the TD
—and "You Know
in

lightly

What The Trouble

Baby"—Lucy Ann

Is

Polk glistening radiantly on the vocal.
(Victor)

fine!

CAT SONG"

.

.

.

"THE PUSSY

by Bob Crosby and Patti

Andrews but only once or twice. By
it's coming out of your ears! (Decca

now

HOT!!
Woody Herman: Get out of the way!
Here comes that stampeding Herman
Herd covering everything in sight on
"The Goof And I," with Stan Getz spotted on tenor and Don Lamond on drums.
This gang never stops and has a drive
Bill
like the Cadillac's fourth speed!
Harris blows his own composition, "Everywhere," on the flip moody trombone
that is the point of departure for new

—

horizons.

Also Earworthy: ELLA FITZGERALD'S "In
Dreams" and "To Make
A Mistake Is Human" proving the
greatest jazz singer is also the most commercial. Would she be sensational on
the Hit Parade! (Decca)

—

Gordon MacCrae: Voici the impeccable
larynx of my man Gordie with 2 more

tlin'

My

Porter's

and that

And I'm

TEX BENEKE'S

Sings

tice,

—

Thornhill taste.

"The Voice With The Bedroom Look."
She sings with so much feeling and emo-

—

peaches and cream.

like

CLAUDE THORNHILL 'S

.

telligence, invention

ear

—

.

great album of piano solos and it's
about time! The Cloud has bass, drums
and guitar backing him on "Lady Of The
Evening," "Someday I'll Find You,"
"Love Takes," "Memory Of An Island,"
"That Old Feeling," "How Am I To
Know," "When You Wore A Tulip" and
"Coquette." Bulging with subtlety, in-

Fran Warren: Oh dip me in a barrel
of Jergens Lotion and let me soften to
death! Here is a great new star!!
were at her first record date after the
ban her first record on her own after
leaving the Claude Thornhill band
and there's only one name for Fran

We

.

(Columbia)

Duke Ellington: The elegance of Ellingtonia pouring sibilant sounds in your
ear! What could be nicer than "Sultry
Serenade" loaded with all the polished
harmonies of the Duke! Johnny Hodges
wrings beautiful things out of the alto
and Lawrence Brown is on trombone.
Light and polite and great Ellington! Al
Hibbler sings words to one of Duke's
most memorable themes on the back
"Do Nothing Till You Hear From Me,"
made originally as an instrumental with
Cootie Williams on trumpet. Then, as
he has to so many of his tunes, E.K.E.
put lyrics to it and it becomes a whole

new

thing!

(Columbia)

Dizzy Gillespie: Well as I live and
bop! Here's one of Dizzy's earliest cook-

ords

"Say

Kyser (Co-

lumbia )
"I've

Got

—Les

Warm"

My

Love To Keep
Brown (Columbia)

Me

—Kay

Starr (Cap-

itol)
"It's

A

—Buddy

Big Wide Wonderful World"
Clark (Columbia)

My Name" —Fran

"What's

Warren

(Victor)
"That's
(Capitol)

A

.

MARY MONTGOMERY.

Natural Fact"

—Nat

—Woody Herman
"Fools Rush In" —Billy Eckstine
(MGM)
"Everywhere" — Woody Herman

sisters

What you

records for years.

of his best, to boot! I

mean

—

lumbia)

ALSO GROOVEY: Lionel Hampton's
Decca-cookie of "How High The Moon"
with five cats from the band doing great
relaxed things to the deal. Hamp's fugue
on vibes with Milton Buckner on piano
is luxurious! Hamp shares the grooves
with Herbie Fields on clarinet on the
other cheek, "Ribs And Hot Sauce"
The Art Van Damme Quintette on "I

Know That You Know," and "The Man
Love"

.

.

.

time

.

.

.

LAURENCE

—Georgia

Fancy"

.

.

ENGLAND — Nice

with Artie's band

.

Address

capture the same feeling as when
Helen were yellin'
.

.

.

What

.

letters

.

to

Fred

.

—

bright, sparkling stuff by a
musters lots of luster! (Capitol)

Victor's fresh

Robbins,

Bob

RUTH

Hollywood

Itself

Is

Talking About!

Be-Bop album

of

Mod-

ers.

were

Greer Garson and
in the

mob,

warm-

Buddy Fogelson

too.

But Hollywood isn't the only town
The Palm Springs season
is in full swing again and everyone lucky
enough to get away is there. Jimmy
that's jumpin'.

the ex-Governor of Louisiana,
bought one of the desert hot spots, The
Stables, and is running it himself. He's,

Davis,

I hear, the only hillbilly bandleader who
holds a master's degree in psychology.
Which may or may not have anything to
do with the popularity of his new club.
Opening night, Barbara Stamcyck, all
gussied up in her finery, and Davis led
the square dance with Bob Stack, Don
and Marion DeFore, and the Dan Duryeas following right in their tracks.

There are lots of other new spots opening up on the desert among them Apple
Valley which is a few miles thataway
from Palm Springs, or to be exact, out of
Victorville. Apple Valley is a real peachy
spot which I'll tell you more about later

—

on account of it's just barely opened and
we've only had a sneak peek at it.
o

—

John Payne and Gloria De Haven, who
make up and separate faster'n you can
say pfft, are, or were when this was written, back together again, with a big announcement to the press that they felt
their reconciliation might influence other
young couples with matrimonial difficulties to do the same. We hope they stick
together this

own and

time, not only for their
their children's happiness but

because we're dern tired of having to report the various rumors.

Most everyone

in town's happy over
Diana Lynn's marriage to the attractive young architect, John Lindsay,
with the possible exception of some of
the boys who have been mooning over
the cute gal for years. Things look mighty
bright for Diana both romantically speaking and career-wise.
little

Bing Crosby, on location at 20th Century-Fox for Paramount's "Top O' The

ern Jazz with such outstanding boppists
as Red Callendar, bass, Dizzy Gillespie,

trumpet, Coleman Hawkins and Lucky

Thompson, tenors, Benny Carter, alto,
Dodo Marmarosa, piano, etc., etc.
more greats than you can shake a flatted
ninth at. All the bop styles are in the
album and Dizzy's "Cubano Be" and
"Cubana Bop" are the most exciting
slabs, showing what happens when African and Cuban vocal and percussion efare blended with jazz orchestral
sounds. This sheaf'll have you bopsided!
(Victor P 226)
And James Moody,
erstwhile tenor with Dizzy's band, has
fects

.

.

.

some bop on which you'll pop your top
on the Blue Note label "Tropicana"
and "The Fuller-Bop Man" (Walter
Fuller wrote 'em
therefore the title)

—

—

FROM THE MAN
ELAINE

—

POWERS,

.

IN

.

GRAY

PHILADEL-

PHIA, PA. Art Lund's real name is
London he used to sing with Benny
Goodman, box and play football and

—

.

Screenland Magazine, 444 Madison Avenue, New York 22, N. Y.

.

and

.

—

—

—

Helen O'Connell is all married up but
makes a few biscuits for independent
labels after the ones she bakes for hubby
Jimmy Dorsey's never been able to
.

—

Continued from page 21

He does unbelievably gorgeous
bop!
things to "I Can't Get Started," very
slow and with oodles of ideas. This is
the one to play for the new listener to
bop. The bopside is "Good Bait" in
medium tempo and I guarantee you bite!
Catchy melody, good beat and daneeable
and another primer for the new bop
fan. Do Byas is featured on tenor and
the whole opus ripples and bops. (Co-

five that

long

a

Victor catalogue
Lemme know what's
buggin' you and we'll try and answer.
Till next month
take it slow

My

to the delight of the other chair

I

print

BEYER, MINERAL WELLS, TEXAS

hearing from you all
the way over there. Bob Eberly is recording on his own for Decca now and

"Goodbye,

(Columbia)

and one

QUINN, MALDEN, MASS.— Suggest
you write to Decca for Tony Martin's
waxing of "Flamingo." 'Sbeen out of

JOHN JACKLIN, LINCOLNSHIRE,

in

"The Goof And I"
(Columbia )

ies

little

Gibbs grooved a few things
Shaw that is under
the name of Freda Gibson
which she
later changed to Ga. Gibbs.
Dig the

.

Cole

a

haven't
hear
are reissues of their oldies. Connie is the
only active kid and they're all married.
Madeleine Carroll is breaking it up on

made

Broadway

"I'm Forever Blowing Bubbles"
Charley Ventura (National)
"Steady Daddy"

.

behind times. The Bos well

—Kay

So"

It Isn't

.

EAST BRADY, PA.— You're

BEST IN THE NEST

you can snare a likeness c/o

—

MGM Rec-

Producer William Keighley and Van Heflin are amused as Greer Carson adds a
few last minute touches at rehearsal of "Brief Encounter" for Radio Theatre.

Screenland
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—
—

—

Morning," (Fox has an Irish street on
the back lot) caused so much excitement
by lunching in the studio commissary that
none of the home-team actors got any attention from the lunch gang. But it didn't
matter because they were all busy gaping
at Bing themselves. That Crosby's one boy
who doesn't enjoy the spotlight and avoids
it whenever he can.
But even he has to
eat.

—O
The

stork buzzed

of times again

—at

Hollywood a couple
the James Masons'

and the Don Taylors'.

named

The Masons

their daughter after

wife, Portland.

Fred Allen's

And

the sea-going stork
is going to drop another package on Sterling Hayden's boat in six months, which
means the Hayden kids will be just about
a year apart.

—o

Which reminds us that Dick Haymes'
was a-tellin'
the "She Wore A Yellow Ribbon" gang

wife, before the separation,

that she'd like to malce a picture, have a
baby, make a picture, have a baby. Alternate, that is. Some bright character
quipped at her that it ivas a good thing
she didn't make several pictures a year.

—o
Esther Williams opened her new gas sta-

much fanfare and searchlights
and this was one occasion when she could
have used a bathing suit. She was so extion with

months. She's combining it with a large
playroom. If Cary had lived in my guest
house I wouldn't dream of doing it over,
ever.

Anyway, the party was real keen, with
a huge tent so people could spread out
and have elbow room. So what did they
do? They all crowded into Louella's
playroom, then suddenly for no reason at
all, everyone decided the tent was the
place to be and, bingo, all of 'em moved
out there and crowded in. Our chum,
Florence Desmond, was worried about
meeting Claudette Colbert, afraid she
wouldn't approve of the imitation Desie
was doing of her. Claudette approved.
Had a lot of laffs with Bill Howard,
Dotty Lamour's husband. He's one of
the cutest guys in this town. Dottie was
a-tellin' us about how happy she is to be
going to London for a coupla weeks at
the Palladium come June. Frankie Sinatra's another one who'll be entertaining
the Britishers there.

—o
Deanna Durbin was at Miss P's party,
looking prettier than we've seen her in a
long time. Maybe it's because she's excited about doing a picture in Italy. Anyway, she took her daughter, Jessica, up
to the snow at Lake Arrowhead before
taking off for furrin parts.

—o

cited that

Don't look for Ty Power to be home,
with or without a wife, for quite a spell.

she got in the tanks!

sibly

when she dispensed gas to the
customers she spilled more on herself than

—o
Bette Davis has moved out of her Butternut farm in New England for good
and has placed it up for sale. She had
all her beautiful antiques and furniture
shipped west and is having a hassle getting them all in her house at Laguna. She
says, "California, I love you," and adds
that her young daughter, Barbara, is
brown as a coffee bean from the Winter
sunshine.

—o

When Jane

Russell

finally

gave

in

long, flowing hairdo
she liked the new cut so well that she
bundled her stand-in, Carmen Nesbit, off,
protesting, to the barber for the same

treatment. Carmen said it could have
been worse if Jane had decided to become a blonde.

—o

in

expect some kind of excitement

Hollywood now that Maria Montez

is

back from Paris. The gal always manages

up a small or large cyclone. Hear
the picture she made for Seymour Nebenzahl, now called "The Siren Of Atlantis,"
is considerably improved since Mr. N. reshot about half the picture at a cost of
considerably over a million bucks this in
face of the economy wave in the picture
to stir

—

biz.

He's a brave man.

—O

The party Louella Parsons

gave, as a

combined farewell to Bebe Daniels and
1'en Lyon who were leaving to live in
England and a welcome-home to Dorothy
Manners and John Haskell on their return from Europe, was a hummer. Roz
Russell, looking her chic self in a jazzy
dress and hat, was telling about

black

doing over her small guest house, over the
garage, which Cary Grant occupied for

54

life in Italy and might posdo "The Black Rose" after "Prince
Of Foxes." Then, he writes pals, he'll have
a three-month vacation for himself before
he returns to Hollywood. Well, okay, but
we miss his handsome face around town.

loves the

—O
In case you care, Rita Hayworth and
Khan are now sojourning in Switzerland where they are doing a lot of skiing.
Rita has met Aly's sons and soon she'll
meet his father, the Aga Khan, who they
both hope will put his seal of approval

.

up

so he got together with a lot of
talented people in Hollywood and has

opened an Actors Hobby Market on Vine
Street where members of the stage and
screen can bring their handiwork to display and sell. Paintings, knitted stuff

—

pottery (well, okay, then ceramics)
dozens of different kinds of art objects
made by such people as Joan Crawford.
Linda Darnell, Dick Cromwell, Richard
Carlson and scads of others. The jernt
is mobbed all the time, not only by.
tourists, but also by celebs themselves
who come in to pick up gifts. It's a real

keen idea.

Ran

into that

—o
amusing

gal,

Betty Mac-

who authored "The Egg And
more recently, "The Plague And

Donald,

I"

I,"
and,
v/hen she was visiting Universal-International. In spite of her no-love for chickens on the hoof she's bought a chicken
ranch which she emphatically says she will
not run personally. Also had a talk with
the cute young guy U-I signed as Jimmy

Curtis.

His name has been changed to

Anthony Curtis. Tony's mad about Hollywood and says he's really livin', even
though he's doing it on a small salary. He
lives with a married couple, doesn't drink,
has three changes of clothes and two pairs
of shoes. Right now Tony's riding the bus
to work, but hopes to save enough for a
jalopy before too long.

He's a nice kid

and verra handsome. You'll see him
in "Amboy Dukes."
O

first

—

Also spotted Steve McNally, the villain of "Johnny Belinda," lunching at a
nearby table. Steve is prepping his role
with Barbara Stanwyck in "Gambling
Lady." Steve and his wife are expecting
the fifth addition to their family soon

Aly

on their romance.

and parted with her

You can

Ty

—

—

o

John Beal, who is a fine actor, got tired
of waiting around for his career to pick

Lots of nice people are getting back
into the picture biz where they belong:
Sheets Gallagher has a fat part in Repub-

Wyatt
lic's "Duke Of Chicago," Jane
grabbed off the lead opposite Gary Cooper in "Task Force," to mention a couple
of 'em. And it's good to know Rita Johnson is getting over that awful accident

Gabor, inasmuch as he hung a beautiful
emerald-diamond engagement ring, reported to cost the trifling sum of thirty-five
thousand bucks, on the finger of his lady's
hand. Doubtless, even the elusive Mr. S.
would stop to think a bit before backing
out on this deal.

—o

Ida Lupino initiated her new fireplace
at home and it resulted in a choked-up
feeling and a very red face for the gal.
Seems she'd decided to enlarge the inside
workings of the infernal thing herself
and succeeded in blocking the chimney so
well that the neighboring fire department
was called out to quench the cloud of
smoke which poured out into the LupinoYoung living room. From now on, Ida's
sticking to acting and leaving architecture to them as knows what it's all about.
o

—

John Garfield and Jennifer Jones between scenes of "Rough Sketch," a
Columbia picture. It's an adaptation of Robert Sylvester's best seller.

she had and may be well enough to accept
a -picture soon.

—o

up on.

June Allyson and Dick
Powell looking awfully happy at La Rue
Bob Mitchum and his wife, the Dan DaiKen Murray and
leys, and newlyweds

Around town

Lodge.

movie

—among

Hurd

Hatfield,

Very

interesting.

Eythe,

and young John Derek.

—

Stopped by for a short chat with one
of my favorite people, Ginger Rogers,
the other afternoon. She was resting up
from the zillions of dance routines she
and Fred Astaire do in "The Barkleys Of
Broadway." She allowed as soon as the
picture wound up she and Jack were
heading for their Oregon ranch again.
Ginger looked cute as

all

getout in a pair

of navy slacks, a coral turtleneck pullover, wider a navy cardigan.
I think it's pretty wonderful of the Hollywood personalities to go out on hospital
tours. I've heard more reports on the good
they've done just by visiting with the vet-

are

fighting

to

regain

their

Betty Hutton returned from a
swing around several states and was really
thrilled and touched by the reception these
lonely guys gave her. Coleen Townsend
and Lon McCallister also made a tour, as
did Jennifer Jones and many others. Unfortunately, several stars have begged off
going, which is kinda lousy, if you ask me.
health.

Vic Mature got a half day off during
shooting of "Samson And Delilah," shed
his long locks and leopard-skin costume
and headed for the television shop he
just opened. Sold four sets during the

Mebbe

he would

left his trick get-

—o

Burt Lancaster's been a great hit on
the road with his act. In it he does a rib
on his killer roles, imitates Crosby and
Sinatra, plays Romeo, and shows his
muscles on the parallel bars. Few people
around this town know that Burt broke
the act in at Ken Murray's "Blackouts,"
without publicity or fanfare. He then
took off for Chicago, New York and
Philadelphia.

()

Derek, by the way, has been put into
importants parts in "All The King's
Men" and "The Hero" without having
been seen on the screen. His first role
was in "Knock On Any Door." He shore
is a good-looking young guy, I might add.

who

Hmmm?

:

Betty Lou Walters at Sportsmen's
There are a group of paintings by
actors displayed at the Lodge
them those of Ruth Hussey, Bill

erans

afternoon, too, by gum.
have sold more if he'd

—o

Ray

Milland, used to buying nothing but
small boy clothes, took his new daughter
(adopted) out to one of the smarter shops
for a new outfit. Victoria emerged in a
blue velvet dress with matching hair bows,
and patent Mary Jane slippers, tres chic.
Danny Milland, Vickie's older brother, hollered like mad when his parents whipped
up a lovely bedroom for the little girl,
complained that she should bunk in the
other twin bed in his room. Temporarily,
that's the arrangement.

—O
anybody's worried about whatever
Phil Terry's (he's Joan Crawford's ex)
been doing the last few years, here's the
latest dope. He bought himself an old
inn up in Northern California and is
running it himself as a hotel.
If

Edmund Gwenn,
happen

mas

is

to ask him,

over.

is

if anybody should
awfully glad Christ-

Coming down from San

Francisco on the Daylight (that there is
a train, son) he was besieged and bothered by all the kids on the train who
insisted on telling him what they wanted
on the big day. I don't think it's necessary to explain that he was Santa Claus
in "Miracle On 34th Street," but I will,
,

just in case.

—o

Leave us not kid ourselves—the

ro-

looks a bit on the serious side at this
pernt. Also, George Sanders ain't kidding
about his love for the glammer gal, Zaza

ScREENLAND

—o

Met

very charming young man,
Farley Granger, very informally one evening and had a nice chat with him. He
was about to start "Roseanna McCoy" for
that

Sam Goldwyn and was

pretty excited
think this 23-year-old
lad is going to be one of the hottest parcels a studio ever owned, for sheer good,
unconventional handsomeness and acting
charm. He shore is interested in Pat Neal,
the young gal who is the femme lead in

about the

script.

I

"The Fountainhead" and now in England
making "The Hasty Heart" with Ronnie
Reagan.

—O

Ronnie, by the way, has sworn the
oath demanded of all men who wear
Scottish kilts, in or out of pictures, not
to reveal what
if anything
a Scotsman
wears under the short skirts.
o

—

—

—

Hollywood was somewhat startled
when the young gal, June Fulton, winner
of the South African beauty contest
sponsored by
Universal-International,
arrived from Johannesburg with a threemonths-old lion cub tucked under her
arm. Donald O'Connor, who was the
judge of the contest, didn't know at the
time he picked her to come to Hollywood
that she ivas a lover of wild life. Neither
did the hotel where the young lady
parked herself, pet and luggage, suspect
they were going to harbor wild animals.
They gave the beauty queen six hours to
get the varmint out of the joint. It is
now happily residing at a pet farm.
Douglas Fairbanks and his wife are back
Hollywood after a four-months stay in
Europe. Doug and Mary Lee flew back on
separate planes from England they never
in

mance between Lew Ayres and Jane Wy-

man

Loretta Young's husband, Tom Lewis,
did an unscheduled and innocent stretch
in a prison not long ago. Seems he was
returning from a hunting trip, got foulc I
up in a fog, made a forced landing 0:1
what he thought was an emergency a>r
strip and found himself in stir on the
grounds of the State Penitentiary at
Lancaster, California. When the guards
shut off all the bells which were set off
when Tom landed, they verified his
identification and helped him take off
again in clear weather.

—

travel together in the air in case of accident. Doug is feeling much better since he
had a somewhat hectic rest over there.
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What

It's

Like Working With Bing Crosby
Continued from page 25

humor

that clicks with his tempo every

time.

Even though she considers

this

the

adventure of her career, it
wasn't all glamour. It was work, hard
work, and she ran into various hazards.
For some years she has seriously studied
voice, concentrating on the classical, but
when she began rehearsing for her two
songs in "A Connecticut Yankee," a solo
number and a duet with Bing, she found
they demanded an entirely new style of
singing from her. This meant a complete
highlight

reversal of all her previous training as to
tonal quality, timing and word emphasis.

She was terrified. However, Victor
Young, the musical director, was delighted when she started singing for her
cold gave her voice the husky, throaty
quality he wanted. Now she's convinced
that singing popular numbers and giving

them the rhythmical punch that makes
them stand out so forcefully, is a talent
in itself. She likes it and intends mastering the magic technique.

gave a couple of whirls as I decorated a table with flowers and this suggested to Bing that here was a good spot
for a little dance routine. I had studied
ballet, tap and ballroom dancing, but
had more or less pushed all this aside
solo, I

I went into my singing cycle. Whatever I do I go at it with such a vengeance that I can't divide my allegiance
and accomplish much. So a dance routine meant a lot of intensive work. Bing

when

dance a minuet and this, also,
required hours of practice. And don't
think that dancing in elaborate costumes
is easy, for the yards and yards of floating materials must be skillfully handled
I

somebody gets tripped up. I had to
do some experimenting to avoid this, but
or

1 loved every minute.

"The

—

rich costumes
and oh, the colors
breathtaking, along with the picturesque settings and the musical score

are

composed by Johnny Burke and James
Van Heusen, all combine to create a romantic world for this gay drama. It's
set away back in 525 A.D. Then there
is a modern prologue, also, an epilogue
that takes place around 1905
the Gibson girl era, which permits some enchant-

—

ingly feminine frocks."

This is the third time the famous
"Connecticut Yankee" has been filmed.
In 1921, it was a silent offering. In 1931,
it starred Will Rogers, and in both versions they skipped the love interest, emphasizing the comedy. In this lavish production, radiant in Technicolor, the original Mark Twain story has been closely
followed and the romance is given prominence.

"The set of a Crosby picture is always
fun," Rhonda gaily took up her story,
"for the star's comedy never falters. He's
an expert in delivering amusing asides,
and he ad libs when the camera stops,
adding hilarious and irrelevant dialogue
that keeps everybody in a happy humor.
56

—

"Yes, it was fun. But all the nonsense
stopped when a scene was called. Bing
takes his acting seriously and instantly
snaps to attention, and he expects everyone else to do so. He's a perfectionist.
He always appears easy and natural on
the screen because he has mastered each
and every detail. The lines in this comedy are highly amusing. He got every
shade of humor out of them. It looks
easy, but he works over each word of
dialogue, every bit of action until he gets
the exact interpretation he thinks is
right. Then he goes into a scene and
tosses them off in that casual manner
that has become distinctly his own. No
one can adequately imitate Bing Crosby.
He's the screen's Individualist!
.

"Our

"Then there was the dance episode,"
explained Rhonda. "While singing my

and

He likes to have people around and
there are always groups of friends watching every scene. He's friendly and willing to talk with anybody but not about
himself. And how cleverly he can sidestep this!

derful.

spots.

and

He

Tay

Garnett, was wonhelped me over some rough

director,

Always cheerful and considerate,

he had a criticism or a suggestion,
he quietly talked it all over. This avoided any confusion or nervous reaction,
which I appreciated."
if

Rhonda was up every morning at six
and at the studio at seven, for it required two full hours to have her hair
arranged, be made up and get into the
complicated costumes she had nine elab-

—

orate changes, all designed to illustrate
the period of King Arthur. Too, there
was the session with the corsets, which
were very high but not too stiff. Her
own long bob was lengthened with a
"three-quarter fall" which the hairdresser curled each night to keep it
matched with her own natural curls.
Rhonda says she thanks her lucky stars
that she didn't live in those ancient days
which might have been romantic, but not
long on comfort.

Rhonda became a bit serious. "Everything about this picture was perfect.
There was a thrill every day as I learned
something new. For instance, Bing never
wasted energy in rehearsal and so he
came to a scene fresh and with his imagination alive. He was always punctual.
Too, he was always perfect in his lines
and luckily for me, I'm something of a
whiz at memorizing. He was very considerate with everyone, and gave me
every break, photographically.
"Bing's role is so imaginative he was
given full play to go the limit and was

always adding some new whimsy. As for
me, I had to play mine sweet. But I
had my moments."

Rhonda was born in Los Angeles. Her
mother, who came from Mormon stock,
was an actress before her marriage, and
as Effie Graham appeared in many New
York shows. Her grandfather, an actor
and theatrical producer in Salt Lake
City, gave Maude Adams her first role
as a small child. And her great grandmother crossed the plains with Brigham

Screen land

Celeste Holm and John Lund among the
shoppers at the Actors' Hobby Mart.

Young

to settle in Utah.

was at the age

of five, as an angel
Kindergarten pageant, that Rhonda
made her first public appearance. A 16
film of this event includes a closeIt

in a

mm

up

of the tiny girl whose happy grin reveals a gap where two teeth should have
been.

At

was offered a film conbut her mother thought she was
too young. Realizing, however, what was
inevitably before her^daughter, she enrolled her in a dramatic school and intensified the singing and dancing lessons.
Rhonda admits she had no burning ambitions and never once thought of becoming a movie star, though sometimes she
dreamed of startling the world as a great
fifteen, she

tract,

singer.

Evidently, it was the mother who cherished the ambitions, but she wisely never
mentioned tliem nor urged a career.
From her daughter's childhood she had
been teaching her to read dialogue and
to appreciate the value of words, how to
walk and stand and meet people. And
because the girl adored her pretty mother she accepted this coaching as a game,
little realizing she was building the foundation for a bright career.

Her

were
She captained the basket and
\olley ball teams at the Beverly Hills
High School, was a member of a championship bowling team, and excelled at
swimming and tennis.
chief interests at this time

sports.

It was Henry Willson who became her
chief promoter. He had seen her several
times, then one night he glimpsed her in

Ken Murray's

"Blackouts," and decided
she had film qualifications. Being an executive of the Selznick studios, he took
Rhonda to see Mr. Selznick. She was so
nervous during the interview that she
was sure she had ruined her chances.
Then as Mr. Willson walked to the studio
gate with her he was halted by a message from Mr. Selznick, saying, "Never
mind the test. Sign her." And she was
.

in!

Rhonda

believes she's been especially

fortunate in her directors. During that
agonizing moment before she first faced
the camera in "Spellbound," and completely awed by the importance of ap-

pearing with Ingrid Bergman and Gregory Peck, she felt she was slowly turning to stone. Director Alfred Hitchcock
grasped what was happening and strolling over to her, he drawled, "Why be
nervous? This is only the most impor-

ONE NEGLECT THAT
CAN BE STRONGER

tant day of your whole life." She was
so startled that she laughed. The tenWhich was exactly
sion was broken.
what the director planned.

THAN LOVE ...

Everything about that picture was exciting, but she gaily confesses the greatest thrill came with the scene in which
she kissed Gregory Peck. Her vivid imagination had completely swept her into the

Chains of intimate physical
neglect can bind wives

characterization, that of a sultry sophisticate of dramatic intensity, and in their

from husband's love

long romantic kiss she gave her all. She
hadn't learned how to simulate emotions
that comes with training. To her, acting was the real thing, not merely pretense. She floored Greg at that moment
for never before had he received a screen
kiss embossed with such warmth, such

often ... too frightfully often
the romance and tenderness of married love is shattered on one sad neglect.

.

husband and

Not only

is Ehonda beautiful, with
coloring and full lips that are
alluring, but she has the figure that photographers consider perfect. Height, 5
feet, 7 inches; weight, 125 pounds; waist
-25 inches; bust, 37; hips, 36; ankle, 8.

lovely

Far too
neglect

in a picture with

WH/BlTl6t£

wives are guilty of this
practice the complete,

fail to

feminine hygiene that assures
all they need do is take

regular vaginal douches with a scientifically
correct preparation

.

such as "Lysol." So

.

.

Germs destroyed

swiftly

power to kill
truly cleanses the
on contact
vaginal canal even in the presence of
"Lysol"' has amazing, proved

germ-life

.

.

.

mucous matter. Thus "Lysol" acts in a
way that makeshifts like soap, salt or soda
never can.

Appealing daintiness

is

assured, because

the very source of objectionable odors

Use whenever needed!
Yet gentle, non-caustic "Lysol" will not
delicate tissue. Simple directions
give correct douching solution. Many doc-

harm

tors advise their patients to

douche regu-

"Lysol" brand disinfectant, just
to insure daintiness alone, and to use it as
often as they need it. No greasy aftereffect.

larly with

Three times as many women use "Lysol'
intimate feminine hygiene as any

girl

for

"Yes, I consider 'A Connecticut Yankee In King Arthur's Court' an important milepost ill every way. It gives me
the most important role I've ever had,
very glamourous and very congenial. If
I win, I have the chance to go on toward

other liquid preparation!

No

other

is

more

You, too, can rely on "Lysol"
help protect your married happiness
keep you desirable
reliable.

.

top.

Paramount and Bing Crosby have no
doubts of her success. Still under contract to David 0. Selznick, Paramount
has borrowed her for one picture annually for four years, and she's been
signed for three films with the Bing Crosby Productions.
Presently, she's in

"Easy Does It" with

Bob Hope.
All in all,

it

isn't

difficult to predict

that Rhonda Fleming will
the screen's favorite stars!

is

eliminated.

—

lie

herself.

many
.

.

of normal, happy love!

smiling contentedly. "Besides the fascinating story of comedy and romance, I
wear beautiful costumes, and I dance and
sing
our duet, 'Once And For Always,'

t

.

.

r

Bing Crosby
Rhonda,

very lovely. What more could any
want to boost her career?

.

easy a w ay for a wife to banish this unwhich may stand in the way7
sureness

true," said

is

.

dainty allure. Yet

years to adjust to each other, they talked
things over sensibly and secured a divorce. There is no resentment, no bitUrness, and they share the care of their
small son.
Now, with a more mature outlook,
Rhonda has pushed aside love and marriage for the time being. She realizes
that marriage and a career seldom work
together, and as she has the opportunity
for a bright career, the marriage she
hopes will be hers must wait for awhile.
But being truly feminine, she admits
there is a handsome young actor, John
Hilton, who has the qualities she admires. They are congenial, sharing a love
for the outdoors and all sports. Will this
eventually become serious? Who can tell!

dream come

.

effective

She's lived a drama of her own, for at
sixteen she married her schoolboy sweetheart. But somehow, things didn't work
out happily, and after trying for seven

like a

.

This neglect makes a wife unsure of her
slowly but surely
feminine daintiness
succeeds in causing trouble between her

sincerity.

"Being

.

TOO

—

is

.

away
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are $1.50*. This is an ideal way to make
perfume a part of your personality.
There are many heads that thrive on a
pure Castile shampoo, which in this case
means Conti. It's a thorough cleanser and
leaves your hair with that immaculacy
that is beauty, itself plus lustre and silky
texture. In sizes at $.43 to $.79, it's a

v

,

Irresistible's new Professional

good Springtime beauty
"Plus. 20% Federal Tax

tip.

£,

Lipstick sculptures lips to a
new beauty in Springtime colors.

good way
shake
the
ONE
Winter
brighten
drums
to

of

off

is

to

So You
up

Continued from page 26
his

vehicle,
trade.

Spring.

The new Cashmere Bouquet Hand Lois as fragrant as ever but is now pink
In

sizes from $.10* to $.79*, here is your
solution for soft, lovable hands and "comfortable," smooth body skin.

Gregory observes with a grin, the
concern of a group wishing to form
a Little Theatre must be attracting a
guaranteed audience.
So,

Luxuria Cleansing Cream, by Harriet
is more than a cleansing
cream; it's a kind of all-in-one for that

your facial Spring tonic!
She shall have perfume wherever she
goes with Weil's Evettes, dainty ampules
that you crush in your fingers. The fragrance is Cobra, and twelve applications

his

first

Hubbard Ayer,

is

prove

—

tion

dew-on-the-rose effect we crave at this
season. In sizes from $1* to $3.50*, here

has muscles to

But an actor, according to Gregory
Peck, is not an actor until he has an
audience. Acting, the commodity in which
a thespian deals, is the transference of
a thought or an emotion from the actor
to an audience. This electric message is
brought into being only when there is an
audience unless, of course, one is seventeen and is satisfied with what goes on
between one's mirror and oneself.

For a clear, clean lipline, Irresistible
presents its excellent lipstick formula in
a new form, Professional Lipstick. It's
long enough to give an artist-brush stroke
and comes in five Spring fashion colors,
for but $.39*.

in a finger-grip, slip-proof bottle.

Act?

dol-

your whole person and personality. Clear,
soft skin, shining hair, bright lips, a romantic perfume, are just a few cues to

and

Wont To

M.

Two
The hands he loves to hold are yours with the
new Cashmere Bouquet Hand Lotion. The new
has a

rosy-pink

tint

and a slip-proof

bottle.

committees should be formed; one
and one to

to attend to business details,
attend to artistic problems.

The business committee, according to
the experience of the units with which
Greg worked in his beginning days,
should get in touch with the city's service clubs, such as Rotary International,
Lions', Kiwanis, or some of the fraternal
organizations. Such groups are always
civic-minded and are usually planning a
benefit of some kind, so are glad to support a dramatic project if they have confidence in the people in that dramatic
association.

Cobra perfume comes
to crush

in

ampules

between your

fingers.

For cleansing, for awakening a dewy-fresh tone,
Harriet Hubbard Ayer's Luxuria is your answer.

Greg says, "Once a sponsor is secured
to distribute the tickets and to divide the
profits, the Group's next problem is to
secure a suitable theatre. In La Jolla,
we were fortunate enough to secure the
use of the high school auditorium."
There are several things to consider
selecting the place in which a series

when

of plays are to be produced. First, the
acoustics should be good. No audience

can be lured back week after week if
most of the playtime is taken up by half
the audience whispering to the other half,
"What did he say?"
Next, the committee should check the

and number of fire escapes,
as well as the availability of parking
space. If a theatre satisfies the three
major requirements of proper acoustics,
reasonable safety, and reasonable parking
facilities, it is to be hoped that further
favors will be added in the form of adeaccessibility

Hair beauty starts with
and Conti's
Castile Shampoo is high
on the preference list
of many. Lovely to use,
cleanliness,

lovely

in

results,

too.

quate space backstage in which to move
drops and flies, and that there will be at
least two large dressing rooms.

The

two items are luxuries, of
and not to be taken too seriously.
Shakespearean casts have dressed in
piano boxes, and grand opera stars on
tour have slapped on makeup in telecourse,
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latter

phone booths.
The next problem within the province of the artistic committee is select-

—

ing a play

.

.

.

with only one

LITTLE LULU

—

set, if this

possible. The committee
should write to one of three play pubSamuel French, Inc., Century
lishers:
is

humanly

Plays, or Drake Play Publishing Company, all of New York City, New York,
and should ask for a play catalogue.
These catalogues detail each play published as to synopsis, number and sex of
cast, royalty to be paid, and the number
and type of sets needed.

Greg has found that "unfortunately,
the great preponderance of theatrical
aspirants are girls. About ten girls to one
man is the usual turnout. However, once
a group gets well started, more and more

men

will

be attracted."

is selected and rehearthe business committee
should check the list of required properties, then make a list of probable
sources. A smart business manager will
borrow everything necessary for a sucfor this reason it is likely
cessful play
that some of the greatest actors are swallowed up in the guise of business man-

Once the play

sals are started,

—

agers.

While the business managers are explay and representing to furniture store owners the extent of good
will plus advertising benefit to be derived
from loaning the play company two

"Don't be a public pest— use Kleenex*! 99

tolling the

Little
soft,

lounges, four floor lamps, a rug, three
occasional tables, etc. etc. etc., the cast
will be going down into the valley of the
shadow to pull a play out of the pages
of a bloodless script.
And oh, the things that will happen.
Take, for instance, the harrowing experi-

Summer.
The Actors Company played for nine
weeks at La Jolla, presenting nine plays
during that time. Each play was rehearsed one week in advance: this created
ences of Gregory Peck this

situation in which, after the break-in
week, there was always a play in preparation and a play on the boards. The
footlights never cooled!
Magnificent Jane Cowl was secured to
do a part in "The First Mrs. Fraser,"

a.

and was well into rehearsal when calamity ensued. She was being transported
from her hotel to the theatre in the Peck

wagon {Greg was not driving)
and fell out as the car rounded a curve,
making a three-point landing, backward.
She arose from the highway with the
dignity of a queen, and ordered the horrified station wagon driver and the other
station

passengers not to touch her. Fortunately
the community hospital was only two
short blocks away. Miss Cowl walked
that distance a little unsteadily, of
course but with the determination and
durability of a pocket battleship.

—

—

At the

hospital she told the admittance
nurse, "I am Jane Cowl, and I have been
injured slightly in an accident."

Extensive tests indicated that she had
a concussion of the brain.

gu stained

This posed a serious problem, both for
Miss Cowl and for Messrs. Peck and Ferrer, who were faced with the need to replace an irreplaceable artist. An understudy was trained amid havoc and chaos,
but on opening night Miss Cowl arose
fom her hospital bed, disregarding the

ing.

Lulu says:

Block that sneeze and those germs with

strong Kleenex Tissues to help keep colds from spread-

Be

considerate in another way, too. Don't just "drop the

Kleenex"— use that waste basket!
©

*T.

International Cellucotton Products Co.

orders of her doctor, and went through
the play in the tradition of the undaunted trouper.
The audience, sensing a theatrical
Great Moment, gave her three solid
minutes of welcoming applause upon her
entering line, and rewarded her further
with fourteen curtain calls. They adored
her.

All Little Theatre Groups get ambiGreg and his associates were no
exception to this rule. They were determined to give their audiences Jennifer
Jones in a role of her own selection.
tious;

When

she and her mentor, David O.
decided upon "Serena Blandish," the Actors Company gulped, but
gamely agreed.
Their one-set-per-play policy promptly
sustained a compound fracture because
"Serena Blandish" is an English melodrama requiring six sets, one of them a
Selznick,

London bus

top!

Furthermore, because Jennifer's "live
audience" experience consisted mainly of
some Eastern Little Theatre performances and a few audience-present radio
shows, she was terribly on edge at
thought of all those white balloons of
curious faces floating beyond the footlights. She wanted three weeks of rehearsal.

In the midst of the last week of reGreg was notified by Equity that
Louis Jourdan and another actor, who
was doing a character part, had to be
eliminated from the cast because they
were aliens. Seems that Equity has an
h on-clad rule, to protect American actors,
hearsal,

ScREENLAND

M. Reg. U.

S. Pat. Off.

that no alien may be employed in American Little Theatres. Not even Shakespeare himself would be allowed to work
in an American Little Theatre.
Luckily, Mr. Peck is the let's-not-blowour-top type. He soothed Miss Jones,
who had dissolved into oceans of sympathetic tears for the two vetoed actors.
"There must be something we can do,"
he reasoned. His series of frantic long
distance telephone calls extended from
the Equity office in New York to the
vacation spot of the president of Equity
at Palo Alto. His cables sped to Joe Cotten in London, and to other influential
citizens likely to be able to cajole Equity
into making two slight exceptions to its
rules. Nothing doing.
At this point, Mr. Selznick decided
that if Jennifer couldn't be surrounded
by the cast of her choice and his approval, he would withdraw his most glittering star entirely.
This left Greg and the Actors Company, on Thursday night, without
PLAY
for the ensuing
week with the theatre sold out to the

—

ANY

WHATSOEVER

rafters for six nights, too.
Greg dried his dripping

forehead,

gulped another cup of coffee, then observed in his velvet-pad voice, "Let's not
do anything radical. Let's see what we
can work out."
There should be at least one Gregory
Peck in every Little Theatre Group as
insurance against Thespic battle fatigue,
third degree.

Eventually a solution was reached: the
two actors would be allowed to remain
59

—
in the cast, said

Equity,

Company would abandon
tre status

and become

fessional theatre.

The

if

—

the Actors

its Little

"I'll just

full-fledged pro-

difference

between

toward the nearest hot shower.

the two classifications is financial: all
backstage people, in professional theatre,
are paid full union scale. Also, the actors
must be protected by a three weeks' salary guarantee. Finally, the royalty to be
paid the publisher for use of the play
in the La Jolla case
more than tripled.

Three weeks
was wearing a

iest

—

me

as

much

,

Dorothy Malone, of "One Sunday Afternoon," with Scoop and First Edition.

as

Crosby's golf costs him," insisted Mr.

Peck

thriftily.

Despite the hectic months spent in
producing the season's plays at La Jolla,
Greg found time to advance his other
hobby, photography. Professional Hollywood cameramen are agreed that Greg
is now so good he could get a job in two
days time as a full-time lens artist if
studio business were to die on the vine
forever.

a pair of ex-GIs, who were stationed in
Haiti during the war, and became permanent residents afterward. These observant gentlemen had studied the native
practice of making household wares out
of mahogany, and had decided that if
the implements could be built on an assembly line, they could live comfortably
while the natives still doing the work
taught by father to son for countless generations, but doing it on a streamlined
basis
would grow prosperous.

—

—

Greg and Greta brought back

several

salad bowls, a series of hors d'oeuvres
trays, nut dishes, and relish plates, as
well as a pair of carved, primitive fig-

each about eighteen inches high.

ures;

Greg presented a

delightful spectacle
as he left the plane at La Guardia Field

New York, carrying one grotesque doll
under each arm. He suspects that some
of his fellow passengers, viewed his transin

portation

of

primitive,

hand-carved

images as a step toward voodooism.
It

While Greg and Greta were in Haiti,
Greg took over a thousand pictures with
his Rolliflex. One set of camera studies
centered around the commercial plant of

is

Greg
be hanny

possible that next season

and the Actors Company will
to include the two statues in their La
Jolla-bound luggage on the premise that
both voodoo and black magic would come
in handy in any attempt to make Little
Theatre pay off handsomely in something
besides supersonic nervous breakdowns.

"Even so, a person couldn't have a
more exhilarating hobby
not even
Russian roulette," is the final Peck sum.

.

.

mary.
In case you, too, are determined to
establish a Little Theatre in your community, you might write to The Actors

Company, c/o Vanguard

Studios, 9336
Boulevard, Culver City,
California, for further information and

Washington

suggestions.
You'll get an answer. You know
fellow hobbyists stick together!

how

Dynamite With Dimples!
Continued from page 37
earn clothing and book monwas a long year one that Kirk
thought would never end but came a
brisk September morning and Freshman
Douglas set off down the highway, bound
for St. Lawrence University. With him
to share the fortunes of the road was a
friend who was returning to the college
as a sophomore; as Kirk and this sophisyear
ey.

off to

It

—

—

ticate strode along, the second-year man
explained some of the St. Lawrence traditions to Kirk. There were about seven
hundred students, he said, about half of
them being girls, the most beautiful col-

lection of distraction on any campus in
America. The college hangout was The

Sugar Bowl, and you could also get a
check cashed at the Co-Op.
In the midst of this indoctrination
course, the boys were offered a ride. They
looked over the vehicle of the Samaritan
60

numbers in the telephone book. His
was complete.

After earning his A.B. degree at St.

a Little Theatre project in
the past, Greg and his confreres ended
by digging into their pockets to pay the
deficit for their season's endeavor.
didn't cost

(letter

Lawrence (his major was English, his
minor languages both Germanic and Romance) Kirk went to New York City to
enroll at the American Academy of Dramatic Arts. After having worked his way

many

it still

Undergrad Douglas

collegiate sweater

orientation

quick huddle broke the news to the
rest of Greg's associates in the Actors
Company: the result of accepting a professional rating would be bankruptcy.

"But

later,

to come later), was holding a pipe which
he. didn't smoke, and was dating the tid-

A

Like

study hard, earn high marks,

end stay pretty much to myself," he
promised himself, making rapid tracks

Thea-

one another. They
shrugged, then climbed on top of the cab.
driver; they looked at

Their chariot, which conveyed them
onto the campus in an aura of high promise for future harvest, was loaded with
fertilizer.

Kirk (as modest a man as you will find
hitching a ride anywhere on earth)
looked around the college buildings, up
and down the college streets, and concluded that it would be impossible for
him ever, completely, to merge with the
glamourous life of the university. These
gilded youths, wearing their sport sweaters boasting huge block letter L's, smoking their pipes, tossing off witty quips,
belonged in a world apart from anything
Kirk had ever known. These exquisite
girls, full of coquetry, teasing and laughter, were goddesses far beyond the Douglas reach.

SCREENLAND

through four years of cultural college
work, he was prepared to work his wav
through two years of professional school.
He found New York about twenty degrees less kindly than a college town,
though.

Take, for instance, that
giving. It

first

was a school holiday,

Thanksof course,

so Kirk slept late. When he did awaken
toward noon, the distant, taunting scent
of turkey roasting reminded him that he
had exactly twenty cents in his pocket.

Kirk showered, shaved, donned a clean,
frayed shirt, and did what he could with
a wire brush to remove the mirror from
his blue serge suit. Once on the street he
spent a nickel for a newspaper and
scanned the inner pages carefully; in an
obscure corner he found what he had
hoped for: an announcement by the Salvation Army that at noon, they would
be serving a free turkey dinner including cranberries, chestnut dressing, giblet
gravy, fruit salad, and pumpkin pie. Also
all the coffee a man could drink.
Drooling every step of the way, Kirk
walked thirty blocks only to find a queue
of equally hungry men patiently waiting
their turns before the steaming tables.
The aromas floated out delicious on the
bitter air; the line moved only an inch
at a time. Between the fragrance and the
traffic jam, Kirk thought he was going to
faint, but he was still fairly upright
when after two aching hours a regretful
worker passed along the line, telling the
disappointed men that the food supply
was exhausted.

—

Kirk stumbled to the nearest beanery
and dined on a ten-cent hamburger and
a five-cent cup of coffee. Then he trudged
thirty blocks home. At such moments
are heroes made.
But, as is usually the case, the bitter
experiences were modified by the sweet.
At the American Academy, Kirk met two
girls, who were to influence all his future
life. One
was a slim, straightforward,

ambitious girl named Betty Bacall. The
other was a newcomer from Bermuda

named Diana

Dill,

whom

the irrepressible

Americans promptly nicknamed "Pickle."
Occasionally, Diana and her best girl
iriend patronized Schrafft's, where Kirk

buddy were working as waiters.
situation was a little confused, because Kirk liked Diana, Diana liked
Kirk's buddy, the buddy had an eye on
and

his

The

Diana's girl friend, and the girl friend
inevitably favored Kirk. Nobody was
getting any farther than a string of figures on a Wedgewood vase.

—

Kirk might have worried about

more

it

extensively if he hadn't been so near the
end of his course. Upon graduation, he
hit Broadway. Broadway hit right back.

Although Kirk secured a number

Pon'T FAIL /OUR DAUGHTER*"

of jobs,

YOU MUST TELL HER THESE

each of them lasted quick. The only good
thing about the experience was that no
matter how fast the show closed, Kirk
always managed to inspire a few good
personal reviews. Things began to pick
up.

When he snagged a job serving as understudy in the Katharine Cornell company, Kirk could feel the hot breath of
Fame on the back of his neck. But Fame
didn't work as fast as the Japanese. They
Pearl Harbor and Kirk joined
the Navy. He was sent to Notre Dame
tor his indoctrination course.
One night he and a group of conver-

bombed

sational fellow

Midshipmen were

discuss-

ing the problem that began with Eve,
when one of the boys flourished the current issue of LIFE magazine with the
statement, "This is my idea of the dish
to end dishes. My, my what a tasty
morsel."

Kirk raised from

his

bunk on one

el-

(merely to give a fast opinion) and
nearly swallowed the magazine. "I know
her," he sputtered. "I went to school

bow

with her."
Derisive laughter goes here.
"All right, all right. I'm a rear admiral

and you guys can

salute

me

with

mop

handles if her name isn't Diana Dill. Go
on, turn to the contents page. Check

me."
his identification proved to be
Kirk began to get a little respect
around the barracks, and a lot of encouragement to write to Miss Dill. As soon
as he could manage it, without having
the entire squadron leaning over his
shoulder, Kirk wrote to Diana, congratulating her upon her cover-girl debut.
For days he was afraid to answer Mail
And more afraid NOT to. He
Call.
needn't have scorched the decks; Diana
answered, almost by return mail. Kirk
answered. Diana answered. Postal department receipts sky-rocketed.
As soon as Kirk was graduated, a
resplendent ensign, he hopped a plane for
New York. By wire he had already made
a luncheon date with Diana and ordered
an orchid for her; so dazzling in his new
suntan uniform he called for her at her
apartment and took her to one of the

When

correct,

—

—

town's plushiest spots.

They had tickets for a matinee, but
before they called a taxi to go to the
Kirk asked earnestly, "Do you
mind waiting in the lobby of my hotel
while I change uniform. Regulations, you
know."
When he returned, he was wearing
theatre,

The darkness of the fabric
emphasized the new ensign's towering
blondness; gave him a Viking air, in fact
a situation duly noted by Miss Dill.

And

here's up-to-date information

Every daughter has a right to know
these intimate physical facts before she
marries. You must inform her how
important vaginal douching two or
three times a week often is to feminine
cleanliness, her health, marriage happiness to combat odor and always

you and she can

trust

your daughter about dangerous products overstrong solutions of which
may burn, harden or scar delicate
tissue lining, and in time even impair

—

mucous glands.
Remember, while zonite is power-

functional activity of the

—

germicidal, it's non-poisonous,
non-irritating and absolutely safe to
delicate tissue lining. You can use
zonite as directed as often as needed
without the slightest risk of injury.
fully

after menstrual periods.

And you should make her realize no
other type liquid antiseptic-germicide
tested for the douche is so powerful
yet so safe to tissues as modern zonite
!

Truly

A Modern Miracle

Zonite Principle Developed By

zonite destroys and removes odorcausing waste substances. Leaves you
feeling so sweet and clean. Helps guard
against infection, zonite kills every

Famous Surgeon and Chemist

Be sure to caution your daughter about
weak products for the douche. Pity the
who, through ignorant advice of
friends, uses such 'kitchen makeshifts'
as vinegar, salt or soda. These never can

it touches. You know it's not
always possible to contact all the germs
in the tract. But you can be sure zonite
does kill every reachable germ and
keeps them from multiplying. You
can buy zonite at any drug counter.

girl

germ

assure the great germicidal and deodorizing action of zonite.

On

the other hand you must warn

dress blues.

—

After the matinee, Diana and Kirk had
cocktails then Kirk said, "Will you excuse me once more. I have to change for
regulations."
dinner. You know

—

Zonite
<cetce

\

avenue.

\

A

few moments later he descended in
starched, gleaming, and elegant whites.
(Diana is a girl of great self-control; not
even the corners of her mouth twitched.
Noviadays, of course, she recalls the day

UDORESS-

CHY-

Screenland
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!

elieve

onstipation
leasantly
No need

to take a harsh, bad-

as a panorama of swiftly passing uniforms. "I concluded that we would win
the war. Our Navy was going to blind
the enemy with beauty.")
After his New York leave, Kirk was
ordered to Miami, then to New Orleans.
When he received word from Diana that
she and a group of models were being
taken to Phoenix, Arizona, for a series of
fashion photographs, Kirk wrote, '"On
your way back to New York, stop off in
New Orleans for a visit." Blithely he
ignored the geographical fact that New
Orleans was almost a thousand miles off

is still only 10^. There
no better laxative at any price.

Ex-Lax
is

Got a COLD?
If you need a laxative, don't add to
your troubles by taking one that is
harsh. Take easy-acting Ex-Lax.
Ex-Lax gets thorough results gently.

When

Nature 'forgets'...

remember

EX-LAX
THE CHOCOLATED LAXATIVE

Phoe-

either.

bride wore a blue dressmaker suit with
hat to match, and the groom wore dress
blues. Regulations, you know.

The wedding ring that Kirk slipped on
Diana's finger has a tender history. Kirk
had always admired the wedding ring
worn by his older sister; it was a wide,
heavy band of yellow gold, its entire surface exquisitely carved. Holding his sister's hand, Kirk had said many times,
"When I marry, I'd like my wife to have
a ring exactly like this one."
Naturally, when Diana agreed to be
married in New Orleans, Kirk was faced
with a problem. He was on duty all day,
so had no time to take Diana to a jeweler's. Resourcefully he wired his sister,
asking her to secure from the jeweler

—

—

supplied her own ring an exact duplicate and to air mail it to him.

who had

Zip, back came a bright and shining
ring in a velvet jeweler's box.
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now almost

in

His deepest
interest is a water dispenser, any water
dispenser, which he tries to drain into a
Dixie cup. Kirk thinks that he will probably grow up to be an hydraulic engineer
... or a life guard. Michael now has a
is

five.

baby brother named Joel, whose hobby
not too far removed from a tall

is still

bottle of milk.

As soon as Kirk was medically discharged from the Navy, he flew back to
New York, became a father as itemized
above, and stepped into a nice part in
"Kiss And Tell."
At this point, Lauren Bacall comes
back into the story. She and Humphrey
Bogart boarded a New York-bound Super Chief one afternoon and met Producer Hal Wallis in the club car. Conversation drifted to the manner in which
talent is discovered and stars are polished, and Lauren said, "I used to know
a man who had tremendous talent, and

who

calibre."
his

New

Orleans duty, Kirk was

Miami (Diana was

able to

down from New York between mod-

husband) then was
shipped out on submarine patrol duty.
From the Atlantic he went to the Canal
Zone, missing Diana's daily letters which
couldn't be transported fast enough to
keep up with the sub patrol, and from
the Canal Zone he went to the Galapagos
Islands. It was there, during an attack
on a Jap sub, that Kirk was smacked
against a depth charge rack. He didn't
pay much attention at the time. After
all, when you think you're going to take
a torpedo amidships in about ninety seconds, a few bruises seem nominal.
eling jobs to see her

Haven, Conn.

Mr. Michael Douglas, the newcomer

the ring.

fly

New

now he

in a hospital.

should be in pictures. The last I
heard about him, he had just been discharged from service and was working
in a Broadway show. You should catch
a performance because I think he's star

transferred to
Booklet

Diana he was

There was nothing to indicate that the
band so swiftly provided was actually his
sister's own wedding token, and not until
years later did Kirk learn the truth. It
had required several months to replace

From

MARVEL CO.

was diminished by the

the case,

was going

— like

Kirk's elation
realization that

The ceremony was performed in the
Navy Chapel on November 2, 1943. The

dependable laxative many doctors
use in their practice.
tastes wonderful

.

to ask her the instant she
stepped off the train and had decided
that New Orleans would be a charming
city in which to be married.

New York and

Miss Dill didn't seem to think of it
Or perhaps she knew what Kirk

nix.

Ex-Lax

.

Kirk read it ten times, then let out a
whoop. Men in wards a thousand feet
away sent orderlies to find out if the war
had ended.
couldn't tell
He couldn't
telephone her. He simply had to wait
for each day's letters to give him their
clues about how soon the baby was due.
By the time that secret was revealed,
Kirk was a mere four months away from
fatherhood.

the route between

tasting laxative. Get relief
pleasantly with Ex-Lax — the

delicious chocolate. It works
gently and comfortably. Ex-Lax
is easy on the system and it
brings thorough relief.

was like getting into a movie during the
fourth reel; Diana's references to what
she had said the week before, the month
before, or even the day before, were pure
mystery. But on the third page there
was a small, breathtaking statement that
began, "I've been thinking that, when
."
the baby arrives.

,

until he came down with raging
and abdominal hemorrhages, did
Kirk realize that the war was over for
him. Protesting hotly, he was shipped to
San Diego Naval Hospital. He didn't let
Diana know where he was, not at once,
because he didn't want to worry her. But
his mail began to catch up with him.
Between the last letter he had received
and the first to arrive at the hospital,
there had been a silence of many, many

Not

fever

months.

Naturally, Kirk's

SCREENLAND

first

missive

Mr. Wallis.
name?"
"Kirk Douglas," was the answer.
Kirk returned to his New York apartment one evening to learn that Mr. Hal
Wallis of Hollywood wanted to see him.
"I'd like to see him," said

"What's

his

Kirk made an appointment

and

was

astounded, after a fifteen minute conversation, to hear Mr. Wallis say, in effect,
"1 believe that you have what it takes to
make a motion picture star. I don't have
a definite part to offer at the moment,
but I'll get in touch with you when I
do."

Kirk didn't take it too seriously. Behe had a good toe-hold on Broadway, and he was set to start rehearsals
for a new play. Those rehearsals were
going to take so much out of him, he
decided, that he couldn't waste time
dreaming of Hollywood.
According to Kirk he is a cross between an outraged black leopard and the
Great Stone Face when he is in rehearsal; alternating between spells of violent
and angry prowling and growling, and
sides,

hours of staring into space. To spare
Diana, on this particular occasion, Kirk
sent her to Miami for a visit with her

family.

While Diana was gone, Kirk received
a wire from Hal Wallis offering him the
part of Walter in "The Strange Love Of
Martha Ivers." Impulsively, he tossed
his extra cuff links into a suitcase

went West.
His manner of announcing

Diana was

am

typical.

—

He

wired,

this

and
to

"Look

in Hollywood. Explanation
Love, Kirk."
Diana joined Kirk as soon as possible.
For awhile it looked as if they were going
to have to glue a few empty Wheatie
boxes together as shelter, but they finally
found a wonderful, rambling old house
high in the Hollywood Hills. Kirk has
built picket fences and painted them, and
has cut enough firewood to barbecue an

where I
follows.

Of The

Ram"

for

Columbia.

Before Diana was tested and signed,
Kirk liked to hold forth at great rate
about woman's place being in the home,
about her duties to civilization, and her
responsibility to the younger generation.
A domestic life, he insisted, was the
proper role for womankind.
A friend teased him about this pronouncement, after having seen Diana's
sensational screen work. "How does that
square with your fancy ideas about frau

and fireside?" Kirk was asked.
Kirk merely looked surprised
and
owlish. "But Diana is different," he said.
"She has talent. She has a great gift. It
would be a mistake for her not to exer.

.

.

cise her ability to the fullest extent.

elephant.

drapes and
upholstery fabrics, and has picked up
some attractive antiques to supplement
the things she had shipped out from New
York. However, her domestic plans are
subject to occasional postponement be-

Diana has

cause Diana is set for a film career of
her own after her fine work in "The Sign

selected

rugs,

I

wonderful for her to have a
career. Career women frequently make
the best mothers." Then he grinned.
Who knows, Diana and Kirk Douglas
think

it's

may become
of the

the first Lunt and Fontanne
American screen.

Lay Off Teenagers!

professional lecturers or columnists or
even scenario writers.
"If they really wanted to, they have
plenty to gripe about," Barbara asserted.
"How would you like to be patronized
with the regularity the bobby-soxers and
teenagers are? Too many people think

they have in mind is swooning, jitterbugging and accenting hep and it's hep
I mean, not hip. In the last three years
I've heard much to assure me there is
rebellion in the ranks of young people.
It's rebellion against the cheap, the tawdry, the vicious and the unclean. Rebelall

—

any attitude of their elders
that misinterprets their seriousness about

lion against
life."

Barbara became eloquently resentful
at what she termed a tendency on the
part of too many elders to lump delinquency and teenagers together.

"Every so often someone comes out
with a big bleat about a kid who's strayed
from the narrow, who's done something
terrible, who's stolen or killed someone
cr committed some frightful social crime,"
she said. "And the result is that all teenagers get a black name, and the cry goes
out across the land, 'American youth is demoralized,' and the name-calling starts."

her belief the youth of today are
not greatly different from the youth of
past generations. Sports and music and
entertainment and dates are enjoyed just
as much as ever. But today's young
people, she insists, don't like to have
their elders look at them as though they
could possibly be thinking of anything
It

is

but hell-raising.
"I'm not saying they don't get into
trouble," Barbara declared, "but they're
just as serious about their lives as older

Maybe more so. At least
making sounds that indicate an
toward understanding national and

people are.
they're
effort

international affairs. It's solid-sending, I

say, even

when

interspersed with talk
a 'goon.' I think the
professors are- right those professors
who have really studied the teenage
group that it's a matter of muscles. If
the muscles are okay, so are the mind
and the manners."
And Barbara asks the self-answering
question: Where, but in the U. S. A., can
you find better muscles than among the
young people— "so firm, so round, so
fully-packed?"
She stressed the point that the young
people of today know how to take care of
themselves, and they will not tolerate a
"don't-do-this, don't-do-that" atmosphere

about a

TRUTH about MARRIAGE

RELATIONS

is

frankly discussed

.A.T LAST an eminent

doctor, a practicing physician with a background of vital, everyday
experience in problems of sex, tells ALL the baffling
long-obscured facts in frank easy-to-understand language! There is no longer any need for ignorant guessing about the magnificent instinct that is your birthright.
No more prudish evasions, no more half-veiled
secrets in these 576 pages of TRUTHFUL, straightfor-

ward FACTS

Continued from page 35
badgered by parents or teachers or by

...the

it's

'drip' or

—

—

home or in school.
"Can you blame them?" she said.
"They know only too well that constant

Love is the most cherished privilege in the world
today. Everything you should know is openly discussed
in language that you will easily understand. Don't rely
on half-truths from unreliable sources! Be a master of
love's complexities. Lparn intelligently how to win and
hold the love of your choice.

UP-TO-DATE TRUTHS CANNOT OFFEND
Education is the key to a perfect love-filled life that
can be yours. Ignorance, "hush-hush" and misinformation lead to fear, worry and shame. Know how to
overcome physical mismating; How newlyweds can conquer honeymoon embarrassment; How to endow yourself
with the lifetime of Marital Happiness that should be
yours.

OVER
The

GRAPHIC ILLUSTRATIONS

facts should not be shrouded by prudery nor false
modesty.
Study the illustrations read the book, and
grope in the dark no longer
ical

—
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576 ?A6E$!
This Book Tells Young Women,
Wives, Young Husbands and Young Men
ALL they Have Wanted to Knowabout
and SEX!

HFE

at

scolding is likely to develop furtiveness,
and that is fatal to charm in young or
old. Certainly they neck. Why not? It's
the only way they can be sure there isn't
something wrong with them that even
their best friends won't tell them about.

100

accompany the text of the book
and enlightening. It is necessary that biolog-

illustrations that

are clear
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faith in this amazing book, we offer it
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to
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"As

for the girls, they can tell a wolf
80 paces without hearing his howl.
Though they're curious, they have no insistent desire to have a wolf for a pet."

at

Pioneer

The

half light of the early evening
gave a softness to Barbara's fine hazel
eyes and honey-colored hair and edged
the contours of her broad face. In repose
she could've easily been a Glamour Girl.

But she was almost never still. Whether
she was discussing her latest pictures,
EKO's "Blood On The Moon" or Enterprise's "Caught;" whether she was talking about her engineer husband, Carl
Schreuer, and their little four-year-old
daughter, Susan; or the lives and times
of teenagers, her eyes and down-curved

mouth and

flickering

hands were

all

ex-

pressive of a restless intelligence. Her
restiveness, however, is not the type that

leaps at you to evoke a possibly neat
response. Rather, it's an electric quality
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—
that springs from a sensitive, imaginative
spirit.

She talked of the alertness and the
humor, too, of young people as she has

come to know these characteristics.
"The kids today are really intense,"
she remarked. "They know the score in
the latest atomic research, in
the jockeying of diplomats just as they
politics, in

know
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But

who

are generous, attractive, industrious,

amusing and who don't eat pretzels in
bed. There is no pretense about them
and always they know what they want.
The phonies in the Desirable Male Derby
are

scratched before the race begins.
That's as true in Wilkes-Barre and Tope-

it is in Hollywood and New York.
"They're not looking for the money of
an Astor or the physique of a Doak
Walker or the line of a Yale cheer leader.
You know what? They want nothing less
than a composite of these characters
but the motivating factor must be love.
Absolutely. Perhaps lasting love, too.

ka as

Who

knows?"
With her trim, well-rounded

ure

—weight 112, height 5

feet,

inch-

BEAUTY-GLO
STUDIOS
yuaib?Mk stitinn
mS?£ iSj S3.

ists and gag men and Tin Pan Alley
troubadours and Broadway wisecrackers.
Cartoonists, in particular, are the worst
offenders. They make teenagers out a
bunch of nitwits, without sense, without
poise, without character. What bothers
young people most of all is being misunderstood.
"They use slang, of course, but no
more than their fathers and mothers did
in the days when 'Twenty-three, skidoo'
and 'Oh, you kid' were the rage. They
clip some words short, like 'natch' for
'naturally.'
They used to say 'hubba
hubba' which could mean anything, and
'character,' which could mean anybody.

A boy

friend

or

a

girl

friend

is

still

called 'the one

and only' and a conceited

boy

referred

is

often

operator.'

"

to

as

Jane Powell with Joey Adams, night
club comic, during Manhattan visit.

"That's
bara.

'big

time

cartoon

"The

real

talk,"

insisted

Barbara

believes,

young people want

incidentally,

refuses to believe they
go to such extremes of parroting the gagmen by calling a soda a 'moo with goo,'
or a boy and the girl he's dated as 'a
Jackson and his drag,' or a good dancer
a 'jive bomber' or a superman in reverse

Baft'

stuporman.'

SCREENLAND

that

their characters

on

the screen to be natural, to be realistic.
She thinks the chief reason for the appeal
of many foreign pictures to the teenage
population lies in their simple realism

Her own credo as an actress is to be
and natural, not something like a
fugitive from a fashion magazine. With
real

her lively, earnest gestures she finds it
stimulating to see American youth facing and solving its problems in its own
idealistic

way.

"Too long we imbibed the prejudices
and inhibitions of our elders," she said.

"Now

the kids are doing their own
thinking. I notice they read newspapers

—

probably much more diligentthan their elders did at the same age.
And I think you'll find them less extreme
in their fashions than their elders were
diligently
ly

at the same age. I've yet to see an oversized bow tie on a teenage youth, and

though bobby-sox make legs look square
and stocky they're to be preferred any
day to high button shoes."
As for all the supposed concentration
on jive well, to Barbara it's mostly exaggeration. She denies that lessons can
be studied to the accompaniment of jive

—

records. Anyone who could absorb math
or English history with a jive record
spraying discords would have to be, she
said, deaf, dumb and dopey. And teenagers "are none of these."

Though Barbara's film contract allows
her to do a legitimate play each year, she
has not yet taken advantage of that
clause. Nor does she see any likelihood
of doing so any time soon. Last Summer
she rejected, without any hesitation, two
of Broadway's most promising parts for
the new season
the role of Anne Boleyn,
opposite Rex Harrison in "Anne Of 1,000
Days," and a stellar part in Jean Paul
"Red Gloves" with Charles
Sartre's
Boyer.
She prefers California. So do Carl and
Susan. They like the climate, the casual
style of living, the people
particularly

—

But Miss B.G.

Bar-

hep teenager doesn't go

in for it, except as a burlesque of the
cartoons. The teenager, more than anything else, wants to be natural."

little fig-

3y2

"The girls and boys are supposed to
talk a mysterious gibberish of their own,
but it's the product mostly of cartoon-

'a

64

baseball.

night club, thinks it fun to figure out the
right kind of decoration for the living
room, listen to the newest records, indulge her talent for painting, read plays
and novels and biographies curled up in
a big chair, play with Susan. She resents being catalogued, typed, and, unlike many stage stars who scorn Hollywood while basking in its golden pastures, is honest enough to declare she's
completely infatuated with movie-making. She has a notion teenagers also are
resentful of being catalogued.

NEW YORK

Avenue

and

football

Barbara Bel Geddes might serve as
a model for intelligent youth. Average
youth, too. She has an odd idea. She
thinks it possible for an average girl to
live an average life and still be a movie
star. She likes her home better than a
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Assortment at only $1, Your profit up to 60cl
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WALLACE BROWN.

in

es,

Everyday Cards

tyith

it

they have a sense of humor, too. Marriage is the goal of the girls. Like their
mothers before them they want husbands

—

the young people with their interests and
creative achievements in writing, acting,
painting, photography, their success at
self-government.
Carl, she said, would like to get into
pictures, too in the production end.

—

Meanwhile,

keep their youthful
New York and Europe and South America "to refresh those
spirits,

make

spirits," see

they'll

trips to

what the young people are

doing and why. After

all

young people. And hep

to

they, too, are
trends.

modern

Every Girl Should Marry, But
Continued from page 39

"One was obviously buying her trousseau
and her friend was nearly jade green with
envy.
" 'Jane, you've got to let

bouquet or

I'll

me

catch your

just die!' the friend wailed

to the prospective bride.
I'll be the only girl in our

'Do you know
crowd left un-

married? It's simply grim. Maybe I
should marry Jim. He's so dull, but he
does have a good job. And I can't bear
being such an old maid!'
"If that girl marries poor old Jim, I'm
sure she'll give him a bad time of it because she'd be using marriage as nothing
but an escape. In all probability theirs
would be that one of the three that would

end

Diana went on.
marry before they are at

in divorce,"

"Many

girls

interested in being real or good wives,
and without waiting for the right man,
just because all their friends are getting
all

married, because 'everyone in the crowd
is doing it' and they can't bear to be
different. That's just downright silly. You
know there are girls who get so steamed
up about the prospect of showers and
orange blossoms that they don't give a
single thought to the serious side of marriage, to making it a permanent thing instead of something to be tossed away like

an old

dress.

"Then

in contrast there are the

roman-

who

are emotionally tempted by
the idea of marriage. They are generally
the ones who are in love with love. They
tic souls

meet a new man and immediately fancy
themselves in love. They say that 'rockets go off in their hearts' and think that
is an adequate basis for getting married.
But emotional rockets are inclined to be
just as short-lived as the Fourth of July
variety. They aren't to be trusted.

"What's wrong with being an idealist
and waiting, if need be for several years,
for the right man? The one who is emotionally compatible? The one with a mutuality of interests? The one who will be
a lifetime partner instead of a husband
to be shed in Reno in a year?
"Actors live emotionally and have emotional reactions. If we didn't we probably wouldn't be actors. But that very
emotionalism can be a hurdle in marriage. Most actresses love their work and
don't want to give it up after saying, T
do,' and that too can be a hurdle.

"At 22, I know I'm not a Sarah Bernhardt, but I do think of myself as an
actress and I'll be quite honest: I don't
know if I'd want to give up my career
for marriage. I definitely would if I knew
the success of my marriage depended upon it, but if possible I'd prefer to go on
acting.

"I suppose that's why it's easier for an
actress to marry a man who is in the picture business or is somehow associated

with it, so that he knows its problems
and can understand her ambitions. With
such understanding there would be need

And I do think
that most of the adjustments made in
marriage are made by the woman, don't
for fewer adjustments.

you?"

We couldn't argue with Diana's reasoning on that point, but asked how she
felt about career girls, other than actresses, and their marriages.
"Personally, I believe it takes mutual
dependence for a couple to stay married
and happy. There should, of course, be
certain independence and respect for individuality, but a couple needs to be sufficiently dependent on each other's love
to overlook flaws and the irritations

&

which must arise.
"Very successful career girls, especially
those who earn more than their husbands,
are inclined to feel sometimes that their
financial independence gives them the
freedom to do anything they wish. A
woman without her own income, on the
other hand, seems more willing to adapt

ft**'
V.

<V*"

*T. M.Rt
U. S Pat

herself.

"Don't misunderstand me. I feel every
should be trained and prepared to
earn money, just in case the need should
arise. But there seems to be something
deeply ingrained in women's natures
which makes them lose respect for men
who don't dominate a marriage. I've
even known this loss of respect to lead
to out-and-out hatred.
"I don't believe men, generally, try to
give women a difficult time in marriage.
They like to be the boss, the head of the

household, but can you blame them?
That has been their position through
thousands of years, and because women
wanted it that way. I repeat, very rarely

FEMALE
WEAKNESS
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make you suffer from pain, feel so nervous,
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—
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V
T
L
lieve
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do women respect a man who isn't domiThey like to look up to their men.

dissipated.

But

still
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Many
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effort, too.

the wife feels slight-

ed because her husband forgets to bring
flowers or some other token of affection.

.

//

*

shouldn't she occasionally buy him
a box of his favorite chocolates? Or the
kind -of tie he likes instead of the pattern she prefers?
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"A great many American girls, any
psychiatrist will tell you, have a fairytale idea about marriage which isn't practical or smart. They expect the courtship
to last forever. They believe it's entirely
up to the male to continue the flowers,
favors and solicitude of their courting
days. They don't admit that the wife
"After all. during the courtship and engagement, a woman and man are mutually courting favor; they are always on
best behavior. After marriage they all
too often take out their ill humors on
each other; the romantic atmosphere is

S
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"Some women seem to be born to be
wives, possessing a genuine flair. Others
acquire it by adjustment. And there are
plenty of career women who continue
their careers because they enjoy the stimulation of their work and are simultaneously successful wives because they are
thus stimulated into being more interesting persons.

known many well-adjusted womwho continued working after marriage
who were the finest imaginable wives and
mothers, but at home they were women
"I've

en

from Miseries of
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and

not animated business machines.
Neither were they incurable romantics
who think the honeymoon must last forever, that marriage is a rose-covered cottage existence in which the man on
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satin pillow to his spouse.
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"I think the present high divorce rate
our country is deplorable, but I also
believe that there is no sense in a couple's going on together for the rest of
their lives if they have made a mistake,"
she continued. "Of course I feel they
should make every effort to salvage a tottering marriage. But if in the end all
in
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TEMPORABY

am

tempting to think of marriage
on that last basis, but I know better than
to expect it. I know that I will have to
do at least half of the giving to achieve
any sort of give and take basis.
I
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including help from religious and
marriage counselors, perhaps even from
efforts,

psychologists or psychiatrists, have failed,
then a divorce seems the only solution.

"I do think girls should be more serious and selective before they marry. Not
trust those 'rockets going off.' Not marry
just because all their friends are.
"I guess my final answer on the ensubject would be that I think every
girl should be married if she's been selective, honest with herself and her prospective husband, and then is willing to make
every effort to make her marriage a suctire

cess."

Diana married John C. Lindsay, 30,
an architect, on December 18th at a
beautiful church wedding. Jane Withers
was matron of honor. Edith Head designed Diana's wedding gown which was
of traditional white satin. Only 15 close
friends and relatives attended the ceremony, but at the reception which followed at the home of Wynn Rocamora,
Diana's agent, 300 guests attended.
Diana and John spent their honeymoon

Bermuda.

in

Diana

home

of

met her husband at the
Mr. and Mrs. Stuart Martin

first

last June.

They

started dating regularly

August and, in keeping with Diana's
belief that engagements should be short,
announced theirs on November 3rd.
iii

'
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He

me

a great deal, or I learned
a great deal, from the love my dad had

taught

my

my

my

Hollywood Photo Products, Dpt.S

for

P.O. Box 1446, Hollywood 28, Calif.

dad. They were sweethearts from the flay
they met until the day my dad's death
parted them. But I got it they were
friends as well as sweethearts, and that
was pretty inspirational, too.
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Send, your I'oerns today for

Free Examination to

J.

CHAS. McNEIL
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A.B. MASTER
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mother and

mother

for

When you start from scratch with two
pretty good friends in your mother and
father, and then meet the girl you love
she's your friend, too, and in between there have been other links that
don't get rusty with time, or crack under
strain, you've got the bead on friend-

and

SAME NOSE-BUT

WHAT A DIFFERENCE!

ship

— what

it

is

and what

it's

worth.

don't know that there is any way, in
spite of the books that have been written on the subject, to tell people how to
make friends. I don't think you "make"
I believe, with my dad. that
friends:
friendship happens to you "like the sun
shines on you." I take this to mean that
if you like someone well enough, honestly
like him, he'll like you. If he doesn't,
he's not in your league anyway.
I

—

Before and after
what a difference! This example, typical of thousands, shows why no
one need suffer the handicaps of an ill-shaped
nose. For other real-life examples and answers
to your questions about Plastic Surgery, send
for fascinating book, YOUR
FACE IS
YOUR FORTUNE. Written by noted Plastic
Surgeon. Contains 88 actual before-

NEW

and-after photos. Mailed in plain,
sealed envelope for only

FRANKLIN HOUSE,

Bootes
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Me

A

few yarns about some of the guys
my league and have been
from way back, may give an idea of
that are in
what, in

my

opinion, the score is.
raised out in Wisconsin with a

I was
guy named Spencer Tracy. We were together at Marquette Academy when
World War I offered adventure and" I
joined the Navy. Tracy followed me.

SoREENLAND

Later, we were in New York together,
both of us trying to be actors and not
succeeding, and living together in a broken-down trap on West End Avenue

around 93d Street.

We

were roommates

without room rent.
Eventually, I wangled a road job and
Tracy got a part without lines as a robot
in the Theatre Guild production, "R.U.
R." It paid $1.5.00 a week and he ate.
But this comes later.

One Winter,

was in 1923, when
George McBride,
a guy we'd known in Milwaukee (where
his old man was in haberdashery) comes
into New York on an expense account.
That's our boy. We're doing pretty well,
Spence and I, while George is in New
York; we really have him on the cuff.
Spence and

this

I are broke,

One night at a joint with gas-jets, up
on Lexington Avenue, the three of us are
having steaks and they're beauts. Suddenly, Spence and McBride are looking
kind of green, and they're blowing. Quitting the joint, that

is, taking a walk-out.
They're telling me, "The gas is escaping,
let's scram."
I say, "I'm staying."
I
stayed and ate all three steaks.

—

Later, I run into Spence on the corner of Lexington and 86th Street. He
says, "The place might have blown up,
you creep. You're stupid." I say, " You're
stupid." We start to punch each other.
After we're both mussed up a little, we
roll

down our

sleeves

and

start to

walk

liome, Spence on one side of the street,
me on the other side of the street.
get home and there's the mumbo-jumbo.

We

The tag
night,

is, "Goodnight, Spence," "GoodPat" and tomorrow's another

—

day.

Toots Shor was

in

New

York, broke

was broke. Guys like Toots and
Spence and me could always eat on the
cuff; could always talk someone out of
a meal. Now that Toots owns the big
famed feedbag that carries his byline up
on West 51st Street in New York, he
doesn't forget what a tab on the cuff can
mean to a broke guy. Always kind, Toots
was, and never forgets to be kind

when

I

.

.

.

Those were the Roaring Twenties,
days when Tracy and Cagney,
(Jimmy and I go back over twenty
years) Mark Hellinger, Frank McHugh,
Lynne Overman, Frank Morgan and 1
were boys together, were broke together;
when Damon Runyon was writing the
first of his great tales of Broadway and
Jimmy Walker was Mayor of New York.
A great era when if you had a buck you
were lucky; if you had an extra buck
maybe you were a burglar.
In those days, I wanted the great big
those

limousine, the great big house, the great
big swimming pool, the chance to throw
my Rand-McNally around a little we
all did. But we never resented the guy
never got
who had the great big car.
the idea that he should divvy up.

—

We

that way. I'm glad it was that
way. I was broke and I got an extra
buck and maybe I'll be broke again, so
what's the difference?
What's the difference? And what's the
matter with all these bums called Communists that are doing all the talking
about the divvying up and that's a lot of
I like

your

shirts!"

throat.

In the last years of his life, Runyon
couldn't talk. He wrote what he had to
say, and it was plenty, on slips of paper
and passed them over to his friends. At
a party one night, it's mentioned that
Hollywood is thinking about making a
film of Runyon's life. Runyon writes
something on one of his slips of paper
and hands it to me. What he writes is
that if ever his life story is done on the
screen,

did

it.

done

is

do

wafts-*

would make him happy if I
Runyon's life

it

If ever the story of

for the screen I hope, too, that I

it.

met Hizzoner Mayor
York, was about eleven
years ago, on the Chief, going West. We
got talking one night, in the Club car,
and little did O'Brien know to whom he
time

First

O'Dwyer

was

I

New

of

talking.

O'Dwyer was then prosecuting attorney of Brooklyn and was making history
wiping out Murder, Inc., but "the face
wasn't familiar" nor was mine to him and
it
didn't matter. Later, after dinner,
O'Dwyer sent a porter to ask me to join
him for a nightcap. We talked together
late into that night and on into Los
Angeles. When we get to Los Angeles,
O'Dwyer comes out to the house, meets
Eloise and the kids and becomes completely enamoured of the lot of them.

Trust Maiden Form
to know that smart low-cut
dresses need brassieres which are deep
V-shaped in front! Here's that plunging
line, in "Inter-Lude".
one of Maiden
Form's most popular designs for average
bosoms, $1.50 and $2.00.
.

*

"There

is

shirts to

him?" "But

I

GOT

two

screams the Pinko.

—

What's this got to do with friendship?
Everything. A friend gives you, shares
with you, anything he's got, from a tab
on the cuff to a tab on his time, his home,
his heart. You won't find a Commie in
that league.
tens to the radio

or

years

three

or

lis-

—especially anyone who

ago,

fifteen-year-old

kid

to

MaiJen Form

© 1940 MFB CO.

maybe

or

brought our daughter,
Mavourneen, to New York with us and
we stayed at Gracie Mansion, the three
of us. Kind of a wonderful thing for a
I

remember

she
she

stayed at Gracie Mansion; to know
on the front porch where George
Washington once sat, watching the British troops disembark, wondering what the
score was going to be.

sat

Send for free Style Folders: Maiden Form
Brassiere Company, Inc, New York 16, N. Y.

SONG WRITERS ATTENTION
The amazing demand for phonograph records, accelerated by countless Juke-Boxes, warrants your
immediate investigation. We are offering New
Writers the rare opportunity of having a celebrated "Hit" composer furnish music on reduced
percentage basis for any likely poems received
this month. Phono-records are outselling piano
copies 5 to

1.

REGOLA RECORDING

CO., Hollywood 28, Calif.

A

couple of years ago when our baby,
Bridget, was born, O'Dwyer writes me a
letter. "I want to beat Toots Shor to the
punch," he says. "I want to be godfather
to the baby." Right in the midst of administering the duties of the biggest city
in the world, the Mayor of that city flies
out to Hollywood of a Sunday morning
and is godfather to our baby.

Reminding me, not that I ever need
reminding, of a friend way down in front
of any of these, Jimmy Gleason. Jimmy
Gleason taught me everything I know,
and not only about acting. In the Roaring Twenties, Jimmy had a stock company. He came to Milwaukee with his
company and took time to give me the
works; he was always so kind to me. He
is Mavourneen's godfather.
So, this trip to

So there you are: A Commie will give
you anything he hasn't got and you can
quote me, in great big letters!

Anyone who reads newspapers

Two

more, Eloise and

a

.

for Every Type of Figure!"

it

malarkey.
Ever hear the one about the would-be
Communist who was being quizzed for
membership in the party by one of Comrade Stalin's recruiting Reds? Says this
Red to the would-be Commie, "If you
had a big, beautiful, shining expensive
car and your neighbor had none, would
you give it to him?" "Yes," says the
Pinko, "if I had a big, beautiful expensive car and my neighbor had none, I
would give it to him." "Ahhhh," approves Moscow's missionary, "you make
good Communist, good, good. Now, if
you had a big house, a mansion, and
your neighbor had none, would you share
"If I had a big house, a
it with him?"
mansion, and my neighbor had none,
yes," says the menace-in-the-making, "I
would share it with him." "Ahhhh, you
make good Communist, good, very good.
Now, if you had two shirts and your
neighbor had none, would you give one
of

reads Walter Winchell's column or listens
to Winchell on the air, knows that the
late Damon Runyon died of cancer of the

New

York, we

sit in

the library at Gracie Mansion of an evening, Bill and I, and talk. We both love
sports. We sit there and pick our alltime teams football, baseball, boxing.
We talk theatre. He's crazy about the
theatre, O'Dwyer is, nuts about Gilbert
& Sullivan. He's crazy about people,
loves people and in our love of people
we're in the same league, and when you
love people, there's no end to the talk
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beloved wife; me, about Eloise.
Bill talks about Kitty like she was a
little girl.
He talks about the way she
luved New York, their New York.

NOW GO DIRECT
TO TN£ STARS.'
NOW

Thinking how Kitty would have loved
it added to Bill's love of "The Naked
City," our good friend, Mark Hellinger's,
last picture, which IS New York, is Hellinger's salute to the city he loved, too.
After the film was run for Bill and he
got up to make a speech about it, he
didn't make much of a speech, not in
words, he didn't. He choked up. He

HOLLYWOOD

THE

POSTMAN WILL DELIVER
PERSONALLY YOUR LETTERS TO THE VERY

DOOR

OF YOUR FAVORITE STAR.
Don't take chances on having your letter
mislaid at the studio. Be sure your favorite
star gets your letter in person. See your favorite star's home when in Hollywood.
Available now for the first time is our confidential "Address Book of the Stars" which
contains the name and actual residence address of hundreds of the top name stars of
stage, screen and radio.

"fluffed

tears was orchids to Hellinger as no
smooth flow of rhetoric could have been.
After we saw the picture, Toots, Steve
Hannagan, one or two others and myself
went up to Gracie Mansion with the
Mayor, sat around and dished.
Hannagan was saying that Mark was

SEND TODAY!
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'Postpaid
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D

and I were together
and his wife, Baby {if
name, I don't know it. She's Baby and
.

that does
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approval and

962

08

ADAMS

ST.,

were visiting Hol-

there isn't anymore.
Not long ago, another pal of ours,
Louis Sobol, the ace columnist, lost the
wife he loved; lost, to quote him, "The
sweet beloved redhead to whom I said
my final goodbye that frost-bitten day in
January of this year." One night, Toots
called to tell me he wouldn't be eating
with me at my favorite table in my fav-

ELMIRA, N.Y.

New York

beanery, which is his.
"We're going down where a guy
lonely." He and Baby were going down

He

Show exquisite new folders

to Toots)

.

—

orite

SPARE TIME

. . .

it,

.

In his strange, fantastic sensitivity, Toots
is always there when a fellow who was

JEWEL
Dept.

last

—

N. C.

EARN $$$ EASILY

St.

time Mark
the time Toots
Baby has another

about the

and that's Mark. Dual
in the picture
purpose. Wasn't that a cute thing?
Recently, Toots and Baby were in Hollywood again. This time, they're in Hollywood for Gladys, who is without Mark.

Selling greeting cards, napkins, coasters,
stationery and a complete line with name
on. Costs nothing to try. Send for samples
and Selling Plan on approval.

1217 Market

telling

After dinner, Mark takes us to
house to see a picture. The picture
he runs is Rockne because he knows
that Toots loves football and that I am

RADIO COMPOSERS, (WDA)

formance. The night before we sailed,
Toots Shor gave us a party at his apart-

ment on Park Avenue. (Toots' apartment in "The Naked City," by the way.

He

loaned

it

to Hellinger while Hellinger

and the cast were shooting in New York)
It was a party to end all parties. Ethel
Merman came over and sang her brains
out; Joe E. Lewis came over from the
Copacabana; Bill Powell was there; Bob
Hope. And Jimmy Walker, who was one
of

the

great

friendships

said,

to Sobol 's.

—

"Mr. Jiminy Crickets!" that's Toots
at his most profane. That is Toots' profanity. Guys that love him, guys like
me, know there isn't any profanity in
the big lug.
One thing about friendship, when it's
in your league, it takes in your whole
family. Your friend isn't your friend unless his affection is

for

you and yours.

not only for you, but
.

.

A

couple of years ago, Eloise and I
were in New York, on our way to London, England, for the Command Per-

SCREENLAND

my

of

life,

stopped by. I met Walker at the Lambs
Club in New York before I ever went to
Hollywood. I'd met him, later, at luncheons and parties; never spent an evening
alone with him in my life, wouldn't have
presumed but there was a guy I revered
and loved so, this evening, at Toots'
party when Jimmy was told that Eloise
and I were on our way to England to be
presented to the King and Queen, he
goes over to Eloise, kisses her hand, looks

—
—

at her

and

says,

"A

greater compliment

could never be paid a Queen."

Performance,
After the Command
Eloise and I are in Paris, having ourselves a fling, when a bellboy comes into
our hotel room with the New York
papers. The headlines read:
J.

JAMES

WALKER

DIES.

From Paris, I wrote to Toots: "Dear
Toots," I said in part, "God must be getting very lonely because guys like Jimmy
are called upstairs all the time, lately."
now, Runyon
All the time, lately
.

I'm

his

splendid offer.

i

—

ME

loose.

Radio composers offer you the opportunity to
have your poem set to music by a composer
whose latest RCA-Victor record sold thousands
of copies. Send poems for free examination and

CLINTON.

the greatest check-picker-upper that ever
lived. "One night we were having dinner
at Duffy's Tavern," says Hannagan.
"Knowing Hellinger's reputation as a tabtaker, / take Duffy aside and warn him,
'I don't want that bum to get this check.'
Comes tab-time and Hellinger itchy to
take it, Duffy stalls the deal, or tries to.
'If I don't get this check,' says Hellinger,
'I'll never come into this joint again.'
'Oh, for God's sake,' says Duffy, 'give
the check!' and he takes it."

lywood and we have dinner on the Strip,
Toots and Baby, Mark and his Gladys,
Eloise and I, and Orson Welles, on the

WANTED
POEMS
FOR MUSICAL SETTING
BUTLER BLDG

lines," as we say in show
But what came over with the

his

business.

Don't miss this chance of a lifetime to
"be on the inside" of Hollywood.

CELEBRITIES LISTING SERVICE
BOX 619, BERKELEY, CALIF.

talk about Kitty, his late

will

Bill

is,

youR own terms

.

.

and Hellinger.
Once a week, every week
.

.

of our lives,

Jimmy Cagney, McHugh, Frank
Morgan, Jimmy Gleason and I get to-

Spence,

gether at Chasen's, or at one of our
homes, and dish like a lot of old dames.
Now one of the greatest members, Lynne
Overman, isn't there anymore. He got
called upstairs, too.

my

two sons and I swim
These days,
together, oh, daily.
fish together. I
teach them how to throw a football,
laced the right way, and not just like it's
a hard-boiled egg. I teach them how to
play baseball, never to throw it underhand, always overhand. I tell them that
immaculate linen and clean fingernails
are important. I tell them .it's better to
be kind than to be king. They know the
number of stars and stripes that make
the American flag and how it got that
way. I talk to them about friendship and
how it's something you can never buy or
bribe. I tell them about Jimmy Walker
and Jimmy Gleason and Hellinger and

We

Runyon and O'Dwyer and Cagney and
Tracy, and what a
was, in his way, or

lot of

guy each guy

is.

them that everything I've taught
be no good unless they say
morning and evening prayers.

I tell

them
their

will

If Sean, say, has a beef about something, I talk it over with him, lay the
cards down, face up, say, "Have we got

a deal?" wait for the answer, "Yes, Dad,
we've got a deal."
So, as a result, these are two more
two more
great friends I've made
guys, along with the other great guys,
in my league.
.

.

.

To talk about the guys that are in
your league and have been, from way
back, what more is there to say about
friendship?

Cobina Wright's Gossip Of Hollywood Parries

LOVELY PRESSES

Continued from page 29

maid or a bellboy shows up with your
order.
It proved fascinating to the movie
contingent, although as Barbara Bates,
who is Danny Kaye's new leading lady,
a

said to me, "I think this
to get Kleenex!"

is

the hard

way

ANOTHER

fun weekend party which
drew crowds of stars like Dorothy
Lamour, Betty Hutton, Danny Kaye.
Merle Oberon and Burns and Allen down
to Palm Springs, took place during the
recent earthquake. Palm Springs felt it
worse than any other spot in Southern
California, but it gave the whole crowd
at tlie Tennis Club and the Racquet Club
a lot to talk about.
George Burns was taking his first drink
of the afternoon, when the quake rocked
the whole room. Putting down his drink,

George looked at his wife and said,
"Grade, if that's the kind of Bourbon
they're serving, let's get out of here."
At George Raft's new Desert Retreat,
Raft was mixing cocktails at the same
moment. George recovered from the first
shock and called to his butler, "Bring the
ice, but don't bother with the shaker!"
Dorothy Lamour claims that because
of the earth's convulsion, she's the only
person who ever fell of a horse while it

was standing

still

and Betty Hutton

blames her loss at gin rummy that afternoon, on the fact that the cards all
moved backward.

themselves the Williams Brothers. So
adept has Kay become at watching all
the stars there is hardly one she can't
imitate and her act has, in less than two
years, won top acclaim both here and in

6IVENTOYW

the East.
Her return to Hollywood was in the
nature of a triumph. The Beverly-Wilshire Hotel did a whole new room over
for her and her opening party drew
every top star in Hollywood. Not since
the Circus Benefit, we told you about in
Screenland two months ago, have we
seen such a galaxy of film celebrities.
Only occasionally does Hollywood live
up to its reputation as a fabulous starland filled with glitter and glamour, but
Kay's return debut was one of those extra-special occasions.
Imagine a famous face at every table
and you have some idea of what the
turnout was like. On my left were the

of cost— and earn steady

call

Jack Bennys with Claudette Colbert and
her husband, Dr. Pressman, and Van and
Evie Johnson. On the other side were
Ginger Rogers and Jack Briggs, ichile at
an adjoining table were June Allyson and
Dick Powell with the Johnny Greens.
On the crowded dance floor, Clark
Gable and Iris Bynum. whom he's really
been rushing, danced by Peter Lawford
and Nora Flynn. who, in turn, made
dance room for the Randolph Scotts, Arlene Dahl and socially prominent Harry
Gushing. Dinah Shore and George Montgomery, the Alan Ladds, newly reconciled

Gloria

De Haven

and

Johnny

Ladies, here's your chance to take
your pick of dozens of gorgeou
Spring dresses— without a penny

TRA MONEY

No canvassing or experience
necessary. Pleasant, dignified
business. Get free details of this
unusual offer and Portfolio of

new

styles. Send no money.
Everything furnished FREE.

Lovely fabric samples included.

Rush your name, address and
j

dress size on a penny postcard.
No obligation. Write at once
Fashion Frocks, Desk B3027
Cincinnati 25, Ohio.

kin, her

Ted

Bris-

husband, gave one of the most

amusing parties in their own Brentwood
home the other evening, inviting Danny
Kaye and his wife, Sylvia Fine, to be
guests of honor. Both Betty and Danny
reviewed for their guests, after dinner,
the acts they did in London's Palladium.
Of course, both of them broke all English records, but not the one for laughs

we had in Betty's house.
The climax came when Danny did his
impersonation of Kay Thompson, the
song and dance satirist who has recently
taken this country by storm. Danny put
on her makeup and went through the
whole

excusing himself only for a
before the final number. This
closing bit was so good that Van Heflin
and Walter Pidgeon both exclaimed,
"Why that's better than Kay herself!"
The laugh came when, a few minutes
later, they found out that it was Kay
herself
and that Danny had fixed it
for her to go on for him, while the incorrigible Kaye slipped into Betty's dining room and was standing there howling
to himself!
act,

moment

—

—

of
KAY,
matic

is the former draat
who has
taught so many stars and starlets how to
walk and talk properly in front of the
camera. An incomparably clever girl, Kay
finally thought of doing an act herself
with the aid of a quartet of boys, who

course,

coach

MGM,
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CARPS

EXTRA CASH

Earn
It's

aS low

Lovely EVERYDAY

Sell

easy to make

MONEY in yonr spare time show'

ing exquisite Birthday, Anniversary, Convalescent greeting cards to friends and neighbors.
Amazing assortment of 14 stunning folders for
SI retail sell qoickly— pay well. Also Stationery, Gift Wrappings. No experience needed.
WRITE TODAY for SAMPLES on approval.
PHILLIPS CARD CO.. s*s Hunt St., Newton, Mass"

Payne. Anne Baxter and John Hodiak,
Merle Oberon and the William Powells
all were on hand to applaud the talented
hay. What surprised me most was to
see such enthusiasm from a movie colony
audience which is reported to be the cold-

SONGS WANTED^

—

INCIDENTALLY, Betty and

EX-

besides.

That's what we offer you for /'
representing us in your spare
time. Show our popular frocks
to your friends, then send us
their orders. Collect handsome
cash commissions in advance.

A

known composer will write the music
your words on a professional basis. His
songs have sold millions of copies.
Recordings made.
Send for FREE Booklet.
w»ll

for

%

est in the world!

JJEIODY J0ART

BOYLSTON

80

ST..

Dept.

rl

BOSTON. MASS.

THE more
OFattended

intimate parties I have
recently I think the most
outstanding was the one which Designer
Adrian, and his wife, Janet Gaynor, gave.
Adrian designs parties with the same
verve he puts into everything from painted canvasses to clothes. He and Janet
have a fascinating house high on a mountain ridge overlooking San Fernando Valley. A spectacular view from the drawing room windows reveals acres of rolling pastureland filled with grazing cattle.
After cocktails in this picturesque
atmosphere, Host Adrian invited his
guests to go to the sumptuous buffet to
their plates. By the time they had
fill
returned, they found that, with sesamelike ingenuity, beautifully appointed tables had been spread, even down to the
last place card!
The other evening Loretta Young and
her husband, Tom Lewis, Roz Russell
and her husband. Freddie Brisson, Constance Collier and Claudette Colbert
were all exclaiming over this amazing
transformation. But they were even further surprised, once dessert and coffee
were served to discover the tables disappearing with equal magic. I took a
minute to admire the unusual piece of

Screenland

Broken Jewelry Wanted
Highest cash prices paid for rings,

kinds.

All

jewelry, spectacles, gold teeth, diamonds, bro-

and

usable

watches,

promptly.

Write

for

ken

Cash

etc.

FREE shipping

mailed

container.

LOWE'S
Dept. SU, Holland

Bldg.,

St.

Louis,

Mo.

ARE YOU BEAUTIFUL?
Your

prematurely

aged

face doesn't have to be
for a happy
or successful future life.
Read this well known book

an obstacle

"Before

&

After"

that

has helped thousands of people for the
past twenty years. It tells

about the latest scientific
methods for correcting race wrinkles, sagging museye bags, etc. Tells about the correction of
badly shaped noses, pro-

cles,

truding ears, thick lips.
Also pendulous breasts,
Hare lip and other dePlastic Surgery
explained by a famous and experienced spe-

fects, etc.

fully

cialist.

125 pages richly

25c coin or
stamps. Woman or man;
girl or boy.
Write today.
illustrated.

GLENNVILLE PUBLISHERS
CP,

60

E.

42nd

St.,

Dept.

New

York 17, N. Y.
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jewelry which Adrian had imported from
India as a gift for Janet. (It is a huge
ring attached to a matching bracelet by
myriad fine strands of gold.)
When I looked up, the room has assumed still another personality— that of

ACTUAL PHOTOS OF THE
FAVORITE MOVIE STARS
Including such favorites
as June Allyson, Peter
Lawford, Alan Ladd, Rita
Hayworth, Cornel Wilde,
Lana Turner, Greer Garson, Gregory Peck, and

many

others.

Complete set

EQ
EE
rlVEE
of

pictures

of

64

2390,
28,

becomes

a joy to a designer. Incidentally, her home is one of the loveliest I have ever seen; she uses color with
magnificent taste. She knows how to
drape fabric into a dress, too. One day
she brought her little girl into the ward-

CALIFORNIA

SEARCH
TALENT
NEW
AND
TYPES NEEDED

FACES

IN

MOTION PICTURES AND TELEVISION
SEND YOUR PHOTO AT ONCE TO
SCREEN GUILD OF AMERICA
P.O. Box

HOLLYWOOD,

2750-H

CALIF.

and

suffer with attacks of Asthma
gasp for breath, if restful sleep

and choke

you

is

difficult

because of the struggle to breathe, don't fail to
send at once to the Frontier Asthma Company for
a FREE trial of the FRONTIER
MEDICINE, a preparation for temporary symptomatic relief of paroxysms of Bronchial Asthma.
No matter where you live or whether you have
faith in any medicine under the sun, send today

ASTHMA

for

free

this

trial.

cost you nothing.
535-C Frontier Bldg.
Buffalo 1, N. Y.

will

It

Frontier Asthma Co.
462 Niagara St.

SONG POEMS WANTED
Poems wanted for musical
Send your Poems in today for

All types of
setting.

FREE

examination.

HAMAM
645

Manhattan

SONG SERVICE
Milwaukee

Building,

ANY BOOK

3,

robe department, looking for something
for her to wear to a costume party
Persian Princess greatly preferred. The
fact that we couldn't lay our hands on
a junior size Persian Princess costume
didn't bother Loretta. She said, "Just
bring me anything that looks like it," and
with various odds and ends, she skillfully draped the little girl into a perfect
Persian Princess.

Wisconsin

IN PRINT

Delivered at your door. We pay postage.
Standard authors, new books, popular editions, fiction, reference, medical, mechanical, children's books, etc. All at guaranteed savings. Send card now for Clark-

Write for our great illustrated
ppcr
"^^book catalog. A short course
in

literature. The buying guide of 300,000
book lovers. Free if you write now — today!

CLARKSON PUBLISHING COMPANY
Dept. SC-39,

Ave., Chicago,

III.

If You Want To Be "Best Dressed"
on the campus, start with quality
quality wool in your skirts and suits,
quality in the sweaters you wear. My
own daughter is in Junior High. She used
to spend her clothes allowance for an
.

*

*

FREE
| LARGE

PHOTO

SIZE OF

FROM

of

skirts, jackets, stoles,

Buy them

FILM STAR CENTER

Box A Dpt. K-39, Hollywood 28,

Cal.,

U.S.A.

A REAL MIDGET RADIO
CARRY

in

POCKET

or

PURSE

Works on new diode^—
NEEDS NO TUBES, BATTERIES OR ELECTRIC
'PLUG-INS.'' Plays
years
for
nothing!
IN BEAUTIFUL RED
PLASTIC.

GETS 25-50

Ml—

GUARANTEED!
(hnl
ck
mo and Pay postman
$1 fin $2.99
$I.UU
COD. >plus postage or send
pay postage. SENT COMPLETE. HEADY TO

^END ONI Y

J C IN Lf VJIN L
t.3.09 and we

I

-

'

PLAY ON simple attachment. JUST THE MIDGET TO
LISTEN AT HOME. IN BED. IN HOTELS. SCHOOL, MOST
ANYWHERE ANYTIME! Wonderful gifts for anyonel
Amazingly low-priced! Order Nowl
MIDWAY CO.
Dept. THS-3
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KEARNEY, NEBR.

the

learn

your sweaters,
belts and scarves.

coordinating

simply

from day to

different items

twist and style
personality.

and

The

and

colors

Wear them with your own

Clever Is

You will olso receive FREE
hondsome colologue containing names of all the stars,
luding various pictures and poses. Send name of your
FAVORITE STAR ond 154 lo cover handling and mailing.

to

is

you'll save hours of precious time,

«

INTRODUCTORY OFFER!

HOLLYWOOD

in

little

you'll establish clothes

*
Girl

*

who

learns

all

she

can about clothes in college. If there is a
course in costume designing, take it for
the improvement of your own personal
appearance. Psychology courses will help
you learn the visual effect of colors. Art
courses will give you an appreciation of
the beauty of line and color combinations.
Any course that deals with posture is invaluable. It seems to me that every girl
who leaves college should be ready for
ready with
the competition to come
.

.

.

her assurance of personal attraction, and
the assurance of knowing how to wear
clothes.
*

*

up, will have more of an awareness of
I always plan, the night before,
what I will wear the next day. Then there
are no hurried moments of doubt in selection and consequent uneasiness during
the day, that perhaps I should have worn
another blouse with that skirt.
*
*
*
self.

You Never Know what

will

happen

during the day, what important moment
will suddenly arise. It's so very nice to
have the feeling that you look right. The
only way to do it is to plan your costume
carefully
and then forget it.
*
*
*
.

.

Self-Assurance

Half

Is

Won. How you wear
walk, how you stand,

The Battle
how you

clothes,

a million times

is

more important than having a new outfit. Even if it is old, say to yourself, "It
looks just as good on

me now

as

it

did

was new and I like it." The
minute you become sure of yourself you
wear your clothes well. Notice how
Loretta Young wears her clothes on the
screen. No matter what she puts on, she

when

it

looks smart because of her innate clothes
assurance.
*
*
*

Enough the campus clothes
"Mother Is A Freshman," are adaptable to any age from Junior High to
College Senior. The velveteens and wools
are good for the career girl, the young
married girl, for country wear, or for any
Strangely

in

age "at home."
*

*

*

You Don't Have To Be Rich To Look

interchanging

YOUR FAVORITE

MOVIE STAR

*

Another Good Idea
trick

day.
HOLLYWOOD

.

endless variety of skirts and sweaters.
Stretching the allowance that way, she
couldn't afford anything good and she
finally realized she wasn't doing things
right. She looked like every other girl in
school. Then she saved and bought a
lovely cashmere sweater. That gave her
a wonderful feeling of assurance. It was
good. All the inexpensive school skirts
seemed to stretch and bulge in the rear,
so she bought some good wool material, a
skirt pattern, and came up with a skirt
that looks like $20.00 but actually cost
about $2.00.

by wearing
DIRECT

.

*

*

*

son's 1949 catalog.

1257 So. Wabash

.

.

Free for Asthma
If

African paintings. How versatile can a
liollywood party be?

Continued from page 46

STUDIOS
STEWART-CROXTON
Box
Dept. SP-3
P. O.

—

—

Kay Nelson's Fashion Flashes

50c

Beautiful 32-page catalog with
order. Includes over 400 actual
movie stars, westerns, pinups.

HOLLYWOOD

an art gallery. There, with an easel set
by the enormous fireplace and Jeffrey
Lynn as an assistant was Adrian ready
to preview his exotic and imaginative

*

It's Good to be conscious of appearance, and I think the generation coming

SCREENLAND

Rich. Get as good materials as you can,
and keep it simple. If a young girl would
only remember that she has a good
figure and an individual personality, she
would never overdress to the extent that
she hides that personality. Take an honest
look at yourself. Know your good points
and bad points and then let clothes cover
up the bad and accentuate the good. And
don't forget that with the background of
a good simple dress, you can express distinction in the way you wear your jewelry or your scarves.
*

#

*

Men Hate

to see a girl gussied up to a
point where she doesn't look natural and
comfortable.
They like the kind of

grooming that comes from immaculate
cleanliness, but they don't like the fussiness of an elaborate, lacquered hair-do.

They like to see a girl dressed comfortably so that she can act natural. They
hate it when she isn't herself.
*

*

*

Your Date Dress should be just a little
bit more formal but not too much more

man

sees

the afternoon

and

than your classroom

attire. If

you dressed casually

in

a

you rush for black chiffon when he asks
you for a date, he'll think you're trying
to overwhelm him. And never wear an
"occasion" dress that twists or pulls out
of place, so that you have to keep fussing
with it. See that it fits right and stays
iD place.

*

*

*

The Informal Dinner Dress

fun if
you work out a group of interchangeables. For example, you could start with
a little velveteen jacket cut like the top
of the sunburst-pleated wool dress in
Loretta Young's wardrobe. Add a matching velveteen skirt. One night you could
switch the jacket to an off-shoulder
blouse or a metallic sweater tucked into
the skirt and worn with a leather belt.
As for the length of your dinner dress,
let your ankles be your guide. If they are
attractive, don't hide them simply because a long length is fashionable. If
they're good you can keep your dress
twelve inches from the floor. If they're
not one of your good points, drop the
skirt as

is

low as you wish.
*

*

*

The Magic Of The

it

at

You could have one lace top
with long or short sleeves, another of
taffeta, velvet or lame. Add a huge pouf
of a bow in the back and you havp a
bustle. Add a checked taffeta apron and
you have a new skirt
dresses

*

When Aunt

*

Clara

dressed like their mothers and they
all to look different. But
now the co-ed dresses her age. She goes
for casual comfort and a natural look.
That's good, but she shouldn't let this
current desire to look like the next girl
hide her personality. Don't be afraid to
wear a scarf a new way, to hang your
jewelry on your belt, or to devise any
innovation. It will teach you to be a
fashion leader later.
girls

*

too

REDUCE
Make

*

If

is

EASY TO HAVE
A MODEL FIGURE
NO DRUGS! NO LAXATIVE!
NO EXERCISE!
NO MESSY LIQUID!
NO TIRING ROUTINE!

too often

color, a course in art appreciation, or the

Today's sllm-llne fashions, so eDvied on models, don't go with

open a new world
to you. You will begin to understand and
enjoy color combinations not only for
your wardrobe but for your home background. I have files and files of color
pictures that I have collected over a
will

Whenever

period of years.

them

in

your appearance and weigh
you down physically and mentally.
Replace them with attractive

spoil

—
— safe! The

*

*

.

if she had to look like everyone
Well, she decided to try it and when
she came home she told me that all her
friends wanted to buy turtleneck sweaters
like hers. She discovered what fun it is
to be a little different.
*
#
*

asked her
else.

You Can't Depend On A Saleslady to
make you look smart. Too often, with
limited time, you rush to a store and your
clothes selection is like reaching into a
gTabbag. If the waistline and the hips
fit, the saleslady tells you it looks wonderful. Why not try a different approach
the next time you need a suit, for example. Find a good wool skirt, a neutral
color such as beige or gray, in a hard
finish. Then ask for a separate jacket,
black or brown. Add a couple of blouses,
one in silk to match the skirt, another in
silk to contrast with the skirt but complement the jacket. Then, if you can,
find a striped jersey sweater to wear in
or out, with a good looking belt.

pleasant

cess fat a thing of the past for

you

I

TREMETT TABLET PLAN
BRINGS AMAZING RESULTS

—

friends with a new YOU
a slender YOU!
losing up to 10 unsightly pounds a week, the Tremett
Tablet Plan works to keep you from being hungry. Yet.
Tremett
Tablet
daily
Plan
provides
necessary vitayour
mins and minerals you're now getting from fat-building
foods. And you can eat things you like, without taking
harsh lemon-juice mixtures or violent exercise! Absolutely
harmless. Contain no drugs. So convenient' Carry Tremett
Tablets in your purse and take as required. No mixing or
embarrassment. Just follow simple directions and look for

Amaze your
While

your glorious, firm new

figure!

10-DAY NO-RISK TRIAL
scales must show you have lost weight, have an improved figure, you must look better, feel better or you get
your money back without question' SEND NO MONEY!
Just send name and address on postcard. When package arrives, pay postman S-i.00 plus postage for 25 day supply or
send S3.00 with order, we will pay the postage. If not satisfied your money will be refunded. Mail that postcard today.

Your

JOHN JAMES,

it might interyou to study the colors we used in
"Mother Is A Freshman." It's a Technicolor production and I don't think

1814 East 40th

est

single

healthful,

Tremett Tablet Plan may make ex-

And Speaking Of Color

we overlooked one

—

curves a trim silhouette by the
Tremett Tablet Plan. Quick— easy

in

your clothes.
*

bulges, rolling layers of fat that

I see a beauti-

a magazine I
cut it out. It might be only the rusty
shade of a pipe near the blue of water or
the green of grass. It might be the yellow
of eggs being whipped by a silvery egg
beater in a blue bowl If the color combination is right and balanced, I clip it
and save it. It's fun to develop your own
color preferences and it certainly will
make you more distinctive when you use
color combination

days

MONEY BACK

you have no awareness of

study of paintings

|Q Lb S.

to

OR YOUR

*

And The Magic Of Color
neglected.

up

off

6>}in 10

INC.

Street, Dept. E-21, Cleveland, Ohio

POEMS WANTED

color of the
to look for

To Be Set to Music

rainbow. But, you'll have
them because the colors of clothes must
be subtle to form a background that
enhances the personality of the wearer.

Sweetheart, Mother, Dad, Baby, Love, Western, Patriotic any subject.
Send U3 your
poems at once for free examination and free
analysis.

RADIO CITY MUSIC ACADEMY
1674 BROADWAY,

NEW YORK

19, N. Y.

LEG SUFFERERS

*

It So Happens that my thirteen-yearold daughter looks good in a turtleneck
sweater. I suggested that she wear one
of mine to school but she said, "Oh, no,
mother
the girls dou't wear them!" I
.

is

side.

*

Went To College

wanted most of

*

one

*

ful

Even Formal Attire goes interchangeable now. With clever changing you can
wear the same long skirt four times
a week without buying four different

Silk Scarf

often overlooked. One of those yard
square silk print kerchiefs can change an
outfit in endless ways. You can tuck it
into your belt, fasten it with a big gold
safety pin and let it hang. You can wrap
one corner around your neck and tuck
the rest into your belt. Toss it over your
shoulder and fasten it into the belt front
and back. You can do the same thing
with a gold thread or sequin studded
scarf for evening. Fasten one corner to
your necklace and spread the balance
across the front of your dress, or drape

His Fate

Is

In

Why continue to suffer without attempting to do something? Write today for New

—

Your Hands

METHODS

FOR
Booklet "THE LIEPE
USE." It tells about Varicose
Ulcers and Open Leg Sores. Llepe Methods
used while you walk. More than 40 years of
success. Praised and en-

HOME

Continued from page 17

dorsed by multitudes.

hands never seem at rest. The restless
hands are usually a sign of a nervous
temperament. Give these hands something definite to do and tension eases.
Knitting or crocheting is an effective antidote. And there are few motion picture sets or back stages in the theatre
where you will not see members of the
female casts knitting. Also, this precision
use of needles is a great hand beautifier.
For the gentle exercise develops flexibility and grace. On the first page of this
story, you will see lovely Janis Paige busy
with her knitting, and you will also notice the graceful bend of Barbara Bates'
wrist. For lovelier hands and a smarter
wardrobe, you might well take to your
knitting needles,

girls.

Like ankles, wrists are a special point
for beauty. Too often, our bones here
are prominent, so we resort to conceal-

ment

or illusion to correct this fault.

If

wear them
even half an inch
too short makes hands look awkward.

you wear any long
long.

The

sleeve that

sleeves,
is

SCREENLAND

LIEPE METHODS, 3284 N.Green Bay Ave.,
Dept. C-34. Miwaukee, Wisconsin

BOOKLET

PERFUME SAMPLE

FREE

. .
FROM CALIFORNIA
Advertising Offer.
WE MAIL.
"FLOWERS OF GOLD" (Reg. SI. 00 Sizet. Glamorous rare fragrance. Very new—exciting. A scent you'll
love.
Send only 10c for postage and packing.
.

.

.

.

.

.

GLAMORINE OF CALIFORNIA. 140 Borel
SAN MATEO, CALIF.

Ave.,

Dept.

2

L'ORMONE
The Estrogenic Hormone

BUST CREAM
The Only Cream
Containing Femogen*
Each jar contains
30.UUU

Int.

Femogen*
Hormunes)

(

Units of
Estrogenic

that special,
precious, amazing ingredient that may be absorbed by the skin of
the breasts. We make
no claims, promises, or
representations of any
kind whatever for this

cream. We want YOU
to be the sole judge of

L'ORMONE may
UNCONDITIONALLY

what

do

FOR YOU. WE GUARANTEE

that if you are not delighted after
using your first jar of L'ORMONE we will cheerfully
refund the purchase price. 30 -day supply with full directions, in plain wrapper, complete including Fed. tax and
postage, only $3.00 with order, or $3.50 C O.D.

L'ORMONE
220 Broadway
•Trade Mark

CO., Dept. 260-

New

York 7, N. Y.

71

—

"2 Scratching
Relieve Itch in aJiffy
Sufferers from the torturing itch
caused by eczema, pimples, scales,
~~s,

scabies, athlete's foot, "factory" itch,
and othtr itch troubles, are praising
cooling, liquid D.D.D. Prescription.

—

This time-proved medication developed by Dr. D.D.Dennis positively relieves that cruel,
burning itch. Greaseless and stainless. Soothes and
comforts even the most intense itching in a jiffy. A
35c trial bottle proves its merits or your money back.
Ask your druggist today for D. D. D. Prescription.

—
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NURSE?

7
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See that your length definitely covers the
wristbone. If you like the bracelet-length
sleeve, then be sure you cover the wrist
area well with bracelets. Bracelets and
earrings are the most nattering of all
jewelry.
So much for a few points on the appearance of hands. And now the touch,
for here is a subtle power. The feel of
hand skin should be soft and smooth, of
course, but what your touch radiates can
build lasting personal relationships. The
handshake is very important. The firm,
sincere touch makes a good impression.

The

limp, lifeless shake

say the

Always

least.

hand to you, literally
you touch the hand

is

let

forbidding, to

a

man

offer his

When
whom you

in this case.

of one

touch should express love. We
put our hands gently on children and I
think they feel the gentleness and affection. Oddly enough, when we become
aware of the power within our hands and
train ourselves to touch all things gently
but firmly, we are developing a great
source of attraction when those hands
touch humans. People will like, indeed
love you for the touch of your hands.
love, that

TO TRAIN AT HOME

ACT NOW— HELP FILL THE NEED
you can prepare for practical experience
Trained Practical Nurse in spare time.
earn while learning. Ages 18 to 55. High
hool not necessary. Easy payments. Write
free information and sample lesson pages.
WAYNE SCHOOL OF PRACTICAL NURSING, INC.
2301 N.Wayne Ave. Ops* AD 25.CH ICAGO I 4. ILL.
..y
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SONGWRITERS

PUBLISHED ^

[

Send your songs or poems today. Music
written for your words without charge.
Records, copies, copyright furnished.

have helped many new

ADVANCE

first

ROYALTY

I'll

1537 No. Vine SI.,Dept..i-j». Hollywood 28,

the

APRIL

bet things would

still

be

in

.

We

writers find their

Whispering Smith

Let us try to help you.

success.

.

.

HOLLYWOOD TUNESMITHS
1

In

problem,
a mess.

C Techn icolor )

—

Justice finally triumphs

out from under him. and from then on,

what's coming to him.

is

a rip-roaring,

one-man posse

his

best

friend,

—

Robert Preston,

—

finally

Ladd on excuse me the right track.
This is crammed with ornery critters, including Frank Faylen and Donald Crisp.

sets

June Allyson's

finale

interest takes a side seat, but the
shows it's more than possible that

Alan

will

Love

DON'TS FOR BRIDES!

get the gal.

Brenda Marshall

too.

Fighter Squadron
C Technicolor )

On sale March 9th

Warner Brothers

EXCITING
ANaround
an

action yarn woven
English-based squadron
of fighter planes and pilots during the
last war. It has an all-male cast and the
humor is along the same lines mascu-

—

GET $$$ EASILY

line.

Selling greeting cards, napkins, coasters,
stationery and a complete line with name
on. Costs nothing to try. Send for samples
and Selling Plan on approval.

WEICOME
368 Plane

St.

NEWARK

Dept. E

2, N. J.

High School Course
at

Home

Many

Finish in

2 Years

Go as rapidly as your time and abilities permit. Course
equivalent to resident school work prepares for college
entrance exams. Standard II S. texts supplied. Diploma.

—

.

Credit for H. S. Bubjects already completed. SiriKle subjects if desired. Hiifh school education is very important for advancement ID
budineaa and indiiHtry and socially. Don't bo handicapped all your
life. Be ft H if; h School (rradnate. Start your training now. Free

No obligation.
American School, Dept. H- 35. Drexel at 58th, Chicago 37

Bulletin on rennet.
I
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SONG PRODUCTION

FINE PUBLICATION PROPOSITION.

The Man From Colorado
(Technicolor )

Columbia

National Distribution of Publication
C. Iiobel

Mayer, Box 3896, Portland
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WANTED
To he

Set to

Music

ubmlt one or more of your best poems for free
^examination. Any subject. Send poem. PHONOGRAPH
^RECORDS MADE.
60S Beacon Bldg.,
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Boston

8,

Mass.

GOOD,

Mexican Hayride

V niversal-t international
Abbott and Costello as the two
WITH
main
what more can you
zanies,

say? Except, perhaps, that friend Lou
eventually finds himself in a bullfight
arena which makes for more laughs than
his "love scenes" with sultry Luba Malina. There's a slight plot in which Costello is the innocent fall guy for swindler
Abbott, and is therefore known to American police as a cagy confidence man. Of
course he is no such thing, and in his
own screwball fashion manages to prove
his innocence, and is allowed to return to
the U.S.A. Ah, yes, Miss Malina finally
succumbs to the Costello charm and as
the two love-birds fly into the sunset
yup, you guessed it Costello falls out of
the wagon.

—

young men who live and
Edmond O'Brien, as the

squadron leader, and Robert Stack, as the
pilot who takes time out to marry the
girl back home. There are many actual
shots taken from Air Force films which
lend excitement and authenticity to the
picture. Outstanding among the roles is
the one done by Tom D'Andrea, a sergeant who goes around chasing British
damsels and using the well-known name
of "Kinsey."

REAL COMPOSER OF MUSIC WILL CO-OPERATE

WITH LYRIC WRITERS

the

die bravely are

and Glenn gets

in

super-duper Western. In addition,
Alan is a railroad detective on the trail
of a gang of train wreckers who are looting the derailed trains. Suspicion about
this

SILVER SCREEN

—

picture opens with some tough
THE
hombre shooting Alan Ladd's horse

Ladd

issue of

—

Paramount

Gil.

comes apparent that Glenn is using his
job to turn himself into a dictator and
takes delight in imposing unjust laws on
the townsfolk. After ordering the hanging
of an innocent man, Glenn gets told off
but good by Bill and from then on
it's open warfare between the two, with
Glenn's wife, Ellen Drew, in the middle.

fast-moving

drama about a

Civil War colonel, Glenn Ford, who
during the war has developed the lust to
kill and destroy. When he is mustered out
of the army, Ford is appointed as a Federal judge, and he in turn appoints his
comrade and fellow officer, William Holden, as marshal. However, it rapidly be-

SCREENLAND

Three Godfathers
( Technicolor )

MGM

THIS

certainly

— three

is

an unusual Western

bank robbers, while fleeing a
posse, find a deserted camp and a lone
woman about to give birth. Before the
mother dies, she makes the three outlaws
the baby's godfathers and asks that they
look after the child. From then on, John
Wayne, Pedro Armendariz and Harry
Carey, Jr. are no longer concerned with
themselves and escape. Instead, with a

minimum supply of water, they set out
across the desert to bring their newborn
godson to civilization and safety
Definitely a tearjerker, the picture, nevertheless, has its happier moments, as in the
scene where the godfathers read a book
on baby care. Harry Carey, Jr. does well
in both acting and singing a cowboy song
which turns out to be his own dirge.

Lucky

The Dark Past
Columbia

WILLIAM HOLDEN

is a psychoescapes from a
penitentiary. He and his gang, including
girl friend Nina Foch, take refuge in the
Summer home of a professor of psychology, Lee J. Cobb. It isn't until Cobb
convinces Bill that he can clear up a recurrent nightmare which the killer has,
that you start finding out what made Bill
turn into a gun-crazy killer. There are
several dream sequences and much talk
about psychiatry. The suspense is con-

pathic killer

Stiff

ENLARGEMENT

United Artists

PLENTY

who

and Bill's original blot on his life,
which he committed as a youngster, is

sistent,

quite a shocker.

The Countess Of Monte Cristo

laughs

of your favorite photo

murder and plenty of
the formula for Dorothy

of

is

Lamour's latest. Along with Dotty, Brian
Donlevy and Claire Trevor find themselves in some hair-raising situations
which begin when a night club owner gets
bumped off and Dotty is accused of being
the guilty party. Since Brian thinks she
isn't guilty, he decides to track down the
real murderer. He also gets Dotty, who
everyone believes has been electrocuted

for her crime, to play the role of her departed spirit. The object is to scare the
killer into making him, or her, confess.
With Dotty scaring the daylights out of
everyone, and several creepy scenes, one
takes place in an undertaker's parlor,
you're sure to enjoy yourself. Plus that
a surprise finish, too.

NEW SILK FINISH • GOLD TOOLED FRAME
Just to get acquainted, we will

make you a FREE 5x7 enlargement
of any picture or negative and
mount it in a handsome gold tooled

frame. Be sure to include color of

and clothing for information on having this enlargement
beautifully hand colored in oil.
SEND NO MONEY. Send your most cherished photo
or negative now, accept your beautifully framed enlargement when it arrives, and pay postman only 19c
for frame plus small handling and mailing charge. If
you are not completely satisfied, return the enlargement within 10 days and your money will be refunded.
But you may keep the handsome frame as a gift for
promptness. Limit 2 to a customer. Originals returned.
hair, eyes,

HOLLYWOOD
7021 Santa Monica

—

Universal-International

THE

only thing you can say is that
this brings Sonja Henie back to the
screen. Her skating with Michael Kirby
and a small bit done by skater-comedian,
Freddie Trenkler, are the main bright
spots. The rest is a rather confused potpourri about Sonja, and her chum, Olga
San Juan, who are barmaids in a small
European kingdom. The girls get hold of
a car and decide to palm themselves off
as a countess and her maid Sonja being
the pseudo countess. While on the spree,
Sonja meets and goes for a dashing lieutenant, Michael Kirby, but not without
complications each thinks the other is
a crook. Anyhow, Sonja winds up with a
movie contract and Michael.

—

—

Contains Estrogenic

HORMONES

Universal-International

GrVES you an insight into the lives of

some nasty characters and how they
get nastier as time and the picture go on.
With Burt Lancaster as the armed car

Yvonne De Carlo

m-94 Hollywood 38, Cal.

8U5TLOTION

Criss Cross

guard,

FILM STUDIOS

Blvd.. Dept.

as the sexy fe-

male who has been divorced from him, is
still in love with him, but married to Dan
Duryea, things happen fast and furiously, natch. It's a rough, tough scramble
of dirty deals and involved love. Both
Dan and Burt get paid off for their
crimes, and no one lives happily ever
after.

TEST 10 DAYS ^<^J
ATOUR RISK

This sensational

BUST

Lotion con-

tains 30,000 Int. Units of Estrogenic

Hormones and vegetable

oils that
wonderfully aid the application of hormones. While we
make no claims or representations whatever, we do promise
you a 10 day trial offer! Science believes skin of breasts
may absorb Hormones. Try it! Easy to use!
SEND NO MONEY — Write Now for your 30-day supply
bottle of Laurent de Kolin's Hormone Bust Lotion. When
lotion arrives pay postman only $2.98 plus tax and CO. D.
postage. Test 10 days and see for yourself! Full directions.
If not satisfied return for money back. PLAIN WRAPPER.
LAURENT de KOLIN. Dept. 62-C
1226 W. Augusta Blvd.
Chicago 22, 111.

SOmTMNG NEW

and SENSATIONAL

in

tASTf EVERYDAY CARDS
h Satin and VelourGreeting Cards.
offered. Get easy ordi
"
value 16 for $1
to 100% profit. Imprinted Stationery
Floral Charmettes, Napkins. 25 othe:
Assortments retail 60c to SI .00 .

Never before

—

FASTI Astounding

.

Ella

Bids

Au

SAMPLES ON APPROVAL. N(
now— earn
TODAY1

experience needed. Start
year 'round. WRITE

all

Revoir

PUR0

CO., 2801 Locust, Dept.92ic.St. Louis 3,

Mo

Continued from page 42

Eddie Albert, sitting across from
worked and slaved. During

us, "I've

my

last

picture-making job, I was laid up for
three weeks with mononucleosis, which
could easily return if I don't take it easy
for awhile.

—

"And yet and all because I'm pretty
darned happy with Robin I feel capable
of a million jobs, tired or no. My new
mental approach is perfect and translating energy into work is simplicity in itself.
All thanks to a dreamy husband."
Speaking of husbands, the last time we
talked to Ella, she'd just been divorced
and was trying to tie up the loose ends
of her

—

life.

"I'm really glad," she said, during the
present meeting, "that I was married
before, because now I can appreciate
what we have achieved. I couldn't be
happier all I expected of this marriage
came true, plus a great deal I hadn't
even dreamed of.

pression was good, very good.
"He called me, two weeks later, and
asked me to an air show. More dates
followed, but, as I said, I knew after the
third date that he was the man.
"Being a very honorable fellow," she
continued, "Robin held off on a formal
proposal of marriage until my divorce
was final. Then I was so amused by the
old-fashioned formality of his actual
proposal, that I almost laughed, even
though it touched my heart. I said, in
answer, T think marriage to you would
be fun, darling.' A classic bit of understatement, though I wasn't aware that
it was, then."
And so they were married, Robin and
Ella. It was a fancy church wedding and
the newlyweds took off for Sugar Bowl
.

.

MAKE $$

.

EASILY

!

Selling greeting cards, napkins, coasters,
stationery and a complete line with name
on. Costs nothing to try. Send for samples
and Selling Plan on approval.

;

370 Plane

5
jj

;

MERIT GREETING CARD CO.
NEWARK,

St.

N. J.

HOLLYWOOD'S

PHOTO

NEWEST

CHARM

I

RAGE!

BRACELET

Impress your

Stunning

friends with this

bracelet

unique and

with 5
plated

beautiful

charm frames

jewelry

for your
photos of your friends.

accessory.
Send

$1°°

To:

(slltrerplite bracelet) or

$2°°

(eoldplate bracelet)

HOUSE O F IRWIN

1958 GLENCOE WAY, Hollywood 28,

Calif.

—

"I knew that Robin was the one for
nie, exactly three dates after we first met
at Palm Springs. That evening, I remember, I'd been much taken with him
and had asked, casually, about the three
rows of ribbons on his uniform.
It
annoyed him, naturally, and he muttered
something about getting them out of a
box of Crackerjack. But, despite this
minor contretemps, the mutual first-im-

NOW-HOME COSMETIC

FOR

Give your gray hair natural-looking color
again, yourself, in the privacy of your own
home. Mary T. Goldman's, wonderful clear
liquid cosmetic, stops gray hair worries for

Mljt
IjljHp

M
y

sjS^
-jt

W

thousands! So easy! Simply

Goldman's through

hair.

comb Mary

/Von't bother

T.

wave,

nor spoil hair texture. Guaranteed to give
gray hair the youthful-looking shade you

want or your money back. Get Mary T.
Goldman's today at your drug or department
store. Accept no substitute!

SCREENLAND

GRAY HAIR!

FREE TRIAL:

Send coupon below for

free trial kit.

MARY

1

T.

GOLDMAN

F-22 Goldman Bldg.,

CO.

St. Paul 2.

Minn.

Send FREE sample. Check color.
Black
Dark Brown
Light Brown
Medium Brown
Blonde
Auburn

Name^

A ddress
City

_

State
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the northern part of California

— for

"Not that I'm inclined to talk about
the man," she smirked, went on, "bul
Robin just happens to number good taste
among his other good qualities. He's
even made me clothes-conscious. I, who
used to be a suit-woman. Give little Ella

honeymoon.

heir

"It's a lovely spot," said Ella, "great

something we're both mad for.
I'm not what's called a competing skiier
we're strong skiiers, with the accent on
endurance. Robin had never been on
for skiing,

—

skiis

before and I was

all

set to

a decent suit and I was all set. Now I
spend years being fitted to very feminine
things that will please Robin. Those
Travis Banton numbers I mentioned
weren't just for the boat or to dazzle
Paris they were whipped up to impress

show him

anyway. But I should
have known that this rascal Army AllAmerican would be a quickstudy on a
up; a tiny bit,

—

—

ski-run.

.

.

—

.

you-know-who!
"England is the big concern right now,"
Ella said. "I have five things in mind,
as regards that country and me. First,
I want to be a good airman's wife. Secondly, I want to help Robin in other

we

both work,
there've been separations, but we've been
pretty lucky that way. And when we're
apart, we write every day his letters are
extraordinarily good. The guy has a sense
of humor, in addition to being intellec"Naturally,

since

—

ways, too.
"Thirdly, I want to learn French. Does
learning French in England sound crazy?
I don't think so, since it's spoken more
there and there's a possibility of getting
a bi-lingual housekeeper who'd help me

tual."

The

college-bred Raines swears that his
education is better than hers he's a
West Pointer. On the other hand, she's
subconsciously jealous of the fact that

—

—

Robin the son of General Robert Olds
and born in Hawaii has traveled all
over the U. S. and in Europe during the

—

war.
"I've never been out of this country,"
said Ella, "and I love travel."

This "best husband" is a complete
balance to her, she says, and is apt to
come up with a surprise any old time,
anyhow. Their sole maid has finally gotten used to them and if they eat dinner
on the patio or in bed, she accepts it
with a shrug. Both always have to be
doing something; both draw. He does
cartoons, does a lot for-and-of the Air
Corps in England. Ella specializes in circus paintings, has been engaged to do a
card-a-year for a top-ranking greetingcard firm. They compete like crazy and
she's out to beat him every time {if she
can) but, even so, they don't fight,
period. Argue, yes
but no quarrels. He's
right 50 percent of the time; she's right
35 that leaves a safe margin to be
divided up.
"Robin's very much pro my career,"
says Ella. "He has helped me to become
a real person on the screen. Thanks to
his sane advice, I'm now aiming at comrealism with an
pletely natural acting
almost European flavor.

—

—

—

"When Robin and I saw the first
rushes of a film I was making a while
ago, he quietly made the point that I
should appear on the screen as I am at
home, that is, to put more warmth in
the role. I trust my recent film-jobs are
the better for that added warmth. No
question about it, Robin has a good layman's sense of the movies and the movie
crowd adores the guy."
And

speaking of her movies, "Impact"
her latest, a United Artists job, and
with Brian Donlevy, Helen Walker,
Charles Coburn.
is

"My

first

nice-girl

role,"

says

"since 'Suspect,' four years back,

Ella,

and a

for someone who hates
playing witches. In 'Impact,' I'm Marsha
Peters, work in a garage, wear greasy

happy change

and have

my

hair slicked back
off
face, like a boy's. Helen Walker,
as Brian's wife, is a femme fatale and,
through a complication, Brian and I are
overalls

my

thrown together and come in contact
with a police lieutenant, played by
Charles Coburn and thanks to a smart

John Hodiak takes speck out of Maureen
O'Hara's eye before Radio Theatre show.

bit of off-casting."

Prior to the above movie, Ella had
turned out "Walking Hills," for Columbia

—

she's free-lancing, these days.

an outdoor

film

It's

having to do with sand

dunes, Randolph Scott and a cast that
includes the late, comic Edgar Kennedy.

"Impact," the United Artists release,
was her 16th picture, she pointed out.
This, she trusts, will break a jinx regarding the number 16 and her. Numerology
doesn't have much impact on her, but
she has noted that several unhappy things
have centered around 16 she burned her
face when a gas oven flared-out at her,
on the 16th and she had a month's sickness in 1944 on that date. The 6th, howshe was born on
ever, that's a number
the 6th, married the major on the 6th.
"In Hollywood," Ella said, "it's better
to be married to someone who's not in
the same profession if only because
there's so much more to talk about when
you labor at different trades, yes? As it
so happens, I admire Robin's choice of
the Army as a career a natural choice
for him, really, since his is an old Army
family. As it also happens, I love Robin,
and ours is the grandest romance or
have I said that, before? To me, to us,
that romance is the most important thing
in the world and its success even helps
us to do better work. It makes me feel
both proud and humble and I don't care
who says that's corn, it's precisely the

—

—

—

—

—

way

I feel.

"I had cooked up a dozen fancy ideas
about how I was going to lead my life,
but I can honestly say that the way it
turned out is much better than that preconception. There's no question about
who's more important, in our relationship. Robin's prominent in his own right
and people accept us both at face value

and

—and have the
— they can bring things
about by themselves— can only point to
work

at

essential

it

drive and energy

I

Robin and me, as proof. And whenever
I say 'my husband,' I get a jolt out of
it.

.

.

"My fourth objective is the study of
dramatics in London, which has some of
the world's best teachers. No one has
ever learned all there is to know about
acting and I'm no exception.
"And,

rest.

A

London should

One of the rock-solid foundations supporting the Olds amalgamation, is a number of common interests, especially in the
sports line, where skiing heads the list,
followed by most of the others with the
exception of golf. They share a mutual
dislike of cards but both are mad about
dancing, the major being an exceptionally smooth man on the dance floor,
according to an informed authority. Ella
cooks on the maid's day off and once, on
that day and when Ella was ill, the master of the house fixed eggs and all the
fixings and served them to her in bed.
She's been toying with the idea of a
regular Thursday attack.
As we walked out of 21, Ella said:
"I'm just plain lucky, I guess. Marriage
is more than a mere piece of paper that
serves as a license. Robin's still my best
beau. He's everything I ever wanted of
puppy love, colall the boys in my life

—

lege

they're

crushes;

all-in-one

in

this.

We're not only husband and wife, we're
also friends
an important factor in making marriage a working partnership that
works. But, confidentially, I knock myself out trying to beat him at as many
things as I can so he won't be too con-

—

ceited.

."
.

.

two more things to
One was almost a sworn statement.
Ella had just

say.
"I'll

bet every possession I have," she said,
with a quiet intensity, "that Robin and
I will still be married 70 years from

The other item had to do with her
eventual return to the U. S., when her
husband's tour of duty is finished. "I'll
either come back," Ella promised, "with
a bump or a bundle."
In case you're not up on your slang,
Ella and Robin Olds are planning on
having a baby.
.

.
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need a

quiet
give
me a chance for plenty of relaxation,
aside from carrying out that program."
finally, I

spot 40 miles from

now."

in all sets.

"I have a peculiar theory that people
make their own lives and that if they
really

get rid of the tres-vi)e French accent I
got out of my college Francaise.
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ATTACK THESE GERMS BEFORE THEY ATTACK YOU
Quick germ-killing action can often
head off trouble or lessen its severity.
Medical

men

tell

us that while

some

kind of a virus may frequently start
a cold, the so-called "Secondary Invaders" are among the germs that so
often complicate
sible for

many

of

it,

its

and are responmost distressing

symptoms.

When you're

under par, over-tired,
resistance is lowered
by drafts, wet or cold feet, or sudden
changes in temperature, these germs
can stage a mass invasion of the
tissues. You're headed for trouble!

or

when body

Then

At

is

the time to gargle with

Listerine Antiseptic to guard against
such a mass invasion ... to help
ward off the infection, or lessen its
severity.

Germs Killed on Throat Surfaces
Listerine Antiseptic reaches way back
on throat and mouth surfaces to kill
millions of these germs. Actual tests

have shown reductions on mouth and
throat surfaces ranging up to 96.7%
fifteen minutes after a Listerine Antiseptic gargle, and up to 80% an hour
after.

This marked germ-killing action,

we
;

P.S. IT'S

NEW!

Have vou

tic's

impressive test

Gargle

the first snijfietried Listerine

Fewer Colds In

Tests

Tests made over a period of twelve
years showed that those who gargled
Listerine Antiseptic twice daily had
fewer colds and fewer sore throats,
than those who did not gargle. Moreover, when Listerine Antiseptic users
did have colds, they were usually
milder and of shorter duration.
Surely, when you feel a cold coming
on, this germ-killing action is a wise

precaution which warrants your
But don't forget ..
gargle early and often
serious consideration.
.

believe, helps to ex-

plain Listerine Antisep-

f

record in fighting colds.
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What Hollywood
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role in her

husband's

22

Lynn Bowers

24

and producers

most amusing
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Young Mrs. Agar
Up to a certain point, Shirley Temple bows
Leading Ladies I've Known

Ben Maddox
to routine; then

Macdonald Carey's learned from experience

that

it's

Gary Cooper

29
35
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Human

little

many
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Brae Stevens

In Stride
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Right Off The Record

when
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it

Still
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list

to
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40

be himself

in

49

Fred Robbins

51
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Ava Gardner

Kate Holliday
by popular

blush of

womanhood many

mys-

instance, the apocrine glands under your
arms begin to secrete daily a type of perspiration you have never known before. This is
closely related to physical development and
causes an unpleasant odor on both your person and your clothes.

36

but you get tired of them," says Richard Widmark

the most interesting side, especially

first

terious changes take place in your body. For

things that count

Florence Pritchett
roles,

Of A Heavenly Body

Side

After

At the

Alice L. Tildesley

Charming Surprise
hoodlum

26

rules

Gary

Linda Unravels The Rumors
"I love doing

makes her own

William Lynch Vallee

"1 have never talked about these gals before," admits

Those LITTLE Things
Linda Darnell discusses the

VALDA SHERMAN

life

Talking About

stars, directors

Ida Lupino

There

is

nothing "wrong" with you.

another sign you are

now

It's just

woman, not

a
yourself safe
with a truly effective underarm deodorant.

disk jockey

girl ... so

a

now you must keep

Two dangers— Underarm

Anne Baxter, starring in "You're My Everything"
Roy Rogers, starring in "The Far Frontier"
Esther Williams, starring in "Take Me Out To The

Ball

Game"

odor is a real handicap at this romantic age, and the new cream
deodorant Arrid is made especially to overcome this very difficulty. It kills this odor
on contact in 2 seconds, then by antiseptic
action prevents the formation of all odor for
48 hours and keeps you shower-bath fresh.

28
32
34

stops perspiration and so protects
against a second danger— perspiration stains.
Since physical exertion, embarrassment and
emotion can now cause apocrine glands
to fairly gush perspiration, a dance, a date,
an embarrassing remark may easily make
you perspire and offend, or ruin a dress.
It also

Cobina Wright
Helen Hendricks

Party Gossip

Your Guide

to Current Films

Newsreel

Diana Becomes Mrs. Lindsay (Diana Lynn)
Boy Meets Dog (Claude Jarman and Lassie)
Miranda
New Role For Marguerite (Marguerite Chapman)
Bing In King Arthur's Court (Bing Crosby)
Busman's Holiday
Alexis Turns On The Heat! (Alexis Smith)
Screenlamj Salutes Jane Wyman ( for "A Kiss In The Dark")

Eyes

On New

Let's

Be

20
30
31

33
38
44
48
50

Courtenay Marvin

Horizons

Edward Stevenson

Practical
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12
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46
58
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All

deodorants are not alike — so remember

—no

other deodorant tested stops perspiraand odor so completely yet so safely as
new Arrid. Its safety has been proved by
doctors. That's why girls your age buy more
Arrid than any other age group. In fact, more
men and women everywhere use Arrid than
any other deodorant. It's antiseptic, used by
117,000 nurses.
tion

Intimate protection is needed— so protect yourself with this snowy, stainless cream that
smooths on and disappears. Arrid, with the
amazing new ingredient Creamogen, is
guaranteed not to crystallize or dry out
in the jar, or new jar free on return to Carter
Products, Inc., 53 Park PI., N. Y. C. The
American Laundering Institute has awarded
Arrid its Approval Seal— harmless to fabrics.
Arrid is safe for the skin— non-irritating— can
be used right after shaving.
Don't be half-safe. During this "age of romance" don't let perspiration problems spoil
your fun. Don't be half-safe— be Arrid-safe!
Use Arrid to be sure. Get Arrid now at your
favorite drug counter — only 39tf plus tax.

"
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J

beat
covering the Hollywood
INperhaps
the question I'm asked most
social

often

is,

"Do

all of

filmland functions

go off as smoothly as planned? Does
everything go according to schedule,
without a hitch?"
answer is that I doubt if there's a
star hostess who hasn't at some time been
embarrassed to find that her social slip
was showing. Of course, I think this is
true of every American community in
which entertaining is done on a sizeable
scale. It's only that, in Hollywood, such
off-the-record moments are more con-

My

spicuous.

THE POPULAR GIRL

has more poise on
"her days" each month if she is
wearing that modern Tampax for
protection. She
of its presence!

THE CAREFUL

blithely

is

unaware

ONE

takes note that internally worn Tampax is doctorinvented, made of pure surgical cotton and used by a large percentage
of nurses recently surveyed.

THE BUSY

ONE

change,

Tampax quick

finds

handy

to
(average
into purse)

to

carry

month's supply slips
and quite bother-proof when

dis-

posal time arrives.

THE FASHIONABLE woman need

not

limit her wardrobe during "her
days," for Tampax cannot cause a
ridge under the sheerest dress.

THE DAINTY GIRL discovers that Tampax
causes

no odor.

.

.

.

Her hands need

And
not touch it while inserting
no removal for tub or shower!
SENSIBLE ONE adds up all the benefits of Tampax
and before the
"month" is out she buys it at drug
or notion counter. ... 3 absorbencies
Regular, Super, Junior.
Made by Tampax Incorporated, Palmer, Mass.
.

THE

.

.

There are the classic examples of the
newly-arrived star who gave a reception
for a British ambassador and then introduced the wrong man; the legendary
dinner at which the guest of honor, a
noted scientist, mistook the gardenia in
his finger-bowl for a salad and ate it,
causing his red-faced hostess and the rest
of the company to follow suit. And then,
my favorite case of the tempestuous
movie star who secretly switched dinner
table place cards so that she could sit
next to a new romance and automatically switched herself out of an important role. The producer of her next picture, who was to have been her dinner
companion, saw her do it!
Naturally, the chance of error is much
greater at large parties where the hazards
of a hostess range from unreliable extra
help to reliable gatecrashers, who are still
the bane of every SCREENLAND party.

—

*

*

.

.

gave

Cathy

a

smorgasbord

Downs,

buffet,

inviting
Gail

Granger,

Farley

Patrick, Guy Madison, Richard Ney and
a host of the younger members of the
movie colony.
About the only older people to attend
were Arlene's friends, Sir Charles and
Lady Mendl, who left early. As soon as
Arlene learned that Lady Mendl had left,

*

Recently there have been a number of
unanticipated incidents which have tipset
Hollywood's -party-goers and I think
perhaps the most amusing is the plight
of lovely titian-haired star Arlene Dahl.
Arlene had just moved into a new
apartment and for a house-warming she

—

—

Harry James, Betty Grable, Al Jolson
at opening of Santa Anita race track.

The

Fred Astaires were
the stars who tried
to pick a winner at the
opening day of the Santa
Anita course.
Fred's in
"The Barkleys Of Broadway" with Ginger Rogers.

among

.

Bob Montgomery, between
bites,

explains

the

con-

"Dagwood
amuse Ingrid

struction of a

sandwich
Bergman,

with whom he
co-starred in the "Seventh
Veil," over Radio Theatre.

Accepted for Advertising
by the Journal of the American Medical Association
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didn't

have a word
Belinda'.
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Ann

Blyth wishes

after

A

LITTLE

tor-

out!

JOT MOKE.

lamour!
A
is

touch of color in yout hair ...
.

.

.

helps

make you

if it

Marchand

thrilling, natural-looking

color

irresistible!

flattering Marchand Rinse
shades for you, whether you are blonde,
brownette, brunette or redhead.
He'll love the sparkling highlights

There are

Marchand's

rinses into

Hendrix happiness
Audie Murphy.

to

she rushed out of the house to say goodbye at the car.
Upon returning to her front door,
Arlene discovered that she locked herself

MORE

e

Wanda

Wanda's marriage

your

hair, too!

Use "Make-Up" Rinse after every shampoo to add bewitching color and lustre,
to remove dulling soap film, and to
blend in gray hairs. Safe, easy to use,
washes out in shampooing.

She rang the bell, pounded on the door
and rapped on window panes, but all to
no avail. The guests were having such a
wonderful time around the bowl of
"glogg" (that potent Norwegian brew of
aquavit and cinnamon sticks) that no
one could hear their distressed and shivering hostess.
In desperation, Arlene went to a neighbor's home and called on the phone. No
answer. Furious at being locked out of
her own party, she went back to the
house and made a final try. This time,
after a long pause, suave and sharpeared Reggie Gardiner heard the commotion and opened the door. Looking at
his disheveled hostess, who was on the
verge of tears, Reggie in his typical
dead pan English butler manner said.
"You're quite late, Miss, but what name

—

shall I

s

"MAKE-UP"

HAIR RINSE

—

announce?"
#

IViarchand

Wanda Hendrix and Audie Murphy cut the
wedding cake together at their reception.

ANOTHER

*

*

accident—of

a

—took place

slightly

at Diana
Lynn's wedding. It was a lovely ceremony and the reception which followed at
agent Wynn Rocamora's Bel-Aire home
different sort

2 Rinses 10^ • 6 Rinses 25^
p/us fox

*By

the

Never

Makers of Marchand's Golden Hair Wash

before

offered

newly married Margaret
Hubbell Robinson at party.

Lucille Ball greets

Whiting and

at

jo
/oW Fit Guaranteed!
bock guarantee!

COLLEEN ENTERPRISES, Haverhill, Mass.
pri. Ming Thongs <a> 2.95 ea.
Rush me
SIZE
WIDTH
COLOR
2nd Color Choice

NAME
STREET
CITY
Check

8

ZONE
Money Order

STATE
C.O.D.
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Above: Lucille Ball brands Desi Arnaz
her favorite husband at her Ciro's party.

k

mmM

mi mmmg

"Pretty Boy"

story

Romano

m fe §w§6

fe«fc

m

nears the end of his trail

COLUMBIA PICTURES
presents

BOOART

Humphrey

in

KNOCK
introducing

ON ANY

DOOR

GEORGE

JOHN DEREK

with

ALLENE

MAC READY ROBERTS

Screen play by Daniel Taradash and John Monks,

SUSAN
PERRY

Jr.

A SANTANA PRODUCTION OF THE NOVEL BY WILLARD MOTLEY
Directed by

for

April 1949

NICHOLAS RAY

'

Produced by

ROBERT LORD
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... yet this

cleverly construct-

ed brassiere holds

bosom

firmly and securely in
gleaming Satin, as shown,
$1.50; with 2-inch band, $2.00.

the

place. In

"There

is

a Maiden Form
Type of Figure!"

for Every

?

© 1948 MFB CO.

Send for free Style Folder:
Brassiere

Company,

Inc.,

Harold

daughter,
Lloyd's
attractive
catch her bridal bouquet, but
Diana's intention was better than her
aim, so that the white bouquet fell into
other hands, much to Diana's and
Gloria,

—

Maiden Form

New York

To Tampon

was one of the most beautiful I have seen.
Over 300 guests arrived and for her bridal
party, Diana had her close friends, Mona
Freeman and Betty Hutton, while Jane
Withers was the Matron of Honor.
Now Diana had it all planned to have

16,

N. Y.

Gloria's

—disappointment.

But what everyone

at the party

these youngsters get?
*
*

Users...

was

wondering was, if Gloria had caught the
bouquet and fulfilled the traditional
prophecy of becoming the next engaged,
would it have been to Bob Neal, who
was formerly engaged to Diana? Bob
was tops in Diana's affections until handsome architect John Lindsay came along,
but is now very serious about Gloria
Lloyd. Meanwhile, starlet Jane Nigh,
who was that way about Lindsay until he
caught sight of Diana, is all tied up with
Claude Cartier, the Parisian jeweler's
son. How romantically complicated can
*

However, not all the slips occur to
the hostess. Frequently the fans miss
the boat, too, as at a recent 'premiere of
"Joan Of Arc," an event for which all the
stars turned out en masse, because the
proceeds all went to the Marion Davies
Foundation Clinic. It was a glittering
display with top stardom donning its best
bibs and diamonds.
Loretta Young showed up in an Adrian
that took everyone's breath
away. Joan Bennett and Irene Dunnewore Sophie originals -Joan's, a brown
taffeta with pink roses and Irene's, a
(Please turn to page 54)
creation

—

Maureen O'Sullivan and Ray Milland relax
during rehearsal for CBS drama series.

with

Rounded

Ends...

the only Tampon
"Quilted" for Comfort...
"Quilted" for Safety...

Next time
U.S.Pat'

Off.

try Fibs

(internal sanitary
protection

)

With John Payne's
prepares

10

script

S

for

help,

Maureen O'Hara

Radio Theatre

GREENLAND

show.

Cristine

recent

Cooper, of "Bitter Victory," in
appearance with Mickey Rooney.

air

'ALIAS

RAY MILLAND
AUDREY TOTTER

THOMAS MITCHELL
with

GEORGE MACREADY-FRED CLARK

*V ENDRE BOHEM

•

Screenplay by Jonathan Laiimef

Original story by Mindret Lord

•

,ed

°T JOHN
y

FARM
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By
Helen Hendricks
Portrait

Of Jennie

Hollywood scene. Completely different
and really out of this world, the picture
is filmed for the most part in black and

David O. Selznick

HERE'S

a tender, moving romance
about the timeless love of Joseph

Cotten, an impoverished but talented painter, and Jennifer Jones, the
young girl who appears from the past to
inspire

him

to paint his portrait of Jennie.

white, then goes into green-tint, then the
final sequence, a hurricane, is done in
Technicolor. This last sequence, by the
way, has several effects that are breathtaking. If you have any touch of romance in you at all, and who hasn't,
don't miss "Portrait Of Jennie."

In a time when so much is based on
materialism, a film such as this is as re-

and necessary, in this dried and
mixed-up world, as a glass of cool water
The numerous location shots filmed in
New York City lend the right touch of
charm and authenticity to an otherwise
ethereal plot. Along with Miss Jones, and
Mr. Cotten, you'll find Ethel Barrymore
and David Wayne, a new star on the

Command

Decision

freshing

Jennifer Jones

and Joseph

Cotten,

MGM
Clark Gable as the Air Force
WITH
commander who
faced with the
is

grim task of sending out a bomber squadron on a suicide mission, this film is an
excellent story of a man who has to order

co-starred

in

"Portrait

Of Jennie."

Rhonda Fleming and Bing Crosby in
merry comedy, "A Connecticut

the

Yankee

in

King

Arthur's

Court."

others to their deaths so that more lives
may be saved later in the war. Gable
does a realistic job with combating his
conscience, governmental red tape, and a
group of sightseeing senators. Though the
major part of the picture in straight
heavy dramatics, there are, nevertheless,
some lighter moments with Sgt. Van
Johnson, as the general's enterprising
young aide-de-camp, and Clinton Sundberg, the fusty, old-maidish major on
Gen. Walter Pidgeon's staff. A number of
the scenes are highly tense, and a few
especially when the report
tear-jerkers
from Major John Hodiak reaches Gable.
With an all male cast of this calibre,
women, needless to say, will thoroughly

—

enjoy

it.

A

Connecticut Yankee

In

King Arthur's Court
(Technicolor)
Paramount

PRITHEE,

fair reader, canst think of
better sport than to watcheth Bing
Crosby cavorting about in King Arthur's
Court, hey? Well, he does and it all
starts when he gets conked on the bean
while riding a horse. When he wakes up,
he has been transported back into the

6th Century and immediately is captured
by Sir William Bendix clad in rusty
armor and wearing a Joan of Arc hairdo.
Taken to King Arthur's Court, he
12
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Amusement

00 roth y

IAM0UR

Enterprises

presents

BRIAN

wrtf)

IRENE

It's

«y

•

BILLY VINE

MARJORIE

a rollicking mystery-comedy

MMBEW

ROBERT ARMSTRONG

mod*

LEWIS

R.

FOSTER

SMX^*.
Released thru United

Artists

based on the popular Craig Rice character {and we do mean'character") Mr. Malone
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meets the King. Sir Cedric Hardwicke, a
sniffling hypochondriac, and a faire prin-

Rhonda Fleming. From then

cesse,

MOTHER

I

Be wise — give

This Pleasant

funniest scenes in the film. By the time
our hero is returned to the 20th Century,
he saves the King, does away with the
villainous conspirators,

Laxative

da goodbye

give

him pleasant-tasting Ex-Lax
dependable laxative

many

doctors use in their practice.

— but not

and

kisses

for long.

Cover Up
United Artists

FIRST-CLASS

Paramount

A

FANTASY,

and a very good one,
about an honest district attorney. Thomas Mitchell, who, through the
too,

comfortably and effectively.

THE DEVIL.

Ex-Lax
is

way.
is still

When Your
.

.

only 104. There

no better laxative at any
Child has a

price.

COLD

.

When

Nature 'forgets'...

—

FULL—

over evil and the debt
very interesting way.

been guilty of the crime, including the
easy-going, homespun sheriff, William
Bendix. That O'Keefe falls in love with
Barbara Britton, the daughter of the man
who turns out to be the most likely suscomplicates matters even more.
Everyone, with special honors going to
Art Baker, the father, turns in a fine
performance.
pect,

is

cancelled in a

Miranda
J.

A

EX-LAX
THE CHOCOLATED LAXATIVE

Kiss In

—Eagle-Lion

"Mr. Peabody
ANAnd The Mermaid," and
English version of

LIGHT

and breezy as a Spring day,

concerns a pin-up girl,
Jane Wyman, who converts a temperamental concert pianist, David Niven, into
a

real

Jane

story

live

man — grrrufffff!

Assisting

metamorphosis, but in a
slightly different way, is that cherubic
in

this

Claude Jarman,

Jr.,

Lassie

BEAUTY
At a

BUDGET
PRICE
$-j

Arthur Rank

The Dark

Warner Brothers

the

BUY U. S.
SAVINCS BONDS

suicide

However, good triumphs

remember

00

BRAS
FREE: Write f° "Bosom Beauty" Booklet. Dpt. 26
Mar-Gro Bras, 37 Wert 26 St., New York 10.
r
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mystery about a smallwhich turns into a plain
case of murder. When an insurance investigator, Dennis O'Keefe, comes to
town to look into the death, he realizes
that his company's ex-client was murdered and also that almost every decent,
upstanding character in town could have

town

and needs a laxative, give him
easy-acting Ex-Lax. It works gently,

in a gentle

also takes care of Jane, too.

Rhon-

help of the Devil, Ray Milland, gets
elected governor. The payment for the
assistance being: one soul
Mitchell's.
Though the theme is strange, there's
nothing spooky here since the Devil is
treated with 20th Century realism: he
wears Brooks Brothers suits, drinks Barbados rum, and at one time has Audrey
Totter make an ineffectual play for him.
With Audrey and the Devil both working
on Mitchell, it seems inevitable that he'll
be handed a receipt: PAID IN

Children love its delicious chocolate taste. Millions of mothers
give Ex-Lax with confidence to
their children. Ex-Lax is effective

business manager. Only after Jane works
on him and brings out his normal manly
instincts, does Niven take care of the
terrible three, and how! Incidentally, he

Alias Nick Beal

Op course you hate to force a
nasty-tasting laxative on your
child. Next time he needs relief,

— the

on,

Bing transforms the Court and its royal
occupants. In the process, he gets himself involved in a joust, the outcome of
which will determine who gets the faire
princesse. The fact that Bing foregoes
his suit of armor in favor of a cowboy
horse and lariat, makes this one of the

Victor Moore, custodian of The
Cleopatra Arms, an apartment house
Niven owns. With the house, Niven also
inherits its tenants, one of whom is
Broderick Crawford, as nasty a character
as you ever saw. Along with Crawford,
Niven has his troubles with Wayne Morris, Jane's muscular fiance, and a crooked
pixie,

SCREEXLAXD

just about
as naughty as it is gay. A doctor, Griffith
Jones, off on a fishing trip, latches onto a

blonde mermaid, Glynis Johns, who is
clad in nothing but a fishtail, and besides, hasn't a moral to her name. Unable
ahem childish charms,
to resist her
Jones takes her back to London as a
patient who is unable to walk. There,

and Jeanerte MacDonald

—

in

—

"The Sun Comes Up."

The Most Wonderful Story

A

Nation Ever Took To

Its

Heart!

Richard Greene and Jeanne Crain have
a crucial misunderstanding in "The Fan."

dressed in long gowns to cover her tail,
she meets the doctor's wife, Googie
Withers, and a susceptible assortment of
men. Since her stay in London is limited,
Miranda works furiously to see the sights
and create seme more. She is also guilty
of almost lousing up three perfectly good
romances, but doesn't because at the 11th
hour, Googie discovers the sweet child
Realizing her secret has
is a mermaid.
been discovered, Miranda takes a jump
into the Thames. Drown? A mermaid?
Heavens to Betsy, no! On the contrary.

.

.

.

An Act Of Violence

MGM

READING

of the whereabouts of an

ex-Army buddy, Van Heflin, Robert
Ryan packs a suitcase and gun and heads
for the West Coast to fulfill a promise he
had made to himself: to kill Heflin, now
married, a father, and good citizen. After
many tense moments in which the hunter
stalks his prey, you finally learn why
Ryan is so obsessed with killing the man
who was his closest buddy. However, the

(Please turn to paye 74)

A tense scene in "Force Of Evil" between John Garfield, Marie Windsor.

SCREENLAND
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Makeup is half of the means
to lovely eyes, the rest is you
"Sunglasses

T'S Spring again! There's a first shy
peep of baby grass. Forsythia's yellow bells dance in a caressing breeze.
The sky is a new, eternal blue, and everywhere there trembles a fresh promise of
happy things to come. This promise of
Spring shows in most faces. Lips half
curve into an unconscious smile and eyes
reflect the brightness of hope and anticipation. So often, it is this expression
alone that makes eyes seem beautiful.
To keep this light alive forever might
well be the purpose of every girl who has
proper respect for her appearance. This
is something that you alone can do by
being aware of a few vital facts. Sparkling eyes flower from good health, and
they belong to happy people, or people
who can unselfishly surmount unhappi-

give

glamour and protection,"
"The Younger Brothers."

says Janis Paige of

By
Courtenay
Marvin

ness in the interest of others. When we
realize that our true and deep selves
shine through our eyes, that they are inDoris Day, blonde star of

darkens her naturally
good browline.

"My Dream

Is

Yours,"

deed our windows, then from bottle, jar
and case comes the added glamour that
puts lovely eyes in reach of everyone.
Let us imagine a dainty dressing table,
replete with finishing touches for eye
beauty. Here is what we might find:
eyebrow pencil, black or brown, with a
good, clean point for sketching a clear

After using her eyebrow
pencil

in

strokes,

short, definite

Doris carefully

brushes them to perfect line.
a

tooth

A

brush

S rR K E V

T.

A

brow

or

works.

X

T)

Geraldine

Brooks'

enhanced by
appearing

in

lash

violet

curling.

eyes are
Gerry is

"The Younger Brothers."

brow.

You can

sharpen this pencil in a

regular sharpener just like a lead one.
There will be mascara, of course, its color
depending upon your type and the occasion. While black, brown and dark blue
are universal favorites, there are also
some exotic shades of green, blue-green

and

T/

GENUINE REGISTERED

Keepsake

DIAMOND RINGS

brilliant blue, as well as iridescent,

reserved
lights.

for

You

under the stars or night
find mascara in two

will

forms, cake and creme, usually in neat,
plastic containers or in tubes, each accompanied by its brush. When you are
through with the container, learn to wash
and put aside your little brush. It can be
put to good beauty use, as you will see.
Then you will find tiny jars or pats of
eye shadow, gray, green, blue, brown or
perhaps pastels of these colors. In fact,
you might even see shadow in a new fluid
form in fascinating colors, neatly bottled.
Undoubtedly, you would find that eyelash curler that Gerry Brooks is so deftly using on her lashes. This little device
lifts and curls your lashes, with or without mascara, thereby making them appear much longer and more provocative.
It's absolutely safe and sure and comes
in a case for bag-carrying. With this array, you would find brushes for removing

powder from brows and lashes and for
silkier naturalness when
eyebrow pencil and mascara have been
applied. A finishing thought might be an
eye wash to remove dust and to refresh
brushing both to

eyes generally.

This is the little world of artifice you
have to work with on everyday eye beauty puzzlers. Consider brows. The present
vogue is for a natural line, but this does

"Ok darling,

not permit rugged stragglers. Tweezers
do the trimming job to neatness. Apply
a little cold cream first and the job is less
painful; if you have
to do, then hold a

Yours, for keeps, the pride of wearing love's perfect symbol

much trimming up
cloth

...

a Keepsake

Diamond Ring.

wrung from
In selecting your diamond, choose not by size alone, but by

warm water

over the brows first. This
opens the pores so removal of hairs is

color, cut

you are definitely brunette,
then a black eyebrow pencil used lightly
in upward stanting strokes, later brushed
softened.

a Keepsake!"

it's

and

By

clarity.

diamonds are

these qualities fine

If

judged and valued
assured.

to perfect smoothness, is the way to accent brows and perhaps project them a
fraction of an inch at the outer ends. If
you are in-between or a blonde, then a
brown pencil is for you. Unless extremely
dark, always keep brows a shade or two
lighter than lashes. This is a Hollywood
idea and a good one.

Eye shadow is magic, for you work
with color and color creates illusion. The
general pattern for application begins
with a touch at the center of the upper
lid to be blended outward and upward
toward the outer brow tip. Upon experimentation, however, you may find other
you

The

farther
from the center lid the shadow is used,
the more it increases the illusion of widely spaced eyes, always a mark of beauty.
The higher it is applied on the skin between brow and lash, the more it seems
to increase softness and size of eyes. If
by rare chance your eyes are too widely
spaced, then a little shadow in the inner
corners will appear to bring eyes closer
together.
When lashes are thick and
dark, you might even take your pencil
and draw a light line just above the
lashes of the upper lids. However, you
(Please turn to yage 65)
uses that suit

better.

.

.

.

and by the name Keepsake, these

The famous Keepsake

Certificate, signed

by your

jeweler and confirmed by the makers, warrants your
to be of the highest standards of

To

assure a wise choice, look for the

in the ring,

on the

color, cut, clarity

qualities are

diamond

and

value.

name "Keepsake"

and the words "Guaranteed Registered Perfect

tag. Let

Gem"

your Keepsake Jeweler be your trusted guide.

Prices from $100 to $5000.
A.

MALDEN

Ring

675.00

B.

Wedding

*
For the

name

of your

local

Keepsake Jeweler, call Western Union by number and ask
for Operator 25.

Ring

FIDELIS Ring

125.00
87.50

Wedding Ring

Also $575

150.00

C. HEATHER Ring
350.00
Also $100 to 2475 and in
platinum $300 to 3450

Man's Diamond Ring 125.00
Available at $75 to 250 to
match all engagement rings

Wedding

Ring

12.50

Rings enlarged to show details.
All rings illustrated available in white as well

as natural

golc".

Amsterdam

Prices include Federal tax.

Antwerp

Home

Office

Keepsake Diamond

— Syracuse,

Rings, A. H.

120 East Washington, Syracuse

N. Y.

Pond Co.,
2,

New

Inc.

York

Please send the useful 20-page book, "The Etiquette of the Engagement

and
Wedding" together with illustrations and prices of Keepsake Rings, and the
nearest
Keepsake
Jeweler.
Also
send
information
about the
name of my
beautiful new 48-page Bride's Keepsake Book.

NAME
STREET
CITY...

ScHEENLAND

AND

NO..
-..SI 4-49
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Ingrid Bergman with her husband, Dr. Peter Lindstrom, at the West Coast premiere of her film, "Joan Of Arc." Their friend, Signe Hasso, is to the right.

Walter Wanger, producer of "Joan Of Arc," with
his

wife,

Joan

Bennett,

at

the

Beverly Theatre.

Esther Williams and her husband, Ben Cage, arriving for the
formal premiere. The theatre was filled with big name stars.

NEWSREEL
Getting much attention from the fans out front was Robert Mitchum,
who, looking much younger, attended the opening with his wife.

Paulette Coddard, escorted by Agent Charles Feldman, wore new French creation to "Joan Of Arc."

Susan Hayward with her actor-husband, Jess Barker, at Beverly
Theatre. "Joan Of Arc" also opened same night at Palace in L. A.

Diana Becomes
Mrs. Lindsay
Best
ers,

Man Stewart Martin, Matron Of Honor Jane WithDiana Lynn and John Lindsay at wedding reception.

The

AN
INbeautiful
ceremony at
intimate

and

the University Methodist
Church, Diana Lynn was
married to an architect,
John Lindsay. After a
reception at the home of
her agent, Wynn Rocamora, Diana and John
left for a

honeymoon

in

The couple met
friend's home early
Summer and were

Nassau.
at a
last

married after a short engagement. Coincidentally, Diana's latest picture
before her wedding was
"Every Girl Should Be
Married," an RKO film.

Betty Hutton congratulates Diana,
looking as happy as the bride herself.

Reginald Gardiner gives Diana Lynn .an old married man's
as her father, Lewis Loehr, enjoys the lecture.

advice,

John

holds

together

Diana's

from

their

hand

when they cut

elaborate

four- tiered

the

first

slice

wedding cake.

bride and groom leaving the church after their wedding.
Diana found all the things she wanted in a husband.

In John,

So

like

precious Oriental pearls

and iridescence, Gilda

is

the

in

gift

Hand-knotted and finished with

1

soft-hued lustre

supreme!

OK white gold

safety clasp, in Chinese type presentation

case

L.

.

.

.

HELLER

$18.50 federal tax included.

AND SON,

INC., FIFTH

AVENUE, NEW YORK

AT MITII fftjgJl JIWilHS

©elt
SIMULATED

PEARLS

this Chinese gift case from details
Shang dynasty (122-947 B.C.) original treasures,

Deltah has designed
of

as exhibited

in

prominent museums.

A

wife, eager to hold her husband,

must play a dual

role

in

his

life

By Ida Lupino

ANY
am

who puts
now doing of

herself in the position

—

as I
giving advice, lays herself
wide open to such remarks as, "Get her she's a
big movie star let her talk." But besides being an
actress. I should like to remark that I'm also a woman,
faced with the problems of any woman, and with the
emotions of a woman. I don't pretend to be any oracle
or any high-sounding philosopher. Nor do I expect
that what I have to say on this particularly difficult
subject will be world-shaking. But because I do feel
deeply about the subject of marriage, I can't help going into a phase of it that seems important to me.
To begin with, I don't intend to go into the commonplace approacli to the "other woman." I'm only
interested in pointing out a few things any wife can
pick up from that proverbial but elusive female.
When a man falls in love with a woman, she is the
most important thing in his life. And she had better
keep on being that important after the wedding ceremony. I am of the firm belief that no matter how
attractive a woman thinks she is or other women think
she is. it's the man who really knows what she has or
hasn't. And it's important for a girl to get that into
her head fast. Every woman, whether she realizes it or
not, dresses to please a man. When my husband.
Collier Young, stepped into my life, I had a rude
awakening. I liked the currently popular short bob.
so I cut my hair. Collier, however, didn't care for it
and told me so. I am now (Please turn to page 56)
actress

—

—

—

—

Below: Ida Lupino chatting with Mark Stevens at Radio Theatre
"Wives overlook the important fact that they
should remain their husbands' sweethearts," contends Ida.
rehearsal.

Ida Lupino with
husband, Collier
Young, Columbia executive, on the set
of "Greed." She made
the picture for Columbia to be near him.
But "Creed" was on

Left:

her

most

location

of time.

Left:

Ida

and Glenn

Ford,

her

co-star

in

"Greed," talking over
a scene with ProducerDirector

S.

Sylvan

Si-

mon. "Most wives make
the mistake of becom-

men
ing too settled
like variety in a wife."
.

.

.

Most
Some

riom

tke smartest playgrounds in the

iSBSk

world we've rounded up these new fashions.

Colorful as a cabana, as sentimental as a sunset.

And made

so well and comfortably that you'll

romp and

romance in them tke Summer through. In a wide choice
of gay colors

...

Unequalled for

in leathers and

style,

quality

Summer

materials.

and workmanship

VOHL SHOE COMPANY

•

at the price.

SAINT LOUIS,

I

styles

tiff let

3.99

2*99

an J

4*99

Here are the items the

stars,

directors and producers themselves find are most amusing

By Lynn Bowers

THE

time for handing out awards
has rolled around again and is in
full swing. It's a nice time of the
year for Hollywood, a town that takes
its full share of deserved or undeserved
pasting much of the rest of the year. So
it was fun to participate in awarding the
Golden Apples of the Hollywood Wornens' Press Club to Dorothy Lamour and
Glenn Ford, a gal and guy who rate very
highly with the hard-working women
who bring you news of the stars.
There isn't a femme star in town more
cooperative or pleasant to work with than
Dottie who has never been known to turn
down a request for a benefit, a public
appearance, or any kind of event that
would promote good-will for Hollywood.
The party which the press gals tossed
at the Beverly Hills Club for Dottie and
Glenn was made very gay. Dana Andrews, who won the gents' award last

Charles Boyer having a midnight meal with his wife after a performance
of "Red Cloves." The critics liked Charles, but they belittled the play.

—

was invited to come and did. He
was just back from England where he
year,

made "Impulse."
The entertainment was terrific, with
the Dave Barbour Trio, Funnyman Abe
Burrows, Betty Jaynes

MGM

—

she's just been

signed again by
after several years
of retirement from her singing career.
And, of course. Miss Lamour gave out
with several wonderful songs.

and radio gang, one of the best parties
we've been to in months.

The only men present were Dana.
Glenn, Dottie's husband, Bill Howard,
and their 3-year-old son, Ridge. Glenn
left sorta early and explained to us that
he was off on a duck hunting trip to start

staff

four-months vacation, his first real
one since he came back from the War.

been on a

party.

his

And from there we dragged our tired
home to bed, on account of we've

self

terrific

merry-go-round

lately.

night or two before these events, we
to the preview of "Command Decision" which was attended by every

A

She also put a sock finish to the affair
by inviting the hundred or so members
of the Press Club to her house for a

From

there

we went

to the

Rodeo Room

at the Beverly Hills Hotel for Louella
Parsons' gay whingding for her newspaper

went

seats to it. As
the theatre in the rain Jimmy
Stewart and his gal, Gloria McLean, were
a-walkin along beside us. She wasn't too
hot about tramping to the parking lot in
the d.ownpour but Jimmy said, "Aw, it
isn't raining hard." So she meekly trekked
off down the street with him. Guess you
star

we

Reginald Gardiner and his wife with Clifton Webb at testimonial dinner
Zanuck. Mrs. Gardiner, expecting a baby, wants Webb as sitter.

to Darryl

who could wangle

left

would, too, if your beau was Mr. S.
Later we met Michael Steele, the very
good young actor who played Captain
Jenks in "Command Decision," and told

—

him how good lie was it was no fib,
we think he lias a great future.

either

—

There have been a whole covey of Holly-

wood marriages, starting off with Diana
Lynn's to John Lindsay. Wynn Rocamora,
Diana's agent and pal, gave her a large
wedding reception. Jane Withers was her
matron of honor. And Bob Neal, Diana's
former beau, was the first one to send her

wedding present. The newlyweds headed
Marguerite
a Nassau honeymoon.
Chapman and her new husband, Attorney
a

for

24

Bentley Ryan, spent theirs in Acapulco,
the Mexican resort. Wanda Hendrix arrived in town just a few hours before her

Greg Bautzer with Ann Sothern at Mocambo. Often his dates
are more business than social, for he's a brilliant lawyer.

marriage to Audie Murphy. Delayed in
finishing
"Prince Of Foxes" in Italy,
Wanda planed in on a split-second schedule which didn't give her time to even try
on the wedding dress that Paramount's
designer, Edith Head, had made for her.
David Rose and Betty Bigelow eloped to
Las Vegas; Claire Trevor and Milton Bren
were marriedly quietly; Margaret Whiting
and radio advertising man, Hubbell Robinson, also tied the knot in Las Vegas.

And the recently married Eddie
O'Briens are expecting a little O'Brien
which will delay Olga's starting her new
contract at MGM. The Richard Harts
are on the stork's list for the second time
as are Burt and (Please turn to J>age 71)

—
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Up to a cert-ain point, Shirley Temple bows
to routine; after that she makes her own rules

By Ben Maddox

BESIDE

Hie telephone Shirley Temuses most often there is the
most bewildering scratch pad in
all Hollywood. If you don't know of its
existence, then you don't know the real
Shirley.
ple

From the lovable

awful?" she prods you, with
her gay grin underlining her emphasis.
"I realize I should have a nice pad, all
ruled off in correct, convenient little
spaces. Then I could find a phone number easily. I'd understand what I was
doing when I wrote myself a memo. But
it isn't that way. because I'm not that
way. I realize the value of a system. You
"Isn't

don't have to think. Life is so simple.
But there are never any surprises. I
couldn't stand that! I'll be the sort who
wants to wonder, always. So that's why
I scribble and jumble everything on this
one sad piece of paper. You can see it's
practically black. I have a dreadful time
distinguishing what I've meant to remind
myself."
Shirley sighed happily.
"So sometimes I just pick out phone
numbers and start calling. I don't know
whom I'll be getting. It's a marvelous
door, however. I get into such unexpected conversations and have to figure
out how to extract myself!"
All of which goes to prove that Shirley
isn't
the victim of unparalleled fame.
She was brought up to be the wellbalancerl and responsible person she is

and Darryl Zanuck, for whom she's
making "Mr. Belvedere Goes To College."

Shirley

Shirley of today

it

.

little
.

.

moppet emerged the

intelligent

and beautiful

with dimples still intact. Her adult philosophy, however, is peppery and imaginative.

"I have to be on time and fit into
Hollywood's schedule when I am making
a new picture. Here at home, I have to
try to suit Jack. And Susan. And my
family. But the idea that people should

today. But, being well-adjusted, she isn't
be dismissed as merely a virtuous
symbol of American girlhood. She's definitely, you soon learn, a vivid human
being. An intense imagination plus the
light touch are Temple traits with which
she is constantly peppering her progress.
Success automatically brings oceans of
publicity on how the winner got to the
top. You're familiar with the fine common sense and good breeding the Temple
family helped develop in Shirley. What
you ought to hear now is the truth about
where Shirley makes her own exceptions
for that is where and why her grownup happiness actually begins.
She conforms seriously up to a certain
to

—

point.

live by a set of rigid rules is a horrible
one to me. Posing as perfect is just not
in me. That's an impossible goal, and I
hate pretense. I refuse to be cut-anddried about anything. It's not the things
you might claim to do that count. It's
probably what you don't do that adds

up!"

The proper indexed telephone note pad
could be quickly ordered. But the ludicrous contrast of her scratch pad and her
well-ordered home amuses Shirley. A
secretary could be marching at her side,
handing her neat little lists of her appointments for the day. "Oh, no!" Shirley
cried at a mere mention of such a
miserable fate. "What I need," she went
on analytically, "is a little black datebook I could carry in my purse. If anyone
gives me one, though, I'll lose it fast. I

can't help being naively youthful in looks, as well as small," moans Shirley,
older than on her wedding day, "but I've cut my hair ...
dress appropriately for
"I

I

who

looks no

my age now."

Sands, Jack Agar (wincing),
"Baltimore Escapade" set.

Johnny

on

Shirley

want everything one ought to
have. Not if it's going to routinize my
spare hours!"
She doesn't strain to appear anything
she isn't.
"I draw the line at fooling people.
Naturally, I begin by being honest with
Jack. No, I don't believe in flattering a
husband with false preferences. I'm not a
just don't

clinging-vine and Jack would never have
noticed me if I had been one. I love him
for his own personality and his own
idiosyncrasies, and he doesn't mind mine.
For instance, he is mad about golf.
theory is that I should take it up, too, to
keep him company on the links. But do
father tried to
I? No. I sampled it.

My

My

persuade

me

I

was missing something,

discovered Jack could play
thirty-six holes in the time he was laboring with me around the first nine. I saw
no purpose in holding him back, and I
didn't feel the same enthusiasm for it he
does.
There's always so much to do
around a house with a baby in it that 1
have a legitimate excuse at the moment.
I foresee that Susan's daddy will eventually be taking her out as his caddy. Then
I could be a genuine golf widow!
"Tennis is my sport. Since Jack is as

and

failed.

I

"Motherhood has
feel

I

tied

wouldn't be

a

keen about it as I am, it's a joint pleasure
for us." He had to learn to ride well for
his movie debut. Shirley confesses she
hasn't been on a horse since she was ten
years old. "I'm going to take riding
lessons this year. I can share that fun
with Jack. And some day I might have to
ride in a picture."
Her attitude towards her career has
changed recently.

"Jack has made
bitious about

me much more am-

my

work. I could never
remember when I wasn't making movies,
but to me they were like a hobby, though
I realized I could never be happy away
from a studio. I can't take idleness too
long. By watching Jack and our friends

who are just starting, by becoming aware
of how much in earnest they are, I have
been infected with their driving determination. Now I don't just want to go
on forever on the screen. I want to go on
forever as, first, an excellent adult actress.
Then I want to wind up as terrific a
character star as Ethel Barrymore.
"Right now," Shirley continued practically, "I can't help being naively youth-

But I've
hair for my new film, and as Jack
approves of this (Please turn to page 55)
ful in looks, as well as small.

cut

my

me down, and I'm glad," says Shirley, with Jack and baby Susan. "I
spent several weeks away from Susan every year."
good mother if
I

Above and Below:

Shirley and Jack, roman"Baltimore Escapade," like
to work with one another but they don't
consider it wise for him to be typed with her.
tic

co-stars

in

Leading Ladies

I've

Know,

By Gary Cooper
"I have never talked about
these gals before/' he admits
Gary's
thrilling

currently

"Task

in

the

Force'."

FIFTY-SOME

films ago, I

made my

That's a pretty frightening statement, I realize, and I hope
that it doesn't convey to you the idea
that I arrived in Hollywood along with
first

picture.

the Indians.
I didn't. Neither did I pitch a tent by
the side of the Los Angeles River and
wait for Jesse Lasky and Cecil B. I)eMille to start shooting in an abandoned
barn. The explanation is simply that
once the producers put me to work, they
kept me at it, week in and week out.
I'm glad they did, of course. And, even
more, I'm glad to have been cast with
the various ladies who have played opposite

me.

I've never talked about these gals before for publication, but I

Both Gary and his wife enjoy a
party as well as strenuous outdoor

assure you they have been
a varied and wonderful
group. They have ranged
from seven-year-old Shir-

Temple to I n g r i d
Bergman, from fifteenyear-old, timid Joan Lesley

lie

to

Tallulah

voluble

Bankhead. The only one
I've missed,

it

seems,

is

Lassie.

Thinking of

these
all
as a group, I am
struck immediately with
the fact that not one of
girls

them

was

"difficult"

in

the theatrical sense of the
Gary with Pat Neal, his co-star in "The
Fountainhead." Says she's like Bergman.

A

word.

They were

colorful,

(Please turn to page 60)

scene from "Task Force," Gary Cooper's latest picture for Warner
He's made over fifty pictures since he first came to Hollywood.

Bros.

"When a gal has a sense of humor," says
Gary, "it charms me down to the ground."

Claude Jarman, Jr., puts Lassie through the
hoop as they wait for scene to get under way
for "Sun In The Morning" on the
lot.

MCM

Lassie

canine

beams proudly
star's

three

screen debut

in

as

pups.

1946

Claude admires the
Claude made his
in

"The Yearling."

BOY MEETS DOG
In The Morning," Claude Jarman, Jr., and Lassie are
with Jeanette MacDonald. She's a concert singer whose
young son is killed saving his dog's life. Lassie is the dog. Embittered, Jeanette gives up her career and, with Lassie, rents a home
It is Claude, an orphan who does the chores around
in the country.
her house, whom Lassie accepts as his new master. And it is Claude
who helps Jeanette find happiness again in her career as a singer.

"Sun
INstarred

Left:

Claude

Lassie

to

of

a

helps

water after
scene.

ficult

learned
animals
role in

how

cup

cool

dif-

a

Claude
to handle
first

his

in

"The Yearling."

Right: Claude and Lasa

game

of

Frog.

"Sun

In

have

sie

Leap

The Morning" was
written by Marjorie
Rawlings,

Kinnan

au-

"The Yearling."

thor of

Claude,

who

hails

from

Nashville, Tenn., gives
his

all

Won
Award

making a
an
for

film.

Academy
"The YearLew-

ling." Lloyd Nolan,
is

Stone

are

in

film.

Miranda returns to the sea after the doctor's jealous wife hurts her feelings by calling her a sea cow.

in i ran da
A

SAUCY

mermaid

is

the heroine of "Miranda," a

delightful fantasy released by Eagle Lion. Miranda

(Gfynis

Johns!

leaves

her

ocean

lair

after

she

cap-

and frees him in retures a doctor (Griffith Jones
turn for a trip to dry land. There she soon discovers
men, particularly an artist, a butler and the doctor
I

himself,

are

very,

her a sweet baby

very fetching and takes home with
(father unknown) to prove it.

merman

David Tomlinson, a butler, is engaged to
the household maid until Miranda arrives.

-

Roy Rogers,
in

starrin

"The Far Frontier/

a Republic productio

I
f

V

\
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The

Bill Lundigans waiting to greet
the bride and groom at the reception.

Mr. and Mrs. Bentley Ryan at their wedding reception at the Bel-Aire Hotel.

Mai^fe

New 'Role/

Constance Moore and Joan Crawford
were among the guests at the reception.

Willard Parker congratulates

Bentley while

Ann

Mrs.

Kay Aldridge Cameron
Marguerite and Bentley.

Miller and

congratulate

Parker admires Marguerite's rings.

Bentley ducks under his bride's bonnet
kiss before they cut the cake.

for a

SANTA

BARBARA'S

beautiful

old

Mission was the scene of Marguerite Chapman's marriage to Bentley
Ryan. The ceremony was performed at
a nuptial mass by Father O'Toole, historian priest in charge of the Mission,
and was witnessed by the families of
the bride and groom only. A reception for their friends was held after
the wedding at the Bel-Aire Hotel.
To Marguerite, no scene she has ever
made in pictures was half so exciting
as her own wedding, and no leading
man could compare with her dynamic
new husband. After a honeymoon trip,
they plan to live in Los Angeles where
Bentley is Greg Bautzer's law partner.
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Esther Williams, next to be

seen

in

Me Out

the

MGM

film,

Tp The Ball

"Take

Game"

Those LITTLE Things

Macdonald with
now two years

Macdonald Carey, currently one of Paramount's best and busiest leading men.

his wife, Betty
old.

(formerly of radio), and their daughter, Lynne Catherine,
are expecting another addition to the family shortly.

The Careys

Macdonald Carey has learned from experience
exception to the rule that

it's

By William Lynch Vallee
CAREY — one of
MACDONALD assorted
leading men
Paramount's
—rates as an authority on "the
things in life." The very same "litthings" that help, the ditto that

with

Bill

Holden

and

for "Streets

Bill

Bendix

Of Laredo"

in

scenes.

Mona Freeman having fun with Mac between
scenes of Paramount's "Streets Of Laredo."

Rome

—
—

or the loss of the

.

chased them away and brought you

safe-

ly to the surface. The forgotten small
something that was responsible for the

Macdonald Carey poses
era

fan

on

location

at

for

candid camN. M.

Gallup,

One Who

—

away. Playing top roles

.

no

Mattered and who's to say which is the
more important?
Carey no dope, no illiterate ham is
a college-bred gent who was neck and
neck with his master's degree when the
call of

those small items that make life intolerably difficult and the miniscule matters
that transform a cloudy day into a clear
one. The brief note that arrived when
you were fathoms deep in the blues,

Mexico

of

he's

things that count

tle

.

New

fall

little

little

harm.
You've encountered them, yourself

Mac

the

him

the wild histrionic arts lured

four recent

Paramount

in

no

less

than

films ("Streets

Of

Laredo." "Bride Of Vengeance," "The
Great Gatsby" and "The Sin Of Abby

Hunt"), Carey is intelligent, articulate,
commonsensical and a quick man with
repartee as you'll see if you stick around
for a few more words.
"Back in Sioux City, Iowa," said Mac,
looking smooth and sophisticated as all

—

former Sioux City residents do, "in my
first school
play, a four-year-old girl
saved my reputation via a couple of the
little things that big ones depend upon
in this case, buttons and long trousers.
I wore them in the play and the two back
buttons were hanging by threads, ready
to part company with the suspenders and
expose all but all. I might add that I
was then six years old and that I hardly
."
ever have that trouble these days.
In "Streets Of Laredo," which Mac describes as a Western-style "Three Musketeers," he plays Lorn Iteming. Lorn is a
cowboy cad with sex appeal and a part
Mac enjoyed playing, especially since he
wasn't once bothered by a little matter
that has irked hundreds of actors, to wit,
doing a love scene with someone who'd

—

.

.

eaten garlic for lunch.
"My first experience with garlic and
V amour" he says, "came in a junior high
play, when I had to make love to a young
miss who was (Please turn to page 62)
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Linda

Darnell

and

Paul Douglas in "Letter

By Alice

To Three Wives."

L Tildesley

every Hollywood actress
ALMOST
has rumor problems. At one time
or another, when she picks up her
paper or turns on her radio, she sees or
hears a startling rumor concerning herself.

may

be unnerving only because it
Perhaps it is stated that she
is going to have an all-white house, when
she has just put the last penny her business manager will allow her into an old
English decor, all dark paneled walls and
polished mahogany. She can laugh at
that one; but she can't laugh when she
reads that she's being seen with her leading man at cafes, when she's happily
married to someone else, or that she and
her husband are "agreeing to disagree,"
though actually they are very much in
It

isn't true.

love.
'All

you need do

is

wake up

in

the

Linda and Paul on location along the Hudson

morning, and you're in trouble!" sighed
Linda Darnell. Dark and slender, in
plaid shirt and well-cut slacks, she paced
her studio dressing room. "So far as you
know, you haven't said anything you
haven't done anything out of the ordinary. Yet your eyes are only half-open

—

when a friend telephones: 'WELL, have
you read so-and-so's column? What goes
on at your house?' or 'Darling, what's the

in

New

York

for "Letter

To Three Wives.'

fight about?'

"No one

you when you say
Even when you have
found the paper and looked up the item,
you can't imagine where the rumor came
believes

you have no

idea.

from."

She paused before a Chinese red screen
that intensified the brilliant black of her
hair.

"Pev and

I

ly six years,

have been married for nearand not a single year has

gone by without two or three hateful
rumors about us. We were married in
April. That June, when I was on location
at Kanab Forest for 'Buffalo Bill,' and
poor, dear Pev was flat on his back in a
hospital following an operation, one newspaper carried the story that we had been
seen brawling at a Beverly Hills restaurant! Since no one can be in two places
at once, it could easily be proved that
we were not at the restaurant. If we had
been there, neither of us would have been
'brawling.' We're too well bred for that,
I hope.
"Pev tried to find out how such a thing
could happen, hut the only information
he could get was that the restaurant had
hired a public- (Please turn to paye C7)

Linda,

like

Jeanne Crain,

is

accomplished

Occasionally she sketches out
an outfit for her personal wardrobe, then
has a dressmaker carry through her ideas.

as an artist.
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One

of the first photos of Linda with her newly-adopted baby,
Charlotte Mildred, nicknamed
Lola.

She'll

later

adopt

a

boy.

Linda Darnell, as a night club
entertainer, in "Slattery's Hurri-

cane," a 20th Century- Fox film.

Linda

Darnell, with

customary frankness
discusses the many
fantastic reports
about herself and the
real harm they cause

i

1

bath to relieve his incurable cold. As a positive cure, Bing suggests
the King stop living royally for awhile and try the life of a peasant.

Bing Crosby, as Hank Martin, the blacksmith from Connecticut, cheers
up King Arthur Sir Cedric Hardwicke), as he takes a hot mustard foot
(

Paramount'*
ONEenjoyable
of

pictures

Connecticut Yankee

Si

most
is

"A

King
Arthur's Court," with Bing
Crosby in the title role. There
is more Bing than Yankee and
a good thing, too, for he's
never been more appealing,

more

In

entertaining

than as
smithy of 1905
who suddenly finds himself
living in 528 A.D. in the
screwy court of King Arthur.
the

village

Left: Bings dons the armor for
his

V

joust

with

Sir

Lancelot,

Henry

Wilcoxon.
Oddly enough, Bing is winner.

played

by

arrival at the
punctuated by the
spears of King Arthur's men.
They believe him a monster.

Right:

Court
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Bing's

is

Richard Widmark, with Donald Buka. in "The
Street With No Name," again was a thug.

r«t chance

a*

^He« - ^.ft

being
W' B * a

Dean

wia/wu'/ia

'

^a'-

Ships-

"I love

doing hoodlum

roles,

but after a

By Florence Pritchett

HOLLYWOOD

can lay claim to a

number of curious things. It has
The Voice named Sinatra, The
Nose named Durante, The Face named
Colby, The Ego named Welles, The Body
named McDonald, and The Surprise
named Widmark. Believe me, Richard
Widmark is a surprise! Barring none,
young, blond screen villain is the
most contradictory- figun on the American screen today. Naturally, this is merely your writer's most humble opinion for
when I met him for the first time, I got
this

"h

*

8

„

frg.f»

the surprise of my life!
Heaven only knows just what I expected, but if you've ever asked for red
meat and ended up with creamed chicken,
you can draw a close parallel to my
astonishment. After all, Richard Widmark (with a most delicate tiand) has
pushed old ladies in wheel chairs to death.
He has slapped women around and generally displayed a refined type of hoodlum
manners capable of making the boys
from "Murder Inc." shudder. On screen,
he has been merciless, cold and sadistic.
Now, I'm not saying I expected to be
poisoned or slapped around, but the prospect of lunching with a blue-eyed Bluebeard made it difficult to forecast just

what would occur.
True, I sat at the tabic for an hour
with my jaw dropping open in complete
astonishment, but then lunch is a good
time to have your mouth open. Even today when the name Richard Widmark
pops into the conversation, an incredulous expression flits over my features. Why
all of this astonishment? Let me tell you.
Richard Widmark, the screen's favorite
killer, rs as quiet and reserved as a

.

|

Dick,

with

Gregory

Sky." He's also

in

Peck,

in

"Yellow

"Slartery's Hurricane."

iuple you get pretty tired of them/' admits Richard

mouse.
bred in

A

reticence, apparently

deeply

makes him a difficult person to talk with when the topic
of conversation is Richard Widmark. He
his character,

doesn't sneer, snarl, or "talk tough." He
speaks softly, his pale blue eyes are
gentle, and he smiles most of the time.
His education, obviously, has been extended beyond the best way to cut people
into pieces. His sense of humor contains
outward signs other than a hyena's laugh.
His charm, as 20th Century-Fox must
know, could very easily be diverted to a
screen lover's.
The day this contradiction and I
lunched, we almost didn't. 20th's muchly
muraled commissary was only half full
for most of Hollywood was home puttering away, it being a Saturday. Our star
strolled in with his deliberate and non-

Widmark

caring walk, wearing a navy blue turtleneck sweater and navy trousers to match.
I straightened up into my best "I hope
this interview goes well" smile, but
Richard sat down at another table. Mr.

Jim Reid. the bright idea boy of the
studio, and I looked at each other with a
"now what do we do" look, but just then
Richard wheeled around in his chair,
looked at our table sheepishly, and
rushed over full of apologies.
In one long breath he said, "Oh! I almost forgot we were lunching. How are
you? How are things in New York? I
met you on Fifth Avenue. Do you re-

member?"

"The

lover boys

A

ruthless

actually

While he seated himself and ordered a
omelette and milk, I answered his

jelly

questions. Finally, deciding to take the
bull by the (Please turn to page 68)

Richard Widmark, 20th Century- Fox star, with his wife, formerly Jean Heath,
lead a very quiet life."
and their daughter, Ann. Declares Dick, "My wife and
I

want

to be hoodlums, the

hoodlums want to be lover boys," says Dick.

a

killer

shy,

on the screen, Dick
quiet,

happy

is

homebody.

Human

I

Side Of A Heavenly Body
1^

"

"Nearly everyone puts up a barrier as a defense from insecurity and fears," says Ava.

After
Luscious and
lavish

parties.

all, it's

the most interesting side, especially

glamourous, Ava seldom
Has never given one

attends
herself.

w

when

HEN you talk to Ava Gardner
for a doubleyou are always
barrelled dent.

That true glamour

of hers gives you
Believe me, she isn't
hasn't assembled Ava
synthetic.
in a spare hour. She's not just a slick
trick of clever photography, with added
At conversational
siren sound effects.
closeness, her face and figure are genuine
dream stuff. Further. Ava is deliriously
neither too old nor too young, and she
was born with the rare knack of being
fascinatingly feminine. In person, not

the

first

wallop.

MGM

merely on a screen.
This last-mentioned instinctive flair of
hers was unfortunately blocked until she
got to Hollywood. More of how she
licked this particular personal problem
later on.

Ava is developing her acting
Culver City way and is now
destined to climb to her very own niche
in Hollywood's history. But the generally unappreciated fact I think worth
bringing out is this: away from her studio
she is already in full bloom— as a human
being. I want to tell you, here, about the
unpublicized side of this lovable GardObviously,

ability out

ner

girl.

You have

read enough about the reaction she causes when she steps out in

standard Hollywood style. When Ava
goes to a premiere or to Ciro's she lands
in all the columns the morning after. Her
behavior is invariably genteel, but her
appearance is so completely sock that she
is the eye-stealer.
She grins impishly at
an escort and the know-it-alls wrap that

it

belongs to Ava Gardner

By Brae Stevens
up as a blazing romance. Naturally,
where there's Ava there is fundamental
warmth. Only in her case, I spell it heart.
Hers, let me confide, is very well under
control now, after considerable wrenching.
After you look at her for awhile, you
find yourself listening in absolute astonishment. All of a sudden you get the

second knockout jolt. She isn't following
the ordinary pattern for glamour experts.
She says and does things that you don't
expect in Hollywood from a person in her
spot. She is, actually, every bit as sincere,
as amazingly unaffected, as the day she
arrived in town.
Ava continues to spend three-fourths
of all her free time away from the spotlighted places. Today, by her own choice,
her best friends aren't all fellow movie
stars. In spite of her film fame demanding that she Be Seen, she doesn't feel
that chumming exclusively with Top
Names is a burning necessity.

Watching a scene with Charles Laughton,
also in "The Bribe." It's a dramatic romance
of

Ava now has her own quiet

little

home. She

used to live in an apartment, but the cars
and buses on Wilshire gave her insomnia.

She

definitely

rates our

most envied

she simply isn't wild
about superficial triumphs. So she seldom attends our most lavish parties. She
certainly has never given one. and has
no suppressed urge to eventually outdazzle in that sort of splurging. A vain
delight in showing off an elaborate house,
a variety of expensive gowns and furs,
fabulous jewels, and chi-chi attitudes, is
not in her makeup. A passion for posturing, according to caste system rules, is
not her idea of fun.
invitations,

but

Not that she's a free soul. Far from it!
Ava looks luscious enough to upset many
an applecart, but what's inside that sane
head of hers bosses her exterior. She
literally admires the conventional in conduct, wants good taste in all she touches.
Pretense, of whatever brand, throws her
for a complete loss. So, wisely, she avoids
all shades of fakery, tactfully. She seeks
as her intimates people who are basically
like herself. Idealists, with a great honesty. Eager to hetter themselves, but not
hard in their ambition. Vastly impressed

tropical

intrigue

and exciting adventure.

with life's opportunities, but never with
themselves. And followers of the Golden
Rule.
With these friends Ava is not a pampered tin goddess, dominating because
she is a movie celebrity. She acts like
"just folks," and this endearing democracy cinches her with you.
"I had to find something that Jerry
would okay!" she bubbled, running to
open the front door of her new home for
me. The first house Ava has ever owTied
is a couple of miles up one of Hollywood's most secluded canyons. You think
you must have made a mistake, until you
round one more bend and see the colorful pink wood, one-story Gardner house
set into her own portion of hillside.
Jerry is her attorney. Jerry Rosenthall,
to be explicit. He doesn't specialize in
film clients, and it's typical of Ava that
she picked a successful young Los Angeles
lawyer to give her financial as well as
legal advice instead of a Hollywood
character boasting of contacts.
I couldn't help grin back, for I know
she's spent the past two years searching
for this home. "It has to be reasonable
and saleable." she'd inform her friends
each time she returned from another
fruitless real estate tour. She lived in
small apartments until she finally discovered the right thing.
"I love this (Please turn to page 70)

Having a snack on the set of "The Bribe."
She lives alone. Is a record fan. Has a maidcook.
Her favorite escort is Howard Duff.

the Mojave Desert, not
INtorville,
California, where

far

a

from Vic-

new

resort
section has sprung up, Apple Valley Inn has
become one of the favorite vacation spots
for the

Hollywood

Boasting a landing
the Inn is surrounded by breathtaking scenery, maintains
a string of fine riding horses and, in short,
offers a brand of dude ranching that emphasizes luxury and comfort for work-weary
actors. Apple Valley was a natural oasis then
when the Zachary Scotts, Cesar Romero,
Audrey Totter, the John Brom fields and
Barbara Bates wanted a weekend outdoors.
field

for

private

stars.

planes,

Zachary Scott, who was raised on a Texas ranch, and Cesar Romero, an
experienced rider himself, roundup calves for branding at Apple Valley.

When John Bromfield and his bride, Corinne Calvet, flew up to Apple Valley Inn,
the Scotts, Cesar, Audrey Totter and Barbara Bates greeted them at the field.

The

Cesar crowned Nancy Bisset Queen of the Apple Valley Roundup with the help of
Zachary Scott and Audrey Totter. In the evening, they all went square-dancing.

Corinne, John, Barbara and Cesar appreciated the fire at the early morning roundup.

stars got a kick out of carrier pigeons,
used to relay messages to the main lodge.

bit squeamish and sorry
Cesar Romero helped with
the branding during the roundup for Apple Valley Inn, which raises its own beef
cattle. Though coaxed, none of the girls
would touch a hand to the branding iron.

Feeling a

little

for the calf,

Audrey Totter gets a lift down from the
chuckwagon from George Trench and Cesar.
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By Edward Stevenson
dward Stevenson,
head designer for

RKO

Studios, gives

asy-to-follow tips

on how to plan a new

wardrobe sensibly

PERHAPS

you think movie stars go
out and buy twenty-five new outfits
at a time. They don't. They're quite
realistic about the value of the dollar
these days. They'd rather put their
money into their homes because that's an
investment. Most of them are very practical about their clothes. At the beginning of a season they buy three or four
new suits and dresses to wear along with
the things they already have.
*
*
*
Lucille Ball loves to buy evening clothes.
But when she was making "Interference"
at RKO, she told me she never buys more

than she actually needs. Like the majormost of her
money in basic suits and dresses. She
doesn't buy a lot of things. She decides
what she will need for the coming season,
plans her purchases carefully, buys the
necessities and no more.
*
*
*
ity of the stars, she puts

Stars often ask

if they can have a favorlengthened, re-fitted, or even
dyed, to keep it going for another season. One day I saw Shirley Temple wearing a very attractive suit and I asked her
if it was new. "No," she said, "it's two
years old and I want to have a yoke put
on the skirt to make it longer." Like
anyone else, stars become fond bf a suit

ite

suit

The

leaf design for the collar of this
French blue wool suit is repeated in the
slit pocket on the side of the jacket.

i6

Left:

Lucille

Ball selects a

tailored chartreuse crepe
blouse with a burgundy bow
to

her smart forest
wool charmaine suit.

set off

green

Right:

robe

Lucille

Ball's

ward-

"Interference," includes this black charmaine
suit which is dressy enough
for after-five dinner dates.

and they're

or a dress

any amount
slightly

wear

so

willing to go to

of trouble to

that

in

have

they can

it

changed

continue

to

it.

*

#

And you might be

surprised to know
that while stars usually buy their basicclothes when a designer shows a new collection, many of them then go to the
budget shops for the little extra items
they need. They find some of their Summer cottons in those departments. They
might be tempted to buy a simple little
cotton dress in a custom designer's collection, but they shudder at the thought
of spending two or three hundred dollars
for

dress."

They grab something in a hurry
their money as far as being

and waste

well dressed

#

Too many

is

concerned.
#

it.

*

girls try to

*

buy

all

*

*

Don't try to save on a suit, a basic dress,
or a coat, because your appearance really
depends on those three items. Unless a

the clothes

they want, instead of just the clothes
they need. They buy heedlessly through-

includes many social affairs, her
for a season could consist of
just those three things. Let them be good
girl's life

wardrobe

out the year, instead of acquiring a complete, harmonious wardrobe all at one
time. I've heard them say, "T have a
date with Joe tonight. I'm going to dash
out to have mv hair clone and buv a new

and you can change them with

less costly

accessories.
*

*

*

Spend money on shoes. Buy one pair of
each type that you need and buy good
ones.
last

Do

Above: For the

office,

team

pleated skirt and matching
navy greatcoat of kitten's
ear broadcloth, with a chartreuse wool jersey blouse.

a

Left:
this

Lucille

Ball

models

Edward Stevenson

suit

"Interference," made of
purple wool charmaine with
in

a

lemon-yellow

silk

blouse.

Right: A lace-trimmed handkerchief complements Lucille
Ball's delicate and flattering
blouse of tucked nude chiffon banded with alencon lace.

They're an investment that

will

they're well made in classic lines.
the same (Please turn to page 66)
if

Alexis Smith makes friends and influences people who can be helpful to her in her gun-running activities in "South Of St. Louis."

Zachary Scott
spell

in

the

HERroom

falls

under Alexis'

Warner picture.

interpretation

of

a

bar-

entertainer and unscrupulous gun runner for the Confederates in "South Of St. Louis," is
Alexis Smith's answer to those critics who complain that she doesn't
radiate any warmth on the screen.
They'll

Alexis doing a hot dance number for "South Of St. Louis."

Left: Alexis teams up
with Joel McCrea, a Texas rancher, and they run
the Union blockade. When
Joel becomes a drunkard,
Alexis sticks by him, helps
him and,

later,

weds him.

Right:

Alan

Alexis'

cohort

Hale,
in

the smuggling racket,

protests when

she
ing

says
to

ment

she's

ride

a

goship-

of ammunition.

to take it all back
see her as Rouge de Lisle.

have

when they

A

STILL in STRIDE
Showing the same unconcern as
die

Murphy dares

Au-

in battle,

to be himself in

Hollywood

By Kate Holliday

Audie

candidly

films.

If

states

good,

he's

make

he'll
he'll

stay;

Am

if

IE MURPHY'S publicity
a very befuddled fellow.

a

few

not

man

is

For Mr. Murphy, who made his
way in eight major infantry campaigns in the War refuses to
behave as a movie star should. Dunns:

name

—

the hard

the production of his

—

first

starring film.

"Bad Boy." Audie broke

Allied Artists'

every rule in the book.
To begin with, he made statements.
Like: "'I always want not to be a hero.
Only a few people deserve that title
don't know
{This from the

and

I

Congressional

any off-hand."
guy who iras given the

Medal

gion of Honor
other medals!)

of

of Honor, the LeFrance, ana' twenty

And like: "When people first asked me
to take a screen test and go into the
movies, I refused. 1 didn't know anything about acting. T still don't."
(That's sheer heresy!)
And like: "Hollywood is like any other
industry. You do a job
just like you
did in the Armv. And, if vou don't do

—

Audie in uniform and wearing medals that
won him title of "most decorated soldier."

Wanda

Hendrix, who's just

become Mrs. Audie Murphy.
it well, the result is the same as during
the War: they send you back to peeling
potatoes where you belong.
"I'm going to try a few pictures. If
I'm all right, fine. If I'm not, then I'll
get out and make room for somebody
who really knows what he's doing."
It is this last statement which causes
the publicity man to clutch his greying
hair. For never before in the history of
motion pictures-has anyone even hinted
that he might not set the world on fire as
an actor. And so well-grounded is the
it
that
opposite philosophy
exactly
amounts nearly to protocol: If you're
new to the screen, you infer in everything you do a%l say that the Gables
and the Colmans and the Mitchums had
and let the press
better watch out
agents take it from there.
Now a well-preserved twenty-four. Mr.
Murphy is thus a rather unusual gentleman. And we only hope that Hollywood's future will include more like him.
Audie is on the threshold of what will
probably be the one carefree period of
his life, and we wish him many years of
We say this because, up to now. all
it.
that has come to him has been bought
cither by pure muscle-power or at the
risk of his neck.
He was born in Kingston. Texas, a
town of five hundred, in 1 0^:>. His father
was a fanner, a share-cropper on land not
renowned for its productivity. There was
no money. Thus Audie began to earn his

—

way as a mere kid. working in the fields,
clerking in a general store, helping in a
gas station, getting schooling somewhere

Audie
his
in

Allied

Right:
in

will

screen

make
debut

Artists'

Wanda

"Bad Boy."

as she appears

20th's "Prince

Of

Foxes.'

between.
the time he was seventeen, he
alone in the world. And there was a
on. Both because of the Army pay
because Audie is the kind of guy
in

By

was
war
and

who

he
decided a uniform was for him. The fact
that he was under-age was easily rectified: he forged his birth certificate. Since
there was no one to disprove his statement that he had attained the proper
status, the Army opened its doors to him.
He hoped to become a paratrooper, but
They put him.
lie didn't weigh enough.
instead, in the infantry and soon afterlikes to get into the right sort of fight,

wards sent him to North Africa as

a

replacement

That began it. As a member of the 3rd
Infantry Division of the 7th Army, Audie
went from Africa to Sicily, to Italy's toe.
to Anzio, to the Rhone Valley in Germany, and a few other spots between,
winding up the War in Austria. He
emerged with the aforementioned medals
and witli something he prized more: he
was promoted to (Please turn to pageSt)
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Wyman and David Niven in "A Kiss In The Dark," rollicking
Warner Brothers comedy in which Jane again wins critics' bravos.
Jane

Screenland Salutes

very well being versatile as an actress, but
there are who can change from one type of
role to another without some loss of effectiveness. Jane
Wyman is one of the gifted few. As Polly Haines, photographer's model in "A Kiss In The Dark," she is every
bit as convincing and compelling as she was as the deafmute in memorable "Johnny Belinda." Her loveliness,
shapeliness and sparkling personality are just as believable as was her drab and pathetic self in "Johnny Belinda." Watching Jane as Polly in "A Kiss In The Dark,"
with her Belinda in mind as contrast, presents a delightful exception to Jack of all trades, master of none.
T'S

I

all

how few

Jane at work as a model in "A Kiss In The
Dark." Quite a change from "Johnny Belinda."

2*

FRED ROBBINS

Right: Marilyn

next

well,

in

Max"The

Champion" with Kirk
Douglas,
spin

his

Fred
records on

helps

his popular "1280
Club" disk program.

HYA

Grace
your face in place!
Well let's step up the pace

And

Is

Benny Goodman

get off to the race!

King of the Clarinet,
discusses jazz and
be-bop with Freddy.

Benny

AND

the race is to those kiddie cars
with the canvas tops that go all the
way back and let all that pretty
azure in. M-m-m feel that balmy breath
of old lady Spring, young thing! And
meet it face to face. Dig those chestnuts

recently

still

re-

organized entire
band with success.

in blossom and
too there's as

these fresh groovings
nice noise coming
from them as from those little ornithological rascals all around you. Show you
what we mean! Alors!

—

John "Force Of Evil"

all

much

Garfield goes

over
questions for
interview on Fred's
program. John's also
of

list

made "We Were
Strangers"

for

Col.

HEAVENLY!

—

Frank Sinatra Man, once you've
been kissed by Amy just tear up your
list
you're thru! So goes the tres cacciatorre story from ''Where's Charley"

—

—

which Nancy's daddy knocks off so moonbeamish like. Nice beat by Mitch Ayres'
ork behind him, smooth beat and F. S. at
his most Sinatraish. Back has Frankie
on a hillwilliam kick, pardner, and if'n
we do say so, the kid comes on like Eddy
Arnold hisself. The name of this hyar
now song is '"Sunflower," and ah reckon
as how you all will like it quite a spell.
Just call Frankie "Red River Sinatra."
( Columbia)

Tommy

Vaughn Monroe explaining arrangement

"Red Roses
Blue Lady," his
latest Victor release.
The coupling is "Melancholy Minstrel."
used
For

in

A

down

Dorsey

—Hey!

Everybody

the station to dig the little
"chuggerbellies" as T. D. and Co. pull
out the throttle on "Down By The Station" loaded with train whistles and all
the other effects. Lucy Ann Polk, the
Sentimentalists and Denny Dennis are all
waiting for the choo choo. Shows what
the great Dorsey band can do with a
novelty. Denny Dennis, the kid from
Piccadilly, has the backside all to himself
"How Many Tears Must Fall" and
flows like the Thames itself. (Victor)
to

—

—

—

—

Doris Day-Buddy Clark

Scree nland

—Just
51

like

a

-

eute 'sparkle plenty' doll ray gal Dodc
gurgles, coos, and even sings
but like a
little bird
and not the one who told me.
First on her lovely ownsy
Warner Bros.'
brightest star gets under "Someone Like

—

—

—

You," which '11 tickle your lobe like a
feather nice and bouncy and the back
"My Dream Is Yours" from the
flicker of the same name, whispery ballad
stuff.
Then she completely speeds up
your glitter metabolism by entwining

—

—

—

—

Buddy Clark on one

tonsils with

—

of the

heard "If You
Will Marry Me." Then they come in the
left ear with "You Was" which was also
grooved by Dean Martin and Peggy Lee
and Vic Damone and Patti Page and
is loaded with complete spontaneity and
ease which is how biscuits should taste.
Great little team Dodo and the Baritone Lark! (Columbia)
proposals

nicest

ever

—

Desmond

Johnny

— Look

out— or

choke on your chiclet 'cause Desmo
comes on like Chanel # 5 on this etching! Guy has more feeling than a Russian
play and his euphonies will have you
purring like a kitten, kitten. First Johnny
breathes "These Will Be The Best Years
Of Our Lives" which immediately adds
to the pleasures of '49 and then turns
hillwilliam, even as Nancy's Daddy does,
on "Careless Hands" which has a nice
beat and could happen. But this Desmo!
you'll

—

—
—

MGM

Only

great!
should be feeding Leo
the Lion extra meat for getting hirn on

their label.

(MGM)

Words And Music—-Void

the

album

"Thou Swell," "The Lady Is A Tramp,"
"Where Or When," "Johnny One Note,"
"I Wish I Were In Love Again," "There's
A Small Hotel," "Where's That Rainbow" and Lena Home, Betty Garrett,
Mickey Rooney, June Allyson, Judy Garland, Ann Sothern and Lennie Hayton

—

his ork to sing

else

do you want

and play

'em.

What

—dessert? (MGM 37)
Kenton — By the time you dig

Stan
Stan may either be reorganized, for
which everyone with a good ear is keeping his toes crossed or else deep in the
study of psychiatry. Can't you imagine
Dr. Stanley Kenton playing his records
for some lovely patient and bringing out
all of her hidden frustrations. "Oh, Doctor, play me 'Machito' or 'Cuban Carnival.' She'd be cured, but quick! And
another in the all too short line of Kenton classics is this fresh cookie, "How
ihis

—

—

Am

I

To Know," medium tempoed and

not too frantic

—backed by Junie Christy

"He Was A Good Man As Good
Men Go" novelty stuff done to show

chirpin',

—

the Kenton band can be as commercial
as any other. Every time you bake a
hunk of Kentonia on your turntable,
Mabel, make a little wish that Stan does
reorganize he's too great a musician and
has given too much to American music to
remain unheard! (Capitol)

—

—

Frankie Laine Oh, save that confederate money, boys, the South shall rise
;j{;ain!
Here comes the kid who relieves
52

Mr. Laine—taking "Rosetta"

the pain.

for a walk that'll have you falling right
6! Wow!
in line behind! Moves like a
Has Frankie got a great beat!! And the
kid can wag his chin to a slowie as well

DC

—as demonstrated on "It Only Happens
composition —the other
Once,"
beauty was "We'll Be Together Again"—
which
just as lovely —and shows he
his latest

is

from the shimmering celluloid of the
same handle smack off the sound track,
Jack! S'loaded with those immortal Rodgers and Hart thrillers— "Manhattan,"

and

In the wings of the Music Hall, Dinah Shore supplies the halo and Al
Jolson the harp as Oscar Levant compares Al's playing to Harpo Marx's.

can write 'em as well as sell 'em. Wonderful guy to boot! (Mercury)

Harry James

—Jesse James Daddy on

the flames! And that band still revolves
at the same consistent speed! Meaning
Harry boy's back with a nice uproar on
"Love Your Magic Spell Is Everywhere," with Marion Morgan at the
breath controls. Then everybody turns
over and mop! we're off with "Redigal
Jump" another in that heavy rumbling

—

—

—
—

tremendous

of

series

instruments

ar-

Ray

ranged by

Conniff, Harry's trombonist. The others were "East Coast
Blues," "Easy," "All The Way," etc.
This is right up to standard and comes
on like Milton Berle! Harry's spotted on
horn -and how! Wow! ( Columbia)

—

The Middle Of July" and "I Heard
Music From Heaven" sounds like the
In

—

themselves. (Mercury)
SKITCH HENDERSON'S SKETCHES

angels

—a

.

fine sheaf of

Lyle Cedric's melodies

and "Two Sleepy People." (Capitol
PATTI PAGE—on "So In
CC110)
Love" the Cole Porter beaut from "Kiss
.

.

.

Me Kate." Soulful sound! (Mercury)
There's nice sherbert bv
JEFFRIES, that is, on "Baby Won't You
Please Come Home." (Exclusive)
PASTOR'S "Grievin' For You"
oozing with chirping soft and swooney
by Rosemary Clooney. 'San oldie but the
vibrations are like therapy. (Columbia)
.

Things"

My

—a

One Of Those
sequel to "I've Got

"Just

rattlin'

Me Warm" and another in the leapin' line of Brown instrumentals. (Columbia) ... JO STAFFORD'S "Congratulations" and "Funny
Bop To Keep

Little

Money Man"

—

by Paul Westhe "Little Man With

.

.

.

.

VAUGHN MONROE'S

.

.

"Red Roses For
Blue Lady" and "My Own True Love"
if'n you like clothespins with your singing. Pass me my nose drops, Mirandy.
(Victor)
The head of Vic's Victims
has a sybaritic pressing in "My Heart's

A

—

.

.

.

SCREENLAND

.

.

.

.

TONY

—

JOHNNY LONG'S

"Sweet Sue"—
smasheroo "Shanty In
Old You-Know- Where." How it bubbles!
Zounds! (Signature)
And here comes
.

.

.

closet thing to his

.

.

.

"

LOUIS JORDAN

"Pettin' And Pokin'
laughin' and jokin', screamin' and scratchin' and beamin' and steamin'
his fast
patter cookie loaded with alliteration in
re the tussles and nuzzles of a married
pair. Beware brother! (Decca)

—

does fine on

his

.

.

DEAN

ownsy on

"Absence Makes The Heart Grow Fonder" and "Powder Your Face With Sunshine" and if he keeps it up he'll be powderin' lotsa hearing flaps with those tonsils.

(Capitol)

.

.

.

HOT!!

first

ton and the mate in
A Candy Cigar" groove (one she made
with TD) ... And her "These Will Be
The Best Years Of Our Lives" is like
cotton candy. (Capitol)
FRANKIE
CARLE'S etching of "Congrats" has
Gregg Lawrence flicking his cords and is
most ear arresting. (Columbia)

.

HERBERT-

.

LES BROWN'S

.

on "Autumn In New York," "Jealousy,"
"Moonglow," "Soft Lights And Sweet
Music," "Two Cigarettes In The Dark"

MARTIN

ALSO EARWORTHY!

.

—

Gene Krupa Come and be boptized!
'Cause Genie with the light brown drumsticks in a leapin' brace of originals by
Eddie Finckel, "Calling Doctor Gillespie"
and "Up An Atom," bulging with surging solos and that great G.K. Slingerland
(gee, Dad!)
Showing how Genie has
moved right with the times. And if you
think you can't strop your insteps to 'em
.

—you're

off your rocker. But there's so
intriguing stuff to listen to, who
wants to. Genie's sure baked some great

much

HOTS

this

past year

—"Disc

Jockey

Jump," "Leave Us Leap." (Columbia)

—

Ella Fitzgerald Well scrape me off a
saucer and call me buttercup! This is the
"Robbins' Nest" to end 'em all as Ella
puts her own words to the catchy deal
done for this kid by Illinois Jacquet originally and then by Sam Donahue, Claude
Thornhill and Count Basie. But then
she takes off in a coupla bop choruses
that'll have you flippin' but with a half
gaynor. How great can you be! And
whatta thrill it is for this rascal everytime he digs it! Ella's lyric, incident, was
fashioned on the spot in a N.Y. nite spot
when we walked in and she dedicated it
to us but with pronouns and participles
right out of her own fertile little brain.
Back is her own composition "No
Sense," which belies the title
'cause it
has bunches! (Decca)

—

£SjteL VHJiMj

—

—

—

—

Duke Ellington Victor be praised!
They're out with a reissued or unissued
slab of "Caravan" and "In A Sentimental Mood"
but what's the diff—it's Ellington and that means more immortality
for your wax shelf. Both full band deals
both completely up to '49 in every
department. (Victor)

—

—

ALSO GROOYEY!

COLEMAN

HAWKINS' melodic,
rhapsodic exercise on "What Is There To
Say," by Vernon Duke still the greatest
tenor soloist! Back is "Rifftide" in
which you're boptized by Hawk, as well

—

—

Howard McGhee on trumpet and

as

Sir

Charles Thompson, author of "Robbins'
Nest." (Capitol)
MC.

.

.

HOWARD

GHEE-FATS NAVARRO BOPTET—
two chapters

of concentrated boptismal

you like Ulvsses was
(Blue Note)
four lockin' bopalong bis-

stuff that'll transfix

by the

siren!

.

JACKSON'S

—

CHUBBY

.

.

"Lemon Drop," "Crown Pilots,"
"Boomsie," and "Dee Dee's Dance" all
BRAD
cut in Sweden (Rainbow)
GOWAN'S "Singin' The Blues" and
"Jazz Me Blues"—with Billy Butterfield
on trumpet and the late Davey Tough on
the tubs (Victor)
COUNT BASIE'S
"Sophisticated Swing" and "Mister Roberts' Roost"
coupla fine fizzin' instrucuits

"KISS

—

.

.

.

.

MEG RANDALL
AND

.

—

mentals. (Victor)

.

.

ME"

as interpreted by

.

RICHARD LONG

.

in a scene from

THE

LIFE

OF

RILEY

BEST IN THE NEST
A UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL RELEASE

DAY—"Someone

DORIS

Like You"

(Columbia )

JOHNNY DESMOND—"These

Will

Be The Best Years Of Our Lives"

(MGM)
STAN KENTON— "How Am
Know"

I

To

FRANKIE

LAINE— "Rosetta"

(Mer-

/.

KISS COLO IIS
PINK QUEEN — A new

cury )

HARRY JAMES—"Redigal

Jump"

in' "

JORDAN— "Pettin'

For You"

your

3.

And Pok-

RED-RED — Best bet for
brunettes. This rich, intriguing red

(Decca

ELLA FITZGERALD— "Robbins'
Nest" (Decca)

FRAN WARREN — "What's My
Name"

(Victor)

(Sittin'

In)

lips soft. ..invitingly

moist.
2. Feels just right... gives

(Columbia )

LOUIS

Keeps

pink...
TANGEE
to give extra "kiss appeal" to

(Columbia )

TONY PASTOR— "Grievin'

kissable texture

cm^ee

(Capitol)

BUDDY STEWART — "Laughin'

Boy"

lips.

a sure

magnet

4.

Goes on

5.

And

for kisses.

TANGEE THEATRICAL RED— This dramatic color makes red-heads look
doubly warm and tempting.

Does not smear

or run at

the edges.

TANGEE
is

you

confidence.

so easily. ..so
smoothly ... so quickly.
it

lasts

-and LASTS—

and L-A-S-T-S!

TANGEE GAY-RED-Terrific for
blondes. ..gives lips that gay, reck"I-dare-you" look.

less,

Screen land
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"

Continued from page 10
wine-colored off-the-shoulder taffeta.
Claudette Colbert was a dream in a
pink silk crepe with flowing lines, while
Anne Baxter, happily holding on to the

"After the broadcast was over, La Bergman looked at me impishly, smiled and
said, 'Well, at least there was one thing
unusual about this performance. It's
the first time there's ever been any Joy
'
in "Camille."
The next day Ingrid and her husband
Dr. Lindstrom did get away for a few
days vacation, but instead of going to
the desert as everyone expected, they
quietly stole away to the High Sierras
which are still wintry at this time of year.

arm

of husband John Hodiak, was a vision in a gown of classic design by the
sensational designer, Madame Genia
an

—

evening robe in three shades of muted
green tones.
Amid such a display of couturier art
was it any wonder that the fans failed to
recognize the slim girl with the severe
black gown and the shoulder-length hairdo who turned out to be none other than
Miss Bergman, the star of the whole
proceedings, herself!
*

*

Many

their

of

friends

thought they

would seek relaxation at the Shadov)
Mountain Club, Cliff Henderson's new
desert retreat at Palm Desert about
fifteen miles from Palm Springs.
This
new luxurious oasis has everything from
a polo field to a private air-strip and
amid these beautiful surroundings, film
stars and celebrities sip champagne in a
spot where twenty years ago grizzled
prospectors died of thirst.

Cliff is the man who built the famous
West Coast Pan-Pacific Auditorium,
which he recently sold for many millions
of dollars, all of which he sank into this

new desert community to provide a
playground for movie stars and socialites.
At the opening of his new crystal-encrusted Shadow Mountain Club, for example, I discovered Jimmy Stewart with
his glamourous stand-by, Gloria McLean.
Olivia de Havilland and her husband.
Marcus Goodrich, the Gregory Pecks,
Bill Holden with Brenda and Bob Stack
with Irene Wrightsman.
Opening day events brought out all the
stars to watch the rodeo, the pioneer
pageant and the Water Ballet which was
so effective that I heard a girl behind me
remark, "I think that's the most beautiful swimming exhibition 1 have ever
seen!"

You can imagine my surprise when I
turned around and found that the impressed voice came from none other than
Esther Williams!

*

OF

course, the autograph hunters and
the premiere prowlers had their eyes
and their candid cameras peeled for a
vivacious short-haired "Joan" in an evening dress resembling a suit of armor.

Humphrey

Bogarr surNational Brother
hood Week poster which
he just finished nailing

veys

up at Warners' Studios.

But this time Bergman, who is one of
the most reticent of all the stars we know.

Evelyn Keyes and Glenn
Ford, stars of "The Mating Of Millie," prepare
a

Radio Theatre broadof the same film.

cast

Gene

Kelly,

Dennis Day with Dotty Lamour on her

NBC

air

fooled them and was off and away before
the first-night fans could catch her.

At an intimate party later in the
evening, I asked Ingrid why she had
whipped off so suddenly and she told me
that the New York premiere had been
almost too much for her and that she and
her husband were longing to get away for
a quiet rest.
Kidding her about her New York jaunt
was the distinguished actor, Nicholas
Joy, who plays the Archbishop of Rheims
in "Joan" and who appeared with Ingrid
on a broadcast of "Camille" during her

Gotham

sojourn.

Nicholas played Armand's father to
Bergman's portrayal of the famous
Dumas heroine for the radio presentation

which won Hoc per-rating acclaim.
"Cobina, don't let Ingrid tell you that
she has no sense of humor." Nick said
5

I

Esther Williams, currently in "Take Me Out To The Ball Game," and her husband,
Ben Gage, entertain her mother and dad, Mr. and Mrs. Lou Williams, at home.

SCREENLAND

show.

Young Mrs. Agar
Continued from page 27

Are you

the

in

know?

to keep it short. It's
a step toward following the prevailing
fashion. I dress appropriately for my age
now, but after awhile I can do a bit of
style-setting, I hope! Lowering the pitch

new look I'm going

speaking voice should add to my
I've
for dramatic roles.
begun my first voice lessons with that as
my purpose."
In "Mr. Belvedere Goes To College,"
Shirley portrays a young widow with a
three-year-old son. This makes a specific
demand upon her acting ability, and an
advance glimpse of some of her major
scenes plainly shows her increased range.
She receives a twenty second kiss from
Tom Drake in the finished film. Creating
it meant her most ardent romantic task
of

my

opportunities

so far.

The

director shot the clinch from

every possible angle. 'T didn't rehearse
it at home," Shirley informed me. "Jack
and I don't rehearse one another. We are
too self-conscious with each other for

What would you do

that."

child star, has been the

and
You're swaying on a dream-cloud
Heathcliff 's tagged by a stag. Sharp gals never
refuse a cut-in ; thus you switch to the

loan-out

lethal lad.

to the 20th Century-Fox
she was the world's greatest

Her return
lot,

where

most enjoyable
David O. Selznick has ever
arranged for her. She was welcomed back
after her nine-year absence with a gala

.

in

When

your calendar

on your bookings — switch

of the

new Kotex. Talk about

in this

situation?

O

Keep on dancing

Smile and switch
.

.

tries to

cut

to the comfort

a dream-cloud

Play deaf

its shape for
hours! Dance after dance, you stay comfortable—because Kotex is made to stay soft
while you wear it. What's more, your new
Kotex Sanitary Belt's all-elastic, ajustable,
smooth-fitting. Doesn't bind when you bend

Kotex

has softness that holds

reception in the studio cafe. Jane Withers
and many of the stars who shone in the
early Temple films attended to greet her
in person.
Her picturesque dressing-room cottage,
long a Hollywood landmark, was empty
until last year. Then the studio dentist
finally

captured

it

for

his

offices.

He

couldn't be moved. So Shirley was blissful, and very grown-up, in a swanky suite
right alongside the ones reserved for

Betty Grable and Tyrone Power.

She

a nostalgic jolt when her set
dressing-room materialized as the identical trailer she'd had as a child star.
Only all the frills of childhood were gone.

received

Instead of the cute wallpaper with
animals, the doll's house, and the set of
little dishes, it was painted a dark, lush
green and the dressing-table and couch
were in a subtly matching shade. "I
wouldn't have recognized it," Shirley
assured me. "if I hadn't found the initials
'S. T.' carved on the door
where I put
them when nobody was looking.

What's the best makeup remover?

—

"Everything looked smaller at 20th
than I'd remembered. That first longer
love scene with Tom Drake was shot on
Stage 9. It was the same stage I began
on, when I was five. Only then it was a
vast cavern to me. I couldn't wait to slip
off and see the hill I used to climb up at

Now

gone. At least, it's become
I hurried over to
the old administration building where I
thought there were eight high steps. I
finally located two medium-sized ones."

five.

it's

just a slight

incline.

I

Soap and wafer

I

I

Cold cream

|

I

I

I

Smooching

I

I

i

.

.

.

the aid of Kotex and that safety center. An
exclusive Kotex feature that gives you extra
protection, self-assurance All 3 absorbencies
!

it

.

.

.

Regular. Junior and Super.

Working with Clifton Webb was a
and onlookers told me how ably
she kept up with his witticisms. He had

1

Read

his

that N. M.

I.

T.

palm

Pry into his past

Ask your brother

New Man

In Town, owl up
Tea leaves or palmistry
won't tell you, but you can depend on (guess
who!)— your brother. Guys can size up
guys, shrewdly. So ask your bro's advice
about the mystery boy. As for girls, there
are times when personal secrets must be
kept. Then, depend on Kotex — for Kotex
prevents revealing outlines. Those special,
flat pressed ends of Kotex don't show, don't
tell — keep your secret confidential

Before dating a

on

his character.

More wo/new choose /(OTEX

delight

to accept one of her don'ts, to his surprise.
The first day of shooting, he

lowdown on

I

Avast there, matey! First slip makeup off
with cream, wiping away with Kleenex Tissues. Then wash your face. It takes cream
to "fight" cream (such as most makeup
bases are made of), and followed by soap
and water, it helps keep blackheads at bay.
with
Remove problem-day worries, too

of Kotex have

For the

fha/7 a//

other sanitary rtafihhs

immediately asked her to call him by his
first name, as did the producer of their

Sam Engel.
"That's something I've never been able

picture,

3 ABSORBENCIES ; REGULAR. JUA//OR. SUPER

ScREENLAND
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she doesn't mind hurrying when she's at
the wheel of her car. She has a passion
for shopping. That is, for the picking out
part of it. The drudgery involved is a
pain she often avoids suffering. She
abhors a fitting, for example. "Yes, I did
pick out a new suit three months ago,"
she admitted. "I haven't had it delivered
yet, because I've put off going back to
the shop for a fitting."
When we got back on the subject of
her movies again, she explained that she
and Jack would like to team in one a
year. They prefer to work with one another, but they don't think it wise for
him to be typed with her. "It's more fun
when I don't know what I'm to make
next. I'd rather be told on a Saturday
that I'm starting a new picture on a

to do." Shirley said to me. "I don't call
older people by their first names until we
have become old friends which takes a
lot of years. This isn't a rule with me.

—

a mania! It seems so disrespectful,
otherwise. Mr. Webb announced he'd
call me 'Temple' then, if I would call him
It's

'Webb.' I accomplished that all right,
because it was sort of professional. But
it was always Mr. Engel. Imagine being
so flip with a producer that you'd call him
Sam. Or David or Darryl!"

She spent thirteen novel days on locaon the University of Nevada campus
in Reno. It was her first time away from
Susan, and Shirley carefully long-distanced home daily to check on every
tion

detail of her baby's care in her necessary

absence. Two hundred college students
were hired for extra work, and pleaded
with her to return to be queen of their
Winter ski festival. It was very stimulating to her to mix with the college crowd.
She recalls with particular pleasure the
lengthy discussion she had with the Dean
of Women at the university.

"I was
eighth of

amazed

to discover nearly an
today's co-eds are married.
Many have children and . are keeping
house. Yet their grades are as good as the
single girls', and better than the men
students.

"I don't eat much at lunch when I'm
working," Shirley went on, recollecting a
fiasco she shared with Mr. Webb. "I
can't. Neither can he. But such a magnificent dinner was sent us one noon
while we were on that location that we
slipped. It was eleven degrees above zero
when we tried to resume acting outside
afterwards. We had a five-page scene to
play and both of us were so full of food
we were pathetic. We fluffed it time
after time!"

By

preference, Shirley says no, firmly,
offers of elaborately prepared food,

to all
so you'd be wasting your efforts if you
slaved over intricate dishes for her benefit. "I've loved Summer squash, and have
eaten it almost daily, since I was a baby.
Peas and carrots, too. And it isn't
chicken every Sunday for me, but every
day if possible instead of meat. All too
often I get ptomaine from the chicken I
order when we eat out. I've gotten it in

Hollywood,

Monica

Beverly

restaurants.

Hills, and Santa
That doesn't stop

me!"
Although Shirley wants plain foods, she
it that Jack can have a variety.
They employ an expert housekeepercook, but Shirley checks on the menus
thoroughly. She considers this one of her
sees to

basic duties as a wife. Occasionally, she
decides to practice some of the cookingschool recipes she mastered before her
marriage. A chocolate roll, stuffed temptingly with whipped cream, is inevitably
a breeze for Mrs. Agar and a morsel to
Jack and their bridge guests.

The Agars dote on very
gatherings

of

their

small, informal

friends,

who

are

mostly non-Names. Going over to someone's house, or phoning an invitation to
come on over to the Agars', is nine-tenths
of their social life. Once in awhile they
go dancing at Giro's, and just last month
Shirley gave her first Name party at
home in honor of Rory Calhoun and his
56

Director Alfred

from Lucille

ful

bride.

But sound

Hitchcock gets an
Ball

plain talk, far

from cosmopolitan jaded

airs,

ahead.

removed
suits her

With considerable bridge thrown
in.
Shirley came back from Nevada
bursting with the news that she'd made
three grand slams in one game with some
girls in Reno. "They were so impressed!"
she informed Jack. "So was I," she added,
honestly. "So am I!" he quipped, remembest.

bering how blithely she'd bid three hearts,
with only three hearts in her hand, their
first

game.

"We're such stay-ups," Shirley said to
me. "Jack and I are always the last to
leave a party. Another cup of coffee and
we sit some more. When we get home,
we keep talking like fools instead of going
to bed sensibly. We love to argue about
things we really don't know enough
about. Conversation is a fine, inaccurate
art with us!"

Shirley won't fly. Insists she doesn't
to get anywhere in such a hurry.
Travel, to her, should be leisurely. I
suspect she is still afraid of airplanes, for

want

How To

I won't worry for months
I'm against worry, but I'm a

Monday. Then

ear-

at her Ciro's party.

worrier! Once I did have that happen to
me. There was no time at all to assemble
a wardrobe, so I just wore my own things.

that studios could work
m. to ten p. m. I always feel
peppier as the day goes along, flow I
hate that morning alarm clock!"
Susan Agar, now a year old, is the
I

wish,

also,

from one

p.

third person who's always included in the
Agars' scheme now. Shirley hasn't been
to New York City for fun since 1944
She doesn't anticipate a spree there.
"Motherhood has me tied down, and I'm
glad. I feel I wouldn't be a good mother
if I spent several weeks away from Susan
each year. The one location trip to
Nevada had to be, but it was terrible to
be so far from her that long a time."

She

isn't

going to

let

Susan be an only

She's expecting two more children,
the three preferably two years apart. "I
don't care whether they are boys or girls,
so long as they are healthy and fairly

child.

intelligent."

With

Shirley

how can they

Be The Other

Temple

as their mother,

miss?

Woman

.

.

.

Continued from page 22
sporting the longer haircut.

That was

only one instance where I learned that a
woman must gear herself to please her
man style-wise and all the other wises.
To me, that is a certain way to be the
"other woman" in your husband's life.
.

Whenever anyone asks me how

manbefore we
I

aged to keep Collie interested
were married and since and that's a
woman's big job, keeping a husband interested
I can only reply, "I try never
to get in a rut. I try not to be the same
personality day in and day out of
course this is not difficult for me." A man
thinks he likes a nice, steady diet of
female companionship. He's supposed to
like a woman whose moods he can gauge,
whose reactions he can anticipate. But a
lot of women who are calm, dependable
and steady find that after a while their
men become restless, that the gentlemen
come home at night and retire behind
the newspaper.
I think men like variety in a wife. So

—

—

—
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why

not stop them from looking around

for the so-called "other woman" and you,
yourself, be as different upon occasion as
I don't mean a woman should
be a vixen one day and a sweet, coy
young thing the next. But a little surprise and anticipation in marriage never
bored anyone. And that's the pattern
I'm driving at.

possible?

—
—

Most wives or perhaps I should say
some wives make the mistake of becoming too settled. They overlook the
important fact that they should remain

—

their husbands' sweethearts
which, incidentally, is the attitude taken by most

"other women." They neglect or forget to
rush to put on a new hair ribbon or a
new necklace or to get into a femininely
attractive dress to greet hubby when he
comes home. They think it silly to put
some romantic music on the radio or
phonograph to add a bit of romance to
an evening. They often consider candlelight at dinner not important. Yet, those

are the very things, the very ruses that
the "other woman" uses in her conquest
of the male. So why shouldn't a wife use
them? Why shouldn't she try to carry
out the idea that she and her husband
are still going together? And in dwelling

Wow a wife's

modesty

"false

can wreck

on this romance idea, I think men can be
without destroying
equally romantic
themselves. I think, for example, that
it's a wonderful thing when a husband
suddenly stops his car when he and his
wife are driving some place and says to
give me a
her, "You look wonderful

—

kiss."

All of these things were done during
the courtship period and it doesn't hurt
to continue them after marriage.

Speaking of the courtship period brings

up a moot question. Should a

girl

show

her faults then or try to hide them? I
think a girl should let a man know of her
shortcomings while she's being dated
but how few do! Men are wonderful in
that respect. They blandly display all
their faults. If he puts his feet on the
furniture, for instance, when he is courting a girl, she can be sure he'll do the
same thing when he's married. That
candid quality is the nature of the man.
He's direct. Women are indirect. A
woman will watch her behavior carefully
when she's being dated. She's so careful
that she gets all tied up in knots. When
I was going with Collie, I used to be so
nervous for fear that I'd do something
wrong that I couldn't eat when I was
dining with him. I even tried to develop
a new voice something soft and different! Mine naturally is sort of husky-

—

hoarse,
out.

you know. But

One day he

said,

Collie

found

"You know

me

I like

that quality in your voice. Got a cold?"
I let down the barriers and replied, "No,
I can't help
it's the way I really talk.
it." I haven't tried to change it since.
It doesn't

pay

for a

to fool a
be all women to

man. Instead, she must
one man. Let her be herself but with a
constant eye on what pleases the man

—

she's married.

When

the girl has won her man and
they're in the first year of marriage, there
are, naturally, problems. But here again
she can borrow the tricks of the nebulous
"other woman" and keep her marriage
and her man.

One

of the

most important things

for

her to remember is not to be jealous.
Jealousy is a destructive force. If a girl
happens to be jealous and can't help it,
it's certainly best for her to keep it to

Nothing frightens a man so
as jealousy. Mentally, he feels like
a prisoner. To resent a husband's comherself.

much

plimentary remarks about another woman is silly. And is also tiresome to a man.
Rather than resenting them, I think, it's
better for a wife to incorporate in herself
some of the qualities he has admired in
others. Not in such a way that she tries
to be a carbon copy of another woman. I

mean,

if

a husband should say that he

certain woman's laugh, the wife
shouldn't try to simulate some gay laugh

likes a

which makes her sound like an idiot!
That would be silly. She can still be herself
and honest to herself without tak-

—

If only she'd learn here scientific truth she can trust

woman

—
—

ing such drastic measures, but she can
improve her laugh, perhaps walk more
attractively, improve her style in makeup

about these

INTIMATE PHYSICAL FACTS

Often a young wife is too timid or shy to
learn these intimate physical facts. And
because of this her husband may become
sulky and resentful. She feels her
marriage is breaking up heading for
divorce. Yet she finds herself helpless.

—

It's this pitiful young woman who
definitely needs to be instructed on

how important

vaginal douching often
to intimate feminine cleanliness,
health, charm and married happiness
to combat one of woman's most offensive deodorant problems. And what's

—

is

EVEN MORE IMPORTANT — why she

should always use zonite in her douche.
She should learn: no other type

LIQUID ANTISEPTIC-GERMICIDE OF ALL
THOSE TESTED FOR THE DOUCHE IS SO
POWERFUL YET SO SAFE TO TISSUES
AS zonite!
Developed By World-Famous

What

Surgeon and Scientist
better assurance could you

want

than to know that a famous Surgeon
and Scientist developed the zonite

—

the first antiseptic-germicide
principle in the world with such a
powerful germ-killing and deodorizing
action yet absolutely safe to delicate
tissue lining, zonite is positively nonpoisonous, non-irritating. You can use
zonite as directed as often as needed
without the slightest risk of injury.
principle

A Modern Miracle

zonite destroys and removes odorcausing waste substances. Helps guard
against

infection.

—

It's

so

powerfully

every germ it touches.
You know it's not always possible to
contact all the germs in the tract. But
you can feel confident that zonite
immediately kills every reachable germ
and keeps them from multiplying.
Scientific douching instructions come
with every bottle. Any drugstore.

effective

it kills

—
and clothes. The basic foundation of a
woman's character can't be changed
but it can always be improved upon.
I know I mentioned a wife's appearance at the beginning of this article, and
call it "old hat" if you want, but I can't
help stressing it. I can't see any reason
for a wife's neglect of her

own appearance

her home. Pin curls, for example, are
about the most unglamourous thing in
the world. If she does her own hair, she
can still put a bandana or turban on her
head in such an attractive way that at
least the hair in front is curled and neat
looking. Bandanas, too, can be made to
look very appealing. Even if the wife is
an
inveterate
blue-jeans-and-old-shirt
wearer, she can still look attractive. A
woman forgets once she's married that
a man during his daily business hours
sees plenty of pretty girls and he wants
his wife to look equally attractive. The
"other woman" is like the girl who is being dated- she never will appear untidy
before a man, so why should a wife be
in

A

salute

to

Spring

April

is

Showers fragrance by Cheramy.
Golden Chance perfume rests
in

an

intricate

gold

leaf.

—

—

—

any

different?

many girls saying, "Oh.
Listen to Lupino. She's a movie
star with maids 'n' everything. She can
talk about being attractive because she
doesn't have to do anything all day but
primp." Well, that's where the girls are
wrong. It just happens I haven't a maid
When I'm working, I get up around 5:45
a. m. and am at the studio all day.
I
come home dead on my feet at 7 p. m.,
yet I manage to get my face washed and
climb into something nice for Collie to
Oh, I can hear

great!

Brilliance

and matching

lip-

stick in dressingtable combination at $.85.* Individually,
Yardley's Pink Pearl

lends

a

lifting

English Complexion

radiance

to

Powder

Winter-pale

TObows, add and
a dash

fragrance, buttons and
of Springtime color
you find the ideal Miss April of 1949!
flowers

and

Yardley's Pink Pearl English Complexion Powder will add a radiance to
many a Winter-wan face, has a filmy texture and clings long and lovingly. A fragrant box, $1.*

polish

is

$.25,* lipstick, $.49.*

faces.

Matchabelli's Easter Bonnet box holds miniatures of
Stradivari and Easter Lily, at $3.* The
little hat boxes are so appealing, the perfume so precious, that girls would be wise
to think now of who is having a birthday
in the future and do a little stocking up
C. M.
for the happy events.
*P/us

20%

Federal

tax.

Golden Chance perfume, lying in a
golden leaf, by Harriet Hubbard Ayer, is
one delightful way to spend $1.50* for
perfume. The bottle is a replica of an
old-fashioned inkwell. A golden cord with
pink hearts hugs its neck, while the leaf
makes a quaint individual ash tray.
little

—

treasure.

Star Bright, inspired by the old wishing verse, is a Cutex contribution. "Pink
just blushing into flame," is the maker's
description of this electric tone in Nail

the place inside and out ourselves. We
started at six in the morning and worked
all day. When he had to be at the studio,
I went right ahead with the job.
didn't even have a stick of furniture at
the time. Yet, when he came home, I
had set up a card table in the dining
room, I had romantic music on the
phonograph, and I had arranged a few
weeds as glamourously as possible on the
table. And, yes, I had candlelight, too.
In addition to which I had dressed my
hair and taken time to don something
feminine and frilly. Certainly it took
extra effort
but the appreciation in
Collie's eyes made it mighty worthwhile.

We

Cheramy's April Showers is as much a
part of Spring as sunshine. Pictured is
the Eau de Toilette, $1.25* to $2* The
companion perfume is $1.25* to $7.50.*

Here's a

see when he comes home. And also, when
we were fixing our house, he and I painted

—

Bright finger and lip adornment is
in answer to the wish for more sparkle.

Star

That all reduces to one thing a wife
must remain an exciting woman to her
husband. And if any wife says, "Why

—

try

there's nothing exciting about me
she's wrong.
There must have

now!"
The Matchabelli Easter Bonnet box with two perfumes

is

styled

in

Directoire trend!

been or her husband wouldn't have fallen
with her in the first place.

in love

Now, I admit Collie and I have been
married not quite a year, that we're in
the first full flush of married life. But
we've had our trials already. They're
part of marriage. For one thing, we
seldom get a chance to see each other.
He leaves the house around eight-thirty
the morning and doesn't get home
about seven or eight at night. One
of the principal reasons I accepted the
part in "Greed" at Columbia was because I thought I could at least have
lunch with Collie since that is his studio.
So what happened? Most of the picture
was made in Arizona and out at the
in

until

—

Columbia ranch and I never saw him
once during production at the studio.
We're taking care of that situation now,
58
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We plan to go to Europe in a
few months when "Not Wanted," my
first picture as a producer for Emerald
Productions, Film Classics release, is finished, just to be together.^ Not all couples can take ambitious trips to Europe,
but they can find an acceptable substitute if they take the time to give the
matter some thought.
I think any wife, if she wants to remain
interesting to her husband, is foolish to
nag. That is simply being dominating
though.

LITTLE LULU

and robs a man of his masculinity or puts
him on the defensive. The "other woman" would never resort to that. Instead
she would be utterly feminine. She might
even become the helpless female and it
doesn't hurt any wife to be just a little
helpless. No matter what they say, men
like helpless females. It gives them added

—

strength. Not that I approve of the
clinging vine approach. I loathe it. But
to make a man feel your need of him isn't
such a bad idea. Women forget that a
man's ego can be beaten down faster

than can a woman's

—much

faster.

And

when that happens, what have you?
I also think that a wife shouldn't forget that in the courting days she laughed
at every funny thing her man said. Once
she has put the Mrs. in front of her name,
though, she seems diabolically determined to let his jokes fall with a dull

'It's

Some wives

forget to be good
any of the time. They want to
do all the talking. Every man likes to
have his ego inflated and what better

thud.

"

listeners

magic

— the way Kleenex* pops

r

Little Lulu says: Kleenex Tissues always at your fingertips!
pull just one double tissue (not a fistful ) and up pops

You

—

up "

!

another. Only Kleenex has this

handy Serv-a-Tissue box.

way

is there than to appreciate his sense
of humor, even if you have heard the

O

*T. M. Reg. U. S. Pat. OB.

International Cellucotton Products Co.

same gags over and over again?
Another danger time in the ego department is when children arrive. I grant
you I have no children yet, but I have
friends who have, and I've been able to

—or

problem
husband
push him into the background

when

a child

observe that there
here.

is

a serious
forget the

is

Many women

born.

I don't believe in

man must

never be pushed
out of a woman's immediate interest. I
know it's a trying time for a woman. She
is up all night, she's nervous with her
new responsibilities, but she has to learn
to control all that and still remain a
sweetheart and a wife. Every rule I've
thought of about marriage up to this
point is even more important now. When
the child arrives is the time when a
marriage must be hung on to more tenaciously than ever. I know it takes work.
Yet, my own mother succeeded very
well in this respect. She took care of my
sister, Rita, and me in the morning, always got father's lunch at noon, went to
the theatre and performed two shows in
the afternoon, came home to look after
us when she finished working, prepared
dinner, put Rita and me to bed, and then
went back to the theatre. But she never
and
for a moment neglected my father
she didn't neglect herself. She remained
as glamourous as ever. It can be done
if a woman wants her marriage badly
enough.
this because a

—

Another

Co-stars Jack Carson and
on the set of "My Dream

Doris
Is

Day

Yours."

common

trait

among some

wives that I have no use for is the habit
of complaining about what a hard day
they have had or how ill they feel. A
woman who has "complaining-itis" is
sounding the death knell to her happy
marriage. Men have been known to stray
from the fireside just for the want of

ScREENLAND

hearing something happy and cheerful
said for a change. There is no quicker
way to get a marriage into a dangerous
rut than by complaining about the very
things that are your job in that marriage.

Which

brings

me

to

my

last point

and perhaps the most important. To keep
a husband interested in you, take a hint
from the "other woman" and let him
know once in a while that you want to
be alone with him. Why not say, "Let's
see no one tonight and just be alone?"
In other words, what's wrong with having a date together by the fire in your
own living room? Collie and I tried that
recently. We had four invitations for one
Saturday night and we refused them all.

We

sat down in front of the fire and just
talked for a while. We had gone to the
ballet the night before, so after a while
he asked me to show him how to do some
of the "lifts" we had seen. So I did. You
should have seen me cavorting about

with Collie lifting me up on cue! It was
a wonderful evening of fun.
That's the basis of Collie's and my life
together. To have fun. He's a man who
loves laughter. He's sympathetic to any-

one in trouble, but he can't tolerate
and neither can I anyone's bringing his
moods into our house. He turns pale then
and becomes very nervous. We want to
keep life on as cheery a plane as possible.
That's the only plan we have for our
future to keep our marriage fun, to keep
its success from being taken for granted.
It's the best way I know of to avoid the
entrance of the "other woman."

—

—
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Leading Ladies

I've

Two

Known

girls

immediately come to mind
Annie Sheridan, whose
bawdily wonderful, and the

in this category,

dialogue

Continued from page 29

Lombard was more laughs than anyone I've ever met. That's been said be-

of them, but there wasn't one who
didn't consider herself secondary to the
film as a whole.

many

From Wyoming"

whom you may have

as

we

did her.

We

heard at last that she was
going to play Maria in "Bell," we were

Hemingway himself had
she was the girl he had in mind
when he wrote the book, you see. And
Sam Wood and I felt she was eminently
right for the part, above all other ac-

all

delighted.

said

Hollywood. So we waited for
our mountain location impatiently.

tresses in

her in

She arrived with her hair as short as
any beaver that ever lived. The charac-

Cyd Charisse with her husband, Tony
Martin, during recent

visit

qualities exquisitely her

to

Gotham.

own.

don't think that any other actress in
the world could have done as great a job
in "Fountainhead" as she did. That's a
broad statement, I know, but it happens
to be true.

The role, you know, is not the kind
that comes up every day or even every
year. It is a role which borders on the
neurotic, which has scenes of great passion in it, great violence. It could easily
be made ridiculous. It wasn't in Pat-

—

ricia's

hands. Instead, she

made

thought that any women, no matter who,
would well, would chisel a little, not go

pictures and, frankly, the studio

—

far

as

Hemingway's description

Maria's looks. But Bergman had done
She was Maria.

of
it.

She was almost humble about the role
She was more eyes and ears than anything else. She had great enthusiasm for
the part and the story, but she put herself in

a subsidiary position to

it.

She always does that, no matter what
the part. The -production is more important than she is.
And, in some uncanny way, despite her
hair and her mannish costume of pants
and an old shirt, she managed to look
feminine, both on and off the screen
With no makeup and roughing it in the
mountains, she was as much a lady as
she would have been in her own living

room
Playing scenes with Bergman is a joy
For she is never mechanical. She thinks
as she acts. She meets you halfway,
makes you feel that you are actually living the scene, that it is something which
is actually happening.
That's rare. Few actresses can do it.
I think of two others who can, Helen
Hayes, with whom I made "A Farewell
To Arms," and Patricia Neal, who recently finished "The Fountainhead" with

it

superb

believable.

had had in
was a bit
dubious about entrusting her with it. She
had had a fine stage background, of
course, but she was very young, too. The
bosses were doubtful whether or not she
had the technical skill to carry it off.
I had never seen her on the screen
until they ran one of her tests for me at
It

was the second

role she

Warners. Part of the footage, to be honBut
about it, was no good at all
there was one scene in which she was
terrific, in which she showed definitely
what she was capable of doing. She won
the role on that one scene.

est

She was scared

You

get scared of

of the part, naturally.

any

role that's good.

do, anyway. I feel all my inadequacies
staring me in the face and begin to wonder. But, after only a few days' work,
Patricia was hitting her scenes dead center. She was showing us all that she both
I

knew the character and understood her
thoroughly. And she was thinking, thinking hard, in every sequence she played
The result, as I think you will agree, is
magnificent. And Patricia Neal is a new
star with whom to reckon.

We

had fun on that

set, of course, as

we do on most sets. It was such an emotional story, you see, that if we hadn't
relaxed between shots we would have

me.

gone crazy.

Patricia is like Bergman in many ways,
yet also entirely individual. Like Ingrid,
she is tall, intensely serious about her

I'm not exactly against kidding in any
form, I might add, and when a gal who's
in a picture with me has a sense of humor
it charms me right down to the ground

work, wholly sincere. But she has other
60

blew a

until Carole

cold.

She took a deep

breath. She jumped what looked like ten
feet into the air. And as she jumped she
veiled in a voice you could have heard
for a block, "Oh, HELL!"
Eight electricians and I rolled on the

and

as

remained so

in the Valley.
rather unevent-

line.

terization called for that bob, of course,
had
but we were still surprised.

We

so that I nearly

were on location out

It

ful.

I

When we

me

The shooting had been

eral

much

course.

of

face

She stopped

movieites as

was

over.

fell

at a dinner party sev-

years before we worked together
She had not been in this country long
then, and impressed me at once by being
one of the most truly shy women I had
ever encountered. Hollywood seemed to
overwhelm her. And her clean, healthy
good looks stood out from the crowd
around that table like a beacon. She, if
the truth be known, overwhelmed us

lovely,

utterly

loose she surprised

first

had met her

it

was almost unbelievAnd the first time I saw her cut

able.

she would.
I

was

She

Somehow, her

picture together was "For
Whom The Bell Tolls." It was, as you
may remember, a rugged sort of film, shot
under rugged conditions. Ingrid came
through beautifully, as we had known

Our

together, I found

true.

named Bergman.

heard; a gal

When we made "The Man

know.

fore, I

In that particular department, perhaps
the most outstanding example is a gal

from Sweden of

is

Carole Lombard.

late
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ground.
In direct contrast to Carole was Shirley Temple. She was exactly seven when
we made "Now And Forever" together at
Paramount. It was her second film.

hope

the other child stars will forI say that I don't believe
any other widget has ever had the talent
Shirley had as a kid. From my standpoint, she was incredible.
point of view went farther than
the mere fact that she was cute, you see.
I

give

all

me when

My

I

had

to

work with

her.

And

I

must

confess that originally the prospect did
not make me exactly blissful.

But Shirley, even then, had dignity.
She, too, was "show business," though in
her case the quality had not come from
experience. She had been born that way.

Even then, she picked up her cues like
a veteran. She took direction the first
time it was given. She "got" the scene
as fast as any adult. And / got the education of

my

life!

Laraine Day is like that, too. We made
"The Story Of Dr. Wassell" together for
Mr. DeMille, as you may remember. And
I found her to be completely swell.
She had a challenge in that picture:
She was to play a nurse, a creature of
great efficiency, yet, at the same time,
she was also to be a woman, a warm and
appealing personality. That's tough to
do, for if you go too far in one direction
you make the other side unbelievable,
and vice versa. Laraine steered through
the middle, perfectly.
I have a story I want to tell her the
next time I see her.
One day when we were between shots
on "Dr. Wassell," I asked Laraine where
she came from. I knew it was somewhere
in Utah, but I didn't know the exact
spot.

she answered.
"Roosevelt,'
worry, you'll never go there.

"Don't

the
smallest town in the state!"
Well, a year ago, I was on my way by
car from Sun Valley to Aspen, where I
own some ranch land. And, suddenly, I
saw a sign in the middle of nowhere.
There before me stood a little dust-blown

town

It's

—named "Roosevelt."

I stopped at a gas station.
"Isn't this where Laraine Day
from?" I asked.
2

comes

,

Ann

Blyth of "Red Canyon" with Eenie,
Meenie, Minie and Moe, cute toy poodles.

The man looked up proudly from

my

back of

the

car.

"It sure is!" he said. "Her aunt and
uncle live right over there," he added,
pointing.
A few miles farther, I came to another
town. I stopped again.
FAME AND FORTUNE CAN BE YOURS ... Pictured is lovely Cindy Lou Bayes. last
Stardust Beauty Contest winner. Enter our 1949 contest now. YOU may be the lucky
winner of $500 first prize plus a modeling and television career under Harry Conover

"Doesn't Laraine Day come from
around here somewhere?" I asked a lady
who ran an antique shop.
"She certainly does!" the woman answered. "Her cousins live in that house

down

management,

beauty judges are

Either everyone in Utah wants to claim
Laraine, or she has more relatives than
anyone who ever lived!
There have been many other gals I
like to remember working with.
Stanwyck, for instance, who's fun and businesslike at the same time. Colbert, whom
I first met when we made a complete
stinker together years ago in New York.
(We have a wordless pact never to mention that film by name.) Bankhead, an
interesting, vital person with whom I
hope I never have a verbal argument.

final.
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And

there was

little

Joan

Leslie,

who

played my young sweetheart in "Sergeant
York."
Joan was fifteen at the time and had
never done anything in pictures before.

—

—

Yet I felt and still do feel that she
was one of the most brilliant actresses
I've ever met. She had a natural gift for
the theatre. She had enormous possibilities.

Joan's career has been confused recently because of her legal fight for freedom. I sincerely hope that she gets herself untangled soon, for I feel that she
could be truly great.
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urry

INC., Dep».62. D

today

—

with a portable barbecue and when Betty
heard about the dreamy food, she began
a campaign that ended with my buying
one for the Carey Actor's Home." More
anon about cooking and Carey vs. peanut

St.,

Chicago

7, III.

.

.

—

"The guy's

who

actor
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beauty bushier than the one I'm behind
now. The reason I'm still wearing one is
that it pleases my wife. As Caesar Borgia

'Bride

in

Of Vengeance,'

—

of Dr. Parrish's tasty tablets daily and
J follow simple instructions contained in the
J easv-to-follow 14-day plan. You must be satisfied with your weight loss in 14 days or money
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—

—

—

is

my own

—

feels that acting as a rotter, stinkcad or dastard is considerably more
fun than playing a well-scrubbed hero,
also that it may do more for him, professionally speaking. He noted that a
similar behavior pattern had done wonders for Victor Mature and Richard Widmark, both now concentrating on screenpunks.
"Vic Mature once defined a cad," said
Mac, "as a guy who has sex appeal and
doesn't give a hoot about anything
setup that women seem to admire. I personally am opposed to indiscriminate killing and the cads I am in 'Laredo' and
the Borgia number aren't much given to

CO
MONEY

casual butchering.

"As a matter

Without
harmful drugs
exercise or complicated diets
using DR. PARRISH'S EASIER PLAN
The remarkable 14-day plan of Dr.
Edw. Parrish, well-known medical
doctor may bring you too amazing results! Tends to reduce excess weight and
helps fat folks lose pounds from hips,
arms, legs by an easier way. Just take 8

FIRST BOX must satisfy. or
BACK. Order
today. Address Hood Products Corp., Hood Building,
686 Broadway, New York 12, N. Y. Dept. 847-D
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"This,

was my first assignment as
a film-heavy and I was crazy about it.
"The moustache I wear as Lorn is a

—

McNEIL
GHAS.
MASTER OF MUSIC

A.B.

So. Alexandria

ft

praises other actors.

incidentally,

er,

taire,

SIO-V

Mac, the one

Mac

by MAIL
Sent on approval. Just send nan
address and ring size. Order soli-

3807

terrific," said

fancy, turns down, but the
attendant beard is a fake that I would
not grow. Regarding hirsute adornments,
June Havoc once told me that she made
her husband (Bill Spier) wear a beard
because, to her way of thinking, it does
things for a man."

thrilling Engagement

replica

.

raved about a Mexican actor
well-known south of the border named
Alfonso Bedoya, who plays Charley Calico, a bandit, in "Laredo."

moustache

Ring with genuine

In

—

Mac

For Prompt Action

Articles

it.

shots," he went on,
"were filmed mostly at Gallup, New Mexico. No love scenes there and we could
and did eat anything we chose. Bill
Holden and I did some tricky cooking

butter.

If
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wife,
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it or not, the script called for candy-eating during those scenes garlic-proof!
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M

any women
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stuff is ruled

my

'Laredo,' which, by the way, is a honey
of a picture, my very pleasant love scenes
with Mona Freeman were done at the

NO RAW EDGES
INTRODUCTORY
NO FOLDING— PINNING OFFER
$100
NO EXTRA SEWING
on£y J|
This sensational invention

opus,

—

of fact, in the Borgia

— played by Paulette Goddoes most

my

sister

dard
of my poisoning for me,
I only snuff out one lone character. In
'Laredo,' I kill several, but I'm very amiable in the process.

And,

finally,

Mona

me

with a bullet just as I start to
polish off the guy who's come betwixt us.
She's protecting him, of course, because
I'm such a terrific guy with a six-shooter
and he hasn't a chance. She's very fair
that way, a sentiment that appeals to
me as long as it's only a movie character who's doing the dying."
drops

by a majority

of people.
wife says that I move slowly,"
he admits, "but, even so, I'm pretty
prompt.
work in radio got me accustomed to gauging time down to seconds.
Thanks to being able to figure that way

"My

garlic.

Like everyone else, Mac hates to be
kept waiting. It's one fault possessed

ScREENLAND

My

since I'm only a half hour away from
the studio, have a tan and don't need
makeup, I don't have to leave the house
before 8: 20 and, even so, I can be dressed
and on the set by 9:00.

and

"That the movie business may keep us
is a matter of no consequence.
Waiting was something we got used to
in the Marines, anyway (Mac was a lieuwait
tenant)
It was the old war story
waiting,

—

.

for food, wait for orders, wait.

Our man confesses that

he's

."
.

.

bad about

knowlcan accomplish.

letter-writing, despite his personal

edge of what a

letter

"A

note," he says, "did the trick when
to persuading Betty that she'd
be the happiest woman in the world if
she became Mrs. C. In that letter I
it

came

analyzed our situation, made an appeal
to reason and she was swept off her feet
by its overwhelming eloquence in fact,
she accepted me, just as she had decided
to, months previous to my devastating

—

missive."

Mac can cite an instance from his
background that will illustrate the tiny
tricks fate springs on people.
"I'd done a lot of acting in college," he
says, "and I was also working for my
master's degree, but an offer from a professional

Shakespearian stock company

was too good to pass up.

I

became an

actor.

"I was engaged as a juvenile, one of
the reasons I was willing to quit college.
But it seems that there were two directors and each had hired a juvenile and
who'd want two of those things? And the
other one had been acquired before I
was and, besides, he was younger and
prettier.

"To me," he went on, "it seemed like
a lousy break. I'd burned my academic
bridges behind me in order to be a juvenile and I wasn't. So
I became a character man and, if I do say so, a darned
good one.

—

"Instead of appearing as a pretty dude,

waddled about as Friar Lawrence and
grabbed off a handful of applause. I
played Brutus to Julius Caesar and found
I worked every day and
it a fat part.
drew a cash salary that the management
admitted I'd earned honestly. Also, I
learned plenty about acting even as I
discovered that what had looked like a.
kick in the pants was actually a boost up
I

the ladder!"

On

his list of small irritations

go the

who

forget to say thanks, the late
arrivals and the coughing audience at the
theatre and, worst of all, the lugs who
don't try to remember your name.

people

Mac spoke of one annoyance that
movie people might rank as either a
major or a minor one namely, set visit-

—

ors.

"The public knows how movies are

said, "they're even on to the
such as process shots, and there's
no worry about de-glamourizing the
workstars. It's merely that an actor
can't let go coming at his only trade
pletely if he's being eyed by a gaping
group.
"I have a phobia about another detail of living, and it has to do with the
gentle art of listening most people don't.
For a fact, I don't object to people who
talk your head off if they're amusing,
and, for that matter, a garrulous guy can
also be a perfect listener. One of the
hardest things an actor has to learn is

made," he
tricks,

—

—

—

how to listen intelligently."
The Hollywood grind and the ditto
provides many little tidbits, Mac
life
says, that affect the people who live

—

—

hard to maintain a circle of
friends, principally because of the type
of work and the tough hours involved.
"Most actors live a long way from their
studios," Mac pointed out, "and so they
have to get up early to be there in time
for makeup and so on. The ladies, heaven help 'em, sometimes have to roll out
Acof bed at 4:30 (for a fancy hairdo)
tors labor all day and wait endless hours
while cameras and lights are being set up
and look at rushes at 6:00 p.m. Then
they straggle home at 7:30 at night, try
there.

It's

.

—

to eat, and settle down to learning the
next day's lines. Possibly stealing a moment to read a magazine piece about

themselves, something titled, 'The Gay
Life Of Suzy Burke,' wondering half
asleep who this gay person is.
"Besides that, there's the matter of
looking well. Now mind you, I don't
mean looking rosy-pink or sans lines. I'm
talking about eyes. Few people are aware
of the camera's overweening fondness for
a wide-open eye and its uncanny ability
to pick up what's in an eye. Naturally,
a sleepy, droopy-eyed actor looks but
lousy on the screen. Look at the eyes of
vour pet star next time you're at the
"
Bijou
Another of the small nuisances of Hollywood life is its lack of privacy. Mac is
not an I-want-to-be-alone type and he
drools with joy when a pack of auto-

—

—

graph hounds starts baying on his trail.
"But," he insists, "actors do enjoy a
chance to take in things not in the sense
of attending, but rather in the way of
absorption. They're too often in the posi-

—

tion

of

putting out, too rarely

get

a

chance to quietly take in things so they'll
have more than shop talk up their
sleeves.

"I mean, specifically, a chance to read
a book; to have a few friends in for a
quiet evening; to enjoy good conversation instead of the prattle attendant on
an over-sized dinner party or a cocktail
party peopled with more photographers

than guests.
"Instead, the customary thing is the
Tee Follies' opening and picture of you
and cute skaters. Or a movie premiere
with cameraman perched on your knee to
better snap oblivious-you looking obviously startled by the flash. I'm not even
hinting at the ancient incognito gag, this
is merely a campaign for a chance to
maintain a decent balance. People must
have time to re-charge themselves if
hey 're to be at all interesting to others."
Mac paused, looked a bit embarrassed
I

and

said that the above honest tirade
probably made him out an introvert,
which he isn't, altogether. Especially in
view of the fact that, unlike so many
movie males, he's keen about dancing
and is reported to be a tolerable dancer.

feminine

"When I do get a chance to crack a
book," he said, "I read most everything
in sight
metaphysics, essayists, satirists,
books on the theatre and art. I wasn't
bowled over by the 'Kinsey Report' and
a book jacket displaying a bosomy heroine is not for mine.

—

"Sports certainly are a means to a
broader outlook, no specific reference intended towards riding, something I've
been doing a lot of, lately, in the fillums.
Tennis I'm fairly good at, golf I gave up
as a kid when my twin brothers, four
years younger than I, used to go around
in the 70's while I stayed with the 80's
Thej' won tournaments with ease and
with my father (a golf champ)
no wonder I quit. I took fencing lessons once
for poise and exercise and I've been able
to use some of that in the Borgia movie.
I suppose these are all unimportant matters in a person's life, but it would seem
as though they contributed a great deal

sum

total.

sure of
.

it

vital to

is

.

syringe

.
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Watching the self-confident, debonair
Macdonald Carey making love to Paulette, Mona, et al, on the silver screen,
you'd find

it

hard to believe that there
lived exclusively on

was a man who once

peanut butter.
"At one point, back there," he says,
"I quit Chicago and much radio work,
to make my name on the New York
stage. I'd saved $150, which I didn't
really need inasmuch as I had been
promised a role in a play. Naturally, the

emmme

even liked to

eat,

and

New

in

for

WAITRESSES
NURSES
HOUSEWIVES

York's

of food fascinated me
I ate at a different restaurant every
night. Before long, of course, the $150

enormous variety

—

was gone and only peanut butter was

—three

GENUINE

Comfort LEATHER

play deal fell through, leaving only sporadic radio jobs. Meanwhile, I had to
eat,

syringes

$

3"

SCHOOL GIRLS

left

times a day.

A

"Years later, my wife discovered peanut butter. She wasn't much of a cook
at first and I pretended that I was ignorant of the art me, Carey, the man with
a rep at Iowa U for dee-veen macaroni
salad! So Betty fell back on you-knowwhat, even often disguised it in her cooking attempts and darned if I didn't get to
like the stuff again, after I'd sworn never

gorgeous Buckle AdShoe, featuring

justing
expert

ETC.

^

^pl

workmanship

SUPERB COMFORT
HIGH STYLE
LOW PRICE

ALL LEATHE

again."

Betty has since become a marvelous
cook, he adds, specializing in souffles that
don't fall, hollandaise that doesn't curdle
and dee-veen peanut-butter surprises.

The Careys rate bridge as too small an
item to be included on their list. They're
poker players, with the likes of Bob
Preston, Glenn Langan, Bill Holden and
John Hodiak in on their games.
"I've noticed that when women play,"
said Mac, "less money is wagered. Most
men, I'd say, lose less but bet more. Few
women, and I'm risking my neck by saying this, play scientific poker."
Speaking of annoyances, small-size,
Mac turned on women's hats he doesn't
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"I prefer shawls on women's heads," he
them with his hands and
managing to look like Macdonald Carey
said, describing
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'

—
girl in a shawl. "They can be
darned nice the shawls, I mean- and
they lend a cowl-like effect, and I did

and not a

ARE YOUR "DIFFICULT DAYS"
DRIVING HIS LOVE AWAY?

—

Monthly Blues just don't go over
with a man! So don't let nervous tension,
periodic headache and cramps play havoc
help relieve
with your romancel Instead
those symptoms with wonderfully effective
Chi-Ches-Ters Pills. Be sure to take according
to directions, a day or two in advance. 3 convenient sizes. Ask your druggist today for
The Improved
It's true

—

Chi-Ches-Ters

—

—

say cowl. But I'll still hold out for the
theory that woman's crowning glory is
her hair, unmarred by a felt-monstrosity.
"Career women," he said, adding that
he was aware that, for pure danger, his
pronouncements on poker and hats were
as nothing compared to this red-hot subject, "are quite a problem.
"Nowadays it's a question as to
whether a man should open the door for
a lady or whether she should open it for
him. La politesse is presumably a man's
province, but if women are his competi-

and equals, well? If there's any talk
failing manhood, it's a woman-made

tors

Pills

of

thing.
For

from "periodic functional

relief

"Nature, however, has a way of dictat-

ing to all of us and children do need care
and supervision. Even so, some women
shirk their obligations in their feverish
anxiety to carve out a career.
"Betty and I are in complete agreement on this. We feel that where two
people are in the same profession (Betty
was a radio actress) it's better if one of
them becomes inactive. It's usually only
satisfactory for husband and wife to both
work when they're in entirely different
,

fields.

"I fully appreciate the sacrifice that

Betty has made in our case," Mac said.
"So does our two-year-old daughter,
Lynne Catherine. And so, too- I'm sure
will the one we're expecting."
In this particular case, it's not the little
things that count, it's a little Carey who's
being counted on.

—

—

.

.

.

distress'

— New illustrated booklet of intimate
facts every woman should know. Mailed in
FREE

wrapper. Write today! Chichester
Chemical Co., Dept. 4-J, Philadelphia 46, Pa.
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field.

he has put the War out
of his mind and he wants it that way.
When you ask him to tell you the one
bit of bravery which won him his Congressional Medal, he stops, thinks, and

On one

side,

up

finally looks
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the service, that is. He just cannot get
excited about hot rods and juke boxes;
he's seen a few other things. He also says
that, both because of the War and his
own particular background, he can't remember ever feeling really young.
asked him, in view of that fact,
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We

how come he and Wanda Hendrix, now
a lovely twenty, made sense. By the
time you read this, Miss Hendrix certainly will be "Mrs. Murphy." And we
personally can't think of a better idea.

"Wanda's unusual

for her age,"

Audie

kind
admire most in her. And
she's considerate and understanding. Too,
she's 'show business,' and that makes her
more adult than most girls of twenty.

answered, soberly. "She's very
that's
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what

I

"If it hadn't been for Wanda, I would
never have stayed in this town," he adds.
"If nothing else ever happens to me in
Hollywood, I'll always bless the place for
bringing us together."
Audie is speaking now of the few years
just after the War. They were, even for
him, confusing.
When the Germans were finally defeated and the Japs gave up, you see, he
had some hopes of becoming a professional soldier. This was nothing new:
from childhood, he had thought of West
Point as the nearest approach to Heaven.
With the aid of some top brass, who
acted as sponsors, Audie was allowed to
try for the Point when his active service
drew to a close. Scholastically, he was all
right. But physically he got the axe. For
he had been wounded three times overseas, and one of the shells that caught

S

After that, Audie didn't

know what

to

do.
his picture

appeared on the cover

was seen by everyone in Hollywood, of
course, and particularly by Jimmy Cagney. Audie began to get phone calls and
wires from producers and such, all of
which he turned down. Cagney was one
of these, but he would not take No for
an answer.
"How do you know you can't act?"
Cagney said, with logic. "You never

him

own

head.

side, he knows
very much with him
be. He says now that it

is still

SEND ONLY $1.00
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I

and always

its

of a national magazine, as the "most decorated soldier in the armed forces." It

However, on another

War

shook

says.

he

"Honest."
that the

—

Army

Then

grinning.

can't

just

to carve away most of his
right hip. For normal life, he was O.K.
For the rigors of West Point well, the

GREENLAND

tried."

The result was that Audie agreed to
come out for six months and see what
the score was. He stayed at Cagney 's
house, learned much from him, personally

and

professionally. But, unfortunatepicture to put him in

Jimmy had no

ly,

immediately. Thus it was decided, finally, that young Mr. Murphy could do better on his own, without strings.

Then followed the lowest period
Audie was,

of

all.

many

another veteran,
broke. He knew he'd be all right in the
future: He was writing a book, "To Hell
And Back," which was to be published in
the Spring of 1949. He knew, too, that he
could probably get some kind of a job.
But the book came first, and while he
was writing it there was no dough.
like

Audie would like special mention here
of the fact that there was one man in
Hollywood, at least, who gave him something more than pretty words at this
time. He was Terry Hunt, who runs
Hollywood's best athletic establishment.
And he not only loaned Audie a place to
sleep but slipped him a ten-spot or so
when the going got rough. Audie says
that he'll never forget him.
Mr. Murphy almost gave the town the
go-by at this point, of course, and would
have, had it not been for Wanda Hendrix. Somehow, she kept him in California.

And

then things began to break again.

The book was

finished. Paul Short, a
truly sensitive producer, approached Audie to make a film. David Selznick also
decided that he was screen material. He

gave Audie a

test but nothing ever happened. Short, however, has just finished
"Bad Boy" with him. And, yes, Audie
plays the title role.

"I'm really awful in the picture." he
says now, his blue eyes twinkling. "I rob

somebody. I fight. I ride a horse to
death. I do a few other things. You see,
the story is based on the ranches set up
by The Variety Clubs across the country, ranches something like "Boys Town.'
I'm supposed to be one of the kids who's
picked up with the beginnings of a police
record and sent to one of them so I do
evervthing the Johnston Office will al-

—

low!"

He was

the people he had to
Short wisely
work with
chose the most distinguished screen veterans he could find as support to his star:

lucky

in

in the film, for

Lloyd Xolan, Jimmy Gleason and Jane
Wyatt.
"They were wonderful!" Audie says. "I
with them
couldn't be scared
just
around/'
^"hat does he want out of

life

now?

Well, first, he and Wanda hope for
the privacy to live normally. They already have planned a family. He's already taught her to shoot and is very
proud of her prowess. And he hopes that,
now married, they will be allowed to exist as they want to, as other young couples can.

Second, he'd like to keep on writing.

Working on his book, he discovered that
writing was one way of expressing himwithout, as he puts it. "being overbearing." He's struggling now with a

novel-length piece of fiction about a returned veteran. He'd like it to be good
enough to print.
Third, he'd like to make a success in
pictures. Not for the money, no.
"Money diesn't mean anything to me,"
he says, honestly. "I actually never know
how much I have in my pockets. But, if
success in pictures means being able to
do a good job and be happv. then I want

Wjakeoff

up

pWT2^/in

to

IQ Lbs.

10 days
OR YOUR

it."

as

MONEY BACK

Audie makes this statement. Things are
getting back to the usual groove.
Then the money-wrench is thrown

EASY TO HAVE
A MODEL FIGURE

The

publicity

man

smiles a

little

NO DRUGS! NO LAXATIVE!
NO EXERCISE!
NO MESSY LIQUID!
NO TIRING ROUTINE!

again.

"But. if after two or three films I don't
think I'm any good." Mr. Murphy adds,
positively, "then I'll get out. I can always go back to farming in Texas. I

Today's slim-line fashions, so enon models, don't go with

vied

bulges, rolling layers of fat that

don't think I'll starve."
While the press agent goes down for
the third time, you look at the guy who
said that. You decide that it was not in
any way an accident that he came home
from the War with a chestful of medals.
For he's not the flamboyant kind of hero,
not the kind who dashes into gunfire just
to show off. Instead, he's almost shy, almost timid. What he does, and what he
has done, come, you decide, from another sort of courage, the kind which
knows the unbalance of the odds and
meets them anyway. Audie Murphy is a
greater hero than most, you know suddenly, for he has felt fear and he has
faced death in spite of it.

spoil

your appearance and weigh

you down physically and mentally
Replace them with attractive

—
— safe! The

curves a trim silhouette— by the
Tremett Tablet Plan. Quick— easy
healthful, pleasant
Tremett Tablet Plan may make excess fat a thing of the past for you!

TREMETT TABLET PLAN
BRINGS AMAZING RESULTS

Amaze your

friends with a

new

YOU —a

slender

YOU!

While losing up to 10 unsightly pounds a week, the Tremet*Tablet Plan works to keep you from being hungry. Yet
your daily Tremett Tablet Plan provides necessary vitamins and minerals you're now getting from fat-building
foods. And you can eat things you like, without taking
harsh lemon-juice mixtures or violent exercise! Absolutely
harmless. Contain no drugs. So convenient! Carry TremetV
Tablets in your purse and take a3 required. Xo mixing or
embarrassment. Just follow simple directions and look for

your glorious, firm new

figure!

10-DAY NO-RISK TRIAL
Your

scales must show you have lost weight, have an improved figure, you must look better, feel better or you get
your money back without question' SEND NO MONEY!
name and address on postcard. When package arrives, pay postman S3. 00 plus postage for 25 day supply or
send S3.00 with order, we will pay the postage. If not satisfied your money will be refunded. Mail that postcard today.

Just send

small wonder that to him Hollynot of all-consuming consequence.
Yet. we cannot help hoping that lie
makes a great and lasting mark on the
It's

wood

is

JOHN JAMES,
1814 East 40th

Street, Dept.

INC.

62-D, Cleveland, Ohio

town.

self

Eyes

REDUCE

is

On New

MONTHLY

-Help Relieve Distress Of

For, between the two of us. the town
luckv to have him around.

FEMALE
WEAKNESS

Horizons

Are

you troubled by distress of female
functional periodic disturbances? Does this
make you suffer from pain, feel so nervous,
tired
at such times? Then DO try Lydia
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound to relieve such symptoms.
Pinkham's has a
grand soothing effect on one of woman's

Continued from page 16

must be subtle and blend the color perfectly or you will look too theatrical.
Shadow color should either complement
Someor contrast with the eye color.
times lovely effects are achieved by color
with careful blending to
mauve or blue or green.

Xow

a special

frame your
clarify and color.

comes mascara

eyes, to increase size,
Develop a skilled hand

You

make
to

with mascara.

can. with patience and care, and
once mastered, the technique is yours
for keeps. One general mistake is to get
your cake mascara too wet. Another is
to take too much mascara on your brush
at once, whether cake or creme form.
The worst, perhaps, is trying to use a
clogged brush. The brush needs cleaning
after every use. Brush straight upward
from the roots of lashes with a light application of mascara. Let this dry. Then
if you need more, go over your lashes
again. This also must dry before you use
a clean brush to completely separate each
lash. Generally, mascara should not be
used on lower la.shes, but the very blonde,
large-eyed, sometimes have a bald look.
To correct this, touch center lower lashes
lightly with mascara. Since most good

brands are proof against tears, unless you
rub your eyes, and against the usual
shower, you can use them with confidence. However, for swimming, for really rugged contact with rain, then the
creme form may offer even more insurance. By the way. some find that mascara is also a good brow darkener if applied lightly to the hair alone, then
brushed into line.
Remove your mascara with cream.
Simply close your eyes and smooth cream
downward over your lashes, removing
with a cleansing tissue. Now you are
ready for your thorough skin cleansing.

—

'

most important organs!
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SONG POEMS
Submit

WANTED
To he Set

to

Mnsle

more of your best poems for free
jL. examination.
Any subject. Send poem. PHONOGRAPH
"» RECORDS MADE.
6 0S Beacon Bldg.,
Boston 8. Malsl
Jt-FIVE STAR MUSIC MASTERS
'

one

or

ENLARGEMENT
of your favorite photo

Most

of us never give a second thought
to our eyes beyond makeup until we sit
in a doctor's office. Then it is often later
than we think. Be sure that you do not
strain your eyes to see in your work or
recreation. Do not let sun shine directly
in your eyes for long periods. The an-

PINKHAM'S compound

NEW

SILK FINISH

•

GOLD TOOLED FRAME

To get acquainted, we will make
you a beautiful 5x7 enlargement
of any picture or negative and
mount it in a handsome gold tooled
frame.

Be sure

to include color of

and clothing for information on having this enlargement
hair, eyes,

beautifully

hand colored

in

oil.

SEND NO MONEY. Send your most

simple and glamourous
sunglasses! When your eyes feel tired,
close them for a few minutes. Cup your
palms lightly over them and relax even
two minutes in this darkness. Learn to
look directly, without staring, at people

cherished photo
or negative now, accept your beautifully framed enlargement when it arrives, and pay postman only 38c
for frame and enlargement. If you are not completely
satisfied, return the enlargement within 10 days and
your money will be refunded. Bui you may keep the
handsome frame as a gift for promptness. Limit 2 to a
customer. Originals returned. Offer limited to U.S.A.

when vou

7021 Santa Monica

swer to that

is

talk.

Avoid eve mannerisms

ScREEXLAND

HOLLYWOOD

FILM STUDIOS

Blvd., Dept.

mi 13 Hollywood 38, Cat

65

REASON

IT

OUT AND YOU'LL
PREFER
THIS

such as squinting, staring, and narrowing
your eyes needlessly. Try to project your
warmer, more sincere self through your
since you are bound to project
some facet of your personality.
Your hairline can turn to an eye asset.

eyes,

your eyes are small, keep your hair
back from your face. Wear off-face hats
or big soft ones that frame your face.
Choose your glasses, for permanence or
sun only, to give more prominence to
your eyes.
If your eyes are very large and defIf

ya
NATURE'S REMEDY (NR) TABLETS

—A

purely vegetable laxative to relieve
constipation without the usual griping,
sickening, perturbing sensations, and
you will
does not cause a rash. Try
see the difference. Uncoated or candy
coated— their action is dependable, thorough, yet gentle as millions of NR's have
proved. Get a 2 5c box and use as directed.

inite,

then the lower bang or hair for-

ward at the

sides will not detract from
are the girls that can wear
hats that push front forward, providing
you do not have a long nose. You are
the girls whose eyes take on mystery and
beauty behind a veil. But do not choose
glasses that enhance eye size, since these
may create an "all eyes" effect.
Look always for new horizons in the
way of improving the actual physical

You

them.

appearance of your eyes. Look, too, for
that light in the mere joy of living, the
true and deep secret of eye beauty, regardless of size, shape or color.

NR—

Let's

Be Practical

Continued from page 47
thing with handbags. Spend all you can
on one good leather bag and it will look
smarter and wear far better than a cheap
bag.
*

FUSSY STOMACH?,
INDIGESTION,

GAS AND
HEARTBURN

BUSTLOTION
Contains Estrogenic

This sensational

BUST

Lotion eonoils

that

wonderfully aid the application of hormones. While we
make no claims or representations whatever, we do promise
you a 10 day trial offer! Science believes skin of breasts
may absorb Hormones. Try it! Easy to use!
SEND NO MONEY — Write Now for your 30-day supply
bottle of Laurent de Kolin's Hormone Bust Lotion. When
lotion arrives pay postman only $2.98 plus tax and C.O.D.
postage. Test 10 days and see for yourself! Full directions.
If not satisfied return for money back. PLAIN WRAPPER.

LAURENT
1226 W. Augusta

m

de KOLIN, Dept. 62-D

Chicago 22,

Blvd.

III.

SONGWRITERS

ADVANCE
ROYALTY

Send your songs or poems today. Music
written for your words without charge".
Records, copies, copyright furnished.
have helped many new writers find their

We

first

success.

Let us try to help you.

HOLLYWOOD TUNESMITHS
1537 No. Vina Sl.,DeptM-39. Hollywood 28,

ANEW

FACE!

a new future*

make

*

*

Where can you save? On formal evening

tains 30,000 Int. Units of Estrogenic

Hormones and vegetable

perfectly fitted they

inexpensive clothes look costly. Unless a
girl has a very slender waistline, she
should wear a well-fitted, long foundation
garment, or one of the new ones that
come just above the waistline.
*

HORMONES
TEST tO DAYS
AT OUR RISK

When

Ctl.

clothes, hats, gloves, blouses, jersey tops,

an evening gown

off the prematurely aged
quickly reshapes an ugly
nose and corrects other facial blemishes
is told and illustrated with 88 beforeand-after pictures in fascinating
ng book,
dook,

^""^ face,

YOUR NEW FACE IS YOUR

FORTUNE, written by famous/
Plastic Surgeon. Yours, postpaid in plain wrapper
only

—

FRANKLIN HOUSE Books
1102

66

Fox Bldg.,

Phila.,

Pa..

Dept.

2-H

ly high-styled hats shown in some magazines, to learn what is good before you

try to save on that item.
*
*
*

There's no reason why you need to
spend a great deal of money on gloves,
even if you are one of the unusual girls
who doesn't lose them in the theatre. Little fabric gloves are smartly styled now.
They are sold in all the delicate neutral
tones as well as in the bright solid colors.

SfREENLAND

*

*

much and

they're good

.

suits.

*

The working

*

*

a break in the

girl gets

stores now. I think she can find very
smart things in the medium price range.

their

invest a fortune in

"hat bars?" You should know
something about hats in order to discriminate bet ween the cheap and the simple. It would be smart to study the cost-

^h^Byears

.

Why

that will be hidden away in your closet
most of the time? If you want one good
formal dress, buy one that is made of
fine material and one that can be worn
in Summer or Winter. Select some classic
style that can be changed with accessories. In ''Interference," Lizabeth Scott
wears a costly-looking evening gown of
cream and silver brocade. It has such
simple lines that anyone who knows anything about sewing could cut it from a
pattern. You could change it from time
to time, with scarves, or shawls, or bolero
jackets. I think the stole, like the ballerina dress, is on its way out, but if you
wish, you could make one of mousseline
and fasten it with a piece of jewelry.
*
*
#

cost

the blouses that you can find in the
stores now. Of course, some are extremely costly, but if you take the time to
shop, you'll find others that are wellmade and inexpensive. I think the same
is true of the plain little jersey tops and
sweater blouses that you need to change
the appearance of your one or two good
.

The

call their

Plastic Surgery easily takes

*

sweaters, lingerie, scarves and the little
extra jackets or vests that do so much to
enlarge your wardrobe.
*
*
#

Have you ever noticed the good lines of
some of the simple little hats that stores
sell in their budget shops, or what they

/now

note in your hat.

They don't

all

item.

SONGS

#

the money you can into a good
foundation garment. Many girls, stars included, are guilty of carelessness about
the quality and the fit of this important

Put

RELIEF FOR ACID

PUBLISHED

*

And if you want to, you could even dye
them yourself to match a scarf or a color

there

fabric
is

prices were
ferior

that

own

has improved and
A few years ago.

quality

more

variety.

so high

many

and

fabrics so instarted making

girls

clothes.

*

More and more

*

*

clothes are being made
school girls take dress-

home. High
making courses and start with skirts and
blouses. Many of them make their evening dresses. Patterns and materials are
selling like mad. I have a friend who has
two yardage shops in wealthy shopping
at

areas and he says many rich women have
established a routine of buying material
and taking it to a dressmaker. A good

dressmaker,

much

to

however,

make

still

charges

this a practical

too

method

for a girl with a small clothes budget.
*
*
*

Unless you can make it yourself the
most practical thing now is to shop carefully for the things you need. If you
know how to plan a wardrobe in advance, you can also save money by buying very good things that go on sale at
the end of a season and put them away
until it's time to wear them. Don't go to
sales unless you know how to buy only
what you need. Sometimes a sale calls
for considerable control or you'll find
yourself buying something you can't use.
But if you're strong minded, and know

you won't become hypnotized by a bargain, you can save money that way.
*

*

*

As

a career girl in "Interference," Lucille Ball's wardrobe was planned almost
entirely for office wear and for travel.

a collection of suits because
they're best for the working girl. Any

It's really

more

than a
with a
change of blouse and accessories, each is
good for cocktail or dinner dates.

one of them
strictly

is

tailored

*

Any one of

practical

because,

suit

*

*

these suits could be changed

into a dress by wearing, with the skirt,
a long torso jersey top. This should
match the color of the skirt, and should
be worn without a belt if the waistline is
slender. A soft bias roll at the neck is
good for jewelry, and the sleeves should
be three-quarter with slight fullness at

the elbow.
#

*

gore type with an almost unnoticeable
flare for ease ... or they are pleated. We
have found that pleated skirts photograph very well because they are so
graceful in movement.
*
#
*

that is cut pencil slim. The other morning I saw a girl wearing a long, narrow
skirt, struggling to make that first long
step into a bus. She had to pull and
lurch her way in and she expressed her
annoyance in no uncertain terms. Lucille
Ball's suit skirts are all either the four-

for Only $1.00
$2 Books at this special price
MADE FOft LOVE
Gerald

*

THE FALLEN WOMAN

By Carlotta Baker
As a doctor of psychiatry, Hel-

en Denise learned a good deal
about life in the raw from her
She had in Sonya
patients.
Jaeger a living example of an

In
over-rich, over-sexed girl.
the wealthy wastrel, Florian
del Vecchio, she could study
and
the effect of dissipation
riotous living on a man who
was making a career of sowing
wild oats. But Helen herself
remained on the sidelines.
UNTIL Florian set out to decareful destroy HER
fenses.

*

have the greatest admiration

who know how to
small amount of money.
girls

only

permanent career of being a
house guest. And in the course
of his visits, into the homes
of the wealthy, he had met
girls who had everything and
were willing to prove it.

cut along the lines of Lucille's flaring great-coat. If you had a coat like
this in black broadcloth, lined in black,
it could be worn over any type of dress
It would be smart over cocktail dresses
or formal evening gowns, if the latter are
either very slender or very full.
I

By Gail Jordan
Ramsay, though

twenty-five, has gleaned a vast
Sybaritic
experience in love.
and personable, he has just
enough money and just enough
charm to be able to make ri

tical,

*

for the suit skirt

ALL 4
Reprints of Regular

Your one good coat would be very prac-

*

Not every woman cares

EXCITING LOVE TALES

for the
dress well on a

OWN

easy for the
wealthy woman to go to a designer of
custom made clothes and let him plan a
wardrobe for her. I think much more
credit is due the girl who must spend
wisely and well. She is the smart one!
It's

THE HARD BOILED BLONDE
By Glen Watkins

In spite of her hard-boiled caPatricia Brownell was
Nine out
really hard to get.
of ten of the men who came
to the "Golden Goose" to hear
reer,

the blonde torch singer were
eager to date her and more,
and were foredoomed to fail-

U G
'a

TALENT FOR LOVE
By Thomas Stone

In Manhattan's Greenwich Vilwould-be writers, artists,
and young people of various
other talents live and love.
Some of them have more of a
talent for love than anything
else.
Tommy Terry, for instance, never got beyond the
first act of a play, but he had
been the star of more than
one bedroom scene.
These four books are so thrilling that they were "bestsellers" at $2.00 each. Each one is packed with romance,
passion and thrills.
Each book is complete and bounc
separately.
Not one word left out.
Hours of exciting
reading.
Mailed postpaid if you send order with $1.00
or sent CCD. plus postage. Money Back Guarantee.
KNICKERBOCKER PUB. CO., Dept. N-20
26 East 21st St.
New York 10, N. Y.
lage,

Linda Unravels The Rumors
Continued from page 36

man and the manager was highly impressed with our rumor, presumably feeling that it would bring customers scrambling in to see how Hollywood battles it
out in public." Her dark eyes flashed.
Linda hadn't been married three weeks
before one columnist printed that she
was "expecting." Much shocked, Linda
asked for a retraction. "He wouldn't retract it!" she remembered. "He laughed
ity

and said he was right! Although time
proved him wrong, he hasn't retracted
to this day. And I haven't spoken to him
since."

Recently, correspondents for magazines

and radio commentators have been all
but unanimous in announcing that Linda
plans to adopt at least five children, in
addition to little Charlotte, already in
her nursery.
"There's an explanation for that one, I
suppose," smiled the star. "In an expansive moment, when I was feeling
particularly elated over having found
Lola, as we call her, I may have said:
'I'd like to have a dozen children!' but I
wasn't serious. I would like to adopt a
little boy when Lola is two years old; two
years would be a nice space between
them. I'd try to get him as a very young
baby, because than he'll seem more mine.
Lola came to me when she was only a
few weeks old. If I can find her a brother
half so sweet, I'll be lucky!"
Rumors about Linda and her children
are amusing rather than annoying. She
reads that she will presently move to her
home on a New Mexican ranch where the
children will grow up free and untrammeled, living in as near a natural state as
If a child shows an interest in
anything, he or she will be encouraged
to take up that subject; if he or she finds
any branch of learning difficult or uninteresting, it will be promptly dropped.

possible.

Linda

settled into a deep chair.
"Nonsense! The germ of truth in it is
that I would love to have them grow up
in New Mexico. However, we haven't a
ranch there, let alone a house. All we

have is a,n option on a piece of land. It
would be wonderful to build an adobe
house designed to fit into that glorious
scenery; the inside would be modern, with
a studio where I could paint. But all
that is in the future.
"IF we get such a house on a ranch,
the children would live there, when we
could be with them. But I have a picture
contract that will go on for four-and-ahalf years, and I have no intention of
giving it up. I love my work.

One reason Lisda would
to

live

in

At

Home
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PRACTICAL NURSING
Help fill the orient need for Trained Practical
Nurses. If'you are between 18 and 65, it's easy to

'

train at horn- in your spare time to take your place in this respected calling. Manv earn white learning:. Hif?h school is not needed.
Norse's equipment included. Mail this ad today for FREE Facts.
Wayne School Of Practical Nursing, Inc.
2525 Sheffield Ave., Desk AD-26, Chicago 14, III
please rush FREE FACTS and Sample Lesson P*«,'s
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her chilthat
is
citizens there have never bothered her.

dren

...Train

WELL PAID PROFESSION-

like

|^

New Mexico

"It's the one place I've found in the
United States where they let you live
your own life." she said. "People murmur
and nudge each other sometimes, when
they recognize you, but they never tear
your clothes and try to touch you. They

don't

demand

that

autographs when

it

you stop to sign
means you'll miss a

show or other engagement.
It wouldn't occur to a New Mexican to
annoy your child with attention simply
because your face was seen on a local
train or radio

theatre screen!"
There's the rumor that Linda has become temperamental; that she has decided she is too important a star to give
interviews to any except a favored group.

"Ridiculous!"

scoffed

Linda.

pictures.

own

LEARN AT HOME THIS MONEY SAVING WAY
Simple as A-B-C. Your lessons consist of real selections,
You read real notes— no
instead of tiresome exercises.
"numbers" or trick music. Some of our 850,000 students
are band LEADERS. Everything is in print and pictures.
First you are told what to do. Then a picture shows you
how. Soon you are playing popular music.
Mail coupon for our illustrated Free Book
and Print and Picture Sample. Mention
your favorite instrument. U. S. School of
Music, 1194 Brunswick Bldg., N. Y. 10,
N. Y. 51st year.

FREE

BOOKLET

U.S. School of Music, 1194 Brunswick Bldg., N.Y. 10, N.Y.
Please send me Free Booklet and Print and Picture Sample.
I would like to play (Name Instrument).

"Even

Bernhardt didn't turn down interviews!
Temperament is merely infantilism. I'll
admit that I have had a few understandings about what I'm asked to do in connection with a picture. I do not do
luncheon interviews, because I have exactly an hour at noon and need it to
relax and to eat my meal in order to keep
well. If I am working in difficult scenes,
it is understood that I am not to be asked
to do anything outside on that day; let
me devote myself to getting what my
director wants. I will do everything else
in good time."
Then there's that rumor that Linda is
going to design her

Be Your Own MUSIC Teacher

clothes for her

Name.

.
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Tierney's

GREATEST TRIUMPH
On sale April 8th

Linda smiled.
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yovR own limits

NOW CO DIRECT
TO THE STARS L
NOW

THE HOLLYWOOD

studios have brilliant designers;

wouldn't attempt to compete with
them, certainly not for the screen. You
must know color so well that you can
visualize how it will look in black and
white and so get the proper color values
into a gown. Occasionally, I've sketched

an outfit and had someone whip it up for
me, but it was for my personal wardrobe,
merely to please my husband or myself."

POSTMAN WILL DELIVER
PERSONALLY YOUR LETTERS TO THE VERY

"The
I

DOOR

OF YOUR FAVORITE STAR.
Don't take chances on having your letter "N"
mislaid at the studio. Be sure your favorite
star gets your letter in person. See your favorite star's home when in Hollywood.
Available now for the first time is our confidential "Address Book of the Stars" which
contains the name and actual residence address of hundreds of the top name stars of
stage, screen and radio.

Don't miss this chance of a lifetime to
"be on the inside" of Hollywood.

SEND TODAY!
CELEBRITIES LISTING SERVICE
BOX 619, BERKELEY, CALIF.

Two

outlandish rumors came over the
waves: the first, that Linda will
shortly take off for India to take up the
study of Oriental art; the second, that
Pev Marley is about to retire to a
monastery. It was not stated whether
this was a temporary retreat, or whether
air

Pev meant to give up Linda and Lola,
forsake Hollywood and the world.

When

<M .00
Postpaid
«JJpo

she could recover her breath,

Linda remarked that she had one friend
in Cairo, Egypt, and one in India, both
of whom have invited her to come out
for a visit.

ACTUAL PHOTOS OF THE
FAVORITE MOVIE STARS
Including such favorites
as June Allyson, Peter
Lawford, Alan Ladd, Rita
Hayworth, Cornel Wilde,
Lana Turner, Greer Garson, Gregory Peck, and

many

others.

Complete set of 64

50c
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rMJE

Beautiful 32-page catalog with
order. Includes over 400 actual
of movie stars, westerns, pinups.

pictures

STEWART-CROXTON STUDIOS
Box 2390. Dept. SU-4

P. O.

HOLLYWOOD

28,

CALIFORNIA

Radio composers offer you the opportunity to
have your poem set to music by a composer
whose latest RCA-Victor record sold thousands
of copies. Send poems for free examination and
splendid offer.

RADIO COMPOSERS, (WDA)

—-CLINTON.

N. C

GET $$$ EASILY
Selling greeting cards, napkins, coasters,
stationery and a complete line with name
on. Costs nothing to try. Send for samples
and Selling Plan on approval.

368 Plane

St.

IS
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in stride, but occasionally the
Marleys have had serious misunderstand-

some item published, or
some remark made over the air.
"It's hard to believe that anyone would
fabricate such a rumor as one partner
to a marriage has 'admitted' that all was
ings because of

not well," said Linda, earnestly. "You
read that and cry: 'What on earth did
you say to him to make him think that?'
and your husband retorts: 'What did /
say? What did you say? I haven't seen
the fellow in a coon's age!' To which you
may return: 'How could he say this with
no foundation for it?' and so on, and on,
into the night.

"You don't know what
you demand a retraction?

to do. Should
Will that draw
further attention to the lie? Is it better
to have a showdown, or should you
ignore the story and hope everyone will
forget?
You don't know. You worry
and worry, no matter what decision you
come to. I vised to cry, call up and carry

came home from Europe last Summer.
Pev came to the studio to listen to us
and afterwards took me to dinner and
I

then home. Everything seemed as usual
between us. Four days later, Louella telephoned. 'Tell me it isn't true!'
" 'What isn't true?' I asked, bewildered.
" 'That you and Pev are parting. I
couldn't bear it!'
" 'Of course,

What's

it all

it

isn't so.

Who

said so?

about?'

"Presently, I convinced her that I was
level, and she did not print her
story. I'm glad to have people call and
check an item; I know it's their business
to
present news.
The conscientious
writer, however, does not publish a story
unless he believes it to be true.
"There are correspondents who like to
cover themselves both ways; for instance,
they will run an item saying that Pev
and I are calling it quits; a few days
later, they will run another item predicting that nothing will come of our disagreement. Then later on, he can say:
'On such and such a day, I told you the

on the

Marleys would stick!' not mentioning
how often he had said exactly the opposite.

"This state of

affairs is disturbing.

The

day such a story breaks, no matter what
couple it may concern, both are unhappy.
You hope some day to be immune, but
when you see the item, you are terribly
upset. I've known girls who have had
some insignificant difference of opinion
with their husbands on the day such a
story appears. They begin to wonder if
their husbands really want to be free.
"I've told home writers that Pev and I
would live our lives more happily if only
we were let alone, and I think that's true
of every married couple in Hollywood.
"Pev and I don't go out to cocktail

parties or to big dinner parties. We're
not part of cafe society. We have a small
circle of friends who enjoy getting together at various homes when we have
leisure. None of these people would start

— HOW

rumors about us so
do these rumors arise? We've been married almost
six years, and both of us hope our marriage

is

for life."

Hollywood has several hundred correspondents, whose business it is to write
about Hollywood and its stars. Linda
would like to make it clear that the vast
majority of them make every effort to
check their facts. Her remarks above
apply only to those guilty of rumormongering.

'

"Before

coin or stamps.
or man, girl or

Weird rumors such as these can be
taken

WANTED
POEMS
FOR MUSICAL SETTING
BUTLER BLDG.

"It's true I'm interested in Indian
philosophy, but I can't see myself leaving my work to travel so far, perhaps to
sit down with a lama and try to understand a philosophy developed through
untold centuries, in, say, three or four
days. ... or do you find lamas In India?
... I'd love to visit my friends, but that
will have to wait for a more convenient
season."
Linda could hardly wait to see Pev's
face when he hears the rumor about him.
"He's the last man on earth to seek
escape from life!"

on, but now Pev and I compare rumors
and say: 'Well, they're at it again!'
"I was on Louella Parsons' show after

PUBLISHERS
New

York 17, N. Y.

Charming

Surprise

Continued from page 41
horns and start this interview, I remarked
that I'd heard he hated interviews.
"Well, I'm not crazy about them," he
answered with a laugh. "Did you ever
hear about my first Hollywood interview? I guess it threw me off for it was
a corker. I met this dame in an office and
she sat there with the biggest pad, the
longest pencil, and 330 of the most per-

SCREENLAND

sonal questions I have ever been asked.
When it was all over, I decided I just
wouldn't be able to go through with any
more like it. However, you ask me questions and I'll try to answer them if I can."

"I have nothing personal to ask you,"
I stated at which Richard's face lightened
considerably. "Your studio touts you as a
very quiet, reserved and shy guy. Are

you what they say?"
"I guess I've always been a
he responded.

Widmark

This,

little

shy,"

fans, is a mild under-

statement. Richard is not at all happy
when interrogated about his personal life

and

His answers are always

reactions.

evasive

either

or

close-mouthed.

extra

"What about this picture 'Down To
The Sea In Ships?' I hear you're a hero."
"Yeah, a couple of scenes are pretty
nice. I look halfway human in it. They
have the set rigged up to move like a real
boat and the trouble is I'm always seasick. I love doing hoodlum roles, but
after a couple you get pretty tired of
them. In a picture I just finished I'm a
nice guy in two scenes. The picture starts
off with me trying to con a dame into
dropping a billiard ball on the head of a
fellow to kill him. Pretty nice guy, huh?"
AVhile Richard hungrily consumed his
omelette, Mr. Reid told me that several
colleges had formed Tommy Udo Clubs
and that despite his horrifying portrayals

the fan mail from girls proclaimed him
'cute.' Strangely enough, the word is
well selected.

During Richard Widmark's sojourn on
the New York stage I had seen him play
so many young, lover boy roles that I
asked him why Hollywood hadn't put
someday," he
and would
like to do another, but then no one is
ever satisfied. The lover boys want to be
hoodlums and the hoodlums want to be
lover boys. 'Yellow Sky,' which I recently
did with Gregory Peck, was a lot of fun.
He's a terrific guy with a great sense of
humor."
will

replied. "I did a lot of those

"Do you

get a thrill out of being a
movie star?"
He gazed at me as if I were one of the
seven oddities of the world, and quietly
said, "Well, not exactly. It's a nice job,
but after you've been around as long as
I have,

it's

not very exciting. That

thrill

stuff is for kids."

Richard

feels after

having worked

in

the three mediums, radio, movies and the
stage, that radio is easiest, stage the
hardest, and movies the most disconcerting. The lack of continuity in shooting
schedules and the long hours throw him
off quite a bit.
"It gets dull while you wait around,"

he remarked, "and then when they call
stage exyou, you're half asleep.
perience makes it easier to work in pictures, but if the acting in movies could
only equal the technical perfection, then
they really would be terrific!"

My

Digressing to a more personal tangent
for a minute,

moved

Richard told

me

he had

times during his stay

three

in

Hollywood.

"You know

a great place for
kids," he said, "but finding a house is
terrible. At last we're settled in a little
house belonging to Claude Rains. The
first house we had was sold to us at a
sensationally low price but it wasn't until
we found it full of rattlesnakes that we

knew why.

this

is

We named

it

'Snake Ha-

ven'."

"Just

how do you

nice life?" I asked.

In

his

soft

way

spend most our time just sitting home
looking at movies. All my life I have
been a movie fan. I love them all. Even

go about living this

"What do you do?"
of talking,

Richard

IFYOU

WANT

HAIR

"And how do you
working with women?"
"Oh, boy! This is where I get into
trouble," he answered. "I hate working
with women. They are too tough. Big
female stars have all the characteristics

men

hate in women. They are aggressive,
over-eager and too darned independent."
While he paused to take a breath after
this world-shaking statement, I asked
Richard if his wife were dependent on
him.
"Of course she is," he replied. "She is a
dependent person, but then any sensitive
person is.

"Hollywood

is

totally different

from

York," he continued. "In New York
on concerts and here we never
go. I used to read all the time, but in
Hollywood I never seem to have the
time. I guess it's because you live out-

New

.

.

.

tend only

It's

Movie

LIER HAIR may

result

when

dry,

breaking off hair can be retarded and scalp and hair are healthy,
vigorous. Thus hair has a chance to
brittle,

get longer, more beautiful. Try Beauty-Glo 7 days. BEST because Beautybeneficial
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restorative. Satisfaction or your money
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actress."
I interrupted with,
like

Send no money

SMALL STRAND
OF YOUR HAIR

amazing how long, thrilling hair
adds allure, helps win romance, love.
stars know. LONGER. LOVE-

bad ones.
"Our life out here is very different
from in the East. We lived in Bronxville
and I commuted to New York. It didn't
bother me for I just had time to read the
papers and I'd be in Grand Central. My
wife is a writer, though she used to be an

we

this versatility to use.

"Oh, they probably

slowly answered, "Well, my wife and I
lead a very quiet life. Out here our home
is very important to us because there are
so few places to go in Hollywood for
amusement. We avoid big parties and
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Widmark

has

a

marvelous

and relaxed attitude about his
sudden rise to movie fame. He obviously

FREE

ried

This

it's

most

of the stars are so scared
that they never relax for a minute.
for

"There's no point in getting excited,"
he claims. "Once in awhile I get all
hopped up about something or other, but
if it isn't this job, it will be another.
Most of the time I just go along calmly."

Throughout luncheon Richard Widas a most serious
and self-possessed young man of 33. He
knows exactly where he is going and says
he has known since his sophomore year

mark had impressed me

in college.

What of a lighter side? At times he has
silly moments and loves to dance though
he hasn't in a long time.

There aren't

in Hollywood to suit his
hates nightclubs because they
are brassy and loud, but adores dancing
in rooms like the Persian Room of the
Plaza or the St. Regis in New York.
Quiet, dignified hotels rooms are a drawing card to Mr. Widmark when his feet
itch to "trip the light fantastic."
The pet hates Richard indulges in are
few and far between. Intense eager
beavers head the list and next in line are
big people who push little people around.

any places

tastes.

545

Manhattan

Building,

Milwaukee

3,

Wisconsin

just fine, but isn't a bit wor-

about how long it's going to last.
is a very unique attitude in Holly-

wood

examination.
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Richard
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He

"You see a lot of them out here," he
said. "Making movies is an exaggerated
industry, so everyone thinks that they
are twice as big as they are."
The other points of information I

gleaned from Richard Widmark about
himself are quite assorted. He loves to
travel and once bicycled through Europe.
Switzerland was his favorite countrv
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kick in life was getting started in radio.
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New York, he left. I repeat. It had been
a most surprising luncheon for having
expected to meet a slack-jawed, dangerously moronic killer, I met a veritable
charmer, a gentle-spoken, intelligent man
with a most inquiring mind. This actor
named Richard Widmark is not only a
definite addition to the Hollywood scene,
but indeed, charming surprise.
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peace and quiet up here!" she enthused
before I could get my foot over the welcome mat. "I hated those cooped-in
apartments more than I ever let on. I
had terrible insomnia from those cars and
busses roaring by on Wilshire Boulevard
day and night. I never could get used to
them. That's what comes from growing
up on a farm. Up here I'm sleeping
wonderfully!
"I bought two dollars worth of wood
for a fire in the fireplace the other evening, when Howard came over for sort of
a preview. (Howard Dufl you know he

—

close friends.) You don't
wood for two dollars, do you?

and Ava are

much
Then I was
get

He was

just awful to poor Howard.
on the floor, listening to

sitting

and accidentally upset a can of
it up for half an hour.
He felt like a criminal. I hope I never
get that emotional about my house again!
records,

beer.

I

mopped

I've always thought women who hurried
around emptying the ashtrays as fast as
they were used were bores. I can't let
myself love this place too much.
"What do you think of my yellow
walls? They're pretty strong now, but
when I get my drapes up they'll be toned
down. I'm not hiring a decorator. I'm
using my own judgment, with a lot of
help from Bappie, of course."
Bappie is Beatrice Gardner, Ava's

beloved eldest

who

looks after her.
When Ava, at seventeen, was signed by
as the result of a photograph submitted by her photographer brother-insister

MGM

law, the big Gardner family in North
Carolina elected Bappie to go along West
as chaperone. The nineteen years difference in these sisters' ages has made them

almost like mother and daughter, and
they have grown even closer since their
idolized mother died two years ago.

Bappie steadfastly refuses to move in
with Ava, contending adult growth is
possible only when one is on his or her
own. So Ava is constantly popping in at
her sister's apartment for long visits.

Her

ffl|p

w
MS

k

FUND DRIVE
AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY
70

sister

is

chief counsel

whenever

Ava adds to her wardrobe. It features
California sweaters and skirts, wool sports
Contrary to what
dresses and coats.
you'd suppose, Ava is so unconcerned
with evening gowns she gets by with a
minimum of them. And she shuns fashionable cocktail parties so skillfully that
when caught the other day she hadn't a
thing, as you've often cried yourself, to
wear. Bappie had to come to the rescue
on a frantic last-minute shopping tour
for an afternoon dress to fit that des-

SCREENLAND

perate occasion.

Nothing is more satisfying fun for Ava
than Sunday at the Rosenthall's home.
Ruth, Jerry's grand wife, swears that Ava
fits in so smoothly you'd never in a million years catalog her as a movie star.
The holiday always begins with brunch.
Jerry, who loves to cook as a hobby,
prepares the most tempting dishes Ava
can imagine. She believes it's a mighty
nice

hobby

for

any man,

since she thor-

oughly enjoys a tasty morsel or two. The
gang of intelligent, good-humored, perfectly relaxed friends drift out to play
spirited badminton. Our girl is in their
midst, and there's nothing languid about
her as the running and laughter mount.
Later, they inevitably gather around the
piano and there is someone bright enough
to compose a new song. "Not me," Ava
will tell you, regretfully.
She usually
departs, as she has arrived, alone. She
isn't really lonesome, for she has learned
one of the hardest lessons about love
that you can't force fate.

You

bump

into her at the Van
one stellar residence
she visits frequently, for Ava and Van's
wife, Frances, hit it off immediately soon
after Ava checked into Hollywood in
1941. Frances had come from the South,
too, and she had tried a film career before

can

Heflin's, also. It's the

down contentedly with Van. Ava
maintains that Frances is the most natural person she has ever known, completely straightforward and dependable
under any circumstances.
settling

When she isn't chumming with a housewife such as Frances, Ava is apt to be
discussing good books with either brilliant Director Irving Reis or Associate
Producer Lester Koenig, a Dartmouth
graduate. They aren't handy at
She's made a conscientious effort to meet
and interest men of their mental calibre,
whereas the average young actress is
limited to actors within her own studio

MGM.

walls.

"I've learned a lot from Irving and
Lester," she'll admit frankly. "They both
have such excellent backgrounds."
Ava, herself, concentrated on a business course in high school. She glimpsed
nothing in her future more exciting than
a local secretarial job, so she applied her
mind then to typing, shorthand and
English. A visit with her sister and
brother-in-law in New York changed the
course of her life.
Last year she took an extension course
in literature from the University of
California at Los Angeles.

"I wish I could go to college right on
the campus," she declares, "but I can't
combine that with pictures."
She was a joyful tomboy as a child.
Everybody was her friend on the farm
and in grammar school in Smithfield,
North Carolina. When the Gardners
moved to Newport News, in Virginia,
she nearly met her Waterloo. Her accent
was so different her new classmates
screamed with mirth. The teacher did
nothing to stop them. From then on she
was treated as an oddity away from her
own house, and to a sensitive soul this
was sheer compounding horror. Ava's
father, once a proud father, suffered from
a lingering illness and her mother took
in schoolteachers as boarders to earn
the living expenses. In high school Ava
was forever an outsider. She didn't have
the money for a student body ticket.
When she was asked for dates she had to
turn them down, because she had nothing
to wear to parties or games. She wouldn't
let her harassed mother even suspect the
youngest of the Gardners was being thor-

oughly snubbed.

Ava

actually acquired a terrible incomplex. She is still too shy

feriority

with new people. Gushiness is never an
approach to her, for she fancies an instant
enthusiasm has to be dishonest. She can't
bear to be ridiculed, having memories of
more than her share during her difficult
high school days.
Her wit is soft and her sympathy pours
out at the hint of its need.
"You can't tell what a person is like at
first meeting," she says. "Nearly everyone puts up a barrier as a defense from
insecurity and fears. There are so
ways of concealing hurts."

many

Hollywood has given Ava Gardner the
chance to throw off yesteryear's hurts
and be her authentic self. It has smiled
upon her. and in response she has blossomed. Here she has found more than a
career that seems like the pages of a
fairy book to her. Here she has found
the respect and deep, enduring affection
men, women

of

her

own

— and

children

yes,

—
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TALENT GUIDE will be sent to producers, casting directors, agencies. For full details of how you can be
included in
TALENT GUIDE plus complete application blank, plus revealing booklet "YOU AND
HOLLYWOOD' wh ich tells about picture casting, how
stars get started, television increasing your chances,
and other important details, send 25c in coin (to
cover mailing) at once to

NEW

What Hollywood

Itself

NEW

Talking About

is

'

Continued from page 25
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—

NEW
DEPT.
TALENT GUIDE
C
CALIF.
BOX 1208
HOLLYWOOD
28,

Lancaster. A few weeks before
the Bogart blessed event, they had a
visitor who was definitely not in the
Their two Boxers,
stork department.
who are almost as well-known characters
as their owners, brought home a little
playmate a skunk. Bogey and Betty
moved out and the vet had the job of
deodorizing the two canines.

Norma

Steve, who I
opposite Barbara
Stanwyck in the temporarily titled "The

were Cesar Romero, the Zach Scotts,
Audrey Totter, Barbara Bates, the newly
married John Bromfields (she's Corinne
Calvet)
Imagine how they felt when
the management told them that they
hadn't been able to get telephones installed from the bungalows to the main
building, but whenever they wanted anything just to write a note and attach it to
the leg of the homing pigeon provided
for each bungalow. Then, it was explained, the pigeon would fly to the office
and the order would be delivered immediately. The system works so well and
is so novel, Apple Valley may never put

Lady Gambles"

telephones

—

Another pre-natal calamity happened
at the Steve McNally's house, just before
their fifth child arrived.

hear

is

only

terrific

at V-I, bought his Mrs.
a terrifically expensive new living room
rug, costing 30 bucks a yard.
Young
Steve, who is four, decided he'd like to
do the ironing so he plugged in and
burned an iron-sized, hole right through
the exact middle of the new rug. His
pop. who is somewhat of a villain on the
screen, didn't even whip the kid. But he
shore is a sick cookie.

.

in!

DO YOU HAVE

ORIGINAL SONG POEMS
—SOMETHING DIFFERENT
An Outstanding Hollywood Composer
or lyric idea for a song

melody on a percentage

will write the
basis for the best poems

accepted.

SUBMISSION TO PUBLISHERS WITHIN 30 DAYS
FREE EXAMINATION
Completed Songs also accepted.

POLLACK & ASSOCIATES

R.
P.O. Box

1070-M. Hollywood 28

ReliEVB
Misery of

Calif.

ITCH

I

Relieve itching caused by eczema,
athlete's foot, pimples
other itching troubles. Use cooling, medicated
D.D.D. Prescription. Greaseless, stainless. Quiets itching fast. 35c trial bottle proves it
or money back. Ask
your druggist for D.D.D. Prescription.

—

—o

On

the set of "It's Only Money" at
Sinatra was showing around
a postcard he'd received from his pal,
Gene Kelly, in Paris. It said, "Over here
they think Sinatra is some kind of American food." Frankie asked Groucho Marx,
Jane Russell, and the crew for suggestions for a snappy comeback to toss Gene.

—

RKO, Frank

POEMS WANTED
To Be Set to Music
Sweetheart, Mother, Dad, Baby, Love, West-

Joan Crawford, who
as well as act,

is

now

likes to knit

almost

carting around two

knitting bags on account of she's working
on so many different things and likes to
switch from one to another. Joan's got her
friends worried
she's down to 110 pounds

—

which

is

much

too skinny for a gal as

tall

as she.

Remember

month

I told you-all
I would have more to say about the new
resort, Apple Valley? Well, I'm a gal wot
keeps my promises most of the time
Like I said, it's near Victorville, in the
California mountains and is the place
last

—

where "Lost Horizon" was shot.

The

men who own the spot loved the scenery
so much when they saw the picture that
they found out where it was and promptly bought the extensive property. Some
of the

first

guests at the beautiful resort

Palm

Springs'

favorite

hangout,

Patriotic any subject.
Send us your
poems at once for free examination and free
analysis.
ern,

The

Racquet Club, has some new furniture for
the swimming pool. It's a little rowboat
Bill Powell's wife, Diana, plopped in there
sun bathing. It doesn't bother the
other customers on account of it's primarily a tennis club. Matter of fact, it probably
wouldn't bother them if "Mousie" put her
rowboat on the courts, since the people
hardly ever play tennis either. Main sport
is sunbathing and just plain yakking.

RADIO CITY MUSIC ACADEMY
NEW YORK

1S74 BROADWAY,

19, N. Y.

for

We
man

had a wonderful time at the oneart exhibit of Ross Shattuck, the

very talented painter who has done such
wonderful paintings of early California
towns, San Francisco scenes, and the
gold-mining towns of Colorado. Matter
of fact, we sorta helped sell a couple of
his pictures. Irene Dunne bought his
beautiful painting of St. Paul's Cathedral

SCREENLAND

ttiw bust

cum

HORMONE

Science believes skin of breasts
may absorb Estrogenic Hormones

days on this speci,
ductory offer.
Each jar contains
30.000 Int. Units Estrogenic Hormones. Pleasant and easy to use.
_

TEST 10 DAYS
AT OUR RISK

SEND NO MONEY
Write today.

When your 30-Day

iar Francis

Creme

James Bust

COD.

arrives pay only $2.98 plus tax and
postage.
Plain wrapper.
Full directions with package.
Test 10
days, then judge for yourself. If not satisfied return and
money will be refunded.

FRANCIS JAMES PRODUCTS
I

226 W. Augusto

Blvd.

CO., Dept. 62Chicogo 22,

71

Illinois

—
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READ ABOUT
THE STARS!
month

Every

in

SCREENLAND.

what pictures they are making

— see them

Keep informed with

work and play!

at

Know

up-to-the-minute news on the goings-on

Hollywood where the actors and ac-

in

tresses live and work.

Follow the timely

on beauty and fashion every month

tips

by the editors of

SCREENLAND.

Don't

miss the personal interviews about your
favorite stars.

Send

in

your subscription

Have SCREENLAND come
home now and every month

today.

your

to

George Burns and

San Francisco.

in

Gracie Allen bought another San Francisco painting, and Paul Douglas acquired
one of Ross' Colorado masterpieces. Don
DeFore and his cute wife, Marion, were
trying hard to decide whether to buy a
painting or a rug for their new house.
Marion won the rug.

—

$4.50

3 years

2 years

$3.00

year

$1.80

1

Canada 50c extra per year

Ma/7 your subscription

for

postage

Same day

New

Q

Subscription

Renewal Subscription

ing in the big pond
riding on the gondola

enclose a money order or check

sum

for the

subscription
for

.

.

of $
to

to cover

.

my

SCREENLAND

years.

Name

is

a gondola.
a piano

And

AND

a

piano player. When anybody wants a tune,
he sends a message out. The music is
piped into the Lodge. Susan Hayward and
Jess Barker, Don O'Connor and his Gwen
were dining there and looking as dazed
over the whole thing as I felt.

—o

of Hollywood's landmarks is about
to be torn down. It's the Trocadero, one

most famous of the Strip night
which has been shuttered for
several years. Seems like a big fancy shoe
store is going to be built on the site.
That's the place where Mary Martin
sang her heart out to Hollywood's producers and directors without getting a
of the
clubs,

single screen offer.
went to Broadway

Address

Zone.

City

is

One

Sirs:

.

State

It wasn't until she

and sang the famous
"My Heart Belongs To Daddy" in
"Leave It To Me" that the movies
started yelling for her.
o

4-49

—

Janet Leigh, whose marriage to Barry
Nelson should be any day now if it hasn't
already happened, was given her first real
keen dressing room at MGM. It's an Early
American bungalow complete with chintzy
quaintness and she's too excited for words.
Well, MGM's excited about Janet and has
given her a peachy part in "Forsyte
Saga."

This scene takes place down Malibu
way. A lone figure, feminine, stands
calf-deep in the surf, skirts tucked 'way
up. She is fishing. Overhead, planes are
flying and blimps are doing whatever
they do. Suddenly one of the blimps
hovers lower and lower over the lonely
figure. Then an object drops from the
79,

above company had

hoping for some bites. One of the
drivers caught a red snapper and that's
the fish you'll see Barbara haul in on her
line. To top it all of, a whale came up
and spouted ofshore, which further disrupted the company.
o

fall.

I

tJie

Eleven neighborhood kids, who come
over every night to watch Judy Splinters
on his television set, tore out of his den
after the show, so busy talking they
failed to see their scared host.
o
If I hadn't seen this with me own two
lookin' eyes, I wouldn't believe it. Out at
Sportsman's Lodge in the Valley they have
trout streams visible to diners through
huge floor-to-ceiling windows. And float-

—O

Please Check:

—o

plenty of troubles. Barbara stubbed her
toe when a big wave hit her and almost
broke it. The fish which she was supposed to catch, bought at $.65 per fish,
died, from neglect or something. So the
studio drivers had a tvonderful time rolling up their pants and casting into the

Before Gene Tierney headed West to
go back to work at 20th Century-Fox,
she wired the studio that she'd like to
borrow the ski costumes she wore in
"That Wonderful Urge" for a vacation at
Lake Placid. The studio, who has always
been swell to Gene, sent them off by air
express to their star. Considering what
ski costumes cost, this was quite a wind-

Screenland Magazine

script!

Victor Mature, dead beat from a hard
day of acting in "Samson And Delilah,"
was just barely able to make it to the
large comfortable chair in his living room,
where he collapsed for a slight nap. He
was sound asleep when the dangdest
commotion brought him to with a start.

to:

444 Madison Avenue
New York 22, N.Y.

Stanwyck, on location for "The Lady
Gambles," and the scene is not in the

—o

—

SUBSCRIPTION RATES:

blimp. The girl catches a small parachute, to which is attached a chocolate
bar and a note. The note says, "How
about a date?" The girl is Barbara

Screenland

surf,

—

Petey Lawford and Van Johnson have
both sprouted mustaches and do they ever
look funny Petey for "Storm Over Vienna" and Van for "Good Old Summertime."
This latter picture, which has Judy Gar-

—

—

land in the star

femme

role,

also has a

young lady named Liza Minnelli in a
prominent spot. Liza, of course, is Judy's
young daughter. And her famous ma wants
her to be an actress. From where we are,
it looks as though Judy will have no worries because the kid loves to act. The day
Liza appeared, her dressing room was
crowded with flowers. The young lady
sang, yawned, and finally went sound
with the cameras clicking like mad.
asleep

—

Mark
gifted

—o

Stevens'

pretty

wife,

Annelle,

him with an English racing bike

which he pedals past Universal-International a couple of times a day. Which
doesn't mean much until you know this
studio was the one that told Mark to
forget Hollywood and an acting career,
that he had nawthing to offer the silver
screen. Mark, incidentally, has a new
"voice" for "Oh, You Beautiful Doll."
Seems Buddy Clark, who sang for him in
previous pictures, upped his price too
much and 20th got young and very
talented Bill Shirley to dub in the voice.
Bill's a swell kid and a fine singer and
when he appeared at Mocambo for a
couple of weeks he invited Mark over to
hear him. Said Bill, "I think the body
should hear the voice."
o

—

things have happened in
Hollywood but, in connection with "Oh,
You Beautiful Doll," a story about the
life of songwriter Fred Fisher, the only
song which he didn't write is the title
song, "Oh, You Beautiful Doll!"
o

Stranger

—

When John and Marie Lund

vacationed

at Alisal Ranch, near a little Swedish
settlement called Solvang, north of Santa

up

Barbara, all he did was play pool, while
Marie banged out some tunes for Van and
Frances Heflin on the piano. Aside from
pool, square dancing

is

the real sport at

with natives and tourists getting in
there and giving it the business.
Alisal,

Vacationing other spots: Ava Gardner
took off for the ole plantation at Wilson,
North Carolina, to visit her kinspeople.

From

there she was due to go to

York

for a spell.

New

Ava's folks raise to-

Running HOT WATER

bacco on their proppity.
Janie Powell, coming back from New
York, grabbed the wrong raincoat in the
shuffle of getting off at the Los Angeles
station. It was just like hers, except for
the important fact that the coat she got
must have been owned by a gal over six
feet tall. Janie, who measures around
five-two cracked, "This would be fine,
but I already have a pup-tent."

ina Jiffi/I

WATER FAUCET!

from any COLD

Maureen O'Hara and Gloria Grahame,
in "A Woman's Secret"
are two gals who are holding out and

both appearing

A No. 1
beauty aid

For quick

shoving

When
staying in the longhair class.
questioned about why they refused to
cut theirs short, they both claimed their
husbands didn't approve of short hair.

good to be true until you see hot water
continuously from any cold water sink
faucet! With the revolutionary new KEM INSTANT
HOT WATER HEATER you get hot water from lukewarm to real hot right when you want it!

Maureen

No
No

too

running

—

married to Will Price, a
is married to Nick Ray,
also a director. Wonder if they feel the
same way about the stars in their picdirector.

is

Gloria

tures going for the short hairdo!

Just Turn Faucet To Regulate Temperature
A slight turn of your sink faucet gives you water of any
desired temperature from lukewarm to real hot.

Hmmm-

Easily and Quickly Attached
Takes only a few seconds to attach

mmm?
There was much

or remove KEM
INSTANT HOT WATER HEATER. No special skill cr
knowledge required. Easier to operate than the average

and glamour at
Harriet Parsons' annual mid-Winter party,
which gets bigger and better each year.
This time Harriet had a huge tent put up
in her patio, so the crowd could have elbow
room. The tent was gay with red berries,
poinsettias. and some stuff outside that
looked exactly like snow. About a hundred
and fifty people had a quite wonderful
time among them, Gene Raymond and
glitter

electric iron!

Any Standard Faucet
KEM INSTANT HOT WATER HEATER
Fits

fills a
long and
in basement, garage, cottage, tourist camp,
and factory—and when home hot water supply
in kitchen or bathroom sink.

urgent need
office
fails

Fully

Guaranteed

is skillfully made and guaranteed against any
defects in material and workmanship. With ordinary care, it gives many years of satisfactory service.

Heater

and

—

Jeanette

Boiler or Tank Needed
waiting or fussing with fires.

all

SOLD ON MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

MacDonald

(she has a silver
streak in the tront of her red hair), Irene
Dunne, Betty Hutton and Ted Briskin,
Dottie Lamour and Bill Howard, Gertrude

If

Kem

Heater

Fails to

Give Instant Hot Water!

Don't be inconvenienced another day by lack of hot water

ORDER YOUR KE^
HEATER TODAY! SEND NO MONEY. Just pay the pos*man S3. 98 plus postage when your heater is delivered,
or send S3. 98 and we will pay postage.
KEM COMPANY
Dept. 2D

n

Niesen and husband Al Greenfield, Bob
Stack, Irene Wrightsman McEvoy, Billie
Dove and Bob Kenaston (their son is now

home, cottage,

18

than his big father although he's
only thirteen), pretty Una Merkel, Louella
Parsons, George Stevens, young Richard
Lyon (son of Bebe and Ben), among the
big crowd. Next day, the rain came along
and collapsed the tent, but fortunately by
that time the last guest had gone.

office or factory.

E. 41 sf St.,

New

York 17, N. Y.

taller

We

had

laughs a night or two
of Gertie Niesen's
mother and father, Anita and Monte.
Gertie was telling me about her special
new Cadillac convertible which is painted
a dreamy chartreuse and has red leather
seats.
She said the Cadillac people
painted it specially for her, liked the
color so well that they're doing more of
them. Gertie has a new album of recordings coming out soon which I'm panting
later

at

Give your gray hair natural-looking color
again, yourself, in the privacy of your own
home. Mary' T. Goldman's, wonderful clear
liquid cosmetic, stops gray hair worries for
thousands! So easy! Simply comb Mary' T.
Goldman's through hair. Won't bother wave,

lot3 of

the

home

nor spoil hair texture. Guaranteed to give
gray hair the youthful-looking shade you
want or your money back. Get Mary T.
Goldman's today at your drug or department
store. Accept no substitute!

(Howard, that
people

who

is)

always invites just the

are closest to Dottie

dresser, her secretary

—her

and her best

hair-

pals.

The

to hear.

Bill Holdens are having quite a
of trouble with their four-year-old,
Scott. Seems he likes to get up in the
middle of the night and wander all over
the house, usually ending up at his

lot

Also had tun at a small party which
gave. They
are very cute people and also are the
daughter and son-in-law of Charles
Brackett, (if you don't know who he is
you can go stand in the corner) who
must be the most amusing man in Hollywood or any other town.

Jimmy and Zanny Lorimer

,

bedside and peering at them
until they wake up with the feeling that
parents'

someone

is

watching

them.

Which

is

true. Instead of a vacation, Bill presented

Brenda and the three kids with a Paul
Clemens painting of Brenda and the
his

—

three kids.

'Nuther party that was a real hummer
was the one Bill Howard whipped up for
Dorothy Lamour on her birthday. She'd
just come from one which Bill Pine and
Bill Thomas tossed for her on the set
of her new picture, "Manhandled."
Bill

GRAY HAIR!

NOW-HOME COSMETIC FOR

Celeste

Holm,

it

seems,

is

also troubled

with noises in the night. She woke up
about 2 a. m„ because o] a loud uproar
Thinking it was
out in the patio.
burglars or worse, she set out to inves-

SCREENLAND

FREE TRIAL:

Send coupon below

for

free trial kit.
I

I

1

MARY

T.

GOLDMAN

J-23 Goldman BIdg„
I

J

St.

CO.

Paul 2, limn.

Send FREE sample. Check color.
Light Brosvn
Dark Brown
Black
Medium Brown G Blonde Z2 Auburn

Name

!

Address

[

City

:

Stale

and found her pouch, flokeyPokey, a character of mixed breed, hauling around a little toy dog on wheels that
barks as it's being pulled. Hokey-Pokey
would pull the toy a litle way, then stop
to bark back at it. Celeste did not award
the pup her Oscar for his performance
tigate

Walter Pidgeon tells this one on himDuring a visit back East, he went

self.

his who operates a
Darien, Connecticut.
Piflge was quite impressed when he saw
the long line of employees outside the
factory and very pleased that they had
turned out en masse to greet him. So he
went down the line, shaking hands and
giving out autographs. His friend tapped
him on the shoulder and said, "Walter, it
really isn't necessary for you to do thithese people are just in line waiting for
their pay checks."

to see a

friend

copper factory

of

in

73

—
Your Guide To

dope

he's been, that he starts trying to
untangle himself and prove his innocence
His first move in that direction is to
escape on his way to jail. The net results
are that everyone gets killed, except pal
Flaxy she gets thrown to the cops. And
Zachary? Well, he goes back to Dorothy
Malone who has been waiting for him
lo! these many weeks.

Current- Films

Continued from page 15

drama doesn't end
away from Ryan.

—

there, for in running

Heflin gets involved
with some shoddy characters who for a
price will kill Ryan. Terrified of the man
and that his past will be made public.
Heflin accepts the offer, and things begin
to a tragic end
to move even faster

—

Of

Siren

Atlantis

United Artists

The Fan

THOUSANDS

and thousands of years
was an island called At-

ago, there

20lh Century-Fox

and then suddenly it disappeared
the sea. Therefore, it is scarcely
necessary to say that when two French
Foreign Legionnaires, Jean Pierre Aumont, and Dennis O'Keefe, (huh?), find
a place called Atlantis in the middle of
the Sahara Desert, they are two very
surprised -cookies. Their surprise is even
greater when they find the man they are
looking for encased in 14K gold. Also
there, but not encased in gold, is the
lantis,

into

V

BASED on

Oscar Wilde's "Lady Windemere's Fan," the picture should
have been cut as the title has been
Briefly, the plot, told in flashbacks, if
about a mysterious but lovely adventuress, Madeleine Carroll, who is being
supported handsomely by young Lord
Windemere, Richard Greene. When Lady
Windemere, Jeanne Crain, hears of this,
she prepares to leave her devoted husband and run off with George Sanders
Just in time Madeleine discovers this
foolish plot and appears in Georgie's flat
not a second too soon, saves Jeanne and
in doing so, besmirches her own name.
Just why Madeleine goes t hrough all this
trouble is known only to herself and Lord
Richard, and, of course, the audience
eventually. Miss Carroll is at her usual

Sonja Henie and Michael Kirby, her
skating partner, at the Stork Club.

Queen
octopus, (which John kills), a man-eating clam and some fancy deep sea diving
for a million dollars in gold bullion. Messing up John's life, love and otherwise, is
Luther Adler, a power-crazed, ruthless
(he doesn't get Ruth, he gets Gail) business man. Exciting from start to finish,
but the finish will leave Wayne Fans, Inc
slightly shaken.

Maria Montez, who
mad. The ones she

of Atlantis,

goes for

—

men

like

the 14K gold treatment. Jean
lucky. She likes him, but that O'Keefe
man! So, Maria fixes it up so a beautiful
friendship between the men is ended
abruptly, including their lives.
tires of
is

Force Of

Evil

best in this.

Enter prise-MGM

The Sun Comes Up (Technicolor)

Bad Boy

MGM

Monogram

AS

a tough, incorrigible juvenile delinquent, Audie Murphy does a very
good job of showing the birth, nurturing
and finally, the reformation of a criminal
character. Having committed 62 felonies,

Murphy is turned over to Lloyd Nolan,
director of the Variety Clubs International Boys' Farm, in Texas. Unable to
get along with other people, despite
Nolan's and his wife's. Jane Wyatt, attempts to help him, Murphy continues
to be a problem, especially when he robs
a store, steals a gun, makes off with a car.
and takes pot shots at the constabulary.
Fortunately, Nolan learns, through some
sleuthing, what caused the boy to turn
into a criminal and with that information
makes Murphy see how wrong he was.
It's all very well done and with a minimum of preachy or saccharine talk.

JEANETTE MACDONALD,

Claude
Jarman, Jr.. Lloyd Nolan and Lassie
start meaning something to one another

when Jeanette's son is killed as he attempts to save his dog, Lassie, from an
oncoming truck. To get away, and forget, Jeanette takes the dog and herself to
the hill-country.
Besides running into
Percy Kilbride, she meets Claude Jarman.
and though the resemblance at first is
she

painful,

allows

herself

to

become

attached to the boy, an orphan. With
that set-up, the solution should be quite
simple, but it isn't
thanks to a lie
Claude tells. It takes quite some time,
from then on, for things to go along as
they should, but they do. The story is

—

nice,

CONCERNS

itself with the numbers
racket and the people, big and small,
who are involved. John Garfield is a
lawyer assisting a polished racketeer in
his plans to sew up the small operators
into one big syndicate. The only fly in
the ointment is Garfield's older brother,
Thomas Gomez, operator of a little
"business" of his own. At first, he refuses,
but finally goes along with the big boys,
only not very far. He dies at the hands
of another group of racketeers trying to
cut in on the newly-formed syndicate.
Garfield, who wasn't too law-abiding
until then, gets the let's-clean-out-thisvermin urge. This done, he gives himself
up to the police as being an accessory.
Long and very talky. this has one thing
in its favor, it introduces Beatrice Pearson to moviegoers.

Miss MacDonald's singing is nice
and the color is nicely subdued

Don't Take

listening,

J.

Flaxy Martin

Wake Of The Red Witch

W timer Brothers

Republic

ATwhom

we've found the man about
people say: "He's so good,
he'd give you the shirt off his back!" You
last

see,

time,

this

in

one,

three-quarters of the

John Wayne goes around without

a

shirt, so-o-o-o-

Anyway,
pant

in

action and violence run ram-

this rip-snorting sea tale,

and

if

John's love scenes with Gail Russell aren't
quite up to expectations, the lack is made

up by
74

shark-infested

waters,

a

giant

those
ONE
pretty gosh-darn

pictures about a flock of
evil
characters,
and about a good, honest lawyer, Zachary
Scott, mixed up with same
Probably
one of the wickedest of the batch is a
gal named Flaxy, Virginia Mayo. When
she gets involved in murder, Zachary,
who loves her dearly, even though she's
two-timing him, comes to her rescue by
saying he is the murderer. It's only after
he learns from Tom D'Andrea what a
of

Screen land

is

in

To Heart

Arthur Rank

BRIGHT and
ity

It

humorous, English nobil-

for

some

clever spoofing.

When

a bomb strikes an ancient, but inhabited castle in England, a family ghost
is released. In addition to the spectral
visitor, news of the ghost has brought
flocks of tourists to the castle, including
Richard Greene, who falls in love with a
picture and later the girl, herself, Patricia
Medina. Along with love. Richard gets
entangled in the town's problems and the
problems of the unhappy ghost who has
come back to clear his conscience, and
set a 400-year-old wrong right. There's
no serious talk, just lots of laughs and
topflight

comedy.
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TRI— LETTE
Have modish

little

waist, full

NO

bosom, with

bulges between! TRI-LETTE'S all-in-one— uplift

Of

bra, waist nipper, garter belt.

rayon

boning, Lastex

satin; featherlight

Stays UP!

A

lace trimmed

cup, 32 to 36. B cup,

In BLUE,

32

insert.

to 38.

WHITE, NUDE, BLACK.

5*5

only
i

*J>

BE

Low plunging top and

strapless; never

above "bare look"

Molds bust

cleverly boned.

division. In luxury

and net

rayon

for uplift

INCLUDED

and

satin, lovely lace

BLACK, WHITE,

trim, elastic side trim.

NUDE, BLUE. Sizes 32 to 36 (medium
only

ALSO

and

dress. Lightly

SMARTLY

STRAPLESS OR
WEAR STRAPS

peeks

cup).
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tkauty Show

Daring half bra

—

newest

plunging necklines, bare-look
dresses too.
to

show

fullest

STAYS UP

styles,

— but frees

32

to 38,

A&

Send A* Money

WILCO FASHIONS,
45 East 17th

plus postage

Rush

"NEWEST LOOK"

New

Send

C.O.D,,

I'll
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Dept. TBT-7

York City

items checked

in sizes

TRI-LO

CUP

COLOR

SIZE

Satisfaction

St.,

TRI- LETTE for $5.95

—

Satin,

NUDE, BLUE, WHITE, BLACK.

Just mail coupon.

send C.O.D.

cover-up

B cups.

only

We

with

upper curves

bosom beauty. Of Nylon

Dainty Lace. Sizes
In

Wear

hit!

SIZE

for

and

colors indicated.
BEAUTY SHOW

$5.98

CUP

COLOR

pay amount due plus postage.

To save postage,

I

Guaranteed.

NAME.

.ADDRESS

MONEY BACK GUARANTEED:
return

chase

in

10-day» for

price.

not delighted,
refund of purIf

CITY,

COLOR

SIZE

ZONE, STATE.

enclose

full

for

$2.98

CUP

amount. Send postpaid.
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ALIThree men and

a

"Blonde Bobcat"

and love on the Texas Plains
turns

FOR ONE'

fight for life

until

treachery-

one against the other
in

Paramount^

of l^redo
Color by
Produced by

ROBERT FELLOW*

Directed by

LESLIE FENTON

Screen Play by Charles Marquis Warren
Based 6nm Story by Louis Stevens and Elizabeth

Hill
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NEW COWBOY SONG HITS BY LIVINGSTON & EVANS, WHO WROTE "BUTTONS & BOWS"!

Home Recipe

Sensational

Discovery

Can't Go Wrong... Completely SAFE!

NO

TEST CURLS ...

NO HEAT

NO NEUTRALIZING
New

. . .

ANY CURLERS

USE

Hair Waving Miracle Sweeping Country

Now ...

at last

it's

safe and easy to give yourself a

glamorous home wave!

It's

an amazing new chemical

MARLENE'S MINIT CURL Simple,
home permanent will give your hair more

discovery called
easy, yet no
lovely, soft,

manageable, more natural looking

and waves.

Just

presto!

It's

of

ends,no dry, brittle, fuzzy hair. Ideal for waving

split

dry

I

as

curls

comb MINIT CURL into your hair and
easy as that! And there's no worry, no fear

love the curl

it

hair, ideal for

gives

my

waving hair

that's

on the

oily side.

hair," says

glamorous Adrian Booth, appearing
in "The Last Bandit," a Republic Pro-

HK.

'

"

ductions picture.

.

Laboratory Tested and Approved
The very

first trial in

minutes transforms straight, stringy, hard-to-

beautiful, lustrous hair with such natural looking curls

and waves

manage hair into
say "goodbye

you'll

forever" to old-fashioned dangerous permanents. And listen to this . . . apply MINIT
CURL after each shampoo for just 5 applications (one complete package). You'll forget
you ever had straight hair and you'll find your hair more pliable, with more body,
more easily dressed and with a curl so like a natural wave of its own you won't have
to "do" your hair so often. Yes, get Marlene's MINIT CURL today . . . tonight know the
joy of soft, lovely curls ... then continue using MINIT CURL after each shampoo for
5 weeks. You'll agree with the thousands who say "AMAZING"!

After

MINIT CURL Comes
Airtight Capsule
It's

NEW

MINIT CURL —
in
the favorite of

the glamorous

yet already millions of

have switched to
lene's Minit Curl

this exciting,

women

Barbizon Models.

easy Mar-

home waving method.

Safe formula comes

in

an

airtight capsule.

MinitCuri
CHILDREN'S FINE HAIR

5 CAPSULES
LAST FOR

Simply comb Minit Curl
solution through

hair

shampooing and
partial drying
and

after

.

.

or put up in curlers.
Results are beautiful!

and

No

lovelier curls at

plus TAX

any price!

.

shape over comb, finger

Curls last

$|25

MONTHS

last

so completely safe!

. . .

FOR SALE AT
ALL LEADING DRUG STORES

AND

COSMETIC COUNTERS EVERYWHERE
Marlene's,

Inc.,

205

N. Michigan Ave., Chicago

I , III.

^

62 -c

©C1B

2

4109
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YOUR HAIR
IS

MAGIC TO A MAN

. .

1^p.
Does your hair sometimes look dull
and lifeless ... is there a telltale
shower of distressing flakes no
matter what shampoo you use?

Then be on the lookout

for infec-

tious dandruff, so prevalent, so

hard to get rid

Better start

of.

now

with

Listerine

Antiseptic and finger-tip mas-

sage every time you wash your
hair.

You see, Listerine Antiseptic
kills

even the "bottle bacillus"

(P. ovale)

which so many

matologists say

is

der-

a causative

agent of infectious dandruff.

You

will

be delighted

fresh, cool

to see

how

wonderfully
feels, how
how healthy

and clean your scalp

quickly flakes begin to disappear,

your hair looks. Yes, in

clinical tests, twice-

a-day use of Listerine Antiseptic brought

marked improvement within
76% of dandruff sufferers.

a

As a precaution against infectious

make

month

to

dandruff,

Listerine Antiseptic

no matter what kind of soap
shampoo you use.

hair care

is

the same antiseptic that

has been famous for

Listerine Antiseptic a part of regular

more than 60

years in

the field of oral hygiene.

or

Lambert Pharmacal

Co.,

St.

Louis,

Mo.

LISTERINE ANTISEPTIC for INFECTIOUS DANDRUFF
P. S.

Have you

tried the

new

Listerine

Tooth

Paste, the

Minty 3-way Prescription

SCREENLAND

for

your Teeth?

0ne of ^M^iM't f6a/a

Everybody loves

/

.
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,

an d

tliey love

tke Loy- next -door!

SENSATIONAL

SOUVENIR
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FUU COIOR AlBUM OF STARS
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*******

you con own and treasure a beautiful album of
you will see In "Little Women". There
are six 6" x 8" pages, handsomely printed in thrilling
life-like color— each portrait autographed. Just send
10c to cover postage and handling. Address M-G-M,
Box LW11, 333 East 44th St., New York 17, N. Y.
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Half-safe!

PICTORY

by
Gene's Greatest Triumph

Gene Schrott

Because Gene Tierney fights tor what she wants, her marriage
Itself Is Talking About
The stars themselves enjoy the gossip as much as you do

is

stilt

What Hollywood
Candid Portrait

and revelations

1 mpressions

No

Pretense About
Robert Taylor

It Is

of little

Jack Holland

26

Ben Maddox

29

Fredda Dudley Balling

35

the best answer to what's fine about

To Blush
Coping with embarrassing moments

is

Hollywood

Marcia Howard

36

To Susan Hav^ard there's nothing quite so fascinating as a nei* hobby
Barry Farrar
Girl Needs Most
June Haver contends an even disposition is your most important asset

42

Dorothy O'Leary

49

Whal A

Lovable Bachelor
is

list

ot records

Fred Robbins

first

blush of

womanhood many

mys-

terious changes take place in your body. For
instance, the apocrine glands under your
arms begin to secrete daily a type of perspiration you have never known before. This is
closely related to physical development and
causes an unpleasant odor on both your person and your clothes.

casual about everything but his work

Right Off The Record
Latest

At the

John Lund's toughest problem

Hobbies Come, Hobbies Go

Happy, easy-going Barry Fitzgerald

VALDA SHERMAN

24

known Joan Crawtord

Bob

is

22

alive

Lynn Bowers

51

reviewed by popular disk tockey

There

is

nothing "wrong" with you.

another sign you are
girl ... so

now

a

It's just

woman, not

now you must keep

a

yourself safe

with a truly effective underarm deodorant.

Ann Blyth, starring in "Black Velvet"
Van Johnson, starring in "Mother Is A Freshman"
Patricia Neal, starring in "The Founlainhead"

28
32
34

Cobina Wright
Helen Hendricks

Party Gossip

Your Guide To Current Films
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And How!
Africa Screams
We Were Strangers
Kissing Lesson
Jolson Sings Again (Larry Parks)
Back Home With Peggy (Peggy Cummins)
Screenlanu Salutes John Derek ( for "Knock On Any Door")

.

.

.

Courtenay Marvin
Jacquelyn Ross

Guide To Glamour
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46
58

ON THE COVER, TYRONE POWER, 20TH CENTURYSTAR. AND HIS WIFE. LI\D4 CHRISTIAN

FOX
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All

deodorants are not alike -so remember

—no

other deodorant tested stops perspiraand odor so completely yet so safely as
new Arrid. Its safety has been proved by
doctors. That's why girls your age buy more
Arrid than any other age group. More men
and women use Arrid than any other deodorant. Antiseptic, used by 117,000 nurses.
tion

Intimate protection is needed— so protect yourself with this snowy, stainless cream. Awarded American Laundering Institute Approval
Seal— harmless to fabrics. Safe for skin— can
be used right after shaving. Arrid, with the
amazing new ingredient Creamogen, will not
dry out.

Your satisfaction guaranteed, or your money
back! If you are not completely convinced

\

is j'n every way the finest cream
deodorant you've ever used, return the jar
with unused portion to Carter Products,
Inc., 53 Park PL, N.Y.C., for refund of full
purchase price.

that Arrid
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odor is a real handicap at this romantic age, and the new cream
deodorant Arrid is made especially to overcome this very difficulty. It kills this odor
on contact in 2 seconds, then by antiseptic
action prevents the formation of all odor for
48 hours and keeps you shower-bath fresh.
It also stops perspiration and so protects
against a second danger— perspiration stains.
Since physical exertion, embarrassment and
emotion can now cause apocrine glands
to fairly gush perspiration, a dance, a date,
an embarrassing remark may easily make
you perspire and offend, or ruin a dress.

20
30

(Lon McCallister)

Color Goes To Your Head.
In The Spring A Young Girl's Fancy.

Two dangers— Underarm

MEMBER AUDIT BUREAU OF

CIItCULATIONS.

Screen and
i-

Don't be half-safe. Be Arrid-safe! Use Arrid
to be sure. Get Arrid now at your favorite
drug counter— only 39tf plus tax.

!
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H
her mind

Ask her — and

she'll probably
admit that her attitude towards "those days" underwent a
decided improvement the first
month she used Tampax for sanifreely

NO BELTS
NO PINS
NO PADS
NO ODOR

tary protection.

AS AN AID TO RELAXATION
times

at

such

Tampax

has a great deal to offer. It
is worn internally, discarding belts, pins
and external pads. Therefore no awareness
of restraining bulk. No self-consciousness
about outlines that might show under
dresses. No fear that odor would form.

HOW

it is

NO

romance

which either Linda
Tyrone Power have
played on the screen, can approach
the real-life love story which finally
brought them together in marriage in
Rome last January 27th.
In fact, if Hollywood, itself, had
Christian

WAS

TAMPAX
INVENTED is a
simple story. A doctor applied the medical
principle of internal absorption to this
special need of women. Tampax is made of
pure, highly absorbent cotton compressed
into easy-to-use applicators.

Tyrone Power and Linda Christian at their colorful wedding ceremony

When in place

unseen and unfelt.

SOME PRACTICAL MATTERS: Tampax
comes in 3 absorbencies (Regular, Super,
Junior) to suit varying needs. Not necessary to remove for tub or shower. Changing quick and disposal no trouble. An
average month's supply slips into your

in

or

planned it as a production they couldn't
have "dreamed up" a more ideal situation for a motion picture; and their wed-

Ty

%

Accepted for Advertising
by the Journal of the American Medical Association
6
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Rome.

ding, of course, exceeded even the most
fantastic flights of a screen writer's imagination.
Not since the days of the "triumphs"
of the Caesars has there been such a mob
scene as when Linda and Ty, who are
two of the happiest people I know today,
walked arm-in-arm out of the church of

Santa Francesca Romana on that sunny
Winter morning! (Please turn to page 9)

signs the marriage register as Linda and Msgr. William

purse. Or an economy box will provide 4
months' average supply. Sold at drug stores
and notion counters everywhere. Tampax
Incorporated, Palmer, Mass.

in

Hemmick

look on.
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Learn ho
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fAOVIE STARs
the cerethe church
Santa Francesca

Following

mony
of

in

Rome, Ty

Linda

cut their

Romana
and

set their

h o/f

in

wedding

cake

at

at

home

this fast,

easy

a

breakfast given by U.
S.

C.

Ambassador James
Dunn in the Em-

bassy.

Ty

has

just

completed "Prince Of
Foxes" and will now
do "The Black Rose"
in England and North

Africa.

Linda has
given up her career.

ELYSE

KNOX
countless hours of work into the creation.
In fact, she put so much time in this one
nuptial robe that Linda had the new Roman couturier, Shuberth, do most of the
rest of her $12,000 trousseau.
Meanwhile, outside the church, thousands of "Tifosi" ( the Italian equivalent

The medieval church, which is near the
famous Coliseum, was such a mass of

of bobby-soxers)

were having a

real

Artists' Star

g0r

My

curls

ifj™

Ro-

HOLLYWOOD

white flowers that it almost kept the
counts and countesses, the princes and
the princesses who attended, from witnessing the ceremony. Linda told me that
she and Ty picked this particular church
because it was so like St. Peter's which
they visited together on their first sightseeing tour of the ancient city in 1947.
The church has a sunken sanctum with
forty steps leading up to the altar rail
before which Linda and Ty knelt on
white lilacs as Monsignor William Hemmick, of Washington, D. C, made them

man and

lovely Allied

*

I

PIN CURL CLIPS
For lovelier,
longer-lasting
curls, use Lady
They

len Clips.

are lightweight,
easy to open,

and

flat

to sleep

enough
on

1

wife.

Linda was a vision in a gown by Madame Fontana, one of Italy's top designers, who put fifty yards of satin, seventy
yards of lace, two thousand pearls and

Deborah
Kerr
admires
Cobina Wright's jewelry
at the
Damon Runyon

Benefit at fabulous
Ocean House. Deborah's
film

inactivity

is

No.

Buy Lady

Ellen Clips at all

drug, dept. and 5 &10tf stores.

1

Hollywood mystery today.
FREE!

Beautifully

16 pg.

illus.

Hair Styling Booklet, showing

how you can
ous

duplicate glamor-

Hollywood

home.

hair

Send for

KAYNAR MANUFACTURING
820

E.

16th

St.,

it

at
fit
is

and Cobina Wright

Please RUSH

my

CO., DEPT.

FREE Hair Styling Booklet.

Damon Runyon Beneat

Ocean House. Carl

Rosalind's

law. Cobina

is

father-in-

Hollywood's

outstanding social leader.
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NAME
STREET
CITY

at

H-5

Los Angeles 21, Calif.

Carl Brisson, Rosalind Russell

styles

NOW!

STATE

YoaaM,

man holiday,

screaming "Leenda," "Leenda" and "Ty, il magnified" which Romans, like the rest of the world that
loves a lover, have dubbed the hand-

some young

actor.

Actually, the only time Linda was realwas after the ceremony. She
said, when she saw that horde of excited
faces break through the police lines and
swarm over the limousine which was taking them to a special audience with the
Pope, she became really frightened and
Tyrone had to hold both her cold hands
to keep them from shaking.
ly nervous

COIOR WAVM
too!

Ty was

only nervous before the wedding because Linda was one half-hour
late getting to the church. This was due
to the traffic snarl and not to a last minute delay about the legal procedure which
he said he had feared. Just like a movie
plot there was almost a before-the-hour
hitch, due to the time change which
didn't make his divorce from Annabella
legal in California until that morning.
But as the scenario would have had it,
the villainous legal papers were foiled,

Humphrey Bogart drops in at MGM to hear Betty Garrett wax the "Humphrey Bogart Rumba."

and Mr. and Mrs. Power could stand before his Papal Majesty and receive his
blessing!

The Pope gave Linda a special rosary
and a booklet of "Instructions about the

Good Christian Family," while he presented Tyrone with a rare pontifical
medallion.
Following the wedding reception and
it was with a sigh of relief
over all the threatened obstacles, that
the lovers took off for that honeymoon
which was to carry them to Switzerland,
Austria, North Africa, Scotland and finalbreakfast,

London where Tyrone is making
"The Black Rose," before returning to

ly to

the United States.

This was the climax to a romance
which, as I said before, was as fanciful as
any film story, and one I think you would
enjoy knowing about.
it was a case of love at secbecause Linda and Ty had met

Actually,

ond

before that star-crossed day of November 6, 1947, in Rome. The fabled Rome
meeting took place on that date, which
was the day that Linda and her little sister, Ariadne, checked into the same hotel
where Tyrone Power was staying. Linda
and Ariadne were en route to visit their
(Please turn to page 74)

IJestle colorinse with lurium, the
new color-magic ingredient, adds
rich, magnificent color to your hair.
Yes, as easily as you color your nails,
you can add glamorous, rich color,
sparkling highlights and lustrous
sheen to your hair.
Nestle Colorinse is absolutely harm-adds only temporary color to
your hair - washes out easily with
shampooing. And ... Nestle Colorinse
less

Wilde and Barbara Lawrence going
over scripts for Hollywood Star Theatre show.

Cornel

eliminates tangles - makes hair easier

comb-easier to manage. You'll
know the real beauty of your
hair until you use Nestle Colorinse!

to

never

At beauty counters everywhere in
10 glamorous shades. 2 rinses 10#;
6

rinses 25<£.

COLORINSE
with
^"f'i/-

in

a brand new
package

H EST LE — originators
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waving — Merlden, Connecticut
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Screen land

Below: Red Skelton can't resist clowning as
Janet Blair reads her lines at radio rehearsal!.
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Nobody

nobody but
the killers! And now,
because he knows too

much

.

.

.

.

.

.

his life

is in

danger!
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Charge of Production
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By
Helen Hendricks

Maureen O'Hara and Melvyn Douglas

NEW, LONGER

the

RKO

picture,

"A Woman's

in

Secret."

LIPSTICK
PROFESSIONAL SIZE

The Bribe

Macdonald Carey and Paulette Goddard
together in "Bride Of Vengeance."

plot

MOM
Your favorite

moving and
Ft^AST
Robert Taylor

full of suspense.
plays a T-Man sent
to an island off the coast of Central
America to find out the whys and wherefores of a gang dealing in the illegal sale
of airplane engines. While there, Bob
meets up with some grim doings, one of
which is a bout with a man-eating shark,
and also, he falls in love with one of his
suspects, Ava Gardner, a cafe singer
1

lipstick, whip-text

to be softer, smoother,

more

last-

ing
now easier to use than
ever in its new long case. You'll
love it at first try, so try it today.
The most exciting new idea since
.

.

.

lipstick itself!

married to ex-Army pilot, John Hodiak.
Incidentally, another suspect is Charles
Laughton, the pay-off and contact man
for the brain of the racket
he's nothing

—

short of terrific as the menace whose feet
hurt constantly. Though the picture is
quite long, the pace doesn't slacken and
finishes off with a spectacular death
scene of villain Vincent Price.

Knock On Any Door
Columbia

A POWERFULLY

emotional and
gripping film dealing with how a
criminal is created out of a boy who
could, normally, have benefited society. A
product of the slums, you are first introLawyer Humphrey Bogart tries to comJohn Derek in "Knock On Any Door.'

fort

12
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duced to him, newcomer John Derek,
when he is caught in a police dragnet

II

NICE GIRLS

DON T

DO SUCH THINGS! .

.

The warm, wonderful, completely
delightful adventures of a lively Miss
.

.

.

whose

very

made even her

modern

ideas simply

wonder

boy-friend

whether she was woman,
witch, or what!

iWt

Adventure
A DORE SCHARY

lOWItfi

in

Baltimore

Presentation • Produced by Richard H. Berger

Directed by Richard Wallace

»

Screenplay by lionet Houser

Oh, the things
they said

.

.

.

about

the things she did!

SCREENLAND
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—
back what turned him into a suspected
And what the audience sees is almost sickening because there, but for a
slight turn in the road, could be anyone
close to you, and there, at this very minute, Derek's story is becoming fact, not
fiction, in the slums of the United States.
Bogart points out that it is not a question of character, because, like Derek,
character can take an awful shellacking
by circumstances. The death of Derek's
killer.

father, in prison, the poverty,

and the

environment cast the die. The bitterness
in Derek's soul even extended to his
young wife and destroyed the only good
thing he ever knew.
In addition to being an eye-opener,
has suspense, excellent dialogue,
tense courtroom scenes, and fine acting
all of which puts it in the A plus class.
this film

Down To The Sea
In

"The

love with

Bribe,"

T-Man Bob

Ava Gardner,

Taylor

falls in

In

Ships

20th Century-Fox

his prisoner's wife.

AN

EXCITING

saga

of

the

old

whaling days and "thar she blows"

is killed during an attempted hold-up of a fourth-rate dance
hall. Because of his past criminal record,
baby-faced Derek is finally tagged as the
No. 1 suspect though he denies any implication in the cold-blooded murder.
Against his better judgment, since he,
better than anyone, knows Derek's past

after a policeman

history, Lawyer Humphrey Bogart, who
incidentally is seen in one of his best
roles, takes the case. When they finally
go to trial, it is Bogart's summation of

the boy's

life

which brings out

in flash-

sort of thing. With Lionel Barrymore
as the vinegary, but stout-hearted, old
skipper about to be retired, and his
young grandson, Dean Stockwell, there
are the full quota of tense scenes and a
number of emotional ones. Trouble
starts when Dean begins to idolize the

—

Although Mona Freeman
marries Ranger William
Holden, she at first loves
badman Macdonald Carey
in

a

—

mate, Richard Widmark yup, you
read right making Lionel jest a mite
bit jealous. When Widmark goes against
the captain's orders, and endangers the
ship to rescue Dean from the briny deep,
after a whaling foray, he is ordered to
leave ship at the next port of call. En
route, the captain becomes ill and Widmark takes over, which suits Dean just
fine since he has grown to hate his
grandfather. Though Widmark tries to
reason with the boy and show him where
his grandfather is right, Dean isn't buying. As they head for the nearest port
and a doctor, the whaler smashes into a
fog enshrouded
iceberg.
Just when
things look hopeless and the crew is preparing to abandon ship, Skipper Barrymore appears on deck and takes over
command. Safely afloat again, Dean acquires a new understanding of his grandfather and asks the dying man's forgiveness. This is definitely the family-type
picture at its best, with many thrilling
first

"Streets Of Laredo,"
Technicolor Western.

—
moments and

salty atmosphere.
Widmark, as you may gather, is playing his
first sympathetic role
which is a top

—

performance.

South Of

St. Louis

( Technicolor-songs )

Warner Brothers

A

ZIPPY Western

that has nothing at

to do with St. Louis since the

all

main action takes place in Texas and
Mexico during the Civil War. Three
fast shooting friends are victims of renegade guerrillas and, cleaned out of all

hope to rebuild their
bank account and ranch. They separate
and one, Douglas Kennedy, joins the
Confederate army, suh. The other two,
Joel McCrea and Zachary Scott, fall into
their possessions,

a gun-running business for the Confederates through the influence of saloonchanteuse Alexis Smith, who goes for
Joel in a big way. The boys are cleaning
up until ole Zachary gets greedy and the
three put a violent end to their staunch
friendship. They actually get to hate
each other. Kennedy steals Joel's gal
the sweet, gentle one he left back home

and Zachary

and Ken-

tries to kill Joel

nedy, and Joel wanders down Mexicoway to become a bum. A pack of funloving Rover boys, all right, but in the
next to the last scene, they once again
stand shoulder to shoulder, like in the
old days,
critters.

pumping lead into some
Oh! The last scene?

wear

didn't

those

can-can

rotten
Alexis

skirts

for

nothing.

Tarzan's Magic Fountain

RKO
you like Tarzan pictures, and quite a
IFnumber
of people do, this should fit
bill for you. With Lex Barker
new Tarzan, and Brenda Joyce

the

wife,

as the
as his

discover a noted
twenty years, and
living with natives in a hidden

Jane,

the pair

aviatrix, missing for

who

is

valley.

Also in the valley

of youth

and to

is

a fountain

sip of its waters

means

rejuvenation. Albert Dekker also learns
of the thing which would put Max Factor, et al, out of business and gets Jane
to lead him to the valley. The inhabitants of the place become enraged at the
influx of all these tourists, especially since
Dekker wants to take possession of the
fountain, and start tossing flaming arrows
around. Fortunately, Tarzan appears at
the right moment and talks the tribe
leader into letting peace prevail now that
Dekker is dead. Youngsters of all ages
will go for this latest Tarzan adventure
in a big way.

Canadian

Pacific

(Cinecolor)

20th Century-Fox

HERE'S another fast-moving Western,

Night club entertainer
Greta Gynt charms the
patrons with her performance in this scene in
J. Arthur's Rank's "Easy
Money," an E. L. release.
J

i

this time hinged on the building of
the Canadian Pacific railroad. Randolph
Scott is the company surveyor trying to
find a pass through the mountains, and
meanie Victor Jory is all out to stop

SCREENLAND

Jack Carson, an agent,
to help Doris Day,
struggling singer, get

tries
a

a
Is

break in
Yours,"

Warner

In

"My Dream

"South Of

saloon

sparkling

a

Bros,

musical.

St. Louis,"

owner and enter-

tainer Alexis Smith holds

her own with gun-runners and toughs, among

whom

Randy from

doing that

little

thing.

Jam-

packed with fist fights, gun fights, Indians on the war path, this even has a

woman

doctor, who keeps telling Randy
to stop with the guns and violence. She,
Jane Wyatt, gets him to comply, but
luckily not for long. To complicate matters, the doctor and a fiery French-Indian
lass are both in a tizz over Randy. If
it's action you want, you'll get more than
your share, and if Randy survived, so
will

you.

Bride

Of Vengeance

is

Zachary Scott.

—with

the sponsors, that is. She certainly makes a hit with egomaniac
crooner, Lee Bowman. After many disappointments, Doris' big moment comes
when Lee gets fried, but good, and can't
appear on his show. Jack talks the
sponsor into letting Doris go on in his
place, even though she says no. She's
natch, and Lee disappears. However, she's still in love with the guy and
gets Jack to help him make a comeback,
which is tough for the huckster to do because he's in love with Doris. His better
nature triumphs but Lee is still the same

a

AGAIN

John Lund, this time a 16th
Century duke, acts the lame-brain,
and Paulette Goddard (wow!) as Lucretia Borgia, acts as though she doesn't
mind taking John as her third husband.
However, both have their ulterior motives. John marries Paulette only to gain
off

Is

CAREY,

William

Holden and William Bendix are

—

—

avaricious,

therefore want no more of Carey and his
nefarious schemes. Hearing that, Carey
(Please turn to page 73)

let

My Dream

MACDONALD

taken prisoner. To get their chum
out of jail, his friends sign up with the
Rangers. They spring him, all right, but
instead of following, remain with the
Rangers in order to get inside information on all gold shipments and large cattle drives which will be forwarded to
Carey. The entire plan is thrown for a
loop when Holden and Bendix reluctantly admit they like being Rangers and

and more than slightly satanic brother,
Macdonald Carey. Paulette, in turn,
wants nothing more out of the marriage
than a chance to spike John's wine gobwith Essence D'Arsenic. She thinks
that John had a very definite hand in
the murder of her last husband, when
all the time it was brother Carey, who is
using sis merely to keep John occupied.
Everyone is working the motives and
double meaning bon mots like crazy until Lucretia realizes almost too late that
she has made a horrible mistake. Despite
the terrific battle scene, in all its medieval horror, and Duke John's sincere desire to save his state and people, this is
mainly a comedy of the sexy variety.

Paramount

is

invasion of his

by Lucretia's

Streets Of Laredo
( Techn icolor )

frontier badmen
well, at least all three
are at the start of the picture. Separated by an ambush, Holden and Bendix
are on their own and, needing money to
continue their search for partner Carey,
unwittingly get mixed up with some
Texas Rangers so does Carey, only he

Paramount

state, Ferrara,

in the public eye, gives
Doris the cold shoulder. Doris' eyes are
opened and, happily, so are Jack's arms.
There's also a cute dream sequence in
here done in cartoon with Bugs Bunny
and Tweetie Pie.

hit,

(Technicolor)

time in order to stave

and once back

John

Payne

objects

to

ruthless way in
which Sterling Hayden
runs the town in Parathe

mount's "El Paso," and
does something about it.

Yours

(Technicolor-musical)

Warner Brothers
enjoyable and light, this is
about an advertising agency man,
Jack Carson, and his trials and tribulations when he discovers a new, talented
singer, Doris Day. Only Doris doesn't
make quite the hit Jack thinks she will

CUTE,

Lionel
Richard
captain
in

Barrymore

Widmark
and

first

and

as the

mate

"Down To The Sea

In

Ships," exciting saga ot
the old whaling days.
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By Courtenay Marvin
Makeup can
does your

glorify your hair as frankly as

lips;

it

here are some of the methods

"The Boy With Green Hair"
WHILE
and

is entertaining us
food for thought, the girl with the
pink hair has appeared on the fashion scene. How does
she get this way, with this evanescent tint to her curls, half
champagne-toned, half a nebulous pink-beige? It conies out
of a bottle, an envelope, a jar!
While I am certainly not advocating costume colors for your
head generally, it does seem time that the old whispers and
unkind remarks regarding a change in hair color go into the
discard and we consider the matter frankly in the light of
the day.
Once upon a time, hair color change fell into three groups.
Brunettes bleached their hair to a harsh, brassy tone, and
won themselves the title of bleach-blondes. Other brunettes
yearned for a touch of seductive auburn and overdid the business with henna, an old trick of the Egyptians, if you remember. Then there was the lady frankly fortyish who resorted
to hair dye. Largely because the effects of these measures
were unflattering, as a harsh tone of hair is to any face, they
won the epithet of bad taste if not outright condemnation.
Now, all that, is changed. Hollywood helped to a large
extent. It accustomed us to seeing our favorite star ravenhaired in one role, a starry-eyed blonde in the next. Camera
and character usually dictated the change, not personal vanity.
The most current example, and male, at that, is Laurence
Olivier in "Hamlet." Then beauty science in the laboratory
stepped in, and the present day result is a thoroughly satisfactory method for almost any reasonable change in hair tone.
There are the brightening rinses that you use after a
shampoo to lend new light and lustre to your hair. But that
is not all. By the correct choice for your need, usually charted
or carefully listed for you, you can use these rinses to increase
or decrease color. This decrease in color sometimes spells the
difference between flattering and extremely unflattering hair.
Especially is this true in the case of the over-bleached hair
with its almost metallic sharpness in color. There are redheads
whose brilliance of hair is sometimes in sharp contrast to pale
skin. There arc the heads, usually blonde, over-toasted by
the sun to a medley of varying tones. Then, there are the
girls whose hair becomes gray or faded early in youth. For
such heads, a slight tone-down in color creates a softer harmony with skin. I emphasize this decrease or softening of
color because we usually think in the opposite direction of
more color and forget that subtraction, rather than addition,
may be just what we need.
When we come to the in-between girls, mousey, they used
to be called, we have a group that needs more color generally,
just a glint of auburn in the sunlight, a ray of rich chestnut
under fluorescents. And this is what they will get from the
correct tone of finishing rinse.
The natural blonde has a real problem. Corn-colored, wheat

giving us
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or pure gold, after the 'teens this hair
invariably takes to deeper, darker tones,
and half of her blonde charm is gone.
The best simple answer is a mild, lightening rinse to keep her hair as nearly its

Pon't let your daughter

and immaculate
and dust darken the

marry

original tone as possible
cleanliness, since

appearance of

oil

all

still in

hair.

doubt about

Up to this time, we have mentioned
only the beauty rinses, frankly makeup
for your hair. Reliable brands are of
pure, certified colors that remain on only
from shampoo to shampoo, with exception of the truly lightening rinse which
probably does have a continued lighten-

ing action. These are as simple to use
as the old standbys of lemon or vinegar
For a complete change in hair color, a
reliable salon

is

the answer, because this

change requires skill and knowledge. No
longer is a girl just a blonde. She is a
blonde of a special tone. At a Spring
fashion show, the models from the recent
Broadway musical, "All For Love," represented four distinct blonde types. One
of the leaders in the field of hair coloring

has an

oil

shampoo

tint in

twenty-four

recently watched a
demonstration of an application. The
complete tinting of a drab, grayed head
resulted in soft, attractive color and took
ten years from the subject's appearance
Another, with fair, delicate skin, felt she
would be happier if her dark locks took
on a burnished auburn tone. The resultant deep auburn of her hair was
different shades.

I

charming with that
however,

is

definitely

This tinting,
something for your

skin.

hairdresser and not for home use. An
advance consultation to discover just
what tone is best for you is suggested.
When is a change of hair color advis-

That's a very individual problem.
temporary rinses are concerned, they are advised for anyone who
would like a spark more color, more
sheen and high lights, as well as for those,
able?

So

but

far as the

as I said before, who would like to soften
a tone but retain lustre and light, and
especially for the beginning of gray where
just a touch of color will blend in the
colorless hairs and make them much less
noticeable. In the bright days ahead,
you will find, too, that the rinses may be
used to good advantage to soften and

blend together streaks from sunburned
hair. As a matter of fact, there is no
reason why a beauty rinse should not
follow each shampoo, especially with the
blondes who would like to stay that way
Before changing the color of your hair
permanently, because this comes under
the general class of dye and does not
wash out, it is well to be sure of yourself.
Be sure that your family, friends
and you feel in harmony. Otherwise, you
will not welcome the criticism. If you are
a professional in modeling, entertaining
or any phase of show business, then consider carefully if a change is helpful to
your career. If you are graying prematurely,

if

this

hampers

you

in

first

make

sure your

own knowledge

SCIENTIFIC and
The

practice of vaginal douching has

become so widely accepted and used
today, it's no longer a question of douching but rather what a woman should
put in her douche. And certainly every
woman should be made to realize:
No other type liquid antisepticgermicide tested for the douche is SO
powerful yet so harmless as zonite!
Scientists tested every generally known
antiseptic they could find on sale for
this purpose. And no other type was so
powerful yet so safe to tissues as zonite.

is

SOUND

of using only a germicide intended for
vaginal douching one powerfully germicidal with deodorizing and dissolving
qualities yet one absolutely safe to tissues. So why not enjoy zonite's great

—

benefits

now?

Positively Non-Irritating

zonite positively contains no phenol,
no mercury no harsh acids overstrong solutions of which may damage
tissues and in time even impair func-

—

—

Warns Against Weak

mucous glands.
use zonite as directed as often
as needed without the slightest risk of

or Dangerous Products
a pity how many women, through
ignorant advice of friends, still use salt,
soda or vinegar for the douche. These
'kitchen makeshifts' are not germicides
in the douche. They never can assure
you the great germicidal and deodorizing action of zonite.
Women should learn the importance

Non-poisonous, non-irritating.
zonite destroys and removes odorcausing waste substances; helps guard
against infection. It immediately kills
every germ it touches. You know it's
not always possible to contact all the
germs in the tract. But you can be sure
zonite does kill every reachable germ
and keeps them from multiplying.

It's

tional activity of the

You can

injury.

your

career or social life, then a change may
he advisable if you do not go to extremes
in coloring. To keep a quiet tone of your
original hair is wiser than attempting to
look something you never were. Certainly if you are contented with your gray
or white hair, you can make it beautiful
and glamourous by the proper rinse to

(Please turn to page 55)
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NEWSREEL
The Jack Bennys and Jane Wyman, a sober trio at Slapsy Maxie's. Jane
is currently in the Warner comedy, "Kiss In The Dark," with David Niven.

John

Payne, currently starring in "El Paso," sits contemplatively by as
De Haven, talks animatedly across their table in Ciro's.

his wife, Gloria

Marlene Dietrich congratulates Olivia de Havilland for
winning N. Y. Film Critics' Award for "The Snake Pit."

The cinder

in Douglas Dick's eye wins him first aid
from Shelley Winters and sympathy from Elaine Howe.

Dining at Somerset House are Eve Arden,
"Our Miss Brooks," and William Hawes,

star of

CBS comedy

radio and

television

series,

writer.

A Big
Girl

Now
WHEN
see

Margaret O'Brien fans
as Beth in MCM's

her

"Little Women," they'll have to accept the fact that their hazel-eyed
honey is no longer the five-year-old

who

first

won

their hearts in "Jour-

ney For Margaret." Margaret herself
is conclusive proof that babyhood is
behind her. She's growing tall and
slender, her delicately winsome face
has lost its baby roundness and her
clear guileless eyes have become more
serious and adult. But even though
she's now' a twelve-year-old who gets
crushes on boys, likes pretty clothes
and vacillates between being a tomboy and a sedate young lady, Margaret
has lost none of the sweet and winning
charm, the childish dignity that captivated and held a host of ardent fans.

the set of "Little Women," Margaret
and her mother, Gladys, rehearse her lines.

On

role of Beth in "Little Women" is perfect for
Margaret, who's the same age and just as endearing.

The

Margaret and Janet Leigh, her
in

sister

Meg

the picture, exclaim over a pint-sized pup.

Ask your

jeweler to

new,

show you

<=J-iJia— Deltah's

lovely, lustrous simulated pearl

necklace, graduated and finished with sterling
silver clasp. Single strand $4.50,

strand $7.00, three strand $10.00
a

— each

remarkable value! Prices include
federal tax

L.

two

HELLER & SON,

INC.,

.

.

.

Earrings to match.

FIFTH AVENUE,

©eltak
SIMULATED

PEARLS

NEW YORK

Because Gene Tierney believes

in

fighting for

what she wants, her

marriage

still

is

very

much

alive
between Gene and Ty Power, co-stars
"That Wonderful Urge," once helped almost to ruin her marriage.

Baseless gossip about a romance
in

ONE

NIGHT, not long ago. Gene
Tierney swept into New York's

most exclusive restaurant, the Colony, dripping in sables and satins. She
carried her head high. A smile hovered
on her lips. She was completely unaware of the covetous glances of the men
and the envious stares of the women.
At that moment. Gene was the happiest
woman in the world. But not a single
person in the entire room suspected that
the reason for her happiness walked
right behind her. He was Oleg Cassini
the husband she had almost lost!

—

To

the whole story, it's necessary
the scene to Hollywood. For
ever since Gene Tierney started to carve
a career for herself in films, the residents
of the movie colony have included her in
that little group of players whose actions
were completely baffling and unpredicto

tell

shift

table.

She simply refused to follow the

Instead of acting like
star, she continued
being Gene Tierney.
When most top players were buying
fabulous ranches with elaborate swimming pools, five-car garages, guest-houses
and barbecue cottages, Gene lived in a
simple little home furnished with some
Early American antiques her mother
had taken out of the attic of the Tierneys' Connecticut home. She drove a
medium-priced car while her co-workers
sported flashy, custom-built foreign models. She wore cotton frocks and even did
her own housekeeping, which, according
to Hollywood standards, was outrageous.
But Gene found that by refusing to
follow in the footsteps of others, she
saved herself from a major tragedy. By
remembering (Please turn to page 54)
prevailing pattern.

an important movie

Gene with Christina, the
new baby and symbol of the
happiness she

fought

for.

The most important things
in

Gene's

life

band, children

are her hus-

and home.

By moving to
Cassini.

22

New

York,

There the two

of

Gene salvaged her marriage to Designer Oleg
them have again found honeymoon happiness.

By Gene Schrott

John

Gail

PAYNE

•

to a gun-riddled.

town of lawlessness. This
Corner of Texas"

Eduardo Noriega

Warner

•

..

feud-ridden border

the story of the "Coffin

the lusty era when ambush

made the

in

H. B.

in

is

in

Rio Grande run red!

Paramount^

*

Henry Hull

Bobby

Based on a story by
Screenplay by Lewis

•

Ellis
J.

•

Mary Beth Hughes

Directed by

Lewis R. Foster

Robert Bren and Gladys A (water

R. Foster

•

A

George "Gabby*

Dick

MYDEN HAYES FORAN

RUSSELL

How the law was brought

night

Sterling

Pine -Thomas Production

the

—

What" floUuwoml/ toe

Gene Tierney, with John Stanley during re."
hearsal of NBC's "Cavalcade Of America

Dennis O'Keefe spoils a restful moment for his co-star Gail Russell, on the set of
"The Great Dan Patch," a United Artists release. Gail's dating Guy Madison again.

Burt Lancaster and Georgia Gibbs, songat supper party in the Stork Club.

stress,

THERE

IFthinks

a

is

a movie fan left

who

fudge and

star's life is all

orchids, this little tale about Barbara
Stanwyck's last day on "The Lady Gambles" oughta clear up that illusion. U-I
had carefully hoarded the scene she was
to do until the picture's end for the very
good reason that Miss S. was going to
get a good beating from a bunch of guys
she'd been shooting craps with. All day
long the scene was shot on an unheated
set. temperature 25°. And all day long
Stanny took her beating. Next day she
spent in bed nursing bruises and a bad
case of pleurisy, which she hadn't both-

ered to

The newlyweds, Diana Lynn and John Lindsay, having fun during honeymoon in Gotham.
Dan Dailey gets
to

a delightful earful listening

playback on "You're

My

Everything" set.

tell

anybody about.

There icere a jew red faces in Hollywood, worn by those who swore Ty
Power and Linda Christian would never
be Mr. and Mrs. Henry King, director

The

themselves enjoy
the gossip as much as you do
stars

By Lynn Bowers
Another homing pigeon, Lana Turner,
comes back to our town with sympathy,
because of the loss of her baby; Gene
Tierney is also on her way westward, to
make the last picture on her present contract with 20th Century-Fox.
o

—

A bunch of people were wondering why
Spencer Tracy was wearing a hat for the
Reason: his famous
first, time in his life.
locks had been cropped to a quarterinch, super-butch cut for his role of a
convict in "Operation Malaya." And Bob
Ryan, who wore a short bowUtype hair-

of Ty's last picture, "Prince

Of Foxes;"
returned from Rome with the report that
Italian fans really let go with Latin enthusiasm over Ty. It wasn't that way
ten years ago when he made "White Sister" and "Romula" over there. At that
time, he said, nobody even noticed stars
when the cameras were clicking.

And it looks as though the long and welltraveled road to romance will lead Rita
Hayworth and Aly Khan
lywood after
opinion

is

right

their marriage.

that

back

to

Hol-

Our personal

Rita will keep right on

making pictures and fans

will

keep right

on crowding the box-office to see her.

Shirley

Temple and her husband, John Agar,

having dinner

in

Chicago's famous

Pump Room.

Betty Grable with Soundman Gene Grossman
on "Beautiful Blonde From Bashful Bend" set.

do for "The Setup," is going hk for overcompensation,. His hair is now as long
as a frontiersman's.

Bob was

delighted

modern ranch house

when he found
in

the

a
Valley and

moved

there pronto because he thought his
would be healthier playing in the big
yard. Wasn't but a few days after the
move that both kids came down with bad
kids

colds.

The James Masons have another

addi-

tion to their family. It arrived not long
after the birth of their daughter, Porty.

Seems Judy Garland got acquainted with

Mason when hubby Vincente Minnelli was
directing him in "Madame Bovary." One
day Judy appeared on the set with a
basket covered by a red-checked tablecloth. "Here's your lunch," Judy said.
When the actor opened it, there was a
small cat, which brought the number of

Mason

felines

up

to nine.

When you

overhear Judy and James talking formulae and vitamins, they're discussing
cats, not daughters.

—o

»

Most

yak-yak about Jane Rusdays centers on Iver ability as

of the

sell tliese

an actress since "The Paleface." Jane's
more excited {Please turn to page 56)
went into "Neptune's Daugh"Take Me Out To The Ball Game."

Esther Williams
ter" after

25

ss scare the tar

^me,"

admits Joan

ford, "and it's just
1
bad when give them

'

I

By Jack Holland

CRAWFORD has
JOAN
lyzed, discussed, taken

been anaapart and
put together so many times that you
wouldn't think there'd be anything left
to write about her. Yet, surprisingly
enough, the real Joan Crawford what
she thinks about, believes in, what she
is honestly like
has not been touched.
This, then, is a candid portrait of a
star who has long held the admiration of
the public and Hollywood alike. A series
of impressions that are also revelations
of a little known woman.

—

—

had just finished "Flamingo
at Warners, in which she sings
for the first time in years, when I saw
her at her Brentwood home. As we sat
talking in her den, she was busy sewing
Joan

Road"

on a coat that belonged to one of her
adopted children. A carpenter was nearby making alterations in the room. It
was a most unlikely setting to ask Joan
what her philosophy of life was, but
that's what opened our discussion.
"I have no profound ideas," Joan answered after a slight pause. "Only what
I consider a few essential truths. I have
no specific code of living, but I do believe
in certain things. For one thing, I believe that everyone should be given the
right to be an individual. In other words,
tolerance of others' opinons is important.
I had that driven home to me lately at a
party I attended. One of the people
there was speaking of a person we all
knew. Said this person, '1 think he is so
intelligent.' To which another quickly
said in horrified tones, 'How can you say
he is intelligent? Why, he's the most
stupid, the most arrogant
and on and
on. Such a reaction denies one individuality. And it only proves to me that it
never pays to enter into any discussions
about people. You just never get anywhere. And certainly I don't believe in
arguing about politics or religion. That
is my creed
if you can call it that
for
a smooth running life."
This introduction to Joan is probably
a typical one. Everyone has thought of
her as a serious-minded person. But
there is also the lighter side to the star.
"One of the toughest things I've had
to learn is how to enjoy myself," Joan
quipped. "In fact, I'm still learning how
to have fun. I've always worked so hard
I just Tiever had the time to relax. There

—

'

—

A

reckless political boss,

—

newcomer David

Brian also loves Joan in "Flamingo Road."

Ann

Blyth,

now

starring in

the Universal-International
production, "Black Velvet"

1

HO PRETENSE ABOUT BOB

Bob
an

is

currently appearing in "The Bribe,"
adventure yarn, with Ava Gardner.

MGM

By Ben Maddox
can you talk to a movie
RARELY
star who could honestly be called
a well-adjusted person. Something
about Hollywood draws the turbulent
type. Behind the glamour there is usually a personality impelled to plunge into
hectic episodes.
ly like

He

That's

why

I particular-

Robert Taylor.

ranks as the number one exception

to this general rule.

Bob is constantly proving that a star
can have looks, a keen love of life, the

—

Bob, at 37,

is

as

unimpressed by fame as he was when a small- town boy

in

Bob with Elizabeth Taylor in a scene in "Conspirator," the film they made
together in England. Although they have the same name they're not related.

Nebraska.

radiant bright lights and balance. He
is, in person, one of the best answers I
can give you to what's fine about Hollywood. He is one of the few men here
who is right about the place.
When you know him well, you feel a
sense of security. No matter how crazy
the world behaves, you remember that
Bob is getting along all right by sticking
stubbornly to his own standards, figuring out the sanest solutions to all problems for himself. His ability to retain
"
" ~~
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BACKSTAGE

VISIT

stop
THE
McCallister on

for

first

Lon
his

New
Lon teams with Bill
dance man take-off

in
Bill

the song and
in show.

does

York trip was the
National Theatre where
his old friend, Bill Eythe,
is

in

producing and starring
the musical revue,

Ear." Watching the cast rehearse,
smelling the greasepaint,
gave Lon nostalgic mem-

"Lend An

ories of his

way

stint

own Broad"Winged

in

Victory," and the yen to

get behind the footlights
into the act once more.

Antoinette Gulhke, Dorothy Babbs, dancers in "Lend An
Ear," greet Lon as Singer Lee Story, Bill Eythe look on.

Antoinette,

Lee,

Revue was a

Lon talk movies.

hit in California,

A

little

levity is

Dorothy Babbs

nd An Ear"
and solos.
I

is

too.

good

for morale.
the boys' victim.

Look Who's
When

Henry Fonda, and completely unaware that
Marlene Dietrich is just leaving with her escort.

waiter,

their

Franchot Tone and his fiancee, Betty Harper, panightclub in "Jigsaw," they are unimpressed by

sultry

tronize a

DON'Ttheget

so engrossed

Tone

in

clues

in

follows

that you

miss

The gimmick

all

in

Franchot
"Jigsaw,"
the
this

fun.

story

an assistant D. A., who
busts up a rackets gang by
trailing a murderer, sets it
apart from the usual whodunit.
If
you keep your
eyes peeled, you'll glimpse
Marlene Dietrich ankling
out of a scene, or find the
hand waving beneath Franchot's nose belongs to John
These and other
Garfield.
stars, just for the novelty
of it, play "bit" parts in
this United Artists release.

of

Somebody ought
anonymous office

to
girl

tip
in

Franchot off that the
"Jigsaw" is Marsha Hunt.

A sleuth, finds Franchot, can
clues from a bartender like
.

.

.

pick up plenty of
Burgess Meredith.

Jean Wallace,
oes

Franchot,

his estranged wife off screen, kaybut only for a scene in "Jigsaw."

"Third floor rear." John Garfield knows the answer, even though he's just a passerby in "Jigsaw."

an Johnson, currently being
seen in the 20th Century- Fox
film,

"Mother

Is

A

Freshman' 1

Shirley

Temple and her husband, John Agar, were among
They're next in RKO's "Baltimore Escapade."

the guests.

PASTERNAK

PARTY
ALMOST

everybody

in

Hollywood

turned

parry Joe Pasternak hosted recently at
of the best liked producers in town, Joe

out

for

the

Mocambo. One

knocked

off

from

MCM

current
picture, "That Midnight Kiss," to make
with the feasting and festivities for his glamourous guests,
among them. Kathryn Grayson, Jose Iturbi and Keenan
his

Wynn,

stars

of

the

picture.

Big

names were

a

dime

a

dozen, but of all the marquee magnets it was Clark Cable
who rated the most attention when he waltzed in with an
unknown beauty on his arm, Elaine White,
secretary.
Clark's in "Any Number Can Play" with Alexis Smith.

MCM

Clark Cable with Elaine White, a secretary at MCM. He's
just made "Any Number Can Play" with Alexis Smith at MCM.

V

fl»tt
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Patricia Neal, starring
in

"The Fountainhead,"

a Warner Bros, picture

John Lund and Loretta Young rehearsing

their

lines

for

a

broadcast.

radio

Vt%lt
Coping with embarrassing moments
Lund's toughest problem
is John
an
MR. JOHN LUND
happy,
is

will

indeed,

when

actor

who

very happy

be very

his

new Paramount

picture, ''Bride Of Vengeance," supersedes '"Miss Tatlock's Millions" in the
minds of motion picture audiences.

He

can
handle of '"Miss Tatlock's Millions," a
has had

just

about

all

he

John's zany role in "Miss Tatlock's
Millions" embarrassed him off screen.

By Fredda Dudley Balling
statement that can not be made by the
nation's moppets. For instance, the other
day he was walking along his own street
with dignity and the air of being a sensible citizen when suddenly from the
shrubbery there bounded a group of
All were wearing their
small boys.
sweaters pulled over the tops of their
heads. All leered at John and screamed.
"We're playing the turtle game. We're
azy!"
Schuyler. We're eurrr
In case you had the awfid misfortune
to miss "Miss Tatlock's Millions," it
should be explained thet the character
.

.

.

John played was a retarded case named
Schuyler who wore a Shetland pony forelock, a pair of horn-rimmed spectacles,
and his coat over his head when he
wanted to "hide" from someone. Aside
from these minor details, he was a fairly
conventional chap when he wasn't burning down a shanty or giving some relative
a hot
plot,

foot. To further complicate the
there was a real Schuyler and a

bogus Schuyler, and .... look, you'd
better see the picture. It's funny enough
to make people forget their income tax
problems and all other troubles.
Funny enough for everyone, that is,
excepting John Lund.
It is a well-known fact that it is easv
for an actor to (Please turn to page 63,
John Lund and Jean Arthur in a scene
in
Paramount's "A
Foreign
Affair."

Hobbies
Hobbies
By Maricia Howar

L
Susan Hayward as she appeared

in

the role of the fiery Southern belle in U-I's "Tap Roots."

To Susan Hayward, there's nothing quite so fascinating as
new hobby nothing, that is, except another new hobby

—

a

THE

very best thing to wear, when
Susan Hayward-Jess
Barker home, is an expression of

calling at the

acute anticipation.
Throughout the town of Hollywood
there are gay people, witty people,
talented people, and people (from whom
the Saints deliver us) who live atop
soap boxes. But in no home is there
always such a combination of spirited
effort, of eager conviction that the world
is
teeming with so many fascinations
that one life-time is totally inadequate
to enjoy them, as constantly exists in the
household of Susan and Jess.
The hobbies of Jess last longer; the
hobbies of Susan cover a wider field.
Before Jess and Susan were married,
each was too busy flying around, having
a gay time, to consider the investigation
of the world's wealth of delightful preoccupations. However, as soon as they
were married and had established a home,

each set in motion a series of projects.
"I've been shopping," Susan announced
one afternoon. "There simply isn't anything to be had. It's partly due to the
War and it's partly due to the lack of
imagination on the part of manufacturers. I know that if I had a sewing
machine I could make my own clothing.
I could have smart things at less than
half the present price for downright
mediocre models."
"I'll pick up a sewing machine for
you," said Jess, the cooperative.
"If anyone else had said such a thing
in that naive tone, I'd hoot," confided
Susan. "Since you said it, I believe you."
She had learned early in her marriage
that, for Jess, good luck fell in place as
naturally as seventeen passes at a dice
table.

The next day he visited three sewing
machine agencies, was told in that old
cliche,

"There's been a war,

Resting between scenes of "Tulsa."

When

—

Bub

working, Susie loses

ain't

all

Susan with hubby Jess Barker. Jess
her enthusiasm for hobbies.

shares

interest in her hobbies.

Robert Preston

is

the object of

Susie's affection in E-L's "Tulsa."

Van

you heard?," and was brushed off.
On the way home he stopped at
Schwab's Drug Store on Sunset and
mentioned to one of the Schwab boys
that he was in the market for a sewing
coincidence," said The
Schwab, "I have had my order placed
for nearly a year at two agencies. Today,
both called to say I could have a machine. You may have one of mine."
So Jess went home, with his proud
sewing machine, and his wife did not
even blink over this remarkable state of

machine. "By

and

Heflin romanced Susie in

nobody,

not

even

"Tap Roots."

her

husband,

laughed.

She found a tucking foot, so of course
she had to da.sh out to buy batiste which
she tucked in readiness for making a
100C4-tucked blouse. She was enchanted.
She tucked lawn for two of her girl

In "East Side Story," she'll have Richard Conte.

who were making baby dresses.
She tucked net for a friend who was
friends

making bedroom curtains.
Then she discovered the hemstitcher.
She hemstitched a dozen napkins for
several scarves for friends, a
tablecloth which (Please turn to -page 65
herself,

affairs.

Promptly, Susan began to collect fabshe chose a brocade for an evening
gown, a luscious turquoise jersey for a
casual frock, a deep blue velvet for a
hostess gown.
She bought matching
thread,
imaginative buttons, linings,
rics;

buckram

for stiffening collars,

and pat-

terns.
all

Like an armadillo, she was fortified for
emergencies.
She sat down at her sewing machine
Life

becomes complicated for Susan, who plays a rancher's hard-boiled daughter in her current
when Ed Begley, in a drunken moment, turns over deeds to her for some oilfields.

film, "Tulsa,"

Susan enacting a melodramatic scene from "Gaslight," with Charles Boyer, on CBS's Screen
Guild Players radio show. Susan is one of the most versatile young actresses in Hollywood.

Despite
sie's

big

her

love

interest

hobbies, Suher twin sons.

for
is

37

.

Reporters and his manager, Paul Stewart,
that he fought his way to a crack at the

RUTHLESS,

Kirk

in

Douglas

mistreats the

A

brutal,

women

brag

"The Champion."

vicious and amoral

Kirk Douglas.

who

hear
title

.

.

.

handsome

that's
killer

and disfrom the

in his life

cards everyone who helps him rise
that's
gutter to become a fight champion
Kirk Douglas, too. So realistic is his portrayal of Midge Kelly, "hero" of the United
Artists picture, "The Champion," that he'll
reap superlatives as the meanest mug in
.

movies.

Kirk's

iron

fist

It's

Kirk's

most

.

.

difficult role to date,

with rugged workouts in the gym and bruising fight scenes as part of his daily routine.
Playing the role of a heel who pulls every
dirty trick in the book may be artistically
satisfying, but physically it's a little like
being trapped inside an active cement mixer.

enforces his orders
to men ... or women
.

in

\

.

"The Champion."

Ruth Roman
are

is

irreparably

the first of three women whose lives
scarred through contact with Kirk.

k

-

Marilyn Maxwell, flashy
gold-digger and trollop,
replaces guileless Ruth
Roman in Kirk Douglas'
life.
But later, when

"The Champion"
her greed
he finds a
ion

and

Marilyn

Between

glitter,

new compan-

amuse

to

sends

tires of

him

and

packing.

scenes,

Kirk

and Ruth Roman discuss

how

pose for effeccheesecake. "The
Champion" is the first
picture made of Ring
to

tive

Lardner's

bitter

Previously,

it

classic.

was thought

much

too tough for presentation on the screen.

Right:
little

loves

The role of Emma Bryce, the
innocent Kirk Douglas first
and then cruelly betrays in

"The Champion,"
biggest

break

in

is

Ruth

pictures

Roman's
so

far.

Below: Kirk and Marilyn Maxwell
enjoy an amorous interlude in "The
Champion." Marilyn usually sings in
pictures, but as Kirk's hardboiled girl
friend, she doesn't chirp a note.

A delayed lunch brought out Kirk's cannibal instincts
on the set of "The Champion," a United Artists release.

" A FRICA SCREAMS" when Abbott and

Costello invade the

Dark Continent on a safari that can never be equalled.
For despite such companions as Frank Buck, Clyde Beatty and
Max Baer, Bud and Lou manage to plunge into one hair-raising
escapade after another, escaping with their lives by the skin of
It's a debatable question whether or not "Africa
their teeth.
Screams" at the boys or because of them, but suffice to say the
jungle was never the same after meeting Abbott and Costello.

J\_

Above, Below: Lou may play with an
ape, but he's scared of Bud's kitten.

Above: Admiring
Costello

in

a croc's

bridgework

is

Lou

"Africa Screams," U. A. release.

Below: Lou almost gets into a stew when
captured by cannibals in "Africa Screams."

Were Strangers
TO

revenge her brother's murder by the inspector of the
Cuban secret police in "We Were
Strangers," Jennifer Jones joins the
underground and plots against gov-

ernment tyranny.

She

falls

in

with John Garfield, a co- rebel,
to have him die in her arms after
singlehanded, successfully defend
cause in a battle with government

Right:

When

Cuban leaders

love

only
they,
their

troops

rebel plans to assassinate
fail, Jennifer, John are

trapped before they can flee the country.

Below: Jennifer's first job m the underground is to get false credentials for
John, a Cuban who was reared in America.

Above: Pedro Armendariz,

who

killed her broth-

to get information from Jennifer

er,

tries

Below:

When

John

falls

victim to police bullets,
Jennifer fights on alone,
turns tide in rebel favor.

June with Producer George Jessel on personal appearance tour for 20th Century- Fox.

Rosemary DeCamp, June Haver, Ray Bolger in
"Look For The Silver Lining," a Warner film.

By Barry Farrar
The one

big failure in June's life was
her marriage to Jimmy Zito, a musician.

June is a guest of honor at a University
of Southern California fraternity dance.

N

I

a town where an Academy Award
winner like Luise Rainer with her
high-test talent can disappear from

the limelight overnight, and pretty girls
are as plentiful as apples in Fanner
Jones' orchard, June Haver claims she
has the answer as to what a girl needs
most in Hollywood to win success and

keep

it.

Mind

you, June doesn't pretend to be
a sage. But she made it plain that there
is
plenty of intelligence behind the
sparkle in her pretty blue eyes when we
cornered her on the set of "Oh, You
Beautiful Doll" at 20th Century-Fox and
tried to stop her with the above query.
In fact, June doesn't feel she is unusually bright; but does insist that she has
some of that unglamourous sounding
stuff known as common horse sense.
For this reason she wasn't at all
stumped when we asked her to select the
one factor that had contributed most to
her Hollywood achievements.
had
named those elements most frequently
mentioned in success stories about actresses: talent, beauty, figure, experience,
adaptability and so on. But June chose
none of these. She settled for the most

We

homely

trait

imaginable

—an

even

dis-

position.

Of

course, this covers a multitude of
human personality, but
June is no psychologist, either. She was
talking about an ordinary, everyday approach to life that enables one human
being to get along with others. She
claims it is the (Please turn to page 67)
fine points in the

June has been

vocalist for bands of Dick

Jurgens, Freddie Martin and

Ted

Fio Rito.

Director Shane teaches Sue England and Peter Fernandez
as other members of the Dukes wait in line for a lesson.

Hissing
Less on
ft
young actors
"City Across
THE
The River" who portray members
in

f

of a boy gang in a slum district, made
the most of a good thing recently. Be-

cause they are new to pictures, Director
Maxwell Shane gave them detailed instructions on how to kiss before the
camera for a scene in the film. There
are

so

that

many

many

girls in the cast
played dumb for as
rehearsals as they could wangle.

the

pretty

boys

Necking

parties usually climax
the dances the Dukes hold
their clubroom.

Below: "City Across The River" tells
kids get in trouble.

how unguided

Parks, as Ai Jolson in "Jolson Sings Again,"
proves he's lost none of his magnetism in this sequel.

Larry

ill
in an Army hospital,
Larry first meets Barbara Hale.

While

After
Larry's

Larry and Barbara
career flourishes

Larry Parks could
ONLY
were set on that after

play AI Jolson. The fans
seeing "The Jolson Story."
So when Columbia announced they might replace Larry
in "Jolson Sings Again," the sequel to Ai's successful
screen biography, and when Larry became wary of being typed, they protested en masse so tumultuously that
Jolson himself wouldn't open his mouth even for his
dentist. The result? Larry's back as the mammy singer
in "Jolson Sings Again."
He treks overseas to entertain during the War, meets his present wife while ill as
a result of his tours, and makes one of the most magnificent comebacks that show business has ever known.

Bill Goodwin, Ludwig Donath, Eric Wilton, Larry Parks, Tamara
Shayne, William Demarest in a scene from "Jolson Sines Again."

marry,
again.

Navy and white checked wool

Ann

is

Miller's choice for a tailored

Spring dress.
The crisp white
pique trim can be unbuttoned
and reversed or easily washed.

Arlene Dahl's black silk evening
gown, hand appliqued in lace, can
be made into a cocktail dress by
removing the lowest flounce which
is
attached to a separate slip.

Flower-fresh is Virginia Crey in
Jacquelyn Ross's coachman dress
of navy blue shantung with a
white shantung collar and cuffs.

A
NOTE:

(EDITOR'S

It's

cherchez

I'homme, not cherchez la fern me, according to Jacquelyn Rons, smart young
California designer. She is confident
that a lovely wardrobe will help any girl
find her

man and more

important, help

terested in her work, wants to find a man
... to attract one or to hold one. The
best way to hold a man's interest is to
have other men interested, and to do that
you must be attractive. Then your man
has what others want and it keeps him

her hold him.)

from being

the Spring a young girl's fancy
fresh
turns to thoughts of clothes
looking clothes
clean looking
clothes. If she can't rush out and buy a
new dress, she will want to add crisp
touches of white to her woolen clothes.
I'll wager that the springlike sparkle of
white pique has attracted more masculine glances than the dazzle of sequins.

Clothes

fickle.

*

IN

.

.

.

.

.

.

Change a
knows what clothes

*

*

Girl

and

after

she

are best for her, she
should try to maintain a provocative appearance. As man has a wandering eye,
she shouldn't always have a sameness
about her. I have three children, nevertheless I like the young, girlish look in
the morning. Crisp, clean white or pastel
cottons are perfect for that in the Spring

and Summer.

and professional women need
good clothes to boost their morale and

Office Girls

subsequently
let's

46

face

it,

help

any

their

girl,

careers.

And

no matter how

in-

#

*

*

Don't Be Dull by wearing the same type
of clothes through the day and evening.
The business dav or the luncheon en-

Simple white cotton drapery fabric
threaded with gold makes a stunning

Summer ensemble

for

Ann

Miller.

Both the topper and the dress are
lined to keep them from sagging.

Arlene Dahl's full-skirted gown
with the lowered waistline, is gold
taffeta that whispers when
silk
she waltzes and can be worn with
or without dropped shoulders.

The

bodice on Ann Miller's
navy gown of pure
silk is an artful foil for the tiptilted ruffles on the striking skirt.
plain

sophisticated

Becoming

fresh Spring look play

Gu4 H

Yc

By Jacquelyn Ross

what
colors

• ••

colors are right for you, and what
you do not like to wear. Second.

would consider the occasions for which
you need clothes. The professional woman needs a different wardrobe from the
young married who stays at home caring for her house. Third, I would observe
your figure and face. You can't put
strictly tailored clothes on a dainty, feminine person, nor can you frill the tailored type. Some girls, however, can be
either tailored or feminine, depending
simply upon clothes and hair styling.
I

gagement calls for a tailored appearance.
Navy and white with a touch of red is
the answer. I like to look different when
my husband comes home at night so I
wear cottons in deeper, sometimes bril-

Evenings out offer opporany "look" you wish. A slim
black velvet dress worn with an orange
hat can turn a girl into a Winter femme

liant, colors.

tunities for

A

white draped jersey dress gives
her a sophisticated provocative appearance. And while you're changing your
clothes type, don't forget the importance
of changing face makeup and hairdress to
suit the occasion.
fatale.

*

*

*

How

Shall I Dress is the question that
designers are most frequently asked.
First. I would consider your type
.

.

.

They

are the fortunate ones

have most fun with
*

A Wardrobe

clothes and o

*

who can

clothes.

*

Chart should include certain

seasonless things that will make you well
dressed and well groomed. You may not
be able to buy all the items you need at
once, but buy what you can this Spring
and add to your collection of good

an

important part in keeping
a man interested in you
clothes each year whenever possible.
*
*
*

You Should Have

at least one stunning
tailored suit in black, navy, brown, beige
or grey. Start with gabardine and you'll

have something to wear

in the

Winter

Summer. Each year invest
in one more good suit if you can. Then,
you need one basic dress
black or
navy crepe that can be worn the year
around. If you can afford one more day-

as well as the

.

.

.

time costume, I'd suggest a knit dress.
girl with a slim enough figure will
be delighted with the way a knit dress
takes her from daytime to the five
o'clock date occasions.
»
*
*

The

You

Also Need one dressy coat or cape
of cloth if you cannot afford a good fur
coat. Forget about fur until you can
buy a really good fur coat. Nothing betrays your in- (Please turn to page 69)

Back Home With PEGGy

Peggy Cummins and Richard Greene surrounded by fascinated Londoners while working in Belgrave Square.

PEGGY CUMMINS, whose American

screen career

been busy in London
making 'That Dangerous Age," for Alexander Korda.
The picture was a joy to Peggy for it called for many
outdoor scenes which were shot around London, in
Rome and Capri. Everywhere' the company went- curious crowds gathered to watch the proceedings with
awe and wonderment. And Peggy was as thrilled by
ft all as were the spectators.
Other players in the
hit all kinds of snags, has

cast are Myrna Loy, who portrays Peggy's stepmother, and Richard Greene, who's her sweetheart.

A lull in the film's shooting schedule gives Peggy and Richard
time for a refreshing swim and sunbath on the beach at Capri.
London's famed Bond Street is background
for this outdoor shot with the two stars.

Richard Greene and Peggy
a scene for their

Myrna Loy and Peggy working

at

a

London

airport.

new

film,

Cummins about

to

make

"That Dangerous Age."

Peggy relaxes while Director Gregory Ratoff exhow he wants her to handle the next scene.

plains

&
easy-going Barry
Fitzgerald is casual about
everything but his work

Happy,

Twinkle-eyed Barry Fitzgerald's currently
0' The Morning" for Paramount.
in "Top

By Dorothy O'Leary
now, the good folk of Eire are
SURE,
proud indeed of their kin in Holly-

Are there not the O'Briens
and Margaret, and the beautiful
Merle who became Oberon? And the
Fitzsimmons girl from Dublin who's
known as Maureen O'Hara? And the
Flanagan lad who answers to Dennis
O'Keefe? And hand in hand with 'em,
is there not himself, Barry Fitzgerald,
from the famed Abbey Theatre, lovable,
quiet and shy Barry who can act rings
around most everybody in the land?
wood.

—Pat

Faith, 'twould be fun to go on this
but as out of place as
an orange tie in a St. Patrick's day parade, for Barry is no story book nor musical comedy type of Irishman.
True,
he's not lost all of his brogue, and ingratiating it is to the ears, but he doesn't

way about Barry

—

go about telling Pat and Mike stories.
He isn't hot-tempered. He isn't even
superstitious and will start a picture on
any day of the week including Friday
the thirteenth! In other words, Barry

While making "Miss Tatlock's Millions,"
Barry gave Ilka Chase a twirl on his bike.

what the Irish call a Black
Irishman, those who are set apart by
their black hair, dark eyes and mystic
certainly isn't

natures.

He's a slight, reserved but friendly
with a definite twinkle in his blue
eyes, a pointed nose and jutting chin that
remind one a bit of Bob Hope grown a
little older. A bachelor who would have
made, according to his best friends, a
wonderful husband and father. Above all,
he is an actor, who pursues his chosen
art with philosophical charm and calm.
After finishing a picture with Fitzgerald not long ago, Veronica Lake told a
confidante, "I learned more working with
Barry in this picture than in all the other
pictures I've made since leaving dramatic school. He's such a perfectionist!"
Barry takes great pride in his work and
his integrity is such that he often asks
a director's permission to do a particular
scene just once more. This is not because he feels he had done the scene
badly, but be- (Please turn to page 71)

man

Barry usually has dinner with his brother,
actor Arthur Shields, who lives near him.

"He's such a perfectionist," said Veronica
Lake admiringly after working with Barry.

Alan Ladd and Barry knock off for a cup of afternoon tea. On the set, Barry is known
man without a temper, but insists his are the "ordinary reactions of a normal man."

as a

MM

Screenland Salutes

HUMPHREY
public

BOCART,

demand

for

in

new

response to
personalities,

offers handsome, talented John

Derek, in

Santana production of "Knock On Any
Door," vivid thriller of Chicago's Skid Row.
John, given every possible opportunity in
his screen debut as Nick Romano, babyfaced killer, just about steals the laurels
from producer-star Bogey, who's unsparing in his footage of the young Adonis.
Not just another pretty-boy type, John,
an exciting personality, has great emotional depth which arouses warmth and sympathy. Welcome to stardom, John Derek!
his

John Derek discussing "Knock On Any Door" with
Humphrey Bogart, as Susan Perry, leading lady,

John not only is gifted with good looks and a fine voice,
but the burning desire to study hard and master dramatics.

his sponsor,

listens

in.

HYA

two great songs get caressing treatment
under Miss Mac's livid larynx. And Phil

Clyde!

May

outside!
Put that scratch sheet aside
And let's go for a ride!
It's

we mean
AND
means—

little

RPM,

except in months
without an R and then at LP speed,
which is 33 1/3 RPM. Oh those record
companies! You almost need a different
player for every label. 'Smurder! Anyhoo it's all in the name of progress and
those regular cookies are still with us and
always will be so here we go riding
'tween their pretty grooves, picking up
new sound in every one!

revolving at 45

—

—

Tony Martin Well, rum diddle
Which turntable has the Tony!

diddle!

It's a
lucky one that does 'cause the marcelled
moaner's soul stirring tonsils are always
thrilling to dig
'specially on "The Tene-

—

ment Symphony."
crete Jungle"
N.

—

'Sail

about the "Con-

—and

Y., that is
tures the heartbeat of the city

cap-

wrapped

theme. Comes from the
Marx Bros, celluloid, "The Big Store"
and Tony decided to cut it when they
screamed for it on his appearance in
England. He didn't think anyone re-

up

in a beautiful

HEAVENLY!
Perry

You've been

In Your Eyes
Ronnie's Daddy
right or was he right! Backside is "Forever And Ever," in waltz tempo and
there's yet another slab— "With A Song
In
Heart" and "Blue Room" right
from "Words And Music," P. C.'s flicker
in fact, right from the sound track.
Jack! Great Rodgers and Hart! And
Perry's like ice cream! (Victor)

—and

—

Mary Ann McCall

—

—

tol)

—One

of the most
the eagle's nest
Mary Ann sings up a mild storm on her
ownsy on the Discovery label. She's still
with Woody Herman but etched these
solos and clap feet she did! "You're Mine
You" and "I Hadn't Anyone Till You"—

(Victor)

—

—

—

underrated canaries

"Hangover Square"

stuff like

gave her her own big cookie to play with
result
"Blum Blum" a nonsensical
bit of fluff which will hydromatically
drive you off your rocker. Flip of that
is Mrs. Barbour at her most velvety
"If You Could See Me Now"
which
Sarah Vaughan made famous and v. v.
Peg sounds like a cumulu= cloud! (Capi-

was

My

more

—

diggin'

Me

as "I Can't See

Anymore"

—

cut

—

—

it

an ounce of nice bounce, and t'other,
'bout the state of the same nickname
with a western flavor all through the
grooves.
Jean Friley rides sidesaddle
with Ray on this one but we wish he'd

first,

Peggy Lee and Dean Martin Capianswer to Doris Day and Buddy
Clark gets off on "You Was," which Vic
Damone and Patti Page did on Mercury,
and they make a nice duo. But who
couldn't sing next to Peg a darling doll.
Or is she an ice cream cone blum-blum!
Dean lets her solo on the flip "Someone
Like You" and she does so well Capitol

—

it!

this brace of
Frost Get Lost"

fine

— comes out
goodies "Little Jack
and "Sunflower"—the

tol's

is

waxed

on

Mac's

of

versatility

—

—

The kid from Canonsa neighbor of this kid, buys
his meat from the same butcher, too. He
sang a new song for us when we were
over his pad one day and predicted
oodles and oodles for it. Was kicks to
hear a hit before anyone else even before he

—

—All

Ray McKinley
showmanship and

and "'Sandstorm."

Como

burg, Pa.,

it 'cause the picture is years
they did and hip hip hooray
for it! Two-sided cookie that'll gas you!
But there's yet another Martin face
Lady" and "We're
"No Orchids For
Not Getting Any Younger, Baby" and
don't you wish you were Cyd Charisse!
I'd rather be Tony Martin! (Victor)

—but

My

at

RPM,

which
minute,
per
head is probably

78
revolutions

though your

Moore's small group behind her puts the
frosting on the cake! (Discovery)

membered

old

Frank Sinatra
voici

in

"Comme

Xavier

home

Cugat

makes

as guest of

himself

Freddy on

right

WOV

Screen land

at

show.

— Ah,

un chanson
Ci.

tres

ma

petite chou
tres charmant

Comme Ca" — une

tion

Francaise

does

it

—and

tres prettily.

importa-

Christina's

Has

a

lilt

Daddy

that gets

under your you know what. Other cheek
is "When The Angelus Was Ringing"
51

—
—and "Always True To You"—infectious
and sex-ious (Columbia)
BING'S
"So In Love" and "Why Can't You Behave" right down the fairway! (Decca)
PATTI PAGE'S "Money, Marbles And
Chalk" hillbilly tune with lotsa philosophy and great for crying in your beer
or malted
(Mercury)
BUDDY
.

.

.

—
—

.

.

.

RICH'S "Ready To Go Steady"— fine
rockin' sound, with
leaps! [Mercury)
.

Buddy's vocal that
.

PHIL MOORE'S

.

"Misty Moon Blues" and "Fugue For
Barroom Piano" great stuff by a gifted
composer (Discovery)
JIMMY

—

.

.

.

DURANTE AND BETTY GARRETT

—

on "Pussy Cat Song" full of imagination and cute as Butch Jenkins! (MGM)
.

.

FRANKIE CARLE'S

.

"Sweet Sue" and "Let
Umbrella"
sparkling
stuff
(Columbia)

—

.

LIAMS

smoothies,
Smile Be Your

A

instep-stropping

GENE

.

.

premiere biscuit,

WIL-

Do The

"I'll

Same For You,"

darling tune, and "Just
Goofin'," groovey instrumental. They call

him "Young America's Favorite" and
shows you why! (Mercury)
.

.

this

.

HOT!
adapted from Edith Piaf's famous sperich and cuscialty, "The Three Bells"
tardy. Then there's Frankie wrapped
around the Phil Moore Four on Cole
Porter's beauty, "Why Can't You Behave," from "Kiss Me Lisa Kirk" and
"No Orchids For My Lady" an English
import (this kid Sinatras completely
international) both of which '11 see you
riding through their furrows many times
they're honey smooth and sterling and
cardinal too! (Columbia)

—

—

,

—

—

Kiss Me, Kate Ears off to Columbia
a superb job of waxing the great
Cole Porter set of sharps and flats with
the original cast. Alfred Drake, Particia
Morison, Lisa Kirk, Harold Lang, Annabelle Hill and chorus. There're six 12 inch
slabs, some have dialogue leading into
the tunes so you can dig the music even
if you haven't seen the show. A tremendous undertaking by Columbia and just
for

—

—

(Columbia)

as successful!

—

Johnny Desmond Don't turn off the
fire, Meyer, just lemme melt! Oh those
gorgeous tonsils of Desmo! And how limp
once you put the stylus in the
niches of "Peggy, Dear" and "When The
Angelas Was Ringing," his freshest
cookie. Guy has a warmth and style that
ranks with the best in the country and a
feeling for lyrics that many guys would
you'll be

do well to

Wow! We
(MGM)

dig.

can

A
still

great vocalist, J. D.!
feel the goose bumps!

Woody Herman Lay me out in my
green suit, mudder! Here's some of the
most exciting and provocative stuff to be

Capitol "She's A Home Girl" and
"Careless Hands." Great to have the

"Lady McGowan's Dream" both from
the fertile mind of Ralph Burns, Woody's

"Fog" on a major

arranger. They're semi-serious concert
jazz pieces and "Sequence"
(in four
parts) represents Summers spent in various places
Long Island, New York,
Chicago and California. Ralph is featured at piano, Bill Harris on trombone,

—

—

label where everyone
can dig one of the most talented rascals
ever to flick a tonsil! (Capitol)

ALSO EARWORTHY!

DANNY KAYE AND THE ANDREWS GALS on a waffle chockful of
(Decca)

—
—

—

Your

ears are in the best company as
long as they hang around with Mrs. Robinson's bronchial tubes. (Capitol)

—The Velvet Fog has taken

Mel Torme

.

.

McHugh"

Cordelia

GORDIE MACRAE'S

.

—

"So In Love" bulgthe virility and fervor that
have taken him so far since we worked
on the "Teentimers" show together. And
brilliant etching of

ing with

there's

all

glistenin'

listenin'

"A Rose-

in

wood

Spinet," the

The

And how 'bout that
"Look For The Silver Lining!"

and "Melancholy
Minstrel" and "You're Still The Belle Of

Man Mac! One

of the biggest

And

years, dears!

in

flip,

Ball" aussi.

luloid

hunk

of

(Capitol)

it!

new

cel-

My

stars

he deserves every
.

.

JANE HAR-

.

VEY'S "So In Love" and "Always True
To You In My Fashion" two from
"K. M. K." in that bewitching hands-

—

—

behind-the-back-Harvey
.

.

.

(MGM)

style

KING COLE'S "No Moon

and "It Only Happens Once"
Laine's tune

Nat does

— but

then
peanuts?

like

(Capitol)

"No

—

"Amelia

chuckles,

etc.

Margaret Whiting My gal Maggie,
Mrs. Hubbell Robinson as of the last
few months, bakes another platter full
meringue with "When The Angelus
ol
Was Ringing" and "My Dream Is
Yours" from the film of the same handle.
When M. W. bakes 'em they're ready
not only for Freddy but you, too.

52

on a lace trimmed ball and chain, too
Susan Perry so all you lasses can concentrate on his soulful singing now.
And Melvin makes you pull the scatter
pins off your dress with his first one for

.

.

.

isn't

—

At All"

Frankie
everything

More you

eat,

BILLY ECKSTINE'S

My

Orchids For
Lady" and "Bewildered" a great potion of "eckstatic
static" by Mr. B. who's singing has vou
flat, like the mat (MGM)
DORIS
put down
some happy goulash on "I'll String Along
With You," from her new Warner Bros,
pix. They're like strawberries and cream
together (Columbia)
JOE MOONEY'S sock novelty, "A Man With A
Million Dollars," with that whispered vocal and the quartet's subtle jazz (Decca)
DINAH SHORE'S romp with "So
In Love," beguine tempo and wonderful

—

.

.

DAY AND BUDDY CLARK

.

.

.

.

.

.

ScREENLAND

.

—

—"Summer

heard today

Sequence" and

—

—

Chuck Wayne,

guitar, Joe

Mondragon on

Sam Rubiniwitch and Flip Phillips
sax, with Woody on sax and clary.

bass,

on

"Lady McGowan's Dream" was a tribute
to an elderly English poetess who got her
kicks from the Herd. This album stamps
Ralph as a brilliant composer, one of our
most prominent and promising, and he's
only 23! A beautifully waxed and thrilling creation blending jazz and modern

And don't ever
(Col C 177)
"Lemon Drop," Woodrow's first one

classicism

miss

.

which is good to the last bop!
Swings and drives like dynaflow with
Terry Gibbs outstanding on vibes, Serge
Chaloff on baritone sax and Earl Swope
on trombone. There's good boppin' tonite!
for Capitol,

—

( Capitol)

—

Kenton Encores The latest
Long Leanster, who at
typing is retired but, we suspect,

Stan

sheaf from the
this

—

temporarily. For, if ever a man brought
to the concert halls and ears of this republic a new, vibrant music, unfettered
by custom, that's Stanley K. Some of
his most progressive and memorable slabs
are 'tween these leaves "Peg O'
Heart," "Chorale For Brass, Piano And
Bongo," "Abstraction," "Capitol Punish-

—

My

ment," "Somnambulism" and "He's Funny That Way" Junie Christy chirpin'
on the last. A worthy successor to Stan's
earlier albums
"Artistry In Rhythm"
and "A Concert In Progressive Jazz."

—
—

(Capitol

113)

—

Holiday "Weep No More" and
Were Made To Take Care Of

Billie

"Girls

CC

BEST IN THE NEST

PERRY COMO— "Blue Room" and
A Song In My Heart" (Victor)
MARY ANN McC ALL— "You're

"With

Mine You," and "I Hadn't Anyone
You" (Discovery)

Till

WOODY HERMAN—"Summer

Se-

"Lady McGowan's Dream"
and "Lemon Drop" (Col. and Cap.)
TONY MARTIN "Tenement Symphony" (Victor)
"Peggy
JOHNNY
Dear" and "When The Angelus Was
quence,"

—

DESMOND—

Ringing"

KISS

album

.

FRANK SINATRA— "Comme

Ci,

(Columbia)

.

—

show
PHYLLIS CONNELY, YORK,
PA. The best way to break into radio
.

—

.

.

is on a small station
with a new idea. Make a record of your
show and present it to the program di-

as a disk jockey

rector

.

IRENE PERKINS, GAL-

.

.

VESTON, TEXAS— 'Tis

a shame, Irene,
sound from "The Big Sleep"

Cole at

GENE WILLIAMS— "I'll Do

The

"
"Just Goofin'

(Mercury )

GORDON MACRAE—"So

In Love"

(Capitol)

.

BARBARA DEANE, ANNAPOLIS,

MD.— Both

Jerry Lewis and Dean MarJerry has a young son,
and Dean has four offspring FOUR!!
They're very young Germ, as Dean
calls him
is about 24 and Dean's in his
early 30s. They've^ got a flicker coming
out for Hal Wallis and will have their
own show soon on NBC. And you can
dig 'em on Capitol cookies
SUE WIL-

—

—

—

.

.

BLOOMING TON,

IND.—

—Lady Day's
etching
eons,
seems, and most welcome, 'cause there's
only one
—and the fervor and
tortured phrasing that stamp her as great
are on this cookie. "Weep" is from
"Along Fifth Avenue" but the vocal
group with Lady Day seems to cramp
her style. Better on her ownsy! (Decca)

NAPLES, ITALY— Wow! So far away!
Maybe you like your own Bruno Pal-

in

it

Billie

all

—

Charley Ventura

.

Besides, he's got
.

.

There are lotsa slabs of "One Alone" and
Gordie and Jo did make "I'll String Along

With You"

.

.

.

GINO ALPARONE,

RIDGEFIELD PARK,

N. J.—The stuff
Mildred Bailey did on the defunct Majestic may be reissued on Mercury. She
did lotsa things on Decca, tho. Billie
Holiday's first records on her own were
clone in 1936, but she cut some with
Benny Goodman in 1933 on Columbia.
Dig the new Hot Discography
ANITA LORRING— Freddie Stewart is not
married and has been making flickers for
some years now. His latest wax is "For
.

We Know" and "Ah

.

on Capitol

.

.

.

But

It

.

Happens"

BILL WHITEHEAD,

—

.

STEVIC, TOLEDO,

.

.

OHIO— Sam

.

.

.

ery.

Address

letters to

Fred Robbins,

Screenland Magazine, 444 Madison
Avenue, New York 22, N. Y.

—

—

—

on the National label, too. It's a leapin'
bunch, that Ventura gang! (Victor)

ALSO GROOVEY!
NAT COLE'S

—at

new album

of

—

piano

long last on "Blues In
Shower," "Cole Capers," "How High
Moon," "These Foolish Things,"

My
The
"I'll

Never Be The Same," and "Three Little
Words" great artistry and fine lettuce

—

for

your salad! (Capitol)

IOUS MONK'S

.

.

beautiful

.

THELON-

"Ruby

My

Dear" (Blue Note)
BOB CROSBY'S
reissue of "Muskrat Ramble" on Coral!
.

.

.

FROM THE MAN

IN

GRAY!

GERRY VERBEKE, SASKATCHEWAN,

CANADA—

If you've written
songs your best bet is to show them to
a bandleader or singer who hits your
town. If they like it, maybe they'll use

—

... JO ELLEN CONTE, PIEDMONT, CAL.— Desi Arnaz's records
it

with Cugat are pretty tough to get. But

on his ownsy on Victor, you know,
JOHN
all his cookies you can
WASILICH, DETROIT, MICH Don't
he's

so grab

.

.

.

—

One
did

of

Hollywood's most avid record fans is Gloria Grahame, who recently
for RKO with her husband, Nicholas Ray, as director.

"The Long Denial"

Screenland

Dona-

hue is hitched, is in his early 30s and is
a wonderful guy. His freshest pancake is
"Gypsy Love Song" and "Out In The
Cold Again" on Capitol
Lemme know
what's on that cranium 'bout sharps and
flats and we'll try and relieve your mis-

—

solos

you're

copping Kenton's stuff at last. We have
a hunch SK will reorganize and probably
tour your tight little island
MARIE

Chazz is on a major
Mabel and sure deserves it. The
former Gene Krupa tenor kid was the
first guy to make bop really commercial
with those jumping bits of intrigue the
bop vocals by Jackie Cain and Roy Krai
so 'twas inevitable. They exude the
ooh-oohs and ah-ahs on "Birdland" and
"Lullaby In Rhythm" and if this doesn't
make you bop, look and listen you're
just no place, Grace. Try his waffles of
"Euphoria," "I'm Forever Blowing Bubbles," "East Of Suez" and "Pina Colada"
label,

so

PAUL TIMMONS,

LANCASHIRE, ENG.— Glad

.

.

first

love Frankie.
rebaforbis

cept stuff like "Laura." "Mamselle," etc.

LIAMS,

Boys"

we

much

All

—

tin are hitched.

the Piano (Capitol album)

voice better than Frank Sinatra's
but over here we don't have Bruno, so

lesi's

to be wasted, but, as we told John, that's
to most movie music
ex-

.

NAT KING COLE— King

.

what happens

with original cast

Same For You" and

—

for that nice

(MGM)
ME KATE— Columbia

Comme Ca"

think there are any waffles of songs from
"Foreign Affair." Like most background
music it dies with the picture, unfortunately
JANIE FLORA, ANDERSON, IND. Thanx a lump, Janie, and
watch for "Robbins' Nest" on your local
station. It's our new syndicated record
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At that moment, she grew up.

She

made a

resolution never to let negative
opinion influence her. And she has struck
to that resolution faithfully throughout

the years. That's why she has always
been close to her family. No matter how
busy Gene happened to be, she never
forgot to write to her mother and to her
sister, Pat, and her brother, Howard.
all

Gene

gives

credit

for

this

to

her

mother who, despite the fact that she
had a famous daughter, didn't hesitate to
go out and work. All the Tierneys are
realists
honest realists. They have no

—

false

standards.

Their sense of values

are real.

With

made

successive picture Gene
"Tobacco Road," she con-

each

after

tinually kept proving to herself that she
right in paying no atten-

was perfectly

tion to idle talk.

She suffered through

a series of assignments that would have
made even a second-rate actress scurry
out of the movie capital in indignation.
But Gene was going to fight it through
to the finish, simply because she was
fighting for her career, for a cause that
meant a great deal to her.

Margaret O'Brien, now
her "Park Avenue

for

in

"Little

Hillbilly"

Women"
routine

for

in

MCM,

Soon the studio recognized that she
was one of the most intelligent actresses
on its roster of stars. Instead of becoming temperamental, as was customary
when an actress was given unsatisfactory roles, Gene silently accepted them
and executed each one to the best of her
ability. Yet, she kept studying and im-

congratulates Dorothy Shay
at Waldorf-Astoria.

Wedgwood Room

proving herself continually.

The produ-

and directors couldn't help noticing
this and before long, her parts improved.
There never was any talk of her refusing
to play certain roles or being put on suspension because of it. She felt that only
when the reason justified it would she
cers

Gene's Greatest Triumph
Continued from page 22
the intelligent teaching and guidance of
her mother, she was able to avoid the
heartbreak and unhappiness that makes
the average woman hard and bitter to-

wards everything in life.
Ever since she was a mere youngster,

Gene has followed a

principle that never
she was a pig-

has failed her.

When

tailed little girl

of ten, she

wanted to

game with some of the boys
But because she
in the neighborhood.
was a girl, they chased her away and re-

join in a ball

fused to

let

her play. At that time, she

never dreamed of using her glamour to
break down their youthful prejudice. Instead, she went running home to her
mother, tears streaming from her deep
blue eyes and sobbed out the heartrending story.
Belle Tierney was too intelligent a

woman to dismiss this trivial incident as
nothing. She dried Gene's eyes and sat
the youngster down to listen to some
good advice. She told her child that life
wasn't always pleasant; sometimes cruel
and thoughtless situations arose. "But
always remember one thing," she admonished Gene. "If there's anything you
want, and want very badly, you must go
out and fight for it. If you don't want
to fight for it, it means that you really
don't want it."
Gene never forgot those words. Young
as she was, she recognized the wisdom
in them.
She rushed out of the house,
over to the field where the ball game
was in progress and singled out the leader who had refused to let her play. She
54

told

him that unless she could be on the
have to fight with her
to prove to the others that she was

ball team, he'd

just
as good,

.

.

.

not better than he.
The challenge paid off. Gene played
on that ball team and eventually was
responsible for many of its triumphs.
But most important, it was her first victory in her fight for the things she wanted out of life. Since then she's gone
light on battling for everything she has.
First, it was her career.
It was no easy job to convince her
family that acting would be a logical
profession for her to follow. Her father
was convinced that it was only a schoolgirl ambition.
To help prove she was
wrong, he even accompanied her to a
producer's office where she went for a
job. But Gene wanted so hard to convince him that acting was something she
loved that she got her first assignment.
When the talent scouts spotted her
and she was sent out to Hollywood, her
whole career seemed to be made up of
one endless challenge after another. She
let the studio cast her as a moron in her
very first screen assignment, "Tobacco
Road," for she was glad to get the chance
to appear before the cameras. It meant
wearing her pride in a sling, but Gene
remembered the words of her mother.
if

She knew that first screen role was
something she wanted very badly. Everyone told her she'd be finished if she ever
accepted the part; that she'd be cast in
similar roles in every picture she made.
Gene refused to listen to the advice.

SCREENLAND

fight.

She had seen too many of Hollywood's
leading players commit career suicide by
being obstinate and disagreeable when it
came to sticking close to the terms of
their contracts. She also knew that at
times it was necessary to sacrifice pride

and show a
all

bit of

meekness. But

it

was

part of the fight.

Then when the world heard that Gene
was planning to marry Oleg Cassini, the
same crowd that was so ready with its
unsolicited advice began to scoff at her
choice of a husband. They privately predicted that she could do much better.
But once again, she simply shut her ears
to them and refused to let them influence
her. She knew better than anyone else
why she was marrying Oleg. She was in
love with him. For her that was the
most important reason in the world. And
marrying the man she loved, despite the
gloomy and pessimistic admonitions of
others, was one of the greatest triumphs
of her lifetime.
The final words of the marriage ceremony were hardly uttered when the cynics started to predict that the marriage
wouldn't last. But it did last. Gene and
Oleg were madly in love with each other.

When War
the

broke out and Oleg joined

Army, Gene

didn't hesitate a single
minute. She closed up her home and became another of the hundreds of thousands of war wives. She set up house in
a tiny cottage near the camp where her

husband was stationed. She cooked

his

No

longer beset by the possibility of losing the woman he loved, he was able to
concentrate on his work successfully.

meals, scrubbed the floors and even did
her own laundry. For the time being, her
career took second place. The most important thing at the moment was that
her husband be as happy as it was possible for her to make him. At the time,
she would have gladly sacrificed her
career permanently, if necessary, because
she happened to be one of the few people
in the film colony who had found the
simple formula for happiness.

Gene gave Oleg every encouragement
he could want. In her pictures as well as
in her private life, she was his best advertisement and wore the clothes he designed for her. In New York, Oleg was
not only successful but independent as
well. He no longer was looked upon as
Gene Tierney's husband but as a successful, gifted business man in his own

When the War was over and she returned to Hollywood the biggest opportunities of her career came along. The
studio stopped casting her as a glamourous decoration and gave her roles in
which she could prove her ability as an
actress. Gene found herself the recipient
of worthwhile assignments. But when she
was working in "The Razor's Edge" a
mysterious rumor, intended, perhaps, as
a publicity aid, started making the
rounds. Because she was playing opposite Tyrone Power, there was talk of a
romance between the two.
It

was

this

myth

the one thing that

right.

these considerations that
the fight to save her marriage. She called off the divorce proceedings when she discovered that she was
winning the greatest triumph of her life.
And then to help insure the future and
prevent anything unpleasant to threaten
again her family life, she built a modest
home next door to her mother's Connecticut house. Her sister Pat had married in the meanwhile and had built a
place nearby. So did her brother and his
family. That's what Gene had wanted

that almost wrecked

meant more

—her

to

Gene

marriage. She
wanted to hold on to her home, her husband and her child.

than anything

else

Soon, almost every newspaper in the
country carried front page stories about
the torrid romance between Gene and
Tyrone. At the time, not only Gene, but
her mother, too, vehemently denied the
rumor.
Yet from then on, stories about the
impending split-up between her husband
and herself kept spreading. The gossips
and scandalmongers eagerly devoured
every word, gleefully uttering their "Itold-you-sos." At the time, I lunched
with Gene and there was no indication
of a rift. She was in the East with Oleg
and both of them gave every indication
of being as much in love as the day they
were married.
But perhaps the rumors hurt Oleg's
pride, as they would hurt any man's
pride under the circumstances. In cases
of this kind, every little misunderstanding becomes exaggerated until there are

open

flare-ups.

The parting
no

finally

came.

There was

reason, simply a series of
trivial incidents that took on special significance. Sadly and unwillingly, Gene
agreed to a separation. She really wanted time to think the whole thing over
clearly. But she wasn't content to let it
go at that. This was the biggest fight of
her entire lifetime, and being a fighter,
she wasn't just going to sit back and
chew on her fingernails. She didn't want
her marriage to become an unhappy
chapter of her past.
The first thing she had to admit to
herself was that she was sincerely in love
with her husband. She knew he was even
more in love with her. Then there was
their daughter, Daria. Love and a family were worth fighting for. Gene didn't
care what the rest of the world might
say. She didn't care if the Hollywood
gossips were snickering up their sleeves.
She didn't want her marriage to be a
failure.
She didn't want her child to
miss out on a normal home life and the
love of a father and mother. This
thought alone made her more determined
definite

was

It

Ward Bond and
for

years, doing

to fight fiercely

NBC

—even savagely —to save
It

was the

any woman would

fight to

the biggest thing in her
sort of thing

Trevor,

popular
Theatre program.

Claire

life.

save.

And Gene tvas in a fighting mood. She
wasn't going to give up without making
an attempt. She had never conformed to
the ways of the general crowd and refused to start now at this crucial moment in her life. It was the eye-opening
statistics on the overwhelming number
of divorces in America that stirred her
to a revolutionary type of action. Before this, everyone connected with films
considered it absolutely necessary to live
on the West Coast as did Gene. She felt,
however, that living there was a constant
reminder of her broken marriage, that
she should go someplace else where she
could give the remnants of her marriage
a fair chance.
So she packed her bags, sold her house
and took Daria to New York. She found
a comfortable apartment near her mother and sister. But hardly had she settled

down

to a different

way

in

for

for

It

proved he

Once

still

loved her.

New
He

Oleg soon discovered he could be hapNew York. In a short time, he
had found quarters in the heart of Manhattan's elegant shopping center and espier in

tablished

his

designing

business

Screen land

she
is

that

realized

the

an institution which

people are apt to take too lightly.

The greatest climax of Gene's triumph
came when she gave birth to her second
daughter, Christina. To her, the new
youngster is a symbol, as well as constant reminder, that she waged and won
the hardest battle of her life.

Color Goes

To Your Head

Continued from page 17
accent it and by attractive arrangement.
Aside from the color you can add or
detract, never forget that your shampoo
and hair brush are ways to unsuspected
lustre
used.

and

loveliness

when

faithfully

Don't forget, either, a good permanent, a modern means for setting curls,
lacquer in moderation for glamourous
hairdos, perfume especially for hair, dependable hair pins and nets. These, too,
can go to your head with glamour!

—

of living than

York, Oleg himself felt
differently.
began courting his wife
There was evidence of
all over again.
the same ardent and romantic interest he
had shown when he met her for the first
time. They went out to dinner alone.
They took long drives in the country.
They visited the art galleries, the museums. They saw many of Gene's old
friends. In short, they began living like
average, normal people.
in

herself,

American family

WOMEN AND

Oleg

himself hurriedly followed. This
was the first indication Gene had that
her hunch to get away from Hollywood
was the right one. When her husband
came East, Gene was convinced that now
her marriage had a chance of surviving.

all

helped Gene

CHILDREN

FIRST?
American tradition that wom-

It is

en and children do come
national thinking,

first

attitudes

in our

and

ac-

However, our present 20% luxury tax on toiletries, a wartime imtion.

posed measure, discriminates against

women and children. You pay this tax
on such necessities as a lipstick, a
deodorant, on oil and powder for your

A man gets his shave taxrepeal of this tax seems fair
on two counts:
1. The reason for this tax, war, is past.
baby,

etc.

free!

A

2.

The

necessities for

your grooming,

and comfort of your
are no more luxuries than a

for the health
child,

man's shave.
If you agree, won't you tell this to
your Senator or Representative on
Capitol Hill? He is your voice in

making our

laws.

there.
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What Hollywood

Itself Is

Talking About

Continued from page 25
about doing over her new Valley home,
which is up on a hill and is constructed
almost entirely of glass walls. The house
is being done in monotones, but she has
a gimmick that's quite unusual. In a
closet which connects with both the living room and bedroom there are four
pairs of draperies for each room. At the
pull of a string, Jane can change
the color of the drapes from turquoise to
Chinese red to chartreuse to floral print,
as the mood suits her. Kinda neat, huh?

mere

—

o

Shelley neatly solved the problem by
dating all four of 'em at once. She decided to cook Hungarian goulash and figured the quartet would eat quite a lot
of it. But she didn't reckon that a pound
and a half of noodles was going to crowd
her out of the kitchen. After she scraped
tip the part that boiled over and fell on
the floor, the amateur cook still had
enough left to feed a dozen harvesters.
Aside from that and the fact that one
and she ain't sayin which
of her guests
stepped on and broke her favorite record album, everybody had a keen time.

—

—

When

-

Barbara Lawrence and Cesar Romero flew to Mexico for personal appearances, the gal's mother was plagued with
phone callers wanting to know if she'd
eloped with the charming Butch. Mrs. L,'.
denied it, since it wasn't true. This was
Barbara's first trip out of the country and
she was so taken with Mexico that she
quickly started studying Spanish, preparing for her next trip. Barbara's divorce
from John Fontaine won't be final for
quite a spell yet and she's having lots of
dates and fun, as a young gal should.

—o
Taylor, in England, sent
clean to Bevhills for a gift which she
presented to a young Englishman she admires. The gift a silver spoon with a
rattle in the handle
was for a young
boy born with a gold, jewel-encrusted
spoon in his mouth; the young Prince
Charles, son of Princess Elizabeth and

Elizabeth

—

Philip,

Duke

—

of Edinburgh.

—o
Jeanne Crain's new babe, who turned
out to be a boy instead of the little gal
she expected, arrived home just as the
Brinkman's new nursery was completed.
Jeanne and Paul hadn't thought up a
name for the little shaver, but he came
out quite well. His name is Michael
Anthony. Jeanne, who is quite an artist
as well as actress, painted the murals in
the nursery.

were George Burns and Grade Allen,
accompanied by their handsome young
son, Ronnie, who were laughing and having fun together. During the evening, we
did a rumba with Edgar Bergen while
his purty wife, Frances, whipped up some
fancy steps with Cesar Romero. Paul
Douglas was there, getting compliments
right and left for his performance in "A
Letter To Three Wives." One of my
favorite gals, Barbara Bel Geddes, was
telling me proudly about her new car and
learning to drive in seven lessons. Says

and yells at the other
though she'd been piloting
a car around for years. Rhonda Fleming
was getting admiring stares from all the
men at the party. She was with a handshe leans

out

drivers, just as

Bill 0' Conner. One of
the guests of honor, Mrs. Grey, is married to one-time film idol, Larry Grey.

some attorney,

—o
Dan

Dailey's birthday present from his
was a thing he'd been hankering
after for a long, long spell. It's a slidetrombone, yet! Dan packs it back and
forth to work and when he has a few minutes away from scenes in "You're

—o

wife, Liz,

My

Everything," he heads
room. In a few days,

for

dressing
had learned

his

Dan

three pieces on the slip-horn. "One," he
said, "with variations." The talented, longlegged dancer plays several other musical
instruments, but this is his favorite.
Whether out of consideration for or pressure from others, Dan moved his portable
dressing room outside the sound stage
when he started blowing on his birthday
present.

—o
Dan

swears his 19-month-old son, Dan
going to be a dancer. The little
guy responds to music by cutting the rug
in unsure but enthusiastic steps. According to his fond pop, the kid really has
the beat.
III,

is

—o

Going up the walk to Maggie Ettinparty for the very attractive Carmen Figueroa and her sister, Mrs. Larry
Grey, visiting here from Mexico City, we
thought we were being followed by a
bunch of kids. Turned out the "kids"
ger's

Proudest father in town is Humphrey
From the way he acts and talks
about young Stephen Humphrey, the impression is that Bogey has an exclusive on
fatherhood, which is a swell way to feel if
you ask us. Okay, okay, don't ask us.
Bogart.

—o
The award Jane Wyman

received as
best actress of the year from the London
Daily Express Film Tribunal was acepted in London by none other than her
<

Ronnie Reagan, who was in England
making "The Hasty Heart."
Ronnie's and Jane's young son, Michael,
was in the bad graces of his mother
when he attempted to improve on one of
her landscape paintings by daubing it

ex,

at the time

generously with a tube of gold paint.

—o
Shelley Winters, whose popularity on
the screen is only equaled by her ditto
with the eligible men around town, had
been dating Farley Granger, Douglas
Dick, Tony Curtis and Bill Phipps. Not
ftaving enough evenings to go around,

SCREENLAND

Saw the newlyweds, Diana Lynn and
John Lindsay, shortly after they returned
from their honeymoon. Di looks prettier
than ever, which is a neat trick, and her
young husband is handsome enough to be
a movie star himself. They'd had a wonderful trip and are currently going crazy
trying to get their new apartment all furnished and cozy.
o

—

Kay Thompson's
Mayfair Room was

closing night at the
so jammed that the
publicized
duo, Dick

prominently
Haymes and Nora

Flynn, were prominently seated at a table on the stage.
Also there to catch the fabulous Kay's
act were Ida Lupino

Director Nicholas
ria

and

Collier Young;
his wife, Glo-

Ray and

Grahame. Kay, who was only a

MGM

talent

not so long ago, has received some very fancy offers to come
back and act at her ex-studio.

coach at

—o
Around town: At the Hollywood
Derby Howard Duff lunching with his
pal and manager, Mike Meshekow. Howard and Ava Gardner aren't seeing very

—

much
dic

of each other these days; the meloSisters with each other.

Andrews

Driving out the Sunset Strip we saw
Burt Lancaster making a V-turn and being honked at by an indignant tourist
from Connecticut who probably thought
Hollywood traffic crazier than most. We
popped by our local hardware store in
Westwood and met Sally Cobb, wife of

Brown Derby and Hollywood

Star's prex,

She had her six-month-old white
toy poodle tucked under her arm. Sal
looked cute in a long tweed coat and
bright red baseball cap. As we were
yakking, portly Sydney Greenstreet hove
into view and started browsing among
Bob.

the fascinating merchandise. Later at our
market, Guy Madison had all the gals
gawking at him. Guess ichat he bought?
Three quarts of milk. Guy and his gal,
Gail Russell, are supposed to be romancing again, but you never can tell.

—

o
June Haver has sold her big home. She
and her mother have moved into adjoining apartments in Westwood. June bought
a new stove that's big enough to cook dinner for a regiment. It hardly leaves room
in the kitchen to swing a cat. When June
had her large house, her stove was a tiny,
apartment-size number.
O

—

They're calling Bill Powell "the boy
with ginger hair" on the "Take One False
Step" set. He was carrot-topped for
"Life With Father," pure white for "The
Senator Was Indiscreet," gray for "Mr.

Peabody And The Mermaid" and now
has the new look for his present picture.
Mousie, is getting used to the
changes and he's getting a kick out of
them.
Bill's wife,

—o

—

vacation.

—o

The Gregory Pecks
third child,
also
is

on the

now

are expecting their

and the Sterling Haydens are
list

eight

again. Their son, Christian,

months

old.

Sterling

—

and

Betty are looking for a house living on
a boat is getting kinda cramped. Esther
Williams thinks her baby will be born on
her birthday, August 6.
Clifton Webb, bedded with virus X, got

phone call from a columnist who asked
him how he felt. "If I told you how I felt
a

you couldn't print
urbane Mr. W.

it,"

While the much-discussed friendship
Dick Haymes and Nora Flynn hit the
news regularly, Dick's wife, Joanne Dru,
stayed in the background. She did, however, have dinner with John Ireland at
Sportsman's Lodge, watching the peacocks and looking at the paintings Harold
Lloyd lent the restaurant's rapidly growing collection. John and Joanne met
while they were making "All The King's
of

Men."
•

—°

While Howard Duff was making

"Il-

Entry" at U-I, his mother came
down to visit him from Seattle. The

legal

during

recent

to

visit

his mother
Manhattan.

a night scene on
Olvera Street (the oldest quarter in Los
Angeles) and Mrs. Duff waited patiently
in the car. Finally she got lonesome and
started toward her son, almost walking
into a scene. Someone got the idea of
putting her in the picture, so they gave
her a line to say, standing next to her
famous son. Mrs. Duff went back to
Seattle happy, without any newly-atvakened yearnings to become an actress.

company was shooting

—o

long

has been added to the

of leading ladies who think Clark
She's Alexis
is the absolute tops.

list

Gable

who works with the king in "Any
Number Can Play." Their first scene toSmith,

sans any previous acquaintance
and avec only a hasty introduction, involved Mr. G. and Miss S. in six minutes
of smooching. But that wasn't what evoked
none of
all the admiration from Alexis
the gals, in fact, seem to be able to explain
clearly why they find him so charming.
O

four costumes into two suitcases.
me to consult her the next time
trip to

—

—

Grayson's young daughter
appears with her in "Midnight Kiss."
And Deborah Kerr's young'un, Melanie
Jane, has a little teeny part with Jennifer
Jones in "Madame Bovary." Judy Garland's little Liza has already been in a
picture.
So far, the holdout is Bette
Davis, who emphatically refuses to let
her little girl go near a camera.

Kathryn

—o

take a

York.

Dana Andrews and

his wife are so
crazy about sailing their yacht that they
took off on a three-week cruise without
any destination in mind, just milled
around the Pacific aimlessly. Wotta a
wonderful way to relax! They finally did
the Santa Barbara and
sight some land
Santa Cruz Islands, but they didn't set

—

The picture Dana and
foot ashore.
Maureen O'Hara made in England from
the novel "Britannia Mews" is
tagged "Impulse" for some reason.

now

—o
More and more Hollywood producers
are re-discovering some of the talent of
earlier movie days. One of the latest and
best to be flagged by
for a part in

M GM

Mickey Rooney, at the Palm Springs
Racquet Club, heard his latest picture,
"Words And Music," was playing at a
Palm Springs theatre, rounded up a
bunch of people, including his latestromance, Martha Vickers, and took them
in to see the show. Van, Evie, and the
Johnson kids were also at the Racquet
Club. Van was keeping the courts hot
taking tennis lessons.

New

Remind
I

—o

gether,

cracked the always

—o

Glenn Ford dining with

Pickford, screen's former queen,
Buddy Rogers at Stork.

hubby

One more name

During the several years Anne Baxter
and John Hodiak have been married,
they've never had the same time off from
pictures. Usually Anne would finish one
about the time John started. So when
they found themselves with three whole
weeks on their hands they got out of
town fast took off for Jamaica on their
first real

Mary
with

He's good, too,

I

hear.

Marusia, the designer (and wile of radio
announcer Don Wilson), whipped up a
round-the-clock wardrobe for Paulette
Goddard's last trip to Mexico. It was so
well planned that Paulette got twenty-

SCREENLAND

"Good Old Summertime"

is

Buster Kea-

stone-faced comedian who was a
great star not so many years ago. Van
ton,

Johnson and Judy Garland dreamed up
a fine welcome for him, strictly in the
old tradition of the Keatori pie-throwing
comedies. His dressing room was stacked
with every known variety of pie, from
chicken pot to black bottom. Their best
They'd rigged
gag, however, misfired.
up a nice soft pie over the door and it
was supposed to fall on him as he walked
in. Something went wrong with the trip
wire and Buster escaped his fate.

—o

Angela Lansbury and Peter Shaw hope
to have an April-in-Paris honeymoon. And
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—
when you see Susan Perry in "Knock On
Any Door" she'll be Mrs. Mel Torme.
They were married in Chicago. We went
to a party for Marshall Thompson and
Barbara Long (Richard's sister) given by
Dean Severance a coupla days before they

Helena Rubinstein presents Silken Look trio of foundation and powder, plus lipstick, in new Rose Mauve.

were married.

Marshall was ordered to

report to register for the draft the
day the wedding took place!

same

—O

Wanda Hendrix and Audie Murphy
got two weeks off after their wedding
and headed for Dallas, Audie's home
town, hoping to get rid of two awful
colds

(one apiece)
Dallas is also the
headquarters of the Southern Variety
Clubs, who assisted in the production of
Audie's picture, "Bad Boy." If the personable young war hero isn't a screen
sensation as the result of this picture,
I'll never predict another thing as long
.

as I live.

Barbara Gould's Bright Orchid and
Coral Flame with Model's Applicator.

Touch
aptly

tone

of Genius

applies
in

to

makeup

name Revlon
new geranium

is

—o

Don

DeFore's taken to pipe smoking
since he got badly burned by a cigarette
while he was driving home. Not only did
he ruin a new sport coat, but he is also
minus a patch of his own skin.

—o

for fingers, face.

We

had a

fine

time at the party given

by one of Hollywood's most famous voice
coaches, Major Herbert Wall. He has a
vast house off Laurel Canyon where his
students can sing as loud as they want to.
During the evening we heard everything
from arias, to cowboy, to bebop. Major
Wall's famous sister, Corinna Mura, had
the joint jumping with her exciting Brazil-

—

ian songs she is also a brilliant guitarist.
Later, much later, the Carioca Boys head-

Tangee's Pink Queen has its place
on every dressing-table, on all
lips for the cool, sweet moods of
fragile beauty and subtle romance.

ed by Jose Oleveras (he's Joe Carioca of
Disney's "The Three Caballeros") really
rocked the place with Latin music. Gertrude Niesen had to beg off singing some
of her famous numbers because of a sore
throat, but Marsha Hunt surprised everyone by singing several songs and very
well, too. Florence Bates sat by and enjoyed it all. And Dick Foote, who some
time ago I said was going to be a new find
and who just signed a long-term deal with
Monogram, gave with several cowboy
songs, despite having just had his tonsils
yanked. It was a wonderful evening, we
said as we left in the cold grey dawn.

—

—O

Coty introduces delightful new texture in

brings
MAYTIME
a fanfare
sage

six

its

in

liant touches for

color treasures for

flowery mes-

of soft or bril-

your

face.

—

Recipe for that silken look Madame
Helena Rubinstein's Silken Look collection, containing Silk-Tone foundation,
Silk Screen face powder and lipstick in

new Rose Mauve, a

feminine, soft
and subtle note. Package complete,
$3.50.* Contents, plus rouge and nail
lacquer, also come separately.
Barbara Gould brings a soft touch to

her

your

lips,

and

to your pocketbook, too,

the Daily Double. Packaged together
are two lipsticks. Bright Orchid, lush,
exotic, and Coral Flame, fresh, singing
red. plus that newest darling of fashion
models. Model's Applicator, for tracing a
perfect lipline. All this, $1*.
A new lipstick texture in six fashionconscious shades has been perfected by
in

Coty. It glows with lustre, glides on easily, smoothly, and leaves a clean, clear
58

Few

lips.

outline.

You wear

this lipstick

with con-

knows its place and stays
there. In a handsome case, $1*.
Geraniums in your window that's the
color theme in Revlon 's new Touch of
fidence.

It

—

Genius, a name that's quite deserved for
this dancing red-red. This color inspiration pervades other Revlon makeup aids,
but shown is the Match Box with Nail
Enamel and Lip-Fashion, the long stick
that makes shaping so easy. Match Box,
$1.60*.

There are seven shades, including Natural, in the well-loved Tangee lipsticks,
in sizes that range from $.10*, good for
the tiny purse, to $1*. Pink Queen, however, is the newest and one that ought
to be in every lip color wardrobe. It is a
tone of extreme flattery, a kind of fashion accent to your picturesque costumes
and romantic moods.
C. M.
*Plus

20%

Federal Tax.

SCREENLANB

nights later we trekked to Pasadena to see the world premiere of Dewitt
Bodeen's play, "The Bunner Sisters," on
stage at the Pasadena Playhouse. Two

outstanding stars of a few years back,
Lenore Ulric and Sally O'Neill, were the
stars of this wonderful play, adapted
from Edith Wharton's novel. In the
audience and applauding like mad we saw
Jeanette MacDonald and Gene Raymond,
Billie Burke, the Richard Baseharts with
Mike Steele along with several hundred
other enthusiastic theatregoers. I hear
Dewitt's play is headed for Broadway.

—

—o

Outside the stage where "It Happens
Every Spring" was shooting at 20th, Ray
Milland and his stand-in, Douglas Spencer, were talking. Ray held an object in
his hand which Douglas was admiring.
"You like it?" Ray asked. "Sure do,"
said Doug. "It's yours, and a hafpy
birthday, Doug," said Ray. The object?
A brand-new toupee for standing-in purposes!

Candid

Portrait

Continued from page 27

done wrong yesterday and to look ahead

BEFORE LOVE

only to the next day.
"I hope to learn not to worry. To let
things happen naturally. All of the good
things that have happened to me have
come about spontaneously. Everything I
ever planned on in minute detail turned
out to be only hard work. Recently, I
went to a dinner party. On the way

BECOMES MERELY

home, my escort suddenly said, 'Would
you like to dance?' Just as suddenly I
replied, 'Yes, I'd love to.' I had a wonderful time that night, too. But if I'd
planned on going dancing, the music
would have been awful, I'd have stepped
all over my escort's feet, and I'd have
been miserable. I guess you can budget
a

life

MEMORY

...A
Don't let

this

one

you away

intimate neglect bar

from your husband!

true, tender love of marriage can
endure and survive a lot. But not the
one intimate neglect of which too many

The

too thoroughly at times."

For anyone who has made such extensive long-range planning in a career as
Joan has, the mere idea that that person

wives are guilty.

could be impulsive sounds ridiculous.
Yet, Joan is a woman who acts on impulse more than a little.

actuallv cause married love to cool

This unfortunate neglect can in time

and

.

.

mucous matter. Thus "Lysol'' acts in a
way that makeshifts like soap, salt or
soda never can.

Appealing daintiness is assured, because the very source of objectionable
odors

to
it

bad consequences. But at the moment
seemed the only way out of the situa-

is

eliminated.

Use whenever needed!
Yet gentle, non-caustic "Lysol" will not
harm delicate tissue. Simple directions
give correct douching solution. Many
doctors advise their patients to douche
regularly with "Lysol" brand disinfect-

—

might have led

. .

the vaginal canal even in the presence of

me

It

swiftly

"Lvsol" has amazing, proved power to
truly cleanses
kill germ-life on contact

frantically trying to get
attenall of the time I was talking to
Mother. Finally, Colby managed to tell

into such a position.

.

Germs destroyed

tion

that a strange woman, very well
dressed in mink and with an expensive
car, was at the door weeping profusely
and insisting on seeing me. I was scarcely in the mood to talk to anyone, but
impulsively I told Colby to take the
woman into her office and I'd try to get
some time to see her later. 'I'll listen to
her problems if she'll listen to mine,' I
said as a gag, then hastily added, 'You
know I'm just kidding.' Well, I did see
the woman later and she greeted me
with a bucket of tears. Seems she had
come here from the East three times in
the last three years to see me but had
only now had the nerve to come to the
house. She poured out her whole tale of
unhappiness, her loneliness.
After a
while, taking a look at all the men working about the place, all of the scurry and
bustle, she said. 'I've never seen so much
activity.' I told her that apparently,
from what she had said to me of her
life, her own existence lacked activity. I
said I thought she ought to fill her time
with something besides her own troubles.
And then I advised her to go to a beauty
parlor and get herself all fixed up, reminding her that she couldn't be attractive to others if she weren't attractive
to herself. I let go with my philosophy
and at last she stopped crying and left. I
know I never should have let myself get

.

feminine daintiness.

my

was

die.

Don't risk this neglect! Do use effecsuch as regular
tive, feminine hygiene
vaginal douches with reliable "Lysol."
With this wonderful hygienic protection,
you can be confident of your appealing

"I'm terribly impulsive," Joan went on.
"And, as a result, I'm forever getting
into trouble. There is one particular example of the involved situations I can
get myself into. One day, I was having a
terrible time at the house. Cathy and
Cindy, my two little babies, were ill. I
was having problems with my business
manager. There were eleven men in the
house making alterations. My mother
had me on the phone to tell me how ill
my brother was. Colby, my secretary,
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—
tion. I've often

my

good

wondered

just

how much

advice did."

We

were interrupted at that moment
of the phone. It was another invitation to a party, as Joan later
explained. Joan is probably seen at more
Hollywood parties than any star in town.
But how they scare her! And that's another insight into a complex personality.

by the ringing

some

believe, of questionable antics.

from

it.

Far
Those I've attended have been
dignified and perfectly managed. The
best parties here are given by Joan Bennett, Mrs. William Goetz, Mrs. Alfred
Bloomingdale, Mrs. Tom May and Joan
Dozier also known as Joan Fontaine. As
for the hosts, Billy Haines is just about

—

tops.

"Yet, with

"Parties scare the tar out of me," Joan

exclaimed
as bad
into a

it.

"And

feel as

though I had on

just

it's

when I give them. When
room where there are a

people I

wrong

—and meant

I

walk

lot
all

of

the

become terribly shy, my
clammy, and my stomach turns

things, I

hands get

inside out. Yet, such parties usually turn
all right after I'm there a while, once

out

feel that people are my friends. I'm
learning now that if I give a smile and
try to be self-assured I'll get a smile and
confidence in return.

I

"I prefer small parties, though, with
my close friends to the big Hollywood
parties, but I was guilty once of turning
out the red carpet. It was a party I gave
for Noel Coward. Billy Haines, the interior decorator and close friend of mine,
and I worked for weeks on this party.

came

had worked myself
up literally into a high fever. You'd have
thought no one ever gave a party before.
Yet, with all my fussing and fuming, it
was the most successful one I ever gave.
"I do enjoy the Hollywood parties,
but, unfortunately, the term 'Hollywood'
when tagged on to social gatherings becomes something entirely different to the
public from a mere pleasant evening. SoBefore

it

off I

ciety in Holly vvood

is

not

made

up, as

all

If

when I first aranyone knows how to overcome

this feeling I'd like the recipe."

Joan may not feel at ease at parties,
but she certainly isn't at a loss in the
town itself. She has been a star for a
long time and has really had every
chance to get to know Hollywood. I
asked her just what the town had done
for her

—or

application of that knowledge. It is acquiring, with each succeeding year, a wisdom and a beauty. I have accepted from
Hollywood the things that were right
and, yes, wrong and I have learned
from my experiences.

—

"The town has been

the parties I've gone to

I still feel self-conscious

rive.

fortunate enough also to have matured.
Maturity is, to me, something that comes
out of knowledge and the acceptance and

to her.

"To begin

with," Joan remarked quiet"I'm not even sure Hollywood as such
exists. It's a name tied to it like an old

many ways.
and made me

a challenge to me.

put up obhurdle them or else
find myself lost in the stream. Now, each
new experience fills me with great apprehension and trepidation. Yet, I've learned
to analyze myself and my obstacles. To
be more determined than ever to continue to progress. And, as a result, I'm
gaining a broader viewpoint I think. I
hope anyway that what I've learned has
given me more tolerance.
too, in

stacles

It has

—

fairy story,

"The one big lesson that has come to
me, though, as a result of my Hollywood
experience is that I must never completely lose my confidence. Once that happens to you, the fears crop up and you

made fun

know

ly,

hat.

It's

a dream world, a fairy story in
and often not a very nice

many ways

arily

—

mainly because so many have
it. Yet, Hollywood is prima place to me made up of the peoof

and the work I love. It has
taught me all I know. It has given me
everything I have the good and the
bad. We in this business are very lucky,
for what*we don't know at first is taught
to us free of charge. If we have to dance
in a film or if we have to speak French
in a scene and we can't do either, we're
given lessons. Hollywood can be a great
ple I love

—

education.

"As you know,
town.

And

in

I've

grown up

in this

growing up I have been

you're

ground.

losing

Whenever

I'm asked, then, how to keep one's confidence, I can only rely on my own experiences and say, 'Dive into things that
look impossible, meet them, and conquer
them.' It's the only
gain self-assurance."

way

I

know

of to

Joan paused momentarily, a smile
spread across her face, and she said very
quietly, "I always thought that I knew
what I wanted from life that is, until
my children came into my home. I can
only hope now that I'm teaching them
as much as they're teaching me."

—

As far as Joan's plans for the future
and the obstacles she wants to face are
concerned, which was the next point we
took up, she has nothing definite in mind.
"I have no time to set up any goals for
myself," Joan explained. "I'm too busy
taking care of the things that were set
up a long time back. I do hope that as
time goes on I'll learn not to take myself too seriously. I still do and it's not
always so good. A friend of mine once
said to me, 'Stop getting depressed about

what you might have done wrong last
week. Instead, get up in Expectation
Corner and think of the good things that
will happen.' That has helped me a lot
and has enabled me to stop putting up

my path."
Outside of her serious approach to life
and that is inherent in her despite any
changes she has made in herself Joan's
other outstanding characteristic is her
sentimentality. No one can turn on the
tears for less reason as quickly as Joan.
hurdles in

—

—

"I get so

mad

at

my

sentimentality,"

Joan said firmly. "It's a worse disease
than being a perfectionist. But there's
nothing you can do when you get sentimental. Recently, one of the local columnists called me on the phone to tell
me how feminine I had looked at a
party. He said, 'You were a gal.' I don't
know why, but the compliment so affected me that I couldn't answer him.
My eyes filled with tears and a lump
came to my throat. And when Michael
Curtiz complimented me on a scene I
had done in 'Flamingo Road' recently, I
just dissolved into tears.
"A few weeks ago I went to a rehear-

00

Screen land

they recognize his eagerness for an efrective performance and play up to it.

one of the few stars who is
consciously grateful for his
chance to be in the movies. He doesn't
think the stage better, doesn't moan
about the provincialism of the Coast. "A
visit to New York once every five years
is
enough," he says contentedly. He
doesn't want to switch to directing, nor
does he hanker to produce his own films.
"I just want to go on improving as an
actor. This business has given me everything I have today. Why shouldn't I

Bob

is

actively,

like it?"

Bob

is

too modest. I can't help reall he himself has brought

membering

to Hollywood.

It

Is

To Blush

Continued from page 35
get all tangled up in a role, publicly and
privately. People are surprised to learn
that a screen villain like Richard Widmark, for instance, is actually kind to
carnations and has never been known to

anything more rare than a hamburger. It comes as a shock to discover
that Edward G. Robinson collects paintings instead of tommy guns. Who would
believe Sydney Greenstreet's house pet
is a kitten, not a boa constrictor?
bite

"When

I read that 'Tatlock'

script,

and realized that I was going to play a
wacky duck, I knew I was in trouble,"
meditated John in the presence of a

or

•

Sen*-

- er

n""**

\)lckl

b*s*R

OF BOSTON

friend recently. "It's fairly simple to talk
people out of the idea that you're a
villain,

but

how do you go about proving

that you aren't a

weefled?"

little

During the early weeks of the shooting
on "Miss Tatlock's Millions," John arose
from studying his script one evening and
wandered around the house, pausing in
the bedroom.
Abruptly he charged
through the room in which his wife,
Marie, was reading, and shot to the
kitchen. Having arrived there, he realized
that he had no idea why he had made
the trip in the

first

place.

Retracing his steps to the bedroom,
he hesitated, scowled, then recalled his
entire train of thought: the bedroom
window hinge needed oil. He had gone
to the kitchen for the oilcan.
Back he streaked past Marie.
"Is everything all right, dear?" she

0t

inquired gently.

John explained.
His good wife studied him. "Have you
always done absent-minded things like
that?" she wanted to know, fighting a
grin.

"Now, look here

.

.

said John. Then
at a distinct dis-

."

he stopped. He was
advantage, because Marie had never let
him forget entirely that delightful little
episode of their wedding morning.

John had warned Marie to be ready
would call for her a
few moments later. They would be
married around noon.
At one o'clock, the bride, blushing not
so much from maidenly modesty as from
at 11:30 A.M.; he
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righteous indignation, arrived at the door

SCREENLAND

63

J

!

,

of John's hotel room and found a sign
fluttering from the doorknob. "Do Not
Disturb," it read.

Relieve

Marie ignored

Constipation

.

Make

up your

bad-tasting laxatives for you
Be wise, relieve constipation
pleasantly with Ex-Lax!

Ex-Lax

Ex-Lax

No

I

John,
all

preoccupation, had forgotevery morning

in his

about

his regular

shaving ritual.
In this instance, disgrace was averted
However, John dashing to his meeting
with
the
producer could remember
times when his dignity had received a

—

compound

How

the doorway of an
unlighted, time-blackened building for
the home-bound bus. Because the night
had been dark, the weather chill, and his

2 Years

boredom

—

John's general neighborhood.
man followed John onto the bus.

1, Illinois.
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will

intense,

emerged from his cranny and discovered
that he had not been alone. He had
amassed an audience of one, a man who
was a casual local acquaintance, living

SONG POEM H1I

You

in

John had started to
recite poetry
aloud. As a matter of
fact, he declaimed. With gestures.
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"Well, I don't know this particular
producer," admitted Marie carefully,
"but I think almost anyone might be
dubious about a man who arrived for an

is still

Many

door.

My
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Home

the
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remember
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"But I'll have to be careful," John
said, and recited a long list of the man's

H
^^^^

late taste.

with a

day!"
Fortunately, his tone was jubilant, or
it might not have been his wedding day.
John was still a groom when he earned
another absent-minded professor demerit.
He was to read a script for a celebrated
producer this particular morning, so he
was understandably nervous. As he
dressed, he outlined the producer's past
successes for an attentive Marie.

Uufl mind right now.
H^J[ No more harsh,

to take.

.

WHO'S

Pleasantly!

|
1

this suggestion

right cross to the door. From within, a
sleepy voice inquired, "What's the big
idea
Holy Moses! What time

28, CALIF.

Lund

either.

shady

side out.

"That's nothing," laughed the little
lady. "I have plenty of money. Come
on." Before John could demur, she had
entered the restaurant and was on her

way to a table.
When the check

arrived for one cup of
chocolate for John, two cups of chocolate,
a chicken sandwich and a slice of chocolate cake for the party's financial
backer, she dived into her purse, told
John to hold out his hand, and began to
unload a purseful of PENNIES.

John had to count out one dollar and
twenty-five cents in pennies to the cashier, a superior woman whose expression
read from left to right, "Mice in the
attic."

Maturity brought John no noticeable
protection against the suggestion that he
might be a trifle er eccentric.
On the occasion of his first important
radio show, long before he had learned
the meaning of various radio terms, he
was told that the radio company would
rehearse, do a show, rehearse and repeat.
He had no idea what "repeat" in this
instance meant. When the director said
there would be a break at noon, and the
company would do the "repeat" at two
o'clock, Mr. Lund blithely assumed that
the actual broadcast was called a "repeat."

— —

Judith Anderson was the star of the
show. John admired her immensely, but
he was mildly puzzled when during

—

what John

presumed was the eleven
o'clock rehearsal
she was far more nervous than one would expect so great and
accomplished an actress to be.
John gave his best to the "rehearsal,"
but it was a relaxed, self-assured performance. He did a little pantomime
clowning with the program director, although he read his script with all the

—

forensic zeal in his system.

Then he learned

that the "rehearsal"
broadcast for eastern
stations. The two o'clock "repeat" was
the broadcast for the western audience.
And at that performance, Miss Anderson
was the soul of poise, whereas Mr. Lund
shook so hard that he couldn't even see

had been the

BIG

the script.
Pitfalls,

pitfalls

pitfalls for a

—always

there were
only wanted to

man who

be considered an average, sensible citizen.
When John first came to Hollywood,
he was writing radio scripts for one of
the country's leading advertising agencies, B. B. D. & O. One evening he was

wandering down Hollywood Boulevard
when he caught sight of a familiar face.
Both men stopped. The nice chap
from New York was accompanied by an
exceptionally pretty girl who was introduced merely as "my wife."
Try as he would, John couldn't recall
the boy's name; he merely knew that he
and the boy had worked together in a

John's ego had barely recovered from
this mauling when he became further
involved in the mad antics of human-

play perhaps, or

kind.

York.

Nice chap though, John remem-

He was walking home from a school
function with a very pretty girl one night
when she said suddenly, "It's so cold and
we still have such a long way to walk
that I think a cup of hot chocolate would
be delicious. We could stop right here."
"I'm awfully sorry," John confessed,
"but I'm stony." He turned his pockets

bered.

Talented.

ScREENLAND

maybe

in radio, in

New

The conversation revolved around mutual friends in

New

new

plays.

noticeably

silent

ness,

York, the radio busi-

The young man was
on what he, himself,

was doing at that particular time. John
thought sympathetically, "Trying for a
picture break, probably."

He

debated with himself as to the
of saying to this handsome and
talented acquaintance, "I'm just a small
shot in the agency, but I know a couple
of fellows in the casting department. I

wisdom

could introduce you to someone who
could fix you up with some radio work if
you're interested."
However, he hesitated. Might hurt
the fellow's pride. The moment was lost.
After mutual promises to keep in touch,
the trio separated and John wandered
further along Hollywood Boulevard.

In front of Warners' Hollywood Theahe stopped short and stared at a
twenty-foot (approximately) picture of
the man he had just met. The caption
tre,

read, " 'Janie' starring

Bob Hutton and

Joyce Reynolds."
For a week, every time he remembered
how near he had come to offering Bob
Hutton a small-time radio job, John

Lund had

the ague.
Just to prove that life can be crazier
than anything, John went through the
reverse situation last Fall in New York.
On Broadway, in front of the Paramount
Theatre, he encountered an old friend.

John was embarrassed, having no

desire

to three-sheet himself, because he was
standing in such close proximity to a
theatre playing "A Foreign Affair" and
featuring a blown-up portrait of John
Lund that was large enough to be installed

on Mt. Rushmore.

He

chatted as best he could with his
friend, trying to move out of the glare
of the lights. The friend, who had been
enduring plenty of theatrical bad luck,
obviously concluded that John, too, was
down for the count. "Tell me," the friend
said finally, fixing John with a pitying
eye, "just what are you doing now?"

"Whatever comes

"Show

business

my

is

way," said John.

a crazy business,"

said the friend.
"You're so right," agreed the

man who

knew that "Miss

Millions"

Tatlock's

would follow "A Foreign Affair" into

New York

shortly.

A

few nights later, John was invited
to a party to be given on Long Island
by old friends who were in the chips.
"We're having a few friends in for dinner
at eight," the hostess said. "Come a bit
early for a cocktail. It won't be elaborate,

you understand, just a few amusing peo." and she reeled off a list of
ple like.
literary and theatrical greats.
John, the conventional, thought he had
been properly briefed. Plainly, this was
.

.

affair in which a man must appear in
dinner jacket and black tie.
Because he had left his own dinner
clothes in Hollywood, he had to borrow
clothing from a friend. Unfortunately,
the friend was slightly shorter than John,

an

and some forty pounds heavier.
John, the elegant, arrived at the dinner
party wearing jacket and trousers from
which his length seeped a trifle too far,
and a wing collar into which he could
disappear like a turtle.
The butler took John's topcoat and
hat and said, "In the library, sir."
As John paused on the top of the three
shallow steps leading to the library, a
fine place from which to view the room,
he discovered that he was the only man
in the group wearing dinner clothes.
Everyone else had come straight from a
business office or the golf links.

When John returned to Hollywood, he
and Marie were invited to the home of
friends in Bel Air for what was described as "a little dinner, with some
music afterward."

no clue
was to be a
musicale with adjoining champagne bufDefinitely the invitation gave

to the fact that the function

fet.

John
[with a

a sport coat and shirt
added as insurance) and a
slacks.
Marie wore a simple

wore
tie

pair of
spectator sports dress.
"That was the night," observed John
afterward, "when elegant and perspiring

gentlemen

in

white

ties

and

tails

I
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was crazy.'
"Don't mention that word," begged

John.
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me to say, 'You individualistic dog. When I tried to talk my wife
into letting me off with dinner clothes,
she asked me if I wanted people to think
coming up
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the wretched guest, "For my
money, you're the only sane man in the

ern, Patriotic any subject.
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room."
These days, John cherishes that statement whenever anyone begins to strum
a lower lip and shout Schuyler at him.

RADIO CITY MUSIC ACADEMY

Of course, if anyone mentions John
Lund around the Paramount lot, there is
no reference to such terms as "eccentric,"
"odd" or "idiosyncratic." All his coworkers can think of is that John Lund
has the keenest mind, the quickest wit,
the most perfect manners, the friendliest
disposition, the most useful talent and
the most exciting future of anyone they
have seen in a long time.

Crazy

like a fox, that
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GRECIAN THONGS
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with

served as a wedding gift.
When she discovered the gathering
foot, she prepared yards of eyelet embroidery and passed it around among
friends for use on peasant skirts and
lingerie.

But the greatest thing of all was the
button-hole maker. She made buttonholes for everything except the living
room doors, and she would have decorated them if she could have found a
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Actual Photo

heavier needle.

•

Having proved that she was a master
Susan was bored by
simple sewing machine stitching. She

•

• Wedge
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of the accessories,

closed the machine, turned her fabrics
over to her dressmaker, and has made
Except, of course,
nothing since.
that pillow.
But it really belonged to a later phase
in the Hayward Delights.
There came a day when the den clearly
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needed to be redecorated. The drapes
were faded, the lounge had been burned,
repaired, and pocked again by the cigarettes of preoccupied guests. The walls
and ceiling needed to be painted. The
rug needed to be cleaned.
"We're between pictures," Susan mused
one morning. "I think we could do the

-Mi
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With the approach of Spring, the
Barkers had a bad attack of seed-catalogueitis.
Over dinner one night they
agreed solemnly that their spacious backyard should earn its own way in the
world. They agreed on a system of
planting: so many rows of lettuce, so
radishes, so many carrots, beets,
onions and corn. A flat of tomatoes was
set out as a final gesture of gardening

The garden, in its first flush of green
excitement, was a joy to behold. Everything came up in neat rows and sparkled
in the sunshine. Birds for miles around,
not to mention mites, slugs, cutworms,
and
and gophers, gathered to admire
.

.

.

The Barkers realized one table item
from their entire planting, and that one
product was no blue ribbon beauty. Jess
became exasperated one day to note that
his carrots boasted the most gorgeous
foliage in Southern California. A child
of three could have been lost in it for
five days. But the carrots were reluctant
roots. They wouldn't grow. Just before
dinner one night, Jess went methodically
down the rows until he found the finest
specimen in the plot: it was about two
inches long, an inch thick, and colored
like an anemic lemon. It made a small
,
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coming

Jess,

at night

to her improvised studio
outfit a real studio

("We must

something slightly wrong with the nose?"
"Yes. I know how to fix that. I'm going
to do that tomorrow, but I want to put
a few more touches on the hair before I

portion of a large vegetable salad (inand
gredients bought at the market)
undoubtedly represented the most expensive single meal ever served in Holly-

THE ESTROGENIC

Scorning such beginner's efforts as
landscapes, seascapes, or studio still life,
she started a portrait.

The next day, both Susan and Jess
were called for studio conferences lead-

to drool.

FOR ONLY

in a

for you, Susan, one with a north light
and a place to treat your canvas") was
impressed to the point of near-speechgosh, you're good!" he
lessness.
said.
And, after a moment, "Is there

virtuosity.

GENUINE

Hollywood and outfitted herself
manner to stagger Picasso.
She bought pastels and charcoal, oils
and fixative.
store in

paint. They started with the
bath house, just to perfect their painting
ability. They painted the bath house a
delightful pale blue. One evening Susan
stitched up a lounge cushion.

many

A.B.

510-V So. Alexandria

"I

They made
compared
terial and

tifully.

INDIGESTION

Box

ker.

ing to further picture commitments. The
delicate job of redecorating the den had
to be entrusted to a professional decorator and his aides. Turned out beau-

RELIEF FOR ACID

Ring,

work ourselves."
"Of course we could. Better, probably,
than professionals," responded Mr. Bar-

Susan had studied art in with a halfhearted intention of becoming a comEquipped with the
artist.
mercial
information gained in this course, she
descended upon the nearest art goods
lyn,

"The trouble with being a gentlemanfarmer," mused Jess, "is that if you kill
everything trying to steal your crop, you
are no gentleman, and if you don't kill
them, you are no farmer. You invest
your time and your calluses, and all you
have to show for it is experience and lasting enmity for the animal kingdom. What
I need is a hobby with permanent,
visible results. Think I'll take up photography."
"Wonderful," jubilated Susan, spontaneously interested. "I'm glad you
thought of it. I think since everyone
that I'll try
else has taken up painting

—

—

my

hand again."
As a student in high school

SCREENLAND

in

Brook-

"My

quit this evening."

The next morning the studio called
before Susan had been able to slip into
her paint-daubed smock. They wanted to
test her for a new part. From that moment to this, she has neither finished
the original portrait, nor been able to
find time to fix up a studio.
"That's a shame, too," said Jess. "I
had planned to use about half of your
studio as a darkroom." His hobby had
gone on briskly. Susan had given him a
16 millimeter moving picture camera for
his birthday, and his home shots, in
color, had turned out to be the most
beautiful pictorial record of Susan ever
taken.

A

friend of theirs, having viewed the
one night, told Jess, "Susan has
never been photographed by a professional as well as you have done. The regulation camera has never recorded that
magnificent head of flaming hair comfilms

bined with the shell-pink fragility of her
skin.

Boy, you really have the shutter

touch."
It was at this time, approximately,
that Susan signed to do an interesting
part in "House Of Strangers" opposite

Richard Conte and Edward G. Robinson.
The girl Susan portrays in the film is a
spoiled, self-willed honey who falls for
small-time lawyer Conte, when she employs Conte to defend her most recent
felonious boy friend.
When that commitment was finished,
Susan could take her choice of a number
of exciting offers. One would have been
France. Such an emergency could
in
inspire only one activity on the part of
the dynamic Miss Hay ward: she decided
to learn French. Agog, she rushed down
to a bookstore, then to a record shop.
She purchased an enormous FrenchEnglish dictionary, a French Grammar,
a volume entitled, "Conversational
French," and a box of recordings guaranteed to make one as native to Paris as
Boyer in ten easy lessons.
She was still in the Avez vous beaucoup des arbes devant votre maison stage
when she was notified that the French
location had been called off no financing. Reluctantly, she stored the box of
recordings and her books of instruction
in one corner of the room in which her
easel stood in silent rebuke. "I'll get back

—

all of you in time," she promised,
blowing them a kiss.
At a dinner party a few nights later,
someone was discussing the involved

to

ogical manual.

this

Hobbies may come and go, but one
overwhelming fascination entirely dominates the life of the Barker house: the
development and training of their twin
sons, Gregory and Timothy.
Anyone who has ever been associated
with a member of the current younger
generation knows perfectly well no current adult has a chance against one of

in the past.

In a vain effort to
keep even with her sons' mental growth,
Susan devours child training books by
the pound. When she finds one of particular merit, it is stashed away, dogeared at crucial passages, so that it is
ready for instant reference.

For some reason,
was an enthusiam which had not
earlier come to Susan's attention. She
was enchanted. When she mentioned her
birthday, one of the more expert astrologers in the group outlined Susan's character, as indicated by her zodiacal period,
and amazed her by stating the exact time
when certain emergencies had occurred
subject of astrology.

"This, I must know more about," she
told Jess on the way home.
With her customary thoroughness, she
bought every popular work on Astrology
on the newsstand, and also searched her
local bookstore for more erudite treatments. Difficult as such things are for the
beginner, she set about perfecting charts
for her own family and for certain of her
close friends.

She worked on one chart for several
weeks. She found it fascinating, and she
hoped to produce a guide of genuine
merit for her friend. The only trouble
was that everything she worked out on
the solar chart appeared to be in direct
contradiction to the events in the life of
the person for whom Susan was securing
what she hoped would be the guidance
of the stars and the planets.
Finally, Susan took it up with her
friend. "Would the year of my birth
make any difference?" the friend inquired. "Because, if it did. that might
account for the discrepancies. I never tell

my

you know."
announcement
the previous two weeks work
age,

That

rendered

blithe

of Astrol-

oger Hayward as useless as a 1912 calendar. Incidentally, Jess promptly began
to call his wife "Miss Nostradamus."
As this story goes to press, Susan is
still swooping around with her head in
the stars and her forefinger marking a
particularly rugged passage in an astrol-

these, let alone two.

The New,

pretty situation arose last ChristSusan was careful to teach them
that Santa Claus is the spirit of giving,
and that Christmas is celebrated because
it is the birthday of the Baby Jesus.
All of this was accepted by the fouryear-old savants in good part. There will
be no wrench of discovering that Santa
and his reindeer will not singe their whiskers on the Barker glowing coals once a
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Over-

tired

feeling this

REDUCE
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and energy.

some

time after the story about Baby Jesus.
Finally he asked with an air of reasonable patience, "Why haven't you ever
put up a Christmas tree for
birthday, Mommie?"
Susan ran for the book.
Whether she found an answer or not
doesn't matter because there will be more
complex problems in the future. The important fact is that Susan and Jess are
two of the most sparkling people in a
sparkling town. They can converse on
almost any subject with authority and
enthusiasm
and if you spring something on them be warned! Within three
.

come that
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to disappear like magic.

Continued from page 42
kind of attitude anyone has to cultivate
around the home, in business or anywhere else in order to achieve successful
living.

give you an example of what I
the cultivation of this trait,"
she explained. "I remember a trip I
made a couple of years ago to my home
town, Rock Island, Illinois. For four
days I experienced a constant round of
activity. And after that I was hurried
off to New York for another series of
appearances and interviews.
"When I arrived in New York I was
dead tired. I was so knocked out I was
in tears. Early on the morning of my
"I'll

mean by

was called for my first interview, and I was just on the verge of

arrival I
telling

studio

representatives

that

I

couldn't go through with it. Then I
started thinking. If they had gone to
all the trouble to arrange an interview I
should be appreciative enough to give
it.
So I did, and I actually found it a

pleasant experience

when

it

was

all

over."

June then proceeded to explain what
would have happened if she had cancelled
the interview. The writer most likely
would have lost an assignment, her studio
might have figured she was uncooperative
and she would have appeared selfish for
taking it easy while there was work to be

Agency

ernment

"I went from a size
16 dress to a size 12
use of

with the
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done.

This attitude is all well and good for
June Haver, we reminded her, because of
her numerous other assets that have
gone a long way towards making her a

But maybe other girls aren't so
fortunate. She denied this. She main-

success.

tains that all the other gifts she seems to
have are entirely developed. Her belief

that she started from scratch with only
an ambition to become an actress, and
that she had to develop her so-called
blessings as she went along.
"Don't get the impression that I am
bragging about myself," she hastily corrected. "In choosing an attitude of cois
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I was sure from the very
beginning that I was taking the line of
least resistance. It simply appeared to
me that by getting along better with
others one could get farther in the long
run. You might even call this a selfish
outlook, but I sincerely like people and
have always found happiness by working in harmony with those around me."

operation,
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mother

variety of experiences that made it possible for me to hold down my job in
pictures."
The story of what followed in June's
life has been well enough told not to
require lengthy details here, but to stress
her point we will give the highlights. Her
family moved back to Rock Island, 111.,
and she put the past behind her by
entering every talent and stage event
she could discover.
By 11, she was producing, writing and
starring in her own radio show under the

sponsorship of a Mid- Western ice cream
manufacturer. This gave her a chance to
spread around what she calls her "limited

But she

have

insists that

still

She

failed.

The important thing
show brought her

she

if

the

believes

is

that the radio

to the attention of

Dick

Jurgens, the bandleader, and he gave her
the chance to do a one-night singing

appearance with his

The

outfit.

follow-

ing year she duplicated the experience
with Freddie Martin's orchestra, and this
in turn brought Ted Fio Rito into her
life.
He signed her for the job of girl
vocalist with his band, and accompanied
by her mother, June went on tour.

"When we arrived in Hollywood," related June, "I felt it was the fulfillment
of a lifelong dream, although I didn't
have

the

connection

slightest

with

a

But because I had played ball
with mother, I managed to persuade her
to move to Hollywood permanently, and
studio.

shortly

TEST 10 DAYS
AT OUR RISK

my

thought I wasn't ready for that and
needed more experience. If I had pouted
about it and thrown up my childish
ambition simply because I couldn't get
my way, I would have missed a great

across.
1
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wild to go to Hollywood, but

would
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CARRY

rich."

novelty of her age really put the program

YOU".

MAHLER'S,

it

hadn't cooperated with her sponsor and
given him exactly what he wanted she

i

3£AUTY

they could strike

"Having talent and successfully getting the right assistance from others to
help you develop it are two different
things," she replied. "Take the example
of when I was offered a screen test in
Cincinnati at the age of eight. I was

talents."

HAIR

if

sisters

that
out."

after

came

my

June even abided

stepfather

and

had happened she was under contract.
We reminded June that her face and
figure might have had something to do
with her landing in the movies, but she
had an answer for that also.

"On the

her

mother's
with her

that she continue
education, but she didn't forget the
career angle. Within a short time after
she had enrolled as a sophomore at
Beverly Hills High School, she had won
a city-wide oratorical contest and was
working overtime trying to attract talent
scouts. But this didn't pan out and she
turned to dramatics. She was spotted
by a 20th Century-Fox talent scout
while she was playing a role in "Ever
Since Eve," and before she knew what
decision

SCREENLAND

six

"I

months

after I signed that first contract because
they told me I looked too young. It al-

most broke

my

heart, but after a while
would get nothing by
I knew I would have to show

I decided that I

moaning.
them."
June asked her older

sister,

Dorothy,

to help her. Dorothy had talent as a
designer and created a sophisticated dress
for June that helped make her over into
a more mature looking girl. Rigged up
like a modified version of Sadie Thompson, June again appeared before the
casting director at 20th and was rewarded
with a new contract.
"You see what I mean," said June. "If
I hadn't secured the help of my family
at this point I would have been lost.

Because Dorothy and I had always gotten along together, she even went to the
expense of buying the material and designing that dress for me. And I wound
up doing a screen comeback at 16."

Another odd

fact stressed

by June

is

she has never entered a beauty
contest, although she had taken part in
hundreds of talent competitions from the
time of her childhood until her discovery
that

by

pictures.

"I don't believe in beauty contests,"
she told us. "All they prove, even if you
win, is that God and your parents endowed you with good looks."

As for acting ability, June pointed out
that she had woefully little of it when
she first came to 20th seven years ago.
Once under contract to the studio, however, she did something about it. She
entered every class available to newcomers on the lot, and still spends as
much time as possible going through her
paces with various instructors when she
isn't before a camera.
"Being under contract to one studio
has been a great help for me because of
my way of looking at things," she explained. "Most of the people who work
with me have become my friends, because
I know that without their help I could
get nowhere. I make this clear to them,
because I really feel that way and can
be sincere about my appreciation of what
they do for me."
June especially has this attitude towards directors. We watched her go
through rehearsal after rehearsal for
Director John Stahl, quietly following
his instructions and never becoming impatient.

"In a very

by

contrary," she laughed,

was dropped by 20th exactly

an expert
Mr. Stahl to give a good
performance for me," she explained bereal sense I allow

director like

tween scenes. "I consider myself a piece
of putty in his hands, and I know he gets
a pleasure out of the knowledge that he
can shape my actions into an artistic
piece of work.
both profit by this
kind of cooperation.'^
June has another trick of not allowing
her crowded days to get on her nerves,
and it is exactly opposite to the method
usually practiced by busy people. She
makes it a point never to keep an exact

We

schedule \n her mind. She takes things
come to her without considering
how many different tasks and engagements she has during an entire day. The
schedule might make her want to give
up even before she starts it.
as they

"When people start thinking about
themselves too much and worrying over
where they are going to find time to do
everything, they get into trouble," she
observed. "I try to think of only one
thing at a time, and when that is done I
go on to the next piece of business. But
of course I'm lucky. I allow the studio
to plan most of my days and then do
just what they tell me."
She confided another little benefit derived from making friends with the
assistant directors, whose duty it is to
see that actresses are at work on time.
"If they like you," she said, "they
don't call you to the studio until you are
actually needed; but when an actress isn't
nice to them they can call her to the
studio hours before she is supposed to be
there.

I get in

a

by

lot of extra sleep

making friends with the boys."
Having an even disposition at

all

According to her opinion, the most
world is a grudge

useless thing in the

When

she does fly off she quickly forgets
the incident, and if those around her
don't appear to do the same thing she
goes out of her way to make them see
that they will be happier if they forget
unpleasant experiences.

There has been only one notable failure in June's career, the termination of
her brief marriage to Jimmy Zito. She
knew Jimmy in the early days when she
was singing with bands, but apparently
he had changed more than she realized
when he showed up in her life later. She
learned this after her marriage, but feels
it would be wrong to dote on her mistake.

But because

Love
ic

When she does appear in public with a
date it is always with Dr. John Duzik, a
Beverly Hills dentist, who had gone with
her long before her marriage to Zito.
But June didn't want to talk about Dr.
Duzik, and we didn't care to strain her
even disposition by dwelling on the sub-

"I put very little stock in the one
thing people say a girl needs most of to
get ahead in Hollywood, and I'm talking
about luck," June remarked. "Anyone
who amounts to anything naturally figures he has a lot of it, but it is something

"Personally, even if I did get fiddler's
cramp," she concluded, "I say thanks to
the powers-that-be for all I've learned
during my picture career. And I only
hope they'll go on making me learn something new for each movie, and that I will
be level-headed enough not to get tem-

.

.

.
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She was far more eager to tell us about
the struggle she had learning to play a
violin for several scenes in "Oh, You
Beautiful Doll." It further illustrated
her point that an actress gets ahead in
her career by keeping her head and doing what she is told. She was proud of
the fact that she had added a new accomplishment to her store of knowledge.
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disposition."

tion."

knows

Screen Career

was a mistake, she has
been careful to avoid publicity about
romance in her life since her divorce.

ject.

every Jr star

for Personal Success

it

times isn't as easy as it sounds, according
to June. In the first place she claims a
person can't stay on an even keel constantly, but that it is necessary to blow
off steam occasionally. She makes a practice of doing this, in fact, when she is
too harassed. But she is sure she does
it with people who like and understand
her, and if she hurts anyone's feelings
she later apologizes all over the place.

you simply can't count on. I have always figured that luck never comes by
itself. It usually is accompanied by work,
which creates the break in a right direc-

what

No cost for trial if it fails to show
results in 10 days. Describe trouble

leg.

and get
H. T.

The Spring

In
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A

Young

Girl's

Fancy

much

as the type of fur you
wear. On the other hand, a cloth coat is
deceiving. I have seen wealthy women
in simple but smart cloth coats. Your
coat should be black or navy, depending
on the color of your basic dress. It could
also be a strong red or a deep shade of
emerald green.
as

*

To

*

*

In and extend your wardrobe,
consider two-piece things that can be
changed about for variety. A grey flannel suit and gray jersey top is the easiest
"to do things with." You can wear the
grey jersey blouse or sweater with a
complementary skirt. You can wear the
grey jacket with a plaid skirt, and make
any number of changes like that.
Fill

*

*

*

As For Accessories you'll need a black or
navy hat to match your basic wardrobe
color plan.

beg

women

Add
to

black or navy
buy good gloves

gloves.
.

.

.

I

hand-

made

gloves

if

possible.

The

difference

is

only a few dollars and grooming depends
greatly upon the condition of your gloves.
You should have one pastel hat with
gloves to match, for that will change the

*

III.

Full or part time, just send name, address
for free copy of Specialty Salesman Magazine
giving hundreds of immediate openings with
reliable firms. Sales experience unnecessary.
We send free 42 page book telling how.
Dept.

SPECIALTY SALESMAN MACAZINE
S

Bell Building

appearance of your basic dress. And it
is always nice to have a flowered hat because it is good in the Spring and Summer months.
*

COMPANY

N. Dearborn Street, Chicago 2,

MEN — WOMEN
WANTED AT ONCE

Continued from page 47

come

FREE BOOK.

VISCOSE

Chicago

ENLARGEMENT
of your favorite photo

*

Your Shoes are another indication of
good taste, good grooming
and the
condition of your bank account. If your
basic color is black or navy, buy the very
best black suede shoes you can afford,
and a well-made bag to match them. If
your budget is very limited and you
don't wear black clothes, you will actually find it an economy to invest in a
good pair of light alligator shoes and a
matching handbag. Of course they're expensive but they can be worn with anything and they last for years. I have
.

SCREENLAND

.

I

.

|

I

'

NEW SILK FINISH • GOLD TOOLED FRAME
To get acquainted, we will make
you a beautiful 5x7 enlargement
of any picture or negative and
mount it in a handsome gold tooled
frame. Be sure to include color of

and clothing for informationon havingthis enlargement
beautifully hand colored in oil.
SEND NO MONEY. Send your most cherished photo
or negative now, accept your beautifully framed enlargement when it arrives, and pay postman only 38c
for frame and enlargement. If you are not completely
satisfied, return the enlargement within 10 days and
hair, eyes,

1

your money will be refunded. But you may keep the
handsome frame as a gift for promptness. Limit 2 to a
customer. Originals returned. Offer limited to U.S.A.

HOLLYWOOD
7021 Santa Monica

FILM STUDIOS

Blvd., Dept.

M130 Hollywood 38,

09

Cal.

minim

MAKE
THIS

IFVOU

WANT

Send no money
.

.

.

send only

SMALL STRAND
OF YOUR HAIR
amazing how long, thrilling hair
adds allure, helps win romance, love.
stars know. LONGER, LOVE-

It's

used the same alligator bag, year around
and have worn out two
pairs of alligator shoes doing it. Then,
budget permitting, and if you like navy,
add a pair of blue suede or kid shoes.
When you're looking for handbags, remember that broadcloth wears much
longer than suede, and a hand-beaded
for four years

bag wears

forever.
*
*

Movie

LIER HAIR may

—

Save 25%
Lge. Jars $2.40

Special

FREE! PERSONAL J 3
SKIN & MAKE-UP

BEAUTY-GLO

BEAUTY ANALYSIS

SENT TO YOU
From famed Beautician "LaVal"
if

you fill out Beauty Questionnaire

ENCLOSED

IN

EACH PKG.

STUDIOS
u,-,£S5;
Ba?«mo°e tl

Help Relieve Distress Of

<S2

MONTHLY

Are

you troubled by distress of female
functional periodic disturbances? Does this
make you suffer from pain, feel so nervous,
tired
at such times? Then DO try Lydia
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound to relieve such symptoms.
Pinkham's has a
grand soothing effect on one of woman's

—

most important organs!

LYDIA

E,

PINKHAM'S compound

Checked

in

a JIFFY

Relieve Itching caused by eczema, athlete's loot, scabies, pimples and other
Itching conditions. Use cooling, medicated D.D.D. Prescription. Greaseless,
stainless. Soothes, comforts and checks
Itching fast. 35c trial bottle proves It—
or money back. Don't suffer. Ask your
druggist today for D.D. D. Prescription-

Free for Asthma
If you suffer with attacks of Asthma and choke
and gasp for breath, if restful sleep is difficult

because of the struggle to breathe, don't fail to
send at once to the Frontier Asthma Company for
a

FREE

ASTHMA

of the FRONTIER
a preparation for temporary

trial

MEDICINE,

symptomatic relief of paroxysms of Bronchial Asthma.
No matter where you live or whether you have
faith in any medicine under the sun, send today
for this free trial.
It will cost you nothing.
Frontier Asthma Co.
710-C Frontier Bldg.
462 Niagara St.
Buffalo 1, N. Y.

L0RM0NE
The Estrogenic Hormone

BUST CREAM
The Only Cream
Containing Ferr.o^.en*
Each jar contains
80,000

Int.

Units

of

(Estrogenic
Femogen*
Hormones) that special,
precious, amazing ingredient that may be absorbed by the skin of
the breasts. We make
no claims, promises, or
representations of any

kind whatever for this
cream. We want YOU
to be the sole judge of

L'OKMONE may do FOR YOU. WE GUARANTEE
UNCONDITIONALLY that if you are not delighted after
using your first jar of L'ORMONE we will cheerfully

what

price. 30 -day supply with full directions, in plain wrapper, complete including Fed. tax and

refund the purchase

postage, only $3.00 with order, or $3.50

L'ORMONE
220 Broadway
•Trade Mark

70

C O.D.

CO., Dept. 260-B

New

Jewelry Is No Problem
double strand of pearls
looks important. It can
the wrist to look like a

York 7, N. Y.

A

these days.
costs little and

be worn around
bracelet as well

There are some very fine
imitation diamonds now and one clip will
serve many occasions. It can be attached
to the pearls for important evening
events and it can be the sole trim of a
cocktail hat. Never wear more than two
pieces of jewelry at one time.
as a necklace.

#

*

FEMALE
WEAKNESS

V

*

when

dry.
brittle, breaking off hair can be retarded and scalp and hair are healthy,
vigorous. Thus hair has a chance to
get longer, more beautiful. Try Beauty-Glo 7 days. BEST because Beautybeneficial
genuine
Glo
contains
CHOLESTERIN. Safe. Not a hair
restorative. Satisfaction or your money
back. Send $1 with address. (IfC.O.D.
Order Now!
govt, charges extra.)
result

*

Girls are by far the best
dressed in the world, but I think there is
still great need for clothes education in
this country.
By clothes education I
mean the "know-how" that makes a
working girl look as smart as the woman
of wealth and leisure. For some reason
there are more working girls with this
clothes sense in New York and San Francisco than in any other city. Most of
them are so simply and well turned out
that you can't tell if they have a weekly
income of $5.00 or $500.00.
*

*

*

*

Also

*

.

.

*

Know how

to invest wisely in
clothes. The average professional man
buys one good tailored suit every two or
three years, and just adds it to the well-

he already owns. You may
think men have an advantage because
their styles don't change, but the finest

made

suits

and most expensive dresses are usually
classic in simplicity.
style, too;

They

will

stay in

you don't have to worry about

that.
*

*

*

There Are Lines designed to

disguise.

A

short girl will appear taller if she drops
her natural waistline an inch. The long
bodice that goes five or seven inches
below the waist will make the tall girl
shorter and the short girl taller. Keep
your natural waistline if you like to
wear full skirts to disguise your hips. If
you have a round face, don't wear a
round neckline. If you have an angular
face, don't wear a V cut. I don't care
for strapless clothes unless jackets or
stoles are worn with them. Very few
women have attractive upper arms.
Their arms are usually either too thin
or too fat, so why reveal them?
*
*
*

There's Youth

woman may

hair, I could suggest

more

for you.

I

a dozen colors

know someone

who always wears grey and insisted that
she couldn't wear pink. She bought a
beautiful grey dress and was ready to
buy another grey hat to go with it. I
thought she should wear a pink hat with
a touch of grey on it, and also wear pink
gloves. On my insistence she tried a
powder blue hat, a yellow, a grey and
a pink hat. Through comparison she
finally realized how the pink hat enhanced her skin. Pink can do more for
some women than any shade

possible

may

be your

.

.

.

while another shade
*

*

*

is

.

Men

his favorite date,

Wilson, songstress, at Stork.

forte.

better to buy a few
good things than a quantity of cheap
outfits. Buy carefully and your suit or
dress will be as good three years from
now as it is today. Then, instead of buying a $15.00 or $25.00 dress each year,
you can spend $50.00 or $75.00 on it
wear it for three years and every time
you wear it you will have the pleasure
of knowing you're beautifully dressed.
it

and

that do

American

They Know

Bob Sterling with
Julie

And

Life In Color.

A

wear grey throughout the year. Grey can be very smart
but for sheer flattery for your skin, eyes
like to

SCREENLAND

Interior Decorating

closely related to
clothes designing, which is really exterior
especially when it comes
decorating
.

.

is

.

to color combinations. After decorating
three homes for myself, helping friends
and then doing it professionally, I found
that the most satisfactory results are obtained by following one color scheme and
selecting color accents with care. In my
own home I started with grey in the
living room and went to silver, a tone of
grey, in the dining room. The accents
of color throughout the house follow one

scheme. The same thing should be done
a wardrobe.

in

*

*

*

Exterior Decorating needs the same use

some color accent, and particularly in
the Spring. If you want to brighten a
plain black crepe dress for Spring, add
a crisp hat and gloves. Your navy blue
gabardine suit or your grey flannel suit
will take on a feeling of Spring if you
apply a touch of white pique and a dash
of bright red in a ribbon or flower trim
of

in

one of your accessories.
*

*

*

A

Designer must have a natural sense of
styling and a sense of balance in color
She must know when to zig and when to
zag when it comes to cutting clothes.
The girl who buys the clothes needs only
to know the meaning of good taste and if
she has any doubt about that quality,
she should insist on clothes that are simple in line. She can always depend on

simplicity as a guide. The rest is just a
matter of grooming
that careful
attention to detail. The result is a presentation of oneself that is extremely attractive to the eye, masculine as well as
feminine. And Spring
more than any
season of the year, is the time to do it.
.

.

.

.

.

.

EXCITING LOVE TALES

Lovable Bachelor

ALL 4

for

Only $1.00

Repr ints of Regular $2 Books at this special price

MADE FOR LOVE

Continued from page 49

By Gail Jordan
Ramsay, though only

Gerald

cause he knows he could do it just a little
Withal, though, he is easy going, not tense.

bit better!

casual, informal and
likes to be comfortable; characteristics
which are reflected in his home, an oldish

At home he

is

California-style bungalow, complete with
front porch, in a quiet, highly respectable but unpretentious section of Holly-

wood.

When we saw him

there on a recent
Saturday afternoon, Barry, in blue jeans
and a navy turtle-necked sweater, was
supervising the placing of living room
furniture just brought back by upholThe smell of fresh paint persterers.

vaded the cheerful rooms. The workmen
promptly left and Barry ushered us, after
a hasty apology, to a deep chair, then he
sprawled on a studio couch across the
room, puffing on a favorite pipe.

"You know,

I've lived here six years
and hadn't changed a thing, but it was
beginning to look depressing. Comfort is

the main thing to me, but I don't like a
drab look. So I decided to redecorate.
Strictly trial

and

method. No inknow what I want

error

terior decorators.

I

—

house to look cheerful so I've
been experimenting," our host explained.
for the

Barry has done

fine.

The

room
Big sofas and
living

yellow.
chairs, some grouped invitingly around a
large open fireplace, are covered in soft
shades of green, beige and dubonnet. Off
the living room is a snug study, its walls
lined with books, its furniture a mansized desk and deep leather chair, and
Barry's collection of pipes. The dining
room he has converted into a music
room. A grand piano fills much of the
space, and proudly displayed in a book
shelf niche is his Oscar, won for his memwalls

are

pale

orable role of Father Fitzgibbon in "GoWay."
ing

My

"I could use six more Oscars to
those niches," he remarks dryly.

fill

Barry's part in the redecorating has
been strictly supervisory. He isn't much
of a hand at tinkering or fixing. He was
moved to try one experiment a dismal
failure. In his eagerness to put more
color in the living room he painted a
beige rayon lampshade. Just painted it,
with red enamel!
"I'm throwing it out," he apologized,
"but the new one hasn't arrived."

—

Barry loves to play the piano, strictly
He had not
for his own amusement.
studied music in his youth but a few
years ago decided it would be fun and
took piano lessons for twelve months. He
sticks to the classics and is very modest
about his keyboard artistry. Some of his
friends say he plays quite well; his brother, Arthur Shields, says he "thumps."

Barry
pipe

isn't

a hobbyist or collector. His

collection,

numbering about

two

dozen briars, is strictly functional. He is
an omnivorous reader but gives away
most of his books after reading them. "I
accumulate them for awhile, then get rid
of them when I have too many and they

twenty-five, has gleaned a vast
experience in love. Sybaritic
and personable, he has just
enough money and just enough
charm to be able to make a
permanent career of being a
house guest. And in the course
of his visits, into the homes

up the house," he exreads few novels, concentrates

start to clutter

He

plains.

on biography and history.
doesn't cook and has never been
interested in trying. Says he, "I can
barely make tea. I'm not a very fussy
eater, so I've never had the incentive to
experiment with cooking. Except for
breakfast I have all my meals out."

By Carlotta Baker
a doctor of psychiatry, Helen Denise learned a good deal
about life in the raw from her

As

She had

patients.

in

Sonya

Jaeger a living example of an
In
over-rich, over-sexed girl
the wealthy wastrel, Florian
del Vecchio, she could study
the effect of dissipation and
riotous living on a man who
.

a career of sowing
But Helen herself
on the sidelines.
Florian set out to deHER OWN careful de-

was making
wild oats.

remained

UNTIL

stroy
fenses.

THE HARD BOILED BLONDE
By Glen Watkins

In spite of her hard-boiled caPatricia Brownell was
reer,
Nine out
really hard to get.
of ten of the men who came
to the "Golden Goose" to hear
the blonde torch singer were
eager to date her and more,

and were foredoomed to
ure.

fail-

A TALENT FOR LOVE

By Thomas Stone
In Manhattan's Greenwich

Amer-

Vil-

would-be writers, artists,
and young people of various
other talents live and love.
Some of them have more of a
talent for love than anything

lage,

Golf is his game, but he is disappointed that after playing so many years his
average score still is in the high 80's.
Resignedly, though, he goes on playing.
His golfing friends are several retired
business men and Stubby Kruger, a stunt

man.
Barry used to ride his motorcycle to
and from the Paramount studio but since
war-swollen Los Angeles traffic has beso hazardous he now limits his riding to early Sunday morning when the
streets are fairly deserted. He likes to

come

the ocean, dislikes pools. He
plays a little tennis but says his game is
"pretty bad."

swim

and

THE FALLEN WOMAN

Barry has a cup of tea when he first
wakes in the morning, but coffee with
breakfast which is cooked by his standin, Gus Gaillon, who has lived with him
for several years. Barry usually has dinner with his brother and the latter's
family, who live only a block away. His
favorite food is steak, "in which I seem
to agree with 90 per cent of the
ican public," he adds.

met

of the wealthy, he had
girls who had everything
were willing to prove it.

He

in

else.

Tommy

Terry,

for

in-

stance, never got beyond the
first act of a play, but he had
been the star of more than
one bedroom scene.
These four books are so thrilling that they were "bestsellers" at $2.00 each. Each one is packed with romance,
passion and thrills.
Each book is complete and bound
separately.
Not one word left out.
Hours of exciti ng
reading.
Mailed postpaid if you send order with SI. 00
or sent C.O.D. plus postage. Money Back Guarantee.
KNICKERBOCKER PUB. CO., Dept. N-21
26 East 21st St.
New York 10
r.
<*•,.

SONGS |

w

SONGWRITERS

PUBLISHED |

I

your songs or poems today. Music
en for your words without charge*.
Records, copies, copyright furnished.

Wo

have helped many new writers find their
first success. Let us try to help you.

ADVANCE
ROYALTY

HOLLYWOOD TUNESMITHS
1 1

537 No. Vina St.,DeptM-39. Hollywood 28. Cat.

On movie sets he is known as a man
without a temper but honest Barry insists that in temperament he has the
"ordinary reactions of a normal man."
However,

golf

his

cronies

divulge that

even after a duffer shot he never really
blows up or throws a club.
Fitzgerald

is

inclined to be extremely

shy with strangers.

He was

flabbergasted

number

at the

of casual acquaintances
who began treating him as a bosom
friend
in the typical Hollywood man-

—

—

ner after he won his Academy award
four years ago. He was also embarrassed
by the attention he received from the
public so suddenly.

"You'd have thought that I had
jumped, full-grown, from the brow of Leo
McCarey," says Barry. "People didn't
remember I had been in about two dozen
pictures before making 'Going My Way.'
Make no mistake, I'm grateful for the
award but I'm amused at people's reactions to

Besides, the publicity that

it.

went with it made people recognize me
and to me that was hard. I used to be
able to ride a bus or street car and watch
people, observing mannerisms and habits
to

file

away

trayals.

my mind

in
All actors

for future por-

do that!

My

inter-

pretation of Father Fitzgibbon, for ex-

ample, was based on two priests I had
known in my youth in Dublin. Now, because people recognize me, I can't watch
them unobserved any more."
It

is

doubtful that without this ave-

nue of observation Barry ever

will

run

out of ideas for his characterizations, for

SCREENLAND

[fltee
Booklet

MARVEL
905 East

St.

CO.
New Haven, Conn.

SONG WRITERS ATTENTION
The amazing demand for phonograph records, accelerated by countless Juke-Boxes, warrants your
immediate investigation. We are offering New
Writers the rare opportunity of having a celebrated "Hit" composer furnish music on reduced
percentage basis for any likely poems received
this month. Phono-records are outselling piano
copies 5 to

1.

RECOLA RECORDING

CO., Hollywood 28, Calif.

new BUST CUMB

HORMONE*
Science believes skin of breasts
may absorb Estrogenic Hormones
and while we make no claims or
representations whatever for the
new Francis James Bust Creme, we
do promise you may test it yourself 10 days on this special introductory offer. Each jar contains
30,000 Int. Units Estrogenic Hormones. Pleasant and easy to use.

DAYS

SEND NO MONEY
Write today.

When your 30-Day

Creme

RISK
Jar Francis

James Bust

arrives pay only $2.98 plus tax and C.O.D. postage.
Plain wrapper.
Full directions with package.
Test 10
days, then judge for yourself. If not satisfied return and
money will be refunded.

FRANCIS JAMES PRODUCTS
803 North Milwaukee Avenue

CO.. Dept. 62-E
Chicago 22, Illinois
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WHAT MAKES

months, as happens in any successful
play, than to do something new every
day as we do in motion pictures," he

some of Fitzgerand some of the personalities he has
watched during his sixty years of life.
Despite his Oscar and its attendant
fame, you've read much less about Barry

points out. "But to young actors who
want to get in movies and most of
them do I'd say get all the training possible in the legitimate theatre."

diversified roles reflect

SILVER SCREEN

ald

MAN

A

Fitzgerald than he deserves, but that's
because he never seeks publicity and actually avoids the press. Newspaper and
magazine people have to pursue him for
weeks or months if they really want to
interview him, because his shyness makes

A GREAT LOVER?

LINDA DARNELL
gives the answer

A pity, too, because he's
such an amiable and friendly man, when

him shun them.

ON SALE MAY 11TH

he's finally cornered.

—

subject acting
loquacious.
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Her Beautiful Profile
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ACTUAL PHOTOS OF THE

04

And

—makes

at least one
definitely

him

For one thing, he believes that no one
can be taught to act.

Ex Ugly-Duckling

FAVORITE MOVIE STARS
Including such favorites
as June Allyson, Peter
Lawford, Alan Ladd, Rita
Hayworth, Cornel Wilde,
Lana Turner, Greer Garson, Gregory Peck, and

it.

I

mean

is

Since the enormous cost of producing
new plays on Broadway now limits their
number so considerably, Barry thinks the
only hope of the theatre in this country
is the little theatre movement, but this
too has its limitations, he points out.

"The average little theatres present
nothing new. They produce copies of
Broadway hits, partly because these hits
will attract audiences, which they need
for financial support, and partly through
lack of imagination. So the young actors
in these rehashed plays do a fair carbon

try

50c

Beautiful 32-page catalog with
order. Includes over 400 actual
of movie stars, westerns, pinups.

STEWART-CROXTON STUDIOS
P. O.

Box 2390, Dept. SU-5

HOLLYWOOD

CALIFORNIA

28.

U
NT

LONGER

HAIR?
f^Y«A
K3 MAKE THIS EASY
II
BS5
mff

7-DAY
TEST!
SYSTEM

on yonr hair 7 days
Jnst try thia
and see if yoa are really enjoying the pleaaore of ATTRACTIVE HAIR that can 60 very

E*^ often capture Love and Romance for yoa.

r

MARVELOUS HELP for DRY,
BRITTLE, Breaking-Off HAIR

WHEN SCALP and HAIR CONDITIONS are
normal and dry, brittle, breaking-off hair can be retarded,
. and much more beautiful.
it has a chance to get longer
Amazing. The JUELENE System is not a hair restorative.
.

.

SEND NO MONEY-Fully Guaranteed

Just try the JUELENE SYSTEM for 1 dayB. Then let your
mirror PROVE the thrilling results. JUELENE cornea in
Liquid.
FOR IT TODAYI
Pomade
2 Forme
C. O. D. SI. 00 pitas Government charges. It is fully guaranteed. Money back if you are not deliczhted. Write Now!
Chicago 25, III.
J U EL CO., 4727 N. Damon . Dept. s 602

SEND

.
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Barry, as you may have heard, was
graduated from college in Dublin, where
he was born William Joseph Shields, and
was working as a civil service clerk when
he became interested in acting and joined
the Abbey Theatre as an after-hours volunteer. For fifteen years he clerked during the day as William Shields and acted
by night as Barry Fitzgerald, a name
given him at random by the Abbey manager because Barry was afraid his bosses
at the Board of Trade might not approve
of clerk Shields also being an actor.
It

was not

until

he was 41 that he quit
and became a

ers;

What

that
to be a real actor one must have the
spark, the inner ability; without it all the
dramatic lessons in the world cannot produce an actor. One may learn the mechanical details of acting technique but
these become stilted without the spark,
the soul of acting. Audiences like sincerThey may not think about it or
ity.
ever be conscious of it, but they do and
the actors they choose as their favorites
are the ones who possess this sincerity
and spark." Barry insists.
for saying

we should support

a real experimentheatre that would try new plays.
When I was at the Abbey Theatre we
had eight or ten new plays every year;
it was a cockpit for expression. Someone
would get steamed up about a subject,
usually some local controversy, and write
a play about it. Why can't that be tried
in little theatres here?
We need new
playwrights as well as new actors.
tal

"A play with a purpose usually has a
better chance of success because it is
based on conviction. I don't mean that
propaganda plays are necessarily good,
but conviction does carry weight."
Barry, as a theatre-trained actor, naturally feels that motion pictures must
depend on little theatres for a great deal
of new talent. He himself, however,, at
this point of his career has no special
hankering to return to the stage because
he thinks it is a much more difficult medium than movies.
"It's

a

much tougher

grind to main-

Screen land

over

—

—

me

pictures

others.

characterization

his secure civil service job

EB
EE
IVEE

many

Complete set of 64

Marshall

a

"That sounds unorthodox and I suppose all the drama school people will hate

copy of the actors who created the roles.
They have no chance to create anything
new.
"I really think the American public
should be ashamed of itself for this.
Surely somewhere in this wealthy coun-

Thompson

many

he has been storing them up for many
Whether he plays a ship's cook, a
disreputable sailor, a wealthy playboy, a
detective or a priest, all of his widely

tain

years.

member of the Abbey Playthe same year he made his first great
hit in Sean 0'Casey's "The Silver Tassle." In 1931 he toured the United States
with a repertory of Abbey plays, was
well received by Broadway but ignored
by Hollywood. It was in 1937 that he
was brought to the film capital by John
full-fledged

Ford for "The Plough And The Stars,"
and he has remained in movies ever since,
except for an occasional fling on Broadway's stages.

Barry thinks the easiest role he ever
did was in "Going
Way" and the
most difficult that in "Stork Club."
"The latter was obvious humor, the
double-take sort of comedy. Just expected reactions that were telegraphed to
the audience. To me, that's the most
difficult sort of acting because it is so
obvious," he says.

My

Before he starts any new role he reads
through the entire script to get the feel
of his character, without learning any
dialogue. Then he studies his role for
one salient thing, one keynote to the
character. On this he builds in his imagination until he has a definite man in
mind and then he starts studying lines.
His effortless ease and naturalness in any
role are based on these weeks of preparation, not to mention that spark, or soul,
of acting which is natively his!

Two

years ago Barry took a trip back

to Ireland after a decade's absence. He
looked forward to a quiet vacation with
his sister in Dublin, with absolute privacy. But if he thought Hollywood was
a goldfish bowl, he found Ireland even
worse. He was hero-worshipped and
fussed over everywhere he went, treatment which sincerely embarrasses him.
The only place he found real privacy
was on a friend's yacht! He wanted to
rest, but he was bothered by repeated
picture and play contracts. And he
couldn't get a good cup of coffee.

"Of course the tea was wonderful. We
don't make good tea in the United States,
but neither do they make decent coffee
in Europe," says he.
Barry Fitzgerald was glad to get back
to Hollywood, where he can blame his
bad tea on his own brewing and where
his neighbors are nice friendly people
who take him for granted and don't treat
him like a movie star!

—
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Your Guide To Current Films

PLATE PILLOWS MAKE
FALSE TEETH FIT FINE

Continued from page 15

—

really gets going this time
so much so
that Holden is ordered to bring him back
dead or alive. Rather than gun for the

man who

A Woman's

Secret

RKO

RATHER confusing but, nevertheless,
a fair picture of a head-strong sing-

Gloria Grahame,

who

is

discovered

and groomed for stardom under the joint
tutelage of Melvyn Douglas and exsinger Maureen O'Hara. When Gloria
is found critically shot, Maureen confesses to the shooting. Melvyn is the
only one who doesn't believe that she is
capable of such a deed. He tries to convince the police inspector but to no avail.
It's fortunate for Maureen that a young
man suddenly appears at the hospital
and the truth is soon known: Gloria is
secretly married but in love with a
wealthy, brilliant lawyer who wants to
marry her. Afraid to let anyone know
she was married, she tried to kill herself.
Maureen was only being noble to protect her protege from scandal, and there

you have

Republic

once was his friend, Holden

takes a jail sentence instead, and Bendix
volunteers for the job. Carey kills him,
sends the body back and that's all
Holden needs to change his mind. The
love interest is supplied by Mona Freeman who loves Carey, but out of necessity, switches to Holden in the finale

er,

Red Pony
(Technicolor)

it.

.

.

.

AN

excellently-done yarn about a boy,
Peter Miles, and his pony, Gabilan.
However, this isn't one of those ordinary
run-of-the-mill animal stories, by any
means. Based on a novel by John Steinbeck, the pony becomes the focal point
of complex human relationships at the
ranch. The boy's father, Sheppard Strudwick, a former schoolteacher never able
to adapt himself to ranch life, resents
the fact that his son turns to the hired
hand, Robert Mitchum, for guidance and
care of the pony. Myrna Loy, the wife,
tries to smooth over Strudwick's ruffled
feelings

but she, too,

Simply press the upper or lower Komfo on
your plate to conform to the shape of your
denture. Return the plate to your mouth and
trite. The natural heat of your mouth will set
Komfo to shape. Then just FEEL the difference
when you eat difficult foods such as: corn on
cob, tomatoes, celery, nuts, etc. Komfos are
guaranteed to satisfy or your money will bo
refunded. Give Komfos a chance— you'll never
regret it. Specify when ordering upper or lower

Komfos

or

BOTH.

Simple Instructions with Each Order

Order from Laboratory
Send $1 for 20 Komfo lowers
Send $1 for 16 Komfo uppers

DENTAL PAD CO
GKOMFOSONGS
WANTED

fails.

When

the pony becomes ill and dies,
the boy, thinking Mitchum has failed
him, gains comfort from his father who
for the first time feels necessary to his
family. But it isn't until Mitchum presents the boy with a new-born colt that
everything settles down and a new and
better relationship begins. Louis Calhern, as the grandfather, is one of the

many good

Dept. 254, p

(Technicolor)
Universal-International

ANOTHER

hoss picture— and good,
Blyth, the tomboy daughter of horse-breeder George Brent, tames
a wild horse and a cynical young man,
Howard Duff. At first, Ann and Howard
don't seem to hit it off too well, but

Ann

too!

when he

finally

makes good

his

promise

bring in Black Velvet, the wildest
horse roaming the range, Ann takes a
hand in the proceedings and together
they manage to (1) train the horse so
he'll race against her father's prize stalto

and (2) fall in love.
Everything looks rosy, but Howard is
holding out the fact that he is a member of the notorious Cordt family, a
pack of no-good hoss thieves who once
raided her father's ranch and caused
the death of Ann's mother. Just before
the race, he breaks down and tells all.
lyove wins out and Ann rides Black

Box 6311.

Phila. 39. Pa,

A

well known composer will write the music
your words on a professional basis. His
songs have sold millions of copies.
Recordings made.
Send for FREE Booklet.
for

2/te JrjtlOOT
80
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SPARE TIME MONEY

The Green Promise

in fascinating, dignified business of your own.
Capable woman who can sell new Personal
Hygiene System (not birth control) can make
up to $53 a week in spare time. No house to
house canvassing.
No investment. No experience needed.
Write FRED
Details FREE.
WALTON, Middlefield 85, Connecticut.

RKO
a surprisingly good account of how
ISthe
4-H Clubs and advanced scientific

FREE PHOTO

agriculture

Red Canyon

0.

features in this.

are bettering the lives of
farmers and the soil of our country.
Walter Brennan is a stubborn farmer who
clings to ignorance and backward ideas.
Despite the advice of county agricultural
agent Robert Paige he goes ahead and
cuts down the timber on his land, which
prevents soil erosion, thereby placing his
farm and land in danger. Two things
Paige does manage to do, is to get little
Natalie Wood, the youngest of Brennan's
four children, to join a 4-H Club and
start raising a pair of prize lambs, and
also gets the oldest daughter, Marguerite
Chapman, to fall in love with him.
Neither of which Brennan likes until a
storm and the subsequent ruination of
his farm, and almost his family, makes
him see the light.
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^KOMFOS ARE EASY TO

LARGE SIZE

of
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MOVIE
STAR
HOLLYWOOD.
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direct from
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STAR.
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Immed.
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for handling and mailing.
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Submit

one
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more
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Any subject.
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poems
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for

free
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poem.
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Easy as A-B-C

lion,

Velvet

victory. Unfortunately, the
the Cordt family is present at
the race, too pappy and brother who
;iim to raid the stables. Do they? Does
Howard get Ann? Does Black Velvet
race again?
Go to your neighborhood theatre and
learn the answers!
to

liad side of

—

E]

Paso

Paramount

Be Your Own MUSIC Teacher
LEARN AT HOME THIS MONEY SAVING WAY

GUESS

ANOTHER

what?! Yup!
Western! John Payne, a lawyer,
comes to El Paso merely on a routine
case, and is so incensed by the kangarootype court and justice he sees, that he remains, hoping to bring some law to the
city. Gail Russell, the daughter of the besotted judge who knows from nothing
once he has a few under his belt, thinks
Payne's idea is wonderful, but her other
suitor is Sterling llayden, the chap who's

SCREENLAND

Simple as A-B-C.

Your lessons consist of real selections,
instead of tiresome exercises.
You read real notes— no
"numbers" or trick music. Some of our 850.O00 students
are band LEADERS. Everything is in print and pictures.
First you are told "vhat
...
to do. Then a picture shows you
how. Soon you are plavin? popular i....,
Mail coupon for our illustrated Free Book
and Print and Picture Sample. Mention
FREE
your favorite instrument. U. S. School of
Music, 119S Brunswick Bldg., N. Y. 10,
N. Y. 51st year.

BOOKLET

U.S. School of Music,
nld

Name

.

119S Brunswick

Bldg., N.Y. 10,

N.Y.
ne Free Booklet and Print and Picture Sample.

like to pl.ny <\'a

.

i

Please Print)

Address
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the Plains Indian coun-

running the town his way, see? In an attempt to show the people that they must

officers serving in

against tyrant Hayden, Payne induces a fugitive, who is innocent in the
first place, to return to El Paso where
he'll get a fair trial. He sees to it that the
judge is sobered up and stays that way.
The judge, back in his old stride, frees
the man, for which he gets killed. With

Guy Madison and Johnny

rise

that,
Payne starts guerrilla warfare
against Hayden and his mob. Justice
does win out in the end, but the corpses
pile up higher before that happens.

The

Life

Of

Riley

Universal-International

BASED on

the radio play series of the

same name

which William Bendix
a not too funny comedy
about an average American and we use
the word "average" loosely and his family. Bendix is always getting into trouble
but not nearly so bad as when he decides he is going to become a big time
operator instead of a mere factory employee. It's because of this desire that
his daughter almost marries the boss's
son, a weak-chinned heel who will get
enough money if he "settles" down to pay
off his gambling debts.
The marriage
doesn't take place because just in the old
nick of time, Daddy Bendix discovers the
young man's plan. Once his family is
happy again, Bendix decides he wasn't
cut out to be a BTO and settles for a
foreman's job at the plant.
also stars, this

in

is

—
—

Massacre River
Monogram

OH

NO! ....

it

seems there were

three (count 'em

young cavalry

—3)

War: Rory Calhoun,
Sands. They
are very close, devoted friends. Johnny
has a sister who becomes engaged to Guy
However, he meets another, breaks his
engagement and weds. Furious at the
treatment his sister received, Johnny sets
out after Guy and instead of killing him.
gets killed by Guy's wife, Cathy Downs,
try after the Civil

who

trying to defend her spouse. Then,

is

Rory, thinking

Guy

killed

Johnny,

sets

out after the couple. Just as he catches
up with Guy and his wife, the trio is
set upon by a hostile Indian war party.
During the battle, Rory learns that his
friend is innocent when Mrs. Guy confesses after she has been fatally wounded.
The Indians disperse leaving Rory and
and I sincerely hope that that
Guy
takes care of these people who pal around
.

.

.

in threes!

Miss Mink Of 1949
20th Century-Fox

MIGHT be timely with
away shows on

all

these give-

but that's
where its usefulness ends. There are two
henpecked husbands, one of whose wife
radio,

wins a $20,000 mink coat in a slogan
contest and the other's who wants the
same coat at any cost. Jimmy Lydon
and Richard Lane are the husbands, and
Lois Collier and June Storey are the
wives. How Jimmy tries to get his wife
to sell her coat and how Lane tries to
buy it takes up half the film. Then, they
join forces and decide to steal the coat
in order to save more wear and tear on
their nervous systems. What follows after

that is a free-for-all, in more ways than
one, winding up in the local clink, and
laugh? Gee, hey! I thought I'd die!

Cobina Wright's Party Gossip
Continued from page 10
father who is in the Dutch oil business
in Palestine. When they signed the register, the clerk looked up and said, "Oh,
are you from Hollywood? We have another California visitor here with us."

"Who

is

it?"

"His name

is

plied the clerk.
"Not really!"

asked Linda.

Mr. Tyrone Power,"

re-

screamed Ariadne, who

a teenage film fan.
him, please!"

"Oh

Linda,

is

let's call

Linda frowned impatiently. "Now,
Ariadne, behave yourself. Don't act like
such a bobby-soxer. At least wait until
we get into our suite!"
Ariadne heaved a sigh of disappointment. "Oh, all right, but I think that
older sisters (Linda was all of 22) never

know anyone

didn't

"I'm calling Tyrone Power," timidly,
who was becoming a little
frightened now. "What shall I say to

him?"
"Oh, Ariadne," wailed Linda, "won't
you ever learn? Here give me the phone!"
So, when Tyrone said "hello" from his
room, he got a very apologetic response
from the girl who was to play such an
important part in his life. Sensing that
she was embarrassed, he asked her to join
him downstairs for a cocktail and to
bring her autograph-hungry sister for a
lime water.

Tyrone was fascinated right from the
although they had met before. As

start,

said, "You undoubtedly don't rebut we have met before, Mr. Power."
"Where?" asked Ty. "I'm sure I would

Linda
call,

you're sadly mistaken. She's just as
impulsive as Linda and just as headstrong. Linda stepped out of the room
for a minute and when she returned, she
found Ariadne on the phone.
"Whom are you calling?" demanded
Linda, knowing that her little sister

plied Linda.

74

Rome.

said Ariadne

want a girl to have any fun."
With that the two of them were escorted upstairs and started to unpack. But
Ariadne was a chastened
if you think
girl,

in

remember."
"It was at a party

in

Hollywood,"

re-

"I even signed your guest reg-

ister!"

insisted that this was imposbut had to confess that they later

Tyrone
sible,

joying Chicago's famous

found

Pump Room.

only Linda had signed her real
Welter!
But if that first chance encounter
didn't do the trick, the second one certainly did. After that first cocktails-fortwo in Rome, Tyrone couldn't wait to see
Linda again. Her laughter, her love for
living, which she inherits from her Mexican mother, and her almost childlike
naivete fascinated him, while Linda was
equally overwhelmed by the attentions
of such a dashing man-of-the-world as
the popular Power.
it,

—Bianca

name

For over a year they travelled Italy
together and, with the chaperonage of
Count and Countess Crespi, they spent a
long holiday at Capri.

The Count, who married one

of the

famous O'Connor twins, is an old buddy
of Tyrone's and it was he who agreed to
be best man at the wedding as early as
June of 1947.
Linda and Ty had planned to be married on November 6th of 1948, the anniversary of their meeting in Rome, but
the legal complications of the California
state laws, which didn't make Ty's divorce valid until after January 26 of this
year, along with movie contract difficulties, prevented them from keeping that
anniversary date at the altar. Perhaps
it's just as wise that they waited and
didn't take an impetuous step such as

Laraine Day and Leo Durocher did. The
proof of it is that today Linda and Ty
are truly one of the happiest couples I

know.

How

long do I think this happiness
but I will say that
I believe that this will be one marriage
that will continue principally because
both Linda and Ty have grown up.
will last? I can't say,

—

I first knew Linda when Tony Martin
brought her to my house and I thought
she was charming, but a little on the

madcap

side.

is a much more mature girl today. She's still vivacious and active, but
she has a serious interest in promoting
her husband's career. As she says, "Two
actors in one family won't work. Besides, I want to have a real family of my

Linda

own!"
So the lovely Linda is abandoning all
ideas about facing a camera and is ready
to face all household tasks and domestic
chores.

"At what party?" demanded Ty.
"One at your house," said Linda impishly.

The John Hodiaks (Anne Baxter) en-

Screen land

Ty,

too, has

changed.

He

still

is

just

as dashing, but in a more reserved manner. His rash and roving days, like those
he experienced in the four years of service in the United States Marines are over
and he's come home to stay with Linda!
PRINTED IN THE U. 6. A. BY THE CUNEO PRESS, INC.
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Covmee Casuals

Today's "High-Style" Shoe Fashions
•

••AT DOWN-TO-EARTH PRICES!

i
FOR THE GIRL WHEN AT
HOME, IN TOWN OR
COUNTRY: Genuine suede

STARLET

GENUINE LEATHER FOR
WAITRESSES, NURSES, HOUSEWIVES,
SCHOOL GIRLS... ETC. A gorgeous Buckle

COMFORT

or genuine smooth leather

with gold colored laces

threaded through the

I

front.

IN

AS COMFORTABLE AS
WINGS - A PREVIEW OF

Adjusting Shoe, featuring expert workmanship,

FASHION.

SUPERB COMFORT, HIGH STYLE,

LOW

PRICE!

ALL LEATHER!

3.95

$3.95
Colors: Blue,

Gray,

Black,

Brown,

O

x b

Navy,

I

Red,
o o d

,

Green,

NARROW, MEDIUM and WIDE WIDTHS.

Wine, White.

LEADING LADY
In

genuine leather or suede

matter where
you go . . the

. .

.

shoe that wins
compliments.

comfort.

built-in

ONLY

to 9.

For comfort no

a smart, chic openwork front,
with new semi-wedge heel
with

4

Sizes

$

POCAHONTAS
Colors: Blue, Multi-color,

Oxblood,

Red,

Colors: Black, Brown,

Brown,

PROFESSIONAL WHITE,

Navy, Green, Black,

Red, Oxblood,

Red, Wine, Gray, Dusty
Pink, White.

NARROW, MEDIUM, WIDE WIDTHS.

Sizes

4

and

to 9.

Navy

NARROW
WIDTHS.

Sizes

Start Enjoying

CLASSIC

PUMP

.
.
THE SHOE WORN BY
THE SMARTEST WOMEN, AND ALL THE
seen at
MOST BEAUTIFUL MODELS
.

nearly

all style

AND LOW

shows... IT'S

PRICED.

In

.

4

to

SEND

.

LOVMEE SHOES,

smooth leather

NO MONEY..

Dept. 29

1025 Broad Street,

or suede.

Newark

2,

New

Jersey

Gentlemen: Please send me the following:
1

$

COLOR

PAIRS

5.95

Leading Lady
Classic

j

Wine, Navy,
Gray, Brown, Black,
Colors:

Starlet

Green, Blue, Red.

Name

NARROW, MEDIUM

Address

and WIDE WIDTHS.

City

Sizes 4 to 9. Choice
of

Pump

Pocahontas

i

medium or high

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

SIZE

WIDTH

3.95
5.95
3.95
3.95

„

State

.Money Order

(We prepay postage

L.
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@

& Zone

2nd Choice Color
Check
Cash

heel.

.

.

SENT

if

full

C.O.D. (plus postage)

payment accompanies order)

ON APPROVAL
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Comfort

now.

HIGH STYLE

Blue,

MEDIUM,
and WIDE

Green.

Ma YBELUNE*Ana£e& !

Why

not discover how
eyes can be?

much

lovelier

YOUR

easy to give your eyes THEIR
share of beauty-magic
with

It's so

full

—

MAYBELLINE! A

few simple brush

strokes of this famous Mascara will make
your lashes appear naturally darker,
longer and more luxuriant. And it's so
easy to form graceful, expressive eyebrows with the soft, smooth Maybelline

Eyebrow

Pencil.

Then behold the

dif-

ference! Your eyes are so much lovelier!
Your entire face is more attractive, for
your make-up is perfectly balanced

—

completely flattering.

To

look your very best always, be sure

—

you use MAYBELLINE the eye makepreferred by smart
up in good taste

—

women

everywhere.

4

J- MAYBELLINE CAKE MAS-

CARA in beautiful, gold-tone
metal vanity. SI. Refills. 50c. Velvet
Black, Sable Brown, Midnight Blue.
(Also in 25c and 10c sizes.)

>f

I*T

MAYBELLINE CREAM MASCARA (applied without water)

-A,

1%

MAYBELLINE EYE

BROW PENCIL,
—

smooth quality

soft,
90 easy to

use! Purse size, 10c. Professional size, 25c. Velvet Black

Dark Brown and Light Brown
-A-

MAYBELLINE EYE

]H SHADOWsmooth.creamy,
in shades: Blue, Brown, BlueBlack, Sable Brown, Midnight Blue. Gray, Green. Violet and Gray.

comes

in handy leatherette case. SI.
(Also in 25c and 10c sizes.) Velvet

onaea

J?cute Sce+te. StaSiAitUf.

PEGGY ANN GARNER
AND

LON MCALLISTER
'THE BIG

CAT

AN EAGLE LION FILMS PRODUCTION

TECHNICOLOR

IN

KISS COLORS
TANGEE PINK QUEEN

KISSABLE TEXTURE
/.

Keeps

lips soft

.

.

.

invitingly moist.

2.

Feels just right... gives you confidence.

3.

Does not smear or run
Goes on so

easily... so

,

makes lips
ible to men.
. . .

— The pink of perfection
— inviting — irresist-

exciting

TANGEE RED-RED— The reddest red of them
all. Just what you need "to get your man."

—

No. 1 shade for bruTANGEE RED MAJESTY
nettes Sure to make your lips his "target
!

at the edges.

smoothly... so quickly.

for tonight."

TANGEE MEDIUM

RED—Not too dark. ..not too

light... but just right to

5.

And

it

lasts-and

LASTS-and

L-A-S-T-S!

tempt — and

tease.

tfcvb

BUT he was doing — and doing
deliberately — breaking the

next.

biggest date of the year on very
short notice! This was the party

granted

it

it

new

.

.

shoes.

take your breath for
Why risk putting

ever?

yourself in a bad light
terine Antiseptic

is

when

Lis-

such a de-

lightful, extra-careful precaution

against offending?

Now he

was

calling the

whole
Lasting Protection.

thing off with excuses that, to
say the least, sounded phony.

Looking back

What had

strangely indifferent.

she said to merit such treatment
then? What had she done to deserve it now? The more she
searched for an explanation the
further she got from the truth*.

Are You Sure?

romance

to clear.

The

insidious thing about

it

that you, yourself,

may not

realize

you have
over,

it

simply rinse the

when

Moremay be

it.

mouth with

Listerine Antiseptic and, lo,

breath

becomes

your

fresher, sweeter,

less likely to offend.

Not

for sec-

onds. Not for minutes. But for
hours, usually.
If

you want to be at your best,
on makeshifts. Put

don't rely

your trust in Listerine Antiseptic

— the

extra-careful,

Use

lasting pre-

night and morning and before every date where
caution.

Unpleasant breath (halitosis*)
is the offense unpardonable
... a hurdle that is hard

is

You

at their last date

she recalled that he had acted

for

why

So

she had dreamed about
for
which she had bought a lovely
new evening dress and adorable
.

present one day and absent the

it

you want to be

Most

at

your

best.

cases of simple bad

breath yield readily to Listerine

Antiseptic; cases of systemic
origin are for your doctor to treat.

Lambert Pharmacal Company
St.

Louis, Missouri

Before any date

LISTERINE ANTISEPTIC
to help

P.S.

Have you

tried the

new

Listerine
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Tooth

Paste, the

you be at your best

Minty 3-way Prescription

for your Teeth?
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The change comes gradually, but

all of

Did You Say Clamour Boy?

a sudden you are a young lady, says Jane

Talk with John Payne for an hour and you'll see he's a deep-thinking man
Itself Is Talking About
Lynn Bowers
The stars like to discuss what's going on in their town as much as you do

What Hollywood
At the

first

blush of

womanhood many

Couldn't Be Happier
Anne Baxter loves her job, headaches and all
Betty Lets Her Hair Down
What her hairdresser knows about the real Betty Grable

mys-

terious changes take place in your body. For
instance, the apocrine glands under your
arms begin to secrete daily a type of perspiration you have never known before. This is
closely related to physical development and
causes an unpleasant odor on both your person and your clothes.
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Gladys Hall
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best actresses, in Anatole Litvak's book, always put the story before the star

Latest

nothing "wrong" with you. It's just
another sign you are now a woman, not a
girl ... so now you must keep yourself safe
with a truly effective underarm deodorant.
is

to
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26
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Fred Bobbins

of records reviewed

51

by popular disk jockey

Two dangers—Underarm

odor is a real handicap at this romantic age, and the new cream
deodorant Arrid is made especially to overcome this very difficulty. It kills this odor
on contact in 2 seconds, then by antiseptic
action prevents the formation of all odor for
48 hours and keeps you shower-bath fresh.

Robert Taylor and Elizabeth Taylor

Dan

28
32
34

Dailey

Marilyn Maxwell

and so protects
against a second danger— perspiration stains.
Since physical exertion, embarrassment and

It also stops perspiration

Cobina Wright
Helen Hendricks

Party Gossip

emotion can now cause apocrine glands
to fairly gush perspiration, a dance, a date,
an embarrassing remark may easily make
you perspire and offend, or ruin a dress.
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She's Got Everything!
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Patricia Knight)

(Joan Crawford)

Dreams Come True
All

Most Eligible Bachelor (Bobert Sterling)
Errol's "Coming Out" Party (Errol Flynn)

deodorants are not alike -so remember

—no

other deodorant tested stops perspiration and odor so completely yet so safely as
new Arrid. Its safety has been proved by
doctors. That's why girls your age buy more
Arrid than any other age group. More men
and women use Arrid than any other deodorant. Antiseptic, used by 117,000 nurses.

MGM

self

White
Charmingly Yours
Guide To Glamour

Your satisfaction guaranteed,

or your

money

back! If you are not completely convinced
that Arrid is in every way the finest cream
deodorant you've ever used, return the jar
with unused portion to Carter Products,
Inc., 53 Park PI., N.Y.C., for refund of full
purchase price.

Don't be half-safe. Be Arrid-safe! Use Arrid
to be sure. Get Arrid now at your favorite
drug counter— only 39tf plus tax.

Courtenay Marvin
Orry Kelly

All Dressed In

is needed— so protect yourwith this snowy, stainless cream. Award-

ed American Laundering Institute Approval
Seal— harmless to fabrics. Safe for skin— can
be used right after shaving. Arrid, with the
amazing new ingredient Creamogen, will not
dry out.
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Quite naturally, when a product appears
which is completely unlike past methods,
your first thought may be "Is it really
meant for me?" or "I wonder if I am any
different"... Well, Tampax is just such a
revolutionary product in the field of
monthly sanitary protection— and here

some

are

facts to

help

Cobina Wright greets Van Johnson and Loretta Young, currently co-starred in
"Mother Is A Freshman," at the Ted Fio Rito opening in the Beverly Hills Hotel.

you make up

your mind about it.
Tampax has been adopted by millions
(yes, millions) of women. Very popular

among

trained nurses for their personal

Invented by a physician; designed
to be worn internally. Only one-ninth
the bulk of older kinds. No
NO BELTS
use.

belts,

no

pins,

no

external pads.

Causes no odor, no chafing.
bother to dispose of.

Tampax

relieves

No

NO PINS

NO PADS
NO ODOR

embarrass-

ment and mental

strain at such times for
of women college students,
secretaries, housewives, nurses, vacationers ... Buy Tampax today at your
drug or notion counter. It's made of
pure surgical cotton contained in patented individual applicators. Three absorbency-sizes for varying needs. Full
month's average supply goes into purse.
(Also 4-months economy box.) Tampax
Incorporated, Palmer, Mass.
all

classes

—

THE

Spring and

Summer

vis-

had hostesses vying with one another in staging some of the most unusual parties of the year.
Titled travelers to the film colony, par-

ticularly find themselves being feted, because our film stars like to show British
aristocracy how much fun informal parties can be.
In turn many of these lords and ladies,
dukes and duchesses, get a kick out of

Rosalind Russell and Eric Johnston were
same parry at Beverly Hills Hotel fete.

in

Irene Dunne's wit tickles Bob

Montgomery

at another dinner party at lavish opening.

Accepted for Advertising by the
Journal of the American Medical Association

6

crop of

Hollywood from abroad have

itors to

SCREENLAND

the roar of a mob...

relentless footsteps..,

the death-rattle of a tommy-gun...

the terrific impact of a are at motion picture...

COLUMBIA PICTURES presents

Jennifer

JONES
Pedro

Armendariz
in

JOHN HUSTON'S

We Were Strangers
Gilbert Roland

•

Ramon Novarro Wally
•

Cassell

from Robert Sylvester's novel, 'ROUGH SKETCH'- AN HORIZON PRODUCTION

•

*

David Bond

Directed by

SCREENLAND

-screen piay by peter viertel and

JOHN HUSTON

•

john hustok

Produced by S. P.

EAGLE
7

But

I think the highlight

came when

Bob Montgomery brought out
of

"Hot

ish ditty, to

steps

a record

Pretzels," the old-fashioned Brit-

which they have set dance

—something

like the old

"Lambeth

Walk," and which has become the rage
of Hollywood. While Bob exclaimed that
he was really a "round peg in a square
dance," he and his young daughter, Elizabeth, staged a terrific demonstration
of this new polka. This brought the
George Murphys to the floor and soon
all the guests
including Lord and Lady
Harcourt were doing the "Hot Pret-

—

—

zels!"

*

*

*

For a climax Ginger Rogers and Jimmy
Cagney went into an old vaudeville "soft
shoe" routine with all the "take it from
there" gestures and minstrel show patIt stopped the show but not the
ter.
party, which went on into the wee small

Craig Stevens drowses but his wife, Alexis
Smith, sparkles during Ted Fio Rito opening.

ones!
*

DESIGNED

*

*

give an impromptu
spirit to a carefully planned party,
Errol Flynn went to great lengths to provide fun for his guests at' his recent party.
to

He had

a miniature glass racetrack built
the patio of his Mulholland Drive
home, which overlooks San Fernando
Valley from the mountains to the sea.

in

*

*

*

Then Flynn, who always has

original

went out and got a lot of white
mice and had a "mouse-race" for the
three hundred friends he had invited. He
had race cards printed up and named
each entry after a guest. There was one
for Ava Gardner, which stated that the
entry was "in fine form," another for
Greer Garson who, according to the consensus, was "running at the top." Joan
Crawford pointed out to me that hers
said she was "always a winner." Everyone was kidding one another about their
entries and bragging about their fine
ideas,

"The
is

The

lovebirds at

liam

Dozier and

Mocambo

are Producer Wil-

missus,

his

Beautiful Blonde From Bashful Bend"
none other than Betty Grable herself.

Joan

Fontaine.

taking off their titles and tiaras and joining in the kind of impromptu gaiety they
would never find in a stiff London drawing room.
*

*

*

lish cartoonist,

Max

"long

Beerbohm, who had

Bob with

miniature

inal cartoons.

Ray Milland's story amuses Mrs. Bill Seiter
(Marion Nixon) at Beverly Hills Hotel party.

some old favorites like "Tea
For Two" and "All The Things You
Are." I had forgotten that Dolores was
formerly in show business and what a
charming voice she has! Anyway, this
really got the ball rolling and all the
Pidgeon sang

Walter

famous "Fly Song,"
while Hank Potter had Adolphe Menjou
and the Elliott Nugents in hysterics with
his "No Nose Is Good Nose" impersonation of Jimmy Durante. Although she
his

doesn't like to perform at parties, this
one was so lively that even Irene Dunne
broke down and sang two songs, including a Norwegian lullaby she learned while
she was studying for the role of "I Re-

member Mama!"
8

stalls!

Nothing could induce them to run.
In desperation Errol hopped in his car
and raced over to the University at
Westwood. He went into the laboratory
and presented his problem to a psychol-

lores to sing

guests contributed to the fun.

tail,"

It seems that he was so anxious for the
races to go off smoothly that he decided
to hold a rehearsal the afternoon of the
party. Well, everything was fine except
that the mice wouldn't come out of their

a whole set of origIn fact, Beerbohm himself burned the only other copy so that
Bob would have the original volume.
After that sample of British humor,
Bob Hope got up and did a hilarious
monologue for a taste of American wit.
Finally, Alexis Smith, Craig Stevens,
Joan Fontaine, Bill Dozier and the Edgar
Bergens all gathered around Mrs. Bob
Hope and persuaded the beautiful Do-

presented

—"pink

nose" or "sharp eye" or
but the funniest thing is
what Flynn told me himself about his
points

THE

other evening Betty and Bob
Montgomery hosted a party for Lord
and Lady Harcourt and the British couple claimed that they couldn't remember
when they had had such a good time.
After a sumptuous buffet in their BelAir home, Bob showed us his famous collection of caricatures by the witty Eng-

SCREENLAND

divorce.

he hid

I
it

must say if Errol
and gave one

well

felt

badly,

of his best

performances as a host!
*

ONE

talk was heavy when Ingrid Bergman
dined with Charles Boyer while in New York.

ogy professor, who gave the matter some
thought. Finally he told Flynn to wait
and went out. When he came back he
had a small box containing a chemical.
"Mr. Flynn" he said. "Try this. We
use this in laboratory maze tests to make
the mice run. It's a chemical that has
the odor of cats!"
So before every race, that night, Flynn
put a drop in each box and you should
have seen those mice scurry!
*

#

*

Nora Flynn was conspicuous by her
absence. Errol had invited his estranged
wife,

but she

left

that day for Las Vegas

with crooner Dick

Haymes

to

file

for

At the Waldorf-Astoria's Wedgwood Room
are Celeste

Holm, hubby Schuyler Dunning.

*

most lavish filmland parmonths took place not
in Hollywood, but in Houston, Texas,
where Glenn McCarthy transplanted litof the

ties of

Shop

*

recent

erally a trainload of stars for the premiere of his first picture, "The Green

Promise," as well as for the opening of
$20,000,000 hotel— the Shamrock.
Since we weren't able to go by train.
Buddy Rogers, Bob Stack, Robert Preston and myself all flew down aboard a

his

special

DC-6

to join

Dorothy Lamour,

Arlene Dahl, Bob Cummings, Ginger
Rogers, and Sonja Henie and the host of
other film favorites who were there to
help host oil-man McCarthy celebrate.
Of course, as it has been so widely reported, there were some hitches in the
especially radio trouble
first night plans
but the fete was a huge success and
(Please turn to page 71)

—

—

Gene Raymond and Jeanette MacDonald picked
a

lucky long

shot at the

Santa

Anita

races.

While the Cleveland Indians were in training at Tucson, Arizona, Bob Hope, an Indian's stockholder, visited them and got into a "bat brawl" with genial Tris Speaker, coach of the team.

This cool

by

summery rayon print— topped

fitted faille jacket

lum. Shed the jacket,

with pert pep-

add gloves and

a flower, you'll look your best for
any date! Pink, maize, or aqua print
with black jacket, mist grey with
brown. Sizes 9, 11, 13, 15, 17.

ORDER BY MAIL FROM HOLLYWOOD
I

BONWIT 8519

I

Please send

.

Sizes

|

.

Hollywood, Calif.

I

Jacket Dresses at $9.95 each.

.

2nd Choice-

I

Sunset Blvd.

me
Color-

Checks—Money

|

Name

•

Street—

•

City

Order

C.O.D

Caih

|

I

I

Zone

State-

ResidentsofCaliforniapleaseadd(25c)2y2 %SalesTax

}

J

I
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ALEXANDER KNOX ANN SOTHERN

GEORGE TOBIAS

SHARYN MOFFETT
Produced by

R K

O

RADIO

•

FLORENCE BATES

MICHEL KRAIKE-

Screen

•

Directed by

FRIEDA INESCORT

MYRNA

DELL

BORIS INGSTER

Ph, by BORIS INGSTER
,„d ALEXANDER KNOX

SdtEENLAND
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MY

HAIR

NEEDS
COLOR.
TO GLORIFY

NATURAL
SHADE

ITS

-I

I

WANT

Helen Hendricks

MORE
LUSTRE
WITHOUT

ADDED
COLOR

There

GOLDEN
for

a
GLINT ^mde
is

BOTH!

Golden Glint Rinse

gives the finishing

touch to your shampoo. Whether you
want added brightness to glorify your

... or whether you
merely want cleaner, more lustrous hair
without added color, there is a Golden
Glint Rinse for you.
natural hair color

Golden Glint Lustre Rinse (colorless)
dissolves dulling soap and hard-water
film instantly. Tangles and snarls vanish.

The
is
is

natural color and lustre of your hair
revealed in all its glory, and your hair
so responsive to your comb that setting

it is

no problem.

Each

of

the

eleven

other

SIMPLE, EASY

TO USE

Golden Glint Rinse
manent leaves the curls

after

your per-

tight, but the
dull lifelessriess of your wave is gone.
Even hair that changes color an inch
or so from the scalp can be naturally
blended with a color rinse.

"Champion,"

Champion

his brother,

Arthur Kennedy, turns against him.

way out

of any situation. When he runs
into several things which can't be han-

United Artists Release

SLIGHTLY

terrific becomes a mediocre description for Kirk Douglas in
a film packed, in more ways than one,
with a broadside of socks. Based on a
story by Ring Lardner, Kirk is a bitter,
fast-tempered lad who can punch his

Loretta Young,

in

"Mother

Is

So simple, so easy, so economical to
Golden Glint should be a regular
part of your shampoo. Buy a package
today. Try it tonight. A single rinse will
show you why America's loveliest women
have bought over 60 million packages.
use,

5 RINSES, 25* -2 RINSES, 10*

SEE COLOR CHART AT
COSMETIC COUNTERS IN
DRUG OR DIME STORES

12

in

shades

matches a natural hair color, adding just
a whisper of true color for a tiny tint
highlight. Whether your hair is raven
black, platinum blonde or any shade between, there is a right shade of Golden
Glint Rinse for you. The color shampoos
out, but will not rub off.

A

Sickened by Kirk Douglas' cruelty

SCREENLAND

A

dled with brute force, such as: disappointment, poverty and a forced marriage to Ruth Roman, his bitterness turns
to fury. Forcing fate to change, Kirk
talks a fight manager into taking him on

and training him

main eventers. At
make money, and
be somebody. However, with each winfirst,

his object

is

for

to

Freshman," finds Professor Van Johnson's class the most fun.

—

.

Curls and
Waves hair
without permanent waving!

Sydney Greenstreet's hounding

new way takes only minutes.
a permanent.
not a wave set
but
an entirely new, SAFE scientific discovery
for curling and waving your hair. simply,
quickly, beautifully
and at a few pennies
cost. Easy now to be your glamorous best
Jtxciting

.

.

.

.

. . .

whether your hair is short or long,
whether you have a permanent or not
MINIT CURL controls and waves your hair
as you set it, giving it body and lustre.
Absolutely harmless to all types of hair.
.

Kirk

fight,

.

.

.

Glorious, natural -looking, long-lasting
... at home ... in minutes.

"Flamingo Road," makes Joan Crawford threaten to

loses all sense of

decency

becomes a genius at douHis manager, his brother,

until he finally

.

. .

.

ning

. .

.

Not

in

ble-dealing.

and three women

Mother

Is

A

kill

him.

Freshman

(Technicolor)

20th Century-Fox

in love with him get to
learn Kirk's viciousness extends beyond
the ring. Hated by everyone who knows

YOUR name were Abigail Fortitude
IFand
a yearly annuity left you by a

him, and thoroughly impregnated with
rottenness, Kirk, in one last brutal fight,
still comes out winner and Champion
a hero to the press and fight world, and
the evil he did is interr'd with his bones.

deceased husband were down to $0.00,
you'd have the same problem Loretta
Young has when her teenage daughter
will just die if she can't continue her
college education. Luckily, Loretta hasn't

waves and curls

JUST

EASY SIMPLE STEPS

1 Empty contents
of one capsule in
hot water as directed

L

Comb

solution

thoroughly

hair

thru

Set

and

hair

Glenn Ford's

activities as treasury

al-

low to dry. Comb
waves, curls

into soft

WONDERFUL FOR CHILDREN'S
So simple, so

FINE HAIR

easy. Leaves their hair in

beautiful, soft curls and ringlets. Simply
comb Minit Curl solution thtu hair after

shampooing and partially drying
and
shape over comb, finger or curlers. Re.

sults are

stupendous! Curls

last

.

and

.

last!

Laboratory tested and approved. Contains no
harsh chemicals such as
Alum and Sulphur.

Plus

On

Tax

sale at drug stores and
counters everywhere

toiletries

Marlene's Minit Curl

is

a product of

MARLENE'S, INC., Dept. 62-D
20S N. Michigan Ave.,
Chicago

14

I, Illinois
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agent

in

"The Undercover Man," endanger

his wife,

Nina Foch.

She

'^otthebiggest

s, x-

shooters

in

tte west/

Webb and Shirley Temple in the gay
comedy, "Mr. Belvedere Goes To College."
Clifton

the

name

Abigail Fortitude for nothing.

seems there's a $3,000 endowment, at

It

her daughter's college, waiting for any
potential student with the misfortune to
bear the name of Abigail Fortitude. So,
Mother Loretta becomes an un-hep
freshman to put her child through Pointer College, and, incidentally, to check
into a torrid passion dotter has for an
English professor, Van EEEEeeeee!
Johnson. That's where the fun really be-

—

gins and almost ends with mother and
daughter vying for the Johnson affec-

To add to the fun, Rudy Vallee
steps in as the frustrated, fusty suitor
for the widow Loretta's hand. All in all,
tions.

this is Grade A, homogenized comedy,
and Loretta's wardrobe should boost college enrollments 100%.

Flamingo Road
Warners

ABSORBING melodrama
ANJoan
Zachary

starring
Scott, Syd-

Crawford,

ney Greenstreet and introducing David

who could very well be Hollywood's latest charge of TNT. Joan is a
hootchy-kootchy dancer who leaves a flyby-night carnival to start a normal existence in a small town. Assisting the
(Please turn to page 72)
Brian,

In

"Take

Me Out To The

Ball

Came," Gene

Kelly and Frank Sinatra are baseball players.

CESAR

ROMERO

OLE A
•

VALLEE
H0U0WAY

-

SAN JUAN

HUGH HERBERT
EL BRENDEL • PORTER HAIL - PATI BEHRS
Written, Directed and Produced by
and STERLING

CENTURY- FOX

PRESTON STURGES
A

SCREENLAND

•

Scrttn Play Based on

3

Story by Earl fellon

15

Beauty timetable for the
romantic heroines of June

By
Courtenay
Marvin
a
THIS
diplomas.
is

month

of

diamonds and

the most romantic,
dramatic month of the year because
so many girls write finis to one chapter
of their lives and start a completely new
one. Whatever your role, bride, graduate,
aspirant to that first job, or the better
half of a great big, beautiful date, advance planning and preparation will help
you to play your part to the fullest, to
look and feel your very best and thus to
sense truly precious emotions and details to be treasured long after in your
It

is

memory.
If you are to be a

bride, let us hope
that your ivory satin with grandmother's
lace, or whatever other costume you are
to be married in, is now perfectly fitted
and ready for donning. Let us hope, too,
that your lovely lingerie is smothered
with your favorite sachet and that accessories details are taken care of, too. That
brings us right back to you, your curls,
your skin, your manicure and pedicure
If you can follow more or less our spacing schedule, you will face that important
day, or any important day, in the pink
of perfection
rather than with that
groomed-at-the-moment look which is
often too mechanically perfect.
Your hair. It is very likely that a
permanent is pending. Two weeks in advance of the big day should put your
hair at its best. It is generally admitted
tiiat it takes about two settings after a
permanent for lustre and wave to shine

lorth in fullest glory.
a

Whether you have

home permanent

service
decide.

is

or have beauty shop
a personal matter for you to

However, even if this is your
adventure with a home permanent,
you may confidently count on complete
success if you will follow the directions

first

to the letter that
1G

come with

the

kit.

If

Milo Anderson created this exquisite wedding gown for Doris Day in "It's A Great
Rare lace and tulle make the gown, lilies-of-the-valley, the ball bouquet.

Feeling."

SCREENLAND

How

to

choose the
perfume?

|

I

By

trial

I

I

By

its

I

I

a damsel

and error

glamorous name

Buy Mom's brand

I

I

I

I

I

I

Invite

—

World's

him into the house

Say goodnight at the door

|

Thank him

I

When

the night's no longer young, there's
no call for your date to linger. Dismiss him
graciously at the door. (Your family will
appreciate it!) And pul-lease
no "thankyou's," either. "It's been a lovely evening" will do. You can always be sure of a
pleasant evening, when you're poised
free of "problem time" worries. That's
why you'll want to be sure to choose Kotex.
Because of that special safety center, you
can count on extra protection with Kotex.

Sultry scents aren't suitable for teens at

any time — much less in summer. Keep
cool and sweet with a delicate cologne; or.
some fresh, light-hearted perfume suited
to your type. How to tell ? By trial and error.
Try a few different fragrances in small
sizes, to find the kind for you. You know,

when smart

To style-wise gals, does
"Empire" suggest—

After a late date, should

right

—

—

choose sanitary protection,
they try the 3 absorbencies of Kotex —
gals

Regular, Junior, Super. Do likewise! Discover which one's right for your needs.

I

I

Great

tallest building

Britain

Good camouflage

Plan to go places? Or a stay-at-home vacation? Either way, you can find new glamour
—by giving careful thought to your wardrobe. If you've figure faults, select styles
that conceal them. For instance — the highwaisted "Empire" line does wonders for a
flat-chested femme. And don't forget, on
certain days, there's no telltale line with
Kotex. For that, thank the flat pressed ends

They prevent revealing outlines
... do wonders for your confidence!

of Kotex.

Which
deodorant would
you decide on?
A cream
A powder
A liquid
Granted you're in the know
about
napkins
what about deodor.
ants for napkin use?
Fact is,
while creams and liquids
will do
tor everyday daintiness
-yet, for
those" days a powder deodorant s best -sprinkled
freely on
sanitary napkins. That's
because
a powder has no
moisture-resistant base; doesn't slow up
absorption
And soft, soothing Quest
.

What about a
Bring

it

with

gift for

O

you

your weekend hostess?

Send

When guesting, remember your friend's
mother with some wee giftie. You can
bring it, or send it later. Either's correct.
But you needn't flourish the present the
moment your foot is in the hall! What's

it

later

Either

is

more, you needn't postpone your

visit

—

just because "that" day is nigh. For new
Kotex keeps you comfortable. Gives you
(this nap.
softness that holds its shape
kin's made to stay soft while you wear it !)
.

ore wo/ne/? choose

/I/I

fowder

correct

.

KOTEX

is

.

.

made

especially

for

napkin use.
Being unscented, Quest
Deodorant Powder doesn't just
mask
odors. Quest destroys them.
Safely

Positively. To avoid
offending, buy
a can of Quest
Powder today'

Quest

*

Deodorant

Powder

Mas? a// other san/fary
off

t?a/?6//is

Ask for

if

by name
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an hour

your hair needs thinning or trimming, it
will pay you to have this done professionally unless you have a very experienced hand. You will also find the per-

manent much

and add

lustre.

The

skin.

bride will find

her advantage to apply

all

makeup

it

is

to

fully

r
jr A native of Los Angeles, Esther Williams
found fame and fortune waiting for her practically in her own back yard. From an athshe has become
few short years the colleges' favorite
"Girl - 1 - Would ost - Like - to - Be - Wrecked on-a-Desert-Island-With" and no wonder!
There's a story back of it all.
Jr Esther's mother believed that true glamour comes from radiant health, and from
the age of five Esther was taught swimming
and other sports. The results, as anyone can
see, are nothing short of spectacular. Today
she's five feet, seven inches and 123 pounds

RECEIVE JULY SCREENLAND FREE!
have 500 free copies of the July SCREENLAND which
mail to the readers of Screenland while the supply
lasts. Just mail in your answers to the questions below. It's
easy to fill out and fun to do. Send in your answers today!

We

letically inclined school-girl

we

in a

M

—

Number
issue:

will

you liked best

in the order of preference the feature stories

"My Bobby-Sox Are

Down".

.

.

.

An

"If

in this

Or Not?"
Wants To

"Should She

Off"

"Betty Grable Lets Her Hair

Actress

Live"

How many

Are you:

people are there in your family?

Married

Engaged

Single

?

married,

If

how many

of lithe loveliness.
•jc

Esther

dom. As

literally

swam

her

way

a student at the University of South-

ern California she

won

the

Are you

children do you have?

a:

home

housewife

to star-

Women's Swim-

ming Nationals, and her beauty and

talent

employed

student

girl

?

If

employed, what kind of

work do you do?

What

is

the occupation of the head of your family?

attracted the enthusiastic attention of show-

man

who

starred her in his fa-

at the

San Francisco World's

Billy Rose,

mous Aquacade

Fair. Talent scouts

her,

were soon clamoring for

Check the schools you have attended: Junior High
College

and she was signed by M-G-M.

Esther made an eye-filling screen debut
and was immediately awarded stardom. Her
sparkling performances in "Bathing Beauty,"
if

"Thrill of a

Romance," "Ziegfeld Follies of
M-G-M hits have zoomed

What

is

the combined weekly salary of

$75

$70

$65

all

$80

190

No

Do you smoke?
start?

jc Esther never was satisfied to be merely
a beautiful girl who could swim like a mer-

How many

years have you smoked this brand?

How many

other people read your copy of

fulfilled

that ambition in recent pictures

"Fiesta,"

"Take

Me

"On an
Out

Island with You," and

to the Ball

Game." And we

hear Esther has new delight in store for
everyone in her latest musical, "Neptune's
Daughter," in which she appears with riotous Red Skelton and romantic Ricardo

Montalban.

Yes

What

is

a year do you have a

do you

A new

try:
?

If

permanent?

.

.

what

age

you

did

SCREENLAND?
If

If

do you have:

How many

times

you have a home permanent,

Buy

brand each time

yes,
?

refills

for original pack-

Save

Cost less

Give better wave

time

Age

Address

Zone
Fill
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at

you prefer home permanents, why?

City

In

yes,

Home permanent

Beauty-shop permanent

WoickfrfUi K**t M-G-M p**>

&

If

Do you have permanent waves? Yes.... No....

age

.

$100

your favorite brand?

Name

"NEPTUNE'S DAUGHTER"

$95

Over $200

$100-$200

her to top popularity.

maid. Her aspiration was to act as well as
she swims. And it's obvious that she has

Less than $60.

your family?

$85

1946," and other

#

High School

Vocational

Secretarial

State

out and mail to: Research Dept., SCREENLAND,
444 Madison Avenue, New York 22, New York.

Technicolor

Screenland

The

warmth

the strain of excitement. A warm-colored
base is the best suggestion, over which
perhaps the merest wisp of rouge is applied over the full part of the cheeks and
out toward the temples. No bride should
look definitely rouged, nor yet too pale.
The tinted foundation or powder base
will give the skin a radiance without a
too-blushing look. Rose is the color for
your lips, rather than red, and it should
be applied delicately but perfectly. Keep
the color, for this occasion, as closely to
your natural line as possible and perfect
the outline with brush or a lip liner. It
would be very advisable to use one of the
preparations that protect the color on
your lips and prevent it from rubbing or
smudging off. The bride is in line for
(Please turn to page 70)

easier to administer.

ing this setting, unless your hair is exposed to excessive dust or heat, I would
space the next shampoo about two or
three days before the event. This will
give your hair the soft, natural beauty
that it usually has a few days after the
setting, rather than at once, unless you
choose an intricate coiffure. You might
like to follow your shampoo with a
brightening rinse to highlight your nat-

Your

gown.

of her

that

of skin
always intensifies color, especially under

Set
your hair exactly the way you expect to
wear it. This will give you more opportunity to study its relationship with your
headdress, your veil or your hat. Follow-

ural color

advance

in

reason for this

.

.

.

NEWSREEL
At the "Paisan" premiere, which she attended with her fiance, Gary Steffen,
Jane Powell congratulates Car Moore for his outstanding performance in the film.

Ingrid Bergman cringes
before the flashbulb at
the Hollywood opening
of "Paisan," but Director Roberto Rossellini
and her husband, Dr.
Peter Lindstrom, take it
all in nonchalant stride.

Bob

Stack

squired

best-girl, Irene

his

McEvoy,

to the premiere of "Pai-

san,"
in

which
and

Italy

was made
a moving

is

story of the comradeship

among the Allied troops
who campaigned in Italy.

Farley Granger, who's currently

"Roseanna McCoy,"
Coldwyn, has settled down
to dating Shelley Winters pretty steadily.
They're entering
the El Rey to see Roberto
Rossellini's
"Paisan" opening.
starring in
for

On

one of their infrequent eveout, Jessica and Robert
Ryan are enthusiastic spectators at the Hollywood premiere
nings

of

"Paisan"

Bob's

now

at

the

El

drey Totter

in

Rey.

Au"The Set- Up."

starring opposite

Cornel and Pat

visit

Henry King, who was

in

Siena directing "Prince

Of

Foxes."

three months Cornel Wilde and
THE
pretty wife,
Knight, spent wan-

his

Patricia

dering through Europe were the kind of

lei-

dreams of taking.
But of all the spots they visited on their
vagabond tour, they loved Siena, Italy,

surely holiday everybody

best.

The

climate, scenery, friendly natives

and quaint, crumbling old buildings
completely enchanted them. In fact, if
Cornel hadn't had to hurry home to sign
a new contract with 20th Century- Fox,
they'd be poking about there yet,
blissfully

happy.

The marketplace in Siena, Italy, was a fascinating experience for the Wildes.
They spent many happy hours there, buying curios or watching the colorful throng.

Every morning before they started out sightseeing,
Pat consulted her Baedeker for directions, while
Cornel loaded his hard-working camera. They walked
all over Siena, unmolested by the townspeople who
let them enjoy their visit just like any other tourists.

To add

a touch of luxury to your daytime outfit or

glamour-time gown, to highlight an alluring neckline,

wear Deltah's new Carmen Ensemble— a. glowing,
lustrous, simulated pearl necklace, graduated

finished

with Sterling Silver

and perfectly matched, Sterling

filigree clasp,

Silver

earrings, both for only $10.75.

mounted
Necklace

only $7.25. Prices include Federal
L.

HELLER & SON, Inc.,

AT

The Carmen Ensemble
makes
in

a perfect gifr
its

and

411 Fifth Avenue,

tax.

New York

Ml Til (KHH* JfWUttS

©eltak

handsome

presentation case

AT BETTER JEWELERS EVERYWHERE
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I
don't remember
exactly when it hap-

pened, the change
is so gradual, but
all

of a sudden

you find that you
are a young lady
in

every sense
of the word

By Jane Powell
Jane Powell with her fiance, Gary Sreffen,
at recent Hollywood party. They'll wed soon.

NOTand

long ago a friend telephoned me
asked me if I'd like to take
part in the formal opening of the
Hollywood branch of the California
Bank. He went on to explain that he
had a natural stunt all worked out for
me, and that it would be fun for everyone concerned.
Ill admit I was intrigued right from
the beginning. In Hollywood, almost
anything can happen, but this was the
first time I had ever heard of a premiere
treatment for the- opening of a bank! I'd
been to premieres for theatres, clubs, hotels, and even hot dog stands, but never
a bank.
"Tell me," I asked, already visualizing the costume I'd wear for this differ-

22

Hi

ent occasion, "just what is this 'natural' stunt you have in mind for me?
I
suppose you want me to be 'Miss California Bank' or something of that ilk?"
"Nope, nothing like that," he replied.
"I want you to deposit your bobby-sox
in the safety vault. After all, you're an
engaged young lady now, so yuu won't
be needing your bobby-sox anymore!"
Yes. my bobby-sox days are over. The
change comes gradually, but all of a
sudden one day you awake to find that
you are a young lady in everj sense of
the word.
I don't remember exactly when it happened, but while I was working at
in "A Date "With Judy," 1 was driving
through the gate one day with a friend,
and the gateman called out, "Good
morning. Miss Powell!"
"That's something new," said my
friend. "Since- when did he stop calling

MGM

you 'Janey?'

How

does

it

feel to

jump

from the juvenile class to the ranks of the
ingenues?"
I suppose every girl enjoys it .when she
makes this important, step, and gradually
she watches for reactions from others.
On the set that d$y I too did some looking and listenings and sure enough, the
reactions there were similar to that of
the gateman.
But then I wonder if a girl doesn't feel
a tug at the carefreeness of the world she
leaves behind her? There's a considerable
freedom in the activities and aH the resulting fun of the early teens that must
fade aWay once the line is crossed.
Yet, how can a girl avoid it? And
there are plenty of compensations. For
instance, now when I go to a nightclub
or go dancing at the Cocoanut Grove
with my boy friend, I don't have that
little suspicious (Please turn to page 53)

3.95

4.95

Cliic little shoes, so

wordly-wisc about fa ski On, so Cool, so comfortable and

They're buckled and strapped, they're white or multicolored

made

.

.

they're quality

of fine leathers, even with the leather covered platforms generally found

only in far more expensive shoes. They're each and

WO

.

li^ht.

II

L

SHOE COMPANY

•

all

an outstanding value.

SAINT LOUIS, MISSOURI
DRESS BY CAROLYN SCHNURER

—
Spend an hour's conversation
with John Payne on his career or
private life, and you'll soon see
that he's a very single-minded, deep-thinking man, indeed

DID YOU SAY

By Eve Love
"nn WO
M

look out through the

same

One

bars,
sees the

mud and

one the

stars"

John

Payne's currently

making "The

Crooked

Way,"

documen-

tary

men

Blair

realistic

about

paraplegics.

That was written by a philosopher.
Frederick Langhridge, in "A Cluster Of
Quiet Thoughts" in 1896.
John Payne, more than a bit of philosopher himself, echoes it emphatically
as a creed of living for today. "Let's
overlook the mud, and keep our eyes on
the stars!"
That sounds serious-minded? Well, it
is-r-and John is! That's a side of John
you probably never suspected. You know

"Our feet are in Hie mud, let's keep our heads among the stars," is the philosophy of John Payne, seen romancing with Ellen Drew in "The Crooked' Way."

WORN

BT

BEATRICE (BEBE) SHOPP

MISS AMERICA— 1948

Patience is most necessary in marriage, John,
with his estranged wife, Cloria De Haven, says.

him as a popular romantic star, one of
Hollywood's handsomest actors. Brooding eyes and a somewhat sulky expression are part of his charm, and his good
looks, coupled with singing as well as
acting talent, have brought him stardom
in Technicolor musicals opposite Betty
Grable, with Maureen O'Hara and with
many of Hollywood's other leading
beauties. But don't label him "glamour
boy," please! That phrase implies a
certain shallowness and a frivolous approach to life. That's not John Payne.
Spend an hour's conversation with him
and you'll discover that he's a very deepthinking man, indeed. He's probably
one of the best-read persons in Hollywood, with the subject-matter on his
list ranging from philosophy and psychiatry to atom bombs. He has emphatic
ideas about the arts, and about love,
marriage, bringing up children, saving
money, all the important things of living. When marooned at a cocktail party,
or any other momentary island in life,
where conversation is a definite "must,"
just ask for as interesting a companion

as John, that's

The

suit

always worn by America's most

glamorous beauties — who compete for the
of Miss America at Atlantic City!
in

A

title

sleek Catalina

Celanese and Lastex knit boucle, $12.00

all!

was in New York that I recently
had an interview appointment with John
Payne in one of those luxury hotels overIt

looking Central Park.

He was

keeping a

radio, television

dates while in
just

terrific

A Catalina Convertible
of Celanese and Lastex
knit boucle, $12.00.

schedule of

and personal appearance
Manhattan, and he had

dashed into the hotel with a couple
when I was ushered into the

*can bfi worn with or
without strops

'Registered

of friends
living

room

of his suite.

we exchanged greetings,
him how he had liked making
After

Western,
frontier

"El

drama

Paso,"
in

a

color,

I

asked

'Official

Swim

7

Suit of the Miss America Pageant'

his first

Pine-Thomas
released by

LOOK

FOR

THE

FLYING FISH

Paramount.
"I liked
It

it,"

was good not

he said. "I liked it fine.
( Please turn to page 54)

For Illustrated booklet of other Catalina styles, write Catalina, Inc. Dept.

627

•

443

S.

San Pedro

St..

Los Angeles 13,

Calif.

John Payne kisses the bride of Howard Pine of Pine-Thomas
Productions. John is currently starring in their film, "El Paso."

Mel Torme weds Candy Toxton as his mother watches quiet
ceremony performed in Ambassador East Hotel in Chicago.

Cornel Wilde with Michael Fay and his talented Palomino, Jimmy
Hix, Mike, now doing shorts, is youngest trick rider there is.

THE

hassle of making the film. "I Was A Male War
Bride," was as big a.s the one the original male war
bride had getting from Europe to this country. The

movie company had bad weather in Berlin, Ann Sheridan
came down in London with a bad case of pleurisy, Cary
Grant got an extreme case of yellow jaundice. I)irectoi
Howard Hawks had flu and two attacks of ptomaine poison
ing, lost 26 pounds. Starlet Randy Stewart aped Cary b\
getting the jaundice. Another starlet. Marion Marshall
escaped with just a slight cold. The company had to wait
two months for Cary to recover before shooting resumed.
Ann went to the French Riviera to get well. 20tl» figures
nothing else can happen, but probably will.

A nice bow in the general direction of liing Crosby for
signing Frances Gifford for one of the co-starring parts in his
new picture, "Riding High." Francie hasn't worked since that
awful automobile accident which scarred her pretty badly.
Now the scurs are all gone and she's just as beautiful as
ever. She's also a good actress arid thin ii the break she
needed to start her off on a bigger, better career.

Waiter Huston congratulates son John
ning N.

Mary and Dana Andrews back
from London with their kids,
Kathy and Steven. Dana went
over there to make "Impulse."

Y.

Film

Critics'

tor winBest Director Award.

Zachary Scott, now
broadcast with

in

"Flamingo Road," doing

Ann Rutledge on New York

Glenn Ford with his wife, Eleanor Powell, just before she left for
London for an engagement at the Palladium. Clenn couldn't go along.

trip.

The

dblaUdMdlHHd'j

I

Jean Arthur's talent as a top comedienne is undeniable, but
she has others, too. One of them is her facility for getting in
bad with the press. After denying repeatedly there was a rift
between her and her producer-husband, Frank Ross, she ups
and asks for a divorce. Jean, like a few other top stars, doesn't
give a big fig whether the press likes her or not—or at least it
would seem thataway.

Dan Dailey and his wife. Liz. headed for New York and a
two months vacation as soon as he finished "You're My
Everything." It's Dan's first holiday since he became a star.
It'll be a postman's holiday for him
he and Liz will see
every show on Broadway.

—

Van and Evie Johnson spent their second wedding anniversary at the Racquet Club in Palm Springs. Van gets
himself a juicy part in "Scene Of The Crime" as a private
eye. Watch out there. Howard Duff!

—

Keenan and Betty Wynn aren't so lucky Keenan has two
more pictures to knock off before they can take a wedding trip.
Keenan gave his bride a saddle horse for a wedding present.
Reckon she doesn't care much for his motorcycle.

Was

Betty Grable ever sore when a sore throat kept her
the big Santa Anita Handicap! We saw her and
Harry James at the track a few days before. The only thing
Betty studies harder than her script is the racing form. We
also saw Don and Honey Ameche. Gail Patrick and Cornwall Jackson at the track. Everybody, including us, concentrated so hard on the next race that there was very little

home from

conversation.

The premiere of Roberto Rosselims "Paisan" in Hollywood
was big stuff. Rosselini was with liigrid Rergman and her
doctor husband. Peter Lindstrom. Howard Duff and Marta
Toren were a surprise twosome. Janie Powell, in a sophisticated black dinner suit and a fancy feather liat, was with
Iter fiance. Gary Steffen. Gar Moore, one of the stars of the
pic. was a-sayin that he'd meet his wife, Nancy Walker, in
Oklahoma when she closes in the Rroadway show. "Along
Fifth Avenue." This will be Nancy's introduction to Gar's
family.

There was quite a stir among the guests at the party for the
Ernie Byfields in the Bev Hills Hotel's Rodeo Room when
Joan Crawford and Clark Gable walked in together. They've
been friends for years but this was (Please turn to page 70)

stars themselves like to discuss

what's going on in their town just
as

much

as you

do—-items

like these

By Lynn Bowers

Star- bound
in

Debra Paget, teenage newcomer, who has choice roles
Of The City" and "Mother Is A Freshman" for 20th.

both "Cry

In her first musical, "You're My Everything," versatile Anne
Baxter plays a Clara Bow flapper who is wooed by Dan Dailey.

Anne Baxter with Cornel Wilde in "The Walls Of Jericho,"
one of the 23 pictures she's made over the last eight years.

Anne and Dana Andrews eavesdrop on engineer's

Anne Baxter

loves her job,

including headaches

and

all

By Dan Jenkins
there
IFhappy

is

such a thing as a completely

and

successful career girl in

Hollywood, her name would have to
be Anne Baxter Hodiak.
She has made twenty-three pictures in
the last eight years. She is firmly established as a ranking star. She has won an
Academy Award. And she is a working
partner in a happy marriage now well
through its third year.
Confronted with this rather over-

whelming estimate of herself, Anne is
genuinely perplexed. "But I'm so young,"
she tells you. "I have so much to learn. I
suppose I have been successful up to
now, but you're only as good as your last

two

you know."
a matter of record that Anne Baxter need have no worries on that score.
Good, bad or indifferent as a picture may
have been, Anne has generally managed
to come through with a standout performance. "The Razor's Edge," a notorious example of an expensive picture that
failed to live up to its advance ballyhoo,
brought Anne her Academy Award. And
when an actress (Please turn to page 57)
pictures,

It's

headset before

Radio Theatre

show.

By Marie Brosselle

THERE
Queen.

Bettv, The Box-Office
Betty, the Pin-Up Girl
.... and the Betty who is Mrs.
Trumpet, married to the nation's top
bandleader. Harry James.
Maybe you think of her as that gorgeous blonde with the beautiful legs and
maybe her boss. Darryl F. Zanuck. thinks
of her as "The Beautiful Blonde From
Bashful Bend."
But let me tell you about the Betty I
know the other Grable. The six-in-themorning till six-in-the-evening honey that
I find as easy to work with as you find
easy to look at.
There's an old saying that no man is
a hero to his valet: I suppose it follows
is

.

.

.

—

Betty Grable as a 1920 bathing beauty. She
all of three and a half years old then.

was

marked resemblance between the
a
young Betty and daughter Victoria Elizabeth.
There's

that no movie star
hairdresser.
I

is

a heroine to her

agree wholeheartedly.

To me, Betty

is far more than a movie
She's a wonderful human being
warm, considerate, generous, and.
above all, a good sport. She's fun to be

heroine.

—

around.
In a way, she's like a long, cool drink
of water after an overdose of ham. I
don't know about the rest of the country,
but there's no shortage of that item in
Hollywood, a fact which makes the people without it doubly refreshing. There's
more ham in a lamb chop than in the

Grable I know.

Our first meeting, when she was just
starting in pictures, was a tip-off to the
Betty I later learned to know. She was
just a kid then, about 12 or 13, who had
lied blandly about her age in order to get
her first movie job. Even as a child, she
had that same sparkle that shines today
Technicolor. {Please turn to page 59)

Charting with Preston Sturges, director of
20th Century- Fox's hilarious western comedy.

m

Left: Relaxing at home. Although Betty loves
her work, her chief interest is her family.

"The

Below: Cesar Romero, Betty and Rudy Vallee in
Beautiful Blonde From Bashful Bend."

I

—

As the stranded

carnival dancer in "Flamingo Road,"
Joan Crawford has a role that offers her wide scope.

Whether dressed
or

lie's

carnival

up-to-the-minute fashions
Joan is always glamourous.

in smart,

costumes,

Got Everything!

"Flamingo Road," Joan Crawford returns to her
INdancing.
Joan started her spectacular career as a chorus

first

love

girl

and

while she's earned a reputation as one of moviedom's best dramatic
actresses, some of her earliest screen successes were in roles in
which she danced. In her new film, Joan has an opportunity to combine the two mediums, for she plays a carnival dancer who innocently becomes involved with cold-blooded and ruthless politicians
who railroad her to prison. Such a role can mean only one thing
Joan at her very best. Not only that, but you'll see a Joan Crawford who is just as attractive and sexy in her scanty carnival costume as she was when she made "Dancing Lady" with Clark Gable
many moons ago. Yes sir, there's only one Joan Crawford a gal who
can win an Academy Award for Best Performance of the Year and
who can also hold her own with any of the dancing darlings of today.

—

Dolores Castle, Joan Crawford and
a

dance number

in

Bridget Brown in

"Flamingo Road," Warner release.

Me // From B///
Theories on the current Hollywood recession are a dime o
dozen, but clear-headed Bill Holden's make the most sense
Bill

Holden, with sons Scott and West,

is

now making "Miss Grant Takes Richmond."

By Constance Palmer

Bill

On

Of Laredo,"

Bill

Holden and Mona Freeman have a quiet

talk.

location

for

"Streets

Holden, who's one of the most sought-after stars in the business
Macdonald Carey battle brutally in "Streets Of Laredo."

today, and

EVERYONE

knows the picture business has always been in some
kind of crisis. To hear people talk, you'd think the industry should
have fallen apart long ago. In bad times there's wailing, lamenting and gnashing of teeth. In good times there are bitter moans about
the bad times just ahead.
Threat cf television, curtailment of fo™>i«m markets, high labor costs,
1
1
drop in box-office
together
But Bi

male

star

know be
share his
Scarce,

rushed c
he's sta*-

lumbia.

mount

*<*

v
rf0«>

Jane

Wyman

receiving her Oscar from Ronald

Colman

as Best Actress for her role in "Johnny Belinda." Ronald won Actor Award last year.

JANE WYMAN

realized the ambition of every screen actress
the Academy of Motion
Picture Arts and Sciences as the Best Actress of 1948 for her
role of the deaf mute in "Johnny Belinda." Laurence Olivier
was voted the Best Actor for his role in "Hamlet," which, incidentally, was declared the Best Picture. Doug Fairbanks, Jr.,

when she was awarded an Oscar by

an old friend, was proxy for Laurence and accepted both
Awards on his behalf. It was the 21st annual presentation of
the Awards and held in the Academy's own theatre without
customary fanfare. John Huston was voted the Best Director
for "Treasure Of Sierra Madre." He also won another Oscar
for the

Best Screenplay, having written "Treasure."

His fa-

Walter Huston, won an Oscar as the Best Supporting
Actor for his role in his son's film, "Treasure Of Sierra
Madre." Claire Trevor was named Best Supporting Actress for
her role in "Key Largo." Robert Montgomery was the M. C.
ther,

Jack Warner, with Mrs. Darryl Zanuck and Elsa Maxwell, was the
happLJ" person at Awards. His studio won most of the honors.
Elizabeth Taylor, who made "Conspirator" with Bob Taylor
don, attended the Academy Awards with Glenn Davis, No.

in

Lon-

1

beau.

DREAMS
COME TRUE

Susan Hayward accepted Best Art Direction Award for "Red
Shoes" from Arlene Dahl on behalf of Eagle Lion-J. Arthur Rank.

Best Supporting Actress for role in "Key
Largo," with Walter Huston, Best Supporting Actor for role in
"Treasure Of Sierra Madre." His son John won Best Director
role and Best Screen Play Award for "Treasure Of Sierra Madre."

Claire Trevor, voted

Jane Wyman practically confirmed all those romantic rumors in
attending the Awards with Lew Ayres. He was in "Johnny Belinda."
Gregory

Peck and

his

Academy Theatre. Creg

among the distinguished guests at
come close, but has yet to win Award.

wife,

has

Below: Irene Dunne with RKO Publicity Director Perry Leiber.
Irene was later honored by Notre Dame U. with Laetare medal.
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Lamour with Ray Milland in Paramount's
"Her Jungle Love," one of the first pictures in
which she wore the sarong that made her famous.
Dottie

Dorothy and her husband, William Ross Howard,
help their son, Ridgely, celebrate his birthday.

To be
girl

or not to be a sarong

— Dorothy Lamour

leaves

the decision up to you fans

By Dorothy Lamour
a day passes when I'm not
HARDLY
asked, "Dottie, what's happened

insist, Dottie may return to the
her current picture, "Manhandled."

to the sarong? Aren't you ever
going to make another jungle or South
Sea Island picture, wearing the costume
that made you famous, and vice versa?"
And you'd be surprised where I'm
asked the question. I've been buttonholed at parties, luncheons, at my radio
broadcasts, in elevators, in the Brown
Derby parking lot, and even when I'm
waiting for a traffic light to change!
When I made "Lulu Belle" not long
ago, the switch from sarongs was understandable because the clothes designed
by Jean Louis were gorgeous. But when
"Slightly French," "The Lucky Stiff,"
and "Manhandled" followed each other
in rapid succession with nary a hibiscus
or sarong in sight, the quizzing started

MflHH

over again.
So, I feel the time has come for an
answer. Actually, I've been thinking

all

about

this for a

good long time because

I believe every actor or actress should

keep the interested fans posted on what's
Then, when the editor of
ahead.
SCREENLAND asked me to write my
reply in this exclusive article, I was not
only nattered by his attention, but also
pleased to haul out my typewriter and
get my opinions on both sides of this
subject in print!
I'll list my pros and cons of being the
screen's so-called sarong girl, and I won't
come to any conclusion, because I'm going to leave that up to you. I'm asking
you to write me a letter after you've
finished reading this article, and let me
know exactly how you feel about my returning to jungle and South Seas pictures.

Will you do

First of

have made

all,

let

it?

me

me what

say that sarongs
I am today, to

paraphrase the famous song of yesteryear.
They were
springboard to
success in films, and were a wonderful
angle which the men in the publicity de-

my

Dottie and Ray Milland idylled through another
"The Jungle Princess."

tropical epic together,

Getting the best out of Bossie is as easy for
Dorothy Lamour as wearing her scanty sarong.

partment could really exploit. Editors
throughout the world seemed to enjoy
running any picture of me wrapped up in
a sarong.

Winning fame by wearing a sarong was
comparatively easy, too, because the acting for this type of role was not as
demanding as, for instance, a heavily
dramatic part. We were all one happy
family on the set because of the informality and, other than the men on the
crew who did the hard manual work, the
rest of us

expended

little effort*

I liked such pictures because they are
what we call "escape" stories. The plots
showed a happy, carefree life, with ideal
romance against a lovely background.
People escaped the cares of the everyday
life around them by sitting in a movie,
watching the antics of a jungle princess
and her handsome leading man. Their

troubles, for the moment vanished, and
it was a good feeling to know that we,
as actors, had brought pleasure through
this

harmless type of escape.

remember that we had our doubts
about the possible success of the first
sarong movie, "The Jungle Princess,"
and there were a number of experts who
didn't think it would go over. I was one
of 155 girls tested for the part, and they
didn't give me too much encouragement.
However, after (Please turn to page 65)
I

"Sarong roles were a wonderful starting point
(or me in my career," recalls Dorothy Lamour.
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J

Right:

Bob Sterling

is

intrigued as Grace

ton, in charge of Barbizon

HorAgency, sends Ginger

Kimbard out on a fashion photographic assignment.

Barbizon School
THE
selected Robert

of Modeling recently

of RKO's
"Roughshod," as the most eligible bachelor
of the year. Helen Fraser, directress of the
school, presented Bob with an appropriate
scroll on his visit to the school and then
showed him how a modeling academy operates. He was surprised how much more complicated it is than he supposed. The models
were thrilled with having handsome Bob as
their guest and were delighted to show him
precisely how they put on their makeup, how
they keep their waists trim, how they keep
their hips small and firm and how they reSterling,

move any excess

star

of poundage.

After his

tour of the school and learning just

how much

bit

time and serious effort go into fashion modelling, Bob was asked by the girls to show them
how he'd play a scene for one of his movies.
He gladly put on a real Hollywood scene for
them. Using Ginger Kimbard as his leading
lady, Bob showed the Barbizon "beauties just
how movies are filmed. It was his way of
returning the treat of seeing how a topflight
modelling school, such as Barbizon, trains,
conditions, and manages its lovely students.
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Bob observes the proper way of showing off a coat as escort Hazel Van Derveer has Vivian
Kennedy model while Leona Stevenson, Mario O'Leary, Anne Meeks, Kay Grogan look on.

in

ii

Creer Carson was escorted
son, whom she is expected

by Buddy Fogelwed. The William Doziers shared their table.

to Errol Flynn's exciting party
to

Jennifer Jones and David 0. Selznick swaying to the rhythmic strains of the rumba band.

A

PARTY

to

end

all

parties

was the one

by the handsome Errol
Flynn at his hilltop home. The affair was held
ih the garden which was completely covered
by a candy-striped tent with cellophane sides
from which the guests could see the lights of
the city below. Everyone was especially happy about this party, referred to as Errol's
"coming out" parry, for it marked his emergence from the shell into which he had drawn
after his separation from Nora Eddington, who
has just started divorce proceedings. Besides
recently

given

an abundance of food, there was a rumba band
for dancing, and for those with spare cash
there was, of all things, a white mice race.
When the party broke up along about five in
the morning all hands agreed it had been a
terrific evening and one they'll long rememErrol has always had a reputation in
Hollywood as a marvelous host but this time
he really outdid himself as a partygiver.

ber.

Social leader and Screenland's party reporter,

Cobina Wright, with host

Errol

Flynn.

Dorothy Lamour and Ann Miller have a gay
time teasing Philip Reed, who loves it.

Robert Stack seems to be doing a good
Audrey Totter entertained.

job of keeping
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Lew Ayres

listens attentively to

often been

linked.

Jane

will

Jane
soon

Wyman, with whom his name has
be leaving on a European jaunt.

Loretta Young and Tom Lewis trying to
pick a winner in the white mice race.

ERROL'S

PA R T Y
A

table companion offers a light as Mrs. Dan
Duryea takes one of her hubby's cigarettes.

Clark Cable with Producer- Director Joan Harrison. Clark's another
star who's Europe-bound. He plans to tour the continent by car.

Bob Hutton, Jimmy Ritz, Judy Canova and Cleatus Caldwell digging into the food
the fabulous Errol Flynn party. Judy entertained with her hillbilly songs.

at

—

The best

actresses, in Anatole Litvak's book,

By Gladys Hall
F an

actress wants to live in pictures and live long, she must be
what I call a 'director's actress.' By a "director's actress,' I
mean," Director Anatole Litvak explained, "the actress who
understands and accepts that the important thing is not only and

I

alone the part she plays, but the picture as a whole, the whole
picture
"In having Olivia de Havilland and Barbara Stanwyck as the stars
.

.

.

my last two pictures, 'The Snake Pit' and 'Sorry, Wrong Number,'
have been lucky, I have been very lucky, for with me as with every
director, the real advantage is to work with actors who work for the
whole. As Olivia does. As Barbara does ...
"But there are actresses who think, you know, only of themselves.
They will accept for themselves only those roles that are fat, and
fill the screen.
Whether it helps the picture as a whole, or harms it,
of
I

"With more experienced
actors, release of the
emotions
naturally.

comes more
With an

actress

like Be He Davis, for
example. Before you say
what you want Bette
to do, she does it. . ."

When Celeste Holm
campaigned for a part in
"The Snake Pit," Anatole Litvak told her, "If

you

play

this

role

you

must have your hair cut
off."
She had her hair
cropped short, all of it.

Through harrowing rehearsals of "Sorry, Wrong
Number," Barbara Stanwyck never once complained.
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they fight for extra close-ups. They fight for extra lines. They fight
for the preservation of their glamour. They go through storms and
crimes and childbirth looking always the same. They will never succeed, such as these, never. Due to a lucky fall of the dice, such as a
tricky role or the first impact of the physical beauty with which they
were born, they may sky-rocket. But a sky-rocket dies quickly down
and is seen no more.
"If an actress wants to live in pictures, she must be more interested
in making a picture than she is in making
a personal appearance.
"I don't, you see (and 1 am vehement about this!) I DON'T
think that beauty is important. Important, tha^t is, to the success of
the actress in motion pictures. Important, come to that, in life or
,

love.

"If you are making the story of a beautiful woman, the woman
playing the role must, of course, be beautiful. But if you are making
the story of a plain woman, a middle-aged woman, a sick woman, the
actress playing such parts must be, accordingly, plain, middle-aged
or bearing the marks of illness in her face.
"When the actress chosen for the part of, say, a mentally sick
woman, is in her person, young, beautiful, glamourous, she must have
sufficient integrity as an actress to subordinate her beauty to the demands, however dreary, or disfiguring, of the character she plays.
Which brings me rather cleverly, don't you think? " Mr. Litvak
laughed, "to Olivia de Havilland.
"As Virginia Cunningham in 'The Snake Pit,' de Havilland's def-

—

—

Of Burt Lancaster,
says,

"He

also starred in "Sorry,

tries so hard,

Wrong Number,"

Litvak

works so hard, with unflagging patience."

always put the story before the star

initely-shaped dark eyebrows were fuzzed by use of a base
cream to the disordered look characteristic of the mentally
sick. In the scenes in which she is shown as more disturbed
than at other times, such as when undergoing shock treatment, a smudge of shadow was pencilled under her eyes.
With the exception of these two slight alterations which
subtracted from, rather than added to her beauty, Livvy

used no

makeup whatsoever

.

.

.

"On

the studio lot, it is the business of the studio hairdresser to stick by the star as a stamp sticks to a letter.
Before every scene, every take, the hairdresser combs the
star's hair, beautifully, every-hair-in-place perfectly. When,
first day of snooting 'The Snake Pit,' I caught sight
of the ubiquitous hairdresser hovering, comb in hand, over
de Havilland. I gave the hairdresser the shock treatment by
Miss de Havilland
telling her, 'Never, never come
understand,
on the set. Once she is in a scene, just you

on the

NEAR

—

To

play in

"The Snake

Pit,"

DO

Leo Cenn cancelled plans to go
was already aboard ship.

to England even though his luggage

—

don't you? just go AWAY!' I said.
"The hairdresser stayed away and Livvy 's lovely
hair was, to her satisfaction, as to mine, the sorry sight
it is throughout most of the picture.
"In all the scenes in the mental hospital, Livvy
wore shapeless dresses or even more shapeless 'Hoovertype' hospital aprons
and there was none of this,
Tn spite of being a sick woman can't I, for the sake of
my fans, look a little better?' None of this at all. Even
in the scenes showing her before and after her breakdown, her clothes, while becoming, gave her very little
Realizing that an aspiring writer such as Virginia was
before she became ill, would be neatly, nicely but
never expensively or glamourously dressed, Olivia,
rigidly uncompromising, dressed, not to the enhancement of de Havilland but in the character of Cunning.

ham.
"The story

Celeste Holm and Olivia de Havilland both subordinated their
beauty to the characters they portrayed in "The Snake Pit."

.

.

of the hair-

(Please turn to page 66)

In "The Snake Pit," Olivia de Havilland, the writer-wife of Mark
Stevens, dressed not to enhance herself, but in keeping with the role.

Audrey Totter

flatly

argues a point with her incredulous luncheon

partner. Spencer Tracy of "Operation Malaya," at

MCM

festivities.

stars of "Take Me Out To The Ball Came," Frank Sinatra and
Esther Williams, flank Walter Pidgeon, who's in "Forsyte Saga."

Two

Sets of "That Midnight Kiss" and "Madame Bovary" were represented at the studio fete by Kathryn Grayson and Jennifer Jones.

"Neptune's Daughter" (or Esther Williams) watches George Murphy
"Border Incident" bib Lassie, the star of "Highland Lassie."

of

Red Skelton, now
of

in

"Any Number Can

"Neptune's Daughter," amusing Alexis Smith
Play," at

MGM's

gala anniversary luncheon.

FRED ROBBINS
While Fred Robbins plugs the Martin album on

HYAAreBlair!
you

let

it

show, guest Tony looks properly modest.

solid in there?

Well get out of that lair
And lend your schnoz to that

M-M-M

his disk

air!

it and
around that olfactory

just sniff a whiff of
roll

appendage! Hoist aloft the milk
white rose and sweeten the night! 'Tis
Summer! Back with the convertible top
and call me sun-tanned! Eeehoo! No
more white precipitation just sol beating down! So let the Gaby or Coppertone flow! Just as the sound from that
turntable whether it goes 'round at 78,
45, 33% or 66% revolutions per minute.
Let's see what that finely ground piece
of steel is emitting these days!

—

—

HEAVENLY!

—

Fran Warren The voice with the bedroom look! Only way you can describe
this kid with

an ocean of emotion

in

her

Sparring with closed umbrellas are Fred
and Jose Ferrer, of "The Silver Whistle."

Hurd Hatfield and Fred Robbins puzzle over the merits

of

two

platters on Fred's radio program.

Broadway dancer Valerie

Bettis teaches
Fred Robbins the best way to swing a hip.

—

who's out with two of the beaufrom "South Pacific," the new Rodgers and Hammerstein smash! "I'm Gonna Wash That Man Right Outa My
Hair," which Mary Martin does in the
show, and "He's A Wonderful Guy," a
lungs
ties

delightful waltz oozing with lilt! Then
she pairs with Bill Lawrence who's been
making giant splashes on the same label
and on the Arthur Godfrey show for

—

—

—

Younger Than Springtime" also from
the show and "I'll Do The Same For
You," tres cute little opus perfect for
boy and girl duet. All of which is additional circumstantial evidence by Fran

'

—

that there's a great
gilded cage! (Victor)

new canary

in

the

—

Perry Como Ezio Pinza booms these in
"South Pacific," but the kid from Canonsburg, Pa., doesn't have to take a
rumble seat via his groovings of "Some

Enchanted Evening" and "Bali Ha'i." All
the relaxation and hands in the pocket
style of Perry goes into these two lovelies and make for a most dreamy hunk

SCREENLAND
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—

—
And that Rodgers and Hammerstein! Let's face it they're the greatest things since t ie self starter and bebop! ( Victor)
of living.

—

Frank Sinatra

—

And

F.S.

is

accordingly

ham-

pered in performance. Does much better
on the fresh Alec Wilder baby "Where
Heart,"
Is The One," and "Bop Goes
with the Phil Moore Four behind him
fizziest rhythm tune Frank's done in eras!
Those gorgeous albums are still Franklin's pinnacle!
(Columbia)

—

My

Vic

Damone

—The

Frankie

calls

singing

like

young

rascal

whom

East Coast branch is
F.S. used to, only he's
his

own and

evolved a style more his

is

pretty caviar in his own right. Mais oui,
Vickie's singing beautifully these days
as one needling of his fresh tracking'll

—

show you "Again," from "Road House,"
and "I Love You So Much It Hurts."
Seconds may be had by digging "Comme
Ci, Comme Ca" and "The Little Old
Church In Leicester Square." These are
all wool and a mile wide and full-bodied,
{Mercury)

too.

—

—

another great standard, "On The
Alamo" slow and groovey and 'sabout
time someone did this beaut lyrically.
Warm as a hug and that's no dream!
And don't miss needling "Just Reminisis

—

—

—

cin' "

and "Always True To You"

hey!

{Capitol)

Dick Haymes

Capitol)

—

Oh, put that ice pack
head, I'm igniting! Wow! Those
iungs of Desmo! That voice is as cool as
on

my

—

—

a patch of shade but oh so warm, too!
'Specially on "Comme Ci, Comme Ca,"
the

rendition

best

Dream

of

all!

—and

"My

Is Yours."

—Just

either,

FREDDY MARTIN'S

your ear tussle

—another

in the long line of singles to
right by the vice-prez of the Pittsburgh
Pirates (Decca)
SY OLIVER'S
.

.

.

—

"Grandma Plays The Numbers" jumpin' novelty by Decca's new musical di-

—

with Sy himself
Granny and her hobby

rector

chirpin' about

Oodles of zest
from the chest of KAY STARR on "Second Hand Love" and "You Broke Your
Promise" (Capitol)
SHORE'S "I've Been Hit"—which could
be one Melissa's Mommy getting right
under this leaper and giving it a swift
lift! (Columbia)
HERB JEFFRIES
first 4 for Columbi a
"Bewildered,"
.

.

Rhumba"— and BETTY GAR-

gart

comin' in at the last groove and askin' you
to "relinquish your hold on that lethal
weapon, Louie." (Victor and
RAY BOLGER'S "Once In Love With
Amy," a thrilling biscuit in which a performer loses himself completely in a rendition. Just as he does it in "Where's
Charley," Ray pours all the charm and
lilt and excitement into Frank Loesser's
brainchild. There's so much enthusiasm

MGM)

.

.

.

and vitality in it you'll join in just as
the audiences of "Where's Charley" do.
I dare you not to respond! And another
example of how performance is everything and a great sequel to "September Song" sung by Walter Huston another example of a non-singer doing a
song better than anyone has since! A
classic!
WHIT{Decca)

—

—

.

.

.

.

"Forever And Ever," and "Great Guns,"
a rhythm deal, and "Comme Ci, Comme
Ca" nice gravy all but then isn't every
cookie Maggie bakes {Capitol)
"Swedish Rhapsody" and "Bop Went

—

—limp,

Strings"

Paul

Weston and Co.

especially beautiful!

.

.

buttery stuff by
the Rhapsody

—

{Capitol)

.

.

.

AL-

FRED DRAKE'S

"So In Love" and
"Were Thine That Special Face" from
"K.M.K.," which he remade in ten-inch

A

dynamic, magnetic performer!
KING COLE'S melty
"Portrait Of Jennie" with Nat's cozy
cooing against a big bank of strings like
in "Nature Boy." "An Old Piano Plays
The Blues" on the back is moody and
delicately groovey and most ear-arresting. (Capitol)
BING'S "Save Your
version.
(Victor)

.

.

.

—

.

.

.

.

DINAH

—

.

Were Made To Take Care Of
"A Dreamer With A Penny" and
Easy To Remember" one of the

Boys,"
"It's

—

country's finest tonsil artists at last on
a major label so everyone can dig his
great purring
BILLY ECKSTINE'S
.

.

.

goose-pimply lyrical ride on "Caravan,"
the
Duke's baby. Eckstatic static!

(MGM)

.

.

.

MARTHA

RAYE'S

—

"O-h-h Dr. Kinsey" a riot! (Discovery)
... and BILL LAWRENCE'S first Victor etching "I'm Beginning To Miss

You" and "Dreamer With A Penny"
excellent effort by the Arthur Godfrey
winner and the Robert Soxer's current
rage. And he's a doll, too!

HOT!!

—

Metronome

All Stars! Yep, the Met All
Stars are back and this year Victor's got

—

'em and whatta biscuit! They turn it
on like Edison these greats—the winners of Metronome Magazine's annual
all-star poll
guys like Dizzy Gillespie,
Miles Davis, Fats Navarro, trumpets;
Charley Parker, alto; Kai Winding, J. J.
Johnson, trombones; Charley Ventura,
tenor; Lennie Tristano, piano; Buddy DeFranco, clary; Billy Bauer, guitar; Eddie
Safranski, bass, and Shelley Manne, tubs!
What a lineup! They could beat the
Dodgers! And the sound is the end!
"Overtime" is a Pete Rugulo original
and "Victory Ball," a Lennie Tristano
brainchild. Both faces are luxurious with
you'll pop your top on this
stellar solos
bop! (Victor) (Please turn to next page)

—

—

—

—

with a man of muscle the kid who
brings up the sound from his toes on a
quartet of fresh waffles— "Where Is The
One," Alec Wilder's classy creation, "A
Rosewood Spinet," "Skyscraper Blues,"

another N.Y. opus by Gordon {Manhattan Towers) Jenkins, and "Comme Ci,
Comme Ca." You can almost feel the
earth rumble when Richard opens that
mouth. (Decca)

—

Gordon MacRae If you think Dickie's
the only kid who unbridles your decent
poisons Gordie'll have you MacRaesy in

—

just the time

it

takes to dig his newie

Me," from "Take
Out To The Ball Game," one of his
full of warmth and
finest slabs to date

"The Right

Me

Girl For

—

shading. Gettin' better tout le temps.
Flip is "I Get Up Every Morning"

what do

I

do, ditto, ditto?

Answer

be diggin' this record, that's what!
Tl en he wraps that good golfin' arm
arouiid Cinderella G. Stump for "A.

you'll
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Jack Benny visits set of "Manhandled" to say hello to old friends, Dorothy
Lamour, star of film, and the producers of it, Bill Thomas and Bill Pine.

SCREENLANB

salty

commentary on the famous report

MAGGIE

The

.

"Girls

ING'S "Dreamer With A Penny," and

—

.

—

"Humphrey Bo-

RETT'S, too— 'specially with Baby's boy

.

let

Sorrow" with EDDIE HEYWOOD and
ork and "One Sweet Letter From You"

.

ALSO EARWORTHY!

.

Jo Stafford—Ow! Right off the front
burner, Myrna, comes Joltin' Josephine's
freshest slicing "Begin The Beguine,"
avec Paul Weston and the Starlighters
wound around her medium-well bounce.
Flip

(

Johnny Desmond

—Nancy's

Daddy's quite
prolific, but not too terrific, with two
new cookies one from "A Connecticut
Yankee In King Arthur's Court," in
which Johnny Burke and Jimmy Van
Huesen try hard to follow up their great
score from "Going My Way," but that
was a pretty tough one to follow. "If
You Stub Your Toe On The Moon"—is
an obvious pattern on "Swinging On A
Star," but comes nowhere near it in
charm or idea and "When Is Sometime"
isn't up to their usual high standard
either, hey.

You're Adorable" and "Need You," and
these kids blend like Kaiser and Frazer.

)

—

Gene Krupa Put your chin
come closer! Genie with the

in hand and
light brown

drumsticks bangs out a deuce of bopinstrumentals that'll have you gasping!
"Lemon Drop" with G.K. on the bongo
and Frankie Ross ooh-oohing and ah-ahing to such an extent you'll be bewitched,
bewildered and be-bopped! Flip is "Similau"
real Afro-Cuban stuff with Bill
Black singing the A-C melody and
Frankie Ross imposing a bop vocal over

—

—

Shows how bop and Afro-Cuban
Primitive and exciting! (Colum-

them.
blend.
bia)

—

Ow! Hit me down the
and call me an ace! The Mad
Maba and his premiere on Capitol and
how! Greatest band C.B.'s ever had and
he's had lots of 'em. This is his newest
and best-streamlined, modernized and
Boptized as well! And comes on like
Dynaflow itself! There's "Chartreuse,"
potent mood stuff, of which Charley has
Charley Harriett
sideline

—

many

issued so

beautiful things in the

and "Cu-Ba," arranged by Walter
Fuller, which turns the temperate into
the torrid and will really bop you to
sleep! Ears off to a brilliant new band!
past,

(Capitol)

—

Chubby Jackson And yet another new
gang! The Happy Monster, Gregg Stewart Jackson, has a crazy, leaping 14 piece

team which swings from the heels. And
bangs out a coupla homers on their first

—

cookie, too
this one for Columbia. All
the major labels are on a bop kick, Mam!

Producer William Keighley, of the Radio Theatre, discussing the radio script
Webb, Maureen O'Hara, stars of film original.

of "Sitting Pretty" with Clifton

Sane And Single" and Louis Armstrong's
is his 12 inch Victor album from the conHall this kid presented.
Bessemer,
Ala.
The Andrews Kids are recording
like mad
all three of 'em and sometimes
more 'cause they made biscuits with
other Deccartists, too. Their freshest is
"Don't Rob Another Man's Castle" and
"I'm Biting
Fingernails" with Ernest
Tubb and "Amelia, Cordelia, McHugh,"
with Danny Kaye.
PAT LINDER,
West Fairview, Pa. Milton Berle made
a record of "Mountain Greenery" in the
.

.

JERRY GOLDMAN,

—
——

My

.

—

There's "Father Knickerbopper" and
"Godchild' happy, fun-filled instrumental with Chubby screaming all thru the
grooves urging the guys on like a coach!
And they come through like the Lone

Rodgers and Hart album on Victor.
LOIS MEYERS, Baltimore, Md.—Johnny Desmond is on the Ronson show every
Sunday night on the Mutual Network.

Ranger! (Columbia)

on that cranium,

—

.

At 7:55 P. M.

brisk

Groovey— DIZZY GILLESPIE'S
disking of "Lover Come Back To

—

Me"

and "Guarachi Guaro" dripping
with the amazing Gillespie technique and
Afro-Cuban influence. Torrid and tempestuous! (Victor)
MAN'S great but

—

.

.

.

.

Lemme know

ligent like
efficacy

of

tincture

of

aconite

—

initial

—

—

My

—

FROM THE MAN

feeling that

IN

GRAY!

ICHIRO TERASHIMA, Tokyo— Writes
for oodles of info "a great deal of questions," as he says, practically a catalogue
in the U.S. for the

we had time, Ich,
Tokyo or write to
Metronome and Downbeat here. Glad
you can dig the spectacular vernacular.
10 years. Wish
but try the library in

last

B.C.

NORMA STRETCH,

—Louis

"You

.

Ci,
Is

(MGM)

GORDON MACRAE— "The Right
Girl For Me" (Capitol)
BENNY GOODMAN— "Undercurrent
Blues" (Capitol)

KING COLE— "Portrait

Of Jennie"

(Capitol

METRONOME ALL STARS— "Victory Ball" and "Overtime" (Victor)

DICK HAYMES— "Where

Is
The
One" and "Skyscraper Blues" (Decca)

CHUBBY JACKSON— "Father Knickerbopper" (Columbia)

CHARLEY BARNETT—"Cu-Ba"
(Capitol)

PERRY COMO— "Bali

Ha'i" (Victor)

Vancouver,

Jordan's freshest cookie is
Broke Your Promise" and "Safe,

Bobby-Sox Are Off

I'm doing something wrong.

waiters don't look at me out of the
corner of their eyes, trying to decide
whether I'm not just a bit too young for
all the sophistication of a night spot.
Which leads me into more detail about
a very important subject in every young

The

woman's

life

—romance

and

eventual

marriage.

was a few years younger, my
mother used to worry about my running

off

I

to get married, or the fact that

I'd fall too

.

.

"My Dream

Continued from page 22

When

.

Yours"

and

bop

—

.

Comme Ca"

BENNY GOOD-

great

the band gets is the end! Proving when
better bop is played Benny at this rate
—will play it! (Capitol) And MILES
DAVIS has corralled a boppin' bunch on
his number one Capitol cookie on two
originals
"Budo," and "Move"
with
leader Miles brilliant on trumpet and the
rest of the members of the bopnocracy
turning in inventive stuff. Wow! All the
cookies are bop, the whole bop and nothing but bop these days! (Capitol)

happened

.

Wonderful

Gonna Wash That Man

Right Outa My Hair" (Victor)
JOHNNY DESMOND— "Comme

the

in

—"I'm

.

waffle of "Undercurrent Blues"
a tremendously exciting opus and the sound

of what's

—

treatment of coo-coo-catarrh?" See?
Dig you next month.
.

Guy"

what's

geranium and
answer. But make 'em intel"what do you think of the
little

FRAN WARREN— "He's A

.

—

we'll try 'n

Also

BEST IN THE NEST

Town

cert at

hard for someone and would

get myself hopelessly confused and entangled.
She offered me an understanding ear
for any troubles, and respected my opinions. She was rather definite in her attitudes about me and the subject of dates,
but then she wasn't any different from

that's the subject of shopping. Where
once I looked for hairbows and the frilly
gew-gaws that delight the heart of a 16year-old, now I shop for hats, shoes, and
look lovingly at fur-pieces.
They say that when you buy your
first fur coat, you're definitely out of the
adolescent class, so this is another clinch-

and

er for me. While I was on my personal
appearance tour several months ago,
Mother and I went out to a mink farm
and picked out the furs for our coats.
That was a real thrill, believe me, and I

was selecting my
you think I'll ever get such a
wallop again out of buying a coat?
On this same tour I made my first long
airplane flight, and I felt very much like
felt

so worldly while I

pelts!

Do

admit,

a world-wide traveler when the plane
landed in Cincinnati. There I was given
more attention than I'd ever received

knew best.
One transition from bobby-sox to
young ladydom is very noticeable to me,

The hotel management and the
theatre in which I played made me feel
very much like a young leading lady, and

any other mother.

And,

I

she

ScREENLAND

will

before.
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I

of course I loved

it?

In a way, too, I achieved a bit of fame
in New York, because Reuben's famous
restaurant decided to name a sandwich
after me!
Somehow these things never happened
to me just a few years ago, so I presume
they all go with the full bloom of youth!
I've learned to be less shy, by the way,
and now I can yack along with the best
of them, and have a good time while I'm
doing it.
Of course, one of the changes which
came with the shedding of adolescence
is the fact that I don't have to go to
school any more. I was a student at a
private school, and I never cared much
for

We

it.

had no

football

games or

proms, and certainly no spirit. I never
had the opportunity to throw even one
spitball, and how I used to envy other
kids when they talked about all the fun
they had in their classes!

My

my

clothes too reflect
young-lady
outlook. I notice that I have very few
skirts and sweaters, and that I no longer
strive for that casual look. Once upon a
time I thought nothing of going into the
Brown Derby wearing slacks, sweater,
and baseball cap, but I'd never do that
again. Skirts or slacks don't give me that

"dressed-up" feeling.
Generally speaking, here are some other
changes I've observed: I take better care
of my clothes and other personal possessions. In the past, my mother usually
checked my dresses for any damage, but
now I always inspect them myself, and
do all the necessary repairs.

make my own

decisions about what
wear for any important function, instead of asking my
I

costumes I'd

mother

like to

Gal" and would be more than happy with
a role such as the one she played. And
just to be on the safe side, should the
opportunity arise, I'm taking dancing
lessons as well as continuing with my
music coaching.
This Summer I am planning to appear
in the operetta, "The Student Prince,"
at the Greek Theatre in Los Angeles,
and I hope that the management will

me

offer

roles in

"New Moon" and "Two

%

Hearts in
Time," also favorite operettas of mine.

On

the screen, a dream will

come

true

I can portray the life of Jenny Lind,
that very famous Swedish singer who
came to this country in a blaze of glory,
if

and

left

unhappily,

defeated

and un-

I'd also appreciate the chance

noticed.

to be in a

movie

built

Bob Hope with Mary Jane Saunders who
makes her bow in "Sorrowful Jones."

around Grace

Moore's colorful career.
Often I'm asked if I wouldn't want to
a Broadway musical comedy or
operetta. No, I wouldn't. I like working

do

motion pictures and living

in Califorto get into the hustle and
nervous excitement of backstage life. I
in

nia too
feel

much

that in time, the

have

work

own

West Coast
and

theatrical circuit,
on the stage here.

its

will
I'll

If I had my choice of leading men for
future pictures, the first actor I'd choose
would be Gary Grant. I've never met
him. but I like his looks, and I certainly
could learn so much from him that would
improve my work before the camera. So,
keep your fingers crossed for me, and
maybe one of these days this desire of
mine to act with Cary Grant will come

After I'm married, settled down in my
three children
think I'd like two girls and a boy I'd
like to work out a deal with my studio
for two pictures a year. It's an idealistic
dream setup, but wouldn't it be marvelous if we could arrange it?
Naturally, I'm no different from any
other young lady who is musing over her
future, because when you get right down
to it, I'm looking for happiness. Who

leading lady, I'm wild about it.
scope is wider, and it's such fun playing
a romantic role rather than merely being
a youngster who breaks out into song
every so often. It's a great feeling to
know that you're important to the plot,
and this is true not only in movies, but
in the life of every girl who is growing

isn't?

up!

—
—

own home, and have

true!

I've always loved working in pictures,
now that I am considered a young

but

My

and then worrying whether
everything would be all right. Now, of
first

course, I always check with her to see if
she likes the final effect, but I make the
original choices myself.

dates with Gary Steffen, my fiance,
I let him do all the deciding about where
we'll go. This may sound ordinary, but
I had the common fault many young
girls have of naming a definite place and
insisting upon going there. It never occurred to me that perhaps the boy didn't
have enough money to pay the check!
The older friends of my mother and
father have shown their acceptance of
my growing up in a rather interesting
way. They ask me about my opinions on
politics, national problems, and on current happenings; this is a far cry from
the days when they talked down to me,

Did

You Say Glamour Boy?

On

Continued from page 25
to have to worry about shaving or keeping makeup on. And I liked playing a
rugged part."

Had

he used a double in the heavy

scenes?
Six-foot-three

fight

The answer was "No."
John Payne, who weighs a

hundred and ninety-four pounds, could
hold his own in any fight. He was a top
athlete in college and has always kept
active in sports.

Did he want
erns, since,

make

from

to continue with Westall reports, he was sure

a big hit in "El Paso?"

after they had exhausted their
vocabularies, would tell me to run along
while the older folks discussed more
serious things!
I find that I'm a better hostess at my
parties in our Early American ranchstyle house, and that I don't rely on my
mother so much to keep things running
smoothly. After all, I figure it's my
responsibility, and that it's up to me to
see that the event is a success.

to

I've given considerable thought to my
plans for the future which, of course,
include marriage.
I'd like to win the kind of stardom
Judy Garland enjoys, and like her, be
able to pick out the roles I'd want to
play. I loved Judy in "For
And

At this point, talk quickly turned to
John's favorite pastime in New York,
going to plays. Strangely enough, he had
disliked "A Streetcar Named Desire." I
had thought of that as an actor's play.

and

Me
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My

Westerns
to stars like Gary Cooper, who have
made a real success of them."

"No," John

said. "I'll leave

But his next picture was to be a
rugged sea classic for Pine-Thomas,
"Captain China," in which John, with
bared torso, would battle the elements; a
far cry from the musicals with Betty
Grable. No one could say that his screen
roles have lacked variety!

But John disagreed, vehemently. He
was more of the philosopher there than

SCREENLAND

actor,

and was severely

the

critical of

Tennessee Williams approach to

life.

"I think his plays glorify the importance of a neurotic beyond all reason," he
said. "Why drag people down when they
come out for an evening in the theatre
by holding up to them the miseries, the
scum of existence, the sordid side of life
that they're trying to forget?

We

face

enough of that in our day-to-day living.
I think any art form -music, painting,
drama should hold up an ideal, not be

—

—

iconoclastic, or tear

stead of build

down

illusions,

in-

them up.

" 'Our feet are in the mud, let's keep
our heads among the stars,' should be
our maxim for living, and the arts should
be impelling forces for lifting us above
the disappointments and depressing influences of the world that we see about
us, the neurotic elements in our own
lives. Personal tragedies should have no
place in the arts.

That was putting it strongly enough!
John spoke quickly, impatiently, with a
sort of restless energy which showed he
was expressing thoughts long studied out
in his mind, and eager to be voiced.
What about marriage, I asked him.

How

did his personal philosophy enter
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.

Into the marriage picture? What did he
consider to be the thing in a marriage
which contributed most to its success?
"Patience," he said quickly. "The
patience to work out problems to the mu-

husband and

the title role. John thought not, but
Miss Coit was adamant. He found him-

playing the part.
"I had a thick southern accent," John
laughed, "and the girl who played
Katharine was from Brooklyn, with a
real Brooklyn accent. Between us, we
sure messed up that play good!"
self

After
love but a
community of interests the union of
two people who have their eyes fixed on
the same goal in life? And there must
be patience to overcome the innumerable
obstacles placed in the way."
"But," I said, "there is a point, isn't
there, where patience ceases to be a
virtue if one is to retain his personal
convictions and integrity?"
John went along with that. But he
was firm in his belief that if one kept

tual benefit of
all,"

he continued, "what

—

wife.

is

striving toward an ideal, a marriage
could work out, despite the fact that he
and his wife had recently separated.
Would a marriage have a better chance
if
the husband and wife had widely
divergent careers, or if the wife just
Or,
played the role of homemaker?
could two people of the same profession,
and the same interests, make just as
great a success of it?
John thought that two people, with
the same careers and the same goal in
would have the better marriage
life,
("Look at hunt and Fontanne!")
"But they must agree on the methods
by which they will attain that goal," he
added emphatically.
One got the feeling that John Payne,
with his idealistic approach to life, tried
to exert great patience on his own part
to smooth over any problems of marriage.
Then, there are those children he's so
crazy about.
"I wouldn't be without my children
for two weeks, if I could help it," he
said.

"Would you take them on

location

with you and everywhere you went, if
you could?"
"Sure: Why not?" he replied. "They'd
love it. And, why not have them with
me, if I can?"
He has three children. He was previously married to Anne Shirley and they
have a daughter, Julie, aged eight. In
1944, he married Gloria De Haven from
whom he's separated. They have two
children; Kathleen, three years old, and
a son, Thomas, born February 19, 1948.
Those two girls are the apples of his
eye. "They're Daddy 's-girls, come right
to the old man when they want something," he said. And the boy?
"I don't know what I'm going to do
about him," he laughed. "Here he is
over a year old, and he hasn't contributed a cent yet to the family income!"
I wondered if he were a strict father.
I told him about a talk I had had once
with Bing Crosby in which Bing said
lie was old-fashioned and believed that
"Spare the rod, and spoil the child!"
"Well, Bing's children are older than
mine," John said, "but I'll go along with
that. I'm firm with my kids, too."
"You don't spank them, do you?" I
asked.

"Sure I do," was his answer. "Children
are wonderful, but they're like little
animals, little beasts. You can't reason
with them, until they get to be old
enough to understand. There's a certain
56

While he was working at the UniverMacMillan Theatre, Payne was

sity's

Humphrey Bogart and Lauren Bacall in N.
Y. for "Knock On Any Door" premiere.
period
say,

—from

two to

six years, I

would

when they form some very impor-

tant habits and impressions that remain
with them for the rest of their lives, and
you've got to help them learn what is
best for them. You can't do it by trying
to reason with them. You've got to spank
them when they're wrong."

John Payne, the

father, it seems, is
as single-minded as John Payne,
the actor and intellectual. I think this
singleness of purpose must have been an
outstanding characteristic of his through-

just

out his career, once he decided what was
right.

John was born on May 28, 1912, in
Roanoke, Virginia. His parents were
George Washington Payne, real estate
operator, and Ida Schaefer Payne, once a
singer of minor roles at the Metropolitan
Opera. John attended grammar school in
Roanoke, then enrolled in Mercersburg

Academy

Pennsylvania. Still in his
teens, he shipped as steward on various
ships during Summer vacations, visiting
Europe, South America, Mexico and
in

Cuba.
While John was attending Mercersburg, his father died, leaving him with
his mother and two brothers. At this
point, John seems to have been undecided
as to what he wanted in the future. He
attended Roanoke College, Duke University and University of Virginia before
finally landing at Columbia University
to study journalism.
"I was shopping for a school," he sai

At Columbia, he had every intention
of following through with his journalistic
career. However, Fate stepped in and
took a hand. Among his elective subjects,
he was taking a course in poetry and a
course in Shakespearean research. This
last course was taught by Estelle Davis
Coit, who took the form of Fate with
John. She was a wonderful, determined
little old lady, weighing 88 pounds, and
she was John's favorite teacher. In the
Shakespearean research course the students made reconstructions of historic
sets,

and John became more and more

interested in the theatre. He had dabbled
a bit in campus theatricals at the University of Virginia, but it was Miss Coit
who definitely started him on the long
road to success. "Henry V" was to be
put on at Columbia's MacMillan Theatre,

and she thought John should play

SCREENLAND

offered the job as stock player for the
Shuberts at $50 a week. This was manna
from heaven. He took it, and played in
countless road shows for the Shuberts. It
was while playing in "At Home Abroad,"
in support of Beatrice Lillie, that he
received his chance at the movies. He
signed a film contract with Goldwyn, but
it came to nothing, and when it expired
he signed with Paramount. Betty Grable
was just starting at that time, on the
same lot. Later, they became two of the
most popular co-stars in Technicolor
musicals, and John Payne has been in
demand ever since, his movie career

assured.

About the future, John Payne has
some pretty definite ideas. He is one
movie actor who isn't eager to get back
to Broadway, though he enjoyed plaving
in "The Voice Of The Turtle," with Joan
Caulfield, at a Summer theatre last season. He knows how difficult it is to find
the right vehicle. He wants to produce

own movie next. He has acquired
the rights to a comedy-drama, "I Give
You Maggie," an original that was written for Margaret Sullavan, and wants to
launch it as his first effort in that field.
Then, he wants to do an occasional realistic film like the documentary he has
just completed, "The Crooked Way,"
his

which

is

about paraplegics.

He wants

a new private plane and time
to fly it, one comfortable enough for his
children to accompany him on his trips.
John is an enthusiastic flier. One of the

disappointments of his

life

was when an

order was canceled at the last moment
that would have sent him to India with
the Army Air Corps, during the War.

But John, with his philosophy, doesn't
dwell long on regrets. He spoke of his
real estate business in Hollywood
yes,
with everything else, he's definitely practical and a success in business
and of

—

—

home

He's about
ready to give that up, he said, and go
to his place beyond Malibu on the ocean
to live. It would be an ideal spot for
the children.
John looked out the window toward
Central Park again, about this time, and
suddenly embarked on a scientific fantasy, inspired, no doubt, by his beloved
his

in

Beverly

Hills.

Science Fiction Monthly. Off and on,
during our interview, his enthusiasm for
science had led him into scholarly discussions on the subject of atom bombs
and futuristic inventions with his two
friends. But, not with me! It was interesting talk, but 'way over my head.
Definitely no conversation for a girl who
flunked college Math, and skinned by
Physics with a "D."
"Just imagine," John said, "if somebody could build a huge room under
Central Park and install a machine that
would be set so its rays would disintegrate the bone structure of people when

"

—

they were within a certain radius of

Of
I

and

it!

room built
gathered up gloves and bag hastily,

course, getting the
said goodbye.

When

next I hear of John Payne, I'm
sure he will still be keeping his head
among the stars, his eyes on the Science
Fiction Monthly! And his program of
continued
life can mean only one thing

ARE yOU, TOO, RUINING YOUR
A/IARRIEP HAPPINESS

—

success.

Couldn't Be Happier
Continued from page 29
can win an Oscar with no help whatever
from the picture as a whole, she's done a
job for herself.
Director William Wellman, confronted
with the problem of finding someone to
play the hellcat role in "Yellow Sky"
opposite such accomplished performers
as Gregory Peck, Richard Widmark and
character actor Henry Morgan, said
bluntly: "I want an actress. I want Anne
Baxter." A lot of glamour girls wanted
that role, but Wellman wanted an actress. He wanted Anne Baxter, Hollywood's youngest genuine "pro."

With Dan Dailey

set for the

new 20th

Century-Fox musical, "You're My Everything," and Betty Grable busy elsewhere
making "The Beautiful Blonde From
Bashful Bend," the problem arose as to
could play opposite Dailey. The
She can do
everything else, the studio executives
figured, so there's no reason why she
can't do a musical.

who

answer was Anne Baxter.

How did she get that way? How does
a girl in her middle twenties reach the
point where she is a solid success in her
chosen

field,

an Academy Award winner

at 23, a versatile performer who has
adroitly avoided being typed, and with
an even brighter future ahead of her?

"No, I've never looked at it quite that
way," Anne goes on in her provocatively
husky voice. "I've been lucky, I guess.
My parents helped me from the beginning. I never stop being amazed at the
independence and responsibility they
gave me. Why, when I was only 11, I

New York

used to commute into
from Westchester County all
to dramatic school. When I was 15, I
went up to Cape Cod all alone to play
City
alone to go

was good for me, too. Made
me realize I had to live up to my parents'
confidence in me. And it's not every
mother who will be so tolerant and understanding of an eleven-year-old daughter's

in stock.

INTIMATE PHYSICAL
FACTS

If only you'd learn these

Have you

noticed that nice hus-

band of yours staying out more
often with the boys? Or, if he
does remain at home, do you notice an
indifference
almost a resentment on
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Now

is

up! Didn't it ever
occur to you that the wife herself is
often the guilty one?
If only young wives would realize
how necessary vaginal douching often
is
to intimate feminine cleanliness,
health, charm and married happiness
to combat offensive vaginal odor. If
only wives would learn why they should
always use zonite in their douche!
his part?

'fess

world that could

harming delicate

liquid antiseptic

passion for acting."

Born in Michigan City, Indiana, Anne
moved with her parents to New York
when she was 4. Her father is a successful New York businessman, her grand-

famed architect, Frank Lloyd
Wright. Although a family of means,
they didn't insist that Anne go to college,
and may or*may not have been guided
by some sixth sense when they allowed
their young daughter to pursue with a
free hand that "passion for acting" that
led her through stock and Broadway
(she played with Eva Le Gallienne in
"Madam Capet") to a Fox contract alfather, the

tested
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is

posi-

You
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-germicide

known

bacteria without

injury.

It

Scientists tested every

kill

tissues,

can use zonite as directed as often as
needed without the slightest risk of

—

No other type
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—
most ten years ago when

still

a mere

youngster.
The passion has stuck with her, instead
of burning itself out, and along with it
Anne has developed a tremendous capacity for learning. "I look back on some of
my earlier pictures now and just shudder. How on earth could I have been
that bad! I remember 'Five Graves To
Cairo,' back in 1942, where I had a role
that called for a great deal of emotional
conflict that had to be held in. I felt
it, all right, but I held it in so completely
that it never came across on the screen."

But
Edge."
Makeup accent

for

costume colors
Pink by

a

wealth of
Rapture

of

Westmore.

— new

The House

it

came

It

was Director

across in

"The Razor's

Edmund

Gould-

ing who taught her how to project emotion for the camera, how to bang on a
wall in a fit of sick fury without being
afraid of embarrassing the audience, how
to let herself go and do anything a role

demanded, no matter how wild or uninhibited.

The
The Finger Rest Package by
Peggy Sage presents
help for the

a

real

home manicure.

lesson stuck, as

suffering wife

TO—THE romantic

most lessons do

with Anne, and she went into "Homecoming" to tackle a part that could have
been poison to a less competent actress
that of the sweet, understanding, long-

whose husband

fell

in love

with a nurse overseas. It was a part
that could have been sticky-sweet to the
point of nausea. Anne gave it character,
brought it to life, made it "sing" as only
a pro can when faced with a tough role.

leading ladies of this month
the brides, the bridal attendants, the gradbeauty pays its tribuates and girls in general
ute in color, fragrance and ingenuity, all newer

—

than new.
Peggy Sage has added a real bonus to a beflowered package of manicure polish, lubricant
polish remover and convenient cotton. The extra
is the finger rest, to hold you steady at your finger "art." The package, complete, is a mere $.75.*
There is a trend these days for truly fine perfumes in smaller sizes. Happily, this now includes
Ciro's New Horizons in the new $4.50* size. It
has been said that New Horizons is "The perfume that carries you on and on."

"And that reminds me," Anne says,
rather sharply and banging on the table
to lend emphasis to her point. "Some
day somebody is going to write a story
in which the wife is going to be the
glamourous, beautiful siren and that
'other girl' down at the office is going to
be the mouse oh, very understanding
and all that, but still a mouse. Golly, to
read the novels these days you'd think
no man ever married an attractive girl.
It always has to be a mouse, with a
glamour-puss lurking on every corner to
snatch him away from her. Why can't
some of these writers give us real-life
wives a little credit?"

—

Cuerlain's beloved L'Heure
Bleue now permeates a subtle,
fragrant new eau de Cologne.

A point well taken. Anne herself is a
beautiful wife and even more beautiful
when her eyes snap and she bangs on the

—

table.

But

this career business.

Etiquet
a

tube

Cream Deodorant
is

and ideal

daintier
for

to

travel,

in

apply
also.

Even

if it is

worth the candle? Aren't
there a lot of headaches? Doesn't it interfere with a normal homelife?
Anne Baxter is nothing if not honest.
"Of course there are headaches. What
career doesn't have them? Housewives,
successful,

secretaries,

is it

business

girls,

actresses

everybody has her own particular assortCiro's

New

comes

in

Horizons,

imaginative and delightful, now
of the original winged bottle.

ment

a smaller size

clothes, for one thing." ( Anne
wearing a very becoming tailored suit
which looks like anything but a headache.) "Oh, yes clothes. Because I'm
an actress, I'm expected to keep up to
the minute with the latest fashions.
Sometimes even ahead of them, for in
August, a magazine editor js going to
want fashion pictures for one of his
Winter issues, and that doesn't mean I
can drag out last Winter's clothes. Oh,
no I have to have next Winter's.
"I have to be well-dressed, wellgroomed, bright and gay every single
minute. If I want to run down to the

that Rapture Pink, a radiant crimson
with a touch of blue, by The House of Westmore,
is here for June, for it's fashion-coordinated to
wear with all current colors. Lipsticks are from
$.29 to $1,* cream or dry rouge is from $.29 to $.59*
Guerlain, a name synonymous with exquisite
perfumes, has just introduced I/Heure Bleue ( the
blue hour of dusk) Eau de Cologne. Fragrance is
that of sandalwood and flowers. $4.50* to $7.50*
It's nice

is

—

Etiquet Deodorant Cream, which both deodorand checks perspiration, now comes in a
dainty tube for easier and daintier use. It's all
you could ask for intimate grooming and is $.39.*

—

izes

''Plus

20%
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of headaches."

Such as?
"Such as

M.

Screen land

corner to pick up some extra groceries,
can I dash out in my bluejeans with a

bandanna wrapped around my uncombed
hair and my old polo coat slung across
my shoulders? I cannot. I have to stop
and comb my hair, fix my face, put on a
and it can't be a dress I've been
dress

—

seen in too often, either.
"It's just a practical matter of business, of course. I'm an actress and I'm
expected to look like one all the time.

—

But sometimes

it's

also a

gosh awful

headache."
All right, the amazing fact has been
established that a beautiful career girl
is forced to look upon beautiful clothes
as a headache. Perhaps her ruffled feelings can be soothed with a question that
will allow her to coo and gurgle a bit.

How
any

about her married life? Are there
problems in having two well-

real

known

stars in the family?

already know the usual answer
to that one, of course: "Oh, no. John
and I go our separate ways in the morning and then come back at night and
leave our studio problems outside the
door and enjoy our evenings together
just like any other couple."

You

looks you straight
and figuratively hands you

Anne Baxter Hodiak
in the eye
an eraser.

"It's tough," she says earnestly. "It's
And if we weren't in love

darn tough.

and hadn't taken out insurance on our
marriage by recognizing our particular
problems and keeping them out in the
open where they belong, the marriage
couldn't possibly have worked.

"When we

Psst-the best dressed noses use Kleenex

!

Lulu says* you win by a nose when soft,
STRONG KLEENEX IS YOUR CHOICE IN TISSUES
OURIN& COLDS/ BE CONSIDERATE OF OTHERS, TOO DON'T SCATTER KLEENEX BUT USE THE NEAREST
WASTE CONTAINER.

Li fHe

^) International

it T. M. Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

Cellucotton Products Co.

home

nights, we're tired.
John doesn't always find the bright and
cheerful little wife whom men eternally

get

want to come home

to.

Sometimes I'm

nervously exhausted, irritable. And sometimes he is, too. But we've understood
from the beginning that it was going to
have to be like that many times, and in
understanding it and knowing it for what
it is
just an occasional spell of normal,

—

—

temporary bad humor we don't let it
get the better of us. We're in love, that's
all.
And I might add that the young
couple who don't realize right from the
very beginning that they can't be Abelard and Heloise on a constant, 24-hour
basis may be headed straight for the
divorce court."
Vacations are another headache for
Anne and John. "We almost never get
them together and when we do, we get
so excited trying to figure out where we
can go and how we can spend the most
time together that we're nervous wrecks
by the time we get to wherever we've
finally decided to go.

—

"Someday," she adds wistfully, "maybe we'll both be well enough established
to have some say about our time off."

That would seem to be one more
on which Anne needn't worry much

score
longer. An accomplished actress, a trouper, a
career girl in the truest sense of the word,
she is rapidly becoming recognized as
one of Hollywood's best answers to the
type of bad publicity which clings to the
movie colony with all the tenacity of a
tireless

leech.

slow to pay

Anne
it,

its

herself

And Hollywood

is

not
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and she's going to be in a position
do a little picking and choosing of
her own. She'll pick wisely and well,
mixing them up, playing the wide variety
belt

to

of

that

roles

has already given her a

splendid reputation.
She loves her job, headaches and all.
She'll be around for a long, long while.
Come 1995, and Ethel Barrymore's place
is going to be well filled.

pretend she had nothing to do with it!
Betty will do anything for a friend,
but she hates to be caught at it. A real
softie, she covers up her sentiment with
a cloak of kidding. If she wants to do
something for you, she tries to pass it off
casually.
One of Betty's sweetest gestures

Betty Lets Her Hair

Down!

Continued from page 31
In the years since, she's grown into an
I became a

even lovelier woman, while
grandmother.

We

didn't exactly hit

it

off

on that

never did make
friends quickly. She's not one for snap
judgments, and she chooses her friends
with about as much speed as a John D.
Rockefeller making out his income tax
return. She takes her time.
first

meeting.

Betty

With Gloria Stuart, then a top Fox
had been loaned to the Samuel
Goldwyn Studios for a musical called
"Whoopee."
In the chorus line were Betty and some
other youngsters, including Paulette Goddnrd, Grace Poggi and Lucille Ball.
Something about Betty stood out. She
was one of the prettiest young girls I'd
ever seen, with a white, creamy complexion, a soft, rounded face, and the
same smile that is still winning friends
and influencing box-offices all over the
star, I

country.

liked the

I

way

she handled

and the way she minded her own
business, and I walked over to where she
and her mother were sitting between
scenes and offered to help her with her
herself,

hair.

Very simply, and yet very definitely,
with the air of a youngster who knows
her own mind, she told me, "Thank you,
but I'd rather you didn't. I always do

my own

hair."

Betty hasn't changed much. She still
hates to have other people do for her the
things she can do for herself and do
better at that. She puts on her own
makeup, does her own manicure, takes
care of her personal wardrobe, for example. She hates to be fussed over. I
think sometimes that she only puts up
with me because she's used to me, and
because she can't avoid it. It's her one

—

movie star tradition. A
supposed to have a hairdresser.

concession
star

is

to

Hut, once in a while, when I'm setting
her hair for a movie scene, I get the feeling she'd like to take the comb away
from me and do it herself. And believe
me, many times she does!
After the Goldwyn picture, I didn't
see her for a few years. Then she came
on the lot for a screen test, and I was
assigned as the hairdresser. With that
sharp memory for names and faces that
never fails to astound me, she remembered me but she still didn't let my
comb get near her. When I saw the way
she handled herself, I didn't mind. She
knew what she was doing. She looked
wonderful, and she didn't get the contract only because the studio felt she was
too young.

—

I

didn't see her again until after she

had done "DuBarry Was A Lady," the
stage musical, and set Broadway on its
60

ear.

She came back to Hollywood and

20th Century-Fox as a star, and I was
assigned as her hairdresser on "Moon
Over Miami." But it took her four or five
more pictures to get used to the idea. I
noticed then many things about her that
are still the same her shyness of people
she doesn't know, her very real disregard
for her own importance, her directness,
and above all, her unfailing sense of
humor. In eighteen pictures, these things
haven't changed.

—

I've watched Betty from a close
vantage spot, and I know her middle
moods as well as her ups and downs. I
have watched her grow from a happy-golucky young girl to a mature and lovely
woman, and I've seen her become the top
feminine box-office star and find her
ultimate happiness with Harry and those

two beautiful children she adores.

know

the things that excite and deand the things that leave her
cold. I know her foibles and phobias, the
things she hates and the things she loves.
What I know adds up to the girl I think
of as a remarkable person
who is more
than a million dollar movie star; she is
also a prize package of straightforward
sincerity and a modesty that would be
just as amazing in someone who had
something to be modest about which
Betty hasn't.
I recall the day Babe Ruth, shortly
I

light her,

—

—

before his death, visited the set of "When
Baby Smiles At Me." The whole
crew, including Walter Lang, the director, and Dan Dailey, her co-star, wanted
to meet him, and so did Betty. But she
was scared. She had to be dragged from
her dressing room for an introduction.
In a moment, bashful Betty was back,
while everyone else was crowding around
the Babe. Betty wanted nothing like
she wanted Babe Ruth's autograph, but
she was too shy to ask. She just sat
there, trying to build up her nerve. "I
wish," she said wistfully, "that someone
would come and get me. I hate to go out
there by myself."

My

Someone did. It seemed Babe Ruth
wanted her autograph. Betty looked at
me as if somebody had just offered her
the Taj Mahal, and floated happily out
the door. When she came back, she had
the Babe's signature on, not one, but
three, baseballs.
The second was for
Harry, and the third, to my surprise, was
one of the boys in Harry's orchesI hadn't realized before that Betty
knew any of the James musicians, but I
found out she knew all of them well
enough to be aware that one of them had
always idolized Babe Ruth. It was just
one of the many nice things typical of
Betty. And I'm sure she sent the baseball to him via Harry, and tried to
for

tra.

SCREBNLAND

meant

me personally,
me thank her.

but she would
My son, Keefe
Brasselle, is an actor, and one afternoon
when he dropped in on the set of "That
Lady In Ermine" he mentioned he was
up for an important part in the picture,
"Knock On Any Door." Betty was in
the midst of reading the book, and was
crazy about it, and they discussed at
great length the character Keefe was in-

a lot to
never let

terested in.

Then, without a word to me of her
Betty did something that
afternoon that I would never have known
except for what I read in the papers. She
called Louella Parsons, and gave Keefe
a build-up that would make a press
agent's conversation sound weak by
Betty
comparison. That plug from
Grable, who has never sought publicity
for herself, did Keefe a lot of good, and
he'll never forget it. Miss Parsons didn't
forget it either, for she mentioned it
again when Keefe got a good break in
"Not Wanted," a picture that Ida
Lupino is producing. When you're a
newcomer, it helps a lot to have a big
star pulling for you. It's the kind of
nice, quietly wonderful thoughtfulness
intentions,

that

typical of Betty.

is

I like to think, too, of the time in 1943

when

accompanied her on a lengthy
all of her shyness, and
her hesitancy at meeting new people,
she can conquer her terror of crowds
I

hospital tour. For

when

the occasion calls for it. I've never
seen Betty work so hard as she did during those weeks on the road, entertaining
soldiers all over the country. I particularly remember one night at Fort
Bragg, when she was scheduled for an

outdoor show. It was pouring rain, and
not the kind of weather for the fancy
white satin and sequinned gown Betty
was wearing. The officer in charge suggested they cancel the show, but Betty

and
walked on stage amid the cheers of 5,000
gritted her already chattering teeth
soldiers waiting in the rain.

"If they can stand it," she said, "so
I." And there she stood, for almost
two hours, singing her heart out. Her
hairdo was drooping, and her dress was
getting longer by the minute, and there
was Betty in the rain, having the time
of her life.

can

I remember, too, the first hospital
wards we covered, when neither Betty
nor I had ever been around people who
were seriously hurt or maimed. I watched
Betty walk into a ward where soldiers
were being treated for serious airplane
injuries, and I knew she was scared. She
stayed a long time, and when she came
out, she said, in quiet wonderment, "You
know, I never thought I'd be able to do

that."

The next morning, she couldn't wait to
get started all over again. And when
she'd covered the entire hospital, the
largest in the country at that time, the
soldiers who could leave their rooms

gathered in the auditorium to thank her,
and to present her with some gifts of
handicraft made during their convalescence. I have never seen Betty so touched, and 1 was so moved by her reaction I
couldn't help crying. When Betty saw
me there, she tried to laugh it off, but
the tears were streaming down her own
face as she said, "What are you crying
about? You look real gooney!"
I couldn't tell her. She'd have hated
me if I had tried to say how much I
admired the work she had been doing,
and the relentless way in which she drove
herself during that tour. A simple, undemonstrative person herself, she hates

The Byes Have It "!

Words like "sensational" offend
The only way to compliment Betty
to tell her she is good. That means

gushers.
her.
is

something.

On a

picture, Betty and I have a
consistent work routine.
She
comes into her dressing room at the
studio about 7 o'clock, scrubbed and
shiny in fresh slacks and a white blouse.
Rarely is there any conversation, just a
friendly, quick, "Hi," and then we get
to work on the hairstyle for the day's
scenes. All business.

pretty

She never watches a clock, but somehow, instinctively, she knows when an
hour has gone by. Between 5 and 10
minutes after 8, she calls home to say
hello to Vicki, who is just having her
breakfast. Every morning it's the same
conversation: "Hi, Vicki. What's doing?
Is

Daddy

still

asleep? Please don't

wake

him, he worked late last night. How are
the puppies? What are you going to do
today? What's Jess having for break-

GOLD-FASHIONED GLAMOR
AT OLD-FASHIONED PRICES!
Grantly

— the

eyes

the latest fashion sensations. Tested for

in

loveliest

way

to

frame your

optical safety to protect against infra-red

and

ultra-violet rays.
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Other outstanding Grantly Fashions from $1.00
at leading drug and department stores.

FOSTER GRANT CO.,

INC., Leominster, Mass,
•Reg.

THIS GRANTLY "EYE-SIGN" MEANS HIGH FASHION AT LOW PRICE!

fast?"

She calls her home five or six times a
day to talk to Vicki, to talk to Harry,

SONG POEMS WANTED

—

to be sure the gardener has shut the
gate, to be sure the housekeeper ordered
the roast, to find out from Miss Parsons,
the nurse, if Vicki and Jessica ate their
spinach. . . .
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your
Send
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inal

immediate consideration and FREE Rhyming Dic-

Don't delay— send poem today. RICHARD BROS.,
(Music Composers), 28 Woods Building, Chicago 1, Illinois.
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tionary.

The responsibilities of movie stardom
don't weigh half so heavily on her mind.
She takes those in stride, and although
she's a perfectionist about her work, she
never worries about it. When she's doing dance numbers, the day is a laugh
from start to finish. Everything is for a
gag, and she likes nothing better than a
leading man with a sense of humor. She
and Dan Dailey get along beautifully,
because he likes to yak it up too when
it
doesn't
interfere
with
business.
"Y'know, for an actor," she'll tell him,
"you're okay." "For a Queen," he'll kid
back, "you're real democratic."
If it's a tough day, and Betty has
dramatic scenes to do instead of dance
routines, she doesn't kid around much.
Between scenes, she'll hole up in her
dressing room and study her lines. Then,
before she has to rehearse, she'll call me
in and ask me to go over them with her.
It's part of her shyness, I think, that
makes her want to be very sure of herself
before she'll go over her lines with anyone
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No matter how tough the day, Betty
always relaxes at lunch. She'll let nothing interfere with that hour of laughs
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known
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BE SENSIBLE,

MOTHER!
Give Your Child

When not kidding with the crew or
her co-stars on the set, she's in her
playing air-checks of
dressing room
Harry's radio show, or his favorite records. She's a loyal gal, this Grable, and
she loves the Harry James orchestra.
This is the one thing that can't be interrupted. Comes a visitor, he has to wait
until the record is over, before she'll say
hello.

This Pleasant

Laxative
Laxative time can be a happy
time when you give your child
pleasant-tasting Ex-Lax. Children
love its delicious chocolate taste.

You can trust Ex-Lax! For
over 40 years, millions of mothers
have given Ex-Lax with perfect
confidence to their children. And
Ex-Lax is the dependable laxative
many doctors use in their practice.

Betty reads a lot on a set. She gets
reading jags, and catches up on all of
the recent books that she has missed

She likes adventure novels, and "The
Black Rose" and "The Foxes Of Harrow"
were favorites of hers. She reads to learn,
too, on any subject that interests her,
and which she wants to know more
about. Any new book on horses, about

When

Nature 'forgets'...

remember
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you can prepare for practical experience
as a Trained Practical Nurse in spare time.
Many earn while learning. Ages 18 to 66. High
? school not necessary. Easy payments. Write
for free information and sample lesson pages.
WAYNE SCHOOL OF PRACTICAL NURSING, INC.
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To get acquainted, we will make
you a beautiful 5x7 enlargement
of any picture or negative and
mount it in a handsome gold tooled
frame. Be sure to include color of
hair, eyes, and clothing for information on having this enlargement
beautifully hand colored in oil.
SEND NO MONEY. Send your most cherished photo
or negative now, accept your beautifully framed enlargement when it arrives, and pay postman only 19c
each for frame and enlargement plus cost of mailing.
If you are not completely satisfied, return the enlargement within 10 days and your money will be
refunded. But you may keep the handsome frame as a
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it's bad luck to
whistle in a dressing room. Let anyone
try it that's all, brother. What a ritual
he must go through. He has to go outside, turn around three times, mutter
certain selected words, and then maybe
the bad luck is broken. Betty still wor-

—

though.

ries,

She's from St. Louis, Missouri, and it
shows. You have to prove things to
Betty. You can't make an expansive
remark without the facts to back you up
and a few notarized statements to boot.
She's not from Missouri for nothing.

come a long way in
known her. A wonderful

She's

her.

I've

She's terribly superstitious. She's sure
the world would end if she lost a comb
she's used for years. Half of its teeth
are gone, but Betty hangs on to it as if

a wonderful

Take

It

she's

er,

wears

the years
daughter,

wife, and a wonderful mothalso a wonderful friend. She

well.

I like her.

From

Bill

Continued from page 35
astonished to read of ninety and hundred-and-twenty day shooting schedules
for a simple domestic comedy.

"In 1942, it took only two men to
carry a board; in 1946, that same board
couldn't be lifted by fewer than five men
Feather-bedding by labor? Perhaps. But
it wasn't labor's fault entirely.
"In the War years, any entertainment
If you'd matched two midgets in
the American Legion Stadium for the
Friday night fights, the place would have
been packed.
"People would go anywhere, see anything, to escape from the War. Thousands and thousands had come to the
cities from the farms, the villages, the
hills to work in defense plants. They had
money they'd never dreamed of before in
their lives. They couldn't travel on trains
because there wasn't any room; they
couldn't take trips in their cars because
there wasn't any gas. But they could
walk to the movies and there was a
picture-house in every neighborhood.

sold.

—

[
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it was found.
She firmly believes

until

their training or grooming, will fascinate

Ex-Lax is effective in a gentle,
comfortable way. Ex-Lax is the
family favorite. It is equally
good for grown-ups and children.
Ex-Lax is still only 104. There is
no better laxative at any price.

were made of pure gold. On a trip
it in an Eastern hotel room,
and burned up the Western Union wires
it

once, she left

"And, since everything made sold for
whopping big returns, the producers got
careless. They played golf; they went to
the races.
"Naturally, their laxity spread to production. Seeing the boss take it easy,
some of the actors of those War years
took it easy, too. Not all, mind you
but some. A party the night before, too
many drinks, a hangover, and late on the
set the next morning with not a glimmer
of what the lines were or what the action was all about.

"On a picture I did right after I came
back, one actor in particular cost the production $50,000! I hardly need say he's
not under contract to the studio anymore.

"You

see, the

him the

of

contract player has back

services of the publicity de-

department, wardrobe
any number of expensive sections of

partment, the

—

still

SCREENLAND

the studio that are aimed at building him
up. A portion of the cost of all these
services is added to his cost to the studio.

"And, incidentally, the days are gone

when studios would sign up ten unknowns on options on the theory that
one of the ten would be a

hit

and pay

for carrying the other nine.

"So, when the boom ended, it was the
$50,000-minus guy who was weeded out.
The producers simply looked at his record at the box-office. Does this fellow
bring in enough to warrant that $50,000
loss to us? they asked. No? Then out
he goes.
"The same thing went on throughout
the studio. Dead wood that had piled up
during the War, manpower that had been
hoarded because the producers didn't
know what was going to happen, was
lopped off in staggering figures.

"Production had been enormous, so
were enormous. Money had been
pouring in, so money was spent. But,
oh, if the producers had only hoarded
the money as they had hoarded manpower, the industry would never have
had to go through this recession!

staffs

"Today, production and general conwhat they
were before the War except that costs
are so much greater. You pay four times
ditions are just about back to

—

much now for the piece of clapboard
to nail onto the wall of a set as you did
then.

as

"Reconversion has been slow because
of shortages of materials.

You remember

took General Motors two years to retool from tanks to pleasure cars. And
it's been the same with other industries.
"But the worst of it all has been the
suffering it's caused thousands of loyal
and competent workers in the film industry. Not the kind I spoke about before
the guy whose partying cost the production $50,000 but the real actor who
it

—

knows

—

Bis business.
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my admirawho, on a few hours'
notice, can get up in his lines and speak
his piece letter perfect. Perhaps a member of the cast has been taken ill sud"I can't begin to express

tion for the fellow

fern in ine

denly; the other actor is called in and the
part thrust into his hand. You see him
over in a corner hunched in a chair, muttering to himself. And when the set's
ready and he's called for the scene, he's
ready, too.

"Let

sure of
Intimate feminine daintiness
your charm. To be sure

it!
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say there's no feather-bedding
among actors. It may take five men to
carry the board that two carried before,
but it still takes only one actor to say
the lines! And I, and all other conscientious actors, am just as anxious as the
front office to see the picture

vital to

is

me

Div., DeptS-69.
Co., Ashland, Ohio.

eminine syringes

come

in

on

schedule and under the budget!"

an extremely active
Screen Actors' Guild,
serving on, to name only one, the committee that negotiated the first equable
contract in ten years with the Motion
Picture Producers' Association. In spite
of jumping from one picture into another, he gives twenty hours a week to
the Guild's affairs.
himself,

Bill,

member

of

is

the

Soon after he came out of the Army
he was elected to the Board. Then, because he understood the problems of
actors just out of service, Bill, with Gene
Kelly and Ronald Reagan, formed the
Veterans' Service Committee. Later came
duty on the Motion Picture Council, the
Hollywood Co-ordinating Committee and
the Fact-finding Committee. Now he's
one of the Guild's Vice-Presidents, working closely with capable Ronald Reagan,
the President.

transient,
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example; for the
years I worked in pictures I
was the lowest paid leading man in the
business. More than that, at $150 a
week, every principal in the cast of my
own picture was making more money
than I was!
cite a personal

five

"Figuring five weeks to the picture,
$750 in the budget took care of my
salary. But the company loaned me out
for $10,000 and I didn't get a cent of it
that fair?

times.

"During negotiations

for the basic con-

asked for a morals
clause. But we pointed out that we're
neither a religious nor a police group.
We're a labor union and it's up to the
producers to keep their actors in line. If
they don't behave, fire 'em.
tract,

Fll96 BRUNSWICK BLDG. U.S. SCHOOL OF MUSIC.
N. Y. 10, N. Y.
send me Free Booklet and Print and Picture
| Please
I

"To

first

all

SCHOOL OF MUSIC
NEW YORK 10, N Y. 51st
S.

would

"The contractplayer is the key that
unlocks the door. Though he may have
problems of his own, he doesn't often
present them.

"Then, too, the freelance player gets
paid for time in the makeup room, wardrobe fittings and so forth. The contract
player doesn't, simply because he's under contract and theoretically on call at

self.
Soon you're playing
the hit songs. Many of our
850.000 students play in
bands. Write today. Mail coupon for FREE Booklet, Print
and Picture Sample. Mentic

I

—

Was

Thrill to playing real selections by note instead of tiresome exercises. Everything
18 in print am] pictures. First
you are told what to do.
Then a picture shows you
how. Then you play it your-

Sample.

there are about 350 actors under contract," Bill continued, "and these
350 front for all the others not only the
bit and day player but players who work
by weekly contract, too. When a problem of a freelance actor comes up, it's
Walter Pidgeon or Reagan or Holden or
Kelly who presents it to the studio.

one

official

"The motion

picture business isn't the

Screen land

it

used

democracy.
"Actors aren't dreamy and impractical
any more, either. They're business men
now, selling a commodity of value. This
the age of the business manager, of
investments, of savings accounts, schedules and budgets. Heavy taxes, a relais

tively limited span of working life and
the deflated dollar make them necessary.

"I

can't

—

remember the magnificent

Twenties have only heard about the
Duesenbergs, the diamonds, the huge
estates, the fabulous spending. But where
today do you see an actor riding around
in a fancy car or find him living in a
vast pile of a house? Our cars are good,
of course, but small; our houses are nice
and livable and manageable. I think the
lack of help during the War taught
everyone a lot about the burden of big
homes.
"There's a lot of talk about the threat
of television being one of the causes of
It's said the producers are
waiting to see how it catches on, how
big it will grow, how it will be financed.
But television will never be a threat to
the actor who knows his business.

this recession.

"The ones who stand

to gain by telethe entertainers, the variety act that has a song and dance, a
lfhe of patter. Second, the trained stage
actor who knows how to sustain an hour's
show will come into his own. And third,
the motion picture actor who not only
can memorize lines but knows the technique, will have a definite place in television are

vision.

"Today

vagabond hodgepodge

to be. It's solid and substantial; it's a
big industry and a powerful force in our

first,

The one who will really
who works with

the radio actor

suffer

is

his eyes

on the script.
"However, there is so much to settle
about television first. It will be some
time before it's a threat to anybody. For
instance, under the jurisdiction of which
union would it come?
"Actors' Equity, the mother of all
theatrical unions because it began with
it's hers. The Screen AcGuild wants film television jurisdiction because some television is shown on
film and screen actors appear on it. The
American Federation of Radio Artists
claims it because it's based on radio.

the stage, says
tors'

"And besides these three Big A's, as
they're called, there are the many technicians' unions that will want to have
their say

about

it.

"But whether

television is or isn't a
threat, the motion picture business is our
problem right now. I believe we're com-

ing out of this recession a finer and better industry. Both actor and producer
have been taught a great lesson.

"For one thing, when the business does
back on its feet and pictures are

get

made

again with steady consistency,
actor is going to think twice
before he spends as much as he makes.

many an

"Producers, too, are going to remember with anything but joy the days when
the boom broke with such a dull thud
Perhaps they'll see that it never happens
again.
"And so, in this 'best of all possible
we
worlds,' all's well that ends well

—

hope!"

Should She

.

.

.

Or Not?

Continued from page 39

they saw my test, they decided to take a
chance with the movie. It was done on a
shoestring budget, but when it was previewed, the executives discovered that
perhaps they had been wrong! We did
added scenes, and it was then that the
producer and director learned I could
sing. They hadn't even asked me before
that.

And Shadows" and
went over with a bang. Through this,

I sang "Moonlight
it

achieved a reputation as a vocalist,
goal
too, so I was one step closer to
of stardom. "Moonlight And Shadows,"
by the way, was on the Hit Parade for
I

my

15 weeks, and it had taken the authors
exactly a half hour to write!

One of the reasons why I liked working
in sarong pictures during the War was
the fact that through this one item of
was able to help the War
Bond drives. Sounds odd, but it was true.
I made public appearances, and on a
number of occasions, my sarongs and
other costume items were auctioned off
clothing, I

for several million dollars in

was probably the

time in history

first

that sarongs helped to

Bonds! It

buy

bullets.

Then, too, being a native princess had
costume advantages, because I never
had to be called in for endless hours of
fittings, sessions with the makeup department, and more hours with the hairdresser. All they did was hand me a
couple of yards of flowered cotton, a
hairbrush and a powder puff, and I was
ready for the camera! And, because I
didn't have to report to the studios for
its

these preliminary preparations, I got
extra hours of precious sleep.
Believe me, I love to sleep!

all

in

many

were a wonderful starting
point for me in my career, because
through them and the fact that they were
synonymous with informality and fun, I
was able to meet people on an easy and
Sarong

roles

friendly basis.

Naturally, I like people,

but when you're new

any business, it
does require some effort to win a whole
assortment of new friends. Folks would
remember me as I appeared to them on
the screen, and the rest was easy.
in

Among the many advantages of appearing in such pictures, I suppose the
outstanding one was the opportunity I
had in working with actors who knew the
business from the ground up and could
teach me much. I started out cold as an
actress, with no experience except working with a band, and had plenty to
learn. And, since I was a willing pupil, I
was always ready to be taught the acting
art.

Now,

let

me

point out what I haven't

particularly cared for in the sarong picture section.
It's

no news

to

you that any woman

always wants to look essentially feminine.
I had always dreamed of wearing the
beautiful clothes, the hairdos, and the
jewelry which seemed to me the epitome
of screen stardom. These, I told myself,

were to be my pleasure, too. So what
happened I wore a sarong, a hibiscus,
and they didn't even give me a pair of

—

sometimes sacrificing himself so
would have the better spot. He
showed me how to act so that I would
forget that the camera was constantly
before me, and perhaps best of all, he
gave me invaluable lessons on how to
angles,
that I

newcomers by

his

own many

ToyouoAta,,,

shoes!

And that wasn't the end of it. I was
always stepping on a thorn, or being bitten by bees or mosquitoes. I love the
out-of-doors but I couldn't get out into
the open for any length of time because
a sun-blistered skin didn't go with my
role as a jungle princess.

During the making of several jungle
scenes, I had seen the wild animals hurt
people seriously, and then I'd have to go
before the screen with these same animals
and smile as though nothing had happened. Once a tiger threw his paws over
my shoulders, and I was nursing clawgashes on my back for a good month. Do
you wonder why I'd often be a jittery
bundle of nerves?

my strongest objections to the
played in these films was the fact
that they never were an acting challenge
to me. All of them were the same, with
the exception of my characterization in
"Hurricane." In some the hero was shipwrecked on my island, or crashed in his
plane, or he was a big game hunter
looking for a way out, but the general
plot was the same.
hero would arrive,
we'd have an idyllic courtship under
the bright moon and swaying palms, and
then all would end happily.
One

of

roles I

My

I felt that I wasn't doing much to increase my acting skill, and equally important, I was certain that theatregoers
would begin to tire of me. It seemed to
me that I was always petting the same
tiger, swimming in the same emerald
lagoon, and sitting under the same palm
tree on the same white sand beach.

In a way, I suppose you would call
which every
actor or actress fears. I made seven
jungle or South Seas pictures, scarcely
without stopping to catch my breath, and
in each I did almost identical roles. And,
to make it worse, the animals got to
know me so well that they practically
called me by my first name every time
this type-casting, the thing

Ray Milland, who worked with me in
"Jungle Princess" and "Jungle Love,"
was one of my good teachers. He showed
me how to take advantage of camera

treat other

kindnesses to me.
The last of the pros for sarong pictures is also important, but can be said
simply. Working in so many of them was
a sort of prep school for the "Road"
pictures with Bing Crosby and Bob
Hope, and any skill I picked up in the
earlier films came to good stead when I
worked with those really swell guys.

they saw me!
In

"On Our Merry Way,"

I did a
satire on all this in a song entitled "Queen
Of The Hollywood Islands." In the song,

ScREENLAND
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MADE FOR LOVE
By Gail Jordan
Ramsay, though

only
twenty-five, has gleaned a vast
experience in love. Sybaritic
and personable, he has just

Gerald

enough money and just enough
charm to be able to make a
permanent career of being a
house guest. And

course

in the

of his visits, into the homes
of the wealthy, he had met

who had everything and
were willing to prove it.
girls

THE FALLEN WOMAN

By Carlotta Baker
As a doctor of psychiatry, Helen Denise learned a good deal
about life in the raw from her
patients.
She had in Sonya
Jaeger a living example of an
In
over-rich, over-sexed girl.
the wealthy wastrel, Florian
del Vecchio, she could study
the effect_ of dissipation and
riotous living on a man who
was making a career of sowing
wild oats. But Helen herself
remained on the sidelines.

UNTIL Florian set out to destroy HER OWN careful defenses.

THE HARD BOILED BLONDE
By Glen Watkins

In spite of her hard-boiled caPatricia Brownell was

reer,

Nine out
really hard to get.
of ten of the men who came
to the "Golden Goose" to hear
the blonde torch singer were
eager to date her and more,

and were foredoomed to
ure.

fail-
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By Thomas Stone

In Manhattan's Greenwich Vilwould-be writers, artists,
and young people of various
other talents live and love.
Some of them have more of a
talent for love than anything
else.
Tommy Terry, for instance, never got beyond the
first act of a play, but he had
been the star of more than
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in
if

you've heard it, I think you'll agree that
the words paint a rather expressive picture.

When you watched some

of the

swim-

ming and storm scenes

in those seven
sarong movies I've just spoken about, I
imagine you have no idea how those
same sequences look at the studio. When
I seemed to be walking into a tropical
storm, I was struggling against the wind
from a huge airplane propeller. The bits
of leaves and twigs would cut into my
skin, and every so often we'd have to
stop so that someone could put some
ointment on the bruises I'd get.
. When I swam in that beautiful-looking
blue lagoon, you'd think the water would
be pleasantly warm. But not in Holly-

wood! Sometimes it would be so cold my
teeth would begin chattering, and I'd
have to hide my face momentarily from
the camera. Once I reported for a swimming sequence with a bad cold and a
temperature of 102 degrees because I
didn't want to hold up production. And,
because of it, I had that same cold for
over two months.
Unimportant, but worth mentioning,
were the corny gags that often arose

my association with the screen
sarong. Can you blame me if I got tired
of the remark, "What's sarong about
that?" after I'd heard it at least a thousand times? Then there would be the
times when I'd get all dressed up to
attend a premiere, or a very nice party,
and invariably someone would come up
with, "Oh, so you're Dorothy Lamour?
You know, I didn't recognize you with
your clothes on!"
Even today, as I'm writing this and
I haven't done a jungle picture in five
years Eddie Cantor is my guest on my
"Variety Theatre" radio show, and he
pulls a gag in which he says he hopes my
sarong shrinks. The sarong publicity still
landslides on me, no matter where I go
or what I do.
In my list of the reasons for playing
sarong roles, I mentioned that they were
"escapist" because they were set on a
dreamy South Seas Island where everyday living seemed to be perfect bliss.
because of

—

—

one

examination.

out to be, that there were plenty of wild
animals that didn't come up to be petted,
and that any jungle screen perils we
faced were nothing compared to the Jap
snipers who were waiting with death in
their hands.
I can't conceive of those same boys
enjoying anything that has to do with
those islands. They certainly have no
pleasant memories of lovely dusky maidens and bewitching music. The only
islanders they saw were frightened natives, and the music they heard came
from Japanese machine guns.
This, I think, is one of the outstanding
reasons against my doing such a picture
again. I don't believe our Pacific veterans
and the mothers, fathers, and friends of
our heroes who were lost on those once
lovely, palm-fringed atolls would care to
be reminded of those spots. How could
they?
So, there you are
you've read my
arguments for both sides of the question.
Many of you were my fans during the
period when I made sarong pictures, and
you've followed my career as you've
grown up with me. You've been loyal
during this time, and your notes of en-

—

couragement have often proved this to
me. Often, in the past, you've helped me
decide about the future.
I've given you all my arguments in
the best manner I know, and now I leave

You are the reason
to Hollywood, and why I
have stayed. You have been
bosses,
the decision to you.

why

and

came

I

I

have

—to

tried

—and

my

will

continue to

please you. If your letters tell
that you really want me to do another sarong picture, I'll be most agreeable to your wishes. If, on the other
hand, you think I ought to give the old
sarong the heave-ho, so it will be. Let
me know in time, though, because I've
just discovered that I don't own a single
sarong!
Please let me hear from you soon, and
I'll be waiting for your letters. Write me
at Suite 320, 9538 Brighton Way, Beverly

try

me

Hills, California.

or

CO., Hollywood 28, Calif.
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With two

'Oklahoma' and 'Bloomer

and working, as we
on 'The Snake Pit,' in
'Gentleman's Agreement,' Celeste amazed
us all by campaigning, indeed by begging,
for the very dramatic but, certainly,
comparatively small role of Grace in 'The
Snake Pit.' She literally lay in wait for
me in front of the studio cafe, on odd
corners of the lot. I'd say, 'But the part
is a small one, little more than a bit.'
'An important bit,' she'd counter, 'in a
most important picture.' 'But your shoothow can you arrange your
ing schedule
Girl' to her credit,

began

QF WM^^

Live
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Well, all that went on before the War,
and since that time millions of our boys
have seen those same islands. They found
they weren't as idyllic as we made them

1.
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if
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pic-

tures at once?' 'It can be arranged,' she'd
Finally, 'If you play this role,
insist.
you must have your hair cut off,' I said,
'all of it.' Celeste had her hair cut off.
All of it. Which so surprised me that I
tested her, and she played the part of
the girl who starts the story ready to
leave the mental hospital and winds up
in a straitjacket.

"Trouper enough to realize that the
quality and not the role that is fat and
fills the screen is what counts, Celeste is
certain to be among those who live to a
ripe old age on stage and screen.
"Every player in the large cast, in

name

players, almost every one of
to share Celeste Holm's
feeling about appearing, let the credits
fact,

them seemed

——

fall

where they may,

"Mark

Stevens,

in

'The Snake

dramatic, a tragic role, Danielle neither
understood the part nor what she, herself, was doing in such a part. Particularly in the last scene in the picture in
which, dancing with Boyer, she must
realize that he, unable to marry her, is
going to kill himself and that since she
cannot live without him, she wants him
to kill her, too, it was tough, it was very
tough. Out of her fear, as well as her
emotion, I wanted Danielle, at the end
of this very poignant scene, to faint in
Boyer's arms. But too young, too gay at
heart and too inexperienced to pretend
otherwise, Danielle was not, in this tragic
situation, realistic. Her pain and terror
were palpably make-believe. When she
fainted in Boyer's arms, the faint were
faked faints. But feeling something hidden in her, believing that with the right
approach different qualities could be
drawn out of this young actress, I asked
myself, 'What approach? How? By what
means?' I answered myself, 'She must be
tired, she must be very tired.' By means
of working by night as well as by day,
working very late, very many nights, I
tired Danielle. Knowing she liked champagne, I served champagne on the set
and the champagne gave to her tiredness
a feverish quality. This was good. Finally, wanting to exhaust her completely, I
did the scene, so many times that she
became exhausted, so exhausted that at
the end, she really fainted in Boyer's
arms and Danielle Darrieux became a
great star, overnight.

Pit.'

who

as the heartsick
husband co-starred

but understanding
with Olivia and Leo Genn in 'The Snake

anyone who would listen to him
that to appear in a picture of such importance, he would have taken a bit part,
'Been glad to.' Leo Genn's luggage was
already aboard a boat bound for Mr.
Genn's native England when producer of
Pit,' told

'The Snake

Pit,'

Darryl Zanuck, recalled

him for the part of Dr. Kik. Whereupon
Genn, a very excellent actor, a wonderful
actor and known in London, by the way,

man with the black velvet voice,'
immediately retrieved his luggage and
unpacked.
"In the same way that Olivia is won-

as 'the

same way that

derful, in the

actors
who have a larger vision than those of
their own names in electric lights are
all

wonderful, Barbara Stanwyck is wonderful. She, too, is completely devoted. To
her, too, the story is more important than
the star.
"During the tremendously taxing days
when we were shooting and re-shooting
the final scenes of 'Sorry, Wrong Number,' Stanwyck was magnificent. Halfmad with terror as in the final sequences
she is shown to be, she, too, dispensing
with makeup, forgetful of glamour,
looked
dishevelled,
distraught,
sick.
Working at high pitch, as she was, she
probably felt sicker than she looked;
doubtless felt a great deal more like going to bed in her own home than to her
bed on the set, in which presently she
would (or wouldn't she?) be murdered!

—

—

—

"Yet harrowing as those last scenes
were to make, when some little detail
didn't satisfy me and I said, T don't
want this to be good, I want it to be
better than good, I want it to be perfect,'
Stanwyck did the scene over and over,
again and again, four, five, six times,
and this is the important thing never
a squawk, never a gripe out of her!
"In 'Sorry, Wrong Number,' I worked
for the first time with Burt Lancaster. A
prominent star by the time I directed
him, I found him the sweetest, nicest,
hardest-working guy I know. Nothing
phony about him, he's on the level and
you know it. He really understands his
own limitations and he tries so hard, he
works so hard, with such unflagging
patience, such dogged determination

—

—

.

.

".

.

.

in actors

commonly,

who

live long there

I find, great patience,

humility and, this above
to take it

all,

.

is

genuine

an ability

.

.

.

"The willingness of an actress to forego
her beauty for the sake of a characterization is, as I have said, important. But
important, actually, only as the signature
to her understanding of the character
she plays. Actresses who would live long
must, and actresses who live long do,
understand the woman whose body and
brain they are temporarily inhabiting as
well as, if not better than, they know
themselves
".
this often takes a bit of doing
"In one of the first films I made, which
was 'Maycrling' starring Charles Boyer,
Danielle Darrieux, who played opposite
Charles, was then very young, only nineteen and with no experience other than
musical comedy behind her. Cast in a
.

.

.

.

.

.

"With young Betsy Blair who plays
in 'The Snake Pit,' my approach,
equally sadistic, was different.
"When Betsy first came to see me for
an interview, I knew nothing about her
other than that she had been briefly in
the theatre in New York, had made one
picture for George Cukor (who liked her
work immensely) and was the wife of
Gene Kelly. But at once, on sight, I
Hester

.

liked her face.

I

tested her for the part.

In the test, she was quite shy. A quiet,
intellectual girl, she wasn't forgetting
herself in the test as much as I wanted
her to. She was too controlled. She was
asking herself, 'Am I doing too much?
Too little?' In order for her to let out
the maniacal hate towards all mankind
that as Hester, she must feel and show
in her eyes, I must, I knew, break up this
emotional resistance.
Again, how?
I
thought. 'If / can make Betsy feel to-

wards me as Hester feels towards all men
and women.' I thought, 'If, when she
looks at me, resentment towards me
her eyes, that cold, that pale
and baleful glare there must be in the
.'
eyes of poor, mad Hester
lights, in

.

.

"I began to play a part. A part really
well-played, though I say it. By the time
the test was run, I'd decided to take her.
But I didn't tell her so. I left her with
the inference that, if this was the best
she could do, there was another girl. The
first day she was in the picture, I never
spoke to her. When, later on, I did speak
to her, I was not too polite to her, not
too rude, cold, rather, indifferent.
I
never said she was good, I mostly said
she was bad, giving what I said an, 'Oh
well, you can't do it anyway so what's
the use?' shrug and scorn. Not quite so
simple as it sounds, she felt in me (even

SCREENLAND
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to be. She was Hester.
" 'I hope you don't hate me,' I said
to her when the picture was finished, 'as
much as I think you do?'
" 'Well, it was a heck of an experience,'
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naturally. With an
Davis, for example,

Bette
you would not use
such methods as I used with Darrieux
and Blair. Before you say what you want
Bette to do, she does it
"With Olivia, it was not necessary to
tell her that the important thing was for
her to understand Virginia Cunningham.
Olivia studied Virginia with such a pasactress

.

like

.

make any

questions about
does this, or
says that, completely unnecessary. Olivia
read and re-read the book and the script
of 'The Snake Pit.' On a visit to New
York before we started shooting, Olivia
consulted with one of the leading psy-

WHIRLING SPRAY

,

more

of the emotions comes, of course,

Dept. 4-H

1102 Fox Bldg., Phlla., Pa..

wanted

know I am acting a part!') a kind of
hate towards her and gradually I felt
growing in her, a hate towards me and I
knew she'd do it. She'd do what I wanted
her to do. She looked the way I wanted
her to look. She was what I wanted her

new future*

a

1

come now, you

to kiss her, to say, 'Oh,

—

on request. No obligation.
American School, Dept. HA-S, Drexel at 58th, Chicago

sion

as

why,

in this scene, Virginia

to

chiatrists in

New

In Hollywood,
we shot

York.

she did the same thing. Before
the first scene of the picture,

made

we had

every phase of Virginia's
illness and every phase was questioned
by Olivia, and answered and analyzed
by the psychiatrists who worked with us.
From the day we began work on the
tests of

picture to the day our work was done,
we had two doctors constantly on the
set with us.

"I am not one to believe that an
actress playing a psychotic, or a murderess (or any role, for that matter)

need go about in her private life, feeling
mentally ill or potentially homicidal. But
there is a certain amount of 'homework'
an actress must do while making a picture
and this reminds me of an anecdote
that may amuse you about Olivia.

—

.

"The most demanding scenes

in

the

Livvy were the week-long narcosynthesis sequences, and it was while she
was rehearsing for these sequences at
home that apartment house neighbors,
film for

hearing the maniacal screams which, in
varying degrees, Livvy was practising,
assumed that Olivia and her authorhusband, Marcus Goodrich, were quarreling.
This led, in turn, to published
rumors that the Goodriches were 'separating.' To one columnist who wrote,
'Are the Goodriches feuding or just
noisy?' Olivia wired good-naturedly, 'Just

—

noisy.'

"Far from separating, it was during
the filming of 'The Snake Pit' that Olivia
and Marcus celebrated their first anniversary by purchasing their first home.
Now the tag to this storv is one you will
not believe. Nevertheless, here it is: In
the garden of their new home, a few
yards from the house, Mr. Goodrich
found, when he killed a six-foot rattler

and

its twenty young, a real snake-pit.
one, including myself, did believe the
story until Mr. Goodrich exhibited to me
the reptiles' rattles!
"For the star of 'The Snake Pit' to find
a snake-pit in her own backyard how
realistic, I wonder, can you get?
"And now let me tag my story with the
hope that to an actress who wants to
live long in pictures, I have been some

No

—

little

help.

."
.
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fully can easily disguise her years. She
must be very careful, though, for if she
buys bad design, she will only look ridic-

ready-to-wear clothes that you can buy

ulous in her attempt to look younger.

Hollywood Designers are a better
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ears,

thick

American people who make medium priced clothes are comparable to
anyone they have in Europe, because
those designers have what I call restraint.
skilled
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in pieces

and

fine details.

It

how

is

.

.

amazing,

the American designers can
incorporate this fine work in the good

however,
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store.

#

ago.

*

*
influ-

now than they were many

years
In 1932 screen stars were covered

with beads and bangles. Everyone was
trying to out-sensation everyone else. The
glitter made me shudder. I fought for
restraint and it was gratifying to know
that the clothes I made for Kay Francis,
for four years won her fame in Paris and
New York as the one woman in Hollywood who was well-dressed.
*

there's

.

pendulous breasts.
lip and other defects, etc. Plastic Surgery
fully explained by a famous and experienced specialist. 125 pages richly

Hare

60

#

no use saying we
don't look at their clothes. You have to
look at anything, anywhere, when it's
As For Paris,

any

ence

we
good. We needn't kid ourselves
don't copy Paris, but we can't deny the
influence of France. Right now we show
the effect of Vionnet's inspiration in wonderful geometric things that call for great
workmanship. We do this in pockets, set

lips.

Also

illustrated.

*

Don't Be Concerned about the so-called
style centers. People are always arguing
whether or not the best designers are in
Paris, in New York or in Hollywood. The

j

truding

*

in

*

*

The Course Of Time Hollywood settled down to better fashions. I remember when there were just four designers
for the screen. They were Omar Kiam,
Travis Banton, Adrian and I. Then as
In

production increased, more appeared.
Irene entered the field and made a prominent place for herself. When independent production came in, it brought over a
hundred screen designers into Hollywood,
every one of whom is striving to make a

very

Tampon

user

should know

isthelimpon

Rounded

with

the only

Ray Milland and his wife dining at the Stork Club during recent visit to New
York. Ray's current film for Paramount is the exciting "Alias Nick Beal."

name and

*

*

*

*

Hollywood Screen Clothes, generally
speaking, should be a good fashion inThe best designers detest sensaThe others are
tionalism in clothes.
curtailed by the precarious condition of
motion picture production just now. If a
designer doesn't consider himself just a
to make enpart of a whole big plan
tertainment instead of a fashion show
fluence.

.

.

.

And

.

some

will soon be told to do so.
screen designers feel they are being tied

he

if

down, it may have an over-all good effect
of good taste in Hollywood fashions.
*

*

*

Fashions Are Slow to change. There
have been only four drastic innovations
since 1926. In that year, Chanel lowered
the waistline. Some years later, Schiaparelli introduced the squared shoulder.
Then, just before the war, Balenciaga
effected some great improvements and
had a good influence on American clothes.
*

#

last change was most exceptional.
There won't be anything like that again

this

for a long, long time.
*
*

A New

apt to

*

make

There are so many wealthy families
longer have quite so much money
to toss around. They live more normal
ions.

lives.

They

more

practically,

rear their children so much
and so much better
than they did fifteen years ago. Many
of these families make their children learn
to sew, even though they have enough

money
in

to

Tampon

errors.
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who no

buy almost anything they want
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protection
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a store.
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*
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"The

average
clothes budget. In the picture, she is a
young married girl who has a moderate
amount of money and earns a little more
later. She is an average American girl.
All of her clothes could be made and
worn by any girl who doesn't waste
money on clothes.
*

*

)

*

Barbara Stanwyck's Clothes
Lady Gambles," indicate an

*
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just easy

RELIEVED

and comfortable. The shoulders are not
padded. There is only a cupped outline
beneath the fabric of the
dress or jacket. The sleeves are either
very short or just cover the elbow. And
we didn't even measure
as for length
any certain length from the floor. We
just looked at the dress and agreed on
the most attractive length. If a dress is a
of the shoulder

.

fuller,

it

the length that looks best on you.
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The American Appearance

is

more

of an

outlook in design.
It's
a
leveling off of the last drastic change.
Dior himself, the originator of that new
intelligent

now making modified verDress for yourself. The custom designer made a gown for only one
the wearer. But now you
person
don't have to mortgage the homestead to
have clothes that are exactly right for
you. Stores carry good merchandise in
silhouette,

sions of

is

it.

.

QUICKLY

.

can be longer. Length
should never be an arbitrary number of
inches from the floor. Wear your clothes
little

*

Clothes Consciousness has come
to this country. It may be due to that
last sweeping change in style. It may be
due to the higher gear of merchandising.
Big clothing manufacturers pay top
Naturally,
salaries for good designers.
they advertise and publicize the name of
their style creator. As a result, more and
more women ask for clothes made by a
certain house. That's rather dangerous.
People should really buy only what is
right for them, regardless of the name of
the maker. It's good to study all the
good name clothes
and then be very
.

less

The Younger Generation is bound to
carry on with even more interest in fash-

*

Most Phenomenal was the latest style
change, and that again came from Paris,
when Dior gave us what we called the
New Look. There has never been such a
sweeping upset of fashion in the history
of clothes. Ordinarily all new things come
gradually. No smart store buyer dares
plunge for merchandise that is wildly
different. She would fear for her job if
she doubted that American women would
accept it. Stores have too many billions
of dollars tied up in clothes. That's why

.

You're

selective.

a place for himself.

Ends...

.

different price levels. If

you are

selective,

your clothes will have individuality and
quiet good taste. That's American.

SCREENLAND

HEN

your babv suffers from

teething pains, just rub a few drops
of Dr. Hand's Teething Lotion on
the sore, tender, little gums and
the pain will be relieved promptly.
Dr. Hand's Teething Lotion is
the prescription of a famous baby
specialist and has been used by
mothers for over fifty years. One
bottle is usually enough for one
baby for the entire teething period.
Buy it from your druggist today

DR. HAND'S
TEETHING LOTION
Just rub

it

on the gums

—

?

Learn here the

All Dressed In

TRUTH about

many

SKIN DISEASE

A

or INTERNAL

combination of glandular substances that treat
certain internal disorders which many medical
to be the cause of Psoriasis. Clinical
results show LIPAN successful in over 90% of the
cases treated. Even stubborn lesions are alleviated
to a degree almost beyond belief. Absolutely harmless! Ask your druggist for lipan, or write direct
for free booklet. Or send for month's supply (180
tablets) enclosing check or money order for $8.50.
SPIRT & COMPANY, Dept. SL-6, Waterbory, Conn.

men now agree

,

w
SONGS

SONGWRITERS
your songs or poems today. Music
your words without charge.

tten for

Records, copies, copyright furnished.

have helped many new

ADVANCE

first

ROYALTY

success.

We

writers find their

Let us try to help you.

HOLLYWOOD TUNESMITHS

PAID YEARLY

1537 No.

Vim

St.,

DeptM .39, Hollywood

26, Cal.

REAL COMPOSER OF MUSIC WILL CO-OPERATE
WITH LYRIC WRITERS IN SONG PRODUCTION
FINE PUBLICATION PROPOSITION.

COMMERCIAL RECORDINGS MADE,
UNDER ROCKET RECORDS LABEL.
National Distribution of Publication
C. Isabel

Mayer, Box 3896, Portland

8,

kisses,

as

you know, and lovely

that stays where it should is
thoughtfulness towards others, as well as
herself. If mascara is normally a part of
makeup, the wise bride will choose a
waterproof one for her wedding. Tears,
though happy, usually flow. Whatever
your natural coloring, a wedding seems to
require alabaster or porcelain beauty,
rather than a more flamboyant type.
Usually, there is a radiance about brides
that needs but the slightest careful touch
of color. If the day is warm and your
face becomes damp, gently blot with a
fresh tissue and do not add more powder unless necessary. This will keep your
skin looking fresh and dewy. The general ideas outlined, except choice in color,
color

For the past several years a number of Physicians
have reported amazing success in treating Psoriasis
with lipan — a new medical wonder taken internally. LI pan (registered U.S. Patent Office) is a

PUBLISHED

Ore.

apply to everybody.
Your manicure and pedicure. The day
before is the best time for these, or if
you do them, yourself, the night before,
This means that in spite of the temptation to use your hands and do so many
things, thus possibly marring the polish
before it is dry, you take a time when
your hands must rest. The same is true
of your toes. A delicate shade harmonious with your lips seems appropriate for
the hand to receive a wedding band.
Your perfume. The floral family, muguet (lily-of-the-valley) rose, lilac, etc.,
are ideal for the journey to the altar as
,

FREE

PHOTO

FROM
HOLLYWOOD

DIRECT

well as other delicate fragrances. A number of fine manufacturers have perfumes
blended especially with the bride in mind,
as well as the related eau de Cologne,
soap, powder and sachet. An ideal routine
for the use of fragrance on this, and, in-

LARGE SIZE OF YOUR FAVORITE

MOVIE STAR
INTRODUCTORY OFFER!

You will also receive FREE
handsome catalogue containing names of all the stars,
deluding various pictures and poses. Send nome of your
FAVORITE STAR and 154 to cover handling and moiling.

HOLLYWOOD

f

Unusual composing-arranging offer.

I

FREE

Write: PLEIS

345 Hudson

St.,

New

& GUPTILL,

Dept. D, I

York 14, N. Y.

f

WRITERS
Conscientious sales service for your short stories
books and plays. Send today for FREE

articles,

circular

"Your Road To Writing

DANIEL

S.

Success.'

MEAD LITERARY AGENCY

Dept. C-6 419 Fourth Ave..

New York

id.

N. Y.

What Hollywood

The Estrogenic Hormone

BUST CREAM
The Only Cream
Containing Ferr.ogen*
Each jar contains
Hormones) tiiat special,
precious, amazing ingredient that may be absorbed by the skin of
the breasts. We make
no claims, promises, or
representations of any

kind whatever for this
cream. We want YOU
to be the sole judge of

L'ORMONE may
UNCONDITIONALLY

what

do

FOR YOU. WE GUARANTEE

that if you are not delighted after
using your first jar of L'ORMONE we will cheerfully
refund the purchase price. 30-day supply with full directions, in plain wrapper, complete including Fed. tax and
postage, only $3.00 with order, or $8.60 C O.D.

L'ORMONE

70

your

legs

show

preparation ideal for you. Since the human body varies as it does, in spite of
the many fine products at hand, sometimes we must do a little personal investigation to find what is exactly right for us.
All details of grooming behind you, the
beauty of the slow wedding march, the
exchange of the same marriage vows that
have lived throughout centuries in your
memory, and a bright new door to life
opens to you. A bright new door, too, for
the girl in her white graduation dress or
her cap and gown, or you, Mary Jane,
when you least expect it. For June is the

month

of happy change, of the
and opening of many doors.

closing

CO., Dept.

New

260-C
York 7, N. Y.

Talking About

Alice Faye
and Phil Harris, who don't go out much,
were there; Bogart and Bacall were out

Douglas was hitting the headlines, he was
spending a lot of his time at home, super-

time since the arrival of their

out at 20th, working in "House Of Strangers." She shore is a pretty gal.

their first of a series of dates.

for the first

—

Ladd Sue laoking thin
John Lindsay and Diana Lynn,

son; Alan and Sue

and

chic,

one of Hollywood's cutest pair of newlyweds. Mr. Byfield is the very hospitable
host of Chicago's Ambassador East and he
has hundreds of friends in Hollywood.
o

Few

30.UUU Int.
Units of
Ij'emogen*
(.Estrogenic

Mark

If

Continued from page 27

While Scott Brady is forging right
ahead with his film career, his brother,
Larry Tierney, is in reverse on his. Unable to get a job in Hollywood, Larry's
gone to Portugal to make a picture.

L0RM0NE

• Trade

Intimate grooming.

the slightest need of a depilatory, be sure
that on this day of days they are as
smooth and soft as a baby's. There are
a number of highly dependable preparations for this. Your deodorant, too, is
more than important, since tension, nervousness and excitement contribute acutely to perspiration. If you have found the
preparation adequate for your needs,
then you are safe. If you have not, then
you would be wise, both for the sake of
your lovely clothes and your peace of
mind, to do a little scouting and experimenting well in advance to discover the

Itself Is

—

220 Broadway

all occasions, is the lavish use all
over your body of your eau de Cologne
or toilet water, following your bath, because this gives the foundation for perfume, which should later be applied to
neck, chest, arms and other parts of the
body.

Calif.

{SONGWRITERS!
SELL YOUR SONGS!
details.

deed, on

FILM STAR CENTER

Bom 2309. Dept. K-69, Hollywood 28.

i

White

Continued from page 18

PSORIASIS
IS IT

—

people know what a really good
singing voice Ann Blyth has. Her training has been for musical comedy, but
Ann suddenly got a yen to do popular
stuff. So, all on her own, she called tip
Bing Crosby and asked him would he
introduce her to his brother Bob. The
upshot was that Ann made a surprise
appearance with Bob's band and a very
successful one, too. This Attn is a little
gal to watch.
o
While the separation of Kirk and Diana

—

—

SCREENLAND

vising the

new

nursery.

We

saw Diana

—o
Paul Douglas, who's hotter'n boiling
lead, plays the part of a big lug with a
magnificent

voice in "EveryAs a gag, he was given a
throat spray by a joker with a strange
sense of humor
the thing was filled with

body Does

operatic

It."

—

spray!
Paul's opinion of the gag
sizzled so much it couldn't be recorded.

fly

—
—

On that same subject one of the most
discussed in Hollywood Jeanne Crain
and Paul Brinkman reduced at Terry
Hunt's. Jeanne had quite a healthy appetite before their second son put in his
appearance and Paul, always the gentleman, took on as many groceries as she
did. Without help for two months after
she finished "The Fan," Jeanne says you
can quote her that being a housewife is
the hardest job in the world.

We ran into Eve Arden out at U-I all
dressed up in a snazzy grey outfit of the

—
90's for her part in "Curtain Call At
Cactus Creek." Eve had several books of
pictures of her two kids which she showed
us without much arm twisting.

Also saw Helena Carter with a very
short haircut. Seems she'd been experimenting with her hairdo, cut one side
long and the other short. It had to be
evened up and re-styled at the studio.

We

thought

did their

it

own

who

was

just youngsters
barbering.

Jean Peters took several

to

trins

the

osteopath's, explained that her back was
out of place on account of she'd felt the

need for exercise, had bought an axe and
started chopping wood! It's purely coincidental that the picture she's working in is
called

"It Happens Every Spring."

When Kathryn
ter,

Grayson's

Patti Kate, was

little

daughHos-

in Childrens'

with a dislocated hip, her mother
and father visited her every evening and
put on a concert. One night the little
babe wouldn't listen to anything but
"Happy Birthday." Kathryn and Johnny
sang it to her for two hours before Patti
pital

Kate had enough and
case

Slight

Lynn's part

in

of

finally fell asleep.

off-casting

"Father

Was A

is

Betty

Fullback."

screen parents, Maureen O'Hara and
Fred MacMurray, have to hire a beau for
her. In private life, Betty has more boy
friends than you could shake a stick at.

Her

Jeanette

MacDonald

is

When her husband, Gene Raymond,
gave her a set of golf clubs, a pair of
golf shoes, and a course of instruction on
the game she decided maybe he was
hinting that she should take up golf.
First time out after the lessons, she shot
a lower score than Gene.

Jack Carson's another one who doesn't
have to have a brick wall fall on him. Or
a horse, for that matter. He was galloping around his San Fernando ranch when
his nag started kicking and bucking. Jack

calmly slid off and walked home. "I
when I'm not wanted," he said.

While Bob Mitchum was away on

Kancy Lawton, N.T.C.
"Your Spot Reducer is

—o

frightened in his

Specialist Says:

DON'T STAY

FAT
POUNDS

LOSE

AND

REDUCE
of the Body

With

SPOT REDUCER
DOCTORS PROVE BY ACTUAL TEST THAT THIS
EASY TO USE SPOT REDUCER HELPS YOU LOSE
POUNDS AND INCHES WHERE IT SHOWS MOST.
doctors say that this method of reducing will
.
.
.
Nothing
help you lose weight easily, pleasantly, safely.
internal to take.
NO PILLS. LAXATIVES OR
FUL DRUGS. Just think of it. you can lose weight in
SPOTS, just in the places it shows most. All you do is
follow the instructions of this amazing, new, scientifically

Yes

HARM-

SPOT REDUCER.

designed

HOW

Louis Jourdan was so amused watcha dance rehearsal for a scene in
"Madame Bovary." For rehearsal, the
dancers wore hoop skirts but instead of
pantaloons underneath, they sported a
varied assortment of slacks, levis, and
shorts. Louis opined that Madame Bovary was probably whirling in her grave
over this unconventional modern behavior. He and his wife, Quique, took
off for Paris at the end of the picture.

without

Risking Health

Most Any Part

life.

ing

INCHES

SAFELY

marvelous."

Stork stuff: Olivia de Havilland could
not be happier about impending motherhood; Dorothy McGuire and John Swope
named their daughter, Mary; Esther Williams found an old, old cradle which
she'll use as a magazine rack until her
infant arrives. Reggie Gardner was the
only man among sixty women at the
baby shower Virginia Zanuck gave his
wife, Nadia. He said he was never so

SPOT REDUCER WORKS

The Spot Reducer uses the age old principle of massage.
It breaks down excess fatty tissue, tones the muscles and
flesh
and the increased awakened blood circulation
carries away waste fat economically, simply, pleasantly.
In a recent MEDICAL BOOK, edited by the chairman
and two other members of Council on F'hysical Therapy
of AMERICAN
MEDICAL ASSN., the following is
stated: pg. 24. ch. 12. Vol. 3" "Beyond all question
something can be done by massage to reduce local deposits of FAT.
There can however, be no question that
massage applied to the region of the HIPS, can and
does reduce the amount of fatty deposits in this region."
It

is

a reliable unbiased source of information.

Proof Positive

Reducer Works

Spot

his

Gloria Swanson was given the royal
welcome when she reported to Paramount
for the Charles Brackett-Billy Wilder
picture, "Sunset Boulevard."

La Swan-

one of the most glamourous
anywhere, was the reigning queen

still

Paramount in the silent picture era.
Before she signed to do this picture she
asked for and got extensive tests to
be sure she still photographed okay.

at

—

Dick Widmark was swamped by the
bobby-soxers when he appeared at the
Boxy in New York on a personal appearance with "Down To The Sea In
Ships." This is Dick's first sympathetic
part and mighty good he is, too.

In recent tests
ing licensed

One of the most attractive male newcomers to the screen is William Bishop,
who got his first important part in "The

Doris

Day

got back to Holly-

wood from that fabulous tour with the
Bob Hope show, she slept for five days
solid! The gal is really going to town,
what with the Hope show, recordings for
Capitol, and her picture career.

—o

spent ten perfect weeks
skiing and loafing at Sun Valley, during
which time her daughter, Tisha, had nary
a sniffle. On the train coming home the
little girl developed an earache and Ann
had to wire ahead for a doctor. Ray
Milland and his family also had a long
vacation at the ski resort, took pictures
of their son Danny's first ski lesson.
o

—

The Ty Powers bombarded

their friends

with postcards from Kitzbuhel, in the
Austrian Tyrol, and Zermatt in the Swiss
Alps where they spent their honeymoon.
It'll be quite a spell before Ty returns to
the U. S. He'll make "Black Rose" in
England and North Africa before he comes
home. The crew on "Prince Of Foxes,"

440

Ty made

pounds

—an

in Italy, lost a total of

average

by outstand-

Look

like.

aid

feel

better,

see

bulges disappeor within the first
weeks. The beauty of this scientifically designed SPOT REDUCER
so simple
is
is that the method
and easy, the results quick, sure
and harmless. Thousands have lost
in this way in hips, abdomen, legs, arms, buttocks, etc.
The same method used by many
stage, screen and radio personalities and leading reducing salons.
The SPOT REDUCER can be used
in the privacy of your own room
in your spare time.

weight

Miss Nancy Mace,
Bionx, N. T.. says:
"I went from size
16 dress to a size
12 with the use of
the Spot Reducer. I
am clad I used it."

MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE
WITH A 10-DAY FREE TRIAL!
wonders
If the "Spot Reducer" doesn't do the
yon as it has for others, if yon don't lose weight
and inches where yon want to lose it most. If
not 100% delighted with the results, your
for

Ann Sothern

the pic

made

MEDICAL DOCTORS

on more than 100 people, with the
use of SPOT REDUCER every one
lost pounds and inches in a few
short weeks, in hips, abdomen,
legs, arms, buttocks, etc. And the
users say: "It was fun and they
enjoyed it."
The Spot Reducer
worked as well on men as it did
on women. THE SPOT REDUCER
way controls weight, once down to
normal it helps retain your new
"SLIM FIGURE" as long as you

Walking Hills." Columbia Studio's bossman, Harry Cohn, was so impressed with
him that he handed Bill the fat part of
Paulette Goddard's husband in "Anna
Lucasta." He's 6-1^, tips the scales at 190,
not married, a good horseman, and is the
nephew of Helen Hayes. We think it won't
be long before he's right up there in
popularity with Clift, Widmark, Lund,
Granger and all the other glammer boys.

When

RKO

—

love.

know

took the rest of
enforced "vacation,"
"The Big Steal" company to Mexico for
some shots. Jane Greer got acquainted
with a family in Tehuacan who asked her
to be the godmother of their newly-born
daughter. The baby's name is Juana.

women

"I lost 3 inches in the
hips and 20 lbs. in a
few short weeks," says

Reducing

a pretty sharp

gal.

son,

Elizabeth Taylor got the thrill of her
when she visited the house in Kent,
England, where she and her family spent
holidays before they came to this country.
She knocked at the door, asked the lady
who answered if she could look through
the house. The present tenant is Alexandria, ex-queen of Yugoslavia. The queen
was not in the parlor, but in the kitchen
cooking dinner when Liz arrived. Hear
Liz and her fella, Glenn Davis, have promised her family not to get married for a
year. But you never can tell about young
life

of

ScREENLAND

31

pounds

you're

money

will

be returned

FREE

A

at once.
jar

of Special Formula Body

Cream will be included FREE with your order
for the "Spot Reducer."
Massage

MAIL COUPON NOW!
•
•
i
»

T

•
•
•
«

THE "SPOT REDUCER" CO.. DEPT. 170
1025 BROAD ST.. NEWARK. NEW JERSEV
Send me at once, for $2 cash, check or money
Reducer" and your famous SpeFormula Body Massage Cream, postpaid. If
am not 100% satisfied, my money will be re-

order, the "Spot
cial
I

funded.

Name

•
•
A

_

T
•
'

•
•
•

•

•
•

•
•

Address
City
I

s>

State.....'
Send the Giant Size
enclose S5.0O.
Massage Cream with my Spot Reducer.
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Body

•
#
~
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—

.

—
studio.

"I

am proud

of what

.

.

—

—
Bette went with him to Sarasota,
one-man art show.

Florida, for his

—o
This is slightly confusing, but Greer
Garson's mother, Nina, plays her daughter's aunt in "Forsyte Saga."

—o

BUST

CREAM
has done for me,"

JORDAN
Alabama" GOLDWYN player
says JO

"Miss
• Each

Jar contains 30,000 int. units of Belador
No. 7* (Estrogenic Hormone) the remarkable Ingredient that may be absorbed by the skin of
the breast. We make only one claim. We GUARANTEE that, if you don't think It Is wonderful
after using your first Jar, simply return the
empty Jar and we will refund your money at
once. 30-day supply with full directions. In plain
wrapper, complete, $3.00 with order, or $3.50
TODAY.
C.O.D. Order now
.

.

.

HOUSE OF EDEN,
^

*

Calif.

PHOTO
FREE
LARGE
SIZE

Direct

JBBL'^I^
(R*
fi
'

imSr

of your

Claudette Colbert read the script of her
current picture, "Love Is Big Business,"
and let out a loud yell of protest. In one
scene she and Bob Young do a little judo
and are buried under two hundred pounds

-

ato-JMWmwwv,^
Roy Rogers

from

Cooking." But I'll betcha don't know
about the subdivision we spotted on the
way to the Santa Anita races which is
tagged, "Celeste Homes." Yipe!
o

—

The
rollin'

craze for square dancing
along.

Newest

still

keeps

outfit is called the

Buttons and Bows Club. A few of the
members are the Chet Laucks and the
"Tuffy" Goffs {they're Lum 'n Abner oi
course),

and

Brown Derby owner Bob Cobb

his wife, Sally, the

Ronald Colmans

wouldn't you like to see the dignified Mr.
C swinging partners? Anyhoo, the club
celebrated Bob's and Chet's birthdays at

one of their dances. Gave Bob a credit
card to the Brown Derby, which he needed
like he does another restaurant, and Chet a
ticket to his own radio show.

Your Guide To Current Films
Continued from page 15

HOLLYWOOD SCREEN EXCHANGE
BQX iiso— Dept. M-52
Hollywood 28. Calif.. U.S.A.

—O

eight.

June Haver's building an apartment

Westwood for young couples with
babies and pets. Each apartment will
have a nursery and an outside kennel.
She, like several other stars, got indignant over the fact that people with
families have a tough time finding a
place to live. Her sister, Dorothy, was
one of these. So June just up and did
something about it. June will occupy the
penthouse apartment in the building
probably with a new husband, Dr. John

in

—o

The picture, "My Friend Irma," should
be as entertaining as the very funny
radio show of the same name. Irma will,
oi course, be played by Marie Wilson.
Diana Lynn gets the part of Jane. And
two of my favorite men, John Lund and
Don DeFore, are the romantic males. All
this and comics Dean Martin and Jerry
Lewis, too! A swell cast, if you ask us.

Now that Bette Davis and Warner
Brothers have made peace she does a picture a year for four years for them she's
combing scripts out of her hair. And will
keep on doing just that until something
very interesting comes along. Bette and
Sherry are all settled down in Laguna at
their cliffside house. Miss D., nicely sunburned and looking nothing like a movie
star, spends her days on the beach with
daughter Barbara. Sight-seeing tourists
stand a few feet away from her, looking
up at the house and wondering whether
she ever comes down to the beach, while
Bette goes serenely on with her sun bathing. Sherry has really started taking his
painting seriously and has rented a small
Laguna house which he's turned into a

—
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You've all probably heard about CeleHolm's new recipe book, called "Holm

ste

Hollywood

INTRODUCTORY OFFER
Also FREE list decorated with all
Send
the latest stars and poses.
name of YOUR FAVORITE with ten
cents to cover handling and mailing.

—while Ty gained

Duzik.

—

such a swell trouper.

favorite

Crawford Cause

—

is

deputy

sheriff,

Zach-

who

gets her a job and promptly
falls in love with her. However, Scott's
boss, Sheriff Sydney Greenstreet, a ruthless, fanatical politician, has other plans
for the young deputy: marriage to a
wealthy debutante, an appointment to
ary,

apiece

She's been, in various pictures,

conked on the head with an army helmet,
up to her waist in mud, stalked by a leopard, and has wrestled with pigs. But the
fish business is the utter end
even for

MOVIE STAR

H|^k
i^lMMk.

whom

she admires greatly. Just
as she leaves, Ronnie Reagan returns
and will keep an eye on the children
while Jane's gone.
Olivier,

Dept.SU-1

Hollywood 28,
trade mark

6411 Hollywood Blvd.

^

The Zack Scotts had a ball on their
six-weeks New York vacation. Their pal,
Cesar Romero, went along on the trip.
Zack returned to go into "The Octopus"
with Jane Wyman. Janey gets a very
swanky wardrobe for this one, in contrast to the drab clothes she wore in
"Johnny Belinda." And as soon as she
finishes "Octopus" she's off to London
for a spell. Hopes to meet Laurence

of fish!

—

the State Senate, and finally, Governor
of the State. Unfortunately, Scott's ambition supersedes his love for Joan and

up being framed and run out
town by Greenstreet.
With all the slapping around she's gotten, and still in love with Scott, Joan
comes back for more and sets the plot
squarely on its vicious way by marrying
the head man of the State political machine, David Brian. From then on,
she winds

of

Greenstreet is not only out to get her,
but her husband as well. This is a definitely adult matter with suspense and
tense emotions as a steady barrage.

We Were

effort

to save

Cuba and

her

from the tyranny of corrupt
rulers, Jennifer Jones joins up with a
band of underground members headed by
after her young brother is
cold-bloodedly slain for distributing pamphlets. Hounded by the secret service

John Garfield

man, Pedro Armendariz, who had killed
the boy, Jennifer treads on dangerously
thin ice by allowing her home, situated
next to a cemetery, to be used as the
base of operations in a scheme Garfield
has to destroy all the government bigwigs at the same time. The plot for liquidation centers around the tunnel theywill dig from Jennifer's home to the famThe
ily mausoleum of a rich politico.
crypt will be filled with dynamite and

SCREENLAND

will

be detonated blowing everyone in

the area to bits.

With an objective as grim and macabre as that, the picture progresses with
the tunnel until the scenes become a
nightmare of cold horror. Finally, goal
reached, and assassination committed,
they learn their plot has failed. All escape cut off, Jennifer and Garfield remain
behind to hold off the police. Because
is definitely tough on any feeling of
well-being, you better make sure you can
take gruesome details when you plunk

this

down your admission

fee.

Arctic Manhunt
Universal-International

TELLS

Strangers

Columbia

AN
INpeople

the official assassinated. His funeral will
bring all the government heads to the
cemetery, and once assembled, the bomb

how crime sure doesn't pay,
even as far north as the Arctic Circle. Mikel Conrad, an armed car robber
packing a quarter of a million dollars in
cash, sets out for Alaska to find his partner in crime who has kept out of the
reach of the authorities. Mickel's aimless
wandering brings him to the camp of a
missionary also heading for the same village. The missionary dies, and Mikel
assumes his identity. He finally reaches
the village, finds his partner dead and
because the satchel containing the 250
grand has been lost somewhere on the
trail, decides to stay until the Spring
thaw hoping to retrieve the loot. While
hanging around, he falls in love with an
Eskimo girl, Carol Thurston, and figures
on becoming a permanent resident of the
village. But the money is found, and
Mikel switches back to his former self,
but hasn't got it for long a watery

—

grave claims him.

Mr. Belvedere Goes To College

NOW

ODORLESS!

20th Century-Fox

NEW

The

CLIFTON WEBB takes over where he
left off in "Sitting Pretty," and finds
himself engulfed in campus life. Never
having gone beyond kindergarten, Webb
needs the college diploma to collect a
$10,000 award for his novel and decides
to complete 4 years of college in one.
Naturally, at his age, Belvedere is bound
to make an unusual freshman, and still
more unusual waiter at a sorority house.
He also gets himself mixed up in the
love life of Shirley Temple, who is quite

Richard

check

Take

Widmark
for

Mayor O'Dwyer
Athletic League.

gives

Police

Me Out To The

Ball

Game

CREAM
HAIR REMOVER
For satin-smooth legs and arms.
Removes every trace of hair. Easy. Quick.
.*. 25c, 49c.
Pleasant. Keeps skin alluring
.

SPECIAL: Large 69c size of ZiP Cream Hair
Remover sold in combination with 50c container
of AB-SCENT Cream Deodorant
Both for 89c
Use a proven hair remover, not an
ordinary cosmetic. Insist on ZiP.
.

grown-up, and Tom Drake, whose growth
ain't been stunted, either. Mr. B's wellorganized life is further complicated by
Alan Young, his sniffling roommate, but
Young gets put in his place, a la Belvedere and a pole-vaulting contest. Lots of
fun tied up with a surprise ending.

POEMS WANTED
To Be Set to Music
Sweetheart, Mother, Dad, Baby, Love, Western, Patriotic any subject.
Send us your
poems at once for free examination and free

(Technicolor)

analysis.

Tulsa

RADIO CITY MUSIC ACADEMY

MGM

(Technicolor)

to Williams to Kelly, or
Esther never gave a Tinker's darn
about Ever giving Frankie a Chance.
Translated: Sinatra and Gene Kelly are

Eagle Lion

SINATRA

star baseball players for a big league team
called, appropriately, The Wolves. When

the club is taken over by K. C. Higgins,
Esther Williams, strange and interesting
things begin to happen. Namely, bashful

Frankie

falls

madly

in

L-O-V-E with

his

boss while his wise-guy chum, Gene, develops an intense dislike for the same
dish. To make matters worse, Gene takes
more of a shine to four-a-days than he
does to four-baggers.
Playing baseball in the day, rehearsing a revue at night, and discovering he's
in love with Esther are all too much for
the Kelly stamina and he just about loses
the pennant for his club. How he saves
the series, and restores himself to Esther's romantic thoughts, is out and out
hectic hoopla. Other outstanding features
are Sinatra's dancing, the clowning of
Jules Munshin, and the Amazon antics of
Betty Garrett who strangle-holds Sinatra
into yelling,

SUSAN HAYWARD

strikes

it

rich,

scenes in this are excellent, especially when they become a raging inferno,
and ha-ha oil's well that ends well!

—

Columbia
thriller

about Treasury

and Glenn Ford
being the most active of the lot. Through
evasion of income tax, Ford hopes to get
in

an underworld czar, who has successfully
avoided prison for any of his crimes, behind bars. In doing so, Ford's search for
incriminating documents and account
books brings him smack into murder.
Things get pretty rough, and even Ford's
wife, Nina Foch, is ticketed as a potential gang victim. Realizing he's up against
unsurpassable odds, Ford is ready to
throw in the towel and resign. But a
stroke of luck in the form of a battered
ledger brought to him by a little girl,
convince the agent he should stick to the
case. Everything adds up to plenty of
excitement, and you might actually get
to like these income tax men. (Can that
be!!??)

Highest cash prices paid for rings,

kinds.

jewelry, spectacles, gold teeth, diamonds, bro-

ken

and

usable

watches,

promptly.

Write

for

etc.
Cash mailed
FREE shipping container.

LOWE'S
Dept. SU, Holland

BEAUTIFY

Bldg.,

YOUR

A

SAGA
whom

NOSES RESHAPED
^

FACE-LIFTING

Loose skin, wrinkles, outstanding ears, lips, baggy
eyelids,

rected

—

scars corsurgery.

breasts,

by

plastic

Consultation and
S

—

Booklet

Free.

is

three

Wayne

brothers,

Morris,

one

of

who want

—

.

man

in

With

self-defense.

that, their troubles pile up: Clark

is

after

them, Janis is cooking up a scheme to
frame them, and Hutton has the posse
after him. Things clip right along to a

smash-up

th

l

finale.
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ACTUAL PHOTOS OF THE

the townspeople against the Youngers.
While hiding out from the irate citizenry,
the boys run into a female renegade,
Janis Paige, who wants them to join her
in robbing a bank. They turn thumbs
down on the idea, and luckily so because
the youngest Younger, Robert Hutton,
gets himself involved in a shooting fracas

a

N Y

• CAPS may bring you PROMPT RELIEF from
used by
• minor functional menstrual delay
CAREFULLY PREPARED of
• physicians
• medically recognized drugs. No harmful after
• effects. Generous supply for only $3.00. SEND
• NO MONEY and we will mail C.O.D. plus
• small postage and C.O.D. charge or send $3.00
• cash and we will send SAFE-T-CAPS air mail.
• Write todav.

him lame and jobless. He's gunning for
revenge and by way of showing it, gets

kills

54

:
• DON'T WORRY ... If your period has been
9 delayed due to an anemic condition SAFE-T-

to return to Missouri and lead peaceful
law-abiding lives as farmers now that
they've finished their jail sentences. But
their plans for straight living are stymied
by a detective Fred Clark, who blames
the Youngers for an accident which left

and

FIGURE

.

of

Mo.

*•..•..»..•..«..•..•..•..•..•..•..•..•..•..•.-•..•..•..•..••.•..•..•»•»•"

MONTHLY

The Younger Brothers

Louis,

St.

Edith Kennedy, Registered visiting masseuse, can slenderize your figure. Deep,
rhythmic massage will shed pounds and
relieve tired muscles scientifically.
580 St. Nicholas Ave., New York CityPhone: Wadsworth 6-3779
for appointment

BEAUTY ADVANCEMENT

Warners

The Undercover Man

19, N. Y.

Broken Jewelry Wanted
All

field

—

NEW YORK

1674 BROADWAY,

and also strikes like a female cobra
once she gets her manicured lily white
hands in OIL! Black Gold! or, Tycoon
Treacle. Goaded by ambition and lust
for power through wealth, Susan wrecks
the life of her friend, Pedro Armendariz,
and just about throws over Robert Preston for a hundred or so barrels of petroleum. Being a manly man, Bob doesn't
mind being over the barrel once in a
w hile, but it sure riles him to be thrown
over for a barrel.
Not being a simple young thing, it
would, of course, take something like a
major catastrophe to bring Susan to her
senses, so when a fire devastates her oil
fields, Susan casts aside her vixen role
and sweetly cuddles up to Bob. The oil

"Mama!"

good
VERY
agents
action

.

.

FAVORITE MOVIE STARS
Including such favorites
as June Allyson, Peter

Lawford, Alan Ladd, Rita
Hayworth, Cornel Wilde,
Lana Turner, Greer Garson, Gregory Peck, and

many
Marshall

Thompson

others.

Complete

set of

64

50c

Pp
EC
rlVEE
pictures

Beautiful 32-page catalog with
order. Includes over 400 actual
of movie stars, westerns, pinups.

STUDIOS
STEWART.CROXTON SU6
P. O.

Box 2390, Dept.

HOLLYWOOD

28.

CALIFORNIA

73

Women

Little
(Technicolor)

most everyone knows the
story of Louisa May Alcott's best
seller, there isn't much to tell about this
latest version except that June Allyson,
Margaret O'Brien, Elizabeth Taylor (as
Janet Leigh, and Peter
blonde Amy)
Lawford are in it. June does her share
of crying, aided and abetted by her three
other sisters, and even Lawford's eyelashes glisten upon occasion. The junior
members of your family especially if
they are sweet kids will think it's
peachy keen, and mothers will leave the
theatre thinking: "Now, if only my chil."
dren were.

rious as all git out, eventually finds the

—

A

much against their wishes.
the whole family to see this.

intensity

Lancaster's

much
sters.

SUPER

murder mystery starring
Dotty Lamour and Dan Duryea.

When

the spoiled wife of a novelist is
found with her skull battered in by a
heavy perfume bottle and her jewelry
stolen, the police get to work. Although
there are a number of suspects, Dotty
wins top billing on the list when the references she gave her psychiatrist-employei prove to be false. Not only that, but
she hocks one of the stolen pieces of
jewelry. The only person who doesn't
think she's guilty is insurance investigator Sterling Hayden. To counteract this
Sterling character, is Duryea, a first-class
skunk using the title of Private Investigator as a front for any foul scheme he
can think up his latest being Dotty 's
frame-up. He almost succeeds except that
he outsmarts himself by killing the only
man who can prove he didn't murder the
society gal. It's funny and fast with
good suspense.

—

City Across The River

help

the

at

Radio

Theatre.

hunting has been strictly forbidden.
Sabu, prince of the jungle, and his pet
sabre-tooth tiger eventually have to give
the trespasser his come uppance and that
happens on a high cliff. Turhan, like
Humpty Dumpty, has a great fall and
Sabu and his animal friends go back to
peace and quiet.

ings

—especially

his

club,

(Part Technicolor)

MGM

Dukes."

Peter develops into a
full-fledged juvenile delinquent when he
becomes an accessory in the unpremeditated murder of a high-school teacher.
The killer, another teenager belonging to
"The Dukes," and Peter grow more and
more distrustful of each other until he
cracks under the strain and tips off the
police to the killer's identity. The main
idea of the picture is the case against
gangs and "social clubs," as Stephen McNally attempts to point out. This is more
for parents than it is for their children.
Street

Song Of India
Columbia

ANOTHER

jungle

thriller,

done to

Rimsky-Korsakoff's music of the
same name, with Sabu, Gail Russell and
Turhan Bey doing the emoting. Not too
74

Stewart Granger as a
dashing soldier of fortune who falls
in love with a married princess, Joan
Greenwood, this is a lavish production of
court intrigue in 17th Century Germany.
Sponsored by Flora Robson, a countess

and the

influential

father-in-law,
life

mistress

of

Joan's

Granger enters into court

and meets the unhappy young wife

of the degenerate prince.

at

sight, the

first

Though it is
two are kept
efforts

of

like a tick

Joan and
on a few

occasions.

ENTERTAINING

semi-mystery with
Margaret O'Brien as a precocious
orphan, who radically changes the lives

isn't what you'd like to
but history has the habit of double-

The ending
see,

crossing the nicest people.

Cobina Wright's Party Gossip
Continued from page 10
our stars voted Houston as one of their
*

"The Amboy

STARRING

apart through the scheming
Flora, who goes for Granger
for a hound. Unfortunately,
Granger do get to be alone

The Secret Garden

V niver sal-International
out of the Brooklyn slums
T is this portrayal of an erstwhile upstanding boy, Peter Fernandez, who is
detoured by the influence of his surround-

Eagle Lion

amour

favorite cities.

ROWING

(Technicolor)

plot but swell fare for the youngThings start to happen when Tur-

han misBEYhaves by taking Gail and a
hunting expedition into a jungle where

Take

Saraband

Joan Fontaine makes changes with Burt

.

Paramount

pampered

his morose,

key to the gate and learns the tragic
secret of the garden. Unruffled by what
she has discovered, Margaret sets about
transforming the desolate garden from a
place of unwanted memories into something alive and beautiful. Mr. Marshall
and Master Stockwell receive, through
Margaret, an overhauling job of equal

,

Manhandled

spoiled,

half-mad father,
Herbert Marshall. The crux behind all
the trouble in the gloomy mansion is a
walled-up garden into which no one has
dared enter for ten years. Margaret, cu-

BECAUSE

.

and

invalid,

MGM

—

Dean Stock well, a

of

WE
AS"Hot

*

*

hinted before in mentioning
Pretzels," barn dancing or

—

—

has swept Holrather "group dancing"
lywood like the Pyramid craze of a few

months back. "Pyramid" members like
Mickey Rooney and Audrey Totter, Lucille Ball and Desi Arnaz, Dick Quine.
Marilyn Maxwell, Cesar Romero and
Martha Vickers all have taken to "swing
your partners and circle round again."
*

*

owns

COBB,

all

—

The younger set, led by Jane Withers
and her husband, Shirley Temple and
John Agar, and beautiful Elizabeth Taylor and her friends have all given up
"Be-Bop" for tunes like "The Traveling
Rogue" and "Ozark Ike," and a sharp
fiddle has definitely replaced the moaning sax.

Most of these young couples, like June
Allyson and Dick Powell, for example,

SCREENLAND

—

in

a while.
*

ANOTHER
started by

#

wife of the Bob who
the famous Brown Derbys,
has formed a "Barn Dance Club" and
they meet every Thursday night not on
a ranch, but in the swank Palm Room of
the Beverly Hills Hotel!

SALLY

take turns inviting the "Hayseed Club"
as they call themselves, to their various
homes, using rumpus rooms and patios
out of doors for their musical round-ups
and hoedown sessions. In fact, Lucille
Ball and Desi Arnaz have built a special,
covered pavillion near the pool on their
Chatsworth estate out North Hollywood
way just for dance sessions, although
Desi does insist they have a rumba once
*

*

unusual party idea was

handsome young radio

columnist George Fisher, just for business
reasons. He originated the idea of taking
a tape recorder around to parties, just to
get real party background for his broadcasts.

At the lavish Rodeo Room party which
talented young architect, George Hyam,
who used to be the dreamboat in Adele
Jergens' life but who is now seen everyivhere with singing socialite Gina Janss,
gave, the idea caught on. Now, many of
your stars are coming to parties equipped
with a tape recorder and an engineer
Architect Hyam even designed a clever
scheme to take movies along with Fisher's
recorded interviews and the two Georges
collaborate on some fine "productions."
PRINTED IN THE U. S. A. BY THE CUNEO PRESS, INC.
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STARLET

for the girl when at
HOME, IN TOWN OR
COUNTRY: Genuine suede
or genuine smooth leather

with gold colored laces
threaded through the

front.

Today's "High-Style" Shoe Fashions

...AT DOWN-TO-EARTH PRICES!

COMFORT

GENUINE LEATHER FOR
WAITRESSES, NURSES, HOUSEWIVES,
SCHOOL GIRLS... ETC. A gorgeous Buckle
IN

AS COMFORTABLE AS
WINGS - A PREVIEW OF

Adjusting Shoe, featuring expert workmanship,

FASHION.

SUPERB COMFORT, HIGH STYLE,

s

LOW

PRICE!

ALL LEATHER!

3.95

$3.95
Colors: Blue,

Gray,

Black,

Brown,

O

x b

Navy,

I

Red,
o o d

,

Green,

Wine, White.

NARROW, MEDIUM and WIDE WIDTHS.

LEADING LADY

4

Sizes

to 9.

For comfort no

matter where
In

genuine leather or suede...

vou g Q .
shoe that
,

^w>

a smart, chic openwork front,
with
with

new semi-wedge
built-in

only

ffi^

heel

.

the

w

;

ns

compliments,

comfort.

*3,95

Colors:

1'

Colors: Blue, Multi-color,

Red,

Oxblood,

Red,

Brown,

Red, Wine, Gray, Dusty

NARROW, MEDIUM, WIDE WIDTHS.

Oxblood,

Green,

Navy Blue, Tan, Smoke
and Gray. MEDIUM,
NARROW and WIDE
WIDTHS. Sizes 4 to 9,

Navy, Green, Black,
Pink, White.

Brown,

Black,

PROFESSIONAL WHITE,

Sizes 4 to 9.

INCLUDING HALF
CLASSIC

—

PUMP

WORN

THE SHOE

SIZES
Start
comfort now.

BY

THE SMARTEST WOMEN, AND ALL THE
MOST BEAUTIFUL MODELS
seen at
.

nearly

all style

AND LOW

shows. ..IT'S

PRICED.

In

.

._ SEND

.

HIGH STYLE

smooth leather

or suede.

LOVMEE SHOES,

enjoying

NO MONEY

Dept. 46

1025 Broad Street, Newark

2,

New

Jersey

Gentlemen: Please send me the following:

$

PAIRS

5.95

COLOR
Leading Lady
Classic

Pump

Pocahontas
Colors:

Wine, Navy,

Starlet

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Gray, Brown, Black,

Green, Blue, Red.

NARROW, MEDIUM

Address...

Cifv

Sizes 4 to 9. Choice

medium or high

heel.

@
@

3.95

@

3.95

5.95

Name

and WIDE WIDTHS.
of

WIDTH

SIZE

3 3 95

.

'

& Zone

2nd Choice Color
Check
Cash

—

—

State

Money Order

(We prepay postage

SENT

if

full

C.O.D. (plus postage)

payment accompanies order)

ON APPROVAL "

———

(•own by Ceil Chapman. Jewels by Seaman-Schepps.

— the minute you use
—so

See the loveliest you that you've ever seen

cake make-up. Gives your skin a petal-smooth appearance
that

you look

as if you'd

been born with

it!

a special feather-weight formula. Clings longer.

faults

—

Solitair

is

Solitair

flatteringly natural

entirely different

Outlasts powder. Hides

little

skin

yet never feels mask-like, never looks "made-up." Like finest face creams,

Solitair contains Lanolin to protect against dryness. Truly

with this make-up that millions prefer.

No

—

you'll be lovelier

better quality.

Only

.$1.00.

Cake Make-Up

Fashion-Point Lipstick
Seven new
fashion-right shades

Yes

— the

first

and only

lipstick with point

4

actually shaped to curve of your lips.

more evenly.
New, exciting "Dreamy Pink" shade
and six new reds. So creamy smooth
contains Lanolin
stays on so long.
Applies color quicker, easier,

1

—

Exquisite case. $1.00
Slanting cap with red enameled circle identifies
the famous 'Fashion-Point and shows you exact,
color of lipstick inside. U. S. Pat. No. 2162584.

Paramount presents
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UJm. Demarest

•

Bruce Cabot
and

Thomas Gomez

-

Introducing

Foreword narrated by Walter Winchell
Produced by ROBERT

L WELCH

•

Directed by

SUiei

Screenplay by Melville Shavelson, Edmund Hartmann and Jack Rose

by Damon Runyon and a Screenplay by William

R.

Lipman,
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•

Adapted from a Story

Sam Hellman and Gladys Lehman
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WHY SO MANY WOMEN ALWAYS

AS A PART OF THEIR REGULAR SHAMPOO

YOU, they
IIKE
j other people

hate dandruff on
.

.

even worse on

.

themselves. They don't ever want it
to get a head-start. That's why many

thousands of women, and men, too,
take this simple, completely delightful,
efficient precaution against infectious
dandruff.

make it a "must"
you wash your hair ... no
matter whether you use soap and
water, or any other kind of shampoo.
You,

too, should

every time

Kills "Bottle Bacillus"

You

Listerine Antiseptic

see,

kills

Most

millions of germs

on the

important,

even the stubborn

it kills

scalp.

"bottle bacillus" (Pityrosporum ovale)
the germ which many authorities
.

.

.

say is a causative agent of infectious
dandruff.

As A Treatment
If infectious dandruff has gotten a
start

...

if

annoying

you note

flakes, scales, or

itching, don't delay.

Get

started with Listerine Antiseptic im-

mediately. It's simple. It's easy. Night
and morning, just douse germ-killing
Listerine Antiseptic

on your

scalp.

Massage vigorously. You'll be delighted
flakes

how

quickly loose
begin to disappear.
allayed, too, and your scalp

to

and

see

scales

Itching is
feels so fresh, so cool, so clean, so
comfortable!

Proof!
In clinical tests, twice-a-day use of
Listerine Antiseptic brought marked
improvement within a month to 76%
of dandruff sufferers. For more than
60 years the chief use of Listerine
Antiseptic has been as an antiseptic

mouthwash and

gargle.

Lambert PharmacalCo., St. Louis, Mo.

It's

P. S.

a Precaution and Treatment

Will he
Not

if

like

you have

for

Infectious Dandruff

?

you

(unpleasant breath). So always, before any date, rinse
It's such a delightful precaution against
breath
sweetens the breath for hours, usually.

halitosis

the mouth with Listerine Antiseptic.

non-systemic

bad

.

.

.

3
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What Hollywood

Lynn Bowers

22

exchange news and views about their town
Clift
Tricia Hurst
The most exciting newcomer to the screen picks Greenwich Village for fun and frolic

24

May Mann

26

The

Itself Is

Talking About

srars themselves love to

Saturday Night Date With Montgomery

"A Wife Should Play Second Fiddle"
Dale Evans knows that's the way a

blush of womanhood many mysterious changes take place in your body. For
instance, the apocrine glands under your
arms begin to secrete daily a type of perspiration you have never known before. This is
closely related to physical development and
causes an unpleasant odor on both your person and your clothes.

At the

always

be

will

Stars are no exceptions, but here's what they do about

first

Letter

first in

Stars

Jack Holland

33

Zachary Scott

36

humor and loving pride
Charles Gentry

40

From A Teenager's Father

Who Go By The

Stars

Astrologer Carroll Righter has called the turn for

her husband's heart

it

In his birthday message to his daughter, Zack Scott combines

many

a

Hollywood

Playing Tarzan

is

42

Fredda Dudley Balling

44

a natural for Lex Barker

Judy's Plans For Her Baby

A refreshing divergence
Right Off The Record
Latest

is

list

star

Gladys Hall

The Tenth Tarzan Talks

nothing "wrong" with you. It's just
another sign you are now a woman, not a
girl ... so now you must keep yourself safe
with a truly effective underarm deodorant.

There

woman

Are You Ever Lonely, Too?

are

Judy Garland's plans

for daughter's career

Fred Robbins

of records reviewed

Two dangers— Underarm

odor is a real handicap at this romantic age, and the new cream
deodorant Arrid is made especially to overcome this very difficulty. It kills this odor
on contact in 2 seconds, then by antiseptic
action prevents the formation of all odor for
48 hours and keeps you shower-bath fresh.
It also stops perspiration and so protects
against a second danger— perspiration stains.
Since physical exertion, embarrassment and
emotion can now cause apocrine glands
to fairly gush perspiration, a dance, a date,
an embarrassing remark may easily make

you perspire and
All

offend, or ruin a dress.

deodorants are not alike — so remember
other deodorant tested stops perspiraand odor so completely yet so safely as
new Arrid. Its safety has been proved by
doctors. That's why girls your age buy more
Arrid than any other age group. More men
and women use Arrid than any other deodorant. Antiseptic, used by 117,000 nurses.
tion

intimate protection is needed— so protect yourself with this snowy, stainless cream. Awarded American Laundering Institute Approval
Seal— harmless to fabrics. Safe for skin— can
be used right after shaving. Arrid, with the
amazing new ingredient Creamogen, will not
dry out.

Your satisfaction guaranteed,

or your

money

back! If you are not completely convinced
that Arrid is in every way the finest cream
deodorant you've ever used, return the jar
with unused portion to Carter Products,

53 Park PI., N.Y.C., for refund of
purchase price.
Inc.,

28
32
34

Ray Milland and Jean Peters
Jeanne Crain ...
Kirk Douglas

T

Cobina Wright
Helen Hendricks

Party Gossip

Your Guide To Current Films
Devoted Mother
Newsreel
Thrills For The Stars
"Black Magic" Orson
Hollywood Visits Texas
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song

hits!

C0L0RBY

TECHNICOLOR

including:

"Baby,

It's

Cold Outside"

"My Heart Beats

Faster"

Available on

M-G-M

Records

Produced by

Screen Play by Dorothy Kingsley
Additional Dialogue by Ray Singer and Dick Chevillat

Rhythm! by

Xavier Cugat and

his exciting orchestra !

jack cummings
"a Metro-Goidwyn- Mayer Picture

Romance! between beauteous Esther
and handsome Ricardo Montalban!

Spectacle! M-G-Mermaids in breath-taking water-revels!
All this — and Keenan Wynn's clowning, too!

I

—..
Douglas

Fairbanks,

Jr.

and his wife were among
Cobina Wright's guests
at

her

party

for

Laddie

Sanfords,

were

Hollywood

in

the

who
for

International polo series.

Of course you can

.

-

go

in

swimming

.

with Tampax!
why envy others

at that certain time
of the month? You can wear Tampax
in the water on sanitary-protection days
and no one will be the wiser! This
summer at any popular beach, you are
almost sure to find many women who go
in swimming on "those days"
wearing
Tampax without any hesitation whatever
There is nothing about Tampax
in the slightest degree embarrassing (or
offending) under bathing suits wet or dry.

—

WORN INTERNALLY, Tampax
belts,

pins, outside pads

that can possibly

discards

— everything

"show." Perfected by

a

doctor, Tampax is made of highly absorb-

ent cotton compressed in modern applicators for dainty insertion. The hands
need never touch the Tampax. No odor
forms. There is no chafing with Tampax.
Changing is quick and disposal easy.

A

HOLLYWOOD

party takes a lot
food for thought, but it also
takes an equal amount of thought
for food. I know because I spent a great
deal of time selecting a menu for the
party I gave for Laddie Sanford, wellknown polo enthusiast from New York.
of

came

Hollywood
for the International Polo Matches between the United States and Argentina,
which were held at the Beverly Hills Polo
Club this year.
I've known many an elaborately
planned all-star affair to go awry because
Laddie and

his wife

to

of a slip in the kitchen, or because there

were too many cooks spoiling the fun.
A smart Hollywood hostess takes as

much

care selecting a menu as you or I
would if we knew that Hedy Lamarr,
Barbara Stanwyck or Bing Crosby were
going to be around tasting the snacks or

the hors d'oeuvres.
I'm not saying that any of Hollywood's
famous feuds have started over a recipe,
but they easily could have, and I know

many

of our favorite stars who try to
out-do one another when it comes to a

buffet spread.
Many of your glamour girls in the
films guard their secret recipes more jeal-

Exciting Gloria Swanson, who's returning to films

in

"Sunset Boulevard," entertain-

ing Bruce Cabot, the Red Skeltons at Cobina Wright's fete honoring Laddie Sanford.

COMES
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purse.
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Tampax Incorporated, Palmer, Mass.
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egg whites and then chilled and served
with whipped cream. Talk about ambrosia, I wouldn't miss an O'Brien special
like that for anything!

snack, except I prefer to shove them in
the oven and serve them warm. Jeanette
MacDonald's favorite, which she served
one night at a party honoring the great

Loretta Young's intimate dinners to
which she and Tom Lewis invite only a
few friends, are very likely to end up
with Loretta 's favorite dessert which is a
"Persimmon Pudding." Oddly enough it
has no persimmons in it, but raisins, cinnamon, cloves and every spice you can
think of, baked in paMry cups and sprinkled with walnuts roasted in brandy.

opera

Of course, I'm probably starting at the
wrong end of the menu, so I'll give, you
a few tips on what the stars like to begin
a party with.
*

Radio Theatre, share

laugh

a

co-stars on

at

*

REER GARSON loves

minced clams
mixed with cream cheese and a little
onion juice served as a spread on Ritz
crackers.
Personally, I like the same

7

Gene Tierney and Don Ameche,

*

—

star,

Lotte Lehmann,

is

something

she and husband, Gene Raymond literally "dished up" themselves. They call
it the "MacRaymond Spread" and it,
too, has a basis of cream cheese, except
that Jeanette and Gene combine it with
chopped chutney, curry, sour cream and
mushrooms and then let it chill for two
days!
You should have seen the expressions
on the faces of Diana Lynn and her husband, architect John Lindsay, Ann Miller
and Turhan Bey when they tasted it!

Broiled mushrooms,

stuffed

with

chopped hamburger and green peppers,
is a specialty of Connie Moore's household and at her tenth wedding anniversary recently she had all her guests clamoring for more.

rehearsal.

ously than they do their screen assignments.

Even I must admit that if my friend,
Gene Tierney, should ask me how I mix

my

salad dressing, I would be loath to

tell her.

However, I did get a few of our most
famous hostesses to part with some of
their pet "cooked-up" ideas and I think
perhaps SCREENLAND readers might
not only be interested, but could also use
them at a partv themselves.
*

*

*

FOR

example, Mrs. Pat O'Brien, at
luncheons which bring out the Bing
Crosbys and Bob and Dolores Hope with
their youngsters, has a special dish for
the grown-ups called
calls

"Sunday

Fluff." It

pureed apricots,
folded into beaten

for clear gelatin,

crushed pineapple

all

Incidentally, Connie and her husband,
Johnny Maschio, wanted to observe their

tenth anniversary very quietly, so they
invited only two of their oldest friends.
But they began sentimentalizing over
the list of people they had known since
they were married and by the time the
party was ready, they had over a hundred people knocking on their door!

Betty Hutton
takes

her

is

one

culinary

art

known Betty

girl

to

who
heart.

really

I've

day over that
proverbial hot stove, making everything
from peppy cereals to preserves, ail of
which bear her hand- written label,
"Canned By Betty Hutton." Of course,

Jeanne Crain, who's currently making "Pinky,"
and her husband, Paul
Brinkman, at the debut
of "Tongue In Cheek."

to stand all

she often forgets to state what's inside
the jar, so if you probe into her storeroom, you may open a jar of peppered
potatoes for one of pickled pears!
*

*

*

However, Betty's piece de resistance is
a really exotic one which is her husband's
delight. Because Ted Briskin likes it so

a

*
I

—can

—

that no man or woman
asking for a second helping.

way

sist

hope

*

you'll forgive

re-

*

your Hollywood

party reporter for stepping into the kitchen for this one issue, but this column has
so many queries as to what stars
serve in their homes, what their table
tastes really are and if they really pay
attention to what they serve their guests,
that we wanted to reply.
Every filmland hostess who wants to
give a successful party, be it an intimate
dinner or a huge cocktail affair, realizes
the importance of being earnest and conscientious about what their guests eat.
They know what to serve in the way of
liquid refreshment, but a new canape or
an unusual tidbit has been the making of
many a gala occasion.
So, if you think your Joan Crawfords
or your Rosalind Russells just call a caterer and then forget about the whole

had

much, Betty works hard to prepare it.
It is called "Kavkaski Pilaf," but don't
let

that scare you. I told

my

cook about

as soon as I mentioned the name,
she started to put on her hat and coat.
Seriously though, it is delicious and relatively simple to make.
It is a Caucasian way of preparing
lamb, cut off the leg, and delicately
browned with rice. Cooked in stock and
bay leaf, it has a rare oriental flavor,
especially when topped with onions and
a sour cream dressing.
The other night Betty gave a small
it

and

dinner for her friend, Gertrude Neisen,
who had just returned from a singing engagement in the East, and the "Pilaf"
was such a hearty success that Betty,

Laddie Sanford,

Mary

surrounded

by

Pickford, Cobina Wright,

Paulerre

Moore

Coddard

and

Connie

at the party he gave for

the South American polo team.

Marie McDonald at the Mocambo with Van and Evie Johnson,
before they flew to Florida. Van's
in "Scene Of The Crime" and "In

The

Good

Old

Summertime."

Gertrude, Benay Venuta, Van and
Frances Heflin could scarcely move from
the table after the feast was over.
*
*
*

NATURALLY,

Hedy Lamarr

likes

Viennese dishes, which she serves in
her own home, because she rarely goes
out for dinner. But there is one Hawaiian
dish she knows which completely captivates every one of her guests xvho has
ever tasted it.
It is "Chicken In Cocoanut." which
combines the tender meat of the cocoanut with the choice pieces of finely sliced

chicken all mixed with cooked tomatoes,
highly seasoned, and served in half-hollowed cocoanut shells. Try it some time
and your friends will say it's like a trip
to the islands.
Barbara Bel Geddes adds sherry to her
Chicken a la King, just to keep it from
tasting like one of those hotel blue plates;
Lucille Ball adds chili pepper to everything except ice cream, because Desi
Arnaz likes food that way; and Paulette
Goddard mixes lobster with curry in such

At the
party

for

—you're

thing

mistaken.
*

*

*

Roddy McDowall and Ann Blyth

first

"discovered" one another over a wonderful clambake at Darryl Zanuck's house,
while Robert Stack and Irene Wrightsman have been holding hands ever since
they first tasted that wonderful "Veal
Scallopini" at Harold Lloyd's Bel-Air

home.
Never underestimate the power of an
unusual cookbook, and, if you would be

Laddie Sanford
the South A-

merican polo players, Liz
Jerome Courtland

Taylor,

croon over a tailwagger.

Edgar Bergen's sleight of
hand tickles Peggy Cummins, Columnist Leonard Lyons, kibitzer Red
Skelton at Cobina's p3rty.

1

Janet Leigh at a party
following the Hollywood
opening of "Tongue In
Cheek," with Ross Hunter and
Danny Scholl.

Using a spoon for a mirTerry Moore dons lip-

ror,

Rudy ValCocoanut Grove de-

stick while at
lee's

but with Roddy McDowall

converting their tennis courts into a massive circus tent and inviting all the cream

movie colony to attend.
Connie Moore came as a ballerina with

of the

interested in a

more

detailed description

about some of these "star" recipes, please
let

me know

and

I'll

in care of

SCREENLAND,

recipe,

—

know

NO

matter how the thermometer is
rising it's never surprising to find

your favorite film stars trekking off to
the desert to acquire a week-end tan or
to bask and bake by a pool.
What used to be considered "out of
season" at Palm Springs is no more, because more and more Hollywood citizens
are buying or building all-year-round
homes in the desert and, naturally, where
they go the parties go.
*

One

*

*

of the highlights of the late season

in the Springs is the annual Circus Ball
which motor magnate Ray Dodge and

Ada give every year.
This year they outdid themselves by

his lovely

What's the amazing secret Rod Cameron's
confiding to Marie Windsor at the Mocambo?

I')

*

be happy to send you the com-

just to let you
"what's cooking in Hollywood!"
'*
*
*
plete

a blue "tutu," just like a lovely character
out of "Swan Lake;" Betty Hutton appeared as a bareback rider; Arlene Dahl
as a tiger cat with white-clad architect
George Hyam as her trainer. Dorothy
Lamour, with rings on her fingers and
bells on her toes, was a "Little Egypt"
who would stop any side show, and Ann
Miller's sari made her an Indian maid of
great beauty.

Ada Dodge,

*

*

charming hostess,
claims that it was her famous "Chuck
Wagon Stew" that was responsible for
bringing Ann Sheridan and Clark Gable
together for some fun and a few laughs.
Ann, as a cowgirl, met rancher Gable at
this party and started tongues wagging.
I do know they lunched together the
next day at Charlie Farrell's Racquet
Club where I noticed director Howard
the

Hawks paying

great attention to lovely

Marian Marshall, and where singer
Dick Haymes was hiding behind dark
glasses to chat with Nora Flynn, Errol's

little

estranged wife.

But back to the party. Clowns Turhan Bey, Michael North, Jimmy Ritz
and brother Harry, all circled around
your movie star "show girls" and cos-

tumed "animals," keeping the fun going
until dawn broke over the desert.
At three in the morning, hostess Ada
Dodge had great circus wagons hauled in
bearing cauldrons of the "Chuck Wagon"
beef-steak stew, and I saw even your
daintiest stars like Diana Lynn and
Rhonda Fleming pitching in with appethat would have done justice to a
roustabout!
tites

*

*

*

complete contrast, the next week
practically all of them trekked back
to town for the opening of the Metropolitan Opera, a two-week engagement
which drew all your film stars to listen

IN

Barbara Lawrence, Dick Long and starry-eyed Colleen Townsend, of Hollywood's
set, exchange gossip at cocktail party given by Herman Hover of Ciro's.

younger

Kirk Douglas, on top since "Champion," roughhouses with his two boys, Joel and Michael.

\Vhen Cary Grant arrived in Los Angeles via
boat from England, where he made "I Was A
Male War Bride," Betsy Drake skipped off

"The Bandwagon"
to the opera stars.

Not a night of this season's engagement but found Joan Craicford, Greer
Garson or Hedy Lamarr in attendance.
In

one night Greer created such a
sensation when she walked in with Errol
Flynn, that fans in the audience could
hardly keep their eyes or their ears on
fact,

set to

meet him

at the dock.

Ann Sheridan

in a mock love scene with Ross
Hunter after opening of "Tongue In Cheek."

the stage!

Towards the

engagement,
took over
Room of the Beverly Hills
Hotel and had the stars from both firmaments meet.
And so you found Rosalind Russell
chatting with fat basso Baccaloni, Loretta Young admiring Dorothy Kirstens
gown and Joan Fontaine inquiring of soprano Bidu Sayao if she thought she
songwriter
the Rodeo

close of the

Jimmy McHugh

could start taking singing lessons. It
seems, Joan has to do a song for her next
picture and she vjould like to be able to
do it herself, without "dubbing." Patrice
Munsel came in on the arm of Phil Reed.
]

1

Heartwarming and tenderly comic are Bob Hope's attempts as a cynical bookie
to teach Mary Jane Saunders her prayers in Paramount's "Sorrowful Jones."

The Fallen
A

FOR

Idol

Selznick Release

out and out suspense and emo-

English-made film
which introduces a new child star,
Bobby Henrey, never slackens pace for
one moment. The entire film is seen
through young Henrey 's eyes. He feels
the basic emotions such as hate, love,
tional impact, this

—

yet the subtle plays
loneliness and fear
of adult emotions completely by-pass him

from beauty contest fame to a top-notch
modeling career! Miami's Queen of
Beauty

says:

"No

girl is really beautiful

unless she's exquisitely dainty
I

love to

!

That's

why

powder myself with Lander's

flower-fresh talcs after every shower.

"The Barkleys Of Broadway"

You'll love them!"

trials

follows

the

and triumphs of Astaire and Rogers.

—even though these prove to be

far

more

portentous than those of the more basic
quality.

Available at your favorite variety store

THE LANDER
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CO.

•

FIFTH AVE.

•

NEW YORK

In

"The Window," one person knows Ruth Ro-

man,

Paul

Stewart

killed

Richard

Benedict.

The young son of an ambassador to
England, Bobby is left to the care of the
butler, Ralph Richardson, and his neurotic wife, the housekeeper. In this one
brief weekend, Bobby becomes the unwitting eyewitness to a love affair the
butler is conducting with one of the Embassy typists, Michele Morgan, and sees
the housekeeper, whom he hates, plunge
to her death. Thinking Richardson murdered his wife, Bobby tries to keep what

—
Advertisement
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Famous Doctor Advises Anyone Suffering
the Humiliation and Misery of Bad SkinExternally Caused -TO TRY VID ERM PLAN
Clinical Tests Prove

VIDERM Does Wonders

for Pimply, Itchy-Blotchy Skin.
famous New
A
York
doctor and

eminent

an

chemist (names
sent

on request)

definitely

prove

by actual

clini-

cal tests that the

Viderm Plan

is

of distinct benefit to men and
women, boys and

suffering
humiliation
and misery of
bad skin caused

girls

the

by

pimples

(Acne Simplex).
These two scientists took a
group of boys,

BEFORE TREATMENT WITH VIDERM

Case 79: These untouched photos taken from real life by the doctor making this clinical
Viderm test, show how Viderm has amazingly cleared skin of patient. This girl had
pimples for more than 2 years before successful treatment with Viderm. Don't give up
hope until you have tried Viderm for your skin! Here is dramatic proof that Viderm can
do the same wonders for your skin in the some short time!

men and
women ranging
girls,

in ages

AFTER VIDERM TREATMENT BY DOCTOR

from 16

to 36 with bad, blotchy, itching skins

and treated them with nothing else but
the regular 2 -jar Viderm Plan containing
SKIN
and

So

if

you

are discouraged, blue,

ashamed

of your face, feel like a social outcast,
this physician's findings should bring
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you great hope. For

CREAM.

son to believe that the

there

is

every rea-

VIDERM PLAN

and complexion

will help give you a clearer skin in a

gratifying that the

doctor arrived at this conclusion: The

comparatively short time, just as it has
done for the patients treated by the doc-

VIDERM PLAN should be

tor in the clinic.

The improvement

in the skin

of these patients

was so

fering from

tried by anyone sufbad skin-externally caused.

The marked photos shown here

VIDERM

are living

make

can actually
your skin clearer and better looking almost daily that your skin will show a
dramatic improvement every blessed
day!
proof that

—

In fact, the New York Skin Laboratory
is so sure of it that they will refund the
full

purchase price if the VIDERM
doesn't give you a clearer, love-

PLAN

lier

skin and complexion.
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address to New York Skin Laboratory,
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sealed wrapper with doctor's advice how
to use for best results. (If you wish to
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$2 with order.) Same money back guarantee applies. Here's the address again
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picture

of

his

movie

career.

A

tight-

wad whose money-belt is thicker than
a Simmons mattress, Bob runs into
difficulty when a down and out horseplayer leaves his little girl, Mary Jane
Saunders, as a marker (betting talk for
a credit slip). After the child's father is
bumped off by racketeer Bruce Cabot,
Bob is stuck with the "bad debt" until
Bruce shows him how he can put the
child to work on a crooked race deal:
Dreamy Joe, a third-rate race horse, will
be registered in her name, and to cinch
his winning the race, will be given a fatal
speedball. Bob goes for the idea, but
little Miss Marker goes for Dreamy Joe.
Just because Mary Jane has a crush on
the nag, Bob has no intentions of sparing
the horse and spoiling the bankroll he
figures to make on the deal. But happily,
for Mary Jane and Lucille Ball, a nightclub singer, Bob is really a softie underneath his Broadway breeding. Every bit
of dialogue, the characters, and each incident has the unmistakable Damon Runyon touch, and Bob's interpretation of

devoted to Stratton 's rehabilitaInstead, the beginning of the film
concerns itself with Stratton 's rise from
sandlot games in his native state of Texas, to his being signed with the Chicago
White Sox for whom he hurled a no-hit,
no-run game. During his climb to the big
league, there's some very delightful roture

is

tion.

mancing, out of, and in, matrimony with
June Allyson. Even without the grim
stroke of fate, the picture is an engrossing
account of baseball and the men who go
to make up the nation's most popular
sport. Yet, when the accident happens,
Stewart's subsequent fight with himself to
become unembittered and return to baseball is one of the few truly great stories

courage shown on a movie screen.
Stewart and Allyson are slightly different

of

in this,

and

you'll love

Adventure

them

for

it.

Baltimore

In

RKO
from the opening
GAY and acute
charming turn
the cen-

scene,

this

of
lady, Shirley

is

tury comedy about a young
Temple, who wants more than anything
else in the world to become an artist.
Since the beginning of the 20th Century
was nothing like it is today, Shirley finds
it
tough to easel herself into such a
naughty profession. Everyone in town,
including one John Agar, thinks her conduct highly unbefitting a young woman,
especially being the daughter of Reverend
Robert Young. Fortunately, Papa understands his madcap offspring and allows
her to go on with her ambition even
though it might ruin his chances of becoming bishop. Through the unsuspecting aid of Agar, Shirley finally paints a
portrait called "The Spirit of Labor," and

Cary Cooper and Patricia Neal in an intense
scene from "The Fountainhead," Warner film.

he suspects from the police. However, his
obvious attempts to steer the investigators in another direction almost put the
noose around his idol's neck. When the
police finally find what they believe is
conclusive proof that Richardson did not
murder his wife, Bobby is the only one to
recognize it as a worthless clue.
His attempts to explain the "clue" to
the police will give audiences about five
of the most suspenseful moments spent in
a theatre. Credit for the sheer wizardry

"Adventure In Baltimore" co-stars Shirley
Temple, John Agar as scrappy sweethearts.

Sorrowful makes this a fine tribute to the
greatness of Runyon's writing.

The Stratton Story

MGM

EXCELLENT and warmly touching

is

about a big-league ballplayer, Monty Stratton, who, through a
hunting accident, lost a leg. With James
Stewart in the lead role, not all the picthis story

Bobby Henrey,

Michele

Richardson, spellbinders

Audrey Totter comforts Robert Ryan after
a brawl in "The Set-Up, " prizefight drama.

of Bobby's acting goes to Producer-Director Carol Reed who allowed him to be

boy throughout the picture and
not a grimacing, precocious wonder-child.
just a

in

Morgan and Ralph
"The Fallen Idol."
Orson Welles uses

his

Nancy Guild whom he

hypnotic power over

loves in "Black Magic."

wins herself first prize but loses all hopes
of ever getting the lad to propose. Being
in love with him, she painted his face on
the portrait which gets

down

to the bare

Labor without the aid of John
L. Lewis and Union suits. For once
facts of

Sorrowful Jones

Shirley's indominatable spirit

Paramount

BEING

a bookie has more drawbacks
than merely staying out of the reach
of the law, according to the troubles
Bob Hope has in what is the finest
]

I

down and

is

beaten

against her father's wishes she
plans to leave town until the scandal has
died. But a street brawl and a stirring
speech against gossip and gossip mongers
by Reverend Young brings all guilty
parties to their senses.

—

June Allyson helps James Stewart make

comeback

in

MCM's "The

a

Stratton Story."

The Barkleys Of Broadway
(Technicolor)

MGM
some strange reason, when this
FOR
shown
Great Britain, the
be changed to

is

title will

in

"The Gay Barkleys." Accomedy

tually, the Barkleys, a musical

team made up

of

Ginger Rogers and Fred

Astaire, are the battlingest pair ever to
be in love. While giving theatregoers and
publicity writers the impression they're
the happiest couple in show business,
Ginger thinks nothing of conking Fred on
the head with a cold cream jar, biting his
wrist, or denting his forehead with a
shoe. Fred retaliates by tossing Ginger
into a cold shower and whacking the
living bejabbers out of her.
Well, like we said, theirs was the usual
happy marriage, until the producer de-

J?ifid eac^eA. to hili it*

lomcutiic

love, ice+ie

AND

Ginger needed an understudy
none other than vivacious Gale Robbins
and Ginger gets bitten by the phooeyto-m usical-comedy-I-want-to-be - a - great( Please turn to page 73)
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IN

"CITY ACROSS THE RIVER"
A

The

MacRae, June Haver

Silver

in

"Look

Lining," story of Marilyn

jtetweon

SUE ENGLAND

cided

Cordon

a
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KISS COLORS
TANGEE PINK QUEEN— You'll be queen
of his heart with this perfect pink

on your

KISSARLE TEXTURE
A Keeps

lips soft... invitingly

moist.
2. Feels just right... gives you
confidence.
3.

Does not smear or run

Goes on
smoothly

5.

so easily. ..so

...

so quickly.

it lasts — and
and L-A-S-T-S!

And

TANGEE THEATRICAL RED-Dramatize
your lips — for him — with this
amorous, glamourous shade.

at

the edges.

4.

lips.

TANGEE RED RED — This reddest of
reds makes all girls more kissable
— especially brunettes!

LASTS—

TANGEE GAY-RED— A kiss-catching
color for the fair-haired

girl.

Don't trust your romance to anything
less than

Tangee!

Hw

'Best

0|

Week

(V Lwb

By Courtenay Marvin

How to look your best- and feel your best
for those precious "two weeks with pay"
daydreams
"Far Away
YOUR
Names" may have mesmerized
of

Places With Strange Sounding

into a ticket as long as your arm
with the promise of a new world to unfold or they may have
simmered down to a visit to a relative in the country. Whatever your
plan may be, vacation time spells change. It holds the magic of the

unknown, the unexpected, for though your destination may be sure,
your destiny is not. For the unattached, it is a time of romance because you will meet new faces under the most desirable conditions,
those of play time and pleasure. For the girls who have found their

Warners' Oscar-winning Jane Wyman, in her blue
Her next is "The Octopus And Miss Smith."

jeans.

Sunglasses add more glamour to Alexis Smith.
It's "Montana" next for Warners' blonde star.

You

be seeing Elizabeth Tayloi
forthcoming "Conspirator.'
Here, she is all set for a hayride.

in

will

MGM's

own, new friendships promise to bloom.
So before the doors of opportunity swing open on their golden
hinges, you would do well to give some thought to putting your best
face forward, in other words, to looking and feeling tops.
There are some preparatory steps you can take in advance, other
than your wardrobe. You can see that your hair is prettily and
permanently curled. Bless the home permanent now, as never before.
For so very little it can give you so very much. The summer permanent is more necessary than any other, I think. Heat, humidity
and perspiration leave uncurled locks limp. Salt air, if you plan a
cruise, is fatal to straight hair, and so are dips in the deep and the
air at the seashore. Give some thought to your hairdo. Now is the
time to change to a style that may be brushed smartly into shape in
a jiffy without fussing. Time is precious. Save each jeweled moment
for good times. A detergent (soapless) type of shampoo is always a
good companion for vacation or a trip, because this type works well
in any kind of water, hot, cold, soft or hard. Hair nets will prove
useful, too.

Thorough leg and foot grooming is a passport to poise before a
vacation. The use of a depilatory means that your silken legs will
pass critical eyes with approval. If we could know what the boys
think of carelessness in this respect, we'd blush crimson. Since toes,
too, will be bared to the light of day, give them some pampering care.
Hi

.

Try a good pedicure to make them look
neat, and polish them up to the same
bright hue you use on your fingers.

The packing problem might have a
quick review. Last summer, I interviewed
pretty

Marsha Hunt, stage and screen

a veteran traveler. To be
is at hand when needed,
Marsha adopted the bright idea of writing herself a memo, a great time and
brain saver. She'd decide how many costumes to take, then write down exactly
what went with each, such as gray suit,
white and yellow blouses, white and yel-

star,

who

is

sure

that

all

low gloves, brown pumps, etc.
For convenience, ease of packing and
lessening of luggage weight, raid a tencent store for small sizes in your grooming

and makeup

aids.

Here you

will find

everything under the sun in fine brands.
For travel and trial purposes, and when
the budget is low, there is nothing like
the little sizes in the ten-cent store. For
general use, however, you save time and
money on the large sizes. One big container that should go in your bag, however, is a reliable suntan or sunburn lotion, cream or oil. For sunburn is the
bugaboo of many a vacation. This type
of preparation you should use extravagantly unless you are already sun conditioned and tanned to a toast tint. Always
read directions carefully and use as directed, which is mostly a matter of keeping the skin well protected by the preparation while exposed to the sun's burning

Water-proof mascara

will aid the

concon-

fidence and poise of the girl who
stantly uses this makeup, for this type is
designed to withstand surf, shower and
tears. It has a creamy base and the way
to remove it is with cleansing cream or
oil. It's comforting to know you can divp
into the Atlantic or Pacific

and come up

with lashes a la mascara, if yours are too
blonde or sparse.
Since you really can't consider yourself fully dressed until you've added a
breath of fragrance, both eau de Cologne
and perfume should go on a vacation
with you. Considering this very need, a
number of manufacturers have special
packages that combine smaller sizes of
each and sell quite reasonably in spite of

The

use of perfume is
to the fore. You'll
find a great source of satisfaction in
knowing that you are always fragrant
and lovely to be near, even for your
the fine quality.

coming more and more

morning

Now
do's

Think you fan swim, ride or even hike
all day, without some gradual conditioning of muscles, and not pay for it with
stiffened,

aching body.

Do: Take your physical activities in
your stride, which means a little slowly
the first few days to build up real proficiency and endurance.

Remember
you

to take a simple laxative

coffee.

and the

don't's for a

on the

happy time:

Do Not: Expose yourself to sun for
long periods and expect a beautiful tan at
once. If you're still city-wan, take your
tanning in small doses, thoroughly protected by oil, cream or lotion, according
to your needs, gradually working up from
about five minutes of exposure the first
time to the point where you're the color
you want to be.
Expose your skin

to poison ivy,

surface to hold. Make yourself good at
cot) versa t ion, learn to be a good listener,
consider the other person first, and your
popularity will jump sky high any time.
Plan to keep some vacation pleasures
in your life, pleasant people you've met,
new skills acquired, new knowledge put
to w ork generally for more pleasure and

answer.

Do make an effort
meet and contribute
all,

even

you

to like people

to the pleasure of

they are frankly disappointing

if

You never know how many nice
people they may know and introduce you
to, if you've made yourself liked.

at

first.

7

profit in living.

This

one way to keep
life in your life.

is

these best weeks of your

RECEIVE AUGUST SCREENLAND FREE!
We

have 500 free copies of the August SCREENLAND which
mail to the readers of Screenland while the supply
lasts. Just mail in your answers to the questions below. It's
easy to fill out and fun to do. Send in your answers today!

we

will

in the

order of preference the feature stories vou liked best in this

"A Wife
"A

"Saturday Night Date With Montgomery Clift"

issue:

"Are You Lonely, Too?"

Should Play Second Fiddle"

From A Teenager's Father"

Letter

How many

.

.

.

"The Tenth Tarzan Talks"

Engaged

Single

employed

student

girl

?

Are you

children do vou have?

?

.

.

.

Are you:

people are there in your family?

Married

If

married,

how many

home

housewife

a:

employed, what kind of

If

work do you do?

What

is

Check

the occupation of the head of your family?

What

High School

the schools you have attended: Junior High

College
is

Vocational

Secretarial

the combined weekly salary of

§65

$75

S70

all

your family? Less than $60.

$90

$85

S80

$95

.

.

$100

Over S200

$100-$200

How many

for a brief lecture course

if

change of water and food
upset your schedule in this respect. This
often results, and there's no sense in feeling groggy when you know the simple
find that

Number

rays.

Keep eyes open, ears alert to the new
world that may confront you, especially
Formerly,
if you travel far from home.
complete education finished up with
travel, usually in Europe. Today, any
ne.w place within our boundaries or beyond offers opportunity for experience
and knowledge that can be turned to a
social asset. In spite of good looks, charm
and interest are better insurance any day
for popularity. Beauty, as you know, attracts, but it has to go deeper than the

glasses.

times a week do you shop for groceries?

the groceries you

Are most of

buy nationally advertised brand products?

Yes

No
Do

you, or your family,

own

a television set?

you don't own one, do you expect
yes,

when?

devoted

6 months

Would you

years

1

Yes

buy one?

more

Yes

No

If

Yes

No

If

2 years

year

like to see

television stars?

to

to

More than

editorial leatures in this

2

magazine

No

sumac

or other of this ilk needlessly. Keep a
wary eye open for these pleasure-spoilers.

Name

If they do catch up with you, remember
good old calamine lotion
Expose your eyes for hours to glare of
sun on water, sand or landscape You've
the best excuse in the world, your eyesight, to look glamourous in smart sun

City

Address

Age

Zone.... State
out and mail to: Research Dept.. SLHEEl\L/tl\D,
444 Madison Avenue, ISew York 22, New York,

Fill

17

DEVOTED

MOTHER

The minute Betty Grable walks off the set, she becomes Mrs. Harry
James, the proud mother of wee Jessica and her big sister, Vicki.

Their pretty mama who's teaching Vicki and Jess a two-step, is now
dancing for her fans in "The Beautiful Blonde From Bashful Bend."

Betty, Jessica and the family pooch enjoying each

other at

their

Baby

J

Ranch home

in

Calabasa.

Vicki, who's growing fast, has a shy sweet smile
a sprinkling of freckles across her cute nose.

and

J8

Dorothy Lamour and her guest star, Victor
Mature, on NBC's Variety Theatre broadcast.

Dick Haymes and Nora Eddington Flynn at Mocambo. Plans (or their marriage are
now since Nora hasn't as yet filed for a divorce from Errol.

at a standstill right

NEWSREEL
Fred
at

a

MacMurray and Claudette
Radio Theatre

rehearsal.

Colbert, currently appearing in "Family Honeymoon,"
It was their fifth joint appearance on the air.

Jane Powell with her fiance, Geary Steffens,
They won't wed for two years.

at Slapsy Maxie's.

Bette Davis dancing with her artist husband,
William Crant Sherry, at Gotham's Stork Club.

While Mrs. Sanford

Barbara Lawrence and Bob Neal were among
the spectators at the International Polo
Matches recently held in Beverly Hills

Polo

enthusiasts

Joan

Montgomery and Lee

Harrison,

information

repairs her

about the

matches

makeup, Gene Tierney gets some first-hand
from

Laddie Sanford,

former

ace

player.

Robert

Russell share a box

at the Beverly Hills Club during one of
the games in the exciting series between
United States and Argentina teams.

Elizabeth Taylor watches the game with
Larry Sheerin, new young polo star. Elizabeth's romance with Army Lieutenant
Glenn Davis is a thing of the past now.

Thrills For
1

Jeanette MacDonald and Gene Raymond keep
their eyes glued on playing field during
thrilling game between U. S. and Argentina.

Writer Cy Barriett (he's the husband of lovely Ellen Drew), Derek Dunstert,
Peggy Cummins at the International Polo Matches held in Beverly Hills.

Gregory Peck follows the game in a calm
manner while Mrs. Peck excitedly sits on
the edge of her seat and peers over his
shoulder so as not to miss any of exciting moments in this action-packed sport.

Richard

Widmark and his wife sat in front
Cummins at the polo matches in
Hills. The games were played dur-

of Peggy

Beverly
ing

JrVr,<>

The Stars

"J

.

T**-#f A

weekends which enabled

stars to attend.

After a long and strenuous rehearsal, Rosalind Russell, Marlene Dietrich and John Lund
take time out for a brief rest before doing broadcast for NBC's Radio Theatre Of The Air.

The

stars themselves love to exchange news and
views about their town and its colorful inhabitants

By Lynn Bowers
wanna hear
ANYBODY
Academy Awards,
the

sive,

more about
huh? Okay.
was impres-

This year's, the 21st,
as an Olympic sprinter, ex-

fast

The
citing, and chic as all get out.
guests wheeled into an awninged parking lot across from the Beverly Hills'
jailhoii.se and from there were whisked

the Academy Theatre in fleets of
limousines, a wonderful stunt because
all of a sudden, and new to Academy
crowds, there was no traffic problem.
The thousand fans in the bleachers got a
good gander at the arriving celebrities
and were happy, in spite of a slight snow.
to.

Anna Roosevelt and Ida Lupino enjoy pleasant chat while awaiting cue to go on the air.

What' tioll^woMi

Itoety

\v Talking

Rhonda Fleming and Barry Fitzgerald at the
parry given by Paramount Studios.

cocktail

Eric

head

Johnston,

Industry, with

of

the

Hedy Lamarr

at

Motion Picture
Paramount party.

The theatre was all dolled up. A silver
curtain covered the ftdl stage and when
parted, right on time, the audience
it
gasped at the beautiful array of Oscars
on stage. Two long white tasseled ropes
held the microphones and a Incite lectern
concealed others. The sound, needless
to say, was super.
Robert Montgomery, in full dress and
bedecked with a six-inch bank of war
medals, did a fast and witty job as
master of ceremonies, and tlie idea of
having pretty actresses and handsome
actors present all the Awards was a

Instead of having all the nominated songs
sung at once they were spaced through the
program. Doris Day started the melody
department with "It's Magic." She was
spectacular in a white gown trimmed in
emerald green, set off by her blonde hair
and a whizzer of a suntan. Jane Russell,
in a strapless sorta burnt sugar colored
satin number, surprised a lot of people by
singing the winner, "Buttons And Bows."
They didn't know she could sing, too. Jo

honey.

There's

Mitchell

Leisen,

glamourous Gloria SwanParamount Studio Party.

son, Cecil DeMille at

Stafford,

sang

When

lovely in a clinging black job,

"This

MacRae

Arthur (Dagwood) Lake smells roses presented
to Ann Rutherford on her debut as "Blondie."

Is

The Moment."

Gordon

with "For Every Man
Worn- {Please turn to page 56)

obliged

A

Dennis O'Keefe visited Ralph Edwards'
"Truth Or Consequences" show he got hot seat.

Betty Hutton dining with hubby
the Stork Club during trip to

at

Ted

Briskin

Manhattan.

Mi
The most exciting newcomer to the screen picks
Greenwich Village for fun, frolic and relaxation

SATURDAY
As

I

night! Date night!
lay in the tub I thought of

all
the other females who were
primping and powdering and perfuming
themselves— thousands of them all over
the country. After all. Saturday night
dates were supposed to be "special." Jvo
work or school the next day and invariably you went dancing or to a party or
did something that the other six nights
in the week didn't have to offer. And.
boy. was I doing something different! I

—

had a date with Montgomery Clift.
I wondered what 1 should wear?
High
I wasn't at all sure how
he was. I also didn't have any idea
where we were going or what we were
going to do. He'd said something about
"doing the Village." I decided to stick
to a plain black dress and my old tweed
coat. At least I'd be comfortable and 1
knew that I was always at ray best when
1
was comfortable and at ease.
Actually. 1 hadn't had much time to
think about the evening and date before me. That was just as well. If I'd
thought about it very much I probably

heels or flat?

tall

A

scene from Paramount s "The Heiress,"
with Montgomery and Olivia de Havilland.

[

1
Monty and
that

role

Olivia in

should

"The Heiress."

bring

stardom

him
work

t(x>k to

— work

down my notes and

took

A

I

right

—

so I
said goodby.
had occasion

is

the quiet, normal

him.

never would have made it.
I was going out with a guy that any
girl in New York would have given a
few years of her life to be dating. New
York! Heck, anywhere. How I came to
be having a date with him was still a
b\i of a puzzle to me.
The week before I had gone up to his
tiny two-room apartment just off Lexington Ave. and had spent almost three
hours interviewing him. He had turned
out to be about the swellest person I'd
ever met in show business or any business for that matter. Writing for magazines I'd met a lot of actors and had
also known quite a few personally. This

guy was different.
away, but after all

Another scene from the

It's a

for

couple of days later I
him and ask a few more ques-

to call
tions.

"Look, Tricia," the informality of usmy first name pleased me, ''why
don't you stop around my place about
six-thirty tomorrow night, find out what
you want to know, and then we can go
and get something to eat. Maybe take
ing

Below: With Miriam Hopkins and Sir Ralph
Richardson in "The Heiress," Paramount film.

in a

A

movie.

Monty

likes

mine might be with

pal of

—say, you
Village— how

and

film.

without any fanfare.

life

down in Greenwich
about showing it to
us?"
Needless to say, I didn't say I was
us

live

busy.
Tliinking back I believe I screamed

something

like

"goodby" and hung up
I was no

before he changed his mind.
fool!

The next night

at

six-fifteen

I

was

Eighth Ave. subway
headed for uptown. I was going to be
seated

on

a

late.

little

than a cab.
ding?

1

the

The subway was quicker

Whom

do

I

think I'm kid-

The subway was

also a dollar
cheaper than a cab.
I looked around at the people going
home from work or on their way to meet
their dates of the evening
just as I
was. I wondered if I looked any different to them, but that was silly. You
don't just glance at a girl sitting across
from you on a subway and think,
"I'll bet that girl has a date with

—

Montgomery Clift. She looks like a girl
who has a tlate with Montgomery Clift.
You can tell." (Please turn to page 63)

Right:

Monty

As Morris Townsend
plays

the

prize

in "The Heiress,"
heel of the season.

—

By

May Mann

Dale Evans, devoted wife of Roy Rogers, knows
that in so doing a woman always will be
first in her husband's heart

ANYwould

with a yen for

girl

gleefully

—

fling

Roy Rogers
a

career-

even stardom out the window to
marry him. Dale Evans did just that
and wow after two years, her job C which
Hollywood thought wax lost forever) has
come walking right back to her.
Republic Studios called. "Will you
play the leading lady in all Roy Rogers'
pictures?" Dale said, "I will." Which is
exactly Roy's dream for Dale: "To be
with me." It was as simple as. that. No
mention was made of the fact that Dale
was booted right out of pictures when
she married Roy. Nor of the great hullabahx) from protesting fans who wanted
Dale back nor of the press columns
both "for and agin' " coast to coast. So
they have just completed their first

—

picture,

Now

"Susanna Pass."

King of the Western's
Queen of the Westerns in
her own right, has any idea of "sitting
in the parlor eating bread and honey"
as the fable goes, while her King rides
Trigger to enable him to "sit in the
counting house, counting all of his monif

Queen, who

the
is

— here's the beautiful truth.
only thought
to make Roy
happy —and to be with him. He would

ey"

"My

is

be miserable if I were to ambitiously
pursue my career as I did before we
were married. So now I'll make movies
with Roy as long as he wants me to
make them, but I will never permit any

—

possible career
if

it

commitment

Roy and me

with

is

to interfere

being together
for only fifteen minutes."

—even

Dale Evans Rogers' eyes glistened with
the inner sincerity and emotion that
impelled her words straight from her
heart. "That's what loving Roy means
to me," she said quietly.

We both recalled when they were
planning to marry and there was so

—

much

As though
movie job were not enough,
someone had to make a big to-do about
Dale having a grown son. In the all and
ruthless

losing her

opposition.

—

Dale and Roy with Trigger.
to the screen,

all,

is

here were

little

in

which she co-stars with Roy.

two people; Roy with

motherless

—

family,

his

who adored

Dale and Dale who loved the children
and Roy to the extent that she would
unselfishly push aside her own hard won
popularity and fame for them.
Two weeks before their marriage I
began wondering why someone didn't
give a big party for Roy and Dale
who have hosts of friends. Someone
wanted to give a party for me so I

—

suggested.

"Let's

stead, for
A real

Roy and

the
Dale."

give

Dale and Roy doing songs of the range with Al Jolson on his Music
Hall program. "My only thought is to make Roy happy," says Dale.

Dale's first picture, since her return

"Susanna Pass,"

party,

in-

Western wedding party developed, with Roy's and Dale's names
in stardusted silver letters with hearts
and wedding bells, and a big barbecue
followed by a square dance, with Roy
doing the calling, and Keenan Wynn.
Sonny Tufts, David Street, Jack Oakie
and a dozen more ex-musicians jamming
with a Western orchestra. It was a gala
party and about two hundred movie
folks turned out to give Roy and Dale a
friendly start on the royal road to a

—

permanent romance.
Now. here I was talking to Dale

—and

Roy

own home in the
Truthfully, they are
about the happiest married pair I have
ever seen.
later to

Hollywood

in

their

Hills.

"Roy proposed when we were saddled
on Pal and Trigger waiting behind the
shoots to ride out in a rodeo," Dale
continued. "He asked me to quit working in pictures unless I worked with him.
" T want you with me. Dale all the
time. I need you and my children need
you. I want us to be happy, to be pals,
to be together.' Could any girl ask for

—

more?

"On the screen we never go into
clinches or long love scenes
but on that
day I suddenly found myself swept off
Pal and I was on Trigger's back in Roy's

—

arms.

"Roy kept asking the

'

studio for

my

return to the screen, mainly because he
wants me with him. Since our marriage,
when Roy made a picture, he would invite me to lunch with him at the studio.
Then he would ask me to visit him on
the set, and he couldn't understand why
I didn't like to (Please turn to page 62)

Dale and Roy with May Mann during interview. The portrait of Dale hangs over
the fireplace in the newly furnished living room of their Hollywood Hills home.

Arm

in arm on the Republic lot. "I'll make
movies with Roy as long as he wants me to
make them," confides Dale, "but I'll never
permit any possible career commitment to
interfere with Roy and me being together."

"BLACK

MAGIC
ORSON
Orson Welles, in "Black Magic," is an ingenious and wily
schemer who rises from obscurity through his hypnotic gift.

When

he uses

olas Danaroff,

hypnotic power to cure a nobleman, NichOrson Welles starts his career as Cagliostro
his

Orson becomes the
as he rises in power

FOR

idol
in

of the people
"Black Magic."

latest role in "Black MagUnited Artists release, Orson
Welles again portrays one of the halfmad, power-crazed psychotics that seem
to be so dear to his heart.
Filmed
against a Roman background, "Black
Magic" is based on Alexandre Dumas'
most fabulous character, Cagliostro.
played by Orson, a hypnotist who attempts
to usurp the French- throne by replacing
Marie Antoinette with a girl who could
be her double. Come to think of it,
that's not such bad casting, after all.
With those great, big eyes of his, Orson
ic,"

is

his

a

a natural for the part of a hypnotist

His designs on the throne revealed. Orson is tried before a French tribunal

Roommates on the Shamrock Special
Houston, Ellen Drew washes out
hose and Peggy Cummins munches an
orange. The stars almost got left
to

behind when the train pulled out unexpectedly at Clovis, New Mexico.

After the stars' triumphal entry into Houston, Dorothy Lamour and Pat O'Brien officiated with
the McCarthy family when owner Clenn McCarthy cut the ribbon to formally open The Shamrock.

Bob Paige rejects Hugh Herbert's plea to
beside Ellen Drew at opening dinner.

sit

Hollywood
Visits

Texas
Virginia Grey,
stars

remained

Ward
'or

Bond, Andy Devine at The Shamrock on opening night. Many
Houston premiere of McCarthy's film, "The Green Promise."

At Albuquerque, Macdonald Carey, Dorothy Lamour, Van
Heflin send telegrams to the few people left back home.

WESTERN

UNION

With

wranglin'

Andy

Devine's help,

Dorothy Lamour accepts Clovis heifer, a gift to The Shamrock opening.
Maureen O'Hara* Ginger Rogers, Ed
Gardner were among stars who flew
to

Houston

just for the

celebration.

Guests at Macdonald Carey's birth
day party in the dining car are
J.

Carroll

Naish,

Virginia

Grey,

Ruth Warrick, Peggy Cummins. El
len Drew, Van Heflin, Ward Bond,
Robert Ryan and Dennis O'Keefe

1

A

FABULOUS

by fabulous people began when
headed by Dorothy Lamour, boarded a chartered train for Houston; Texas,
where they were to take part in the festive opening of
million naire Glenn McCarthy's monumental new hotel,
The Shamrock. The trip down was a party for the stars.
They sang, cracked jokes and signed autographs by the
hundreds when fans jammed the platforms of every whistle-stop en route to greet them. At The Shamrock, the
debut party grew too big to handle efficiently, with the
result that Dottie Lamour's radio show, broadcast from
there, was drowned out. However, during the mpst trying moments, the stars never forgot their manners,
hung onto their biggest smiles and made Houstonians
feel that Hollywood folk are the nicest in the USA.
trip

a score of Hollywood stars,

Glenn McCarthy, engineers and Dorothy Lamour confer
prior to radio broadcast at opening of The Shamrock.

Wj$-

ft

Bob Ryan enjoys Joan
Davis' attempts to wipe
off

Mac

Carey's birth-

day cake from her face.
She got it on when the
train hit a sharp curve.

Mrs. Andy Devine, Macdonald Carey and Peggy Cummins at dinner in the hotel's
Emerald Room. The stars were also feted by former Texas governor. Hobby.

Jeanne Crain, soon to be
seen

in

the 20th Century-

Fox production, "The Fan"

flw

You/
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Stars are no exceptions, but
here's what they do about it

By Jack Holland

EVERYONE

has at one time or another in his life come face to face
with a bleak period of loneliness,
when a devastating blue funk seems to
engulf one, when living becomes unimportant. The stars are no exception to
this. But they, like others, have found
that such lonely hours have, in a way,
changed them or taught them something
about themselves or life in general. Maybe what they have learned will be of
help to others who find themselves
surrounded by blank nothingness.

—
*

*

*

BARBARA STANWYCK

was

Greer Carson claims that loneliness simply means that you're not self-sufficient
Soon to be seen in "Forsyte Saga," Creer won't allow herself time to be lonely.

the

person I approached on this
is a very vital, energetic
person, but she has not been without
the feeling that silence and emptiness
can be noisy things.
"I learned how to live alone and not
like it." Barbara told me on the set of
first

matter'.

Barbara

"The Lady Gambles" at U-I. "But I
also learned to grin and sweat it out.
During the War, when Bob went into
the Navy, it was pretty bad at first.
Like all women newly alone I made
myself into quite a martyr.
shellac
of gaiety was very bright indeed. And
just as brittle. I hated it. I hated our
lovely home with its empty, empty
feeling which made it overnight a stran-

My

Jeanette MacDonald consoles with the
thought that loneliness is temporary.

About that time, the Victory Committee sent me on a tour for
the Navy Relief Fund. In between
countless speeches, I visited the hospitals.
I
met young kids, horribly
wounded. I met nurses parted from their
homes and loved ones, women who were
serving with great courage and serenity.
Well. I tossed my smug little martyrdom out of the window. 1 came out of
my preoccupation with personal loneliness into the sharp focus of others'
problems.

ger's house.

"When Bob went

to

Europe

several

you're lonely," says Betty Hutton,
"concentrate on the interests of others."
"If

to make 'Conspirator.' I faced
loneliness again. But I had learned too
heart around
much before to drag

months ago

my

on my shoe strings. I faced it. I have
been given so much more than the average person and while that did not fill the
void

Bob

left.

I

know

that

there are

comparisons of loneliness. There are so
many people with their aloneness who
have ever so much more to bear than I.
I still have my lonely moments, but it
helps now to know that no one really
fights aloneness by himself"
(Please turn to page 60)

"Live as nicely
Lizabeth Scott.

as
It

possible,"

advises

defeats loneliness.

Kirk Douglas, currently
starring in "Champion/'

United Artists release

Zhe Cady Gambles

Steve McNally, casino manager, introduces
Barbara to gambling in "The Lady Gambles."

WHEN
Vegas

Barbara Stanwyck
in

first hits

'The Lady Gambles,"

Las

she's

happy wife accompanying her husband on a business trip. But after she
has been lured into the snares set by the
gambling casinos a few times, she gets
the fever and starts down a sordid Skid
Row that leaves her a gambling stumblebum. Barbara not only loses her money,
self-respect and moral sense, but her
husband as well. Her luckiest break in
"The '.ady Gambles," is the slugging she
gets in a brawl which puts her in a hosThere a doctor cures her and efpital.
just a

fects a

The

reconciliation

with her husband.

"The Lady Gambles," transforms Barbara Stanwyck
gambler intent only on making a kill, unable to resist any bet.

click of a pair of dice in

into a tense, feverish

Even the love of her husband, Robert Preston, isn't
strong enough to overcome Barbara's craving to gamble.

Their

vacation in Mexico is ruined and they separate
discovers Barbara has been secretly gambling.

idyllic

when Bob

In his

birthday mes-

sage to his daughter,

Zack Scott combines
humor and loving pride

MY DARLING:

Tomorrow is your 13th birthday. As far as the passing of
time is concerned, to you, it is one more
year. But to me, it's just one more day.
As far as sentiment is concerned, well,
I'm afraid the importance of the occasion

prompts

this nostalgic narration.

Tomorrow your mother and I will welcome a teenager into the family. A little
girl we've loved very much is leaving us

—an equally adored young lady

will re-

place her. It's the beginning of a whole
new phase of your life Waverly. Because
we were parents at 21, we've always felt
closer to your age. Therefore, your 13th
birthday, in a way, is our 13th birthday.
And we're still growing up with you!
Under ordinary circumstances, I
wouldn't be expressing these thoughts
on paper. But there is nothing ordinary
about tonight! As a rule, when you and
I have anything to discuss, we just sit
down and talk. But here we are your
mother, Jingo, the French poodle, Val
(who arrived on Valentine's Day) , the
cocker spaniel, and I all "barricaded"
upstairs in our room. As for saying one
word to you during the next 12 hours,

—

—

even Judge Hardy

wouldn't stand a
chance!
This is your night, the one night in
the year that is completely yours. Our
house is turned over to you and your
friends. The Frigidaire is filled with food
and you can eat when you please. This
year you asked for sleeping bags to
sleep on the floor in front of the fireplace yet! The seven little girls you invited as guests, look like a junior United
Nations. You selected them out of
friendship and not because of their religion or the color of their skin. We felt
justly proud of you indeed.
As I'm sitting here writing, I'm also
thinking of other little girls who are
turning into teenagers. How lucky all of
you are to be living in this free country. Your parents are lucky, too, for you
are the answer to the world's great need
for individual thinking and believing. It's
comforting to (Please turn to page 67)

—

At- 13, Waverly Scott is already
capable of playing hostess. "You
pour and pass hors d'oeuvres just
like an adult," admits her father.

Zachary and Elaine Scott enjoy
everything about their daughter
except her habit of talking for
hours and hours on the telephone.

girl Gloria De Haven learns where her sales territory
Mayer Cummings, the chairman of the Home For The Aged

Cigarette
Ida

is

from

benefit.

Angela Lansbury and fiance Peter Shaw
the benefit ball held

in

at

the Biltmore Hotel.

annual benefit
THE
For The Aged

for the

at the

Home

Biltmore

Hotel was a sentimental affair for
the stars because it's one of Hollywood's oldest organizations, which
they've been helping to support for
From soup to nuts was apt
years.
in this instance since the benefit,
sponsored by Mary Pickford and
Louis B. Mayer, began with a dinner
and proceeded to a hilarious show
put on by Bob Hope, Frank Sinatra,
Red Skelton, Kathryn Grayson, Johnnie Johnston, George Jessel and Jimmy Durante and emceed by Kay
As if this weren't enough,
Kyser.
the cigarette guys and gals were a
show in themselves, volunteers with
some of the most glamourous names
in Hollywood. After a gala evening,
the guests went home well-fed, wellentertained and making mental notes
to be sure to attend the Home For
The Aged benefit next year as well.

Granger greets honor guest Ethel
Barrymore, who's next to Louis B. Mayer.

Farley

Shelley Winters, Joan Davis, Judy Canova and Ann Miller, cigarette girls at the beneball for the Home For The Aged, line up for inspection in the Biltmore Hotel.

fit

Astrologer Carroll Righter has called the turn for many
a Hollywood star, but what irks him most is their

tendency to be indefinite about their ages

Clark Gable is another
Aquarian who has sought advice from Astrologer Carroll Righter.

"WVTHO

\W

is

says the stars don't tell all?
Just ask Carroll Righter, who
on very confidential terms with

both Hollywood and heavenly constellations.

Righter is an astrologer, but not one
of the swami type with a turban, a
crystal ball and a lot of abracadabra. He
looks more like a business executive or
professional man; perhaps a doctor. To
him come many of our top stars, directors and producers.

Van
Gable,

Johnson, Ann Sothern, Clark
Peter Lawford, Jane Withers,

Maria Montez, Anne

Jeffreys

and Robert

Mitchum are just a few of the
who have consulted Righter about
own stars.

stars
their

Perhaps the most romantic example
of the faith in Righter's judgement is
that Linda Christian and Tyrone Power
first called Carroll on the trans-Atlantic
telephone from Italy early last year to
find out when they should get married.
They wanted to be wed on November
1948, the anniversary of the day they
met November 6, 1947.
But Righter advised them to wait
until signs were more propitious, adding
<>.

When
to

40

problems confront Van Johnson he turns
and Carroll Righter (or help.

astrology

—

that while a delay might be annoying.

in the long run, there were points of
contact between their two horoscopes
indicating that they should have a very
happy marriage. Result they waited
and Carroll Righter was the only Holly-

—

wood friend who was invited and
actually
attended the ceremony

who
in

Rome's Santa Francesca Romana church
last January 27!
Righter's

advice

is

not confined

to

Hollywood alone, however. His political
prognostications carry him to Washington at least twice a vear and there's

Let us know even what she should have
for breakfast!"

Today Marlene calls Righter when
she goes to buy a hat.
Of course, Righter is not infallible. But
who is? He will tell you about the days
when he hired a very young and untried
actor to be his assistant during a barnstorming tour of the Deep South.
The young actor was a tall, husky
youngster named Robert Mitchum.
Righter will tell you that then, as
well as now. Bob was an unpredictable,
uninhibited guy with a weird sense of
humor and a devil-may-care philosophy.
Right off the bat. he read Mitchum's
but let Carroll tell it:
stars
"Bob is Leo. of course, and you know
what that means.
We didn't, but we
nodded any way) It means that he is
ruled by the Lion, a purely animal sign
which should be kept strictly under control.
It is only when Leo is in the
ascendant that Bob gets into difficulties.
Had Bob not been so heedless and consulted his chart, he might very easily
have avoided his present trouble. I hope
he has learned his lesson, because he is
really a great guy."
Righter had already warned Bob that
Leo was definitely not a friendly sign,
before they started off for the South.
Leo caught up with them in the form of
a Louisiana hurricane, which swept
Mitchum and their luggage into a bayou.
The catch there was that Righter
horoscope and all went into the bog,

—

(

Had Bob Mitchum consulted
might

avoided

have

all

his chart

that

he

—

trouble.

too!

many

a senator as willing to lend an ear
star.
In
fact, many of last year's pollsters could
have taken a word from the star wise,
when Righter told them that Dewey
would he left waiting at the White
to

him as a motion picture

House gate!
But back to Hollywood, where Rightkeeps in closer touch with the planets,
Carroll once told Marlene Dietrich
not to stir out of her house on a certain

er

August

26.

Marlene

said,

"'Pouf!,"

in

walked out of her
front door and promptly broke one of the
famous Dietrich legs.
After that, not only Dietrich was convinced, but even the producer and director of the picture she was making at
the time went to Righter with tears in
cypical Dietrich style,

their eyes.

"Please

let

us

know what Marlene

should do," they begged. "By not listening to you, production has been held up

—and

it's

cost

lis

thousands of

dollars.

The fabulous Maria Montez is another
great Hollywood personality who swears
by Righter 's advice.
It was he who told "June 6" that she
was doing the right thing when she
married "January 5."
This astrological double-talk means
that he told Maria to go ahead and wed
the French star. Jean Pierre Aumont. It
turned out to be an exceptionally happy
marriage until recently when the tempestuous Maria started thinking about a
divorce. Maria, like Dietrich, won't make
a move without calling Righter even
if he's in Washington in conference with

—

a

cabinet member.

When Maria was told by the doctors
that her baby would have to be delivered
by Caesarean section, she hastily phoned
Righter to find out what day would be
most propitious for the baby's birth.
"The doctors say, Carroll, that I
should be ready for the child on February 12. Is (Please turn to page 68)

Maria Montez won't make a move without
first checking her horoscope.
She even
picked day of her baby's birth by stars.

Singer Ann Jeffreys also has put
her faith in the planets and Astrologer
Carroll Righter's arithmetic.

Playing Tarzan is a natural for Lex Barker,
who, as a kid, idolized the famous character

The muscular Lex makes
Wrestler Henry Kulke cry
"uncle" on "Tarzan" set.

Zarzan
The

role of Tarzan requires height, muscle,
handsomeness, a lot of man that's Lex.

—

By Gladys Hall
THE
of the Tarzan pictures.
INElmo
Lincoln played the Edgar Rice
first

Burroughs superman, Tarzan. Elmo
succeeded by. successively. Gene
Polar, T. Dempsey Tabler, James
Pierce, Frank Merrill, Buster Crabbe.
Herman Brix, Glen Morris, Johnny
Weissmuller and lastly, and currently.

was

H

Lex Barker.

The first Tarzan picture was made
approximately thirty years ago and, if
you like coincidences, Lex was born May
8, 1919, or, approximately thirty years
ago!

We

lunched with the Tenth Tarzan at,
unlikely places to swing from a
tree-top, the plush sophisticated Stork
Club in 'New York. It developed that
Lex is sentimental about The Stork. It
was at a debutante party, held at The
Stork that Lex met. and fell in love
with, his mate. Now, after seven years
of marriage, whenever Lex and Mrs. Lex
are in New York, they break their daily
bread at Mr. Billingsley's famed bistro.
It also developed that the habitues of
The Stork are not so sophisticated as
of all

you

might suppose. Something quite
primitive was in the eyes of the minked
and jewelled lady lunchers as they lit,
and we do mean lit, on the Tenth Tarzan. In the eyes of the lady lunchers'
escorts, as they appraised the blond
giant, there was also something primitive.
Could it be, could be, jealousy ...'!
There are six feet four, two hundred
hard-muscled, sculpturally distributed
pounds of Lex Barker. His hair is a
His eyes are
light, bright tan helmet.

Tarzan and
da Joyce

his

—with

—Lex

mate

Barker and Bren-

their devoted pet, Cheetah.

plete

circle

of

material,

and

quilted,

In "Million Dollar Weekend," Stephanie Paull dresses up her cool white
chintz frock with an Hawaiian lei
or wears it under a circular skirt.

made

to fit snugly at the top. It was
black cotton-satin, very full, and topped
by a black turtleneck sweater that
looked good with a lot of jewelry. The
full skirts of

their

the

New Look

hadn't made
it created

and a

stole that matched the skirt. NorShearer ordered her first Tea Cozy
in deep coral upholstery pique, quilted
in
beige and wore it with a jersey
sweater striped in coral and beige. She
took it with her to San Moritz. Jean-

appearance then yet. so

quite a sensation.
*

*

ma

#

Happened One Night that I wore my
Tea Cozy to a Sunday barbecue party.
The flattering lines of the full skirt fitIt

ette MacDonald, whom
since I appeared in "The

ted snugly over the hips, seemed to
catch everyone's fancy. It was different: it was feminine and graceful. Anita
Colby was there and she wanted one
exactly like mine. Within three weeks

twenty movie stars asked
seme for them. All at once

me
I

to

make

was

in the

dress-making business along with
terior decorating.

I couldn't

my

for whom
clothes, wanted

and

in-

gold lame lined

plete circle, interlined and quilted, there
was no limit to the variety pf materials

make them

the original so I had my drapery
cutters do Tea Cozies in chintz and then

and colors that could be used for different occasions.

plaids.

*

in

black cotton-satin. The blouse was
black velvet with a deep V neckline a id
pushed up sleeves. While all the original
Tea Cozies were cut in the same comin

all like

#

I

one

I have known
Merry Widow."
have made many

*

Men Want Women

to look like women
these simple circular
skirts.
I discovered that when I wore
my original to the party. I suspected
that many of the stars bought them because the men liked them. And I knew

Lana Turner, Jennifer Jones, Norma
Shearer
ordered
them immediately.
Lana's skirt was quilted cocoa faille and

which they do

she wore it with a black satin offshoulder blouse. Jennifer's skirt was
quilted Scotch plaid wool. She coupled
it with a bottle green turtleneck blouse

it was a
them for

when men began to

order

their wives, or sent their wives

them. Fred MacMurray came
shop to pick out some Tea
Cozies for Mrs. MacMurray after he saw
someone else wearing one. Gary Cooper
likes them on his wife, particularly for
after skiing. Tom Lewis bought some
for Loretta Young as a birthday gift
Loretta and
(Please turn to page 72)
in

for

into

Romantic

By Barbara
Barondess MacLean

Romantic as moonlight is
Jeanette MacDonald in
her decollete bodice of
green jersey and a pale
green organdy print skirt.

Red geraniums on gray

make

this

chintz skirt

gay

glazed

Stephanie

wears over a simwhite chintz dress.

Paull

ple

fact

in

my

Johnny Sands with Mary McCarty and Sid Caesar, co-stars
of "The Admiral Broadway Revue," NBC television show.
Mary- McCarty gives Johnny pointers on television acting as they
watch rehearsal of comedy sketch for "The Admiral Broadway Revue."

Kay Coulter, Mary McCarty and Marilyn Day explain intricacies of the!
camera to Johnny Sands, whose latest film is "Massacre River."

television

The show

is comparable to a Broadway production, with skits, songs
and dances, and its cast is organized as a permanent stock company.

:

The c~

ft

"e

Aa

y 0n

Th
da,

"it
,,e rf

7L asci

-

Cower Champion

is
impressed by Johnny's
footwork as he dances with Marge Champion.

Johnny is an interested spectator as Marge
and Cower Champion go through their paces.

Comedienne Mary McCarty, who acted
ny's

guide,

all

ready

to

go

into

as John-

her

act.

Johnny Sands, big open-range man from Texas, joins dancers Boris Rumanian and George Reich
a number which the boys are rehearsing under direction of Choreographer James Starbuck.

in
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Ray Bolger, who's now dancing through "Look For The

FRED ROBBINS

Silver Lining," gets the low-

down on the
disk

Sy!
HYAWell,

if it

isn't

latest jive from

Robbins.

Fred

jockey

July!

Get those boots laced up high
And let's ride to the sky!

MATTER
the
far

of fact, that's about how
fresh piles of black shellac

—

stretch
and to catch 'em all
we've been practically welded to the 45,
33 and 1/3, and 78 R.P.M. sound dispensor the entire 24 of the day. All for
the express purpose of taking care of your
hearing attachment.
And it's always a ball, having the stars
you see on these pages fall into Robbins'
Nest where they take over the program,
spin the cookies, bat the breeze with this
kid, shoot off roman candles and throw

—

Below Left: The handsome
guest trading turntable talk
with Fred Robbins on his air
show is Hollywood's Charles

Korvin,

now

freelancing.

Above

Right:

to out-Perry

Freddie

Como

for

tries

Vir-

whose latest pic"John Loves Mary,"

ginia Field,

ture

is

Warner

Bros,

some

guff about things and stuff. They've
got their favorite biscuits even as you
and I. Bet some of these are among 'em.

production.

HEAVENLY!!!
South Pacific!!

—heavenly!

— And that's just what

kids who did "Oklahoma" and "Carousel" and "Allegro"
make it 4 for 4 with this hunk of glory
which made all the critics blow their reit is

The

—

spective type (pun intended) and all
the lucky rascals who've seen it do flip
flops out of the Majestic Theatre. 'Course
you've been singing their great songs nite
and day and who blames you! Just as

everybody and his brother and sister
have recorded 'em for their respective
labels
Peggy, Margaret, Dinah, Jo,
Anne Vincent, Eve Young, Fran Warren,
Bing, Perry, Bill Lawrence, Frankie, etc.,
etc. It's a question of dig 'em and take
your choice and it's not too tough a job
'cause Perry's and Fran's stand out like

—

While

in

Garfield,
in

"We

paid
bins

a

on

New

York,

John

currently starring
Were Strangers,"
visit

his

to

Fred Robprogram.

disk

—

tonsils, with Bing's right behind.
Perry does "Bali Ha'i" and "Some En-

sore
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—

—

—

—

chanted Evening" as does Bing, and Fran
chirps "I'm Gonna Wash That Man
Right Outa My Hair," and "I'm In Love
With A Wonderful Guy." Bill Lawrence
sings "Younger Than Springtime" and
"This Nearly Was Mine;" Eve Young
"A Cockeyed Optimist" and "Happy
Talk;" Maggie "A Wonderful Guy" and

—

"Younger Than Springtime;" Peggy
"Bali Ha'i" and hubby Dave Barbour
does "There's Nothing Like A Dame" on
the back which

is

a delight; Jo

—"Some

Enchanted Evening" and "I'm Gonna
Wash That Man, etc.:" Frank— "Bali
Ha'i" and "Some Enchanted Evening"
and Dinah the same ones as Maggie.
They're all good performances, vous
comprenez, but we feel P.C. and F.W.,
the "Voice With The Bedroom Look."
captures the rapture of the songs more
than the others. And those songs!!! Let's
face it! R. and H. are a coupla geniuses!
Our fave tune is "A Wonderful Guy."

Wow! What
and long

lines!

we

will

Long may they wave

rave!

—

Sarah Vaughan At long last "the gal
who's gone" has been recorded properly
and perfectly and for the first time! And
you realize that here is a brilliant artist
on her first cookie for a major label. Columbia! Weaned on Musicraft, she'll soar
to the stratosphere on Columbia. 'Spe-

—

cially

this premiere waffle

if

is

any

indica-

Sarah does "As You Desire Me"
"Black Coffee" with magnificent
backing by Joe Lipman and Co. flutes,
French horns, fiddles just gorgeous! She
sings her little head off. "Black Coffee"
is a blues with a great lyric that'll make
the water on your kneecaps bubble. This
is record perfection from the first to last
groove! ( Columbia)
tion.

and

—

—

—

Johnny Desmond More delicious decibels by Desmo on "A Chapter In My
Life Called Mary," a wistful fistful of
shellac beautifully sung as always. Back
is "You Broke Your Promise"
with lots

—

of handclapping behind Johnny's rhythmic larynx. No wonder J.D.'s one of
radio and television's most popular rascals.

(MGM)
Cole

Dlat

— When

King

Cole winds
around sweet,

You Stub Your Toe On The Moon," from
Bing's pix, but it's still better in the picture, we bet. (Capitol)

— Melissa's mother was
better shape than on "The Story
Life" — from the
toddling
romance— nestled
nostalgia

Dinah Shore
in

Of My
first
days till
in
and sweetness. Flip is "Having A Wonderful Wish," from "Sorrowful Jones,"
with a catchy echo deal. (Columbia)

Mel Torme— But soft! The "Velvet
Fog" is descending all around your ears
on "Again" with bongos behind him and
most provocatively, soft as a billowy
the records on this
beauty from "Road House." Back face
has Melvin Howard purring the one
he did in "Words And Music" "Blue
Moon." Just as beautiful and ethereal,
cloud! Best deal of

all

—

too.

Watch him go on

Capitol!
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—Just another reason
the greatest! "Old
Mother Hubbard" — bop treatment of the
Fitzgerald

Ella

why Miss

Fitz

is

old nursery rhyme is not only a sheer
hunk of ten inch delight but gets your
heart beating in a dotted eighth pattern!
Wow! When the gal takes off it's like
stratocruising! Bring me some of that
meat, Ella! Back is from the pix, "Let's

—
Love" "I Want To Learn About
—Ella at her most commercial and

Fall In

Love"
that's

an oodle!

(

Decca)

his

new

label

of

Sonny

—

—

—

—

sages you comfortingly! (Victor)

new album also available on
LP. Great idea, this dedication of themes
and identifications in the same arrangements these unforgettable personalities
made famous! There are salutes to
Glen Miller (medley of "Elmer's Tune,"
"Moonlite Serenade." "Chattanooga Choo
Choo" ); Hal Kemp "Lamplight;" Jack
Jenny "Stardust;" Chick Webb "Rock
"It's A LoneIt For Me;" Ben Bernie
some Ohl Town;" Russ Columbc "You
Call It Madness;" Jimmie Luncefcrd

—

—
—

—

"Margie;" Fats Waller— "Ain't M'sbehavin'." Guarantee you'll get lotsa lumps
the throat! (Columbia 6-181;
cording CL 601$)
in

—

LP

re-

Cruel Cruel
Cruel World" tres cacciatori novelty
with Tony and the Cloonev sisters (Columbia) .'. AL JOLSON'S "That Wonderful Girl Of Mine" a sequel to "Anniversary Song" and "I Only Have Eyes
For You" from "Jolson Sings Again"

—

.

Yourself

.

.

—

TOMMY DORSEY's "Enjoy

(It's

Later Than You Think)"

— bright bouncy deal with

the

.

—

Mac!

(Victor)

ROE'S

.

.

"Riders

.

VAUGHN MONThe

In

Sky"— with

Vaughnie boy away from the pop stuff
for some folk poetry that's compelling
and convincing. BURL IVES' version is
even more genuine. (Victor and Colum-

THE ANDREWS KIDS AND
DAN DAILEY on "In The Good Old
.

.

.

Summer Time" and "Take Me Out To
The Ball Game" just like the band in

—

your park used to play it! Don't miss
their "Clancy Lowered The Boom" and

Had A Hat"

"I

and

A happy
Dan

either.

new record

a

star

—

pairing
Dailev!

Another coosome twosome
and EVELYN KNIGHT on
"How It Lies" and "Everywhere You
Go" the "Groaner" and the "Bird" on
the same face! (Decca) ... JO STAFFORD'S "Once And For Always" and
"Why Can't You Behave" nice flapping
Mrs.
against your ears! (Capitol)
Hubbell Robinson's "When Is Sometime"
and "The Story Of My Life"— lush lyricizing by Maggie Whiting, in case you
JOHN LAUdidn't know. (Capitol)
(Decca)

.

.

.

BING

is

—

.

.

RENZ

on "A Kiss

English ballad
cury)
.

.

new

.

.

.

.

And A Rose"—lovely

— and

granulated.

BUDDY MORENO'S

.

(Mer-

"Honey

Bun," which Mary Martin kills everyone
with in "South Pacific." (Victor)
.

.

.

TEX BENEKE'S

"Tulsa"— walloping
Western stuff from the same flicker.
FRANK SINATRA'S "The
(Victor)
Right Girl For Me," from his pix, "Take
Me Out To You-Know-What," and
.

.

.

TONY PASTOR'S "It's A

(Decca)

.

.

.

"Night After Night," a beauty by Paul
Weston and Axel Stordahl on the back.
Nancy's Daddv's in good form. (CoGORDON JENKINS' "Skip
lumbia)

ALSO EARWORTHY

.

— remember that name

—

—

Tributes on Tempo Tributes to eight
honored musicians by this sparkling gang

—

Calello

Charley Shavers, Lucy Ann Polk and the
RAY MCKINwhole gang! (Victor)
LEY'S "Missouri Walkin' Preacher" and
"Similau" perfect hunks of material for
the varied talents of the new daddy, Mr.

bia)

—

Perry Como A squidgy walk thru the
alphabet with Ronnie's daddy on "A
You're Adorable" which this slab is, but
completely. Perry cooing softly from A
he's reto Z, and all we can add is R
never taxing. Wonderful
laxing and N
biscuit! Back is from Bing's pix, "Connecticut Yankee" "When Is Sometime,"
with which the ex-tonsorial artist mas-

in a fresh

those vocal cartilages
simple stuff you might as well call for
the oxygen tent.
Which he does on
"Don't Cry, Cry Baby" backed by "If

never

Veronica Lake smilingly takes instructions from her husband, Director Andre de
Toth, on how to play a scene for the 20th Century-Fox film, "Slattery's Hurricane."

voice

.

.

Lou," "Again," "My Dream Is
Yours" and "I'm Beginning To Miss
You" with Joe Graydon singing the last
three. You remember him as Joe Dosh
and he sure sprays nice noise! (Decca)

To

My

—

HOT!!

—

Woody Herman Light me with a
Here
call me firecracker!

match and

comes that stampeding Herman Herd
with a jumping hunk of U235 "That's
Right" with oodles of drive and a big
beat. Terry Gibbs is featured on vibes,
Zoot Sims on tenor, Lou Levy on piano,
Serge Chaloff on baritone and Earl Swope
on trombone. Mary Ann McCall shows

—

—

why

one of our greatest canaries on
doing a magnificent bit of purr-

she's

—

the flip
ing on

GLAMORIZE

your lips with

Duke Ellington's "I Got It Bad
And That Ain't Good" loaded with feeling, soul

—

and

Other singers please

heart.

(Capitol)

copy!

Here's new magnetism, new allure
secret

of stage and screen

stars,

.

.

.

beauty

models and society debs.

Flame-Glo keeps you kissable for hours longer because

—

—

Count Basie Here it is
11 years
after, "Jumpin' At The Woodside" and
still
it
jumps on this reissue. Lester
Young, of course, shines on that mammoth tenor solo, which any student of
the instrument still studies. There's gushing by Jimmy Rushing on the back, "Exactly Like You"
also an oldie. Great to
have 'em available once again! ( Coral)

—

—

Jimmie Lunceford Talking about rewow! Look what's on the shelf
of that jump dump! A whole albumful of
Lunceford classics, tougher to get till now

—

issues

the vibrant color

is

your

sealed to
film.

lips

with a water repellent

NO blurry edges,

smears

!

No

no smudges, no

other lipstick gives you

finer quality at

any

price.

Featured in a wide selection of

popular shades, including
these two exciting

new fashion

SUNLIT... bright orangy and

CROSFIRE

.

.

.

tones:

pinkish flame

vivid rose with gold undertone

than tickets to "South Pacific." There's
"For Dancer's Only," "Organ Grinder's
Swing," "Sleepy Time Gal," "Dream Of
You," "Down By The Old Mill Stream,"
"Sweet Sue," "Four Or Five Times,"
"Charmaine" a collection of some of his
greatest wax by one of the greatest influences in music! (Decca
Album A 66^)

—

—

Hampton

Lionel

—A

screaming brace

Hamp

of follow-ups to already famous
epics. "Hamp's Boogie Woogie #2" with

the great showman himself on the box
(piano) and "New Central Ave. Breakdown" with more of the two forefinger
piano work by Lionel. If you're not blase

your toupee to these! (Decca)

you'll flip

ALSO GROOVY!
LES BROWN'S

sequel to "I've

Got

My

Love, etc," etched at the same time
and with the same pulsating arrangement "A Fine Romance." Could be as
big a hit, too! (Columbia)
The mess
of bop-platters with which Capitol has
blown its top— BABS GONZALES on

—

.

.

;

Bop"

and "Capitolizing;"
and his 12 voice
choir on "Hawaiian War Chant" and
"Always;" DAVE BARBOUR AND CO.
on "Little Boy Blue Go Blow Your Top"
and "Ensenada;" LENNLE TRISTANO
SEXTET "Wow" and "Crosscurrent;"
MILES DAVIS— "Godchild" and "Jeru;"
TAD DAMERON— "Casbah" and "Sid's
Delight." Also BILL HARRIS on solo
trombone with strings hehind him nonbop but very good on "How High The
Moon" and "The Moon Is Low." 'Nuff
stuff to make you bop, look and listen!
"Professor

DAVE LAMBERT

—

—

—

FROM THE MAN

IN

GRAY!

BETTY MARIE HANSEN,
Utah

—Alfred

Drake

is

breaking

Ogden,
up in

it

Me Kate." He's made tallow for
Victor of "So In Love," "Were Thine
That Special Face," and don't miss his
"Kiss

"Malaguena"

MAN,

.

.

.

ELIZABETH HICK-

—

Akron, Ohio June Allyson did
record "Best Things In Life Are Free"
right from the sound track of "Good
(Please turn to page 55)

—
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u

ew
4985
this

— Go

the gay

way

ctcauon

in

double duty sunsuit-plus-

bolero outfit. Sizes 11-17. Size
13 playsuits, bolero require

2Vs

yards and lYs yards
35 inch material.

contrast

Although a glamourous star, Peggy Cummins loves to make her own clothes.

—

4554 Cool and trim casual. The shoulder flange is a
smart, new detail and the
is simple. Sizes 12Size 16 will take
yards of 35 inch fabric.

sewing

4%

20.

—

4662 For evening enchantment. Ideal, also, for
bridesmaid. Sizes 12Size 16 requires 2%
yards and 2 1/4 yards contrasting 35 inch fabric.

a

20.

4871

— Budget-wise! A built-up

Send
skirt

can

be a sundress or jumper; a regular skirt
can be worn with blouses. And jacket for
both! Sizes 12-20; 30-42. Size 16 jacket,
yards 39 inch material.
dress need

4%
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TWENTY-FIVE CENTS (in

coins)

each pattern to: SCREENLAND 224,
Pattern Department, 243 West 17th St.,
New York 11, N. Y. FIFTEEN CENTS
more for the Summer Pattern Book. A
free pattern is printed right in this book.
for

News" and

an

it's in

MGM album. Lotsa
Ky—

goodies from that pix are in there
SugJUNE ALLEN, Hopkinsville,
gest you write to Decca in N. Y. for
Ingrid Bergman's albums of "Pied Piper
.

Of Hamlin" and "Arch Of Triumph"

MARY KUHL,

Minneapolis,

.

.

.

.

.

Minn-

Gene Kellv has a whole album with June
Allyson on
called "The Pirate"—
with all the song's from that flicker
G. BEVERLY, Lines, England—You
should be getting Tony Martin's cookies
on Victor on your enchanted isle by now.
If not write to Victor in Camden, New

MGM

.

.

.

Jersey.
his

And make sure you latch on to
And The Night And The

album, "You

Music"

.

.

semer, Pa.

.

ALMA CROOKS,

—Tito Guizar waxes

dark hair and

in his late thirties, has

is

eyes and

is

oh-so hubba!

.

.

N. Bes-

for Victor,

.

LEW GRIF-

Pottstown, Pa.— Vido Musso,
tenor man with the old Kenton band,
has his own combo and is jobbing around.
Moe Purtill, who drummed for Glen Miller, is playing on the coast, methinks

FITH,

.

.

.

VAL SWENSON,

Madison Wis.— Elmo
Tanner, who whistles with Ted Weems, is
not blind. You're thinking of Fred Low-

ery

.

.

Conn.

.

DAVE

—Helen

SPAZIANI, Hartford,
Forrest used to chirp for

Artie Shaw. Benny Goodman and Harry
GARCIA,
James, in that order
El Paso, Texas Al Jolson just baked a
waffle of "I Only Have Eyes For You."
The one you dug by Sinatra was a V
Disc, which means vou can't put vour lit.

—

.

.

ED

JO ANN ROECKER.
hands on it
Walla Walla, Wash.—"Duel In The Sun"
is in a Victor album by Tiomkin and has
all the theme music from the celluloid
EUGENE ALLEN. Middletown,
Ohio Dotty Lamour just cut one for
Decca "Perfidia" and "Adios. Marquita
Linda." Bob Mitch um made "Foolish
Pride," "O-He-O-Hi-O-Ho" and an album, "Rachel And The Stranger." Sings
What's on
good, too. Also Decca
your brain, Jane? Make me know it
anything about records, music, the treatment of coo-coo catarrh, etc. and we'll
try and answer. But save the love prob.Dig you next
lems for Dotty Dix
month.
tle

.

.

.

.

DO INHIBITIONS (Doubts)
THREATEN MARRIED LOVE?

.

One

.

——

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

small intimate physical neglect can

rob a wife of her husband's love
YES,

your married love

strong

is

today. But married love can wither

swiftly

when

a wife lets one small

way of full, normal

neglect stand in the

Use whenever needed!

And every

wife invites that sadness

if she neglects effective feminine hygiene, like regular vaginal douches with
.

.

.

reliable "Lysol".

.

.

complete hygienic

protection that assures dainty allure.

This

SARAH VAUGHAN— "Black

perhaps the

easiest

way

to

make

a wife confident of her daintiness

Cof-

and "As You Desire Me" (Columbia)
MEL TORME "Again" and "Blue
fee"

—

Moon"

is

.

.

.

banishing the unsureness that can separate loving mates.

Germs destroyed

(Capitol)

soda neier can.

Appealing daintiness is assured, because the very source of objectionable
odors is eliminated.

romance.

.

BEST IN THE NEST

like soap, salt or

Yet gentle, non-caustic "Lysol" will
not harm delicate tissue. Simple directions give correct douching solution.

Many

doctors advise their patients to

douche regularly with "Lysol" brand
disinfectant, just to insure daintiness

alone, and to use

need

it.

No

it

as often as they

greasy aftereffect.

Three times as many women use
"Lysol" for intimate feminine hvgiene

swiftly

the cook-

cleanses the vaginal canal even in the

from that great show but especially Fran Warren's and Perry Como's.

presence of mucous matter. Thus

any other liquid preparation! No
is more reliable. You, too, can
rely on "Lysol" to help protect your
keep you
married happiness

"Lysol" acts in a way that makeshifts

desirable

PERRY COMO— "A,

You're Ador-

"Lysol" has amazing, proved power to
kill

able" (Victor)

"SOUTH PACIFIC"—All

—

ies

germ-life

on contact

.

.

.

truly

as

other

.

.

.

THE MODERNAIRES— "Tributes
In

Tempo" (Columbia)

DAVE ROSE— "Swedish Rhapsody"
(MGM)
DINAH SHORE and MARGARET
WHITING— "The Story Of My Life"

For complete Feminine

Hygiene

rely

on

. .

FREE! New booklet

of information by

din^ gynecological authority. Mail
coupon lo Lehn & Fink, 192 Bloomfield
Avenue, Bloom! eld. N. J.

(Columbia and Capitol)

ELLA FITZGERALD— "Old

NEW!... FEMININE HYGIENE FACTS!

Mother

Hubbard" (Decca)

WOODY HERMAN— "That's Right"
and "I've Got

It

Bad" (Capitol)

JIMMIE LUNCEFORD— "For
Dancers Only" (Decca album)

A

Concentrated
Germ-Killer

Product ofLthn

& Fink
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—
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What

Hollywood

Itself Is

Talking About

Continued from page 23
an." Harry Babbitt and Gloria Wood sang
the "Woody Woodpecker Song."

The continuous parade
gowned

of

beautifully
air to

show

gals lent a fashion

the big doings. Ava Gardner, now a
blonde, led the procession, followed by
Deborah Kerr in a heavenly yellow chiffon number. Ann Blyth in turquoise
satin, Jeanne Crain in black lace. Arlene
Dahl swirled out in a dreamy white
bouffant gown on and on came the gals
dressed in their best.
The men all looked like handsome,
distinguished penguins in their white

—

Louis Jourdan, Glenn
Ford, Wendell Corey, Bob Ryan. Ronald
Colman gave the femmes in the audience
ties

a

and

tails.

sartorial treat.

Most popular Awards, we thought,
were those given to Walter and John
Huston for "Treasure Of The Sierra
Madre" first time a father and son
team has won. Frank Borzage, who won
the first Academy Award 21 years ago
for his direction of "Seventh Heaven"
presented John with the directorial
Oscar for "Treasure." Both the Hustons
wore ear-to-ear grins, in addition to
their evening clothes.
Jane Wyman, in a stunning white
gown, looked completely dazed and on
the verge of tears when she accepted
the Best Actress Award for "Johnny
Belinda." Her beau. Lew Ayres. looked
mighty proud of her.

—

goes to all the Academy ofthe beautiful handling of the
affair
and particularly to Bill Dozier, the
General Director, Nick Ray who staged it,
and Johnny Green, musical director, for a
smooth, snappy job. It was all over before
ten o'clock and the big crowd hurried off
to the scads of parties in honor of the winnahs and the runner-uppers.
Waiting in the lobby for transportation,

A

ficers

bow

big

for

—

we had

few thousand words with John
and Marie Lund. John claimed he was suffering from croup and Marie said she had
a couple or three allergies, but their aila

—

our table and the Warner Bros, party,
held

in

for their

Mocambo's Champagne Room
Academy winners Jane Wyman.

Claire Trevor, et al.
There was so much going on in Mocambo we never did get to the Warner
party. Sam Spiegel and his pretty wife.
Lynne Baggott. hosted a party for John

and Walter Huston. Eddie Robinson
was one of the guests and was sporting
a kind of fluffy mustache, smoking cigarettes instead of his inevitable cigar.

Howard Duff and Ava Gardner
seemed awfully devoted to each other,
although

they hadn't
Arlene Dahl

been

going so
with the

steady.
was
handsome Richard Gully. As we were

dancing around with Victor Rueda, another handsome hombre (he's one of the
best known foreign correspondents and
a protege of Joan Crawford) we thought
Eddie Oliver had added a new singer to
the band. Sure enough, it tvas Gordon
MacRae, singing like mad on the darkened stage. Hardly anybody in the
place tumbled to who he was until a
spotlight was turned on him.
After we closed up Mocambo we ran
into

soon as she was free from Jean Pierre
Aumonic. Madeleine Carroll and Henri
Lavorel have gone their separate ways
she was still in the New York play
"Goodbye My Fancy" at the time.
Joanne Dru first agreed, then disagreed,
lo get a quick Nevada divorce so Dick
Haymes could marry Nora Flynn, but
perhaps Joanne's current romance with
John Ireland might change her mind.
Paulette Goddard and Burgess Meredith
finally hauled off and announced they
were through, after months of being coy
and denying anything was amiss Paulette probably will get a Mexican divorce
because she headed down thataway
when she finished "Anna Lucasta." The
Gig Youngs parted, but the rift was of

John Huston and Evelyn Keyes,
the same thing outMr. H. allowed Harriet Parsons to

short duration. Which makes this little
paragraph of good cheer end on a happier note.

That feudin fussin
na McCoy," has had
change

touch one of his Oscars, but he kiddingasked her to touch it very lightly
Evelyn looked awful purty she's let her
hair go back to its natural brown. She's
been taking Spanish lessons so their
adopted son, Pablo, won't forget his
native language. She and John were
leaving almost immediately for Italy,
where he'll make "Quo Vadis" for

h

—

MGM

—

That was quite an evening and we're
glad Hollywood's biggest night, like Christ.

mas, comes but once a year.

—

—

o-

There has been a rash of marriage
breakups in our town and in other
parts of the country. Maria Montez, in
Paris, announced divorce plans and a
couple of days later said she'd marry
French film director F. H. Clouzot as

share of jinx

of

directors;

—o
good news that Dorothy Lamour and
Bill Howard are expecting another baby in
September. And their young son, Ridge,
it soooo excited! Remember, we told you
he asked Santa Claus for a baby sister
It's

last

Christmas.

—O
Barbara Stanwyck and Wendell Corey landed in the pokey
but it was all
for dear old art's sake. Their new picture, "File On Thelma Jordan," is about
a lady murderer and, for realism, Barbara was photographed behind real bars.
She was sprung right after the shots
were taken.

—

—o—

—

*

The new revue, "Tongue In Cheek."
An Ear" now on
Broadway into the Las Palmas Thea-

which followed "Lend

—

tre looks like a

hit

—

jrom where we

ments didn't seem to affect their senses of
humor; the distinguished Mr. Charles
Brackett was escorting his daughter, Alexandra, elegant in white satin. Elizabeth
Taylor looked starry-eyed as she left the
Academy Theatre.

Mocambo was jumping

with

dozens

when we joined Harriet

Parringside party, which included
Barbara Bel Geddes and Carl Schreuer.
Ellen Corby (both Barbara and Ellen
were nominees in the same category.

of parties

sons'

—

Best Supporting Actress nominations
being made for their work in "1 Remember Mama." and the first time two actresses have been named for the same
Award from one picture) Others in the
party
Earl Black well prcz of Celebrity
Service). Dap Nelson, the managing
director of Hull Hotels, Dewitt Bodeen,

—

(

who scripted "Mama." Harriet's famous
mom. Louella, divided her time between
56

When Jimmy

—

bad weather
forced the company home from location
and when it was able to return to the
mountains near Sonora, California, Farley Granger's pistol accidentally went of}
and injured Joan Evans, the H-year-old
gal who plays Roseanna. The company
again returned to Hollywood to await
her recovery. Even the Hatfields and
the McCoys never had it so bad
a

who had helped do
side.

"Rosean-

picture,
its

Stewart introduced Gene Bearden handsome baseball rookie to
Esther Williams, she said. "Ah. a leading man just the right height for me."

sit.

It's nice to know that young Buddy
Pepper, the talented composer-arranger,
who is also Margaret Whiting's accompanist, got high praise for his musical
contribution to "Tongue In Cheek" at
the same time his engagement was announced. Alan Hale's daughter, Karen,
?>

bride.

his

Are you

in

know ?

the

—

Or—
Burt Lancaster, who used

to

do an acro-

batic act in the circus for three clams a

week, did a four-week stint with Cole
Brothers Circus at $3,000 per week for the

same

act.

—O

Saw Larry Parks and Betty Garrett
with Jules Munshin and Howard Duff
with his mother and Shelley Winters at
It was inevitable that Howard and Shelley would get together
we've seen Howard out with Ann Blyth,
Gloria De Haven, Marta Toren and, of
course, Ava Gardner lately. Shelley gets
around with Errol Flynn, Scott Brady,
Farley Granger and I don't know who
else
after all, I can't spend all my time
checking up on who's dating whom.
"Allegro."

—

Can

I?

When

you're a house-guest, should you

Follow your whims

—o

Spent an afternoon with Dinah Shore
and George Montgomery the other day.
George took me on a personally conducted tour of some of the houses he's
helping to build. Among them is their
neighbors' Marie McDonald and Harry Karl. George is so busy builditig furniture and houses we'll be lucky to see
him on the screen. We also went on a

—

Fit into

Forget about clock-watching

the plans

your hostess instead of your
whims. If a picnic's planned— go, and have
fun; even if you'd rather dress up for dancing. And during your visit, keep clockconscious, so you won't delay meals or curfew. Whatever the plans, you can be comConsider

regardless of your calendar — by
choosing the new Kotex. It's the napkin

fortable

made

you wear it; gives
shape. Furthermore,

to stay soft while

softness that holds

its

you're so at ease with your new Kotex
Sanitary Belt. It's elastic; fits smoothly!

tour of his furniture shop, but didn't
come home with any samples, darn it.
The Montgomerys have one of the most
charming houses in these here parts
cozy, liveable, and at the same time elegant. And George has built almost every
piece of furniture in the place. Starting
as a hobby, he's turned furniture-making into a well-paying business venture.

—

—o

Edmond

O'Brien almost cracked up his
car on account of his wife, Olga San Juan,
suddenly grabbed his arm, making him
head for the curb. Seems she'd been scanning a book of names, hoping to find a
likely one for their expected heir, found
one, and put a hammerlock on her man.
He's threatened her with handcuffs whilst
In

motoring.

dining cars, what's a good plan?

If

you

didn't hear the

Freeze strangers

Our chum, Florence Desmond, the
very talented British mimic, has been
signed for the second lead in 20th 's
"Three Came Home," which stars Claudette Colbert. Desi was appearing at El
Rancho Vegas in Las Vegas when 20th
called and asked her to fly down and
make the test. She finished her midnight show, hopped a plane, did the test,
and flew back to Las Vegas in time for
her first evening performance. She was
a very excited gal when she telephoned
us with the good news that 20th had
signed her for the part. "Maybe," she
said, "I'll really get a chance to act instead of imitating other actors." For
my dough, I hope Desi never stops doing
her fabulous imitations they're
too
good. Jean Negulesco, who directed
"Johnny Belinda," will meg "Three

Make new

friends

Let

D

Bring a book

Train etiquette doesn't say nay to exchanging
impersonal small talk. Don't think you
must clam up ... or form a lifelong
friendship. Use good judgment. If in doubt,
read while waiting for your meal. Helps ward

unwelcome

On

chatter!

certain days,
on the cautious side with Kotex. For Kotex gives you
extra protection; has an exclusive safety center that guards you, at home and "abroad."
off

good judgment

tells

you

to keep

Which Kotex absorbency
for

you? Try

all

3

— and

"tailor-made"

is

name clearly—

Say so

see!

More

it

pass

Repeat

it

anyway

See what happens when a friend mumbles
introductions? You didn't get the name!
Well, say so, rather than ignore or garble it.
Even if his monicker's Schnicklefritz, he'll
expect you to remember — and pronounce
it right. (You'll be glad you did, next time
you meet!) And to meet any situation with
assurance, "that" time of the month, choose
Kotex. Why? Because those special, flat
pressed ends don't show; don't cause revealing outlines. So your secret's safe. Let
Kotex be your poise-preserver!

H/osne/i c/?oose

/(OTEX

—

Came Home."

We

—o

I

f/jan a// of/?er
3 ABSOKBEMC/ES;

saw/far/ na/rfahs
ftEG-ULAR. JUM/OK. SUPER.

had fun at Barbara Bel Geddes'
57

—a

—
-

house with her, her husband Carl Schreuer, Don and Phyllis Taylor, Harriet Parsons and Dewitt Bodeen. The Schreuopened the
er's four-year-old, Susan,
door just like a big grownup when we
arrived. Susie, chic in blue dressing gown
and pajamas, had an apple-juice cocktail with us and went happily off to bed.

Don was

limping around on a sprained
Dewitt.
his last ski trip.
who wrote the screenplay for "Mrs.
Mike," was deep in a huddle with Barbara about the story, on account of she
was the hottest candidate for the name
part, opposite Dick Powell. Phyllis and
I had a several thousand luord discussion about gardening she's a practical
gardener, while I do most of mine from
a comfortable armchair. Barbara's new
home is but beautiful. She showed me
ankle,

from

—

Nestle Spraze

a

is

blessing

for

short hair and these hatless days.
Simply squeeze this plastic bottle
a fine mist of fixative holds
locks, long or short, in good line.

and

magazine "Sequence"

the British movie
—
James Mason gave

her the subscrip-

tion for a present while they were

mak-

ing "Caught."

Wil Wright's third plushy ice cream
opened in our village, Westwood,
the other night. It's very fancy, done with
iron chairs and marble topped tables
modern version of the gaslight era. This is
the spot where Clifton Webb and Greta
Garbo spend their afternoons over an ice
cream soda.
parlor

—

De Haven in MCM's forthcoming "The
Scene Of The Crime," powders lightly over
Woodbury Tinted Cream Make-up, new, nice.

Gloria

—o —

Two
are some new "tickets" to hot
HERE
easy on your budgweather charm,
all

space-saving in a vacation bag.

et,

The new Woodbury Tinted Cream Makeup,

works two very pretty
combination of foundation-plus-

instance,

for

ways. A
powder, it, alone, gives young faces a fresh,
radiant glow. With a touch of powder, it
gives that "finished" look. Above, Gloria De
player, is using Woodbury
Haven,
Tropic Tan Face Powder over the same tone

Feather-light, cool,

Cashmere Bouis now

quet All-Purpose Face Cream
better than ever.

An

excellent

all-

around complexion aid and scented
with Cashmere Bouquet fragrance.

MGM

new make-up

in the

Matching powder tones
and $1*.

at $.39*.

light, fluffy

are $.15*,

All-Purpose Face
and newly improved, has

a sweet, lingering fragrance, in $.10*, $.25*
and $.50* sizes. Use as a cleanser, a night
cream, a foundation.

Very new is Nestle Spraze, and just the
thing to keep sleek bob or springy curls in
order all day. It's a fixative that you spray
directly on hair from its plastic squeezable
atomizer bottle. Invisible, with no stiffness
or stickiness, here is your ideal Summer hair
groomer. $.98* for a

Mum
Now

is

ful buffet dinner at their house on a Bel
Air hilltop, where the view is out of this
world. Some of the nice people there
Jill and John Henry (John's the brother

of SCREENLAND'S publisher, J. Fred
Henry); Bing's brother Everett and his
wife, Florence George (she's off on a
European concert tour and sang several
lovely numbers); Chet Lauck ( of Lam 'n
Abner). He entertained us for hours
with hillbilly stories. We had a fine time.

Mum
ity

in

one secret of added popularhot weather. This gentle deo-

is

is a favorite with all girls and
boys who know! Now it has a something extra
a fresh, delicate scent.

dorizer

—

the word for underarm daintiness.

—o

We

learned a fascinating new card game
at Bob and Billie Kenaston's, which they
learned from the visiting Argentine polo
team. It's Argentina's answer to our gin
rummy, with variations and complications,
called canasta
and it's a killer. At the
rate Hollywoodites are taking the game
up, gin rummy will be about as popular as
euchre (this also is a game).

—o
—

Mum

means much to
and clothes. In

Today modern mothers are onto Junior's
smooth skin secret his Johnson & Johnson
Baby Oil, $.25*. $.49* and $.98*. And both
use it for silky skin and to help offset outdoor drying and parching. As good for the
grown-ups as it is for the peewees.

The two Moores Gary and Gar
finally met at a party in Hollywood.
There has been so much confusion about
these two guys with the similar names
that the guests expected them to square
off and start punching. Naturally they

—

*Plus 20 Vo Federal Tax.
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C.

M.

Dozier enter-

—

oz. bottle.

your appeal, your poise
$.10* sizes and up.

Bill

tained a large crowd the night before
they left for three months in England,
where Joan will make "Trilby." They're
taking their young daughter, who is a
cute little redhead, and her nurse along.
Joan is British, as you know. BUI is
Irish, but has never been to either England or Ireland.
They'll spend their
weekends in Ireland and the Scandinavian countries.

this gentle, effective deodorizer has a

fresh, floral fragrance.

favorite people, Florence

Joan Fontaine and

Cashmere Bouquet
Cream,

my

for pleasing contrast

with her honey blonde hair. Besides Tropic
Tan, the two other shades in the Tinted
Cream Make-up are Brunette and Natural
$.30*

of

and Tex Roden, invited us to a wonder-

did no such thing, but they did trade
about getting each other's mail.
Gary, whose wife's name is Nell, received
a very loving telegram from a gal, signed
stories

Mama now

shares Junior's silky skin

with his Johnson

&

Johnson Baby

Oil.

"Nan," and had a heck of a time exThis happened shortly
after Gar married Nancy Walker and,
natch, the wire was meant for him. Neither one plans to change his name, since
Gary's forte is radio and Gar's is moom
plaining to Nell.

pitchers.

Have you spoken frankly to your daughter

—o

about these

with Earl Blackwell and
Chuck Walters at Chuck's smart Malibu
Beach home. Chuck, who directed "Easter Parade" and "The Barkleys Oj Broadway," was having a short rest after finishing "Barkleys." The "rest" consisted
of re-doing part of his house. Earl and I
got our little hot hands in a bucket of
paint Chuck was mixing for his guest
house. He wanted a kind of mustard
shade and whaddye know, the color
came out mustard in spite of our interChuck just raves and raves
ference.

Spent the

clay

<jAak fy/sccalfiki?

—

about his idol, Gloria Sivanson, who is
back in Hollyicood for "Sunset Boulevard," her

first picture since 1941. She,
other femme stars of the silent
era, has kept her figure, her youth, and
her beauty. Paramount is tossing a huge
party for la Swanson to introduce her
to the press.

like

many

—o

Around and about: Joan Crawford was
so nervous at the preview of "Flamingo
Road" that she actually dropped a stitch

—unheard of

in her knitting

for Joan,

who's

so expert she can knit blindfolded in a dark

Had a small cocktail
with the likeable young Hal Hackett, who
made such a hit in "Lend An Ear," then
got sick and couldn't go to New York with
the company. However, when he recovered,
Producer Bill Eythe sent for him to rejoin
his pals in their Broadway success. He's a
fine bet for the movies! Got an introduction to Yvonne DeCarlo's cute new collie
pup out to U-I the other day. Saw Richard
Basehart at the opening of "Cafe Crown"
at El Patio Theatre, but I didn't recognize
him he was still wearing his hillbilly haircut for "Roseanna McCoy." Alan Ladd's
new colt, which picked the wee small hours
to be born, was named
appropriately
"After Midnight." It's only coincidental
that this is the title of Alan's new film.
cellar at midnight.

Before she marries
scientific

practice of vaginal douching two or
three times weekly for intimate feminine
cleanliness, health, married happiness,
after menstrual periods and to combat
odor has become so thoroughly recognized and recommended today, it's no
longer a question of whether a woman
should douche but rather what she
should use in her douche.
And every woman should be made to
realize this: Of all the liquid antisepticgermicides tested for the douche no
other type proved so powerful yet so
safe to tissues as zonite! You can use
zonite as often as you want without

—

—

—o

—

Bob Ryan's young son, Tim, a lively
jumped up and down on the
top of his pop's new convertible until he
little fellow,

finally

crashed through.

ular with
/ love

pop

—at

those

all,

wacky

at

He

is

not pop-

the slightest injury.

all.

characters,

Cautions Against Weak or
Dangerous Products

Dean

Martin and Jerry Lewis, who are making their film

bow

in

"My

knowledge she can

The

—

It's shocking how many women, through
ignorant advice of friends, still use
'kitchen makeshifts' such as salt, soda
and vinegar for the douche. These are
NOT germicides in the douche. They
never can assure you the great germi-

Friend Irma."

They both pedal around on bicycles all
over the Paramount lot with signs on
their vehicles bearing the important information, "Dean Martin, Boy Singer"
and "Jerry Lewis, Child Star." I'm gonna be the most disappointed character in
the world if this picture, starring Marie
Wilson, Diana Lynn, John Lund, Don
DeFore, and these two zaneys doesn't
come up to the high hopes and expectations everyone has for it.

\

— make sure she has
cidal

trust!

and deodorizing action

of zonite.

The zonite principle was developed
by a famous surgeon and chemist the

—

antiseptic-germicide principle in
the world with such a powerful germkilling action yet absolutely safe to
the most delicate tissues.

first

Truly a Miracle!

zonite positively contains no phenol,
no mercury, no harsh acids overstrong
solutions of which may damage tissues
and in time even impair functional
activity of the mucous glands, zonite

—

is

strictly non- poisonous, non-irritating

—truly a

blessing to

womankind.

zonite destroys and removes odorcausing waste substances. Helps guard
against infection. It immediately kills
every germ it touches. You know it's
not always possible to contact all the
germs in the tract. But you can be sure
zonite does kill every reachable germ
and keeps them from multiplying.
Any drug counter.

Zonite

TWA

We're hopping a
Constellation for
Chicago, Detroit, and points between there
and Hollywood, but promise to be back in
time to take in the huge Friars' Frolic,
which is being staged for the benefit of the
Motion Picture Relief Fund.
59
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Are You Ever Lonely, Too?
Continued from page 33

JEANETTE MACDONALD,

who

just

finished a starring stint in "The Sun
Comes Up," a picture in which she plays
a lonely woman, also got her loneliness

heaped on her during the War when
Gene Raymond was away.
"At the beginning, I swung to the
pessimistic side rather than to optimism," Jeanette remarked. "I seemed to
have a full idea of just how grim it was
going to be without Gene. So I knew
that unless I set about doing something
objective, I'd find myself swamped with
a determination to do things to fill time
nothing important, but just something
I scheduled many
to keep me busy.
concert engagements, I planned camp

—

show appearances. I felt that a good way
to look at it might be to keep myself
very busy by keeping others from being lonely and thereby I'd find companionship and occupation for myself.

—

"When

I wasn't completely occupied,
enjoy being alone occasionally
to be able to sit quietly and think
and to have the opportunity to evaluate
1 learned to

—

the things I had to be thankful for
good health, a comfortable home, and
good food. All those gifts we take for
granted. But when we place the proper
value on them, we appreciate, too, the
importance of maintaining them. I spent
a great deal of thought on what I would
do later about refurbishing my home
and yes, I cooked. From my experience
with loneliness, I learned mainly that it
that time takes
is a temporary thing
care of all things."
all

—

*

*

*

JUNE HAVER and

Lizabeth Scott are
turned to cooking to

two others who

their lonely hours.
"I've had a very lonely year," June
told me in between scenes of "Oh, You
Beautiful Doll" at 20th. "So to keep me
occupied, I've become very domestic. In
my new apartment I have a lot of new
gadgets for the present-day woman.
And I've been cooking constantly and
main interest has
giving big dinners.
been in collecting recipes from people
on the set and I've even baked cakes
for the men on the crew. This has kept
me busy and given pleasure to others.
All in all, then, the best lesson I've
learned from loneliness is that it doesn't
do a bit of good to dwell on it, to be
introspective and think only of what is
wrong. Then you begin to feel sorry
for yourself and when that happens,
recovery is a long way off."
fill

My

*

#

'

*

LONELINESS

can be increased or
lessened, depending on how you
work at it," Lizabeth Scott told me on
the "Bitter Victory" set. "Much of my
time is spent alone, but I still believe
it's silly not to live as nicely as possible.
I always fix myself a nice breakfast and
I give a lot of thought to a tastefully
prepared dinner, even though it's all for
me alone. Living this way breaks the
monotony and has helped me to face
loneliness. I know now that it takes a
great deal of effort to fill empty days,
but the effort is not wasted in the long

GO

run. I believe one
he wants to be."
*

is

*

only as lonely as
*

ROBERT CUMMINGS hasn't been a

He has
solitary guy as a rule.
never allowed himself the luxury of loneliness.

my lonely mostarted to build
something or to draw," Bob, starring
in "Reign Of Terror" and "Bitter Victory," said to me. "I've always liked to
do architectural drawing, for instance,
and I've made many of the plans for
the new house Mary and I are building.
I've found that in loneliness anything
you do with your hands takes thoughts
away from your mind. But most of all,
1 have discovered that hectic activity
"When

ments,

I

have had

though,

I've

and a mad rush to see people fill your
thoughts only temporarily. Such a soluactually a futile stop-gap. The
relief from the tension you feel is shortlived. Loneliness can only be combatted
by facing it and solving it within yourworthself, by turning to something
while within yourself. It is you and your
determination to defeat it that count
not the reliance on anyone else to bring
you out of the morass."
*
*
#
tion

is

IRENE DUNNE

has also learned that

defeating loneliness must come from
within.
"I actually learned to live with myself
from being lonely," Irene said to me.
"Surrounded by friends, noise and business, we actually escape ourselves. When
I first set out on a career and for the
first time found myself in a strange place
amidst strangers, I made the acquaintance of me. There were high hopes and
disappointments, and there was no one
around to bolster the shocks. In learning, then, to put up with my own moods,
to talk myself into or out of doing
things, and to avoid the boredom that
can accompany loneliness, in learning
how to be by myself, I learned also how
to live with others."
*

*

*

Hutand Dorothy Lamour have found
that their lessons from loneliness have
direct contrast to Irene, Betty

INton

involved the meeting of new people.
"Loneliness to me for a long time was
associated with my driving ambition to
get ahead in show business," Betty, who
was making "Red, Hot And Blue," told
me, "mainly because I was so busy concentrating on my career that I didn't
have too much time left for personal
contacts which lead to friendships.
initial failures made me turn to the two

My

—

I had
my mother and my sister,
Marion. Finally, when the good breaks
came, I was surprised to find that sucI had my
cess alone wasn't enough.
share of nights when I hoped someone
would call me to go to a movie, but I
suppose no one thought I'd be interested.
Little by little, the gnawing pangs of

friends

became too much and I set
out on a campaign to make friends and
keep them. I began to concentrate only
loneliness

on the interests of others.

And

it

was

Jeanette MacDonald welcomes Edward C. Robinson to the party she gave for Lotte Lehmann.

amazing how soon

I found myself genintrigued because all of this
opened a new world for me. Loneliness,
too, made me receptive to matrimony.
When I met Ted Briskin in Chicago, he

uinely

swept

me

off

my

feet with his kindness

and many considerations. It was the
kind of attention I was starved for.
Since that day, a new life opened for

me

—but always

it

meant having those

loved around me. I don't
could be lonely again."
*

#

believe

I
I

*

"T 'M

a gregarious creature by nature,"
Dorothy Lamour remarked, "so it's
very obvious that loneliness to me means
the lack of having people around me.
And, believe me, I'm proud of the wonderful assortment of friends I have!

X

When

I

was

a

just

moppet

in

New

Orleans, I thought I was something unusual when people began to refer to me
as a pretty girl. It went to my head
and I alienated people who might have

been

me

friends. My mother then took
hand and reminded me that it

my

in

was the beauty within a person that
counted not the beauty on the surface.
She also pointed out that such arrogance
would only bring me loneliness. I set out
to mend my ways, and, thanks to
mother's advice, I've never made the
same mistake again. Which may be
why I've never found loneliness a difficult thing to combat."

—

*

WILLIAM
mug

*

*

BENDIX,

the

lovable

"The Life Of Riley" and
"A Connecticut Yankee In King Arthur's
Court," is a guy who can't stand to be
alone. He loves a family and a home.
"When I came to Hollywood for the
of

first time," Bill said to me, "I left Tess
and my daughter, Lorraine, back East.
I was really an unhappy fellow then.

Exciting things were happening to me,
yes, but there was still that void, that
lack of anyone to talk to, to share things
with. From that bleak period, I learned
one great lesson that I must never take
my marriage and my home for
granted. I learned that any man without
his wife is a shell. I never want to be
separated from my wife and family
again. I even take Tess with me now on
location trips as I did recently when I

—
—

—

went to Mexico to make 'The Big Steal'
RKO. I'm a family guy so 111
never be alone."

—

for

Little Lulu

a similar way, Roddy McDowall.
INwho
just finished "Tuna Clipper."

came

to the

same

when he

realization

was on a personal appearance tour a
couple of years ago.
"When I was away, I wanted nothing
but to get back home to all of the
familiar things I loved so well." Roddy
told me. "I had a very busy schedule, I
was constantly meeting people and get-

but I wanted

ting invitations to go out,

only to be home, to see my friends, and
to live the life that made me feel warm
inside. Mother, who was with me on the
tour, felt the same way.
From that
period of loneliness, I discovered one
big truth that the person who think?
lie's self-sufficient is a lonely person. No
one can be sufficient unto himself and
know real happiness. Sharing is so much
part of living, and that's what my
family and I have always lived by.
**
#

—

'«

GREER

GARSON

disagrees
with
of self-suffiin '"Forsyte
Saga," has always claimed that she has

Roddy on the matter
ciency. Greer, now starring
never

known

she's alone

real loneliness, that

it's

You can blow your head

when

says :

off,

Tubby- Ws

Kleenex*!

blow too big for
KLEENEX
THE TISSUE WITH 'UUST RIGHT" SOFTNESS
STRENGTH/ DURING COLDS, HAY FEVER, YOUR NOSE
KNOWS IT PAYS TO ASK FOR KLEENEX TISSUES /

—

because she has wanted

by herself. And that loneliness
simply means that you're not self-sufficient. Greer's manner of living alone
to be

—

has followed one pattern to go to Pebble Beach where she has a house and
where she takes long walks and reads.
She simply won't allow herself time for

there's no

.

.

.

it T. M. Reg. U.

International Cellocotton Products Co.

S. Pal. Off.

loneliness.

*

*

VAN JOHNSON

*

who won't
himself give in to it.
"I won't give in to it because it can
defeat you and destroy your confidence
is

another

let

m

told me when I saw
bim on the set of "In The Good Old
Summertime." "Oh, I've had
lonely
moments, particularly when I first came
to Hollywood, but it didn't take me
long to realize that I would have to find
something to absorb me and
feelings
completely if I were to get anywhere. I
took up a hobby tennis first and later
painting. I found that when I became
vitally interested in something it gave
me no chance to think of myself and
liow lonely I might be. It centered

yourself,"

Van

my

my

—

my

thoughts on more constructive matters.
That's the lesson I learned from mv blue
funk."

FARLEY GRANGER,

star of Samuel
Goldwyn's "Roseanna
c C o y."
didn't have any hobbies to help him in
his
hit

moment

M

of loneliness, for that period

him when he was

in

the

South

Pacific in service.

"I read in the papers about all of my
past dates who were getting married."
Farley said to me. "One day, I went
out on the beach and sat by myself. I
became more and more lonely and despondent. I don't know how long I sat
there or when my ideas began to change,

but suddenly I found myself realizing
that I was still young, that I had a
whole life ahead of me, and that this
was the point at which I could make

a meaningful thing or an empty
discovered that if I let loneliness overcome me I'd miss out on so
much that was living and that the
mere fact that past dates were getting
married didn't mean the end of the
world for me. I know now that lonethat

life

I

shell.

—

liness is

your
that

—

a state of mind so why make
an active confession that all

life
is

ruling

MARTA

you

is

alonenessr"

TOREN

loneliest

people

was one
I'd

ever

of

the

known

when she had been

in Hollywood for a
For one thing, she had
difficulty with the language and couldn't
express herself. It was during the filming of "Rogues' Regiment" that she

few months.

learned a big lesson.
"I had to come in one day and dub
my own voice for a song." Marta told
me while making "Illegal Entry." "A
lot of people were on the sound stage
at the time. Suddenly. I was engulfed
by loneliness. I felt I couldn't take it
any longer that I had to go back home
to Sweden at once. Then out of a crowd
of extras on the set I saw one person
smiling at me. When I was able to
leave the stage, I went over to that
man. He was introduced to me as
Howard Gorde. I started to talk to him
and told him how lonely I was. He said
rather abruptly, 'Lift your sail off the
ground!' Then he told me that all I
needed was confidence, confidence that
conies with good poise. I learned later
he was a voice and dramatic coach. From

—

working with him I eventually gained
that poise and that confidence."

SHELLEY WINTERS'

lesson

was

that of Marta's. Her
lesson came when she was a mere sixteen
while she was understudying a part in a
play directed by Chester Erskine. After
the opening night in Wilmington, the
cast was invited to a partyr at someone's
fancy home.
"I had no dinner dress and couldn't
afford to buyr one," Shelley, who was
making "Take One False Step," remarked, "so I went in a red taffeta
blouse and a black skirt. I was the only
one not
?ssed at the party. I was
soon the wallflower of the evening. As a
kid I had always tried to sell myself, so
I tried to be the gay young thing that
night. The more I tried the worse it got.
So I went in a corner of the room and
sat—almost in tears. No one paid any
attention to me. I decided to leave, but
I wasn't able to get a taxi so I walked
to the hotel. On the long walk back, I
decided, after much thought, that I
could never act or look lonely if I wanted
to get anywhere or if I wanted others
to have confidence in me. Nor could I
get anywhere by putting on a false act
of gaiety. I had to learn to be myself
and to stop living by superficial guides.
That was the turning point in my life
and career. No one is ever really lonely
who knows what he wants from life and
drops the phony attitude of trying to
be something he isn't."
rather

like

<'"'

Gl

—

,

ROMANTIC
COLORFUL

•

'A Wife Should Play Second Fiddle'

GAY

Continued from page 27
stay. I'd explain that I felt in the way
when I wasn't really working. So he
would go up and ask Mr. Yates (Presi-

dent of Republic Pictures) to bring me
back.
"It is fun making pictures now with
none of the pressure or stress of being
Dale Evans. It just means being with

IMPORTED FROM OLD MEXICO
Be the Glamour Girl of

Roy."

your set. Wear the genuine imported Mardi-Gras

Spring
morning. Dale and I were sitting in the
newly furnished living room. The decor
is
sky blue with overtones of dark
velvety red and splashes of flowered

hand-embroidered
yarn. The Mardi-Gras
Jacket is made of
100% wool, all fast
colors, has two
large pockets, hand

chintz

Gras Jacket and
pace in

your crowd.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR

MONEY REFUNDED

SEND NO MONEY.. .WE SHIP

C.O.D.
Money-Order, save postage & C.O.D.)

DON'T DELAY... MAIL IN COUPON TODAY
Hollywood, Calif.

Importers, Box 29

I

MEXI-CAl

!

Gentlemen: Please send

I

Jackets at $12.95 ea.,

'

me_

"Mardi-Gras"

in sizes

Red
White
"Green
Color Choice: Blue
Money Order
Cash
C. O. D. (plus postaae)

J
I
'

and polished mahogany. A porDale in a blue dress hangs over

the fireplace. A blooming yellow Acacia
Spring rain and
tree, dripping with
freshness, filled the view from the windows that overlook a natural canyon and
a sweep of rustic garden and glen that
end with a running brook planted with
trout. From upstairs we could hear Roy
singing singing happy little snatches
of Western songs as he moved about,
changing outfits for photographers awaiting him down by his pigeon coops. Even
in the rain, Roy is obliging to the camera
boys.
No temperament. During the
eight years I've known Roy, I still don't
find him at all impressed or changed
with his great popularity as a screen star
of such box-office magnitude.

Name

"This room,"

Address

__

City
J

Zone

particular pride

State

Dale laughed, "is my
and joy. Since we spend

MAKE *25
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709 HUNT STREET

SONG POEMS WANTED
TO BE SET TO MUSIC
Send your Poems today
Free Examination to

and sincerity. It is
and lack of conceit,
It

is

his

Again,

licated guy.

his

his

real

He

phony people.

complete honesty
unassuming dear-

dislike
is

for

very

a

maybe

it

is

FACE-LIFTING
eyelids,

rected

—

breasts,
scars corby plastic surgery.

Consultation and
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IN

SOLID GOLD
DIAMOND -STUDDED
Pair,

exquisitely

Bridal

matched.

Engagement ring has generous size, full cut diamond
set off by 2 fiery diamond
chips. All In gleaming solid
gold.
Wedding ring is a
glistening band of solid yellow gold with a triplet of
cut-chip flashing diamonds.
Both rings for only

19.95 p.u* Fed. Tax
Send
name, address and ring size
SEND NO MONEY
only.

Pay postman cost plus postage.

GUARANTEE

with every

set.

MONEY BACK

Order yours today!

BOULEVARD SALES AND IMPORT CO.
1707 Northwsst Blvd.

Columbus, Ohio

time

—

six, calls

me

Dale, and

Mommy.

Dusty, too, calls
me Mommy. If," Dale disclosed, "a baby
of our own should come along, the baby
would be most welcome. If not we
have an adequate family. If we raise
these right we feel we'll be doing plenty

—

"When

I was on the radio in Chicago,
had just two ambitions in life. This
was before 20th Century-Fox brought
me to Hollywood for pictures. I wanted
to be on a top radio show. I was on the
Edgar Bergen show for 43 weeks. My
other ambition was to star in a Broad1

way

play.

married,
in

New

I

Just before we were to be
received a call from my agent

York. 'How would you

like to

play Ethel Merman's role in "Annie Get

Your Gun"
02

—

just

or self-centered
for our
life revolves around our children.
have an incentive to make our
family as a whole, happy.
"Cheryl is nine. She calls me Momma.
selfish

occasionally,

GENUINE DIAMONDS
SET

be
whole

to

Linda Lou, now

Booklet

Free.

because

—

We

Loose skin, wrinkles, outstanding ears,
lips,
baggy

unreal,

uncom-

woman he is making of me
because I am with him. There is no

of the

NOSES RESHAPED
&~

plans?"

There was a little explaining. There
were more pictures to be taken with
the prize pigeons that had been sent to
Roy by fans from Philadelphia. There
was a radio rehearsal of Roy's show.
There was Dale's own show, "Western
Hit Revue."
"What're you singing?" Roy queried.
"

'Candy
Dale

too,"

Then

Kisses.' I've got to learn

was a

there

meeting

it,

said.

in the Valley;

Camp
Dale

Fire
is

Girls

honorary

sponsor and Roy was going along. The
Rogers are a double feature. When you
ask one you get them both. Then home
at seven for dinner with the children.
Then a short visit with Jane Frazee and
her husband, Whitey Christensen, and a

—

in

ness.

for

GHAS. McNEIL

healthy tan, a friendly grin,
attired in spotless blue westerns. "Mommy," he said, leaning over and pecking
Dale lightly on her cheek, "what are our

"I could tell you a hundred ways I
love Roy Rogers," said the girl closest
to his heart. "It is his great simplicity

—

COMPANY
NEWTON, MASS

—
—with a

game of Monopoly.
"Roy used to call me Chickadee, but

—

in Christmas, Religious, Humorous, Git
Wrappings, Everyday Cards, Stationery
Lovely box assortments, retail 60c to $1.25.
Personal Christmas CarJs, 50 for 51.25
Extra sales with New Address Book and
Date Book. Get FREE Personal Samples
and 21 -card box on approval at once! Write

—

was my secret dream realized."
There were bounding steps down the
stairs, the click of cowboy boots and
spurs and there was Roy, spic and span

of our time downstairs in the playroom, where Roy has trophies, his guns,
stuffed and mounted animals and the
movie projector he simply can't understand my pleasure in a formal living
room. I tell him his nine hound dogs
are his pleasure
mine is this room.

most

SELL ONLY 50 BOXES OF CARDS

J.

California

—

in Malibu Blue, Laguna Green, Mexicali
Red and Caliente White, Sizes 32-40

(or send cash or

rainy

a

trait of

etitched lapels and
borders. The perfect
auxiliary wrap for
every occasion. Ideal
for beach or sportswear. Be the first
to wear a Mardi
set the

was

It

Jacket, designed with
authentic all-over Mexican patterns of colorful

second ambition. 'Goodness no,' I said.
"When I was a little girl, I used to
dream of marrying Tom Mix," Dale
continued. "I was born in Texas and
loved the outdoors. I thought Tom and
his horse, Tony, were absolutely sensational. And to think that I did marry
the King of the Cowboys. I guess that

for

London?' There was

my

'Mommy' and 'Daddy'

with the children,

comes

Our marriage," Dale
continued, "is so precious and so far
beyond what either of its had ever
natural.

hoped, that our trust and our confidence
each other is sufficient for anything
we may have to face. We are both
working hard now to give the children
good educations and make them happy.

—

"We

run movies three times a week

and

let the children bring their friends
to see them. Cheryl has a crush on

in

Alan Rocky Lane, and says she hopes
she's lucky enough to grow up and ride
and marry a cowboy. We have a set
rule of having dinner with the children
every night at seven. We are up every
morning at eight to be with the chil-

—

dren for breakfast. That is, unless we
are on hunting or fishing trips. Even
then we take the two girls with us

when we have

suitable

camping or

living

quarters.

"Roy and

never go to night clubs.
midnight curl
up in our big oversized bed and read.
Roy loves onion and scrambled egg or
meat sandwiches. We usually raid the
ice-box," Dale admitted.
"Just being together is enough for us.
A happy and loved wife wants to play
second fiddle to the man who feels that
he is the head of things, the motivating
force in the family, because that makes
her happy. I don't mind when Roy
receives all of the attention wherever
we go. I expect that with his popularity
for no matter what other girls do or
say in their eagerness and enthusiasm

We

I

—

like to retire before

—

—

Roy in person, I know that
heart is mine.
"Roy shares his life with me all of it.

on meeting
his

—

He

me

hunt and
fish.
Our life together is wholesome.
His favorite sport is to go coon hunting,
which starts around nine at night
.vith long walks into the canyons. Around
midnight I would get hungry. So the
other night we took sandwiches and
some raw coffee and a tin can. After
we'd bagged our coon, we made a fire
and boiled coffee. Roy teased that this
was Lady's Deluxe hunting.
"It's the little things that give you
confidence and a real understanding of
each other. I know when to be quiet
and when to talk. Roy asks my opinion
on everything. We love composing music
together. Our favorite is about Roy's
little boy, Dusty.
I wrote the melody
and Roy helped with the lyrics.
has taught

to shoot,

make my time coincide with Roy's.
Tomorrow he goes to Texas on business.
"I

Do

my

weekly radio
show? No. They can pipe me in from
Texas or do without me that week. My
life is with Roy."
Dale might entertain ideas about
mink coats and Valentina gowns, but
she doesn't think they are suitable for
stay

I

here

for

Roy Rogers' wife.
"Roy likes me to wear

washed
clothes with frills, like peasant and
Western clothes, at home. He likes
freshly

simple dinner dresses with bare shoulders, but with a Western motif.
We
usually wear suits to match. I have a
Labrador fox coat because it is light
and Roy usually wears light clothes. I
don't think elaborate mink and lots of

—

glamourous jewelry would be suitable. I
dress in keeping with Roy. This year I
plan a new fur coat, of some simple fur,
with wide shoulders and a belted back
Western."

(jaw Pain?

Dale was wearing a blue quilted skirt
and a little old-fashioned high-necked
blouse with a handsome cameo pin
brooch set with a diamond. "Roy bought
it for me from a lady who admired him.
She wanted to give it to him, but Roy
insisted

on buying

it,"

Dale

said.

"Simple

clothes for a simple life. When we are
no longer making pictures we hope to

spend our lives on a ranch in Marysville,
up in Northern California.

"Funny, and
felt

had

like I

when
said,

I

was

so

polio or

NEW

ashamed," Dale

"The other morning

laughed.

my

legs

Sup&L-sop

something and

to breakfast, Roy
look at your face!' I was
red dots the German

came down

I

'Mommy,

covered

with

—

measles."

ZINO-PADS

GIVE INSTANT RELIEF!
Soothing

No, Dale didn't give them to Roy or
the children but she was plenty embarrassed. And Roy, who was scheduled
to appear at a civic banquet to take a
bow, sat right by the bedside of Mrs.
R. R., or Miss Dale Evans, either way—
and told them, "I'm sorry, but my wife
isn't well
and I cannot leave her." And

—

—

he never

DR. SCROLL'S

will.

"I have no social ambitions," said
Dale. "No ideas of being a glamourous
screen star or anything at all. Just a
good mother to Roy's children, a good
wife, a pal and a sweetheart to a man
who so devotedly has given me his
heart and his future and the future of
his children into my keeping."

—
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articles,

circular

I
I

laughed to myself. I felt very good.
arrived twenty minutes late. Monty

getting dressed. He was knotting one of the two ties he owns, no kidding, and worrying because Kevin McCarthy, his best friend, hadn't shown up.

was

still

"The
but

it

doorbell rang a couple of times,
wasn't his ring," he said. "I can't

ever tell if it's someone I'm expecting
or those kids who wait around outside.
Gee, they're nice kids, but if you start
letting some of them up here
well, it
gets to be quite a free-for-all. I don't
want to offend them, but still they're
driving me nutty!"

—
—

At that moment the
that seemed to be a

way

bell

rang

signal to

in

a

Monty

—

he put on his tweed jacket and
the five flights we went.
Unlike the last time I had been there
no ardent fans were in evidence even
they have to knock off for supper- and
for

down

—

—

Kevin was waiting

in

front in his car.

On our way over to the West Side,
where the boys knew of a little Italian
restaurant,

we passed

the St. Regis.

"Hey, isn't that 'Bogey' and 'Baby'
coming out?" asked Monty.
"Bogey" and "Baby" turned out to be
Humphrey Bogart and his wife, Lauren

"It sure is," replied

Kevin, "they're

probably going to '21.'"

ONLY

" '21,' " stated Monty, "is
three
half blocks away.
are they
getting into a limousine?"
"Simple. When you're a celebrity you
ride around in a mobproof car so you
arrive at a restaurant in the same suit
you left home in. The reason you are
now riding in my old '32 Plymouth is
you don't have as many fans as he does
and it's not so dangerous!"
Kevin, who's a well-known stage actor
in his own right, was ribbing Monty,
but I knew he was sincere when he said
Monty just wasn't capable of "putting
on airs." His parts in "The Search" and
"Red River" were considered to be "fine
acting jobs" and "outstanding performances," but they also gave you a clue

Why

and a

as to

what the

real

Montgomery

Clift

because he isn't any different
off screen than he is on. I believe it's a
continual shock to people to find this

is

"Your Road To Writing

DANIEL

Bacall.

like,

out.

There was a relaxed, easy-going friendship between these two a friendship
that had not been affected because all of
a sudden Monty had become "well-

—

known." They kidded one another and

[

S.

Success.'
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—
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NOW

The

me which

they kidded

ODORLESS!
NEW

me

in itself

was

sur-

They weren't "being

nice" to
because they thought I'd write a bet-

prising.

ter story.

A great many actors will agree with
everything you say and nod their heads
in agreement until they've bowed you
out the door with their fixed smiles. Not
Monty!

CREAM
HAIR REMOVER
For satin-smooth legs and arms.
Removes every trace of hair. Easy. Quick.
Pleasant. Keeps skin alluring
25c, '49c.
.

.

.

Large 89c size of ZiP Cream Hair
Remover sold in combination with 50c container
of AB-SCENT Cream Deodorant . .
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SPECIAL:

.

Use a proven hair remover, not an
ordinary cosmetic. Insist on ZiP.

Home

At

...Train

Help

|
I
I

fill

make any

sense."

I silently agreed with him. I didn't
know what I was saying half the time
because I was trying to remember what
he had said so I could write it down

—

For This

later.

PRACTICAL NURSING
I

argued about books and authors
and when I made a statement that
didn't seem to make much sense, which
now that I look back was often, he'd
scowl and grunt and shake his head.
"Okay, okay, so what's your point?
What are you trying to prove? You
don't

WELL PAID PROFESSION-
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I
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"Boy! You sure picked a dilly. I don't
knew whether she was
coming or going."
He couldn't have been more right!
The restaurant we went to was one of
those out-of-the-way places where you
have to walk up a flight of stairs. I'd

think that gal

been to a lot of Italian places in the
Village, but none could equal this in
charm and the food was good.

1

est methods and modern techniques. Individualized,
supervision. 39th year. Resident and Home
Study courses available. Write todayl
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— wonderful
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"Good food
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got
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—you
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thing about Monty
Clift is he doesn't look like an actor or
at least he doesn't look like what people
expect of an actor. He looks exactly as
he does in the movies, but for some reason people look right through him. Maybe it's because he doesn't dress like a

The wonderful

I
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Easy

star.

Monty

to

many

H. T. VISCOSE COMPANY
140 N. Dearborn St., Chicago 2,

111.

dresses like he acts. There's
nothing loud about him and if you take
a second look, as all the girls we saw
that night did, you notice his tweeds
are good and are worn with the air of
someone who is used to the best. Monty
That's something
is and he shows it.
no amount of fame or money can give
you. You either have it or you don't.

He did!
"THOSE,"
spift'y

socks.

said

Kevin,

"are

pretty

Argyles, yet!"

"THOSE," replied Monty, "were knited by a fan. Hand-knit that's what they
are. This movie stuff is not so bad
not

—

"Listen, boy," said Kevin, "you're going in too much for that soft living.
Next pair you get better give them to
me. Good for your character." They

—
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From there we went over to Radio
City to pick up Kevin's wife, Augusta
Dabney, who's an actress. Augusta,
along with two fellow actors, piled into
the car and off we went to a movie
house on upper Broadway.

of
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(Estrogenic
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Like so many of those old movie
houses this one had no air-conditioning
so for the next hour and a half everyone squirmed, sweated, and made nu-

merous trips to the water-fountain. It
was not long before Monty showed signs
of defeat.

—

per.
I looked up the aisle and sure enough,
there went Monty his shirt-tail hanging below his sports jacket.
"My dear man," said I, as I pushed
past his protruding legs and feet, "I am
quite sure he is aware of that fact and
even if he weren't I am just as sure he
wouldn't give a damn!"
I believe the gentleman went back to
watching his movie. At least, it was bet-

—

ter

than being insulted.

"Where to now?" was the
"To the Village?"

To

the Village

it

cry.

was.

Somewhere in the West Forties we
picked up another pal, Don Keefer, who
was standing on a street corner.
"We always pick up all our friends on
street corners," explained Monty. "I'm
beginning to think everyone I know is
homeless."
Don, who's appearing in "Death Of A
Salesman," a top hit on Broadway, kept
us howling all the way downtown with
his bits of backstage gossip.
As we stopped in front of the San
Remo, a local spot around the corner
from where I live, the car gave a sorrowful groan.

something about
—you better do
Monty, holding

"Boy

this here car," said

his

keep from laughing any more.
"Get a new one. This thing won't get
you home!"
"Maybe you've got some suggestions
as to what I use for money, huh?"
"Well, if I go on The Ford Hour maybe I can get them to give me a couple
of cars instead of cash. Then you have
one and I can have one. How's that?"
"Sure, sure," came Kevin's reply.
"Only mine's gotta be 4 door grey
white wall tires. Okay?"
Everyone laughed including Monty,
but you know somehow I think the guy
sides to

—

was

serious!

The San Remo, one

of the few places
the Village that hasn't become a
tourist trap, is more or less of a meeting place for the so-called "young intellectuals." The front room was jampacked so we went on into the back dining room and found ourselves a table in
the corner.
Up until now the evening had gone
left in

so bad at all."

L'ORMONE

"This, I cannot take," he whispered.
see you outside."
He excused himself, passed a couple of
people and was gone.
"Hey, lady, tell your boy friend his
shirt-tail is hanging out," the fat man
next to me said in a loud stage whis"I'll

—

smoothly.

made

Then

all

of a

to realize just

sudden I was
I was out

whom

with.

Within ten minutes the almost empty
dining-room was overflowing with people. No one came over to the table at
first
no one said anything. They just

—

came

down

in, sat

—and

STARED!

were in a hundred other
places. The guys with us looked around
I

wished

I

self-consciously.

Kevin

and

Dabney

grinned. Monty, seeming oblivious to
the whole thing ordered,
"A round of beers for the table."
Then everything happened at once.
One fellow started taking candid shots.
A dozen others crowded up for autographs. Surprisingly enough there were

astrological signs were not correct.

The thing

that most irks and confuses
Righter, however particularly with your

—
favorites —

movie

is

their

tendency

to

be indefinite about their exact ages.
"It is important," he says, "to know
the exact hour of a person's birth in
order to cast a correct horoscope. But
when an actress doesn't even give you
the right year, how can you give her
counsel?
"I told one actress, who had deliberately taken five years off her age,
that she shouldn't consider a trip abroad.
She stayed home, and later we found
that she had missed a chance at a very
lucrative film offer in England.
She
blamed me until I made her confess
her true age."

Uigliter has found that many actresses
are unwilling to admit their real ages

am proud

/

—

not because you or I care but because
they are afraid that their husbands will
find out they didn't tell the exact truth
at the Marriage License Bureau.
Oddly enough, the same holds true
for many of our male stars. Some of
them Righter considers even vainer and
more secretive about their birth dates
than their feminine counterparts.

At least he told the wife of one handsome screen idol how old her husband
was and was almost hauled into the

—

divorce
proceedings.
Since
only about the age of
stars in terms of planetary light years
and not in those of beauty shop calenresultant
then, he

talks

of what

HORMONE

BUST

CREAM

'

has done forme,"

-fl

says JO JORDAN
"Miss Alabama" GOLDWYN player
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Continued from page 43
being what

and

it

is,

Eastern prep schools

that, his diction is flawless. In
addition to fluent English, he also speaks
fluent French, understands Spanish and
Italian
a linguistic virtuosity he kept,
all

—

to be hoped, in deference to Tarzan s grunts and gutterals, from Direcit

is

tor Sholem.

One

of Lex's pet aversions

—

is

cigarette

smoke especially when it comes from
a smouldering cigarette in an ashtray.
But he does enjoy a pipe and was enjoying his pipe (how jar out of the "Tarzan" formula can you get?) when he
walked in, unannounced, on Mr. Sholem.
surface handicaps,
In spite of
however, "I took one look at him," says
Mr. Sholem, "and that was good enough
for me! I didn't even want to test him.
I said, 'He's IT!'
Mr. Sholem then explained to us what
is required of the man who plays Tarzan.
Said Mr. Sholem, "The role of Tarzan
requires first, of course, physical appearance height, muscle, handsomeness, a
lot of man.
But it also requires being
alert, being graceful, being keen of mind
as well as of body. There are a great
many men with big bodies, such as these
weight-lifters, wrestlers and so on who
are nevertheless not alert, not pliable
and not actors. In the man who plays
Tarzan, acting ability must be thrown
in," Mr. Sholem smiled, "for good measure. Furthermore Tarzan, as conceived
by his creator was, by birth, you must
remember, an English lord. Lost in the
jungle in infancy he grew up unable to
use words, to converse with men. But
he is, despite this handicap, as fleet of
brain as of foot."
Into this framework of the Tarzan
character, as outlined by Director Sholem, Lex fits, in body and brain, in
breeding, in acting ability like the picture made for the frame. And
this is
the plus wants to fit the frame. Wants
to be the Tenth Tarzan. Thinks that
lo play Tarzan "for as long as my muscles hold up and my waistline down" is
great stuff. A good deal.
Said the Tenth Tarzan, taking over,
"You know Tarzan isn't going to be an
these

—

.

.

—

*

—

Academy winner, but you by you, I
mean the audience go to see the animals, to Get Away From It All, so you

—

don't care.

As

the satisfaction
playing Tarzan gives an actor well, you
can't ham Tarzan up. Can't have him
leering all over the place. He's a dignified character.
In recent years, and
recent pictures, Tarzan, taught by Jane,
has become comparatively garrulous.
But he still speaks pretty much in words
of one syllable. He hasn't become hep,
as yet, to the personal pronoun, T. Still
.

.

for

thoughts over by
which challenges the
."

man.

SIZE

—born

in

him.

Lex was born in Rye, New York, the
only son of Mr. and Mrs. Alexander
Crichlow Barker. Of English-Spanish
descent, he is a direct descendant of Sir
Roger Williams, founder of Providence,
Rhode Island, and of Sir William Henry
Crichlow, governor-general of the Barbadoes. Lex's full name is Alexander

Crichlow Barker, II. His father, for
whom he was named, is a civil engineer,
a business man. He has one sister, Fredericka. "Now Mrs. Robert Schelesinger,
Fredericka lives in Charlottesville, Virginia," Lex told us, adding with relish,

"and

By what

curious assembling of the chromosomes a breeder
of bulls and an actor came to rest in the
bosom of the Barker family, that, to our
parents, is the Question!"
raises bulls.

When Lex was

four, the family

from suburban Rye to
England,

prep school.

.

first
.

moved

New York

and Lex was sent away
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to Essenden, a pre-

was a horrible
Lex laughed, "wanted to be rid of me.
After Essenden, I went on to PhillipsExeter from which I graduated. I did

NOT,

of your

,

.

The

actor in our man, Barker, was
to the considerable bewilderment of
his parents who thought actors were
something you looked at on a screen or
across the safe remove of the footlights

—
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brushed Princeton when, in deference to
father's wish, I looked into entrance
requirements and, weak as I was in
math, quickly looked away again!

my

"If I could have majored in Tarziana,

might," Lex looked amused, "have
matriculated, because this is going to
sound like a whole field of the old corn
I was a walking encyclopedia on Tarzan. I'd read all the Tarzan books so
many times I could recite them. I'd seen
all the 'Tarzan' films, reissues as well as
current attractions, and the Tarzans,
from Elmo Lincoln on, were my heroes
and my models. I learned the Call. During Summer vacations in the country, I
built tree-houses.
During visits to the
Zoo, I talked to lions, leopards, tigers,
black panthers and to the various kith
and kin of the charming Cheetah and
they talked, you could never have told
me otherwise, to me.
I

—

—
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Lincoln

'Tarzan' film.

Elmo

playing a part in 'Tar-

Magic Fountain,' which

is

my

first

When

I

felt

a kid again.

flexed his

still

mighty muscles

for

me, I gawked. And when he sat in on
one of my interviews I, unable to say
more than two words, said about two
words and the complete interview fell
to Elmo!

—

"In spite of my idolatry, however, I
used to look at the Tarzans on the screen
and say, with the arrogance of the teenage, or younger, 'My gosh, / can do better than that!" I used to look at actors
in pictures, period, and say 'My gosh, I
can do better than that!' Whereupon, I
would walk home from a movie being
the character I'd most admired
Laurence Olivier in 'Wuthering Heights,'
Fredric March in 'A Star Is Born' and

—

—

much

better, of course, much more effectively than the Messers. Olivier and

scout for 20th Century-Fox, travelling
in the train to Westport with me, offered me a screen test in New York. I
made the test. It was okay. But before Hollywood became more than a
gleam in my eye, my father made a request of me. 'Quit the theatre for one
year, go into business with me and if, at
the end of that time, you still want the
theatre,' said my father, managing a
sickly smile, 'why, all right, all right.
"I went to work for Dad in a hot
.'

.

—

mill
and loathed it. Blast furnaces in the Summer, frozen to the scaffolding in the Winter, Tarzans jungle is,
by comparison," Lex laughed, "a Garden
steel

of

Eden."
Lex made

his escape from the blast
furnace, not into the arms of 20th Century-Fox (not then, not yet!) but into
another blast furnace. In January 1041,
he enlisted in the U.S. Army as a buck
private in the Infantry. He emerged
from the War a major, the rank with
which, invalided out of the Service, he

was

Of the fact that he was
wounded in the War, Lex says
nothing and you see nothing.
Meantime, in the privy purlieus of
The Stork Club, Tarzan had found his
retired.

seriously

mate.

.

.

"We met

here, at The Stork," Lex told
"at a debutante cocktail party. We
were introduced, 'Miss Constance Thurus,

Mr. Alexander Barker'— and that
We went out every night after
."
that, for two years.
"No escaping it," laughed young Mrs.
Lex. "Know what he did? He managed
to get hold of my date-pad and wrote
low,

did

it!

.

name on it, every day.
"You want to get a girl,

his

!"
.

.

to cut out

competition is," Lex laughed, "is the
only way! In fact, I wanted to cut it
out altogether by getting married right
then and there. But, our families against
it,
no dough and a war on.
."
Lex
shrugged, said, "then I went to Officers
Candidate School in Ft. Benning. Three
days after I got my commission, my pay
went up a little and we got married.
Got married in the Church of the Resurrection on 74th Street, between Park
and Madison Avenues in New York. Got
married in white satin and tails and
relatives and rice— the Works! On our
honeymoon, we went to the Laurentians
in Canada, because ..."
"... because Lex likes to ski," Connie contributed, "and DID ski.
He
.

March had managed to be! Even now,
grown up and in the movies, my poor
wife has to put up with me being a character I've just seen on stage or screen.
I must say, however, that she gets this

—

break I'm never such a character as,
say, Mario Brandon in 'Streetcar Named
Desire' or Bogart ia 'Treasure Of The
Sierra Madre.' Much more likely to be

David Niven

who

"Since
that

me

it

my

—

'Enchantment' I'm one
Lex laughed, "in the beau-

in

believes,"
tiful things!

never actually occurred to
dream of playing Tarzan in

the movies might really come true, I
can't say that Tarzan was my target.

But acting was.
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Following

my

gradwent,

uation from Exeter, at eighteen, I
with never a glance to right nor left,
into Summer stock
Mt. Kiseo, Westport, Ridgefield, all the stops, large and
small, on the strawhat circuit. In the
Winter, I appeared on Broadway, in

—

(

VER V

ping'

minor parts) 'Window Shopand 'The Merry Wives Of Wind-

sor.'

"In shock as the result of my choice
a profession, my mother, being a
mother, composed her features and said,
bravely, 'Do anything you want to do.'

of

But after one Winter of watching me
walk the boards, my father yelped. With
pain.

"The Summer
70

I

was nineteen, a

talent

—

day long. I didn't see him,
our honeymoon, mind, from
dawn to dusk. ."
Said Lex, with a meaning grin, "but
dusk always comes, honey!"
Then Lex was sent overseas. As he
tells it, "Time passed.
Sitting in a slit
trench one day, rain pouring down my
back, comes a cablegram which reads,
'Having baby hope you're satisfied Conskiied

and

all

this

.

nie'."

"Lex was so set on having a baby,"
said Connie, decoding the message. "I
was, too, but I wanted to wait until the
War was over and Lex at home again.
As it was, as I had feared it would be,
Lynne was eleven months old before Lex
saw her and, for me, every day of her
first eleven months was marred by the
realization that Lex was missing them,
and hating to miss them. Now," Con-

nie said, with a time-does-pass gesture,

"Lynne

years old and the baby,
Alexander Crichlow Barker, III but we
call

six

is

him Zan

"We

called

—

—

is

soon to be three."

him Zan before we knew."

Lex made haste to explain, "that his
pappy was due to be Tarzan!"
Unforgotten by 20th Century-Fox
during his time overseas. Lex signed a
contract with the studio soon after his
return and it was off to Hollywood, hope
flying high, for the three young Barkers.
But within a very few months, the
high hopes with which the Barkers had
rallied

to Hollywood's call

alas, at half

mast.

.

were

flying,

.

As Lex tells it: "After six months at
20th Century-Fox during which time I
did absolutely nothing except one very

—

small part in 'Doll Face' a very expensive six months for 20th CenturyFox, very discouraging for me I asked
for my release, got it, was signed by
Warner Brothers, did nothing, nope
nothing except for a very small part in

—

'Two Guys From Milwaukee,' asked

—

my

for

release, got it
as I now know, that's
the usual story. I also know now that
part of my trouble, was my size, too
tall, too big,
to play second leads to
the men in the starring roles, not big
enough (in experience) to be a star. But
I was, at the time, pretty frustrated.

"After 'resting between roles' for what
seemed like the rest of my life. I was
tested by
for the part of the elder
brother in 'The Farmer's Daughter,' got
the part and a long term contract with
RKO. I was given the part of Bob

RKO

—

Mitchum's bodyguard in 'Crossfire.' I
was 'in the casts,' little more, of 'Return
Of The Bad Men,' 'Mr. Blandings

Dream House,' 'The Velvet
Touch' and then, one day, I dropped
in to see Mr. Sholem. Which brings us
right back where we started
with me,
who found it hard enough to act with
Builds His

—

my

clothes on,

now

stripped to the sa."
rong of Tarzan, loving it
.

.

"There are those who warn you," Lex
added, "against being 'typed.' But is
that bad? For myself, I doubt it. After
all, there's no guarantee I'm going to be
a Gary Cooper! Whereas, if I keep in
shape, I can probably be Tarzan until
I'm fifty! I don't want to get entirely

up in a T-shirt
now and again. Meantime, I play tennis every day of my life. I swim (not a
typed.

I'd like to dress

Weissmuller in the water, I'm a fair
every day of my life. I go
off on hunting trips, still have the sleeping bag I borrowed from Gary Cooper!
I ski, play golf and squash, do some road

swimmer)

work

(at school, I

—

was pretty good

in

and the toughest exercise of all
/ push myself away from the table as,
for my shape's sake, I must do," Lex
."
laughed, "and die doing.
At the head of Laurel Canyon, on the
Mulholland Drive, high in the hills of
Hollywood, the Tenth Tarzan and his
mate have bought their first home. Descriptions of the first home, as given us
around the luncheon table, varied. Said
Mr. Sholem, "A modern Colonial house,
it's the biggest thing I ever saw!
Four
huge bedrooms. Three Roman baths.
track)

—

.

Kitchen that could he a roller-skating
ENORMOUS living room."

rink.

Said Lex, "We'd seen two hundred
houses before we found one we could
afford which, despite its size, is the one
we bought. It isn't all furnished as yet,
not by any means but perhaps, if Tarzan
keeps his strength, will be within five
years! It's just back of Errol Flynn's
place, by the way," Lex said, adding
with a grin, "which always makes good
reading!"
Said Connie, "It's not 'just back' of
anything! We have the
remote
house in the world, might just as well
."
be a tree-top.

MOST

.

In the house, which "might as well be
a tree-top," Lex and pretty, dark-haired
vivid Mrs. Lex, who is the perfect foil
for her English (descent) lord, live, not
unlike, in certain ways, Tarzan and his
mate.
True, Cheetah is not a member of the
Barker family circle but that is no

—

fault of Lex's!
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Deprived of a panther Lex makes do,
however, with His Nibs, our wonderful
big Newfoundland dog, with a duck
which answers to the name of Roger
and cats, lots of cats, slews of them.
He is now keen on getting his hands on
a replica of Cheetah, or one of the monkey family, but what with monkey
hands being exactly like peoples' hands,
fingernails and all, too human to be cute.
I," Connie said firmly, "mow down the
'monkey business'!"
Tarzan is quiet, a home boy, always
helping Jane with the, uh, cocoanuts,
always keeping white men out of the
jungle, wanting to be alone with Jane
and Cheetah.
Lex we have Mrs. Lex's word for it
is such a quiet boy that, on account
the children wake him up at what he
calls "the cr-ack of dawn," he now wears
.

.

keep only one maid, a nurse for
so I," Connie explained,
"am chief cook and bottle washer
which, since Lex is definitely of the

woman's place

is by the
as Tarzan helps
Jane around their tree-top house, Lex
helps me around ours ... he not only
dries the dishes but is also, by his own
account, 'gardener, pool-boy, half-arsed
electrician, carpenter, plumber and, on
such days as the nurse is off, and Connie marketing, baby-sitter!

And even

"And as Tarzan likes to be alone with
Jane and Cheetah, Lex likes to be pretty
much alone with me and the kids and
His Nibs and Roger and the slews of
cats! I often tell him that Tarzan keeping the white men out of the jungle has
nothing on him keeping the social swim,
you might say, at bay!
"All

things considered," Connie said,

having the
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Viewing the Tenth Tarzan with, we

must
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the other lady lunchers at The Stork.
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Anyone, Any Size, Any Height can wear
the Tea Cozy. Barbara Stanwyck has
wool. Claudette Colbert and Joan Bennett wear them. Gracie Allen, Mrs. Louis
Jordan and Mrs. Darryl Zanuck are
quite short but they look stunning in
them. Teresa Wright's are a normal size
twelve. Anyone with an average waist
measurement can wear them. The waistline is then minimized two inches in
appearance because of the full skirt. The
bottom width gives the silhouette natural proportions. It is quite important
to leave the shoulders unpadded for
correct balance with the skirt.
Then
you have the pleasing lines of the inverted triangle.
*

*

Subscription

with it, too. A circular skirt that is
quilted or lined must be made by hand
to hang right.
also have little secrets
of cutting that we can't talk about. Because of the handwork and the material,
our skirts with their own tops have been
selling for five seasons, from $79.75 to
$300.00. They never wear out and I
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my

Tea Cozy. Some cut down on the
amount of material and they looked
skimpy. Some used cheaper fabrics and
they just looked like bad copies. The
type of workmanship has a lot to do

Sirs:

for

busy week but we made five outfits for
Stephanie and got them on that plane.

manufacturers have tried to copy
22, N.Y.

Renewal Subscription

for the

in which he starred with Stephanie Paull as well as produced and directed, was all set for location shooting in
Hawaii. He thought the full skirts would
lend themselves well to that romantic
locale. I had already made a new organdy dress for Jeanette MacDonald,
who was going with the company. Gene
called me on a Monday to ask if I could
make Stephanie Paull's screen wardrobe
by the following Friday when they were
flying to the islands. I asked him to tell
me the story over the telephone and to
send me a script immediately. I had an
idea of Stephanie's screen character by
the time the script arrived. That was a

Circular Skirt lies in
quantity and quality of material. Eight
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Jennifer Jones once took the same boat
to Europe. Jennifer constantly appeared
in a different skirt and blouse. They all
looked so attractive that finally Loretta
couldn't stand it any longer and asked
her where she got them. "You mean your
decorator made them for you?" she
asked in amazement. Soon after that she
had one in quilted emerald green upholstery satin with a blouse to match.

Zone.
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Summer

Colors should delight the eye.
We made a circular skirt of quilted
mauve chintz and topped it with emerald green. I like such combinations as
pink and gray, olive green with pink or
yellow, chewing gum pink with pale
yellow, soft gray with red, watermelon
pink with black. And of course everyone
likes navy blue and white. Shell pink
linen with white, or white organdy with
green, pale gray linen, or white lace for
cocktails, all have a refreshing, cool feel
about them. Unusual contrasts are good,
too, such as bright pink linen combined
with navy blue shantung. One of our

new

challis prints, called

blends

Shoes,"

"High Button

beautifully

with

a

red

Another popular Summer
item is a black linen skirt trimmed with
white and worn with a white embroid-

jersey

stole.

ered linen blouse.
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Personal Style is far more important
than being "in style." The girl who finds
she looks well in a certain type of thing,
and then sticks to it, with variations of
skirt length, is a girl with personal style.
If she happens to be a dainty Victorian
type, she should always wear clothes a
little like that. An outdoor girl should
wear casual clothes. Even her evening
things should follow those lines. For
example, Alexis Smith, who is that cleancut sports type, would be right in a
shirtwaist dinner dress with a plunging
neckline for a touch of glamour.
*

The Casual
Ingrid

*

Effect

is

*
really a personal

Katharine Hepburn and
it.
I would dress

style in itself.

Bergman have

them with

classic simplicity that goes
the informal hairdress the wind
and tennis racket look. Rosalind Russell
has another style. She is the sophisticate
and should wear dramatic clothes. She
has the height for it. I'd like to see her
in a magnificent full-backed red taffeta
coat. The cameo type, like Joan Bennett, should always keep that dainty
look. She is perfect in basque things
with tiny jackets and little bonnets.
*
*
*

—

with

What Every Girl Should Know are her
own skin and hair tones, if she wants to
personal style.
A blonde with
golden skin should wear all colors that
don't give a yellow tinge to her skin.
She's most lovely when she wears clothes
of the same tone as her skin
topaz,
cocoa, monotone colors and beige. She
can also wear greens and orange red. The
blue-eyed blonde should wear blues and
pinks instead of yellows. The brunette
with blue eyes, who usually has a fair
skin, can wear any color under the sun.

have

.

*

*

Question of complete wardrobes soon after the Tea Cozy appeared
and my collections began to include
coats, suits and dresses.
Our Spring
showing featured an Indian Sari of flame
chiffon edged with gold.
The women

it

It

Stars At

blend

When
make

Home

*

.

*

to wear clothes to
with the colors of their rooms.
I decorate their homes I often
like

hostess gowns, skirts and negligees
match any color in the house. Anita
Colby wanted quilted Tea Cozy skirts to
to

match

all

the

draperies

in

her apart-

ment. When she moved to New York
she took her draperies with her, because
she said she couldn't part with the skirts
and they looked so well together. Of
course the stars' at-home clothes aren't
always an exact fabric match with their
draperies or furniture coverings. They
are just a blend of the background with
identical patterns in the material. Three
different skirts might coordinate the
colors of one room. Some people do like
skirts made of the same material that is
used in the room decoration. For example, I had a skirt that matched a
chair. When a hole was burned in the
chair covering I simply cut up the skirt
and mended it. I had another skirt that
I wore for two years and then I covered
a love-seat with it. It's fun to blend the
colors of your clothes with the colors in

your home.
It

May

New
new

Surprise

You

know

to

do

of the stars prefer to

that most
their enter-

all

Their surroundings
at home.
might be luxurious but they like to live
simply within them. That calls for the
comfort of casual California clothes. And
taining

for that, the

Tea Cozy has proved

perfect.

It

is

alluring.

It is just as suitable for special

occasions.

comfortable as

wear

I

them
and

parties, to the theatre
*
*

Give

to

itself

well

as

cocktail

for business.

*

Swing and the movement

men
real

like

is

you begin and end. Anyway

as to where

their graceful effect.

charmers

—and

-'WV.

BUST CREAM
Contains Estrogenic

JS

HORMONES >|
firmer
you want lovelier.
breasts? Science believes skin of
breasts may absorb estrogenic hormones. After years trying, we perfected a truly amazing bust cream
containing 30,000 units of precious
While we
estrogenic hormones.
make no claims, we want you to
try it for 10 days and convince
yourself as thousands have done.

Do

SEND NO MONEY fnTad^e™
for ten day trial.
When postman
delivers your 30 day supply <in plain wrapper)

of the
utterly feminine. It has
something that tightly glued on clothes
don't have. Perhaps it's a bit of mystery
It

circular skirt

Fashion-Glo
rasnion-via

They're

fun, too.

deposit
only S2.98 plus postage. Or send S2.98 NOW and we'll
pay postage. Money back if not thrilled.
N y
FASHION GLO. Dept. S 101 W. 14th St., New York
1

t

.
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Your Name Here

NAME RING
New

Thrilling

Fad!

Your first name or nickname as the
setting on a beautiful ring Stays clear
!

Your Guide To Current Films

and sharp for years. Withstands washing,
rubbing, wear. A thrilling keepsake— a mapnincentgift! Order now. Print name to be inscribed.

SSiKS

MONEY!
SEND NO
postman only SI. 00

Continued from page 15

Pay

size.

postage and tax.

STEWART CO.,

drahma-star bug. Then: Fight, solid, this
time
exit Ginger
Gale takes
over in the act
Ginger takes over
in big dramatic role, but is gosh-awful.
Fred, who hasn't stopped loving her, realizes her bad acting is due to bad direct.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

and
manner which almost

starts correcting that difficulty in

ing

backfires. Lots of
good music, good dancing and above all,
it brings the Rogers-Astaire team back to
a

the screen.

The Set-Up

RKO

ANOTHER

side of the fight game is
presented in this short but starkly

account of 71 minutes in the life
of prizefighter Robert Ryan. There's none
of the Madison Square Garden glamour,
or even the clean-cut athletes you usually
realistic

Good sportshuman dignity are

see in a film of this type.

manship,
just so
fighters
for a

fair

play and

many words when

comes to club

it

—men who get beaten and mauled

few bucks a

fight.

The

—

doesn't tell Ryan about the deal, but as
the fight progresses and his opponent
keeps telling him to take a dive, Ryan
realizes the fight has been fixed. Anger
outweighs his fear of Baxter and he
smashes his way to victory, thereby putting the final kayo on his boxing days.

One Woman's Story
V'niter gal-International Release
a woman sacrifices love for
wealth and position, it follows that
she's brewing herself a nice emotional

W

S-396,

pt.

ORDER NOW

616 Walnut St., Cincinnati

!

2, Ohio

stew.

Trevor,

who

thinks

she'll

I'll

1

divorce Rains

and marry him. When Rains discovers
what has been going on, there's a fierce
showdown. Ann swallows her pride and
again chooses to keep the more solid investment of Wealth rather than love.
The lovers see each other years later,
and though the meeting is innocent, circumstantial evidence causes Rains to
name Trevor, now happily married and a
father, as correspondent in his divorce
action against Ann. To her mind, there
is only one way to spare the man she
once loved from scandal and the ruination of his happy marriage, but Rains,
still in love with Ann, effects a much
easier conclusion to the story. Definitely
much too sophisticated for children.

FREE STOCKING

If you agree to show to friends and to make money
7 taking orders for exquisite, long-wearing YoursTruly Nylons in amazing Personal Fit Service. Fits
:f
every type of leg slim, stout, average, short, long.
¥ extra-long. No twisted seams.no bagging, no binding.
S Write now for FREE outfit including sample stocking.

—
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Send

YOU

!

AMERICAN HOSIERY MILLS, Dept R-7.

Indianapolis 7, Inc.

ASTHMA
To?
10- DAY TRIAL OFFER!
YOU SUFFER FROM BRONCHIAL ASTHMA PARIF

OXYSMS, from

coughs, gasping, wheezing

for daring lO-DAY TRIAL OFFER.
sider your case hopeless, write today

NACOR, 803-K State-Life

— write

quick
con-

No matter if you

Bldg., Indianapolis 4, Ind.

NEW! THRILLING!

dirt, ugliness

and third-rate living are what Audrey
Totter wants her fighter-husband Ryan
to get away from. But Ryan is still looking for the fight the one which will give
him enough to retire from the ring.
Ryan's manager, George Tobias, knows
his 35-year-old "boy" is about finished
and, believing he'll lose the fight anyway,
takes a $50 bribe from gambler Alan Baxter to have Ryan throw the fight. Tobias

TVTHEN

Ann Todd, using selfishness as the
main ingredient, also embroils her husband, Claude Rains, and her lover, Trevor Howard, until the stew runs over and
just about engulfs her. All this happens
when, during a business trip of her husband's, Ann resumes her romance with

plus few cents
if not delighted.

MONEY BACK

The Window
;

^
v

-

RKO
'

THERE

little

were distressed by their son's talent
especially when one morning he came out
with a nifty having to do with the couple
up stairs, Paul Stewart and Ruth Roman.
This time Bobby outdid himself by saying he saw the couple kill a man. Had he
been a nice truthful young man, maybe
his parents would have believed him, but
they didn't. Nor did the police, when he
told them the story. Word of Bobby's
tall tale finally reached the couple upstairs,
and suprisingly enough, they
believed him. Then one night, when both
Bobby's parents were out and he was
locked in the apartment, the couple had
a chance to talk to him, and the way they
decided to end Bobby's story-telling is

SAMPLES
FOR TRIAL!
Sample
who
name

boy, Bobby
Driscoll, whose strong imagination
caused him to tell whopping stories. His
parents, Arthur Kennedy and Barbara
Hale, were plain ordinary people who

once was a

-ting! Bubble-Bath Sponge makes
mflHonsof EUdsybubblesautomaticaiiy! DeI'ghtfu! to use.
Replaces messy washrag-s.
Soft, luxurious to skin. Children, grown-ups
love its velvety billows of fragrant lather.
Self-Sudsing feature astonishes everyone!
Take orders from friends! Earn money!

offer sent immediately to all
at once.
penny postal will do.

send

SEND

A

NO MONEY—just your name.
Hi»

KristeeCo.,1692 Bar St., Akron, Ohio

DRESS forYOU
FOR ORDERING 3

!

Thrilling new plan! Your choice of gorgeous new
dress in your favorite style, size and color GIVEN
to you for sending orders for only 3 dresses for
mr friends or family. Write for style presentation
howing scores of latest fashions with actual sample
fabrics. No money needed. Yon can get complete
wardrobe AND EARN CASH TOO - up to S22.00 a
week in your snaro time— EASY Write today
HARFORD FROCKS, Dept. A-137 Cincinnati25, Ohio
!

!

^
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Fascinating field Design own wardrobe at considerable saving. Gainexperience designing >r ol ners I tma y lead tothrillingcareer even a shopof
"yourownsome day. Basic "learn-by-doing" course
under guidance of qualified teachers provides excellent starting point for a career. Send for free
booklet, "A Career in Fashion Designing."
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NATIONAL SCHOOL OF DRESS DESIGN

1315 So. Michigan Ave.

Oept. 443-B

Chicago
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not recommended in the Habit-Breaking
Manual.
With actual scenes in a New York City
tenement district supplying a realistic

people to sleep Nancy Guild, yes, but
the others, no. Working on the then unknown quantity of psychology, he knew
his hypnotic power could bring him
wealth and world fame. A Gypsy, who
saw both his parents hung for making a
prediction, Orson gained this uncanny
aptitude from his mother. Everything

is a terrifying yarn based on
a Cornell Woolrich thriller.

setting, this

Look For The Silver Lining
(Technicolor)

would have been fine if he just would
have been content with wealth and mob

Warners

adoration, but actually he believed that
he was a supreme being meant to rule
the world. Although his satanic soul
is
dispatched in the end, and Nancy
finally snaps out of the trance Orson has
put her in, you are left with the uncomfortable mental picture of Orson's eyes
burning, burning deep, deep into your

the year
musicals
OF the
ONE
Maristory
and based on the
of

best

of

life

lyn Miller, with June Haver in the lead
ing role. The youngest daughter in a
theatrical family, the parents are Charles

Ruggles and Rosemary DeCamp, June
starts her dancing career through the
assistance of Ray Bolger. She is so terrific, by the time she is fifteen, June is
the darling of Broadway. During the run
of her first big time revue, June meets

is

that the picture has to

The Fountainhead
Warner Brothers

A STRANGE

and contrived story
with Gary Cooper as an architect
who expresses his soul in the steel and
concrete of modernistic buildings. Nor
There are
is his the only driving force.
other forms of repressed expression in
this,
such as Raymond Massey, the
publisher, who wants to rule masses

through his newspaper; Robert Douglas,
a columnist, who wants to play with
men's souls; and Patricia Neal, haunted
by a vision of a brawny hand clutching a
power drill, who destroys that which she
loves. All along, there's the constant reminder that in order to be happy and
free, the soul must be truthful to itself
and whatever nourishes the individual
soul
be it love, artistic expression, or
just plain decent living it must not be
changed to another diet, no matter how
tempting another concoction might be.
Despite the number of faults, there are
enough moments in this which are worth

—

the

—

—

seeing especially some bits done by
Massey. If you like deep thinking, hidden meanings, plus pure modern architecture, this is something for which
you've been waiting a long time.

C-Mcm

thrilling,

in

girl,

greets the

Summer

in

TROTTING
Eventually, the score of men
who died because of the necklace totals
five before the sleuthing of Jagger rings
down the curtain. The every day, unpretentious acting by Jagger and the others
plus a high-powered story make this

worth seeing. Filmed entirely in New
York, there are many interesting shots of
the city.

being smug-

be war bride and dupe in the smuggler's
plan, and Harry Landers, a baby-faced

and pacing horses have

lost a great deal of their popularity

with race fans, yet all the color and
excitement of harness racing is still
present especially when you tell the story
of Dan Patch, the greatest trotting horse
who ever lived. It's too bad people like
Dennis O'Keefe, Gail Russell and Henry
Hull keep trying to take you away from
the race track and paddocks just to let
in on their stereotyped life biographies. Luckily, none of O'Keefe's trouble
with his domineering wife, or Gail's love
for Dennis and Dan ( the horse), affects
the horse too much and he goes right on
breaking record after record. It takes a
stable fire to make Dennis realize he
doesn't love his wife and that his rightful
place is with Gail and back on the farm.
Even all these happenings, including his
sale, are just so much hay in the manger
to Dan, and he retires in dignity as the

you

Lust For Gold
Columbia

ALMOST

everybody, at one time or
the other, has dreamed of finding a
gold mine, but I'll wager a gold nugget
or two that this is the first picture that
has actually come out and told you
exactly where to look for that gold mine.
The mine is anyone's for the asking, all
you have to do is find the exact spot and
start digging. The history of the fabulous
mine is told in flashback when William
Prince comes to Arizona to find the mine
which his grandfather, Glenn Ford,
owned in the 1800's. Piece by piece,
Prince learns of the heavy toll the mine
has taken in lives of people who coveted
bounty.
His grandfather gained
its
ownership through the expedient of
murder, and murdered two more people,
Ida Lupino and Gig Young, when he

found they wanted

As

his gold.

the past hasn't been gory enough,
Prince finds himself being stalked by a
present-day killer, and the yen for gold
cancels out one more life. In case you're
still interested, the gold is still there
a little less than $20,000,000.
if

Black Magic
United Artists Release

of a fabulous necklace worth half a mil-

74

United Artists Release

a Catalina Swimsuit.

monster.

and unique and semidocumentary with Dean Jagger in the
main role as a Customs agent on the trail
is

most

(Technicolor)
Susan Hayward, now starring
the 20th Century- Fox film, "Collision,"

Our cover

INTERESTING

smackeroos, which

most

Yes, master .... this is
spectacular, most
lavish, most excitinq super
.

The Great Dan Patch

undefeated champion.
Illegal Entry

U niver sal-International

T MMIGR ATION Inspector George
A Brent runs into quite a problem when
up a gang smuggling
Mexican border by plane.
One of his suspects is Marta Toren,
whose husband had been killed in the
War. In an effort to find out what link

he

NOyou

was ever calculated to put
to sleep quicker than a stare

lullaby

from Cagliostro ( don't pronounce the
"G," please), history's greatest hypnotist.
Nor was Cagliostro, played by Orson
Welles, merely content with putting

to break

tries

aliens over the

is in the gang, Brent gets one of her
husband's buddies assigned to the task
of getting chummy with her. So, posing
as a pilot out of work, Howard Duff not
only meets Marta, but gets himself a job
with the gang which is operating behind

she

a

gled into the USA. This latest unveiling
of law-in-action brings to the screen two
new personalities: Lottie Elwen, a would-

.

production ever filmed.

Laurel Films

lion

.

greatest,

—

—

Gordon MacRae ummmmmmmmm:
and later marries him.
Along with excellent songs and dancing
by Haver and Bolger, the story is amazingly good, and loaded with humor. Hut
light and gay as it is, there are some nice
meaty dramatic moments here, too. The
only thing bad
end.

very being.

phony

air freight service.

Marta

is in

the deal, all right, up to her lovely neck,
but the gang helped get her brother into
this country and she's obligated to them.
Just when things are going fine, and it
looks as if Howard is going to get his
men, they learn he's an immigration
officer

and

rough.

The landing

his

all-point crash.

cover yarn
killings,
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for
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with fine quality

thousands of items

home and family

order

at thrifty mail

prices. Everything accurately

pictured

and described. Many items

shown

actual colors.

in

5 BIG STORES IN

ONE

makes your

shopping easier. There's a Fashion
Store for

Women

Girls' Store

Home

Store

.

.

a Boys' and

a Men's Store

a
and a Hardware-Farm.

.
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Auto Store.

SHOP WITH CONFIDENCE
item

.

.

every

exactly as pictured and de-

is

scribed. Prices are printed plainly

for easy comparison.

You can be

sure before you buy. Every order

is

backed by our 84-YEAR PLEDGE
OF SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
or Your

Money

Back.

A DOLLAR TO
THE COUPON AT LEFT

JUST PIN

PIN

A DOLLAR TO

THIS

COUPON

Get Your Copy of this Big Catalog
And a Dollar Merchandise Certificate
SPIEGEL INC., Chicago 9, III.
I am enclosing a DOLLAR DEPOSIT. Please send me a copy of the new Spiegel
Catalog. understand my dollar will be returned in the form of a Merchandise
Certificate good for $1 on any Spiegel Mail Order of $10 or more.

there

That's

all

to the

Coupon

is

to

at left

it.

Pin

and

you a catalog and a Dollar Merchandise Certificate good on any
SPIEGEL Mail Order of $ 1 or more.
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SKIN-SAFE SOLITAIR! The only foundation-and-powder make-up with clinical
evidence* certified by leading skin
specialists from coast to coast
that it
DOES NOT CLOG PORES, cause skin
texture change or inflammation of hair
follicle or other gland opening. No other
liquid, powder, cream or cake "foundation" make-up offers such positive proof
of safety for your skin.

—

—

*biopsy-specimen

:4
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Gown by

You'll find a lovelier

make-up. Solitair

is

you

— the instant you

start using Solitair

Cell

Chapman

cake

any make-up you
is a complete make-up. Combines powder and
skin faults. Stays on longer. But never looks

a special featherweight formula, unlike

have ever used. Solitair
powder base. Hides little
mask-like or "made-up." Contains Lanolin to help guard against
dryness. Gives your skin petal-smooth appearance
flawless, natural,

New Beauty

—

youthful-looking.

No

Yes

better quality. $1.00

Here

for Your Lips!

— something excitingly new!
is

the one and only lipstick

with point actually shaped
to

Cake Make-Up
Seven new
Fashion-right shades

(tob
Fashion-Point Lipstick

fit

the curve of your lips!

Helps you miraculously
to apply color quicker,
easier,

more evenly. No

blurred edges. See the new,
exciting reds and

"Dreamy

Pink." So creamy smooth.

Contains lanolin. Stays on so
* Slanting cap with red

enameled

circle identifies

Fashion-Point and color inside.

U.

S. Pat.

No. 2162534.

long! Exquisite case. $1

1
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Like Everything

About

Women- Almost"

——

Beautiful, Heavenly Lips
For You

WITHOUT LIPSTICK
And These Newly Luscious Colors
Can't Come Off On Anything
Bid "good-bye"

to lipstick

and

see your lips

beautiful than ever before. See them
decked in a clear, rich color of your choice
a color more alive than lipstick colors, because no grease. Yes, new Liquid Liptone
contains no grease no wax no paste. Just

more

—

—

—

pure, vibrant color. Truly, Liquid Liptone
brings to your lips lasting color-beauty that's

almost too attractive!

Makes the Sweetest Kiss
It Leaves No Mark on Him

Because

Think of it! Not even a tiny bit of your
Liquid Liptone leaves your lips for his or
for a napkin or tea-cup. It stays true to your
lips alone and one make-up usually suffices
for an entire day or evening.

—

Swim-proof
and

tips at last!

they stay delightfully soft

PLEASE TRY SEVERAL SHADES AT

and smooth.

MY

INVITATION

Once you experience the greater beauty of
liquid color and know that your lip make-up
will stay on no matter what your lips touch
I'm sure you'll thank me for this offer. Let
send you trial-sizes Liquid Liptone one
or more shades. Each is at least a week's
supply. Enclose 12 cents for each shade to
cover postage, etc. You will be thrilled by
the startling new beauty that Liquid Liptone
instantly brings to your lips.

—

me

Mail Coupon for Generous Trial Sizes

PRINCESS PAT, Dept.
Send

Trial Sizes.

I

9168, 2709 South Wells

St.,

Chicago

16,

III.

enclose 12c (2c Fed. tax) for each, as checked below:

Medium— Natural

true red.

...

™ ISS
Gypsy— Vibrant deep red.
Regal— Glamorous burgundy. Mrs

—

-

liquid liptone

Scarlet— Flaming red.

Orchid— Exotic

pink.

—Colorless.
cheeks — youthful,

Street

Clear

CHEEKTONE— "Magic"
for

color
natural. City

Accepted for Advertising
Zone

State

of the

in Publications

American Medical Association

HE WAS
that wonderful
boy she met last night at the hotel
dance! Suzanne uncorked her most
glamorous smile, batted her most luscious lashes. No recognition. She waved
her shapeliest arm, "yoo-hoo-ed" her
most musical "yoo-hoo." No response.
All of a sudden it dawned on her that
he was deliberately giving her the air
and was it frigid! She hadn't the foggiest
notion why he should snub her so.

THERE

.

.

.

.

may be beyond suspimost of the time. And then, when

Your
cion

.

breath

you want

to be at your best,

Before any date...

you can be

the way,

it

it

.

.

.

without realizing

is

Never Omit
Get

You Can't Always Tell
If you're smart,

you won't

fail

to guard

against offending this way. You'll use
Listerine Antiseptic, the extra-careful

precaution that so

many

Listerine Antiseptic

is

rely on.

no mere make-

of momentary effectiveness. Its
wonderful cleansing, freshening effect
is a continuing effect
helps keep the
breath sweet and agreeable
not for
seconds
not for minutes
but
shift

.

.

.

.

.

.

for hours, usually!

it.

.

Listerine Antiseptic

.

.

.

LISTERINE ANTISEPTIC

VACATIONING? Take
cidal action,

guilty of halitosis (unpleasant breath)

.

.

in the habit

tiseptic night

never omit

it

and morning and never,

before any date where you

want to be at your best.
While some cases of halitosis are of
systemic origin, most cases, say some
authorities, are due to the bacterial fermentation of tiny food particles clinging
to

mouth

surfaces. Listerine Antiseptic

such fermentation, then
overcomes the odors fermentation causes.

quickly

halts

Lambert Pharmacal

Co.,

the extra-careful precaution against

along— Because

It

of using Listerine An-

St.

Louis,

Mo.

Bad Breath

of safe germi-

an efficient first-aid in cases of minor cuts, scratches and abrasions.

By

helps take the sting out of mosquito bites.
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The stars themselves love to exchange news and views about their town
Florence Pritchett
Almost"
"I Like Everything About Women
Glenn Ford points out some irritating faults of the fair sex

24

What Hollywood

Took A Kicking Around
The

blush of womanhood many mysterious changes take place in your body. For
instance, the apocrine glands under your
arms begin to secrete daily a type of perspiration you have never known before. This is
closely related to physical development and
causes an unpleasant odor on both your person and your clothes.

Talking About.

—

It

At the

Itself Is

failures she's

Robert Perkins

endured have made June Havoc the

Not The Siren She Seems.

first

and

Just look into Gail Russell's eyes

Danny Wanted To Be
Being funny

is

Dr.

Kaye

Keep An Eye On Rudy

!

still

heady as

its

The studio

36

Danny Kaye
Terri Lee Randall

40

provocative namesake, Corinne

Louis Reid

sings of love, the sweetheart of

Rudy

Vallee's

dreams

Latest

nothing "wrong" with you. It's just
another sign you are now a woman, not a
girl ... so now you must keep yourself safe
with a truly effective underarm deodorant.
is

Two dangers— Underarm

odor is a real handicap at this romantic age, and the new cream
deodorant Arrid is made especially to overcome this very difficulty. It kills this odor
on contact in 2 seconds, then by antiseptic
action prevents the formation of all odor for
48 hours and keeps you shower-bath fresh.
It also stops perspiration and so protects
against a second danger— perspiration stains.
Since physical exertion, embarrassment and
emotion can now cause apocrine glands
to fairly gush perspiration, a dance, a date,
an embarrassing remark may easily make
you perspire and offend, or ruin a dress.

All

deodorants are not alike — so remember

—no

other deodorant tested stops perspiraand odor so completely yet so safely as
new Arrid. Its safety has been proved by
doctors. That's why girls your age buy more
Arrid than any other age group. More men
and women use Arrid than any other deodorant. Antiseptic, used by 117,000 nurses.
tion

Intimate protection is needed— so protect yourself with this snowy, stainless cream. Awarded American Laundering Institute Approval
Seal— harmless to fabrics. Safe for skin— can
be used right after shaving. Arrid, with the
amazing new ingredient Creamogen, will not

Olivia de

list

happy hunting grounds

or your

the stars

Fred Robbins

of records reviewed

by popular

44
52

disk jockey

Ha villain!

28
32
34

,

Cobina Wright
Helen Hendricks

Party Gossip

Your Guide To Current Films
Newsreel

20
29
30
35
38
49
50

Favorite Event
Suds Is Life (Pauletle Goddard)
Million Dollar All-Male Show.
Take One False Step
You Don't Need Spring.

'Home Of The Brave" Opens
Scree NL AND Salutes Spencer Tracy ( for ""Edward,

Take To The Sticks
Why Not Look Like The Stars?

6
12
19

My Son")

Courtenay Marvin
Don Loper

Sewing Time
Guide To Glamour
It's

18
46
56
58

ON THE COVER, MAUREEN O'llARA, STARRING IN
"FATHER WAS A FULLBACK," FOR 2UTH CENTURY-FOX

money

back! If you are not completely convinced
that Arrid is in every way the finest cream
deodorant you've ever used, return the jar
with unused portion to Carter Products,

53 Park PL, N.Y.C., for refund of
purchase price.
Inc.,

by

for spontaneous gags

42

television

Richard Widmark and Veronica Lake
Ann Sothern

dry out.

Your satisfaction guaranteed,

is

Maude Cheatham
sets are

33

you

like

Right Off The Record
There

at

William Lynch V allee

Fun

All In

26

today

is

and laughter shining

!

isn't half so

Though he

you'll see fun

a serious business to a frustrated surgeon

Intoxicating Vixen
The best Calvet wine

It's

real person she

.Reba and Bonnie Churchill

full
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ing

drama

of a

vith the game!

—

Jimmy Stewart,
Hatrick McLean

Tampax

is

discretion itself at

swimming

time. Because this remarkable monthly sanitary protection has no outside
this

one

fact

your

full

pad

.

.

.

Give

consideration

Tampax can be
and out of the water
with your bathing suit wet or dry. So
get Tampax for the next occasion and
and you'll

realize that

trusted in the water

enjoy those additional "stolen" swims!

Made
cotton,

comes
tors.

of highly absorbent surgical

Tampax

is

worn

internally anr

in efficient easy-to-use applica

When in place it is not only invisibl

but unfelt.

No

edge-lines can

chafing

possible.

is

show under

soft

N

summ

dresses. No odor can form. Changing
quick and disposal no trouble at all.

This

Tampax was invented by

a doct

by no means intended as
occasional convenience. It meets
demands of this special hygienic need every month of the

and

is

year. Millions
at

now

use

it.

t,

Sold

drug and notion counters in

3 absorbencies (Regular, Super,

Junior). Average month's supply slj
into purse; economy box holds4mont

average supply.
Palmer, Mass.

Tampax

Incorporat

Accepted for Adve\
by the Journal of the American Medical Assoc

star of "Stratton Story," with socialite Gloria
at Stork Club. They'll be man and wife soon.

LflDD
Man

of Violence and
•

Women

•

Mystery

.vs.

of Wealth and Beauty!

A

love story to

match the tension
of the times.

Produced by
with

SHELLE!J

WH1TERS-

Screenplay by Cyril

RICHARD MAIBAUM
Hume and

Richard

Maibaum»From

•

Directed by

ELLIOTT NUGENT

the novel by F. Scott Fitzgerald and the play by

Owen

Davis

Jimmy Durante and Bob
Hope before an NBC program. Bob is soon to be
seen in "The Great Lover"
with Rhonda Fleming as
the girl he really loves.

Bob Pins
set the smartest

hair-do's

stronger

grip— won't

slip

out

Wyman, now
England, is making

Below: Jane
in

"Stage Fright" for Alfred
Hitchcock. Michael Wilding

is

her

leading

man.

Jane's lonesome for home.

Your hair

is

Pamela were at a party the other evening
with the Van Heflins and Betty Hutton
and her Ted and they brought their new
baby, crib, diapers and formula, right
along with them. They never let the
baby out of their sight.

short and to the point this season.

*

The new brief styles are easy on the eyes
—easy to set, yourself, with DeLong Bob Pins.
DeLong Bob Pins, with their new rounded

*

#

Betty Hutton, who loves babies so much,
couldn't take her eyes off the Mason infant, although we did get her to stop making gurgling noises, to tell us how happy
she is to get the part of Annie Oakley in

ends, slide in easily, stay in indefinitely.

Get DeLong Bob Pins on the famous blue card.

"Annie Get Your Gun," which Judy Garland had to forfeit

The Short Halo-

pended

created by Helen Hunt,
famous Hollywood hair
stylist. Make 3 rows of pin
curls. Work clockwise from
left part toward face. Pull
hair slightly forward as you
pin. Brush out hair upward,
away from face. Let ends
fall

the studio sus-

*

*

*

BRIAN AHERNE, at the same
told us that a producer

party,

had asked

him to play the King in the production
"Hamlet" which they're doing in Denmark in the original setting of the Castle
of

forward. Brush back

of Elsinore where Shakespeare placed it.
Margaret Sullavan and several other
Hollywood film stars are going over, but
Brian politely turned the offer down.
"Why?" I asked him. "Didn't you
want to do the role?"
"Oh, yes, Cobina," Brian suavely re-

hair upward.

Above: Audrey Totter with
Brian Donlevy at formal
Hollywood premiere. It's
one of the surprise twosomes of the town. Both

claim

You're always "set" uith
Curl Setting Pins

when

her.

•

Hair Pins

•

DeLong
Safety Pins

Hooks and Eyes • Snaps • Pins
Hook and Eye Tapes • Sanitary Belts

it

isn't

serious.

Right: Gene Tierney with
Betty Lou Gerson on the
Hollywood Star Theatre.
Gene is returning to the
screen in "Whirlpool," a

20th Century- Fox picture.

MONUMENTAL

BEST-SELLER!
TOWERING SCREEN TRIUMPH!

GARY COOPER
THIS

HIS ROLE OF ROLES!

IS

CO-STARRING

RAYMOND MASSEY
KENT SMITH

PATRICIA NEAL
DIRECTED BY

NG VIDOR
Screen Play by

Alf

N

RAND

•

From her Novel "The Fountainhead"

HENRY BLANKE
•

Music by Max Steiner

ROBERT DOUGLAS

HENRY HULL
RAY COLLINS

ARTHUR MURRAY TEACHERS SAY:

plied.

"I

simply asked them

didn't think that
part!"
*

if

Hamlet was a
*

they
better

*

Brian, oddly enough, is only one member of the British colony to take up, of
all things, square dancing, and if you
were to attend these weekly sessions at
the smart Bel-Air Hotel, you'd really
get a kick out of seeing Deborah Kerr
and her husband, Tony Bartley, Brian
and Eleanor, and all the stiff English
actors and actresses, decked out in blue
jeans and calico bandannas, whirling

Below: Dick Haymes and Nora Eddington
Flynn dining at the Stork in Manhattan.

Lola Albright, who's featured in Warners'
gay comedy, "The Girl From Jones Beach."

their partners in a circle.
*
*
*

What amused me most
er" of this typically

—and

is

that the "call-

American dance form

everyone says he's the best

typically

—

is the
British-voiced Ronald ColmanI
*
*
*

THERE'S

no party

like

a wedding

party, whether it be in Hollywood or
Hoboken and, since so many film colony
mergers are done very quietly, in Q. T.
Nevada, when there is a formal wedding,

with veil, rice and champagne, you can
be sure everyone is going to turn out.

The most
in fact, the

lavish of these recent affairs,
most elaborate since Diana

(Please turn to page 70)

Left: Ginger Rogers with Vinton

Looking
music

in

radio

like

Sherry- Netherland

Hayworth,
in

N.

Y.

Celeste Holm and her son, Daniel Dunning,
with his new U.S. Savings Bond Certificate.

one of America's foremost ballroom

"When

dancers.

Ania

dancing,

you have to be extra-careful

says:

you teach

about feminine daintiness. That's

why

use Lander's flower-fresh

Those

talcs.

I

lovely garden fragrances really refresh

me. You'll love them!"

I
MlGMtB

y
IN THE

each
WEST

Gardenia and Sweet Pea
Spicy Apple Blossom

Sweet Pea

Available at your favorite variety store

THE LANDER CO.
10

at

motion,

charming Ania Paul
is

star,

•

FIFTH AVE.

•

NEW YORK

—

By
Helen Hendricks
Lucille

Edward,

My

package. It would be very easy if Eddie
could row up, get her name on the
dotted line and make everyone happy,
but it isn't that simple. Reagan has to
enroll in a night school for foreigners
which Virginia teaches (you'll get some
mighty good laughs out of his 'accent')
and Eddie has to keep the other twelve
models from knowing what's going on.
Very humorous and very gay, you can't
miss by seeing what can happen at Jones
Beach.

WHEN

a parent uses money and indulgence instead of love and understanding to win the affection
of his only son, not only will father and
son suffer, but so will the countless people whose lives they touch. This tragic

,

many

others which stem
from the same selfish principles, are all
brought out with vivid performances by
Spencer Tracy, as the father, and Deborah Kerr, the mother of the much
talked about but never seen Edward.
As an average middle-class couple
living in England, the Boults don't seem
marked in any particular manner when
you first see them. However, when
Tracy burns down his store to collect
the insurance to pay for an operation
his young son needs, you really get the
idea that Edward is going to have the
best of everything at any cost.
Unfortunately, the "cost" not only means
a fire-gutted building, but also the jail
sentence
and subsequent suicide of
B oult's business partner, constant double-

Stampede
Allied Artists
Barbara Stanwyck isn't handled too gently
by Stephen McNally in "The Lady Gambles."

the slow but complete disintegration of Deborah, the suicide of
Boult's mistress and death of Edward,
who is minus any sense of morals.
Excellent acting by Tracy, Deborah
and Ian Hunter, as the doctor in love
with Deborah, who is able to salvage
crossing,

only one

"The Blue Lagoon" is a Technicolor treat
Simmons and Donald Houston.

WESTERNS will always be box-office

W

just as long as they keep turning
fast-moving epics like this. Surprisingly enough, the usual cliches you
look for, and find, in a picture of this
type, are missing. The gal, Gale Storm,
is an independent little cuss, but a very
believable and cute one. One scene where
she roughs up Rod Cameron, is funnier
than all git out. The man, Cameron, is
one of the most human cattlemen we've
seen in a long time. Whatever he does,
he does because circumstance motivates
his actions and not because he's really
a softie underneath all that brawn and
muscle. The plot about a cattle baron
caught between some land swindlers and
a group of settlers who want him to relinquish his control over the only water
supply in the territory, is equally welldone. Besides a lot of fast action and
gun-fire, this has an added surprise

out

human

destructive

starring Jean

and Victor Mature in "Intertingler about pro football.

RKO

Son

MGM

result, plus the

Ball

ference,"

mate
is

son.

being out of Tracy's
powers:
Edward's illegitiSuperior entertainment, this

strictly for adults.

The Girl From Jones Beach
Warner Brothers
Randolph
THE
artist Ronald

painted by
is quite a
composite dish: the face of one model,
the hands of another, the lips from a
third, the legs from a fourth, and, well
etc. The finished product is quite a
cookie, so much so that a big executive
wants to do a television show based
around her! But since the Randolph
Girl,

as

Reagan,

—

creator hasn't let anyone in on
he has a tough time
convincing Eddie Bracken that he isn't
interested in the offer. Being the persistent guy he is, Bracken finally learns
the truth and, completely shattered, decides to commit suicide
but, wait
as
he drifts in his leaky rowboat past Jones
Beach, he catches a glimpse of a truly
wonderful hunk of pulchitrude, Virginia
Mayo the Randolph Girl all in one neat

it

brings

back Johnny

Mack Brown,

good-looking as ever, as the soft-spoken
sheriff.

Forbidden Street
20th Century-Fox

Girl's

his nefarious secret,

—

—

12

—

FASCINATED

since childhood

by the

slummy alley back of her home
known as Britannia Mews, Maureen
O'Hara eventually finds that her whole
life revolves around the street.
Grown
to young womanhood, Maureen becomes
infatuated by her drawing master, Dana
Andrews, a no-account opportunist, who
takes his

young starry-eyed bride to

live

Left: Betty Field,
Alan Ladd and Barry
as the triangle in "The Great
Catsby," Alan's best
screen performance.
Sullivan

Right:

Yvonne

Carlo and
Duff in the
of

above a

When

stable.

he

a fatal accident, her last escape
from the Mews and its degrading way of
life is cut off by a blackmailing old hag
who insists she saw Maureen kill her

has

husband. Only when a young man gets
tossed out of the pub and almost into
her lap, does Maureen come out of her
apathy and put aside the gin bottle at
which she's been nipping. Probably the
fact that the stranger looks exactly like

dead husband accounts for the
change the similarity isn't too odd
her

since

—

Dana Andrews

plays

the

other

Between them both, they
change the Mews from a place of derelicts to a fashionable street, and this is
role,

too.

done when they stage excellent puppet
shows. That the young couple run into
some difficulties because they are posing
as man and wife is mostly comedy relief
and not to be taken too seriouslv.

title roles

"Calamity Jane

And
new

in the alley

de

Howard

Sam

Bass,"

a

kind of Western,

decides to hook herself a South American polo player. To say that she mistakes Red Skelton for the polo player
should be enough, but there's a lot more.
Esther finds the polo player Red is impersonating, and tells him in no uncertain terms hands off her little sister.
Ricardo Montalban goes along with the
gag because he thinks Esther is super,
but it isn't until the very end that Esther
finds out the truth. Though the picture
is excellent
right along, some of the
funniest scenes arrive with Esther's deepfreeze treatment of Ricardo. Betty's mad.
passionate chanting of "Baby, It's Cold
Outside," which she does while making

advances to Red, and Red's romancing
in Spanish plus his polo-playing. The
only trouble with this is that the laughs
come so close together you can miss out
on some dialogue.

the fact that he makes violent love to
no uncertain terms that
marriage is out because she wouldn't
her, tells her in

make

fitting company for his young
brother.
Although a boy, Claude is
nevertheless a brighter lad in some respects: he likes Gloria and thinks she's
just the girl for Bob, This disagreement
almost causes a rift between the brothers, but a gun- battle makes Bob turn

noble and

less fusty.

The Blue Lagoon
(Technicolor)

Universal-International Release

do you
WHAT
venture? Name

like in the
it

way

of ad-

and you got

it

in

about a couple of children and
who are shipwrecked on a de-

this nifty

a sailor

Roughshod

serted Pacific island. Shortly after landing on this paradise, lush with tropical

Neptune's Daughter
(Technicolor)

MGM

T7 ASY-GOING, yet never
,

J_J

WELL,
Esther

tie

my

trident,

foliage

RKO

if

it

isn't

Williams cutting through
the waters of a blue-tinted pool, again.
Esther ,is the voluptuous but levelheaded executive of a bathing suit manufacturing concern, while Keenan Wynn
is her good-Joe partner. Esther's wacky
sister, Betty Garrett, is the one who
gets the hilarity under way when she

it

comes to suspense,

slack
you'll

when
find

worthwhile saga of the Old West.
Bob Sterling, pursued by a trio of killers, and Claude Jarman, as his kid
brother, make up a nice team of unassuming young men. Just as soon as they
get rid of the killers and a dance hall
girl, Gloria
Grahame, they intend to
this a

Bob hates everything Gloria stands for and in spite of

start a horse ranch.

Left:

puts

Virginia
her best

forward so
Joel McCrea

Mayo
foot

far
is

as

con-

cerned
Warners'
"Colorado Territory."
in

Right: Spencer TraErnest Jay and

cy,

Leueen MacGrath in
"Edward, My Son," a
story

of

a

father's

devotion for his son.

and bordered by a white sandy

beach, the sailor meets an untimely
death, leaving the two youngsters on
their own. Besides the clothes they are
wearing, the only other memento from
the civilized world is a book on etiquette.
Years pass and the next time you see
the tykes, they are perfect specimens of
male, Donald Houston, and female, Jean
Simmons. He's got more muscles than
Atlas and she's sensash in a sarong. Any
two other people would be very content
with a set-up like they have, but, no,
thev want to go back to civilization.

Right: Being

manhandled by

Max and Buddy

Baer

is

only

woes

part of Lou Costello's

"Africa Screams," his latcomedy with Bud Abbott for Universal-International. Don't miss this one!
in

est

Below: Gloria Crahame, Roband Claude Jarman, Jr., in "Roughshod," an
RKO Western in which Glo
ria,
a dance hall girl, and
Bob fall in love, but complications set in immediately.

ert Sterling

They almost do when two

renegades,
looking for pearls, stumble on the island.
Taken in by promises at first, the children of nature eventually get the idea
that all the strangers are after are the
pearls which Houston brings up from
the lagoon. One of the strangers is also
after Jean.
They get neither of the
treasures and the couple is left on the
island a while longer until they finally
put together a boat and a few other
things and begin their journey back to
England. Oh, well, to each his own.
.

.

.

The Great Gatsby
Paramount

COLORINSE

JUST

because he never got over loving
one woman, Betty Field, Alan Ladd

with

turns bootlegger and racketeer in order
to get enough money to be able to live
up to her. After many years, during
which time Betty has married and be-

GIVES YOUR HAIR

MORE COLOR
•

Absolutely harmless

•

Washes out

come a mother, Alan

easily

Now, from

the famous Nestle Hair Laboracomes lurium — an amazing new in-

tories

gredient added to Nestle Colorinse to give

your

more glorious color-beauty,

hair

sparkling highlights and silken lustre than
ever before.

And

—

Nestle

eliminates tangles

comb, easier

to

Colorinse

—

with Lurium

makes hair

easier to

manage.

Get a package of the new Nestle ColoLurium today! Choose from the

rinse with

10 flattering shades at

all

beauty counters.

Above:

but

much

lighter

rollicking

gan,

2

rinses

10$

6

rinses

25$

who

this

NESTLE

-

"The

I

a

the

From

Girl

Ronald Rea-

plays an artist,

is

kiss.

Keenan Wynn, Esther

Montalban are
Meriden, Conn.

MGM

comedy

and bathing
I

in

in

Williams and Betty Garrett
in
"Neptune's Daughter."
Red Skelton and Ricardo

originators of

—

time

role

on receiving end of the

Right:

permanent waving

Mayo

Virginia

It's

again,

Jones Beach."

So Economical to Use!

finally

manages

to

scrape a few millions together and buys
a 30 some odd room cottage on Long
Island Sound. Right across the bay,
Betty is grub-staking in an equally unpretentious palace. Through her cousin,
Macdonald Carey, Alan gets to meet
Betty again, and, zingo, you get proof
positive that an old flame never dies.
Everyone is all mixed up and very unhappy. Betty's husband is pitching woo
with a garage owner's wife, Alan is pitching thousand dollar bills around, Ruth
Hussey is pitching foul balls, and Betty,

also

in

about

suits.

In

this

polo
color.

THERE'S MORE THAN MONEY

ON MITCHUM'S MIND...

Based on the famous Saturday Evening Post Story "The Road

to Carmichael's"

by RICHARD

WORMSER

.

.

How

because she's so emotionally inhibited, is
in there pitching.
The fact that
Betty accidentally runs over her husband's amour, and kills her, really fixes
Alan fine because he takes the blame
for the death, and the garage-owner,

catches on

As

You Can

LOSE WEIGHT
Without Dieting

body with

fills the Ladd
One thing about this

bullets.

Although he almost mashes Coleen Gray
into the good earth, Mark still believes
his horse can get over this split-personality business and get back to winning
cups again. Mark's search for his maladjusted horse almost ends when Rory
Calhoun, a ranch foreman, sets out to
shoot the ornery critter. However, he
has a change of heart and he, Mark and
Coleen finally capture "Jubilee," who,
in turn, winds up being a cutie-pie
after all.
[Please turn to page 73]

Sand
(Technicolor)

20th Century-Fox

on a novel by one of the
writers on horses, Will
is a yarn about a show horse

greatest

James, this

who jumps

when

the train

his box-car

\

September 5CREENL
5CREENLAND

free copy of the September SCREENLAND will be mailed direct to
you if you are one of the first 500 to tell us a little about yourself
and your family. It's fun easy, too. Just fill in the answers and
mail them to us today!
Number in the order of your choice the feature stories you like best in
this issue: "'I Like Everything About Women
Almost,' says Glenn
Ford" ... "Danny Wanted To Be Dr. Kaye"
"Intoxicating
Vixen" ....

A

—

—

Yes, you can eat what
you want and lose weight
at the same time. All you

do is eat delicious-tasting

AYDS

Which departments do you

Vitamin and

like best?

Beauty" by Courtenay Marvin.
"What Hollywood Itself
bins.

'

.

Mineral Candy
before meals
^ ****
as directed.

AYDS

•

.

curb your
appetite.

— and you lose weight

naturally, without risking health. No
laxatives, or dangerous drugs.
AYDS are pure and wholesome and contain essential vitamins and minerals to
give you added benefits when reducing.
pills,

Ayds Are Proved! On the market

for over

ten years. Clinically tested by doctors on
over 100 persons; the average weight loss

was 14 pounds.

What
What

.

Is

"Right Off The Record" by Fred RobTalking About" by Lynn Bowers.

Single....

.

Engaged?

How many

is

the occupation of the head of your family?

is

the combined weekly salary of your family:

Does your family have a television set? ....

lose

weight with your first box or money
($2.89) is refunded.

Don't be fat. Reducing with the AYDS
Plan is quick, easy, and absolutely safe.
Get AYDS from your drug or department
store, or send $2.89 for full month's sup-

COMPANY,

Dept.

If

When

.

.

your
employed,

folks

Under $60.

$60 to $80
from $100 to $200
from $80 to $100
Do you own or rent your home? ....

in

.

from

.

.

over $200?

did you get it? ....

What make?
Do you plan to buy one?
Do they have a car?
What year?
Do you have a telephone at home?
What brand cigarette do you like?
Do you smoke?.
How
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

long have you smoked?

How much

Ayds Are Guaranteed! You must

ply to: THE CARLAY
R, Batavia, Illinois.

Married....

.

family? .... If married, how many children do you have? ....
what kind of a job do you have?

H, 6HT scm

You eat less

.

Are you:

I

au-

tomatically

.

spend

do you spend each year for clothes?

How much

do you

for toilet goods, including cosmetics?

Do you buy refills?.
Do you use home permanent kits?. ...
Do you wash your own hair?.... How often?
Which do you
Liquid shampoo
Toilet soap?
prefer: Cream shampoo
What brand?
What brand?
Do you use a special rinse?.
.

.

.

.

.

.

Check the schools you have attended: High School

College

Vocational

Do you own

a typewriter?.

.

.

typewriter in your work?....

How many
//

i.

muti

.

What make?
Do you use
Which make do you prefer?

people read your copy of

SCREENLAND?

ifMCIMf

yum

'•'."«

Name

Address

Zone

City.

Age.
State

out and mail to: Research Dept., SCREENLAND
444 Madison Avenue, New York 22, New York.

Fill

desert.

Mark

—

picture is a very strong flavor of the
strange emptiness of living which seemed
so much a part of the 1920s. It's a difficult thing to catch and film, but it was
done.

BASED

his

—
—

and crazed,

grief-stricken

and roams the

fire,

devoted owner,

Stevens,
points out, the fact that he's psychologically unadjusted to cope with the dangers of freedom
we're talking about a
horse, remember
might make a great
change in his personality. It certainly
does our equine friend who once played
with kittens, nuzzled his master and ate
sugar from the hands of children, now
is a killer who would just as soon stomp
a man to death as he would whinny.

just

a

HUNT STROMBERG
presents

UZABETH SCOTT DON DE FORE • DAN DURYEA
•

in

EA1EFOM TEAMS
with

Arthur Kennedy

•

Kristine Miller

Screenplay by

Produced by

•

Barry Kelley

Roy Huggins

HUNT STROMBERG

•

Directed by BYRON HASKIN

Released thru United Artists

from the shock-packed pages

of

Roy Huggins' Saturday Evening Post

serial story that electrified

twelve million readers!
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A makeup retouch technique
that emphasizes skin lustre
honey
THE
room

blonde star in the powder
of the Stork Club was repairing her makeup after half an hour
or so of the samba. I watched her technique with interest. A long pencil of color

carefully replaced her lips and from a
tiny vial she brushed on a clear liquid,
parting them while it dried. That meant
her rich curve of color would remain intact in spite of food, drink, cigarette or
stick swept a shadow of
across her eyelids. From her bag
she took a small linen paper tissue and
pressed it lightly over her whole face.
This is hot-weather magic, for the tissue
kiss.

Another

mauve

absorbs oil and moisture without marring your makeup in the slightest. A
small golden perfume flacon then flashed
as a mist of perfume greeted hair, neck
and arms. With an approving glance in
the mirror, she swept from the refuge of
the powder room to the lights, the stimulating crowd and music that make the
Stork Club.
This retouch technique holds a beauty
lesson for everyone. Furthermore, the

All perfect

makeup should

eyelids, lips

Ideal

American

girl

type,

Laraine Day,
has a soft beauty,
appealing to all. You
will next see Laraine
in

"Twilight,"

re-

leased by U. Artists.

stick form of modern beauty is admirably adapted to bag or desk drawer without needless weight or clutter. And a

beauty mending in private means
that you can long remain in public without frequent recourse to compact, mirror
and lipstick. This public putting on of
face is blacklisted by the boys. Timely,
too, might be a tip for the girls about to
take their first step careerward which is,
fix up your face in private.
Until you
have proved your sterling worth, the Big
Chief may take your prettying touches
in his presence as a sign of giddiness instead of a well-meant but inept effort at
grooming. In many years of lunching,
and teaing with (Please turn to page 72)
little

1

By
Courtenay

Marvin

Paramount's

Rhonda

Fleming, now with
Bob Hope in "The
Great Lover," is your
modern, clear-cut
type.

This

still

result in a transparent, luminous effect.

and face planes of Ava Gardner

re-

mains an ideal beauty
concept for America

in

Notice the lustrous

"The Creat Sinner" with Gregory Peck.

Rita dining with Orson Welles before they came to the
parting of the ways. Rita was first wed to Ed Judson.

Aly and
diamond

The eyes

of the world were turned on the French Riviera
town of Vallauris on May 27th when Rita Hayworth, Hollywood's foremost glamour girl, and Aly Khan, son of one
of the world's richest men, were united in marriage.

NEWSREEL
The newlyweds with Aly's father, the Aga Khan, and his
wife, Begum Aga Khan. Rita and Aly were wed in a civil
ceremony performed by Mayor Paul Andre Derigon. Rita
was clad in an ice blue crepe gown with black accessories.

his

ring.

bride.

The

Prince

Her wedding ring

gave
is

a

Rita
plain

a

12 carat
band.

eold

Ann

Blyth and Roddy McDowall rate special attention during the "Ice Capades" when two members of the
skating cast dip to a graceful finale before them. The ice carnival is an annual favorite of the stars.

At the Pan
sen

flank

Auditorium, Eve Arden and Gertrude NieHawes, who's delighted with the arrangement.'

Pacific

Bill

None
of

Angeles opening of the "Ice Capades
performance more than Mr. and Mrs. Dan Duryea.

of the star spectators at the Los

1949" enjoyed the

lavish

—

The

J.

party,

Barbara

Fred Henrys, feted at a Hollywood
with Louelta Parsons, Irene Dunne.

Bel

Ceddes greets

SCREENLAND'S

J.

Fred

Henry,

publisher, at party for him.

By Lynn Bowers

WHEN

the Fred Henrys (he's the
publisher of
and
SILVER SCREEN) paid Hollywood a short and busy visit we couldn't
think of a better excuse to give a party.
The Henrys obligingly squeezed some
time from their crowded schedule to come
and meet some of our favorite people
Irene Dunne. Louella Parsons, Betty

Gertrude Niesen, hostess Harriet Parsons, Billie Dove Kenaston,
John Lund and his wife, Marie, at party for the J. Fred Henrys.

SCREEN LAND

Hutton and Ted Briskin, Barbara Bel
Geddes and Carl Schreuer, John and
Marie Lund, Gertrude Niesen, Bob and
Billie Dove Kenaston, Maggie Ettinger,
Jack Briggs, Dorothy Manners and John
Haskell, Florence Desmond, the Tex
Rodens, Mr. Henry's brother John and
his pretty wife, Jill, her niece Zoe Rosnas, and a coupla dozen more. The Henrys must have thought it was the Chamber of Commerce what with everyone
trying to persuade them to move to Hoi-

At party honoring the

—

J. Fred Henrys during their Hollywood visit,
were Gertrude Niesen, Mr. Henry's brother John and his wife.

f

When

Trigger's hoofprints were preserved for posterity in forecourt of the Chinese Theatre,
Dale Evans and Roy Rogers were right on hand to see that he made the very best impression.

iywood.

Good

idea,

too,

they're

charming people.
Jack Briggs got lonesome

for

very

Ginger

Rogers, vacationing in New York, so he
telephoned her. Betty Hutton and Florence Desmond hadn't seen one another
>ince they appeared at Palladium in London last Summer. Everyone was raving
about how beautiful Betty looked in a
black ankle-length sheer and a picture
hat. Marie Lund looked like a very chic,
modern Dresden figure in a dreamy pas-

tel gown and bonnet. Everybody, in fact,
looked awful purty. Gertrude Niesen was
telling us she'd decided to do a Summer
tour of 'Annie Get Your Gun." We were

We couldn't have managed without
Producer Harriet Parsons, who is as good
a hostess as she is a producer, which is
saying quite a lot.

George Montgomery and Dinah
Shore couldn't make it on account of

sorry

George had a sore throat, and a radio
rehearsal kept Dorothy Lamour and Bill
Howard from coming.

Looks as if Douglas Fairbanks, not Darryl Zanuck, made the
best bet at the polo matches between the U.S. and Argentina.

We'd

just returned

we went

to -pick

up

jrom Detroit, where
a

new

automobile.

The only movie people we saw

jor two
[Please turn to page 60)

weeks were

Ginger Rogers, on vacation
sley's party at the Stork.

in

New

York, in Playwright Sidney Kinga comedy for her next picture.

She wants

—

Hike Soe^tli'ma

Guout Women -Glmest"
In
all

"Framed," Janis Carter used
her wiles to lure Glenn Ford.

comes a time
THERE
women when they

in the life of

all

their big. blue eyes

are

many

like!

things about

Sad though

this

and realize there
them men do not

may

Glenn Ford points out some

must open

be. it

is

irritating faults of the fairsex

still

true.

Women are absolutely marvelous about
doing tiny, little things that set men to
grinding their teeth in their sleep, walking blindly down streets and shouting at
their mothers-in-law. How the gentle and
feminine sex can create such turbulence
in the souls of strong and silent males
often remains a mystery.
Not wanting any mysteries to exist in
this age of reason and scientific analyzation of all problems, I turned to the first
strong man I saw and begged him not to
be so silent.
Now the man I picked is strong! He
won the heart of America's favorite, fast
footed dancer, Eleanor Powell, and he
has made many an American girl forget
the boy next door. Who else could he be
but the cowbov booted, green-eved Glenn

By Florence Pritchett

know anything about women!"
"You don't know anything about women?" I gasped. "Why. Glenn. I saw you
with my own eyes on Fifth Avenue and
you were surrounded by the dainty sex,
screaming and pushing to get nearer.
On the screen I've seen you woo many
of the fairer lasses of Hollywood, so you
must have picked up a bit of vicarious
all

information."
Shyly he shook his head and answered,
"Well, all I do know is what I've observed. I can't judge by Eleanor for she
I'm on the spot because I
is perfect.
like everything about women
almost.
"It's a problem," he continued, "to
think of anything that irritates me. In
Hollywood, women are so entirely different. The big stars of the film capital have
not only won their lofty place on the
ladder, but they've stayed there because
of complete
(Please turn to page US)

—

Ford?
Yes, it was to Glenn I passed on the
opportunity most men would fight for
the chance to speak his piece before his

Glenn chatting with Kay Medford, who appears in his current film, "Undercover Man."

teeth are ground to bits.
"Tell us." I pleaded, "what do we do
that is wrong? Give us the golden word
that we may mend our ways. Please.
Glenn, straighten us out."
"Straighten out women!" he said in
amazement. "Gee whiz, Florence, I don't

With Adele Jergens. Says Glenn,

women

in

"Actually,
general are wonderful creatures."

Evelyn Keyes gives Glenn's tie the woman's
touch between scenes of their latest film.

Director John Farrow, June Havoc, William Demaresr and Film Editor Eda
joying a between-scenes gabfest during filming of Paramount's "Red, Hot

Warren en-

And

Blue."

Jane Nigh, Betty Hutton and June Havoc are
showgirl roommates in "Red, Hot And Blue."

Kiokitui
By Robert Perkins
" 171 ALLURE." said June Havoc, "can
."
often be the greatest success.

p

.

.

Paradoxical as that appears, it
was emphatically true in June's case.
Originally lured to Hollywood by
as a comic and part-time willowy siren,
she was quickly typed as such. Since she
had considerably more on the ball than
her roles called for, she wasn't ecstatically happy, was dropped as a failure.
It took plenty of subsequent dramatic

RKO

Producer Bob Fellows presented June with
an orchid on her first day at Paramount.

f

June Havoc and William Demarest in scene
from "Red, Hot And Blue," her latest film.

June Havoc, William Talman, William Demarest and Betty Hutton welcome Adolph
Zukor, chairman of the board for Paramount Pictures, on the "Red, Hot And Blue" set.

stage-film

work (and beatings) to

establish

June

tis

a

eapital-A

Actress.

Nowadays. June

is handed such piquant movie roles as that of
bigoted secretary in 20th Century-Fox's "Gentleman's Agreement." and. more recently, she played a brittle, likeable ( but not
laudable) character in Alan Ladd's "Chicago Deadline." Currently
she is a worldly New Yorker in "Red, Hot And Blue," a realistic
the latter two
gangster-detective fillum starring Betty Hutton
being made for Paramount.
There's quite a story back of June's tooth-and-nail fight to rid
herself of the comedienne, sexy hoyden labels
not to forget the
hefty placard she's carried on her aching hack for lo. these many
years, the same reading: "This is Gypsy Rose Lee's kid sister."
"I was extremely bad for RKO," says June, "and vice versa. And
when they decided that I was a flop and gave me the boot, it was
the best possible thing because, after all, I was headed in the wrong
direction. It's true I was making good money working in their comeYou know something? I've never been
dies, but I wasn't happy.
happy being funny ..."
This interview with June took place in her suite in New York's
Sherry-Netherland Hotel on Fifth Avenue. When she ojiened the
door for us, a white streak a cute toy
French Poodle named Suzetta hurled
herself at us. bumped noisily against
"All
ask is a chance to
an ankle and ( Please turn to page 65)
create something," says June.

the

—

—

—

—

I

Jane Nigh and June in another scene from the Paramount
June's determined to get away from hoydenish roles.

film.

<

Bubble baths are
Paulette Coddard's

trademark on screen.

IS

LIFE

PAULETTE GODDARD

manages

to

make

the taking of a bath more exciting than
the final game of the World Series whether
the ablutions take place in a jungle pool, rain
barrel or plain old-fashioned porcelain tub.
In Columbia's "Anna Lucasta," Paulette injects a bath into a hitherto sudsless script
just after she returns to her impoverished
mining town home. It's a long dusty trip
from Brooklyn to Pennsylvania so what else
could a travel begrimed Paulette do first but
frolic in the foam?
"Anna Lucasta" is the
story of a disillusioned girl who finds happiness in a marriage arranged by her family
solely to extort money from her husband.

"Bathing is not a private affair," declares Paulette, in the midst of her seventh screen
Although Anna Lucasta was a negro on Broadway, she's a Polish girl in the picture.

bath.

One

of the reasons Paulette Coddard insists on tub scenes, such as this one in "Anna
Lucasta," is because most of her fan mail is from men who enthusiastically endorse them.

Innocent-eyed Paulis anything but

ette
in

"Anna

Lucasta."
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Humphrey Bogart and Alan Ladd
have some lively conversation about
their "kids" in the Friars' show.

Dennis O'Keefe, Mickey Rooney and
Jack Oakie were three of the best

dressed boys

in

the ,hobo

ballet.

"Tnxie," who looks like another Andrews
sister and is actually Gene Kelly, flirts
backstage with Harpo Marx, who's smitten.

Charles Mendl, Hedda Hopper, Joan
Fontaine and Arlene Dahl get caught in the
crowd in the lobby of the Shrine Auditorium.

Sir

HE
,9

A

COUPLE

of million dollars worth of talent went to work in the Shrine Auditorium when the Friars presented one of their
famous Frolics for the benefit of the Motion
Picture Relief Fund, and put on a show that
money couldn't buy. The choruses alone were
worth the price of the $100 seats. Benny and
Hope and Bergen, Durante, Lou Holtz and
Danny Thomas were all over the place; Tony
Martin, Sinatra and Gordon MacRae sang
their heads off. Humphrey Bogart, who teamed
with Alan Ladd; Spencer Tracy and Harpo
Marx were among the big names who floated
around like confetti. From overture to finale,
the Friars again proved that they're definitely in a class by themselves when they Frolic.

30

Richard

Widmark and Veronica

now

starring in the 20tl

Fox

film, "Slattery's

Lake,

Tfot (Me

S/te/t

$Ae Seem

Just fake a look into Gail Russell's clear blue eyes
you'll see fun and laughter shining back at you

and

By Rebq and Bonnie Churchill

Russell and Dennis O'Keefe are
currently in "The Great Dan Patch."

Gail

Instead of being shy and serious, Gail
filled to the brim with zip and zest.

is

RUSSELL
really
GAIL
you've buttonholed her
is

complete

about-face

amazing! Just when you think
as a certain type
she does a
and reveals a new, sparkling

—

personality.

There's none of that shy, silent, serious stuff about her. Unwhat you'd think from some of her screen roles, she's filled
to the brim with zip and zest.
Just take a look into her clear blue eyes, and you'll discover
a large helping of fun and laughter shining right back at you.
She's currently getting settled in her first bachelor girl
apartment, located high on a hill overlooking UCLA. It's also
near fraternity row. We discovered this from the whistle
barrage that accompanied us up to Gail's door.
We'd no sooner knocked than Kelly, Gail's blond Cocker,
was jumping up and down at our feet and barking a greeting.
Gail, wearing a cocoa-brown skirt and white cable knit
sweater, told us to trip over Kelly and come on in.
Her apartment is colorful and friendly with forest green
walls, vividly flowered drapes and comfortable bamboo furniture. It's a good example of Gail's artistry
since she decora ted it herself.
She's done wonders with the one room that serves as combined living-dining and bedroom. There's a bamboo partition
at one end. "That's my kitchen alcove." Gail explained. "Comlike

—

and Bunsen burner.'"
"Bunsen burner?" we asked. "You (Please turn

plete to running water

Unlike this love scene with Dennis
O'Keefe, Gail Russell's personal

All

new

feeding

-

philosophy

is,

"Play

it

light."

to

Gail's

roles

to

page 51)

have required her

learn something new, from
lambs to riding

a

horse

Above: Shelley pleads with Bill
Powell to protect her from police.

Shelley and

Bill,

stars of

"Take One False Step."

Marsha Hunt, Bill Powell,
Winters in film.

Snelley

biggest
THE
William

error

in

Powell makes
"Take One False Step,"

is

his

at

a

decision

to stop

where

bar

in

Shelley

drinking. A
Shelley

Winters

is

predatory

blonde,

can't be brushed off.

Because of her, Bill becomes
a
murder suspect, gets
bitten by a rabid dog and

embroiled

in

so

much

trouble he develops a lifelong hatred for both bars

and the blondes

in

them.

Winters'
charms don't stir
Shelley

voluptuous
one bit.

Bill

—

Being funny

a devilishly serious business to a frustrated surgeon like

is

By William Lynch Vallee

"Did you know that a fundamental principle of the theatre also
applies to medicine
surgery, in particsick horse.

—

As I diagnose it, there's a parallel
the fact that the theatre is always
ready for an emergency. Even when a
cast is letter-perfect, someone always goes
up in their lines or else, trips over a
rug opening night. Soooo. quick thinking is called for, to smooth over the slip
ular?

FUNNY,
serious.

but
.

.

being a comedian

is

.

Especially

so

top-ranking
has to be
spectacularly funny every time he appears before a movie camera or onstage
or else. Or else, it could be serious for

comic

like

for

a

Danny Kaye. who

—

Danny, his wife,
Dena Kaye.

Sylvia,

—

—

or the trip, right?

"Now, in the operating theatre," a
Walter Mitty, wanted-in-surgery look
stole over Danny's puss, his words even
sounded muffled as though he were wearing an imaginary mask, "a simple appendectomy may turn out to be a tied-down
appendectomy oh yes, yes, indeed it
can and an emergency exists, calling for
supreme surgical (Please turn to page 67)

—

—

and young Miss
The

Dead-serious a.s he is. though, where
professional japery is concerned, Danny
personally is a light-hearted cuss who's a
riot with all and sundry
sundry being
anyone from the doorman to (literally)
the King Of England.
And just to make this record pleasantly complicated leave us tip you off
that the guy has a serious personal side,
a facet that few who've roared at his
screen cavorting will believe exists.
It's a doubt harking back to the universal belief that a screen clown's life is
a constant round of gags, day and night
Sundays included. The same theory

—

in

Danny Kaye

Danny Kaye's life is his daughter, Dena, with him on the "HapOddly enough, Dena has never seen her poppa in the movies or on the stage.

most- important item in

py Times"

set.

—

—

that pesters screen villains like Edward
G. Robinson, generally considered a
fiendish wife-beater. And Edward G., a
patron of the arts, actually toadies to
the attractive (aitdnnscarred) Mrs. Robinson.

A major

deviation from the standard
Kaye personality, is the
man's frustrated ambition to be a doctor.
This Kildare-Kaye haunts operating
theatres, would rather hang out in one
than in the stage kind. And he sits there,
git-f/at-oiddle

npen-mouthed, fascinated.
"I'm a fanatic about surgery." Danny
says, rolling up his eyes, sighing like a
.

.

.

Danny and the Hearn twins, Sam and Lou, play a violin solo together between
scenes of "Happy Times." Fun aside, Danny takes his movie work very seriously.

"At last, a part I can sink my teeth into," quipped Danny about this "Happy Times" scene with Elsa Lanchester.

Danny,
Pine,
terial,

wife, Sylvia
writes his maand song- writer
his

who

Johnny Creen, confer
on "Happy Times" music.

Fans will discover the
sentimental side of Danny when he sings his first
straight song to Barbara
Bates in "Happy Times."

Barbara Bates and Danny
illiterate

in

Gypsy who becomes

"Happy Times." He's an honest,
a dishonest, illiterate imposter.

Laraine Day is tortured by Dane Clark's stolen kiss in
"Twilight" because she knows they've no right to be lovers.

In

to

Girl From Jones Beach," Dona Drake has to make all the advances
Eddie Bracken, who's not only unwilling but scared to death besides.

"The

Every
"It Happens
Spring," generally
speaking, as well as

Ray

to

and

Milland

co-star Jean

Peters.

Robert Sterling carries his ruggedness
in

"Roughshod"

into

his

love

right

scenes

with Gloria Grahame.

Joseph Cotten

who

tells Valli

is

a sophisticated lover in

"Weep No More

'

he adores her by the eloquence of his .eyes.

The

best Calvet wine isn't
half so heady as its provoc-

ative namesake, Corinne

By

Terri

Lee Randall

YOU,
THANK
unexpected

Paris, France, for the

lend-lease dividend! Yes,
for Mile. Corinne Calvet!

thank you
Once you sent us Sarah Bernhardt; then
yo,u sent us

Anna Held. Now,

in

this

generation, you have given us Corinne.
And Corinne has a personality as
sparkling, as warm, as "vivant" as the
wine from which she chose her last name.
It was cute the way she happened to
pick the name Calvet. Corinne's real
name is Dibos. She comes from a very
fine, a very highly respected family in
Paris. When Corinne was first signed for
a film role in France, the part she was

Corinne Calvet's warmth
strike

emotional

from "Rope Of

is

guaranteed

to

sparks in this sequence
Sand" with Claude Rains.

The

fire that's so visible in Corinne won the
French fille her first role in pictures, but
almost cost her a career in American films.

Corinne's beauty bears no trace now of the
scars she suffered in an accident that climaxed her first miserable year in Hollywood

was that

to play

given

of

an

artist's

model.

was supposed to be a little naughty
a kind of well, you know, like
people think an artist's model is supposed to be," she said. "When my
father found out what kind of a role I
was playing, he forbade me to use the
family name. He didn't mind my being
an actress. In fact, that was quite all
right with him. But he didn't think I
should be an artist's model, even in
make-believe. So I had to change my
"'I

—

in

name."
Corinne had gone to Italy
to

make

the

picture.

at the time

One day, while

the director and
men, she told them
that she had to find a new name. Since
the big publicity about the picture was

having

some

with

lunch

of the publicity

going into the papers that very night,
the new name had to be decided upon in
a hurry. Different ones were suggested,
but none of them seemed to suit her.
She wanted to keep the name Corinne,
so they tried to find a last name that
blended with it. Then all at once she
noticed the bottle of wine on the table.
It was Calvet wine.
"Corinne Calvet," she said to herself.
Then she said it out loud. Everyone

Paul Henreid
for

Corinne

is

only one of the

Calvet

in

"Rope

men

vying

Of Sand."

it.
So, by the time Corinne Dibos
had finished her luncheon, she had become Corinne Calvet.
Recently the studios here tried to
change the spelling of Calvet.
Too
many people pronounced it as if it
rhymed with "wet." So the spelling was
changed to CaXvay. But that didn't
suit Corinne at all.
"I had too much trouble trying to

liked

write

it

with a

'y'

ending. I think

'y' is

a depressing letter at the

end of a word.

down mark, while the 't' swings
And that is more uplifting. So

It has a

up.

I'm back to writing it with 'et'."
This petite French Miss has a way
of getting what she wants out of life.
"When you want something, you have
to go after it," she says. And that is
just what she does.
She really goes
after whatever it is she may want.. In
fact, that is how (Elease turn to page 69)

—

"Father
Murray,

Was A
is

Rudy

Fullback," with Fred MacVallee's newest picture.

Rudy,

a generation has gone by
THOUGH
since he confided through the small
cheerleader megaphone
that "my time is your time," Rudy
Vallee is still the starry-eyed pioneer.
The 48-year-old armchair idol of yesteryear, as curly-haired and slim and
boyish-looking as when he vocally symbolized the "vagabond lover," expects
his time to lie more than ever your
time, say about 1952.
In three years he will be ready with
'I he
host of short subjects he is producing and stacking away for the

end

of

—

—

is in

no hurry, he

said, to bring

his material or himself to the collective

eyesights and eardrums of the nation's

In

By Louis Reid
He will wait out the short
during which, he believes, TV
will emerge completely from its experimental state. Television, the professional
parlors.

period

grown-up

television of 1952. is definitely,
unequivocally, the sweetheart of all his
dreams. Not that he hasn't still a fond
and discriminating eye for feminine
beauty, and a heart that he declares is
as responsive, sentimentally, as ever.
But since he dispensed with his band,
with his rhythmic dance music, with the
crooning of tender words into the microphones of a weekly radio program, Rudy

"The Beautiful Blonde From Bashful Bend," Rudy and Emory

his father,

"The Beautiful Blonde From Bashful Bend" with Betty Grable, bebetween motion picture and television camera work.

a

television screen.

Rudy

in

lieves there's a relationship

Parnell,

protect Oiga San Juan and Betty Grable from a band of hoodlums.

has developed a new career, new ambisought new worlds to explore.
Having the money "not too much, not
anywhere near what people believe"
he is able to finance his ideas and take
a gamble they are going to be what the
public wants.
He has a complete set-up for the
television screen on Hollywood's Santa
Monica Boulevard. Called Vallee-Video,
it is equipped with attractive modernistic offices, cutting rooms, projection
room, dressing-rooms and a full sound
stage of more than 5,000 square feet. On
days when he is not working in pictures he may be found there with a
technical expert or two adventuring in
television.
(Please turn to page 71)

—

tions, has

Even

Rudy's gallant with the ladies.
Bettv Grable from Richard Hale.

in pictures,

He defends

Though he still
today of Rudy

sings of love, the sweetheart
Vallee's

dreams

is

television

Vallee, on the set with Betty Crable, nixes marriage because he likes "to look" and benedicts can't

Rudy Vallee's

A

comedian in most of his pictures, Rudy's got
some interesting ideas on comedy for television.

The Vagabond

y

m

as

curly-haired, slim,
bOy ish-looking as
when he symbolized
Lover.

When

inveterate prankster, Doug Fairbanks, met his match in Betty Crable.

The

to laugh?
LIKELaughter

Of

course,

studio for

you do.

the

that makes
was Mark Twain who once said.
"Comedy makes the heart sweet."
Nonsense is necessary in the art of living and the sets at the film studios where
it

emotional atmosphere and result in better work.

Bing Crosby and Bob Hope head the
Their escapades keep
the film and radio worlds amused. On
one of their golf tours they landed at
Notre Dame the day of Bob's broadcast.
Bing was not to appear but a few minutes before the end of the program, he
came wandering onto the stage carrying
a huge birthday cake with a hundred
lighted candles. Bob was overwhelmed.
He thought he'd kept his birthday a

class in clowning.

secret.

The audience

cheered.

Gary Cooper was up

in

Bob

the

air

tried

in

he

later,

left

the

There were a few laughs but
no commotion. At the final minutes of
the broadcast, Bing appeared dressed up
as a barber and carrying huge scissors
ready to cut (Please turn to page 58)

social

movies, dealing in exaggerated emotions,
are being made, are happy hunting
grounds for gags and fun. Spontaneous
bursts of merriment incited by a gag or
an amusing situation, frequently create
scenes far funnier than publicized screen
comedies.
Directors seldom object to
these interludes, knowing they clear the

more scenes

beard on.

gesture
the world happier, and
is

Joan Crawford tossed a glass at
retaliated with a gag.

Mike Curtiz, he

Howard

Duff's teasing almost caused

a radio director to

have heart

failure.

Mischievous Claudette Colbert gave
John Wayne a classic set of pictures.

to hand the cake back to Bing so he
could complete the broadcast, but Bing
refused it. Everyone on the stage declined the honor, so Bob, in feigned desperation, threw it smack into the audience causing a near riot.
While making "The Princess And The
Pirate," Bob wore a heavy beard in
several scenes. One night, scheduled for a
guest appearance on Charlie McCarthy's
program and having to return to the

—

more ways than one over the joke Wayne Morris pulled on him while making "Task

Force.'

Mm

(

Sike
By

Don Loper
Blue

velvet

trim

adds

distinction

glamour to a smart suit of
blue and white houndstooth check.
and

Don Loper designs clothes
only to glamourize women.

Jane Greer's simple Glen

Plaid

suit

collar

red

"The

in

sports

Steal."

lined
silk

as

Big

sailor
the same

a

in

her

jacket.

Graceful and feminine is
this Don Loper dress for
business girls. The bodice
is men's wear check,
the
skirt is sheer black wool.

Fine black wool with front
panel and collar of' taffeta

makes

a chic cocktail

gown.

(EDITOR'S NOTE: Don Loper is a
man of many talents. He is a renowned
dancer. He is one of Hollywood? s most
popular decorators. And his couturier
house

is

cialites

a fashion center for stars, so-

and

women who

all

collect fine

clothes.)

A

CAREER

and a knowledge
self.

Cirl

Can Outsmart

a

wardrobe, with much less
money, if she has a sense of style

star'.*

Many

must dress as
they work.

of

what

studio

girls

is

right for her-

in

Hollywood

well as the stars with

And any

girl

who

fairly good salary ean do it if
judgment and good taste in the

whom

earns a
she uses
selection

of her clothes.
*

*

*

One

Clever Person I know, has a studio
job that keeps her in constant association with the stars from nine in the
until late at night. Many of
personal friends are socially active
she must look as smart as her hostess

morning
ler

md

and the top movie people at the
she attends. This girl knows how

parties
to

buy

without spending a great deal of money
for her clothes. She dresses during the
usually
day in very simple things
dark colors. She migbt buy one good
dress in my shop for cocktail and dinner
parties, then sbe shops carefully for
something less expensive for work. She
has a black broadtail jacket that is good
.

.

.

but her appearance

always pleasantly

is

*

*

*

Working

Girl, Star, Socialite . . .
everyone should buy a planned wardrobe
at the beginning of a season. Chart your
clothes needs for the next six months.
You may say to yourself, "I must have

With judgment and good

a couple of new cocktail dresses ... so
many day dresses
perhaps one new
suit ... so many pairs of shoes." Have
your clothes plan in mind before you
enter a shop. You must also work out
your budget in advance so you know exactly what you can afford to pay for each
.

taste, a business girl

can dress

as smartly as any of the stars

.

.

thing needed.
Men's-wear wool goes feminine

about what

when the

correct.

happen the next month

come

Jane

Creer's

trimmed

high-waisted
gray
black grosgrain.

in

#

*

Take Your Time.

If wealthy women buy
with extreme care, the working girl
should surely choose meticulously. Women now- have the same buying habits the}
had in the '20s. Then, a lady in New
York would step out of her Rolls Royce,
enter Bergdorf Goodman and five hours
later emerge with one $125.00 dress that
would be the best dress in New York.
She might have been in a position to
pay $500.00 for it
but she woulc
7

Be Discouraged by a budget.
Every woman has one. The richer the
woman, the more definite is the budget.
It may be larger, but she is also more

out and buy a mink coat, then worry

Don Loper
foam

uses sea

and crepe in
this gown with bodice
cut low in back and
a

for every occasion,

even formal evenings.

Her only other
stole that

is

fur piece is a silver fox
not nearly so costly as a fur

coat and yet is equally chic. She knows
the trick of good dressing with moderate
money. Her clothes are never startling

In "The Big Steal," Jane Greer wears a
timeless sea foam crepe afternoon frock.

.

.

Don't

positive that she won't exceed it. A rich
woman doesn't mind saying, "I can't
afford that." and she expects to be completely satisfied with whatever she decides to buy. Mrs. New Money will go

i

The woman who

et so well, she will wait until she can
afford the mink coat.
*
*
*

.

dress

in.

accustomed to money knows her budg-

.

*

in

is

will

bills

satin

fourteen

yard skirt.

Learn

Who You

know
an

Are.

Many

girls

don't

their own type.
individual. What is

may

not be to

Every woman is
becoming to one
another. If you don't

know what
r

is right for you, go to the
shop where you are best known
where the sales personnel will understand
your requirements and help you. You
don't need a lot of clothes to be well.

.

.

Fora touch of real glamour in your wardDon Loper suggests this black satin

robe,

coat. Double-breasted with flared pleats,
it

combines

simplicity

and

elegance

short dress and it is more practical than
the trailing gown. The formal train is
beautiful to behold but difficult to care
for. There will be a tremendous return
to elegant fabrics, and that means we will
automatically strive for simplicity of line.
Many of my Fall daytime dresses will be
made of men's suitings, with a trim, slim

dressed. But buy each item as carefully
as if you were adding to a collection of
jewels. Then, when you have your clothes
assembled, choose all your accessories for

Most of the clothes
a working girl wears should be basic, so
that when worn with different gloves,
shoes and hats, they become different
costumes. Utilize your wardrobe as a
man does. I have eight suits, every one
of which I enjoy wearing. Very few men
have an extensive array of suits, regardwell-dressed man
less
of income.
and a busidoesn't think that way
the next six months.

skirt.

.

girl's

mind should operate the same
*

It's

#

*

A Wonderful Thing,

this basic

ward-

robe planning, as you'll find if you try it
this Fall. It simplifies everything. For
example, a girl who was going to Europe
came to me for her wardrobe. She wanted several print dresses which would
have made accessories, in her case, not a
money problem but a packing problem.

regardless of changing
look at Claudette's pictures taken years ago and, except for
length, her clothes were as right for her
then as her clothes are today. And, like
the Duchess of Windsor, she never
changes her hairstyle because she has
found it is the best hairdress for her.
Marlene Dietrich is another person who
knows herself. She is the actress and
dresses like an actress. She is marvelous
for her type.
*
*
*
right

travel in Europe, you can't
have trunks, so I talked her into doing
her entire wardrobe in gray. She took
three gray suits, four gray dresses and
one gray coat that blended beautifully

with everything.

my

love prints,

I

and

I de-

own, but you must be able to

afford a lot of clothes to consider that
luxury. If you can afford only one
$49.50 dress, don't buy a print.

*

*

I

her,

You can

Woman Buy

Won't Let A

that

Anything

Not long ago an
buy a handsome knit-

isn't right for her.

wanted to
ted dress in bright lipstick red. I wouldn't
let her have it because the color wasn't
right for her blonde hair. Nevertheless,
the next time I saw her at a cocktail
party, she had one like it from I. Magactress

#•

A

Great Difference between faddism and fashion. A fad may not be fash-

There's

for

styles.

When you

sign

*

will be the keynote of my Fall fashions. Incidentally,
the Duchess of Windsor is a great example of the elegant woman. You can never
tell whether she changes her styles, they
are all so very simple, and yet you know
she spends lots of money on her clothes.
In Hollywood, Claudette Colbert approaches that same manner of dressing,
since she always wears what is exactly

.

.

*

Elegance And Simplicity

A

ness

*

*

ionable. If you don't know fashion, it's
easy enough to be guided by such magazines as Town And Country, Harper's

Bazaar or Vogue.
*

*

*
*

Many Wealthy Women in Hollywood
who need an extensive wardrobe will buy

my

two

suits or dresses from
collection,
then, perhaps two things from Irene and

two from Adrian. Anything else they
need is made by a dressmaker who comes
to the house. They pay good money for
material and find a good dressmaker. All

my

customers

do

that.

things
colors.

.

.

women

.

of taste

They even buy one

and then have
That always

it

of

.

.

.

my

copied in other

me.

delights

It

proves that women consider my clothes
an investment, which they are, for they
never go out of style.
*
#
*

A Business Woman should never wear
exaggerated clothes. Every woman, as a
matter of fact, should avoid extremes,
and remember that the figure and personality must remain the important part
of her appearance. When a woman enicr.s
a room, the comment should be,
''Doesn't

Mary

look pretty?"

.

.

.

not.

"My

God, that's Mary!" Never let any
dress overpower your personality.
*

*

Good Lines, Good
Movement arc the

*

Fahrics,

things

Graceful

look for.
Every girl should sit in a dress before
she buys it. She should consider how it

48

to

Charmingly feminine, yet correct for a business day, is this black wool and taffeta
costume by Don Loper. Jane Greer tops it
off with a white ermine beret by Rex, Inc.

looks when she walks
how it looks
from the waist up, for that is all anyone will see when she is seated at a table.
Unless you have an extensive wardrobe,
stay away from clear, hard colors. And
don't forget that you can never go
wrong on black, for Summer or Winter,
in California or New York.
.

*

#

.

.

*

Stars Are Difficult To Please, yet they
are a pleasure to work with because they
have knowing minds. Once they decide
upon a thing, there is no more trouble.
Greer Garson is wonderful. She gets so
excited about her clothes. During fittings she makes everybody happy and in
return gets the best possible service.
Mary Benny can't be bothered with
more than one fitting for the originals
she buys.
#
*
*

They Are

All

Different.

I

dress

June

Allyson as I see her ... a young girl who
is almost a small boy type.
Her day
hings must be very tailored and her evening gowns very simple. She must dress
to her youth. If she wore sophisticated
clothes she would look like a little girl
parading in grown-up clothes. Judy Garland should wear things that are whimsical and piquant. Ava Gardner is the
typical American beauty. In the daytime she is best in tailored or sports
t

Fall Fashions will

have no changed silline. The coming seasons

houettes in my
will see a great refinement in style. All
the garishness of the past year and a
half will disappear. Suit lengths will be
about twelve inches, pencil slim. But
length isn't too important. Just be sure
that it is becoming, whether it is twelve
or thirteen inches from the floor. Our
cocktail dresses will be eight, ten or
twelve inches, depending on the, type of
gown. There won't be any short evening
dresses in my collection. I like to see the
fabric of an evening gown just escape the
Moor.

Most women like that, too. For
it has more elegance than the

one thing,

From five o'clock on, and most
certainly in the evening, she must wear
very feminine things ... as decollete as
suits.

possible.

#

Every
clothes

Girl
.

.

.

*

*

Has Two Personalities in
daytime and evening. She

(Please turn to page 51)

Starlet Janet Leigh, now appearing in MGM's "Forsyte Saga," arriving at Carthay
Circle Theatre with Arthur Loew, Jr. for press preview of "Home Of The Brave."

The Robert Prestons at the Carthay Circle
Theatre for "Home Of The Brave" preview.

Gary Cooper and
those

invited

wife were among
the press preview

The Sonny Tufts came
discussed

film

John Lindsay accepts

his

to

on

to see the

racial

much-

intolerance

his wife,

brought

Irene

Robert

Stack

man

"Home Of The Brave"

to

Wrightsopening.

Paul Henreids were among the scores
Hollywoodites at the unique showing.

The
of

a program as he and
Diana Lynn, step into the lobby.

Screenland

"Edward, My
INSpencer
Tracy has an un-

Son,"

sympathetic but powerful
and he makes the most
His transition from
of it.
a respectable, happily married middle-class Londoner
to a wealthy and feared man
obsessed with only one deto provide his son
sire
with the riches that life
Tracy at
is
has to offer
his very best. Deborah Kerr
co-stars with Spencer in
role

—

—

this

MCM

British

picture.

paddle" about.
"I'm afraid the only swimming form
I'll ever acquire is the one I put in my

Not The Siren She Seems
Continued from page 33

punned

suit,"

mean

like in chemistry?"
"Believe me, what I cook over that
hotplate is pure experimental chem-

istry."

Across the room, blanketing an entire
wall,

she

is

photograph gallery. Here
rows of star autographed

Gail's

keeps

pictures.

"I've hammered them in so securely,"
she confessed, "that if I ever move I'll
probably have to take the wall with me."
Moving day is still a vivid memory
to Gail. Film assignments had kept her
busy all week. So of necessity, unpacking had to be left until late Saturday
night.

know

time, but
this particular Saturday happened to be
initiation night at the fraternities."
Through the grapevine, "the row" had
learned that someone new and glamourous had been added to the neighborhood,

"I didn't

and

decided

to

it

at the

come

calling

imme-

diately.

"Their timing was perfect. There I
was on all fours hunting for a lost
thumbtack, with my jeans rolled up,
shirt tail out and hair gracefully hanging over

my

nose.

"Seeing the reception committee, I
simply swallowed my embarrassment and
introduced myself as 'Gravel Gertie.'

This is one thing that the new Gail
has learned. A laugh will minimize any
situation. Guy Madison has helped her
develop this new outlook. Guy's a firm
believer in "Don't worry
keep busy."
And that's just what Gail's done.
During the past two months she's
traveled more than at any time since
her arrival in Hollywood 12 years ago.
So far, she's visited Arizona, Florida and

—

Cuba.

Guy still kids her about what happened just as the Cuban-bound boat
was about to leave shore. "A new bride
and groom ran up the gangplank while
their friends showered them with rice
and a small band serenaded them from
the dock with loud, gay tunes. Right in
the midst of all this merry-making with

gave a grunt which simmered down to a
wheeze and then stopped with a bucking
cough."
The next forty-five minutes they spent
pushing "the antique" up a hill. Then,
they all jumped in and coasted the rest
of the way down.
Like most tourists, Gail returned
home loaded with maracas, Cuban drums,
paintings and a hundred and one gifts
for her friends.
For there's one thing
about Gail when she's pegged you as a
pal, the sky's the limit.

She has a swell habit

—

of sending pres-

not for some special occasion
but just to let you know she likes you.
Recently, Gail overheard her friend,
Marylou Van Ness (Paramount secretary), say that she was interested .in
ents

hunting.

That was

Gail needed. In nothing
flat, she'd called Guy, learned he was
going to appear in a play at Phoenix,
and talked him into a wee hunting expedition before opening night.
all

Right now, Gail's starting her second
starring role with John Payne in Paramount's "Captain China," a Pine-Thomas
production.

When we

asked her if her schedule
dotted with studio lessons, she
shrugged, "No, guess they've given up
teaching me. Probably figure I'm be-

was

still

yond help."
Just a look at her busy record proves
isn't the case.
Gail's happy with
the variety of films she's appeared in.
They've all required her to master
this

something new.

in

"One of the items I haven't mastered
my movie education is how to swim."
Guy, however,

this

is

trying

to

remedy

with regular sessions at
So far, Gail can just "dog

situation

the beach.

—

paintin' "

—

My

and "Shut

Mouth With

Kisses" which Gail proudly explained
they've just waxed for
Records.
Gail's favorite type of entertaining is
a record party "and they're not all my
brother's," she quickly added. The size
of her apartment limits the number of

MGM

—

guests.

usual,

Gail's

casual

greeting

goes

something like this, "Take off your shoes,
sit down on the floor, and drop any contributions you might have into the
piggie bank."

money

She's saving

porky

in the king-sized

for a trip to

Honolulu.

commitments shelve

this idea,"

Gail, "then

"If film

shrugged
think of something else."

I'll

Here's an example of Gail's new philosophy. "Play it light. Don't make productions out of disappointments. Worry

about
ber

it

tomorrow

—IF

you can remem-

it."

If

She's been called upon to do everything from feeding baby lambs, to learning to ride a bucking horse, to shooting
from the hip without flinching.

Gail.

Aside from her new interest in sports,
Gail has again taken up painting. She's
quite handy with the brush and palette.
Her current project is an oil of Betty
Hutton's two youngsters.
But her painting isn't restricted to
portraits. Once she gets a brush in her
hand nothing is safe. She has painted
her kitchen chairs twice and even adorned
her bath with cartoon figures.
Humor, we learned, runs rampant in
the Russell family. Whenever Gail and
her brother, George, get together things
begin to pop- they have identical funny
bones. He's a member of "The Bachelors" singing trio, and always tries the
group's new novelty tunes out on Gail.
Their latest two are "A-peekin' and a-

Honolulu-bound, she'll
hunting trip with Guy.
one of these Summer days you

Gail

isn't

settle for a

So

if

glimpse two young people travelling
down the highway in a bright yellow
jeep, loaded to the bumpers with hunting paraphernalia, take another look.
If the girl's wearing rolled up jeans,
a plaid shirt several sizes too big and
a sunny contented smile then, you can
be sure it's Gail Russell.

—

—

people congratulating the happy couple
like mad
there I stood. Elbows perched
on the railing and big, fat tears rolling
down my cheeks!

—

"When we landed in Cuba, a
named Joe Tour, sashayed up

guide,
to the

gangplank and promptly latched on to
us. He drove us down Havana's narrow
cobblestone streets in a long, sleek limousine which had been 'the thing' about 20
years ago.
"We spent the whole day sightseeing
and attended the big fiesta that night.
The next morning at seven, I was
startled out of my peaceful slumber by
the phone. It was Joe."

And then Gail, lapsing into one of
many accents, mimicked, "Miss Raz-

her

have my bruther's car. I take you
sightseeing for free
I thiiink."

zell, I

Sojn they were

—

dressed and in the
car ready to see the beautiful countryside. "Just as we were sailing along enjoying the scenery, the engine suddenly
all

Clark Cable poses for amateur photographer Frank Morgan during

making

of

MCM's "Any Number Can

Play.''

Clark's a

gambler

in the
the film.

a lull
in
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their products. We'll assume you're comand
pletely hep about LP and
want to know what's what in that department as well as regular 78RPM. Pass

45RM

me

that jewel tone needle, Mirandy!

recording sessions and the album, exactly
as done on stage, bubbles forth the World
War II background story based on James
Michener's Pulitzer Prize winning "Tales
Pacific." 'Tis terrific to be
All the great songs you've been
saturated with from every side by now

Of The South
specific!

HEAVENLY!

his brother and sister! Now comes
the parents themselves Mary Martin
and Ezio Pinza and the whole original

and

cast

all the others you only hear when
you see the show probably 6 years from
now. And "if you'll excuse an expression I use," I'm in love with Mary Martin!!! Whatta darling, edible angel! Grab
(Columbia
it's a treasure!
this album

plus

South Pacific!! Last month we ranted
and raved about the songs by everyone

—

—in an album, both regular and LP,

—

—

MM

Set
12-inch

you gassed! Composer Richard Rodgers watched lovingly over the

850-7 10-inch records; or one

LP-MU180)

that'll leave

—

Mel Torme The climate's delicate, the
air most sweet, for the "Velvet Fog"
straddles your lucky ears with a couple
of gorgeous sides. One is his own composition, "There Isn't Any Special Reason,"
just one of the many thrilling things
young Melvin Howard gives you Torme
poisoning with. We've been at many parties with Candy's boy
and the things
he's written stamp him as one of our
foremost future composers. Watch and
Mel uses that uncanny
see! On the flip
ear to uncover a beauty that's years old.
From the Warner Bros, flicker, "Forty
Second Street" "You're Getting To Be

FRED ROBBINS

—

—

—

A

Habit With
one else record

Chum!
HYA
Wher'ya from?
Well don't be so glum
'Cause we're just starting to

when we
AND
any
mean
at

speed either!

say

—

Me" and watch
now.

it

What

everysustenance

hum!

hum we

don't

special revolutionary

'Cause the biscuits

come in all speeds and sizes these days,
as you well know if you're keeping up
with the wax world. Just like hydro-

—

"The Beautiful Blonde From Bashful Bend's"

matic, dynaflow, turbojet, supershift so
do the cookies go round and round, with
the whole deal in your own lap to clasp
to your ear or not as you will. The companies have gone all out to bare all about

Bob Sterling and Mary Malone drop in for a
New York recently. Bob's currently starring

in

Cesar Romero

visits

Fred's

own

jazz

joint.

Freddie Robbins invites his radio show guest,
to "Velvet Fog" for the audience.

Mel Torme,

at Freddie Robbins' Clique Club while
RKQ's "Roughshod" with Gloria Crahame.

visit
in

your hearing! Just beautiful!

this is for
( Capitol)

"Baby

It's

Outside"— Another
home run as
Frank Loesser, who did

Cold

placement, hole in one or

you

will

—

for

pretty well with those little black notes
this year! One of the best novelties of
the year by the kid who only wrote
"Once In Love With Amy," "My Darlin'
Darlin' " and "Slow Boat To China,"

My

none of which were cream cheese. This
clever cutie's from "Neptune's Daughter" (Frank and his wife used to sing it
for friends at parties) and we have it in
several different labels,

Esther

madam. You may

Williams

and

Ricardo
from the
sound track; or Margaret Whiting and
Johnny Mercer on Capitol; or Louis Jordan and Ella Fitzgerald on Decca; or
Buddy Clark and Dinah Shore on Columbia. Interesting to compare the various performances, but we like Dinah's
choose

Montalban on
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MGM—right
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6000 and SONGWRITER

WIN

in

FAM

CAPITOL RECORDS contest!

WRITE ORIGINAL WORDS

new Mmies ay
MBS* TOP COMPOSERS
to

JOHNNY MERCER
JIMMY McHUGH
ISHAM JONES
ce-compettr

of

"That Old Black Magic".

co-composer of "I'm

co-composer of

"I'll

Mood

in tht

See You

in

for

My

.

."Blu.t in the Nig

Love".

Dreamt".

."Don't Blame

.

.

Had

."It

to

Be You'

RAY NOBIE
co-composer of "The Very Thought of You".
Yc
'

(AUSIC...

...

I* 1

RE'S

.

."Goodnight, Sweetheart"

LIVINGSTON & EVANS
composers of "To Each His

Own".

.

."Buttons and

Bows"

PAUL WESTON
co-composer of "I Should Care".

,

."Day by Day'

THINK OF IT!
YOU

.

..

writing the words to the melodies of internationally famous com-

who have made many thousands of dollars with their music.
Here's what you may win: For each winning lyric, you will be offered a
regular songwriter contract (SPA form)— and $1000 cash advance against

Here's your big chance to "team up"

posers

(Winning songs will be recorded by famed Capitol
and sold nationally!) You stand to make many times moce than
$1000. if the songs become hits. (Remember, it's possible for you to win
more than one prize... even all six!
PIUS the fact that as a co-writer with one of America's greatest popular
composers you'll have made a big step to fame and fortune in a business
where the rewards are great.
contract royalties.
artists

90
#

Copilo/'t new "Songs Without Words" album
July J, 1949. at yovr n.ar.tl record dealer.

#

Writ, your

own

composed especially

D

fie

THIS...

become

A

Coyest

a recognized

.

.

songwriter.

Hear the music... get your

official

"Songs Without Words" contest

Like
This!

entry blanks today, at your favorite

record store.

NO

FEE

TO PAY!

NOW!

Olliciat Entry Blanks are availabl.

original lyrics to the melodies. All six ore simple, singable tunes
for this contest

by

Writ, lyrics for only one, or lor
individual merits.

#

and

with Hollywood's top tunesmiths

the
all

famous songwriters
six

songs.

Each

sure Jo submit each song-entry on a separate official

ATTENTION!

listed.

lyric

will

be judged an

its

This contest— sponsored by

CAPITOL, one

of

"Songs Without Words"

America's largest record producers— should not

contest entry blank.

#

All entries will be judged by the Contest Division of Keuben H. Donnelly Corp. in
cooperation with th. composers of the six melodies and two top lyric writers.

be confused with the dozens of "school offers"

DON'T PUT IT OFF. GET STARTED TODAY. You have as
food a chance as anyone lo win this contest with a

expects to uncover

to

make you

"a songwriter overnight!' Capitol

new

talent.

Remember,

it

future! for lull details get your Official Entry Blankl

costs

FIRST

WITH THE HITS FROM HOLLYWOOD

CORD
HOLLYWOOD

you nothing

to enter!

See Yovr
Record Dealer Today I
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—
and Buddy's best, so there! Try
your boy friend or girl friend!

—
HERB

JEFFRIES' dynaflowish reissue
"Basin Street Blues" and "These
BILL
Foolish Things" (Exclusive)
LAWRENCE'S "A Million Miles Away"
and "If I Could Be With You"— with

this with

of

.

.

Frank Sinatra

—Nancy's Daddy's

in with

more warmth creeping into young Wm's.
work, and that's what he needs. (Victor)
HILDEGARDE'S "It's A Big Wide
Wonderful World" perfect material for

from "It Happens Every
Spring," in most engaging fashion. All
about all the weird and wonderful things
that happen when the sun crosses the
vernal equinox. Back is where you get
"The
a little motion in your sacroiliac
Hucklebuck" groovy novelty that T.
D., B.G., Paul Williams originally and
Roy Milton also cut. "Not now I'll tell
you when!" ( Columbia)
.he title deal

.

—

—

ANDREWS

—

be able to

ca)

—

—

ticated but very effective and listenable.
Different for Nathaniel but another example of versatile artistry. Flip is about
the millions of Williams who want their
Lillians
and is yclept, "Lillian." Chorus
behind Nat another new thing. ( Capitol)

—

Billy Eckstine

—The savage sweetness of

"Mr. B" oozes forth from his freshest
slab, "A New Shade Of Blues" and
"Night After Night" just another hunk

—

of

fuel

in

the

fire

that's

seething

all

around the Robert Soxers newest rave.
Billy fractured everyone in his recent
date at N. Y.'s Paramount and this
new cookie shows why. Just deserts to
a great guy who's been around for years!

—

(MGM)

Capitol's
Lucille

MacRae

Gordon

Norman on

and

—Nab the
—

slabs in this

album of bewitching sound by "The
Cloud," Mr. Thornhill who's been dispensing nothing but for eras. There's
"Autumn Nocturne," "I Don't Know
Why," "Lullaby Of The Rain," "Sleepy
Serenade," There's A Small Hotel," and

"Where Or When"

—

all

in the

most dul-

ethereal Thornhill tradition. Like
pistachio ice cream! (Victor album P 243)

cet,

Harry Jame*

—More

of

etchings of Jessie James'
fresh

get

album

till

now

those

precious

Daddy

in

one

Things you never could
—"Ain't
Misbehavin',"
.

"I'll

By," "I'm Always Chasing Rainbows," "I'm Beginning To See The
Light," "My Silent Love," "Strictly In(jet

strumental," "Trumpet Rhapsody." Tonsils included are those of Dick Haymes,
Kitty Kallen and Buddy DiVito. An-
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.

.

—

BILLY ECKSTINE'S

"In The

—

ness that will ignite you! (National)

lovely

IN

the "Railroad Hour."

other welcome reissue by Columbia
grab it! (C 182)

—

ML

shellacking
that's blended and splendid of "Every
Time I Meet You," from "The Beautiful Blonde From Bashful Bend," and
"It Happens Every Spring," from the
both by Joflicker of the same handle
seph Myrow and Mack Gordon. Dreamy
ELLA FITZand creamy! ( Capitol)

GERALD'S

"Lover's

time

.

.

his head in "Hatsville, U.S.A." at
the corner of "69th and Main" purred
by Willie Smith and sparked by a leapGORDIE
ing band! (Columbia)

—

one

One And Only Highland Fling" from
"The Barkleys Of you-know-where"

violin

.

.

.

.

.

.

DUKE ELLINGTON'S

—

—

.

cookie of the great

"Singing

In

The Rain" and "Don't Get Around Much

the

.

.

HOT!!

.

.

are 12-inch cookies and delicious!

LP

Russian's lush stuff

"Atcheson,
tradition
only 'sabout a Mississippi River
boat on a trip down the big creek. ( Capitol)
And for smooch music don't miss
a brace of Capitol albums: "Noel Coward" with Georges Tzipine dispensing
the bubbling wit and romance of the
gifted English kid on "I'll Follow My
Secret Heart," "I'll See You Again,"
"We Were Dancing," "Mad About The
Boy," "Someday I'll Find You" and
"Zigeuner." T'other is "A Symphonic
Portrait Of Cole Porter" with a fiftypiece gang under Guy Luypaerts' stick
weaving thru "Night And Day," "I Get
A Kick Out Of You" and other fine portions of the "Kiss Me Kate" guy. These

—

Andre Kostelanetz on

fat

.

Queen"—in
Topeka And Sante Fe"
"Island

MUSIC OF TCHAIKOVSKY

—conducted by
ML 4151 — one

—

.

MERCER'S

MIECZYSLAW HORSZOWSKI

4133); or

Could Be With
You One Hour Tonight" exquisite anguish but till then these three minutes
will help.
(Columbia)
JOHNNY

—

AND

—

.

That Away From Me" and "You'd Be
Hard To Replace" fcom the same celluloid and right off the sound track, Jack.
That Astaire doesn't have to strop his
.

.

on
and piano respectively ( dare you
to write that 100 times) on BEETHOVEN'S SONATA No. 1 in D Major for
Violin and Piano
also on LP.
(ML

with Mac's Scottish brogue just perf!
They're great together! ( Capitol)
FRED AST AIRE'S "They Can't Take

(MGM)

.

On Columbia LP
also JOSEPH SZGETI

12-incher;

and

"If I

.

EFREM

.

.

.

N. Y. Symphony.

MACRAE AND JO STAFFORD'S "My

.

.

.

—

.

lost

.

ML

RPM

who

tale of the kid

MX

PROGRAM—

A GRIEG

20 h8) ...

MM

Miss Fitz with strings behind and it's
so-o-o utter! Wondrous, too! Sorta like
"Nature Boy." Gordie Jenkins is behind
her. Ella's like a body by Fleetwood or
a symphony by Brahms! (Decca)

.

Richard

MOZART

for

HARRY JAMES'

from

scene

final

—

.

Gold"—first

the

with Morton Gould conducting the Robin Hood Dell gang in a nicely spiced
smorgasbord stuff from "Peer Gynt
Suite," "Lyric Suite," etc. Comes on 4
12-inch biscuits or one 10-inch LP ( Co2031)
lumbia
824- or
CONCERTO #1 in B flat—
Arturo Toscanini and the NBC Symphony on both regular Victor Red Seal
MOZART'S
and the new 45
elegant and elaborate "Serenade #10"
with the Boston Symphony and Serge
Koussevitsky also in regular or 45
RPM* ... and don't miss dropping that
needle on SHOSTAKOVICH: Symphony
9—with
KURTZ
THE

—

.

.

—
—

MAGGIE WHITING'S

.

.

.

THE LONGHAIR DEPT.—"Sa-

Strauss' great music-drama, one- of the
most exciting and controversial episodes
with the triumin dramatic literature
phant Ljuba Welitch Fritz Reiner combination! Either two 12-inch cookies or a
316 or
10-inch LP record (Columbia

go

ALSO EARWORTHY!!

insteps for this kid's dough!

fresh

.

lome,"

DORIS DAY'S
Claude Thornhill

BING AND PATTI

—

—

"A ride on the axis of
the wheel of life to get the feel of life!"
Just one great line from Billy Strayhorn's (Duke Ellington's arranger) smartly sophisticated slab of "Lush Life,"
which Nat does in his best Noel Coward
fashion, with strings and stuff behind
him. A wonderful thing highly sophis-

.

tres

Of The Night," "Gloomy Sunday,"
"I Love The Loveliness Of You," and
"Time On My Hands" on the National
label
made before Mr. B. crashed thru
on MGM. More of that savage sweet-

cident, Evie's

King Cole Trio

.

Still

a few records together. In-

done "A Wonderful Guy"
and "Cock-Eyed Optimist" from guess
where? And the owner of those Pittsburgh Pirates has a brace of fine slabs in
"Riders In The Sky" and "Careless
Hands" "Riders" being a real hunk of
unhackneyed Americana, Anna. Bing at
his most! (Decca)

.

cute on "Be Bop
Spoken Here" satire on the flatted 5th
inspired by a New Yorker cartoon (Dec-

—

sell

.

Hildy. (Decca)

—

Bing Crosby and Evelyn Knight These
rascals go together like French fries and
ketchup on "Everywhere You Go" and
"How It Lies" powerful team that may

.

—

—

—

.

.

Anymore," with Al Hibbler vibrating
those tremulous membranes and lotsa

—

(Columbia)
CHARLEY
VENTURA'S "Bop For The People"—

fine solos

.

"Body And

.

.

using

Soul,"

baritone

sax

with marshmallowy tone; and Roy Krai
and Jackie Cain raising nice cain on

"Whatta
catchy
howl!

We Go"— spilling

Ya Say
bop-vowels

(Victor)

.

.

that'll
.

make

MAN'S "Shishkabop"—number
G.'s

bop

series

—

full

vou

BENNY GOOD2 in B.

of fertile ferocity.

(Capitol) ... JO STAFFORD'S on a
bop kick with
and
a 12 voice choir behind her with the lollibop fillins that makes for a malted morsel indeed!
Same kid that did all the
hillbilly stuff has learned her ooo-oooooos and ah-ah-ahs well on "Smiles" and
"Jolly Jo" and everything is very bop-

DAVE LAMBERT

—

py and
.

.

( Capitol)

as tasty as a bopsicle!

CHARLEY BARNETT'S

.

new canary in
Richards who emits
airy

—

cage

his

got an

— Trudy

beautifully on her
two tallows '"Gloomy Sunday" and
"Easy Livin'," and it's no mere coinci-

—

first

—

dence these are Billie Holiday's babies
and is that
'cause Trudy's on that kick
bad! "'Be Bop Spoken Here" with Davie
Lambert and Buddy Stewart is on back
of one and "O'Henry" covers the other
with Bunny Briggs transfixing you like
Ulysses was by the siren! ( Capitol)

—
—
—

—

.

FROM THE MAN

.

GRAY!

IN

FLORENCE EDWARDS,

.

Grand Ledge,

—Dennis Morgan doesn't make
records but Bob Mitchum did — the songs

Michigan

And The

from "Rachel

Stranger."

He

sings very well, too, has a rich, baritone
larynx something like Bing's. It's in

Decca

A 695 .. LUCILLE
Brooklyn, N. Y.—Jane Pow-

album

GRANET,

.

MGM

did some cookies for
Try your local jump dump
ell

CARTER,

Paducah,

.

.

.

records.

LOUISE

Texas—Artie

Shaw's doing concert work and writing
books. Has no plans for another dance
band but may be looking for another
wife.
Are you interested?
ALEXANDER, ST. LOUIS, MO.—The
opening music in "Cry Of The City" was
probably original music especially for the
film and like so much wonderful original
material never gets recorded and dies
with the film
TEDDY DAMBROSKI, KANSAS CITY, MO.— Betty Gra-

—

.

.

ble

made

a

.

.

.

DON

.

w ith hubby Harry
Haag—-"You'll
T

record

under the name of Ruth

Never

Know"

.

.

JOANNE MAR-

.

OREGON—

QUETTE, PORTLAND.

Same deal. Whatever Margaret Lockwood played in "A Woman Surrenders"
has gone with the film. Tragic but we

—

agree movie music should be recorded for

permanent pleasure, as some scores are,
of course, but not enough
ROSALIE
.

NAVONE, GALLUP,

—Bob

Apollo.

.

Hannon made some
.

.

.

NEW MEXICO
records for

.

BEST IN THE NEST
SOUTH PACIFIC— Columbia
with original

cast.

(Columbia

album

—regular

and LP)

MEL TORME— "You're

Getting

Be A Habit" and "There

Isn't

To
Any

Special Reason" (Capitol

BUDDY CLARK AND DINAH
SHORE; MARGARET WHITING
AND JOHNNY MERCER— "Baby
It's

Cold

Capitol)

FRANK

Outside"

(Columbia

SINATRA — "It

and

Happens

Every Spring" (Columbia)
NAT COLE— "Lush Life" (Capitol)
BILLY ECKSTINE "A New Shade
Of Blues" (MGM)

—

GORDON MACRAE AND JO STAFFORD— "My One And Only Highland

looKs..-

cious

»j£
aeai 5r,

TANGEE
. .

^ and lusman-hunting

.i

Fling" (Capitol)

FRED ASTAIRE— "You'd Be Hard
To Replace" (MGM)
JO STAFFORD AND DAVE LAM-

BERT— "Jolly
(Capitol)

ELLA

Jo"

and

"Smiles"

FITZGERALD — "Lover's

Gold" (Decca)

U™

h

ie

encouragement.

less
mmance to anything
your romance
Don't trust

w

thanlangee!

ewin

—

4790 Adorable house-and
go -to -market dress. Gay
with scallops, tulip pocket.
Tiny

waistline. Sizes 12-2C

40. Size 16 will require 3 7/g

yards of 35-inch material.

9027

—Smart casual

spiced

with buttons, stitching combines back interest with
shoulder and hip detail. Siz12-20; 40. For size 16,
3^2 yards of 39-inch fabric.

es

9044

— Dress

of

moods. Interchange

many
collar,

sash. No shoulder or sideskirt seams!
Sizes 1230-40. Size 16 takes 3V2

yards: sash

%

%

yard; collar

yard 35-inch fabric.

9224

—Slenderizing

lines in

a slanting panel dress. Applique transfer included
Sizes 12-20. Size 16 will require
yards 39-inch fab-

2%

ric

Send

TWENTY-FIVE CENTS (in coins)
11. N. Y. FIFTEEN CENTS

New York
£6

for each pattern to:

more

for the

SCREENLAND,

Summer

Pattern Book.

and

1

yard for contrast.

224, Pattern Department, 243 West 17th St.,
free pattern is printed right in this book.

A

HAVE A SLIMMER, YOUTHFUL FEMININE
APPEARANCE INSTANTLY!

No other girdle or supporter belt has more
hold

power

in

!

The

Adjust-O-Belt
newest, most
comfortable girdle I
ever had.
Dp-Lift
the

16

REDUCE

LIKE
YOUR APPEARANCE! LOOK AND FEEL
Do
£|V
A ITEEIkl
I BEPl
ra

A IKII

£k

as thousands
Don't look old before your time.
of others do, wear a comfortable, new and improved

UP LIFT ADJUST-O-BELT! The UP-LIFT ADJUST-O-BELT
front panel controls your figure the way you want
laces

and

PRESTO

your mid section

MORE

is

it,

reshaped, your back

AND

UP-LIFT

with the amazing new adjustable
Simply adjust the
it most.

with added support where you need
is

braced and you look and feel younger!

HOLD-IN POWER!

The UP-LIFT ADJUST-O-BELT takes weight off tired feet and gives you a more alluring,
more daringly feminine, curvaceous figure the instant you put it on. It gives you lovely curves
just in the right places, with no unwanted bulges in the wrong ones. It whittles your waist line to
nothingness no matter what shape you may now have. It's easily adjusted always comfortable!

—

TEST THE ADJUST-O-BELT UP LIFT PRINCIPLE WITH

YOUR OWN HANDS!
Clasp your hands over your abdomen, press upwards and in gently, but firmly. You feel betyou! That's just what the UP-LIFT ADJUST-O-BELT does for you only the ADJUST-O-BELT does it better. Mail Coupon and test it at home for 10 days FREE at our expense!
ter don't

APPEAR SLIMMER, AND
The UP-LIFT ADJUST-O-BELT
It

lifts

and

FEEL BETTER!

flattens unsightly bulges, comfortable, quickly, firmly.

readjusts easily to changes in your figure, yet no laces touch your body.

It

gives instant

slenderizing figure control. It fashionably shapes your figure to it's slimmest lines. Like
magic the VP-LIFT ADJUST-O-BELT obeys your every wish. Pounds and inches seem to dis-

appear instantly from waist, hips and thighs. You can adjust it to your slimmed down figure
as your figure changes. It gives the same fit and comfort you get from' a made to order
girdle costing 2 to 3 times the price. It washes like a dream. Style: Panty and regular. Colors
nude and white. It's made of the finest stretch material used in any girdle with a pure satin
front panel and made by the most skilled craftsmen. It's light in weight but powerfully strong.
won't roll up, bulge or curl at the top. It gives extra-double support where you need it
most. No other girdle at any price can give you better support, can make you look better, feel
ONLY
better or appear slimmer. Sizes 24 to 44 waist.
$3.98

It

Money

Back Guarantee
With A 10-Day FREE TRIAL
If the

You
like
this

will
and

feel

look
like

beautiful

model in your
new and improved
Up-Lift

Adjust-OBelt.

FREE:
your regular

laces,

return the girdle.

-

UP-LIFT ADJUST-O-BELT

ADJUST-O-BELT CO.,

Dept. 50
New Jersey
Rush your new and improved UP-LIFT ADJUST-O-BELT

isn't bet-

1025 Broad

than any supporter you ever had, if
You don't feel more comfortable, if you
don't look and feel younger, if your shape
isn't 100% IMPROVED, if you are not
delighted with it, return it and your money
will be refunded in full.

ter

New amazing NYLON

laces

will

St.,

$3.98 in size and
~3 Send C.O.D. I

O

I

Newark,

for

style checked.
Regular,
Panty.
will pay postage plus handling.

enclose $3.98.

CHECK

You pay postage

SIZE:
Sm.
(29-30);
XXXL (38-40);

I.g.

plus handling.

(25-26);
(31-32);
XXXXL (42-44).

XL

Med.

XXL

(27-28) j
(34-36);

NAME

be sent

Try them instead of
You may keep them FREE even if you

NO MONEY

SEND

ADDRESS

free with your order.

|

ZONE

CITY

!
'

STATE

understand if not delighted with the UP-LIFT ADJUST-OBELT I can return it in 10 days for full purchase price
I

refund,

i

SENT

ON APPROVAL
57

It's

All In

Fun

Continued from page 45

Bob's beard. There was a comedy cnase
that was worth a special film, with Bob
screaming, "Stay away, I don't want to
look like you."

After a swim, put up your hair in
Spray on Spray-A-Wave
from its plastic bottle.
Twenty
minutes or so later you can brush
out soft, shining, lasting waves.
pin curls.

Lentheric's Eau de Cologne
Iceberg offers a cooling comfort to the Summer sizzlers.

Joan Crawford and Director Michael
Curtiz admire and like each other tremendously, but that doesn't keep them
from having heated arguments. One
morning while making "Flamingo Road,"
they clashed again and again, and just
before noon, there was an especially hot
scene with the exasperated Joan throwing a glass of water at Curtiz. She missed
her aim, dousing one of the stand-ins
which instead embarrassed her terribly,
then still angry she marched to the Green
Room for luncheon. In a few minutes a
messenger brought her a festive package.
Ribbons untied, there was a big white
target with a picture of Curtiz in the
middle. A note said, "Joan darling, this
is sent with my love so you can practice
'shooting'

COOL,
now.

From

Summer pick-me-ups

are the order
your head to your toes, time-saving,

refreshing

beauty-giving treats await your

trial.

Spray-A-Wave contains a protein element for setting
lasting waves while it hastens drying time. In about

The Hughes complexion brush
helps awaken a fresh, child-

twenty minutes you can have new curls, worth remembering when you want to swim then get all dressed for a
big date. You'll love the

new

like quality

by "scrubbing."

plastic spray bottle, $1.*

me."

Director Jack Conway was showing
Clark Gable and Lana Turner just how
he wanted a certain scene played, acting
it all out just as he used to when he was
on the stage years ago. Clark disappeared
for a few moments, then returned to ask
the company to come over to the moviola
(a little -projection machine used

—

The machine started to
and on the screen came "Her
Indian Love," a wild and woolly classic
of 25 years ago
Conway's first picture
in which he played the hero. "I give up,"
yelled Conway. "Just stop that thing."
Clark insists the director was subdued
for film editing.)

grind

Lentheric's Eau de Cologne Iceberg is a divinely cooling potion. Splashed on body after bath, dabbed on
temples, forehead, arms, wrists or on a handkerchief for
refreshing sniffing, it has a wonderfully exhilarating
effect.

Two

sizes,

—

$1.25* and $2.25*

for the

For that enviable clear, transparent skin beauty, we
say soap, water and a complexion brush! Here is the
new Hughes face brush, with gentle nylon bristles and
shaped to fit your hand, at $1.50. In burgundy, sea
green, clear Incite. There 're bath and hand brushes, too.

Lady Esther's very new Complete Creme Make-Up
does beautiful things for your face. Brush it on with fingertips, that's all. The result is a soft, young radiance
in tone and finish. Impervious to swim or dip, too. Five
glowing colors, $.50*. Matching colors in lipsticks, $.50*.
Even hot weather skin takes a

A cooling, relaxing tub, scented and softened with
Coty Bath Salts, $1* and $1.50*, followed by a mist of
Coty Dusting Powder, $1.50*, and sizzling heat is of small
importance. These intimate luxuries come in L'Aimant,
L 'Origan, "Paris" and Emeraude. Courtenay Marvin
*Plus 20

%

remainder of the day.

The long-time

new beauty with Lady Esther
Complete Creme Makeup.

Federal Tax.

friendship of

Ann

Sheri-

dan and Ida Lupino has been punctuated
with gags. One day, Ida was in the
gallery at Warners being photographed
as a ballerina and going through strenuous poses. Ann dropped by to say hello,
but found her friend too engrossed to
even noticed she had entered. Looking
around, Ann saw one of Ida's ballet
costumes on the rack and quickly slipping out of her slacks she stepped into
Being much larger than Ida, there
il.
were wide spaces of Ann where the costume should be, so she grabbed a bunch
of huge safety pins and used them in
conspicuous spots. To complete her ludicrous picture, Ann rolled her stockings
below her knees. Then still wearing the
slack shoes, she stepped beside Ida and
struck a burlesque of Ida's ethereal pose.
When the photographers caught sight of
what was before them they shrieked with
laughter. Annoyed by the interruption,
Ida turned to see Annie still posing with
mock seriousness, and she joined in the
fun.

But

the girls forgot the picture

was

camera. It was developed and
blown up, becoming the prize comic senin

the

sation of the studio.
Coty Bath Salts freshens

a

room

does your bath; is a modern
thought for perfuming finger bowl
water, your lingerie and hand bath.
In four beloved Coty fragrances.
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During a pivotal scene in "Leave Her
Cornel Wilde was told that
after Gene Tierney's line of dialogue
there would be a pause, followed later
with a kiss. But instead of stopping

To Heaven,"

when she said, "Darling, will you marry
me?" Gene suddenly threw her arms
around Cornel's neck and gave him an
ardent, lingering kiss that nearly knocked
over. Everybody laughed, then the
director explained, "We wanted you to
register complete surprise. Believe me,
you did!"
It took Joan Crawford to unseat Spencer Tracy who's proud of his ability as
a horseman. The studio set was equipped
to represent a rich man's gym and Joan
was admiring the mechanical horse in one
corner. "You know all about horses,"
said Joan, naively. "Tell me, Spence, how
does this thing work?" Tracy strode over
to the horse and mounted with a flourish,
motioning Joan to turn the switch. One

him

and Spence was sprawling on
amid laughter from crewmen
and technicians. Joan had turned the
highly-geared machine on full force,
making it impossible for anyone not sussudden

the

jolt

floor,

pecting, to stay on.

While filming "The Hucksters," Adolphe
Menjou spent two days doing a scene
at a conference table with his
back to the cameras. The next day,
Clark Gable brought him a handsomely
wrapped gift. It was a suit made of exsitting

ceptionally fine material
without a front.

—but

fitted back,

A

nothing

and well-tailored
Only a perfectly

else.

Claudette Colbert is
always thinking up something to add to
the merriment. During filming of "Family

terrific gagster,

Honeymoon," she did a

lot of horse-

back riding while on location at Grand
Canyon. With the help of the makeup
man and photographer, she made a dozen

STARDUST,

INC.

Empire State Bldg., N.Y.

1

GENUINE ^tardutt SLIPS, UNDIES. GIRDLES. GARTER BELTS, BRAS

LOOK FOR

pictures doing everything contrary
to the best equestrienne technique. She

&

BLOUSES

still

YOU CAN HAVE

wore the wrong clothes, had stirrups at
bad length, mounted on the wrong side.
In fact, Claudette broke all rules of form
and position, with as many awkward
stunts as she could invent. It was a
prize exhibition of poor horsemanship.
Returning to Hollywood, she sent the
pictures to John Wayne, begging him to
give her a role in his next western. You
could have heard John laugh a block
away and he shows the pictures to everyone he meets.
Rosalind Russell's kidding with the
assistant director during the filming of
"The Velvet Touch" kept the cast in
high spirits. Came a beautiful day and
Rosalind wheedled the director into giving her the afternoon off, promising to
be on the set bright and early next day.
Reluctantly he changed his schedule but
cautioned her to stay near a phone in
case he needed her. As the director
reached the set next morning he received
a telegram from St. Louis, signed Rosalind, saying, "Having a wonderful time
wish you were here." He blew up higher
than a kite and just when he reached his
most picturesque climax, she stepped on
the stage, innocently asking, "Why all
the excitement?"
In

the

Warner

film,

"Task Force,"

Gary Cooper has an accident, hurts his
leg and lands in a hospital. Here the
leg is put in a cast and hoisted high in
the air. Now Gary kept complaining how
hungry he was the day the scene was
shot, because he had been late that
morning and had skipped breakfast.
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After the scene was made, Wayne Morris
whispered to the director and luncheon
was called. Nonchalantly, everyone quit
the set leaving Gary still tied up in the

How this so-called silent star fumed
and fussed and yelled for help! Fifteen
minutes dragged by, then the company
returned, gave him a laugh and let him
down, all the time mimicking his fussing.

cast.

Before

becoming

engaged,

Jeanette

invited Gene Raymond to
dinner at her home and served a glorified
version of eggplant. Now this is one
thing Gene hates and never eats. But
yearning to make an impression, he held
his breath and swallowed it, then praised
Thereafter, it was always
it to the skies.
included in the dinner menus until after
he and Jeanette became engaged when
he confessed his loathing. But Jeanette,
carrying on the joke, sent Gene a case
of choice eggplants all dolled up in fancy
wrappings for his birthday. Gene scored
a point, however, for he discovered all
his friends shared his opinion of this
delicacy and he couldn't give it away. So
he gaily returned it to Jeanette with his

MacDonald

—

compliments.

Dorothy Lamour and Tyrone Power
were making "Johnny Apollo" at 20th
Century-Fox. The scene was a ballroom,
festive with streamers and multicolored
balloons. Late in the afternoon, Dottie
suddenly remembered she was due for a

Hollywood and hastily
changed her sequined gown to a street
dress. She was late but hoped to take
some shortcuts, but she hadn't reckoned
on Ty's love of pranks. Her car was
covered inside and out with balloons,
dozens of them, tied to every possible
spot. She didn't have time to remove
them so jumped in and headed for town.
"I must have been a sight," laughs
Dorothy, "with colored balloons escaping
all along Sunset Boulevard.
But I got
even with Tyrone the next day. I nailed
ladio rehearsal in

his pet shoes to the dressing room floor
and it took him nearly an hour to pry
them loose without ruining them.

There's a scene in "The Great Sinner"
where Gregory Peck is unconscious while
the others move around him. It took an
entire day to shoot the scene and while
lying with closed eyes beneath hot lights,
Greg dropped off to sleep. His co-star,
Ava Gardner, discovering this, motioned
to everyone to tip-toe outside and put
out all the lights on the set. A moment
later a painter with pail and brush
aroused Greg saying, "Please, Mr. Peck,
wouldn't you like to go home? It's midnight and I have work to do." Chagrined,
Gregory scrambled to his feet as the
jokers appeared with a big laugh.

Gene Tierney, for a scene with Tyrone
Power in "That Wonderful Urge," had
to hit Tyrone smack in the face with an
cone.
The first one was
ice cream
chocolate and Ty complained, "I don't
chocolate, can't we use vanilla?"
Director Robert Sinclair patiently explained that chocolate showed up better

like

on

film.

cone," explained Gene, "but I
practiced on a bucket that stood in for
Ty. Guess the Dodgers overlooked a good
bet in me." Ty has another version,
saying, "Gene should have been born 30
What a sensation she
years earlier.
would have been heaving custard pies in

cream

the

Mack

Sennett comedies."

Douglas Fairbanks always has a wired
chair to tease the unsuspecting visitor.

While making "The Lady In Ermine,"
he invited Betty Grable to his dressing
room and courteously asked her to sit in
a big chair while he took the one opposite. He touched a spring and Betty
went whirling toward the ceiling at a
frightening pace. But Betty is a gagster
on her own and bided her time. Meeting
Doug one day as he left the set she
pointed out a new victim for his trick.
Enthusiastic, he quickly invited the fellow to his dressing room, with Betty
tagging along. But when the two men

was Doug who flew through
the air as if on a flying trapeze. Betty
had waited for a day when Doug was
busy on the set and with two electricians
had changed the springs from one chair
to the other. This was once when Doug's
famous wired chair gave him a dose of
sat

down,

his

own

it

medicine.

Ronald Reagan carefully kept it a
secret from his pals, Jack Carson and
Dennis Morgan, that he was to wear kilts
when he went to London to make "The
Hasty Heart." But these inveterate
pranksters ferreted it out. They had
the prop department make a pair of short
tin pants, which they presented as a going away gift, with the hope that they'd
keep him warm under the giddy kilts.
Gloria Grahame had never met Robert
Sterling until they started "Roughshod"
at RKO studio.
On the first day of
shooting, Director Mark Robson introduced them and then promptly hustled them into their first scene. Now
Gloria had some nice things she had
planned to say to Bob but instead, the

What Hollywood
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Van

Heflin dining with his brother,
Martin, at the Stork in Manhattan.

next minute she was berating him like a
fishwife and finally, slapped his face.
"I was so disturbed that I hit harder
than necessary and raised a red mark on
his face," bemoaned Gloria. "Bob never
really forgave me until I explained what
was wrong with me. Then we became

good friends."

Then there is Howard Duff who almost
caused a director to have heart failure
during a radio rehearsal. The program,
"The Phantom Pirate," opened up with
the sound of air planes winging through
the air, then landing safely. So Howard
had a new record made with the plane
landing in a horrible crash, with all the
fearful noises attending such mishaps.
As the director was taking his seat in
the booth just before the show went on,
Howard had this record run. It proved
sensational as the famous Orson
Welles Mars Invasion.
Yes, it's all for fun. Perhaps the movies
develop a keener edge to one's humor
and comedy sense. Also, to an appreciation of their beneficial influence on life

as

and

living.

Talking About!

Itself Is

Continued from page 23

Kathryn Grayson and Johnnie Johnston,
who took the same TWA Constellation
we did to Chicago. They were on the
They
first leg of their trip to London.
were either awful tired or had very clear
consciences because
way to Chicago.

both slept

all

the

—o

Coming back we stopped

off at

author

John van Druten's desert ranch and heard
the good news that he was writing the
next Bing Crosby picture, "Famous,"
which Charles Brackett will produce. It's
the Stephen Vincent Benet novel about a
Broadway composer. I suspect it took all
the considerable persuasiveness of Mr.
Brackett to sell Mr. van Druten on scripting another movie he's been off writing
pictures for some time.

—

So Gene took the mound again and
pitched five cones at five different angles

and each one blobbed in Power's face.
was a no-run, one-side hit game.
It
"Nobody thought I could throw an ice

—

—O
Not

since Rita

Hay worth

took

off

on

her European jaunt has there been so
much speculation and rumor as that

stirred

up by Ingrid Bergman's

junket to

make

Italian

a picture for the roman-

Roberto Rosselini. Europe
attractive to those in and out
of love. Jennifer Jones fled to the continent to make up her mind about
whether or not she was going to marry
David Selznick and 20th has had its
headaches trying to get Ty Power back
to the Hollywoods to make a picture
here.
tic

director,

shore

is

—

We had a nice family afternoon when
Betty Hutton and Ted Briskin brought
their cute little daughters over for a
visit. Lindsay and Candy were dressed
alike in navy blue and white embroidered
frocks their fond father brought from
New York. Very high-fashion dresses,
trimmed at the belts with single, fat
strawberries. Betty was raving about
what a great guy Fred Astaire is. She'd
been rehearsing with him eight hours a
day for the dance numbers they'll do in

M#*SW
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Evelyn had
was something.
tion

buck

to get the role

we ran

Shopping

in

into Barbara
sprout, Susan,

—

—

—

—o

this pernt, things are pretty

Rex Harrison.

much up
He's sort

and Hollywood are
he'll come back

CHRISTMAS CARDS

His wife,

picture.

Lilli,

made

a short trip here to sell their Mandeville
Canyon home, so probably if he does

condescend to accept
picture

money

he'll

all that Hollywood
stay here only for the

duration of the picture.

—o
Very impressive star turnout for the
big Carthay Circle showing of that excellent picture,

so she's gone into a dress manufacturing
enterprise.

—o
We went

the preview with Florence Desmond, who's doing her first film
role with Claudette Colbert in "Three
to

Came Home." Desi raved and raved
about what a swell trouper Claudette is
in the picture, which is about life in a
Jap prison camp. Desi was pleased that
Director Jean Negidesco had sent her a
large bouquet of flowers on her first day
at work. This film, incidentally, brings
Alan Marshall back to the screen, after
an absence of several years. He's a swell
actor and we'll be glad to see him plying
his trade again.

—o

We

were sorry to miss the party given

—

Bel Geddes, her cute little
and their miniature dachshund, Debbie.
Susie soberly showed me all the loot she
and her mom had bought mostly for the
young fry. Later we saw the handsome
guy, Madison, touring around in his yellow convertible. Mark and Annelle Stevens were having Sunday dinner out at
Scandia he looks well and happy and is
busy in his new picture, "Bandwagon."
Irene Dunne and her Dr. Francis Griffin
entertaining at Romanoff's, and at another table Louis Calhern with his bride
made up a foursome with Peter Lawford
and a new gal. Another attractive couple Award winner Johnny Green and
his wife, Bunny Waters.
And it was
generally assumed that Bob Stack and
Irene Wrightsman were going steady until he appeared at Mocambo with Joan

and make a

Ann

one Paramount tossed for Gloria Swanson,
both given while were were on our crosscountry tour. But my spies tell me the
fabulous Miss Swanson was the undisputed belle of the ball and that several
hundred stars and press turned up for
the big occasion, which was to welcome
Gloria back to her home lot for the
Brackett- Wilder picture, "Sunset Boule-

Village,

Caulfield.

the

by Jeanette MacDonald and Gene Ray-

AROUND THE TOWN:
Westwood

Dick

Widmarks, the Zack
Sothern, the Bob Prestons,
Claire Trevor with her husband, Milton
Bren, and the Bill Seiters. Mr. B. and
Mrs. S. are producer and director of the
movie, "Borderline," which will star
Claire and Fred MacMurray. After the
picture we ran into Don and Marion
DeFore and had a chat. Marion looks
about 18, in spite of the fact that she's
the mother of three kids. Apparently
her family doesn't keep her busy enough,
were

Scotts,

—

O
Kirk Douglas, a very exhausted but
happy young man, headed for a rest at
Palm Springs when he returned from a
jaunt around the country in connection
with his big success picture, "Champion."
o
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Was A Male War

mysterious virus that
sent his temperature up to 104. Caught
it while he was making Universal-International's "Sword In The Desert." Bette
Davis, back from New York where her
Sherry had quite a success with his art
show, reported to Warners' for her first
picture in over a year, "Beyond The
Forest."
The much discussed and long
delayed "Mrs. Mike" finally got going
with Evelyn Keyes in the top femme star
spot opposite Dick Powell. The competiualty

—

Just rub

Come about
Joan Fontaine starts her
picture for Hal Wallis called "September," which will no doubt finish in October.
And Van Johnson will go Western in his
new MGMer "Outriders." Joan Evans
and Farley Granger will be teamed again
at Goldwyn's in "Beloved Over All."
Joan's all recovered from that shooting
accident on the feudin' picture, "Roseanna
McCoy." Cary Grant, over his long spell
of jaundice, and back to his natural color,
August,

finished.

Relieve your Baby's teething
pains this summer by rubbing on
Dr. Hand's Teething Lotion the
actual prescription of a famous

DR.

—o

CASTING AROUND:

so "I

interfere with Baby's progress.

Baby

"Let's Dance." This picture follows hot
on the heels of "Red, Hot And Blue,"
which Miss H. just finished.

now,

Ik

——

"Home Of The

Brave."

There was so much favorable talk about
the picture that the town was scrapping
to get ducats to the show.

Around us

mond

for

Mme.

Lotte Lehmann; also the

vard."

—O
When the Bob O'Donnells (he's viceprez of Texas' Interstate Theatre chain)
breezed into town recently we had fun
with them at the Beverly Hills Hotel.

We

met

one of the
bungalows, where Max
and Anne Cohn were living during their
stay here. (He's the owner of about a
zillion New York theatres).
We were
surrounded by producers Brynie Foy,
Paul Short, who produced "Bad Boy,"
and Harriet Parsons. Red and Georgia
Skelton were also in the gang. Red is
mad about his new Polaroid Camera and
was snapping everybody and handing
them prints of the picture seconds later.
This camera is really amazing take the
all

for cocktails in

hotel's beautiful

—

—

picture, allow sixty seconds, and zingo.
there's your print. Red counts off the

seconds with his right foot instead of a
stop watch. Very clever, these redheads.

—o

Much

good-natured kidding goes on
between George Jessel and veteran showman Sid Grauman, who is appearing in

Mr. J.'s new picture, "Bandwagon."
Seems Mr. Grauman and Mr. Jessel
spent some of their younger years in
Alaska trying to make their fortunes.
Mr. G. had accumulated a couple of
thousand bucks which Mr. J. took away
from him in a poker game that went on
while the boat was bringing them back

Mr. Grauman, who works
hard at running the Chinese Theatre,
usually gets up at four p. m. and goes

to the States.

bed at four a. m. His life has been
turned entirely around while he's playto

ing himself in the picture.

bow
ing

—o

Brian Donlevy, who swore off women
his wife, Marge, were divorced, held out for quite a spell but
finally broke down when he met Audrey
Totter. They've been doing the town and
the rugged Brian has even hauled out his
dinner clothes. Their first date was at
the Friars' Frolic.

—O—

When Mr. and Mrs. Frank

Bering

and Mrs. James Hart, who play host to
film and stage celebs at Chicago's Ambassador East, were in Hollywood, Margaret Ettinger returned some of their
hospitality by giving them a large and
very beautiful party. Mr. Bering's plane
was grounded and he didn't make it until
late. Betty Hutton, whose Ted had just
flown to Chicago for a minor operation,
was so lonesome without him that she
went home early. Rosalind Courtright,
pretty wife of the Bevhills Hotel's

I

out early

—

successful one,

when he and

man-

Like Everything

Of

we might add.

Month

the

by Selene Holzman

—o

Sally Cobb, wife of the

Brown Derby

owner, Bob Cobb, had us fascinated with
her original ideas about staging a fashion

show on the Hollywood Stars' home baseball diamond (Bob also owns a healthy
chunk of this ball team) Dorothy Lamour was listening to everybody telling
her that her expected infant was going
to be a girl this time. In the crowd
were Van and Frances Heflin and she
.

gets prettier every day, fashion designer
Charles LeMaire and his chic wife, those
amusing people Mike and Bess Curtiz,

Louella and Harriet Parsons. It was fun
to see Stu and June Erwin and Sheets
and Pauline Gallagher and hear them
talking about their teen-age kids.

—o

was

It

wonderful

a

why

that's

we're

a

—

evening maybe
beat at this

little

point.

About

Women

—Almost

Continued from page 24
simplicity. It's the little beginners, trying to act as if they're stars, who display
all
the temperament. These embryo
Crawfords and Davises always arrive
late on the set. Their mannerisms are
cloaked in folderol and generally they
are snobbish. Most of these little ones
never learn and it's sad to see their mistakes."
"Is there anything you don't like
about Hollywood women?" I asked.
"Nope," Glenn sighed, "but there is
something about the town that annoys
me. Namely the position men are relegated to in Hollywood. Men out there
are merely nameless escorts. For example: Suzie Doakes is a famous screen
personality. If she has a date to go to
Ciro's, the table is reserved in her name,
not the man's. Hollywood caters only to
names and they have to be Hollywood
names besides."
Glenn continued eating his eggs in silence so I pursued the subject of women
further. "Glenn, how do you react to
career women?" was my question.
"Fine," he answered, "unless they are
super-ambitious. Driving ambition in
most career women spoils everything.
Those women are very aggressive and, as
a result, are not feminine."
"Oh, then you like feminine women?"
I asked.
"Certainly," he replied. "Doesn't
everybody? I think all men like sweetness and femininity in women if they are
honest. I hate tough gals if they are
obvious in their hardness.
"One thing I notice a great deal, Florence, is the way people act with movie
stars.
For some unknown reason, a
stranger who has absolutely no conception of what makes me tick, will decide
that I follow the Hollywood pattern.
Sometimes I get the idea that they don't
think the pattern is worth very much for
most of the time their deportment and

CAREER WOMAN

Hernando Courtright, also had to
she was playing a singengagement at Mocambo and a very

ager,

conduct leaves a lot to be desired. I hate
rudeness in both men and women.
"Here we are today having lunch in
one of the better hotels in town. The
people who patronize this place are supposed to be ladies and gentlemen, but did
you hear the woman sitting next to us?
She raised Cain with the waiter over
nothing. That to my mind is an unforgiveable sin. Her point could have been

won

in gentle, softly

Maybe

as efficiently.

spoken words just
she feels she

My

pressing someone.
been, be nice to the

is

im-

motto has always

little

guy."

Glenn went even further. "While we're
on the subject of women in restaurants,
let me say once and for all that there is
nothing worse than the woman who orders her meal when a man is present.
Talk about irritating gestures. That's the
height of bad manners."
While Glenn was talking his dual personality leaped into focus once again.
On screen he is the epitome of sophisticated, male virility, yet off screen he is
boyish to the nth degree. His face which
corners like a happy child
his strange eyes. Maybe
it's the weird, unearthly green color, but
the eyes don't fit the face when you talk
to him. Granted his personality goes
hand in glove with his boyish look, for he
seems to bubble with enthusiasm. Glenn
admits to a moody, stewing type of nature despite his apparent interest about
everything.
The intangible difference in his personality and character, this touch of Jeykll
and Hyde, is confusing. You never quite

turns up
is

thrown

in all

off

by

just who he is. Once someone said,
are all three people. The person we
think we are. The person the world
thinks we are and the person we really
are." In Glenn the division is noticeably
present, but not so you can put your finger on it. But to get back to women and

know

"We

Glenn.

CLARA LANE
How

often have you wondered what
be like to consult a social introduction agency
seriously, or out of sheer

it'd

—

curiosity? The latter prompted me to
visit the Friendship Center . . . and not
only did I succeed in satisfying my editorial curiosity, but discovered a woman
who well earns the title of "Career
Woman of the Month." She's Clara
Lane, director of Friendship Centers
throughout the country.
In the course of my conversation

with Miss Lane, I thought of my many
unattached young and middle aged
friends who somehow don't manage to
meet enough people for the law of
averages to bring about marriage . . .
and yet they favor loneliness to what
they consider the "embarrassment" of
consulting an
introduction
center.
Therein lies the irony of convention:
dating a man one meets at a bus stop
is passed off as "romantic" and the in-

approach to meeting men via
an expert on human relations is often
telligent

called "undignified."

In meeting Miss Lane,

I

shed some

of my deep-rooted ideas about introduction services, convinced that: cupid
is not a plump little boy with an arrow,
but a charming, intelligent woman with
deep understanding of human relations
Clare Lane.
The Clara Lane Friendship Center
is not a "Lonely Hearts" Club.
Clara
Lane now has Friendship Centers in
New York, Philadelphia, Atlantic City,
Washington, Miami, Chicago, Los Angeles, San Francisco and Seattle.
Every large city in the United States
has thousands of men and women who
want companionship, but try as they
will, they cannot find friends. Society
as a whole is doing nothing for these
lonelv people. It is only a person like
Miss Lane who has grappled with this

—

problem and succeeded

in bringing
happiness to these people.
Thousands of discriminating men and women
have found Miss Lane's Introduction Service the
answer to their problems.
Every religious and age group Is represented
among her clientele. Miss Lane has cover girls,
showgirls, schoolteachers and hundreds of secretaries, salesgirls and career girls.
Among male

members she has

doctors,

lawyers,

architects,

and hundreds of executives and
They come to her for aid because
they arc cither too harried making a living to
find .sufficient time for meeting people on a
actors, writers

businessmen.

social

among

plane, or simply can't find "the one**
their own small circle of acquaintances.

•

FREE: The above is an excerpt from an article
about Clara Lane appearing in MAYFAIR MAGAZINE. Write for a free reprint of the full length
article. Miss Lane will be happy to send it to
you, together with a reprint of "CUPID IS MY
BUSINESS** which appeared in a foremost
national magazine.

You may

Lane for further
Clara Lane Friendship
Center, Inc., Hotel Wentworth, 58
West 47th Street, New York 19, N. Y.
write Clara

information:
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am proud

/

of what

often argue as to whom they
or women. What do women wear that makes you wish you wore
blinders? How about rolled stockings.
Glenn? Most men edge on violence about
them," I inquired.
"I don't object to them," he said, "if

"Women

.

dress for,

.

men

girls feel like rolling their

BUST

has done for me,"
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NAME RING
New Fad!

Thrilling

haven't seen many."
"How about peek-a-boo blouses, Glenn.
Any opinions?"
"What on earth is one?" he asked in
utter consternation.
"A sheer blouse you can see through,"
I explained.
"Oh! OH! Why, I think they're fascinating," he laughed. "Truthfully, on
the subject of women's clothes I think
the most disagreeable point is a lack of
fastidiousness or cleanliness. Over-dressing is another point not so pleasing to the
eye, at least to my eye. Too many women cover themselves from head to hand
with jewelry when a simple frock will do
it.
They end up looking like Mrs. Astor's plush horse.
"New York women are a fine example
of how to dress correctly and smartly.
Hollywood, whose inhabitants over-dress
at all times, could learn a lot from New
York. Out there the emphasis is how
much can be worn at one time."
I

CREAM
"Miss
• Each

own. Frankly,

Your first name or nickname as the
setting on a beautiful ring Stays clear
!

for years. Withstands washing,
rubbina, wear. A thrilling keepsake—a magnificent gift! Ordernow. Print name tobeinscribed.

and sharp

nly $1.00 plus
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Only !

few cents
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Cincinnati 2, Ohio

Glenn paused and looked at me with
an expression that seemed to beg, "you
don't want to know anything more do
you?" but I showed him no mercy. "Tell
us some more of our provoking habits,"
I cried.

Looking more like the reluctant dragon than a movie actor he said, "Actually

Sell COLONIAL Christmas Cards
You need no experience to make a wonderful
extra income with Colonial Christmas Cards

WITHNAME —

just show FREE
Samples to friends, others. Also
PLASTIC
Christmas Assortments. Gift Wraps, Everyday,
Personal Stationery Imprinted Napkins, others.
Fine for charch, club earning, too. Send for/
Assortment on approval. FREE IMPRINTS.
COLONIALSTUDIOS.Inc. bept. M4X t
642 S. Summer Street, Holyoke, Mas
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NEW

women

are wonderful creacan criticize them. When
he does he is in a tough spot and he deserves to be there for having dared to
tures.

.

'

,

Loose skin, wrinkles, outstanding ears,
lips,
baggy
rected

breasts,

by

—

scars corsurgery.

plastic

S

—

The

irritants I

have

mentioned are the kind you must think
back over to remember. None of them,
Florence, are an obsession with me and I
hope all the lovely creatures reading this
article understand that. I don't live by
these peeves of mine, nor do I grind my
teeth and wring my hands as they occur.

FACE-LIFTING
eyelids,

general

raise a critical voice.

NOSES RESHAPED
Consultation and

in

No man

Booklet

Free.

BEAUTY ADVANCEMENT

just wish they weren't in evidence for
they are disadvantages to the attractive
1

woman.
"I'll admit though, that I hate intolerant women women who won't accept
a situation for what it is. Women who
whine are enough to drive a man to desperate deeds."

—
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"Would you admire a woman who

much. Nobody
of

28. Calif.

admires this type
they may laugh at her.
hate loudness of any kind
really

woman though

Personally, I
in

POLLACK & ASSOCIATES
Box S, Hollywood

is

the life of the party?" I asked.
"If she is having fun and is happy,"
Glenn said. "I like to see anyone having a good time but I disapprove of
women gaining the center of the stage by
telling off-color stories or drinking too

a woman.
"As you know," Glenn continued, "I

Bizeand color GIVEN

have a reputation of being very quiet.
It's not so much that I am quiet, but I
sit and watch and don't have much to
say. I get more fun out of watching and
it's a sure way to size up people."

No money needed. Yon can Bet complete
AND EARN CASH TOO - op to 122.00 a
week in your spare time-EASY Write today
HARFORD FROCKS, Dept. A -537 Clnclnrurtl25, Ohio

The dining room emptied out as the
hours slipped by whilst I tried to give
Glenn the third degree concerning the

DRESS forYOU
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weaker sex.
Glenn?"

"Anything more,

I asked,

"Absolutely nothing," he stated very
"You have my complete
list.
Everything else that woman does
fills my heart with joy," he added with
conclusively.

a smile.

"Good," I nodded. "Then we can talk
about you for a minute. Do you like
being a movie star?"
"Like

it?"

was

his

incredulous

swer. "Of course I do! It's fun!
interesting! Where else could you

anIt's

meet

the people and do the variety of
things I have done? In the last ten
years I have done more than most men
accomplish in two life times only because I am a movie star."
all

Gently pounding the table with his
and shaking his head in wonderment,
Glenn whispered, "Do you realize how
lucky someone like me is? Let's be
really
honest,
Florence.
Actors are
fist

usually trying to impress people with
their cynical attitudes, but I won't even
pretend to do so.

"At first I hated actors because I
got my start being a stage manager.
That's like being a house mother, guardian angel and a shepherd to dozens of
things known as actors and actresses.
Every day I had to tear up four long
flights
of stairs because some boob
forgot his coat five minutes before curtain. They drove me nuts! I used to
stand in the wings watching these actor
guys and say to myself, 'The money you
all get while I work like a nursemaid for
half the salary!'
So what happened?
One day I got wise to myself and decided to do it, too. Ever since I have
been acting.
"Of course, I am a terrific pessimist

my

work. I'm what you might call
worrier and I have yet to
come home from the studio and not want
to go back and do a day's work all
over again."
"That's why you are a star and not
a bit player," I remarked.

about
a

chronic

"Well, you have to work at it every
minute," Glenn insisted. "I love to hear
the extras saying, 'Oh, Glenn, he can
take it easy, smoke a pipe, read a book,
or take a nap.' I laugh to myself when
I hear them and think, 'Boy! If they
only knew'."

Glenn sat musing

in

his

chair,

un-

consciously building a perfect mound in
the sugar bowl with his spoon. "If you
had two wishes, what would they be?"
I questioned.

"The obvious thing," he replied. "The
obvious wish for a man with a son is to
have health and happiness.
other
wish would be for peace indirectly for
my family so we could have a little world
all our own. In a way I would be afraid
to wish for the latter because I have
been so lucky that I have everything a
man could wish for in life. Wishing for
material things such as a new car or a
mink coat is a bad wish I think. Health
is so much more important.
Put my
wishes in order and you'll find health
heading the list with wealth way down
at the bottom.

My

"Wish for those you love," Glenn remarked, "and you cannot help getting

the
the

other person got his wish, you couldn't

all the children would
Well, even as a child,
I figured out that if you wished the

With such a philosophy, I thought to
myself, you can't help but win, Glenn
Ford.

the wishes yourself.
old joke with the

chicken and

You remember
wishbone

of

how

fight to get it?

It

Took

A

Reducing

lose."

DON'T STAY

FAT

LOSE POUNDS
AND INCHES

Kicking Around

SAFELY without

Continued from page 27

3 inches in the
lbs. in a
few short weeks.'' says

"I

lost

hips

then sat back, beaming with feminine
(canine) charm.
One of the dreamy things about June
is the simple fact that she's an actress.
Not a society girl toying with histrionics. Not a college gal finding expression via the arts. Not a housewife
stealing time from the baking of a pie
to do a scene from "Camille." This one,
it's her whole-time
pals, is an actress

the show and wonder why

job

wood

—

.

.

—

June acts all over the jernt she can
no more help it than she can help
breathing. Yet withal, she's completely
The
natural and thoroughly honest.
Havoc voice is well trained and is soothing to the ear. She made it good drama
even when she said nothing more important than: "This old umbrella came from
the Actors' Thrift Shop, on West 44th,
opposite the Belasco Theatre.

My

pet

incidentally, with its chandeliers studded with glass that looks like

theatre,

—

jewels every
the Belasco.

theatre

should

look like

That Suzetta!" June

said,

why?

was

I

usually in a mood to take poison but
instead I had to make a little curtain
speech saying thanks."
During the run of "Mexican Hayride,"
June broke her leg and was popped into
a plaster cast it was a very hot August.
"The doctors said I'd be laid up for
six months," she says, "but I was out in
four weeks and on my way to Holly-

—

to

make

a movie."

Lawrence Langer and Director Rouben
of the Theatre Guild had
called on her while she was still in the
hospital. They had just dropped by for
a social call but Mamoulian was later
to wire June when Ethel Merman left
the Broadway "Sadie Thompson." asking
Suzetta's chum to rush East to replace
Miss Merman.
"I had to learn the role," June says,
"almost on my way to the airport 80
sfdes, seven songs and three ballets! And
I got good notices, notices I lugged
around to show everyone I met. True,

Mamoulian

—

suddenly, "is absolutely unpredictable,
I warn you. Right now she's in your lap
looking up at you with loooove in her
eyes but in ten minutes she may say
horrible things to you. Where was I? Oh
yes, the thrift place does a great deal
of good. If an actor needs clothes for
an audition and he can prove he's stonybroke, they give him the duds for free."
The question of food came up, a menu
was sent for and roast pork with red
cabbage (in mid-afternoon) won.
"I have always suspected," June said,
eyeing a forkful of lethal red cabbage
whom
with deep suspicion, "that
considered my face sad but
I love
funny. Me, who isn't really a ha-ha

I'd

actress.

had ordered
While she was waiting, and after she'd
regained her health, June found that she
still had the eating habit. So she whipped
up a vaudeville act ( she'd been raised
backstage did you know?) and booked
it into the Capitol Theatre on Broad-

—

RKO —

writing a play, would
When the play was
ready (in six months), she'd hear from
him. This was precisely what the doctor
.

"Let me go back a bit," she continued,
"along the lines of failure turning into
success. At one time I was a model but
I was always clowning, never amounted
to anything as a mannequin. I desperately wanted to make the chorus line in
several shows but no soap, I wasn't good
enough. Now I realize that if I'd made
the grade that way, I'd never have become an actress. Certainly I can sing
and dance, but if I stop a show ( and she
usually does), it's not because of my
high C or time-step, it's simply that
I've shown them that I can act. I'm a
very shy person and I make jokes as
part of a defense mechanism. Which,
naturally, makes most people think I'm
all ha-ha girl.
"Anyway, after RKO bounced me,
Mike Todd brought me back to New
York to play opposite Bobby Clark in
'Mexican Hayride.' It was a hit so
were we all. I didn't sing or dance too
well but I used to stand in the wings and
listen to the applause when I'd stopped

—

Nancy Lawton, N.Y.C.
"Your Spot Reducer i3

.

it?

.

—

way. Damon Runyon caught her act
and pronounced her the greatest dramatic actress

in

the world

— said

so in

print.

"I bought 12 copies of his column,"
June admits, "and finally pasted one on
a card so it wouldn't wear out in my
bag. He predicted a big future for me
as a serious actress and lamented the
fact that I was a slave to eating and,
because of that, had to do vaudeville."
Goulding's play went into rehearsal,
opened, and June fulfilled Runyon's predictions.

It

was an overwhelming
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Nothing
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It breaks down excess fatty tissue, tones the muscles and
flesh
and the increased awakened blood circulation
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and two other members of Council on physical Therapy
of
AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSN.. the following is
stated: pg. 24, ch. 12, Vol. 3: "Beyond all question
something can be done by massage to reduce local deThere can however, be no question that
posits of FAT.
massage applied to the region of the HIPS, can and
does reduce the amount of fatty deposits in this region."
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"My
with

In recent tests
ing licensed
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next was 'Dunnigan's Daughter,'
Dick Widmark, for the Theatre

made

by outstand-

MEDICAL DOCTORS

on more than 100 people, with the
use of SPOT REDUCER every one
lost pounds and inches in a few
short weeks, in hips, abdomen,
legs, arms, buttocks, etc. And the
users say: "It was fun and they
enjoyed it."
The Spot Reducer
worked as well on men as it did
on women. THE SPOT REDUCER
way controls weight, once down to
normal it helps retain your new
"SLIM FIGURE" as long as you
like.

iJ
Miss Nancy Mace,
Bionx, N. Y.. says:
"I went from size
16 dress to a size
12 with the use of
the Spot Tteducer. I

am

glad

I

used it."

Look

aid

feel

better,

see
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and easy, the results quick, sura
and harmless. Thousands have lost
weight in this way in hips, abdomen, legs, arms, buttocks, etc.
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success but a financial failure
gratifying state of affairs but starvation
for eating actresses.

tistic

REDUCE

marvelous."

He was

she care to star in

Risking Health

and 20

broken with the Sadie tradition of
fancy shoes with white tops (June wore
red ones), but aside from that quibble,
the critics approved of me. And though
I did some dancing and singing, it was
mainly acting that they liked, so I was
quite happy!"
When the play closed, June suffered
a nervous breakdown. She recuperated
in a Florida hospital and was thrilled
when director-writer Edmund Goulding
called, said he'd heard on reliable authority that she was an able dramatic
actress.
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Guild and a chance to work with Gadget
(Elia) Kazan. It was a rewarding experience, though I was thinner and
sadder. In fact, I was ill."

June,

in

fact,

was very

ill.

They

her wandering about an office
building, not knowing who she was. The
doctors suspected a brain tumor, found
it was a thyroid condition that had been
partially responsible for the inferiority
complex which had made her feel that
she was a complete failure. She underwent an operation.
"After it was all over," June says,
"I ended up at Malibu weighing 110
pounds and feeling that I was completely
washed up. I occupied a maid's room
and otherwise lived on the beach, went
It
barefooted and wore blue jeans.
worked before long I began to eat and
sleep as I should. The Theatre Guild
put me on the radio with John Garfield

found

The
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—

—

'They Knew What They Wanted,'
which made me decide that maybe I

D-Scholls lino-pads

SHORTHAND

^

Weeks

in

wasn't too bad, at that."
In due time she did another movie
chore and played in "They Knew What
They Wanted" in Westport, Connecti-

in
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and in Summer stock. Betty Field
opened on Broadway in "Dream Girl,"
written by her husband, Elmer Rice
Betty Field took sick and June was secut,

lected to replace her.
"The notices were

June, "and
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Malibu and the blue jeans routine.
Only this time, Rex Ferris and his
partner, Wally Twinty, let her wear

62-K
Chicago 22,

their chic hats when they took her out
at night
Don Loper did the same with
his dress creations. So by day she was
a Cinderella-like barefoot girl with a
coat of tan; an exotically-dressed snooty
swell in the best clubs at night. Oddly
enough, it was the beach Cinderella who
impressed an agent to the extent of
making her take a screen test. One little
six picteensy test that resulted in:
tures in two years; 10 weeks of "Rain"
with a bunch of ambitious kids called
the "Circle Players;" 27 radio shows and
a Westport engagement that included
"Anna Christie," "Lysistrata" and "Girl

—

Send your poems for fro* examination. Any subject.

*

run. The critics were more than kind
to me but I'll still only die happy after
I create a part like that in 'Dream Girl'

to

to try.

Cheerful Card Co., Dept. AS-2, White Plains, N.Y.

S

wonderful," says
a long, 11-month

on Broadway."
After the play closed, June went back

FREE
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Of The Golden West."
"I hadn't thought about love all this
time," June says, "even though some of
my best friends are men. Then one
night I looked up and there he was
tall young man with a beard. His name
was Bill Spier and he's a radio producer

—

("Suspense," etc.). We were married in
due course that was a year and a half
ago and I've never felt better, never
looked better." Right!

—

June wasn't sure about accepting the
role offered her in "Gentleman's Agreement," so she put it squarely up to producer Gadget Kazan what would he
do about accepting-not accepting the
bigoted secretary

if he were she?
window," she says,
"took his time about it and finally said:
I did and the two days'
'I'd take it.'
work paid me $10,000. I told you,
didn't I, that I was rich now?"

"He looked out

role,

of the

role in 20th

June played a small

Cen-

"The Iron Curtain" and did
broad comedy in the same factory's
"When My Baby Smiles At Me." Then
she dropped in at Paramount to make
the Ladd picture, also the one with
tury-Fox's

Betty Hutton.
"In 'Chicago Deadline,' " she says,
"I'm sincere, warm and in love. As you've
heard, I've played an assortment of
movie roles. I've never been permanently typed, for the simple reason, I
suspect, that the movie companies have
never really known what to do with me.

"Much

Ladd movie was shot
"They used

of the

in Chicago," she continued.

a hidden camera to photograph people
unaware of what was going on. They've
even worked in that odd Chicago police
whistle that no other city seems to have.

"Alan Ladd is warm, friendly, even
and sweet, if I may say so. I liked
him very much to work with and to
know.
soft

" 'Red,

Hot And

Blue' is the best
date," June insists.
Betty,
"It's concerned with three girls
Jane Nigh and me, with me being a big
city smoothie. Though Betty's a naivt
little thing in the picture, she outwits
everyone in the long run, including a
platoon of police.
"I heard," said June, "and, mind you,

Hutton picture

this

to

—

was merely a grapevine-communique,

that Betty had insisted on my being in
the movie with her, saying that she
wanted to be surrounded by talent-girls.
I'm only agreeing with everyone else
at the studio when I say I think Betty
."
charming
She mentioned her daughter, April
(by her first husband, who died), said
the child was quite an actress. "What
a dramatic kid!" said June, chuckling.
"When I drove her to school recently,
April went into a dramatic pose as I
was about to leave and said, tragically:
'Ah, my wispy little mother!' Her wispy
little mother popped a button trying

is

.

.

not to laugh!"

Three

oil

paintings

on

sitting

the

mantelpiece were by June. They were
Christmas scenes done via imagination
and not bad at all for an amateur
she says her sculptures are better. June's

Hollywood home,

incidentally,

is

an

in-

teresting miniature Victorian job that's
almost a Victorian zoo, what with 12
finches, two canaries, three cats, two
dogs and a vividly-colored toucan named
Bottom ( all the birds bear the names
of

characters

"Midsummer

in

Night's

Dream"), who's nuts about June.
June has high hopes for their marriage, her's and Bill's. "Cooperation
counts a very great deal in making marriages work," she said, "and cooperation can only be arrived at if you first

know

down

to the ground.
time on the 17th
floor of the New York Hospital, I could
only look out and think, and believe me,
I thought about things I didn't know
were stored up in my mind.
"Also, those long walks by the sea
resulted in a Lady's Agreement between

When

yourself right
I spent

me and

a

lot of

myself.

June better and

I

to

got

to

live

know

with

her

this
in

peace.

"Among

other things, I

came

to realize

that 'Pal Joey' was one of the greatest
shows of all time and one of the best
though at the time I didn't
for me
realize it.
Which merely proves how
little I knew about what was going on.
"In looking back, as I did, I discovered that all along the way- the

—

—

endured

I'd

failures

—

had

always

They

sulted in eventual success.

re-

built

character I have and they
in the right direction
even
when it seemed certain that that direction was a one-way street to the junk

whatever

steered

—

me

heap.

"Now," June

said, partly to Suzetta.

comfortably sprawled in her lap, and
partly to this envious reporter, "now all
I ask is a chance to create something.

Not

to replace someone in a role they've
from the ground on up, but to
carve it out myself and to make it honestly good."
Perhaps even if she doesn't realize it
built

—June

—

carved out something extremely

good when she made June Havoc the
person that she

real

Danny Wanted To Be

is

.

.

.

A QUICK,
EASY WAY TO
APPLY WAVESET

Kaye!

Dr.

Continued from page 36
skill."

side of this clown.

Another example of the more-sober
side of you-know-who, is the successful
recording he made of a number turned

"I was
was the
newness of the medium; anyway, once I
accepted movie work as a fact, I settled
down. As I see it, the technical side of
the movies is great, really terrific, but

out by his wife, Sylvia. Titled "Eileen,"
it's a sentimental ballad about an Irish
girl

whose lover

sings

it

is

Danny

lost at sea.

straight, sincerely,

—

and with an

astonishingly good voice the net effect
wringing tears out of countless stones.
"I've always had a soft spot in me
heart for 'Molly Malone,' " Danny said,
lounging in his chair. "Really prefer it
to some of the crazy songs. I've also
done an album of Gilbert & Sullivan
ahem at most good musthat's on sale
ic shops. One of the sweetest numbers I
know is called 'Dena's Lullaby,' written
when our Dena was three days old the
same who's now 25 months old. As it so
happens, I have a picture of her here,
." The picture turned out
somewhere.
to be a leather folder that unfolded some
10 pictures of Miss Dena.
Your correspondent was among the
first to talk to this good humor man, four
years ago, right after he'd finished his
it was for a Mr. Goldwyn
first movie
which hadn't even been released at the
time. Danny was worried, we reported,
fearful of his next move. "I've never had
a bad break," he moaned, looking more
like Zasu Pitts than the toujours-gai
Kaye. "And I worry for fear that one's

—

—

—

.

.

—

due me."
In the four years that have since
clicked off, that bad break has, considerately, kept discreetly out of sight. Even
so, the above gent still frets.
.

.

.

because Danny
should be as happy as a clam. After five

Which

is

wasted

effort

good Goldwyn pictures (his movies have
always been in Technicolor) Danny has
signed with Warner Bros, and has just
,

finished

his

super-colossal Techniat the Burbank factory.

first

comedy
"Happy Times" is
made under the expert
color

the film's

name,

direction of

Henry

Koster and with Barbara Bates (of "June
Bride")

playing opposite Daniel, herein

an honest but highly illiterate young
Gypsy who becomes a dishonest but
highly illiterate young imposter.
Danny's wife, Sylvia, wrote the musmaterial he uses in the picture, including a ballad, "Happy Times," which
he sings to Miss Bates, a scullery maid
in the mayor's home.
Danny's first
straight movie song, movie audiences will
be treated to the (engaging) sentimental
ical

"Four years ago," Danny

terribly impatient.

every once

said,

I suppose

it

a while I yearn for the
in the big audiThat, to me, is the stage's enorin

—the answer lying

stage
ence.

mous asset.
Fun aside, Danny
."'

.

.

Cut wave setting
time 33%! Get a
bottle of Nestle
Superset with the new
Shaker top today!
Superset produces
beautiful waves and

— dries quickly
— never flakes —

curls

takes his movie
work seriously, proof lying in the direction of the two tailors who had to work
all night making trousers for him.
All
because, for a sequence in "Happy
Times" in which his pants were only supposed to be singed, the comic insisted
that they really burn because the effect

contains Lanolin. At

beauty counters.

all

8 big ozs.
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Nestle Colorinse

would be better.
Told to indicate hunger by chewing on
Elsa Lanchester's arm, Danny took a
realistic bite, quipped: "At last, a part I
can sink my teeth into!" Four cameras,
at all times, covered the whirlwind slapstick scenes from every angle. Since they
were never twice the same, due to Danny, the four cameras made sure that
never-repeated stuff wasn't

25<f.

woman who

clined,

micro-

makes

Method
bring

phone helped by recording Danny's musical numbers as they were shot, instead
of pre-recording by the comic and then

\m
\m

artistically' in '
in spare time at home.
ome.

out

f
I

is

it

life-like

possible
e

to
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colors.

shooting to a playback.
Highly important, that, in his case,
since he's at his best in an ad-lib routine
aided by a howling grip-audience which
would be missing from a bare recording
studio. Because this

new-type mike easily

extraneous noises, Danny
was able to work with Sylvia at a background piano, have the orchestra dubbed
onto the sound track, later on. This way,
every impromptu bit was picked up and
used, the studio audience's cackling ignored by the mike but vastly appreciated
by the performer.
Danny likes to test things out at rehearsal, shoot them pronto, if they're
good. He clowns as much behind a camera as in front of one climbing up with
the juicers to throw a spotlight into someone's face or breaking up Director Rosier with a whispered gag in the middle
of a take. Generally speaking, Danny's
a washout at rehearsals merely walking
through business while pondering like
mad, saving his punches for the takes.
He was nearly pulled out of the stage
"Ladv In The Dark" because the backers
cuts

out

Easv
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saw him at a rehearsal and were certain
that he was absolutely colorless. But
when the show opened, it was Danny

back there again. Six weeks at the Palladium and then the provinces, with
every seat sold and sharpers hawking
black market tickets according to a letter from London.
Being funny is such devilishly serious
business that Danny has to be physically
tough, too. Slim as he is, Danny owns
a solid chest, good arm and leg muscles.
He plays golf, bats a ball and runs a
good mile to keep tabs on his breathing,
that which makes possible those fast
double-talk numbers for which he's no-

i

the September issue of

who

stole

it.

.

.

.

not a gag comic," he says.
"What I need are situations and character, and the search for such is tough
the seriousness of being funny keeps
comedians sad. Writing first-class humor
It's a science, a dash of
is hard labor.
like chemistry. I've
this, a dash of that
."
never told a joke on the stage.

"I'm

SCREENLAND

Ann Sothern

—

.

Tells

.

Apropos that apparently paradoxical

Danny means that he's never told
one about Pat and Mike, or used the toofamiliar, "On my way to the theatre, a
very funny thing happened to me" rou-

quote,

How To
Your
On

Attract

tine.

Prince Charming

He

on a basic, written routine in
the movies and whenever he makes a
stage appearance, at $25,000 and up to
$40,000 a week, but he's mainly an adlib comic who says: "It's handy to have
written stuff up your sleeve in case you
lay an egg but it's only through good

safe at all newsstands

August 10th

relies

—

new

ad-libs that

One

material

is

invented."

of his best routines resulted

from

clowning during a London
stage appearance. "What, no tea, old
boy?" Danny asked, kidding the orchestra
leader in the pit. The leader unexpectedly handed up a cup; Danny had been
pulling the gag right along. "All I need
now," said Danny, not in the least
slumped, "is a sandwich." A stagehand
rushed out with one. "A chair!" the
comedian demanded, asked the orchestra
for dinner music and did a pantomime
of two girls enjoying a cosy tea.
It
brought down the house and became part
off-the-cuff
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of the act.

my

"I have to change
routine," Danny
says, "for variety's sake, otherwise I'd
run into a mental fog and go stale.

A
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Busy Eater. You've seen the type

they
concentrate like a hog on four different
dishes simultaneously, stuffing away and
not listening to table talk. I had trouble,
even so, selling Warners on four minutes
of this for 'Happy Times,' but I finally
talked them into shooting me doing it
through a meal and now it's in the pic-

—

UNWANTCO

HAIR

ture."

He

ONLY BY

show

fun, insures a better
performance. To that end, I study people and little human weaknesses, try to
fit them into
material.
"For years," he says, "I've been getting laughs at home with a satire on The
fresh
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you and me in the picsing the "Star Spangled
Banner," mumbling, pretending that we
know the words beyond the third line.
ture,

also apes

when we

He

does the same thing with the fake
of the imaginary country in the
movie. "When it's based on real life," he
says, "it's merely a matter of becoming
free and easy
the hard way.

anthem
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"The

Danny said, "excites
everything. When I do a rou-

first

me. I try

show,"

tine for the first time, I go overboard, to
see just how far I should go. After that
I relax, fall into a pattern. I have to, I

couldn't continue as I do in the opening
show, the pace would kill me. You have
to love making people laugh, as I do, or
four-a-day would be too tough a job."

The ex-Brooklynite who took London
by storm and made the Royal Family
howl,

along

with

everyone

else,

went

—

torious.

He's pro-California. "Lived there for
the last §y<i years," he says. "At first I
wasn't too crazy about it but now I'm
sold on the place mostly because I play

—

New York

and
means no
golf,

in

Winter time

golfing."

Golf or no golf, the most important
item in Danny's life is his daughter,
Dena. His face even takes on that operation-look when he mentions her.
"If Dena wants to go on the stage
someday," he says, "I'll have no objection. I think she has talent, even now,
but if it should be that she hasn't
enough, it would mean real heartbreak.
And being related to me certainly won't
help her any, but maybe she could
change her name.
"Even at the tender age of 25 months,"
he went on, "her talent has developed.
She has the same ear for accents that I
have and she can repeat anything in exactly the same dialect in which she heard
Dena has a colored nurse whom she
it.
can imitate to perfection. When I got
back from overseas, Dena drawled: 'Yessuh, Mistah Danny was met at th' air
po't.' Her bon soir would do credit to
Boyer and she sings on perfect pitch
she sings 'Buttons And Bows' which is
remarkable for a two-year-old."

—

Danny is smart enough to realize that
booking himself would be too much to
take, along with his work. He's busy
enough just trying to properly appraise
his material. "I can never tell," he says,
"how good it is until I've fooled around
with it. Unless I can get my hands,
mouth and face into it all over it, yet
I can't be entirely sure. I do know, however, the minute I set foot on the stage,
how an audience is reacting instinct,

—

—

probably.
"Incidentally," he went on, "I'd like to
do away with the myth about the unemotional British. I've found that they're

warm, friendly and even enthusiastic.
They're also show-wise and very quick
to get a joke. And they do understand
American brand humor as is. I haven't
had to change any of my regular U. S.
material for English audiences."

—

Kaye's answer for everything is simsimply that he likes to make people
laugh. A trade at which, as one of the
truly great comedians of all time, he has
succeeded beyond his wildest dreams.
Probably because he's wholly serious
about the ancient profession of jester.
ple

—

Every comedian

allegedly wants to
the theatre, but
jesting when he says, firm."
want to play Hamlet.
knows intimately, but he
to him. Not on the stage,

play serious roles in

Danny

isn't

"I don't
Yorick he
ain't talking
ly:

that

is.

.

.

.

.

.

Intoxicating Vixen

(JaMA-

Continued from page 41

she

happens to

be

a

motion

picture

Corinne had
a very close girl friend who liked to do
everything Corinne did. The only trouble
was that whatever the girl friend did,
she did better than Corinne. Together
they studied sculpturing and interior
decorating. And the other girl turned out
w ork just a little better than Corinne's.

As a young

And

girl in Paris,

must, she

she

movie

actress today.

actress.

MUST

Allegret

was

become a
intrigued.

"I know it was crazy of me to phone
that nice man at such an early hour,"
she admits. "Perhaps he thought that I
was a simple country girl with whom he
could flirt. At that hour I must have
sounded pretty simple. Poor man. I
think he was surprised when he met me."

T

"I must find something which I can

do better than she," Corinne decided.
She was sure that she could be the
better actress of the two, so Corinne
joined a little theatre group. And it was
true; her friend could not compete with
her in dramatics.

At

Corinne was given just oneBy diligently applying herself, it was not too long before she was
capable of becoming the understudy to
the star. In France, the role of an
understudy is far brighter than it is in
America; for in her contract, the star
must agree to allow the understudy to
perform in the role on at least two nights
during the run of the show. Still, the
activity of a repertoire group requires
great physical strength. It is extremely
hard work.
first

line roles.

"I was young then, only sixteen or
seventeen," says Corinne who is all of
twenty-two now, "and I could take it.

But

now.
quit the repertoire theatre and

I wouldn't

I finally

even try to do

it

went to a screen school."
In the screen school, which is very
like our dramatic schools except
that it prepares you for the motion picture field only, Corinne worked very
hard. But again nothing happened.
And Corinne is not one to sit back and
just let nothing happen.
She firmly
believes, I repeat, in going after what
she wants. So in the small hours of the
dawn one morning Corinne decided what
she was going to do. She jumped out of
her bed, where she had lain sleepless for
the night, and ran to the telephone.
From the directory she began to look
for the names of Motion Picture Produc-

much

and Directors. Under the A's she
found the first one, Director Marc Allegret. Good! Even his name denoted optimism, speed, a bright out-look! So she
dialed his number. Not later in the day
when he might have been awake and
possibly even had time for coffee. Oh no!
Corinne called him right then at daybreak. True, she didn't know him, and
he certainly knew nothing of her. But
she had made up her mind that he would
know something about her.

ers

—

Roused from a sound sleep by the
jangling of a telephone, M. Allegret was
in a not too receptive frame of mind.
Then he listened to the pleading voice
of the little French girl from the other
end of the connection. She was pouring
out her heart to him. She told him how
hard she had worked, how everyone
praised her work so highly. She was very
much ready for pictures she knew it.

—

Allegret had asked her to come to
him the following afternoon to discuss the matter. His office was on the
third floor, and rather than take the
elevator and arrive so suddenly, Corinne
decided to walk slowly up the stairs,

M.

see

taking deep breaths at every step to
try to regain her calm. Between the
second and third floors five men were
holding an animated conference, blocking the way. Corinne waited for a moment. Then seeing that they didn't even
realize they were in her path, she spoke
a little more sharply, perhaps,
to them
than was necessary, for she was still
upset. They let her pass, and just as
she was a few steps away she heard one
of the men say excitedly:

—

we want!" What
is the girl
Corinne turned around and told
them in no uncertain terms what she
thought of such men who tried to make
acquaintances with strange girls. Then
she hurried into Allegret's office. While
she was talking to him, the door suddenly opened and one of the men
looked in.
"Yes, she's in there," she heard him
say. Then a few minutes later the five
men from the stairway sent in word that
they would like very much to meet Corinne and explain to her about the inci"That

tip***

nerve!

I0U»
(
V.

dent. To her great surprise, the five men
turned out to be a producer, a director,
a cameraman, a casting director, and a
banker who was financing a film for the
other four. They had just come from
seeing the film tests of eight actresses.
Each of the tests had been disappointing.

iT)V

.T. M.I
U. S Pat

Booklet

MARVEL CO.
908 East

St.

New Haven, Conn.

The girls had not shown enough fire.
Then along came Corinne, blazing mad.

No wonder

they had exclaimed, "That

is

we want!" Corinne signed with
them and went at once to Italy to make
the

girl

her

first

Safahj <&)M UCLY FAT:
This Pleasant

Simple

film.

RKO

was the first American film
company to show interest in Miss Calvet.
Then a talent scout from Paramount
spotted her. He asked her to come into
the Paris offices where she was given a
long questionnaire to fill out. Corinne
felt insulted at what she thought were
extremely personal things they asked,
and she gave some rather unexpected
answers.
"What do you think I am?" she wondered. "Just an extra?"
Corinne was in the South of France
doing a Technicolor picture when she
was told that Paramount had sent a
man from New York to Paris to see her.
This was different! Corinne took the
first train back to Paris.
The only accommodation she could get on such
short notice was in a chair car. When

Way
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she arrived in Paris she was completely

K FREE FROMFEAR

dishevelled.

"I could not have looked worse," she
confessed. "I had a run in my stocking
and my hair was terrible. I hadn't had
time to get it done. The poor man who
met me was amazed at the way I looked.
But I must have made some sort of an
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impression with my queer appearance,
for he signed me to a contract with Paramount within a week. And three weeks
later I was on a boat, headed for Amer-
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and Hollywood.

"Because I did not understand the
language very well, my first year in
America was very sad for me. It was
full of so many misunderstandings. Then
to complete my year, I crashed my car.
I got a very bad cut on my chin and
had to have eighteen stitches taken in
My face looked awful. My mouth
it.

was pulled way down to the right and
was left hanging open for a long time.
The doctors said I had to have two plasoperations

tic

before

I

could

get

my

face back. And even then I couldn't be
sure how I would look after they took

'

the bandages.
that is how I looked when I
met my Johnny." Her voice lingered
over the name, as if she were trying to
keep it in the atmosphere as long as
possible. She was speaking, of course,
about John Bromfield, that wonderfully
handsome young actor who has been her
oil

"And
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had been kind enough to
take her out quite frequently. On one
of their trips he picked up his friend
John Bromfield at the Santa Monica
so

and handsome
swimming trunks.

big

standing there in his
I thought, 'How terrible that I should
meet anyone so wonderful as this man
when I look so awful.' Then he got into
the car with us. It was just a little coupe
and we had to sit very close together.
And I felt so very wonderful all of a
sudden. I looked up at him and he was
looking at me. He smiled at me and I
felt so warm and wonderful all over.
It was sensational! I never felt that way
before. I just couldn't understand it."

Then

three days later Corinne was
She had developed a bad cold. John
came over and took care of her. For
several months after that Corinne and
John saw each other nearly daily. Then
in October Johnny went on a personal
appearance tour that took him out of
town for ten days. For the first time
they were separated.
"And that did it!" Corinne declares.
As soon as Johnny returned to Hollywood, he and Corinne made a quick trip
to Nevada, and were married.
"Here in America," Corinne says,
ill.
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fell

in love with.

because

I

raised with stories of
cowboys and detectives. In France we
are brought up hearing the mystic
stories about the fairies. All my life I
dreamed that one day my Prince CharmIn ray dreams
ing would come along.
he would find me poor and shivering in
rags. But he would love me regardless
of the way I looked and he would carry
me off on his white steed to his palace

"children

are

where we would be married and live
happily ever after. With John my dream

am

sure

of

my

husband's

love."
This,

then, is Corinne Calvet, the
adorable Parisienne who will soon be
capturing the hearts of the movie-goers
of America. Her first American picture
will be released this Fall
then look out!
In a Wallis production for Paramount,
the saucy French miss will be introduced
to the English speaking public.
The
picture is "Rope Of Sand," a story of

—

diamond mining

in

South Africa.

For

her co-star, Corinne has none other than
Burt Lancaster, another Hal Wallis find.
As the only woman in the picture, Corinne has all of the male cast vying for
her love ( pictorially speaking ). Ironically
enough, one of the men who makes a
play for her then loses out to Lancaster
is her own husband, John Bromfield.

—

—

mind," he laughs. "You
Corinne leaves Burt
and comes home with me!"

"But

I don't

see, at five o'clock,

since late last Fall.

"He looked

Money, Your chance of Fame
and Fortune revealed in

That is a great
But he passed it. Now I
do not care what age might do to me,
he

I

test of love.

Party Gossip

friend

Pier.

YOUR HAND!

IS IN
Marriage,

husband

true. When he found me, my face
was scarred and torn. I looked so ugly.
But just the same he fell in love with
me. We did not know how my face
might look after it healed. But my
Prince Charming didn't mind. It was

came

Continued from page 10

Lynn spoke her vows to John Lindsay,
was the one which made Iris Bynum the
wife of Col.

While

David

Allerdice.

may have

been publicized
as the only starlet never to have made
a picture, her fame grew from the fact
that she had the most glamourous dates
in the film colony.
*
*
*
Iris

SCREENLAND

readers will recall
seeing her pictured at premieres and
parties with John Payne, Keenan Wynn,
Orson Welles, Van Johnson and her
Clark Gable.
steadiest beau
But she bade them all goodbye, just
when everyone thought that the BynumGable combination was as serious as the
Jimmy Stewart-Gloria McLean deal, to
marry an Air Force colonel on comparatively scant notice.
*
#
*

—

Of

course, Iris

is

so easy-going that

it is

no wonder that the dashing young colonel
was able to sweep her off her feet, but I
couldn't help asking before she folded her
fabulous date book and put it away with
her memories, just how she did it.
*
*
*

INCHING

around, as she was being
her stunning Don Loper
trousseau, Iris said, "Cobina, a so-called
fitted

for

glamour boy is no different from any
other man. I've never chased a man.
I've never suggested his doing anything
I didn't think he wanted to do. And
I've always let my dates take the lead!"
This Texas beauty may be slow, but

how she kept her men in the running and how, like a glamourous tortoise, she out-stripped the movie queens
who led their beaux the pace that kills
that's

Hollywood, had

interest!

*

*

*

This "San Antonio Rose" was discovered on a golf course by Bob Hope
and Bing Crosby, who evidently had their
eyes as much on the gallery as they did
on their brassie shots. She came to Hollywood ivith her mother and was promptly
signed by Howard Hughes. Howard, as
is his wont, kept her under contract and
out of sight until Iris, tired of never
seeing a camera, started into radio writing. From then on, she blossomed into
publicity, but achieved more of it for

by the company she kept.

herself,

*

*

#

that she tossed away
her date book and her list of marriage proposals to marry the comparatively un-

The proof

known

of

it is

At least, he was comparunknown to Iris until he showed

colonel.

atively

up at Ocean House
*

last

New

*

*

Year's Eve.

WAS a very formal party and Iris
IThad
been appointed its formal hostess.
As such she had

—

Before she had a chance to answer,
the clock struck twelve and the lights
went out.
"Well, it looks as if I'll have to kiss
you!" the voice of the colonel said.
Whereupon he made contact. But before he released her
and it must have
been some kiss he added, "I'm going to

to everyone

who entered and everyone

who entered

either greeted the gorgeous

ARE

with a kiss or a "How
dahling?"
Now, Iris, inured to the

Iris

and

you,

habits

of

wearing
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wedding seven months

.

without strenuous selling
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thing?" That's just what they'll ask about LOVE BrRDS.

you heard them

Few women can

resist their flashing jewel tones, their
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everyone, everywhere you go.
GRATIFIED BY RESULTS. Our flies are full of letters
from women telling us what pleasure they derive from
wearing LOVE BIRDS . . . and what pleasures the

lovely lines.

celebrities.

.

Ocean House, the magformer beach home of Marion
Davies, where she first met David, as
the scene for her wedding. There in the
chose

Iris

.

WEAR LOVE BIRDS YOURSELF.

JUST

brought out a flock of socialites

later

by simply

without wearisome footwork . .
.
.
bring a w elcome increase in your income.

#

colonel doesn't keep
his word, because Col. David Allerdice,
war hero and former Princeton football

nificent

panelled library overlooking the mooirfit
Pacific Ocean, Iris spoke her vows before an altar banked high with lilies,
gardenias and white stock.
*

charm

to turn on the

*

Never think a

and

EXTRA
DOLLARS

.

*

star, did

Earning

—

—

marry you!"

While other girls ogled enviously, Iris
would step out with Tony Martin or dance
across the Mocambo floor with Van Johnson. The most sought-after men in America all loved her because she never seemed
to care about who they were.

IMAGINE!

the stamina to take
hours of this sticky greeting but not
the man who happened to be standing
next to her.
"How can you take it?" the voice asked
and Iris glanced up to see a handsome
Air Force colonel grinning down at her.

*

.

.

money earned have added to their lives. "You have no
idea how much they were admired by all my friends."
"Practically every woman who saw it wanted one too."
"I earned 35 extra dollars in just one week."
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famous
of
NONE
up, although Clark
Iris'

beaux showed
Gable sent a

beautifully worded wire to congratulate
the bride, saying that if he hadn't been
in the East he would have been there.

hand woven by

.

.

skilled craftsmen in costume-coordinated
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Please rush me model pair of Love Birds on
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Continued from page 42

He is firm in the belief short film television subjects will be among the most
programs
important ingredients of

TV

in

the near future.

"Among

other things, I'm making
short song subjects in which I sing the
songs," he explained when he was in
New York recently. "The films are in
illustrated

color,

by

drawings

and

sketches in India ink. The technique is
not unlike the former movie song slides
except that it is much more modern and
imaginative.
These shorts, obviously,
employ the still picture for eye appeal.

—

"I tell the story of the songs such
songs as 'These Foolish Things Remind
Me Of You,' 'Pinto Ben,' 'Holy Night,'

'Vagabond Lover,' 'Maine Stein Song,'
and the 'Whiffenpoof Song.' I have other
myself in many
subjects, and I have hundreds
jects. The films can be turned
$500 each. Such a sum will be
for the coming small television

people

beside

of the
of sub-

out for
a boon
studios.

Vallee also is producing shorts of
famed vaudeville acts, Westerns, sports
and health subjects, dramatized short
stories.

"Live television, unless it is news or
sports or special events, is unsatisfactory because it lacks spontaneity and
naturalness," he asserted. "That's why
it

will

He

have to be on
feels

that video

film."
is

still

embryonic,

that
that

its

color

work

in general

is

poor,

production is occasionally inexpert. But he is sanguine that the necessary equipment to correct the television camera's current limitations will
shortly be forthcoming. Because of this
confidence he is experimenting with film
as it will be made by the video camera
within, he predicts, three years.
its

am absolutely certain," he said,
eyes lighting up with enthusiasm,
"that by 1952, television will be something next to sensational.
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sentials in all normal business are forever changing. New ideas, new techniques come along, and the smart producers are the ones who adapt themselves
readily and intelligently to the changes.

Rudy already can be credited with a
couple of innovations in video film production. One of them is the turning out
of titles that not only are shown on the
screen but are voiced. Thus, a television set owner who is watching a program can be attracted "by ear" to the
film's title and to the names of those
who are about to appear on the tele-

.

WALLACE BROWN, INC., 225 Fifth Ave.,
NEW YORK 10, N. T.
Dept7B-36

his

"Right now it has the amusement
world wheeling giddily, as baffled as it
is bewildered. For so many years people
had been producing films and radio
shows with complete serenity. But es-

.
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comedian says something funny

it

will

not be projected into complete silence.
Hearing other people laugh, Rudy thinks,
will
be a stimulant to join in the
laughter.

Plenty of easy dollars are waiting for you! How do you get
them? Just show America's loveliest, fastest -selling Christmas
jjjf
Cards to folks you know. These
Folders are such amazing values
they sell themselves. Each sale
pays you excellent profits! For

Meanwhile, the radio glamour boy of
made the pleasant, though not
wholly unexpected discovery, while in
the '30s

New York that he is television
himself. He was on the first Ed

material
Sullivan
video show last January, scored such a
hit just being Rudy Vallee that he
received offers of $1,500 and $2,000 a
week for a 40-week season.
"Why should I bat my brains out for
$1,500 or $2,000 a week now when in
two or three years I'll be making $15,000
a week?" he asked with a hint of impatience. "Why wear out my welcome
at this stage of television?
"I can afford to be independent. I
can afford to wait until the engineers
find a way to meet the needs of camera
and programs so that a show on which
I appear can be televised with maximum
effectiveness.
To achieve the desired
qualities of intimacy, naturalness, spontaneity and showmanship, all artfully
blended, programming has to be ex-
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Rudy believes there is a certain close
relationship between motion picture and
television camera work.
"If you can't do it in pictures, then
don't do it in television," he declared.
"Eventually, maybe, the larger shows
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CHRISTMAS CARDS

pert.

Gorgeous Satin Velour & Plastic
Show Rich New Cards never before I
offered. Amazing Value! Gets Easy I
J

orders

MONEY

!

FREE SAMPLES of Gorgeous Christmas Cards With Name
50 for SI, Imprinted Stationery, Floral Charmettes, Napkins. 50 other assortments 60c to $1.25. Samples on
approval. Write today for Samples and money-making facts.
PURO CO., 2801 Locust Dept. 921 K, St. Louis 3. Mo.
Profit.

PHOTOGRAPHY

Practical training under famous experts for a
profitable career. Commercial, Advertising, News,
Portrait, Color photography. Retouching, etc. Lat-

est methods and modem techniques. Individualized,
supervision. 39th year. Resident and Home
Study courses available. Write todayl
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they were in the early days of radio.
television will be shown in
color and will be even more a copy of

Some day
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FAST

I

life."

Rudy

frankly admitted that his recent engagements in movie theatres and
night clubs were arranged solely to obtain money to finance more films for
television.
He would be the first to
warn anyone contemplating making video
films that not only solid financial backing is necessary, but that operation at a
loss is bound to be the result for a time
during the present television experimental

N. Y.

period.
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Vallee of the '30s, whose dulcetserenades used to increase the
palpitation of feminine hearts, merely
did as a "single" in his recent shows
what he did in the old days with a band
surrounding him.
Broadway, he believes, erroneously called his return "a
comeback," for he has never been away
from the entertainment world. At anv

toned

EASY MONEY ZM*

Send penny postcard for FREE SAMPLES
of Cardinal exclusive Christmas Cards ((
WITH NAME. 50 for $1 and up. BIG "
OA II PROFITS! Up to 60c on quick

constantly improving,"
screens are getting larger,

is

"The
work is becoming more exThe announcers are better than

said.

intimate tones the old serenades, supplemented, as of old, by such sentimental
tributes to the college campus as the
Maine Stein Song and the Whiffenpoof
Song.
in

Time has made no noticeable change
Rudy. His voice, his face and figure,

his

geniality,

his

curious

and

likeable

blend of naivete and sophistication are
the same as when he had the country
by the ears. What some of his fellowalumni of Yale think about him no
longer disturbs him as it once did. Being a son of Yale, he will continue to
whiffenpoof her whenever the spirit
moves him.

He

would

band
him
down fifty weeks of every year" and
thus prevent screen engagements, producing films for television and living
never

leadership again, for

undertake

it

would

"tie

comparatively independent life he
enjoys. He likes being settled in
one place the place being Southern

the

now

—

He owns and

California.

Harding's old

home

in

lives in

Ann

the Hollywood

He owns another home in Palm
Springs which he rents for brief periods
to fellow screen stars.
Would Rudy marry again for the
fourth time?
No, he didn't think he would. He "likes
to look," he said, "and a married man
has no business looking."
Though he still sings of love, Rudy
seems to care less and less about it. His
absorbing interest today is television
and the short films he is making for the
nation's receptive armchairs.
His faith in the new medium is strong
hills.

—

and abiding.

common

-39. Hollywood 28. Cll.

"Television

2b/

in

with others in the television field, is
seeking the true pattern of presentation.
To him TV is the most demanding of the
entertainment fields because one is expected to do in a week what most producers in other forms do in a month.

written for your

1537 No. Vint St.,

shooting,

much of its value, its 'feel'."
Anyway, Rudy Vallee,

SONGWRITERS

PUBLISHED

have as many as a dozen cameras
to capture the video show
from all angles. Just because the camera
can only focus on, perhaps, two or three
will

event, he stepped out on the stage in a
midnight blue tuxedo and sang again in

Take To The

Sticks

Continued from page 18

and starlets I cannot recall one case
of face repair in public. Hollywood knows
how to put on its makeup to stay!
stars

we, too, can put on a
that will stay prettily in place
for hours to come, in spite of heat or
humidity.

So

let us see if

makeup

Though

the usual procedure

tion followed

by powder, you

is

foundawill

like

some

of the preparations in the newer
trend that combine both. Whatever you
use, you must start with perfectly clean
skin. Please read carefully the directions
for applying and do just as you are told.
You can use too much of a divine foundation and rob yourself of the true beauty
it should give. The general advice of use
sparingly but apply thoroughly and evenly is wise for practically every preparation of this kind. The trick is a light,
even coating, blended perfectly to avoid
edges or little concentrated spots of col-

you like foundation and powder
one foundation beauty comes in
stick form
then a light blush of rouge
should go on after foundation. Now,
plenty of powder should be pressed onto
your foundation, never rubbed in, then
or.

If

—and

—

dusted off lightly with cotton or a clean

If you are using the combination
base and powder preparation, try this:
where your preparation is the cream
type, apply a tiny bit of cream rouge
puff.

after the

makeup

is

on your

are using the combination
is

like

skin.

compressed powder, then a

a dry rouge puff after the

If

makeup

you
that

flick of

makeup

is

on

seems best.

So far, so good. Get this much of your
face really set by blotting gently with
tissue or clean puff any spot that may

seem a little too creamy. Now, if you do
not handle it roughly, your complexion
should look fresh and lovely for a long
time. If you like eye shadow, its day use
should be only a faint suspicion of depth
for your eyes. For evening, you may like
the whisper of jade, amethyst, brown or
blue-gray that a new eye shadow stick
gives to your eyes. Or, there is a very
new eyebrow pencil that is designed for
lightly lining your lashline, also. Its own
concealed sharpener is encased in the
pencil to assure a fine, soft point at all
times.

Whether you choose the conventional
lipstick or the longer pencil types, you
should now put on your lips, finishing
either with the thin edge of your lipstick
or a lipbrush, so that a clear outline will

remain

until

you remove

it.

For dates,

the protection that you apply over lipstick to keep it from rubbing,
smearing or "eating" off.

you

will like

Now

the business of preserving that
a busy day or a long
evening requires only a little care and a
gentle touch. Though this department
stands for at least three thorough skin
cleansings a day, it is sometimes quite
impossible to work in the mid-day or

makeup through

end-of-working ritual. Then, we must do
the best we can with our face as is. When
there is shine, due to oil, moisture or perspiration, the usual tendency is to put on

some powder

to correct this. This is the
step that often gives your face a heavy
look. Either the special little tissues I
mentioned earlier or the usual tissues, or
even a fresh handkerchief, pressed firmly
against your skin, especially nose, chin
and forehead, will absorb the skin secretion, and then your powder or makeupcombination touchup will look prettier
and fresher on your skin. If the outline
of your lips is still clear, simply wipe off
old lipstick from the center of the lips
and apply fresh. No matter how fine a
lipstick you use, you cannot fairly expect
it
to go all day in perfect condition.
When you apply lipstick on lipstick, do
not use a heavy touch. The light touch

applies plenty of color
truly fresh look.

and

will

LOVELY GIRLS EVERYWHERE

DEPEND UPON

give a

two.

Every girl should carry perfume in her
purse. When you become fully aware of
the great boost to morale and the loveliness it adds to you, you will realize that
you miss a great source of charm when
you are without fragrance. Contrary to
the general opinion that it is bad taste to
use perfume in business, a recent survey
brought forth the reassuring fact that
men executives prefer their assistant to
use it, with taste and discretion, of
course. For your purse, so that there
shall be perfume wherever you go, there
are many type of carriers, from leakproof, evaporation-proof tiny flat flasks
to lipstick-like vials
the sticks are here
again!
Keeping that fresh, crisp look in hot
weather is an art, and gentle touches to
your skin and with your makeup are the
elementary lessons to be learned and
practiced.

What does

a popular girl have that
draws others to her? An exquisitely
lovely skin and perfect grooming
the two create self-assurance so necessary to personality and popularity.
more
You can be more charming
popular by caring for your skin. The
.

.

Cream can help you

Freckle

drama about a
obsessed with the
gambling urge- it brings her nothing
but grief and general degradation. Barbara Stanwyck, as the young wife, who
suddenly discovers the lure of gambling
while she and her reporter husband,
Robert Preston, are in Reno, goes
through the tortures of the damned. The
lure of the dice tables, poker, and slot
machines also brings something else into
her life:
a gambling casino owner,

woman who

is

—

Stephen McNally. He finds romancing
her doesn't work, but when she returns
to Reno after Preston leaves her, and
asks for McNally's help, he puts her to
work as the front for a crooked racing
scheme. She bets on the horse which
throws the racket for a loop. McNally
saves her from getting roughed up by
his colleagues, but gives her a fast dustoff.
From then on, she sinks lower and

.

to

have a

clearer, smoother, softer looking skin,

with charming appeal. On sale wherever toiletries are sold
inexpensive. Write today for "The Joy of New
Personal Charm."
.

.

.

THE STILLMAN COMPANY
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Every
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Stars!

SCREENLAND.

—

Know

what pictures they are making see them
at work and play! Keep informed with
up-to-the-minute news on the goings-on
in Hollywood where the actors and actresses live and work. Follow the timely
tips on beauty and fashion every month

your

lower until Preston finds her in a jailhospital and with the help of the doctor
makes her see something in her past
that caused her gambling mania. After
seeing this, you'd be reluctant to even
take a chance on a hospital-charity

Have

SCREENLAND come

home now and

to

month

every

SUBSCRIPTION RATES:
$4.50
$3.00
$1.80

3 years

2 years
1 year
Canada 50c extra per year

for postage
Foreign $1.00 extra per year for postage

punchboard.

Mail your subscription

Colorado Territory

to:

SCREENLAND MAGAZINE
New

444 Madison Ave.,

Warner Brothers

York 22, N. Y.

Please Check:

New

JOEL McCREA

is
an outlaw and
sentenced to serve twenty years for
an assortment of robberies, but before
the authorities can get him to a Federal
prison, the boss of his ex-gang helps
him escape. En route to the hideout, he
meets a girl who reminds him of his dead
fiancee. Because she's the sweet homebody type, he decides to give up his
criminal ways and settle down on a
ranch with her beside him. His boss has
other ideas: he wants McCrea to pull off
one more robbery so all of them can be

solvent

and

retire.

Joel

likes

the

old

.

gentle bleaching action of Stillman's

today.

A PSYCHOLOGICAL

.

.

by the editors of SCREENLAND. Don't
miss the personal interviews about your
favorite stars. Send in your subscription

Continued from page 16

V niversal-International

for the skin

that suggests that well-groomed look.

—

Your Guide To Current Films

The Lady Gambles

Cream

Stillman's Freckle

you have been busy at a typewriter
or figures all day, a good stretch or two,
in the powder room, or out of sight of
fellow workers, has an amazingly reviving effect, as does a good deep breath or
If

Subscription

Renewal Subscription

Sirs:

enclose a money order or check
sum of $.
to cover my
subscription to SCREENLAND
1

for the
for

....

.

.

.

years.

Name
Address
City
8-49

Zone.

.

.

State

—
guy and being beholden to him, agrees.
At the hideout, which is in a ghosttown, he runs into Virginia Mayo, the
sweetie of one of the bandits. She falls
in love with McCrea only to find it's a
one-sided romance Joel has eyes only
for Dorothy Malone. It isn't until they

—

rob the train and Joel is wounded, that
he learns how very much mistaken he
was. Though you get the idea that he
and Virginia are a doomed couple at
least there's the satisfaction that they're
happy even for a short time. Good
melodrama and suspense.

—

Africa Screams
United Artists

AND

moviegoers will howl at this
latest, and perhaps funniest, Abbott

and Costello potpourri of gags, situations and mayhem. Abbott palms book
Costello off as a big-game
intrepid adventurer who
knows the interior of Africa better than
his watch pocket. On the strength of
this information, Hillary Brooke hires
them to lead her and a safari of hench-

salesman

hunter and

namely, Max Baer and Buddy
Baer, to where a native tribe is supposed
to have a vast fortune in uncut diamonds. Abbott and Costello naturally
manage to run into a procession of wild
animals, a huge ape and a gang of

men;

same ferocity. To
Frank Buck and Clyde

of the

cannibals,

all

add more

color,

Beatty offer their special talents to this
jungle jest fest. If it's a sensible plot
you go for, this isn't recommended, but
if nonsense with no holds barred is your
speed, then the green light's on.

picture is fine; after that, it goes the
way of all hoss-opera flesh. Why does
the hero, when something goes wrong,
always have to turn renegade?
It

Happens Every Spring

—

20th Century-Fox
college
EVEN
mune to

professors aren't imthat undermining fever

bacillus, and it strikes with
devastating results at chemistry prof
Ray Milland. By accident, he discovers
a solution which repels wood, and needing money to wed the daughter of the
dean, Jean Peters, he decides to use
his discovery to the best advantage, and
sets out to join a baseball team greatly
in need of a pitcher. Just by rubbing
a baseball with the solution, it is impossible that the ball be hit.
In no
time flat, that stranger who came out
of nowhere is a national star. Nobody

baseball

—

can understand it his form is terrible,
he obviously has had no baseball training, but still he can pitch a no-hit, norun game. Even his buddy, Paul Douglas,
can't understand the guy. The
solution, incidentally, is in a very limited
quantity, and since Milland doesn't know
the formula, when the supply is gone,
he's finished. Enough said about that,
there's no use spoiling your fun. This is
certainly different
Ray Milland, a baseball player
and a good comedy. No
doubt baseball club owners will start
hiring chemists in the hope that they
can duplicate Milland's formula.

—

Susanna Pass
(Trucolor)

Republic

(Technicolor)

NOT too good even with Roy Rogers
ISand
Dale Evans. Roy is a game

THERE

warden who goes

are some women who are
no durn good for a man and
Calamity Jane, Yvonne De Carlo, seems
to be the jinx for young Sam, Howard
Duff. She means well enough, but because she shoots off her big mouth about
Sam's wonder horse, who can outrace
anything on four legs, a pair of rotten
characters poison the Wild West version

—

just

With that, not only is the
horse gone, but also $16,000 which Sam
and his friends were supposed to bring
back to the cattle owners after the
drive. So sure of his horse winning the
race, Sam has talked the fellows into
betting on his horse. When they learn
the horse was poisoned, they decide to
rob the men who did the foul deed and
get back the $16,000. That done, they
return home' only to find the sheriff,
Willard Parker, has a warrant for their
arrest. Knowing they were in the right,
Sam talks his friends into surrendering,
since no jury, he reasons, would convict
them once the facts are told. There's
a double-cross and De Carlo has to come
to the rescue. She breaks them out of

a-ridin' when the fish
mysteriously dynamited. A
pair of crooks are trying to force the

hatchery

to save the picture.

Interference

RKO

PERHAPS

a little early in the season,
nevertheless a good account
of what a spoiled woman can do to louse
up her husband's life. As the glamourstarved wife of a glamourous professional
football player, Lizabeth Scott not only
causes him to lose a coaching job, but
nearly causes his death to boot. Victor
Mature is the adoring and indulgent
husband who allows his wife her every
whim including her playing up to a
man who can put her interior decorating shop on a paying basis.
this

is

—

The Big Cat
(Technicolor)

—

Calamity Jane And Sam Bass

Universal-International

owner of the hatchery into selling out
so they can drill for oil under the lake.
When the owner fails to go along with
them, he's murdered and Roy resorts to
some pretty unbelievable tricks to bring
them to their just deserts. Every now
and then, when things get slack, Roy
breaks into song, which is fine only
instead of singing four numbers, he
should have done about fourteen. Roy
and Dale do as well as they can with the
weak material, but even that isn't enough

is

Why

Eagle Lion

ACTION

and a mountain lion are
the keynotes in this along with Lon
McCallister, Peggy Garner and Preston
Foster.
Set in the Utah mountains,
during the depression years, Lon comes
to the locality from the city hoping to
find work. He isn't equipped to handle
the rough life, but when Foster is killed
by the lion, it is Lon who tracks down
the animal and in a fierce encounter
kills it.
Outstanding in the picture is
the fight between Foster and Forrest

—

Tucker

Not Look Like

it's

A

murderous

Star?

Continued from page 48

of Ponder.

and joins them in a slight crime
which ends by Sam dying in
Yvonne's arms while he talks of another

jail

wave
girl

he loves.

Until the

men break

out of

jail,

the

brutality.

can be terribly feminine at night, but
during the day, she should be very simply turned out. It's hard to tear the
beads away from some people, but they
should realize their personality is so much
more important than the junk they hang
on them. No dress, in itself, can make a
girl look important. That authority
that assurance must come from the per.

.

.

sonality within.
*

Many

Stars

have

*

*

delightful

taste

in

Greer Garson picks the right
thing every time. She knows what she
is
and has complete assurance. Joan
Crawford never lets her fans down
clothes.

.

.

.

she's a star to the last inch. Irene Dunne
has exquisite taste. Mary Benny knows
what she wants to look like and keeps
that picture in mind. I do the simplest
kind of clothes for her. She is the most

simply dressed

woman
*

*

of all time.
*

Used To Set The Style but now the
designers are doing it. Joan Crawford
has always been a fashion star. She made
the Adrian shoulder famous. But there is
no one like that now. Today, instead of
publicizing a star as a fashion personality, studios want the public to believe
she stays home cooking. Lana Turner
could be a great fashion star. Arlene
Dahl could do it, too. She is so beautiful and with her dignity and charm, she
wears clothes like a dream.
*
*
*
Stars

Money, it's good taste and care
the selection of clothes that makes
any girl's appearance outstanding. If she
knows herself, buys better, if fewer,
things and wears them with personal
assurance, she can dress as well as any
It Isn't

in

star.

7
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all
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these

THIS

best-read

AMAZING OFFER

Selections (or alternates) purchased. But on
special offer, we send you ALL 6 right

books are

FREE ...

you will enjoy the

to prove how much
thrilling love stories and the

Thousands Have Paid $18

this

AND

away!

MORE

PACKAGE

IN THE SAME

you

get 2

Books—
YOU Get Them FREE

For These 8

your new membership gift Read the description of each popular book here. Then mail coupon for your 8
FREE BOOKS today!

exciting adventure novels which Book League
members receive regularly at trifling cost.
Ordinarily, you would get your Club Bonus
Books at the rate of one free with every two

Mb

NOT SIX!

NOT TWO! NOT FOUR!

NOT ONE!

best-sellers free, as

!

But
—if you

Now

Book League

join the

DINNER AT ANTOINE'S,

by Frances Parkinwife for himself and a

—

son Keyes To snare a
husband for his niece, rich Orson Foxworch
gave a carefully-plotted dinner at Antoine's
But it led to heartbreak, suicide and murder!
A sensational nation-wide best-seller!

HIGH TOWERS,

by

Thomas

To

—

Costain

save her honor, Felicite Hawley braved
wicked old New Orleans and there married August De Mariat, whose depravities
had been too much for even the corrupt
court of Versailles. By author of "The
Black Rose" and "The Moneyman"

—

!

SHANNON'S WAY,

by A.

Cronin—

J.

Young

Dr. Shannon risked everything to

find

cure that meant

a

to millions.

life

But the only cure for the ache in his own
heart was the love of a woman he was
forbidden to marry! By author of "The

"Keys of the Kingdom."

Citadel" and

—

JANE EYRE,

by Charlotte Bronte
passionate love affair between a soph-

Englishman and
governess
haunted by
isticated

—

a
a

young
terrible

.secret

SHORT STORIES OF De MAUPASSANT — Over 50 of the
frankest, most
ever written

daring

stories

!

GOLDEN

THE

—

Frank

HAWK,

by

Yerby Roaring advenand sultry love on the
Spanish Main, where a pirate
met his match in a banditwench no man dared tame By
author of "The Foxes of Harrow" and "The Vixens."
tute

!

THE CLEFT ROCK,

—

by Alice

T/sdale Hobart
Katya's
band cruelly denied her his
but she found romance
passion in the arms of

—

huslove

and
her

black-sheep brother-in-law!

TALES FROM THE DECAM-

ERON

—Boccaccio's

lusty tales

about amorous antics of sinning "saints" and saintly "sinners"
stories that are unex-

—

celled for sheer verve

Why "America's Biggest Bargain Book Club" Gives You $18 Worth

LEAGUE membership
an adBOOK
exciting reading. You never
venture
is

in

pay any dues or club fees— and every month
you get your own choice of fine new novels
best-sellers
of romance and adventure
by authors like John Steinbeck, Ernest Hemingway, Somerset Maugham. And although
the book you select may cost $3 or more at
pay only the Club's bargain
retail,
price of $1.49, plus few cents shipping
charges. Imagine the great savings your
membership will mean to you on the twelve
novels you take during the year. Imagine,
too, the pleasure you will get from your 8
free books, pictured above!
.

.

.

YOU

You Can Get MORE Free Bonus Books, too!
Moreover, there is NO LIMIT to the number
of free bonus books which you may receive! If
you remain in the Club, you will CONTINUE
to get gift books like these, including not only
popular best-sellers by today's great authors, but
also mastetpieces by wtitets like Shakespeate,

of Books

FREE

Dumas,

Balzac, Poe, etc. These are handsome
volumes which grow into an impressive library
which you will be proud to own and display to
others.

No Need

to

Take Every REGULAR Selection

The

best-selling book you receive each month
be the Club's regular Selection. Each
get, without extra charge, the Club's
"Review," which describes other popular bestsellers
if you prefer one of these to the regular
Selection, choose it instead. There are no membership dues ; there is no further cost or obligation.

need

NOT

month you
;

Send No Money
JUST MAIL COUPON

—

—

NOW

—

Mail coupon today without money and receive your BIG membership gift package containing the 8 splendid books described on this page . .
worth $18 in the publishers' editions!
You will also receive, as your first Selection, the
,

cutrent best-selling novel

now

and gusto.

MAIL WITHOUT MONEY to
BOOK LEAGUE OF AMERICA
Dept. SU8, Garden City, N. Y.

—

—

Please send me at once FREE all eight of the books
described on this page (worth $18 in publishers' editions)
and enroll me as a member of the Book League. You may
start my subscription with the current selection.

The best-selling book I choose each month may be either
the regular Selection or any one of the other popular books
described in the Club's monthly "Review." I am to pay
only $1.49 (plus a few cents shipping charges) for each
monthly book sent to me.
I may cancel my subscription at
twelve books, or I may continue to
Club's book bargains for as much
will then be entitled to additional
each two Selections or alternates
dues for me to pay; no further cost

Mr. )
Mrs. >
Miss )

any time after buying
take advantage of the
longer as I choose. I
bonus books one for
buy. There are no
or obligation.

—

I

Please print plainly

being distributed to

members. Then you will understand why the Book
League has been known for years as "America's
Biggest Bargain Book Club"! Mail coupon
without

money

—now

—

Zone No.

!

BOOK LEAGUE OF AMERICA
Dept. SU8, Garden City, N. Y.

City
Slightly higher

(If

in

any)

State

Canada. Address: 105 Bond

St..

Toronto 2

The Wallet for Successful People

A wonderful

wallet made of fine leathers
and beautifully tailored
occasions! Secure all-around zip-

that's trim, slim

Beautifully

for all
per closing; zipper coin pocket; 4 acetate
windows for cards and photos!

Gift

A

Packaged

Inner Sanctum Secret
keeps your private affairs
Divides and hides
strictly confidential!
your large bills from prying eyes.

wonderful

Compartment

In

6 attractive colors

STEER GRAIN

RED

•

BROWN

•

KELLY GREEN

FREE! With

BLACK
NAVY

each wallet, a

copy of the famous booklet
"Secrets of Successful People." Inner Sanctum is the
wallet for successful people

Popularly

priced

at

your favorite

store

or

write

to

ARISTOCRAT LEATHER PRODUCTS,

INC.,

292

Fifth

Ave.,

New York

1, N.

Y

JUti

'0

1350

Annie doesn't love here any more. Time
this very bench, she and Harry,
hovering vaguely on the fringe of an engagement, kissed and kissed again. Then suddenly
it looked as though the orange blossoms and
the wedding march were just around the corner. Now the romance was all over. Somehow
Harry had simply eased himself out of her
lo,

was,

when on

Annie doesn't

LOVE

here any more

and she didn't know why*. Furthermore, she never would know.

life

.

.

.

You may go week-in and week-out without
and then, some
when you want to be at your best, it
catches up with you ... to put you in the
halitosis* (unpleasant breath)

day,

worst possible

The

light.

insidious thing about halitosis

you, yourself,

may

is

know when you

not

that

are

and even your best friend won't
tell you. Moreover, it is so prevalent that anyone is likely to have it at some time or other.
guilty of it

.

.

.

Smart people, popular people, won't run
risk. They never, never omit Listerine
Antiseptic night or morning, or between times
before any date.

such a

Freshens for Hours

You

no makeshift
measure of momentary effectiveness. Its effects
are far more lasting. It freshens and sweetens
see, Listerine Antiseptic is

the breath

.

minutes

.

Once

.

.

.

.

not for seconds

.

.

.

not for

but for hours, usually.

again, if you

want others to

like you,

never, never omit Listerine Antiseptic, the

extra-careful precaution against offending.

While some cases of halitosis are of systemic
most cases, say some authorities, are
due to the bacterial fermentation of tiny food
origin,

particles clinging to

mouth

surfaces. Listerine

Antiseptic quickly halts such fermentation,

then overcomes the odors

it

causes.

Lambert Pharmacal Company, 5/. Louis, Mo.

LISTERINE ANTISEPTIC
the extra-careful

precaution against

Bad Breath

VAC AT O N N G ? Take Listerine Antiseptic along— Because of safe
I

action,

ihe way,

germicidal

I

it is
it

an

efficient first-aid in

cases of minor

cuts, scratches

helps take the sting out of mosquito bites.

mm

and abrasions. By
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What Hollywood

Itself Is Talking About
Don't think the stars themselves aren't interested

Lynn Bowers
in

What Now?

Linda Carter

So much

"We
first

blush of

womanhood many

mys-

terious changes take place in your body. For
instance, the apocrine glands under your
arms begin to secrete daily a type of perspiration you have never known before. This is
closely related to physical development and
causes an unpleasant odor on both your person and your clothes.

looks hack on the days he. June
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s
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Hollywood used

may

easily

make

deodorants are not alike — so remember

—no

other deodorant tested stops perspiraand odor so completely yet so safely as
new Arrid. Its safety has been proved by
doctors. That's why girls your age buy more
Arrid than any other age group. More men
and women use Arrid than any other deodorant. Antiseptic, used by 117,000 nurses.
tion

Intimate protection
self

is

needed— so protect your-

with this snowy, stainless cream. Award-

ed American Laundering Institute Approval
Seal— harmless to fabrics. Safe for skin— can
be used right after shaving. Arrid, with the
amazing new ingredient Creamogen, will not

.

.Keha and Bonnie Churchill
full

and your telephone

be just hit-or-miss, but now

the stars have their

own ways
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offend, or ruin a dress.

to

"A Man Would Be A Fool To Marry Me"

stops perspiration and so protects
against a second danger— perspiration stains.
Since physical exertion, embarrassment and
emotion can now cause apocrine glands
to fairly gush perspiration, a dance, a date,

you perspire and

-

33

Hollywood

star in

Jack Holland

Joan Bennett, starring

an embarrassing remark

yawning before a

keep your date-book

odor is a real handicap at this romantic age, and the new cream
deodorant Arrid is made especially to overcome this very difficulty. It kills this odor
on contact in 2 seconds, then by antiseptic
action prevents the formation of all odor for
48 hours and keeps you shower-bath fresh.
It also
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will continue to hold public interest
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Robert Young casts a wary eye at the

is

Two dangers— Underarm

Khan

You Must Be Cautious

nothing "wrong" with you. It's just
another sign you are now a woman, not a
girl ... so now you must keep yourself safe
with a truly effective underarm deodorant.
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dry out.

Your satisfaction guaranteed,

or your

money

back! If you are not completely convinced
that Arrid is in every way the finest cream
deodorant you've ever used, return the jar
with unused portion to Carter Products,

S3 Park PL, N.Y.C., for refund of
purchase price.
Inc.,
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stands for the Terrible

Time

most women

that

have every month in their
_JM—
struggle with belts, pins
and external pads. Sanitary protection has been called women's
oldest problem and until recently little
progress has been made toward its solution.
.

|

1

I

A!
J

stands for

Another

Way

to deal with this problem

— bymeansof'Tampax,"

I

I

a doctor-invented device

which absorbs while being worn internally instead of externally.
Made of highly absorbent cotton, it is inserted with patented applicator.
1

MI
I

is

for

the

Millions

Women

(yes,

millions)

who

of

actually

j

have

al-

I

I

Producer-Director Alfred Hitchcock and Sir Kenneth Barnes, of the Royal Academy Of
Dramatic Art, greet Jane Wyman after arrival in London to make "Stage Fright."

ready adopted this mir-

GOSSIP IN THE LOBBY

—

acle Tampax
college
students, secretaries, trained nurses, housewives, sales girls, athletes, actresses— all
1

kinds of

women

all

I

new Poise
and Confidence result-

indicates the

j

ing on those days from
the use of Tampax. No
odor can form. No chafing. You can't even feel it. Wear it in tub
or shower bath if you like. Easy disposal.
1

—o

current one involves

I

rumor be!
Elizabeth

This
print

the kind of story

we

like

to

about any actor. 'Dan Dailey

in

is

getting so

much

publicity.

The

girls are at

I

1

A!
1

Absolute
Certainty that no single
bulge or ridge under your
dress or skirt will be
caused by Tampax. It
represents the

simply cant, because Tampax is worn internally. It's only one-ninth the size of the
other kind!

XI

I

stands forall the Ex-Users

of external pads

march up to

who now

their

drug

I

I

I

been
So why would Eliza-

different studios; so far they haven't

up

for the

same

part.

beth fear competition that hasn't presented itself yet?
O

—

—

have everything and Lauren
Bacall Bogart is one of them. One morning at the breakfast table, her famous
husband casually asked what she wanted
girls

a fourth anniversary present. "A
toothbrush," was the answer. And she
wasn't kidding! Speaking of Bogey, he's
just framed a cancelled $20 check that
bears the signature of Harry S. Truman.
for

Irene Dunne, Loretta Young, Mrs. David
Niven at auction for St. Anne 's Hospital.

I

—3

ridiculous can a

Taylor and Joan Evans, who is Sam
Goldwyn's sensational young star of "Roseanna McCoy." Elizabeth's mother is supposed to have complained, because Joan is

Some

I

how

JUST
The

I

P

It's the one he sent the President, who
bet the Bogart baby would be a boy.

over the world!

"I

I

By Weston East

or notion counters each

month and buy Tampax

absorbencies: Regular, Super, Junior.
Average month's supply slips into your
purse. Tampax Incorporated, Palmer, Mass.

Accepted for Advertising
by the Journal oj the American Medical Association

Angela Lansbury and Peter Shaw at Mocambo before they returned to England to wed.

—

How

bewildered by "John Law." Being number
one citizens, they donated their beautiful
gardens for a charity bazaar. The public
turned out en masse. But just when the
future for the needy looked brightest, in
walked the police and stopped the show.
It seems they were selling chances on
things and had innocently violated an ordinance!
For what we're thinking, we
could be arrested too!

You Can

LOSE WEIGHT
Without Dieting

—

Fortunately Ida Lupino and Collier

Young can laugh
just

returned

at this story.

from

New

They had

York,

after

showing "Not Wanted" (their personally-produced picture) to the

Dreamy Arlene Dahl brightening up
at

Mocambo

for

her escort,

Philip

press.

"I

a date

Reed.

particular. He heard that Colleen Townsend was to be tested for "Front And
Center." Dan also heard that Colleen
could sing, but was afraid she'd lose the
job when they saw 'her dancing. On a
Sunday \ohen no one was around, he met

her at the studio. Dan spent the entire
day teaching Colleen how to do tricks
with her tootsies. And that's hoiv she
became his very grateful leading lady.

—o

At

this point the

Bob Hopes

are a bit

in "On The Town," keeps
Rock Hudson so engrossed at the Mocambo.

Vera- Ellen, now

Yet, you can eat what
you want and lose weight
at the same time. All you

wonder which Hollywood couple

do is eat delicious-tasting

AYDS

Vitamin and

—

Mineral Candy
before meals
as directed.

AYDS

they'll

try to separate this week," cracked Ida,
as she snapped on the radio. And at that
moment, the announcement came through
about the Collier Youngs! "Serves us
right for being so happy!" is their only
(printable) comment.

au-

tomatically

SftCMT

SCALE-

Our favorite story of the month concerns our favorite actress every day in
the year, Claire Trevor! Currently she's
being co-starred with Fred MacMurray in
"Borderline." Now her husband, Milton
Bren, is one of the producers of the picture. At night he rushes her of to bed,

curb your
appetite. You eat less
and you lose weight
naturally, without risking health. No
pills, laxatives, or dangerous drugs.
AYDS are pure and wholesome and contain essential vitamins and minerals to
give you added benefits when reducing.

—

Ayds Are Proved! On

the market for over
ten years. Clinically tested by doctors on
over 100 persons; the average weight loss

was 14 pounds.

Ayds Are Guaranteed! You must
weight with your first box or
(82.89) is refunded.

lose

money

Don't be fat. Reducing with the AYDS
Plan is quick, easy, and absolutely safe.
Get AYDS from your drug or department
store, or send S2.89 for full month's supply to: THE CARLAY COMPANY, Dept.
R, Batavia, Illinois.

Pat O'Brien and his wife are
joy the

"Brigadoon" opening

set to enLos Angeles.

all

in

Kathleen Hughes gets in trim for the footseason on the 20th Century- Fox lot.

ball

directed 8y

DAVID BUTLER wwaBIcobs-;^

From

a Story by Bert

Kalmar

&

Harry Ruby

Musical Direction by Ray Heindorl

Screen Play by Phoebe

&

Henry Ephron

and Marian Spitzer

Despite record heat-wave world premiere at Radio City Music Hall brought out all New York!
9

—
BEAUTIFUL BROADWAY STARLET SAYS:

Kerr and Anne
Baxter peer into a showcase to see which star donated what to the auction

Deborah

for the benefit of St.
Anne's Hospital. Loretta

Young was the chairman.

approves of
Dick Powell

Signe Hasso
the changes

makes

in

The

"To

Earth," for
atre.

the

script

of

Ends Of The
the Radio The-

They re-created their
the picture.
in

roles

—

that he only owned one suit of clothes
the one on his back! So a clothing manufacturer offered him a complete wardrobe, without cost. All the bobby soxers'
lean lover-boy had to do was appear
publicly in a well-known brand of clothing.

would happen to Monty, who
want his life possessed by possesThe offer was gratefully refused.

It

doesn't
sions!

No wonder

they didn't particularly wel-

on the "Copper Canyon" set.
seems some of Hedy Lamarr's idiosyn-

come
It

—

visitors

crasies didn't exactly

warm

Director John Farrow.

the heart of

(See page 73)

on the
In the morning he rushes her to
the studio, to be on time on the set. "It's
just like being married to an assistant
director!" Claire teases him.
to get lots of rest, to look well

screen.

-

—o

What's so special about a gold "Oscar"
—Jack Carson's young son would like to
know? Now his dad brought home a real
"Oscar."

It

stood

three

feet

high,

it

was moulded out of solid strawberry ice
cream and was presented to the famous

Now

comedian by the Good Humor

appear-

ing in one of Broadway's all-time hits, dark-haired Rosemary
Williams has won nation-wide acclaim for
her loveliness. Charming Rosemary says:
"One thing I know. It's more important
to be feminine and dainty than it is to be
beautiful. That's why I use Lander's

flower-fresh talcs. Those garden fragrances are really captivating. You'll
!"
love them

Cream Co.

Right here

is

as

Ice

good a

time as any to say that Jack Carson's
next picture is titled "The Good Humor
Man." Need we go on!

Recently Montgomery

Clift

stated

Doug Fairbanks and wife
en route to England where
Doug

will

make

a

film

and be formally knighted
as a Knight Commander
by Britain for his diplomatic and charitable work.

Gardenia and Sweet Pea
Spicy Apple Blossom

Sweet Pea

Available at your favorite variety itore

THE LANDER
in

CO.

•

FIFTH AVE.

•

NEW YORK

Th° rehearsals

for the
broadcast
of "The Paradine Case"
were lots of fun for Louis
Jourdan and Alida Valli
(who were co-stars in the
film) and Joseph Cotten.

Radio

Theatre

Story and Screenplay by

OSCAR BRODNEY • Produced

by

LEONARD GOLDSTEIN

•

Directed by

GEORGE SHERMAN • A UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL PICTURE
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whips you out of the easy-going charm
life in old Chicago, is Judy's showstopping rendition of "I Don't Care."
Spring Byington, Buster Keaton and
of

Clinton Sundberg add their special talents to make this an all round top flight
musical.

The Beautiful Blonde From
Bashful Bend
(Technicolor)

20th Century-Fox

WHO

sez women are the weaker sex?
After you see this latest Preston
Sturges comedy, you'll know for a fact
there's no truth in the rumor.
Ever
since she was a liddle biddy girl, Betty
Grable's grandpaw taught her how to

By
Helen Hendricks
In

The Good Old Summertime
(Technicolor)

MGM

HOW

good can a picture be? The
answer can be found watching
Judy Garland and Van Johnson
skip through this delightful romance that
began with an ad in the Personal Column: Wanted to correspond on an in-

—

tellectual plane

.

.

Van is the young music store clerk
who answers the ad, and Judy is the
girl who bumps into him in the postoffice,

in

the

by

S.

then later gets herself employed

same music
Z.

Sakall.

store
It

which

is

owned

take long
realize they can

doesn't

before Judy and Van
happily without each other
a
perfect case of hate at second sight. All

—

live

Judy Garland, with quartet, in MCM's Technicolor gem, "In The Good Old Summertime."

shoot bottles at 40 paces. As Betty grew
up to become a dance-hall chanteuse, she
switched from shooting bottles to shooting men.
Here's how it happened:
Betty's boss, Cesar Romero, started
cosying up to a belle from Paree. Being
in love with the guy, Betty grabbed a
.44 and let him have it. Only she miscalculated and instead of Romero, the
county judge got it in the county seat.
Facing a jail sentence, Betty and her
pal. Olga San Juan, grab the first fast
train out of town. By way of disguising
Burt

Lancaster, Corinne Cafvet and Paul
in the thrill-packed "Rope Of Sand."

Henreid

Celeste Holm, Loretta Young and Elsa Lanchester in delightful "Come To The Stable."
this while,

Van's correspondence with his

"Dear Friend" is blossoming into hearts
and flowers. He and the unseen amour,
whose letters show her to be intelligent,
warm and gentle, plan a rendezvous
which Van decides not to keep. It's a
nasty trick, all right, but Van continues
the ardent correspondence, thereby sparing the young lady untold grief over
Van even
unrequited love.
possible
starts being nice to Judy who is under
the impression he's an unromantic, callow dolt. The humor and situations that
crop up constantly are exceptional probably because the acting is so simple and
unassuming. About the only thing that

—

12

themselves, Olga takes the personal effects of a deceased schoolmarm, who,

death struck, had been travelling
with her Indian maid. With Betty as the
schoolmarm and Olga as the Indian, the
two fugitives arrive in Bashful Bend
where Betty teaches school even though
she never got beyond the fourth grade
herself, and copes with two half-witted
pupils who have spent the happiest
years of their lives in the third grade.
Along with these chores, Betty also finds
a new romance Rudy Vallee, goldmine
owner and town's leading citizen. When
Cesar arrives on the scene looking for
Betty, her problems really start and
end with one of the goofiest gun-battles
you've ever seen. Until the last shot is
until

—

Clark Cable and Alexis Smith
Play," the story of an

Can

"Any Number

in

honest

gambler.

The nuns take lodging with a dithery
painter, Elsa Lanchester, who is living
in a stable and just a few feet away
from the stable is a wonderful hill. In
fact, the hill on which Loretta wants
to build the hospital. The only drawback is the hill is owned by Thomas
Gomez, a tough big-city racketeer. Loretta and Celeste head for New York in
a jeep>
their ignorance and complete
naivete about traffic laws is a joy to
behold and soon conquer the Gomez
difficulty. However, a new menace presents itself. Hugh Marlowe, a successful songwriter
(who, by the way, is
quite a lad) begins to get temperamental
about having a children's hospital near
his swank home. In a way you can't
blame Marlowe too much because, in
their own sweet, do-or-die way, Loretta
and Celeste upset Marlowe's entire life.
They dig for a shrine and strike a "miraculous" well, cause his Great Dane an
ex-fire station dog
to go crazy every
time they ring the chapel bell, and last

—
—

Tito Vuole, Luther Adler and Edward C. Robinson
Susan Hayward and Richard Conte.

in

fired,

tion

this is a

—wacky

And Mr. Toad
(Technicolor-cartoon)

RKO
out
OUT
a good adage, but
of sight,

of

mind might be
it

doesn't apply

to this latest Walt Disney full-length
cartoon. Even though you never see
either Bing Crosby or Basil Rathbone,

you're very much aware of them throughout the film since they narrate the two
short stories. As a matter of fact, their
voices sometimes outstep the visual
material, especially in the case of Mr.
Toad (whose voice is that of Eric Blore)
Basil Rathbone, as the storyteller, is excellent, but unfortunately. Mr. Toad's
mad adventures fall short of expectations
perhaps it's because toads, any
toad, don't appeal to some folks. On the
other hand, the sad plight of poor, conniving Ichabod Crane, is more what one expects of Disney. It's cute and has the
mellow Crosby voice breaking out into
song. Based on the '"Legend Of Sleepy
Hollow." which has to do with a headless horseman, there are quite a few
chuckles as the lanky meatless schoolteacher, Ichabod, brings the wrath of
the headless horseman upon himself.

—

Perhaps this isn't Disney at his best,
but there certainly are many bright spots
in

Mr. Toad and Ichabod.

is

outstandingly good.

Come To The

typical Sturges produc-

and unpredictable.

The Adventures Of Ichabod

"House Of Strangers," which

Robinson

also boasts of

Stable

20th Century-Fox

DIFFERENT
ASabout
two
Loretta Young and
as

its

title,

this is

nuns,

Holm. The Sisters have promised
Jude that one day they will build
a children's hospital because the French
hospital in which they were ministering
during the war, was the only structure
spared from bombs for miles around.
Minus the necessary funds and land,
they arrive in a small town in ConnecCeleste
St.

ticut,

appropriately

called

Bethlehem.

—

—

but not least cause his conscience to start
kicking up. However, things stop being

funny when Marlowe's patience is so
tried that he arranges to have the plans
for the hospital defeated.

If it's enter-

tainment you want, then see this by all
means, because in addition, you'll leave
the theatre feeling darn good.

Betty Crable with Olga San Juan, Rudy Vallee, Sterling Holloway and Danny Jackson
"The Beautiful Blonde From Bashful Bend," loaded with laughs and shooting.

in

Katrina van Tassel and Ichabod Crane in Walt Disney's "Ichabod And Mr. Toad,"
Bing Crosby singing and narrating Ichabod yarn.

all-cartoon feature comedy, with

176 ENCHANTING

House Of Strangers
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fashion
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styles,
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in-

Hollywood! Aldens 60th
Anniversary Fashion Digest— greatest stylesetting book ever— gives you EXTRA VALUE
for every dollar! Imagine a new dazzling you, in
thrilling fashions you never thought you could
afford. Now you can! Aldens prices are lowest
in America: tri-color plunge-neck rayons only
newest sequined
$2.98 (worth $2.00 more)
Empire crepes as low as $5.98!
Paris,

York,

.

Mail

—

.

question of what the final results are in
bringing up a family of four boys. Unfortunately, Edward G. Robinson believes
in the former much to the net unhappiness of his family. An Italian immigrant,
he takes his children out of the slums
into banking and a private town house.
The boys eventually will inherit the
business and money but are treated like
so many beggars waiting for a hand-out.
All except one son, Richard Conte, a
sharp lawyer who doesn't take anyTrue, Conte's
thing from anybody.
trouble is not so much with his father,

Robinson packing. This, plus his father's
subsequent death, leaves Conte bitter
and revengeful when he gets out of jail.

problems stem from
falling for play girl Susan Hay ward.
Strangely enough, for all her faults,
Susan points out what Robinson is doing
which is plenty. But Conte
to his sons

SO YOUto

at

by top designers of

inspired

first,

but

his

—

doesn't listen, and tries to buy off a
juror who is determining his father's

.

your FREE Aldens AnBe you Teen, Junior, Miss or
Lady— see everything you want, from

coupon

get
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State

as an illegal banker.
Conte is
caught and sent to jail for seven years,
during which time the remaining sons
take over the business and send papa
fate

20th Century-Fox

Dan Dailey and
Everything," a

Anne Baxter
lively,

in

"You're

easy-to- watch

My

musical.

He

out to even the score with his
but just as he has a
change of heart, the tables are turned in
one of the most chilling and suspenseful
climaxes to any picture. It all adds up
to powerful drama with superb performances by all and special laurels to
Robinson, Conte and Hayward.
sets

three

brothers

—

Rope Of Sand
Paramount
diamonds, huh? So you'd
be alone in a diamond field
with nothing around you except a big,
empty Mack truck? Okay, but after you
like

like

which
Corinne Calvet, perhaps you'll change your mind. If you
don't, maybe Paul Henreid, commandant
of the police of a huge diamond field in
South Africa, can "persuade" you. (For
doing just that little thing, he has a
[Continued on page 72]
see this latest adventure-thriller,

introduces

new

star

Are you

If

he's talkative, what's your
I

I

tend both ears

I

I

Keep one eye on

in

cue?

the

When

your suntan

the field

HI P/an tomorrow's schedule

What

if

he

is

chatter-happy.

The

fact

remains, he's talking to you. So listen
.
without a roving eye. Or daydreams. Or
tapping tattoos on the table. Boys are people
.

.

they like to be appreciated. And the
fillies never forget it. They're also
the gals who (on difficult days) never forget
to choose Kotex sanitary napkins. They've
found the exclusive safety center of Kotex
.

.

.

best-rated

gives extra protection

.

.

.

and what

girl

wouldn't appreciate that?

know ?

starts

l~l

Get back

I

I

Get

I

I

Get a sun lamp

in the

To judge what you should weigh—

fading

swim

in the pink

As your fancy turns to fall fashions — don't
let your waning suntan give you a last-roseof-summer look. Use a pink-tinted makeup
base and powder. (Fall-minded lipstick and
"paw paint" too). Then you'll blend better
with autumn togs. You know, you can wear
any smooth new outfit, any day, without
misgivings
to Kotex.

.

.

.

The

i

I

I

I

I

I

Compare your

pal's

poundage

See an "average weight" chart

Measure your

wrist

may be the same height
large-boned femme should weigh

You and your

gal pal

— but a
more, and vice versa. For instance, are you
over 5'4" tall? Measure your wrist. If it's
less than 634" you're small boned. More
than 614"— large boned. Consider your
frame when you read an average-weight

once you've learned to trust

chart. In sanitary needs, too, all girls aren't

special, flat pressed ends of

"average." Find just the right Kotexabsorbency for you by trying all 3 . . .
Regular, Junior, Super!

Kotex prevent revealing outlines. So
fade "those" fears with Kotex!

.

.

.

Which
deodorant would

fW you decide on?
A cream
A powder
A

.

How
|

|

dance

to get to the

Q

You walk ahead

He

leads the

a 1-o-n-g trek from your table if you
aren't sure who follows whom. When you
rise to rhumba, your date won't expect an
"after you" routine. Walk ahead! Knowing
what to do is such a comfort. As to
calendar-time poise and comfort, you can
It's

floor

way

smoothly?

d

You go arm-in-arm

be 'way ahead of the sad-eyed sisters who
haven't discovered new Kotex. For naturally,
you'd choose this napkin: this new, downy
softness that holds its shape! So naturally,
you'd stay more comfortable. Just as Kotex
is made to stay soft while you wear it.

liquid

Granted you're in the know about
napkins
what about deodor.
ants for napkin use?
Fact is,
while creams and liquids
will do
for everyday daintiness
-yet, for
those" days a powder deodorant s best -sprinkled freely
on
sanitary napkins. That's
because
a powder has no
moisture-resistant base; doesn't slow up
absorption
And soft, soothing Quest

Powder

is

.

.

made

especially

for

napkin use.
Being unscented, Quest
Deodorant Powder doesn't just
mask
odors. Quest destroys them.
Safely

To avoid offending, buy
of Quest Powder today'

Positively.

a can

Quest

More
•f/ian

wo/ne/7 c/?oose /COTEX*

a// oftier san/Yary ntr/rfahs

Deodorant

Powder
Ask for

it

by name
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Now

in

"Colorado Territory," Warners' radiant Virginia Mayo has one of the best Hollywood figures, plus beauty, vivacity.

Manya Kahn, renowned
ing

authority on glamour and glowgood health, charts a pleasant way to a new you

talking with Manya Kahn,
progressively a dancer, teacher, student of physiotherapy and hospital
technician, is a relaxing, inspiring experience. Working with her is one of
miracles.
You never
those modern
dreamed you could look so glamourous
and be so vital until you have turned
your over-weight or under-weight problem and sagging spirits over to her care.
If you were here in New York, you could
find out for yourself, but for the benefit
of the girls from Maine to Texas, I now
turn the page over to Miss Kahn, whose
first dictum for beauty of face and figure
Heed her wise
is glowing good health.
words, for here is helpful knowledge for
now and the years to come.

SIMPLY

"True beauty and glamour can come
only as a result of radiant health," says
Miss Kahn, "and there is no haphazard
way of acquiring it. It means study and
understanding of what constitutes balcorrect
exercises,
deep
diets,
breathing, and benefits of fresh air and
sunshine, rest and relaxation.
"The food you eat becomes you. Quality, not quantity, counts in the right
direction. Many people eat much yet
starve their bodies of essential elements
With an intelligent choice of foods, a

anced

70

By Couitenay Marvin
quantity

smaller

will

be

sufficient.

Though few

of us like to hear it, the
unpleasant fact remains that over-weight
is most often caused by eating too much.
The body takes the nourishment it needs
for fuel

and energy and what

is

not used

stored, often in abdomen, diaphragm,
hips and thighs. A decrease in quantity

is

of intake

and an increase

in

output of

the way to sensible reducing
and new beauty, too. This can be pleasantly achieved by diet and exercise.
However, always have a thorough physical check-up by a competent physician
before you start any diet or exercise

energy

is

program.

"Your individual food needs are natby your habits of work
and so your physician is
the proper guide to insure that you do

urally colored
and recreation,

not starve yourself or lose weight too
rapidly. I do not believe in charting
ideal weights for everyone of a certain
height and age. Each one's tempo of
living

and working makes

for inevitable

Well-proportioned,
distributed weight, good health,
spirits are the correct barometer.
differences.

well-

good

"Water is an invaluable aid to good
looks and health. Seventy per cent of the
weight of our bodies is made up of
water. More water is excreted by the
body than is taken into it. Therefore,
we must make up that difference. A
little more than two pints, equivalent
to six glasses of water, should be taken
daily. Plain water is not retained in the
tissues and is quickly assimilated so
that while it does aid elimination it
cannot add weight. However, water
should not be taken during meals. Drink
your water when you get up in the
morning, between meals and bedtime.
"Though I give you a diet that will
reduce your weight, it will not necessarily give you a perfect figure because loss
of weight alone cannot reshape. Though
your muscles and skin have a certain
amount of elasticity they cannot adjust
to too quick changes. So the answer to
a good figure is the slow loss of weight
coupled with exercises that keep your
body toned and firm. Remember that
actual muscle structure is more than
half the weight of your body, and you
can see what happens when muscles become an inert, sagging mass.
"Too often the busy young girls and
(Please turn to page 18)

homemakers

they use all
is absolutely
impossible to put all muscles into action
in the usual upright position. It is only
by lying flat on your back, the ideal
position from which to begin exercises,
that you can be assured of movement
of all muscles, with a resultant stirring
the

their muscles.

of

believe

However,

circulation.

it

Exercise, correctly

per-

formed, is a rhythmic movement based
proper breathing in a coordinated
series of steps that produces a feeling of
well-being. Healthy muscles create good
posture, pep up the digestive system and
improve elimination. Bad posture distorts the body appearance by causing a
sway back, a protruding abdomen, a
concave chest, a double chin, and can
cause the backbone itself to contract
against nerves and give aches and pains.
In my experience, it is the girls and
women with bad posture who complain

on

of tiring easily,

who have

sluggish

di-

poor elimination, bad nerves.
When posture is corrected, many of these
worries vanish in thin air. So the exercises I give you concern the muscles
gestion,

that largely control and create good
posture by reshaping and strengthening
the muscles of the diaphragm, waist,
hips and thighs.

"The

ideal place for exercises is outIndoors, the windows should be
wide open, the room free from dust. To
begin, use a foam rubber mat on the
floor or a thin cotton mattress without

bra of spine, especially in lumbar {small
From this position,
of back) region.
raise arms overhead, pushing out with
heels. Slowly return to original position.
Breathe in as you start each of these
exercises, out as you relax.
2. Lie flat on floor, clasp hands behind
neck, keeping arms in close to cheeks.
Simultaneously lift head, stretching as

toward chest and lift and
bend knees, keeping feet flat on floor.

far as possible

Slowly return to original position.
cise

Lie flat on your back, as in exer1.
Bend both knees, placing both

feet

on

3.

As you advance, your backbone
become more pliable and strong and

will

you can exercise

Wear

freely on a

a bathing suit

hard floor.
or sweat shirt and

Exercise slowly, rhythmically, to
music if possible, and coordinate each
movement with deep breathing in as you
start, slow breathing out as you finish.
shorts.

exercising if you become tired.
Never exercise at the expense of your

Stop

energy."

FOR RESHAPING AND STRENGTHENING THE ARDOMEN, DIAPHRAGM
AND SPINAL COLUMN
Lie flat on floor, flattening abdomen
trying to touch floor with each verte-

1.

by

your thighs. Then

straight. Lower
slowly, pointing toes, keeping knees as
straight as possible.

upward, keeping knees

From a

4.

floor,

straight lying position

Perform

to a half sitting position by
bringing body and legs up at the same
moment, resting on buttocks. Try to
make fingers and toes touch.

1.

Sit

on

floor

with

torso

in

2.

From

position

1,

From

position

FOLLOW

this diet faithfully for

stretch legs
out slowly, returning to position

half-

MONDAY
Breakfast:

V2 grapefruit
2 eggs
boiled or poached
black coffee or tea
Melba toast rye or whole-

—

—

wheat

Lunch:

vegetable

plate (consisting
string
beans,
spinach or broccoli)

Dinner:

—

1.

TUESDAY
Breakfast:

%

grapefruit
2 eggs
boiled or poached
black coffee or tea
Melba toast rye or whole-

—

wheat

From

Lunch:

calves' liver
lettuce and

—
— broiled

tomato salad

grapefruit
black coffee
steak

From

position 5, stretch leg forward
and up, toes pointed, head tossed back.
Lower legs slowly to starting position as
in exercise 4.
Roll over on the other
side and follow through with the same
6.

baked potato
grapefruit
black coffee, skimmed milk
or buttermilk
hamburger steak
combination vegetable salad
1 piece dry toast
wholewheat or rye

Sit

position 4, bend knee of upper
leg and bring slowly toward shoulder,
toes pointing out.
5.

beets,

of

up and

on floor in a side position, resting weight of body on one thigh and one
hip. Place both hands in front of you on
floor and raise torso to a half-lying, halfsitting position. Contract abdomen and
diaphragm.
4.

two

weeks, not only abstaining from food
not included in it but eating what is
assigned rather than doing without it.
Eat your vegetables without butter,
salads without oil, grapefruit without
sugar, coffee and tea without cream or
sugar. Eat only lean parts of steaks
and chops, no fatty fish such as tuna,
salmon or mackerel. At no times during
diet are liquors, Cokes, sodas or other
carbonated drinks permitted.

raise knees slowly

2,

five

QUICK REDUCING DIET

position,

up to your chest, toes pointing out, head
hanging back.
3.

about

finish.

supporting yourself with palms of hands, diaphragm and abdomen contracted.
half-sitting

exercises

times each, working up to ten. Remember to coordinate deep breathing ha as
you start, slow breathing out as you

TO RESHAPE THIGHS AND HIPS
reclining,

6.

these

on

keeping arms above head, try to

come up

doors.

springs.

floor, close to

bring knees up, as close to your chest
as possible. Hold. Stretch legs slowly

and

exercises as 5

Dinner:

tomatoes, lettuce, celery,
green olives, cucumbers
black coffee
fresh fruit

cup

WEDNESDAY
Breakfast:

^2 grapefruit
2 eggs
boiled or poached
black coffee or tea
Melba toast rye or whole-

—

—

wheat

Lunch:

vegetable

plate (consisting
string
beans,
spinach or broccoli)
beets,

of

baked potato

Melba

toast

—rye

or whole-

wheat
buttermilk or skimmed milk
lamb chops broiled
celery, tomatoes, cucumbers
black coffee

Dinner:

—

2

grapefruit

THURSDAY
Breakfast:

V2 grapefruit
2 eggs
boiled or poached
black coffee or tea
Melba toast rye or whole-

—

—

wheat
Robert Montgomery, star, director and co-producer of "Once More, My
Darling," discusses the script with Joan Harrison, his associate producer.
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Lunch:

fresh fruit salad with cot[Continued on page 71]

Shirley

Temple and her husband, John Agar,
Theatre

Philharmonic

Bob Hope and
bo

A

prior

to

his

his

for

gala

opening

of

arriving

Jimmy Stewart,

currently

Stratton

and

Story,"

his

appearing
fiancee,

in

Gloria

the Metro-Coldwyn- Mayer film, "The
McLean, in a gay patty at Mocambo.

at

"Brigadoon."

wife have a night out together at Mocamfor Celebrities Golf Tournament.

leaving

very earnest Bing Crosby talks things over with Morton

Downey while awaiting

his

phone connection at Stork Club.

Newlyweds Martha Vickers and Mickey Rooney celebrate
ing

it

up on the dance

floor

at

the

reception

held

at

their

the

wedding by whoopBeverly

Hills

Club.
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ily at a table for two in Romanoff's and
looking extremely happy. Quite a change
in Jas., who used to prowl around the
local bistros looking, if not glum, at least
solemn.

Judy Garland was a very unhappy

little

she left Hollywood for a rest and
a checkup in Boston. At that time she'd
left her husband, Vincente Minnelli, and,
of course, had lost out on the plum role of
the year in "Annie Get Your Gun." Last
year she conked out on another box-office
smash, "The Barkleys Of Broadway," leaving the field open for the reuniting of Fred
This time
Astaire and Ginger Rogers.
Betty Hutton steps into the breach and,
fof my dough, is absolutely perfect for the
ebullient gun-totin* Annie.
gal

Busy Bob Hope with Producer Howard Wiley
of NBC Theatre. Bob's got television bug.

when

The John Huston-Evelyn Keyes bustup came as quite a surprise because
there'd been less than the usual amount
of rumors circulated about them than the
average Hollywood couple happy or unhappy have to contend with in this

—

—

town. Even

marriage lasted

so, this

much

longer (three years) than some of the
smarties figured it would. Mr. H's life is
far from dull
2 Oscars for "Treasure
Of The Sierra Madre," the Wendell Willkie One World Award, followed by adverse criticism for his picture, "We Were
Strangers," and the postponement of the
epic, "Quo Vadis," which he was to direct
in Italy. All this happening in such a
short time coidd shake the foundations
of the most stable marriage.

—

Gregory Peck, who was

to have starred
Vadis." wasn't too unhappy
about the picture being delayed. He
spent the Summer working with his pet
project, the La Jolla Playhouse, after

in

"Quo

winding up "Twelve O'Clock High" at
20th. But Mrs. P. was a little unhappy
about it. She had expected to follow
to Europe after the birth of their
third child and take him to visit her

Greg

relatives in Finland

who have never met

her handsome husband. Greta just recently became an American citizen. Also.

SINCE you heard from us last through

these pages Hollywood went into
high gear never has so much happened to so many, both romantically and

—

career- wise.

What's more, we can prove it.

Take, for instance, the fact that the
wily bachelor, Jimmy Stewart, finally decided to give up his freedom for the
beautiful Gloria McLean after successfully resisting the lures of more than a
score of top glammer gals. The romance
took a serious turn when Jimmy followed
her to New York to break up the string
of dates Gloria was having with Petey
Lawford. 20th Century-Fox evidently
supplied the final push that sent Jimmy
over the fence notifying him he'd be on
an Arizona location five weeks for his
new picture "Arrow." No doubt Jimmy
figured he'd have to take drastic meas-

when

last heard from, she was trying to
persuade Greg to let her name the baby
Gregory. Jr., if a boy. It's evident that
he doesn't go for that Junior stuff the
two little Peck boys arc monickered
Jonathan and, Stephen.

—

Another sad marital bustup was the one
of Dan Dailey and his Liz. They've tried
pretty hard to hang onto their marriage,
but actually it hadn't been all peaches and
cream since he returned from the War.

ures to freeze out competition which
would be heavy during the five-weeks
absence. Day or so after the big news
was announced we saw them dining coz-

Via a letter from

Tv

Power's secretary.

Betty Grable with her daughters, Victoria
and Jessica. Betty's in "Wabash Avenue."

Wanda (Mrs. Audie Murphy) Hendrix with
John Lund at a Radio Theatre rehearsal.

Left: Sonja Henie and socialite Winthrop
Gardiner, constant twosome in Manhattan.

Rill Gallagher. Ty and Linda had a more
rugged experience than reports indicated
when they were marooned on the French
Moroccan desert. They were driving to
a location site for ''The Black Rose"
across the Atlas Mountain range when a
flash flood cut all the bridges. The mountain stream they had to cross was way
out of its banks and they couldn't make
it.

They

hit ice

and snow and had no

clothes with them. When they
tried to get back to their base they found
all the bridges out on that side. too. So
there they were, cold, wet, but not hungry thanks to canned food and chocolate
bars.
Also marooned, but across the
mountain stream from them, was the
young French star, Cecile Aubry. Ty
tried shouting across to reassure her, but
couldn't make himself heard. Know what

warm

happened? Native archers in the caravan
whipped out bows and shot notes tied to
arrows across to her. Someone oughta
put that

in a picture.

That charming guy about town. Kirk

Frank Morgan and his brother, Ralph, with Mrs. Frank Morgan at Mocambo. It's their
picture together since 1938.
Frank's currently in
"Any Number Can Play."

first

Don't think that the stars
themselves aren't interested in what's going on here
Douglas, shore gets around.
ing Gloria

De

H a ven fairly

He

ioa.i

dat-

steadily, sud-

denly transferred his attentions to Patricia Neal, then was seen around the
spots with Ava Gardner, who had a but
big blowup with that other heart crusher,

Howard

Duff.

Howard went

off to

New York and when

he returned bought
a boat, moved all his possessions onto it,
and had himself a time cruising down the
ocean.

Two sizzling screen teams have been
announced: Glenn (Please turn to page 52)

—

By Linda Carter

YOU

saw it at the movies or read
as slick fiction, odds are you'd have
rejected it as the most improbable
guff, something that
simply couldn't
happen in real life. But it did on May
27. 1949, in the small village, Vallauris.
near
the
high-walled
Mediterranean
Chateau de L'Horizon at Cannes on the
Riviera.
Marguerita Carmen Cansino
Hay worth Judson Welles became the
bride of Aly Khan and at the same mo-

IF

it

—

ment a Moslem

princess, albeit an honorary one if you care to quibble about
fine points and petty details.
Newspapers made a very slight transposition in their headlines
from: "Rita To Wed Aly Khan"
to:
"Rita Wed To Aly Khan"
thus adding a chapter to romantic history unequalled since Edward VIII abdicated his English throne to marry
another American, Wallis Simpson. Not
since that memorable event has there
been stirred up such an international
storm of approving and disapproving
interest.
Princess Marguerite and her
husband, Prince Aly Khan,
in garden of Aly's chateau.

The wisenheimers and

Townspeople of

the fast-guessers

France, shouting
the happy newlyweds.

Vallauris,

their best wishes to

Rita Hoyworth and Prince Aly Khan
continue to hold public interest since so much still lies ahead

will

Rita and Aly, with the mayor, after the
ceremony. Moslem ceremony was next day.

The

bride cuts the wedding cake with a
sword as the groom watches attentively.

thought this global affaire clamour would blow higher than a wildcat
well gone plumb crazy. Others
tsk-tsk'd and shook their heads
in disapproval as they gobbled up the newspaper accounts.
Stili
others said it was great, with unreserved enthusiasm.
Yes, definitely this is the love story of the decade, if not the
century. Not, mind you, the kind of courtship recommended for
the likes of you and me, but oidy for those glittering figures who are
so popular or powerful that they can be impervious to the printed
jibe, the hidebound conventions; whose romantic antics capture the
interest, the imagination, and the heart of the world, thereby receiving implicit approval
for the most part.
We've all followed affairs of the heart before. We've had Lana
Turner, Ty Power and Linda Christian, Nelson Rockefeller and
Bobo Sears, but the Hayworth-Khan clambake takes the jewel
encrusted cake for the best sustained interest right from that day
last Summer, when Rita, was introduced to the prince by Elsa
Maxwell on the French Riviera. Seldom did a day pass that a
fresh tidbit didn't hit the headlines of papers here and abroad.
The story, as we say in the motion picture business, had everything a terrific gimmick, all the angles, plenty of plot, a chase, a
oil

—

—

—

and suspense. It's a startling, intriguing story. A good many
glamour queens have married important, attractive men. None
of our girls has done so spectacularly well.
The way everybody thirstily drank in the details of the courtship
and wedding proved how truly great it all was. N«w developments
crisis,

of our

the ultra-glamourous pair were a never-ending treat,
chapter after chapter unrolling like an exciting serial, each episode
in the status of

Prince

Aly

signs

their marriage

by

the

official

register

Communist Mayor

Paul

the Vallauris town hall after
Derigon before limited gathering.

in

better than the last. The most gifted
press agent would never have dared to
dream it up as fancy, the ablest yarnspinner to imagine it as fiction, the
bravest producer to put it on film all
fearing to stretch the limits of credibility
beyond tolerance.
Leave us, then, synopsize the background of this main event on the international scene and analyze all its ele-

—

men ts.
First we establish our characters. A
year ago few Americans had ever heard
of Aly Khan. Now only an utter recluse
would look blank at the mention of his
name. Today he's a symbol, a living

example
in

the

of the

dream prince who dwells

imagination

of

shopgirls,

wait-

—

women, housewives all
types of women who go about their
chores and conjure up thoughts of romance far beyond their lot. No doubt
resses,

many

career

boyfriends {Please turn to Tpage 53)
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now starring in "Pinky" with Bill Lundigan, found
the success she wanted, but more important to her, a happy marriage.
Jeanne Crain,

Lon McCallister looks wistfully down the
Stardust road to the days when he, June
Haver and Jeanne Crain dreamed together

years ago, when film success was a long delayed
SIXdream,
I met Jeanne Crain and June Haver. In those

days we were three kids

.

.

.

two

college students

and a

Not too dumb, not too wise in the ways
of Hollywood. We were idealists. And being idealists, we
were planners. Together we discussed our futures: June
hoped to become a musical comedy star on the screen;
high school senior.

Jeanne wanted success, too, but even then domestic happiness seemed more important. I wanted too much. A
motion picture career, world travel, security for my family,
and a knowledge of myself which I believed a college degree
might give me. Since those beginning days and the first
flush of success the three of us have drifted apart, returned,
and drifted apart again. Through it all I have retained a
great admiration for June and Jeanne. I respect them, I
wonder at them, and I note their changes (and my own)
which the War and four years of publicized peace have
given

us.

Jeanne and I became immediate friends. She has a great
sincerity and simplicity which came through to me in every
gesture. We met one Summer day in 1943 in the hall of
the Executive Building at 30th Century-Fox. She was
standing with her mother when we were introduced. Jeanne,
an outwardly shy, quietly composed Walt Disney fawn
wide-eyed, graceful, beautiful, shook my hand and said she
was hurrying to see about her first part in a picture. That
.

.

.

picture was "Home In Indiana." And we became young
lovers on the screen.
Later in the month, Henry Hathaway, the wonderful
director of "Indiana," gave me tickets to a Hollywood revue
called "The New 'Meet The People.' " Dancing in the
revue's chorus of high-school students, he said, was the

our film. June Haver was her name. It wasn't
She was tiny, vivacious, smiling, filled with
irrepressible youthful talent. Even then she was a star, not
allowed to shine too brightly by the show's producers, but
still a shining personality.
We met a few days later in Mr.
Hathaway's office. June was almost too friendly, I thought.
I found it difficult to believe in her sincerity. I thought she
was trying too hard. But I was (Please ium to page 54)

other

girl for

in lights then.

"I

wanted too much," says Lon,

Homier.

"A

career, security for

my

in

"The Big Cat" with Skippy
knowledge of myself."

family, a

Always June Haver dreamed of being a musical comedy star. "Oh,
You Beautiful Doll," with Mark Stevens, is an answer to her dream.

Mr. and Mrs. Gary Cooper at the

MCM's "The

Stratton

Story"

at

West Coast premiere
the

Egyptian

of

Theatre.

Glenn Ford

at the

debut of "The Stratton Story" with his
She's going to give up her dancing'.

wife, Eleanor Powell.

25th Anniversary Premiere
Among the stars attending the debut of "The Str;iUon
Story" were handsome James Craig and his pretty wife

Janet

Leigh,

currently

a favorite escort,

Danny

brightening

"Forsyte

Saga,"

Hollywood's most off-again on-again couple, Ava Gardner and
Duff, entering the Egyptian Theatre for the opening.

Howard

with

Scholl, at the "Stratton" premiere.

-J.

Van Johnson, who's hiding behind that beard for "Scene Of
The Crime," at the Anniversary show with his wife, Evie.

McLean, Jimmy Stewart's fiancee, and June Allyson
watch Jimmy take an official lick of MCM's 25th birthday
cake in the lobby of the Egyptian Theatre. The premiere of
"The Stratton Story," co-starring Jimmy and June, coinGloria

MCM

cided with the studio's Silver Anniversary, so
decided
to celebrate them both at once with a party at the theatre.

Betty Garrett, now shining in "On The Town," and Larry
Parks at screening of MCM's dramatic baseball story.

Jimmy Stewart, who has the title role in "The Stratton
McLean. They plan to be married soon.

Story," with Gloria

Jimmy's big inspiration in the' film, June Allyson, waves a
greeting beneath Dick Powell's nose to friends in the lobby.

\

In
Footsteps

Judy sings for her daughter, Liza, between
scenes of "In The Good Old Summertime."

"T

IKE

mother,

JLjthe saying

like

daughter,"

goes, and

it

Judy Garland's Liza

fully

in

mama's

ture, gives

is

footsteps.

Liza's

her a

papa

memento

in

Below: Every star gets flowers opening day.
Liza's daddy, Vincente Minntlli, sent roses.

so

MGM

Van Johnson,

1

looks as

stepping careJust as
Judy herself made her theatrical debut at the age of 3, so Liza is appearing before a camera for the first
time at two and a half. The role of
comedy,
Judy's daughter in the
"In The Good Old Summertime,"
seemed heaven sent to launch Liza as
an actress and she took to emoting
like a bee to a rose. She was punctual
for her wardrobe fittings, behaved like
a big girl of 12 on the set and was
perfect in her lines.
Does she like
her work? Well, there isn't a better
ham in the cast of "In The Good
Old Summertime" than Liza, unless
it's her very close relative, Judy.
if

4

the

pic-

of his love.

Every inch a star
asol in "In

Judy

is

Liza with Judy's par-

The Good Old Summertime."

is as proud as punch of her little
actress and makes no effort to hide it.

THERE'S

Nothing Cikc

nothing like

New

York,

not

even on an expensive Hollywood set,
which is why the cast packed their bags
and headed East to film MGM's "On The

Town." It's a musical
ors, Cene Kelly, Frank
shin,

who

arrive in

story of three sailSinatra, Jules

New

York

Mun-

to celebrate

24-hour leave. "On The Town" will prove
studios are utilizing on-the-spot locations more and more. When you see
Cene romancing Vera-Ellen, Frank falling
for the charms of Betty Garrett and Jules
mooning over Ann Miller in the shadow
a

New

why

1/ork

of the Statue of Liberty,

piers

at the

Fifth

along the
Brooklyn Navy Yard and on
Avenue, you can bet your last
that the scenery is the real New

dollar

York.

Both off-screen and on, Frank, Jules and
roof of the RCA
Below: Horseplay atop Loew's State.
Building.

Left:

Cene enjoy the view from the

A

thug Mickey Rooney meets through Jeanne
in "Quicksand" is evil Peter Lorre.

Cagney

Mickey

is

when the

LITTLE

trapped by his network of crimes
him in the film.

police close in on

Mickey Rooney dream what he was walkwhen he exchanged comedy for the lead in

did

ing into

Sam H. Stiefel's "Quicksand," his first straight drama.
To keep a date with trampish Jeanne Cagney, Mickey
"borrows" money from his employer's till. That one shady
step mires him in a series of crimes, each committed
to offset the former, which are just like "Quicksand."
The more he struggles, the more involved he becomes
until

murder seems

his

only out.

Fortunately,

Mickey

has Barbara Bates and a lawyer on his side. Together
they extend the helping hands that mean his salvation.

Jeanne

Cagney, the
cause of Mickey's
downfall in "Quicksand," leaves him
when he stumbles.

Mickey can't forget
Cagney,

because

his

he's

wr ng-doing, despite Jeanne
really

a

good

boy

at

heart

Robert Young
in

"Love

Is

is

From "Love

currently

into

Big Business.'

Big Business," Bob went
Saga." with Greer Carson.

Is

"Forsyte

YOU MUST BE CAUTIOUS
Robert Young casts a wary
eye at the pitfalls yawning
before a star in Hollywood

By Jon Bruce
"My home
that

I

life has kept me on solid grounc
know," says Bob with his wife, Betty

amazing to me that so many
IT'S
stars in Hollywood keep their
heads

as well as they do!"

That was Robert Young's provocative
answer when I asked him whether or
not a star could really stay on level
ground in Hollywood. Certainly few
stars are as well equipped to go into such
a debatable topic as Bob. The very
likable guy has been in pictures eighteen
years, he's had no fair amount of success, and he's still wearing the same
size hat.

"There are so many things here that
can trip a fellow up," Bob said to me
shortly after he had wound up a starring role in BKO's "Love Is Big Business."

"There are

pitfalls

scattered

all

over the place. Bad ones that are constantly waiting to gobble you up. Probably the most difficult one to avoid is the
sudden way fame hits you. One day
you're walking up and down in front of
a studio hoping for any kind of a job
just an ordinary Joe, and then Fate steps
in and you're a star overnight. That's
a pretty overwhelming situation and can
easily send a guy topsy-turvy.
Such
sudden success doesn't give you a chance
:

to mature in your new state gradually.
Bang! You're (Please turn to page 57)

"Maybe
never an

I

escaped the
overnight

pitfalls

sensation

because
or

a

big

I

was

star."

As her husband, Joseph
Cot-ten becomes insanely
jealous

Ingrid's

of

re-

gard for Michael Wilding.

ALFRED

HITCHCOCK'S "Under
Transatlan-

Capricorn,"

Picture for Warners'
release, stars Ingrid

tic

Bergman, with

Cotten

Joseph

and

Michael
Wilding, currently the
rage of England, as her
leading men. Joseph is
her
husband; Michael,
an aristocrat like herself,
who tries to help Ingrid
overcome her craving for
alcohol brought on by
the difficult life with
her husband. In trying to
help her, Michael falls
in love with Ingrid. But
never returned.
it
is

The men quarrel over Ingrid. Michael is wounded.

he

Because
presses

of

no

Ingrid,

charges.

were
more than friends in Ireland. Yet she eloped to
Ingrid and Michael

t

Australia with

m

Joseph.

Michael's role engenders as much sympathy as Ingrid's pitiful dypsomaniac.
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"Be
with

COOD

a

her

advises

listener,"

Bob

ex-husband.

Ann

Sterling.

would
ANN SOTHERN
on any
D.

easily

win a

popularity
rating
poll. She holds the enviable position of being described as "ideal date" by
such Hollywood eligibles as Clark Gable,
Kirk Douglas and radio-movie producer,

Ph.

Cy Howard.
On behalf of

America's date-hungry

fe-

males, we decided to discover the secret
of her date-filled calendar and ever-jingling telephone. Just how does a girl get
that way?
where
So we trotted over to
Ann is starring in "Death In The Doll
House," to get instruction from an ex-

MGM,

pert.

Ann greeted us with that bubbling
laugh and smile of hers. She was wearing
a beige suit with cocoa brown stitching
on the collar and pockets, not at all the
garb of a pr6fessor.
But when she started advising on how
to attract a Prince Charming school
was in session! The soundstage was converted into a hall of learning, and we
feverishly started taking notes as if we

—

were cramming for a final.
"Visual impact," began Ann,

"is all-

important. Before a fellow asks you to
go out he's got to be impressed with what
he sees.
"You don't have to be the most beautiful girl in the world, but you should try
to be the best groomed, which brings up
the point of clothes.
"Most gals make the fatal error of
dressing to please other women, instead

A

of

men.

a

startling

male doesn't want to escort
fashion plate
that draws
nods from the females and no's from the
males. He'd much prefer someone who
is neatly and attractively dressed, some-

—

one he can feel comfortable with.
"'I've found that most men like to see
women in large feminine hats. Not those
huge ones with flowers falling all over the

"Everyone will testify a sense of humor
can enliven a date." Ann's with Don Russ.

Left: "Men are only human. They're still attracted by a girl who's completely feminine."

Right: "You must never take a fellow for
granted or for granite. Either is a mistake."

In "The Judge Steps Out," Ann practices
her preaching on susceptible Alexander Knox.

crown, but a medium-sized chapeau that
softens and frames the face."
Second point of interest, according to
Ann, is ''to always look your level best."
"It doesn't matter if you're just going
for a spin in the car or for a swim at the
beach, you should alw ays try to look as
;

good as possible.
''Although your date wouldn't comment if your appearance was untidy, he
would make a mental note of the fact.
"You must never get to the point
where you take a fellow for granted or
a mistake. Many
hat to flatter or
your escort that you
shouldn't stoop to such things. But remembering the prominent male ego, I
say go ahead and stoop.
"If he's wearing a particularly nice tie
or if he has a haircut
or some such
thing I feel it's perfectly legitimate to
make mention (Please turn to page 64)
for granite.

people claim

Either
it's

is

old

—

compliment

—

—

Tun @ei ween

7lte£
1

THERE'S

one thing about making a
that calls for a beach location,
the cast can have a swell time during
lulls in the shooting schedule.
And don't
think Virginia Mayo, Dona Drake, Ronald Reagan, Eddie Bracken didn't make
the most of their sojourn at Balboa where
film

"The Girl From Jones Beach" was filmed.
They swam, sailed and romped on the
beach. Not that their chores in the Warner
picture were unpleasant, for there were
many beach scenes which came about as

i7

the result of Eddie Bracken's suicidal decision to go to the famous Long Island seaside resort to end it all. While waiting for
Dona Drake, his girl friend, to come and
save him, he spies beautiful Virginia lying
on the beach and immediately recognizes
her as the in-the-flesh version of artist
Ronnie Reagan's composite Randolph Girl.
That's when the fun in the film begins.

Eddie demonstrates his brute
strength by whisking the 95

pound Dona right

off her feet.

checks on Eddie's
luck with rod
reel, but he's
up to his trunks in trouble.

Virginia

V

rrr.:

Dona
her

Vero-Ellen's coreer in Holly-

wood used
miss,

but

it

is

to be just hit-or-

now

it's

all

hit

definitely all

hit.

was certainly aware of the "new"
Vera when she walked into the
commissary for our interview. Decked
out in a fetching costume with a bra that
was as big as a gasp, a charming bare
midriff, and a pair of pants covered
from hips to floor by transparent silk
I

MGM

A

self-confessed homebody, Vera likes pets

and the rural

life

and shopping

for groceries.

drapings which afforded an ample view
her shapely legs, she was quite a
delectable sight. Not that this was her

of

customary costume for interviews. It
happened to be the outfit she was working in that day for a hootchy-kootchy
number. Let it suffice to say that I
didn't get up and walk out!
After awhile when I had pulled myself together enough to get down to the
business at hand, Vera and I went into
a bit of yakking about her career.
"I was so busy in New York doing
shows," she said in answer to my question about her (Please turn to ?age 65)

Vera's swept off her feet for a number, but
her personal romances are not like that.

Vera- Ellen's
interest

in

the

love

"On The

Town," besides having
four

and

dance numbers
chance to act.

a

Eve Arden's antiques are always

good for a profit when

resold.

"saving sentimentalist," Ray
Milland keeps shoes for years.

THEHollywood

other clay James Mason was at
party, when several
guests happened to notice that he
was carefully undoing the cellophane
from discarded cigarette packages, and
neatly folding the transparent squares
a

into his wallet.
"What's this?" asked one of the onlookers. "Does he think we use that for

money

Beauticians

would

starve

if

they

depended on Doris Day because she
does her own hair and manicures.

Ida Lupino buys her playsuits
with the idea of combining them
with old ones in her wardrobe.

Far

Right:

Cable

The

discards,

42

that Clark
uses as rags

shirts

he

when he overhauls

his

two

cars.

in this

country?"

Barbara Bel Ceddes
can't bear to pass up
a stray rubber band.

A

"The answer's very

simple,"

I

1

I

V

came the

takes

"He saves used cellophane and
it home for his cats to play with.

Why

should he go out and buy the stuff

retort.

when he can
cigarette

get

it

for

free

from old

packages?"

And, we ask, why not?

Hollywood,

the rest of the nation, is in the
pangs of what might be considered an
economy wave. There's nothing dire
like

By Paul Marsh
have their own

little

and

economies,

they're religious in the way they stick
to them. String-saving, for instance, is
just as popular in Hollywood as it is
in Peoria!
•First of all. let us hasten to explain
that the major economies which the
stars practice are done with the aid of
their business managers. If Ingrid Bergman decides that she's tired of her last
year's mink and would like to have a
spanking brand new one, she doesn't
skin over to (Please turn to imge 67)

Right: Jennifer Jones' favorite economy is
collect material to use in rag rugs.

to

James Mason saves the cellophane wrappers
on cigarettes for

his

pet cats to play with.

Even as you and I, the stars
have their own ways of stretching their nickels and dimes

it, and the pattern of filmland life
movie-making hasn't undergone
drastic changes. It simply means that
the lush years are over, and everyone
is just a bit more careful about where
he tosses his nickels and dimes.

about

and

And yet it's interesting to note that
the stars, even as you and I, have their
own little ways of stretching the value
of those same nickels and dimes. They

j

Thrifty

Montgomery

Clift

buys his socks

all in

the same color.

Left:

The most

avid

turner-outer in
films is Joan Bennett.

light

Jane
old

Wyman

scripts

them

hoards

and uses

for scratch pads.

toother

3

Jam

For Red

reigns supreme in
MGM's Technicolor musical,
"Neptune's Daughter," thanks to the antics of Red Skelton
and Betty Garrett. Red is a masseur who knows from nothing about
girls, and Betty's a man-crazy female who mistakes him for a famous South American polo player, and ardently pursues him, much
to Esther Williams' annoyance, because she'd like to make a play
(or him, too. When Red, who's scared to death of horses, is forced
to play in a polo game, he runs away and hides out (as only he
can hide out) with the models in Esther's bathing suit company.

HILARITY

Betty

eagerly

awaits

her

turn

as

Esther

shows the shy Red what he's been missing.

Much
a

gal

Red finds that Betty's
doesn't take no for an answer.

to his horror,

who

If seals can do it, so can
Red, as he ably
proves on the set of "Neptune's Daughter."

Virginia Mayo, who's helped Joel
thy Malone in a slam-bang fashion

McCrea escape after a holdup, goes
when she reveals her plan to tip off

after Doro-

the sheriff.

makes a desperate effort to keep
Dorothy away from the door and the lawmen.

Virginia

The Gals

Gv T<r
ONE

of the high
rado Territory"

li!

of "Colothe rough and

points
is

rumble battle waged by Virginia Mayo
and Dorothy Malone. When women engage in such encounters it's always
because of a man and in the film the

man
when

whom

Joel

is

McCrea.

Dorothy
Virginia

The

fight starts

decides to turn Joel,
loves, over to a posse.

Virginia and Dorothy have a lot of fun during
rehearsals

of their fight

scene

in

the

film.

Fighting is so foreign to their real natures
took the girls a while to get into the mood.

it

By Kay Nelson
(EDITOR'S NOTE: Kay Nelson, designer for 20th Century-Fox, knows the
value of color to enhance the beauty of
the stars she dresses. Let her help you
coordinate the fall colors that are best
for you.)
Can Make
COLOR
the right color

A dress of
give your skin a
It will make people
You.

will

lovely tone.
notice the color of your eyes. It will
make your hair more attractive. I've
seen sallow skin, dull eyes and drab hair
actually come to life when the right
colors are brought into a wardrobe.
»
*
*

in the picture,

is

maroon bagheera

velvet.

The

material looks like suede cloth but
it's so fine that five yards of it can be
pulled through a ring. Another at-home
costume is a pair of silk jersey house

pajamas

in soft bottle-green.

Her most

elaborate gown in the picture, designed
for the concert stage, is sapphire blue
velvet trimmed with ostrich feathers in

many

Linda has some
wardrobe
this Winter.
She recently had an exquisite necklace made. The chain is composed of sapphires, diamonds and platinum, and the pendant is a big black star
sapphire. She wants her whole wardrobe
shades of blue.

special plans for her personal

Color Can Also Ruin You. Fifteen
years ago I thought my life was complete ... I owned a mink coat. With
great care I selected a brown dress, hat
and shoes to match the brown of the
mink. Then, one evening in a softly
lighted restaurant, I saw myself in a
mirror. I looked sixty years old. An allbrown costume is difficult for anyone to
wear, and it was certainly too much for

Linda Darnell Is The Type who can
wear the vivid colors. She looks magnificent in them. I discovered that when I
made her clothes for "Everybody Does
It." One heavenly negligee that she wears

Flattering colors will reveal hidden

designed around this unusual piece of
jewelry.

/
Celeste Holm is exquisite in a lame brocade
gown the color of her blonde hair. Roses of
the same gold material frame the neckline.

If You Have Very Dark Hair like
Linda Darnell, you might plan a color
wardrobe for Fall. You could start with
a suit in bold purple, and a cocktail
dress of deep red, electric blue or green.
A plum colored coat would be beautiful
with certain shades of that suit and

black taffeta cocktail dress shot with
gold is a stunning foil for fair-haired Celeste,

who wears

it

in

"Everybody Does

It."

An

inexpensive fur coat could be
plum shade, but be certain
of the furrier's guarantee that it won't
fade. Sheared muskrat in silvery gray
dress.

A

dyed

in a rich

ri

tailored suits. She has one especially
attractive in gray, and another in oyster
white. She also likes to wear navy blue
or black which are very effective because
they accentuate her light hair and complexion.
*
*
*

Any Type Of Blonde looks best in
neutral shades. When she wear colors
that are too bright, she distracts the eye
from the lovely coloring of her hair.
Vivid colors are dangerous for her. They
may give her a cheap look. And some
pastels can {Please turn to page 68)

Celeste Holm knows what- a bright blue
satin housecoat with flesh net ruffles at
neck and sleeves does for blue-eyed blondes.

Her navy blue wool

suit

trimmed

white silk pique is perfect
for a blonde like Celeste Holm.

with

beauty in your hair, eyes and skin

would also be stunning with a purple

suit.

I'd suggest black accessories for all the

Your wool dress could be warm
beige and with that you could wear a
colored hat and accessories. Or have the
dress in black with touches of white at
the neck. Then a Winter white hat, and
white gloves would be most nattering.
*
*
*
above.

Holm, A Natural Blonde with
light blue eyes and fair skin, has a
cameo look about her. Her home is
decorated in pale gray and white. Off

A

brilliant applique of hand- painted net on
the skirt and scarf enlivens Celeste's black

souffle evening

gown

in

"Everybody Does

It."

Celeste

the screen she likes to wear very simple

The elegance

of a mink coat puts a sparkle
Celeste Holm's eyes, roses in her cheeks
and completely enhances her natural beauty.
in

-
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Man WouU

"(Hi

foal T&

*%<u (k

NOW and

then, in a furtive sort of
wish that 1 were one of
those organdy curtain, blue mixing
bowl types who smile in complacent
cheerfulness from the pages of homemaking magazines.
Now and then, with wistful envy, I
listen to the chatter of girls who can
whip up their own embroidered net evening gowns, or who can serve a cheese
souffle to twelve guests, all the while
looking as dewy as an apple blossom.
I yearn to be fragile and feminine,
and to grow limpid-eyed over the compliments paid me by some baritone in
tweeds. Or do I?
Let's be honest about this.
Let's contrast what I think marriage
should be with what I could, under present circumstance; give to marriage.
I regard marriage as a full-time job,
and I think a man has the right to be
head of his own household. I believe
that a man has a right to expect his
home to be managed efficiently, and that
he should come home at night to a
welcoming wife and a delicious, hot dinner, served with charm.
I am sincerely convinced that a man
has the right to expect his wife to drop
everything and join him on impromptu

way,

"I

yearn

to

be

fragile

grow limpid-eyed
over the compliments
paid me by some baritone
in tweeds ... or do I?"
and

to

I

steel springs in blue

Window"

he obstacles preventing
from becoming an object'

i

someone's
nfesses

affections/'

Ruth wryly, "are

nost (insurmountable"

ly

Ruth Roman

48

denim," warns Ruth Roman,

with Bobby Driscoll, Paul Stewart.

In her driving ambition, Ruth Roman, personally, is
quite unlike the gentle child she played in "Champion," who wanted only to be Kirk Douglas' wife.

One

look at Ruth Roman, of "Beyond The Forest,"
and any man would forget she ever warned him
precisely why she'd be a bad risk for marriage.

out of town, or last-minute dinner parties.
should be able to drive his car as he pleases
without suggestions from the right, and he should be able
to get his wife on the telephone without having to wait
thirty minutes to an hour. He should be able to play the
radio when he wishes without disturbing a frantic woman
memorizing a script, and if he should find it necessary to
pound the typewriter on a bit of office work in the evening,
it should not drive his wife into the howling hoolies.
If a man takes it into his head to explain that two and
two is four, or how an airplane flies, or what the distance
is from Dallas to Boston, he should be able to display his
learning without having his wife think, "I know that, you
dope, perhaps better than you do."
In short, I am happy to concede that a man should be
trips

A man

lord of his

my

Cross

But

.

.

.

domain and titan
heart, I am.

take a look at

MY

of his trailer court.
life

( Please

turn to page 70)

Since "Belle Starr's Daughter," her first film, Ruth has made
four other pictures, is currently doing "Beyond The Forest."

Milland
Paul Douglas, Ray Milland confer before game.

HIS long career, Paramount star Ray Milland has
INplayed
just about everything from a castaway on a
desert isle to a dipsomaniac on a lost weekend, but it
took a loanout to 20th Century- Fox, his first, incidentally, in ten years, to get him cast as a baseball player
a part which Ray relished and played to the grandstands. To top it off, he even developed a sore arm
from throwing too hard, just like real pitchers do, and
twisted a knee sliding into first base. As Vernon
Simpson, a chemistry teacher who suddenly finds himself an ace pitcher in big league baseball as a result of
his invention of a magic sponge that enables him to
control a baseball, Ray Milland makes "It Happens Every
Spring," a gay and delightful piece of entertainment.

—

Ray shows Jean Peters, daughter of the colprexy and the girl he plans to wed,
the experiment that means so much to him.
lege
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FRED ROB BINS

Marilyn Maxwell obliges her host, Freddie Robbins, with
"Chopsticks" on a typewriter prior to the airing of

a

HYATheSnooks!

Warren. Everyone's in choice voice. You
pays your dough and voices your choice.
Vic
Datnone "You're Breaking My
Heart," "Four Winds And Seven Seas"
"The Golden Tone" has another hit on

—
—

de luxe
So /ct's sample what cooks
Before you ouvrez those books!
stuff

MAIS

is

—

—

01)1— 'tis

quite a spell from
May to December but the days
grow short when you reach September. And when the Autumn weather
turns the leaves to flame, there's no
more time for that vacationing game.
It's back to French 3, and Biology 2,
and la livre and la plume and that new
English teacher. But there's always time
'cause
for that wax and needle game
all work and no records makes you-knowwhat!
So what's what in the new

—

grooves

.

.

.

HEAVENLY!
Miss Liberty ! !
ies from "Kiss

— Move
Me

over those cook-

Kate" and "South

Pacific" for the melange that are gushing forth from the new Irving Berlin
musical. Whenever a hit show comes
along all the artists rush to wax the
sharps and flats 'specially when they're
by Berlin, Rodgers and Hammerstein or
Cole Porter. It's like a new Buick or

—

caddie, everyone wants to get in on the
deal! And you can take your pick; pick
of all the fine slabs of a fine score. There's
"I Love You" by Frank Sinatra, Perry
Como, Al Jolson. Jo Stafford; "Let's Take
An Old Fashioned Walk" by Perry,
Frank and Doris Day, Dick Haymes,
and Maggie Whiting all on their re-

—

spective labels, of course. "Little Fish
In A Big Pond" was cut by Dick Haymes.

Lawrence, and Buddy Clark and
Dinah; "Paris Wakes Up And Smiles" by
Buddy Clark, Jean Sablon, Al Jolson.
and Maggie Whiting; AND our big favorite, "Homework," ecstatically etched
by Fran Warren, and Dinah, and the

and

rythmic rendition
radio program.

his

of

Bill

Andrews Kids. "You Can Have Him,"
our other fave, was tallowed by Dinah
and Doris Day sharing tonsils, and the
"Voice With The Bedroom Look"
who's coming up like Citation Fran

—

his tonsils, a sequel to "I

—

Have But One

"You're Breaking My Heart,"
a dual language deal for the price of one.
Flip side caresses you like the winds in
the title
delicious vibrations
from
Vickie boy.
He's being screen-tested,
you know and is that bad? (Mercury.)
Evelyn Knight "The Bird" is winding
high again tweet-tweeting on 4 fresh

Heart"

in

—

—

sides that'll

buy

lotsa

new

Fall clotnes.

"You're So Understanding," "It's Too
Late Now," "Be Goody Good Good To
Me" which sparkles like "Powder Your
Face," and "A Little Bird" and "Don't
Ever Marry For Money." Whatta flair
Evie has for bright rhythmic stuff. Blithe
Decca)
as a butterfly!
Mel Torme— The "Velvet Fog" did a
wonderful shot on our television show on
CBS recently sitting at the piano and
playing and singing some of his own

—

(

—

Fred's time-telling in French amuses Corinne Calvet Parisian star in "Rope Of Sand."

Fred Robbins, of the spectacular vernacular,
on "Adventures In Jazz," his CBS-TV show.

beauties.

way up top on

Mel's

the col-

lege poll of favorite singers, too. Pretty
good for Capitol's newest male employee.

His freshest. "Four Winds And Seven
Seas" and "It's Too Late Now" finds
Lem (Mel backwards) in the pop vein—
and what could be nicer or more velvety
after "Again" and "Careless Hands."
Proving Candy's boy can sell pop tunes
as well as anyone, given a good label
that gets around like Capitol.

The

pro-

duction effects around "Four Winds"

most

effective

.

.

.

is

—

Rosemary Clooney One of the Clooney
sisters in the Tony Pastor band is on
her own, and how! 'Cause Rosemary
leaves you molten with her first Columbia
cookie of
"Bargain Day" and

—

"Cabaret" nothing less than molten!
Chick signs with her left auricle and
ventricle, shows oodles of promise and
takes a rightful place in the same league
with the Shores, Days, Staffords, Lees,
etc.
'Course she did some things with

Tony— "Sidewalk Penny

Arcade"

"Grievin' For You," for example
on her first solo, wow! (Columbia)

and

— but

Jean Sablon— Ah, ma petite chou, voici
le voix de Jean Sablon sur deux disques
are just perf:
"Dites Moi"— the
adorable nursery rhyme from "South
Pacific" and "Paris Wakes Up And
Smiles" from "Miss Liberty." Biscuits
like these are one of the things that

that

tres

make

la vie so belle.

—

(Victor)

Frank Sinatra Well, happy day! Another full fat album by Nancy's Daddy
to go along with the first two he's etched.
This one yclept "Frankly Sentimental"
could have been called "Frankly Pretty
(Please turn to page 62)
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—

—

—

by introducing himself and kiddingly
asking if Elizabeth could talk her father
out of a couple of tires for him!

ice

—O

Maureen O'Hara has crossed the ocean
by plane and boat many times since she
left her native Ireland and never once
had the slightest touch of seasickness. So
what happens? She's out in the middle

of the desert, on location for U-I's big
Technicolor opus, "Bagdad," riding on
the back of a camel. The swaying motion
makes her violently ill and the doctor
gives her some of these terrific new seasick pills, which fix her right up. This

the picture that introduces two of
is
U-I's new stars
Paul Christian, who's
Swiss, and Ann Pearce, who's American.

—

The Dick Widmarks

finally

bought

themselves a house in Mandeville Canyon. Dick was all set to pursue his favorite hobby, puttering, when 20th notified him he was going to England to
Robert Cummings and Rosalind
Judge," look at some candid

What- Hollywood

Russell,

shots

co-starring in "Tell
the film's gayest

of

Itself

It

To The

sequences.

Talking About-

Is

Continued from page 21
Ford and Lana Turner

for one or, possibly,

James Mason to
co-star with the great Garbo when and if
she makes "La Duchesse De Langeais."
(That's French ior "The Duchess Oi
three pictures together;

Langeais," I think.)

—O

gals are

—

to tackle his acting chores once more.

—

o
any year

is Ann Sheridan
whipping across the 20th Century-Fox
lot astride a motorcycle with none other
than the urbane Cary Grant as passenger in the side-car. All this nonsense
stems from their picture, "I Was A Male
War Bride," in which Annie plays a

Sight

of

somewhat wacky WAC.

They started
cycling around together on location in
Germany. First time Ann had to pilot

her expensive cargo around she was
scared silly that she'd dump him out.
Always the gentleman, Cary nonchalantly pretended to fall asleep and they've
been roaring around steadily ever since
during working hours, that is.
o
Mr. G. makes no more pictures until
next year has to take a much needed rest
to completely recover from that attack of
yellow jaundice. This strange disease made
his skin turn several different shades daily
which is why he wears makeup for the first
time in his screen career.

—

—

—

—O

Several years ago,
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the time what life would be like on the
other, or guest, side. So when the Coleen
finished her starring role opposite Bing

Crosby

back to work after a
two-year absence each Dorothy McGuire, who reported to 20th for "Oh,
Doctor" and Eleanor Parker to Warners
for "Chain Lightning" with that Bogey
man, Humphrey. Both gals became firsttime mothers during their stay away
from the sound stages. And Bob Walker
(who definitely did not become a mother) is back at his old stand, MGM,
feeling fine and fit, thank you, and ready
Coupla

came to California she got a job at
La Jolla's swank resort hotel, Casa de
Manana, as a waitress. She wondered at
first

when Coleen Gray

"Riding High," she hied herthe coast to La Jolla, engaged
one of the Casa's plushiest suites and
found it was just as she thought it would
be- wonderful.
self

City." He also
learned about moving the hard way. Trying to economize, he got paper cartons
and painfully packed his entire library
of 2,000 books. The moving men then
shattered his illusions by saying he'd
have saved dough if he'd hired a professional packer, who could have crammed the books into half the space.

Jeanne Crain, who worked every single
day of the six-weeks shooting schedule on
"Pinky," was hopefully eyeing travel folders describing boat trips to Alaska and
thinking maybe she could talk the studio
out of three weeks oT for the trip.

—O

in

down

—

—o

Lundigans

off to a fine, fat new
career at 20th, where he was signed to
do the picture "Pinky" with Jeanne
Grain. The big bosses liked him so well
he's got a fancy contract and another
lead with Dotty McGuire in "Oh, Doctor." Since he has to make like a doctor,
Bill's been taking a Red Cross course.
One of the greatest satisfactions he and
Mrs. L. are having from this upturn in
their fortunes is the small house they've
rented. Up to now the Lundigans had
been living in a small apartment with
only one entrance. Bill got awful tired of
lugging the garbage pail through the living room and out the front door. The
new house has two back doors and he
can take his pick when he exits with el
garbage.

Bill

make "Night And The

—o

The

25-year-old gal composer who is doino; the music for U-I's picture,
"Once
Darling," starring Bob MontMore,
gomery and Ann Blyth, is Elizabeth Firestone, daughter of the tire tycoon, Harvey
Firestone. She has 40 musical compositions to her credit, also a pop tune, "Why
Try," which is being released by Columbia
Records. This is her first motion picture
stint and she was quite overawed and shy
on her first day at work. Her pal, June
Allyson, came with her to the set, but
when she left the gal composer was on her
own. One of the set electricians broke the

My

This and That: Shelley Winters sings
a torchy song in "Java" tagged "I'm The
Lonesomest Gal In Town," which is the
exact opposite of what Shelley really is
Cornel Wilde's learning Swiss-German for the comedy he's making over
there, tentatively titled "Swiss Tour DX5"
Wife, Pat, and daughter, Wendy,
are learning French on accounta the help
no savvy Inglis
Stick around, kids,
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

be seeing Montgomery Clift back
in the Hollywoods yet. He's signed up
for Director George Stevens' remake of
we'll

that jolly story, "An American Tragedy"
Barbara Hale, tired of rummaging
through boxes to find the right pair of
shoes, got out her paint brush and painty
ed a replica of the contents of each box
on the outside. Me, I just use plain ole
.

.

.

labels.

Fashion Notes: Before Roz Russell
took off on a jaunt to Netv York she did
a gigantic fashion sitting, wearing all the
handsome clothes Jean Louis designed
for her Columbia picture, "Tell It To
The Judge." I hear they're sensational.
And that tall gal, Dorothy Hart, picked

up her

agent's hat, got to fooling around

with it, mashed it into several shapes on
her head liked what she saw, had a
department store copy it. Now they've
asked her permission to put out a line of
hats modeled on her creation. It's tagged
"The Agent."

—

When
Betty

the sixth wedding anniversary of

Grable

and

Harry James

rolled

around, the

man

home
woman, mark-

with the horn was

to celebrate with his little

ing the first time during the marriage they
spent the big day together. He's always
been out on tour before. Betty always
tried to make pictures while Harry was on
the road, but this time "Wabash Avenue"
got off to a late start, so while Mr. J. is
loafing, she's hoofing.
Vic Mature and
Betty are re-teamed in "Wabash" remember away back when 20th wouldn't
dream of making a Grable picture without
Vic and vice versa?

—

—o

Missy Blyth
has pulled a switch, however, and is
to take the job seriously.

participating in civic affairs like crazy.
First day in office a small boy pounded
on her door and asked her, as mayor, to
help him find a home for the three small
puppies he was clutching to his chest.
She got busy and helped. Few days later
she officiated at the laying of a church
cornerstone. Her new job keeps her busy
outside working hours and she loves it.

—o
named

Shirley.

When

H-y ear-old
the gals'

sister

mother

represent the Peters family in the absence of their mother. So Jean got all
dressed up dignified in high heels, hat,
and a conservative suit. Much to her
chagrin, Jean was mistaken by teachers
and students for just another little high
school gal.

—o
We've been to a raft of parties lately,
some of them outstanding in the fun department. One of the best ones came
about because Zachary Scott was dying to
meet Florence Desmond, the British impressionist. So Jean and Keogh Gleason
tossed a real whizzer. We had fun watching Zack watching Desi go through her
act.

He

is

returning to the screen before long.

—o

We

always have a wonderful time at
Gertrude Niesen's parties. Last one she
gave was tres gai with fun people like
John and Marie Lund, Diana Lynn and
Jolm Lindsay, Wendell Corey, that very
amusing gal. Eve Arden, Greta Peck, and
Earl Blackwell. Gertie's guests always

—

at least those who
get up and entertain
can, and the others sit around relaxing
and enjoying themselves.

What Now?
Continued from page 23

and husbands are

still

suffering

by com-

parison.

No one who remembers her when she
inconspicuously began her movie career
as the shy sixteen-year-nld Marguerita
Cansino, the long-limbed dancer with
the low hairline and an equally low
acting potential, ever dreamed that she'd
become, by gum, the future Begum of
the Moslem empire, the daughter-in-law
of the wealthiest man in the world, a
Princess to a charming, handsome Prince.
Least dreamy among them would have
been Rita herself, who started her career dancing with her father, Eduardo
Cansino, and was discovered by Hollywood at the Agua Caliente Casino, then
the plushiest gambling resort south or
north of the California border.
Few people commented when she married Edward Judson because hardly anyone knew the quiet girl who had led
the sheltered life of a Spanish senorita
with her family. Judson was ambitious
for her, insisted that she take voice and
drama coaching, taught her how to dress,
urged her on perhaps too much until
the marriage ended in divorce.
She remained quiet, shy of interviews,

—

—

was away, Shirley told her actress sister she should come to an open house at
Emerson High to meet her teachers and

terrific

Mrs. Negulesco, who is Dusty Anderson,
has given up acting for painting. Had
her first art show and we understand
Greta Garbo has bought one she did of
a whole flock of cats. Garbo, by the way,

—

Maybe you didn't know this Ann
Blyth's the honorary mayor of her town,
Toluca Lake. It's the custom out here
in these parts to elect a picture or radio
personality to this spot in each of the
San Fernando Valley communities which
actually belong within the city limits of
Los Angeles. What ain't customary,
though, is for these honorary hizzoners

Jean Peters has a

—

to help celebrate her birthday
her two
great admirers, Zack and John, the Nunnally Johnsons and the Jean Negulescos
{these two gentlemen are her producer
and director on "Three Came Home"),
Columnist Harry Crocker, Harriet Parsons, Dick Cromwell, Patric Knowles.

—

—

made few

friends, was even lonely. Then
Orson Welles sawed her in half in a
magic show and married her shortly
after. Welles was also ambitious for Rita

— insisting

that

deep thinker, an

she

should become a
Rita worked

intellectual.

very hard to please him. She also worked
hard on her pictures and liked to relax
between jobs, be lazy, replenish her expended energy. She divorced Welles.
Now let us look at our plot, one of
opposition, obstacles, and interference.
Figure, now, the hassles created by Aly
and Rita falling precipitously in love
and see whether it would be worth it
to you.
First we have the long chase which
started in Spain last Summer when Rita
and her Prince Charming figured they
could do a quiet bit of sightseeing. The
plan didn't work. Dating from that
time on they've rarely been free from
the camera and the inquiring reporter.
They played fox and hounds with eager

newshawks in Hollywood, in Mexico,
Cuba. Both finally fled this continent

in

to
spend Christmas at one of the Prince's
many homes, this time in Ireland.
There were two divorces to be obtained
Rita's final from Welles, Aly's from

—

from whom he had been legally
separated before he met the glamourous
Rita. Furthermore, would Aly's father,
the powerful Aga Khan, spiritual leader
of millions of Moslems, stand still for
an alliance between his heir and a Hollyhis wife,

wood

actress?

There was another prime factor which
added to the personal turmoil. Harry
Cohn, head of Columbia Pictures anil,
up to the time Aly Khan entered the

looked like a small boy

seeing the circus for the

first

time.

We

enjoyed watching John Emery's reactions to Desi's takeoff on Tallulah Bankhead. (John used to be married to the
fabulous Tallu ). In fact, she had the whole
party spellbound John Hodiak, in a bush
beard for "Ambush;" Cesar Romero, Will
Price and Maureen O'Hara; Evelyn Keyes
with Cy Howard (it was the night before
the news of her separation from John Huston); that very pretty Jayne Meadows
with her husband, Milton Krim; Frank
Lovejoy, who was so terrific in "Home Of
The Brave" and who is one of the most
enthusiastic of the square dance cult; Dennis and Steffi O'Keefe. Lou Busch, who is
Janet Blair's composer-arranger husband,
accompanied Desi and did a wonderful job.
also

—

—O
Few

nights later some of the same
crowd did a return engagement at Desi's

Director Lloyd Bacon and Jimmy Gleason congratulate Lucille Ball upon
her fine performance in "Miss Grant Takes Richmond," Columbia picture.
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—

scene, Rita's boss,
pictures.
He lost
little

gal

who

wanted her to make

town of Vallauris for
the big doings remembered their manners and poured their best wishes out in
an orderly access of good-will. The
mayor conducted himself with dignity
and aplomb. The bride and groom were
radiant and smiling. It was indeed a
happy occasion.
Then came the kicker, the real punch
line to bring the thrilling love story to
The solits ultimate height in climax.
to get to this little

The
the decision.
had formerly been most

—

tractable about working enjoyed it in
fact
let work fly out the window when
love came in the door. Moreover, there

—

wasn't anything her boss could do except
fume and tell his press agents to tell her
she shouldn't alienate the press. She, in
turn, told the harried press agents what
they could do which, boiled down, was
to leave her strictly alone. She left no
doubt in the mind of anyone that she
was just plain fed up with being chased
by newsmen. She gained assurance from
the fact that her man liked her just the
way she was, that she could do what she
wanted. Obviously, he was head-overheels in love with her, not with her mind
or her career. She would never have to
do anything again except to please herself and him.
With that important point established
beyond any question of a doubt, an
idyllic and fairly peaceful period followed. She became in actuality the slim
figure of flame, fire and spirit which she
had heretofore only displayed on the
screen.
And, having shown she was
capable of giving a legitimate off-screen
performance when it was worth the
effort, she settled down to enjoy herself
amid her Prince's family, along with her
own little daughter, Rebecca. She wore
blue jeans and turtleneck sweaters. She
played golf, she got acquainted with
Aly's two sons. Everybody liked her
just fine. There were no scripts to read,
no early morning calls, no business conferences.

Before our story had time to roost
up there on Cloud 8, a new
impetus gave it a further lift. Finally
all avenues were cleared and the electrifying announcement came that the
actress and the Moslem prince would,
at last, be married. Suspense immediately followed hard on the heels of relieved sighs from romantics who hugged
this news to their bosoms. When would
the wedding come off was the burning
question. Interest held up because daily
teaser bulletins were amply provided on
newspaper front pages for eager eyes
to devour. The trousseau would be decozily

signed by the famous Parisian couturier,
Jacques Fath. The dresses were to be
all black, or blue, or puce
nobody could
keep track. For several days the newspapers carried stories about her gowns,
about her pretty deliberation over which
of three negligees she would wear on her

—

wedding night.

Chateau L'Horizon,

it

Communist

at

was announced.

The Moslem ceremony would come
le

later.

maire, Paul Derigon, slight
functionary of the little

town, Vallauris, would

officiate.

—

Invitations were issued
to potentates,
counts, generals and a few people from
Hollywood, among them only one important columnist, Louella Parsons, a
long time close friend of Rita's. Another

—

lady columnist was most bitter about
not getting a bid and sniped at all concerned through her column.
Rita's business manager, her agentpartner, her producer-director, and two
54

George Montgomery and
Dinah
close

girl

Shore,

having

a

his

wife,

night

out.

friends were bidden.
invited, but declined.

the following day and was the one time
the bride and groom were able to keep
their plans secret.
Which brings us, more or less, to the
end of our saga. Will this romance continue to hold public interest? Certainly
There's
there's material for a sequel.

Harry

—

dream in a happy nightmare.
Of course, no really good story can
get along without a crisis of one sort or
another. Which is precisely what we're
coming to now. Up to this point everything has been going more or less beautifully.
For the purposes of keeping
interest and suspense way up to the top,
somebody has to throw a monkey-wrench
in the works. In this story there is one

and

it's

The
call

on

a beauty.
little

Communist mayor pays a
and shamemarry them at the

his capitalist friends

Chateau after

all.

Official

red tape, or

just plain red tape, has muscled in

and

they must come to the city hall, just like
any other foreigners being married in
France. This, definitely, is a crisis of
the first water. What to do about keeping the

mobs

swarming
selves?

all

How

movie career, which can't go anywhere but up if millions of old and
newly acquired fans remain faithful.
She'll have many things to learn about
her husband's religion and customs to
Rita's

Cohn was
Rita's
pet pooch was flown over, although this
was stoutly denied. This episode spotlighted the canine world once again
unpublicized since Elliot Roosevelt's
dog, Blaze, reportedly usurped an airplane priority during the War for a trip
to Hollywood. Rita's family stated with
simple dignity that none of its members
would be able to attend.
Finally the
date was announced.
World events were virtually swept off
newspaper front pages. Every colorful
detail was ballooned into magnified importance. There was a definite note of
hysteria in the air. People who had
never been closer to Rita than a general admission ticket to one of her films
hopefully angled for invitations, some
of them tried to crash the spotlight by
having their press agents announce they
had, in fact, been invited to the glittering affair.
News of Aly's wedding presents to his
future Princess took on a fantastic quality, such as a hopeful contestant in a
super-giant colossal giveaway show might

facedly says he can't

The marriage would be solemnized

Monsieur

emn Moslem ceremony was performed

from
over the guests and themabout the inconvenience?
of well-wishing fans

No amount

of pleading or pressure alters
the situation and, at last, Rita and Aly
bow their heads in defeat to the in-

evitable.

One of the best and most amazing
angles to this melodramatic love story is
the fnct that the people who were able

—

prepare for the time when he steps into
father's high position.
They can
travel virtually all over the world with
never a worry about hotel reservations
because they are master and mistress of
his

beautiful

estates

many

in

countries.

There's always the prospect, too, that
they'll settle down and raise a family
and the love story of the age will slowly
subside into an "and so they lived
happily ever after" windup.
In any case, you'd better keep tuned
in for future developments.

"We

|

Three"

Continued from page 25
very wrong. I soon discovered June was
too intelligent to falsify friendship.
Jeanne, June and I
We three
were on location together for ten weeks
in the East. We worked, we played, we
relaxed, we enjoyed life together. And
we became good friends. At 20th they
still speak almost reverently of the picture's location jaunt as one of the studio's
.

.

.

.

most pleasant. And

Most

it

.

.

|

was.

of June's free hours were spent

a make-shift schoolroom. Her teacher,
also been one of mine during
my extra days in films, was very kind:
and as strict as ever! Jeanne and I were
inseparable. We talked constantly ...
mostly about the War, which was then
in such confusion, but also about our
futures as individuals after the War's
end. Jeanne, with that seriousness and
subjectivity of hers, would converse
in

who had

brilliantly

for

an

eighteen-year-old,

I

I

:|j

I

thought, on philosophy, literature, religion and marriage.
Every night, coming home to the hotel
from the farm outside Lexington, Kentucky, we would ride on the top platform of the camera car, letting the wind
whip around us, squinting against the
late afternoon sun, and learning to understand each other's adolescent problems. Jeanne has a strength of purpose
which few recognize. She often said she
would work hard to become a star, but
that she would work harder to become a
good wife. Her career, a new experience
for Jeanne, was exciting and wonderful,
but within herself marriage and a home

1

I

I

1

were her primary ambitions. Today the
studio heads would never allow Jeanne

LITTLE LULU

Grain, their money-making property, to
sit on top of a speeding truck; she now
must ride in long, black limousines. Yet
I know her thoughts are still up there in
the wind. Today Jeanne has established
herself as a potentially great screen actress. She has also found a good husband
in Paul Brinkman, built a home together
with him, and begun her long-dreamedof-family in the form of young Paul, Jr:

and baby Michael Anthony.
June's was another story. We are very
much alike, in many ways. We grew up
with one ambition

.

.

A

success.

.

career.

As children we danced and sang at the
Elks and the Masonic lodges and at
Legion programs. Sometimes we practised instead of playing, and many times

we

visited casting offices rather than the
June became a band vocalist at

circus.

I was a motion picture extra at 13.
believed in ourselves then. We had
to. Few others did.
The last night on the train which
brought us home from location, June
and I sat up and talked until past mid14.

We

We both felt, providing audiences
approved, that "Home In Indiana"
would be our chance at stardom. We
tried to chart our courses. I was going
into the Army within two months, so my
night.

immediate future was decided. June's,
however, was within our grasp, and we
tried to reach out and touch it. And, in
looking back, we were fairly accurate:
Technicolor musicals with an occasional
light comedy, pure escapist entertainment
that was our design for June's
.

.
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professional pattern.

Even then we were alike in many of
our private ambitions, too. June repeated over and over again how much
she wanted to remain single. No romance, only success. I agreed. I didn't
want a wife, because I didn't have
enough money to support one; and I
young in my outlook; I was going off to War; and I wasn't in love.
June's main reason was her career. She
was completely married to her career in
1943, when she was seventeen. And she
was a happy, very young girl.
was

tr>o

On one of the last days of "Home In
Indiana," Jeanne. June and I met in one
of our old green canvas lean-to dressing
rooms. They were ugly, impractical, cold
but someone had drawn a
and they were
our only visible fame. In those days we
wanted nothing more. I was leaving almost immediately for Fort MacArthur
and my induction, Jeanne had already*
begun a second film, and June was
buried in tests for another. Those last
few days we saw very little of each other.
Suddenly the picture was ending, and so
much with it; and this final meeting was
our vain attempt to push back the days
of uncertainty before us. We planned
youthfully that day
another film

and

dirty,

star in chalk on each door

.

.

.

together some day, regular correspondence, reunions. They never materialized,
for suddenly our lives fanned out in opposite directions. For two years, except
for the filming of "Winged Victory," I
was away from Hollywood
the midwest, the eastern seaboard, Canada,
.

.

.

Alaska. In the interim, Jeanne and June
went on to unbelievable success. They
were accepted immediately by the public
and pushed from one film into another
without time for rest or relaxation or
even thought.
June, I believe, was wonderfully happy
during that period almost constantly
on the set, practising, recording, rehearsing, making personal appearances.
All the things she had been waiting to
do for over half her life. But Jeanne was
beginning to realize how unimportant
success was to someone whose honest
happiness comes of sharing success with
another. And Jeanne needed someone to
share her life with, even then. Some people, when they haven't trained many
years for the experience of sudden fame,
revolt against it and turn within themselves. But June knew almost exactly
what to expect. She understood the demands of a motion picture career and
accepted the strained, unnatural existence. Long ago she told me she expected
unhappiness in her life, but was willing
to accept it if it meant professional
recognition. June and I both felt that
way in 1943.
When I returned to the United States
at Christmas, 1945, I saw the change at
once in Jeanne and June. Both girls had
found much in fame, but not enough.
Each of them wanted a normal home

—

life,

a husband.

mous

my

They had become

fa-

absence, pyramiding one
screen hit upon another, while I advanced in 23 months to the exalted rank
in

of corporal in the AAF. They were
sophisticated social, and perfectly adjusted career women outwardly. But it
was only on the surface. They were still
the young, inexperienced girls I had left
at home during the War. We had one
common problem the need for understanding companionship. Our families
were good and kind to us, but there
comes a time in life when every child
must break free of his parents to live a
successful and full life. The three of us
had (in nearing the crossroads of individuality) reached the coming of age.
Here were our three decisions.
Jeanne, within two weeks of
return

—

my

from Alaska, married Paul Brinkman. As
always, the unkind people in Hollywood,
the same as the unkind people in all the
world, criticized her action. They said
the marriage wouldn't last, that it was a
mistake. But they were so wrong, as is
usually the case. In Paul, Jeanne has
found everything she needed. A provider,
a mate, a master. Also a good husband
and an understanding father for young

Paul and Michael Anthony. Jeanne,

like

most

progressive young women, has
made her home her career, not just an
accepted predicament of the female of
the species. In it she has found success,
remuneration, recognition and the perfect basis for a

sound future. Her work

secondary, yet she treats it with great
respect. I can imagine her studio sees
in Jeanne's quiet nature the intense
strength which has given her a balanced
marriage and career. She has definite

is
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She seldom compromises. She is
an idealist but also a practising

ideas.
still

realist.

Among

the world's great perfumes are the
Lanvin creations. Not shown, but new is
Lanvinette, a charming purse carrier in
an Vs ounce size to augment the lighter
Eau de Lanvin (toilet water) our model is
using as a fragrance accent for Autumn.

SEPTEMBER

Summertime

kisses

goodbye and bids us take ourselves
in hand for Fall.
In

the

Arpege

is

kingdom

world of perfume, Lanvin's
"a shining star in the magical
of

this scent in
toilet

fragrance."

Here you

water which helps extend the

of the true perfume, at $3* up.

Lanvin

see

Eau de Lanvin, a wonderful

perfumes,

including

life

All the

Arpege,

Rumeur, Pretexte, My Sin and Scandal
now come in the Lanvinette, an Vs ounce

the world for the budding
campus or career girl is a good looking,
good performing brush and comb set. Here
beauty, all gift boxed, by Mohawk.
is a
Best

gift

in

container for carrying throughout the
day, $2.25* to $3*. Exquisite perfume
in a "budget" size.
A good comb and brush are the first
steps to shining bjur. This attractive
pair by Mohawk are new and come in
pink, blue or clear lucite at $4.
There is really no excuse for leaving
your lipstick signature on glasses, napnot if
kins, cigarettes or those you kiss
you know Lip Magic by Duret. This
clear, colorless liquid is brushed over

—

lipstick to seal

it

and keep

it

where

it

belongs. Lip Magic is gentle and does
not sting or dry. In $.50* bottles or
purse, carrier at $1*.
A trio of new Max Factor lipsticks
make their debut, Pink Secret, Pink

Etiquette

authorities

condemn

marking glasses, cups, linen or
a

man

Magic

with your lipstick. So, Lip
to seal your lipstick on

your lips!
lovely to use,
it's
is an
aid to your social poise.

Velvet and Coral Glow. Vibrant, lifting
shades, here's new Hollywood harmony
intimately keyed to Autumn fashion
colors. Wonderful base in hobnail case.
$1* each.
The De Long people have always been
artists at pins for your hair. The new
De Long Curl Setting Pins, $.10 and
$.25 a card, are examples. A tricky bend,
a strong hold, flat for sleeping. Real art!
*P/us 20% Federal Tax
CM.

New

lipsticks by

Max

Pink
Pink VelCoral Clow.
Factor,

Secret,
vet,

Pinks were inspired
by Rita Hayworth's
fabulous trousseau.

June, at the beginning of 1945, was
bursting with success and a reasonable
amount of unshared happiness. Her
mother was very close to June. They
were great friends. But parental love is
not enough. June needed the experience
of marriage. It would give her greater
understanding, a comprehensive life. She
found it (or an unsuccessful substitute)
in her brief marriage.
The failure of
that experiment is not the important
fact to remember, it is the success and
courage with which June dealt with her
momentary mistake. She has come out
of a very disheartening period with invaluable knowledge. Perhaps it took a
tremendous upheaval to channel June's
future. More than ever she now knows
what to expect from life. In the very
tragedy of misfortune, men and women
often disclose their true identity. June,
at this very moment, may be presenting
her true self to you.

For myself, I have been both a failure
and a success. The two years after the

War were a confused period of readjustment, mainly in bowing to the
Hollywood pattern. I tried to be a part
of the so-called younger social set of
the film capital, but it was an awful
parties,
failure.
Nightclubs,
cocktail
special events!

a false

life

over curls and
no nail or
tooth opening. Real
blessings for the
ily

need

night pin rnrl cpt!

like

friends, seeing the world, visiting neigh-

these are the things
borhood theatres
I like and want ... at least, in part. My
career these past three years has been
only moderately successful. Both "The
Red House" and "Thunder In The
Valley" were interesting pictures, but
neither very commercial. "Scudda Hoo!
Scudda Hay!" at 20th Century-Fox,
"The Big Cat" at Eagle Lion, which
was produced by William Moss, and "Always Sweethearts" will perhaps win back
the following I had before my Army
days. That public interest has never
completely returned, and it leads me to
believe perhaps I lost some intangible
quality during the War.
During my enforced long vacation,
before "The Big Cat" started shooting, I
travelled across the country, drove to
Mexico, began a correspondence course
at the University of California at Los
Angeles (in second year psychology and
the history of philosophy) took an active
interest in real estate, and tried to become a better person. Later, I would
.

.

.

like to visit a foreign country, possibly

France or Italy, providing no producer
wants me for a picture and I can book
passage on a freighter. It will be interesting to see what happens during the
next few years to Jeanne and June and
myself. At least I'm interested. And
in

another

six years,

if

magazine copy,

the three

I will be
asked to write a follow-up story on June
Haver, Jeanne Crain and Lon McCallister.
Perhaps by then we three will
have made that long-dreamed-of, oftenplanned sequel to "Home In Indiana,"
the film we will never forget.

of us are

ting Pins slide eas-

But it was
me, and so I

I really tried.

someone

pushed it aside. I am a hick at heart.
Being alone, playing bridge with good

maybe
De Long Curl Set-

to

still

You Must Be Cautious

You owe

Continued from page 33
You're

there!

How

famous!

can

it

to your daughter to

tell

her

you

help being impressed?
"I've been able to meet this fairly
well because after eighteen years I've
noticed from watching many cases that
while fame can come suddenly so can the
decline. That has a decidedly sobering

these MiMdfc7z^o/Ji/zo/

me!
"For another point, there's a star's
merchandising value. He discovers he
can sell tickets for his studio. This impresses the studio and naturally the
A big publicity campaign gets
actor.
started to cash in on the hot property.
So what's more natural than for the
actor to think he's as good as his pubeffect, believe

licity

says

saying,

myself

he

How

is?

'Hmmm — look
with my little

can

what

he

help

I did all

by

hatchet?'
"Fan interest is another exciting and
dangerous thing. It's always been a
never-ending source of bewilderment to
me that people can get so excited about
a star. You'd have to be inhuman not

touched and impressed by it. Once
in Paris with my wife when a
man came up to me and began chattering away in French. I only understood
one word 'autograph' and since I saw
him waving a pencil and paper at me I
assumed he wanted just that. But I have
never forgotten the incident. I wouldn't
say such fan interest isn't enjoyable.
That would be unduly cynical and it
would also be a lie. My attitude about
it
all,
however, still remains, T just
to be

I

was

—

—

—

can't believe

"Then
cial

it.'

there's the

income we

incredible.

in pictures acquire.

Money

in the

— make sure she has

modern,

information

this

It's

scientific

.

.

bank can make

you feel like pretty hot stuff unless
you're careful. Fortunately, I've looked
upon the money I've made simply as
financial security which has enabled me
to live comfortably. I've never used it
as a gauge to my so-called importance
or unimportance.
"These are only a few of the stiff tests
a person is put to who becomes a star
in Hollywood
and only a few of the
reasons why it's not surprising some go
off half-cocked. I've kept my head because I've never been able to forget the
fantastic way in which I got my break.
Talk about Fate and her whims! Talk

—

Isn't

a blessing that in this modern

it

age of enlightenment, helpful truths can
be outspoken? Today, vaginal douches
2 or 3 times weekly are so widely recommended and practiced for intimate
feminine cleanliness that the allimportant question has really become
what to put in the douche!
So, mother, make sure your daughter

—

no other type liquid antisepticgermicide of all those tested for the douche
is so powerful yet so safe to tissues as
zonite. (If you have the slightest doubt,
send for proof in free booklet below.)
realizes:

Cautions Against

Weak

or Dangerous Products

about luck!

"My

brother used to get extra work
pictures years ago," Bob continued,
"and once in awhile he'd get me a bit
here and there. I got just enough work
that way to whet my appetite. I was
also attending the Pasadena Community
Playhouse at the time and the smell of
greasepaint only strengthened my desire
to be an actor. I was doing odd jobs, too,
during the day, one of my occupations
in

bank clerk. But every spare
had was spent going around
to casting offices and trying to get in to
see an agent. I had plenty of luck
all
of it bad. Nobody would see me.
"I decided to clear out and go to
Carmel and get a job. I knew there was
a little theatre in the town and I thought
I might be discovered if I pulled up
being a

moment

Before she marries
matter of the finan-

I

—

If, through old-fashioned advice passed
on down through the years, you are still
using 'kitchen makeshifts' such as salt,
soda or vinegar let us warn you these
are NOT germicides in the douche.
On the other hand, no wise woman

—

would want to resort to dangerous
products overstrong solutions of
which may burn, harden tissue and, in
time, even impair functional activity

—

mucous glands.
Truly, zonite is a modern miracle!
zonite has a powerful germ-killing
action yet is absolutely safe to
tissues. It's positively non-poisonous,
and non-irritating.X ou can use zonite as
directed as often as you wish
there's
not the slightest risk of injury.

of the

—

Zonite's Miracle-Action

zonite eliminates odor, removes waste
substances and discharge. You feel so
dainty and refreshed. Helps guard
against infection. It kills every germ it
touches. You know it's not always possible to contact all the germs in the tract.
But you can be sure zonite does kill
every reachable germ and keeps them

from multiplying.

Any 'drugstore.

—

4830

—

Fashion's

favorite,

Enjoy making
becoming casual, minus

pleat perfect.
this

Front opening
placket.
Sizes
slanted to slenderize.
12-20; 30-42.
Size 16 takes
yards 39-inch material.

side

3%
Send

TWENTY-FIVE CENTS

—

9079

Classroom companion
gay week-ender in velveteen.
Good in any fabric. Low-cut

jumper.

In sizes 11-17. Size
13 jumper takes
yards
39-inch fabric.
The blouse,
2 yards of 39-inch fabric.

SCREENLAND,

(in coins) for each pattern to:
224, Pattern Department, 243 West 17th St., New York 11, N. Y. FIFTEEN
more for the new Fall Pattern Book.
free pattern is printed in the book.

CENTS

A

3%
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Shorty

OF HOLLYWOOD

Gown

Shops Throughout
Southern California

RECENTLY,
made

your fashion editor

a delightful discovery

Exquisitely styled

—the

if

you

beauty and

for

advantages of shopping by mail.

sleeping comfort.

here they are. You can save money,
not only pennies but at times dollars. You
will find, also, new, individual ideas. If
you'd like to be a leader in your group,
to gain the reputation for being individually and smartly dressed, yet keep your
spending down, try my discovery. All
reputable companies are glad to refund
your check or money order remittance

And

Dainty ruffled
| yoke

aren't satisfied.

" in

ski club in the

a

Limit 4

Materia/: Finest
Rayon Jersey

them

Adiron-

saw something
resembling these adorable California
"Care-frees" but what a price! Now,
Knit-Togs of Hollywood has done them
in pure virgin wool with a bright hand
last

sleeves,

Cozy combine of socks and
slippers hand embroidered
pattern, pure virgin wool...
double-welt sole with gay
edpe trim. You'll literally

ATdackssmart Winter

and

button front.

I

embroidered pattern at but $2.95 a pair.
"Care-frees" combine your woolly socks
and slippers and they are about the coziest things you can imagine
and so comfortable. All ages love them, but the
college crowd somehow needs them to
keep in step.

—

DAHLIA

Sizes: 32, 34, 36,

38

,Co/ors: Pink, Blue,
ze.

PAIR

We
It's

ORDER DIRECT FROM BETTY CO-ED

prepay postage

BETTY CO-ED of Hollywood, Dept. 474
6402 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28, Calif.

Smart to Order Hollywood Fashions by Mail

T

KNIT-TOGS OF HOLLYWOOD, Box 1781, Hollywood,
Enclosed: Check
Money Order
Please send me: Dahlia
Petal
Both
Colors: Red

Blue

Medium

Sizes: Small

Name

I

QUANTITY
1

.

.State,

may return the sorts
understand thai It am not really DELIGHTED
to you within 5 days and my money will hnrheerlully retunded
I

I

"Shorty"

SIZE

1st

Choice 2nd Choice

Gown

1

Name

.

_Zone_

COLOR

Calil.

Green
White
Large

Address
City

Orchid, White

AddressCity

-Zone
Postage Paid, Except on

State-

CO. D.'s

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

THE

"Shorty" gown, like this pretty
one from Betty Co-Ed, probably is a
development of the usual pajama top.
Anyway, it is a popular young trend in
bedtime attire and for good reason. You
can sleep free and unencumbered by
entangling alliances with long gown or

pajama pants. Also, you are going to
pay very little for this last word in night
fashion, but $2.39, or two for $4.50 if
you like an extra bargain. Lovely colors
in a fine rayon jersey, and nicely finished.

SOFT

tweeds, textured woolens, corduthese are part of the
young fabric picture for Fall. So right in
step comes "Moc" talk, a highly styled
moccasin trend by Vicki of Boston. The
regular heel or platform sole are current
fashion. Notice, too, the adroit handling
of straps and the bright accent of buckles. Plus the style, Vicki gives you quality leather, in this case elk, known for its
resistance to wear. You get the wellknown Vicki workmanship and comfort.
Whether you belong to the moccasin
crowd and make the shoe your standby
or whether you want a pair to round out
your wardrobe, Vicki is your answer.
But don't stop with the moccasins. The
new 1950 catalogue is ready for you and
it contains a shoe world to delight your
purse high style but in a budget bracket.
Send for it and double your shoe
wardrobe and so sensibly and smartly
keep in step with fashion.
roy, velveteen

—

—

"DOUBLE-TALK'
Black, Brown, Red,

Green
Also

regular

"CROSS-STRAP"

heel.

ORDER

.BY

Brown, Red, Green

MAIL

elk leather.

D-9-9
VICKI OF BOSTON
89 BEACH ST., BOSTON. MASS.
Plpnsp *pnrt mp
Prs. Moccasins @ 3.98

STYLE

SIZE

2nd
COLOR CHOICE

"WESTERNER"
"DOUBLE-TALK"
"CROSS-STRAP"
Nnnma
ArlrlrAC«

Sizes S 1/2 to 9.

(-:•„

Check

Money Order

C.O.D.
Send check or money order and tee will pay postage.
Customer agrees to pay postal charges on C. O. D.'s.
i

R.S. V.P,

elk leather.

in

4 io

Send for

9,

Narrows;
Mediums.

FREE 1950 Catalog
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stakes and left Hollywood Dehmd. A
friend of mine got me a job in a bank
up there and my brother and I started
on our way. We got as far as Kings
City when the car broke down. During
our five hour wait while it was being
repaired, my brother spent the time
telling me I was silly to leave Hollywood, that he'd try to get me more work
as an extra, and that I should keep
trying for a break. Well, I didn't need
much of a nudge and the first thing I

frighten
t/otirlto a

little...

brighten
lie*

—

.

lot!

knew

I was heading back to Hollywood.
"Without my knowing it, an agent,
Nat Goldstone, had been trying to locate me while I was on my way to
Carmel. He had called my house and
my mother had told him where I'd gone
but said she didn't know where I'd be
staying. So he sent a wire to the Western Union office up there for me, telling
me to come back. The wire was re-

turned since I couldn't be located. I'd
been back home five days before Nat
thought of calling the house to check on
me further. When he did call I answered the phone and he told me to come
to his office at once.

"I couldn't understand why he should
be so interested in me. He finally told
me the whole story. He'd taken Morris
Ankrum, who was a character actor,
to a studio on an interview. On the
way back he asked Morry if he knew of
a likely young juvenile at the Playhouse
who might be picture material. Morry
told me later that my name just suddenly came to his mind and he really
gave the old pitch to Nat about me.
Hence Nat's interest.
"The first thing Nat asked me to do
was to sign a contract. Well, I'd been

Learn this secret from popular girls.
Rinse lovely Marchand color into your
hair after every shampoo and see your
hair sparkle with rich, warm color.
Marchand's "Make-Up" Rinse fills
your hair with enchanting highlights.
Blends in that first bit of tell-tale gray
and removes dulling soap film. Whether
you're blonde,
there's a

brunette or redhead,

Marchand Rinse shade

Perfectly safe, the color
porary
comes out in
.

.

M

.

is

tot you.

only tem-

shampooing.

archand

s

"MAKE-UP"

HAIR RINSE
2 Rinses 10*

•

6 Rinses 25*

plus tax

frBy t he

M a kers of Marc han-i's Golden Hair Wash

USA LMOST

UN BTlTIVABlE

— BUT

TR UIE . .

l/pl'fi KEEPS COLOR

ON YOUR

LIPS-

EVEN THO' YOUR LIPSTICK WEARS OFF
alone can never do this — keep vital, alluring
on your lips even after eating, drinking or
smoking! Lip Life, the amazing, new color base to
use with your favorite lipstick, magically retains
fresh, vibrant color on your lips hour after hour.
Not a drying liquid, but a soothing, smoothing color
base that assures thrilling new lip-beauty all day.
Lipstick

color

PROVE

IT

TO YOURSELF!

Send for generous

trial size

"R" for red tone,
for blue tone. Please enclose 10c for postage & packing

trying for months just to get into an
agent's office and to have one asking
me to sign up was too much. I'd have
signed anything. I am still with him,
by the way.
"Nat took me to Fox first where I was
given a silent photographic test, one of
those things where you're wheeled about
on a stool while the camera catches your
profile and what-not. They are abominable things that are not fair to the
hopeful young person at all and I think
they ought to be abolished. Then Nat
took me to Paramount and with the
help of Felix Young, who was a producer there, rushed me down at five
o'clock in the afternoon for a test. It
was obvious the test director didn't
relish my coming in at that late hour
and I got the brush-off treatment. I recited a speech from the play, 'Young

and I know I sounded like 'The
Boy Stood On The Burning Deck.' It
Sinners,'

was elocution at

"B"

* Guaranteed by

*2\

Good Housekeeping,

MGM

next stop was at
where
Nat introduced me to Benny Thau, who
was casting director at the time. I certainly couldn't have been an impressive
sight

Specify

deadliest.

its

"My

when Benny met me.

neck and ears and
at ease as a giraffe

I

I was all
was about as much

a nursery. Benny
me a test but
he couldn't authorize one. However, he
did have an idea. A couple of girls
Ann Dvorak and Karen Morley were
being tested for a contract and no one
could be found to play the scene with
in

told us he'd like to give

$1.00 at better
drug and depart-

ment

NATONE COMPANY,
Dept. 465. 1207

60

W.

stores.

INC.

6th Street, Los Angeles

M,

Calif.

—

them, so

test

director Felix

agreed

reluctantly

to

Feist

had

the

test

make

with them. Benny told me to go down
to the stage and see if Felix would let
me do the test with the girls instead.
This was also at five in the afternoon,
by the way. Felix was more than glad
to be relieved of the job. Well, he had
to shoot Ann and Karen so about all
you could see of me was a good-sized
view of my ears and the back of my
neck. Felix apologized for having to do
the test that way and then asked me if
I'd remain and do a test later in the
evening with a Santa Barbara socialite
who was coming to town. I told him I'd
be glad to since all I had was time. She

was due at eight and arrived at ten.
Felix was really boiling by then, so he
threw the whole test, all good angles,
at me.
"By now I was on Cloud 12. Here I
was in a movie studio actually getting
a real test. When the thing was shown in
a projection room, someone in that dark
room said quietly, 'Who's that kid?' A
little ripple of interest began to stir
faintly. Benny Thau then had his chance
to ask for a more extensive test of me.

made two, the latter being the Tiffany
treatment with lights, full sets, and
what-not.
"It was here that Nat went to work.
At the time, he was handling Frank
Albertson, who was supposed to go into
a good part in the first of the Charlie
Chan pictures at Fox. The company
I

was to leave for location in Honolulu on
a certain date. Nat knew Frank couldn't
finish his current commitment at another
studio in time to leave for location, so
he called Fox and told them that
had a young actor under contract who
would be perfect for the part. I was
under no contract at all then, of course.
Nat then called Benny and asked him
to tell Fox that I was an
player.
This Benny did. Nat, thereupon, went

MGM

MGM

MGM. He

work on

told them they
to a year's contract with
two six months' options. It was a good
deal, he pointed out. If they didn't want
me after Fox had used me in the picture, at least the loan-out salary Fox
to

should sign

would pay

my

me

MGM for me would
MGM agreed.

pay

off

contract.

"That's the story of my break in picYou can see how Fate played a
big role. Whenever I recall that story,
as I do often, I can't get unduly impressed by any luck I may have had in
pictures. The element of chance was too
strong then."
One of the big things that has helped
Bob to keep on an even keel has been
his reaction to his career. He has never
regarded it purely as a means of gaining
attention and importance.
tures.

"I've always been so awed and impressed by pictures that I never went
off the beam," Bob said sincerely. "I felt
in the beginning that I had a long way

and that

had no time to get any
For that matter
I still think I have a lot to learn. My
whole career has seemed too much like
to go

illusions

I

of grandeur.

a piece of freak luck for me to go off into
a tizzy about it. I keep seeing, in my
mind's eye, a picture of a man walking

up and down

in front of the studio gates,

and I can't help saying to myself, 'There,
but for the grace of God, go I.'
"I've had a good career but not a
spectacular one. I've lost
I

had

hard to

tried

get.

many
I

them ^or

^Jreadure

big parts

xmoroud

9

was disap-

when I wasn't able to land them.
wasn't defeated by such disappointments. In a sense I guess I was a
fatalist. At any rate, my thinking has
always been colored by the way I got
into pictures. All I can say about my
work on the screen is that I never
consciously dogged a performance."
Bob's very happy home life has done
much to keep him contented in Hollywood, satisfied enough with his lot for
him not to want to go sailing overboard.
"My wife and I had an idyllic ro-

tkeir

*$lidas ^Joucli

..

pointed

But

I

Rayon
ered

Black. Royal, Light Blue,

mance," Bob went on. "We were childhood sweethearts and were always in

Pink,

love although we didn't realize it. In
fact, it wasn't until she became engaged to someone else that I knew I
wanted to marry her.

"Before

all

this

MGM

happened, I had

embroidgolden threads

satin,
in

White, Red.
4 to 10.

Sizes

my

contract at
and I was told to
squire several young starlets
for publicity purposes. This could have made
me feel I was really quite a guy, but I
was only bored stiff with the routine. As
a gay night clubber I proved to be a
wet firecracker. But when I got married, the reaction was tempestuous.
I
was told by the studio that I had ruined
my career, and naturally I was really
scared. There was an earthquake the
same week and I wasn't at all sure T
hadn't caused the quake.
"However, I managed to pass through
this crisis. And soon I was involved in
raising a family, so involved that 1
wasn't able to have time to think of
my career in grand terms. Our first child
was born nine months and six days after
my wife and I were married. Now we
have four girls. The responsibilities and
problems of raising a family were so
great that I could think of nothing else.
"My happy home life has kept me on
solid ground, that I know.
wife is
not in the least impressed with the fact
that I'm in pictures. She's very levelheaded and has no warped sense of importance at all. As far as I know, my
daughters
are
equally
unimpressed.
They just accept me for what I am.

—

At your favorite

store, or write to

Honeybugs

Inc.

—47 W. 34th

St.,

New York

1,

N. Y.

My

"Our manner

We

too.

of living has been simple,

never have given big parties.

We've been content at home and have
the need to lean on such a superthing as a social whirl. We just
never sought it out and so were never
caught up in it. Once in awhile we do
go to a night club just to see how the
other half lives.
Actually, it's pretty
hard to take a slippers and fireside guy
like I am and turn him into an actor
with illusions of greatness. If I ever
should get such illusions, my wife would
puncture them in a hurry anyway.

not

felt

ficial

"Because we've been happy we haven't

Gives EXCITING CURVES
Like Nature's Own . . .

Now you can Wear the most
fashionable dresses
the
snuggest-fitting sweaters
with the complete assurance that a perfect bustline is yours! New MAID'
BLOOM Bra gives you the
full, natural- looking curves
you have always dreamed of.
The secret is in the new
snap- in washable foam rubber pads that are built up at
both top and bottom for more
thrilling curves. Pads can't slip,
slide or expose themselves. Best

—

this exciting

of all.

new

bra

LOVELY GIRLS EVERYWHERE

DEPEND UPON
Stillman's Freckle

new

a popular girl have that
draws others to her? An exquisitely
lovely skin and perfect grooming
the two create self-assurance so necessary to personality and popularity.
You can be more charming
more
popular by caring for your skin. The

front clasp plus elastic front

able
fabric,

fit.

.

Adjust-

• tis'rons
st-aos.
28 to 36, Nude,
White, colors. All this,

should-r

in sizes

Black and
MAID'N
only
Order
$2.98!
BLOOM Bra today and enjoy the
glamor-secret of famous models

and movie

.

stars!

SEND NO MONEY
Try 10 Days At Our Risk
Just simply draw circle around
color and size desired and mail
with your name and address.
When package arrives pay postman $2.98 plus C.O.D. postage
on guarantee you may return bra
money back if not 100% delighted.

in

10 days

for

your

SEND CASH WE PAY

POSTAGE.

MAIL ON MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE

become involved with phony people.
The fight to ward off phonies is a tough
one for some people in town because if
they're lonely they're easily taken in by
the moochers who flatter them and make
them feel important. I've never needed

Circle Size: 28, 30, 32, 34, 36

that outside assistance, that bolstering.

MAID'N BLOOM BRASSIERE CO., Dept. 62-L
803 N. Milwaukee Ave., Chicago 22, III.

MARK COLOR SELECTION:
Black

Nude

for the skin

What does

is

designed to wear with the most
daring low necklines. Has the

and back for better

Cream

that suggests that well-groomed look.

White

.

.

.

.

gentle bleaching action of Stillman's
Freckle Cream can help you to have a
clearer, smoother, softer looking skin,
with charming appeal. On sale wher-

ever toiletries are sold
inexpensive. Write today for "The Joy of New
Personal Charm."
.

.

.

THE STILLMAN COMPANY
BOX

27

AURORA, ILLINOIS
61

—

DRUNKENNESS
DO YOU WANT RELIEF?
QUICKLY.'. INEXPENSIVELY!
.

ALCOREM, the amazing liquid
promote aversion
(dislike) toward ALL intoxicating

Use

that intends to

Not

classed as a permanent
IS a recognized method
of withdrawal of alcohol. Interrupts
drinking cycle and causes many to
turn from liquor. May be taken in SECRET. A few drops

"cure," hut

)

it

only

ual growth. If I had to plan it all over
again, I wouldn't plan it any differently.
Maybe I escaped the pitfalls because I
was never an overnight sensation or a
big star. Whatever the reason, I can

I

of this wonderful ALCOREM eliminates desire for more
alcohol. GUARANTEED Pure and Effective. Aversion

treatment

is

always did.

"Fame

a fickle lady anyway. Honand right living are your

is

est happiness

steady companions.

my

That's

motto

Hollywood."

for life in

Right Off The Record

recognized by Medical Authority.

ALCOREM comes ready to use —simple instructions in— NO BOOKS TO READ— need not cause excesOne happy
ALCOREM
SEND ME MORE
WONDERFUL ALCOREM AT ONCE FOR A FR IEND
WHO IS A HEAVY DRINKER. BOUGHT FROM
YOU BEFORE AND HAD WONDERFUL RESULTS."

say that I've kept my head in
Hollywood because it never occurred to
me to act any differently from the way

"All in all, I'm perfectly satisfied with
career and the way I've lived my
life in Hollywood. It's all been a grad-

my

Drunkenness ruins Health, Happiness. Break the Drinking Cycle

drinks.

—

cluded

sive time out from work or social duties.
user writes: "PLEASE
I

As an

we send
21 PINKIES with order of

additional help

FREE!

.

.

.

ALCOREM

Special Formula capsules to help nervous and digestive
system. Also FREE
CHART. Acts as guide
n building reformed drinker to proper weight.

WEIGHT

i

SEND NO MONEY— ORDER NOW
MONEY BACK. Send name

SATISFACTION OR

and

rush ALCOREM, FREE PINKIES and
FREE Weight Chart. Mailed in plain wrapper. Pay postman only §4.95 ancj S m a n C.O.D. charge. To save C.O.D.
charge send $4.95 with order.
address.

We

MIDWEST HEALTH AIDS
D EARBORN ST\_.

608 S.

•

dept.R-9

CHICAGO

5,

ILL.

$ $ -BELIEVE IN LUCK?-$ $
a

Carry

pair

of

GENUINE

BRAHMA RED LIVE HIGHLY
MAGNETIC LODE STONES
I

reputes, Occult, Orienancients superstitiously car"ried two Live Lodestones as

Legend

ts*

tal

^MOST POWERFUL MAGNETIC "LUCKY" CHARMS,

;

7^3?
•YSiS^S?

MliWSKSWs5

one to "attract" Good Luck in

Monev, Games, Love, Business,
Work, etc., the other to "pre-

vent" Bad Luck, Losses, Evil,
Carry a Pair
Believe in Luck?
Trouble, Harm, etc.
of these curious Genuine Braliraa Red Live Lodestones
We make no supernatural claims. $1.97 Postpaid forif
$1.97 and 27c extra
the two, with all information.
C.O.D. Satisfaction GUARANTEED or Money Returned.
Order vours
ASTROL CO., Dept. 4-D, Main P. O.
Box 72 BROOKLYN N. Y.
(ll'.UvNW-^

I

NOW

I

.

NOTICE? Beware of imitations! We absolutely GUARANTEE
these Genuine Brahma Lodestones are AL VE! We believe they
are just what you want, the Real Thing — Powerful Drawing. Extra Highly Magnetic! Fully Guaranteed. CnoyrHht '37
A. Co
I

MAKE100FREE
Imprint

SAMPLES

50

$1 up
F R E E1
Bonus Boxes
for

with orders

SELL

XMAS CARDS

Full or Part Time
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY!
only 100 special Xmas card deals.
Your cost only 75c each regardless of
quantity ordered at one time
Your
PROFIT $1 on each and every deal!
Sell

!

Write today for details of complete

line.

Make More Money with Creative. Costs
nothing to try! Feature boxes on approval.

CREATIVE ART PUBLISHERS,
45 Warburton Ave., Dept.

Wl

Inc.

Yonkers 2, N. Y.

BUY U. S.
SAVINGS BONDS

Continued from page 51
loaded with
on eight songs
realm known as

Wonderful." too, 'cause

FS

at his
that are

most
from

it's

glittering

the

GREAT!

as were the beauties in those
first two sheaves. Dig these titles: "Laura," "Body And Soul," "Fools Rush In,"

"Guess I'll Hang My Tears Out To Dry,"
"It Never Entered My Mind," "One
For My Baby," "Spring Is Here" and
"When You Awake." Is that enough?
Or must you have "Cruising Down The
You-Know-What." (Columbia C 185.
Also on LP)
Tony Martin The marcelled moaner
who's nothing less than U-235 in any
club or theatre, packs extra dips of
romantic wallop on this waffle of "Angels
Never Leave Heaven" and "My Heart
Beats Faster," from "Neptune's Daughter."
Not only does Cyd's boy toast
your bread but butters it as well. (Vic tor
Mary Martin No relation to Tony boy,
except they're both super levianthanic.
but the gal with the cleanest head anywhere (she washes it every nite and
twice on Wednesdays and Saturdays remember?) is out with her own album
called "Mary Martin Sings For You,"
and that's the nicest thing since Summer! What tunes! "A Foggy Day," "But
Not For Me," "Glad To Be Unhappy,"
"I See Your Face Before Me," "I Want
To Be With You," "It's A Lovely Day
Tomorrow," "Maybe" and "My Funny
Valentine," which shows you her taste in
music is pretty delicious! But then she
sings Rodgers and Hammerstein every
nile what do you expect? "Doo-doo-dooon an old Kazoo." Grab this, Sis! ( Columbia MM483 and LP)

—

—

— frothy

"Gossip"
BOB
novelty (Hi-Tonc)

little

BY

.

.

CROS-

.

MARION MORGAN— a

and

combo

of

tonsils

new

"Maybe It's BeLittle Baby Bumble

on

cause" and "Be My
Bee." Bob and Marion go together like
cheese and crackers ( Columbia)
LOV'.

ER'S

RAE
Are you constantly embarrassed by a flat, undeveloped
figure. Do you long for an appealing Bust Line to give
you more poise and glamour to give you that smart
look?

means

Easy Now, for Science has discovered the
to imitate the substance to give you that
well rounded bust line. It is available now in

It's

NEW,

GLAMOUR-X
full

jar

which can be absorbed by the skin. A
containing 30,000 Int. units of Estrogenic

Hormone can be

ordered at only $2.00, tax included.
We can unconditionally guarantee that if you are dissatisfied with results obtained, we will immediately
refund your purchase price. You be the sole judge.
Complete instructions come with your jar of
GLAMOUR-X. Rush your order and $2.00 now to

GLAMOUR PRODUCTS
1567 Pennsylvania Ave.

Dept.fEl
Miami Beach, Flo.

.

.

GOLD by either GORDIE MACDINAH SHORE— right in the

or

FRAN"Golden Earrings" groove
KIE LAINE'S torrid merry-go-round
with "Georgia" will have her on your
PAUL
mind, too, Sue! (Mercury)
WESTON'S fudgy, lush "Some Enchanted Evening" and "Bali Ha'i"
strictly instrumental and lovely! ( CapJOHNNY DESMOND'S "Four
itol) .'.
Winds And Seven Seas," another dose
of dulcet decibels by a great singer!
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

(MGM)
sequel

Russian
62

—

bia)

.

.

to

GENE KRUPA has a solid
"Sabre Dance." Also by a
composer, Kabalevsky, "The
.

.

PERRY COMO'S

.

.

in

warm

form on "Every Time I Meet You" as
is BUDDY
CLARK. Beauty is from
"Beautiful Blonde From-You-KnowWhere" by Mack Gordon and Joe
Myrow. Lovely fluff! (Victor and Columbia)
BILLIE HOLIDAY'S "My
Man" and "Porgy" bristling with all
the tortured anguish of Lady Day's
great style (Decca)
MARJORIE
HUGHES first solo away from her Dad's
band (Frankie Carle) and a noble grooving, too
"You're Mine." Makes two
Margie and
fresh canaries on Columbia
Rosemary Cloonev both fine!
LIONEL HAMPTON'S "Lavender Coffin"
with more than an ounce of bounce
and one of Hamp's most commercial.
RAY ANTHONY'S "Dark(Decca)
town Strutter's Ball," clean Dixie, and
.

.

.

—
.

.

.

—

—

—

.

.

.

—

.

.

"Veloa,"
(Capitol)

.

stropping

instep

nice

stuff

PATTI PAGE

on
"Whispering" with strings, and bop
rhythm behind her puts nice yelling
in your dwelling! (Mercury)
DORIS
DREW, a fine new voice on a wonderful
torcher, "Bargain Day," and a welcome
.

.

.

—

—

.

addition

Texas

.

MGM

the

to

doll

.

.

gang.

.

She's

BILLY ECKSTINE

.

a

dis-

penses more eckstatic static on "Temptation" and "Crying." How the savage
sweetness of Mr. B's voice has boosted
the sale of smelling salts!

(MGM)

KAY STARR'S

.

.

.

"I'm So Lonesome To-

—

and "This Is The First Time" she
comes on like fissionable uranium! (Cap-

nite"
itol)

ALSO EARWORTHY!
JOHNNY LONG'S

NEW

Galloping Comedian," is adapted from
the Polka of his ballet, "The Comedians."
Lively as a bag of eels Genie shows
what precision a band can have! ( Colum-

.

.

.

JANE POWELL

doing "Alice In

Wonderland" is perf for you or anyone
younger or older on Columbia MM713,
also

"OSCAR LEVANT PLAYS

LP

CHOPIN"

as only he can, too, in this

both

sheaf on

fresh

MM 640 and LP 4U7.
gayest genius

regular
.

under

is

SEVITSKY'S

.

.

Some

Columbia
of Bach's

SERGE KOUS—

vigorous baton "Suite
4 in D." (Five 12
1307; or 45 RPM;
inch records:
1307
Capitol records are out
with their Telefunken masters: There's
the BERLIN PHILHARMONIC on
"Haydn's Surprise Symphony," "Sibelius' Symphony No. 1" by the RADIO

No.

1

C and No.

in

M/DM

DM

.

.

.

SYMPHONY OF STOCKHOLM

and
some excerpts from Strauss operas by
ERNA SACK with the German Opera
House Orch. all on either 12 inch shel-

—

rpm

lac or 45

NETZ

.

.

.

ANDRE K03TALA-

has a fresh sheaf of Chopin in
that silky manner on Columbia MM840
2056. Just so you'll be up on your
or

ML

classics

.

.

.

HOT!!

—

—

—

Swing," "Sleepy Time Gal,"
"Dream Of You." "Down By The Old

Grinder's

Mill Stream," "Sweet Sue" and "CharHow that off-beat stuff did
maine."
And whatta band that was!
rock!
(Deeca A 6 44)
Woody Herman Woodrow has you
heading for blue skies with "Keeper Of
The Flame," a frantic bopsicle to nibble
on with Serge Chaloff on baritone sax,
Lou Levy on piano, Stan Getz and Zoot

—

Sims on tenor, Terry Gibbs on vibes.
Harris on trombone and Ernie Royal
on trumpet. There's an excitement about
Woody's gang that has you eating with
your fingers. And if you want another
example of Ralph Burns' genius as a
composer dig the flip, "Early Autumn,"
Bill

moving and

slow,

Whatta

beautiful.

talent— that Burns! (Capitol)
Stan Kenton— "Ecuador" and "Journey
To Brazil" an exciting brace of Latin
influenced deals with the Afro-Cuban
feeling that prevails on most of the Long
Laurindo Almeida's
Leanster's slabs.
guitar is spotted on "Journey" and Kai
Winding's trombone and Vido Musso's
tenor get workouts on "Ecuador." Hope
Stan's reorganized by the time you read
this. How he can be happy out of music

—

we

don't dig. (Capitol)

—

George Shearing "September In The
Rain" and "Bop, Look And Listen"
Yeah, this is Shearing you'll be hearing
more and more of a blind English boy

—

who's been turning the concrete jungle
upside down. Tho he's never seen the
instrument, his elegance and flowing excitement and beautiful taste just leave
you breathless. Start saving his records
they'll be collector's items some day.

—

Hyams is

on vibes, Chuck Wayne,
guitar, Denzil Best, drums, and John
Levy, bass. A brilliant artist! (MGM)
Margie

tenor with the amazing rhythm,
and his Afro-Cuban gang,

on "Caravan" and "Flying Home." A
warm storm! (Mercury)
GENE
KRUPA'S "Dear Old Southland"—
smart jumperoo with fine trombone and
alto (Columbia)
CHARLEY VEN.

.

.

.

TURA'S "Barney Google"— in

C.V.'s
himself

catchy bop style with Charley
boppin on tonsils. Also his matchless
tenor on "Smoke Gets In Your Eyes"
on the back with oodles of artful varia-

and

tions

(Victor)

.

Bop

flavor you'll savor.

ELLIOTT LAWRENCE'S

—great,

Gerry

of

as

.

swinging big band
Mulligan's bop classic.
should be bopped! ( Columbia)

"Elevation"
deal

modern

a
.

it

FROM THE MAN
CPL.

IN

and

kid

this

waxed

first

by

GRAY!

LEONARD CUSLIEN,

Jacquet. Then Claude Thornhill, Sam,
Count Basie and Ella Fitzgerald did it.
PATSY
We use it as our theme
VOSLOO, Johannesburg, South Africa
(Wow! Linen from all over the planet,
Janet) There's always room for good
dance acts, Patsy,, altho your being
South African Jitterburg Champ doesn't
mean too much in itself. You'd have
to work up an act that people here
would like. If people in your country
like your act you can be pretty sure
PAUL GREAY,
we'd dig it, too
Plattsburg, N. Y. The top male piano
in pop music? That's a toughie 'cause
you
there's always the matter of taste
.

'Advances against contract royattits

.

.

m CAPITOL RCCORDS

—

know, you like someone and
one else: For my loot, guys

someGeorge

I like
like

Teddy Wilson, Errol Garner,
Joe Bushkin, Bud Powell, Calvun JackShearing,

Cy Walters and Andre Previn, to
name just a few. There are oodles more
we like, too. You can never pick just
son,

.

DOLORES ROESLER,

.

.

I

1

cohust

WRITi ORIGINAL WORDS

I

H£W MUOMS BY
WiSt TOP COMPOSERS
TO

.

—

one

fAM

SONGWRITER

.

—

—

JOHNNY MERCER

•

JIMMY McHUGH

co-composer of
"Bluet in the Night"

"I'm

in the

ISHAM JONES

•

PAUL WESTON

co-composer of

co-composer of
"It Had to Be You"

Mood

lot

love"

co-composer of
"/ Should Core"

LIVINGSTON-EVANS
composers of
"Buttons and Bows'

•

RAY NOBLE

Co-composer of
'Goodnight, Sweetheart"

Kansas

City, Mo. The theme music of "Whispering Smith" was original stuff and was
not recorded. I know it's a shame but
that's what happens to most movie

music

.

GLENNIE ANN WARD,

.

—

Glad you like those
Columbia pictures. Our
syndicated record show is heard all over
the country. Should be on somewhere
near you. Hope you can catch it

Cripple Creek, Colo.
shorts

we do

for

.

JEAN SCHRENLEY,

.

.

Brooklyn, N. Y.

—

Yes, Ray McKinley recently became
a daddy and he's as handy with those
diapers as with the sticks
.

KIMPEL,

Kenton's guys are
Charley Barnett band
franski,

Ray

.

.

GEORGE

Pa.— Some of Stan
now with that great

Philly,

Wetzel.

—

Eddie Sa-

like

Shelley

Manne

is

with "Jazz At The Philharmonic"
How about some mail from you, hey;
Don't be bashful knock me that linen
on anything about sharps and flats. We
go mad to hear from you and it keeps
the man in gray happy, too.
.

.

—

and

"You Can Have Him" (Victor)

JOHNNY—DESMOND

and

MEL

TORME
Seas"

BILLY

"Four Winds And Seven
and Capitol)
ECKSTINE
"Temptation"

(MGM

(MGM)
PERRY COMO

—

—

"I

Love

You"

(Victor)

"FRANKLY

SENTIMENTAL"—

Frank Sinatra Album

"MARY MARTIN SINGS FOR YOU"
Mary Martin Album.
VIC DAMONE "You're Breaking

—

My

Heart" (Mercury)

ROSEMARY CLOONEY — "Bargain
Day" (Columbia)

.

THINK OF

YOU

.

.

.

IT!

writing the words to the melodies of

internationally

famous composers who have made

many thousands

of

In The Rain" and "Bop, Look and
Listen"

(MGM)

FRANKIE LAINE—"Georgia On My

dollars with

their

music.

Here's what you may win: For each winning
lyric, you will be offered a regular songwriter
contract (SPA form) — and SI 000 cash advance
against contract royalties. (Winning songs will
be recorded by famed Capitol artists and sold
nationally!) You stand to make many times more
than SI 000, if the songs become hits. (Remember, it's possible for you to win more than one
prize

.

PLUS

.

.

even

all six!

the fact that as a co-writer with one of

America's greatest popular composers you'll have

made a big step to fame and fortune
where the rewards are great.

in a business

NEVER BEFORE A CONTEST LIKE THIS!
GET YOUR OFFICIAL "SONGS WITHOUT
WORDS" CONTEST ENTRY BLANKS TODAY, AT YOUR FAVORITE RECORD
STORE.

ATTENTION!
This contest — sponsored

by CAPITOL, one of
America's largest record producers — should not
be confused with the dozens of "school offers"
to make you "a songwriter overnight!' Capitol
expects to uncover new talent. Remember, it
costs you nothing to enter!

GEORGE SHEARING —"September

Mind" (Mercury)
Rhein/

J60001*

Illinois

FRAN WARREN— "Homework"
of that

MACHITO,

.

the

is

our syndicated record show. 'Twas
written by Sir Charles Thompson for

BEST IN THE NEST

FLIP PHILLIPS' amalgamation

.

Donahue

Sam

"Robbins Nest"

of

title of

ALSO GROOVY!
torrid

dug

record you

"For Dancers Only Jimmy Lunceford
Orch" Wow and triple wow! Here's that
precious album by one of the most exciting bands of my time and your time
at long last rebaked. Some of the cream
still flowing with
of Jimmy's great crop
greatness. Dig this: "Four Out Of Five
Times," "For Dancers Only," "Organ

—The

Germany

Main,

YOUR
RECORD DEALER
TODAY!
SEE

—

—

How To

Attract

YOUR

Prince

Charming

Continued from page 37

Ann

of the fact.

GO"

"RARIN' TO

EVERY DA Yof the month ...IF
.

.

if

.

you

let

wonderful Chi-Ches-Ters

Pills

help relieve the symptoms of menstrual distress. For those Monthly Blues, cramps and
periodic headache, take Chi-Ches-Ters Pills
according to directions, a day or two in advance. Packed in three convenient sizes. Get
some today at your druggist's.

The Improved

.

jiiii.'.iii:i.F^TT:H:iit

For

from "periodic functional

relief

booklet of intimate
should know. Mailed in
plain
wrapper. Write today! Chichester
Chemical Company, Dept. 9-J, Philadelphia
46. Pennsylvania.

LEARN NURSING AT HOME

PROFITABLE

Prepare for
ing

profession.

interest-

Shortage

acute

UNLIMITED.

OPPORTUNITIES

High school unnecessary.
to

Write

55.

sample

lesson
information.

today

and

page

complete

Erie St.,

E.

10

Chicago,

Ml.

LEG SUFFERERS
Why

continue to suffer without attempts
lng to do something? Write today for New
Booklet "THE LIEPE
FOR
USE." It tells about Varicose
Ulcers and Open Leg Sores. Liepe Methods
used while you walk. More than 40 years of
success. Praised and en-

—

METHODS

HOME

dorsed by multitudes.
Dept.

J-34.

Milwaukee,

Wisconsin

Be

you.

likes

positive

and you imme-

"Once you have yourself under coneverything else

You make an

falls

into a pattern.

out some of
help to explode the 'what to talk about?' bugaboo
by simply getting him to talk about himself, n From his viewpoint, you couldn't
have picked a more interesting topic.

your

"If

up

effort to find

escort's interests.

You

you have tried out what I've said
now, you have already gradu-

until

ated to

my

next suggestion

—-be a GOOD

BOOKLET

"Have you ever

!

noticed

how

people

you with a big 'how are you?'
and then never wait to hear your

will greet

—

reply?
"I once heard a woman ask, 'How are
you?' and the man reply, 'Not so well.'
'That's just fine,' came back her reply.
She hadn't even been listening to what

Easy dollars are yours showing lovely
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"Listening, like anything else, has to
be cultivated. The girl who is an attentive audience for her date is the girl
you'll see

him with most

"A woman should

often.

heed George
Washington's lead and be truthful and
also

honest.
"If you can't do something, don't be
afraid to admit you don't know how.
But quickly add that you are eager to
learn."
happen to know Ann has followed
this advice herself. One Winter she and
the Ray Millands went to Sun Valley for
a vacation. While there, she received invitations to spend a day skiing. She
frankly confessed she had never been on
skis, but would like to try it. She has
since mastered the sport and also added
many new friends, who are skiers.

We

PHOTO COLORING

Mi&d
^g^Vr
^PEr

people don't pay any attention

companion's conversation. On a
date— and for that matter at all times
you should be courteous and alert to

useful

VELVENE"

claim.

"Many
to their

Ann is now not only a terrific skier, but
she (along with Claudette Colbert, Norma Shearer and other noted sports folk)
is on the Sun Valley Ski School's Board
of Directors.

be an

Alice-sit-by-the-fire
find

You

should get out and circulate with
Meeting others helps develop
your values of judging. Maybe you think
you've found your one and only, but
you've got to have a basis of comparipeople.

son.

"If you've developed a variety of inbe it in sports, books, records,

terests

—

—

often provides you with a springboard to dive into a date. It gives you
something to talk about.
it

"Here, I would

be sure one
let the man
do most of the talking, but don't be
clear.

is

afraid to

diately relax.

trol,

can't

you.

point

listener.

LIEPE METHODS, 3284 N.Green Bay Ave..

You

and expect your Prince Charming to

"Dismiss those shy, shrinking violet
thoughts. He asked you for a date, and
you've accepted. He asked you because
he was attracted to you and because he

FREE

Post Graduate School of Nursing, Inc.

Dept. S-l.

.

.

make

effort to

etc.

Ages 18

for

.

firmly believes you should

expand your interests. Not
only do you have more fun that way,
but you meet a host of new people.

an

step on your date debut
with a new fellow doesn't begin at the
beauty parlor or dress salon. First, you
must begin within yourself and I do
mean build up your self-confidence.
initial

—

distress"

illustrated

woman

facts every

.

.

"The

Chi-Ches-Ters Pills
FREE— New

"After all, you have to consider he is
just as anxious to know how he's going
over with you as you are to know of his
rating of you. A compliment at least
shows you have noticed his appearance
and also proves you have an interest in
him."
Right here, Ann brought up the problems that accompany a first date. What
to do
what to say
how to act?

like

You

add your

to

should

part.

"If he asks your ideas or suggestions
on something, don't just sit there. After

a man could spend an evening talking to a wall. Go ahead and offer your
advice in an entertaining and intelligent
all

fashion.

"You should always try to be considerate and helpful. Of course," Ann cautioned, "don't get to be such a counselor
that you try to remake the fellow.
"One

of the greatest fallacies

is

this

remaking business. Whatever attracted
you to him is still there. So why try to
change him? You should stick to what
attracted you in the first place and leave
the re-modeling job alone.

"I hope I haven't given the impression
that a gal should think her escort is
Superman and just sit and agree with
everything he says and does.
"Don't get me wrong, a willy-nilly
without a definite opinion in her head
shouldn't be any girl's standard. You've
got to have definite opinions, and a certain amount of self-reliance to win your
date's respect."
Ann's self-guided

movie career

offers

proof positive that you should have definite standards.
When Ann first started in films, she
debuted in a series of light comedies. But
Ann is a born rebel, she doesn't just
accept the easy way out, but stands up
for what she feels are her best interests.

She bowed out of the comedies and
waited for one year until a dramatic role
was offered her. This was the film,
"Tradewinds," in which she drew critics'
raves for her portrayal of a lady drunk.

Her Maisie

made

a mint for
that Maisie was
accepted by everyone, since beneath her
flitty, flamboyant exterior, she had a
heart of gold.
Ann played in the series on film and
in radio, but stopped when the movies
were enjoying their greatest success. She
had a theory that when audiences grew
tired of Maisie, it would be difficult for
them to accept her in other type roles.
So Ann launched forth on a variety

MGM.

Arm

roles

believes

She was a song and dance girl
Showers" and in "Words And

schedule.
in "April

Music," the third member of a sophisticated triangle in "The Judge Steps
Out," a career-wife in "Letter To Three
Wives" and a murderess in "Death In
The Doll House." She soon begins
"Nancy Goes To Rio" in which she will
be teamed with Jane Powell and then
goes to RKO for a song-writer character-

of tennis

"Men

—

let

him win.

This Message

stronger (which they
are), more intelligent (which is a point
for debate) than women, so they conclude they should definitely assume the
feel they're

MAY MEAN A

leadership.

"A woman's viewpoint is best ex1
plained through a saying I once hea'
root.'
Be'Man is the tree; woman the
hind every successful male is a female.

—

TURNING POINT
In Your Life

ization.

which gives fuel to Ann's ideas
to be positive and have definite opinions
"Don't go overboard on a self-reliant
attitude," Ann continued. "Let him admire you for your intelligence but first
let him admire you because you're a
All of

—

woman.
"A little competition
but to top your escort
astrous.

Always

let

is

stimulating,

in any field is dishim win. Never,

never be better than he is. No matter
what you're doing if it's only a game

—

No More

"But men are

only human. They,
probably since the time of Adam, are still
attracted first, last and always by a girl
who dresses, acts and IS completely
feminine."

And that completes the Sothern course
on how to attract your Prince Charm-

addressed to the marriageable

It is

man

or

woman

of

any age who seeks

friendship based on compatibility of

temperament, background, religion:
lasting friendship leading to

happy

marriage.

ing.

There's only one thing that remains
American general put it
when he signaled his re-

to be done. An
quite concisely

"Go

cruits to:

get em!"

Kidding Around

Continued from page 41

Hollywood career, "that T
Hollywood too much thought.
When I wasn't in a show I'd be dashing
over to Radio City Music Hall to work
as a Rcc'-ette. I wasn't unaware that
Hollywood existed because after each
show I did I'd get letters from studios
asking me to come out for a test. But
I decided I'd wait until I could come

me off on that tangent. After
never really been trained for a
spectacular career. When I was a little
girl I liked to dance, but my parents
wouldn't let me accept any money for
dancing. I went to New York from my
home in Cincinnati because I liked the

desire for a

ally to set

didn't give

all,

here without having to make one. I
guess I must have had pictures in mind,
though, because I was always aiming for

something higher.
"It was 'Connecticut Yankee' that
brought me to the coast. Previous to
this production, Richard Rodgers had
told me when T was doing a part in his
show, 'By Jupiter,' that some day he
would produce a show and give me a
choice spot in it. Well, he gave me that
chance in 'Connecticut Yankee.' Oddly
enough, the picture that really got me
started on a solid career in Hollywood
was 'Wr>rds And Music,' based on the
lives of Badgers and Hart, and in which
Gene Kelly and I did the dance, 'Slaughter On Tenth Avenue.'
"But to get back to 'Yankee.' When
the show opened on the road in Philadelphia, several scouts there wanted to
sign me up
but again on the condition
that I take a screen test. Dick Rodsrers

—

advised

me

to wait until I got to

New

The same thing happened there.
And a^ain I refused to come to the
coast if it meant having to take a test.
York.

I

wanted a studio

to

have enough

confi-

dence in me to want me without that
requirement. It was Samuel Goldwyn
who was the first to agree to my terms.
Incirlpntnlly. I still haven't made a test
and I've done seven pictures.
"The only goal I had in mind as far
as pictures were concerned," Vera went
on, "was to be as versatile an actress
as I could and to do as much dancing

—

as possible. I didn't have any illusions
that I'd leap to stardom overnight.
whole career had been run too gradu-

My

I'd

work and hoped to get a break. My
first job was a three line bit in a chorus.
From that I was lucky enough to go into
such plays as 'Very Warm For May,'
'Higher And Higher,' 'Panama Hattie,'
and the other two just mentioned. In
between I did night club shows.
"So the only plan I had when I came
to Hollywood was to stay on long
enough to get the best treatment some
day; to have my own makeup man and
hairdresser, to get out of the second
lead class and to do good work. 'On
The Town' is some progress anyway.
I finally have the love interest.
"Many things surprised me about
Hollywood, mainly the detailed preparation spent on a scene that goes by in
a flash on the screen. And I was amazed
by the way a dance is set. First the
routine is rehearsed in a hall, the music
is arranged, the number is recorded, and
then you shoot the whole thing in
short sequences without taps on your
shoes while the music is played to you
on a playback via earphones. It was
very hard for me to get used to this
system, especially when it came to chopping up a routine. I found it difficult to
sustain the tempo of a dance in this way.
"Life in Hollywood wasn't without
its problems, too. I had brought Mother
with me and we'd taken everything we

—

—

—

owned along with us. First of all, we
didn't want to buy a house because I
was afraid my option might not be taken
up. Apartments were hard to find, so
our early days were spent searching for
a place to live and then having to move
for various reasons. We never seemed
to be able to settle down. We also had
no place for our belongings so we had
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when you apply Dr.

Scholl's Zino-pads. Thin, soft,
wonderfully soothing, cushioning, protective. Separate Medications included for quickly removing callouses. Try them!

at

them

car which
was all right because I couldn't drive
anyway. I thought the studio would
send a car for me in the morning and
take me home at night, but they wanted
to charge me some fabulous price, so I
told them I'd take a bus
and I did.
I finally got a car
and then I had to
learn to drive.
"We moved about five times before we
finally got the place we have now. This
is the first time I've had a room of my
own since I left Cincinnati. Everything
is perfect these days.
father has
joined us and he spends his time taking
care of the garden while Mother does the
work in the house. The house is small
which suits us fine. I don't want a big
place because I don't want anything to
tie me down. I like to be able to pick
up and leave when I want to.
"But for the time being, I'm quite
the homebody. I intend to have a swimming pool installed because I love to
swim. There is even a rural touch to
my life now since I was given a white
rabbit for Easter. The rabbit is very
cute, even though it did proceed to eat
up my garden. I've always liked pets.
When I came here I had a Pomeranian
dog and a white canary that had traveled with me on the road all the time.
They stood the rigors of that kind of
life but couldn't take Hollywood. They
died shortly after I came here."
While things are looking up for Vera
now, such was not always the case. She
was idle long after she made "Carnival
In Costa Rica." In fact, she did nothing
until she made "Words And Music." It
was no easy job to be patient and not
pack up and go to New York.
"During that long dry spell, I spent
my time going to UCLA in the Summer
where I studied public speaking, typing
and shorthand. I did have offers for
pictures but I turned them down because
I didn't think they were right for me.
I had set a precedent of appearing in
important and expensive pictures up to
date and I didn't want to settle for

matters

My

second best.

destroy! TaiTIfok
J0Sf&

TE MPOBABV BELIEF

IS

NOT ENOUGH

"To help

the

too, I took
covered Southern
California from top to bottom. And I
also appeared in 'The Highland Fling'
in Laguna during the Summer stock
season there just to show that I could
trips.

I

fill

think

time,

I've

—
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act as well as dance.

"There was one time when I almost
returned to Broadway. I'd been offered
the lead in the revival of 'Sally.' It was
u great part and a fine chance to dance
and sing and do some acting, but I
couldn't make up my mind. I carried
the script around with me for three
weeks. I was afraid to leave Hollywood,

though,

because

away from

I

thought

if

I

were

too long I'd lose
out entirely. I hadn't established myself
well enough to take such a chance. But
rather than do anything mediocre here
I would have gone back. Just after I
turned down 'Sally,' I was offered the
"
contract and 'Words And Music
pictures

MGM

'

MGM

Vera's debut at
wasn't entirely
an accident. Arthur Freed, prominent
producer, had wanted her on the lot for

some time and so had Gene Kelly. They
knew they had been right about her
when they saw her work in "Slaughter

On Tenth Avenue."
"Now,

in

'On The Town,'

I

have four

numbers to do plus a real acting role,"
Vera commented, "and there's a good
chance that my next picture will be
with Fred Astaire. That will be a real
challenge."
Vera doesn't regard Hollywood as a
hard place to live in— but she does
think it takes the most one has to keep

on top.
"There's more pressure on you in
Hollywood than in New York," she said.
"On Broadway you do your performance every night and that's it. Here
you have to get up at five in the morning which is tough on me
in order

—

—

to get ready in time at the studio.

Then

you have to rehearse, do your scenes,
and you get home late where you have
a relaxing dinner and start studying
until bedtime. There's no let-up. There's
also so much fussing about costumes
and makeup and hair all day on the
That's plausible, I guess, since the
is on you
if you're lucky enough
to get a close-up. On the stage your
audience is at least twenty-five feet

set.

camera

—

away.

"You do get a chance to live more
here, although life itself is as uncertain
as in New York. You can
enjoy yourself between pictures
But this town is not noted for the security it offers.
There's nothing too
secure, however, about theatrical business any place. I've discovered that an
actress has to make her own security.
in

Hollywood

really

My

is to do the best I know how
then I believe there'll be a place
for me. And I still maintain that in
addition to conscientious effort, a girl's
best security is to keep a good figure and
to watch her appearance."

motto

—and

This may sound as though Vera is
period. Well, that's
just a career girl
about the story for now. Romance has

—

life but not in any terrific
She simply hasn't had the time
for any dates. She does remain friends
with her ex-boy friends, though, and she
has even rented her present house from
Rory Calhoun whom she used to date.

entered her
state.

"Gene Kelly has kept me so busy in
'On The Town' that I've been too tired
to go out," Vera confessed. "Sometimes
I make dates for almost every other
night in the week, but I usually cancel
them because by the time I get home
I'm too exhausted to get dressed to go
out. I was going rather steadily with
two fellows and was finding it hard to
keep up with my engagements. They
settled the problem for me. One had
to go out of town for awhile and the
other was sent to Japan.
"I can state categorically, however,
that there is no serious romance in my
life now. But that doesn't mean I don't
like men. I do. They're very much all
right. I'm just in no hurry to fall in
love.

"While marriage

isn't in

my

immedi-

ate plans for the future, I do have
things I want to do. I want to learn to
play the piano since my father is a

good pianist, I want to take up foreign languages, and I want to drive across
the country in a car. That I must do.
Nothing shatteringly different, I admit,
but all important to me. One thing
I'll never let myself become bored."
sure

HAIR BEAUTY

—

That's Vera-Ellen today. Look for her
to rise to the top in a hurry. The false
starts, the delays, the frustrations are
a thing of the past. Vera is on her way!

Pet Economies
Continued from page 43

Magnin's or Teitlebaum's and
garment from the racks.

COLOR BRIGHT.
select

a

LUSTRE CLEAN

TANGLE FREE

not as easy as that. First, she has
a chat with her business agent and tells
him what she had in mind. If the
gentleman feels that it's rank extravagance to purchase a new coat, he tells
her so, and in well chosen words backed
with money-figures to prove what he's
talking about. And, in most cases, the
star heeds those words.
Business management firms, such as
the Business Administration Company
and the Beverly Management Company,
have a staff of expert auditors and accountants who guard the star's money.
They make out the best lease, obtain the
fairest rental, check up on contracts to
be sure there are no loopholes, deposit
salary checks and take care of taxes and
It's

.

.

.

Your hair will shine brighter, feel cleaner, set easier
when you rinse with Golden Glint after any shampoo
or permanent. Dull hair becomes brighter, drab hair
All hair is more radiantly
takes on new life
.

.

.

104 and 254

lovely with a Golden Glint rinse.

Golden Glint comes in 11 true -color shades and
colorless. Each shade adds a tiny tint high-light that
that will not rub off but
glorifies natural hair color
shampoos out. (Harmless U. S. Certified colors.)
Colorless Golden Glint adds sparkling lustre to
natural hair color. Both types contain Radien. Golden

in

at cosmetic counters
drug and dime stores

—

Glint's patented lusterizing hair conditioner.

GOLDEN GLINT

insurance.

Most stars, by the way, live on a budget.
They couldn't get along if they didn't,
especially when Uncle Sam takes that
huge tax bite out of them. It

isn't true
that big-salaried film players rarely know
the value of money; it's simply that in
the long run they save money when their
experts handle their finances for them.

Some agents go
rangements

to extremes with ar-

whereby

their

clients

are

allowed only a certain amount of spending money each week. Naturally, this
sum is theirs to use as they please, since
it is
over and above any household,
clothing, photographic, or entertainment
costs.
Jack Carson gets $35 a week,
for example, while Marilyn Maxwell is
permitted to squander the tidy sum
of $30!

So

it's

only

human

nature

for

the

have their own
little economies, which have gotten to be
established habits. Clark Gable never
throws away a shirt with a frayed collar,
because they make excellent cleaning
rags when he works on his two cars.
He's an inveterate tinkerer, and it's not
unusual for him to take the motors
wide-apart twice a month.
Bette Davis and Irene Dunne are
film

personalities

to

soap-savers.
Bette takes the slivers,
moistens them, and presses them together into a huge cake for use in the
shower. Irene, on the other hand, cuts

up the

into soap-flakes, which
she uses when she washes stockings or
lingerie. Doris Day saves her pin-money
by washing her own hair and doing her
nails.

slivers

Furthermore, she saves on the
bill, because she abhors making

telephone
calls.

Ray Milland

is

what you might

call

a

OVER 60 MILLION PACKAGES BOUGHT BY AMERICA'S LOVELIEST WOMEN

"saving sentimentalist," because he keeps
pairs of shoes for as long as 15 to 20
years, and has them repaired constantly.
In addition to the saving, he can't part
with the brogans because each pair recalls a pleasant memory for him.
Joan Bennett is an avid light turnerouter and even has been known to call
the maid after she has gone out for the
evening to be sure that she has turned
off the lights in her dressing and bathrooms. Greer Garson saves cuttings from
the plants in her garden, and carefully
places them in earth-filled flats in a small
greenhouse hidden under a huge elm
tree. When they're ready for transplanting, she gets out her trowel and goes
to work.
Montgomery Clift always buys a dozen
pairs of the same color socks and throws
them into a drawer without regard to
pairs.
Then, as one develops a hole,
he discards it, and matches the remaining good sock with a new one. He even
admits that now and then he gets out
a needle and darns the hole that usually
develops in the toe!

Wyman takes her old scripts and
them up into pads approximately
4x6 inches. Then she turns them over
Jane

cuts

use on the blank side. She says
wonderful for scribbling telephone messages, also for laundry lists.
The fact that Susan Hayward recently won the title of "The Most Beautiful Girl In The World" from the American Beauticians' Congress proves that
her economy has paid off, since she does
She even
all her own cosmetic chores.
for

they're

applies one of the home permanents
when she isn't working on a picture.
Gail Russell always balks at putting
out her money for stockings, so she

takes elaborate precautions to tan her
have to wear any. Guy
Madison combines comfort with economy, because his favorite clothes are
legs so she won't

some
jeans.

left-over

He

Navy

dresses

tee-shirts and faded
up only when he abso-

lutely must!

The economy of comely Barbara Bel
Geddes is a hangover from childhood
days. She says she has always been fascinated with rubber bands and saves
every one she can put her hands on. She
even switched her newspaper subscription from a daily which was tied with
a string to one which came neatly folded
and held together with a rubber band.
Ida Lupino is a bear for bathing suit
and playsuit combinations, and she
always buys these with an eye to possible combinations with items she already
possesses. Often she wears a 1941 halter
with a 1949 pair of shorts, or vice versa.
And, she says she wouldn't think of
getting out of the low-price range when
she makes her purchases.
Robert Taylor dotes on cigarette
lighters, and always shops for the cheapest possible buys. When they go haywire, he repairs them himself. Barbara
Stanwyck can't discard nylons which
have runs, and sends them down to have
them repaired regularly. She thinks this
is a throwback to her chorus girl days
when her most precious possession was
two pairs of hard-to-get stockings.
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.

7 am proud of what

Zachary Scott
.

string savers,

.

is

and

one of the legion of
his pretty wife says

he has a stock big enough to start a
Jane Powell stores away empty
gift boxes, ribbons and pretty wrapping
paper to use the following Yuletide
season. She irons out all the wrinkles.
Jane Greer saves all her old clothes and
tries to remodel them herself. Recently
she bought an old sewing machine, and
has been cutting down evening gowns
store.

BUST

CREAM

into cocktail skirts. Once she tried to do
things with an ermine wrap that was
beginning to show its age, but the result
was disastrous.

has done for me,"

JORDAN
GOLDWYN player
says JO

"Miss Alabama'
• Each jar contains 30,000

Jimmy

Stewart combines two econoHis schedule is usually so
heavy that he finds little spare time for
a haircut, so he discovered that thinning shears are fine for those stray edges
of hair that give one what the adwriters call the "fuzzy-wuzzy" coiffure.
Jennifer Jones saves material for rag
rugs, and Virginia Mayo is a candy-box
preserver. She refills them with goodies,
and distributes them to children on her
frequent visits to local orphanages.
Marilyn Maxwell is dutiful about the
way she matches odds and ends of stationery, and it's not unusual for her
friends to get a letter written on blue
paper but inserted in a brown envelope!
Among the newcomers, pet economies

mies

Belador
No. 7' (Estrogenic Hormone) the remarkable ingredient that may be absorbed by the skin of
the breast. We make only one claim. We GUARANTEE that. If you don't think it is wonderful
after using your first jar. simply return the
empty lar and we will refund your money at
once. 30-day supply with full directions, in plain
wrapper, complete. $3.00 with order, or $3.50
C.O.D Order now
TODAY
.

.

int. units of

.
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Thrilling
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!

and sharp for years. Withstands washing:,
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only
Pay postman

size.
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MONEY BACK
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ORDER NOW
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SONGS WANTED
A

known composer will write the music
your words on a professional basis. His
songs have sold millions of copies.
Recordings made.
Send for FREE Booklet.
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for
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Read About the Stars!
Every month in SILVER SCREEN. Follow the timely tips on beauty and
fashion every month by the editors of

SILVER SCREEN.
sonal

Don't miss the perinterviews of your favorite stars!

SUBSCRIBE TODAY, and have SILVER
SCREEN come to your home each month.

SUBSCRIPTION RATES:
3 years

$4.50
$3.00
$1.80

2 years
1
year
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are a practical necessity. Patricia Neal,
who'll soon be seen in "The Hasty Heart"
with Ronald Reagan, saves buttons and
costume accessories. She's still in the
throes of getting together her first complete wardrobe, and these acquisitions

come

in very handy.
Joan Crawford saves all the cast-off
toys and books which belonged to her
two older youngsters, Christopher and
Christina, for use by the two babies,
Cynthia and Cathy. Christopher repairs
the toys if they need it and Cathy is an
expert with the paste pot when it comes

to putting together torn pages. Furthermore, Joan doesn't believe in spoiling
children and they receive the same sort
of gifts and allowances as children in
average American homes.
Gary Cooper likes to think that he

gasoline by coasting down long
or
mountain trails, and Jean
Hersholt follows his Dr. Christian characteristics by saving pencil stubs and
inserting them into one of those brass
holders we've all had in our pencil boxes
at school. Brian Donlevy remodels old

saves
hills

furniture,

and builds

chairs

and

tables

out of barrels. They shape up right
handsomely, too.
Betty Button is a perfume-bottle
saver, and keeps them on shelves in her
dressing room. She's also a bug about
bobby-pins and once even got up from
a formal dinner party at her home to
pick up a pin she saw lying on the floor
across the room! Dorothy Lam our saves
lipstick stubs, compresses them in a jar,
and then uses the colorful paste as a
rouge-pot.

Eve

Arden

redecorates

her

house

periodically, but always saves discarded
draperies, spreads, and what have you

for the time

same items

when she will want those
new color scheme. She

for a

antiques, which she considers
an economy because they're a good investment. Eventually she puts them on
sale at an excellent profit.
Jeanette MacDonald and Dale Evans
are both economists in the hat department. They redecorate their own chapeaux, and Jeanette admits that her
favorite has just undergone its seventh
rejuvenation. Roy Rogers keeps an eagle
eye on anything that might come in
handy in his stables, and Vera Ralston
is an
expert with left-overs after the
evening's meal. She's tops in revamping
collects

meat dishes.
Every one of these pet economies, as
you can see, results in a saving that
leaves a few extra coins to jingle now
of course, provide substantial revenue, while others offer mainly
mental satisfaction. If you feel you're
cutting corners by saving strings and
rubber bands, the lift you get is worth
the extra time it may take.

and then. Some,

However, if you should happen to see
Katharine Hepburn driving around town
in a battered

1911 convertible, don't feel
sorry for her because you think her
business agent is a stingy man. If you've
ever driven in Los Angeles traffic you'll
know just exactly how wise she is because if you have dented fenders on an
old car you don't particularly care.
But if you're wheeling around town
in a shiny new dream and some jerk
neatly severs the radiator grill from the
car body you feel impelled to rush right
down to the garage and have it repaired. When it's a jalopy, you don't
give it a second thought, and that kind
of thinking saves you
and Hepburn
a neat chunk of dough!

—
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a blonde look like a marshmallow.
For the blonde girl's suit this Fall, I'd
suggest a combination of medium and
oxford gray, or two tones of gray men'swear flannel. If she can afford good red
alligator or kid shoes, they would be
smart with the gray suit. If she can't she
could wear black shoes, a bright red bag
and gloves .and a gray and black hat.
Another nice combination with her gray
suit would be a white blouse, white
gloves, black bag and shoes. Then her
hat could be royal blue or moss green.
.

Address

Zone.

.

.

State

Thought To Color

N. Y.

Please Check:

enclose a money
the sum of $

A

another color scheme for her gray
would be luggage brown shoes, bag
and gloves
and a gray hat with lugStill

suit

.

.

gage trimming.
*

*

#

The Fair Haired One
in a black cocktail dress.

looks smartest

have a
touch of jet beading, or she could wear
ropes of pearls with it. She should keep
the dress very simple and for material,
consider bengaline, or jacquard slipper
satin. Any girl who is tall and thin can
also wear draped silk jersey. Sheer wool
It could

another

is

good material

for

cocktail

and Winter. They can't
be detected from silk and they don't
dresses this Fall

wrinkle. Now for a coat to go with these
things. In cloth, I'd like to see her wear
black, oxford gray or luggage. In fur,
gray Krimmer or black American broadtail

In A Class By Herself is the girl with
red or auburn hair. She should stay with
the subdued, rather than the vibrant colors. She looks best in beige, light gray
or black. If she yearns for some color,
she can wear a mossy green or a gray

*

*
*

*

brown

*

*

With The Light Brown Hair
should use a different color scheme in her

The

Girl

Fall wardrobe.

A

suit in a metallic look-

tone would be wonderful.
That color runs in a wide range, from
burnt orange down to bronze. With it
she should wear a hat of the same color,
or a lighter tone, and black accessories.
Her cloth topcoat would be the same
or black. Unless a
color as the suit
girl is very, very slim, she shouldn't wear
a belted coat over a suit. Let it have a
little swing, but less flair than last season. Beaver is a beautiful fur for a girl
with light brown hair. However it's
rather expensive, and sheared racoon
looks much like it, for much less money.
Sheared lamb, dyed brown, is another
effective and inexpensive fur.
ing

copper

.

*

.

*

*

Her Cocktail Dress could be
with
one with a
satin

*

bronze

dull green

undertones.

Select

and wear it about
twelve inches from the floor. Pushed up,
full skirt

three-quarter sleeves are also good for
Fall.
With that dress I'd wear good
jewelry and either black or brown accessories. I don't think it's wise to have
shoes dyed to match one dress, if the
budget is limited. There are more important ways to spend that money. A
draped jersey or felt hat in the same
shade of green would be smart. Dot the
felt hat with cut gold beads for sparkle.
*
#
*

Her Winter Wool could be Skipper

warm color that is lighter than
navy. Let it have a moderately full skirt.
I don't go for the pencil slim skirt. It's
very impractical, especially for business.
blue, a

And have you ever noticed how awkwardly women walk in them? With that
blue wool dress, I'd wear a darker blue
navy shoes and bag, and white
gloves. The copper-toned cloth coat or
the brown fur would be stunning with
this blue wool dress.
*
*
#
hat,

Sometimes It's Sensational to wear an
evening gown that matches the color of
your hair. In "Everybody Does It,"
Celeste Holm has a gold lame gown that
brings out the gold of her hair. Champagne is another striking color for the

blonde girl. White, however, is just about
the loveliest thing she can wear for evening. The girl with very dark hair looks
best in a bright colored evening dress,
or one of metal cloth with a silver tone.
And if yours is the light brown hair, I'd
suggest a Fall and Winter evening gown
of dark print sprinkled with sequins.

INSTANTLY!

*

Do You Want To Look Different from
everyone else at the cocktail parties this
Winter? Find yourself a pastel wool
dress and wear it with a tiny feather hat
of the same color. Any dark fur coat
looks ten times more attractive with a
And if you seek a
an every day way this
Winter, try a heavy white topcoat. It's
good for any color worn beneath it.
Don't overlook the effectiveness of white
A white felt hat and
in the Winter.
light colored dress.

different look in

accessories.
*

FEMININE

APPEARANCE

blue.

would be good.

Don't Be Monotonous, so for some
spice in the blonde girl's wardrobe, I'd
have a wool dress in a snappy black and
white shepherd check and wear a colored
suede belt with it. Or, a teal blue wool
dress with a matching hat, and black or

HAVE A SLIMMER,
YOUTHFUL,

gloves are stunning with black, brown or
navy blue wool dresses or suits.
*
*
*

And Did You Know
more

there's

to color than meets the eye?

have written books on

much

Learned

psychological value. They agree that people
with vivid personalities should go all out
for gay, bright colors. They also claim
that people who think they can't wear
anything but gray, beige or black, have a
certain shyness, a withdrawal, a bit of a
fear complex.
scientists

*

*

There's

*

It, red is exgay, green and blue are
relaxing for the spirit. White can be as
stimulating as red, and turquoise blue is
dazzling with black. Everyone reacts to
color, especially the person who wears it.
Some people feel light hearted in white
or yellow. Others may find that only red
gives them a lift. Some gay young souls
find they need black to give them a dignified feeling for business.
*
*
*

There's

is

A World Of

Pleasure in color.
enjoy it by wearing it. If
you're the cautious type and want to
experiment first
start with touches
of bright colors on your neutrals or
black. Pin a big yellow flower on a dark
green dress. Try a pink satin blouse
with a deep red suit ... a light blue
scarf with a royal blue wool dress.

Learn

to

.

*

.

girdle or
belt has

supporter

Look and Feel Like

the newest,
most comfortSixteen Again!
ever
able girdle
had.
Don't lool; old before your time. Do as thousands of
others do, wear a comfortable, new and improved
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the right color ... to help you.
A touch of pink or white at your neck
will make your skin look fresher. If a
dusty rose is the only color that puts a
glow in your face, wear it, even if the
weather is below zero. If your eyes are
blue, you're missing a bet if you don't
find the exact shade of blue that will
make them bluer and brighter. All color
is for pleasure and for beauty ... so
why not take the time to test new colors
and take them into your life?
color

.

.

FREE TRIAL

"You

enough time for enough sleep. The odds
are against your chances of hearing that
compliment if you work too hard or
play too hard. That's when you need

in

a pure satin front
made bv the most
craftsmen. It's light In
weight but powerfully strong.
It won't roll up, bulge or curl
at the top.
It gives extra-double support where vou need it
most.
No other airdle at any
price can give you better support, can make you look better,
feel better or appear slimmer.
Rl7es 24 to 44 waist.
skilled

*

It when someone says
look wonderful." You're
most likely to hear those pleasant words
when you come home from a vacation,
or after you've had four good nights of
sleep in a row. But vacations come once
a year and few people seem to find

uvo.j

girdle with
panel and

Make A Note Of

sincerely.

off

tired feet and gives you a more alluring, more daringly feminine, curvaceous figure the instant you put
it on.
It gives you lovely curves just in the right
places, with no unwanted bulges in the wrong ones.
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what shape you may now have. It's easily adjusted

.
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Man Would
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BUSTLOTION
Contains Estrogenic

HORMONES
This sensational BUST Lotion contains 30,000 Int. Units of Estrogenic
Hormones and vegetable oils that
wonderfully aid the application of hormones. While we
make no claims or representations whatever, we do promise
you a 10 day trial offer! Science believes skin of breasts
may absorb Hormones. Try it! Easy to use!
SEND NO
Write Now for your 30-day supply
bottle of Laurent de Kolin's Hormone Bust Lotion. When
lotion arrives pay postman only $2.98 plus tax and C.O.D.
postage. Test 10 days and see for yourself! Full directions.
If not satisfied return for money back. PLAIN WRAPPER.
LAURENT de KOL1N Dept. 62-L
Chicago 22, III.
803 N. Milwaukee Ave.

TEST 10 DAYS
AT OUR RISK

MONEY—

i
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I

t

n send

YOU

CD EE NYLON
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/ If you agree to show to friends and to make money
f/ taking- orders for exquisite, long-wearing; Yoursffl Truly Nylons in amazing Personal Fit Service. Fits
fj every type of leg-— slim, stout, average, short, long,
# extra-long. No twisted seams, no bagging, no binding.
f Write now for FREE outfit including sample stocking.
AMERICAN HOSIERY MILLS, Dept T-7, Indianapolis 7, Ind.
1

EARN MONEY
^ith Christmas Cards ^

Easy with exciting new line LOW-PRICED.
Name -Imprinted PERSONAL Christmas
Cards
shipped direct to customers.
.

.

§

.

Also bis Album Deluxe Personals. Make

more money with 21-Card "Feature" Ass't.
only $1— profit up to 50c. 28 other Christmas
and Everyday Ass'ts. FREE Samples Pe
sonal Cards and "Feature" Box on approvi

WALLACE BROWN,

225

INC..

ASTHMA
w

e

10-DAY TRIAL OFFER!
PAR-

for
IF

YOU SUFFER FROM BRONCHIAL ASTHMA

OXYSMS, from coughs, gasping, wheezing — write quick
lO-OAY TRIAL OFFER. No matter if you con-

for daring
sider

your case hopeless, write today
State-Life Bldg., Indianapolis 4, Ind.

NACOR, 803-M

I

Send your poems

*
*

for free examination.

WANTED

To Be Set
to Music
Any subject.

PHONOGRAPH RECORDS MADE.
MASTERS

FIVE STAR MUSIC

.

.

.

present circumstances, I'd arrive forty
minutes tardy because of a last-minute
studio call, my hair in a hassel, my
quivering frame encased in a T-shirt,
blue jeans, anklets and saddle oxfords,
and I'd be clutching Saan under my arm.
Sean is my dog, half Kerry Blue and
half Hungarian Puli, and his personality is as complex as his genealogy.
Although he looks like something left
over after a cyclone had maltreated a
shag rug, I love him with a profound
passion.
first rule for a husband
would be: Love me, love my dog.

My

Knowing Sean
that

this

husband

as I do, I

must admit

would be very tough

for

a

to take.

Our honeymoon would be over the
instant the studio called me back for
retakes on a picture. It would be impossible for me to make marriage a fulltime job, because my motion picture job
is
currently taking up about twentyeight hours per day. (My watch runs

make

it.)

Everyone knows that actresses work
hard no actress lets anyone forget it,
and I certainly don't intend to fracture
custom hut few people realize how
jam-packed every waking hour can be.

605 Beacon

—

out at

I roll

six,

struggle to the kitchen

curlers ( a sight no defenseless man
should see) and brew myself a cup of
coffee. I am a member of an uncivilized
in

have had my coffee.
Having acquired what is laughingly
known as my customary morning good
humor, I roar to the studio and present
tribe until I

myself, disheveled in T-shirt and jeans,
to the makeup department.
No one

knows how

Bldg., Boston,

Matt.

I do it (me, least of all) but
always report to the set on time. I
am, in theory, a stickler for punctuality.
Who steals my time steals a bit of my
life, so I refuse to steal even a second
of another person's life
unless the
delay is unavoidable. You can imagine
I

If it's

Sell

Money You Need, Make

it

Quickly!

PHILLIPS CHRISTMAS CARDS

Easy to earn with these super -values! Just
show FREE Samples of Christmas Cards
WITH NAME. At SO for $1.25 and up,
friends buy in a jiffy. Big profits! Up to 60c
is

without embroidered
it really is
organdy or cheese souffle.
If I were to go to the altar under

as

—

10, N. Y.

yours on 21-card

$1

772 huntst.,newton, mass.

insistence

affect a

able to adhere to

YOU

Send
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FINE SUIT-

Will You Wear It and Show It to Friends?
need a reliable man in your town to pet a fine, made-to-

I

measure, all-wool Huit without paying cash, but by taking a few ordcrB from friends. Wear it—show it— to help
you take more orders with my line of nearly 100 iruaranUtd quality fabrics. You can make up to $12.00 m a day
without exnenence or investment, f supply everything
required MCfcE. Write tmio v > .vm*
etc.. for FREE
outfit. John Grant. STONE-FIELD Corp..
532 S
Throop St., Dept. W-837, Chicago 7, III.

w,

;

.

.

upon a schedule
husband who never knew
precisely when he would be able to reach
home. Particularly since I might not be
this

would

Book. Date Book. Finance Book. Children's Book,
many other Christmas and Everyday Boxes, Stationery. Free Imprint
PUII I IPQ PARI1 Pfl ^imole". 21-Card Bolt on approval.
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how

Assortment. Address

Nearly every
cook;

this,

I

my

girl

timely intentions.
know is a good

I

consider

requisite to marriage.

a

As

positive

pre-

me,

have

for

I

three

specialties:
produce a terrific
I
French fried potato. I can break an egg
and mangle it in a skillet so that it
passes as a scrambled item, and I can
brew excellent coffee from an old Roman

recipe.

Every

sensible person knows that it
requires time to study cook books, patience to experiment, and leisure to prac-

FREE
PHOTO
LARGE
SIZE

of your

favorite

MOVIE STAR
Direct

from

tice in order to

INTRODUCTORY OFFER
FREE list decorated with

Also
the
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become a good cook. By

my own

Hollywood

Fool

To Marry Me'

Continued from page 49

fast or I'd never

Fifth Ave..

NEW YORK

Dept. C-36

A

Be

rule that a man has a right to
expect delicious food, attractively served,

I'm eliminated from being anybody's
darling unless his home comes equipped
with a built-in cook. How would it
sound to answer a tender proposal thus:

"Yes, John, I adore you and I will marry
you if you can afford a full-time maid."
Even at this distance I can hear the
lad running for the nearest exit.
It is just as well that he left in such
a hurry, because had he stayed there
would have come a night about six weeks
later when domestic malice would have
broken out, rampant. I would have
come home from the studio, exhausted.
He would have greeted me at the door
with the cheery announcement, "Mother
has invited us over for dinner on the
spur of the moment. She wants you to
meet her dearest friend, Mrs. Whatsis
from Mercury Falls."
When I broke into tears and cried,
"Tonight I couldn't even answer the
telephone if 'Stop The Music' called,"
John would have taken the next plane
to Reno
with Mrs. Whatsis, no
doubt.
As for prettying up to impress my
husband's friends and family with my
feminine desirability, it wouldn't work.
I'm the tweed kid.
current wardrobe consists entirely of suits. Suits for
street wear, suits for afternoon wear,
and suits (satin) for evening wear. I

—

—

.

.

.

My

don't like lace and furbelows; I do like
the trim-as-a-sail appearance which puts
men on their guard. An appearance of
sleek competence is a quarantine sign
against romance.

As

hadn't mentioned handicaps
might as well drag out several other anti-romance facts about myself.
I'm impulsive.
When I'm not
working I like to arise at six, as usual,
if

I

enough,

I

and drive

to the beach: there I like to
hours and stare at the sea dancing
a gavotte. Or I like to hike to the top
of one of Hollywood's hills, Sean at my
heels, and muse for hours at the misty
panorama stretched out below.
sit for

I have telephonitis. I have been known
to yakkity for an hour, or until some-

one has had the operator interrupt the
conversation on an emergency basis. I'm
ashamed to admit that I'm on a party
line, so you can imagine how eager my
line-mates are to send me a little A-bomb.
I can't endure the sound of a typewriter, it grates on my nerves like fingernails over blackboard. I don't like methodical people who live their lives in
pigeon holes and ledgers. I am resentful of being questioned by anyone about
where I have been, where I am going,
or with whom I have had luncheon.
I

don't believe in love at

first

sight,

and I am suspicious of a man who
hands me a heavy line. I'm also leery
of lavish gifts. I understand the gift of
a single rose, but I would flee like a
suspicious deer at sight of a diamond
bracelet. (This is a joke, of course. Who
would be afraid of a diamond bracelet?
Answer: me.)
I play pretty fair tennis; during my
high school days I won the amateur
woman's singles at Forest Hills. I realize that, according to experts, one sure
way to appeal to a man is to let him

conquer you on

the tennis court, on
the golf green, or at the bridge table
particularly if he views himself as an
authority.
I've never been able to throw a game.
I have quite as much will to win as the
average man has, so it will never be possible for me to slough a match.
I'll
win if I can, male ego be hanged.
However, I think I'm good enough
sport so that if I met a man who could
trim me honestly, I would ask him to
give me lessons and I'd admire him to
the point of losing a love set to him.
I am ambitious.
I want to learn,
learn, learn. So far I have made four
pictures, and I am working in my fifth.
"Belle Starr's Daughter," was followed

by "Champion," then "The Window" and
"Barricade." At present I'm delighted to
be working in "Beyond The Forest" with
Bette Davis, because she is master of her
medium. She has forgotten more than
many actresses have ever known, and I
feel that she can teach me a great deal.
I have heard it said that men are
frightened away by ambitious women.
That's too bad, but it would be worse
for me to pretend, for the sake of romance, that I'm a chiffon magnolia of a
girl when I'm steel springs in blue denim.

What am

saying!
I am scaring me to death.
I must have some love-attracting attributes. Let me think.
Well, no man would have to worry
about my budget -balancing ability. When
I

was a drama student in New York, I
on twenty-five dollars a week, and
saved a bit now and then. Naturally, I
I

lived

crashed no best-dressed lists, but no one
passed me a handout either.
I like to think that my enormous liking
for people is an admirable quality, but
a husband might not agree. I like all
sorts

New EASY WAY to

BRAIDMM

of

people, all sizes, shapes, ages,
creeds, and states of grace.
I
talk to everyone, and I learn from everyone. It would be almost impossible for
colors,

me

to be bored because as long as I

JMAZfNG NEW

am

beings I am entranced, and
when I am alone I read; reading is
merely being in the verbal, rather than
the physical, presence of another person.
Come to think of it, I do have two
intensely feminine traits:
I love perfume of all kinds, carry a vial in my
purse, daub it on all during the day,
feel luxurious when I catch the ghost
of an exquisite scent. Item two: When
I go out on a date, I like to have the
man decide where we are going. I admire the lad who is acquainted with a
number of quaint restaurants where
food and atmosphere are both unique.
And so, moving in an aura of my favorite fragrance of the moment, I glory
in that clinging-vine experience of entering a candle-lit club on the arm of a
stalwart escort.
Yet, all things considered, I must
admit the obstacles preventing me from
becoming an object of someone's affections are almost unsurmountable.
I have to face it: a man would be a

with

human

marry me.
hope a fool, an ambitious, understanding, companionable, humorous
fool, comes along before too many years
fool to

Gee,

I

go by!
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Dinner

piece

sweetbreads

:

—-broiled

V2 grapefruit
boiled or poached
2 eggs
black coffee or tea
Melba toast rye or whole-

Dinner:

wheat

Breakfast

cup

V2 grapefruit
2 eggs
boiled or poached
black coffee or tea
Melba toast rye or whole-

—

2

wheat
hamburger

patties

tomatoes

cucumber salad
black coffee

Dinner:

calves' liver
1

or

wholewheat
grapefruit

grapefruit
black coffee or tea
tomato juice
chicken
broiled or roasted
raw cabbage, green pepper,
celery vegetable salad
black coffee or tea
grapefruit

—

black coffee

SATURDAY
Breakfast: V2 grapefruit
boiled or poached
2 eggs

—

black coffee or tea

for postpaid delivery.

TO PLAY on

SENT COMPLETE READY

simple attachment.

Has personal phone.

or whole-

—

Lunch

— broiled

— broiled
combination salad
piece dry toast — rye

—rye

$3.99

WONDERFUL GIFTS FOR BOYS & GIRLS. Low priced.
Order YOUR Tiny Radio Now!
MIDWAY COMPANY
Dept. THS-9
Kearney, Nebr.

buttermilk
plenty of steak
celery, tomatoes, cucumber
black coffee or. tea
fresh fruit

spinach

Dinner:

or whole-

SUNDAY

—

fish

toast

fol-

C.B. of
is just

wheat

—

Lunch:

—rye

fresh fruit salad

Melba

FRIDAY
i

toast

programs by

instructions.

says "Tiny Radio

Wonderful"!
(bill,
ck., mo.) and pay postman
$2.99 COD plus postage or send

wheat

Lunch

broccoli
cauliflower
lettuce and tomato salad
tea with lemon
fresh fruit cup

Breakfast

Melba

— whole-

dry toast
wheat or rye
buttermilk
1

local

ng
Ala.

tage cheese

In October Screenland Miss Kahn
advise on gaining weight and

will

good bosom development.

'

you hurry and or-

der

With amazing new Braid-A-Rug
you can also make hats, purses,

SEND NO

!

4,

and
to

have already been offered from $200 to
$400 for beautiful

Ravel-proof. Rugs can be used
on either side as no raw edges or
sewing shows. Use any material
old coats, skirts, blan cets,
heavy oi thin
dresses, nylons
material. Introductory Offer
only $1.00 includes set of 3 fold-

—

Hobby!

to S200

more selling

REVEALS YOUR INNERMOST SECRETS
Yes, your desires, longings and outstanding characteristics of your
personality are revealed in the way you write. Write as much as you
like using pen and ink on unlined paper. Write naturally, do not try
to write "nice" or "fancy." Do it TODAY! Enclose $1 and selfaddressed stamped envelope for prompt, personal answer, not a
standard printed form.

Cedarpines Park, California
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San Bernardino Mountains

L0RM0NE
The Estrogenic Hormone

BUST CREAM
The Only Cream
Containing Femogen*
Each jar contains
30,000

Int.

Units

of

Femogen*
(Estrogenic
Homiunes) that special,
precious, amazing ingredient that may be absorbed by the skin of
the breasts. We make
no claims, promises, or
representations of any

kind whatever for this
cream. We want TOU
to be the sole judge of

what

L'ORMONE may

do

FOR YOU. WE GUARANTEE

UNCONDITIONALLY that if you are not delighted after
using your first jar of L'ORMONE we will cheerfully
refund the purchase price. 30 -day supply with full directions, in plain wrapper, complete including Fed. tax and
postage, only $3.00 with order, or $3.50 C O.D.

L'ORMONE
220 Broadway

CO., Dept. 260-F

New

York

7,

N. Y.
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Free for Asthma

Continued from page 14

If you suffer with attacks of Asthma and choke
and gasp for breath, if restful sleep is difficult

because of the struggle to breathe, don't fail to
send at once to the Frontier Asthma Company for

FREE

a

MEDICINE,

ASTHMA

the FRONTIER
a preparation for temporary
of

trial

symp-

tomatic relief of paroxysms of Bronchial Asthma.
matter where you live or whether you have
faith in any medicine under the sun, send today

No
for

free

this

cost you nothing.
899-C Frontier Bldg.
Buffalo 1, N. Y.

will

It

trial.

Frontier Asthma Co.
462 Niagara St.

NOSES RESHAPED
/-

FACE-LIFTING
Loose skin, wrinkles, outstanding ears,
lips,
baggy
eyelids,

rected

—

breasts,
scars corplastic
surgery.

by

Consultation and
S

—

Booklet

Free.

^Take

IHCOMBS!

mmm

this easy 6tep
nes. Show FREE Sai
of exquisite NAME-

^IMPRINTED Christmas

" Cards to friends, others. Sell
_emselves at SO for $1 and up. You
PLASTIC
Fast sales with
Christmas Assortments Also show novel Hurooroas.
Religions. Birthday, other fast-selling Christmas and
Year 'Round Assortments. Name-Imprinted Napkins,

make

NEW

fine profit.

which doesn't show
Burt Lancaster has seen
the jacket on a few occasions and still
bears the scars. All this abuse began
when Burt accidentally stumbles onto a
natural nest of rough diamonds just a
few inches underground. Burt doesn't
want them, but after Henreid tortures
him to disclose the cache, Lancaster is
determined to get the diamonds even
though they rightfully belong to the
owner of the field, Claude Rains. Rains,
unlike Henreid, tries a subtler form of
finding out where the diamonds are. He
hires Corinne to get the information
from Burt. Everyone gets what they
dark

jacket

blue

bloodstains.)

want

— with

varia-

interesting

certain

and Henreid hangs up his blue
jacket permanently. Corn is prevalent
and the impossible is always happening
but if you resign yourself and relax, it
tions,

can be

lots of fun.

!

Personal Stationery. Special f und-rais'ng plan for ctobi
churches. Write for samples Assortment on approval.
St.
STUDIOS, INC., 642 S.
•
HOLVOKE, MASS.
DEPT. p- 41

You're

.

Summer

COLONIAL

My

Army uniform.
the same old Bill
and invites him over for a reunion. Happily married. Bill resists her advances
but nevertheless gets dragged into a
gosh-awful mess when Shelley disappears amid clues indicating a violent
end. Facing a scandal which will ruin
the chances for the university, Bill
realizes he has to find the body and
clear himself before the police learn he
was the last person to see Shelley alive.
His first wrong step is getting himself
bitten by a huge police dog in a knockwas a gay dog in
Shelley thinks Bill

down-drag-out fight. It isn't until he's
on his way to San Francisco that he
learns the dog had rabies. Of course,
he can't get treatment without bringing
the cops down on his head, so he just
hopes and prays he'll solve the mystery
short order. There's quite a bit of
suspense and humor here and it's Bill
Powell at his sleuthing best.
in

Everything

Johnny Allegro

(Technicolor)

Columbia

20 th Century-Fox

DRESS forYOU
FOR ORDERING 3

NATURALLY,

Dan

with

Dailey

some mighty

there's got to be

!

fine

newplan! Your choice of gorgeous new
dress in your favorite style, size andcolor GIVEN
to you for sending orders for only 3 dresses for

music and dancing, not to mention a

your friends or family. Write for style presentation
ihowing scores of latest fashions with actual sample
fabrics. No money needed. You can get complete
wardrobe AND EARN CASH TOO — up to S22.00 a
week in vonr nr-an* time -EASY Write today
HARFORD FROCKS. Dept. A-337 Cincinnati 25, Ohio

on song-and-dance man Dan's marriage
to Anne Baxter, daughter of a Boston
professor.
When Dan is beckoned to
Hollywood. Anne, for the lack of anyone

Thrilling

1

1

hang them

plot to

on.

The

plot hinges

around, helps Dan out in his screen
test.
The producer likes the test fine,
only it's Anne he wants to sign up not
Dan. She doesn't like the idea, but Dan
talks her into it and before long Anne
is
the sweetheart of silent movies.
Watching Anne as the low-waisted,
else

AMAZING

We

guarantee you

$50.00 for selling
100 boxes 21 for $1 Xmas cards; also 50
and 25 for $1 with name on; also Napkins
and Stationery. No experience needed. Costs
nothing to try. Samples and Selling Plan on
approval.

MERIT, 370 Plane

St.,

Dpt. Z, Newark, N.

J.

—

shingle-coifi'ed
Simulated Diamond

IMPORTED

35c

Nothing more to pay
To introduce our Beautiful Gleaming
Rainbow Flash Stones, we will send a
1

Imported Simulated Diamond.
in Lovely Tiffany Style Pronged

Kt.

Mounted

Ring, as Illustrated, for the return of
this ad and 35c expense In coin, SENT)

NOW.

rpp
rntCC WMention
e will
"Luck" Elephant
ORIENT.

your Birth Date, and
include FREE a White
imported from the

—

GlobeJewelryCo. / Dpt.K-9 / Wheeling W.Va.
/

OLD LEG TROUBLE
Easy to use Viscose Home Method heals,
many old leg sores caused by leg congestion, varicose veins, swollen legs and injuries or no cost lor trial il it fails to show
results in 10 days. Describe the cause
of your trouble and get a FREE BOOK.
H. T. VISCOSE COMPANY
140 N. Dearborn St., Chicago 2,

111.

WATER
in 3 Minutes!
NO FIRES TO BUILD
SAVES FUEL BILLS

Dan

is

saturated with musicals and

exits to take himself

ily to a California ranch.
years pass happily until

and

his

opportunity to get his little girl into
pictures.
Against Anne's wishes, the
child is signed to a contract. She loves
acting and is a sensation but Anne still
can't see it. She takes the child and
leaves Dan. Ann Revere, as Aunt Jane,
finally gets things straightened out with

New England directness. Well, that was
one family which wound up with three
stars even before the reviews came out.

Illinois

GEORGE MACREADY

past has a habit
coming back
THE
to haunt you when you
expect
of

least

as William Powell discovers. A staid
professor interested in founding a new
university, Powell runs into Shelley Winters, a discontented beautiful blonde he
courted back in the old days when he
it,

is

one

of

peculiar
intellectuals
who
turns his genius toward crime. Though
he resides on an island off the coast of
Florida, with only a few henchmen to

those

keep him company, the T-men are hep
that something's going on which isn't
quite cricket. To find out just what this
they latch onto George Raft, an exracketeer and escaped convict, currently engaged as a flowershop proprietor courting Nina Foch, who is their
is,

lead. A phony killing is
up and Nina, thinking George
to save her, takes him to the

Number One
rigged
killed

island. Macready is a cagy codger, but
Raft is cagier and the traps they set for
one another aren't recommended as parlor tricks. Another twist is Macready's
penchant for hunting game with a bow
and arrow why, it's enough to make
one quiver! As if Raft hasn't enough
on his hands, he discovers that Nina's

—

connection with Macready is quite a
more than merely a nodding acquaintance. How Raft deals with Macready
and saves the USA from going bankrupt
makes up the remainder of the picture.
You might if you're given to such comments say this is full of arrow escapes.
bit

—

—

Red. Hot And Blue
Paramount

ONE
NOBetty
Hutton,

a chance against
not even a gang of
and it's a good thing she

stands

hefty gunmen
take care

can

Universal-International

Clip Thil Ad!
Mail ad on poet card or letter. We'll
.O.D. for only Il.flS end poatate
day money back cuaran-

fam-

A few more
Dan sees an

1 Complete

Send No Money!
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hilarity.

Take One False Step

hot water to bathe, shave, wash, hundreds of other uses. Handy size and
shape fit* every basin, tub, sink. etc.

ILLINOIS MERCHANDISE MART u.„i
Chicago 26,
6714. 1227 Loyola Ave.

total

only

All the hot water you want in * jiffy,
Newlow priced Electric Water Heater
workslikeacbarm. Just drop in water
and pluf In. A mas in B quantities of

Dept.

is

when

industry

^ 98

SAVES TIME & WORK

siren

"talkies" come in, Anne
fades from the scene and Dan takes over
as a dancing star of sound films. Meantime, Mrs. Dan has become the mother
of a bouncing baby girl who does off to
Buffalos and emotes even before she's
cut her eye teeth. By now, the movie

Then,

an

is

actress

who

will

of

herself.

A

budding

stop at nothing to get

on the stage, Betty certainly gets herself chin deep in hot water. Her beau,
Victor Mature, a serious-minded director
of a little theatre group, has a rugged
time of it trying to keep her out of
harm's way and on the straight and
narrow. Even he is helpless, however,

when she witnesses the bumping off of
a racketeer and gets kidnapped by the

dead mobster's gang who wanna know
kilt da boss? Incidentally, Frank
Loesser, the composer, as Hair-Do Lemp-

who

a music-loving
gangster and Betty was never more viothat final scene
lent and unrestrained
Full of Broadway talk and
is a dilly.
characters, the atmosphere and action
have a habit of getting out of hand which
confuses matters, but since it's all in fun
why be picky?
ke,

playing

terrific

is

—

—

Any Number Can Play

MGM

BECAUSE

father, Clark Gable,
operates a gambling casino, young
Darryl Hickman has an idea that Clark
isn't worth a good gosh-darn. He doesn't
bother to hide his feelings leaving Alexis
Smith and Clark a miserable pair of
parents. With a son like that, it's no
wonder Clark develops a heart condition and is ordered by his doctor to fade
out of business if he doesn't want Death
moving in as croupier. Clark doesn't
tell his family and continues to work in
order to take his mind off Darryl. Then,
Alexis gets the bright idea that maybe
if the lad saw how Clark ran the casino,
perhaps he'd understand his father better. Darryl is duly impressed when he
watches Clark win a poker game honest
his

—

and above board aw, c'mon, kid, it
happens lots of times. All that money
piled up on the table in front of Clark
is

a natural

temptation for a pair of

«unmen and they heist the joint, but
before they make a getaway the team of
Clark and Darryl put an end to that
nonsense. After the gunmen are dispatched, Clark proves himself in still

another way to his son which only goes
to show that sometimes dishonesty is
the best policy. The cast, in addition
to the stars, is excellent: Audrey Totter,
Mary Astor, Frank Morgan, Wendell
Corey and Lewis Stone.

The Big Steal

RKO

Safallj.

This Pleasant

WITH

appetite for rich, fat-producing
foods ; (2 ) provides important
vitamins and minerals to help
maintain your energy while reducing. C.O.D. Send No Money.

LIMITED
OFFER
125 for only

NEW!

and Captain William Bendix
accuses him of absconding with the
funds.
Before Bendix can snap the
handcuffs on Mitchum, Bob has the
captain flat on his back and while oppayroll

with him, escapes. On the
loose, he traces the missing payroll to
Patric Knowles and the chase through
Mexico starts with Knowles leading.
The trail eventually ends at an isolated
mountain ranch where Bob and Jane
are captured which gives them a ringis

some veddy interesting
happenings: They see the money turned
over to an international crook, and the
side

at

seat

sudden appearance of the "brain" behind the robbery. Everything gets quite
frantic because the "brain" is bent on
wiping out the whole kit and kaboodle of
witnesses, but Jane, stout girl, shows that
she's more than worthy of Bob's affections. A well done mystery with plenty
of action

and suspense.

Obtainable only at

UNIVERSAL MEDICAL CO.
1400

S.

When

Adrian,

—

python! Well, recently the Adrians returned from an African safari. They had

some of those
who were invited for dinner. But for very
special friends, Adrian magnanimously
gifts of native jewelry for

—

presented shrunken human heads about
the size of a small orange! It seems it's
an old African custom.

"Watch what happens when we do

the

Lundigan warned us,
when we visited him on the set of "Pinky."
"They don't pay any attention to Jeanne
Crain and me, because Fanny gets the star
next

scene,"

Bill

treatment!" Sure enough, they combed out
Fanny's silken locks. They sprayed her all
over with perfume and practically carried
her on the set. To relieve your suspense,
gentle reader, Fanny is the most glamourous goat in Hollywood. She can laugh and
cry and her eyelashes are longer than

Marie Wilson's!

Long before you read

Lansbury

this,

Angela

be Mrs. Peter Shaw.
They'll be married in the Bowe's Church
in London, where Angela's father and
grandfather worshipped as children. Upwill

• Dept.

SU-9

HORMONE
Science believes skin of breasts
may absorb Estrogenic Hormones
and while we make no claims or
representations whatever for the
new Francis James Bust Creme, we
do promise you may test it yourself 10 days on this special introductory offer.
Each jar contains
30,000 Int. Units Estrogenic Hormones. Pleasant and easy to use,

TEST 10 DAYS
AT OUR RISK

SEND NO MONEY
When your

30- Day
Creme arrives pay only $2.98 plus
Plain wrapper.
Full directions
days, then judge for yourself. If
money will be refunded.

Write today.

|ar Francis

M i.waukee

James Bust

tax and C.O.D. postage.
Test 10
with package.
not satisfied return and

CO.. Dept. 62-L
Illinois
22

Aven u e Chicago

,

The amazing demand for phonograph records, accelerated by countless Juke-Boxes, warrants your

on their return to Hollywood, Peter automatically becomes a landlord. He designed and built a housing unit, which is
fashioned for newly-married couples trying to get a start in life. The rent is
reasonable, that is.

immediate investigation. We are offering New
Writers the rare opportunity of having a celebrated "Hit" composer furnish music on reduced
percentage basis for any likely poems received
this month. Phono-records are outselling piano
copies 5 to

1.

_REC0LA^ RECORDING

Over

1000

to choose from. All

of the old favorites plus

of

the cast and crew were
close to tears the day they wound up
us,

"Come Be

Cu\, Hollyw o od 28, Calif,

MOVIE STARS PHOTOS

—o
So help

III.

SONG WRITERS ATTENTION

Continued from page 10

famous dress designer, and Janet
Gaynor entertain, the unexpected is always expected. Like the time their guest
of honor was a snake charmer and her

Pulaski • Chicago 23,

FRANCIS JAMES PRODUCTS

Gossip In The Lobby

Party Of The Month:

NEW!

UNOBESE

803 No ith

the

Way

Simple

Unobese Plan will help you to
take off pounds of excess weight
without harmful drugs, laxatives,
starvation or exercise.
Unobese
Plan acts two ways
helps
( 1 )
appease your hunger, curbs your
:

authentic
Mexican background, set in and around Tehuacan, Robert Mitchum should be very
content taking in the scenery with a
lovely companion such as Jane Greer.
Instead, he's hot on the trail of a
$300,000 Army payroll. An Army lieutenant, Mitchum was robbed of the

portunity

JjDM UGLY FAT

My

production

on

Ann Blyth

says that working for and

tell

new

the

we

us

ones.

many

Customers

have the finest

in

the business.

Love."

with Robert Montgomery (he directed
the picture, too) was the happiest experience of her career. When everyone
got together and threw a farewell party,
they presented Bob with a plastic egg
on which each person had signed his
name. Because he was such a "good
egg" in case you don't catch on!

GLAMOUR, PINUP, WESTERNS
8x10
25 CENTS EACH

—
6

for

$1.00

llustrated Catalogue with order

MORTENSEN STUDIOS
BOX 1055S

Take a

BURBANK, CALIFORNIA

Tip

From Me--

—

Yes, the Hollywood world is changing,
There was a time when any star
would have rebelled against a role like
Claudette Colbert's in "Three Came
Home." Missy C, however, was wise
enough to realize that to be convincing,
she must look like a prisoner in a Japanese concentration camp. Not only does
she appear minus makeup, chic clothes
and smart hairdo, that "best side" was
also sacrificed for the camera. As a result, Claudette has never been better..
too.

You don't need experience to make
wonderful cash earnings with our lovely
Christmas Cards. All you do is call on
friends and let them see FREE Samples
of wonder-value Name-Imprinted Folders at SO for $1 and up. They buy in
a hurry . you make amazing profits!
Show two outstanding Assortments of
21 exquisitely designed, smartly decorated Christmas Cards. Make up to 60c
on each fast -selling $1 box! Also Gift
.

.

21-CARD

ASSORTMENT
50 for *1
With Name

Wraps, Religious, Everyday, Plastic
Cards, many other MONEY - MAKING
Assortments. Special cash-making plan
for churches, clubs, lodges, etc. Start
earning at once. Send for samples NOWI
WETMORE & SUGDEN, Inc., Dept. S-81
749 MONROE AVE., ROCHESTER 2. N V.
<
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Kings feared him. ..women adored him. ..he lived and loved outside the law!

new

great

Morgan Did to Women

2

YOURS! These

What Amber Did to Men!"

best-sellers

says The Cleveland Press
And how

you'll agree, as

you race through the blazing

rip-roaring romantic novabout Sir Harry Morgan, history's most famous and
amorous blue-blooded renegade and about some of
the lovely, scheming women in his lawless life!
"Swords flash plenty, so do the petticoats."

pages of F.
el

Van Wyck Mason's

—

—

—

Omaha World- Herald
Yes, this bold buccaneer seemed to cast a spell over
all

women. And most

of

them would go

—

any

to

length to keep him. Yet only one a woman as wild
and ruthless as he gambled everything, including
her life, to hold him. She was the sultry, beautiful
Carlotta, who dared to promise him
what no other woman dared to ofDiscover why "Cutlass Emfer.
pire" is high on best-seller lists
everywhere. And it's yours
together with "Rampart Street"

—

FREE

yes,

BOTH

free

when you mail

coupon below.

They Made a Shocking Love Pact
to

you as a

-TheseTwo Southern Beauties
devil-may-care
save
Yankee —
man they both want!
the

to

life

of a

the

Here's the tense, emotion-packed story
of two passionate Southern sirens
locked in a strange and bitter conflict
and of the "devil's bargain" they
make ... a bargain that shocks even
Rampart Street, wickedest street of the wickedNone wiser or more
est city in the world.
.

.

.

ruthless than the
that transcends all barriers."
notorious Simone!
San Antonio Express
Who
but Simone
could force a man
Yes, even Rampart Street whispered, "Just how
like
Captain
Carrick
far will a woman go
to save the mansheloves?"
marry her?
Would anyone besides honey-haired Raphaelle to
d'Arendel dare to sell herself into the most infamous establishment on Rampart Street to protect her
lover only to see him marry her hated
rival? And why does the notorious' Simone
de Tourneau plot her devilish revenge to
get handsome Captain Carrick? Learn the
answers in "Rampart Street" by the Webbers. Yours FREE, with "Cutlass Empire"

"Romance

—

—

—

—

—

—

—BOTH

Send No Money! Mail Coupon!

And you get these 2 new

"CUTLASS EMPIRE" and "RAMPART STREET"
The FICTION

want

your

to

BOO K CLU B( Dept .577), 100 Sixth Ave.,N.Y.I3,N.V.

take advantage of

Kilt offer lo

send

me FHEE

— BOTH "Cutlass Empire" ami
"Hampart Street." At the same
me as a member ot
The Fiction Book Club which
time enroll

entitles me to receiveiyour be<stsellim? .selections at only $1.89
(plus a few cents shipping)
a saving up to $2 OH a book
from the retail price of the
publisher's edition. It is un-

—

derstood, however, that I do
not have to accept every book
offered
I may accept or reject

—

selections as I please; so send
regularly FltEH the Club
monthly bulletin, in order that

me

may choose from the many
books listed in the course of a
the six I agree to purchase at only $1,89 each (plus
shipping) within the next 12
months.
Since this amazing
offer may be withdrawn at any
time rush my free copies of
"Cutlass Empire" and "Rampart Street" and begin Club
services with "The Dukays"
in the Club's special edition.
I

year,

—

best-selling novels FREE to introduce you
to all the many other advantages of Club membership listed below:—
1. Save up to $2.00 on every book! Fiction
decide you want after you have read a detailed
Book Club's big spec.al edition savings are description mailed to you well in advance.
passed right cn to you. You save up to $2.00 4. So simple and easy! If you decide you
on every book. And you get two new best-sell- don't want any monthly selection, simply notiers FREE as an introductory membership gift.
fy us not to send it. Otherwise do nothing, end
2. Get outstanding new books! Fiction Book it will be mailed to you.
For each monthly
Club selections are outstanding best-sellers
selection YOU decide you want, you pay just
books by leading authors
brand-new, full- $1.89 plus a few cents for shipping.
size books you will read with pleasure, add to
SO ACT NOW!
your library with great pride.
Get your FREE copies of the two big best3. No special dues or tees! You simply agree sellers described above and all the conveniences
to accept any six of the twelve outstanding and savings of free Fiction Book Club memnovels offered in a year. You do not have to bership! Mail coupon
to The Fiction
accept each month's selection
just those you Book Club, 100 Sixth Ave, N. Y. 13, N. Y.
.

.

.

NOW

Fiction

Book

Only Zia would dare to become another woman

special

edition

Club
of

that top

ADDRESS

best-seller

THE DUKAYS

.STATE.
Zone No.

(If

any)

by Lajos Zilahy

ACE

OCCUPATION.
(Same

74

price In

(if

Canada. Address 130 Merton

under 21
St.,

.

—

f

Please Print Plainly

.

.

First Selection/

NAME

CITY.

when you mail coupon.

Membership is FREE in The FICTION BOOKCLUB

BOTH FREE!
I

free

.

.

to find the love she has to have! Yts, she's 2 utterly
different and fascinating women! She's Zia Dukay,

beautiful young countess, who marries and divorces
Prince Filippo. And she's Terez Hemli, photographer, who gives herself to Ursi, a brilliant radical,
determined to destroy the rich and powerful Dukays.
She's unconventional, unpredictable, unforgettable
and but one of the wonderfully real people you
meet in "The Dukays." "Really 3 books for the
price of one"
Philadelphia Bulletin.

—

—

).

Toronto)

SU-9

Mail Coupon Now! Hurry.. .Make Sure of Your FREE Books!
PRINTED

IN

THE

U, S. A.

BY THE CUNEO PRESS, INC.

MOWQMCK!
And get your own dresses without

this

easy

way

penny

a

of cost as an extra bonus!
EVER-WEARABLE
new

covert casual with

willowy

many dresses as you want; to wear the latest,

lines.

smart-

most glamorous dresses without cost. Don't
forget— Fashion Frocks are well-known and in big
demand. This means greater demand, orders are
easier to get, and no canvassing is necessary. Women

est,

ouldn't you jump at the chance of earning
p to $18, $20 and $25 a week in spare time?
"Well, here it is— the quick, easy way to make
this good money in odd hours— in your own
neighborhood— and besides, get this Fall's loveliest dresses for yourself without a penny of
cost! Just imagine! You invest no money! You
simply take orders for Fashion Frocks, which
come to you in an amazing variety of styles,
colors, weaves and patterns. Famous fabrics that
are soft, rich, enduring— the

are delighted to order not only once, but for season after season. It's like having your own dress
business
INVESTING
PENNY.

WITHOUT

SEND NO

Our

elaborate Free Presentation Folio contains
over 125 original styles and swatches. Examine
the beautiful, glorious styles and colors— feel the
rich fabrics. You just won't believe it possible at
the low prices asked. You'll be proud to show
them to your friends and neighbors. So don't lose
a second. Fill out the coupon. Paste it on a post-

cream of the world's

In a complete range of

card.

sizes for every
Half-Sizes, Junior and
touts. Best of all, they're not sold in stores
women must come to you to get them. You

best mills.

pe of figure

— Misses,

n coin money "hand over fist" — and besides,
et your own dresses without paying a cent!
BIG

MONEY WITH NO PREVIOUS

No

obligation. Mail

while you think of

—

EXPERIENCE

the Good Housekeeping Seal of
Approval and Fashion Frocks cost much less than similar
garments— they are priced as low as $2.98! How can you
miss getting orders right and left? You start by taking
orders from friends. ..they'll tell their friends. Soon you're
making big money like Marie Patton, Illinois, who took
in an average of $39 a week ... or Mrs. Carl C. Birch,
Maryland, who earned $36 a week ... or Mrs. Claude
Burnett, Alabama, who averaged $31.50 a week.

ach dress

A
MONEY— EVERYTHING FREE

carries

coupon right

5?

«*

now—

it.

^

POMf Olio

fAU

DRESSES
as low as

of

una

4*

START EARNING IMMEDIATELY— NO CANVASSING to
Whether you are married or single— housewife or employed woman— you can earn EXTRA money in your
spare time.

And

just

imagine

how

it

will feel to have as

TEN-STRIPE

PLAID

folds

softly and
smoothly

into

classic lines.

INC
Cincinnati 25, Ohio

Desk C3027,

PERSIAN PRINT in
fine cotton — fabric and
"made for each
other" and you!

style

FASHION FROCKS, INC.
Desk C3027, Cincinnati 25, Ohio

YES— I am

interested in your opportunity to

in spare time
cost.

KATHI NORRIS
Popular Television Star
says,"/

Send

me

my own

everything

I

make money

dresses without a

need to

start right

They're such wonderful

out obligation.
N/tm/>

Address-

JZone-

City

values I can't imagine any-

thing easier to sell!"

Age-

Dress Size-

penny of

away, with-

wear Fashion Frocks

at the studio all the time.

[

and get

State-

. .

.

the

cream make-up

Compact

39c

and

*loo

PLUS TAX

Applied with fingertips

.

.

.

Blends without streaking

.

.

.

Lasts for hours

and hours!

**QooL/
w SMOOTH

,

/

% PAINTY /
Got those "high thermometer" blues? Then it's
Cashmere Bouquet Talc for you!
to help keep you cool and dainty all over!
Try Cashmere Bouquet today and

flower-fragrant

.

'

KEEP COOL

.

Start with a tub or shower,

follow with Cashmere Bouquet
over!

.

There's a Cashmere

Bouquet Cosmetic for
Almost Every Beauty

all

Absorbs any lingering moisture

left after

towelling

.

Need!

gives your

.

.

skin a cool, fragrant freshness!

FEEL SMOOTH
.

.

.

those

little

Before you dress

trouble spots, where

chafing might occur, call for extra Cash-

mere Bouquet
feel

how

it

Talc.

So smooth

it

on gently,

in o i*g

protects with a silky-smooth sheath!

STAY DAINTY

duet

For perfect confidence in your 'round-theclock daintiness, use Cashmere Bouquet

Talc at least twice daily. Keep cool,
feel

smooth, be alluring

entrancing "fragrance

.

.

.

with

men

its

love"!

Talcum Towder

LIPSTICK

Creamy, clinging ... in
8 fashionable shades!
FACE POWDER
Smooth, velvety texture!
6 "Flower-Fresh" shades!
ALL-PURPOSE CREAM
For radiant, "date-time"
loveliness

WITH THE fRAGBANCE MEW IOVE

2<5

and

— a bedtime

beauty must!
HAND LOTION
Caressable hands in
just seconds!

JUN

2QJBM

Along with your Regular Hair -Washing

.

.

Never Omit the Listerine Antiseptic Massage
There's a Reason, Lady:
It's the simply delightful way of guarding against infectious dandruff which
troubles so many women and raises hob
with the scalp and the appearance of the
hair. It's the treatment that has helped
so many.

At any moment the germs associated
with this infection, particularly the
"bottle bacillus" (P. ovale), may be on
your scalp threatening real trouble.
Don't expect too much help from soap
and water, or other hair washing preparations. They are not designed to be
germicides
and germicidal action is
.

.

.

called for a lien you have dandruff of the infectious type. So, it's Listerine Antiseptic

and massage for you, every time you
wash your hair.

As it spreads over scalp and hair,
Listerine Antiseptic kills millions of the
"bottle bacillus" (P. ovale) which so

many

dermatologists say is a causative
agent of infectious dandruff.

If Infectious Dandruff has Started.
you have any evidence of persistent
flakes, scales and itching get busy with
Listerine Antiseptic and massage every
day
twice a day is better.
If

.

.

.

You

will be delighted to see how
quickly flakes and scales begin to disappear
how wonderfully fresh and
healthy your scalp feels
how well
.

.

.

.

.

.

your hair looks.

Such prompt early treatment may
head off a real case of trouble. Remember, in

clinical

tests

twice-a-day

Listerine Antiseptic treatments brought
marked improvement within a month to

76%

of dandruff sufferers.

For more than 60 years the chief use
of Listerine Antiseptic has been as an
antiseptic mouthwash and gargle.

Lambert Pharmacal Co., St. Louis, Mo.
as a treatment for

How

popular

are you

m

INFECTIOUS DANDRUFF

Before any date always rinse the mouth with Listerine
Against simple cases of bad breath of nonsystemic origin it instantly sweetens and freshens the breath.

Antiseptic.
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Tampax

about

FRED HENRY,

J.

PICTOKY

embarrassed

any more. The invention of

Tampax has simplified the
whole subject of monthly
protection for women.

Why

Jeanne
"You

What Hollywood
The

Don't

Constance Palmer
Cram
Lynn Bowers

Happier At 24

Is

just don't

know what

it's

all

about

in

Talking About

Itself Is

stars themselves like to discuss what's going

Mope Thru

on

in their

Jon Bruce
let

despondency

The Man From Beaver Dam

You require no belts or pins with
Tampax and no outside pads. For
Tampax is worn internally.

—

Jim Craig happily discards heroism

insert

vidual

Tampax by means of

patented

applicators;

Gladys Hall

40

William Lynch Vallee

42

for villainy

What About Older Men?
Ann Blyth

candidly rates the mature swains in her screen

Latest

indi-

list

life

Jack Holland
in

Hollywood James Mason has a

toward

different feeling

by popular

45

it

Fred Robbins

of records reviewed

36

wastes no words in talking about himself

Holiday For Virtue.

About Face For James
Now that he's living
Right Off The Record

You

MacMurray

29

them

floor

Claire Trevor

Co-star Claire discovered Fred

26

town

Life

Rosalind Russell has a word or two for those who

A

24

your teens," declares Jeanne

51

disk jockey

your

hands need not touch the Tampax.

You

great daintiness in
Tampax. No odor, no chafing and
it's only one-ninth the bulk of the
external kind.
will

find

—

Linda Darnell and Paul Douglas, starring in "Everybody Does It"
Gloria De Haven, starring in "Scene Of The Crime"
Lizabeth Scott, starring in "Bitter Victory"

You can

Party Gossip

ridges

Your Guide To Current Films

forget any fear of bulges or
under your clothing, for Tampax cannot show through. (Also, dis-

posal

is

easy.)

B

You will welcome the downright
comfort of Tampax
the sense of
physical and mental relaxation it
brings on "those discouraging days."

—

Cobina Wright
Helen Hendricks

Newsreel
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Turnout For Gary's Latest
From Dimples To Wrinkles
Hollywood's Own "World Series"

The Lady Takes A

Now

8
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50

Sailor

Mrs. Mike
My Friend Irma
TV's Really Jumpin'

28
32
34

!

Screenland Salutes Joan Evans

You will like the scientific character
Tampax — invented by a doctor and
made of pure surgical absorbent cotof

ton throughout.

The Thin Girl's Problem
Be Casual
Sew A Smart Wardrobe
Guide To Glamour
Fashion Show

Courtenay Marvin

Solving

Let's

Buy Tampax

at drug or notion
counters. 3 absorbencies: Regular,

Super, Junior. A full month's average supply will slip into your

Travilla

R.S.V.P.

ON THE COVER, JEANNE CRAIN, STARRING IN
THE 20TH CENTURY-FOX PRODUCTION, "PINKY"
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M"G*M...
producer of the
screen's finest

Technicolor musicals...
presents another

wonderful
entertainment

^QgjP

STARRING

| KATHRYN GRAYSON;
JOSEITURBI
f

WITH

«*«

ETHEL BARRYMORE

"
Screen Play by Bruce Manning

and Tamara Hovey

KEENAN WYNN
CARROL NAISH JULES MUNSHIN
THOMAS GOMEZ MARJORIE REYNOLDS
•

J.

•

Oi reeled

by

NORMAN TAUROG
Produced by

JOE PASTERNAK
Jk

Mttri-tildwya-Miyir Pictun

NOTE I

He's the rugged,

romantic type

and introducing

MARIO LANZA

Something to watch for! The greatest picture since sound

MEET A NEW STAR!

is

M-G-M's

and the singing
discovery of a
lifetime!

"BATTLEGROUND"!

Heres

how WARNER BROS, head yo
•

PRODUCED
muwu^tw

DIRECTED BY

DAVID BUTLER

BY
d*

ALEX GOTTLIEB

Screen Play by JACK ROSE and MEl SHAVELSON
from A Slory by I. A. I. Diamond
Music by JULE STYNE
•

lyrics

by

SAMMY CAHN

•

Musical Direction by Ray Heindorf

NEW HIT! NEW HEIGHTS!

FRED CLARK. Screen Play by IVAN GOFFand BEN ROBERTS
Suggested by a Story by Virginia Kellogg
DIRECTED BY

•

Music by

PRODUCED

RAOUL WALSH- LOUIS

F.

Max

Steiner

BY

EDELMAN
*

—

i"

ur theatres

parade of

New

Fall Hits!

Greer Carson and hubby, Col.
gelson,

honeymoon bound

E.

after

E.

Fol-

marriage.

history.

Naturally, all the stars who knew Irene
when she was just Mrs. Selznick wanted
to see her and offer congratulations for
her stage hit, so both at the theatre and
party afterward, there was a brilliant

attendance.
*

*

*

Irene's escort for the evening

was Cary

Grant, but the wagging tongues were all
ivrong. Cary's chief interest is still Betsy
Drake, although he tells me that there
are no matrimonial plans in the offing.
Another surprise couple was John Dall
and Peggy Cummins, who seemed to be

Cobina Wright chatting with Ann Sheridan and her escort, Cesar Romsro, at the
Chinese Theatre opening of "You're My Everything." a 20th Century-Fox picture.

Hollywood
WHILEgivenmanysimply
show

with Ann Sothern and later I saw them
dancing together very much cheek to

parties

as

are

for stars

some

forgetting all about that handsome young
business man she met in Italy. She only
had eyes for John.
Clark Gable had the fans outside of
the theatre cheering when he showed up

cheek.
*

cases

and

*

*

date was handsome
Dinelli, the screen writer who penned

Joan

their satellites or for
reason, it is really a

Crawford's

Mel
"The Window" and "The

superficial
treat to attend one

which is given for a
genuine heart-warming reason.
Of all the recent gala events I think
the most pleasant and sincere was that
which MGM's head, Louis B. Mayer,
gave for his daughter. Irene Selznick.
Irene, of course, was formerly married
to David O. Selznick. and the occasion
for the party was the opening of her
stage play, "Street Car Named Desire."
in Los Angeles. This daughter of a famous producer and former wife of an
equally well-known producer has become
a producer herself and the success of her
first venture is a matter of Broadway

Spiral Staircase," although Joan says he's just "a good
friend." However, she has been going out

him lately and says that the
romance with attorney Greg Bautzer is
colder than a frost-bitten Eskimo.
a lot with

*

*

*

DEBORAH KERR

and her husband,
Bartley, very much in love,
were at the party and talking about their
plans to return to England for a brief
vacation and asking Eve Arden to come
along with them. Barbara Bel Geddes
was telling me that she was trying to
persuade her father, the noted stage designer, Norman Bel Geddes, to stage
"Hamlet" and let her play the melancholy Dane in tights!
*
#
*

Tony

Cary Grant with Betsy
Drake, his chief interest, before CBS' Radio
Theatre broadcast in
which they co-starred.

Adrian and Janet Gay nor, just back
from Africa, were filled with tales of their

and experiences

the veldt. I
told
vie that the tiny Janet had shot a lion
until I found out that she had used a
camera instead of a gun!
*
*
*
safari

didn't believe

it

in

when Cesar Romero

—

'

Joan

Crawford

Irene, the guest of honor, looked radiant
greets

Farley Granger and her
protegee, Joan Evans,
at a party she
in

gave her

Beverly Hills Hotel.

in a white bouffant

gown and happier than

I've seen her in a long time.

However,

it's

the hit her play has made, and not romance. She says she has no time for any-

opened, there was Paulette, bewitching in
a pearl grey brocade, with a handkerchief
tied over her eyes just to prove that she
was a "blind date!"
*

*

*

Paulette, incidentally,

Mexico where she

will

is

going back to

make

a picture for

RKO's former president, Peter Rathvon,
who is doing his first independent. I asked
Paulette about writer John Steinbeck and
she said it was all nonsense. However, I

hear that there is a very important government official, in Mexico City, who has
an eye for movie stars and who is paying

La Goddard constant attention when she
is

The Van Johnsons

New

York

south of the border.
Peggy Cummins, soon to be seen in "Gun
Crazy," dining with John Dall at Stork Club.

tarry in

to dine

at the

Starlight Roof of the

Wal-

dorf-Astoria

going

before

was an unusual party, because it was the
only one he had ever attended where all
the guests both arrived and departed at
the same time!
*
*
*
it

Newport, Rhode Island,
Van's hometown, to attend
to

his old high school reunion.

MILLER gave a birthday
ANN
bration
her new romance,
for

Connor, and

lots of

set arrived in the

Gossiping with Anne Baxstar of the picture,
and Macdonald Carey at the
"You're My Everything"
debut is Cobina Wright.
Mac's now doing "Copper
Canyon" for Paramount.
ter,

thing other than her work.
*
*
*

most unusual party
the month
THE
was hosted by Pan American

ANOTHER

They

of

Airlines.

was at Mocambo, when Desi Arnaz opened,
and, of course, everyone who loves Lucille Ball and Desi turned out. Surprise
of the evening was Clark Gable's first
date with Paulette Goddard and I think
the story of how this combination came
about is most amusing.
A mutual friend had asked Gable to
lavish opening

come

to the opening, but Clark said he
wasn't too fond of night clubs and besides, he didn't have a date.
*
*
*

The friend

told Clark that he

knew

She was attractive, but new
to Hollywood and didn't knoiv anyone.
If Clark didn't mind he was sure he could
fix it up. So Clark called at the Shoreham Apartments and when the door

just the

girl.

"previewed"' their new strato-cruiser
the one which has a cocktail lounge
on the lower deck and invited a group
of stars for "cocktails over Hollywood."
*
*
*

—

—

"getting

were the
uith Jack
Carson. Corinne Calvet and her husband,
John Bromfirld Barbara Lairrence with
Turhnv Bey. and the Mark Stevens. For
an hour they cruised above Los Angeles
and. the ocean sunset and everyone had
a wonderful time kidding about the senLiterally

a

Zachary Scotts. Doris

lift"

Day

.

sation

.

As Bichard Ney. who jtist married
wealthy Pauline McMartin said, "I
haven't felt this high

in

i/ears!"

swank Rodeo

a;

handsome Robert Ryan put
Right:

Rosalind

Russell

is

guest of Clark

Dennis on
ABC's "Name The Movie."
She's soon to be seen in
"Tell It To The Judge."

Left:

James Mason shows

Geraldine Brooks a rare
coin on set of "The Blank
Wall," a Columbia film in
which they are co-starred.

it,

Room

of

"Happy

'to Bill.

In the crowd were Bobby Stack and
Irene Wrightsman. who may take that
bridal path any day now, Cleatus Caldwell and her husband. Bob Hutton, Florence Marly with George Fisher, VeraEllen with 'Agent A. C. Lyles and Phil
Reed, who was one of Ann's constant
escorts, with a new French importation,
Denise Darcel.
*

*

*

Ann was busy showing

us

a

letter

which she had just received from Linda
Power in Morocco. In it ivas a lock of
hair, which Linda sent to show her Hollywood friends how the African desert
sun had bleached it. She said that she
and Ty were so happy over the prospect
of the baby due to arrive in January,
and that they were having a wonderful
time, despite the early upsets of food and
sandstorms which beset them when they
first landed on the coast of North Africa.
*
*
*

"We are the guests of the Pasha here"
(in Morocco), she wrote, "but I don't know
how much longer we can take it. There
are fifteen to eighteen courses with every
meal and each one

And,

Bill

the younger movie

the Beverly Hills Hotel to sing

Birthday"

cele-

the preceding one.

is

more

Ty and

delicious than
I

are gorging

—
They've been friends for years, but
always before each was romancing someone else. Their paths crossed again when
Ann went to work on the 20th Centurydating.

Fox

lot in "I

Was A Male War

Wouldn't it be wonderful
permanent package deal!
*

*

if

they

Bride."
it a

made

*

Why

Producers Have Ulcers Dept.:
Five times they shot Maureen O'Hara's
dance in the harem scene for "Bagdad."
And every time the sound man complained about a buzzing noise that spoiled
each "take." They searched everywhere,
they checked everything. Then suddenly
Maureen leaped into the air. "It's ME!"
she squealed. And so it was. She had a
bee in her angle-length bloomers!
Lasker

Little Albert

mate

for

an enchanting playmother, Jane Greer.

is

pretty

his

ourselves and if we take that Scandinavian
trip, we are going to have to go on a rigid
diet. I won't be able to even look at a

smorgasbord!"

By the time you read this, Mark
Stevens and 20th Century-Fox may have
kissed each other a fond and fat farewell.
There are those who will insist it's be-

has been responsible for countless
successful marriages through dignified
Private Introductions under
strict protective guidance.
.

.

many

.

.

others.

representatives

and

Offices

Mark

"cash!"

mended

John Lunds
to adopt a baby boy and

.

.

.

*

According

the only organization

kind.

its

ridicu-

just

throughout the country permit contacts between Clara Lane Centers
in
different
areas.
Highly comof

is

happened to ask for his
release when Bill was given two top roles
in "Pinky" and "Twelve O'Clock High."
Fabulous offers from other studios is the
reason why Mark would like to be free
to cash in on them. And we do mean

Wherever you live
whatever
your age or background
Clara
Lane can help you, as she has so
.

This

cause of Bill Lundigan.
lous.

.

*

*

*

NATIONALLY FAMOUS CLARA LANE

*

*

to local scuttlebutt, the
expecting
are "expecting"

—

girl.

And now

you are invited

that he's playing opposite Barbara Stanwyck in "I Married A Dead Man," John
feels much better about his future. He
just wants to forget about "Bride Of
Vengeance," the picture Ray Milland so
wisely traded for a suspension. John,
who has a wonderful sense of humor,
refers to it as a "four-Airwick picture!"

confidence.

Twice in
been deeply

COMPLETE INFORMATION
WITHOUT OBLIGATION
If you are interested in obtaining
all the interesting details of this

unique nationwide organization,
to phone, visit or
write to one of the CLARA LANE
Friendship Centers listed below. Interviews are conducted in strict

*

CLARA LANE
FRIENDSHIP CENTER
"A

Priceless Public Service"

NEW YORK

•

PHILADELPHIA

ATLANTIC CITY. WASHINGTON
CHICAGO • MIAMI
SAIN FRANCISCO. LOS ANGELES
Members

FREE:
ter.

Iuc

.

19, N. Y. for a reprint of

Eusiness"

which
national magazine.

The

Every State

Write CLARA LANE Friendship CenHotel Wentworth, f>8 W. 47th Street,

New York

My

in

Only

appeared

Organization

in

"Cupid
a

is

leading

s

of

its

Kind

his

*
life

in love.

*

Cesar

Both

Romero

girls,

has
according

to "Butch," "were very much like Ann
Sheridan." Now (how ironical can Hie
be?) it's Ann Sheridan whom he's actually

Dan Duryea and
at

the

his wife dress for dinner

Waldorf- Astoria's

Starlight

Roof.

Milton Krasner and Claudette
Colbert confer on "Three Came Home" set.

Cameraman

Even at the Terrace Court of the WaldorfAstoria, Clark Cable can't duck phone calls.

m you've Kevet deetc &&4ec£^^te.../Ci/l

/

JlVpA.
i*t

a

ti

acUUUf

to-

ie Allied

IteaAt-iiin-ii^uf. love. &ce*tc
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ANN DORAN
AND

MILBURN STONE
APPEARING

IN

CALAMITY JANE
AND SAM BASS"
COLOR BY TECHNICOLOR

A UNIVERSAL-INTERNATIONAL
PICTURE

KISS COLORS
/.

Keeps

TANGEE PINK QUEEN
lips soft

. . .

. . .

gives

Does not smear or run

you confidence.

at the edges.

4. Goes on so easily... so smoothly... so quickly.
5.

And

it

— A hright new pink. ..to make him think

...of kissing.

2. Feels just right
3.

invitingly moist.

lasts— and

LASTS— and

L-A-S-T-S!

—

TANGEE red-red Makes your lips redder than red... and
ready to love. For brunettes especially.
tangee theatrical RED

— America's

most dramatic shade

transforms your lips into a "feature attraction."
TANGEE GAY-RED— Cold men turn into bold
blonde wears this daring shade. ,

men — when

a

)

A QUICK,
EASY WAY TO
APPLY WAVESET
By
Helen Hendricks
dowdy Olivia the perfect target for
fortune-hunting Montgomery Clift. He
merely pays attention to the unloved
girl and sweeps her off her feet.
Since
this is the first time in her drab life
someone wants and needs her, Clift
doesn't have to be too convincing.
Richardson, on the other hand, is certain
the young gallant is infatuated with
Olivia's $30,000 yearly inheritance. In
a bitter scene Richardson tells her his
suspicions. To Olivia, sensitive as she is,
this comes as quite a shock, but the
impact is lessened by her firm belief that
Clift loves her for herself. How this love
fares once it becomes known that Richardson disinherits his only daughter
from the major portion of her income is
one of the most poignant, heart-touching
scenes in the picture. Soon after this,
Richardson dies leaving his will unchanged, but a daughter who has changed

Cut wave setting
time 33%! Get a
bottle of Nestle
Superset with the new
Shaker top today!
Superset produces
beautiful waves and
curls

—

dries quickly

never flakes —
contains Lanolin. At
all beauty counters.

—

8 big ozs. 25(.

A

product of

NESTLE— makers

Nestle Colorinse

of the famous

Meriden, Connecticut

•

To Tampon

Users..
de Havilland doesn't respond to
Miriam Hopkins' sympathy in "The Heiress."

Olivia

The Heiress
Paramount

EMOTIONALLY

rich in

drama,

this

the successful adaptation of the
hit Broadway play of the same
name. The story concerns a not-tooattractive, shy and unworldly girl, Olivia
de Havilland, brought up by her father,
Ralph Richardson, who never misses an
opportunity to point out how she lacks
the charm her dead mother had. The
constant reminder of her deficiency in
grace and other social attributes makes
is

is

with

the Tampon

Rounded

Ends..

the only Tampon

Goddard cringes in
her father, Oscar
Homolka, punishes her for her
Paulette

fear

as

wayward

mode of living in
"Anna Lucasta."

Columbia's

"Quilted" for Comfort..
"Quilted" for Safety...

Next time

try Fibs

•T. M.Ret.
U. b P.t Off.

12

(

internal sanitary
protection

Barry

Fitzgerald

and

Bing

Crosby are

hot on the trail
of the missing Blarney Stone

and its thief
Morning," a

in

"Top 0' The

merry

mystery.

Set mostly in a town
Washington Square, Richardson's detached affection for Olivia seems
to permeate the rooms of the gracious
home. The only cheerful character is
Miriam Hopkins doing a wonderful job
as a flighty but thoroughly nice widowed
aunt. Miss de Havilland is excellent as
the emotionally tortured heiress, and
Richardson has the remarkable quality of
being able to play a heavy role without
permitting it to bog him down.
quite noticeably.

house

in

Bf N6
CROSBY, THAT

IS

-WALT
DISNEY.OF COURSE

j

j

team up on The Headless Horseman!

Task Force
Warner Brothers
(Technicolor sequences)
you through Navy aviation
from the clays of the first to present
carriers such as the Franklin D. Roosevelt which is in the 45,000 ton class.

lOottDuHWi/

TAKES

With the transition in carriers, planes
also changed from cratey biplanes to the
new jet jobs. Going through these growing pains and emerging with captain's
is Gary Cooper, a Navy pilot who
foresaw the eventual necessity for floating landing fields. Cooper's commanding officer, Walter Brennan, is another
of the supremacy through Navy air power
boys which is why the two get along so
well. However, after Coop marries Jane
Wyatt and gets an instructor's job at
Annapolis, he learns that Navy brass
will have none of this subversive talk
ships, they maintain, are the Navy's
forte, and not airplanes. It took World

stripes

War

II to have the

tion

and

Navy recognize aviaplace in defensive and offensive sea warfare. Actual on the scene
photography highlights a lot of the
early carrier days, and official Navy films
of battles in the South Pacific give you
an idea of what Navy fliers and crewmen went through. Lots of aviation and
good old "Anchors Aweigh" spirit preits

'

vail.

Top O' The Morning
Paramount
happy mystery—if there

A

RATHER

—

can be such a thing about the disappearance of the Blarney Stone, and
an American insurance investigator. Bing
Crosby, on the trail of the Stone and its
thief.
The local constabulary of Cork,
Ireland, consists of Barry Fitzgerald
and Hume Cronyn, two eager sons of
Erin who haven't the know-how in modern criminal investigation.

Nevertheless,

enthusiasm makes up for the fault,
but only after Bing promises them a
8.5.000 reward, do Fitzgerald and his
aide allow him to lend his talents on the
case. Coupled with this mystery is another concerning a traditional legend
describing the conditions under which
their

the

THE HEADLESS HORSEMAN'
"KATRINA"

Ann

Blyth. will meet
and wed her own true love. She's Barry's
daughter, too, which makes things even
cozier. Every now and then when they're
in the mood, Ann and Bing do some foine
Irish ballading
in Gaelic, if you plaise.
The mystery behind the missing Blarney
Stone remains unsolved until murder is

Walt and Bing bring

committed and two more possible

dious

local

belle,

"ICHABOD CRANE"
In one hilarious all-cartoon f eature
ever written, are told

—

kill-

ings are in the offing. Easy-going and
good fun, the entire family should enjoy
this picture.

/'Continued on next page)

storytellers:

by

W alt Disney,

.

.

.

. .

t

wo

of the finest stories

three of the world's greatest

Bing Crosby and Basil Bathbone.

Walt and

of

Basil Rathbone tell another tall
about that rich, reckless, uproarious
rake, The Magnificent Mr. Toad, and his

Sleepy Hollow'' with awkward Ichabod

frantic friends in a sparkling interpretation

life

to rollicking,

melo-

that famous masterpiece

Washington

Irving's fabulous

"Legend

.

.

Crane, curvaceous Katrina and the hairraisirig

Headless Horseman.

tale

of

Kenneth Grahame's "The Wind in the

Willows."
13

—

Bob

Montgomery

takes

McGraw

sock at Charles

a
for

interrupting his motel rendezvous with Ann Blyth in
"Once More, My Darling."

Bob Pins
set the smartest

hair-do's

grip— won't

stronger

slip

out

In "Task Force," Gary Cooper and Walter Brennan are
Naval officers who get into
a peck of trouble for their
views on Air versus Sea.

hope to fall heirs to the money. The
plan works only in that the young man,
William Bishop, falls in love with Anna
despite the fact that her father, Oscar
Homolka, tells him in no uncertain terms
the kind of girl she is. With her father
always bringing up a dark "lurid" past
his reasons are strictly Freudian
Anna
decides a decent life is not for her. On
her wedding day, she leaves Pennsylvania for a return engagement on the

—

Brooklyn waterfront.

Your hair is short and
The new brief styles

— easy to

DeLong Bob

to the point this season.

are easy

on the eyes

DeLong Bob Pins.
with their new rounded

set, yourself,

Pins,

with

and everyone

ends, slide in easily, stay in indefinitely.

Love Happy

Get DeLong Bob Pins on the famous blue card.

created

famous

Make 8 rows of pin
Work clockwise from

stylist.

curls.

part toward face. Pull

left

hair slightly forward as you
pin. Brush out hair upward,

away from

face.

forward.

fall

hair

necklace is smuggled into this country
in a sardine tin. Before she can latch
onto the sardine tin, Harpo, a kleptomaniac, klepting for a troupe of hungry

Let ends

Brush back

upward.

young actors and actresses, gets it first
and the chase is on. The succeeding
mix-ups and hair-brained folderol have
not sufficient strength to warrant the
Brothers being wasted in a picture

Marx

of this type. However, their efforts are
bound to get plenty of laughter because

people like the Marx Brothers no
matter what, and (2) others will laugh
out of sheer habit, and (3) this group
will laugh because they are being influenced by the other two groups
(1 )

.

.

.

Anna Lucasta
Columbia

ADAPTED

You're always
Curl Setting Pins

"sel"'
.

Hooks and Eyes

•

Hook and Eye Tapes
14

with

Hair Pins

Snaps
.

.

DeLong

Safety Pins
.

Pins

Sanitary Belts

time,

else

concerned with the

United Artists
potpourri of nonsense starring the Marx Brothers.
Groucho is a "private eye" who solves
the mystery of the lost Romanoff necklace. Sought after by a sultry international jewel thief, Ilona Massey, the

by Helen Hunt,
Hollywood
hair

this

repercussions of an unstable mind.

DISAPPOINTING

The Short Halo-

Only

when she tries to take up where she
left off, Anna fails because of her husband whom she really loves. A stark
drama from start to finish, there is much
to recommend here including performances by John Ireland, William Geer

from the stage success of
the same name, Paulette Goddard
is the girl who turned "bad" after running away from home. Her eventual return to the impoverished home in a Pennsylvania mining town is not so much
love for her family, but rather that her
brother-in-law, Broderick Crawford, has
a scheme to marry her off to a young
farmer with $.5,000 in cold, hard cash.
Using Anna as bait, he and the rest of
the

conniving

members

of

the

family

It's

A Great Feeling
Warner Brothers
(Technicolor)

that
YOU can say you
take

and probably

again,

after
musicomedy starring
will

in

this

nifty

Jack Carson, Dennis Morgan and Doris Day. Of course,
there's a plot— something to do with a
waitress, Doris, who's dead set on getting into pictures,

and two

screwballs,

Carson and Morgan, who play themselves
and are already in movies Warner
Brothers that is. In fact, you might say

—

Warner Brothers

stars in

its

own

picture.

There's a lot of clever spoofing about

Diana Lynn and Jerry Lewis are caught in
an embarrassing moment in "My Friend Irma."

the company, its executives and almost
Gary
every Warner player, such r
Cooper, Edward G. Robinson, Joan Crawford, Jane Wyman and many others,
pop in and out of the picture in some
really hilarious bit parts. Both Carson
and Morgan are romancing Doris like
everything, but after she can't stand
any more of them and/or their wacky
attempts to get her "discovered" and
signed to a contract, she returns home
to Gherkins Corner, Wisconsin, to marry
_.

LITTLE LULU

uh-uh, no fair snitching. Go see it
yourself and find out who Jeffrey Bush.

.

.

finkle

is

.

.

.

Johnny Stool Pigeon
Universal-International

FAST-MOVING,

exciting thriller about

convict Dan Duryea who is released
from prison with the proviso that he
aid Narcotics Agent Howard Duff break
up a nationwide dope ring. Against his
code, Duryea buys the proposition and
manages to get Duff and himself in with
the Vancouver, B. C, branch of the ring.
While posing as dealers in narcotics, the
two get involved with a confused Shelley
Winters, an unknown but nevertheless
interesting quantity. Duff shies away
from her, but with equal intensity, Duryea takes a shine to the gal. When she
follows them to Phoenix, Ariz., where
they hope to meet the boss of the ring.
Duff gets a sneaking suspicion that something is being cooked up, but what and

Quit showing off— Xfee/7e**pops-up too!
L/tt/e La/a says: fop a whale of a good buy
BUy KLEENEX T/SSUES. ONLY KLEENEX
/N T/SSUES
LETS YOU PULL JUST ONE DOUBLE T/SSUE AT A T/ME
(NOT A HANDFUL) AND UP POPS ANOTHER.

—

—

by whom? By now, Duryea is unmistakably mooning over Shelley. Cupid
couldn't have chosen a worse time: the
boss of the narcotics ring makes his
presence known and one of his henchmen recognizes Duff as a Fed. It begins
to look as if Duryea, hating Duff for
having sent him to Alcatraz, is finally
in a position to get revenge. From then
on, it's anybody's guess as to who is
capable of how much double-crossing.
Since it's time Duryea started getting
different roles, the ending couldn't have

© INTERNATIONAL

the aging major; John Agar, the brighteyed young second lieutenant; and Victor

McLaglen, the major's aide-de-camp.
With a line-up like that, you know darn
well an Indian uprising hasn't got a
chance. However, there are numerous
occasions when you sincerely wonder if
there mightn't be the possibility that
if not all of our heroes' scalps will
dangling from some brave's tent
pole. Joanne Dru is the fair miss who
has Agar seeing orange blossoms instead of war feathers, but who prefers
the ease of city life to that of rugged

one,

been better.

be

She

Wore A Yellow Ribbon

RKO
(Technicolor)
cavalry rides again!
Bugles
blaring,
pennants
flying,
horses
champing at the bit and a troop of

THE

dauntless

Army

existence.

Once More, My Darling

men headed by John Wayne,

Universal-International

DELIGHTFULLY
Gloria

"Yes

De
Sir,

Haven
That's

and

My

Donald
Baby," a

O'Connor in
U-l Comedy.

gay can best de-

scribe Ann Blyth's whirlwind courtship of Robert Montgomery, a ham
actor called back to the U. S. Army after

some German jewels are seen draped
around Ann's lily-white throat. In tryto

learn

suitor

who

ing

*T

CELLUCOTTON PRODUCTS CO.

the whereabouts of the
presented Ann with the

up

FATE

meant them

one another. Strictly in the line of duty, he
goes along with the gag (?), takes her
to meet his mother, Jane Cowl, and even
accepts Ann's subsequent proposal. All
Ann wears are two outfits: tea-shirt plus
tennis shorts and a pair of Chinese
pyjamas which should give you a fair
idea this is definitely out of the ordinary class. Bright dialogue and a constant barrage of hilarious situations add
for

.

.

.

S

.

PAT OFF
.

My

Sir, That's
Baby
Universal-International

Yes

LIFE

on a college campus

you might

call carefree

isn't what
when most

the students like Donald O'Connor
his cutie-pie wife, Gloria De Haven,
are trying to bring up Boopkins and
go to school at the same time. Naturally,
something has to be sacrificed with a
curriculum like that and it's Donald's
football prowess. Instead of doing and
dying for dear old Siwash, Donald and
all the rest of the team's star players
have to keep house and baby-sit while
their wives are sopping up book-larnin'.
Coach Charles Coburn coaxes the lads
into a revolt, but the women, bless their
HP biddy hearts, counter-revolt and in
doing so all but cost Charlie his job and
the team's chances to win. As far as
pictures go, this doesn't
very likely due
to most of the downright silly, weak
of

and

—

—

humor.

The Great Sinner

Robert gets thrown for a
and almost loses his sanity when Ann

decides

M REG U

to brisk comedy.

stolen gems,
loss

.

MGM
companies have been workTHE
ing hard
to prove gambling
film

of late

doesn't

pay and better you should keep

your money

in the sugar bowl.

Unfortu-

nately, with Ava Gardner floating around
as the be jeweled, beautiful aristocrat
with a yen for the games of chance, and
Gregory Peck, as the Russian novelist
who breaks the bank in Melvyn Douglas'
gambling casino, you get the idea that

(Please turn to page 13)
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Manya Kahn,

authority on
beauty via health, helps the

thin to

new curves and zest

By Courtenay Marvin

ACCORDING

Manya Kahn,
to
whose career is devoted to developing new beauty througli health
methods, we have today almost twice as
many underweight people as we have
overweight. There is great emphasis on
there is not too
an issue on weighing too little.

reducing weight, but

much

of

These

stars

Jane

work

Wyman, now

to
in

retain

a

normal weight.

"The Lady Takes A

Sailor."

Radiant Alexis Smith, the star of "Montana,"
knows no weight reducing problem.

also slim,

more and concentrate on starches
and sweets. They are told to eat between meals, in general, to load up on
to eat

They are also advised to rest.
the surface, this seems sensible. People who gain easily would certainly increase poundage on this program. But
it doesn't work that way with the thin,
because underweight people often suffer
food.

On

Paramount's 20-year-old

"Song Of Surrender,"

is

Wanda

from nervous tension, poor muscle tone,
sluggish circulation and a generally rundown condition. Thus, the body is neither
able to digest nor assimilate food propHendrix,

gracefully

in

slender.

Perhaps the point is that it is more dangerous to weigh too much. Insurance
companies say that fat people shorten
their life span by at least ten years, if
not more.
However, the thin girl is very conscious
of the lack of an attractively curved figure; she is well aware of general lassitude,
which in essence is the inability to enjoy
life to its fullest. So if you belong in the
underweight group, let Miss Kahn tell
you why you are like that and what to

do about

it.

"The underweight problem

is

more

cope with than the overweight
because of the common errors that are
made in trying to correct the condition,"
says Miss Kahn. "People are often told
difficult to

Too much rest never develops
muscle tissue on thin people. Inactivity
never helps a sluggish circulation, never
relieves nervous tension.
erly.

"In order to gain weight, thin people

must adopt a sensible program for living.
They must realize that beauty and the
to enjoy life, can stem only
from good health. So before venturing
on any weight-gaining program, you must
have a thorough physical check-up at the
hands of a competent doctor. Often
chronic underweight is due to some organic condition. When you find that you
are physically normal, then your solution
to a prettier figure
and face and new
ability

—

—

mastering the art of relaxation. Three factors are of almost equal
importance. The first is heat. The secenergy

ond

lies in

is scientifically directed exercise and
the third, a healthful, energizing diet.

"Heat quickens

reduces

circulation,

tension in muscles, nerves. We all know
how muscles tighten up when we become
chilled, but gentle warmth has the oppoHeat in
site effect. It eases and soothes
its best form, of course, is natural sunshine.

So on warm days

revel in

it

Are you

know

the

in

<

when-

ever you can and as much as yon ran
Next best to natural sunshine is a theraLackpeutic lamp, a gentle indoor sun
ing that, a heating pad or old-fashioned
hot water bottle is useful
"Now, don't recoil at the word, exer-

My

cise.

system

is

a series of muscular

movements, performed slowly, rhyth
Deep
mically and to music, if possible
breathing must be coordinated with each
In turn, your reward is better
strong responsive muscles
and a firm, elastic body. So here I give
you exercises that will develop the right
kind of curves, strong legs and arms,
expand your chest and beautify vour
bust line, if practiced faithfully day by
day. They are safe and scientific and
"
once mastered are a joy to do
exercise.

circulation,

EXERCISES FOR GOOD POSTURE
AND COORDINATION:

If
I

he spilled a soda on your best dress, would you
|

Grieve and leave

]

Grin and forget

You know

[~J

Call the

manager

—

the stratosphere when
you hurdle "certain" handicaps with Kotex.
Because those special, flat pressed ends prevent revealing outlines, you can forget you

upright position bring
arms above head. Advance right foot
forward twelve inches. Lift left heel off
floor and slowly bring torso down from
waist, touching floor with palms
Keep

the fizzician didn't drench you
on purpose. Why brow-beat the poor guy?
Or make like a banshee all evening? Grin
say the dress can be easily cleaned,
then forget it. That's good sportsmanship.

fidence,

head down.
2. Slowly raise torso from first position and gradually come back to upright
stance.
Keep arms above head with
straight elbows. Then sway back from

And

protection, there's aa exclusive safety center.

From

1.

an

waist as far as possible

Keep

.

.

.

it

jet-propels your rating.

Your con-

too,

were ever

hits

And

self-conscious.

for

extra

chin high

and back.

Come

back to upright position with
Rise to toes. Bend knees
lower torso slowly, keeping back straight
Stretch arms forward to shoulder level
Rise to upright
Repeat, left leg advanced.
3.

feet parallel.

EXERCISES TO ACHIEVE WELLSHAPED THIGHS, ARMS AND LEGS
1.

Kneel on right knee.

Stretch

left

backward with toes pointed Stretch
arms overhead with palms out and head
held high Then stretch body back from
leg

waist.

Gradually come back

to

Which

suit

should the lofty lassie

To be the picture of poise,

wear?

try-

upright

position.
2. Be sure toes are still pointed linng
arms 'way back and clasp hands together
Sway body 'way back and keep chin
high. Unclasp hands and relax torso
3. Sway body sideways and try to
reach for toes with left arm
Slowh
bring head to side, curving right nrm

over head
Return to normal
position
Repeat exercise kneeling nn
left knee

softly

EXERCISES FOR FIRMLY OUTL1NLD
BUST AND FLAT ABDOMEN
L Lie face down on floor Put nead
palms and bring elbows sideways
Breathe in and lift both legs a few inches
from floor. Lower legs and exhale. Keep
toes pointed, knees as straight as pos-

I

I

I

|

I

I

The one on the right
The one on the
The one

A

left

Feel as though you're built on stilts? Be

wiser than the
stripes.

The

tall

suit

teen here. Avoid vertical

on the right with contrast-

ing jacket, brings you

I

I

I

i

in the center

down

a peg! There's

difference in different girls' needs; on
problem days, as well. For which Kotex
gives you a choice of 3 absorbencies. Try
a

blase attitude

That "casual" slump
Sitting pretty

You may be a walking posture lesson, but
how do you fare with a chair? Plop down?
Recline on the tip of your spine? Lady, be
seated gracefully, with your weight on the
foot nearest the chair. "Sit tall"; keeping

Regular, Junior,

on floor. Correct posture's a
poise-magnet. Also helps avoid "that day"
discomfort — and you'll feel so at ease when

new Kotex Wonderform

you've chosen Kotex. For this new softness

Super. Likewise, try the
Belt that won't
twist, won't curl, won't cut! Made of iuPont
nylon elastic. Quick drying; light weight!

soles of feet

holds

its

shape. After

to stay soft while

all, isn't

you wear

Kotex made

it?

in

More

ivosnen cAoose

KOTEX

sible.

Move elbows back and rest palms
hands and forehead on floor. Bend
both knees and slowly bring them to
Please turn to page 68)
(
2.

of
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THE STORY BEHIND THE BIGGEST

^\&cOP^fW

'She took

"With 50,000,000 French-

ride

men, she has to pick me\")

in

ENTERTAINMENT HISTORY!

me for a hayHeidelberg!'^/

Marion Marshall • Randy Stuart -William Neff
Produced by

Direzied by

SOL

C.

'

SIEGEL

Screen Play by Charles Lederer, Leonard Spigelgass
and Hagar Wilde From a Story by Henri Rochard
-

THE MOST HILARIOUS HIT
18

IN

CENTURY-FOX

MANY A HONEYMOON!

"I

was the best thing

in

newest favorite
PARIS-INSPIRED

of

— to

s

t

a

r

s

—De

1

1

ah

'

s

Cool^

Created by Majeska, internationally famous
exciting fashions

the

stylist,

to highlight today's

impart a dramatic, luxurious look to the

new wide

AT liTTH (|*WSH JtWtlltJ

and low necklines. Deltah/s Couturier Necklace has the two-in-one
effect of a lovely, lustrous

simulated pearl necklace and a fine piece

of diamond-like, rhinestone-set jewelry.

Federal

L.

Tax

From

$5.00 to $27.00,

included. Bracelet to match, budget-priced!

HELLER & SON,

INC.,

FIFTH AVENUE,

NEW YORK

©eltak
SIMULATED

PEARLS

Nora Eddington Flynn, former wife of Errol Flynn, and Dick Haymes cut the
wedding cake at the reception following their marriage in Beverly Hills.

NEWSREEL
Nora and Dick drink
ring civil ceremony.

to their happiness.

A few

Dick Haymes kisses his bride after the wedding ceremony which took place in the garden of his home.

They were united in a quiet double
left for a honeymoon in Hawaii.

days later they

The new Mrs. Haymes

gaily tosses her bouquet to the
eagerly awaiting hands of the single girls at her wedding.

HUTTON

. .

STARRING IN
"RED,

HOT AND

BLUE,"

PARAMOUNT PICTURE

Every

star

know*

tke secret of tkat

well-dressed look — Paris Fashions

provide

it

witk beautifully designed

shoes for every

Lour of your

work and play

day.

Tke

soft, pliable

leathers— tLe fine craftsmanship

make tkem

tke most talked-akout

values everywkere at

SAINT LOUIS, MISSOU

Premiere Party
The story Gene Tierney's illustrating has Johnny Maschio and Connie Moore spellbound at Romanoff's after Chinese Theatre premiere of "You're My Everything."

A gay party at a gay parry are Bill Moss, his wife,
Jane Withers, Diana Lynn and her John Lindsay.

Macdonafd Carey and the Reginald Cardiners
the premiere and

Lew

liked

Schreiber's shindig after

it.

slip that does so much
for your clothes

Never before a

HERE'S

WHY

an 8-Gore slip, each gore con
be cut on a tiny angle. This pre-

In

.. bunching at the
guarantees smooth fit.

vents twisting

waist

You look
8-Gore

.

.

.

.

lovelier in

slip

a patented

because every

Order Yours TODAY!
Lady Love

line is cut to follow

your figure with smooth fashion -fit perfection.
Made of luxurious Multifilament rayon crepe
with deep borders of finest lace. Sizes 32 to 44.

Pink or white.

A

rare value at this tiny price.

Martha Maid Mfg.

Co.,

Please send me, through one of our 3500 dealers, this
wonderful slip value at $2.95 each.
Size

Charge

Color
C.O.D.

Quantity
Check or Money Order

Name
City

Street

367 West Adams

Street,

Chicago

6, Illinois
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Her babies and Paul Brinkman have taught Jeanne that "A woman's whole fulfillment lies in
husband, children and home. Even it she has nothing else, she'd have more than enough."

By Constance Palmer
TWENTY-FOUR'S
A

growing-up age

a wonderful age!

—an age when the

gates of maturity, experience and
appreciation are just opening on rich
vistas ahead.
The three years that have passed since

Jeanne Crain was twenty-one have been
she's burst
all of a sudden
so full that
from girlhood to womanhood.
When the new Jeanne walked on the
set
for the first day's shooting on
"Pinky," the entire 20th Century-Fox
crew buzzed. The dreamy, rather reluctant girl was gone and in her place stood
a poised woman, sure of herself and
aware of her position in the scheme of
things. What had happened?
Jeanne, however, takes her new poise

—

—

calmly.

"After all, it's time I grew up!" she
pointed out with gentle insistence. "1

had to some time, you know. Everything that's happened in the last three
years has been a part of this growing
up. I've been married, have had two
babies and we've planned and built a
house. And, hand in hand, along with
all that has gone the very, very important
part of my life my work.

—

"There have been problems, of course,
but when I happen to mention anything
that bothers me, people just laugh and
say they'd change their troubles for
mine any day! So I've learned not to
say much about my private or business
difficulties.

"I've found out the more responsibiliyou're able to meet, the more you're
given to solve. And I've learned the
I disfuller one's life is the better.
covered that when I was at home waiting
for Michael Anthony, the baby, to arrive. There was time then to think a lot,
to weigh circumstances that you don't
see clearly when everything's happening
so fast around you.
"For one big example, I realized then
how much I missed my work at the
ties

"You
it's

jus* don't

all

about

in

know what
your teens

and you're afraid to find
out/' declares Jeanne Crain

studio.

My

how lucky
life

I

and a

right she

"Why,

mother has always told me
was to have both my home-

career, too; I

it

she's working, Jeanne leaves the
house at 6:45 in the morning before the
children are awake. Little Paul is kept
up until Jeanne gets home at seven in
the evening so that she can visit with
him for a half-hour. Then she has din-

knew then how

is.

was so anxious to get back
work that I was making tests for
Pinky' and having wardrobe fittings
three weeks after Michael was born! The
studio didn't ask me to do it I asked
I

to

ner,

—

"A woman's whole

fulfillment

and

lies

in

home.

That's
natural. Her life couldn't possibly be
complete without them; even if she had
nothing else, she'd have more than
enough. And in that waiting-time that
children

In "Pinky," with William Lundigan, Jeanne
Crain plays a negro who passes for white.

takes

off

her

makeup,

showers,

studies her script for the next day and
is in bed at nine-fifteen.
Sunday is the
only full time she has with the children
and she feels a little regret that she's
missing some of the hour-by-hour wonder
of their development.

them.

husband,

for us afterwards!"

When

She
role of

"After

all,

it's

insistently. "I

grew up," Jeanne says
time
had to some time, you know."
I

hard to assume at once the
matron (Please turn to page 53)

tried

"Three years ago,
Pinky at

all,"

I
couldn't have played
the adult Jeanne confesses.

By Lynn Bowers
INSTEAD

of wandering a bit more
about Europe, Ty Power and his
wife, Linda Christian, headed back
to Hollywood after '"Black Rose" finished
up. Ty had bought a small plane and
the romantic pair had planned a flying
tour of the Scandinavian countries until
they were grounded by the stork. What
bride,
prospective
beautiful
with
a
fatherhood, and the hit he's gonna make

"Prince Of Foxes,"
very happy man.

in

*

Ty

should be a

*

*

homing
Hollywood with
Bob Topping after more than q year's
absence. Lana looks wonderful, is more
than anxious to get back to work.
has three pictures lined up for the luscious Lana, which oughtta make her fans

Lana

pigeon,

Turner

was

who returned

another

to

MOM

happy.
*

*

*

Direct from that island of romantic and
volcanic eruptions, Stromboli, we heard
from a chum who's working on the picture

The Clark Cable- Paulette Goddard duo
Mocambo proved an exciting magnet for
stares

The

stars themselves like to discuss what's going

Producer William Dozier and Joan Fontaine were among the guests who
enjoyed Ann Miller's cocktail party, held at the Beverly Hills Hotel.

on

in their

town

and

speculations

just as

of

much

all

at

the

Hollywood

as you do

Jeanne Crain and her husband, Paul Brinkman, with their party hostess, Ann Miller.

Bob Hutton, Anita Louise, Mrs. Hutton,
Buddy Adler, Ann Rutherford at Miller fete.

Bergman helped lug the camera
equipment up the rocky sides of the steep
volcano just as if she were the hired help
that Ingrid

instead of the star. Incidentally, this picture will be billed like this: Ingrid Berg-

man

in "Stromboli."

*

*

*

That 57-year-old glamour boy, Ezio
Pinza, who couldn't get a break in movies
rose overnight to popular fame with

and

his role in "South Pacific," has been
signed for four pictures at
by
that astute fella, Dore Schary. And
we'll bet you any amount (in Confederate money) that Janet Blair, signed
for the Mary Martin role in the road

MGM

company
have

version of '"South Pacific," will
the studios bidding for her
Janet was none too happy when

all

again.

she left Hollywood and movies, where
her considerable talents were never properly used.

#
Vic

Mature

*

»
invited

In earnest discussion at

the

Ann

"Wabash

Miller's cock-

party are Director Fred De Cordova,
Diana Powell, A. C. Lyles and Vera-Ellen.

tail

she says shell quit movies if people don't
stop rumoring that she and Harry James
are on the eve of a cleave. Nuttin', she
says, is going to break up her happy home,

be
Harry James you'll hear tooting the trumpet for Kirk Douglas in "Young Man
With A Horn," story of Bix Beiderbecke.
career

included.

Incidentally,

that'll

Bonita Granville introduces song writer
Lhoesr, to her husband, Jack Wrather, at

Columnist Brandy Brent squires MCM's
French find. Denise Darcel, to Mocambo.

Avenue" company to a housewarming
on the 20th Century-Fox lot. The house
that was warmed was the new dressing
room he built, jor his dog. Genius II.
Vic's co-star,

for

the

Betty Grable, sent flowers
but it turned out

occasion,

Genius II is allergic to flowers, so the
prop department rushed to the rescue
with a large bunch of artificial posies.
Vic's mother, visiting him on the set,
wore a hat her son frowned on. Finally

mom

she didn't quit wearhe would drag that
famous fright wig of his out of mothballs and wear it when he took her out
socially.
Vic hasn't seen the hat since.
•#
*
*
Vic told hit
the chapeau

if

ing

Betty, by the way, ain't kiddtn'

when

That free ice cream dished out on
"The Good Humor Man" set at Columdidn't put an ounce on cast or
crew they all worked too hard. Jack
Carson broke a chunk of cartilage out of
a rib doing a fall and Lola Albright suffered numerous highly Technicolored
bruises sliding (Please turn to page 69)

bia

—

Jimmy McHugh and
Ann Miller party at

his

fiancee,

Anita

Beverly Hills Hotel

e

Thru

Life

Rosalind Russell has a word
two for those who let
despondency floor them

or

Below: Rosalind Russell and Bob Cummings
"Tell It To The Judge," Columbia film.

in

OBSERVATION*: A
self

-

He

comes
and it's
'Mama, will you fix

pens?
running

By Jon Bruce

suffi-

never
depressed and never mopes at any time.
Conclusion
Since Rosalind Russell is

this for me?' I'm
not supposed to be the helpless type
the Cinderella girl.
But and here's

self-sufficient, she, therefore, doesn't get

what

depressed and doesn't mope.
P.S.:
That's what I thought! But
when I told Roz, here's what she said:

If

cient person

is

:

what's been getting me for
one ever worries about
me," she declared. "Everybody expects
me to have the answer for everything. I
make a decision and no one says, 'Hold
on, Russell, you're off the beam.' Instead, I just get nods of approval. Take
me around the house. A fuse blows out.
Who fixes it? Me! Lance, my youngster,
bangs up his toy truck. And what hap-

"rpHAT'S
_L years.

No

Roz, with Bob, is a lawyer in "Tell It To The
Judge." Says Roz, "Work stops brooding."

irks

—

me

I

am NOT

—

self-sufficient.

only I could get someone to believe

that!

"Sure I've had discouragements," Roz
continued. "Who hasn't? But I just
haven't the time to mope my life away

about them. When I get into one of
these 'The world is all wrong' moods, I
just stop and look at others and realize

Her

close

the set.

friend,

"Defeat

is

Loretta Young, visits
a disease " states Roz.

how lucky
who

talent

I am. I look at people with
are failures and I can't help

wondering why they

—

failed.

"I remember a picture I made several
years ago in which I was doing a wedding scene. I was playing the bride, incidentally.
Holding my train in the
scene were four women all of whom
had been top (Please turn to page 54)

—

Stifling Bob's sneeze.
lost

if

Roz believes you're

you haven't got a sense of humor.

Screen newcomer David Brian, now in the Befte Davis
film, "Beyond The Forest," and bride, Adrian Booth.

George Montgomery, Dinah Shore, Marie McDonald and her husband, Harry Karl,
in the lobby of the Hollywood Theatre where "The Fountainhead" was presented.

George Fisher introduces Virginia Mayo and Michael O'Shea
to the radio audience at the gala "Fountainhead" premiere.

Zachary Scott and
brilliant opening.

his

wife were

They had

among the

just returned

scores of celebrities at the

from

a brief holiday in

Mexico.

Songbird Kathryn Grayson and her hubby, Johnnie Johnston, in a gay mood,
saunter happily through the lobby with their arms around each other.

Bud Westmore holds the skin-tight rubber
mask, which made Yvonne's face itch badly.

As "The Gal

Who

Took The West," Yvonne De

Carlo's a young beauty.

from Dimples To Wrinkles
five hours of deliberate, premeditated torture
ITtoTOOK
age Yvonne De Carlo fifty years for her role of a 75in "The Gal Who Took The West." Yvonne hits the
wide open spaces a young and comely opera singer who soon
has two handsome cowpokes spinning like lariets over her
charms. By the picture's roundup, she's permanently branded the suitor she likes best and has become a grandma
It looks easy on paper, but Yvonne's transition
to boot.
from dimples to wrinkles was the result of a delicate job
by the makeup department. A rubber mask, painstakingly
blended over her face and neck, supplied the sagging leather
of old skin. Her hands were comparatively easy to age, but
by the time the gruelling job was finished, "The Gal Who
Took The West," was almost sorry that she ever got the role.

year-old

Makeup men
mask

took four hours to blend

at eyes, nose,

mouth and

hairline.

Since the film

is

in

Technicolor, skin col-

or as well as wrinkles had to be perfect.

Job finished, Yvonne De Carlo's a snappy
old lady in "The Gal Who Took The West."

Celeste Holm, Tom D'Andrea, Johnnie Johnston, Sonny Tufts, Bill Demarest enjoy the header Eddie Bracken
took into Bob Hope's birthday cake.

WATCHING
"Movie

Series"

at

the recent

Star

World
Angeles'

Los

Wrigley Field, was like trying to keep track of every
clown in a circus. A fan
could hardly beg an autograph without missing a gag
by the stars who played to
benefit the City Of Hope
Hospital and Motion Picture Relief Fund.
Laughwise, it was the ball game
of

and

the year

each

...

team

all

a

hits,

winner.

Kathryn Grayson, Johnnie Johnston, Ed Brack-

Sonny Tufts,

Don O'Connor

are

losers.

Bob Hope almost
his

as

Kirk "Superman" Allyn doesn't look like
any pitcher Bob Hope ever saw before.

Ava Gardner roots lustily while Vic Mature and Bob Hope vie for first at bat
as the Comedians vs. the Leading Men charity game is about to get under way.

en,

De Haven's in Bob Hope's way
he fights Sonny Tufts for the bat.

Gloria

slid

thru

pants going into home.

any time had to drop a dime in a
piggy bank which we borrowed frorf
Republic's prop department.
At the end of the picture, the only
person who had never been forced to pay
a fine because of over-garrulity, was
at

Fred MacMurray!

However, several of
soft-spoken, non-interruptive suggestions had been promptly adopted.
Here is another example of his caution
with words: some time ago he was approached by a newspaper columnist to
give an interview about Irene Dunne, an
actress with whom Fred has worked in
several pictures. Fred, a fan of Irene's,
said he would be glad to give the interview. About two thousand words? Fred
blinked, but nodded. He wanted a week
in which to organize his material, he said.
At the end of the week. Fred met the
interviewer. Drawing a deep breath, he
delivered his story: "Irene is beautiful.
And she worries."
End of story.
I find this delightful because it can be
turned into an excellent capsule comment on Fred himself. He is handsome.
And he worries.
his

He

is

handsome, not because of

classic

or a sculptured profile, but
because the essential goodness, kindness,
and integrity of the man's spirit shine
from his eyes and face. I know this is a
large order, but before I have finished
"telling on" Fred. I believe you will
features

"In addition to bis diffidence, Fred has a rare and wonderful sense of humor," says
Claire. Fred's merriment during rehearsals for "Borderline" sent her into gales of laughter.

agree.

AS

AN

actress, I

am

honor bound to

admit that one of the favorite conversational

topics

among

actors

and actresses is the behavior, both personal and professional, of other actors
and actresses. We talk about each other
for the same reason that hardware merchants hold conventions, or Boy Scouts
collect at camporees: we are members of

a fraternity which fascinates us.
However, I realized the first day
Fred MacMurray and I worked together
on "Borderline" that he was one of the

—

—

few Hollywood citizens about whom I
had heard practically nothing. In an
ocean of talk. Mr. MacMurray seemed
to live high and dry on an island of
silence.

What.

I pondered, could

He

worries because he has ideals so
that he despairs of living up to
them. And he is plagued by a perfect
monster of modesty. He said to me one
day, "Honestly, I can't figure out how- I
happen to be in show business. I don't
belong in it at all.
career just hap-

high

My

pened. I shook my head in front of
an orchestra a (Please titm to page 57}

be the reason

for this?

After a week on the same
Fred MacMurray also co-stars in "Father
Fullback" with Maureen O'Hara.

Was A

to understand.

There

set, I

is little

began

talk about

Mr. MacMurray because he makes little
talk about himself.
Here is one example: (There are oilier$
follow.)

to

The "Borderline" company

was made up

A

of people of a few words.

few million, that

is.
Bill Seiter, the
articulate enough to paint a
picture of a Japanese sunset and

director,

word

is

make

it real in the midst of a flash flood.
husband, Milton Bren, our picture's
producer, also has produced such fantasies as "Topper" and "Merrily We
Live."
which are indicative of his
technique with flights of fancy. Add to
this group, an exceptionally clever and
resourceful crew of technicians, and you
understand why our set was gay with
talk, talk, talk. Everyone was enthusiastic over the script of "Borderline"
and everyone wanted to turn it into one

My

most entertaining comedy-dramas
of the season. When we had a conference, everyone interrupted everyone else
of the

In the din, some
we made a
interrupted a speaker

in a frenzy of creation.

excellent ideas were lost, so
rule:

everyone who

Maureen
in

O'Hara, Natalie
the gay comedy, "Father

Wood
Was A

and Fred
Fullback."

Jane Wyman and Dennis Morgan enjoying the radio in Jane's dressing room between scenes of "The Lady Takes A Sailor" at Warners.

w

HEN

Jane Wyman's

capsizes

in

sailboat

"The Lady Takes A

Sailor," naturally she's frightened,

but

man who

says

when

she's rescued by a

he's Davey Jones and that his old underseas tank is his locker, well, she's
plumb scared to death. To make matters worse, Davey (Dennis Morgan)
explains the only way he can run the
tank is to submerge. What Jane does
not know, of course', is that Dennis
is making secret tests for the
Navy.
She insists on taking pictures of the
craft, and to stop her Dennis gives
her knockout drops. Jane comes to,
alone and dazed, on a beach. From
then on, it's a merry chase with Jane
trying to catch Dennis, Dennis trying
to get possession of Jane's film.

Jane dubiously accepts
nis

Morgan

a

lift

from

Den-

after her sailboat turns over.

Before the mishap, Jane, happy and carefree,
sailing along on a light breeze.

was merrily

Jane
her

is

in

not overjoyed when Dennis tells
order to travel he must submerge.

THERE

have been many films built around the
the

of

exploits

Mounted

Canadian

Royal

Regal Film, is the
first one to tell the story of the rigorous and
lonely lives led by the wives of these brave men.
The title role in the film is played by Evelyn
Keyes. As a city girl, unaccustomed to the wilderness of the Northwest, her life's just that much
more complex and difficult. The extreme hardships she endures as a bride while her husband,
Mountie Dick Powell, is away, form the basis of
the story. United Artists is releasing the film.
Police,

but "Mrs.

Mike,"

a

n Keyes is unaware of the adversities confronther when she becomes the bride of Dick Powell.

One
in

of the lighter scenes in "Mrs. Mike,"

which Dick Powell,

Frances

Morris

join

Keyes and
close
harmony.

Evelyn
in

Evelyn finds the trail from the Mountie
headquarters to Dick's northern outpost
a long and tough journey in "Mrs. Mike."

Left:

When

he walks

in

on Evelyn

most inopportune time, Dick
proposes to her and she accepts him.

at

a

Evelyn Keyes, trim and graceful,
proves quite adept at square dancing

in

this

scene

in

"Mrs.

Mike."

"

"I

kill

Craig,

In "Side Street," James Craig dabbles in
blood for the first time as a homicidal thug.

"Just call

me

Craig, the

er/' laughs Jim, who's

Kill-

happy

to discard virtue for villainy

By Gladys Hall
CRAIG sat at lunch in New
JAMES
York's "21" and purred with pleasure as he rubbed his blood-stained
hands. James had just killed a girl.
"Before I kill her," said he, in a hoarse
undertone. "I play a love scene with
her
play it on the level, too. Then I
slip my hands around her neck and
James made a gesture of liquidation.
Explaining the motive for the murder he
said curtly, "She's in my way, see?"
Explaining the "murder" itself, James
said, laughing, "It's a scene I did this
morning for the
film, 'Side Street,'
which, believe it or not, I'm the
in
heavy! I'm the boy! I have a hell of

—

—

MGM

A Holida
40

four people with my bare hands," brags James
roughing up Farley Granger in "Side Street."

Family-man Craig has two children and is still married to his one and only wife. "You can
Mary and me," he says, "that we are not, not ever, going to get a divorce."

safely say of

a time," said James, joyfully. "I kill
four people, two girls and two men
with my bare hands, too! Just call
me Craig, the Killer," he counselled us,
''and say for me that this is the kind
of part I've been wanting to do for
years!"
Big Jim Craig's happiness in the homicidal gangster role he plays in "Side
Street" stems from his unhappiness over
the nice guys, the good guys he has
played in practically every one of the
thirty-odd pictures in which he has appeared since he bowed in, in 1938, in
'

Foyle,'

guys,"

James lamented, "that I don't even like
to remember them. In fact, I CANT
remember them. Can you?" James shot
it at us, "can anybody? I doubt it. The
shock
success

know

treatment is, let's face it, the
treatment. For instance, you
very well that if you were to

—

they would be standing there,

the

Mania's Boy.

—

is

to

—

make money, honey.

no one enjoys making
a good scene more than I do. It's like
standing off and looking at a painting.
But you don't want to look, year after
year, at a canvas on which you see
yourself depicted in, unvaryingly, the
pastel colors called Sweetness and Light!"
We sympathize with Jim in his laudable desire to sin on the screen. We
also sympathize with
and the
other studios which, in casting Jim as a
healthy, wholesome, nice good guy do so
because, we feel sure, they feel sure it
is perfect type casting.
And so (don't
shoot, Jim. until you see the whites of
our eyesl) it is. And we can prove it.
True, there is The Woman in his life.
The Woman is two years old. Her name
She is Jim's daughter. She is
is Diane.
also his "femme fatale." Every other
sentence Jim
{Please turn to page 59)
time,

MGM

Bob Montgomery's laurels were greenest after the foul murder he committed
in 'Night
Must Fall.' Take Richard
vVidmark, Dan Duryea. the saturnine
George Sanders, Richard Basehart; then,"
said James morosely, "take me
a good
guy, just a nice good guy. In
Kitty

screen

At the same

Humphrey Bogart never
call a

Tender

I get along all right. ActuI'm a very fortunate person. Born
outside the theatre, with no burning
ambition to be an actor having intended
to be a doctor and no experience, I
work steadily. In fact no one in the
town of Hollywood works harder than
I do.
I must also admit," he added,
grinning, "that my one big ambition on

happily, alone. Whereas if you
were to advertise that at four this afternoon, a person would be bumped off at
the corner of Fifth Avenue and 57th
Street, you wouldn't be able to get near
the place for the crowd. We're a bloodthirsty lot, us 'umans," said James,
"we're not head-hunters as are certain
tribes in Darkest Africa, or wherever
but we are headline hunters!
"It was not, you will recall," Jim reflected aloud, "until after Gable played
a gangster that his brilliant star rose.
In one of his early films, James Cagney
pushed a grapefruit in a girl's face and

portrays what you'd

Human

ally,

albeit

he was made.

'The

Have

"Mind you,

advertise that at four this afternoon,
a happy couple accompanied by their
five happy children would be standing
at the corner of Fifth Avenue and 57th
Street,

Angel,'

Vines

animals on his ranch to stock a small zoo.

Grapes,' Little Mr. Jim,' I never kicked
a girl's teeth in," James deplored, "or
slapped her around. Why, even in 'The
Devil And Daniel Webster,' in which I
played a character who sells his soul to
the devil, I repented in the end. But
not this time," said Craig, the Killer,
fondling his horns, "not in this picture
and not, I hope and pray, in many a
chiller-diller to come!"
James really has a mad on the paragons of virtue, the "Worthy Willies"
that have been his film fare. He has
as much of a mad as so easy-going and
amiable a guy can have, on the studios
which have been responsible for keeping
actor Craig to the path of virtue. He
describes himself, with a wry smile, as
"one of MGM's stepsons." He added,

The Buccaneers."
"I've played such awful nice

'Lost

'Our

in

Comedy,'

Jim, with two of his four dogs, has enough

,

Though he may clutch a gun- on the screen,
James Craig's forte is wielding a curry comb.

According to Ann Myth, the cutest brogue
ing" does not belong to Barry Fitzgerald,

in

"Top 0' The Morn-

but

to

Eileen

"Bing Crosby arrives

Crowe.

the light of

BLYTH
ANN MARIEmonth
almost a

.

.

has been 21

.

me

life,"

in

town from over the sea to become
describes "Top 0' The Morning."

Ann

For the past four years, Ann's co-starred
with a galaxy of older men such as Bing.

August 16 was the big day and
while there weren't many rockets lighting up the Los Angeles sky, Ann was
nevertheless no longer a minor, legally
speaking. She was able to vote, sign contracts, call herself

grown-up.

Not that she had previously been

liv-

August 16 to
roll around
it's common knowledge that
Ann's been a full movie star for lo, these
many years and earning a nice fouring in a barrel, waiting for

—

figure

sum every weekt

Oddly enough, the one factor that
won't be the least bit changed by the
coming-of-age is her film setup. Because
for the last four years, or since
she was 17 Ann, as a minor, has been
a major movie item playing the screensweetheart, or ditto-wife, of a galaxy of
older men such mature lads, for example, as
William Powell and Charles
Boyer.
As a matter of record except for
some unsatisfactory early films she made
with a young crowd Ann has always
been paired off on the silver screen with
men approximately 40 years of age. A
situation that has rarely resulted in lifted
eyebrows and has been entirely happymaking at the box-office.
"It wasn't the result of any conscious
plan of action," Ann said as we sat over
tea in the Sherry-Netherland grill, "It
just so happened that I was usually cast
opposite mature men. Outside of a few
wondering letters, people feel it's perfectly natural for me to be the object of.
say, Bob Montgomery's cinema-atten-

—and
A

Barry Fitzgerald fan for years, Ann
plays his pert young daughter in the film.

Ann

Blyth, on a pet subject,
candidly rates the mature

swains

in

her screen

life

By William Lynch Vallee

—

—

—

—

tion."

Documentary proof
liaisons with

men

of Ann's screen-

of maturity

(and disThere was "Mildred
with Zachary Scott.
"Swell Guy," with a guy named Sonny
Tufts. Burt Lancaster in "Brute Force"
and "A Woman's Vengeance," opposite
Charles Boyer. In "Mr, Pea body And
The Mermaid," she was a triple-cute
tinction) follows.
Pierce," in 1945,

mermaid who caught a fisherman named
William Powell. "Once More, My Darling," is a brand new one opposite Robert
Montgomery and then there's "Top 0'

The Morning," another newie, with Bing
Crosby. Howard Duff and Mickey Rooney have pursued her through movies,
but they're mere babes compared to the
above full-grown gents.
How, we wondered, did Ann feel about
these older-than-she swains? And what
happened at the studio were they
wheeled in, propped up in position, photographed, wheeled out again, to rest up

—

Ann's courted by young blades,
among them Dick Clayton and Roddy McDowall.

Off-screen,

"Hardly," she repeated, "like that.
There isn't a wheelchair in a carload of
the actors I've worked with. They're all
crazy about sports and that includes
Barry Fitzgerald, who plays a better
game of golf than I do. Zachary Scott

—

rides a lot: Bing's a great golfer as every-

one knows and there's no better athlete
in the country than Burt Lancaster

you doubtless read about his professional
circus work when the movie gang took
over the circus a while back.
"When we were making 'Mr. Peabody
And The Mermaid,' " she went on, "William Powell wasn't feeling too well but
he never once mentioned it and certainly
no one noticed anything out of the ordinary. He has (Please turn to page 61)

What About
Older
Ann, with her pet
to

beat

both

Bing

cat,

Mickey, wants

and

Barry

for the next day's ten

at

golf.

minutes of shoot-

"Hardly," said Ann. a young lady
we've known for several years and
who's a fellow-patron of Mrs. Peter's restaurant just around the corner from us.
Ann's extremely pretty and growing
more so by the minute but she's never
been particularly talkative unusual girl.

whom

—

work on
mourned Ann

"I hated to see
it

end

.

."
.

Blyth of her new film,
"Top 0' The Morning."

"There
in

l
4&

a

tors

Ann

isn't a

carload
I've

wheelchair
the ac-

cf

worked

with,"

says in their defense.

Above and Right:

Jerry
Lewis, of the sensational

comedy team

of Martin
Lewis, strikes up
a few of his characteristic poses used in film.

and

Marie Wilson, queen of
the dumb blondes, brings
her talent and classy

chassis back
in

to the
Hal Wallis'

"My

Friend Irma."

screen
film,

Diana

Lynn earnestly

studies her lines in

"My

Friend

Irma," while
waiting for the crew to
prepare the set for the
next scene to be shot.

THERE
new

are laughs galore in Hal Wallis'

film,

"My

Friend Irma,"

Marie Wilson, who specializes

in

what with
cute but

oh-so-dumb blondes, making her screen
comeback, and those zany comics of the
night clubs, Dean Martin and Jerry Lewis,
making their movie debut. The picture's
about two working girls, Marie and Diana
Lynn, and the difficulties they encounter
in

their

pursuit

of

happiness

— meaning

John Lund and Don DeFore respectively. In
the end, of course, it's Marie who, in her

dumb

44

way, manages to straighten things out.

Now

Atcui Taw

Fof

Jamid

Pamela, had just purchased. A
home with rooms
that seemed to go on forever.
I waited only a few moments and
then the popular British star appeared.
I was struck first by the fact that he
looked rather a small man, although he
his wife,

large out-of-this-world

is

six feet tall.

But

it

wasn't long be-

fore I stopped noticing such

things as
physical stature and became impressed
only with a sincere, friendly person. Perhaps he was a trifle reserved at first. I
hear most Britishers are. But there was
no snobbery, no phony elegance. He

that he's

Ih

and working in Hoh>
wood James Mason has
an entirely different
feeling toward the
town he once blasted,
and readily admits it

By Jack Holland

was very much okay.
Naturally, we began to talk about the
diatribes he had blasted at Hollywood
before his arrival. He played no coy act
discussing the particular article he
had written for a magazine on why he
shuddered at the prospects of coming
to Hollywood.
"Very frankly, I don't remember ex-

in

actly what
commented

I

said in that article," he
(Please turn to page 65)

James Mason and Barbara Bel Ceddes
scene in "Caught," his first American

in

a

film.

FEW
wood

people ever arrived in Hollywith so much controversy surrounding them as did James Mason.
So when it came time for me to talk to
this

gentleman I didn't know what to

expect.

I

didn't

aloof, indifferent

know

if

I'd

approach or

get

the

a friendly

greeting. But I did know I was interested enough in meeting the man himself to take the chance.
A beautiful white cat, only one of
many residing here at the Mason home,
greeted me at the door and meowed a
warm "Hello," so things looked up a
bit. I was then ushered inside the very
spacious home that James Mason and

Chatting with Bill Holden. James says he
found it easy to make friends in Hollywood.

James and Joan Bennett,
Blank

Wall."

He

likes

his co-star in

working

with

"The
her.

James Mason

in

a

dra-

scene in Columbia's "The Blank Wall.'
matic
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Above: A typical Olsen
and Johnson quartet.

Above: A comedy

Below: Ole and Chic ac-

Left:

A

company midget singer

with

Ole

with

piano

Coose

and

bit

finds

June Johnson removing her fur
evening wrap and, to Chic's
amazement, standing there bedecked in long, woolen undies.

big production

and

number

Chic featured
members of the cast and chorus.
Yet emphasis is always on comedy rather than song and dance.

violin.

piano seat
keeps "goosing" Chic.
in

Mother Olsen,

Right:
spry

87,

a

the oldest
of the Olsen and
is

member
Johnson troupe.
bowled

like

a

She
champion

in a

bowling number for

the

"Fireball

AM"

Fun-Forshow.

television

Far

Left:

Betsy

Drake

prefers a suit like this
high -collared royal blue

gabardine with a doublebreasted jacket and full
skirt for easy walking.

Left:

type

Perfect
is

for

her

Betsy's slate-

blue suit of sheer wool.

softly
is
and the skirt,
graceful and flattering.

The bolero
tailored

Right:

With

a

dubonnet

notched at
the waistband and deeply
pleated, Betsy wears a
gray cashmere sweater
and dubonnet accessories.

tweed

skirt,

By Travilla
(EDITOR'S NOTE:

Triivilla,

young designer for the

stars

Century-Fox, talks about the
looks best in simple, easy

talented

20th

at

girl

who

to

wear

-

clothes.)

There's a great to-do when this new
is sent back to the studio,
but the executives are furious when they
learn she is the same girlthey had fired.
In the end, however, she convinces them
she has acquired acting skill and she
goes on to screen stardom. The wardrobe for the girl in
go.

'"discovery"

Clothes are com for ta hitThey are for the girl who
likes the out-of-doors, short haircuts and very little makeup. They are
for the girl who is active, who likes
low-heeled shoes, who takes big steps.

CASUAL

clothes.

the

might

picture

have been quite fash-

They Are Young,

these wearable clothes
not in the obvious way of pinafores
and pin curls, but young in simplicity
Betsy Drake is exactly this
arid case.
type of girl. As soon as she finished
"Dancing In The Dark," she cut her
hair shorter and acquired a sun tan.

ionably sophisticated
but I think it is more

Betsy is so active she's uncomfortable
very narrow skirts and extremely
in

What You Wear

.

.

.

high heels.

important to dress a

whenever
permits

to

dress

Betsy

*

#

should be determined

what

by

Would Be Wrong

it.

*

How
It

personality
the
role

player's

you

are.

many

times
have you heard the

Drake as I might dress Ann Sheridan or
Joan Crawford. Her role in this picture
didn'l

demand

this

lyr>e

of

wardrobe.

her personality demanded it. She
plays the part of an actress who is hired
by a studio and dropped because she
has no talent. She goes to New York
Iiul

spotted by a
talent sCOul from the studio that let her

for stage exfrerience
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and

is

gown in "DancThe Dark," is
green blue taffeta. The
Betsy's

ing

In

bodice
folds

is

trimmed with

forming

a

shawl

back. Long
gloves match the gown.
collar

in

Right: Purple and beige shantung makes
a charming early Fall dress Betsy wears
in "Dancing In The Dark." The bolero
is

beige with collar and cuffs of purple.

Far Right:

The brown and white checked

and cuffs add a youthful
Betsy Drake's one piece silk
shantung dress in a deep shade of cocoa.

gingham
note

collar

to

"if you're
dos and don'ts of dressing
tall do wear peplums ... if you're short
.

.

.

wear vertical lines." I don't believe you
can follow such set rules. Your clothes
depend on you. It's more a manner of
thinking.
It's your inner self coming
through.

If

there

is

a bit of the petite

your personality, it will come out
regardless of your height. And if a little

in

person feels big, that also reveals
*
*

itself.

Fantastic how small girls sometimes
have a way about them that makes you
feel they are tall. When you find they
are really short, you're amazed. My
wife. Dona Drake, for example, is only
It's

five feet tall,

but she gives the impression

e,asua
Casual clothes are your best bet if you've
the type of personality that demands them

of height. One evening at a party. Dona and Shirley Temple
compared their height and Shirley was astonished to see that
Dona was two inches shorter. When I design Dona's clothes
I never think of her as a small person. She wears picture

but they
hats, large collars, anything a tall girl wears
are always in proportion. That's the important thing.
.

*

#

.

.

*

Elegance, High Style or the casual way ... I personally
have no preference in designing. I like to see a girl dress
the way she looks best. And that way is different with every
girl.
A woman designer might be guided by her personal
taste. She is sometimes inclined to give a star the kind of
clothes she herself would like to wear. If she hates purple,
it's difficult for her to select purple for anyone, even though
that might be a gorgeous color for someone else.

What Kind of a Person Is She? That's the first thing
must know when I design clothes for a star. I like to meet
her and talk with her until I know a little about her personality. I like to know what she does
1

- It

.

...

5ott aqua blue wool with
an off-white stripe makes

but feminine
robe for Betsy Drake, who
likes to lounge in comfort.

a

tailored

and doesn't

like in clothes and colors.
, ,
.
T ,
h onest 1 h v* no trou e
u
\
can catch her
of
thinking.
wav
Then I
study her role in the picture and design
clothes that are (Please turn to -page (i7
T£
If

u
she

«

,

.

?

™

-

^
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Joan

Evans and

young lovers

in

Farley Granger are
"Roseanna McCoy."

testing many of Hollywood's stars and starlets without success' Producer Samuel Coldwyn decided on a nationwide search
for an unknown to play the title role
in his "Roseanna McCoy," romantic

AFTER

famous Hatfield- McCoy
Although the part is that of a
girl
born and bred in the hills of
Kentucky, it was a teenager from New
York City, oddly enough, finally selected by Goldwyn, She's Joan Evans
and when you see her in "Roseanna
story of the

feud.

McCoy"

she's so thoroughly convinc-

ing and appealing you'll never believe

she even

saw the great metropolis.
Goldwyn immediately

Joan's so good,

gave

her

a

long-term

contract.

Screenlan

Joan Evans is the most promising new
young actress to appear during 1949.

Joan and Aline MacMahon, as her
mother, in the new Goldwyn classic.

FRED ROBBINS

H

YA chum! Whereya from?

Well don't be so glum!
We're just starting to hum!

.

AND

so

is

Mommy

.

.

Nature! Oodles

oi

sustained low whistles for what the
old gal hath wrought! Colors
enough to make you as frisky as a puppy
in a butterfly cage. And don't try and
count 'em 'cause it's as tough as keeping track of all the new shellac bubblin'
in the cauldron. But be you on a 45, 33
and
or 78 kick, there's stuff to satisfy
the inner man or even woman in that
audio department. So if you'll just step
this way, we'll drag out some nice Fall
fashions that'll perk up those passions!

—

%

This way, please.

.

.

.

HEAVENLY!

—

—

King Cole Trio! Volume 4 Oh, how
solid gold, how sterling silver, how creme
de la creme, how rara avis and how nonpareil is that Xat Cole group! It's no
longer the gleesome threesome but the
warsome foursome since Jack Costanza's
been added on bongo, and these are the
first
augmented cookies by the gang!
They're the end! Not only some matchless vocals by Xat on "I Used To Love
You," "Yes Sir, That's
Baby," " 'Tis

Fred Robbins gets a delightful ducking from Victor's Fran Warren and Capitol s
Kay Starr at swimming party held by Metropolitan Association of Disc Jockeys.

My

Autumn," and "For

All

We Know,"

baby from "Red. Hot And Blue."
Oohh-h-h. how this chick chirps! Just
leaves you gaga with all the feeling in
ser's

but

work by
Xat, Irv Ashby on guitar. Joe Comfort
on bass and Jack on bongo all wound
around "Bop Kick" and "Laugh Cool
Clown." And if you seem intrigued at
the idea of a bongo with the trio one
listen will make you fairly glisten! Opens
a whole fat new scope for my man, Xat!
chilling instrumental

thrilling,

her squealing. Sounds like a young Judy
Garland. but very distinctively her own
sweet self. A great singer, this Warren
doll, watch her smoke! (Victor)

—

—

(Capitol

CC

139)

—Baby

Carmen Cacallaro
Old songs, that

Bob Sterling
in

N.

Y.

—

is,

is

before

like

it's

old outside!

Jack Carson Yeah! That's the right
name. Capitol doesn't pass up anything
and why should they when Jack has imprinted so much personality on his debut
disc.
And with the wax works being
pretty nowhere these days what the
heck! Why not give up and coming movie
stars a break. Jack does "Give Me A
Song With A Beautiful Melody" from his
pix, "It's A Great Feeling." and "That
Was A Big Fat Lie" complete with
Chevalier imitation both sides very

—

"Yes. Yes In Your

guest on Fred's program
returning to Hollywood.

MCM's
his

De Haven helps Fred with
requests from listeners.

Gloria

record

—

pleasant, peasant. (Capitol

Mindy Carson
Eyes" and new ones that sound like
they're old
"Twenty-Four Hours Of
Sunshine." But we must say this slab by
Carmen is perf for stroppin' those 6Bs
if you
feel like stroppin'
but for just
listening, wow! It's right off the cob!
( Decca)

—

—

—

Warren "The Voice With The
Bedroom Look" is going round and round
Fran

with another beautiful, soulful side
"There's Xo Getting Away From You,"
which she does in the show, "As The Girls
Go.'" and "Where Are You," Frank Loes-

—

—

relation to Jack, except in the respect of a most auspicious
debut on her first biscuit for Victor. A
young rascal from the Bronx, Mindy's
been around a good while now, has sunn
in clubs all over the country but reallv
crashed thru in her Copa date recently
and this new record deal. And she's fine
as wine! Fresh, utterly feminine and with
an Ingrid Bergmanish quality about her
appearance, she has the throat to back it
up. Whatta smooth ride is "One More

Time" and "Twelve O'Clock."

And

if

you thought the dishes were stacked

wow! (Victor) (Please turn

to next page)
.51

—

—

You Know In Heaven?" (Columbia)
SY OLIVER'S free and easy "When My
Sugar Walks Down The Street"— so rem.

.

.

iniscent of Sy's wonderful platters with

T.D. and Jimmy Lunceford. (Decca)

GORDIE MACRAE'S "Two
Blue Little Eyes"

Little

.

.

.

New

Little

—put any

baby

HARVEY

(Capitol)
STONE'S "G.I. Lament"—with which
he's broken hundreds of ribs in clubs and
theatres all over now embossed on wax
to

sleep.

.

.

.

—

classic!

(MGM)

PEE WEE HUNT's "The

Charles-

A comedy

permanently.
.

.

.

ton," a possible follow-up to "Twelfth
Street Rag," heaven forbid! ( Capitol)
.
.

.

FRANKIE CARLE'S
tiful

"Love

A

Is

Beau-

Thing" and "Rue De Romance"

with "Love" another possible "Cruising
Down The Crowlbine;" again heaven

—

(Columbia)
DOROTHY
CARLESS' "All Year Round"—a sure
standard by David Saxon and Sammy
Gallop. She's an English chick and flows
like the Thames. (Decca)
LOUIS
JORDAN'S "Beans And Corn Bread,"
typical tongue twisting leaping novelty
by a great personality and showman.
(Decca) ... VAUGHN MONROE'S
"Someday" which Dean Martin has
used in his act for some time, and one he
would have liked to wrap his tonsils
forbid!

.

.

.

.

.

Doug Fairbanks,

with wife and daughters at Buckingham Palace, after receiving
insignia of Knight Commander of the Order of the British Empire from the King.

Doris

— What

Day

Jr.,

audio frequency im-

pulses emanate from this darling's larynx!
She's like my Buiek convertible on "It's
A Great Feeling," from her freshest strip
of 35mm celluloid and there'll be more
singers using this as an opening number
watch and hear! Dodo is too much!
Flip oozes with more mellow hoarseness
flavored with une accent Francaise, "At
The Cafe Rendezvous"— also fi om the
pix.
And don't miss her "Where Are

—

-

You" and "Blame

My

Absent-Minded

Heart." Sparkle Plenty can be
chou anytime! (Columbia)

ma

petite

Duke Ellington— Back

in

knocked

a musical called

off the score of

1946,

Duke

"Beggar's Holiday" whence cometh this
infectious "Take Love Easy" with Dolores Parker spilling what she learned as
a beginner a junior executive sinner.
Back is bluesy stuff again with a chorus
by Dolores (that rhymes) Top face is
the best, though, with Duke's piano and
Johnny Hodges' horn comin' across nice-

—

—

.

ly.

(Columbia)

—No one does novelties
the Pastor guy — especially on "Yes, Yes
In Your Eyes" —and
song
Tony Pastor

like

if

this

hits,

this is the cookie that'll do it.
Band
chirps behind Tony boy in rhythm that'll
get you with'm. Backside is "Baby Talk"
all about T.P. liking nothing better

—

than hearing his baby talk baby talk to
him. Had enough? (Columbia)

—

Tommy

Dorsey Here's the kid who put
down bop so much on a mild bop kick
himself "Pussy Willow" a most fetching etching in the great Dorsey tradition
of "Opus 1," "Old Black Joe," "Swannee
River," etc. Arranged by Hill Finnegan
it's as catchy as eating peanuts and this
may be the answer to whither bop? Wafeasily assimilated and dug!
fles like this
Flip is polite bounce but more than just
an ounce! Tis "Dream Of You," once
cut by the old Lunceford band, with a
vocal here by Jack Duffy and oh. so

—

—

—

squidgy! (Victor)
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—

Jerry Wayne Wow! How this kid milks
everything out of anything he breathes!
Like "Room Full Of Roses" and "I'll
Keep The Lovelight Burning" on Columbia. Then he puts his arm around delicious Julie Wilson on the lower priced
Columbia label, Harmony, to purr "I
Love You," and "Let's Take An OldFashioned Walk." There's lots of great
stuff on Harmony, incidentally, and only
49c too. PEARL BAILEY and HOT
LIPS PAGE on absolutely the best cook-

"Baby

You-Know- What- Where"
bulging with humor and spontaniety:
BENNY GOODMAN's "If I Had You"

ie

of

—

It's

—

and "Limehouse Blues" by the sextet
and "Bewitched" with Helen Forrest yellin' and "Blues In The Nite" avec Peggy
Lee. Bunch of others, too. And Victor'W
be putting stuff out on Bluebird again as
will Decca on Brunswick and Coral, all
subsidiary labels and all for less loot.

Wow!

—

around. Victor

MARTIN,
most

.

.

which

.

any other
Every singer should be chained to
the sound box and made to listen how a
thrilling records of this or

should be projected; how, in fact, a
song should be sung! Wow! Cyd's biy is
just the end! As glorious as those October colors! Superb performance that's
"Circus" by Tony Martin on Victor.

lyric

—

Grab it!
NAT COLE'S "Who Do
You Know In Heaven" avec vocal group
.

—

.

.

—

whipped

cream. (Capitol)
GENE KRUPA'S "Swiss Lullaby" with
Bill Black, Dolores Hawkins and Roy
Eldridge on a wonderful side with Roy
heckling Bill and Dolores, then joining
the fun with some rousing horn. Like the
old things with Anita O'Day. (Columbia)
.

like

.

.

KAY STARR'S

—

BETTY HUTTON'S

You" from "Miss

"I

Liberty," and "Good-

bye," Benny Goodman's closing theme
with words. Yeah once B's vibrato gets
under you you're cooked along with mil-

—others.

A plate of ecstacv!
(MGM)
ALSO EARWORTHY!
SARAH VAUGHAN'S "Tonight I Shall
Sleep" and "While You Are Gone"
which is why the air is so sweet these
days. (Columbia)
HAPPY HOLIDAYS with
NOBLE
CO. and
ELLIOTT LEWIS, a perfect complement for their "Happy Anniversary" c harming and sentimental.
.

.

.

AND

RAY
CATHY AND

—

(Columbia reqular and LP)

DESMOND'S

.

.

.

JOHNNY

on "Fiddle Dee Dee" from "It's A Great Feeling," and "Two Little New Little Blue
Little Eyes." You'll be diggin' Desmo on
delicious decibels

the breakfast club!

JURGENS'

(MGM)

.

.

.

DICK

dance stuff, "TwentyFour Hours Of Sunshine" and "Who Do
fine

.

.

zestful chestful of

Wish I Had A Wishbone" and "Yes,
Yes In Your Eyes." (Capitol)

The kid with the throatsavage sweetness, hottest item in
the 48, shows why in this one of "I Love

of

TONY

simply one of the

"I

ful of

lions

by

"Circus,"

is

year!

.

Billy Eckstine

.

.

.

.

brace from "Red,

Hot And Blue": "Where Are You" and
.

.

Wake Up Every Morning." (Capitol)
SAMMY DAVIS' vocal imitations
.

everyone from Vaughn to Mel on
"Can't You See I've Got The Blues"
and without a clothespin either. ( Capitol)
JOE
a new voice on
a light, gay, frothy Alec Wilder, "In The
Spring Of The Year," when the bunnies
are nunnier and the bees are honeyer.
of

.

.

GRAYDON—

.

(Coral)

... IN

THE

LONGHAIR

DEPT.— Mozart's "Symphony

No. 25
In D Major" the "Haffner" Symphony
has FRITZ REINER lifting the PITTSto new and beautiful
heights! ( Columbia regular Set

—

BURGH SYMPHONY

—

MM-8S6 and LP-ML U56)

B

.

.

.

Anil the

same

kid's

soon

And Orch."— with TOSCANINNI

"Concerto In

Flat For Bas-

AND

THE NBC gang, is light and joyous showing the tongue in cheek buffoonery of the bassoon, which Leonard Sharrow blows well. (Victor
1304)
"The Four Intermezzi Album" with
DMITRI MITROPOULOS conducting

DM

ROBIN HOOD DELL ORCH OF
PHTLLY is a gem for opera bugs con-

the

taining Puccini's

from

"Intermezzo"

"Manon

Lescaut;" Wolf-Ferrari's "Intermezzi Nos. 1 And 2" from "Jewels Of The
Madonna," and Mascagni's "Intermezzo"
from "Cavalleria Rusticana." (Columbia
317 and LP-ML 2053)
Other
fine stuff on LP are Defall's "Suite Pop-

MX

ulaire

orice

.

.

.

Espagnole" and Sarasate's "CaBasque" with ISAAC STERN on

violin

.

.

VAUGHAN WILLIAMS'

.

"Symphony No. 6" and "Fantasia On
Greensleeves" with Gloria's bov LEO-

POLD conducting the PHILHARMONIC OF N.Y. ... on 45 RPM. JASCHA
HEIFETZ does Beethoven's "Sonata In

D And

A," and "Sonata No. 5 In F"

ARTUR RUBINSTEI N—"Chopin's
.

.

.

Concerto No. 2 In F MINOR," and
List's "Concerto No. 1
In E Flat."
'Sworth having both machines, believe
me!

HOT!!

BOBBY HACKETT—Every

blows some good, and the poor state of
the record biz is no exception. Makes
possible such albums as this jewel-filled
sheaf of Bobby's lyrical trumpet solos of
show tunes. Douse the lights or even
leave 'em on for "Soft Lights And Sweet

Music," "Soon," "With A Song In My
Heart," "Easy To Love," "What Is There
To Say," "If There Is Someone Lovelier
Than You." Ex of the Glen Miller band,
and one of music's most respected guys.
(Brunswick album B 1026)

JACK TEAGARDEN—Same

—

thing apanother great jazz-

Big Gate
his albumful of welcome reissues that come on like money from
home. Big hunks of Big T's tonsils and
T bone on "St. James Infirmary," "Black
And Blue," "Nobody Knows The Trouble I've Seen," "Lonely Blues," "Blues
Have Got Me," and "Blue River." Wow!
plies to the

man

—and

How

that lazy sleep style grabs, ya. He's
got a single out on the Regent label
"My Melancholy Baby" and "If I Could
Be With You" so this looks like Jack
Teagarden month. And what's wrong
with that? (Brunswick album 101)

—

MILDRED BAILEY—Hey, thanks
again Mr. Brunswick, for one of the greatest jazz slabs of all

—"Lover Come

time

Back To Me" and "It's So Peaceful In
The Country." Even after all these
years

it's

strictly

Housekeeper

wind

ill

For Love." (Brunswick) ... As has JAN
SAYITT in "720 In The Books" and
"Alia En El Rancho Grande." (Brunswick)
BENNY GOODMAN'S "Don't
Be That Way," "My Melancholy Baby,"
"Alexander's Ragtime Band," and "Tiger
Rag", is now out on 45 RPM thanx to
.

Victor

.

.

.

have you

.

JOHNNY BOTHWELL

—

MARTIN

SIDNEY

BECHET'S
tional) ... And
fresh albumful of delirious two beat is
the living end with Wild Bill Davison

—

on trumpet and Art Hodes on piano.
Great two beat and whatta followup to
his first book of Blue Note cookies. (Blue
.

Hotel

thrilled

is

Windy

Bacall, in

City.

is who
Maybe

plays maracas for Xavier
if you write to Cugie, c/o
Columbia records, he can help you.

Cugat.

.

.

.

.

.

FROM THE MAN IN GRAY
ANNAMARIE ALTMANNS and BARBEL HAMMER, BREMERHAYEN,
GERMANY— Guess eventually you'll be
"The Pirate" and "Easter Parade"
Germany-— but who knows when. Same
applies to American records
MARIseeing
in

.

.

.

LYN HALL, SEATTLE, WASH.— Gosh,
honey, I don't

know who

BEST IN THE NEST

TONY MARTIN—"Circus," (Victor)
KING COLE TRIO—Volume 4 (Capitol)

TOMMY DORSEY— "Pussy
and "Dream Of

Me"

Willow"

(Victor)

SARAH VAUGHAN— "Tonight

I Shall

and "While You Are Gone"
(Columbia )
FRAN WARREN— "Where Are You"
and "No Getting Away From You"
Sleep"

(Victor)

BOBBY HACKETT ALBUM

(Bruns-

wick )

BENNY GOODMAN— "Bedlam"
(Capitol)

—

BILLY ECKSTINE

"I

Love You"

(MGM)
PEARL BAILEY and HOT LIPS
—
PAGE "Baby It's Cold Outside" and
and "Goodbye"

"Hucklebuck" (Harmony)
DORIS DAY "It's A Great Feeling"
and "Cafe Rendevous" (Columbia)

—

the good look-

but

non-perishable,

like

ALSO E A R

the sex-

tet spotting the leaping tenor of

Wardell

Gray loaded with eachos
and shades

of

"Seven

of the old six

Come Eleven"

but swings like a trapeze!

f Capitol)

WINGY MANONE'S golden

.

.

.

slab of

Of Capri" and "Memphis Blues"
the hombre from San Antone and his
most famous slab! (Brunswick)
DIZZY GILLESPIE is good to the last
bop on "Jump Did-Le-Ba" with Joe Carroll nibblin' on the same bopsicle.
Try
.

tor) ..

.

.

your barber shop sometime. (Vic.

My Man LOUIS ARMSTRONG
—

has a brace of reissues, too
Lucky Star" and "I'm In

Jeanne

Is

"You Are
The Mood

Happier At 24

Continued from page 25

when she and Paul were married on the
day of December, 1945, but this
didn't work out well because she was

last

"Isle

this in

Why

W O R T H Y—B E N N Y

GOODMAN'S "Bedlam"— with

My

will

calling "Bopcliff" with his press-

ing of "Scotch Plaid" a bop massage on
the "Kerry Dances." ILLEAN
mixes her larvnx with John's alto. (Na-

Note)

ing guy

East

.

champagne! Dave Barbour is
on guitar on the first face. How Mildred
comes on! (Brunswick)

more

Graham of Chicago's Ambassador
Humphrey Bogart and his wife, Lauren

Lucille

to be of service to

title role of "Margie" then.
Of course, you remember that Margie
was only a high-school girl, with pigtails,
short skirts and bobbysox.
"Paul would call to take me to luncheon in Beverly Hills and I still in the
mood of Margie would go skipping

playing the

—

along, pigtails flapping!

—

It really

looked

Her eyes danced with mischief.
"He was so embarrassed! And
when we had dinner in our tiny apartterrible!"

ment,

—

I tried to cook
but the only
thing I knew how to make was a kind
of omelet. After months of omelets, poor
Paul confessed he never wanted to see

another egg in his life!"
Those were the days, too. of ShahShah, the lion-cub, so no story about
Jeanne would be complete without a
follow-up on her pet's fate. Because, on
a diet of love, cod liver oil and vitamins.
Shah-Shah waxed so exceeding strong
that the neighbors got worried.
"Oh, Shah-Shah's fine!" Jeanne assured me. "We visited her just yesterday
53

——a
at the Griffith Park Zoo. Of course she
knew us! She's so beautiful! She has

such a big ruff that people think she's
a male. They've given her a mate
gorgeous big lion with a black mane
and she's as happy as can be!"
Jeanne, for all her new poise and efficiency, admits she's a born procrastinator. Though she is trying to overcome
this fault that exasperates her, putting

—

things off still comes naturally. It's Paul,
the business-man, who operates on a

Do

brisk

It

Now

basis.

Paul, too, who phones when the
water-heater won't work or if an unsatisfactory purchase must be returned
Jeanne hates to phone anyway and to
phone a complaint is more than she
It's

—

can bear.

Jeanne and Paul plan spectacular long
trips sometime in the future. One is an
African safari and another an Alaskan
cruise. For the latter they and another
couple would rent a boat with hired
crew and wander in and out the lovely
Northern waterways for several weeks.
"Paul and I haven't been able to
take any real trips at all so far," Jeanne
said.
"Babies, house-building and picture schedules came first, of course. But
even when we've gone on short vaca-

—as we did to Palm Springs
week — once we were headed back
tions

last

we

could hardly wait to get home!
"When we mention the long trips we
want to take, people tell us we should
go while the children are little, that they
won't miss us as much as they will when
they're older.
I don't know, though
Personally, I'd rather take them along
What's the fun of going without them?"
Jeanne is honestly happy that she's
growing up. She's savoring every new

day to

its fullest.

that adolescents
that they're

true

"It's

have no

provided
for and supported by their parents. But
those years are full of doubts and fears
responsibilities,

and uncertainties," Jeanne

said earnest-

"The 'teens are supposed to be the
happiest time of your life, but they're
not. You just don't know what it's all
about, and you're afraid to find out
ly.

Sometimes you put on a big brave front
of know-it-all, but that's only a cover-up.
"But as you grow, you learn to judge,

to appreciate, to evaluate.

The more you

Don't

—
learn the less

you know, you know. One's

such a

speck

little

this great big uni-

in

verse!

"In being an actress

— no,

I

don't

mean

Jeanne corrected herself with
modesty. "I mean in learning to act
and I hope to keep on learning and improving every day and every year
some directors tell you to lose yourself
that!"

playing.
But
You're you and I'm
me and each of us will always be an
individual, distinct from anybody else

character

the

in

you're

that's impossible.

in

the world.
"Elia Kazan's

and so much

method

is

different—
He says

better, I'm sure.

start with yourself, with all of

your own

particular
background of experience;
follow this with study of the person
you're to portray then think and act

George Murphy, m.c.

—

wood

Calling,"

big

of

NBC's "Holly

giveaway

program.

as that person would.

"For instance, take the scene where
Pinky sends her lover out of her life
forever. First. Mr. Kazan suggested I
imagine I was saying goodbye to my own
Paul for the last time. But I said very
frankly I couldn't imagine such a thing.
I'm happily married and we're not going
to part. I just couldn't conceive of such
a thing happening!

"Then Mr. Kazan

told

me

to imagine

you're defeated and defeat is a
If it comes over you enough, it
will beat you to a pulp. In fighting this
whole thing, you don't have time to
get depressed."
This may sound as though Roz spends
her time extolling sunsets and goes
tripping about in an aura of sweetness
and light the rosy hue approach. She's
don't

disease.

—

slightly

minutes straight through without
cuts. I start out laughing and gay, then
right in the middle when I realize the

Irish

five

parting

is

final

—

I

burst into tears.

what I mean by the experience of growing up. Three years ago I
couldn't have done that scene, nor could
I have played Pinky at all. But the
thought of never being able to have a
little son is something that I, personally,
couldn't face. Three years ago the power
of the overwhelming grief would have
"So

that's

I
been simply inconceivable to me
wouldn't have understood what it was
all about!"
No, three years ago Jeanne Grain
couldn't have plumbed the depth of that
emotion nor could she have reached
the heights of honest joy in simple
pleasures that she knows today. Ever
gentle, unspoiled and sensitive, she has
more real fun than she ever knew before.
Indeed, twenty-four's a wonderful age!

—

Mope Thru

she's

more

realistic than that.
even been known to brood.

that I realized, in this goodbye, that I
could never have a little boy. The scene
is a very long one, playing for at least

Why,

"Brood?" she exclaimed. "Well, I'm
and all Irish brood. But I'm not

the kind of Irish to brood long. I've
learned lots of ways of pulling out of
trouble and often I wish I could remember some of the solutions I've

—

thing, I do know
I'm lucky I'm able to work for work is
a terrific antidote. Anyone who works
hard can't brood too successfully.
"I've also learned to be grateful for
other things. I never realized, for instance, how much I loved my mother
until my own baby came into the world

dreamed up. For one

remember looking at Mother as she
came into the hospital to see me and
saying to myself, 'What a great person
I

you

are!'

time.
"It's a

It

was

like seeing

her for the

first

good

sign

when

a

moody,

brooding person begins to show gratitude and thinks more of others instead
of himself."
I couldn't help wondering what effect
the roles Roz has played had on her

Life

Continued from page 29
stars not so long ago. I took one look
them and I've never needed any more
potent reminder of the way fate works
So who am I to get
in this business

at

down

in

and

hope

dumps?

I've been lucky
never forget it.
"Not that I base everything in life
on my career I certainly do not My
career may be my work, but it doesn't
have to be and shouldn't be my life.
In being aware of its demands, 1 am
also aware of the shocks it may throw
my way. I realize a star's life is a
I

the

—

I

professionally speaking. It's
short one
full of unexpected twists and turns, ot

54

hard knocks. I've always expected such
knocks to come my way, so when they
did I wasn't shocked by them.
"That's true in everyday life. You
should know it's not going to be all
roses. And when the bad breaks come, I
don't see what's to be gained by dashing into a corner and playing a dirge
Instead, I think it's a lot wiser to do
some reconnaissance work to do something about the bad spells rather than
to give up. I believe in going out again
and trying all over. It might go differ
ently the next time. Creep out, limp out
but get out! that's my theory. If you

—

—

Richard Carlson and Nina toch
together at the Stork Club in

lunching

Gotham.

this

—and

how

it

helps your blood pres-

"I have a maid who used to make me
want to commit sheer mayhem. She w as
always so cheerful it got me down.
Sweetness and light oozed out of her
like honey. I remember how she used
to carry a towel around the house for
T

three or four hours without putting it
down. I couldn't help wondering just
what she was going to do with it. And
when she began to tell me what clothes

—

wear well!
"That was some time ago. Through
the careful application of humor, Ive
found her to be very interesting and we
get along beautifully. As for the clothes,
I had on a pink dress once and I couldn't
imagine what I could wear that would
match it. I was just getting into a terrific lather when the maid said, 'Why,
Mrs. Brisson, you have a nice stole that
would go with that dress.' And up she
went into my room, dragged down a lot
of boxes, found the stole, and sure
enough it did work!
to

Dan Dailey and Jimmy Durante
of

My

"You're

Everything"

Any

philosophy.

sensitive

at

at

opening
Chinese.

actress

is

bound to be influenced by parts. Roz, in
this way, is no exception. And that's

why

one reason

she's glad to return to

comedy for Columbia in "Tell It To
The Judge."
"Every dramatic role I've played has
depressed me," Roz stated candidly.
"Probably because I've never found a

way

to simulate emotion. I'm depressed
before a picture begins. The only way I
can fight this is by not bringing depression into my home. When I'm doing a
comedy, I go on for hours at the house
about what happened on the set. In a
drama, I drop the whole thing somewhere along Sunset Boulevard. I've decided it's kind of silly to continually
wear the crepe, so I'm out for laughs

now."
While certain roles have their effect
on her, little annoying details do, too
but only momentarily. Ever see a person go into an emotional tizzy and start
chewing nails over some silly, unimportant annoyance? There's good moping
ground for you!
"I've been adding a room to my house,"
Roz went on. "I got very upset about
such matters as window screens and
steel casements.
Then, one day, the
whole thing became very funny to me.
Two workmen arrived to start work on
the room. They put up a ladder and
two boards and that was their day's
work. At first I was annoyed and then

—

I

couldn't

humor

is

a

help laughing. A sense of
great help at a time like

"Little

But

if

Sure

upsets?

you work

at

I

have

them.

humor enough, you

won't be seriously affected by them."
Roz has very little patience with
people who mope. She grants you depression can come from a very good
cause and be sincere in itself, but moping
to get sympathy, which is not too rare
a human trait, is apt to make Roz forget
her composure.

"Those who parade around with long
faces

impressing

aren't

anyone,"

Roz

remarked with no holds barred. "Such
people claim they want friends. Well,
who's going to be friends with an off-tune
elegy? These people are just dopes to
waste no words. And I get just as impatient with the helpless girl who, in her
fake despondency, can't do anything for
herself. That's a cheap, shoddy way to
go about things. And it isn't too bright.
"All right
so you have a problem.
That doesn't make you unusual. Everyone has problems. And I'm a great be-

—

—

liever that all of that's taken care of

The One

any

I don't think

Upstairs.

by
of

given a burden that is actually too
heavy for us to carry. And each burden
is
given to us for a reason, as Pollyannaish as that may sound. Therefore, I
can't help thinking that it's wiser to
stop letting such problems rule you and
us

is

to try to rule

down,

really,

them
to

instead.

living

a

It all
full

comes

life

—or

I
rather to wanting to live a full life
can never forget what Sister Kenny
once told me: T want to live every
minute of my life, but not one second
longer than God wants me to.' That is
the remark of a woman who has found
the key to great, purposeful living. And
don't tell me she hasn't had her prob-

lems!
"Sister

many

Lon
star,

"Story Of Seabiscuit"
Community Chest Drive.

McCallis'er,
aids

the

had paid $50 in advance for
was determined to get my
money's worth. I wasn't going to throw
away any $50. I must admit, however,
that by concentrating as I did on my
painting there was enough diversion to
keep me from dwelling on my troubles.
"Some people take up sports in hours
since

I

them

sure!

Kenny

is

a

whose

person

who has

mind

is
constantly receptive to new things. Nothing helps to cure depression more than
the development of new interests. When
I went through a difficult period in my
life a while back, I took up painting.
And yet I had no more interest in painting than the man in the moon. I didn't

interests,

even want to go take any lessons, but

I

That's fine for the daytime,
but not much good when you really
need something to distract indoors at
two a.m.
"Interests are fine, but if they're to
help, you must stick to them."
There has long been a divided opinion
about the advisability of talking out
your problems with others. Some believe
this is right. Others say it's a selfish way
of crisis.

of getting help.

"I say, "Talk out your troubles,' " Roz
contended. "Why hold them in and let
them fester and grow? There is always
someone who is sincerely anxious to
help. I don't waste any time with those
who mope just because they want to
don the martyr's cloak, but I'd resent
it if any friend of mine felt he shouldn't

come

me

to

for help.

hard to tell the promopers from those who gen-

"It's not really

fessional

You

uinely need aid.
nals as

get as

many

sig-

you do about the weather. Those

who mope

for purely selfish purposes are
easy to deal with. 'Shuffle along to go
to a quick movie' is a good exit line for
them.
"Those who play on your sympathy
aren't really sensitive. They're merely
selfish.

And

most

yet,

of us,

if

we'll let

ourselves be natural, are sensitive. It's
a good thing so many have that quality,
for then we're better able to help others.
I grant you that getting hurt and having
spells of despondency are prices you pay
for being sensitive
but would you rather
be a bovine cow?
"I think it's wrong to try to fight a
sensitive nature. I used to think I had
to have my own way. But I found that
in many instances I had to have help,
that I couldn't settle things alone. Once

—

I

realized

this,

I

stopped burying

my

and was much happier.
"Okay, I know what most sensitive
people think. They believe that very
quality makes it easy for them to be

sensitivities

hurt. Well, my philosophy is to know
that sooner or later you're going to be
hurt and if you accept that fact, the
blow won't be so tough. Be prepared
for it. Get ready, but don't seek it out
and don't be selfish. In short, I guess
it's a matter of building up your own
self-sufficiency so well that you're not
too vulnerable. There goes that selfsufficient business again! But I do know
that the depth of the scar that is left
is entirely up to you."
We asked Roz about young kids getting over a love affair and those who are

—

fighting loneliness.

"I have the naive idea that young
who are depressed over an unfortunate love affair wouldn't be in such a
mess if they had enjoyed a closeness toward their parents," Roz stated frankly.
"Parents just aren't the ones to go to
then because they haven't tried to help
or be understanding before. If parents
kids
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that their sons and daughters
but share
their confidences with them, such unhappy incidents usually can be adjusted.
It's when the boy or girl feels alone
and lost that everything heads for the
depths.
"As for loneliness, there's not a sensitive person alive who doesn't know moments of loneliness. Again, the way ouL
is up to the individual.
It may sound
trite, but if you should feel there's no
point in anything, walk down the Skid
Row in your town and see how lucky
you really are. It's not wrong to be
lonely, but I wouldn't advise making a
see to

do not

it

set themselves apart,

habit of

it

because then people

away from you
and

as

you'll really

if

will

stay

you had the plague

know

loneliness!

"There's one interesting thing about
all this:
being lonely gives you a greater
appreciation of the fullness of life. It
may take a long time for that to sink in,
but when it does you won't forget it. It
makes you a much stronger, more unselfish

"A

person.

life,
however, one devoid of
excess despondency and moping, takes
work and lots of it. But isn't real happiness worth all the work it requires?"
Rosalind Russell herself supplies the
affirmative answer to thai one!

full

he had to be coached.
of dialogue

He had

which sounded

yee-see, tu-yen,"

like,

one line
"Yo-so,

and so on.

Repeatedly, Fred tried to make the
sentence sound convincing, but at each
reading it became more Oriental. Finally,
Fred gave it up. Facing the camera, he
went through one of the funniest
Charlie Chan impersonations, complete
with fake Oriental dialogue, that I have
ever heard. He was the perfect mandarin: elegant, dignified, serene.
In another scene, Fred was supposed
to use me as a shield in order to make a
getaway. He didn't care much for this
part of the script. "Hiding behind a
little gal makes me feel like a great big

complained.
In a getaway sequence in which the
timing was important, we rehearsed the
several
business
rather
complicated
times, then decided we were ready for
the take.
The scene occurred in a
second-rate Mexican hotel, and Fred was
supposed to open the door, admit an
accomplice, rush to the window, see our
escape car waiting, tell me to get organized (my face was covered with cold
cream and my hair was up on curlers, a
method that the girl I play used to discourage any amorous advances from Mr.
MacMurray), grab a suitcase from under
the bed, start emptying dresser drawers,
sissy," he

The Man From Beaver Dam
Continued from page 37
couple of times, and the next thing I
knew, there I was, standing in front of
a movie camera. I was scared stiff. I've
been scared ever since."
It seems that as a high school student,
Fred organized a small band for the sole
purpose of earning extra money. Not
the slightest taint of theatrical ambition
marred the pure commercialism of his
early public appearances. And, because
there was no one else in the band to do
it, Fred had to take the vocal choruses.

Most
ordeal

of his rehearsal for this public-

was done

In addition to his diffidence, Fred has
a second characteristic which reaches out
both to friends and audiences; he has
a rare and wonderful sense of humor.
Because his own money ( together with
that of two picture associates) was being
invested in "Borderline," Fred put on a
great show of sternly practiced economy.
Each morning he would be issued one
(only) cleansing tissue for blotting excess
makeup and for protecting his white
collar

takes.

madeup neck between
Each evening, Mr. MacMurray

from

his

and so forth.
Fred was letter-perfect through the
half of this difficult scene, then
forgot what should be done next. Dropping to his knees beside the bed, he
remained there for a long time while
the camera ground on and Director Bill
Seiter tried to figure it out. Slowly the
first

a private shower.
Under a fine cold spray, he could sing
like a nightingale glee club.
His high
notes were clear and pear-shaped, his
low notes vibrated. He never forgot a
word or a note.
Yet the instant he arose to sing that
well-rehearsed chorus, he could not be
sure whether he was going to be able to
utter a sound.
Sometimes his voice

returned his used tissue with an air of
having affected a monumental saving.

one afternoon with the announce"just gone into overtime for this week," Fred assumed an
expression of alarm and suggested that
he start standing in for himself.

MacMurray head

simply sulked behind his tonsils. Poor
Fred would nearly drown in nervous perspiration, and afterward he would have
nightmares about trying to sing while
going over Niagara in a saxophone.
To this day, Fred's performances are
modified by his intense humility. When
he is chatting with someone on a purely
personal basis, he never fumbles for
words, but if you will notice his screen

Fred sent us into gales of laughter on
another occasion. "Borderline" is laid
in Mexico, so Fred was supposed to be
able to speak Spanish with fair fluency.
Like most of us, Fred studied Spanish in
high school but hasn't used it since, so

was

portrayals,

you

in

will

become

of a hesitancy of speech.

stammer, but

faintly

When Doug Spencer, Fred's long-time
stand-in, returned jubilantly to the set
late

ment that he had

lifted above the bed
and the apologetic MacMurray voice
sang out, "Cut!" As you know, this
word ordinarily belongs strictly to the

use in ending a scene. It
a misbehaving student telling
the teacher to leave the room. However,
on the next take, Fred did nobly.
Fred is a man who never makes the
same mistake twice, a fact learned early
in our shooting schedule by my husband,
director for
like

aware

It isn't quite

a

conveys the good-guy
essence of Fred's nature so well that I
sometimes think it has been a great
it

factor in his success.

His shyness has worked to Fred's discomfiture on radio. He has always been
beset by radio producers to do various
shows, but at first he had mike fright to
the point of actual illness. After one
particularly strenuous radio show (during which Fred acquitted himself with
the dynamism of the trouper he is) he
emerged from the studio mopping his
forehead and assured a friend, "That's
the end. No more radio. The words
jump up from those pages and thumb
their noses at me."
However, he now does four or five
shows a year, never thinking he'll make
it, and he recently signed a contract to
star in a series!

—

—

Russell, Zachary Scott and Rhoda Williams trying to look serious
photographer during time-out at recent rehearsal (or the Radio Theatre.

Rosalind
for
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Milton

Milton Bren.
The proper use of DuBarry Cleansing Cream can be a helpful beauty
ritual.
Use generously and make
with

circles

little

skin

is

fingertips

so

well cleansed and soothing

properties

can

do

utmost.

their

eighty-four

his

many

spend

foot

of our

is

very proud of

schooner,

so

we

Summer weekends

to and from Catalina Island.
Naturally, Milton asked Fred and his
wife, Lillian, to join us for a sail. Fred
expressed polite regret because of a
previous invitation.
This same routine of invitation and
regret continued for several weeks, but
finally Fred's natural candor asserted
sailing

itself.

THE

"I'd better be on the level with you,"
he said, grinning. "When I first came
to California, I was persuaded to go on
a deep-sea fishing trip on one of those
barges operating out of Santa Monica.
Early in the morning we rolled out of
the harbor, and all day we rolled on a
washboard sea. We didn't roll back into
the pier until late that night. I never
expected to live; I didn't want to live.
When I set foot on land that night, I
swore that I'd never get on anything
smaller than the Queen Elizabeth as long

frosty breath of October, new
a smart hat mean fading Summer signs should part from skin and hair.
Among the excellent cleansing creams is DuBarry, which soothes and smooths your skin
first

clothes

as

it

and

cleanses. This, at $1*, coupled with

Du-

Barry Skin Freshener, $1*, as a finisher, will
start you on a good skin care program.
Even the young will find a special lubricant
for the eyes helpful now, for Summer certain-

always at hand in JacCochran's Perk- Up cylinThree of her grand creams
der.
and makeup pack a whole shelf of
beauty in your purse. An idea for

Beauty

is

queline

the

business

Prettily

girl

wrapped,

or
a

traveler.

perfect

gift.

Something new has been added to
Kreml Shampoo. Now it cleanses
quicker and leaves dramatic high-

as I lived. I still mean it."
Keen as his memory is of this ghastly
experience, Fred's recollection does not
always serve so well. In an absentminded moment he was juggling a key

one morning. There must have
been at least two dozen keys in the collection, so I asked Fred what he carried
it for
a weapon?
"Pretty heavy," he agreed, "but I need
every item. This is the front door key,
this is the side door key, this is the back
door key, this is the garage key. Here
ring

—

my

well,
car keys, and here is
come to think of it,

lights,

are

of

might be

plus having just the type
base Summer-dried hair needs.
Fragrant, works in the hardest of
water with millions of bubbles!

is

.

.

.

.

.

.

it
it

."
.

.

He could identify less than ten keys
out of that massive pile of metal.
Even so, he should have carried one
more key: an opener for a food locker
which could have been kept on the set
for Mr. Hungry MacMurray! I've never
seen a man with so peristent a yen for
a canary ration of food.
Fred would report on the set at nine
with the happy report that he had devoured a huge breakfast consisting of
orange juice, cereal and coffee. At ten
he would be looking for something to
eat perhaps half a doughnut and a cup
of coffee. At eleven he would thrust
an inquiring face around my dressing
room door to ask, "Got anything to eat?
Half a chocolate bar, maybe?" At noon
he would have salad and coffee, and at
two he would again be in hot pursuit of
half a chocolate bar.
No wonder he has retained the figure
of a college basketball player! He simply
stays hungry.
I know that Fred has been misunderstood by the press. He has acquired, in
some quarters, a reputation for being
difficult, which is a shame. Here is the
truth: because Fred is one of the biggest stars in the business, and because
fan magazine interest in him is intense,
there has been a constant demand for
home pictures of the MacMurrays (Fred,
Lillian, and their two children)
Fred
has always refused, laying himself open
to a charge of non-cooperation.

—
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new formula for retarding tooth decay. It is
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Beauty at your fingertips at a price and
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ill

He
feel

has never defended himself, but I

that the reason for Fred's refusal

should be told. It is quite simple. Lillian
is not a robust person; she

ARE OLP WIVES' TALES

MacMurray

under doctor's orders to

rest a great
she does not overextend her strength, she is perfectly
well. Yet she is so conscientious that
she is inclined to over-exert herself when
she thinks that Fred's career will benefit.
In order to spare her. Fred has made
a positive rule that his home cannot be
used for any publicity purpose whatsois

As long

deal.

as

Who

can blame him?
Fred has the one quality
which most endears a man to a woman:
he is a great sentimentalist. And I
ever.

Finally,

should add quickly, a silent, inarticulate
sentimentalist. As nearly everyone knows,
Fred's school days were spent in Beaver
Wisconsin. He still talks about
Beaver Dam and the outdoor life there
in
the tone Mohammedans use for
Mecca. His description of Wisconsin's
lake
country and his conversations

Dam,

about his Mendecino County farm near
Santa Rosa, California, rival anything
that Keats ever wrote.
With Lillian, Fred always plans to
spend as much time as possible on the
farm. "I think it is good for our souls,"
his explanation. "Simplicity is what
cures a man of his worries."
It is my opinion that to work opposite

is

Fred MacMurray is good for anyone's
soul, and a sure cure for picture worHe's a breath of fresh air, a hint
woods, a solid citizen a man

ries.

—

of pine

from Beaver Dam.

A

Holiday For Virtue

The Woman.
The Woman's dresses." "You
what The Woman calls me?

speaks, begins or ends with

"I buy

all

know

'Jimmy.' She wouldn't think of calling
me 'Dad'." "The T oman when I think
of the responsibility of raising that character, I shudder!" "We do a lot of entertaining on our patio at home. On such
occasions, I am the Spaghetti Man. I
make a sharp spaghetti. Takes me all
day and I throw in everything but The

—

W

Woman!"
When The Woman
movie

star's

daughter

life

is

in

his

a handsome
two-year-old

strains the brain, let's face
it, to visualize him, even on film, as a
heel in wolf's clothing.
Nor is this
all

.

.

it
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years. And all too often this is the
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If only women would realize how

important vaginal douching two or
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cleanliness, health, married happiness,
and to combat unpardonable vaginal
odor. And certainly once they learn
the truth about zonite, they'll always
want to use it in the douche.

delicate tissues.
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zonite eliminates odor, removes
waste substances and discharge. You
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James Craig's christening name is
James Henry Meador. He took the

name

woman would learn these
INTIMATE PHYSICAL FACTS before she marries..
If only every

Continued from page 41

of Craig for the screen, because
break your hearts! he thought

—

this will

sounded "sort of sinister."
born in Nashville, Tennessee.

it

He was
In

No other type
tested

is

liquid antiseptic-germicide

SO POWERFUL yet SO HARMLESS

known germthey could find on sale for the
douche. And no other type proved
Scientists tested every
icide

his

studio biography, the year of birth is
left blank, but we would place Jim in
the middle thirties. He is six feet two
and a half inches tall, weighs 190 pounds,
has black hair, brown eyes, an all-yearround suntan and teeth that flash like
a dentifrice ad. He has one sister and
one brother who live near him in California.

His father, Olen

{acts,

W. Meador, an

engineer with the Lackawanna & Ohio
Railroad, became a building contractor
after a coal spot, the result of years

tfBBSS-

\
s.

tece.

\

cm-

uepv

„

tf.

x

—
spent shovelling coal, developed on his
you are a building conson James, "you move.

lung. "When
tractor," said

We

We

moved.

troit,

in

lived in Florida, in

New York

City, pretty

De-

much

up and down and around the USA."
Jim was educated at public schools in
Nashville and points East and West.
all

And at Rice Institute in Texas. Following his graduation from high school, the
urge to become a doctor developed and
he took two years of pre-med at Rice.
He detoured from medicine into movies
only because he couldn't make the grade
in medicine. He couldn't make the grade
in medicine only because he didn't have
time to make it. Jim worked his way
through

college

playing

football.

He

says, "All those hours playing football
to make the football team
and I

HAD

—

order to stay in school plus the
twenty- four hours a week classroom
work, plus the eight hours a week tacked
on for Lab. which IS the pre-med course,
I couldn't make it."
in

James

still

has the "doctoring" urge

which he now satisfies by professional
"services rendered" to the chickens, turkeys, horses, dogs, cats, rabbits, guinea
pigs on his ranch in the San Fernando
Valley.
Before Jim left Rice, he switched
over from medicine to Business Administration which has come in right handy
for actor-rancher and /or businessman
Craig.

After he left college, Jim turned to
professional football. Failing to see any
future in the pigskin, he tried boxing
"But only long enough." he told us.
laughing, "to hear that my sparring

WANTED
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605 Beacon BUt, Boston, Mjm.

Specialists

For Little

partner was a former champion!" The
oil fields of Huntsville. Texas, beckoned
next and. after the oil-fields, which did
not gush for James, he went to work for
General Motors in Houston. Texas. He
started with General Motors as a "persuader" i.e.. a collector of delinquent
accounts and his
genial
disposition
coupled with his powerful frame and, to
put it mildly, photogenic face, made him
so potent a "persuader" that he was
soon promoted to an important post in
sales promotion.
This was the first job he'd held that
assured James of a vacation every Sum T
mer. It took him only one vacation to
land in pictures. Driving to Hollywood
for a peek at the film city he got the
hunch, he knows not where or how or
last of all why, that he might have a
future as an actor. A believer in hunches,
Jim went straightway to one of the only
two men he knew in Hollywood, who
happened to be a dramatic coach at
The coach advised Jim to "go
home, get a good diction coach, lose that
Southern accent of yours (or is it a
Southwestern accent?) join a Little Theatre Group for some experience and
come back to Hollywood in a year." One
year later, to the day. James, minus his
accent or most of it. and with or without
[he's never .mid)
some Little Theatre

—
—

MGM.

experience,

"epc^. M
60

South St., Boston 11, Mass.

tame back

to

Hollywood ind

launched his screen career in a series of
Westerns. When, two years later, it appeared that he was stuck in the sagebrush, he broke from Hollywood and

,

headed

New

for

York.

On Broadway,

Mr. Guthrie
McClintock's "Missouri Legend" was
such a success that a talent scout signed
him, he returned to Hollywood, checked
in again at MGM, was tested and given
the contract he still has, in a drawer of
his desk at home. For a time James,
his initial stage venture in

so many others before and after
him, marked time. Then just as he was
considering another fling at Broadway,
his impatience was rewarded with an
important role, his first big role which,
oddly, was that of a doctor, opposite
Ginger Rogers in "Kitty Foyle»"
like

And if this isn't the typical saga of
the typical Young American, we haven't
read the right sagas. True, the point
may be raised that the saga of the
typical American boy seldom leads him
to the motion picture studios of Holly-

wood.

Still,

when you consider the quite

similar biographies of the early Gable,

Jim Cagney, Robert Taylor, Kirk Douglas ..

.

Furthermore,

the point w-e raise is
despite what may be Jim's untypical - of - the - typical - young - American career, our Mr. Craig remains as
typical, as normal, as ever he was in the
Nashville public schools, on the football
field at Rice, in the oil-fields of Texas.
James is still married to the one and
only wife he ever married. That James
and his Mary will celebrate their Golden
Wedding anniversary together is, says
Jim, "a certainty." He added, "You can
safely say of Mary and me that we are
NOT, not
going to get a divorce.
I am in love with Mary. She is in love
that,

EM^R

with me.

It's

difficult,

I

know,

for

a

woman

to be married to a movie actor
unless, thai is, she has explicit trust in
him. Mary, having no reason to feel
otherwise, has, I feel sure, explicit trust
in

me."

In addition to Mary and The Woman,
Jim's family consists of son James
(lames. Jr., known as Buck, aged nine)

Sammy

Farqua, Jack Rigby, 5600 chick3000 turkeys, four horses, a Great
Dane, a Cocker, two English pointers
and, we quote, "uncountable cats!"
ens.

When Jim was on

with the

location

company making the film, "Valley Of
The Sun," hack in 1942, some of the
shots were made on an Indian reservation.

On

took

a

the reservation Jim met, and
great fancy to, young Indian

Sammy Farqua. then aged nine.
When Jim left the reservation for home,
he took Sammy home with him. Sammy
Brave

now sixteen. "He's going to be a
good guy." says Jim. Jack Rigby, an-

is

other protege of Jim's, "is all-city tackle
on his school football team," says his
foster-father, adding proudly, "and he's
one of my two hands the right one!"
Until a little more than a year ago.
there was another son in Jim's and

—

Mary's home,

in his grief

The

in their hearts.

son. His name was
talk about Bobby.

Jim

other men, the

is

first

Bobby. Jim doesn't

He

many

But even

can't.

typical of,

other

is

one with

men who

must suffer for their lost sons.
As wholeheartedly as Jim loves his
family, he loves his home. Craig Ranch
consists of ten acres "planted, just about

of

all

it,"

Jim laughs, "in

buildings!

the main house, a long thing
that goes from way over here to," Jim
made an arc-like gesture with his right
arm, "way over there." he said. "The
main house is actually composed of three
houses, the other two being guest-houses
which are connected with, but apart
from, the main house. An innovation
and an extravagance I'm rather proud of
is the equipping of the guest-houses with

There

is

tree that

old

and

even," Jim

gives the place its name
Vegas tradition, we

Las

the

in

laughed, "give

away

those

silver dollars!"

Frigidaires

Jim added, "As a restaurateur, howI am a more zealous actor and
chicken-rancher. I'm not in The Inn.
that is, very often. I go in and count
the money," he grinned, "see how we're
getting along. Now and again, I audition a band but otherwise, I have a
manager for the place and he man-

up

ages

and stoves so that when I get
at seven in the morning, as I do. our
guests can sleep until they wish to wake
and, when they wake can eat, if so disposed, in their 'own' homes. Our patio
likewise equipped for rather better
is
than light housekeeping. We're all great
and, as I've
mentioned, do most of our partying in
the patio, so it's equipped with Frigidbreakfast-outdoors-eaters

barbecue, of course, hot

aire, hot-plate,

and cold running water, pots, pans, china
and cutlery.
"There are also barns, garages, a compost house, greenhouses, chicken houses
on the place. Our brooder house is built
of eight-inch stone and is so large we
can start out 5000 chicks at one time.
The house has heat control, ultra-violet
ray lighting, air conditioning and I must
say that I agree," Jim laughed, "with a
guest, who upon inspecting the brooder
house brooded aloud, 'Oh, to be a chicken
now that Spring is here!' In between
the livestock and their places of residence, every nook and corner of the
planted," Jim added, "in peach

ranch

is

trees,

orange

rose

in

lemon, avocado, fig,
gardenia and camellia

trees,

bushes,

bushes and

all

manner

of cut flowers

.

In cooperation with his brother-in-law
his brother-in-law's wife, Jim started
chicken-ranching, he says, about seven
years ago. Asked whether he'd had experience or, if not, how he'd learned
"The Egg And I" business, he said, "We
read a book." He added, laughing, "Even

and

now when something baffles
'What does The Book say?'
"But

it

pays

off,"

Jim

us,

we

say,

told us.

"We

that if, for some reason, I should be
faced with the necessity of choosing between chicken-ranching and acting as a
lifework, I would take the more stable
of the two, and it would
be acting!"

NOT

The

triple-threat

man

chicken-rancher

and proprietor

of

The

taurateur.
"I have a very cute

himself,

Jim

is

as owner
Liveoak Inn, res-

and,

little

place,"

Jim

modestly, "out in the Valley
A
business property, a corner I'd been
interested in for some time finally went
for sale

and

I

bought

it.

There was

a small building, run-down but improvable on the land. So I started remodelling it. Now, it's a good and going little
restaurant, a Las Vegas type place. In
fact, you could move it, lock, stock and
barrel to Las Vegas and it would 'belong'
with a wonderful bar, a good band and,
of course, food that we believe is better
than good. In the Summertime, there's
dancing outdoors, under the enormous

—

the

rived

for

table at "21" there now artogether, a plate of

James,

vanilla ice-cream and a telephone. The
telephone was connected. The call came
through. "Side Street's" assistant director was calling. The lunch hour was
over. James must report back to work.
There was a murder to be done. Two
murders. "Oneerthedames." said the
assistant director, succinctly, "and oneertheguys."
"Two murders," said James, contentedly, 'and then two more and then
I'm going home to Craig Ranch, pull up
all the flowers, uproot and saw down all
the trees, kill off every chicken that
doesn't lay an egg every day, tear down
the buildings including, eight-inch stone
by eight-inch stone, the brooder house,

to Third Avenue, whip my
kids and wallow in it," said James,
ferociously, "walloiv in it!"
And then, but not before finishing to

yo^rl

IN

HAIR,...

move down

the last innocent spoonful his vanilla iceleaving
cream, Killer Craig was gone
us to reflect, even with the echo of his
massacring last words in our ears, that
it's no wonder Leo the Lion roars and
shakes his tawny mane at the mere
thought of casting family-man Craig
chicken-rancher Craig, nice, kind, good
Mr. Craig as the villain of a pennydreadful, a shilling-shocker.
Still, he is actor Craig, too. isn't he?
.

.

.

When

your hair glows with bewitching

Marchand

color, he'll see the difference

and love it! Follow your next shampoo
with Marchand's "Make-Up" rinse. See
the extra loveliness, rich color, shimmering highlights,

new

your hair.

lustre. ..in

Marchand's Rinse removes dulling
soap film, blends in tell-tale gray hairs,
makes your hair easier to manage. Flattering shades for blondes, brownettes,
brunettes and redheads. Safe, easy to use,
washes out in shampooing.

And, as an actor, and a good one, he can
act, can't he?

It's

going to take acting

chand

James to portray a murdering gangster convincingly
oh, and how!
as in
"Side Street" you will soon see for your

—

—

s

"MAKE-UP"

HAIR RINSE

shrinking selves.

2 Rinses 100

6 Rinses 250

•

plus tax

What About

Older

Men?

"kBy the Makers of Marchand's Golden Hair

Wash

Continued from page 43

—

more pep than most people he's so easy
to work with, is a wonderful talker and
has a fund of amusing stories.
"Or take Charles Boyer," she said.
"He's quiet, as you might imagine, but
understand he's always been reserved
and soft-spoken. On the other hand, he
has a keen sense of humor, loves to tease
people. One of his running gags was built
around a Mona Lisa smile he insists I
wear. I'm awfully glad I could work with

MAKE

—

him
Zachary

Scott, she says, appeared
mainly with "Miss Crawford," as she always refers to that lady, in "Mildred
Pierce," so she can't report in detail on
him. But she laughed off any hint of a
wheelchair for the lean, strong Scott, as
fit as a dozen fiddles.
"Of course I was obliged to kill Zachary," Ann said, casually. "In the movie,

S35-S45
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On

for

have 5600 chickens now. By the end
of the year, well have 2500 more. We
get about 300 dozen eggs a day, sell 'em
to the wholesalers and I can only add

actor,

ever,

M

I

yr.

.

hospital.
learning.
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—
is.
Miss Crawford surprised us in
a romantic moment, whipped out a pistol to fix Zachary and in the struggle

that

between them,
him have it

let

I

picked up the gun and

five times

—

I really killed

that man!"

Speaking of "Another Part Of The
Forest," in which she was the moviedaughter of Fredric and Florence March,
Ann said: "Working with the Marches
was an experience such as every young
actress hopes for. They're both so terribly expert at their jobs
my job, too
that it's a pleasure just to see how they

—

achieve their smooth performances.

"For all his eminence as an actor," she
added, "Mr. March is a wonderful sport.
While we were making the movie, Eddie
O'Brien and Dan Duryea used to gang
up on Mr. March. Just as the camera
started to grind, they'd sneak up and
cover his face with their hands and the
three of them would be in stitches over

Everyone takes instant
notice of you when you
wear this dashing,
glamorous, imported Mexican "Chaqueta" jacket.
Richly hand embroidered both front and back with
lively Mexican scenes, plus a gaily fringed front for
that romantic 'South of the Border" touch Tailored
of 100% pure wool in vivid fiesta colors with large,
1

!

roomy pockets, it comes in perfect stroller length to
add a dash of practical color and swagger to everything !n your wardrobe. And it's HAND FINISHED
THROUGHOUT! Truly an amazing

#

the gag."
The interview was interrupted, momentarily, by Jane Russell, who slid into
the seat next to your correspondent, said
hello all around and gossiped with Ann
for a few moments. Just before she left,
Jane turned to us, said: "Take a good
look at Ann's handwriting it's proof
that she's a very determined girl." The
determined girl took refuge in her best
Mona Lisa smile, said not a word.

value at this modest price. Be
first to have onel ORDER TODAY
Simply fill in the coupon be*
low (print name and instructions
clearly) and enclose $10.95* for
each "Chaqueta" jacket desiredl
Colors: Maize, Chili-Red, Powder
Blue, Nile-Green, Royal Blue,
White and Kelly Green. Sizes 3042. LITTLE "CHAQUETA" jackets
.

.

.

—

exactly like the grown-ups in
every detail; sizes 2-6 for only
$5.95*,- sizes 7-10 only $6.95*.

(back

.

Ann, getting back
to us, "that I have learned more acting
with experienced men lhat I would have

[and RETAILERS

—
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Ave,, Dept.

with people new to their trade yes?
"It stands to reason that an actor
who's had years of stock, Broadway
plays, radio and movies, is going to be
much more adept at playing any sort of
role than, say, a boy just out of dramatic
school. As an example, take Bing Crosby, who's perfectly at home with a microphone, and also has an Oscar to show
for his acting. Doesn't it seem logical
that I'd get more out of a month's work
opposite him than I would with a tyro
blissfully unaware of the thousand and
one tricks that constitute acting? The
deft little this's-and-that's that a man
like Bob Montgomery has down cold? A
man capable of both directing and acting
and as he did in 'Once More,
Darling'
doing both in the same picture!
"It's been my good fortune that, even
as an 18-year-old, I was the credible girl
or wife of any one of the charmers I've
been with."
The "Once More,
Darling" Ann
spoke of, is a comedy. "It's also a change

—
—

XMAS CARDS

SELL

.

"It's obvious," said

[DISTRIBUTORS

SEND FOR FREE FOLDER in Calif.,
SHOWING OTHER MEXICAN IMPORTS 3V?% in I.

.

Inc.

W-2, Yonkers 2, N. V.

My

me," Ann said. "It was previewed
before a mixed California audience who
gave it a definite okay which pleased

—

me
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At
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Set of ten

dime
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.

only 26c.

stores.

CO., Dept. 30M,
S251 W.Harrison, Chicago 44.
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very much."
This film is for Universal-International
and Neptune Films (latter is Montgomery's own company)
Bob directs,
stars opposite Ann. She says that Bob
gave her a comedy approach that was
new to her and the picture stills prove
He also started railing her Killer offit.
screen (it's her nickname in the picture)
from the first day of shooting..
Ann's called Killer because of a killing
forehand drive in tennis and not because
of any leftover "Mildred Picrrr" rep.
The nickname is actually as inappropri-

—

Jane

nified

Cowl and Taylor Holmes

the picture, too) say, "Good
morning, Killer," when they arrived on
the set.
In the film. Ann is officially Marita
Connell. a rich, beauteous debutante.
Montgomery is Collie Laing, a lawyer
turned actor, thanks to a liking for the
trade developed by working in training
films made during the War
though his
lawyer-mother (Jane Cowl) is greatly annoyed by the switch. The Army recalls
Bob to active duty, consisting of finding
out who gave the innocent Ann a pendant stolen from a collection in occupied
( they're in

—

Germany.
First, Bob has to get by Ann's supercareful father
(Taylor Holmes), but,
after he does, Ann falls madly in love
with him.
She's for getting married
pronto but things don't work out as she

wants them to, at least not until the
is
nabbed and the last reel is

crook

reached.

"I'm terribly spoiled
says Ann. letting that

in the picture,"

Mona

Lisa thing

relax into a plain grin. "Also frank, wide-

eyed and not too expert when it comes
to men. as I prove by my handling of
Bob, who continually stalls on the marriage question
he has to, since he must
continue seeing me until he discovers
who the international thief is. Eventually, Bob realizes that he loves me, but
by then I'm hard to get and he has to
crawl to win me and crawl he does!"

—

—

This

is

actually Ann's

romantic-comedy

role in

first

"big-girl"

what her studio

describes as a "gay, bubbling story of
the kind that initially made Montgomery
a box-office favorite." Ann is called on
to display charm and glamour and not
merely a half-portion of that last as she
did in Peabody when she was a mermaid
with her excellent legs covered up with
a rubber fishtail (she also gets fan mail
asking for the expensive tail-prop as a

—

gift)

.

In this new film,

Ann wears

slinky,

pajamas most of the time, or
a revealing play suit which is her
silk

tume

while pursuing

Bob

else

cos-

"like a tiger,"

to quote the studio, again.

My

for

ARTIFICIAL FINGERNAILS and

ate for the petite, quiet Ann as Shorty
is for a tall guy. Stills sent out, showing
Ann in a yellow tennis outfit with Killer
on it, have resulted in sacks of fan mail
addressed simply to Killer at the U-I
studios and reaching the right girl.
Montgomery is a great kidder anyway,
so it was even funnier to hear the dig-

"Playing opposite the picture's director

was certainly a twist," Ann said. "Bob
watched through the camera as his standin and I rehearsed scenes. Then Bob
would take over and play himself, somehow directing as he went along. There is

man with a real feeling for comedy
(the critics agree with her) plus a superior sense of timing."
On loanout from her home studio,
Universal-International, Ann moved her
makeup kit over to Pnramount to play
an Irish colleen with Bing Crosby and
Barry Fitzgerald in "Top O' The Morning."
Living in a small Irish village, Ann
is Barry's pert
daughter who becomes
a

,

romantically involved with Bing.
(Please turn to page 64)
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fashions on this page have been
approved by Screenland's Fashion Editor for price, good quality, style.
All
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WONDER

how many of you use the
mail order method of shopping and if
you are

fully

aware

of its advantages?

modern way of stretching
your dollars and cents. It's a way to find
new and unusual ideas. Also, you will
save time and cost of transportation for
shopping, and there is always the pleasurable surprise when your package arIt is truly the

rives.

Reputable houses will refund
promptly if you are not satisfied, and
you do not have to stay at home think-

mailman may
C.O.D. anv minute.
the

arrive

with

wedgie

leather soles. Black,

Personally, I think it is wiser to
order or check with your

order.
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money
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something

jacket opposite is
to start conversation. For

over this imported Mexican 100%
wool jacket are gay Mexican scenes, each
one hand embroidered in bright wool.
They cover the back, extend to front and
sleeves. Furthermore, the front is fringed
and pocketed, and all details are handdone. This is the kind of jacket to wear
all

warmth. The colors
are bright and beautiful. Adult sizes are
$10.95, and there are also children's sizes,
2-6 for $5.95, and 7-10 for $6.95. CasaBernal will also gladly send you a free
folder showing many other fascinating
Mexican imports.

Little

for fun, as well as
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lovers take note of the

the fabric is a soft, colorfast flannel.
Sanforized against shrinking in washing.
In this two-use find, in both junior and
regular sizes, you get smart night-time
fashion for a song.
foi-

foot,

nothing like Honeybugs at
once you're out of daytime
is

And new

and fabric
treatment are the "Tic Tac Toe Jesters,"

shoes.

in

feeling

new shades of rayon satin with the
paper and pencil game embroidered over
in

the surface. I

cling to other Honeybugs I've worn for two years! That gives
you an idea of their fineness of manufacture and their true comfort. These
still

new ones have

a real leather, light and
pliable, wedgie sole and are elasticized at
back for a perfect fit. Sizes in 4 to 10
for all grown-up feet at $2.99, and in
little girl sizes 8 to 3. If you do not see
Honeybugs in your local shops, write to
them for the name of your nearest store.

Keep them

in

mind

Miss Honeybugs, sizes 8 to 3.

favorite store, or write to

Honeybugs

Inc.
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new

Betty Co-Ed offering this month, the
"Snuggly" pajamas with the nighty
booties to match, at $4.95 for "Snuggly"
and $1 for the cunning boots. For either
sleeping or lounging, here is comfort plus,
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At your

for Christmas, too.
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—
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action generally concerns the adventures
of Bing an American insurance investigator and Barry police chief in the
(Hume
village's two-man police force
Cronyn is the other half of the constabulary)
and their attempts to solve

and asked: "He s a regular Henry the
VIII what other pictures has he worked
in?" Told that Daisy had recently ap-

a mystery.

"I've been a Barry Fitzgerald fan for
a long time," Ann said, "so you can
imagine how tickled I was to get a
chance to work with him also an opportunity to watch a superb craftsman.
His brother, Arthur Shields, was the
picture's technical expert
you know,
deciding what Ireland's national color
is, the correct account of 'Bridget And
The Toadstool,' the proper furnishings
for a poor home and so on.

—

—

—

—

UUUjtf

UWJinf

"And what a mystery!" said Ann. "It's
only the Blarney Stone, itself, that's been
."
abducted what a pity it is, it is

—

)

.

And who

.

than little Annie
should be an Irisher? She that is the
daughter of Nan Lynch who, herself,
mind you, came from Dublin that's in
leave it be known
Ireland. The Lynches
are a family renowned locally for
their fame as story-tellers, and Ann,
better

—

—

—

long ago, learned the legends of Eire -a
help with this role.
"The matter of the brogue," said
Ann, "was vitally important to the picture.
aunt and uncle (Catherine
and Patrick Tobin, who've lived with Ann
since her mother died) have a smidgin
of brogue and I've picked it up from
them. But there's one thing that people
forget, Irish girls of today are well
educated and don't talk too differently

My

^Sasfififi
Q

1
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Af 4// 70/ Sfore Cosmetic Counters

The cutest brogue
else.
the film belongs to Miss Eileen Crowe,
a noted Abbey Player, who's cast as the
village wise woman. Hers is delightful
and minus even a hint of the stage-Mick.
"Miss Crowe is the same who predicts things
in particular, my romantic
future. Oddly enough, she says that an
American will win my heart, and as
sure as fate, Bing Crosby arrives in
town from over the sea to become the
from anyone

in

BUY
U. S.

—

SAVINGS

—

."
me life
When Ann and Bing

light of
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.
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Make

Lighten unsightly dark hair
on arms, legs, face "out of
sight" quickly and permanently with Nestle Lite, the
patented hair lightener with
conditioning

oil.
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is
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meet,

The

The

—

of attractive

.

Killer that she's sort
something in this fashion:

B:
A:

"You're a very, very pretty

B:

"Back home,

girl."

"What

are you after doing, talking like that?"
this

is

called

making

peared in a Bob Hope film, Der Bingle
chuckled, said: "Well, at least that's a
switch the dogs going to Hope."

—

—

—

"I've only been playing golf since last
let's leave my score at
that, but I can hardly wait to start
practising again so I can beat Barry,
who's a good man on the links. I simply
must whittle down my score especially
since Bing plays in the low 70's!"
Bing and Ann sing together in the
film. "I've been taking singing lessons,"
she said, "and I hope Bing wasn't too
disappointed with my voice. I sing 'Oh!
'Tis Sweet To Think,' an Irish tune that
goes back to 1810, and Bing does 'You're

November, so

—

In Love With Someone.'
"Bing and I," she went on, "also made
a Decca record together and I was so
impressed with his easy approach to the
(to me) difficult job of cutting a disk!
There he was. completely relaxed, while
a swarm of butterflies flew in formations
around in my stomach. Again, a case
of a grand person giving me a genuine

He calmed me down

assist.

time

(she grinned in apology)

Anyway, the Ann-Bing film romance
progresses and it's wholly credible, despite the fact that Crosby is the reallife father of four boys.
Their cinemaloooove, in fact, progresses to the point
of a nice quarrel between them, at
which point, Bing is ordered from the
house by Ann, who tells him that his
supper is waiting outside.
She had
previously put a plate of food on the
doorstep for beggars and the poor-inspirit, as per the local Irish custom.

command, only
year-old

of the house at her
to find Daisy (the H-

male dog who acts regularly

with the Bumstead film gang) noisily
eating the food. That being the end of
the take and, impressed with Daisy's excellent appetite, Bing turned to a grip

record

in
,

and be-

you could say antidisestablishmentarianism, we'd completed the job and.
I do say, a good job."
As for what she thinks of the picture,
Ann said it when she said: "I hated to
."
see work on it end
Off-screen. Ann is courted by a number
of young blades such as Roddy Mcfore

.

a pitch."
A: "Tell me now, back home, is there
such a thing as a slow pitcher?"
B:
(Ad-libbing)
"Back home, you
could pitch for the Pirates with those
curves!"
And thus it goes in the movie business.
Ann, who once broke her back in a
tobogganing accident, got off easy in
"Top O' The Morning." suffering only
a banged-up left ankle, the result of
accidentally
kicking
player
another
during a (too) spirited Irish dance.

Bing walks out

/?5s«& LITE

—

.

Dowall and Lon McCallister (who told
us that he was going to marry Ann)
Ann insists that she's heart-free though
there was a flurry of excitement on the
Paramount lot when she showed up one
day wearing a gold ring, with three diamonds, on her third finger, left hand. It
was a gift, she explained to several
actors, from Ann to Ann
and not from
one Terry Brennen, a Notre Dame football player, whose name had been linked

—

—

with hers.

Asked how she managed to keep the
young gentlemen friendly though not
affianced to her as they would have it
Ann said: "I believe in honesty and
kindness. Also fairness and not a daz-

—

zling display of technique that's only
apt to hurt people. Being honest with
these young men is probably the reason
we're good friends engagement ring or
no."
Which makes Ann a rarity in
Hollywood, where technique is rated over
an old-fashioned virtue like kindness,
any day in the week.
But one of these days, some young
swain will sweep Ann off her feet and

—

marry

her, as sure as the

shamrock comes

from Ireland. Men of all ages
noted are attracted to her.

—

—as you've

Even as we sat drinking tea, the
Sherry-Netherland headgray-haired,
waiter came to the table bearing a gift
he'd just made for her a lemon expertly carved to look like a pig, with
definite tribute to
little clove eyes.

—

A

her universal (international) appeal.
That's a tip for any interested, bright
young gents. Take up lemon-pig carving
and don't forget cloves for the eyes,
either.
That's a friendly suggestion if
you would please Killer Blyth
.

.

to all who know Hollywood,
even platitudinous remarks. The general reaction to the town, as I understood it, was that it was a suburban
community with nothing of the big city
about it as everyone knows. Directors
from England had said, too, when they
returned from making a picture here,
that they found Hollywood confining
because they had none of the freedom
that they were used to in England.
"My wife and I spent a year and a

common

—

half in New York before we came here.
A lawsuit kept us from arriving sooner.
During that time I had offers from every
studio in town with the exception of
Paramount, who remained cautiously
aloof since they were indirectly involved
in the lawsuit.
"Actually, we came here before the
suit was decided. Few people knew we
had arrived since we wanted to keep
things as quiet as possible. The script
of 'Caught' was among those that came
along as soon as it was known that I
had won the case. I've always judged a
part by what I felt I could do with it,

how honest

a performance I thought I
could give. By these standards I liked
my nart in 'Caught
"This was also the basis upon which
I decided to do 'The Blank Wall,' which
'

I just finished at

Columbia.

My

role in

that Hollywood is a place of real charm
and informal beauty," he said. "We
have been particularly impressed by the

Plan acts two ways: (1) helps
appease your hunger, curbs your
appetite for rich, fat-producing
foods; (2) provides important
vitamins and minerals to help
maintain your energy while reducing. C.O.D. Send No Money.

beauty of the residential districts. On
the other hand, we can't say much for
the night life here, but that doesn't
bother us because we're not ones for
night clubs anyway. The people out
here live an informal type of life at
their own and other people's homes.

"We do enjoy our
dously and we have a
Before we got the pool
my time taking walks
never met anyone else

—

anyone walk

in

garden

I used to

pool.

spend

the hills. I
walking. Does

it's

town than

easier to

Hollywood.

make

friends in

any other place I've
ever been. The longer Pam and I are
here the more we notice that the social
in

purely domestic in Hollywood.
entertaining is done at home instead of at restaurants. That's a far
cry from the rather hectic social whirl
that some people associate with Hollyis

Most
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days digging up dandelions. As for my
artistry as a gardener, I can best describe it as superficial. I mow the lawn
and I scratch the surface in a somewhat
amateurish way and have to let it go
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"If you really want to know, I
guess you'll just have to read it yourself. It was based on comments people
had made to me who had come to New
York, where my wife and I were staying
at the time. They were observations
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1

seems to me to make sense also.
I was glad, too, that Max Opuls was to
direct this one because I had vastly enjoyed working with him on 'Caught.'
"It may be considered strange that
this

how
'Madame

I don't care

small a part is if I like
it.
In
Bovary,' for instance.
I appear only in the prologue and epilogue, but it is a fine script. I like to
be in on a good thing. All I want to do
in my career anyway is to make a good
film occasionally. I've learned that it's
not the number of lines an actor has
to say that makes a part good or not.
You can be a crashing bore if you're
constantly on the screen and yet say

nothing interesting. In this respect. I
think few Hollywood stars would have
done the parts I did in 'The Seventh
Veil' or in* 'Odd Man Out.'"
That pretty well took care of James
Mason and his views on acting which
is perhaps one of the reasons why Hollywood has regarded him as quite original.

—

But

as for his current impressions of the
town, that's something else again. Rumor
was supplanted by fact in a hurry when
he began on this subject.

"Pam,

my

wife,

and

I

now

realize

wood.
"I like the informal way of life here
I like the people in Hollywood.
They don't depend on external excitement
for a full life. They are industrious and
open-hearted. For many of them I have
great respect.
"We have made many real friends here
already people like Eleanor Powell and
Glenn Ford, the Van Heflins, the Walter
Wangers, Jean Renoir, Preston Sturges,
Max Opuls, Al Lewin and many others.
"Pam and I do a good deal of entertaining, but only at small dinner parties.
One of the previous occupants of
this house regularly gave intimate little
parties for around 2.50 people. But that's
not our cup of tea. We don't have a
large staff, for one thing. Violet, a cat
fancier and one who was with us in England, came here but returned recently
for a short vacation in England. Pam
maintains it's easier to take care of a
large house than it is a small one anyway, simply because a smaller place is
so compact that every part of it is lived
in while a big house allows things to pile
up in certain sections without their being
unduly noticed."

—and

—
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"There is one sharp difference in film
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"I like everything about Hollywood
picture making except the censorship restrictions placed on the business by the

Johnston

office.

I realize the

That can be annoying.

code

is

designed to protect

American youth from seeing the
wrong kind of films but it's also made

the
III.

mood

the scene the next
while every effort is
made to finish around six, the cameras
don't stop grinding until a scene is defiinto

MONEY-BACK OFFER
45 PHOTOS
show exactly

mother.

"Pam and I never have made any
long-range plans. We'll live anywhere
as long as we can work and enjoy ourselves.
We kind of dig ourselves in
then. We'll stay here for a while but
probably not indefinitely, even though
we have bought this house. All I can
say now is that we have no compelling
urge to move at this particular moment.
"We never seem to run out of things
to do. In fact, I can't catch up. I've
done some writing since I've been here
and Pam and I both did the recent book
on our cats. We intend to do another
of a similar type. And I'd like to do
more painting if I could find the time.
Most of all, I'd like to catch up with
my reading which, during our recent
house-moving, fell sadly behind schedule.
All in all, I hope we can stay settled for
a while now."
As he went on talking. I was impressed
by his real sincerity. He spoke quietly
and in the accustomed clipped British
manner, but he had a way of making you
listen to him. What he said was of real
interest.
But what intrigued me the
most about him, as far as any traits were
concerned, was his very charming smile.
James then went into a discussion of
the American picture business. I expected him to give out with a few sharpedged remarks but instead he spoke of
(he industry with genuine respect.
"I had one big prejudice when I came
here," he went on. "I was convinced all
producers were a race of blockheads who
couldn't even read. I've found some who
can criticize a script more constructively
than some of the writers and directors.
"Pictures, too, are made with more
superficial efficiency here than in England. The only real efficiency back home
in complete
is that one man is often
command of a film. There is a bit more
pressure here and sometimes, as a result, you find yourself unrehearsed, but
that's better than having to be kept
waiting by the technicians which often

by the editors of SCREENLAND. Don't
miss the personal interviews about your
favorite stars. Send in your subscription
today.

—

Miss Mason whose name is Portland.
The baby was named after Fred Allen's
wife. Pamela Mason is an extremely vital
and attractive woman who is interested
in everything her famous husband does,
though. She is a successful writer herself and seems to be doing very well as

Stars!

Every

this point, Mrs. Mason came into
room carrying a very cute young-

Barbara
opposite

Bates

who

has

Mickey Rooney

in

romantic lead
"Quicksand."

very difficult to film adult stories here.
After all, children can read newspapers
and magazines and find far worse things
there than they'll ever see on the screen.
it

Some

of their comic books aren't partic-

ularly enlightening either. Yet, in almost

every film I've made here there has been
an upsetting or infuriating experience
brought about by a strange censorship.
For example, in 'The Blank Wall,' the
character I play was a crook who had
quit studying for the priesthood when
he. was a young man because he found
he had no vocation. A line of dialogue
in the script referring to this was deleted by the Johnston office on grounds
that it would offend many movie-goers.
Nonsense!
"It was always difficult to find good
screen stories. It seems that the Johnston code's aim is to make it impossible."
I then put James right on the spot
and made him list the actors and actresses he favored. It was the only point
left open. He didn't try to sidestep the
issue either.

"I liked working with Joan Bennett
especially," he commented. "I loathe the
word, 'trouper.' but there is no other

way

to describe Joan. She's so goodis such a wonderful person.
I also like Van Heflin's work on the
screen
and that of Charles Laughton,

natured and

—

Spencer Tracy and Robert Donat. And,
of the comedians. Bob Hope. As for the
actresses, Judy Garland, Marlene Dietrich and Garbo will always take me into
a theatre. Ingrid Bergman is jolly good
but I don't exactly rush to see her because she's always a bit too happy. But,
really, it's difficult to name a few out of
so many. Let it suffice to say that I
like working with all actors who know
their jobs and with many who don't."
Perhaps now James Mason will be
understood a little more. Certainly he
had given me an honest and sincere reaction to the sum and substance of a
town named Hollywood. While I was
driving down
the seemingly endless
driveway from his home to the street,
I couldn't help thinking, "Let's end the
Mason controversy with, 'What's all the
fuss about anyway?' and wish the talented fellow from Great Britain luck!"

Let's

designers have magnificent ideas but they
forget when to stop, and they also forget
all about the beauty of a woman's face
or figure. They might just as well dress
a clay pot for all their disregard of figure
proportions. Yet, they are great in that
they dare to do it. A French designer
will come out with an idea that is
atrocious, but because it is new, and
and look
French, women will buy it
like the devil in it. American designers
never do that. They will take the basic
idea and adapt it to a woman's figure.
Good American clothes make women
beautiful rather than sensational.
*
*
#

Be Casual

Continued from page 49
suitable for her, for the role

that also

make

*

There's

.

.

and

.

her look most attractive.
*

A

Quite

*

Difference

between

many

but she may
For the screen, it is of the utmost
importance to camouflage those faults,
face

figure

faults.

make

to

her as

beautiful

as

possible

and
hair-dressers
cameraman,
The
makeup artists must do the same thing.
That is why experts in those fields are
In addition to
creating clothes that hide any imperfections in body proportion, a designer
must also follow the mood of the story.
If a star has a tragic scene, it would be
wrong to put her in a fluffy white dress
because she looks best in white. That
would raise the key of the scene when it
should express a dark mood.
paid such high

salaries.

We

*

*

*

Have One Screen Trick

that could
and should be followed in personal
keep the face the center
clothes.
There are three distinctly
of interest.
the
different types of screen pictures
long-shot, the two-shot and the close-up
The long-shot is what you see when a

We

.

.

.

player enters a door at the far side of
a room. It's an overall picture of a
person. It is the whole ensemble that
you also see when a friend walks toward
you on the street. If the star on the
screen, or your friend wears a dress
with an intricate puff or drape around
the hips, you see that first, instead of
the face. That's wrong for the screen

wrong for anyone. The
two-shot is made by moving the camera
nearer so that you see the star from the
hips or waist up. That is also what you
and

star

be beaded for collar. beU or

will

wool cocktail suits. There
no limit to fabric combina-

cuffs of dressy
is

dressing people for the screen and for
real life. A star may have a beautiful

have

suede

practically

tions

Wool

now.

jersey

will

be

used

shantung with cotton or
Lyons velvet. I have never used knitted
or crocheted clothes, alone or combined
with anything else. They may be all
right for everyday life, but not for the
with satin

screen.

.

.

.

.

Picture clothes must hold their

shape under hot lights three or four days
in a row. A knitted suit would droop
in

.

.

Such American

two hours.
*

*

Classics as the casual
shirtmaker, the simple wool sports suit,
can readily be adapted for cocktail and
evening occasions if you look best in
that type of thing. A long skirt of beautiful tweed material could be worn with
an elegant sweater and belt to make a
stunning dinner dress. Sheer wool, with
a shirtmaker bodice, a long full skirt
and a jewel-studded belt would be extremely smart for formal evening wear.

*

The Next

Style Change will do drastic
things to sleeves.
The manufacturers
are planning, quite obviously, to make
your clothes look dated, so you'll have
to buy new ones. It's strictly a business
idea to increase sales. They accomplished
a similar thing when they suddenly
dropped the skirt lengths. That didn't
last too long. Most women prefer a
normal skirt length and it was easy
enough to shorten the clothes they had.
But now watch what the manufacturers
will do with sleeves.
First, they will
introduce the puffed sleeve. This will
develop into the leg-of-mutton sleeve
with great fullness at the top. They can
defy any woman, unless she's an experienced dressmaker, to follow that style
by altering the clothes she already has
in her wardrobe.

*

*

*

But Don't Be An Extremist with casual
clothes, even if they are your type.

You may

crave comfort in clothes, but
that gives you no right to wear sunback dresses or blue jeans on the street.
Many girls let themselves become too
comfortable in their clothes. The next
step is carelessness in grooming and
before long they are just plain sloppy.
Then they should be kept off the street.
*
*
*

Your Only Chance is to refuse to accept
extreme styles. You can do it. American women as a whole have refused to
accept the extreme styles of the French.
They prefer modified adaptations. French

Keep Your Balance and use your own
sense of good taste.
That can't be
learned through books. If you feel you
never look as attractive as the people

around you ...

if

you doubt whether

it's
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or bodice should detract from the face.
Then, the close-up on the screen shows
a player from the shoulders up. exactly
what you see when you stand and talk
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with someone. Now it is most important
that the neckline should frame the face.
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Never Buy Clothes

that

are

so

high

change them with
A suit becomes a better
investment if it can be worn with or
without a blouse. If you can sometimes
wear it with jewelry or a scarf at the
neckline, you won't tire of it so quickly
and neither will your friends. It's
also wise, when you are buying several

styled you
accessories.

.

.

.

new

things, to stay with colors that go

well

together

so

you

can

interchange

them.
*

*

*

You Don't Have To Worry whether materials do or don't blend. It's new and
smart to combine almost any kind of

You will see much more of that
and Winter. Cotton for some
time has been combined with silk. Put
sequins on it, or quilt it and it has the
same dress value as silk. This Winter I
shall combine suede and wool.
The

material.
this Fall
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good

observe others everywhere.
When you dine at a fashionable restaurant, notice the detail of the women's
You can study people on a
clothes.
street car. Some may look all wrong,
Play a mental game of how you
would improve their appearances. Some
may look inexpensively but beautifully
dressed. Analyze their costumes, for the
taste

.

.

good

secrets of their

#

taste.

*

*

.

And Be

Yourself.

you must stride,
it's good taste for you to wear clothes
that permit it. Never dress out of character no matter how much you admire
another type. The American man ... in
If

case you're interested
has always
preferred to see a girl dressed in a way
that seems natural to her.
.

.

.
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FREE SAMPLES of Gorgeous Christmas Cards With Name

Profit.

FAST

60 for $1, Imprinted Stationery, Floral Charmettes, Napkins. 60 other assortments 60c to $1.26. Samples on
approval. Write today for Samples and money-making facts

PURO CO., 2801

Locust,

m

Dept. 921-M, St. Louis 3, Mo.

LEARN NURSING AT HOME
Prepare lor PROFITABLE interesting

Shortage

profession.

High
to

school

lesson

acute

Ages 18

unnecessary.

Write

55.

sample

today for FREE
page and complete

information.

Post Graduate School
Dept.

S-l.

10

Chicago,

of

E.

Nursing, Inc.
Erie St.,

III.

PHOTOGRAPHY
with

Train

Breakfast

famous

experts at a world-famous
school for an exciting career in photograph v:
Portrait - Advertising - Fashion - Press - Color
RetOUChlnK, etc. Newest techniques and finest equip-

freshly squeezed

Lunch

-

PERSONAL ATTENDANCE TRAINING
INDIVIDUALIZED HOME STUDY SUPER-

VISION. Write immediately!

NEW YORK

"I cannot stress enough the importance of deep breathing for normal bust
Inhaling and exhaling
development.
rhythmically and deeply will expand and
develop the chest and build up the underlying tissues and breast muscles. This
breathing with the exercises described
will help you gain weight through proper
muscle development and normalize your
figure into graceful, feminine contours."

Dinner

FOLLOW

this diet faithfully for

_

INSTITUTE

"60" 10 West 33 St., New York,

Lunch

As Low Ai

SJ.95

Vegetable Plate consisting of
Beets, String Beans, Spinach
or Broccoli

Write Today For Free Catalog

Baked Potato with Butter
Baked Apple

Send No Money

Milk or Buttermilk

ADVANCE SPECTACLE COMPANY
Dinner

Tomato

Juice

Juice of 2-3 Oranges
freshly

squeezed

Cream and Sugar
Graham Rolls with Honey
and Butter

Lunch

Vegetable Plate consisting of
Beets, String Beans, Spinach
or Broccoli

Baked Potato with Butter
Rye or Wholewheat Bread
and Butter
Milk or Buttermilk
Dinner

Grapefruit with

Honey

2

Lamb

2

Steamed Vegetables,

Chops, broiled

Spinach and Green Peas
Celery, Tomatoes, Cucumbers
Steamed Fresh Peaches

THURSDAY
Breakfast

Juice of 2-3 Oranges
freshly squeezed
2 Eggs, boiled or poached

with Butter

EYE GLASSES BY MAIL

Steak

2 Eggs, boiled or poached
Coffee or Tea with

Juice of 2-3 Oranges
freshly squeezed
2 Eggs, boiled or poached
Coffee with Cream and Sugar
Rye or Wholewheat Toast

N. Y.

-

WEDNESDAY
Breakfast

MONDAY
Breakfast

Cup

Green Olives, Cucumbers
Egg Custard

two

weeks, eating what is assigned rather
than doing without. Eat your vegetables
with butter, salads with oil and lemon
juice, coffee and tea with cream and
sugar. Liquors and carbonated drinks
are best avoided, as well as spicy foods
and condiments. Drink plenty of fresh
water, six glasses daily, between meals.

BUY FROM THE OLDEST ESTABLISHED
FIRM IN THE UNITED STATES SELLING

68

Fresh Fruit

2 Vegetables,
Cauliflower and Beets
Tomatoes, Lettuce, Celery,

WEIGHT GAINING DIET

OF PHOTOGRAPHY

Dept.

Calves' Liver, broiled
Tomato Salad
Milk or Buttermilk

Lettuce and

nt.
r

Juice of 2-3 Oranges
2 Eggs, boiled or poached
Coffee with Cream and Sugar
Wholewheat Muffins with
Raisins and Honey

UNLIMITED.

OPPORTUNITIES

piece

Wholewheat Toast

Prune Pie, preferably with
Wholewheat Flour Crust

in exercising.

Box 2309, Dept. K-109, Hollywood 28, Calif.

or

TUESDAY

begin exercises," advises
Miss Kahn, "and your spine is tense and
rigid, use a sponge rubber mat, thin
cotton mattress or heavy quilt. When
you are well advanced and your backbone is more pliable and covered, you
can exercise freely on a hard wooden
floor.
Wear rompers or anything not
confining. Exercise any time except after
eating.
Outdoors is the ideal place.

immediately after exercises to relax and
cleanse the skin of impurities thrown off

1

1

Rye

exercise only once

PICTURES nrpnmilnr stnrs nn„n,.„r. Al*ntell«
how to get ADDRESSES, BIRTHDAYS, and
photos of STARS' HOMES. Send name of
your favorite star and only 5c for handling.
HOLLYWOOD FILM STAR CENTER

Satin

2

floor.

When indoors, open windows wide and
seek a dust-free place. Bathe or shower

offered.

•

legs to

'DELUXE TYPE — Suitable for Frai
SPECIAL OFFER— FOR LI IM ITED Tl IH£ ONLY

Photo, you will also receive FREE CATA1'With
LOG listing ALL stars plus 14 ADDITIONAL

MAKE

Hamburger Steak
Steamed Vegetables,
Broccoli and String Beans
Combination Vegetable Salad

Point toes and press

toward body. Slowly lower

"When you

|

Easiest

—

legs

to start.

MAKE *27so CASH
New PLASTIC Christmas Cards

vertical

1"

knees. Raise ankles

I

MONEY

Problem

Girl's

Continued from page

fit

It's Jiko finding sold when you sell these smart
Christmas Greetings! Just showing FREE Sample

Sell

The Thin

BOX. 2390, DEPT. S-IO

0.

HOLLYWOOD

Tea with Cream and Sugar
Rye or Wholewheat Toast
with Honey and Butter

Lunch

Fresh Fruit Salad with
Cottage Cheese
Rye Toast with Butter
Milk or Buttermilk

Dinner

Fresh Grapefruit Juice

Roast Beef, rare
2 Green Vegetables,
Broccoli and Squash

Apple Sauce

-

Fresh Fruit Salad with
Cottage Cheese
Rye or Wholewheat Toast
Milk or Buttermilk

Let Christmas Cards Bring You

Dinner

Fresh Fruit Cup
Plenty of Steak and Celery.

You'llhave all the extra dollars youneed
... if you start now to sell our luxurious
Christmas Cards. Friends. relatives, businessmen, are delighted with smart de-

Milk

FRIDAY
Breakfast

Lunch

Juice of 2 Oranges
freshly squeezed

Tomatoes. Cucumbers

poached
Coffee with Cream and Sugar
or Glass of Milk
Rye or Wholewheat Toast
with Prune Jelly
2 Eggs, boiled or

Coffee or

Apple

Juice of 2 Oranges
freshly squeezed

-

Fresh Vegetable Soup

Di

Calves' Liver, broiled
Steamed Vegetable.
String Beans
Combination Salad
Milk - Stewed Pears

LARGE SIZE

Juice

freshly squeezed
2 Eggs, boiled or poached

Squash and Broccoli
Raw Cabbage. Green Pepper,
Celery Salad
Coffee or Tea with Cream

Tea with

and Sugar

Rye

or Wholewheat Toast or
Muffin with Butter and

Pineapple Pie. preferably
with Wholewheat Crust

Honey

Itself Is

Write

direct from
for photo

of your favorite

now

STAR. Immed.

&

serv. Illns. catalog

SURPRISE

Special

Send

offer.

15c for handling and mailing.

Home

at

Many

2 Years

Finish in

Go as rapidly as your time and abilities permit. Course
equivalent to resident school work prepares for college
entrance exams. Standard H. S. tests supplied. Diploma.

—

Credit for H. S. subjects already completed. Sintjie subjects if deHigh schooi education is very important for advancement in
business and industry and socially. Don't be handicapped 'alt your
life. Be a High School graduate. Start your training- now. Free
Bulletin on request. No obligation.
I American School, Dept. H -75, Drexel at 58th, Chicago 37
sired.

Sell

What Hollywood

your favorite

High School Course

Chicken, broiled or roast

Cream and Sugar

of

STAR
MOVIE
HOLLYWOOD.
Dpt.s-io
Hollywood Photo Products.
P.O. Box 1446. Hollywood 28, Calif.

Juice of 2 Oranges

Coffee or

FREE PHOTO

Fresh Strawberries

Tomato

,

749 Monroe Ave., Dept. T-81,

2 Hamburger Patties
Tomatoes. Cucumber and

Dinner

'

WETM ORE & SUGDEN.I
Rochester

Radish Salad
Strawberry Ice Cream with

SATURDAY
Breakfast

Religions, Gift Wraps, Everyday, Birthday,
PlasticCards, many other money
making Assortments. Also FREE
SAMPLES of Name -Imprinted
Christmas Cards to sell at SO A
for $1 and ap. Extra-money
plan for churches clubs organ- ^
izations. Write for samples.
,

scrambled
Coffee with Cream and Sugar
Wholewheat Muffins with
Raisins, Butter and Honey
2 Eggs,

Lunch

signs, extra-value trims, joyous sentiments
of our FEATURE Christmas Assortment. At
only SI for these wondrous boxes of 21 Greeting Cards they sell fast. Just show samples.

Your Profit: Up to 50£ Per Box!

SUNDAY

Spinach
Cucumber Salad
Pumpernickel Bread and
Butter
Milk or Buttermilk
Fish, broiled

Pie, preferably with

Wholewheat Crust

Breakfast

Lunch

Tea with Lemon

MONEY

BIG

Christmas Cards

Jast show SIX big- NAME - IMPRINT
Lines to friends low as 50 for SI. Make up to 50c
on 21-card DeLnxe box. Also show Secret Fa! Plasties,
It's easy!

Talking About!

—

'

.

Eastern Star, Religions, Relative. Gift Wraps, Birthday. Stationery. KIDDY Cards, Books, and Records.
MostCOMPLETELineinconntry. Extra CasnBonns! / btl
C FT"
WRITE
for FREE ImDrint Samples and 2
Feature boxes on approval MIDWEST CARD CO., / FREE
,

Continued from page

George Reeves suffered a
little, too. when Jack smeared him with
a chocolate covered ice cream bar on
account of his favorite flavor is butterscotch, which doesn't photograph nearly

down

a rope.

—

as well as chocolate.
*
*

*

Joan Crawford, who is an awful nice
gal, demonstrated that fact again when
she sent Judy Garland a wire of congratulations on her zingy performance in
"Good Old Summertime." That picture
certainly proves Judy is still one of the
brightest

stars

in

the Hollywood

con-

stellation.

The Gregory Pecks did some hasty

re-

nursery which had
been specially done over for the expected
baby girl, who turned out to be a boy,
their third.
Greta lost her campaign to
name the young'un Greg, Jr. His name
is Carey, after Greg's idol, the late Harry
Carey.
decorating in the

frilly

*

*

Jeanne Crain and Greg, talking about
respective sons, have practically
given up hope on the daughter department and resigned themselves to raising
all-boy families. Jeanne spent ten days
at Palm Springs with her husband, Paul
Brinkman, after finishing "Pinky," missed
her kids so much that she's postponing
her trip to Alaska until the boys are big
enough to go along.
*

Gene Autry and

#

*

Mrs. moved into
their new house, atop Laurel Canyon,
his

NOW

thus turning into real city folks. Gene's
keeping his ranch, of course. Also, for
the first time, the flying cowboy has himGene found out the only
self a pilot
waif he could get any rest on his trips
around the country was to snooze in his
airplane. Mr. A.'s become one of the
most popular square dance callers at the
weekly Beverly Hills Hotel sessions.

—

*

*

*

20th Century-Fox tossed a very snazzy
premiere of "You're My Everything" at
Grauman's Chinese Theatre. Anne Baxter
rode up in a vintage Ford, followed by
her co-star, Dan Dailey, in an ultra-modern convertible job. When Dan spied the
small orchestra which was playing in the
forecourt of the Chinese, he took over the
drums and had a wonderful time beating
out the rhythm. Then Jimmy Durante
came along and appropriated the piano
for a spell. When Dan saw wot was hoppening, he grabbed the trombone and
joined Jimmy in a hot duet. Some fun!

Anne

their

2"

Macdonald CaJohn Hodiak was on

Baxter's escort was

/

REVEALS YOUR INNERMOST SECRETS
Yes. your desires, longings and outstanding characteristics of you
in the way you write. Write as much as yoi
like using pen and ink on unlined paper. Write naturally, do not try

personality are revealed
to write

Do

or "tancy. "

nice'"

it

MARG0-B0X3

Enclose $1 and selfanswer, not a

personal

Cedarpines Park, California
San Bernardino Mountains

SONG WRITERS ATTENTION
The amazing demand for phonograph records, accelerated by countless Juke-Boxes. warrants your

We

immediate investigation.

are offering

New

Writers the rare opportunity of having a celebrated "Hit" composer furnish music on reduced
percentage basis for any likely poems received
this month. Phono-records are outselling piano
copies 5 to

1.

RECOLA RECORDING

CO.,

Hollywood 28, Calif.

NO MORE MONEY WORRIES!
INCREASE YOUR INCOME

*

with CHRISTMAS CARDS!
Sure cure for your
rjoney problems! Sell escraisite new Christmas Cards.
Friends, others boy qnicklyat 50 for $1.25 with Name Imprinted. Yon maJie fine profits showing FREE Samples! ^
AlEoshowbij?-valne21-card$l Christmas assortments. Dp
to 100% profit. Date. Address. Finance Books. Religions. Homoroos,
Gift Wraps, Everyday, many more Boxes Get FREE Samples Personal
fards, 21 Card Box on approval. Write!
DUII I I DP PAD!!
rnlLLIro
UU. sio hunt st.. newton, mass.
,

.

UAKU

nn

WATER
in

3 Minutes!

only

NO FIRES TO BUILD $«# 98
SAVES FUEL BILLS T I ComSAVES TIME & WORKc I!p e te

David Brian, who became that over"
night sensation in "Flamingo Road
should be a happy man. He married the

|

:

gal he's been in love with for several
years, Adrian Booth, a Republic star.
He also follows up his bow on the
screen with choice roles opposite two
top-flight femme stars, Bette Davis (in

TODAY!

addressed stamped envelope for prompt,
standard printed form.

on account of
Arizona location for MGM's "Ambush"
and Mrs. Carey, an expectant mother, was
unable to attend.
*
*
*
rey,

$3nipl6S

All the hot water yon want in a

jiffy.

Newlow priced Electric Water Heater
workslikea charm. Jast drop in water
and plus in. Amazing quantities of
hot water to bathe, shave, wash, hundreds of other uaea._ Handy size and
shape fits every basin, tub. sink. etc.

Send No Money!

Clip This Ad!

Mail ad on post card or letter. We'll
ship C.O.D. for only $1.98 and postage

«"£*««•>">«*«««MERCHANDISE HART

ILLINOIS
6714,

Dept.

1227

Loyola

Ave.,

Chicago 26,

Illinois

69

„

MOVIE STARS PHOTOS
Glamour,

West-

Pinups,

8xl0

erns

25

#

Cents

"Beyond The Forest") and Joan Craw"Man Without Friends")
ford
(in
Mighty nice going.
*

Each.

Over 1000 to choose from.
All

old favorites
of the new

the

of

plus
ones.

many

Customers

tell
us
the finest in the

we have
business.

6

for $1.00

Veregraphs

16
Virginia

96

-

on

Pictures

Pictures

8 x

lO

$1.00

Mayo

MORTENSEN STUDIOS

1

LARGE GLOSSY PCTURE

of your favorite

MOVIE
STAR
INTRODUCTORY OFFER
from HOLLYWOOD, home of the
Send name of your FAVORITE

direct

STARS.

STAR with

fifteen cents, to cover handling
and mailing and receive also our beaunames and pictures
tiful catalog with
of hundreds of STARS.
1

t4t

4633
Montgomery Clift Dept.

NURSE?

TZlkl
A MW^ifcvTO TRAIN AT HOME

ACT NOW-HELP FILL THE NEED

you can prepare for practical experience
Trained Practical Nurse in spare time.
iyearn while learning. Agesl8to55. High
ool not necessary. Easy payments. Write
free information and sample lesson pages.
WAYNE SCHOOL OF PRACTICAL NURSING, INC.
N.Wayne Ave., Desk AD-30. CH CAGO 1 4, ILL.

ow

f

"YOUR HOLLYWOOD SCREEN GUIDE"
Want a Career in the Movies,
Theatre, Television?

Radio,

Here are the answers

to all vour questions. Complete auby PLAYERS COUNSELLOR of
Home study procedure. Self-analysis for suitable types and parts. Sten-by-step progress in acting profession. Knowledge gained at small cost may lead to success, even stardom! Complete S2.00: Money-back guarantee. Order direct or get free details.

thoritative

instructions

Hollywood.

6711-D Sunset

Take

BIG
Sell

—

she recovers.
*

HOLLYWOOD BLVD., BOX 9865
Hollywood 27. California

PLAYERS COUNSELLOR
Hollywood 28, California

This Easy Step To

MONEY

CHRISTMAS CARDS i

of 21 Christmas Cards pays you up to 50c Complete line of fast-sellers.
Write for Samples on approval. SOUTHFPN GREETING CARD CO.,
Pauline Street,
Dept. C-27, MEMPHIS 4, TENN.

*

*

When Ronnie Reagan

broke his leg
game, U-I had
to do a fast re-shuffle on the cast of
"Fugitive From Terror" which was due
to start any minute with Ronnie in the
lead. Sooooo, Howard Duff, who'd been
cast as the heavy, was moved into the
romantic spot and Steve McNally replaced Duffy as the menace. The two
will battle over Ida Lupino.

in that charity baseball

*

*

*

Betty Hutton, who emphatically didn't
like dogs until recently, now looks at
people who don't have pooches as if
they were stark, raving nuts. She bought
a small black poodle for the kids, but
who do you think gives it the most
attention? Betty, natch. We wouldn't
be surprised if our own poodle, who is a
very charming gent, didn't help change
Betty's mind about dogs. He puts on
his hammiest act for Betty whenever
she's at our house.
*

Cards for Christmas and Everyday. Also lovely EMBOSSED Christmas Cards WITH NAME. Sell themselves at
50 for $1.25, up. Amazing $1 "Southern Beauty" Assortment
Plastic

*

Linda Darnell had a sister, Monte, until
the pore gal was injured while doing her
circus act
riding through a flaming hoop
a-straddle two horses. The horses bolted,
Monte was thrown and badly burned, but
gamely plans to continue her career when

Hollywood Stars

s-2.

*

Not too many people were aware that

cal.

FREE PHOTO

*

like that!

*

Sank.

*

Bette turned salesicoman temporarily
when she put her Laguna Beach house
up for sale. Escorted prospects through
personally. What buyer, with sufficient
cash in his jeans, could resist a pitch

Catalogue with order

Illustrated

*

*

Larry Parks had a four-week hassle with

!

216 South

IkiMtuf W&iJc COLORING PHOTOS

^

Fascinating hobby and vocation
home by average man or woman
is artistically inclined. Work full or spare

learned at

who

time.

Modem method

tit

Hon*

brings out natural life-lik
.

while le
Many ha%
FREE BOOKI^ET tells how to get started doing this
delightful homework for photog
EASY TO raphers, Btores, individuals, am

friends.

LEARN

Send today for

a swollen jaw after he had an abscessed
tooth removed. We know just how he
feels, having gone through the same thing
ourself. Don't hold your breath until his
latest picture, "Jolson Sings Again," comes
to your theatre. Columbia plans to run
it for six months in New York before the
rest of the country sees it.

yoit\

*

copy. No obligation.
NATIONAL PHOTO COLORING SCHOOL

1315

S.

Michigan Ave., Dept. 4437, Chicago 5,

AMAZING

We

guarantee you

approval.

Plane

Sr.,

Dpt. Z, Newark, N.

J.

"Fight Cancer"...
Trite

the

words? Not when you know
facts of which these

tragic

words are sum and substance. Last
year more than 188,000 Americans died of cancer. Research and
education are our most potent
weapons in the war on cancer.
Your contribution is needed to
carry on the fight. Guard yourself
and your loved ones from this
dread disease.

Give to Conquer Cancer

AMERICAN
70

CANCER

*

*

And you

III.

$50.00 for selling
100 boxes 21 for $1 Xmas cards; also 50
and 25 for $1 with name on; also Napkins
and Stationery. No experience needed. Costs
nothing to try. Samples and Selling Plan on

M ERIT, 370

—

.

SOCIETY

needn't expect to see our
Princess Marguerita (Rita Hay worth)
on the screen for a long spell if those
stork rumors are true. Rita and her
Prince could be in Hollywood as you
read this and just as likely won't be,
unless she does decide to do a movie.
The romantic pair plan to spend most

—

of their time in Europe.
*
*
*

Another pretty gal who may give up
the screen in favor of being a housewife
Taylor when she marries
wealthy William Pawley, Jr. Or
perhaps we should say IF she marries
him. She was mighty close to the altar
with Glenn Davis when she pulled the
standard woman's trick of changing
her mind.
Elizabeth

is

the

*

*

*

Bob Mitchum

has bought himself and
his family a beautiful ranch house on an
acre of ground in Mandeville Canyon. The
place sports a swimming pool, Bob's first
one.
saw Bob, looking very much the

We

family man, driving his two sons around
on a recent Sunday.
*
*
*

in a red convertible

Donald O'Connor got the strangest
autograph request yet. A huge package
arrived for him on the set of U-I's
"Francis." It came from South Africa
where Don made a personal appearance
last year.
The package contained a
photograph of Don measuring eight feet
feet and his fans specified that his
signature be three feet by one foot.
*
*

by ten

Holden and
Domestic Stuff:
Bill
Brenda Marshall finally got a wedding
trip,

to

Columbia, after seven

British

years of married

Lucille Ball

life.

and

Desi Arnaz were remarried, for sentimental reasons, on their seventh wedding anniversary.
Jane Greer's sure
she'll have twins, due any minute if not
already here. The great Garbo, looking
at Disney's "So Dear To My Heart"
anwith Joan Bennett's children in the
ger's private projection room.

W

*

#

*

like mad for a
Jimmy Stewart
while he was locationing on "War Paint"
(which used to be called "Arrow"). When

Gloria

McLean shopped

new house

her and

for

Indians learned the lanky
be married they outfitted
him with blankets, earthenware dishes
and a papoose carrier one of the longest,
slimmest, and tallest carriers ever to be
manufactured. Gloria's former home was
bought by Frankie Sinatra.
*
*
*
the

Arizona

Jimmy was

to

—

Dorothy McGuire shore made the eyes
pop at 20 th on her way to lunch at the
commissary. Seems like she had to do
a Balinese kind of walk for the picture,
"Oh, Doctor," which

calls for considerable hip swinging. She chose the trip
to lunch for practising same.
*
*
*

When Jeff Corey (he was the doc in
"Home Of The Brave") had some time
on the location of "Bagdad," near
Vasquez Rocks in Mint Canyon 30
miles north of Hollywood he was prowling around the country, saw some kinda
yellow, crusty soil. Jeff had read up on
commercial uranium, called carnotite,
and decided he'd made a strike. Jeff
rented a Geiger counter and returned to
his find.
The counter clicked and the
off

—

—

prospector hurriedly gathered up some
and rushed to an assay office.
Turned out it was limonite, a low grade
iron ore, and the assayer explained the
reason the counter clicked was because
the hot sun was shining on it. Jeff said
he got as much thrill out of it as if he'd
been an 18^9er lookin for gold.
of the stuff

*

#

*

Joan Fontaine's got the shortest haircut
yet for "Bed Of Roses." It's just an inch
long all over her head and verra blonde.
Joan and Claudette Colbert may be starting a trend
instead of having some of our
more famous Hollywood designers whip up
their clothes for "Bed" and "Love Is Big
Business," Joan's clothes were made by
Hattie Carnegie and Claudette's,
for
"Love," by Sophie. Come, come, gals,

—

ain't the

home product
*

just as good?

*

Hear Shelley Winters

*
practically lived

NOW IT'S FUN TO REDUCE
CANADA'S NEW, EASIER

WAY

TAKES OFF UGLY FAT
5-/0 Pounds Disappear First 7 Days

EAT PLENTY

Concentrated Vitamin Mineral Tablets

See Pounds, Inches Go

MYNEX

No Strenuous Exercise
No Laxative-No Massage
No Starvation

see

MAKES
BULGING
INCHES
SHRINK

Reducing Success
Yes,

Now,

America

for the first time,

you

MYNEX

find

why.

here's

EAT PLENTY, even reduced portions of food you

A

once thought fattening—
,

yet fat goes fast.

few months ago an amazing new reducer called
was introduced in Canada. This approved simple and easy reducing success took
Canada by storm. Thousands upon thousands of
overweight Canadians lost bulging excess pounds
and inches, and they lost this fat without suffering
one hungry moment— without taking dangerous
drugs, without exercising!

This sensational reducer called
is so safe it has been

Abdomen

WORKS WONDERS
FOR FAT FOLKS

Accepted for Advertising
by Appointed A uthorities
approved

Burt

MYNEX

for

advertising by
is now being

authorities— and

offered in the United States
on a trial offer so fair it calls
for immediate acceptance

With

MYNEX

comes

full

dietary directions that say

If you want to lose that 5 or
10 pounds excess fat you
picked up overeating and do
it safely and easily in 7 days without drugs and
without one hungry moment, mail coupon below
for amazing new MYNEX. It's simple to use and
makes reducing easier than you dreamed possible.
You eat three square meals a day and never suffer
a hungry moment. Fat goes from chin, neck, bust,
stomach, arms, thighs, legs, ankles, etc.— yes, fat
goes fast— as much as a pound a day. So don't be
Fat when it's fun to reduce the Canadian way with
MYNEX. Today, mail the coupon.

Hips
Thighs

Legs

actually concentrated food tablets.

you

women any more and

Chin

Waist

MYNEX

difficult

fat

Neck
Arms

can try sensational new
—do as they do in Canada! Lose
pounds and inches of bulging fat
without strenuous exercise or drastic dieting that leaves you starved
and weak. Take the completely safe
2-way tablets, not dope
or dangerous reducers, but instead

No matter how

many

. .

REDUCES WITHOUT HUNGER

. . .

MYNEX

CANADIAN
in

Plan Safe

TORONTO. ONTARIO: Up in Canada, you don't

This ORIGINAL

FIRST Time

Eating

HOW SMALL TABLET

to diet, if your excess fat is not due
to glandular trouble, mail the coutrial today.
pon for your

Ankles

MYNEX

Yet Tablets

sugar-coated, so they disintegrate fast in the stomach. Fast
action is what you want and fast action is what you get. Yet
TABLETS are completely safe, containing identical
vitamins and minerals that doctors often recommend to fight
off tired and weak run-down feeling, to build resistance. Mail
TABLETS in the confidence you
the coupon for

Avoid Weak.
Tired,

down

BRINGS AMAZING RESULTS

Canadian overeaters who found usual reducing methods too
hard, too tiring and too nerve-wracking, by the thousands
acclaimed new MYNEX as the greatest reducing help they
have had in 25 years! MYNEX tablets are tiny. They are not

Calves

it

Run-

MYNEX

Feeling

MYNEX

are getting only the purest ingredients.

DON'T BE FAT

STARTS
REDUCING FAT

VERY FIRST DAY

Your doctor's recommendation and approval of the

these extra 10 pounds will make any
when I see John next month?
fat. she's too fat for me!

if

Yet EAT

PLENTY

• Feel

Refreshed • Have More Pep

Amazing Canadian success. MYNEX, often restores
more youthful figure in 7 quick days. Intended for overweight women and men who
want to lose fat but who just

She's too

What
You Should Weigh
Here's

MYNEX

meal Above all,
wards
weak, rundown feeling
.

difference

WEIGHT CHART

can't leave the table hungry. If
over-eating is your trouble you
should lose 5 to 10 pounds in 7
days without missing a single
off tired,

that often comes with taking off
fat too fast. Mail coupon for
7-day trial that convinces or no

WOMEN
'CANADIAN MOTHER
LOSES 40 POUNDS
"Imagine, now

///rrrrrrrm-rmv^j"

my

boys say:

yOU lOOk lUCC Z ITlOVie
I went from a size 42
to 16 in only 28 days using
MYNEX. I have lots more energy and even housework
doesn't get me down."
Mrs. R.A.W., Montreal
* Posed by professional model

GUARANTEE

To Have a Youthful
Streamlined Figure

Send

SAFE 2-WAY METHOD
J MYNEX
two ways:
down

acts
(1) it helps cut
excessive appetite, yet you never

hungry

your system
with necessary nutritional elements to
help maintain your energy while reducing Mail coupon today.
feel

MYNEX

(2) it fortifies

for

MYNEX

Pounds

Arc

30 and

115
117
119
122
125
128
131

135
139
143
147
151
155
159

is

invited.

NO MONEY
SEND
Money
Day
7

Trial

Back

Takes Off Fat or

Just mail coupon. When your packTABLETS arrives,
age of
deposit only $3.00 plus C.O.D. postage thru postman. Read the label,
see how SAFE, see how easy the new
plan is. Take as directed
and if in 7 days you haven't dropped
from 5 to 10 pounds, if your waist,
bust, thighs don't measure less, if

MYNEX

MYNEX

those embarrassing bulges haven't
flattened out to your satisfaction, if
you haven't lost that bloated, too fat
feeling
return the empty
package and we will refund your

MYNEX

—

You have nothing to lose but
excess fat. Now, today, mail the coupon. Cash orders sent postage paid.
$3.00.

HEIGHT
(wilh shoes on)

20-29

MYNEX IS NOT YET
SOLD IN DRUG STORES.
TO GET MYNEX— YOU
MUST MAIL COUPON!

119

411

121

5'0'
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128
132

5'1"

5'4"

Mvnex
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140
144
148
152
155
158
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5'5"

U. S. Office: 349

5'6"

Send

5 '2"
5'3"

5'7'

Co., Ltd. of

MYNEX

Canada

W. Ontario St
TABLETS. 7-Day

Dent. 112M. Chicago 10. III.
Plan COMPLETE. I'll pay $3.00

plus C.O.D. postage on arrival on your guarantee to refund my S3. 00
in 10 days if I am not satisfied. (Cash orders mailed postpaid!

5'8"
5'9"

5'10*
5'11"
6'0"

349 W. Ontario Street, Chicago 10, Illinois
Canadian Branch: 406 Hopewell, Toronto, Ont, Canada

U. S. Office:

CO.. Ltd.

in

'MOlTl,

queen V

SOLD ON
MONEY BACK

Weight

(as ordinarily dressed)

NEW MYNEX

If you are in good health and want to
stop getting fat and take off 5 to 10
pounds the first 7 days, or if you want to
lose 20, 40, 50 lbs. or more, mail the
coupon. It's not too late to take pounds
off for summer fun

Putting on a little weight, aren't you.
Agnes? Say. Jane, that dress sure fits
tight' Oh. I'll be embarrassed to wear
my new bare midriff swim suit! Wonder

Address

City

.

'/.on*

Stale.

.

you live In Canada Send orders to
MYNEX, Ltd. 408 Hopewell, Dept. 62-M, Toronto.
If
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Are you constantly embarrassed by a flat, undeveloped
figure. Do you long for an appealing Bust Line to give
you more poise and glamour to give you that smart
Easy Now, for Science has discovered the
to imitate the substance to give you that
well rounded bust line. It is available now in
which can be absorbed by the skin.
jar containing 30.000 Int. units of Estrogenic

look?

It's

NEW,

means

NEW

GLAMOUR-X
full

A

Hormone

can be ordered at only $2.00, tax included.
We can unconditionally guarantee that if you are dissatisfied with results obtained, we will immediately
refund your purchase price. You be the sole judge.
Complete instructions come with your jar of
GLAMOUR-X. Rush your order and $2.00 now to

at the downtown Los Angeles burlesque
houses, acquiring technique for her torrid role as a singer in "East Of Java."
Also that she did a good job of acquiring that technique. Working on this set,
representing a lowdown dive in Java,
wasn't exactly an Elks picnic. On account of the joint's supposed to be filled
with cigarette smoke, the air conditioners couldn't be turned on
they'd blow
the smoke away. The various characters
in the scene were perspiring freely when
a makeup man came by. and sprayed
them liberally with oil and glycerine

—

(movie -perspiration) Macdonald Carey
asked the guy why he thought they
were all sweating enough. Ordinary per.

—

spiration,

the

makeup man explained,
And whattaya sup-

didn't photograph.

GLAMOUR PRODUCTS
321

New

Broadway

pose they use for cigarette smoke? Cigarette smoke?
Nope a chemical combination of vinegar and acid, yet.

Dept. 404

—

York 7, N. Y.

*

Ann Sheridan

BUSTLOTION
Contains Estrogenic

HORMONES
TEST 10 DAYS
AT OUR RISK

This sensational BUST Lotion contains 30,000 Int. Units of Estrogenic
Hormones and vegetable oils that

wonderfully aid the application of hormones. While we
claims or representations whatever, we do promise
you a 10 day trial offer! Science believes skin of breasts
may absorb Hormones. Try it! Easy to use!
SEND NO
Write Now for your 30-day supply
bottle of Laurent de Kolin's Hormone Bust Lotion. When
lotion arrives pay postman only $2.98 plus tax and C.O.D.
postage. Test 10 days and see for yourself! Full directions.
If not satisfied return for money back. PLAIN WRAPPER.

make no

MONEY—

LAURENT

de

KOLIN

Dept.

803 N. Milwaukee Ave.

—

*

oughtta eat of paper plates.
*

*

Gene
omens.

Tierney's
It goes

quite

something

a

believer in
After

like this:

the birth of her first daughter, Daria, she
the picture "Laura," probably her
best. It was directed by Otto Preminger.

FACE LIFTING

made

Loose skin, wrinkles, outstanding ears, lips, baggy

to leave, after "Whirl-

England to make
"Night And The City" with Dick Widmark. Both she and Dick insisted that
their families go along
as a matter of
fact, said they wouldn't do the picture
finished,

for

—

unless.
*

*

#

Maureen O'Hara kept wondering why
she had such a stiff neck during filming
of "Bagdad" until someone called attention to the fact that her three leading

men, Paul Christian, Vincent Price and
John Sutton, were all well over six feet

When Maureen makes a picture in
Ireland for John Ford, she'll at last get
and in
to show her copious freckles
Technicolor.
tall.

—

We

*

*

fun at the party Gar
for his (then) wife, Nancy
Walker, the night she arrived from New
York. I was just real unhappy to know
that a coupla days later they were divorced
in Mexico.
*
*
*

had a
Moore had

lot of

When Zack and

Elaine Scott flew

looked

after

their

teenage

daughter,

Waverly. We ran into the handsome
Mr. E. at a party during that time,
decided he looked a little lean he was
doing his own cooking and asked him
over for breakfast, along with Mildred
Natwick. Millie and John were about
to go to La Jolla to do a revival of Noel
Coward's "Blithe Spirit." When those
two get to reminiscing about their ca-

—

eyelids, breasts, scars, tatoos corrected by plastic

—

surgery, Consultation and
Booklet 8 Free.

LINCOLN HOUSE PUBLISHERS
542 5th Ave., Suite 63, N. Y. C. LE. 2-1596

New BUST CREAM
CONTAINS ESTROGENIC

HORMONES
Do

you

want

lovelier,

firmer

breasts^

Science believes skin of breasts may absorb
estrogenic hormones. After years of trying,

*c perfected a truly amazing bust cream
containing 30,000 units of precious estrogenic hormones. While we make no claims,
we want you to try it for 10 days and convince yourself as thousands have done.

SEND

NO MONEY

Write .oday
for 10 days trial. When postman delivers
sour 30 days supply (in plain wrapper),
deposit only S2.98 plus postage. Or send
S2 98 now and we'll pay postage. Monej
hack if not thrilled.
FASH ION -GLO, Dept. S-2, 101 W. 14th St

York

1 1,

N. Y.

HtW BUST CRM*

HORMONE

Science believes skin of breasts
may absorb Estrogenic Hormones
and while we make no claims or
representations whatever for the
new Francis James Bust Creme, we
do promise you may test it yourself 10 days on this special introductory offer.
Each jar contains
30.000 Int. Units Estrogenic Hormones. Pleasant and easy to use.

SEND NO MONEY
Write today.

When your 30-Day

TEST 10 DAYS
AT OUR RISK
Jar Francli

James Bust

arrives pay only S2.98 plus tax and C.O.D. postage.
Plain wrapper.
Test 10
Full directions with package.
days, then Judge for yourself. If not satisfied return and
money will be refunded.

Creme

FRANCIS JAMES PRODUCTS CO.. Dept. 62-M
Illinois
803 North Milwaukee Avenue Chicago 22,
72

When

off

Mexico City for a short vacation, John
Emery, who was the Scotts' house guest,
to

—

*

111.

NOSES RESHAPED

Gene was due
pool"

*

busy rebuilding her

house all because of some new china
she bought while she was in Germany
making "I Was A Male War Bride."
When it arrived it was a lot more than
she'd expected and, having a very tiny
dining room, Annie decided to enlaxge.
Things got a little out of hand from
there and she wound up making major
changes in the whole house. And, before she finally put on the brakes, she'd
gone so far as to build a swimming pool.
Which just goes to show that people

62-M
Chicago 22,

*
is

Now, her first picture after the birth of
her second" daughter, Christina, is "Whirlpool," also directed by Mr. Preminger.
*
*
*

Cale Robbins had to dye her hair for "Oh, You Beautiful Doll," 20th
Century- Fox musical, she chose the exact shade of her cocker spaniel, Valentine.

*

*

*

ters

The Screen Writers Guild gave a large
party at the Bel Air Hotel for its members and guests, and even allowed some
actors to come! Gloria Swanson, Celeste
Holm, Bill Holden, Gary Grant, Deborah Kerr, Jeanette MacDonald and

Gene Baymond mingled

in

most friendly

fashion with the often-maligned writers
who -put those frequently brilliant toords
in

their

mouths.
*

*

*

Mount Vernon, the Daughthe American Revolution, permitted the exterior to be photographed,
but put their feet firmly down on any
interior shooting.
*
*
*
Custodians of

reers they're a million laffs.

After the party we went on to that
wonderful restaurant, Scandia, with scribblers Dewitt Bodeen, Muriel Bolton and
Mel Dinelli. Saw Turhan Bey there with
the beautiful Arlene Dahl; Steve McNally
deep in conversation with U-I's goodlooking publicist, Frank McFadden.
*
*
*

Liberace, the 23-year-old Polish-Italian pianist who caused such a sensation
during his engagement at Mocambo,
was quick signed for U-I's "East Of
Java/' He kept careful track of the
numbers the stars requested him to play
at Mocambo. In grid Bergman's favorite,
"Intermezzo;'' Ava Gardner's, Chopin's
"Piano Concerto No. 2;" Shirley Temple
Brahm's "Lullaby;" Rosalind Russell,

anything of Edvard Grieg's; Van Heflin.
anything by Chopin; Jimmy Durante.
Rachmaninoff's "Piano Concerto No. 2;"
Gloria Swanson, Strauss Waltzes; Ed
Gardner, "Claire de Lune;" Diana Lynn
and Judy Garland called for "Slaughter
On Tenth Avenue," and, believe it or
not, Shelley Winters always wanted "My
Old Kentucky Home." Liberace says
the number everybody asks for is "Roll
Out The Barrel." He has very few requests for bebop or boogie.
*
*
*

Drue Mallory, the very pretty

In U-I's "Free For All," which stars
you'll

Washington's home. Mount
Vernon, for the first time on the screen.

see George

of what

Irish

gave an elegant party at the Beverly Hills Hotel in honor of Miriam Hopkins and Florence Desmond. Drue and
Desi had just finished their picture, "Three
Came Home," at 20th, in which both wear
drab Jap prison camp clothes. They were
anything but drab that night, I can tell
you. In the crowd: pretty Ellen Drew
{who missed meeting her just ex, Sy
Bartlett, who escorted Coleen Gray, by a
hair), the handsome John Emery, the
very lush French import, Denise Darcel,

Connie Moore, just back from New York
and a successful television appearance with
Milton Berle. We met Sessue Hayakawa
for the first time
a charming and attractive man,

—

*

*

BUST

CREAM
has done for me,"

professionally

be

could

she

until

sure

Dick would be happy in Hollywood. He
now that 20th has decided to build
him up as a romantic leading man.

No. 7* (Estrogenic Hormone) the remarkable ingredient that may be absorbed by the skin of
the breast. We make only one claim. We GUARANTEE that, if you don't think it is wonderful
after using your first jar, simply return the
empty jar and we will refund your money at
once. 30-day supply with full directions, in plain
wrapper, complete, $3.00 with order, or $3.50

Order now

C.O.D

.

#

in

to Berlin for

TEMPORARY

IS

NOT ENOUGH

HAVE READ OUR INSTRUCT/ON BOOK

1

CAREFULLY AND LEARNED TO USE THF I
MAHLEP M6THPP $A EEL Y AND EFF/C/FNTL Y.i
USED SUCCESSFULLY OVER 50 YEARS/-

*

Celeste Holm returned from a trip
abroad, entertaining at American Army

S£WD 6« st&mpI FOR BOOKLET 4

Not one to be easily stopped
snappy answer, Celeste was struck

dumb when an officer said to
me something about Hollywood

RELIEF

ONLY 0Y KjUIWC THE Hfllg BOOT CAN YOU
BE SURE UNWANTED HA/8 IS &ONE FggEVgg J
BRINGS RELIEF AND SOCIAL HAPPINESS. I
DO NOT USE OUR METH00 UNT/L YOU

plays a chicken-hearted gangster.

for a

^

DCSmOYl uffAIR DlFOteV£f*

"Quartered City" after he
in which he
*

Calif.

trade mark

itching conditions.
Use cooling, medicated D. D. D. Prescription. Greaseless,
stainless. Soothes, comforts and checks
Itching fast. 35c trial bottle proves it
or money back. Don't suffer. Ask your
druggist today for D.D.D. Prescription.

"Turned Up Toes,"
*

Dept.SU-5

Hollywood 28,

IN

asked what
had happened to

cess."

finished

TODAY

Relieve itching caused by eczema, athlete's foot, scabies, pimples and other

*

Hollywood was, he quipped, "SucPaul was on the verge of buying
a house when 20th notified him he'd go

him

.

ITCH CHECKED
A JIFFY

When Paul Douglas was
the funniest thing that

.

HOUSE OF EDEN,

is,

*

JORDAN

says JO

"Miss Alabama" GOLDWYN player
• Each jar contains 30,000 int. units of Belador

*

Richard Conte's wife, Ruth, may try
for a screen career. A very good stage
actress, she has stayed in the background

.

HORMONE

6411 Hollywood Blvd.

*

.

THE ESTROGENIC

actress,

outposts.

Ann Blyth and Bob Cummings.

am proud

"I

of

LER'S, INC., Dept. 29-N, Providence 15, R.I

her, "Tell
I

wouldn't

think of asking."

Your Guide To Current Films
Continued from page 15
gambling

is peachy keen fun, only get
out while you're ahead. Nobody does,
however. Ava. Gregory, Frank Morgan,
Ethel Barrymore, Walter Huston, and
all the other top names included in the
cast pay the piper in one way or the
other. About the only things salvaged
out of the mess are Ava's soul, which
Gregory rescues at the price of being
bitten by the roulette wheel, and Gregory's novel, which Ava rescues at the
price of nearly catching cold in the

draughty attic room where penniless
Greg lies on the verge of death. There's
an overpowering amount of wordy
speeches and ponderous thought which
also slows up things.

Scene Of The Crime

MGM

ANYONE doubts that Van JohnIFson
is one fine actor, they'd do well
in

seeing his latest showing of versaAs a detective-lieutenant assigned

tility.

to finding a cop-killer, Van is unassuming and very believable. The rapid-fire
dialogue seems to be a natural for him,
Tom Drake and the other law-enforces.
On the other side of the law, you have
the killer, a deadly character with a
deformed hand and blotched face. Gloria
De Haven, the zippy nightclub canary,
is quite a bundle of question-marks, but
apparently would like to help Van in
more ways than one. That she knows
one of the suspects is Van's reason for
hanging around he's very much in love
with his wife, Arlene Dahl. When the
killer strikes for the second time, Van
begins to parlay his clues into a winning
ticket.
Excitement and suspense are
plentiful in this definitely superior murder varn.

—

The Red Menace

Booklet

MARVEL CO.
9C8

East St.

New Haven, Conn.

LORMONE
The Estrogenic Hormone

BUST CREAM
The Only Cream
Containing Femo&en*
Each jar contains
3U.UUU

Int.

Feniugen*

(

Units of
Estrogenic

Hormones) that special,
precious, amazing ingredient that may be absorbed by the skin of

the breasts.

We make

no claims, promises, or
representations of any
kind whatever for this
cream. We want YOU
to be the sole judge of

what

L'ORMONE may

FOR YOU. WE GUARANTEE

do

UNCONDITIONAIJjY that if you are not delighted after
using your first jar of L'ORMONE we will cheerftillv
refund the purchase pricij 30-day supply with full directions, in plain wrapper, complete including Fed. tax and
postage, only $3.00 with order, or $3.50 C O.P
.

w

Republic

ITH
it's

a picture as necessary as this,
a shame that so many slip-ups

L'ORMONE
220 Broadway
*Trade Mark

CO., Dept.

260-G

New

York

7,

N. Y.

big-money productions are "sleepers"
another way.

in

Lost Boundries
Classic Films

WELL-DOC MENTED

I
drama of a
young near-white Negro doctor,
played by Mel Ferrer, who must choose

between a promising future as a "white
man" or one which will reduce him to
oblivion if he admits his race. After a
disappointing attempt at the latter, he
decides to "pass" and enters interneship
as a white. Upon leaving the hospital, he
accepts a lucrative practice in a small

New England town. There, he and his
equally fair-skinned wife, Beatrice Peardon, become highly respected and loved
by the town's citizens. In time two
children are born
each as light as their
parents and even they are not told they
are Negroes.
At the outbreak of World War II, the
doctor accepts the rank of Lt. Commander in the Medical Corps of the
Navy, but Naval Intelligence reveals the
fact he's a Negro. Because of this, the
townspeople learn the truth. His children are the real victims brought up as
whites they are suddenly thrown into
the realization that they are Negroes.
The ending, however, is gratifying and
with a minimum of eyewash and phoney
propaganda, this film shouldn't be missed.

—

—

occurred. Attacking Communism furiously, the plot and direction are sacrificed in portraying

American Commun-

as types you could easily spot and
hate. Unfortunately, Communists in this
country aren't quite as easy to recognize as all that
if they were, the Kremlin would have a tough time getting new
ists

—

recruits.

Had Communism and

party

members been shown

as they really are:
seemingly ordinary everyday people, then
maybe the point would have gotten
across and stuck in audiences minds.
But there is one point where a very good

speech is made by an ex-party member
who suddenly realizes what a wonderful
thing it is to be an American. Some of
the people who catch Red Fever are:
Hanna Axman, the girl Communist afraid
to break away from the party, Betty Lou
Gerson, who is good in a fanatic way as
one of the party leaders, and Robert
Rockwell, the disillusioned G.I. who
thinks maybe Communism can solve a
lot of his troubles.

My

BASED

Friend Irma
Paramount

on the radio

stand her.

Another item you should be
warned about is John Lund's characterization

of Al, Irma's fiance, the fasttalking sharpie always making with the
"big deals." It takes a little getting
used to before you can relax and enjoy
the role. Something you won't have to
get used to is the comedy team of Dean

Martin

is

a

handsome crooner (Perry Como and Tony
Martin combined) and straightman for
Lewis who is a fascinating cross between
a Boy Scout and a teen-aged chimpanzee. Martin, incidentally, does an amazing job on sharing romantic honors with

Don DeFore

as the two vie for the
Diana Lynn, Irma's harrassed
room-mate. Opening rather slowly, the
laughs get louder and louder with the
appearance of Martin and Lewis. Then,
74

hand

of

means

well,

complete

who

bedlam

only

starts.

Just like I said
you'll either laugh
like a loon or become one.
.

.

.

Dedee

—

—

Once Upon

Eagle-Lion

AVERY
French

frank
film

Simone Signoret,

in

and often brutal
about a "hostess,"
a Belgium waterfront

cafe who plies her trade to keep her
lover in the style in which he's accus-

tomed. Cynical and hardened, her ideas
about life change radically when she
meets an Italian seaman, Marcel Paliero.

Through his love, she gains confidence
and self-respect. With the help of Marcel
and her sympathetic boss, she stops fearing her boyfriend and is all set to sail
away leaving her sordid life behind.
The boyfriend is now faced with the
grim prospect of having to work for a
living. The idea repels him so, he goes
out gunning for Marcel. Justice is not
meted out by the gendarmerie, instead,
Dedee and her boss balance the scales in
their own way. With a theme of this
type,

there will
be two schools of thought: either
you like the rattle-brained character
played by Marie Wilson, or you can't
series,

Martin and Jerry Lewis.

aided and abetted by Irma,

its appeal will be limited to the
few who don't mind hopeless living.

Follow

A Dream

Eagle-Lion

ONE

of those racey British importa-

which carries sugar and lots
Googie Withers is the wife of
an absent Army officer, Guy Middleton,
who, realizing his spouse's inaptitude for
handling finances, sends her his efficient
tions

of spice.

orderly, Griffith Jones. As the veddy
proper butler. Jones cannot be surpassed.
As a man, according to Googie's mind,
he cannot be by-passed, and therefore
becomes quite the disturbing employee.
It's bad enough that Googie has to see
him most of the day, but when she has a
dream about him well! Luckily, her
husband returns home from occupying
"Germany just about then and Googie
can breath easier, even though she regards Jones with a suspicious eye. Sophisticated and loaded with doublecntendra, we suggest you send the kiddies

—

to a. Western

instead of this one.

Me Quietly
RKO

been a long time since a good
horror-mystery has hit the screen,
and this offering guarantees suspense in
a melodrama which centers around an
insane strangler with the penchant for
murder every time it rains making for
nice creepy scenes. Like in all murder

IT'S

—

and fiction, where there is no
apparent motive, the police, headed by
William Lundigan, have to dig and dig
deep to find a series of unrelated clues
before they can develop one sound clue.
Good police work, eerie atmosphere and
cases, fact

make this a must for mysThe performances, though
them by star names, are well-

thrills galore

tery

fans.

none of
done and the final scene which is a chase
through a gasworks is a complete chiller.
It just goes to show that sometimes
B-piclures are "sleepers" in one way, and

MCM's

Arlene

cambo with

Dahl

socialite

arriving

at

Mo-

Harry Cushing

II.

The Most Surprised Bridle
in ail Bnalandi
She Wed Lord Johnnie the Rogue on His Way to the
Gallows and Planned to Forget Him! But No Mere
Hangman Could Cheat Johnnie of His Delightful Prize!

—

WHAT mad purpose drove the

rav-

ishing young Lady Leanna to
Newgate prison one night to marry a
man she had never seen? To marry
indeed, a notorious outlaw condemned
to hang in the morning?
Anyway, Leanna did not suspect
how her beauty could fire a man. For
in less than twenty-four hours, while
hangman and police were searching
every corner of London for him, handsome Lord Johnnie was inside her
door, breathless but arrogant, to claim

at least one night with this
who had expected him to die.

woman

What happened on Lord Johnnie's
wedding night, and the strange pact
that was to take him halfway across the
world on a mission of pirateering and
vengeance, make this one of the most

And

exciting novels of the year.

here's

BOTH Lord
our amazing offer:
Johnnie and Frank Yerby's new bestseller, Pride's Castle,

a 3-cent stamp

if

are yours for just
join the Dollar

you

Book Club now!

BOTH HITS
YOURS for*
J
you

if

join the

DOLLAR BOOK CLUB now!

#

\

THE

Dollar Book Club offers to send you both "Lord Johnnie" and
"Pride's Castle" for just a 3-cent stamp— as a generous sample to new
members of the wonderful reading entertainment and equally wonderful
savings that nearly a million families enjoy through the Club.
The Dollar Book Club is the only club that brings you popular current
novels for only $1.00 each. Yes, the very same titles sold in the publisher's
retail editions for $2.75 to $3.00 come to members for only $1.00 each—
an incredibly big saving of almost two-thirds!

Such values are possible because of the great economies effected in
printing huge editions for so large a membership. And the Club's own
new book plant is equipped for money-saving production on a scale
never before possible. These big savings are passed on to you!
Take as Few as Six Books a Year!
Membership in the Dollar Book Club
requires no dues of any kind. You
do not even have to take a book
every month; the purchase of as few
as six books a year fulfills your
membership requirement. Upon
receipt of the attached coupon
with just a 3-cent stamp, you will
be sent BOTH "Lord Johnnie'
and "Pride's Castle."

You

also receive
the current selection
for only $1.00. Therewill

after, every month, you
will receive the Club's

Bulletin,
which describes the forthcom-

ing Club selections,
also other popular
books offered at only
$1.00 each. Buy only
the books you want!

Send

No Money—

Start Enjoying

Membership Now!

More

Thrills

Than "The

Wdcs

"

10SU,

Please enroll
ber and send

—

Garden City, New York
me as a Dollar Book Club memme at once Lord Johnnie and

BOTH for the enclosed 3c stamp.
Also send me the current club selection and bill
me for $1 plus shipping cost.
With these books will come my first issue of
the free descriptive folder called "The Bulletin"
telling about the two new forthcoming one-dollar
bargain book selections and additional bargains
offered at $1.00* each to members only.
I have the privilege of notifying you in advance if I do not wish either of the following
months' selections and whether or not I wish to
purchase any of the other bargains at the Special
Club price of $1.00 each. I do not have to accept
a book every month— only six during each year
that I remain a member. I pay nothing except
$1 for each selection received plus a few cents
shipping cost.

Pride's Castle is
the exciting new
story of a handfighter

Dept.

Pride's Castle

Foxes of Harrow"!

some,

DOUBLEDAY ONE DOLLAR BOOK CLUB

ruthless
and the wo-

man who

bartered
her beauty, her de-

cency and her
riches for his love!

When you see the wonderful package of reading you will get
immediately and realize these books are typical of values you
will continue to get from the club for only $1.00 each, you
will be delighted to have become a member! Mail coupon now.

ISS

City.

&

Please Print

>

Zone

State

...
If

DOUBLEDAY ONE DOLLAR BOOK CLUB, GARDEN

CITY,

NEW YORK

Occupation

•Same Price

under

age,

in Canada: 105

Bond

21,

please

St.,

Toronto 2

——

1

6

SKIN-SAFE SOLITA1R! The only foundation-and-powder make-up with clinical
evidence*

— certified

by leading

DOES

skin

—

from coast to coast that it
NOT CLOG PORES, cause skin

specialists

texture change or inflammation of hair
follicle

or other gland opening.

No other

powder, cream or cake "foundamake-up offers such positive proof

liquid,

tion"

of safety for your

skin.

'biopsy-specimen

Gown by

See the loveliest you that you've ever seen

—the minute you use
—so

cake make-up. Gives your skin a petal-smooth appearance
that

you look as

if

you'd been born with

it!

a special feather-weight formula. Clings longer.
faults

—yet never

feels mask-like,

Solitair

is

entirely different

never looks "made-up." Like

with this make-up that millions prefer.

Cake Make-Up

Solitair

flatteringly natural

Outlasts powder. Hides

Solitair contains Lanolin to protect against dryness.

No

Cell

Truly

little

finest face

—

skin

creams,

you'll be lovelier

better quality.

Only f 1.00.

(tob
*

Fashion-Point Lipstick

Seven new
fashion-right shades

Yes

— the

first

and only

lipstick with point

B

actually shaped to curve of your lips.

more evenly.
New, exciting "Dreamy Pink" shade
and six new reds. So creamy smooth
contains Lanolin
stays on so long.
Applies color quicker, easier,

—

Exquisite case. $1.00
Slanting cap with red enameled circle identifies
the fumous 'Fashion-Point and shows you exact
color of lipstick inside. U. S. Pat. No. 2162584.

i

Chapman. Jewels by Seama
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